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INDEX TO VOLUME XX.

i olS.RoBe, 874
icconits, farm, keeping, 386
^.ddrfss of the Hon. John A. Dix at

tie N. T. State Fair S6S
^drife to farmers, 205, 215
igrimltural chemistry, boys should

(tudy 832, 86T
- dscussions, 29T, 332
- aid mechanical fair at'St. Louis, . . . 83S
- ftir of the American Institute, 388

Ontario county, N. T., 841
--Provincial (0. W.), 839
- p State, Illinois, 889
-

I

Michigan, 840
-

I
New Jersey, 840

-I New York, 837
Ohio, 340

-| Pennsylvania 838
-4 Vermont, 840

-i— United States, 887
-1 science, some points in, 233
^ society, liow to ruin an, 241
- — N. Y. State, fairs of the, beneficial

to the localities in which held, 297
jgricuJture, American, Lord Napief

on, 20S
- and horticulture, progress of^ 47
- as a profession 11
- general importance of, 4S
-in Ohio, 172
- necessity for making it a science,. . . 276
- of the Ehineland, 61
- Ecientiflc and practical, 277
loes to destroy bugs, 191

Jpaeas in Australia, Ill, 803
.merican black walnut, 126
- elm, 847
-farmers—are they intelligent?.. 73, 142
- live oak 219
- trees and tree-planters, 157
.nimals, best doctor for, 112
- brine poisonous to, 803
- fatting, charcoal for, 808
- importance of comfort to, 10
- kindness to 47, 21

1

- training or breaking, 211
nts, to kill, . .. 129, 159
phides, 267
-pple orchards, grafting old, 31

renovating old, 63
-stocks, '. . GS
-tree borer, 95, 162, 192, 307
-trees, destruction of, 2S5, 343

grafting, 225
large, 55
lime on, 187
on high land, 819
planting and cultivation of, 255
shoots on, 226
useful insect on, 254

ipples 120
- cultivation of, 52, 53, 54, 255
- gathering and keeping, 255
- most prufltable varieties of, for an

orchard, 52, 129
- rust on, 125
Lshes, coal, as manure, 268, 336
- leached, value of, 146
-sh, European flowering, 253
Lustrallau items, 242
lustrian or black pine, 154

Sark-louse 107 866
Jarley, cultivation of, .... 22, 82, 106, 298
- vs. corn in Western New York, .... 23
- when to cut, 201
-winter, 22, 68
Jam-owl, the, 1S8
}am, side-hill, for cattle, &c 12

Bams, plans for, 180
Bam-yards, constructing, 88
Barrels for fruit, 819
Beans, English, 808
— Lima, cultivation of, . . 81, 113, 191, 220
— on a sandy knoU, 150
Bee-house, ornamental, 813
Bee-moth, the, 172
Bees, feeding, 806
— in California, 241
— Italian, 865
— management of, 29, 113, 115
Bird's-foot trefoil, 109
Birds, management of, in the house, . . 83
— spare the, 865
— their usefulness, 128, 188, 268
Blackberries, 119
Blackberry, the New Kochelle, 849
Blackbird, the, 188
Black-knot, 87, 93
Black-leg in cattle 148, 210
Black-tonsrue, 865
Blue-jay, the, 191
Book for emigrants, 68
Books, new, 97, 130, 195, 226, 260, 289, 824

356, 878
Boys, study agricultural chemistry, 332, 367
Broad-making, 35
Breaking animals, 211

Breeding cows, 344
— fowls, 836
— stock, 181, 247, 344
Brine poisonous to animals, 308
Broom com in Illinois, 336
Buckwheat and wire-worms, 206
— cultivation of, 188
Bugs on vines, specific for, 222
Burning clay sods for manure, ; . . 225
— land 161
— the prairies, 303
Bustard, the great, 116
Butter-making, 85, 114
Butternut tree, the, 846

C
Cabbages for milch cows, 205
— transplanting, 216
Calves, lice on, 97
— rearing and management of, 84, 142, IfiO

184, 214, 247
Canary and other birds, management

of, in the house, 33
Canary seed, raising, 194
Canker-worm, '. 129

Carrots for feeding poultry, 269
Cat-bird, the, 189
Cattle at the west, facilities for growing, 115
— black-leg in, 148
— breeds of, in England, 112
— Devonshire, 49
— fattening in winter, 82
— hovcn in, 204
— improved breeds of, do not deterio-

rate in this country, 297
— keep, for their manure, 46
— Kerry, 864
— killed from eating corn-stalks chewed

by hogs, 47
— prize—judges should be firm,.. 271, 843
— remedies for diseases among, ISO
— soiling 833
— tying up, 204, 865
— wheat as food for, 76
— yards, management of, 344
Cedar or cherry-bird, the, 1S9

Cedar tree, the red, 348
Celery, transplanting, 216
Cement for cisterns, 181

roofs, 174
Changing seed, 241

Charcoal for fatting animals, 808

Cheese-making from a small dairy,. . .

.

Cherry, the winter,
Chick-a-dee, the,

Chickens, roup in,

Chinch-bug, the,

Chufa or earth-almond,
Cider and cider-making,
Clay, burnt, use of, as manure,— sods, burning, for manure,
Clover and sheep on light soils,

— hay, feeding,
— on winter wheat,— plaster on, 105,— red, perpetuating, .'

— seed, depth for sowing,
out all winter,
raising, harvesting, and cleaning,
saving,

— will plowing in, exhaust the soil?.

.

Coal ashes as a fertilizer, 263,
Cold grapery, a cheap, •

. .

.

Colt, a remarkable,
Colts, best feed for,

Composting swamp muck,
Condition powders,
Conifers, pruning,
Contraction of the feet of horses—cause

and remedy,

Cork oa k, the,

Corn, applying manure to,— as food for the million,,— cultivating too much,
— cultivation of, 137,— distance for planting,
— fed to hogs—can it be made to pay

cast of Ohio ?— fodder, 81,
— for export 45,

farm stock,

the west,— hen manure for, .

.

— hints on harvesting, 266,— husking,
— June planted,
— planting potatoes with,— plaster on,
— plowing land in the fall for,

— suckcring, 30,
— stalks—cutting, curing, and feeding.

for milch cows,
— unripe, for seed,
— vs. barley in Western New York,..

beans for sheep
rye as food for hogs,

Cornfield, rats in the,

Corns, cure for

Cottage, suburban, design for a.. .

Country house, design for a,

— residence, a,

design for a, 149,

Cows—hard milkers,
— improving the breed of,

— kicking,
— milch, corn stalks for,

feeding and management of,

— oil-cnke for,

— soiling,

— sucking, cure for, 14S,

Creeper, the,

Crops for soiling in Illinois

— notes on the 258, 269, 287,
— which enrich the soil, 1< 8,

Cucumbers, raising, 124, 1.M,

Cultivator and horse-hoe—what is the

difference between them ?

Curculio, remedies for the, 51, 93,

Currants,— and '.heir cultivation,

Cutting hay for stock,

Cuttings, to insert,

Cypress, a variety of, grown In France,

84
156
183
270
204
222
301
25

225
202
97
105
2f\5

209
10.5

97
24
314
3C3
836
221

193
370
836
129
256

211

152
24
45

263
181
290

28
299
81

146
36

299
^i
298
209
1.=.0

259
299
113
23

369
110

23
(M

96
206
U9
273
812
83

M-S
331
:344

.3u7

869
3(14

10
at;5

307
1«»

162
309
1-4

191

95''

].'8

119
.S49

333
374
252
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Dahlia roots, prcsiTvlng 819
Dairy, clu'tBi'-iniikiiid from a small. . . JM
— niHtiuecnicnt in Scollninl 804
— piirposcs, wliont lurms for, '21

Decoptioii ill prsolioo, 2"21

Devonshlr.- calllc 49
Dijipliii: alioiil fruit Irios 222
])ist-ii,ssi,.iis, aprioultural 297, 882
Di^hlh-ry-slop fatted beef and mutton, 14(5

Do);;*, (ihro|>-killing, cure fur 240— vs slitt'p, 2(17

Doi?-lrap9 241
Doini'stic animals, kimlnesti to, 47
Draiimp; for nrolinrils, 2S1

Drainio); wet lands, 248
Drains, open, 48

v». ooTered, .SiJft

Drilliiiff wheat, 21)5, 286. 2^
and other grains, udvunlages and

dba<lranta>{es of, 20, 21
DroDsical lajd 247
DueK8 aud llieir niaiiagemeni 242— yount:

—

should they bo allowed to

go lio water ? 814

K
Eggs in winifr, how can hena beat be

kept »o as to procure, 81, 181— large 2.')9

Esg, small, 161
Elm, Ameriean 847
Encroide bartonioidos 221
European Fluwering Agh, 258
Kvergreon need 226
Experiments on grasses, with artiflcial

fertilizers, 10
potatoes, with artif 'I fertilizers, 9, 111

F
Fall plowing 265,
Farm accounUs, keei>ing— wheat, becoming a farm of all work,— book, plan for a 30,— house, deKigii for a

in the rural gothic style, 149,— labor—BiHke it fashionable,
Farmers, advice to 20r),— Ameriean, intelligence of, 7.S,— sociality II mong
Farmer's best friemls, the,— creed,
Farmers' clu!), how to get up a,

Farmer, the American, 279,
Farming compared with other Toca-

tions, 11,— experimental,— Increasing necessity tor making it a
science, ....— in England and France,— scientific am) practical

Farms and farming in Western Vir-
ginia,

— model and experimental,
Feeding bees,
— fiirm stiK'k— hnwies,— latlk cows
Feed the land and il will feed you, . .

.

Fence, porUible,— posts,

Fences, rail vs. board,— stone, constniction of. 17, 148,
Flower g.nrden in the formal style, de-

sign for

Work in the,

Flowering of potatoes,— shrubs, propaguiion of,

Fodder, com for, 81,— sorgho Injurious as
Force pump
Forest trees, destruction of, 311,
Forget-me-Jiol, the,

Founder
Fowl breading .'

— disease •

Freiehls from Ijike Michigan,
Fronts, effects ot the 2&t,

on the grape— In Chaiitaiique county, N. Y.,
Frml. barrel" for,

— culture in Illinois

Massechusetia
errata— dryine. honse for— from Indiana,

— give away your

806
8.S6

278
86

21.5

1.8:3

246
21.5

142

12
I'.'S

276

843

12
76

276
240
377

218
75

306
361
11.5

8l»4

214
17

16
213

282
217
241

828
299
8ii3

288
8i'>6

220
««5
886
46
209
2,58

2.51

24.5 i

819
838 I

2«4
I

821

194
8,58 I

2S1 I

Fruit Growers' Society of Western New-
York, 61, 260, 816, 849— growing in Missouri, 62— stealing, to prevent, 254— trade, 821— trees, etc., deception among dealers
in, 221
digging about, 222
efu^cts of the wea,ther on 249
mun.-igemcnt of newly planted, . . 192
manures for, 349
propagating 874

Fruits, preserving the color ot, 194

G
Oapes in chickens, 113, 212
Gardener, docs it pay to hire a, 1.58

Garden, fall work in the, 84,5— .seat, 851— trash, 2' 2

Garget, remedy for, 310
Gas tar for insects 221

peach trees, 186
trellises, 284

Geese and their management, 884
Geranium, home of the, 851
German stocks, 284
(toldfinoh, the American 191
Gooseberries, sulphur .ind lime for, .. . 187
Gooseberry saw-tiy. the, 187
Grafting ajiple trees, 225— budding, &c 68— old apple orchards, 31— the peach on the cherry, 67
Grain-drills, advantages and disadvan-

tages of, 20, 21
Grain-raising and stock-growing, 26
Granary, to prevent rats, Ac, working

in the, 218
Grapo, effects of frost upon the, 251
— sulphur for mildew on the, 185
— summer pnining of the, 816
— the Catawba, 845

in Iowa, 823
Concord, 123
Delaware, 123

for general cultivation, 373
Diana, 123
F.lizabeth 372
Golden Clinton 123
King, 123
Logan, 123
Northern Muscadine, 123
Rebecca, 123
To Kalon 123
Union Village, 128— vine, a handsome 854
grafting the 124
hriw long will it live, 194
pruning the,—when and how,. . . 82
ringing the, 185, 250— vines—underdraining—tiaining, ... 323

GeAI'R, ViNRVARU Cui.TURK OF TlIE

:

Soil, situation, and exposure, 68
Preparation of the ground, 59
Laying out the vineyard, 90
Propagation of the vines, 90
Planting, 92
Treatment of the vines the 8d year, 121

3d year 121
4th year 122

What varieties to plant 128
Trellis-training of the Isabella,... 155

Grapery, cold, a cheap, 921
Grapes 119— best varieties of, for general cultiva-

tion 54, 816— cultivation of, 63
— early ripening, 68— exotic 163
— in Krie Co., Pa. 872
Grass, cutting bv machinery, 178, 212, 271

275, 843, 844— land, applying manure to, 8.S6— land improves the soil 86
improving permanent, 26
management of, 279
top-dre»sing for, 128— timothy, best lime to cut,. 1T6, 277, 848

Grasses and clovers, 129— cultivation of, 888
— manures for 10
(•ras»-growir.eaj>d stock-railing,. 269, 848
Grssshopper feed, 268
Grasshoppers, an insect that destroys,. 269
Grazing sheep 870
Oreen-house, plan of a, 89
Guano islands, Ml

H
Hard milkers,
Harrow for covering seed,
Harrowing in manure,— jiotatoes,

Harvesting com, 266,— grain in Australia,
Hay, a few words on,
— best time to cut grass for,. 176, 277,— cutting, for stock,— measuring,
— seed for hogs,

save your,
Heaves in horses, 288, 308,
Hedge, buckthorn, 85£,— plant, a new,
Heilges and soreens, ornamental,
Hemp and its cultivation,

Hens, best food and treatment for,— keeping, Uy produce eggs in winter,

— shoeing,
— to prevent, from sitting,

HerliMceous plimKi,

Highways, how should we improve
our,... 16, 113, 114, 144, 145, 180,

Hints on harvesting,
oorn, 266,

spring work
Hoeing potatoes when wet,— wheat in the spring,
Hi >g-cholera, 907,
Hog, history of the,

Hogs, cooking food for,— fattening 81,— fed on acorns
— large vs. sinal', for feeding,— live and dead weight of,— management of,— will it pay to feed com to,

Hollow horn
Honey locust, the,

Hops and th&ir cultivation,
Horn shavings as manure, 836,
Horse fair, Waterloo, JJ. Y.,
Horses, best, to breed from,— biting their cribs, to prevent— contraction of the feet of,—cause

and remedy,— feeding
— pastuing,— soiling
— to prevent sore shoulders in,— train, to walk,
— vs. mules,
— wintering,
Horse's age, how to know a
Horse-shoe vs. sole tile for underdrain-

ing
Horses' legs, washing
Horse-taming—Mr. Karey
Horticultural notes... 62, 86, 117, 151,— Societv, Massachusetts Transactions

of the, for 1858 ;

Horticulture, cultivate a taste for,

Hot-bed, how to make a,

House for drying (ruit,— small.'design for a,

Hoven in cattle,

How to make a baulky horse pull,

Hungarian grass Ill, 240, 311,
Husbandry, poor

881
10«
175
110
348
202
146
848
88$
203
20S
844
SOT
seT'

206
871

7T
810
81
ISl
<65

)S»

ilT

at
2»1

»s
1(5 •

28
#
24
la
20"

84J
808
88
74

809
in

365
288
79
866
244
870
289

211
115
238
210
269
131
248
2«

865

20»
110
S69m

86
194
8T0
204
268
866
60

Impatiens Jerdonite 125
locrustations on steam boilers, to re-

move, 96
Inquiries and answer^ 87. 67. 95, 12?, 161

194, 225. 259, 288, S28, 8,55, 870, 878
Insect, a useful, on plum and apple

trees 254— on mulleins and in clover heads not
the wheat-midge, 809, 866— which destroys the whent-midge, . . . 143

Insects, aloes to destroy, 191— lignite to destroy, liT

K
Kidney-worms in &wine, 308
King-bird, the, 190
Kohl-rabi 855
Kyaniiing wood, 806

L abels, permanent 299
Lands, clearing, fl-om roots and bushes, 80
I^andi, renovating worn out, 49
Letter from Col. Ware, «
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letter from John JohBston, 82

Lio« on calves, 9^

cattle, swine, and calves, Ill

Lignite to destroy insects 1 87

Lima beans, cultivation of, 31, 118, 191, 220

Lime as manure, value of, 25, 8G7

— for wheat, .
161

— in transplanting trees, 2M
— on apple trees, 1S7

Linden, the golden-twigged, 218

LiiiseedTcake for heifers before calving, 808
— in England, 204

Live oak, American, 219

Lixjust, honey 2S2

Lucerne, 109

Lupins for enriching the land, 174

Lupin, the white, 108

M
Madder for pasturage, 208

Manure, application of, discussion on
the...... 382

— applying to com and potatoes 24

grass land &i6
— burning clay gods for, 225
— burnt clay as use of, 25
— cheap salt for, 268
— coal ashes as, 268, 836
— from well-led animals, value of, . . . 146
— harowing in, for wheat, 175
— hen, for corn 299
— horn shavings as, 83fi

— keep cattle for their, 46
— lime as, value of, 2."), 867
— making and preserving 41, 46, 180
— mineral phosphate as, 1 69

— muck as a, 849
— power of soils to absorb, 233
— refuse of tanneries as, 800, 866
— relative value of liquid and solid,.. 96
— salt as, for wheat, 85

—shell and other marls as, benefits of, 25
— value of, 46
Manures for fruit trees 849

grasses, 10
potatoes, 9

Manuring 382
Marb, benefit of, and best mode of ap-

plying, 25
Meadow land, paMuring, 148
Medicago lupulina, 109
Melon, tJapan apple-pie, 64
— seeds, a popular loxurv in Cliina, . . 276
Melons, raising, '124, 151, 191, 217
— — without the use of hot-beds, 32
Mignonette, liie, 350
Mildew, sulphur for, 185, 28^
Milkers, hard, 381
Milk, heating new,.- 239, 269, 848
— keeping sweet, 303
— management of, 808
— rich—who can beat it ? 37
Milking in silence, 26S
Millet for food, 240
Missouri, climate, soil, fee, of, 2S
Model and experimental ftirms, 75
Mowing machines, advantages and dis-

advantages of, 17S, 212, 274, 275, 844
Muck as a manure, 849— compositing, 336
Mulching, 151, 158, 191, 207
Mules vs. horses for steady labor, 24S
Murrain in cattle, cure for, . . 114, 148,210
MuVic and cheap pianos, 852

JS

TSo cattle, no manure ; no manure no
com, 46

Notes for the month, horticultural, . 62, 86
117, 151, 191, 216

S. W.'s,.. 50, 81, 146, 175, 209

244, 310, ,841, 36S
— from "Down East," 118, 247, 248

Maine, 179, 269, 309
Paris, 361

Pennsylvania, 55
— on the crops, 258, 287

— September number of the Gen-
esee Farmer, 848

October jand November num-
bers of the Genesee Farmer, 866

weather,.. 160, 198, 224, 2.5S, 287
821, 858, 376

O
Oak, cork,... 152— live, American, 219
•- tooth, leaved Turkey, ii

Oats, African, 242
— how thick shall we sow, 107, 831
— rost on, 207
— sowing, without plowing, 139
— thick vs. thin seeding, 331

— vs. wheat for seeding in, 50

Oil-cake for cows, 10

Onion maggot, 225

Onions, autumn-planted, 238
Oregon and Washington Territories,. . 76

Orchards, apple, grafting old, 31

renovating, 63
— drainage for, 281
— plowing old, ». 819

Osage orange, 97

hedge, 823

Oxen, working, best breed for, 206

Paint, cheap, 181

Painting houses, 814, 867
Pasturage, madder for, 203

Pasture for co ws, is it well to change
the, 802

Pasturing early, 150
— horses, 288
— meadow land, 14S

Pea-bug, to destroy the, 865

Peaches in Illinois, 157

Peach nursery, growing a, 222
— trees, gas tar for, 186

Pear, a fine, 36
— Beurre Giffard, 281
— blight, 261, 252, 285
— Bloodgood, 281
— Doyenne d'Ete, 280
— Madeleine, 280
— orchard, T. G. Yeoman's, 315
— Osband's Summer, 281
— seedling, culture of, 849
— trees, dwarf, pruning, 54

large, 55
— underdraining for the, 285
— Vergalieu, 87

Pears, culture of, 53, 54, 255
— dwarf, &4, 819

correctien, 377
— for general cultivation, 816

orchard culture, 53
— gathering and keeping, 256
— planting and cul tivation of, 255
— new, 120
— suitable for quince stocks, 61

— summer, 280
— winter, ripening, 61

Peas for feeding to hogs, 107

— Japan, 207

Peat, swamj) muck, <fcc., value of, 319

Pennsvlvania Central Kailroad, 244

Phoebe-bird, the, 188

Phygelius capensis—new bedding plant 64

Pigs, Leicester, 299

Pine. Austrian or black, 154

Planting trees, 318

Plant-lice, 267

Plaster for general crops, 274, 343
— not beneficial on wet land, 171
— on clover, 105, 205

corn and potatoes, 259

Plowing, ; 107
— fall,. 265, 806
— old orchards, 319
— in clover—will it exhaust the soil,. . 863
— vs. spading 245

Plawing-match, Canadian, 876

Plows, wheel vs. swing, 110, 867

Poll-evil, cure for, 870

Potato disease, H
— large, 377
— seed, preserving, 323

Potatoes and plaster, 138
— an easy way to cultivate, 116
— applying manure to, 24
— cutting, 'for planting, 107
— experiments on, 9, 111
— fattening stock on, 863
— flowering of, 241

— harrowing, HO
— hoeing, when wet, 268
— manures for, 9
— planting, with com, 150
— raising under straw, 128
— seed, from the south, 87

— sweet, preserving, 184
— tan bark for, 206

Poultry, dressing, for market, 85

— will it pay tojkeep, in large num-
bers- 90, 814

Prairie farming in America, 173
Preserving fruits without sugar, 257
Principles not products entitled to

awards, 207
Progressive ultimates, 16?
Propagating peach trees, 96
— house, a beautiful, 87
Propagation of flow-jring shrubs, 323
Pruning 216
— conifers, 255
— dwarf pear trees, 54
— the grape, 32, 816
Pulverizing the soil, advantages of. .. . 864
Pumpkins, raisine—their value as food

for cattle,.... 27, 118

R
Babbits and trees, 156
Radish seed, old 308
Karey at the Alhambra, 869
Easpberrv, black, culture of the, 249
Eats in the comfield, 206
— working in the granary, to prevent, 21.>

Eeapers, trial of, in Belgium, 95

RECEIPTS, DOMESTIC:
Bannock, 65

Beans, baked, 820
Beef, comed, 2S6
Beer, 159, 223
— spruce, 127

Biscuit, 192
— butter, 223
— cream, 65
— drop, 65
— good, 223
— honey dew, 2S6
— raised, 65
— sponge, 223

Bread, brown, without yeast, 65
— corn, rich, 320
— Lowell brown, 65
— to make good, 820
Buns, 159

Cake, common, 320

fried, excellent, 65
— fruit, 320
— Gipsey queen, 286
— Indian queen, 2S6
— jelly, 820

— measure, ' 820
— salt pork, 1^9
— Shrewsbury, 820
— Tunbridge, 320

Cakes, Indian, 127

Catsup, tomato, 2S6

Celery, essence of, 820

Cheese, to keep from moulding,.. 2'2-?

Coffee, 228
— to brown 127

Cookits, 65, 3'20

— corn. 286

Crackers, to make, 223

Cmllers 65

Curds and whey 127

Currant jelly, red, 193

Currants, green, to clean, 192

Custard, almond, 65
— boiled, 127

— cold, 192

— rice, 192

Dishes, wiping, 22S

Doughnuts 22.8

— Connecticut, 127

— without yeast, 65

Eggs, to preserve 127, 159

Essence of cele ry, 820

Flips, tea, 286

French loaf, 320

Fruits, preserving without sugar, .
257

Hair oil, 127

Hams, to keep, for summer use,.. 127

Herbs, to preserve, 228

Honey, mating, 127, 286

How to render dresses non-com-
bustible, 65

Ink stains, to remove, 66, 159

Jelly, red currant, 192

Liniment, an excellent, 127

Marmalade, tomato, 192

Milk toast, 65

Mince pie, salt beef, 880

Muffins, 820

Nuts, ginger, 66

— brown, ^^
Panada, wine, 286

Pickles, tomato, 286

Pie, buttermilk, 198
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BBOEirTS, DOMESTIC:— ImSlernuL^ 66
— fWiTbtrrNV 2'i7

— lomon 127, 159, 2."i7

— iiiiiok iipiilp 127
— pumpkin 820
— sweet potato, 8'.'"

— Inrnip IM
— 1 iui-giir 127

roliilot-s fried, 257

Prei-ervc?, cilron-melon, 2<C
Pu.tdinir, l)oUed, 127
— l-rea;i 192
— cii»lard, 127
— <lim.lv 228
— fruiU boiled 2S6
— Indian, baked, C5, 320

boiled, 320
— polalo, 127
— puff, 2?C
— riee • 65, 127, 2SC
— Puiiderlan<I, 127
— wliciit, bakeil, 127

Puffs, Indian meal, 65
— walnut, 1S2
IJalitiils and raceotms, to C(X>k,. . . . 65
<,»uinoc, baked 82'

8alve, liealinfr 159

Soap, labor-saving, 2S6— making, 286
Puccouish, to dry corn for, 257
Tan*., orange, 127
— rhubard,: 127
Tea. black, to make, 159
Tea-cake, a nice, 192

Toast, Indian 820
— milk, 65
To color a very dark blue, 1 59

black, 159
on woolen or cotton, 257

blue, 2SG
madder red on woolen, 258
red, 2S6
scarlet on woolen, 256
silk a rich brown, 159

or wool orange, 159
slate color, 159
with butu-mut, 159

cudbear, 159
Tomato catsup, 2SC— marmalade, 192— pickles, 2S6
Vinepar, to make, 159
Walnut!', picklinj;, 257
Wliasp, Canadian, 2S6
"Wiggs, 65
Wine, parsnep, 127
Veast, to make, 169

P.efase of tanneries as manure,. . . 800, 366
Umgini; the vine, 185, 250
Kipeniui; seeds, 2s5
Eoarl-makif.g, 16, 118, 114, 144, 145, 180, 247
Robin, the American, 190
Rocky mountains, the, 242
llfxit-cellars, plans for, 14
Rfiot crops, grow more, 298
R'K>ts and bu9hpa,removing, from land, 8li

— cutting, for stock, 67— prejcrving, for winter use, 14, 15
R'«e Acacia, 874
Roses, yellow, 222
Roup in chickens, 270
Rust on apples, 156

oats, 2o7
wheat stalks 81

Rye 162— and lU cultivation, 22— for autumn feed, 275

S

Salt OS a manure for wheat, 65— (or manure 26^
Sce<liiig timothy, 83(5

Seeds, ripening, 285
Sewing machines, advantages rif, 88
Shade tre<-s Injurloiu to fruit trees 222
theep and clover on light soils, 2'

2

— Cliinew, 88(5
— coarse-wooied, management of, ... . 19— corn vs. b<-ans for, 67
— Cotiiwold 868, 8*0
— docs it pay to wash, 139— dogs vs., 207— do lliey deteriorate in the quality of

their WfK.l in warm climates T 809— fattening In winter, 18— line Ts. coarse-wooled,. 19, 20S, 808

Sheep, flne-wooled, management of,.. 13
— grazing, 270
— griibs in the heads of, 140

— remedies for, 141

— improvement of, 85,212
— in Australia 20.1

— Jonas Webb's South-Downs, 272
— poiwned by a chemical wash, 188
— rack, 85
— their early introduction, 147
— to cure scab among, 808
— vs. hops—which are the most profit-

able to fatten ? 4T
— which is the most profitable breed

of, 85, 212, 870

Sheep-killing dogs, euro for, 240

Shelter for stock, importance of, 50

Silicate of lime, 310

Smut—pickling seed wheat, 23S

Soil, advantages of pulverizing the,. . . 864
— and climate of Minnesota, 810

Soiling cattle, 833
— cows, 865
— crops for, in Illinois, . . . • 162
— horses, 210

Soils, power of, to absorb moisture, 283
— sandy, treatment of, 95

Sorgho injurious as fodder, 803

Sows—why they destroy their young,. 239

Spading vs. plowing, 245

Sl>arrow, the. 190

Spavin, remedy for, 305

Spirrea callosa, 1'"'2

-double-flowering plum-leaved, 152

— grandiflora, 153
— lanceolatu, 15.S

— ulmifolia, 1S3

Spurry, 108

Spruce, Douglas, 3*?

Sieam plow 206

Stock and grain, high prices for, 241

— breeding 181, 247
— care of, in winter, 10
— cutting hay for, 833
— fattening on potatoes, 363
— feeding, 361
— grade, in New York, 207
— good, the most profitable 868
— importance of shelter and nutritious

food for, 50
— raising 269
— sale of imported, 288
— throughbred becoming more general 297
— wall pafier eaten by,. 207
Stock-growing and grain-raisins, 26
Stone fences, building, 17, 148, 218
Strawberries, IIS
— for generaj cullivatiou, 251, 252
— in the Hawaiian Islands, 281
— on gravel beds, 281

the prairies, 158
Strawberry culture, 216
Siihsoilinp, no\el Buggestion in, 206
Suckers on corn—should they be re-

moved •? 80
Sucking cows, remedy for, 148
Sugarcane, Chinese, 50, 81, 181

in Canada West, 114
Sulphur and lime for gooseberries, 117
— f. r mildew 185, 285
Sumac, poison, to destroy, 179
Summer-fallows for wheat, 170
Swallows and martins, 189
Sweet potatoes, preserving, 1S4

T
Tan bark for potatoes, 206
Temperature of the earth, 863
Thick vs. thin seeding, 248

of oats, 831
Thinning fruit 216
Timothy, and the best time for cntting, 176— large 821, 8.36

— Boeding. 836
Tobacco filanls, raising, 27, 87, 118
TiKiIs, horticultural, US
Transplanting trees, lime in, 2.54

Tree-planting, 818
Trees and tree-planting, American, ... 157— for avenues, 56

the prairies, 87— protecting newly planted, 8.51

Turnii>-fly, the, 178
Turtdp seed, Titality of, 2'i7

Turnips 259
— cultivation of, 178, 209— sprouting in warm cellars, to prevent 10— storing and feeding, 278, 8-18

V
Underdraining

, 347— atid manuring at the west, 84— pcoiiomieallv, 184— for tlie grape • 323
pear, 285— horse-shoe vs, sole tiles for, 209— importance of, 150— water meadows, 240

V
Vegetables, early, 9-3, 158
Vetch or tare, the 109
Vine-growing in Missouri, 63
Vine, ringing the, 185, 250
Vineyards of the Rhine, 60

W
Wall paper eaten by stock, 207
Walnut, American black, 126
Warnilli of soil gained by deep culti-

vation, 207
Wart-^ cure for, 76, 159
Waleniielons, raising, 89
Weather, vtc, in Chautauque Caounty

Kew York 841— crops, &c^, in Maine, 269, 809, 870— (> tree, ts ol'tbe, on fruit trees 249— in Illinois 85-5, 876— notes on the,... 160, 198, 224, 258, 287
321, 858, 876

Weed law, 240
Weeds, in the gardon, 240, 215, 843— k»ep down the, 151
— tlieir importance, 240 275— to destroy, 275
Wheat as food for cattle, 76— Bouahton, 237
— broadcasting vs. drilling, 844
— crop inEnglahd, 86

John JohnsUin's, 306
— cultivation of, 284, 802
— Davton 287
— drilling, 205, 286, 248
— early Connor, 299
— earlv Japan, 8C0
— early Noe,. ...•••• 800
— varieties of, 207, 237 299
— extraordinary yiehl of, 288
— farm becoming a farm of all work,. 273

848
— farms for dairy purposes, 21
— gambling 341
— Golden Drop 287
— growing on light soils, 203
— harrow ing in manure for, 175
— harvesting, 201

in Australia, 202
— Hill : 241
— hoeing in the spring, 44
— in California, 336

Vermont, 87
— Japan 241
-^ lime for, 161
— Lambert and Orlean, 242
— May, 287
— plant, the—its origin, culture, &c.„. 829
— rust on, 81, 141
— salt as a manure for, 85
— scarifying pea or barley stubble for 347
— seed, from the north, 306

south, 43
pickling 288

— Soule's and Blue-stem, 67
— sowing 24S
— Snmmer-falNiws for 170
— thick or thiu seeding 248
— Tuscan, 800
— vs. oats for seeding in 60
— whcB to cut, 301
Wheat-midge, ins-ect which destroys

the, ....' 143
— the insect on mulleins and in clover

heads not the 809, S66
— todeslrov the, 386
White lupin", the Iu8

Why do we oil our boots, shoes, and
harnesses 1 210

Wild flowers of Kngland, 220
— plum as a stock, 222

Willows, niiirsh, to subdue, 96
Winter cherry, the, 156
Wire-worms tind buckwheat, 206
— destruction of, 97
Wood, Kyanizing 206
Wofidpecker, spotted, 190

Wren, the, 188
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i.. B., ChariotteviUe, C.Vf., 248

^dams, J. C, Seymour, N. Y., 210

Vgricola, 21()

^n old housekeeper, ^ol

iruold.8. W., 113

B
3 W
Babcock, E., Marengo, III., 353, 8 1 6

5!>fUey, John, Macoupin Co., lU., 209

3aer, A.,ir., Pipestown, Mich., .. 285, 311

3arUett, Levi, Warner, N. H., 306, 843, 8G7

Bartolet, B. F., 14

Beach, L., Romulus, N. T lib

Beach. Lauren, Marcellus, N. T.,.. 89, 115

See, Hickorv Bluff, N. T., 25

Bement, C. N., Sprlngside, N. T., 49, 116

147, 182, 313

S. F. B., Chester Co., Pa., 65, 221

Bissell, C. P., Rochester, N. T., 37B

Krackett, G. E., Belfast, Me., 50, 113, 179

213, 247, 248, 269, 277, 809, 376

BradSeld, John, Rochester, N. Y., 81, 107
158

Brown, H. L., Fayette, Mo S3

Bundy, E. A., Oxford, N. Y., . . . . 212, 344

Caldwell, Joseph, Troy, N. Y., 4T

Canadian Farmer 158

H
Ilagaraan, Thos. C, Bronte, C. "W.,... 15S

Hampton, W. C, Mt. Victory, Ohio,.. 33

Hannibal Jlf
Harney, G. E., Lynn, Mass., 183

Ilolloway, A.. Mt. Brydges, 0. W 128

Howe, Wm., North Almond, N. Y., . . . 144

Ciark, H., Geddes, N. Y., ,

Converse. G., Wilkesbarre, Pa.,

C<i.ip.'r, Phebe W.,
C-opestake, John C, West Jersey, 111..

Cox, Henry, Wheatland, N. Y.,

31

93
33
802

807

r>

Ingham, E., Springfield, Conn.,

Inman, C, Ray, Mich.,

277
S3

D., Gat«s, N. Y 150

D., ScottsviUe, N. Y 124

Davis, C. Wood, Detroit, Mich., 811

Davis, L 1T4

Detrick, Peter, jr., Bellefontaine, Ohio, 210

D. F 215

Dickinson, A. B., Hornby, N. Y., 14S

D. N., Hammond, N. Y., 48

D. P., Martinsburg, Ohio, 184

D. S. C, Fairfieldr Ind., 370

D. W. L., West Medford, Mass., 48

K
E. C, Morgantown, C. W., 114

E. H., Berlin, Ohio, 181

Elliott, St. Louis, Mo 62

Ellsworth, W. H. H., Woodville, N. Y., 85

E. M., Ancaster, C. W., 309

E. P. B., 24, 26

E.W., Dedham, Mass., 124

Ewing, John, Benton, Ohio, 8U9

F
Fleming, F. A., Curwensville, Pa., 156, 222

Frv<-, jr., Andover, Me 22, 84, 35

F. "W., ChariotteviUe, C. W., 275

G
Gardner, W. H., Amboy, HI., 12, 54, 84, 115

6. L. M., Ancaster, C. W., 247

G. P. S., Byfleld, Mass 10

G, S. T., Erie Co., N. Y., 18

J. A.,

J. A., Adams Basin, N. Y.,

J. B. H.. Newburgh, Pa., 1S7

J.C, 212

J. C, Orillia, C.W., 19

Jennings, R., Philadelphia, Pa., 212

J. G. s!^Innisfll, C. W., ISO

J. H., Clarence, N. Y., H^
J. L. K., Jefferson Co., Ky., 22

J M . 176, 306

j! M.' Norfolk Co., C. W., 150

J. M., Woodhouse, C. W 314

J. M. W., Ritchie C. H., Va., 48

J. N., CanadaWest, loO

J. N., Nassagawega, C. W., 181, 214

Johnston, John, near Geneva, N. Y., 82

142, 805

J.S., 222

K
Kindig, H. S., Westmoreland Co., Pa., 184

Kinley, Edward, Salem, Iowa, . . .
808

Kirby, E., East Henrietta, N. Y., 115

Kirby, J., Guelph. C. W., 15

Knapp, Z., Forty Fort, Pa., 88, 275

Larison, G. H., M. D., Sergeantsville,

N.J ;
222

Lee, D., Prof., Athens, Ga., 44

Lothrop, D. W., West Medford, Mass., 284

Lott, D., LottsviUe, Pa., 81

Lyman, Wm., Moscow, N. Y., 85

M
M., ..

Mac, ,

863

Mackelean, J., M. D., Ancaster, C. W., 178
273

Maynard, E., Limerick, N. T., 84, 184, 314

Moodv, E., Loekport, N. Y., 374

Miller, G. B., Jeffersonville, Ind., 148

Mitchell, Wm. D., Pin Oak, Mo., 28

M. E., 25

M. S. B., 35

M. T., Washington Co., N. Y., 17

N
Nichols, D. A. A., Westfleld. N. Y., 18, 21

36, 85, 178, 275

N. W., HomeUaville, N. Y., 269

Nye, B. G., Galesburg, 111., 80

O
O, 8. C, Trenton FaUs, N. Y., 14

Palmer, H. G., Lebanon, Conn., 45
Parmer, E. P., 21

Perry, P. H.. Collins Center, N. Y.,. . . 323

Powers, S.. Waterford, Ohio, 276

P. Q. E., Queens, N. Y., 153

R
Rand, George D., Hartford, Conn.,... .

37(-)

Rathbun, A. B., Oakfield, N. Y., 279

Rawlins, Wm., Flour Creek, Ky., 222

lieagles, C, Schenectady, N. Y., 93

Reno, Wm., New Castle, Pa., 17, 145

Robinson, J. A., Battle Creek, Mich ,. .
179

R. W. S., Woodstock, C. W., 114, 124, 161

S

Salter, Josiah, Rochester, N. Y., 58, 62, 90
121, lt'5, 191

Sanfleld, J., Ambov, 111., 211

S. B. P., Gorham, N. Y.,.. 11, 20, 27, 32

Sergeant, J. T., Hunterdon Co., N. J., . . 25

Sigler, Dayton, 1 6, 23, 82

S. M., Cameron Mills, N. Y., 307

Smith, A. L., Tioga Co., N.Y., 19, 148, 213
' 221

Smith, J. B., M. D., Ogden, N. Y.,. . . . 273

Snyder, W. H., Rosemont, N.J 144

Stearns, Ilonestus, Felch villa, Vt., 23

Stover, Wm., Waterloo, N. Y., 38-1

Street, David. Salem, Ohio, 274

Subscriber, Wilson, N. Y., " 1S7

S. W., Waterloo. N. Y., . . 50, 81, 146, 150

175, 209, 244, 310, 341, 363

T
T^ 16, 27

Tanner,"M E.JEockiand Co., N.Y. 46, 181

Taylor, H. H., East Eodman, N. Y., . .
82

Tenant Farmer, Cobourg, 0. W., 24

W
VV., 299

w!J HornellsvVue, N. Y., 275

Ware, Josiah Wm., near Berryville,

Ya 47, 308, 363, 370

WUcox'.'e.' J!,' Arkwright, N. Y., ISO

Wilson, Andrew, Prescott, C. W., 82

Wilson, C. C, Newfene, N. Y., 28, 26, 29

Woods, J. M., Ritchie C. H., Va., .••••' 21^3

Wood, Thos., PcnningtonvUle, Pa., ... to

W. R., Cobourg, C. W., 15

W.S 868

W. W., Snackwiue., 111., 3T

X.,

X., Gorham, N. Y.,

145
223

Z. B. S.. Fairfield. Ohio, 20g

Z. K., Pittstown, Pa., 22.,

*, Aurora, 85
*, Clarkstown, N. Y., 33

j*^, 12

«L.S. tt,
214



INDEX TO ILLUSTRATIONS.

DOKESTIC UmiALS.

Pevonihirc heifers, 49
Bouth-Down buck " Thorudale," H7
Buffolk sow, 182

POULTUY AJfD BIBD8.

Bnrn-owl, 1S8

Biirn-swsllow, 190

Bluck-bird, 188

Blut-jny, 191

Busliird. tbe great, 116

Cut-bird 1S9

Ce-lar or Ciierry-bird, 1S9

Ch.ck-a-dee, 189

Creepc-r, 189

Duel;. Aviegburv, 24S
— Mallard 243
— Mandarin, 248
— Musk, 24^
— Rouen, 243
— Wood 248

Goldflnch, American, 191

Gocse. Herrucle, 835
— Bremen, 834
— Cliimwfe 335
— Doraeslie 884
— Hons-Kone, 33S
— Toulouse, 335
— Wild 334
House-wren, 188
King-bird, 190
M.irtin. purple, 189

Pha;bo-bird, 183
Ktibin, American, 190
Sparrow, 190
VToofi pecker, spotted, 190
Wren, 189

INSECTS.

AphiK bra«iea, male and female, 267
Aphis-lion, 267
Bee-moth, 1T2
Calves'-louse, Ill

Chinch-bug 2f«
Gooseberry saw-fly, 1S7
Grubs in the beads of sheep, 140
Insect which destroys the wheat-midge 142
Ox-louse Ill

fwine-louse, Ill

Turnfp-fly , 178

lUPLKMBXTS Airs HACHmS.
Bill-hook 118
Border-knife, 116

Cider-mill, portable, Hiekok's, 801
Harrow, potato, 110
— web, 106
Horse-hoe, Garrett's patent, 44
Plow, prize, Howard's, 107

Pruning-scissors, 118
Root-outter, 67

Root-puller 80
Tool-che8t, horticultoral, 118
Tree-scraper, 118
Trimming-shears, 118

FAEM AND OTnHB BUILDINGS.

Barn, hill-side, with plans, 13
plans for a, 14

Bee-house, ornamental, 813
Cottage, suburban, design for a, with

ground plan 278
Country house, design for a, with plan, 812
Country residence, with plans, 88

design for a, with ground plan,.. 183
Farm-house, design for a, with plan, .

.

215
rural gothic, with plan, 149

Oreen-house, plans of a, 89
House, small, design for a, 370
Propagating-houae, 87

TERES AND PLANTS.

Acacia, Rose 874
Ash, European flowering, 253

leave} and flowers of the, 264
Barley, Chevalier, 106— four-rowed, 107— two-rowed 106
Bird's-foot trefoil, 169
Buckwheat, 189
Butternut tree, 846
Canary grass, 194
Cedar, red, 848
Kim, American 847
Hemp plant, section of a, 77
ITnp vine, section of a, 79
Impatiens Jerdoniae, 125
Linden, golden-twigged, 218
Locust, honey, 282
Lucerne, 109
Lupin, white, 108
Medicago lupulina, 109
Mildew on wheat, 141
Oak. cork, 1,52— live, A merican, 219

leaves and fruit of the 820— tooth-leaved Turkey, 66— upright stalk-fruited, 66

Phygellus capensis, ft

Fine, Austrian or black, 15-

Rust on apples, 121

Spiraea callosa, 15;— grandiflora, 16!— lanceolata, 161

— ulmifolia, it)

Spruce, Douglas', 84!

Spurry, 10(

Timothy roots, 176, 17'

Tulip tree, 5'

Vetch, lOf

"Walnut, American black, 12<

Wheat, Boughton, 26*

— Early Connor, 291

— Early Japan, 30<— Early Noe 30<
— Golden-drop, 28'

— Tuscan, 8(K

MISCELLANmOTTS.

Cherry bouquet, 351

Fence, portable, (8 figs.) 17

Flower garden in the formal style, ... 2SS

Garden seat 851

Grape, Elizabeth 872

Hedge, Arbor Vilse,

Pinno, cottage, 852

Tree preserver, 851

VrNETAM) CrLTTHB OF THE Gbapb :

Figure illustrating mode of cutting
sods for terracing side-hill vine-
yards, 60

marking out the ground
for a vineyard 90

Three figures illastrating the propa-
gation of grapes from eyes, cuttings,

and layers, 91

manner of grafting the grape,. 92
Cuttings as they ajipear when planted 92
Plant grown from a single eye,

cutting or layer, 93
Figure illustrating tlie af'pearance

of the canes at the end of the first

season's growth, 12J
Three figures illustrating the mode

of pruning the vine the 2d and 8d
years 121

Four figures illustrating manner of

setting stakes for the vines... 121, 12*2
' training and pruning the

Tine the fourth year 122
Trellises for the Isabella grape 166
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MANUKES FOE POTATOES.

In the April number of the Genesee Farmer for

1858, we gave the results of some experiments,

made by the proprietor of this journal, with several

artificial fertilizers on potatoes. It was there shown

that though half the ash of potatoes consists of

potash, four hundred pounds of unleached wood

ashes gave an increase of only five bushels per acre,

while 150 lbs. of sulphate of ammonia gave an in-

crease of 45 bushels per acre, and 150 lbs. of sul-

phate of ammonia and 300 lbs. of superphosphate

of lime gave an increase of 84 bushels per acre.

"We then remarked that these experiments indi-

cate that potatoes require, in an eminent degree,

ammonia and phosphates, and that therefore Peru-

vian guano, which contains about 18 per cent, of

aijimonia and 25 per cent, of phosphates, is one of

the best artificial manures that can be used for

potatoes, and instanced the following fact in con-

firmation :

" In the same field on which the above experi-

ments were made, two acres were planted with
potatoes, in 1852, without any manure, and two
acres with 300 lbs. of Peruvian guano per acre,

sown broadcast. The two acres without manure
produced 238 bushels, and the two acres dressed
with guano produced 410 bushels, or an increase

,of eighty-six iushels ijer acre.''''

Since then, the results of some experiments

made in Scotland have been published in the

Quarterly Journal of Agriculture, which confirm

this opinion.

There were forty-seven experiments in all, but

our space prevents allusion to more than the prin-

cipal ones.

Of any single manure, Peruvian guano gives the

greatest increase ; and also, as an auxiliary to farm

manure, it affords the best result.

Sulphate of lime (plaster) was used in unusually

large quantity. Eight hundred and ninety-six lbs.,

when used alone, gave an increase of 11^ bushels;

and when used with farm manure, it caused a

decrease of 9|- bushels, as compared with the plot

receiving the same quantity of farm manure alone!

This is a result we can not account lor. Muriate

of potash, used with farm manure, also caused a

decrease in the produce. In our own experiments,

100 lbs. of plaster, used alone, gave an increase of

six bushels per acre over the uumanured plot.

As more convenient for comparison, we give the

main results in tabular form

:

Manures used and quantity per acre.

No manure

896 lbs. of sulphate of lime (plaster)

663 lbs. of superphosphate of lime .

.

876 lbs. of Peruvian guano

252 lbs. of sulphate of ammonia

224 lbs. of nitrate of soda .•

15 loads of farm manure

15 loads of farm manure and
896 lbs. of sulphate of lime (plaster)

15 loads of farm manure and )

376 lbs. of Peruvian guano )

15 loads of farm manure and )

663 lbs. of superphosphate of lime f

1 5 loads of farm manure and )

252 lbs. of sulphate of ammonia j

'

'

It is evident that, to raise large crops of potatoes,

as of wheat, barley, oats, corn, etc., we require

ammonia and phosphates. If these are present,

most soils can furnish an abundance of all the other

constituents of plants ; and if they can not, there is

no natural way of supplying ammonia and phos-

phates that will not at the same time supply an ad-

equate quantity of every other element required.

To get ammonia at a cheap rate, is the grand prob-

lem which American farmers have to solve. We
know of no better way, at present, than to raise

plenty of clover, peas, beans, turnips and other

roots, and feed them to stock on the farm, using as

much oil-cake and other rich, nitrogenous food, in

addition, as they can afford— of course being care-

ful to save all the manure.
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MANURES FOS GSASSES.

Nearly all the experiments wliich have been

made witli artificial manures for grasses, indicate

that, like wheat, barley, oats, etc., the grasses

proper— such as timothy, rye-grass, etc.— require

a large amount of ammonia. In the park at Roth-

amstcd, which has been in grass tor a great num-

ber of years, and the crop frequently made into

liay and removed from the land, manures contain-

ing much ammonia were very beneficial on the

gra.sses, while those furnishing potash, soda, and

other inorganic substances, had the effect of caus-

ing clover and other leguminous plants to spring

up and flourish This ctfect was very marked, and

the result fully sustains the deductions made from

direct experiments on clover, wheat, barley, etc.

"We are warranted in concluding that clover and

other leguminous plants require a larger amount of

alkalies in the soil, than wheat and the grasses

generally, while the latter require manures rich in

ammonia.

Some experiments recently made in Scotland, by

Thomas Fergcson, also favor this opinion. Land

recently seeded with rye-grass and clover, was top-

dres.sed with various fertilizei's. Those furnishing

a free supply of ammonia or nitric acid, increased

the rye-grass to such an extent " that the clover

plant was choked, and came up very thin in the

afterm.ath." One hundred and twelve lbs. of sul

l)hate of ammonia, costing $4,50, gave an increase

of 1,524 lbs. of hay per acre ; 224 lbs. of Peruvian

guano, costing $6, an increase of 1,260 lbs. ; 112

lb'', nitrate of soda, costing $5, an increase of 1,540

lbs. ; 280 lbs. of superphosphate of lime, costing $5,

an increase of 21)2 lbs. ; while sulphate and muriate

of potiish gave an increase of only 30 lbs.

In another field, on a two-year old pasture, an

application of five dollars' worth of guano "at least

doubled the outlay in grass, as also the sulphate of

ammonia and nitrate of soda, all of which thickened

the grass plants, beside giving them a quick growth,"

IMPORTANCE OF COMFORT TO ANIMALS.

T>KT nio touch a cord of compassion, my friend,

a.s I point to that poor .'shivering flock of sheep ex-
posed to the cold air this morning, as they have
been since breakfast. Pray turn tliem into the
barn, and give them something to pick over, at
lea.<«t, if not to eat, that they may drive aw.ny the
thooght and feeling of cold, which threatei'is to
Bh.ake them to pieces. I address every man who
leaves his sheep and cattle exposed to the weather
when it is, as it is now, below freezing, and espe-
cially when the wind is strong enough to open the
wool and stir t!ie hair of the cow.s. It is sufficient
lo say it makes them uncomfortable. No animal in

this state for long and frequent periods was ever
known to make the most oi the food given it, or to

improve in flesh and fat and muscle. It is enough
for me to hear the cattle lowing in the barn, or see

them walking about the yard uneasily, or to feed

tliem irregularly, to satisfy myself that at the fol-

lowing milking the quantity will be less than usual,

or that the oxen when working will be restless and
disobedient, or weak and unwilling to haul their

load; and I always look here for tlie cause of the

evil. An interesting anecdote illustrating this fact,

may be found in the Farmer'^s Guide, where a great

diminution of milk was the result of irregular feed-

ing of a lot of cows in possession of the author.

The piercing wind, and still, cutting cold, has a

no less disastrous effect. The quantity of food con-

sumed has been clearly proved to be nmch greater

tlian otherwise, and the profit derived from it at

the same time is found to be much less. If wan-
deriug about the yard causes shee]) and cattle to

eat more food to less advantage than when penned
up, who will deny that any additional demand upon
comfort, (juiet, animal heat and fat, is a source of
loss to the farmer? Yes, my friend, this little mat-
ter also demands your care. g. p. s.

Byfleld, Mass., December, 1S5S.

OIL-CAKE FOR COWS.

Mr. Eu.jAn Wood, Jr., of Concord, who keeps

seventy cows, considers oil-cake one of the best

articles of food for them, even at $35 per ton, its

present price. Of so much importance does he
regard it, that he w'ould sell corn at a dollar a

bushel and purchase cake, to soine extent, for cow-
feed. He finds the cake of great utility in season-

ing and imparting a relish to coarse fodder—as bog
hay, straw, etc. The foddei" being cut and thrown
into a large trough, it is moistened, and the ground
cake mixed through it. After standing a few hours,

tlie odor of tlie cake is found to have penetrated

tlie entire mass, and the cattle eat it with avidity.

Mr. W. finds that no objectionable quality is im-

parted to the milk by feeding two quarts of the

ground cake to each cow daily. He prefers, how-
ever, that the cake should be mixed either with

shorts or shorts and corn meal, in about equal pro-

portions. The milk is sold for Boston market.

From former experience in the use of oil-cake,

we agree with Mr. Wood in his estimate of its

value for milch cows. We have found that from c

pound to two pounds a day, to a cow, in the winter

season, made a very pvofitable increase of butter,

the quality of which was not inferior to that pro-

duced from any other food. But if the cake was
increased beyond this quantity, the quality of the

butter was sonu-times injured. Cake in modei-ate

quantities is highly favorable to the healtli of cows.

They show it by the smoothness of tlieir coats and
the suppleness of their limbs. It also greatly im-

proves the quality of the manure. English farmers

do not understand how it is that Americans can

ailord to export oil-cake. Neither do we.

—

JJ( s(<>n

Cultivator.

To ri:EVEXT Turnips sprouting in warm Cet.-

i.APS IN Winter, cut off all the fibrous roots and a

portion of the tap root. The tops should also be
cut close. This will not prevent them from heat

ing and decaying, if placed in laige piles.—

B
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THE POTATO DISEASE.

The Royal Agricultural Society has awarded a

purse to Dr. Lang, of Ipplepen, for a paper ou the

Potato, its cultivation, production and disease. The

conclusions at which he arrives are :

"That the disease is of a fungoid nature, in.

creased in virulency by atmospheric causes. That

all manures are injurious, saving only lime and salt.

That the earliest Potatoes in ripening should be

exclusively grov?n. That earthing up repeatedly

with fine earth is the only effectual preventive to

the ravages of the disease."

" These opinions," says the Gardener's Chron-

icle^ "are much the same as those which have been

repeatedly expressed by ourselves, with the excep-

tion of recommending lime and salt as a manure,

and trusting to frequent earthing up. But we must

express our entire disent to the author's statement

that disease never originates in the lower portion

of the stem where it adjoins the root. "We can

only say that during 13 years that we have studied

the phenomena of this singular malady we never

saw an instance to the contrary."

FAEMING AS A VOCATION.

** For the best essay calculated to give farmers an adequate con-
ception of the nature and worth oi their vocation."

The life of the farmer has ever been considered
by himself^ one of toil and drudgery, but with
how much reason, it may be well to ask, to inves-

tigate, and to become satisfied. It is the lot of
man in general to liave an occupation. If not
necessary for a living, it is made a means of ob-
taining wealth, fame, or power, A few, born to

wealth or titles, pursue no calling but that of
pleasure. Such lead miserable lives, and do little

or no good in the world. It is appointed unto all

men to icorh. It is necessary to health, strength,

comfort, and happiness. But to work, it is not
necessary to guide the plow or harrow, to wield
the axe or scythe, to sow or reap. There are other
kinds of work, equally laborious and fatiguing—
other occupations more wearing to the system, and
attended with less pleasure. In this country, there

< are more men engaged in farming than in any other
occupation, and in the rural districts, they consti-

tute a large majority of the inhabitants, and, as a
consequence, see and know little of the drudgery
of other occupations. In their visits to the me-
chanic, or manufacturer, they see him slieltered

from the storms and cold, they notice that his skin
is less tawny, his hands softer and whiter, and his

clothes perhaps less soiled and torn ; and it is but
natural that they should think his labor less hard
than theirs. They see the merchant behind his
counter smiling to his customers, or at his desk
counting his money, and they cannot think he

worJvS ; and they go away wishing that Providence
had been as kind to them. They see the lawyer
advocating the cause of his client, uttering with
eloquence witty or grave sentences, bringing tears

to the eyes, or laughter to the countenances, of
judge, jury, and spectators; and they go away, re-

pining that tlie gifts of Providence are so partially

bestowed. Tliey see not the mechanic at work by
his lamp, wliile farmers are reading by their fire-

sides; they see him not with his accounts,

anxiously looking forward to the time when his

payments become due, or his flour barrel empty,
or his pork barrel out ; they see not the anxious
and care-worn countenance of the merchant, while
alone in his otfice, just before his bank note be-

comes due, and no money to meet it ; and they
see not the lawyer in the still hours of the night,

with aching head and wearied eyes, looking up
authorities to sustain his cause on the eve of trial.

It is they themselves— the farm&i's— that have
set the stamp of drudgery upon their occupation.

No one else admits or l)elieves it. The lawyer, the

doctor, the merchant; and the mechanic, envy the

farmer his farm and his happiness— his bread,

butter, and cbcese— his fruits, meats, and his

grains, the product of his own labor, that he can
eat witli an appetite sharpened by muscular ex-

ercise, and knov.ing that tliey are pure and liealthy.

Ask the mechanic what he is striving for, and what
is his aim. For a home^ a piece of land that I can
cultivate, and eat the fruits of my own raising

;

the merchant will tell you that he hopes to end
his days upon a farm ; and the lawyer and doctor

will tell you the same. What if their faces are

blanched wliile the farmer is tawny— their fingers

delicate and suple, while the former are dingy and
clumsy— their garments fine and clean, while his

are soiled and coarse. Each is appropriate and
equally respectable. A chimney-sweet in white
linen, or a farmer at his plow in fine broadcloth,

would be an object ot ridicule, equally with the

lawyer in rags. More men make themselves

ridiculous by overdressing than the reverse. If

the farmer has not delicacy, he has strength, and
power of endurance — far more valuable. If he is

not educated and refined, it is no fault of his occu-

2)atio}i, did he himself not think so ; for no one
has more leisure for reading and study. If he
mingles less with the world, and learns less of

etiquette, he has opportunity for thought, and
learns less of deception, intrigue, and chicanery,

which make no one happy. Whose sons make
the most enterprising and successful merchants,

the most profound statesmen, the most eminent
engineers, and the most learned lawyers and di-

vines? The Farmer^s. They go forth from the

farm, with healthy blood in their veins, inherited

trom healthy parents, and consequently have
healthy and vigorous minds. Who are looked up
to as defenders of our homes in case of invasion?

Whose names are in our jury boxes, and whose
names are sought for (aye, a little too often success-

fully), on a bank note ? Brother framers, let us

not repine at our lot ; let us not envy others while

they envy us; let us honor our calling, and it will

konor us.

" Honor and fame from no condition rise ;"

" He that would win, musi labm'fc/r the prise "

' QorlMm, 2r. Y., Nov., 1858. S. B. P.
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SOCIALITY AMONG FARMERS.

It is a jzreat ami ol)v'u)U9 truth, tliat the culti-

vator of the soil lias not the same conveniences,

opiH.rlunitios, and facilities of tlaily intercourse,

C'ouununication, and comparison of

and opinion, as the followers of

and manufacturinjf interests.

FLAN OF A SIDE HILL BARN FOB CATTLE, HORSES
AND SHEEP.*

dai „

knowledge
tlie connnorc.ial

Tlie followers of

tlio latter naturally congregate togotlier in cities,

and liave immediate means of frequent communica-

tion. Their symi)athics, feelings, and opinions,

circulate like electricity immediately through the

wliole body, to their advantage, encouragement,

and success.

How is it with the cultivators of the soil? At

liome— separated— distributed among a thousand

rural fields, each attentive to his own acres, they

kave only occasional opportunities of mingling

and communicating with each other. If among

commercial men, chambers of commerce are found

necessary — if among trades, guilds are found

beneticial— how mucii more necessary and ad-

visable to have social institutions calculated to

bring together the representatives of the great ag-

ricultural interests.

The duties of the farmer are varied, intricate,

ever-changing— dealing in trial, experiment, and

new endeavor — coping with nature in every

mood, and witnessing results involving mysteries

which no research has discovered, or philosophy

explained the cause. His experience is beyond

price to the whole taraily of man, and he is called

upon by the highest, noblest, and most elevating

of influences to be social— to communicate the

year's experience, and receive an ample return

from the memories of thousands.

The reasons calling upon the other members of

society to be social are liliputian when pitted

against those which should prompt the farmer to

frequent interchange of thought, feeling and ex-

perience. The follower of no other calling is so

liable to fall into narrow, dogmatical habits, keep-

ing unchanged from year to year, until they mark
his identity as unmistakeably as his own pliysiog-

nomy, and chain him a slave to routine and
thought, sympathy, action, impulse, observation,

and labor. Social intercourse would work a

change in the farmer in this respect, softening his

prejudices, increasing his knowledge, and improv-

ing his manners.

The obstacles in the way of the same degree of

sociality being established among farmers, which
is so easily and almost necessarily maintained

among trades and other business men, are very

considerable. But the advantages resulting wonld
more than pay the expense. Town and county

fairs, held no oftener than at present, are doing

ranch in this respect, and wiU never come off

debtors to tluiso whose interests they profess to

Borve.

The snbject under consideration is really of

colossal magnitude in its intluence upon farmers,

and would result, if carried to the extent it should

be, in unlimited advantages to the farmer himself,

Rs well as his business. To be social is the im[)era-

tive demand of liis interest, his intelligence and his

mutual duty to his fellows. w. n. oakunek.

Aml>0y, la^ Nov^ 1S58.

TnE accompaning plan is designed for a side-hill

barn of convenient size for a hundred acre farm,

42 by GO feet, the basement story to be built on
both ends and one side, of good stone wall, ten feet

high ; the other partitions to be of wood, with a

space of two feet left open above, behind the stable

to secure good ventilation and pure air.

The barn is divided into equal spaces of fourteen

feet between the posts one way, and fifteen feet the

other way, the front or entrance to the basement
to be on the soutli or shed side, fifteen feet off the
east end to be i)artiiione(l for sheep and calves, (fig.3,)

with rack and troughs through the centre, the space
(marked 8 in the annexed plan) for young calves,

or ewes and lambs. The remaining forty-five feet

to be left open fourteen feet deep in front, for

storage of manure and space for cattle to run in,

as it is better to turn them out after feeding in

mild weather. In the centre, back from the open
space, are enclosed room for six cows and a yoke of
oxen. (Fig. 2.) Tlie mangers are three feet wide,

the floor level about five feet where the animals

stand, with a drop of four or si?: inches deep, and
two feet wide behind for the manure, and back of
that a four foot walk, raised to the level of the

main floor, for convenience in milking, &c.

On the west side of passage to feed-rooms is the
horse stable, (1,) for three horses, with door-

opening to passage, open space and feed room back.

The feed rooms are 14 by 45 feet, ample for root

bins, boxes for meal or cut fodder, with space for

straw and root cutter. Water from the cistern, (C,)

can be had through the wall by pipe or syphon in

the feed room for horses, thus making it very
convenient for feeding. It would be better, pei'-

haps, to cut tlie fodder above on stormy days, and
store it in tlie bins below through the shutes in the
fioor, to be ready for use when wanted.

Stairs lead from the feed room to the main floor,

which is designed to be all planked over in one
unbroken floor, doing away with the unnecessary

divisions between the floor and bays, and being

much more convenient for other purposes when
empty. The bam can be entered and filled either

from the ends by driving through, or by a door or
doors on the north side, the scaffolding being

arranged in such a manner as to be easily changed
from one plan to the other by arranging the girts

in a j)roper manner, about twelve feet from the

floor, opposite the door.

If the common traveling threshing machines are

used, and the straw is wanted in the barn-yard, the

granary, (G) may be put in the corner on the other

side of the stairs, and two double doors put in the

north side for greater ease in filling; but the better

way is to use the railway powers 'for threshing,

and leave a space through the middle of the bare
from end to end, and also a space of fifteen feet

across one end for straw, so that in threshing, an
elevator may be attached to any machine for carry

ing and dropjting the straw on a movable inchned

jilanc, to direct the straw to either side and pre-

vent the workmen from standing in the dust.

•The Commiite award a prize to both of the accompanying

plans and descriptions of a Side Hill Bam.
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SIDE-HILL BARN, iTOR CATTLE, HORSES. AND SUEEP.

Should this plan be adopted, it would be well to

have a door above the main doors of the barn to

let the dust escape, as shown in elevation.

This barn is capable of holding all the grain and
hay usually grown on a hundred acre farm, the

posts being eighteen feet above the walls. Girts

or beams should be put in two feet below the plates,

to prevent the building from spreading, and girts

and joists at eleven or twelve feet above the floors,

opposite doors, where necessary to drive in loads

only. In all cases, scafl:blds should be made as low
as convenience will admit, and the frame should
be generally strong and the roof well supported.
Tliere should be eave-troughs to conduct the
water to the cisterns, windows over the main
doors, and the ventilator on the top in the centre,

aa shown in the plan.

J-X

Tlie sides

And painted,

may be covered with matched pine
or rough boards battened with three

inch strips. The cost would vary according to
location aud price of lumber and finish, from
to $1,200.

01 III

&

60

MAIN FLOOR.

Description of Plan.— Basement— 1, horse
stable ; 2, cow stable ; 3, room for sheep ; 4, feed-
ing-room for horses ; 5, feeding-room for cows and
slieep ; 6, passage ; 7, open shed ; 8, calves pen

;

c, cistern. Main Floor—I, I, I, traps for hay and
straw; ^, granary. ^\

The site for a barn on a hillside should not
ascend more than one foot in ten. The ascending
grade slionld be northwest, or in the direction ot
the prevailiug winds, so the barn will protect the
yard from winds in the winter, and shelter the
cattle from cold. The barn sliould be built of stone,
and for one hundred acres of land, should be 45 bj
75 feet. The cellar or stable should be 8 feet high
to joists, the hay and grain mows 19 feet to plates,
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and thresliing floors, (I would recommend two,)

16 feet wide, as loiij; as llie barn is wide, and 12i

feet high to scatlbld overhead, Ironi whioli will be

6i feet to plates. The cellar should be dug so tJie

front or stable door-sills are rather higher than the

natural ground, and dug out, giving the stables six

inches descent from back to front. Make the end

walls -io feet long, the front jamb 3 feet wide, the

walls 2 feet thick as high as basement, then 20

inches to plates; from thence to peak of roof 18

inches. Set the front wall back 5 feet so as to

project the upper barn over the stable doors, and

aftbrd a dry walk in wet weather. There should

be two horse stables, three cow stables, or two
with one of them double, with the necessary entries

and passages to pas3 to all of them without going

cat of doors.

As represented in the following ground plan,

the size of stables and entries are given, a, a, a,

&c., represents the stable and entry doors. The

t A «

I5X 23

r 1
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it warm, Around this should he erected a tier of

shelves for storing the roots. These may be made
of scantling, 3 by 3 inches, the length as high as

you wish your shelves. Into these may be framed

cross-pieces, 2 inches square, 3 feet long, and 2 feet

apart. These should be set up at a convenient dis-

tance apart to support the shelves, which are to be

laid upon the cross-pieces. There sliould be a door

from the stable to the root-room, and a window or

windows to let in light, which should open for

ventilation in mild weatlier.

The object of shelves is to prevent a large mass
of roots from coming in contact, obviating the

danger of fermentation and decay. Roots, if l^ft

out as long as will be safe from frost, and properly

dried in the sun, may at once be put upon the

shelves with safetj^ if proper attention is paid to

ventilation during any warm weatlier that may
follow. For want of shelf room, they may be
thrown upon the ground between the shelves to

the depth of two or more feet, for early using.

For late spring use, and want of other storage,

roots may be put into pits through the winter.

No one will think of feeding even a limited quan-

tity of roots without a root cutter, which will cost

but a few dollars.

Roots, to keep best, should be kept as near as

possible to the freezing point without quite reach-

ing it ; and in fact a slight " nip of frost" does not

seem to materially injure carrots. They would be

best suited to feed stock at a temperature of 60°,

though they do not injure stock at a much lower

temperature. This could only be obtained, during

the winter, by artificial heat. For this purpose, a

stove could be put in the root-room to raise the

temperature a little, and to prevent freezing in

extreme cold weather. o. s. c.

Trenian Falls, iV. Y., Dec, 185S.

Ix preserving and storing roots for winter use, I

prefer a cellar under the barn, or building intended

for stabling cattle, of the size of the building, dug,

if the ground will admit, six or seven feet deep,

and built up of stone or hard burnt brick. The
inner part of this basement I would use for a root-

cellar, and the outer part to tie up the cattle in.

By lihis plan you have the cattle and roots in one
building on the same floor. You can have divis-

ions in the root cellar to store all the different

varieties of roots, so that you can leed any kind

you wisjj. You can feed tiiem to the cattle with
comfort and without going out into the cold.

Roots can be put in easily by slides from the out-

side of the building, or by a trap door from above.

As many may wish to raise and preserve roots

whose buildings are already put up, a building may
be put up above ground expressly for a root-house,

placing it where it will be most convenient to

Avhere the roots are to be fed. "Wood may be used

for the walls of a root-house
;
yet, if wished to be

f'uraVjle. they ought to be of stone or brick.
. After

fhe walls have been raised, rafters about six inches

deep should be put on and closely sheeted witli

inch boards on the under side; then, before or

when the outside sheeting is put on, the vacant
space between the outside and inside sheeting

<^ught to be carefully filled with dry sawdust or

S[)eMt tan-bark, and the whole shingled over, thus
forming a dry, frost-proof roof. If the building is

much exposed to cold winds, the walls ought to be
banked up outside with earth. The door will be
most convenient if placed in the end of the house,

and there should be double doors, with a space of
three or four feet between them, as that will more
certainly exclude the frost and render easy access;

or, the door may open h\M the stalls where the

roots are to be fed.

If the root-house or cellar be small, the roots

may be put in a pile without any danger; but if

the quautity is large, care nmst be taken to have
tliem thoroughly ventilated to prevent heating,

sprouting, and decay. If tlie root-house is large, a

passage may be made through the middle of the

building, and the roots filled in on each side and
across one end. This plan takes up much space.

A simple method of ventilation is by a square tube,

six to nine inches in diameter, perforated with

holes placed so as to be in the center of the pile of

roots, with a hrancJi tube leading to the top of the

roof. The aperture iii the roof should be closed as

soon as the weather is cold. The perfor.ated hori-

zontal air-box will be most convenient in sections

which can be removed as the roots are taken out.

Care must be taken to have the roots kept dry, as

wet and damp soon cause rapid decay.

Roots can be safely preserved in pits, if \<q\\

covered with straw and about a foot of earth. If

not wanted till spring, they are as well in pits as

in a house, but are inconvenient to get at in frosty

weather. w. e.

Coboiirg, C. W., November, 1858.

Through the long, severe winters, it is evident

that stock must do better if \ie\\ provided with

plenty of roots. To secure these, requires some

skill in constructing a building so as to have free

access to them through the winter. A barn on a

side-hill, if possible, is best, having all the cattle

underneath, with a root-house behind, and doors

opening from the cattle into the house. A barn

40 by 60 feet will hold four rows of cattle

containing fifteen head in a row, seven double stalls

and one single one, allowing four feet for each

animal. The two ends may be fitted up for cattle,

and the middle apartment for sheep, with a root-

house behind, 10 by 30 feet, or larger if desirable.

This makes a very convenient and warm place for

cattle and siieep, and a root-house holding 3,000

bushels. It may be enlarged to the length of the

barn if necessary. The stalls should be on the

sides of the barn, fifteen feet wide, heading toward

the center. In front of the stalls may be passage-

ways four feet wide, leading from the root-cellar,

around the center space, from which the feed can

be placed in the trouglis on either side. Hay,

straw, &c., can be put down through trap-doors

from the threshing-floor above.

A very good plan, where only two or three

feet of side-hill can be obtained, is to construct the

barn with a substantial eight foot wall, with a

stable for cattle on the sides, and a root-house in

the center. In this case the roof-house will be

above the ground and exposed to frost, unless made
with double walls and tilled in with sawdust, _or

spent tan bark. Any space not occupied with

stalls, can be profitably used with movable pens

for calves or sheep.

Neither of these plans ai'e adapted for horses,.
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which, I think, are better in a wood building

entirely above pround.

I have had much experience in pitting roots, and

always find much waste, either with frost or by
heating so as to rot. If any one raises and feeds

many roots, I think it will pay tliein to build root-

houses, and have them large enough so they can

turn the roors some winter day, if tlioy lind tliem

getting too warm. Airing makes them keep bet-

ter. I Iiave 8,000 bushels of Swedes this year all

dug and housed, and my root-houses all open into

sheep and cattle sheds, so we are not exposed to

cold, and liave no drifts to cut through to feed the

stock, and my roots are always in good condition

to feed.

A stone root-house can be built along side of

any cattle shed, with u]i])er tloor covered with tan

bark, inside lined and lilled in Avith tan bark, with
an entrance door into cattle and sheep shed, and
roofed and shingled, making a durable structure,

and one that will not wear out, alvvays ready every

fall when roots are fit for gathering, wliich should
always be got in on a dry state to keep well.

Gu^ph, 0. IK, Dec. 1858. J. KIRBY.

Remarks.— The foregoing essays will be read

with interest, and it is to be hoped the importance

of the subject will induce others to give their

brother farmers the result of their experience in

growing, storing, and feeding roots. More informa-

tion is needed as to the ditferent kinds of roots

proper to be grown, their value for food, and the

best manner of feeding them. eds.

HOW SHOULD WE IMPROVE OUE HIGHWAYS.

This important subject has not been sufficiently

discussed heretofore. All acknowledge that our
highwiy& should be improved, and in the right

-way.

Whidi is the right way'i Here is a question

-which will call out many different opinions. In
•consid&riug tlie subject many things must be con-

sidered. First,, the condition of tlie soil ; second,

the hill and ihe valley ; and third, how should a

road be made on level ground. Turnpiking has
gone into disuse ia many localities, and yet it is, in

many places, deemed necessary to throw up tlie

highways in this form. In 8wami)8 and sucli local-

ities, turnpiking is titought to be the more judicious

mode of making good roads, and keeping tliem

passably dry. Thii) can only be done by a thorough
system of ditches aad draining.

I propose to give my plan of making a road
in Soil wiiere it is apt to cut up, and become rutty

by reasoQot wet, and one which trial has shown
to be the luoet durable and cheaply made road—all

things considered—now in use. Open a trench in

the centre of the highway from nine to twelve
feet in width and one foot in depth, with plow and
scraper. Stone being plenty in most every country,
fill thia track with small field 8t<jne, and pound
down the eurf&oe with hammers smooth and
regular. Having done this, go to a gravel bed,
(most every neighborhood having one,) and draw
on to tlie 8t<^)ne bed thus prepared from five to eight
inches of gravel. I.,evel down, and make the track

• xKi the whole a little rolling, that the water may

run oW. The dirt that was plowed and scraped out
of the tracks can now be hauled up on each side,

and roundetl otT, to correspond with the gravel,

scooping out the gutter to form good drains on each
side. This kind of a road—and we have thoroughly
tested it lierc—will last for years. Its cheapness
ecjuals its durability. Its smoothness at most all

seasons of the year—iti wet or dry weather—is un-
ecjualled by any other kiwd of road in use. fo
clay ground, it is better, far better, than plank •,

and when once made, yoai n'eed not trouble your-
self about repairing it once in a decade. If the
gravel wears out, as it may from constant and long
use, replace it in quantities sufficient to keep the
road smooth.
On gravelly soil, not liable io cu-t up, we use

gravel from a clean bed, and draw eu a sufficient

amount to make a good round track. In this kind
of soil stone need not necessarily be Tised. In sand
beds the stones may be used for a foiindiation, ^nd
then covered with gravel, as above described.

Now let us look a little to our hills, <fec. We
have a good deal of rain inmost all countries. Our
hills, therefore, are apt to wash in consequence. The
only sure way of managing them on a permsnent
plan, is to put in stone as I have already described^

and cover with gravel, not forgetting side ditches ;

in addition to which water breaks may be made
every eight or ten rods. These need not be large,

and everybody knows they will turn off the water
in an effectual manner, and thus preserve the road.

Simply turnpiking a road on a hill, does not seem to

amount to much, as natural soil will wash away
about as soon as it is thrown up.

There is a radical defect in our system of road
making, and it wants improving about as much as

anything in the whole range of rural economy,
A road made after the above plan will not

cost much beyond $2.Y5 or $8.00 per rod; and
every district, therefore, can build many rods an-

nually.

This plan is growing more in public favor, year

by year—at least with us ; and as time rolls on, I

believe people will begin to appreciate the value of

stone foundations in our roads, and will build a less

number of rods, and make those few rods well, so

that time and use will not prove their ruin. t.

BAIL vs BOARD FENCES.

Rail fences occupy, on an average, eighteen feet

of land, board fences onlj' six, in plowed larid. Rail

fences are not so objectionable in meadows and
pastures ; still there is half to two thirds difference

in favor of board, and full two thirds in saving of

material. Timber can be made into board fences

that cannot be used in rail fences. Board fences

withstand winds which rail hardly can, even staked

and capped. Some may object that frost pulls up
fence posts, and they cannot bo put np as easily as

to lay up rails.

I will give a description of my board fence,

manner of building, &c. I cut logs for boards of

chesnut, black or white oak, in fall or winter. For
each rod of fence it requires one board each ten,

eight, seven, six and five inches in width ; also one
five inch board extra for battens on every four

posts or two rods of fence. Fence posts made of

good white v/ak, sawed 5 by G at the bottom, and

2 by 5 at the top, leaving them 5 by 5 where they
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come to the top of tlie ground. For every three
rods of fence I use one 4 by 4 scantling, twelve
feet long, sawing the same in six pieces, two feet
each, which I use as follows : Halve each post at
the bottom 4 inches up, and make a dove-tail. Lay
it on the two feet piece, in the middle, and mark
the dove tail, taking half of that, then drive it into
the post, forming a sort of foot. One hand will
bottom fifty posts a day, and it can be done in the
barn in the winter and on wet days. I find that
the holes can be dug two feet long and two feet
deep, as easily and as quickly as if only eight
inches square. Such a fence here costs about 87-|-

cents per rod, and will last fourteen to twenty
years, if the posts are well seasoned previous to
setting, and a coat of coal tar put on six inches up,
and down at the surface of the ground. This will
not pull up by frost, nor lift with Avind. Mine,
seven years old, is firm as can be. Seasoned posts
will last double the time of green ones. Coal tar
can be got at gas works at $1,00 per barrel, and
should be put on hot. A farmer that can make a
hay rack with a good saw, square, chisel, and
hammer, can build such a fence. I use the five
inch boards for caps and battens. The fence is

four boards high, and four feet four inches
high. I cut logs for posts thirteen feet long, and
saw in two at the mill ; fence boards, sixteen feet,
six inches, and one inch thick. Brash white oal^
is the best. datton siglek.

CONSTRUCTION OF STONE WALLS.

_
To conetruct a good stone wall is by no means a

difficult task, and yet a large share of those we see
are by no means what they should be, but tumble-
down ricketty affairs, only an apology for a fence.
To erect a good stone fence it is necessary except

on ground not affected by frost, to dig a trench
twelve to eighteen inches deep, and as wide as the
base of the wall is desired to be. For a half wall,
two feet

; and for a four and a half or five foot
wall, two and a half feet wide. This trench should
be filled with small stones pounded down, and made
level with the ground. The frost will not affect
such a foundation injuriously. Where the founda-
tion of large stone is laid on the top of the ground,
or near the surface, thawing affects it badly by
occurrmg on one side before it does the other,
especially in walks running east and west, causing
them to lean to the sun, and soon fall down in that
direction.

On the foundation of small stones, commence
with the largest, putting them lengthwise across
the wall, so as to bind it well and firmly together.
If stones are not long enough to reach through the
waU pretty often, use those that will lap on each
other and form binders, as in this binding will
depend, in a great measure, the strength of the
wall. In making wall where the stones are all
small, use is made of small slats of cedar, chesnut,
or oak, for binding the wall, and experience has
proved them to answer a good purpose. The wall
should have an equal batter, or draw in with an
equal slope on each side, so as to be not more than
ten or twelve inches wide on the top. A full wall
Bhould be about five feet high, and where practica-
ble, have a course of large stone firmly placed on
the top, large enough to cover the width of the
'wail. Many walls are built about three and a

half feet high, with a good black ash, oi r^her
straight pole, laid on the top, over which, at
proper distances, stakes are firmly set in the
ground, crossing at the top, into which rails are
placed, making a fence much preferred for some
purposes. Sheep and cattle never get in the habit
of running over the wall with a top rail, and are
often troublesome where the wall is whole, unlesi
quite high ; and sheep are often getting over tho
highest stone fences.

As a finishing stroke to a wall, bank it up with
the earth taken from the trench, and plow a furrow
on each side, where practicable, placing the earth
against the wall, and cleaning out the furrows to
serve as ditches to carry off the surplus water.

Stone fences constructed in this manner may
reasonably be expected to remain permanent for
years. m. t.

Washington, Co., IT. Y. Dec. 1S58.

"^-t/i^l^iJS'JlU.SJi^/^ t

A POKTABIJE FENCE, NOT PATENTED,

A suPEPvioE, cheap, portable fence, may be built

in the following manner : From 3 by 3 scantling
make a sill and. upright in the form
of a carpenter's square, (fig. 1,) by
halving them together at the corner
and nailing with two nails. The
upright may be four feet or more
long— as high as you desire the
fence ; the sill, or bottom part,

about half that length. The two
may be rendered very strong by a
brace of 2 by 3 scantling, any de,

sired length, either halved on, toed
*^^'*- ^- in and nailed, or by mortising, as

you prefer. This forms the post. Set these up and
nailon boards such distance apart as you desire,
having three post to each length—two on one side,
within six inches of the end; and one on the
opposite side, in the center of the panel. Of these,
as many can be made as you like, in the shop in
cold and stormy weather. When you are ready to
build a fence, the panels may be taken to the
desired place, and put up, reversing every other
panel, so as to have an equal number of posts on
each side of the fence. The sills may be set on
stone at each end, so as to keep them from the
ground. Lap the ends of the panels about six
inches, and put a wooden pin through
both top and bottom boards, which will
hold them firmly together, though it is

an additional safeguard to drop over
the top of the laps a clamp made of
light band iron, in the form of a staple
(fig. 2). This makes a very firm, dura- -pm 2
ble fence, and may be easily moved by
taking off the clamps and driving out the pins, with
which it can again be put up when desired.

Laaormice Co., P,a., Dec. 1858. Wm. EENO.
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FATTENING SHEEP IN WINTER.

Is fnttenin}: slieep in winter, the first tiling to

be provided is a dnj yard witli an open slied.

Notliing is .«o injurious to sheep as wet quarters.

Wlien left to themselves, they always select the

highest and dryest places in the lield to lie upon.

Hacks and feeding troughs must also be furnished;

and what is of equal importance, they must he

tilled with proper food. No fodder fats sheep like

clover hay. If they could have some roots, so

much the better; but sheep m^i be fattened, and

rapidly and |n-ofitahly too, without roots. A sheep

weighing 100 lbs. will eat about three pounds of

clover hay, or its equivilent, per day. It is well

to let them have access to straw or corn stalks at

all times, giving them hay night and morning.

One object in fattening sheep in winter, is to

increase tlie quantity and quality of the manure.

English farmers, who feed large (piantities of oil-

cake to sheep, consider it a profitable busijiess

•when the incrciised value of tlie slieep pays for the

oilcake consumed. They consider tlie value of the

manure equivalent to the turnips and other food,

except the purchased oilcake, which the sheep eat.

Taking the value of tlie manure into consideration,

no food is so good for sheep—none will yield a

greater profit—than oilcake. Half a pound each

sheep per day is a good average allowance, giving

less at first and gradually increasing the quantity.

If large mutton sheep, they may be allowed a

larger quantity. Oats, peas, and beans, are also

excellent for sheep, and so is Indian meal ; but the

manure made from the latter is not so valuable as

from oilcake, peas, or beans. Clover, containing

much more nitrogen than timotJiy or other grasses,

the manure from clover hay is much the most val-

oable.

Sheep are timid creatures, and should never be

disturbed by the presence of dogs, or in any other

way. By eating snow, they manage to live with-

out water, but they will not thrive or fatten well

without a regular supply. A little salt should be
given occasionally, but not in too large quantities.

When they have oilcake and clover hay, little salt

is required, as a considerable quantity is provided

in these foods.

The coarse-wooled sheep, when well bred, will

•undoubtedly furnish more mutton for the food con-

sumed than the fine-wooled sheep—and, other

things being e(iual, would be the most profitable

nheep for fattening in winter. But as the common
sheep of the country can be jiurchased much
cheaper in the fall than well bred mutton slieep,

greater profit is often realized from them than from
the English breeds. Mutton is much higher in the

spring than in the fall, and the profits of fattening

sheep in Winter depend as much on this increased

Tslue of mutton as in the increased weight of the

sheep. It is doubtful whether we could afford to

fatten sheep in winter, if we had to pay six cents

a pound for the sheep in the fall and sell them for

«ix cents a pound in the spring, depending on the
increase of mutton and wool to pay for the food

and trouble; but if we can buy at three cents and
sell for eight or nine, the profits are very consider-
able. I gives these figures, not as actujil represen-
tatives of what can be done, but merely to illus-

trate my meaning. I got this idea from the Gen-

esee Fiinner three years ago, and have since then

purchased common sheep in the fall, at from $1.25

to $1.50 per head, and sold them in Uie spring at

from $4 to $('), and have found the business a pleas-

ant and profitable one. G. 8. T.

Erie Co,, N. Y., Dec, 1S68.

MANAGEMENT OF FINE WOOL SHEEP.

Fine wool is an important staple of the United

States, and it is well to examine the practice of the

best growers, to see the mode of raisirg wool and
breeding the sheep, so as to get the greatest weight

of fleece from the food consumed, and the average

cost of production. Nearly all our agricultural

knowledge is derived, not from theory, but from
the experience or experiments of judicious farmers

and breeders ; and for this reason, I say we must
examine the practice of wool growers, in order to

get at tlie best management of fine-wool sheep.

First, as to the breed. And here is some diflB-

culty in deciding. Whether we shall get pure

Spanish, or French, Silesian, or Saxony Merino
sheep, is a hru'd question. So much depends on
the breeders tact and facilities for selling olf his

sur[>lns stock, that a breed good for one place

would not be for another. In some sections,

French Merinos could be profitably bred for sale

and for ^vvool ; and in another, nothing but Span-

ish could be disposed of. The French Merinos

have the heaviest fleeces ; the Spanish have shorter

legs and more barrel-shaped bodies ; and the Sax-

ony and Silesian, the finest wool. Either breed

can be made profitable for the grower ; and per-

haps a small admixture of the French blood with

the Spanish, would be as profitable as any breed,

wool alone being taken into consideration.

It is requisite that the animal be covered all ovt-r

with wool, and that the fleece be long and close,

in order to get weight of fleece. It is also requi-

site that the animal be round, or barrel-shaped,

and the legs short, as the qualities ensure ease of

keeping—the shorter legged animal, ceteris paribus^

eating the less. If the sheep do not po.ssess these

qualifications, then the breeder must give his entire

attention to this subject—must procure the best

rams for getting stock possessed of these qualities,

and i)ersevere, as did Bakewell, until he can not

find better sheep than his own to breed from.

The subject of the care of sheep is the next to be
considered ; and this will do as well for mutton, or
coarse-wooled sheep, as for fine-wooled sheep.

—

They should be kept in small flocks, in small pas-

tures, and changed often from one pasture to an-

other—should have accesss to pure water at all

times, summer and winter—should be salted twice

a week during the summer ; but if the hay is salted

in the mow, they do not require salting as fre-

quently in the winter. Put the rams with the ewes
in November, if the lambs are wanted in April

—

the earlier the bettor, as the lambs attain a larger

size before the next winter. Feed the sheep on
good hay, in racls, vnder cover ; for by feeding

under cover, in good tight sheds, one-third of the

hay is saved—an important item in the cost of

raiding wool. Giving tlie nreeding ewes clover hay,

it makes them give as much milk as grass wilL
Give all the sheep, during the winter, about half

a gill of corn (or its value in other grain) per day,
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each. They winter better and their wool weighs
more.
The lambs' tails should be cut off close to the

body, and the male lambs castrated, by the time

they are four weeks old. They bleed less and heal

sooner than if left to a later age. They should

have small yards in the winter, and should not be

turned out to grass until the pastures have a good
start. No mure sheep should be kept than can be

kept well. There is certain loss in trying to keep
more than can bo well kept.

The washing should be done well in running
water, and the sheep should be shorn in about two
weeks after washing. Washing and shearing both

must be done in warm weather ; it is cruelty to do
otherwise. Get good twine, and do the fleece up
compactly and neatly, and the crop will sell well,

and pay a better profit for the labor than grain-

raising or raising beef for New York market.

It costs per head, to keep line-wooled sheep,

about $1.50 per annum, washing and shearing

included, provided hay is worth $8 per ton and
corn $0.75 per bushel, salt $2 per barrel. A good
flock will average about 5 lbs. of wool per head,

and there would be from one-third to one-fourth

of the flock that would raise lambs. One hundred
sheep would yield 500 lbs. wool and 30 lambs,

which, at the present prices, (37^ cents for Merino
wool,) would be $187.50 for the wool and $60 for the

lambs at $2 per head ; amounting to $247.50. The
total cost of keeping at $1.50 per head would be

$150, leaving a net balance of $97.50, or nearly $1
per head. These figures are correct for a good flock

of sheep in Western New York at the present time.

I have thus given the best manner of managing
fine-wooled sheep as derived from experience, and
have shown the probable profits to be expected

from a well kept flock of good fine-wooled sheep at

the present time. d. a. a. niohols.

MANAGEMENT OF OOAESE-WOOL OR MUTTON
SHEEP.

Food and shelter are very essential in the man-
agement of any kind of sheep, and the sheep that

ai'e well provided with both, are very sure to do
well, and without them they must certainly run
down and become worthless. In fact, I have ob-

tained more clear profit from sheep than any other

stock on the premises. I have always found that

the great success in raising lambs depended on the

time I turned in my buck. I found from experi-

ence, that I had always been in too much of a hur-

ry—had my lambs too soon. From the 20th of

November to the 1st of December, is the best time

to turn in. Then your lambs will come when
there is plenty of gra«s ; and then you will have
plenty of milk for the young lambs, and you will

find them large, strong, and fat, and they will

grow rapid enough.

Lambs that are docked and castrated the first

week of their existence, will do the best ; for if

left until one or two months old, the use of the

knife will stop the growth, and sometimes cause

death in a few days. Young lambs seldom mind
the knife more than one day.

To keep the ewes strong and healthy, they should

be separated from the rest of the flock, and fed

Bome grain—about half a pint each per day of corn

and oats in equal parts, with a few pine boughs, or

a little tar laid in the feeding trough will answer
the same purpose. Begin to feed grain about the
15th of February, and keep it up until there is a
full bite of grass. Then your ewes will go through
strong and hearty.

To mark sheep well, you must cut out the ini-

tials of your name in the end of a block of wood,
dip these letters into some red or black paint, and
apply it on one side the rump of the ewes, and on
the shoulders of the male sheep or weathers ; and
if you have dry ewes and fat weathers, which you
intend to put ott', you may apply tlie marker on the
opposite side. Then you can tell at a distance
those you want to pick out of the flock.

To keep off dogs, put on one good plated bell for

every twenty sheep, and you will escape the dep-
redations of the canine tribe ; for let an old dog
start up a good loud bell, and he will drop his tail

and leave forthwith, for he wants to go it on the
sly. Bjiit sometimes a young foul of a dog will

chase after a bell, and bark too. a. l. SMrrn.
Tioga Co., JST. Y., ITov., 185S.

FINE VS. COAESE-WOOLED SHEEP.

" Which is the most profitable breed of sheep, the fine-wool or
the coarse-wool mutton breeds V"

Taken literally, this query divides sheep into

two classes—Merinoes and other sheep—'and I

have no hesitation in saying thattliecoarse-wooled

sheep are the most profitable. If, however, the

first half of the sentence be taken as a text, the
question becomes much more difficult to answer in

a country where the soil and climate are so vai'i-

ous. No particidar breed will- suit all localities;

and the kind that is tlie most profitable in one
place,, will prove the reverse in another. Where
the climate is mild, the range extensive, and mut-
ton in little demand, of course the Merino must be

the most profitable. Where the soil is rich, the

pasture luxuriant, and pi'oper shelter and winter

food are available, the Leicester breed and its

grades will be found the most jirofitable. Where
the soil is poor and hilly, the South-down breed

and its grades will be the most profitable; and

more particularly in localities where the quality of

mutton is appreciated. In general, however, cross-

bred sheep are the most profitable ; and there is

no better cross than that between the Leicester

and the Clieviot—combining a large quantity of

good mutton with a heavy tieece of wool, besides

being ranch hardier and better breeders than pure

Leicesters. But as far as my experience goes, tlie

most profitable sheep are of no breed. Buy poor

and interior ewes, (of the native breed, if possible,)

cross them with the best Leicester or South-down
rams, according to their roughness and other qual-

ities, and they will pay from 50 to 100 per cent,

per annum or more. This is simply taking advan-

tage of the established maxim in breeding, that the

first cross is the best. You thus obtain an increase

in mutton of from 20 to 30 lbs., and an increase

in wool of from 50 to 100 per cent., bes'des a

great improvement in the quality of both.

To sum up,—in order to keep the most profitable

kind of sheep, every man must decide for himself,

by comparing tlie qualities of the difterent breeds

with the nature of the soil and climate, nearness to

market, demand for wool, etc. J. c.

Orillia, C. W., iTqv., 18fi8.
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ON THE MOST ECONOMICAL WAY OF WINTEEING
HORSES.

In response to your call on this subject, I offer

the following suggestions as the continiation of ex-

perience.

The quantity of food which any animal consumes
and «eems to require, is no doubt, to a great ex-

tent, tlie result of habit. This no one will question

with reference to man; and, if true in one part of

the animal economy, may it not be so througliout

the wliole? It is my belief that a horse or an ox,

K'd irregularly and with promiscuous quantities—
all he will dispose of,— eats more than nature re-

(]uires and more than she can properly ai)propriate.

The overplus is rejected and thrown of!" by a pros-

trating and debilitating eitbrt of the system, and is

worse than wasted— is actually pernicious.

—

Enough, is the point to be sought in tlie supply of
food to any and all animals. Regularity, also, as

to time, quality, and condition of that food. Fre-
t]uent changes of feed are to be avoided.

Cut feed, so called, I regard as best adapted to

horse-keeping, both as regards economy and the
wants of the animal. Of course, the amount and
(juality must be modified by circumstances. The
age, size, condition, former keeping, and present
use of the animal, must be considered, in determin-
ing how much or how little is required to keei) the
beast in good condition. If a horse is to labor, he
needs more sustenance than if he stands idle, though
not so much more as is sometimes supposed. A
man in health requires and uses about the same
<iuantity of food, whether he works or plays ; and
this principle guides me in the care of my horse.

The same quantity and quality, whether he works
or not, given at about the same time each day,
keeps liim always in condition for any service re-

quired, besides conducing to his health and sound-
ness. At this time, I am keeping an eleven hun-
<lred horse on three bushels cut hay and nine quarts
of shorts daily, wet and put before him at regular
intervals—morning, noon, and night,—and though
he is used considerably and for various purposes, he
gains in condition constantly.

This method I have tried with a number of
h()rses, in the last fifteen years, with the sahue sat-

isfactory results. I once kept a nine hundred horse
three months on ten hundred pounds of hay and
live bushels of corn meal, given cut, wet, and mixed,
and found him some pounds heavier at the end than
at the beginning of the time.

Carrots, given once each day, instead of the meal,
I have found satisfactory ; and my impression is,

that this root is not properly valued as food for
horses, and perhaps cattle also.

In my opinion, if the regimen above suggested
were to be adopted generally by horse-keepers, we
should have fewer horses affected with heaves and
otherwise defective. Over feeding with dry iiay is

more frequently the cause of heaves than all other
<au<»os combined. But it is objected that it is too
. nu-h work thus to i)repare food for horses. "With
<)'-\i objectors I have no argument or patience to
\\ .tste. A person of properly regulated habits
always finds time and a willingness to do what
"light to be done, while laziness never wants an
excuse for negligence. E. inqham.

SprtngfitUL, Oonn,, Nov., 1868.

ON THE ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTGES
GRAIN DRILLS.

OF

Experiments thus far with grain drills do not
seem to settle the question of the propriety or
im))ropriety of their use. So far as I have noticed
and learned from ^perimenters, about as many
have been disappointed in their expectations of
benefit from their use, as have had their hopes
realized ; and I do not doubt that positive benefit

and injury have been the result of different experi-

ments. To settle this question, it seems necessary
to look at the laws of germination and growth.

—

Every plant has its crown, or the point where the
roots and top unite. This is at, a little below, or a
little above, the surface of the earth, according to

the habit of the particular plant. In grains this

point is one-fourth to one inch below the surface.

In the tnrnip, carrot and common beet, this is in

most kinds at the surface ; in the mangel wnr-
zel and some kinds of radishes, from one to six

inches above. The seed having been deposited
deep, or shallow, makes no difference in the posi-

tion of the crown when the plant is matured. The
habit of the plant is to send its roots down and its

top up from the seeds ; and it would seem that the
proper place to deposit the seed, is where the habit
of the particular plant places the crown. This is

doubtless correct in theory, for grains and aU
plants in which the crown becomes permanently
fixed. In a few plants, like the wurzel, the crown
rises with the growth. Such cannot come under
this rule. For the germination of seeds, air,

moisture, and a certain degree of heat are necessary.

At the time of seeding winter grains, the soil at

the point where the crown is to be, is often too
dry, and the seeds, if planted there, will not grow
till after it rains. If you then plant them deep
enough to reach sufficient moisture, they may be
so deep, or the earth so compact, that sufficient air

cannot reach them ; but if sufiicient air, moisture

and warmth reaches them at, say four to six inches
deep, a temporary crown is formed at that point

till the top reaches the sunlight, when a new crown
is formed at the proper point, and the old one with
its rootlets abandoned to decay. To make this

change there must be some expenditure of vital

force, and the plant more or less hindered in its

growth. It is important, in most cases, that seeds
germinate soon after planting, and it is a question
for the farmer to settle in his own mind, at that
time, how deep to plant. If there be sufiicient

heat and moisture to start the plant at once, there
is no question in my mind that the seed should be
[)ut at the crown point ; but if too dry and suffi-

ciently mellow, the question comes up whether to

plant shallow, and wait for rains, or deep and
submit to more or less loss of force. In sowing
broadcast, especially upon furrows, the seeds are
dejjosited at different depths—some at the proper
depth, and some not, and some generally fail from
being too deep. All seem to admit that more seed

is necessary in sowing broadcast than in drills.

Why is this, except that in the former case some
fail from being at improper dei)ths? The advan-
tages of drills, therefore, are that, as you can guago
them to any required depth, you can take into

consideration all the circumstances of the case, and
sow more under.standingly. The disadvantages

are that if you disregard all conditions of soil,
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depth, &c., you may sow all your seeds at impi'oper

depth, while if you, under the same circumstances,

sow broadcast, some of your seed will be pretty

eure to be right. s. b. p.

Oorham, Oniario Co., N. T., Nov. 22. 1858.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF DRILLING
WHEAT AND OTHER GRAINS.

The Advantages of Drilling.—It is an estab-

lished fact that the small grains require to be planted

at a depth not less than one inch nor more than

two inches to insure germination and growth. If

planted deeper, the seeds do not all grow ; and it

less than one inch deep, they are liable to be

exposed to the depredation of birds, fowls or

vermin, or to become desiccated, and the germ
thereby killed. Experiments and experience have
both shown that the seeds of all the cereals grow
the most readily and surely at an average depth of

one and a half inches. In order to insure this

depth of planting, grain drills or plows have to be

resorted to ; but it is very difficult to set a plow or

gang of plows for so shallow a furrow, and in

consequence, grain drills, if well made and of

proper construction, are the only reliable means for

planting at a uniform depth. The drill also covers

every kernel, giving birds and vermin no chance
for depredations, and, ©f course, requiring less seed

to be sown. Indeed, most farmers who use drills,

say the saving in seed pays the cost of drilling.

—

Furthermore, the seed is left in the bottom of

parallel furrows, and a small ridge is thrown up
between ; that is worked by the action of the

frosts of winter over the roots of the grain, thus

preventing winter-killing. Grain can be sowed
with a drill as well during high winds as when it

is calm; thus rendering the farmer in a greater

degree independent of the weather. Lastly, but
not least by any means, in order to drill in grain

well, the land must be in good tilth, well plowed,
and thoroughly harrowed. No half-way work will

do ; for if the land is not thoroughly pulverized, the

drill wiU not cover the seed, and the labor is lost.

Therefore, drilling, -by covering the seed at a uniform
depth, by covering all the seed, by not permitting
it to be blown about by the winds, by preventing
winter-killing of fall grain, and by requiring good
cultivation of the soil, preparatory to sowing any
kind of grain, is the best manner of sowing the
cereal grains.

The Disadvantages of Drilling.—After the
land has been harrowed and plowed, one way, by
sowing the seed on broadcast, and then cross-har-
rowing, there is a saving of time, as when the
harrowing is finished the work is finished. In the
spring of the year it very oftens happens that by
waiting to drill after harrowing both ways, a rain
comes on, and the grain can not be sown for several
days; whereas, had it been sown broadcast, it

would have beea up. A week in the spyng makes
a great difference at harvest. Often a field sown a
week before another yields double the crop per
acre, ceteris jyaribus. If winter grain be sown
broadcast on well-drained land, it wUl not winter-
kill.

Ih-go., drilling is often a positive disadvantage in

Bowing spring grains, and of no material advantage

in sowing winter grains on well-drained and mel-
low soil.

These are the advantages and disadvantages of

drilling, .according to my own experience and that

of my neighbors. D. A. A. Nicqols.
Chatavque Co., N. Y., Nov. 1858.

WHEAT FARMS FOR DLARY PURPOSES.

" Wheat failing;, can farmers on the same lands make the diary
business profitable ?"

They certainly can, at the present price of diary
produce. There are not many wheat lands, or at
least few of what were once considered good wheat
land, but will bear at present fair if not large crops
of grass for pasturage in summer, or to be cut for

feeding in winter. The raising of wheat for a long
time upon the same land, has removed the neces-

sary constituents from the soil for its full perfec-

tion ; consequently, the crop has in a measure
failed. The feeble growth of the plants, owing to

the unfitness of the soil, invite, as it were, numer-
ous insects, which prey upon and destroy what
little grain there otherwise would have been.

Now, a fai-mer with say one hundred acres or
more, who has always made wheat raising his

business, finds it wiU no longer pay. He must
change his productions, or his farm will prove un-
profitable, lie lays down his former wheat fields

to grass, which no doubt, although they will not
produce wheat, will produce fine grass; he pur-
chases as many cows as he can keep well ; and, as

the saying is, goes into the diary business. The
former wheat grower is now on a par with the

farmer in some other section of country, who,
from the nature of his soil, was compelled to

adopt the diary business in the first place, except
that perhaps his lands are better ; for wheat lands,

wherever I have observed any seeded-to grass, al-

ways yield better crops than most of the lands

that will not produce wheat. There appears no
reason why the wheat grower may not make the
diary business profitable. Butter and cheese bring

a good price, and cattle are an average, though
not as high as some time ago. And there is an-

other advantage in the diary business. The
manure from a large number of cows, if applied

with judgment, would in a few years, perhaps,

enable the diaryman to pursue again the business

of a wheat-raiser.

When wheat has failed, an entire change in the

rotation and cultivation of the farm is required,

and no method can be pursued better calculated to

produce as beneficial an effect as keeping cattle
{

and cows are by far the most profitable, as it

enables the farmer to raise pork and young
stock cheaper than he otherwise could; for the

cost of raising calves the first summer, and keep-
ing hogs, except a month or two in the fall, are

almost nothing, taking out the cost of tending, and
almost a clear profit. But no one doubts the

profits of the dairy business ; and why should not
the wheat-raiser, with his good soil for all crops ex-

cept of the wheat class, make his fine improved
farm profitable as well as others, especially

until, by a change of management, the, former
wheat producing condition of the soil is again pro-

duced, when wheat growing can again be resumsd
if desired ? e. p. paemeb.
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CULTTVAnON OF WINTEIl BAELEY.

The soil most suitable tor barloy, is a good
stroiifj loam. If not natiii-ally rifli enough, it

slioiild of course be manured sulliciently to make
it so. It should bo well draiiu^l ; for land in-

clining to bo wet, and not sutliciently drained,

will not pay to grow barley. There are, no doubt,

a great niany manures that will answer the pur-

pose. Stable manure does very well ; so does one
or two good green crops plowed under, such as

red clover, rye, &c. Of course they should be
well rotted before the grain is sown. Oat stuble

is perhaps preferable to most other ground for

putting in fall barley, for various reasons, some of

which will be e.xpluined in their proper place.

It is a very iinjiortant matter that the ground
should be thorougldy broken u]> and well prepared
by the last of August, in order that the barley

luay be sown as early as possible in September, if

seasonable, and if not seasonable, it should be put
in the first suitable weather, as a general rule,

(lat. 38°), we cannot sow too early in September

;

but when we lia\-e a very hot, dry season, it would
be better to Avait mitil about the 1st of October,
when the sun has not so much ])ower. It would
be advisable to sow then without waiting longer,

even if the ground is rather dry. The sun will not
be likely to hurt it after that time.

There is ([nite a ditTereuce of opinion in regard
to the amount of seed sown to the acre. Two
bushels, perhaps, is as near right as we can come
at it ; and in this item we should be governed by
the time it is sown. For instance, one and three-

fourth bushels, or even one and a half bushe's,

sown early in September, will he equal to perhaps
two and a half sown in November, for the very
plain and palpable reason, that when sown early

it has a cliance to stool or spread out over the
ground, but when sown late, it has such a precari-
ous existence that it has no chance to spread be-

fore a great deal of it is thrown out by the frost,

and perishes. After sowing, the grain should be
harrowed, cross harrowed and rolled, the old

furrows opened, or others made wherever it

may be thought necessary, for it will not do for

water to stand on it.

Barley has its casualties to encounter, as well as

wheat and other grain. If sown before the 1st of
September, there will be danger of its coming to a
joint before the hard weather of winter comes on,

and it may be ruined ; but sown about the 1st of
September, there is not much danger in that par-

ticular. It is true the insects, &c., may injure it

more or less, yet all the injuries it is likely to

sustain from those causes are not to be compared
to the injuries received by the late sowing, froni

severe weather and other casualties.

The reasons why oat stubble is preferable, are
that it is easier broken up, .and we can make a far

better job of it than we could with wheat stubble,

or other ground that had lain twelve months
without being jdowed. But the most important
advantage of all is that, when the barley is put in

about the first of Septemlier, all the scattering
grains of oats that are in the ground start and
prow up with the barley, thereby helping to cover
the surface of the whole field before the hard
"jeather seta in ; and when that does occur, the

barley will be so firmly rooted and matted over
the surface, that it will not sutTer much by the
Aveather. The hard weather will of course kill

the oats, and in the spring the barley will have all

the surface to itself, and a good start. j. l. k.

Jeffarson. Co., Ky., Dec, 1S58.

RYE AND ITS CULTIVATION.

In 1856, the rye crop of the United States was
estimated at 30,000,000 bushels, of which Pennsyl-
vania i)roduced about 12,000,000— being nearly

one half raised in the Union. It Is also grown on
the light lands of Ohio and Michigan. One of its

advantages is the fine straw it funiishes for litter,

thatching, and other i)urposes. In Pennsylvania,

a large projjortion was formerly used for distilla-

tion. In New Jersey and the Eastern States, most
of the rye is ajiprojjriatcd to the more legitimate

purpose of making bi-ead. In the New England
States it is second to the corn crop, and with that,

entei-s largely into consuption as " rye and Indian"
bread, — the real "staff of life" to thousands of
the inhabitants.

Rye is very extensively cultivated in Europe

;

in Great Britain to a limited extent; but on the

continent, and especially the northern portion,

very largely, forming, as it does, the principal part

of the bread of the jjcople.

Rye succeeds best on rich, sandy loam. It pre-

fers a light, dry soil, and will grow freely on light

sands ;md gravels, where oats and barley faii. The
strong clays in which wheat delights, seldom pro-

duce good crops of rye, as in such soils there is too

much water; though loamy soils, on which wheat
lodges, will sometimes produce a good crop of i-ye,

its stronger stem enabling it to sustain itself under
its luxuriant growth.

It has been remarked that four crops of rye do
not exhaust the soil as mucii as three of wheat

;

and a successful cultivator of this crop gives a.s

his experience, that when rye has been cultivated

for a term of years upon the same land, and early

clover sown upon it in spring and plowed in with
the stubble in autumn at tlie time of sowing the

next crop, the land, without any other application,

has been kept in a gradual course of improvement
and the yield of rye continually increase. This

accords with my own experience ; but from ex-

periments made on my own farm, and others by
my suggestion, I believe it much better to let the

clover remain the second year before plowing un-

der, as then it is more mature, furnishing a larger

amount of green manure in a better condition for

improving the luid.

The prei)aration of the soil for rye is the same
as for wheat ; but as it is a less exhausting crop,

poorer soils may be employed. Pasture land or

meadow, turned over deei)ly in the ftdl or early

spring, and liarrowed, or, what is better, worked
tine with the gang plow or cultivator during the

summer, will ensure a good cro]). Many farmers

are opposed to the application of fresh barn-yard

manure to land intended for this crop, prefering

short manure, or that it should follow .some other

crop that has been manured.

Rye is generally sown in the autumn, throug';-

out the Middle and Western States and par*^ ul

New England, but in this Northern region, in
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localities exposed to stormy northern winds, spring

sowing is generally adopted. Winter and spring

rye are ditfereut varieties, as of wheat. The

proper time for fall sowing, in the States referred

to above, is the middle or latter part of September.

In this section, the last week in August is con-

sidered best, as the young plant starts vigorously,

and has time to take firm hold upon the soil before

the cold and frosts of autumn check its growth,

enabling it better to withstand the thaws and frosts

of spring, which occasion what is commonly called

" winter'-kiilmg." When spring grain is sown, it

should be done as early as the season will admit.

The amount of seed varies from one to one and

a half bushels per acre, according to time sown, it

requiring more for spring than for autumn sowing,

a-s it tillers largely if it has lime in the autumn.

—

In localities where the winters are comparatively

mild, if its growth is luxuriant, it may be fed off

both fall and spring, without injury. It is some-

times sown mainly for the purpose of furnishing

early pasture, but is then sown much thicker.

Eye, like wheat, yields improved grain by being

eai-ly harvested. It is heavier, and gives more and

whiter flour. A saving of grain is made by early

harvesting, as the waste from shelling is avoided.

For bread-making, it is wholesome and palatable

;

and when mixed with Indian meal, and baked for

a longtime, it makes the famous " rye and Indian"

or brown bread.

The common weight of a bushel of rye is from

55 to 57 pounds. fkye, jr.

Andover, Me., Dec, 1858.

duced crops of corn that pay much better than

barley in these uncertain times of crops and

prices.

I would not be understood as recommending

these early kinds upon soils that are warm and dry

enough to plant the large varieties early ;
but the

barley crop must be got in early, wet or dry, if we
expect to reap a paying crop. And in this respect

corn is again the most profitable ; for nearly all

soils will raise corn of some variety, wh-ile there

are but few good barley soils.

It may be said that we must sow winter barley.

But here again the same difficulty arises. We must

have a dry soil or it will winter-kill ; and dry soils,

in this section at least, are "like angels' visits, few

and far between." If perchance we have the pros-

pect of a fair crop of barley— if it escapes all the

casualties of wet, drouth, and Aveevi'— a wet time

about harvest will nearly blast all our hopes. A
storm of wind and rain, as we often have at that

season of the year, will beat it down, causing it to

grow and turn black, thus detracting from its value

and making more work to harvest it than it is worth.

In fact, there is no more uncertain crop raised, ia

the whole catalogue of grains, than barley.

Kewfaive, Niag. Co., N. Y., 1S58. C. C. WILSON.

IS CORN A MOEE PROFITABLE CROP THAN BARLEY
IN WESTERN NEW YORK.

TitAT com is a more profitable crop than barley,

it appears to me no rational man can deny. Taking
into consideration the large amount of valuable

fodder produced by the corn crop, it enables the

farmer to keep more stock; and tlie more stock,

the more manure ; and the more manure, the great-

er crops— of corn and barley too.

An acre of corn stalks, if well preserved, are

worth nearly or quite as much as an acre of clover

hay ; and the farmer who makes corn his principal

crop can nearly dispense with his hay crop, there
being no better fodder, either for cattle, horses, or
sheep, than well-cured corn stalks.

Again, corn is a more certain crop than barley.

Who ever heard of the total failure of the corn
crop ? There being so many varieties ripening at

different periods from planting, it is suited to all

seasons and nearly all latitudes. Those who are
favorably situated, with a soil dry enough to plant
early, can plant the common, large, late varieties

;

and tliere is no crop that is more certain. Those
who are not so favorably situated, and, on account
of a wet soil, have to plant later, can use the King
Philip and other early varieties which ripen about
the same time, and are very sure of a good crop.
Again, if any must plant stiU later, (on account of
a bad season, like the past,) they have the small
yellow Canada corn, which ripens still sooner, and
they can secure a good crop. A large amount of
corn of these early varieties was not planted until

the last week in June, the past season, and pro-

CORN STALKS -CUTTING, CURING, AND FEEDING.

" On the best method of ciuling. curing and preserving, and the

most economical way of feeding corn stalks."

My plan is to cut twenty-four hills to the shock.

T use a stay post with two arms, made from a light

piece of wood, two and a half inches S([uare, four

feet long, with a pointed socket on the end. I

bore two inch holes crosswise through it, near the

top, put a couple of good rods two and a half

feet long through the standard, making four arms.

Set the post in the ground, cut the corn, and set

an equal number of hills in each square. Bind the

tops, withdraw the arms, reach in the hand, turn

the post a little, and lift it out from the shock.

—

By this operation I have no hills of green corn to

hinder the curing process; no hills to cut off when
husking and drawing in. Stocks set up in this

manner stand firmer than any other way I ever

tried. I usually cut up corn the last of September

and first of October, husking, as soon as dry

enough, in the field, putting four shocks into one,

until finished. I draw in on a damp day, and instead

of packing or laying down n the mow, I stand

them up, as closely packed as possible, butts down,

and never have a mouldy corn stalk. I cut them

for feeding, cutting a whole day at a time, sprink-

ling them occasionally with weak brine. When
feeding milch cows, I put on a little bran, or mix

in a few turnips or carrots. I have no waste, no

long stalks in my mauure, and my stock do full as

well as on hay, especially my cows. They give

milk of better quality than when running out on

late frosted feed, or fed on dry hay. Some say cut

stalks make their catties' mouths sore. I never

feed cut stalks in hard, frozen weather, but only

when it is warm and moderate; and never had

cattle troubled with sore mouth. I also feed them

moist, and change to hay when cold, or cattle

seem tired of them. I never confine cattle to one

kind of feed more thtui five or six days at one

,

time, if possible to change. dayton siglee.
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CLOVEB SEED-

" On raising clover seed, and the best method of harvesting and
preparing for market."

In jiroparing land for growing clover seed, we
generally plant it two years previously with some
root or hoed crop, taking care to manure it well

with barn-yard manure. We then seed the ground
in the spring with clover seed, sown witli a crop

of spring wheat on barley, sowing about six or

seven pounds of clover seed to the acre, with a due
mixture of timothy seed, sufficient to make a crop,

should the young clover kill out in winter. The
timothy does not injure the clover for seed, and
improves the quality of the iirst crop for hay, and
comes in for a crop of hay the following year.

After the grain crop has been harvested, care

should be taken not to graze the young clover plant

too closely. A little grazing in the fall, as long as

the ground is dry and tinn, does little harm; but
on no account in the spring, no matter in what
condition the ground may be. In the spring, the

ground should be cleared of stones or roots, about
a hundred iH>unds of plaster sown to the acre, and
•well rolled.

The first crop of clover ought to be cut from the
twentieth of .June to about the eighth of July,

according to the season ; tlie earlier, the better will

be the seed crop, and the sooner it will be fit to

cut. As soon as the seed becomes ripe, we take a
reaping luachine, setting the knives high enough
to secure all tlie lieads, and leave the bulk of grass,

raking it oil" as often as enough has gathered for a
moderate-sized fork full, as large cocks are objec-

tionable. Ten acres may be cut in a day in this

way. Care should be taken to rake the clover otf

in neat buuclies, as it saves much time and labor
afterward in turning and raking up the seed.

If the weather is favorable and dry, the clover
seed may lay one or two days, and then be turned
carefully over, Avhen another day, if dry, will make
it fit for the stack o'- mow. It is of very little use
to put seed clover in cucks, is they will not turn
rains ; and should they get wet in tlie bunches as
left by the reaper, it will dry soon.

In stacking or mowing clover, care must be taken
to raise the bottom of the stack or mow, on the
side most exposed to the prevailing wind, to allow
the air to pass in, and then draw one or more
(jmpty barrels up through the mow, as it is filled

up, forming a chimney for sweat or steam to pass
up, for, no matter how dry clover is, it will sweat
more or less when put in the mow.

Clover seed threshes best in the coldest weather.
We run the clover through a threshing machine,
taking care to feed the machine light, so that it

may thrash it clean. After the clover is threshed,
it requires to be riddled to take out the stems and
atones. This can either be done by using a flat

.iddle, about five feet long and three feet wide,
witli meshes about tliree-quarters of an inch wide.
Where a large business is done in raising or

cleaning clover, it is better to construct a riddle
about seven or eight feet, either square or six-sided,
like the bolt of a flouring mill, the meshes about
tliree quarters or an inch square. This may be
placed at an angle so as to allow the chaff and
stems pass to tlie lower end easily, and be oper.ited
by hand, or a belt from the machine. It is better to
have a clover-hulling machine, which hulls, riddles,

and cleans the seed ; but those who can not obtain

them, can use the riddle. After it has gone through

a clover-huller, the seed has to be sifted through a

sieve, of about eight meshes to the inch, and then

put through a fanning mill to blow out all the dust

and light seeds. It is then fit for market.

It has been well said of clover, that " it is valu-

able to the farmer for three important purposes—
to feed his stock, fertilize his land, and fill hi?

purse. His cattle thrive upon it when green, as a

pasture in the summer, and in the stall when fed

with the hay in winter ; his wheat and corn

thrive upon it, when buried and decomposing in

the soil ; and his purse increases with the increase

of his cattle and crops." a tenant famek.
Coborirg, C. W., JSTov., 1858.

APPLYING MANTJEE TO CORN AND POTATOES.

" On tlie relative advantages of applying manure in the hill for

corn and potatoes, and plowing it in."

I AM greatly in favor of spreading and plowing
in manure upon ground which is to be planted to

corn or potatoes, instead of placing it in the hill,

for several good reasons.

I wouM not place the manure in hills, because

its effects arc of small value to the crop of corn or

potatoes. W'hat po.ssible benefit can a shovelful or

two of unfermeuted yard or stable manure do a

hill of corn? Two-thirds of the farmers use the

manure made in winter, for application to their

fields in the spring. It is nothing more or less than

green manure. If the weather, after planting,

should prove wet, it will be one chance in a hun-
dred if the seed does not rot— corn, especially.

If the weather is dry, the manure dries into a solid

mass, and is more of an injury than a benefit.

Should the season be just right, the roots of corn

soon grow beyond the efiects of the manure, and
leave it useless at the bottom of the stalks, where
it can be of no use until the field is plowed again

for another crop. If well rotted manure is used,

applying in the hill will do very well. Yet its

effects are too contracted, and the full force of the

manure is lost to the crop.

I am not in favor of manuring potatoes in the

hill, under any consideration, as I believe it more
of an injury than otherwise. I have always seen

the best potatoes raised upon ground well manured
for some other crop the previous year, especially

late years, when there is danger of the rot.

My reasons for spreading and plowing in the

manure are, because it is where it can benefit the

crop during the whole period of i-ts growth. It is

mixed with the soil, and within reach of the roots

of the plant along its whole length, where it must
be of more value to the plant than when jilaced in

the hill. It is impossible for the manure, when
placed in the hill, to influence the growth of the

crop beyond the first commencement; and al-

though an early start in spring is very beneficial,

yet would not that hill out grow and out yield,

which could obtain a rich sujqdy of nourishment

for its plants during the whole season, in.stead of

the one which had a full sui)i)ly during its early

growth, but was .stinted all the rest of the season,

as corn and potatoes must be, when dependence is

made upon applying manure in the hill alone ?

E. p. B.
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ON THE XTSE OF BURNT CLAY AS MANTJEE.

About four years ago, I had my attention

ailed to the use of burnt clay as manure, by an

Englishman, who used the ashes of burnt clay on

lis potatoes and garden vegetables. The good re-

ults obtained by him induced me to try the plan,

accordingly I burnt ten bushels of ashes from

;ood clay sods, and applied them to one-tenth of

,n acre of meadow land. I sowed them broad-

ast, about the last August. The effect was quite

•erceptible during the fall, and the next season the

rop of hay was at least one-third heavier than it

ras on a meadow adjoining, where there had been

io manure of any kind ajiplied.

I was induced by my success on meadow land,

D continue the use of burnt clay. I burned two
undred bushels during the fall of 1856, and
Dwed broadcast one hundred and fifty bushels on
ne and a half acres of meadow land; and the

ext spring I applied fifty bushels to half an acre

f potato ground. The results of the burnt clay

1 the meadow land was quite as satisfactory as

as my first trial of them, and the results of the

arnt clay on the crop of potatoes was equal to an
crease of one-third over half an acre adjoining,

1 which no manure of any kind was applied,

)th pieces receiving the same amount of cultiva-

on, and were of the same variety of potatoes.

Being well satisfied with past experiments in

le use of burnt clay, I burned four hundred
ashels, in the fall of 1857, and during the past

ason have used them on meadow land, on potato

ound, and on spring wheat. The results on
'ass and on potatoes were equal to the results

eviously obtained ; but on spring wheat, the

Fects were not at all perceptible.

I think its effects on grass and potatoes have
en equal to the effects of plaster, if not more so.

shall apply some of it on spring wheat, next
ason, and I anticipate better results than I ob-
ined last season. I shall also continue its use
1 meadows and potatoes, and shall try it on car-

its, oats, and other crops, and watch the results

ith interest. bee.
Hickory Bluff, Erie Co., K. T., Nov., 1858.

THE VALUE OF LIME AS A MANURE.

To what soUs and crops most beneficial — the quantity per
re, and the best time and method of application."

The extensive and increasing use of lime for

;ricultural purposos, indicates the opinion of far-

ers in regard to its usefulness, although there is

•eat diversity of opinion on its application, so as

derive the greatest advantage in promoting the
le g;rowth of plants. Experience has taught me
at the best and most profitable mode for its ap-
ication, is on grass land. If the grass seed is

wn in the fall, with the wheat and rye, which is

e common practice with us in New Jersey, as
on as the harvest comes ofi" the next year we
»ply the lime, with the least delay, and while
esh slaked and in a dry, mealy state. Tt can be
read more evenly on the ground, and is in a state

be more readily taken up by the fine roots of
e plants, than if allowed to get wet and clammy.
is found most beneficial to keep it as near the
rface of the ground as practicable, as the specific

gravity or weight of this mineral manure is so
great, that we soon find it too deep in the ground
for the fibrous roots of plants to derive the greatest
possible benefit from its use.

With this method of application are connected
several advantages. The lime can be hauled in
the fall after the busy season is over, and when
spread on the sod in this way, comes in more im-
mediate contact with the grass and grass roots than
when the land is first plowed.

In fields that have been hmed in part in this man-
ner, and then plowed, and lime applied to the re-

mainder at the time of plantingwith com, I always
observe a great difference in the corn crop ; and in
plowing up the stubble the next season, the part
limed on the sod is much mellower than that limed
after the sod was broken, presenting a rich vege-
table mold not observed in the other part of the
field.

This discussion respecting the application of lime
as a manure, reminds me of the old man's advice
to his son: "Put your lime," he said, "if pos-
sible, on your new made sod ; if you cannot put it

on before it is plowed, put it on as soon after as
possible ; and if you cannot put it on after it is

plowed, put it on the best way you can." Though
I would not apply it to plowed land on which there
was no vegetable coating, unless I supplied the
deficiency by a full dressing of long manure.
EwnUrdon Co., N. J. JOHN. T. SERGEANT.

THE BENEFITS AND THE BEST MODE OF APBLYING
SHELL AND OTHER MARLS.*

Marl has been used as a manure from the earli-

est ages. " When I marched an army," says Vareo,
"to the Rhine, I passed through some countries
where I saw the fields manured white fossil clay."
AU parts of England are dotted over with old marl
pits from which marl has been drawn out on the
land as manure. This marl consists principally of
clay combined with carbonate of lime and more or
less phosphoric acid. It will eflFervesce on the ap-
plication of strong vinegar, which sets free the car-

bonic acid of the lime. The phosphoric acid, of
course, is of great value ; and the lime, as it slowly
becomes available, is also beneficial. There are
also many other valuable constituents of plants in

the marl. But since the advent of artificial ma-
nures, the use of marl in England is far less com-
mon than formerly. The extensive cultivation of
the turnip, which delights in light land, has also

helped to render marl less needed. The turnips are
consumed on the land, by sheep, and their pointed
hoofs consolidate the soil ; and this I regard as one
of the principal effects of the old-fashioned prac-
tice of marling.

The usual amount of marl applied to the sandy
lands of Norfolk, is from forty to seventy loads per
acre— a load being about forty bushels. It is

drawn out in autumn and winter, and spread upon
the land, so that the frosts can pulverize it. Its

effect is slow but very permanent, and invariably
beneficial. Lands worth only $1.25 per acre (rent)

* The committee, though awarding the aboTe essay the prize

would state that it is not as full or as practical as the importance

of the subject requires. They hope those who have had experi-

ence in the use of marl, will favor the readers of the Farmer with
their views.
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have been vfti!»ed in value to $5 per acre, by the

process of nuu-liiijr.

Shell nuu-l is nsually fiiuiid under bogs and

mosses, and is compossJd of the rcnuiins of snKill

testaceous fish, wliich, dying in their shells, become

converted into calcareous earth, their bodies, when

decom[,osed, furnishing a rich mould of animal

matter. .

It consists principally of carbonate ot lime, and

is frequentlv burnt and converted into quick-lime.

It is said that lime made from shell marl is uwre

valuable for manure than tliat made from lime-

stone; but of this I can not speak from experience.

I can not see why it should he any better. Lune

is lime, and it can be nothing else. The organic

matter, which is undoulttedly very valuable as ma-

nure, would be all consumed by a heat sufficient

to drive off the carbonic acid.

Yvliere shell-inarl is i)lentiful, I think it would

be better to applv it in the crude state in consider-

able quantity, rather than to burn it. The organic

matter would decompose in the soil, and lurnish

the ammonia so much needed by wheat and other

cereals, wliile the carbonate of lime would become

gradually available frt)m the influence of the atmos-

phere and the acids of the soil.

It usually proves very beneficial on the mucky

land near which it is found. It would seem as

thou-^h nature had placed it there for use on such

land." _,^
^- «•

IMPROVING PEEMANEKT GEASS LANDS.

Having had some experience in the improve-

ment of permanent grass lands, I will state my
method of proceeding.

I have had no experience with any other than

meadow lands, and these being too moist to plow,

have been allowed to remain as permanent

meadow. I have been particular in stating the

nature of the soil, for tlie reason that the same

management might not answer on different soils.

Land^ntended for permanent meadow, should first

have all stones, sticks, and other obstructions, re-

moved from the surface, in order to render it per-

fectly smooth; and if the field is knolly, it should

be leveled. It requires much labor to prepare a

piece of permanent meadow, but it pays well in

the end, in the convenience of getting over it.

the saving of labor in liarvesting the crop, and

better appearance of the field.

"When a permanent meadow begins to fail, and

the crop is light, and the field must be renovated

the best way'is to give it a good dressing of wood

ashes, leached or unleached. If the unleached are

used, it will require considerable less than if

leached are used. I have tried lime and pla.ster,

but not with so good an eftect as wlien ashes were

used. Ashes have a pood effect for several years,

though I have found tliat after the third applica-

tion the benefit in a measure ceases, and the crop

is not materially increased. The application of

ashes must be changed for some other means of

improvement, or perhaps the field will be rendered

unprofitable. My way has been to draw from

fifteen to twenty-five loads of stable manure per

acre, spread it evenly upon the surface, harrow it

well', and then sow a peck of grass and ten pounds

of clover seed to each acre, and harrow again well

After harrowing, pick up all sticks, stones, oi

wliatever may be brought to the surface, thus leav-

ing it smooth and clean. After this treatment

there will be a fine cro[) of grass, and the crop wil

continue good for many years. In the course O'

the first tliree years after spreading the manure, i

toj) dressing of plaster will increase the crop.

With the above management, jierraanent meadow

lands can be improved from year to year; but of

all other means, the spreading of raaimre upoi

the surface and harrowing well, with the sowing o:

lira's seed with each application of manure, is th

best. Ashes, plaster, &c., tend to increase the actioi

of the manure, besides their own individual action

I have never received much benefit from the ap

plication of ashes or jdaster upon poor soils
;
bu

when applied upon lands recently manured, th

efiect has been wonderful. In fact, the two seer

intended to go together, as they each develop th

force of the other, and render the application (

both more i/rotitable than that of either separati

E. P. B.

STOCK GROWING TO BE RECOMMENDED I

THE PLACE OF RAISING GRAIN 1

The two systems of stock-growing and raisir

grain should go together on all farms and in a

situations where stock and grain can be raised.-

Tliere may be places where the price of stock is •

low tliat it may be more profitable to raise graii

but even then stock-raising, to some extent, w
be found to pay better in the end ;

for it must 1

apparent to all that continually taking from o'

fanns and returning nothing to them, will be mo

ruinous to the soil. We may, by applying lim

plaster, and ashes, stimulate the sod to greater a

tivity for a while; but this will only prove t

more ruinous in the end ; for these articles on

supplv the inorganic elements of plants ;
and it

or^ainc matter is returned in the shape of bar

yard manure, our croi)S of grain will by degre

grow beautifully less ; and then again, the

are some soils so springy and wet that gra

cannot be grown to advantage. On all such soi

stock-raising of course should take the lead
;
I

as a general thing, the two systems should

hand in hand. Many farmers who keep but lit

stock, raise nc more grain than others who ke

several head of cattle, horses, and sheep; a

selling all the grain off' their farms, and sometm

even their hav and coarse fodder, and burning

their large stacks of straw, and in these and varit

other ways continually drawing organic mat

from the soil, and oftentimes " wasting their t

grance on the desert air," their farms are all t

Time growing poorer ; while others, wlio keej

large amount of stock, consume some of tli

coarse grains and all their fodder, make la:

amounts of manure, their farms are all the ii

frrowins better -— enabling them to raise m(

'rrain and keep more stock. There may be, a

no doubt is, a limit to this; but I have sometm

thouglit tliat the more stock a man keeps, the m
grain he can raise, thus realizing more thar

double profit— a ])rortt from both stock and grf

and also a profit from the increased amoun*

both stock and grain he is enabled to raise fr

combining the two systems. c. c. wilsox

Xeic/ans, N. Y., Jfov., 1S5S.
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RAISING PTJMPKCNS.

" On raising Pumpkins—(heir value as food for cattle, and the
St method of Jeeding them."

The best manner of raising, is the time-honored
le of i)latiting among corn. For immediate feed-

g, gather and feed with a pitchfork, if you
lOose, slovenly as it is ; but if you wish to keep
em any time, cut otf the vines, leaving the stems
L the pumpkins, place them in a wagon carefully

hand, and put them in an open shed ; keep them
>m freezing by covering or removing to a root
liar. Feed with other food, grass, hay, straw, or
Iks—and never any more than tlie animal will
t up cle;m, and never rely on them for the priji-

lal food. As to their value, they are about equal,

weight, to beets, carrots, and turnips—rather
eferable to the common wliite turnip.

N"ow, friend Harris, were I Prof. Leibig, Lawes,
UNSTOx, or yourself, your readers would l^e bound
take the above, without argument or reason, like

G, Glasse in the Farmer of November last; but
being an obscure individual, your readers would
very foolish, and the American farmers are too
elligent, to take my mere say^ without a reason
it shall carry conviction.

My manner Of raising needs no argument, as it is

iiost universally adopted. No doubt an acre will
)duce more corn and pumpkins to plant them
jether than separate, for very obvious reasons.
to the manner of gathering and storing, you

ve but to notice that where they are bruised, or
} steals knocked otf, there they soon begin to rot;

1 all know that a hard frost injures, and freezing
)ils them. It is their value for stock, and the
inner of feeding, in which men differ widely in
iuion. It is a common remark that " they dry
cows," " will not fatten cattle," and are "good
nothing for hogs." No doubt these opinions

ke mine) are founded upon experience and obser-
tion—like the man who hiew there were ghosts,
• he had seen them. Gathered and fed as they
jally are, the above quoted results are precisely
lat I should expect. It is known to most house-
ves, that the seeds are a powerful diuretic. They
ve been used as such probably from the time of
ppoceates. The effect of diuretics is to increase
waste of the body, diminish the volume of

>od, and the secretion of milk. The ordinary
ithod of feeding, is to pitch off a wagon load,
3ugh to last two to six days, throwing them kard
ough to break the shells. The first meal is made
)stly from seeds, producing diuresis, and the
ove mentioned effects ; and during the next four
five days, the animal can no more than recover

e efiects of the first day. It is known to agricul-
ral chemists, that the pumpkin, like the beet
rrot, and turnip, contains a very large propor-
'H of water—85 to 90 per cent.—decidedly too
ich to be fed judiciously alone, and too much to
fed all the animal will eat, while running to

iss, which, as it is in the fall wet with dews and
.ns, furnishes about as much water as the animal
eds.

Allow me here to digress, and say that the dis-
se among horses in the summer and fall of 1857,
liich carried off so many in Ontario and Yates
unties, (N. Y.) was caused by the excess of water,
ken with the grass. I was convinced of the fact

at the time, from noticing that no new cases occur-
red, except immediately after rains, and none
among horses kept up nights.

The full value of the pumpkin is obtained when fed
with hay, straw, and stalks, adding grain when fed
to fattening animals, and never giving pumpkins
enough at a time to cloy the appetite for fodder.

The real objection to the extensive cultivation of
the pumpkin is, that they are short-lived at best.
Still, by care in handling, and good places for stor-
age, they may be kept till January. I have always
found milch cows to thrive and increase their milk,
when fed on them in my way, and have fed them
to hogs and young cattle with decided benefit ; and
I think them, while they last, the most economical
food that can be raised. s. b. p.

Gorham, Oni. Co., N. T., N'ov., 1S58.

EARLIEST AND BEST MODE OE RAISING TOBACCO
PLANTS.

To raise tobacco plants early and successfully, is

a great secret. People often fail to get early plants,
because they do not take sufiicient pains to put in
the tobacco seed ; nor do they make their beds in
the right location, and put them in a suitable con-
dition for the rapid growth of the plant. A tobac-
co seed seems to be slow to start, unless you resort
to the most ingenious means to force it to swell
and sprout.

The earliest, and perhaps the best mode of rais-
ing tobacco plants, is as follows

:

Prepare a bed, say 40 feet long and 10 feet wide,
in a warm place where the sun wiU help enliven
the soil; pulverize the ground thoroughly and
deeply, and in the meantime work in fine manure,
free from foul seeds, so that weeds will not come
up among the plants ; rake down the surface of the
bed smoothly and nicely ; and after you have thus
perfected a kind of hot-bed—not at aU expensive to
make—and when you are satisfied that the ground
is warm, or in a satisfactory state to receive the
seed, sow it on the bed at the rate of three ounces
for a plat of ground of the above size. But, before
sowing the seed, prepare it in the following man-
ner : Put three or four ounces into a tightly made
woolen bag ; moisten it with warmish water, and
then hang it up behind the stove in a warm loca-

tion. It will soon begin to show signs of sprout-
ing, (it should be watched ;) and having found out
that it is about to germinate, by its swollen condi-
tion and other indications, sow it on your bed in
connection with two or three quarts of dry sand or
Indian meal. The surface of the bed should be
pressed down witJi a heavy plank before sowing
the seed, and never rake in tobacco seed; but, after

you have distributed it evenly over your plat of
ground, either roll it in with a hundred pound
roller made for the purpose, or tread it in with
your feet. Some press it in with a plank. About
the 15th or 20th of April is the time you should
sow your seed, if the ground is passably warm.
Some sow earlier and some sow later.

Now for the glass sash work over the bed—the
sash made long and not too wide. Some do, and
some do not use them. They should be placed
over the bed, and the sun soon produces its good
effects through the glass upon the surface of the
soU, warming it into activity, and thus starting the
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little plants iiitxi active vegetable life I The glass

also protects the plants from frost; but miiul you,

wlioii the sun shines warnilv-, be careful that by
reason of its etfects tlirough tlie glass, it does not

burn up your ]>lants. After the plants have got up

reasonaliiy lai'ge—as large as a dime, for instance

—

the glass fixtures may l)e removed ; and then you
can oasli on your liquid manure evenly with a tin

watering sprinkler. You will be surprised to see

the rai)id growth of the plant*;, raised and man-
aged in the above manner.
The bed siioidd be thoroughly weeded, and judg-

ment should be used in selecting a plat of ground

as fre<? as possiitle from foul seeds. Sandy soU is,

on tlie whole, the be^t for the plants. Fine horse

or hc>g manure is the best to incorporate with the

soil of tiie bed.

In a few days after the plants get a start, they

will b« tit to set in the field in rows three feet and

a hall apart one way, and two feet the other.

I believe I am right in saying that to be a suc-

cessful tobacco raiser is aJso to be a successful plant

raiser. Raising tobacco is a trade; and in our

Northern States, where a good deal of it is raised

just now, the plants should be set early, and thus

you will secure your crops early, and no fear need

be apprehended that it will not cure.

Hereabout, a large quantity of tobacco is raised

annually. Much patience is required to raise it, as

in the cultivation of all other plants. t.

CLIMATE, SOIL, &c., OF MISSOUKL

"For the best information in rejjard to the climate, soil, pro-

ductions, timber, and price of partially improved lands, in the

State of Missouri."

Climate.— It will no doubt be agreed, upon all

sides, that a tract of country embracing upward of

four degrees of latitude, must have a corresixmdingly
diversified climate. While in the northern part of

the State it is found necessary to feed stock for up-
ward of six months in the year, there are many,
calling themselves farmers, in the extreme southern
part of the State, who scarcely feed at all ; while
here, at nearly a central situation, we have just

begun to tVxlder our out cattle ; and, as a general

thing, our feeding time lasts from five to six months.
It has often been remarked of Missouri, that it

is the wettest and dryest, the hottest and coldest,

country in the world. True, we have extremes;

but I have been unable to discover much ditference

of climate between this State, Western Virginia,

and Ohio. Our summers are pleasant. On the

prairies, which are our principal farming land, there

is always sufficient wind blowing to temper the

heat of the sun, so that it is quite rare that the

heat is oppressive.

Son,.—Nearly every variety of soil may be found
in Miss(uiri. The northern and northwestern part

of the State is, in a general way, better adapted to

the wants of the grain-grower than other parts.

The only rea.son I have to give for this a.'^sertion,

is that there is a larger quantity of sand incor])ora-

ted with the soil, (which is naturally very rich,)

and thereby it is of a warmer nature, and crops

come np and grow off quickly ; while in the other

parts of the State there is less sand, the soil is more
clamtny, water remains at or near the surface a

long time, crops start slowly and grow slowly, and a

great portion of the prairie soil has a tight cla)

subsoil, which, altbougli very good for cistern wellj

is not so beneficial for farming, at least until drain

ing is better understood and made use of. In tbjiid

south and southwest, there are large tracts o
broken and rocky land, which are unfit for cultivj |e

tion, but are excellent pasture lands, well calculat*

for sheep husbandry.

Productions.— The productions of thi; Stat

embrace every grain and vegetable grown in th

Middle or Western States. Indian corn, tobacot

and hemp, are perhaps the staples. In addition t

tliese, are wheat, barley, rye, oats, Hungarian gra.'i

timothy, clover, red top, buckwheat, potatoes (bo:

Irish and sweet), and culinary vegetables general!)

melons, grapes, apples, pears, plums, peaches, a
small fruits in abundance. Our farmers turn (

large quantities of cattle, horses, mules, and she<

South of the Missouri river, the mineral wealth
enormous. Iron, lead, and coal, are in abundan(
while the railways are facilitating the transporl

tion of this mineral wealth which has so long ]

mained undisturbed for want of the means of cc

veyance.

Timber.— There is a sufficiency of timber,

properly cared for, to supply the vyants of the :

habitants of the State. In the southern part, th<

are large tracts of cypress and pine, while all o'*

the State there are white, black, red, overcup, po
and pin oaks, and black jack thrown in. The b
tom lands, which are as fertile as can well be irf

'

agined, are covered with sycamore, hickory, li

wood, liackberry, and elm, with an undergrow
of pawpaw and spice in many places. Ash is al

in abundance.
The price of partially improved land varies wr

the locality. Wliile in some parts good land wi
tolerable improvement may be had at from five

six dollars per acre, in by far the greatest portii

of the State tolerably improved land rates at fro

ten to fifteen; and close to cities or navigat

streams, much higher.

In conclusion, I would just say to all who wi
to settle in a rich, healthy, growing countrj'^, cor

and try it. You may do better, but you may <

far worse. william d. uiTonELL.
Pin Oak, Warren. Co., Mo., Km., 1S58.

itf

" Can Corn fed to Hogs be made to pat ka.

OF Ohio ?"- Corn fed to swine can be made to p;

almost anywhere, by proper management. Ho'
ever fertile land may be, I do not believe you c;

farm it long without manure. Therefore, in fee

ing corn to hogs, have an eye to the manure,
fattening swine, the meat is one object, and i

manure is equally another. When pork is wor
six cents per pound, you get seventy-five cents p
bushel, in i)ork, for your corn ; and with prop
management, you get, in the long run, seventy-fi

cents more in manure. Turn your pigs into yo
orchard up to the nnddlc of August; then ])Ut thf

into the sty, with a good yard, into which thrc

turf, muck, leaves, sawdust, or anything to abso

the ammonia. Sawdust, usually wasted, is mu
more valuable than many imagine. When thro\

into hog-yards or stables, it absorbs the amnion
and forms a most valuable fertilizer.— IIonksx

Steaens, Felchvillc, Vt.y Dec, 1858.
ilTt
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MANAGEMENT OF BEES.

HOEVER expects to be successful in the man-
lent of the honey bee, must discard the word
and substitute in its place good cnmmon

! and untiring attention. If left entirely to

selves, they will be found, like many other

ches of rural economy, not to pay, and the

ieeper will unwisely conclude that he has no
in keeping bees. On the contrary, if managed
diligence and skill, they wiU not only furnish

^piarian with some of the " sweets of life,"

,vill also occasionally fiU his pockets with the

ful.

RIN& Management.—Place the hive where it

tended they shall stand during the summer,
li should be where the sun can strike the hive

e early part of the day, and also where they

be easily watched by the family during the

ming season. Keep the entrances to the hives

Y well closed, to prevent the chilling of the

g brood. This will also guard against rob-

; for it is at this season of the year that they

nclined to rob, which they never do when
have plenty of honey to gather. About the

)f June, raise the hives from the bottom board
acing blocks of wood or small stones under
orners. Some apiarians raise them up early

e spring, which is wrong, as the cold winds
ring will chiU the brood. Some do not raise

at all, but leave them close to the bottom
1 all summer. In this case they should be
ined every few days, and all worms found
r the edges of the hive killed—not brushed
n the ground, for that is where they want to

but give them a regular smashing.

ARMING.—Every bee-keeper should be provi-

with a bee-hat, which can be made of wire
n doubled round like a cylinder, with the two
riveted together and a piece of cloth sewed
the top or crown. Take a piece of calico the
length of the screen before doubling, sew the
together, making a cylinder as of the screen,

n the ends of the cloth and screen together,

it is finished. Put the hat on, let the lower
of the cloth come down around the neck and
Iders, button the coat or frock tight around
leck, put on a pair of woolen gloves or mit-
and you are armed for any emergency. Let

) who have never used one get one and try it,

they will never do without one again. Lay
! boards on the ground, and spread a sheet

them to keep the bees out of the grass, set

'live on the sheet with the front edge raised

t an inch. If the swarm has alighted on the
of a tree that can be cut off, cut it off care-

and shake them off on the sheet in front of
live, and they will soon enter. If they alight

valuable tree, and you do not wish to cut the
ch off, take a pan and brush the bees into it

a wing, and empty them in front of the hive.

:ey gather on the body of a tree or on the

3, as they sometimes do, brush them off into a
or dipper, in the same manner. They will

ily enter the hive. Some have supposed that
jueen must always be got into the hive first,

;h is not so, she being frequently nearly the
to enter. As soon as they have all entered
tiive, carry it where it is to remain, and cover

it with boards or green boughs to shade it for a
few days. When this precaution is taken, they
will not often leave the hive. If the hive is new,
never wash it with anything. If it is an old hive,

it should be scraped and washed with water sweet-
ened with honey or sugar. Somebody once told
me to wash my hives with sweetened whisky, and
I have never had a swarm leave when treated in.

that manner. Second or third swarms, if small
and late in the season, should be returned to the
parent hive, which they will do if the queen is

found and destroyed.

Fall Management.—Double all late swarms
that have not honey enough to winter, as a large

swarm wiU consume but little more honey than a
small one ; and if two small swarms, with the con-
tents of their hives are put together, they wiU gen-
erally do well and make one good swarm, other-

wise they must both be consigned to the brimstone
pit.

Winter Management.—See that the hives are

properly ventilated, that the moisture which always
arises from the good healthy swarm does not gather
in the top of the hive and freeze iji cold weather.
Many bees are lost in this way. After consuming
all the honey where they are clustered, they die of
starvation. The remedy is to keep them so warm
that the moisture wUl not freeze, or let it escape

by ventilation.

Driving.—Sometimes it may be necessary, in

order to save a swarm that is not doing well on
account of the comb becoming old or the ravages

of the bee-moth, to drive them out into a new
hive. Make a box the same size of the hive, with
a pane of glass in the top. Turn the hive bottom
upwards and place the bos on top, and wind a
cloth around whei-e they come together. Let them
stand a few minutes, to give the bees time to fiU

themselves with honey ; then, with a couple of

sticks, rap smartly on the lower part of the hive,

and they will rush up to the light to get out.

When they are nearly up into the box, take it off,

and, having previously arranged a hive as for

swarming, shake them out in front of the hive, and
they will soon enter. Take the comb out of the

old hive, and what bees are left in brush off, a»d
they will enter with the rest. A little tobacco

smoke, blown into the bottom of the hive, will

sometimes be of assistance in driving them up.

The smoke of burning rags wUl also answer the

same purpose. Smoking them also serves to make
them good natured and less inclined to sting. If

it should be bad w eather for a few days after driv-

ing, they should be fed.

Doubling or Uniting Swarms. — Drive them
out of one of the hives, as directed above. Then
take one of the hives you wish to unite them with,

invert it and smoke them well with tobacco or the

smoke of cotton rags, then sprinkle them with
sweetened water with a Itttle peppermint essence

in it. Take the box with the bees in it from the

other hive, shake them out into the inverted hive,

smoke and sprinlfie them, and set the hive where

it stood, with the front edge raised a little, that the

scattering bees may enter. Smoke them occasion-

ally for a short time. This will keep them good
natured and give them all one scent, that they

can not distinguish friends from strangers. They
will commence eating the sweetened water, and,
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minfrling together, will live as one familj. This

slionkl be done late in the season. If upon a pleas-

ant day tlioy sh(nild come out of the hive, the old

one should bo placed where it stood, and what bece

enter it can at night be returned to the other hive.

Kiiio<ira O)., X. Y., Pec, 1S5S. C. C. WILSON.

FABM BOOK.

" For the best plan of a bunk in whicli the farmer can record

his practice and experience in the plainest, most simple, and con-

cise manner"

The value of a well kept farm record can scarce-

ly be over estimated. It should be clear, explicit,

and comprehensive— should conttiia the daily op-

erations of the farm, notes of the weatber and its

vicissitudes ; all interesting items about the animals

of the fiirra, dairy, orcliard ; a separate record of

every crop cultivated;— in short, everything worth

remembering about the operations of the farm.

This could best be arranged in two books— one for

daily notes of work and the operations of the farm,

which must necessarily be bringing many things

together not properly connected but only to be re-

membered ; the other, the book for future reference,

or ledger.

The arrangement ot the daily journal would be

very simple— the book to be tilled regularly from

the beginning, with the date prefixed to each day's

record, so that it would be a continuous record

from one day to another through the year.

The ledger should be large enough for the pur-

poses of one year, or may be sufficiently large for

several yeai-s. It should contain, under sejiarate

heads, so as to be easy of access, all the substance

of the journal, with some important additions. It

may be arranged as follows: First, an alphabet-

ical index, containing the names of the subjects

treated of in the book, with the number of the i)age

assigned to it standing opposite. Each subject in

the ledger is to be treated separately, on a separate

page, and to contain only what the farmer will

need for future reference. Much of tliis matter is

to be drawn from the journal, and may be trans-

ferred at regular intervals— each week, or month
— or at the most convenient times. If Apples bo

the subject of the first entry, it will be put on the

"A" leaf in the index, and given the first page in

the bonk. If Wheat is the next subject, the name

is t<i be put on the "W " leaf iu the index, and to

occupy the second page; and so of each subject to

be treated.

Tlie ledger will contain much that need not be

recorded in the journal— as the account of each

field kept by itself—the kind of crop, when put in,

when liarve.sted, with the yield, would be very

useful tor future reference, and to compare one

year with another. In tliis way, the yield of the

farm, or any part of it, is easily made out.

In its appropriate place, at the end of the year,

will be made the balance sheet, containing the ex-

pense^ the losses, and the profits. This could be

made very readily from a well arranged book.

In this way, a farmer will, in a few years, have

l.iid up a store of experience that will bo always

valaal)le, and especially if he is a man of progress;

for if his cultivation at one time is faulty, the

record of it is continually before him, and the ad-

monition will not be lost. B. G. NYE.
OalMburg, JU., Dec., 1658.

WILL IT PAY TO KEEP POTJLTKY m
NUMBERS 1

I HAVE raised large numbers of barn -yard foil

for several years, and have invaribly found tl

fifty or sixty hens would produce more e|

through the year, in proportion, than twice

number, as they require a variety of food to kt

them in health ; and when out of health or kat

ing, they will not lay eggs, or hatch well. If tl

do hatch, tlie chickens will sicken and die in a )

days, for the want of insect food, feed them

bountifully as you will. You may prevent it, i

meixsure, by feeding them fresh meat twice a we

chopped fine, with Indian meal, until they ar

month or six weeks old, they will then be stn

enough to ramble beyond the common walk of

hens and obtain insects, as they keep all cl

where they take their daily rambles. I have k

ten dozen hens, and I never in the best season

more than six dozen eggs per day. I have kept f

dozen and got thirty-nine per day ;
from two do;

I received twenty-three per day for six monthi

I have tried it several times, and fOund I got

largest quantity of eggs and twice the numbe

cliickens in proportion to the number of

hens. I found that to have hens lay eggs, f.

must have their liberty a share of the time,

is the same with turkeys. The young ones

very tender, and they must have animal food

they will sicken and droop and die. If they

with a hen turkey, she will take them through

fields when the dew is on the grass, and they s

die. I raise them with a. barn fowl. This

season I raised eighty chickens and ten turi

with five barn hens. They had two acres of ci

mtins and four acres of corn and potatoes to n

ble over. I feed boiled potatoes with oats, .

Indian meal jammed with them when hot, pla

where they'could eat when they pleased w
cool. I had five more hens that furnished

family of six with a plenty of eggs for tl

use, and do so yet. This is the results of

experience for many years. z. knapi

Fortyfori, Luaenie Co., Pa„ Nov., 1858.

rCA!

that

" SnOTTLD THE SuOKERS BE REMOVED FROM COR

—Xot unless you have plenty of boys with notl

else for them to do. The argument in favoi

removing the suckers from corn I suppose to

this: The suckers rob the stalks of nourishrr

necessary to their growth and perfect developm.

and appropriate it to their own use. They nc

have but little if any corn upon them, consequei

are of no value except for fodder.

I think it will not pay to remove them, unless

I said above, there is no other work for the be

and perhaps not then, unless it be to keep tl

out of mischief. Suckers are not often thrown

from corn on poor, hungry soil; and when t -

are, it is conclusive evidence to mo that everytl '

is as favorable as it can be to the growth and
]

fection of the crop; that it is growing as fast t

can; that the roots are taking up the necess

food for the plant as fiist as it can be manufactcj|i

(so to speak) into corn, and perhaps faster;

that, as a natural consequence, these new sho.^t

suckers are tlirown out because the sap or food

the plant ctiu go iu no other direction.— 0. C. V

SON, Ketp/ane, Niag. Co., K Y., Dec, 1858.
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» CAN HENS BEST BE KEPT SO AS TO PEO-
CUEE EGKJS m WINTER?

jiLD a commodious hen house upon some plan,

that there be a roosting apartment, a phice

36(1 ing, with boxes for nests. A good plan is

uild in the shape of a parallelogram, with the

ing place across one end. The central portion

be used for feeding, the boxes for nests being

:d around the sides of the building, with a

I place between them and the wall, that the

may enter the nests on the back side. Build

lOuse either of sLone, wood or other material,

ay be thought best ; but let it he warm and
ortable in the coldest weather, and so made
it can be well ventilated. Procure some of

arge Asiatic breeds, as I have found, by my
ience, that they will lay in winter when the

non varieties will not, with the same treat-

But the person who expects his hens to lay

I in summer, after laying all winter, will be

pointed. Give them as great a variety of

as possible, such as corn, buckwheat, oats,

y, &c., with pure water, daily. Give them
meat once or twice a week, or oftener, if

juient, with an occasional feed of boiled

oes or apples. In short, make their feed as

as possible what it is in summer, and not

t to give them a free supply of oyster shells

ded tine, or lime and sand. Mix lime and
as for plastering a house, let it dry and place

: filled with it in one corner of the hen-house,

it is surprising how fast it will disappear.

—

will lay some in winter without being to all

trouble ; they must have good, comfortable

,ers. There are other advantages from having
)d hen-house aside from hens laying in winter.

or three wagon loads of good home-made
0, every year, will soon pay the expense, and
to raise corn to feed them. And then, again,

meat cannot always be procured. They will

f they have plenty of corn ; and as this con-

a large portion of oil or fat, it may perhaps
ibstituted for meat to some extent.

wfa/ne, N. F., Nov., 1858. C. C. WILSON.

GEAFTING OLD APPLE ORCHARDS.

it better to ingraft old apple orchards of an inferior kind, or

at new ones of improved varieties ?"

orchard with trees of the usual size. These are
now just beginning to bear; but I believe I have
not as yet gathered a bushel from any one tree in

this orchard, while from the grafts I have gathered
as above stated. The grafts on the old trees are

equally thrifty, if not v^ore so., than the young trees,

and the apples of as good quality. But renovating
tlie tree and regenerating the fruit by gratting, re-

quires experience and attention. In the case of
large trees, not more than one-third of the top
should be grafted in oue season. Hence it would
require three years to complete the operation.

Grafting large trees is also attended with some
expense, it is true ; but then it pays. I have set

over seventy grafts in one tree. One tree, grafted

seven years ago, has a top sulBcient to bear, in good
seasons, trom twelve to fifteen bnsbels of apples.

It is of the Golden Sueet variety. This, however,
is not an unaided result ; it requires some little at-

tention— not a large amount, however, if given at

the proper time— in preventing the growth of

sprouts from the original stock from robbing the

grafts of their projjcr nourishment. For want of

this trifling care, 1 have known several instances

where the grafting of aji old orchard resulted in but
little benefit to the owne«'. Proper care, or knowl-
edge, and a judicious application of that knowledge,
is mdispensable to success in the different callings

and occupations of life. d. lott.

Lctt^lle, Wwr-ren Co., Pa., Dec,, 1S58.

CULTIVATION OF LIMA BEANS.

Though it may not be in my power to give you
the best method of raising Lima beans, I will fur-

nish you with my metliod, which has for several

years resulted successfully.

It is not worth the trouble of trying to raise

the beans, unless it can be done on good soil. I

prefer a warm gravelly or sandy loarn, which should
be tilled deep, worked up v^fy fine and mellow,
and mixed with well decomposed manure that may
be incorporated with the soil, if possible, two or
three feet deep. I take great care to select a place

that dries ofi" early, and remains free from standing
water or any unnecessary wet after showers. It

improves the soil to turn and stir it two or three

times during the spring, to assist in getting it warm.
Some of my neighbors stir in fresh horse manure
because it is warm, but my experience is against

fermenting manures in the bean patch.

For a part of my patch, I start the beans in the

hot-bed, on an inverted sod about four inches

square. They root well and commence a strong

growth in a thick, rich sod. It is very necessary

to expose them to the air to get them well tem-
pered before planting out. Remove them in the

sod to the place prepared for the hills, which should

be not less than four feet apart each way, and so

made that the whole of the sod, now quite tender,

can be placed in, and not on top of tlie ground.

—

Place one good pole to each hill ; and some times,

where the runners are strong, two poles may be
used. These I i)refer to put down before the roots

get large, and have them well settled so as to stand

firm. I have some difficulty in getting the run-

ners to cling to the stakes ; but, as it nmst be done,

I stick to them until every one has fastened and
begun to climb. I find T.inia beans requu-e a great
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deal of hoeing. The ground mn^t be kept clean

and light all lu-ound them ; and if it hardens after

a brisk sliower, I hoe it up tliorouglily with my
potato hook, which has live prongs. They must

have a ipiick, vigorous growth early in the season,

to bear well. I begin to pick as soon as they are

large enough, and pick at regular intervals of two
or three days, being very careful to cut off the pod

with a sharp knife, so as not to disturb the vine.

For a main crop, I have liad tlic best success in

planting in rich, warm ground, after the middle of

May, when warm wcatlier could be depended upon.

It takes theni a long time to get over a i)ullback or

check from cold wet weather. Planted iu either

way, the treatment should be the same.

I have practiced reserving some of the finest'

early pods and letting them ripen for seed. I have
improved my beans in this way, so they get often

a week's start of my neighbors. Most of the seed

that is used are the beans that ripen later in the

season, wlien they do not market as well. It is a

mistake. Tlie earliest and best should be saved for

planting. On the first appearance of frost, I cut

the viues at the bottom and pull the pole, placing

them in small piles raised from the ground. I

always pinch the tops after it gets so late in the

season tliat the pods can not fill, and also of such

vines as do not fruit well. All that is necessary,

in a fair season, is good, warm., rich ground, and
thorough cultivation and care. h. claek.

Oeddes, K. Y.

PRUNING TECE VINE-WHEN AND HOW.

Many excellent articles, containing rules and
directions for growing, training, and pruning the
grape vine, have been published in books and peri-

odicals ; but few of them are adapted to the wants
of the majority of the readers of the Genesee Farmer,
though they may be very useful to the tyro in vine-

yard culture.

Why do grape vines need pruning more than
fruit trees generally ? is a very natural and perti-

nent inquiry. Most assuredly they do not, in order
to be eciually fruitful. The pruning of either is

strictly a matter of economy, and not necessary to
the production of fruit. Botli are inclined to grow
too thick for the production of the most perfect
fruit; tlierefore, iu such a case we thin them by
removing a part. Experiments prove that young,
vigorous branches, produce the largest, fairest, and
best flavored fruit, on tree or vine ; therefore we
remove old and stunted brandies, to make room
for new and vigorous orfcs. Tiiis plan we can fol-

low to greater extent with the vine tlian the tree

;

for in the former, the new shoot bears the same
season that it first pushes out, and tiie next season
is in full bearing almost its entire length ; while in

the tree, a new branch from the main one or the
trunk recpiires from two to six years to become
equally fruitful. If you examine a vine, either
cultivated or wild, that has not been pruned, you
will see that, wlien a few years of age, the lateral
branches that first came out are all dead and fallen

off, and tliat all the fruit is on the main and lateral

branches near the extremities of the former. As
the vine grows older and pu.shes aliead, more and
more of the ground is unoccupied with fruit.

Taking the hint from this fact, we shorten in the

main branch, and do the same with the laterals

cut them off for renewal. By so doing, we
)

vent the vine from getting beyond the trellis,

occupy the whole ground with fruit-beai

brandies. Had the vine plenty of space and tre

I am not aware that the product would be mat
ally increased by cutting at all ; still, I have ni

doubt that the i>i'oduct of an acre of ground wc
be quadrupled by judicious pruning, unless

same object should be attained by a yearly rem(

of a portion of the plants themselves. The en^

be aimed at in pruning, is to prevent the brani

getting too thick, and to keep the vine withir

trellis or boundary. The amount of yearly sh

ening in may be Ir proportion to the room yon
give it.

As to the time of pruning, I think that in t

we can pretty much study our convenience;
the vine being a more rapid grower, it will

always do to wait. They should be pruned w
they need it, taking care, however, not to

much from the first starting of the sap in the sp

till the leaves have attained their full size, as t

is at this time too much loss of sap by bleed

Of course, the winter is the best time for shor

ing in and cutting off for renewal.

At the last meeting of the Fruit-Growers' A
elation at Eochester, a majority, I understand, v

in favor of the summer pruning of the vine,

this is meant the cutting oft' the branches of

current season's growth two or three joints al

the fruit after it has set, except such brancht

are wanted to fill up the trellis, or to take

])laces of older ones to be removed the next spr

I have generally done this (if at all) after the i

has set; but Mr. Wilcox, of WestBloomfield, (•

is very good authority,) prefers to do it just as

blossoms begin to open, thinking thereby to

mote fuU setting. My own observation, howe
does not establish in my mind the propriety

mutilating branches while bearing a full suppl;

fruit, unless necessary to prevent crowding; b
would shorten in all branches that are not well

with fruit, unless wanted for the next year's bear
Gorham, Ontario Co., N. Y., Nov., 1S58. S. B.

RAISING MELONS WITHOUT THE USE OF HOT-BE

The first requisit is dry land with a Soutl

exposure, or sheltered on the north by fence;

buildings. Second, Deep plowing and a thoro
pulverization of the soU. I then dig holes four

one way and six feet the other, suflBcient to 1

two shovels of good hog manure, well packed, m
the previous fall and kept sheltered ; then put
about two inches of soU mised with one
leached ashes. Plant your seeds, and I assure

melons and squashes will grow. As a protec

from early frosts as well as bugs, I use boxes m
as follows : Weather boarding 6 inches wide,

of them sawed 14 inches on one edge and 13 on
other, and two of them 15 inches on one edge
14 on the other, making a square 13 inches on
and 14 on the bottom on the inside. I then
cheap cotton cloth upon the small end. It adt

air and protects from frost and bugs. B<
beveled, these boxes may be packed in small c<

* The committe award a Prize to each of the following eaaa]
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For squashes, they must be larger, and can

noved in the day time and saved for years.
DAYTON SIGLEE.

EOT a piece of new or sod land, rather

, if you have it, manure it with well rotted

manure in the fall, and plow it under. In

)riQg, as soon as dry, plow again and turn a

3 furrow at intervals of six or eight feet,

these furrows plant your seed, about the 10th

ly, in hill, for muskmelons, sis feet apart;

atermelons, eight or ten feet apart. Use no
nented manure, especially in the spring, about

ils ; but when the plants appear, mix about

bushel of fresh cow manure in a barrel of

and water the plants in the evening after the

down. This will give them an early start

eep oif the bugs. Cultivate them well with

ow and hoe. Let from six to eight of the

it, remain, and remove the rest ; and if you
raise fine and large melons without startuig

in a hot-bed, I shall be greatly mistaken. I

'aised the Wafert Cantaloiipe to weigh 12|-

y this method, and pumpkins to weigh 130

Aj favorite melons are Nutmeg^ Christiana^

, and Wafert Cantaloupe^ from South Oaro-

ad Ice Cream and Ooodwin's Imperial water-
W. 0. HAMPTON.

Victory, Ohio.

CE ADVANTAGE OF SEWING MACHINES IN
FARMERS' FAMILIES.

iTE been in possession of a sewing machine
out nine months. It works admirably, and
adapted to the wants of the fai-mer's family,

look at our time, ease and comfort, and
all, health, the sewing machine is almost in-

sable. I can do as much on my machine in

our, as I can in four or six hours with the
Of stitching and close back-stitching, I

as much on the machine in one minute as I

half an hour with the needle. It does not
e much more fixing and basting, as many
le, than is necessary with the needle. As
36 and comfort, which is equivalent to time,

is not more labor in operating the machine
)ur than sewing the same length of time with
edle ; besides, in operating the machine, the
se is rather conducive to health than other-

while it is well known that hand needle
has slain its thousands. Some say it has
•nore than the sword. Then, again, is not
one of the greatest blessings laestowed upon
Why not take advantage of the opportunities
ed by the invention of a machine so well
d to our wants, as well as conducive to

ny ? I believe it is the most economical
of furniture that can grace a homestead.

—

t for a moment on the difference in time
labor saved, as well as expense of a seam-
or of overtaxing tired heads and hands,

fter nature calls them to be at rest. I know
) be a fact, common among the mothers of
;s and those who sew much. I have known
aing of this myself, and would urge any who
ead these lines to procure a machiae as soon
sible.

re is such a variety of machines, both high
>wed priced, they 6ome within the reach of
rmer's family as well as others. It does cot

require any very great length of time to learn to

operate them, and is so easy and simple that almost
any child ten or twelve years of age could bo
taught quite readily. phebe w. ooopee.

ON TKE MANAGEMENT OF CANARIES AND OTHER
BIRDS IN THE HOUSE.

In keeping birds in the house, I always use
unpainted cages, as I think them more healthy than
painted ones as birds peck the paint, which often

poisons them. Cages that I have used are made
of mahogany, with a draw in the bottom for con-

venience of cleaning, with china or glass cups on
each side to hold the seed and water. There
should also be a cup of water large enough for the

birds to bathe in, but not large enough to drown
them. They cannot be healthy without plenty of

clean water, both for bathing and drinking. The
cage should be large enough to allow them to fly

about and enjoy themselves.

The time for Canaries to pair is about the middle
of March, when they should be placed together, each
pair in a large breeding-cage. If brought together

before, they will fight and sometimes kill each
other. If they agree, they will soon begin to feed

each other, when they must be supplied with a box
two and a half or three inches square, or a basket
made for the purpose, hung up in their cage, in

which to build their nest, also materials for build-

ing. I have found hemp rope cut about an inch

long and picked to pieces, and the white hair from
a calf's tail to be the material they prefer. They
will build and throw out their nests several times

;

but when they begin to be really in earnest they

will work very fast.

When the bird has laid one egg she will begin to

sit, and lay an egg every day till she has four ; and
in two weeks from the time the first egg is laid it

will hatch. During the time of setting, the birds

must be attended to very carefully, giving them a

variety of food, such as egg boiled hard and
chopped very fine, with bread, and bread and milk,

as well as seed, of which it is best to give them
several kinds. The milk should be scalded to pre-

vent their becoming sick during incubation, which
frequently happens without it. The white of the

egg should not be given the young—only the yolks

—as they cannot eat the whites and remain

healthy.

The cage should be examined while there are

young in it very frequently by lamplight, to

ascertain whether there are mites about it, which
are small red insects barely perceptible to the naked

eye. Unless these mites are kept out of the cage,

it is useless to attempt to raise or keep birds. A
single drop of sweet oil on the sole of each foot of

the female, when she commences sitting wiU guard

against their attacks.

Once a month the birds should have a small

pinch of safi'ron in their drinking water. Great

attention must be paid to the cleanliness of the

cage. The drawer should be cleaned and sprinkled

with fine white sand daily. The cage should be

cleaned thoroughly once a week, and well dried

before the birds are returned to it, except while the

bird is sitting, when k| must not be disturbed,

except to take out the (ftwer and re})lace it when
cleaned, covering the bottom with fresh sand.
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If it is necessary to handle the birds, it must be

done curefully as they are very tender, and will not

bear uuicli liaudling. Great care should bo taken

not to trifi;liteu them. I have known a valuable

Canary bu-d so frightened that he never sung

again. Strangers should not go very near the

cage, and no one sliould look into the nest while

the bird is sitting, or she may desert it.

Wo have frequently let them out of their cages,

taking care to close all places where they could

niiike their escape. They tly about and alight on

heads and shoulders, and sometimes on our liands
;

and if there are plants in the room they .seem to

take great delight in Hitting about among them.

When tired they wdl return to their cages. It

may be necessary to place a piece of apple or some-

thing tcmj)ting inside of the door of the cage to

call liim back; but they will soon become so

familiar, if allowed to be out often, that they will

not need much coaxing to induce them to return.

Ripe fruit in its season, sugar, chickwecd, or

lettuce, are excellent to keep them in health.

—

Cui.tle fish bone and bread or cracker should

always be in the cage for them to peck at; but

they "should never have rich cake. If they have

the"dum[>s they will set on tlie perch with their

feathers rough, not taking the trouble to dress their

plumage. Tut a drop of sweet oil on the sole of

each foot and it will cure them. A little scalded

milk on some bread will cure the diarrhoea. When
muulting they should have less seed, but be supplied

with soaked bread, lettuce leaves, fruit, &c., to

allay the natural fever.

In winter they must be kept in a warm room,

but not very near the fire. In summer the cages

should be hung out of doors a part of the day, to

give them air, but shaded from the sun. Dew or

rjiii must not fall on thsm.

I have kept none but Cauaries and Goldfinches

ill cages, as I am not one of those who would
deprive our native songsters of their liberty, and

Iiave them pine away in cages. *

CldrtiUnon, JT, F., December, 185S.

CHEESE MAKING FBOM A SMALL DATRY.

It is customary for those farmers who liave but

a small number of cows, and make dairying

merely an incidental business, to change irom

butter to cheese making, during the warmest
weather. Although in this way but a few cheeses

can be made, it is important that they should be

made well. Hence a few hints to beginners—and
those of experience too—may not be am'ss.

The first care should be to see that the rennet is

properly preserved and prepared, as the quality of

the cheese depends very much upon the rennet

iised.

Preparing Renxkt.—The calf should be allowed

to stand several hours after sucking before being

killed. The rennet .should he carefully removed,

the curd taken out, and skin or stomach turned

wrong side ont ; the specks of dirt removed by
picking from the skin and curd, if there is any

;

but hy no means rinse the sJ:in, as that removes a

j)ortion of the mucus in a free state, which is the

only active principle of any value contained in the

rennet. Put the cnrd intQ|^he skin, add a pint of

fine salt, and more if the rennet is a very large

one. The whole should be placed in a cloth bag,

and hnng up in a cool, dry place till wanted 1

use. Old rennets are considered better than ne
as being stronger. When wanted for use, soak t

rennet in warm water two or three days, strain

the liquor, add as much salt as will dissolve, ke

in a cool i>lace. This process must be repeal

once or twice before the whole strength will

extracted.

In the manufacture of cheese it is important
have the room and utensils sweet and clean. Ni

to this comes the necessity of keeping the id

sweet. If the milk or curd becomes " change
or begins to ferment before pnttingin the press,

•

cheese will be very likely strong.

The milk, after it has been strained into

tub, should be warmed to a proper teraperatur

which is about 90 Fah., or nearly as warm as wl

taken from the cow—by adding a portion of bea
milk. If the milk gets too warm the cheese

be hard. The rennet is then added, the milk ^

stirred, and left till the curd has come. The qt;

tity of rennet depends upon its quality, as wel
upon the quality and temperature of the miUc.

is difficult to determine the exact amount.
'

richer the milk in cream and cheese, the grei

must be the quantity of rennet ; therefore mor
required in summer than in winter. The war
the milk the less rennet. Experience is the <

guide in this operation.

The time necessary to produce perfect coag
tion is from thirty to sixty minutes. Better ox<

sixty minutes, than to get in too much rennet,

is much better to get in too little than too m
rennet ; and should the milk not curd with:

proper tiine, it requires only an addition of «

rennet to eli'ect a perfect coagulation. As a ger

thing, the longer it is coming the tender
sweeter will be the curd.

When the curd is formed sufficiently, it is brc

up quite fine, either by hand or curd breaker, n

for the purpose, which cuts it into very s

pieces. The whey is tlien separated from the

by passing through a strainer previously place

the cheese basket. The curd is then placed

strong cloth, and well pressed to remove the w
It is then put in a cool place, and the opers

repeated till there is curd enough to make a cl "^

the desired size. When the right quantit

obtained, the curd is all broken up very fin

water, heated sufficiently to make the curd
warm, when ready for the press. The objee

thus warming is to made the difTerent curds i

readily, or as it is termed, ' close' well. When
'scalding' is completed, drain off the water as

as possible, and keep the curd broke up fine, f

the better to mingle with the salt. Care shou'.

taken not to mash the curd so violently at

time a.s to start the white whey, as that det

from the richness of the cheese at once.

When the cnrd has drained sufficiently, add
at the rate of one pound to every thirty of

curd. After the salt has been thoroughly ii

I)orated, a strainer sufficiently large to covei

whole cheese is placed in the hoop, into whici
curd is put. The pressure should be modcra
first, increasing gradually for two or three h
The cheese is then taken from the press, tu

anil a dry cloth put around it. Place it aga
the press and subject it to a powerful im
sion thirty-six hours, turning once or t

I!

rat<

'h
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pply fresh cloths. To protect from the flies,

with cotten cloth dipped in melted butter,

ifterwards grease them thoroughly. They
1 be turned every day, and the mould, if any,

d off, occasionally applying a little more

!, until the surface becomes smooth, when
!g once in two or three days will do.

TTer, Oxford Co., Me., iTov., 1S5S. FRYE, Jr.

BEEAD MAKING.

naking good bread, yeast is a highly impor-

ngredient. We mostly use potato yeast,

is made by grating potatoes and boihng a

il of hops—say a bowlful of potatoes to two
of hop water. Boil until it thickens, then

le tea cup of molasses and a handful of salt.

cool enough, add yeast to raise it. This,

ray in a cool place, will keep for a long time.

yeasts answer the same purpose. •

light, get as much flour in a tray as you wish

ad. Let half the wet you wish be sweet

Boil it and pour on the flour, incorporate

spoon, and then take the same quantity of

ater, stirring the sponge tOl stiff and thick,

then be of the right temperature to add the

One tea-cupful will make six loaves of

In the morning it is made or kneaded up,

t any more wet, adding a handful of salt.

—

soon rise, and when light, pinch it off care-

placing each loaf in a pan. Let it stand

t ruffs up, and then place in a hot oven to

though not hot enough to burn. One hour
cient time to bake a good sized loaf. "We

believe, as a learned lady asserted in our

not long since, that bread, to be good, must
aded for hours. We knead bread until it is

and we are tired, say ten or fifteen minutes,

loaves. If kneaded too long, it becomes
id stiff', and does not rise so readily. *

ra, \lth mo.. 1858.

BUTTER MAKING.

pour over pure cold water, working it through
that, pour it off, and add fine salt—an ounce to a
pound. When this is tlioroughly incorporated, set

it in a cool place, until the morrow, when it should
be worked with a ladle until the buttermilk is sep-
arated, but not until it is greasy, when it is ready
for packing. Keep the firkin covered with a thick
cloth, under the lid, while the firkin is being filled,

is all-suflicient.

I deem saltpetre, or saltpetre water, on butter,

highly pernicious. Butter is like many other
things, whose beauty and sweetness is much
marred by too much handling. All know we
can make butter white and of the consistency of
cream, by beating. Hence to churn too long after

it has come, to work too much, in water or out of
water, will make white rancid butter. A word to

the wise is sulficient. m. s. b.

RE may be many ways to make good butter,

ere is one way that will nev^er fail. Have
tiing that pertains to it sweet and clean. In

r, a good, cool, dry cellar, is very essential,

he milk in pans in the middle of the cellar,

lelf, not too close together, nor admitting, in

weather, nor indeed at any time, too much
'ans that are much the largest at the top are

nd those that hold from four to six quarts are

ntly large. Invariably skim the milk before

ppered. It is best to be slammed as soon as

vhich can be done in a tin cream tub, with a
id, which will hold as much as you can churn
ne, and which should be kept on the cellar

1. The best butter is that when the cream
ot stand too long before being churned. It

be churned every other day, at farthest.

le churn in warm weather be rinsed with
rater, and get in cold water while churning.

; water should be taken to rinse the churn
it is cold, and the temperature will admit,

cream is, put in for churning. The best

we have ever eaten, has been when the up
iwn churn has been used.

;n the butter has sufliciently come, take up in

or bowl, work out the buttermilk, and then

DRESSING POULTRY FOR MARKET.

In dressing poultry for market, much care should
be exercised to keep them from getting bruised, or
the skin torn, or in any way disflgured. We have
found that the difference in the modes of dressing,

often makes a difference of from one to two cents

a pound ; and this, too, when the one lot of fowls

was as well fattened as the other.

Feed liberally for a few weeks before killing, as

nearly double the weight will be attained, and
nearly that difference made in the price, for the

finishing off food.

Killing.—To keep them from bruising them-
selves, secure the wings as soon as caught, and tie

them behind the back. Hang them up by the

heels and cut the jugular vein, or sever the head
with a sharp knife, leaving as long a neck as pos-

sible. They should be kept from food at least ten

or twelve hours before killing ; otherwise any food

left in the crop sours, and materially injures the

flesh if kept long before cooking.

Dressing.—Pick them dry. This may be easily

accomplished by plucking the feathers as soon as

the fowl is killed. If water is used at all, do it by
holding the bird by the leg, and letting an assistant

pour the water thro'Jgh the leathers. We find this

way preferable to immersing them. The water

will better permeate the feathers and suitably aff'ecfc

the ^kiu. Kemove the intestines, and wipe the in-

side dry. If to be carried a long distance, do not

wash them at all, except to wash the blood from

the neck. Draw the skin back on the necfe| cut off

the head, if not already removed, draw the loose

skin over, tie it tightly, wash off any blood, wiping

dry. Hang them in a cool place several hours, or

till thoroughly dry.

Marketing.—If your poultry is to be sent some

distance, it should be packed in boxes or barrels.

—

In packing, use clean rye straw. Do not use wheat

or oat straw, if you can avoid it. The packing

straw should be bright and clean—free from dust

and dirt. Put in a layer of straw and carcasses

alternately, using straw suflScient to act as a spring

to prevent bruising, and pack straw closely under

the cover. Nail your box tight, mark plainly what

is in it, and to whom it is sent. A little care of

the kind above described will greatly increase their

market value. frte, je,

Andocer, Me., Nov., 1848.
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New Advertisements this Month.

Godey's Lady's Book—L. A. Godey, Tliiladelphia.

The " Little Giant" Corn-Crusher."—Hedges, Free & Co., Cin-

cinnati, Ohio.

Fancy Poultry.—C. N. Bcnicnt, Poughkcepsic, N. Y.

Agricultural Steam Kettle.—Hedges, Free & Co., Cincinnati.

Kitchen Mill.

—

do. do. do.

Chinese, or Swan Geese.—C. N. Bcnienf, Poughkeepsie, N. T.
Seeds of Evergreen Trees, &c.—J. M. Thorburn & Co., N. York.

Seeds at Wholesale.

—

[
do. do.

The January number of the Genesee Farmer for 1859,

kind reader, is before you. We question, if a more inter-

esting number conld be found in the whole twenty-eight

previous volumes. It is full of the experience and sug-

gestions of practical farmers and fruit-growers. It con-

tains fifty Prize Essays on important subjects, selected as

the hest of several hundred written for its pages, all of

which are good. We think no one interested in the culti-

vation of the soil can read these essays without obtain-

ing some suggestions of more value than the cost of the

paj)er for a year.

Several illustrations and a number of editorial articles

are crowded out ; but we are sure that no one will regret

this, as the space is much better occupied. The Prize

Essays have also compelled us to omit a review of the Cat-

tle and Grain Markets, and our usual Horticultural and

Ladies Departments. In some respects, therefore, the

present number is not a fair specimen of what we intend

to make the Genesee Farmer for 1859. Such as it is,

however, we send it forth to its thousands of readers and

friends, wishing them each and all a happy New Year.

OnR January Premiums.— On another page will be

found a list of Cash Premiums to be awarded for the

greatest number of subscribers sent in on or before the

fifteenth day of January. Very few persons compete for

these premiums, and a small list will secure one of the

largest, while they are so numerous that no one who trys

can fail of taking a Prize.

There is yet plenty of time to secure one of these

twenty cash Premiums. Speak to your neighbors at

once,—show them a copy of the paper, and request them
to subscribe. In most cases they will cheerfully do so.

The Farmer is so cheap that all can afford to take it. All

that is wanted to secure a good club in every town, is

some one who will undertake to receive and forward sub-

scriptions. We have thousands of such agents— true
friends of rural improvement— but there is room for

thousands more. If there is no agent in your town, will

not you see what you can do for us? We want every
nader of the Genesee Farmer, who deems it worthy of
patronage, to present its claims to their neighbors, and
urge them to subscribe. We shall be happy to send you
some show-bills and specimen copies, if you can use them
to advantage.

Corn for the West.—Our esteemed correspondent,

S. Perrington, of Sterling, 111., says he has been expi

menting with different varieties of corn, and is yet un

cided which is best adapted to the soil and climate of

west. Ue thinks the Webster corn, of Massachusetti

variety of great promise, especially for unfavorable i

sons. It ripens in ninety days. The Jviiiff Phillip

thinks is less worthy of attention than any other var

he has tested. We should be glad if others would
{

us their experience on this interesting subject.

The Wheat Crop in England.—Hewitt Davis st

that the wheat crop in England is greatly on the incre

He says :
" Formerly the return of wheat rarely rea(

48 bushels per acre, and 40 bushels were consider

great crop ; but last year, (1857,) instances of 48 bus

were comparatively common all over England, an^

much as 64 and 72 bushels per acre, and even more,

'

publicly stated to have been grown in Kent and Ess

What say the readers of the Genesee Farmer to this ?

The Rural Annual and Horticultural Direc

FOR 1859 has been unexpectedly delayed. All oi

will now be filled as rapidly as possible. It is a 1:

some volume and should have an extensive circula

Every reader of the Genesee Faiiner should have a <

The Farmer and Annual are sent in clubs for fifty i

the two. Single copies, 25 cents each. We prepay

postage, in all cases, on the Bural Annual, yriihoyxi i

charae.

ir

\i

Grass Land Improves the Soil.—An experiencec

respondent of the Genesee Farmer writes

:

" One of the greatest advantages of stock growir
the contmual improvement of the soil. Lands in

occasionally supplied with powdered gypsum, wil
deteriorate in value, but continue improving, unle;

products are all removed. I have seen the whole
of cultivated lands doubled in quantity and value of
ducts, in Steuben Co., N. Y., by easy and profitable It,

agcment in pasture."
^^^

A Fine Peah.—Mr. Geo. Mat presented, at an e: I

tion of the Horticultural Society infBoston, a JDuch w
Angonleme pear measuring 13J inches in length I

inches around, and weighing 24 ounces. The recor '

the Society show that one weighing 24 J ounces, am
one of 27 ounces, have heretofore been exhibited. <

mentioned as raised in New Jersey, weighing 35 c
If as good as large, we can not have too many of tb

. ^^
Prize Essays.—We hope to be able to publish ai

good list of subjects for Prize Essays in the Fel

number, and hope our readers will name such a:

desire discussed. Our object in offering these Prize

call out the opinions of our readers; and if there i

thing in those published that does not accord wit!

experience, we hope they will not hesitate to give u I

views.

iffii

11 Ev

Farm-Book.— Your committee, though they

award the prize to the following essay, would recor

its publication, and urge farmers to take the hi

record their experience in the Genesee Farmer.

" The best plan of a book in which the farmer
cord his practice and experience, in the plainest
simple, and concise manner"—and by which said p
and experience will result in the " greatest gooo
greatest number," is the Genesee Fartntr.—D. A. 2

uct-i

titiji

'!»»
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Rich Milk—Who can beat it?—W. H. Robinsok, of

lindequoit. informs us that he has a three-year-old

tfer, which will come in about the 1st of next April,

e now gives (Dec. 10) tour quarts of milk per day.

le quarts of this milk were churned, and produced

)S. 10 oz. of butter, or 43 oz. from one quart of milk,

other trial was made the next week, when 10 quarts

milk produced 3 lbs. of butter, or 4 4-5 oz. butter from

uart of milk. This, we believe, is the largest yield of

ter from a given quantity of milk on record. Can any

he readers of the Genesee Farmer beat this ?

[r. BncKMiNSTER, of the Massachusetts Ploughman, states

four quarts of milk from his Devon heifers give one

nd of butter ; Mr. Prentice, of Albany, N. Y., states,

he Country Gentleman, that his Ayrshires produce

pound of butter from 6 quarts of milk ; and Mr. Nor-

of Farmington, Ct., has Alderneys that beat this

ewhat. The general average, from good dairies, is

at a pound of butter from fifteen quarts of milk,

he heifer of Mr. Robinson is part Devon, Durham, and

ve. She was fed on 'clover hay, and had in addition

it half a bushel of potatoes per day. Mr. R. thinks

ther roots will furnish so much butter in the winter,

)otatoes. The butter produced by this heifer is as

)w and of as good flavor as can be made at any sea-

of the year.

)BACco.—In reply to our offer for a Prize for the best

' on the best and earliest mode of raising tobacco

its," a correspondent facetiously remarks :

A.ttach a good team to an eagle plow, and raise them
he mold-board of said plow, and turn them under as
team proceeds across the field. This should be done

in the morning. I consider this the earliest and
mode of raising tobacco plants."

''heat in Vermont.—A correspondent in Windsor

ity, Vt., says: "The idea that manure makes wheat

;e, is the offspring of laziness. We often raise here

reen forty and fifty bushels of spring and winter wheat

acre, while the rich farms of the west, without

ure, scarcely ever exceed twenty bushels."

LACK Knot.—W. W., Snackwine, 111., writes

:

The black knot is often seen on the wild plum in this

lity, though it is not general. I have never known
of the wila plijm cultivated. The tame plum is a sure
here. I have seen but one case of the black knot on
tame plum."

«>
[RGALIE0 Pears.—At the " Crystal Palace Horticul-

1 Exhibition" in England, the first prize " for the best

)red varieties" of the pear was awarded to the White

enne, or Virgalieu; the second best to the GratioU.

IE annual meeting of the Western New York Fruit

ivers Society will be held in this city, January 5th.

•-» •

Inqtiiries and Answers.

,ack-Leg in Calves.—I am desirous of obtaining in-

ation in relation to this disease of calves or young
k:, there having been several cases of the disease in

vicinity. We call it the bloody murrain or black-leg.

T die in a few hours after the disease first shows itself.

animal loses the uses of his limbs, froths at the
th, and dies. If his hide is taken off after death, the
appears to be mortified, with a bad smell. If you

ly of your numerous correspondents can give a rem-
we should like to see it in your valuable paper.

Jjcorr ItcDoLE.

—

Madmn Co., Ai Y.

Fence Posts—Training Cattle.- J wish to tax your
columns to make inquiry if any of yoiJ- numerous corres-
pondems or readers are able to answer the question,
whether or not fence posts will last essentially longer
when set top end downwards ? If it is a truth, as I have
heard it asserted, that they will last from a fourth to a
third longer, it is certainly an important fact, and I
should be mnch obliged by correct information in the
matter, through your columns or otherwise.

I would also say to Mr, Jno. Sanfield, of 111., that if
he has a system of training or conquering animals, which
he esteems valuable, and would invite his followmen to
adopt, I would suggest that he gives us a little more
minute description of" his process. E. Morton.—Berrian
Co., Mich.

Draining Tiles.—Can some one tell me, through your
columns, the best and cheapest mode of making draining
tiles ? W. F. Herron.—Bartholomew Co., Ind.

ADVERTISEMENTS,
To secure insertion in the Fakmee, must be received as early

as the 10th of the previous month, and be of such a character

as to be of interest to farmers. Terms— Two Dollars for every

hundred words, each insertion, payable in advance.

ageiculttjral steam kettle.
SAVE TOUE MONEY, GRAIN, LABOR, TIME, AND FUEL.

THE undersigned manufacture a eauldrim steamer, heater, or
cooker, which for simplicity, safety, and general adaptabihty,

has no equal. This consists of a cast iron cauldron arranged with
reference to the greatest economy of heat and fuel, and calculated
for setting in brick work, in a manner so simple as to be under-
stood by farmers or any unmechanieal person. For heating water
for hog slaughtering, family washing, tanners' or dyers' vats, hotel
laundrys, or wherever rapid, convenient and economical boiling
is desirable, the advantages of this useful device are conspicu-
ously manilested. The steam is rapidly generated in the cauldron
and conveyed through vulcanized pipes into boxes, tanks, barrels,

tubs, or whatever convenient vessels best suit the <jperator, or the
several processes of heating, steaming and cooking may proceed
simultaneously wth scarcely more fuel than is required for a cook
stove. The possession of one by the farmer enables him to cook
ground feed, pumpkins, or potatoes, or steam his chopped stalks,

straw, or hay for his stock, heat water for the family washing, and
fast enough if need be to scald three hundred hogs per day.

Prices for the three sizes respectively, $35, .^45, and $6U. Cata-
logues with descrii)tion, together with full treatise on the sorghum
cane, will be forwarded on receipt of three postage stamps 10

HEDGES, FREE & CO.,
Jan. 1859.—It. Cincinnati, Ohio.

SEEDS OF EVEEGEEEN, &c., TREES.

WE are in receipt of a few of the leading sorts of TREE
SEEDS, in advance of our annual assortment, embracing

nearly 300 sorts, among which we can furnish immediately

—

Black Austrian Pine Seed, at $3 00 per lb.

Sea Side do " •.00 "
Scotch Fir " 1 50 "

European Silver Fir " 1 50 "
Laburnum " To "

European Larch " 2 00 "

American Arbor Vita3 " 3 00 "

Honey Locust " 75 "

Yellow do " T5 «

American Elm « 2 00 «

Ailanthus " 2 00 «
Pitch Pine " 8 00 «

Black Ash " 2 00 "

VirgUia Lutea (very scarce) 2 00 per oz.

ALSO,

Fresh Apple Seeds, 50 cts. per quart, $10 per bushel.

Fresh Pear Seeds, $2.50 per lb.

Apricot Pita, 75 eta "

Black Mazzard Cherry Pits, 50 cts. per quart.

Mahaleb do 75 " "

To be successful In germinating Pine, Larch, Fir, and most,
fruit seeds, it is deemed important to sow immediately in boxes,'

in layers alternated with sand or light soil, and kept in a cool

cellar during the winter, protected from mice and rats, and trans-

ferred to the open ground in spring.

J. M. THORBUEN & CO.,

Jan. 1S59.—It. Seed Warehouse, 15 John St., New York.

T) Xrr«SIA OE BASS MATTS—Selected expressly for budding

IX and tjing. GUNNY BAGS, TWINES, &c., suitable for'

Nursery purposes, for sale in lots to suit, bv
D. W. MANWARING, Importer,

August, 1S5S.—Ij* 248 Front Street, New York.
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CODEY'S LADY'S BOOK
IN THE ASCENDANT.

GEEAT LITERARY AND PICTORIAL YEAR.

THE TWENTY-NINTH YEAR.
Tolnmes Flfty-Elsht and Fifty-Nine for this Year

will contain

1200 Pa^cs of Kcnding Matter, 24 Va^es of Music, 12 Colored

Steel I'Talcs, oontsuniiii!; at least 00 figures, 14 Steel Engiavinss,

720 Wood Engravings, 780 Articles by Ibe best Authors ot

America. And all these will be given in 1859, at prices for

w Uioh see

EXTREMELY LOW CLUB RATES.

Godey'8 Lady's Book, Il.irper's Magazine, and Arthur's Horn
Magazine, one year, G.dO.

The above is the only way we can club -with Harper s Magazini

The money mu«t all he sent at one time for any of the Club.

Subscribers in the British Provinces, who send for clubs, mu
remit 30 cents extra on every subscriber, to pay the America
postage to the lines. Address,
'

1,, A. GODEY,
jan—It. 823 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

OUR
TBE OLDEST, THE liEST AXJ) THE CHEAPEST 3fAG-

AZiyE IX AMERICA.

USEFUL, ORNAMENTAL, AND INSTRUCTIVE.
..^-.

"We have now several new departments. Our MUSIC, of

which Three Dollars' worth is given every year. GAIiOEXIXG
FOR THE LA HIES OUR HEALTH DEPARTMENT,
now TO MAKE CHEAP FURXITURE, with illustrations.

THE UOUSEWIFLJ: or. How to Eronomifie and Conduct a

House. THE A R T OF ORXAMEXTAL HAIR- WORK, with

I'^n^ravines. THE HAlR—How to Promote, Prexerve, and

ie.p Luxuriant; and THE TEETH— How to Preserve and

Beautify. Our Literary Department is the strongest in the country.

SOMETHING ENTIPvELY NEW.
During the vear will be given a number of engravings of arti-

cles that'^l.-idies' cm makeup for Fancy Fairs, y<\ih descriptions

bow '0 make them.
The usual contents of the Lady's Book are-
How to Dress with Taste. Children's Clothes—How to cut and

contrive them. Patchwork. The Dressmaker and The Milliner.

Drawing in all its variety, useful to the beginner and the pro-

Fashions from the establishment of the celebrated "Brodie"
will lie in everv number.

Piiint, Brussels and Venetian Lace of every variety.

ONE IIUNDKED PAGES OF READING will be given

luonthlv.
GOD'EY'S SPLENDID ENGEWINGS ON STEEL.
LONDON, VM'A^, AND PHILADELPHIA FASHIONS—

Go'leips, Fmr. Five, and Sin--V'inred Colored Fashions.

EMBUOIDEKY PATTERNS. MODEL COTTAGES. — We
still continue the publication of these beautilul des'gns.

DKESS.M.'VKINii—With Diasrams to cut by.

Di:ESS PATTE11N.S.—Infants' and Children's Dresses, with

descriptions how to make them.
.All kinds of CUOCIIET and NETTING work.

THE NUKSE AND THE NUllSEKY.—Very excellent arti-

cles upon these subjects will often be given.

Godey's Invaluable Receipts upsn Every Subject

In the various numbers for 1S59 will be found the newest de-

igiui for

Windoio Curtains, Broderi^ Anglaise, Slippers, Bonnets, Caps,
Cloaks, Ecening-Drseses, Fancy Article.'*, Head-Dresses,

JIair-Dressing, Robes de Chamber, Bride's Dreisses,

Carriage-Dresses, Wreaths, Mantillas, Walking-
Dresses, Hiding Habits and Morning-Dresses.

CEOOHBT A>D NETTING WOBK IS COl-OP.S. 6L1VPEK8 IN COLOUR.

Send in your orders soon, as we expect our list for 1859 will

reach 150,000 copies. The best plan of subscribing is to send your
money direct to the publisher. Those who send large amounts
had belter send drafts, but notes will answer if drafts cannot be
procured.

TERMS, CASH IN ADVANCE.
One copy one year, $3. Two copies one year, $5. Three copies
one year, .^6.

Five copies one ycir, and an extra copy to the person sending the
club, making six copies, |10.

Eight copies one year, and an extra copy lo the person sending
the club, making nine copies, $15.

Eleven copies one year, and an extra copy to the person sending
the club, making twelve copies, if20.

^^~ Th« above Terms cannot he deviated from, no matter how
many are ordered.

And the oidy magazine that can he iulrodnccd into any of the
above clubs is Arthur's Home Magazine. One or more of that

vwork can be included in a cluo in the place of the Lady's Book,
If preferred.

SPKCIAL CLUBBISO WITII OTHEP. MAGAZINES.

Godey's I>adv's Book and Arthur's Home Magazine, both one
year f..r iS-M.

Go<lev'8 Lady'a Book and Harper's Magazine, both one year for

«4ia

THE "LITTLE GLANT" CORN-CRUSHER.

THE advantages to farmers and fecdew from possession of

comi)aet portable Plantation Mill, with which they can crui

corn and cobs for stock, or prepare coarse grists and hominy fro

corn and other grains, for family use or feeding, no one well 1

formed can question. The " Little Giant" is a cast iron mill i

this class, very efficient, simple, and durable. It is made in sui

a manner as to bo readily set up and regulated by any sensib

farmer, and once arranged may be safely entrusted to a be

Being constructed with due regard to mechanical principles,

jierforms its work rapidly and in a superior manner. It is nc

fovorably known in nearly every State of the Union, but it

recommended best, perhaps, by the fact of its having outlived t

numerous imitations which worthless persons have endeavored

vend in places where its popularity was established. It is sc

complete, ready to stake to the ground and hitch a team to,

follows : Two coned one-hnrse mill, capable of grinding six

eight bushels feed per hour, $25 ; three coned mill, very sto

will grind fifteen to twenty bushels, $50. We will mail to a

one sending us three postage stamps, cur catalogue, containing

full consideration of the economy of feeding ground, ungroui

raw and cooked grain ; also embodying a treatise on the n
susrar cane and manual of its manufacture.

HEDGES, FREE & CO.,

Jan. 1S59. Cincinnati, Ohio

FANCY POULTRY.

A FEW choice specimens of the following varieties of Fc
may be had if applied for soon

:

Golden Spangled Hamburgs,—Price, 1 cock and two hens, $8
Silver " " "^ "

Golden " tufted " " "

White Faced Black Spanish, " "

Dominique, large and fine,
" "

Golden Spangled Sebright Bantams, "

Silver ,'
•' " "

Black African, rose comb, " "

White, rose comb and smootb-legged, "
Caged and delivered at Express Office at Poughkeepsie, w

out further charge. Apply to C. N.^HEMENT,
Jan. 1859.—2t. Springside, Po'ke^psie, N. 1

KITCHEN MILL.

THIS simple, useful and durable Hand Mill, it is believed,
eels all others in use, and should find its way into the kite'

of every farm house and hotel in America. It is especi

adai)ted to the wants ol emigrating companies, being adju!

with facility to coarse or fine grinding, and may be used for c
wheat, rye, buckwheat, cofiee, or spice. Turned by hand
makes meal or flour at the rate of about a bushel, and gritj

hominy at the rate of four bushels per hour. The box on wl
it rests serves to pack it securely for shipment. Weight sevei

Ave pounds. Price S7, .HEDGES, FREK^& CO.,
Jan. 1869.—It. Cincinnati, Ohi'

G. W. EASTMAN'S

MODEL MERCANTILE COLLEG
ROCHESTER, N. Y.,

KE-OPENS PERM^VNENTLY, SEPTEMBER IsT, 18N
ly WA.MSLF.Y'S MARHLE BLOCK, MAIN 8TP.EET,

When will be introduced a new mode of Instruction, combir
Theory and I'ractice, by means of certain Counting Room
Banking arrangements, ajjproved practical forms, routine
business, etc., etc. The rooms appropriated to college purp
in this splendid block, are the largest and most elegant of
Commercial Institution in the country, containing over ten tl

sand square feet of floor, and furnished in the most eleg«nt n
ner. Every variety of business is appropriately represented,
actually jierfornud by the pupil, until he becomes practic
familiar with the process of opening, conducting, and do:
books, and the whole routine ol mercantile transactions, from
details of a country store to the more complicated operation
the highest banking institution.

For full particulars, send for circulars.

G. AV. EASTMAN, President,
Author of Fulton & Eastman's Penmanship and Book-Keep

Rochester, September 1, 1858.

RUSSIA OR BASS MATS—Selected expressly for bud<
and tying. GINNV J!.\GS, TWINES, &c., suitable

Nursery purposes, for sale in lots to suit, by
D. W. MANWARING, Importer.

August, 186S.—ly* 248 Front street, New Yoi
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LIST OP PREMIUMS.
["he terms of the Genesee Farmkb are : Single Subscribers,

ly Cents a year, in advance ; Five Copies for Two Dollars

;

;ht Copies for Three Dollars ; and any larger number at the

36 rate. All subscriptions to commence with the year,

n addition to this reduction of one-fourth, we offer the follow-

List of Specific Premiums as an extra inducement for our

nds to form Clubs. It will be seen that they are more liberal

n ever before.

SPECIFIC PKEMIUMS.
. To every person who sends us Eight Subscribers, (at our

est terms of thirtij-seven and a half cents each,) we will

d, postage paid, a copy of our beautiful twenty-five cent book,

Rural Annual for 1859.

To every person who sends us Sixteen subscribers, (at

lowest club terras of Udrty-seven and a half cents each,)

will send one extra copy of the Genesee Farmer and one

y of the Rural Annual, pre-paid, by mail.

To every person sending us Twentt-Fottr subscribers, as

ve, we will send two extra copies of the Fat-mer, or two

les of the Rural Annual and one extra copy of the Farmer,

my agricultural work valued at fifty cents, postage paid.

To any person ordering Thihtt-Two copies of the Fanner,

ibove, we will send three extra copies of the Farm&r, or three

ies of the Rural Annual and one extra copy of the Farmer
ny agricultural work valued at seventy-five cents, postage paid.

For Forty, four extra copies of the Farmer, or four cop)iea

he Rural Annual and one extra copy of the Fanner, or any

icultural book valued at one dollar, postage paid.

or larger numbers, books or papers will be given in the same
portion, unless, as is most probable, they take one of our large

h Premiums for the greatest number of subscribers.

To save expense to our friends, we pay the postage on

these works, and persons who are entitled will state what

7 wish sent, and make their selections y, hen they send orders

;

if their list is not complete, if wished, we will delay sending

il the club is full.

JANUARY CASH PREMIUMS
For the Greatest Number of Subscribers.

housands of our readers delay sending in their subscriptions

several of the numbers of the new volume are out. In order

orrect this practice as much as possible, we have concluded

iffer a liberal and very numerous list of Cash Premiums for

greatest number of subscribers sent in by the fifteenth of

uary. The names of the successful competitors, together with

number of subscribers, will be announced in the February

iber, and the Premiums immediately paid.

TWENTY DOLLARS, in Cash, to the person who shall

i us the largest number of subscribers (at the lowest club

;e of Z1)-i cents each,) before the 15th day of January, 1859,

hat we may announce the successful competitors in the Feb-

•y number. (The order with the money must be received,

mailed, on or before the 15th of January.

KIMETEENT DOLLARS to the person who shaU send us
second highest number, as above.

EICtIITEEN dollars to the person who shall send us
third highest list, as above.

SEVENTEEN DOLLARS to the person who shall send us
fourth highest list, as above.

SIXTEEN DOLLARS to the person who shall send us the
hiichcst list, as above.

FIFTEEN DOLLARS to the person who shaU send us the
li highest list, as above.

7. FOURTEEN DOLLARS to the person who shaU send us
the seventh highest list, as above.

8. THIRTEEN DOLLARS to the person who shall send us
the eiglith higliest list, a' above.

^n '^,^-!'^-'-'^''? DOLLAiiS to the person who shall send us the
ninth highest list, as above.

10. ELEVEN DOLLARS to the person who shaU send us the
tenth highest hst, as above.

11. TEN DOLLARS to the person who sliall send us the
eleventh highest list, as above.

»
^ mu^i^? DOLLARS to tlie person who sh.ill send us the

twelfth highest list, as above.

1.3. EIGIIT DOLLAi:S to the person who shall send us the
thirteenth highest list, as above.

14. SEVEN DOLLARS to the person who shall send us the
fourteenth highest list, as above.

15. SIX pOLLAKS to the person who shall send us the
fifteenth highest li.-^t, as above.

16. FIVE DOLLARS to tlie person who shall send us the
sixteenth highest list, as above.

17. FOUR DOLLARS to the person who shaU send us th«
seventeenth highest list, as above.

18. THREE DOLLARS to the person who shall send us the
eighteenth highest list, as above.

19. TWO DOLLARS to the person who shall send us the
nineteenth higliest list, as above.

20. ONE DOLLAR to the person who shall send us the
twentieth highest list, as above.

There is not a town in the United States where any person, by
showing his neighbors a copy of the paper and asking them to

subscribe, might not take some of the largest of the above Jan-
uary Premiums.

Those who do not take any of the Cash Premiums, will be sure
of the Specific Premiums, so that we have no blanks.

Clubs are not required to be at one Post Office, or sent to one
address. We send wherever the members of the club may desire.

Names can be added to a club at any time.

A TWENTY-FIVE CENT PREMIUM TO
EACH SUBSCRIBER!

Rural Annual and Genesee Farmer in Clubs.

As a still greater inducoment to form Clubs, we offer the

Gbnesee Farmer for one year and our beautiful twenty-flve

cent book, the Rural Annual and Horticultural Direc-
tory FOR 1859, in clubs of eight or upwards, at Fifty Cents tlie

two. In other words, for Four Dollars we will send eight

copies of the Farmer for one year and eight copies of the Rural
Annual, together with a Rural Annual for the person who
gets up the Club. For Eight Dollars we wUl send sixteen

copies of the Farmer and sixteen copies of the Rural Annual,
and one extra copy of each for the person who gets up the club.

,
Any person sending us Three Dollars for a club of eight of

the Genesee Farmer, shall receive one copy of the Rural
Annual for his trouble.

We send tlie club to one address, or vrrite the name of each

subscriber on his paper, as requested.

Postage.—The postage on the Farmer sent to any place in

the State of New York, paid quarterly in advance, is three cents

a year; to any other place in the United States, six cents a year.

We pay the American postage on all papers sent to the Canadas,

or any of the other Critish Provinces. In all cases we pay tlie

postage on the Rural Annual.

Our Agents, and Competitors for the above Premiums, will

remember that our terms are always IN ADVANCE. One
Copy, Fifty Cents a Year; Five Copies for Two Dollars;

Eight Copies for Three Dollars, and any greater number at

the same rate {three shillings per copy.)

^g°* Subscription Money may be sent by mail at my risk,

and you need not ''register''^ the letters.

Address JOSEPH HARRIS,
December, VHA. Boouesteb, N. 7
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SEEDS AT WHOLESALE.
BY rea*on of the abundant crops generally this season, we are

prepared to offer unusual inducements to purchasers of
SEKDS in large quantities.

Our Annual Trade List for IS'.O is just published, and will be
mailc'l to applioanis enclosing a three-cent stamp. Although
most Seeds are plentiful, we would advise our customers to send
thf ir orders fnrly, as no matter how abundant, the stock of some
of the rarer varieties generally becomes exhausted as the season
advances. J. M. THOUBrRN & CO..

Jon. 1859,—2L 15 John sL, New Tort.

"EVEEY BODY SHOULD HAVE A COPY."

THE

i«ral ^mnl aitb Jortitultal Jimtoj
FOR 1859.

THIS work was started in 1856, by the publisher of the Gene,

see Fanner. Its great success affords conclusive evidence,

not only of its intrinsic merit, but of its adaptability to the wantt

of the rural population. A new volume, prepared with great cart

and replete with new and valuable matter, is issued each year

The fourth volume, for 1S59, has appeared, and is a book whicl

cannot be too highly recommended—alike beautiful, interesting

and useful. The articles are all written for its pages by men o

experience. It is well illustrated with appropriate and beautifu

engravings.

Among its contents may be mentioned able treatises on Undei

draining Orchards and Gardens, on the Fruits of the Ohio Vallej

on Fruit Culture in the West, on the Cultivation of Fruit Trees ii

Pots under Glass, on Training Wall and Espalier Trees, on th

Cultivation of Bulbous Plants, on the Management of Ducki

Geese, and Swans, on British Breeds of Cattle, on the Cultivalio

of lluta Bagas, &c., &c., and a List of Emits recommended by ti

American Pomological Society at its last session.

The work will be found invaluable to the Froit Grower, and U84

fill to everj' one interested in Rural aflairs.

It is furnished at the low price of Twenty-flve Cents,—while

contains as much matter as many dollar books. Etet'y one id

owns a rod of ground ihould have it. It is sent pre-paid by ma
to any address on the receipt of twenty-five cents in coin or pos

age stamps. Address JOSEPH HARRIS,
Publisher and Proprietor

0/ the Geneeee Farmer and Sural Annual,
Rochester, N. T.

The back numbers, for 1856, 1857, and 1S58, can be fumisht •

at twenty-five cents each, postage paid.

CHINESE OR SWAN GEESE.

ONE pair of White Chinese goslings,—Price per pair. . .|10
Three pairs Brown do. do. " " ... 5

Several pairs of Musk or Brazillian Ducks, " '• ... 3
ALSO,

Three pairs FAWNS, bred at Springside, from Southern Domi
ticated Deer, muc-h finer and handsomer than our northern De
Price, caged and delivered at Depot or Express Office in I'ouf

keepsie, Iso. C. N. BEMENT
Springside, Po'keepsie, N. Y,, Jan. 1859.—2L

27k Practical and Scientific Farmer^ Own Paper.

THE GENESEE FARMER, L
A MOSTHLT JOtJENAL OF Im

AGRICULTUJIE AND HORTICULTUR oo-

ILLUSTRATED WITH NUSIEBOUS EXGBAV1NG8 0»

Farm Buildings, Animals, Implements, Fruits, &c.

VOLUME XTX, FOR 1858.

Fifty Cents a YeaK, In Advance.

Five Copies for $2 ; Eight Copies for $8 ; and any larger nn

ber at the same rate.

E&~ All subscriptions to commence with the year, and

entire volume supplied to all subscribers.

^^ PosT-MASTERS, Fabmers, and all friends of Improvemi

are respectfully solicited to obtain and forward subscriptions.

Specimen numbers sent to all applicants.

Subscription money, if properly enclosed, may be sent at

risk of the Publisher. Address

JOSEPH ILVRRIS,
Jantjaet 1, 1858. SochesUr, 2^.
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ATTEND TO THE MANimE HEAP.

Take care of the manures and the crops will

ke cf.re of themselves, is as true and as well

orthy of being iterated and reiterated as Poor

ichard's familiar proverb, " Take care of the

nnies and the pounds will take care of tliem-

Ives." More manure and letter, should be the

atchword of every farmer.

There is a very general impression, that passing

od through the body of aa animal increases its

ilue as manure. Now, if we are to understand

' this that it adds something to it that it did not

assess before, it is a mistake. A given weight of

e liquid and solid excrements is worth more as

anure than the same weight of the food, at equal

agrees of dryness, consumed by the animals from

hich they are derived. But it mrtst be remem-

jred that one hundred pounds of dry food eaten

{ an animal furnishes only forty pounds of dry

atter in the liquid and solid excrements. In

-her werds, there is a loss in feeding, of sixty per

^nt. This loss consists principally of carbon— an

ement of little value as manure. This forty

)unds of dry matter is worth as much for manure,

nearly so, (there being a little loss of nitrogen,

losphates, &c.,) as the one hundred pounds of dry

od ; and of course one hundred pounds of such

anure would be worth much more than one hun-

ed pounds of the food from which it was derived,

is this fact that has led to the impression that

eding food to animals increases its value as ma-

ire. The liquid and solid excrements of animals

ang on clover, for instance, would be a more ap-

opriate food of wheat and other cereals than the

over itself; and if carefully preserved, would

rnish very nearly as great an amount of those

iments most required by the wheat.

It can not be too often repeated that the value

the manure depends, primarily, on the composi-

)n of the food eaten by the animals. " You can

>t make a whistle out of a pig's tail," neither can

)U make good manure out of an old straw stack.

Yon may rot it down, or feed it to animals ; but it

is straw still. " But can not you make it valuable

by mixing other manures with it?" Certainly. If

you use it for absorbing the liquid of animals liv-

ing on better food, you make the heap of manure
more valuable,— and the practice is a good one,

and much to be commended. But the straw is

straw stiE. If you have a purse of pennies, and

you mix with them a quantity of gold dollars, you
make the purse more valuable ; but the gold dol- -

lars do not add to the intrinsic value of the pen-

nies. It may be more convenient to carry them

mixed together ; but if the gold dollars were in

one pocket and the pennies in another, you would

have just as much money as though you had them

all in one pocket. So it may be more convenient

to mix the good manure with the poor. The latter

may absorb and retain those substances which

would otherwise drain away or fly off; but the

mixture contains no more fertilizing elements, and

would be no more valuable as manure, than if the

good and the poor manure had been carefully pre-

served and applied separately. Unless the sub-

stances from which the manures are derived con-

tain the necessary elements-, it is vain to expect to

make a valuable manure from them by any known

process of feeding, or fermentation.

The manure from poultry is more valuable than

that from hogs, while the latter is generally more

valuable than that from horses or from cattle and

sheep ; and many persons seem to think that differ-

ent animals have different powers which, in some

mysterious way, affect the quality of the manure.

This is not the case— at least to any appreciable

extent. The droppings of poultry are the most val-

uable from the fact that fowls live on richer food,

and the liquids and solids are voided together. So

of hogs and other animals. If the food were the

same, there would be little if any difference in the

value of the manure. One hundred pounds of hay,

eaten by a horse, an ox, or a sheep, would furnish

manure, differing perhaps in quantity, but of pre-
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ci«oly the same absolute value. To have good
|

manure, then, we must feed the animals on food

contaiiung a sufficient amount of fertilizing ijigredi-

ente. We are anxious, at the risk of being tedious,

to impress this fact on the minds of our readers.

In feeding animals, we should not only consider

what will produce the most moat, b-ut also what

will furnish the richest manure. For instance, In-

dian corn may fatten an animai as rapidly as oil-

cake, but the manure from oil-cake-fod animals is

iBuch more valuable than from those fed on corn.

Ordinary meadow hay may fatten sheep as well as

clover hay (though we somewhat doubt it), but the

manure from the former is much inferior to that

from the latter. Oil-cake, peas, beans and red-

clover are among the best foods that can be used,

not only for their nutritious qualities, but as also

ftiruishiug rich manure.

Another point should not be overlooked. It

should be our aim to grow those plants as food for

stock which impoverish the soU but little, and clo-

ver, peas, beans and turnips are, on thLs account,

among the best.

Having got the manure, our next object must be

to prevent its valuable elements from being washed

away, or from being dissipated by too rapid fer-

mentation. On most farms, moro loss is sustained

from the former than from the latter. On this ac-

count, the water from tlw building should never

be allowed to run into the manure-yard. AU that

falls on the heap itself, can be absorbed by the ju-

dicious use of straw and waste matters. But as

more water falls at some seasons of the year than

ie required by the manure, and not enough at other

times, it would be a great advantage to have a tank

into which the drainage could run when the water

is in excess, and from which it could be pumped

back when it is deficient. Few people have any

idea ot the value and convenience of a good ma-

nnre tank. Water has the power of retaining a

large quantity of ammonia, and tlie judicious use

of the drainage in the tank will prevent much loss

of this most valuable ingredient of manure.

Some good farmers iu this vicinity are abandon-

ing tlie practice of plowing in clover for wheat.

TTiCT break up the sod ground for corn ; clean tl>c

land as much as possible with this crop ; tlten sow

barley, followed by wheat the same fall. And they

find, of course, much benefit from manuring the

wheat, either by plowing in the manure before

flowing, or applying it sa a top-dressing. Snob a

practice allows the manure to remain in the barn-

yard daring the sararaer, aad, by proper maaage-

meat, it can be rd'iucod to "spit manure," with

little or no loss of ammonia. Such manure, so fer-

mented that it can be cut with a ?pade, wiU not

weigh more than half as much as if it had been

used in the fresh, unfermented state, and, of course,

the cost of hauling, spreading, &c., would be reduced

one-half. Such manure, too, acts quicker, and

would afford the wheat plants abundance of nour-

ishment in the fall, and give them a good start,

which is a very important consideration.

Manure applied to spring crops should be thor-

oughly decomposed, or it has little immediate effect:

and if the weather proves dry and hot, unfermented

manure is as oft^n injurious as useful. We are well

aware that there is among practical farmers, as well

as among scientific writers, much diversity of opin-

ion on this point. If we plow in fresh manure, al!

the food of plants it contains is retained in the soil

and will ultimately exert its maximum effect. Ot

the other hand, as manure is usually treated, the«

is great loss from rapid and injurious fermentation

and more especially from leaching. But this loi- >

can be avoided. Before manure can be nseful t*

any crop, it must be thoroughly decomposed—
either in the heap or in the soil. Plants can not livi

on organized, or partially organized, matter. It i

their function to convert the crude, inorganic mat

ter of earth and air into organized matter, capabl

of supporting animal life. Plants can no more liw

on organized matter, than animals can live on th*

crude alkalies, acids and gases of which plants an

composed.

Manures, to act immediately, therefore, most b

well rotted— and in this case, as in all others

" time is money." The relative advantages of ap

plying manure to wheat in the fall, or to sprin

crops, involve points which we cannot now cor

sider. During the summer, fermentation proceed

rapidly, and it is easy to get manure well rotte

for fall use ; but it is difiicult to get manure mad

in winter sufficiently decomposed for immedial

application to spring crops.

Tlie four principal agents in fermentation, ai

light, heat, air, and moisture. Other things beii

equal, those substances which contain the most n

trogen ferment the easiest. On this account, got

manure will rot sooner than poor. Corapressio'

by excluding the air, retards fermentation ; an ft

c€38 of water, from the same cause, has the san

effect. If the heap was perfectly dry, no ferment

tion would take place. This, however, never ha.

pens in practice; but the heap is often too dr

and Uien the manure " fire fangs," with great k

of ammonia. The reason heat is evolved durii

fecmeatotion, is owing to the oxygeu of the i
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aniting with the carbon and hydrogen of the ma-

nure, forming carbonic acid and water— a given

quantity of carbon and hydrogen giving out just as

much heat as though burned in a stove. This nas-

cent carbonic acid has a beneficial effect on many

of the ingredients of the manure, rendering them

more soluble.

The principal object in preserving manures,

hould be to let the heap terment slowly— not so

rapidly ;as to drive off" the ammon-ia. To accom-

plish this, the hog and cow manure, which ferment

with difficulty, should be mixed with th^e horse and

heep raamire, which have, when unmixed in a

oose heap, a tendency to enter into rapid and in-

jurious fermentation. The heap, too, should be

sept compact, by allowing sheep, hogs and cattle

X) trample it. It must also be kept moist, but not

x)0 wet To provide the necessary moisture at all

^imes, it is of great advantage to have a good lank

or the drainage. The Hquid in the tank should be

cept saturated with plaster (sulphate of lime),

vhich, when in solution, will convert the volatile

carbonate of ammonia into the fixed salt, sulphate

)f ammonia, and thus .prevent loss. This effect

n'HI be produced not only in the tank, but, wheti

he sulphated liquid is pumped on to the heap, the

iarbonate of ammonia in the heap also will be con-

tert-ed into a sulphate, and retained.

On every farm there is much refuse matter,

which, wh«n decomfK)sed, will not only make a

»ood manure, but vrill also help to absorb the liquid

which would otherwise drain off" and be lost.

Every thing of this kind should be added to the

BBIRtimG SEED WHEAT FROM THE SOUTK.

aging. But in this case, it is necessary to bring

the wheat every year from the South. Its early

ripening is not owing to any inherent quality in

the variety, birt rather to the fact that all wheat

ripens earlier at the South ; and when it is brought

North, it retains this quality the first season— or,

rather, it has a tendency to ripen at the same pe-

riod as it did where it was grown. Mr. "Wobthino

TON,- of Maryland, the able editor of the American

Farmer^ informs us that he has been in the habit

of bringing seed wheat from the more southern

States for some years, and he finds that it matures

earlier.. The only danger to be apprehended is

that it may not be quite as hardy, and the severe

winters at the North might be more likely to injure

it. But we have heard of no complaints on this

point.

Many persons doubt whether wheat brought

from the South would ripen earlier, or even as

early, as that grown farther north, and point to

the fact that corn brought from the South-west

does not ripen as eai'ly as that grown here. Again,

corn brought from the North— from Vermont or

Canada East— ripens earlier here, for one or two

seasons, than when we plant that which has been

raised here for some years, though of the same va-

riety. Again, it is said that corn raised on high

hills will ripen earlier when planted in the valleys,

than that raised in the valleys.

These facts do not militate against the idea that

wheat brought from the South will ripen earlier.

It is true corn brought from the South ripens later.

But corn does not ripen as early in the South as at

the North, while wheat ripens much earlier. So

that if the seed retains a tendency to ripen at the

same time as it did where grown, the corn, when
planted at the North, should ripen later than tho

same variety grown here, while the wheat should

ripen earlier. Corn at the North does not produce

as much stalk as farther south, and it matures

earlier, and when it is brought South it retains,

more or less of this character for some years.

The principle is the same in all these cases. It

is further illustrated by the effect of planting, in

England, sun-flower seed grown in this country.

The sun-flower matures its seed earlier and better

in the dry, hot climate of America, than under the

weeping skies of the British Isles ; and when sun-

flower seed grown here is planted in England, more

and better seed is obtained the first season. Oa

the other hand,' "Windsor beans succeed better in

England than in this country; and when we plant

se«d raised there we can frequently obtain a fair

crop, but if we plant seed grown here it usiially
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fails to produce a crop, though we get au abundance

of hauhn.

This subject is one of great interest to farmers

and gardeners, and we shall be thankful for any

facts whicX corroborate or militate against the

principle which we have endeavored to illustrate.

HOEING WHEAT IN THE SPEING.

In a previous article, we have alluded to the ad-

vantages of bringhig seed wlK>at from the South,

for the purpose of getting the wheat so early that

it may escape the attacks of the midge. Something

can be done in this way^ but we must also en-

deavor to cultivate the soil, so as to enable it to

force the wheat forward. We must make it dryer,

and warmer, and richer

—

at least ricJier in the ap-

propriate food of wheat, i. e. richer in ammonia,

without mxLch carlonaceozis matter.

TJaderdraining not only removes injurious, stag-

nant water, but it also makes the soil warmer, and,

consequently, plants growing on it ripen earlier.

The midge will force farmers to avail themselves

of this fundamental means of improving their farms.

But we do not now intend to give our views on

the best method of growing wheat so as to avoid

the midge, but rather to ask the experience of our

readers in regard to the effect of hoeing wheat in

accelerating or retarding its early maturity.

"We have often seen wheat hoed in England, and

always with decided benefit; but we cannot say

whether it favored the ripening process or not.

Moeion's Cyclopedia of Agriculture (one of the

latest and best English authorities) says :
" All

di'illed wheat should be hoed in spring, both for

the puri^ose of loosening the surface and cutting up

ireeds ; it will always pay itself, either by an in-

treased crop or by saving in the after-cleaning of

the laud, and often i-t will make all the difference

between a very good and a very bad crop."

There is one difficulty in hoeing wheat here

which is not met with in England. Our springs

are late, and the wheat begins to grow rapidly be-

fore the ground is sufficiently dry to hoe. Still,

some fai'mers have adopted the practice here on a

small scale, and, we believe, with very encouraging

results. Those, too, who have ha-rrowed their

wheat in the spring, liave found it beneficial.

Unless the land is very hard and foul, the Dutch-

hoe is the best for hoeing wlieat. When the drills

are twelve inches apart, whea-t can be hoed by

hamd for about seventy-five cents an acre— and

we know of no cheaper method of eradicating red-

root and other noxious wocdr'.

In England, a machine has been in ase for some

years for hoeing wheat, and, at the suggestion of a

correspondent, we annex a cut of it. It is drawn

GAREETT S PATEKT HORSE-UOE.

by one horse, and will hoe ten acres a day. When
the laud is free from stones, and not too hard, it

makes excellent work. It is made to correspond

with the drill used for sowing the wheat. The

hoes themselves are at a fixed distance apart, but

the set of hoes are fixed to a movable framework,

which can be easily moved to correspond with any

aberration of the drill. A man with a quick eye

and a steady hand can guide it so as rarely to cut

up any of the wheat, especially if it lias been

drilled with proper care.

If our farmers will try the effect of hoeii>g wheat,

and the result is beneficial, some of our intelligent

mechanics will soon construct a machine which

will do the work well, and at a cheap rate.

CORN AS FOOD FOR THE MILLION.

Feikxd Harris :— I have been absent from hom(
seven months, and have not seen a number of thf

Genesee Farmer between May and December. Ir

the last named issue there is au interesting article oi

Indian corn, which being a staple of great value, anc

of almost universal production and consumption, ii

this country, the subject will bear further discussion

You remark :
" The principal injury corn is sub-

ject to, arises from the quantity of water it con-

tains when ground or shipped. The Biprcss make*
itself merry over the recommendation of our fi-iem

Dr. Lee, in the Patent Office Eep>ort : ' Wlier

farmers sell corn soon after it is ripe, there is con-

siderable gain in not keeping it long to shrink ant

dry in weight.' It thinks the practical inferenct

to be drawn from this recommendation of the Doc
tor, is ' obviously the short-sighted policy of export

ing water to this country.''
"

The youth who said his "father's horse couk'

drato an inference, but he could not," was a fail

match for the writer in the Mark Lane Express
who infers that when an American farmer selL

corn it must be for exportation to England

!

Water plays an important part in all vcgetabh
and animal products ; and Dr. Lee wished to le

corn-growers know tliat ripe corn contains usuullj

about 20 per cent, of it, and will shrink and los<

weight if long kept in a dry place. The policy o\

%
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selling or keeping any staple, is a matter with
which its exportation has nothing to do. It is the

business of the purchaser of corn for foreign eon-

sumption to see that it is sufficiently dry to keep
sound during a sea voyage, and is properly pro-

tected from dampness in its passage from one place

to anoth-er. Neglect in these two particulars causes

all the injury that corn, or corn meal, ever sustains

in its shipment to foreign countries. The fault is

in commercial men who do not understand their

business, not in farmers, who generally sell their

grain in a sound condition.

I repeat, it is not enough to dry corn meal or
corn perfectly, and then expose it to all the changes
of atmospheric humidity again, to have it keep
well in a common granary at home, and much less

in a hot ship's hold. If any corn-dealer doubts our
knowledge on this point, let him dry in a kiln or
otherwise 1,000 bushels of this grain as much as he
pleases short of charring it, and then put it up in a
square bin as deep as it is long and wide, and he
will find that his shelled corn wiU imbibe both
moisture and oxygen enough to heat and spoil be-

fore the solar heat of one summer is past. Masses
of corn have to be often turned over to cool, in o«r
climate; and I am surprised that a paper so old

and well-informed as the London MarJc Lane Ex-
pi-ess should not know that dampness can not be
kept out of maize and its meal unless confined in

tight barrels and impervious bags, 'after it has been
thoroughly dried. Is it unreasonable to say and
believe, that the same damp atmosphere which
makes a large bin of corn moist, and heat, before it

is stove-dried, will restore moisture to this porous

grain, after it has been dried once, or ten times, if

exposed to the same atmosphere in which it before

existed ? A thousand times has direct experiment
proved that to expel moisture from wood or grain

is not to prevent water from reentering into their

pores again, when subjected to its influence. Prop-
erly dried, and hermetically sealed, grain will keep
without change in any climate for indefinite ages.

tu such a condition, both water and oxygen are

wholly excluded.

As hay as well as grain often gets musty and
damaged, I will venture to sta^ie briefly the science
of the natural phenomenon.

In cold weather, damp corn or hay never be-
comes musty, simply because mould, or the para-
sitic plants that form the dust and must and rust

peculiar to gramineous and cereal grasses and their

seeds, do not vegetate, unless artificial heat (so to

speak) is generated by chemical action, as is seen in

all fermentation. The heat of a fermenting mass
of horse-dung will grow a large crop of many cryp-
togamic plants in winter, as may now be seen at

my stables. But what causes this heat in ferment-
ing manure ? What is the fermentation of a mow
of damp hay, or of damp corn ? It is an act of
spontaneous eombustion, in which oxygen com-
bines chemically with carbon, giving rise to car-

bonic acid, as is seen in beer tubs, and rendering
heat that was before insensible or latent, sensible

and active as a chemical agent. Without that free-

dom of motion in the particles of an organized body
that moisture confers, this spontaneous combustion
will not take place ; and, therefore, no fermenta-
tion or injury is witnessed.

Like smut in. the heads of wheat, on ears of corn

and their stalks, rust, mildew, and other fungi, the
dust in hay, and must in grain, meal, or flour, are
only a little less poisonous than ergot in rye, known
as " horned rye." Eence, to put up new hay in a
barn or stack so damp from its natural juices, or
rain or dew, as to boat and sweat, is to form a hot-
bed for the growth Of a crop of poisonous plants at
the expense of nutritive substances in the stems
and leaves of half-cured grasses. Does the rust on
ripening wheat rob the young seeds of their nutri-
ment ? Every adult reader knows that the harvest
is' often wholly blighted by this parasite, which ap-
propriates to itself the organized elements that
otherwise would form grain. In the same way,
damp hay and grain in a barn may be devoured
by millions of microscopic plants so far ss to dimin-
ish their value one-half or more.

Warmth and humidity generated as I have en-
deavored to explain, are the forces which most
favor the growth of mold, mildew, and of all cellu-

lar plants of a similar character. It Should be re-

marked that in all vegetable combustion or fer-

mentation, water is one of the products; so that
there is a seilf-sustaining humidity present in spoil-

ing hay, grain, or meat, After chemical action has
once commenced. But keep all moisture away
from well-dTied meat, fruit, hay, grain, meal, and
flour, and they will never Je^iw to stpoil. Apiece
of soft wood, like old field pine or basswood, will

rot in two years if placed on the ground out in the
air, dew, and rain. If kept dry in a well-ventilated

house, wood of the same kind will remain sound
for several centuries.

There is nothing new in these remarks; and I

hardly feel justified in alluding, in this connection,

to my humble efforts twenty years ago, when con-
nected with the press in Buffalo, to improve the
commerce of the lakes and the revenue of the Erie
cana), by extending be^th the inland and foreign

trade in IJndian corn. At that time, the tolls on
corn and corn meal amounted to nearly a prohibi-

tion. They were much reduced when the writer
represented the city of Buffalo in the Assembly,
and just before the famine in Ireland greatly favored

the exportation of cheap breadstuff's. Had those

who grow corn to the best advantage been as zeal-

ous to advance their interests, both at home and
abroad, as the cotton-growers have been, their an-

nual exiport of corn would now exceed in value

that of American cotton. But corn-growers have
thought it wise to turn their backs toward their

earliest and most sincere friends. I was present in

the United States Senate when the small appropri-

ation of $500 per annum to pay Dr. Lewis C. Beok
for making researches in relation to the preserva-

tion of breadstuff's, as published in the Patent Office

Reports for 1848 and 1849, was voted down. Dr.

Beok was a man of true science, and no politician

;

therefore congressmen had no use for his services.

I might quote fi'om his analyses, and those of

other chemists, to show that the Marie Lane Ex-
press over estimates the quantity of gluten and oil

in corn, but it is hardly worth while for any prac-

tical purpose. Corn is not better than wheat for

making bread ; although I regard it as more healthy

to eat some corn bread every day, particularly at

the South, than all wheat bread. But as a matter

of economy, corn meal is far better than flour " for

the million."
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The remark of the Express^ that "Jonathan can

never succeed in learning John Bull to cat either

sour flour or mnsly meal," is expressed in such had

English that a tyro or a foreigner must have writ-

t«n it. If Jonathan "learns" anything, it is his

ovpn acquisition. He can net " learn"" for another,

not even John Bull, unless he teaches him the thing

learnt. In that regard, almost any American school-

boy might teach (not learn) John Bull to use the

Queen'^s English with more propriety. The conceit

of English editors is amazing. Their sharpness is

so keen as to disco^ver tricks and fraud in every

American statement of a scientific truth, or agricul-

tural fact ; and aQ to cheat " the mother country !"

Let Englishmen visit the United States, and put up
corn and meal as they believe the operation ought

to be performed to suit their markets; then Jona-

than will concentrate his energies on improvements
in tillage, manuring, and farm economy generally,

and perhaps prosper without snubbing.
Uniocrsilt/ of Georgia, Dec, 1858. D. LEE.

NO CATTLE, NO MANITKE-NO MANTJEE, NO COEN

Messrs. Editors :—The above, although a Scotch
maxim, will apply with equal force to the farmer
of this country. And not only can we trace the
origin of a good crop of corn directly to the cattle

of a former, but by still closer scrutiny we can not
fail to discover the fact that the very b?jsis of good
and profitable farming has its scoorce in and de-

rives its very existence from the stock connected
with the farm ; for, without th« cattle, we get no
manure ; and if we are deprived of the manure, we
have taken from us the very element requisite to

insure success in the pursuit of agriculture; for

not only do we find ourselves deprived of a good
crop of cora as a natural consequence attendant
npon the practice of not keeping the usual supply
of stock, but soon we shall find that our grass crop
is a failure, caused by the deterioration of the soil,

whiclx, iu common with other things connected
with our farming operations, has failed to receive

the " top-dreeemg" from the barn-yard, which is

80 essential ia order that we may receive a reran-

nerative crop of hay and a good after-crop of
rowen.
The orchard also depends upon the barn-yard for

an annual supply of manure, in order to produce a
golden harvest of fruii, so essential to the health
And comtort of a family, and also upon which you
depend in a measure for the annual filling of your
}>uraG, incident upon your fall sales.

The garden, also,— that great resort for boiled
<liuner3, so essential to the health of the tiller of the
VfW — the place from which we derive many sub-
jeflt« for after contemplation and reference, and in

which we pass many a pleasant hoar with our wife
or our children— is also dependent upon the barn-
yard, which Is an essential element in connection
with a good garden— an element the absence ot
which can not be recompensed by any amount of
imported guano or patent fertilizers.

The utter dependence of a good crop of grain
njjcn the Block connected with tlie farm, must be
Apparent to any person who has taken ordinary
pains to inform himself. We may send to Pern for

^ano, we may buy all of the new phosphfttea, or
»'« may patrociie the plaster mills to our heart*'

content; and after we have exhausted all these

sources, we are sure to fail of being successful cul-

tivators of grain, unless we have a good yard of

manure to resort to. Certainly we can raise grain

by the use of guano, and as certain it is that we
may get good crops ; but ask any one well posted,

and he will tell you the chances are vastly in favor

of the barn-yard as a fertilizer for the successful

growing of any kind of grain.

The subject of stock raising is fast becoming pop-
ular among our most astute farmers— those that

not only look to the profits derived from the farm
for the present year, but who wisely calculate for

succeeding years of abundant harvest, and full

granaries for years to come.

It was not my intentioB, when I commenced this-

subject, to have continued it to so great a length

;

but if you consider it proper, I Avould like to make
a few su^estions with regard to the management
necessary in order to avail ourselves of the best

mode of making a good yard of manure. In the
first place, you want a good yard— one well calcu-

lated for making manure. Many persons have of
late fallen into an error (in my estimation) with re-

gard to the kind of a yard requisite, by choosing a
too elevated and consequently dry yard. Now w©
will admit that a too wet yard is equally objection-

able, but we would insist upon on© of as near a
medium degree of wetness as can conveniently b©
procured, for the reason that the stock can much
more easily pulverizs and mix together the contents
of a moist yard, than they can of one very dry.

The yard should also be often plowed, as frequent

stirrings of the soil will tend to help forward the
process of decomposition of the refuse straw and
hay which should always find its way iato the barn-
yard.

With r^ard to the winter management, I sup-
pose every reader of the Oenesee Farmer is well'

enough acquainted with the advantages to be de^

rived from keeping the manure from his stables

under cover untU wanted for use. If they are not^

allow me to ask of them one favor, which is, that

they try the experiment for one year ; and if they
are not satisfied that the advantages derived from
this course amply pay them for the expense attend-

ant upon it, then their experience will diflfer very
materially from mine, under the same circura-

stane«s. Do not now hastily condemn this prac-

tice, nor consider that there is no improving upon
the practice of your fathers, who, forsooth, raised

good corn without sheltering their manure; bat
try it, and let us know the result through the page*
of the Farmer. n. o. palmer.

Lebanon^ Conn., Kot., 1958.

Fowl Disease.—Having met with a very singu-

lar disease among my poultry, I thought I wouid
communicate an account of it for your valuabkj

paper. We picked up a chicken that was so bloat-

ed up that we thought it was just dying. Its head
was drawn over to one side. On examining it, the
skin appeared as if it had been blowed up; hot

upon puncturing the skin, the wind whistled out

;

and aft«r repeating the operation a few times, the

chicken recovered entirely, and is now one of the

handsomest fowls we haye.— Mybok E. Tanheb,
Rockland Co., K T.
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AN INTEKESTING LETTER FKOM COL. WAEE, OF
VniGINIA.

Messrs. Editors :— In your Apri] number, page

106, you say, "The editor of the Southern Planter

states that several instaHces have been brought to

bis notice where cattle have died from eating corn

stalks that had been chewed by hogs. Have any
of our readers observed the sftme effect?" This,

the Valley of Virginia, is a stock-growing country,

and it is usual to cut up oitr corn green, (after the

stubble is exhausted, toward seeding time,) to feed

to hogs to keep them growing and fattening until

penned. They not only consume the corn, but
chew up all the stalks, extraet the substance, and
drop the balance. It has been known, ever since

we adopted this plan, that if the cattle swallow this

refuse of the chewed stalks, it would certainly

cause their death, and therefore put it beyond their

reach.

Again, page 131 : "The duty of kindness to do-

mestic animals." There is no diversity of opinion,

among humane persons, on that subject ; but is not

kindness to animals the interest of their owners ?

As to the horse, I presume all tamers of wild

horses accomplish their purpose as effectually (if

not more so) by kindness as by any other course.

Ton can not tame them properly by the lash.

Whip a horse into submission, and whenever any-

thing unusual occurs he looks for the whip, and is

at once for clearing himself of danger by the use

of his heels, and many times lives are endangered
if not lost by it. On the contrary, a horse broken
by uniform and patient kindness, gives his owner
his confidence ; and when anything unusual occurs,

he quietly and patiently awaits his owner's voice.

I have proved this very effectually with the high-

mettled blooded horse. "With all animals, the

tamer yon keep them the faster they will thrive.

You can not get them tame without obtaining

their confidence, end that you can not get without
kindness. Cattle, all graziers know, will travel

less and ruminate more, if so tame that you can
approach and handle them without disturbing their

repose, and consequently will thrive faster on the

same food than if wild. "Wish hogs, who, among
their raisers and feeders, does not know that such
as he can approach and rub and handle, and that

quietly fill themselves and lie down and rest, will

fatten infinitely faster than hogs wild with fear,

that run at the approach of man. Sheep, it is well

known, thrive infinitely faster when so tame that

they can be approached and handled in the open
field, and will lose the habit of jumping up and
running when dogs come into the field, and be in-

finitely more safe from their destructive tendency,
and do better in every way.
Again :

" Are sheep or hogs the roost profitable

Bto&k to fatten ?" I am inclined to think neither

are profitable, if not of the right kind. If both are,

I say sheep. They both can be brought to maturity
in early life. All must agree that the hog is the
most troublesome animal on the farm, and requires,

I contend, incalculably more grain to mature and
and prepare him for slaughter. The grain required

fco fatten one hog would be sufficient to raise and
atten several sheep. But in selecting the kind of
heep to fatten^ a judicious farmer would hardly

jk)ok for any other than the mutton sheep— would
rdly look for the fine-wooled sheep to fatten for

market by way of profit. Of all sheep, I prefer tbe
Cotswold, from experience. They mature early,

are large, hardy, and take on fat easy. During the
summer and fall that they are one year old, (not
fed on grain,) no mutton can be more delicately

flavored, juicy, and tender. Over two years old,

many muttons are better, as they then tallow too
heavily for the appetite ; but the butcher will then
give almost any price for them ; and Vhat prudent
man wishes to keep muttons to four years old,

when he can sell them at one year old at much
better prices than any other sheep at four ? I have
rarely, if ever, sold ray muttons of this breed, tbe
fall after one year old, under $10 each, and hav*
sold older ones much higher ; and never sold them,
at the same age, under $8 each without having fed
grain at all ; and the fleece amply pays the keep.
Can any breed of hogs show such cUar profit and
in so short time ? and they have no wool to pay
cost of keep. To meet any objection as to the
danger of their loss by dogs, I will say I have had
this breed some years in its purity, having always
imported the sheep that won the high prizes of th*
Royal Agricultural Society of England, and har*
never lost a thoroi7gh-bed by dogs. They ar«
large, heavy, sluggish sheep, with great aptitud>e to

take on fat ; they fill themselves and lie down and
ruminate like cattle, and do not jump up and run
when anything comes into the field. It is to this

1 ascribe their safety from dogs, as dogs are not apt
to seize anything that does not run from them.
But I believe that if common sheep were in the

same pasture, their running would induce Cots-

wolds to do so too; and being bad runners, fro»
their weight and sluggishness, the dogs would >>©

most likely to kill the Ootswolds first.

"Pasturing sheep in orchards." I think this

would be hazardous, if they trees were of any value,

they are -so apt to bark them, unless the bark was
always coated with something offensive to tbe

sheep. josiAH wm. wake.
Near B^rryviUe, Cla/rk Co., Va., Dae, 186.S.

PROGRESS OF AGRICTILTURE AND HORTICTILTURB.

Editors Genesee Farmer:— It is now eighteen

years since I came to this country, and during that

time I have watched the progress of agriculture

and horticulture, and notice a vast improvement in

both. The farmers are finding that deep plowing;

and thorough draining are most essential to good

husbandry. There is also more attention paid to

the accumulation of the manure heap. Root crops

and green food are also receiving some attention.

I would like to see more attention paid to the

cultivation of carrots and mangel wurzel for feed-

ing to cattle. I have grown carrots for &event-e«n

years, and find that they pay well at twenty cents

per bushel. I have cultivated the mangel wurz<>l

for four years, with good success. This year I

tried a portion of the ground with the Yellow GUhe
mangel, and they turned out v«i"y fine. Six of th«

largest weighed over 62 lbs. I had over 900 bush-

els per acre. They were grown on ground that was

considered worthless a few years since, being a j>or-

tion of land from which clay and sand for making

bricks had been taken. When I commenced level-

ing and draining it, my employer said " it woixld

not pay ;" but now it is the best land we have.

Tray, N. Y. JOSEPH CALDWELL.
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EENOVATINQ WORN OTJT LANDS.

Editors Genesee Farmer:—For the benefit of

others similarly situated, allow me to give your

readers my experience in renovating worn out

lands.

My father bought a farm of the "worn out lands,"

and I, being the fanner, found it rather discour-

aging business. The first year or two was a failure,

neither of us liaving much experience in farming.

Til ere was no manure on the farm, and none for

sale in the vicinity. In the winter, I plowed a very

poor piece of ground, and sowed it to buckwheat in

the spring as soon as the frost would admit. It

grew well; and as soon as enough ripened to seed

the ground, I plowed it under. It came on very

fine, and about the middle of September I plowed

it under again, sowing the ground to wheat and

timothy. The next harvest the neighbors were

astonished at the excellent crop raised. The timo-

thy came on finely, and that ridge of poor land

yielded an excellent crop of grass the next year.
_

It re(iuires a good deal of labor to work land in

this manner, but in my case it has paid. I kept an

account of my labor and expenses, and the wheat

crop alone paid all the expenses and yielded me
eighty cenU a day for my labor, and the ground

was left in good order.

Another piece, on which the oats were so poor

that cattle were turned in to harvest them, was
plowed in Augivst and sowed to buckwheat ; and
tlie fall being very wet, it had a large growth.

When in full bloom, this was turned under and re-

mained until spring, when it was prepared and

sowed to oats again. The crop was heavy, not-

withstanding the season was dry. Rye succeeded

the oats in the fall, and was a good crop.

I can not say how long this manuring will last,

though the fields mentioned still remain in good
condition. They have been well treated since, with

occasionally a few loads of barn-yard manure. T

consider this the best way to improve a farm where
there is no manure on hand or to b© purchased.

Ritchie a n., Va. J. M. TV,

Remarks.—Buckwheat may be, and probably is,

an excellent green manure where it is desirable to

Lave a large and quick growtli, as it will grow well

on (juite poor land. "We should, however, recom-

mend our correspondent to follow his buckwheat

with red clover, and practice plowing in a good

coat of that, before every grain crop. That vete-

ran wheat-grower, Gen. Harmon, of TVheatland,

N. Y., says ho has manured wheat land for thirty

years or more by plowing in clover, and it bore

good crops and improved all tl>o time. eds.

GENERAL IMPORTANCE OF AGRICULTURE.

Open Drains.—I construct open drains through
the lowest part of my fields by first setting a stake

at each angle. From these stakes I set oflf, each
way, eight feet for the center of two ridges run-
ning parallel one to the other. By plowing these

ridges year after year, in tliis way, I get three good
ditches and two ridges sixteen foet wide, which I

keep in grass. Drains made in this way will not
nil up by frost heaving the banks, and will be found
cheap and durable.—D. N., Hammond^ N. Y.

Every reflecting man recognizes the na-ture, and
and admits the value, of agriculture; yet every
such man is not himself a farmer, nor can he con-
veniently become one— the lots of many being cast

in other departments of labor. Probably there are

more who would cultivate farms, if they were for-

tunate enough to possess them, than there are who
possessing them, would forsake them for a vocation

less stable. Age, with its wisdom, likes the farm
better than youth with its too frequent vain show
and empty aspirations.

If it be true, as Montesquieu observes, that
" countries are not cultivated in proportion to their

fertility, but to their liberty," then republican

America must soon rank second to no other nation

in hev perfection of terra-culture. Our agricultural

population nwiy not directly lead or control the

country, yet they hold the truest sword in its de-

fence ; and in the heat of any contest, will imbibe
new courage from the recollection of their pleasant

and enduring fields at home.
I desire to present some thoughts upon this sub-

ject, in the form of distinct propositions.

1. As the roots and trunk of a tree are to its

branches, so is agriculture to society; it upholds it,

and draws from the earth and dispenses its nour-
ishment to the diflierent branches of the social

fabric, while at the same time it derives new vigor

from a vital reciprocity. Hence
2. Agriculture is the foundation of a well-estab-

lished nation, and the most stable element of its

wealth, independence, and greatness. Therefore

8. Agriculture should receive the fostering care

of the State, and the respect and encouragement of
every patriot.

4. Every farmer, to prosecute his business suc-

cessfully, should feel and cherish an ambition in it,

and a conviction that he is just the man for it;

and, however unlettered he may be, under such

incentives ho will make great progress, not only in

the profitable cultivation of his farm, but also in

mental improvement. If he has not the stimulus

of emulation, he should choose a business where he
may be thus prompted, as agriculture can well

spare' the "slothful in business."

5. Although farmers as a body may never expect

to become erudite scholars, each and every one
would be greatly benefitted by a small library of

standard agricultural and miscellaneous books.

They are faithful companions that always instruct

and elevate,

6. If it bo the "mind that makes the man," it isK

not alone in its intellectual pliase, but also in its-

moral Every farmer who chooses, can attain to a

degree of intellectual culture, and to a moral stand-

ard second to none. He can and ought to make
himself the "highest style of man."

7. Although.—in their wcll-b^ing—^vocations are

mutually dependent, to a greater or lees degree, the

farmer should never mistrust the value of his pro

fession, but should defend its dignity and worth by *(

a commensurate independence before all men.
Wett Med/ord, ifasn. D. W. L.

Sant>, to be useful for pl-ants, must be combined k\

witli alkali to dissolve it and render it soluble, soi »sct

that it can bo drawn up with the forces of th«f

plant. It is then called tilicate.

h
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TKARLIKG DEVOXSniRE HEIFEKS, BEED BY M. VASSAE, SPRINGSIDE, POUGHKEEPSIE, N. T.

DEVONSHIRE CATTLE.

The Devons are a valuable and distinct breed,

possessing several characteristics peculiar to them-
selves, and of which they are very tenacious. They
are uniformly red, varying to a bright bay or ma-
hogany ; no white on them if pure, excepting the

brush of the tail, which is considered a sure test

5f the purity of blood. "When calves, the end of

the tail which forms the brush is always darker in

?olor than the rest of the body ; but by the time

:hey are eight or ten months old, it is purely white,

5vhich never fails in a pure Devon, and generally

nms with the blood to a very great extent.

There were originally two varieties of Devons,
oossessing diiferent properties of excellence. The
South Devons were represented as heavy in the

ore-quarters; long and elevated horns; active,

vigorous, and lofty in their carriage; but rather

ight behind, and their t-aila sometimes heavy;
•,heir color a light red.

The North Devons are small in the bone, fine

md clean in the limb, straight on the back, full in

;he chest, prominent a-nd bright in the eyes, keen

in
their looks, sprightly and active, and, as Lord

Somerville said, " possess more of the appearance
)f what is termed blood in horses, than any other
)reed of cattle." Their horns are long, fine, and
-apering, and yellow at the roots when young.
5kin yellow, soft and silky to the hand, and hair
requently curled or wavy. Circle around the eyes
md flesh of the muzzle yellow or orange color.

Cheir uniform appearance renders them very easy
match, for labor, for which none can exceed

,, hem. They are excellent travelers, docile and
ractable, and always command the highest price

for working cattle. Their beef is of the very best

quality, being what fleshers term "well mixed,"
with fat and lean, and proves retnarkably good
when dressed, and yields as much in proportion to

the food they consume as any other breed.

The Devon GOws, as a breed, are not generally

considered great milkers, so far as quantity is con-

cerned
;

yet there are some exceptions ; but for

butter we hope to prove they are equal to any other

breed. Like our native or common cows, there are

poor, middling, and good milkers among them.

Their milk is remarkable for its richness, eight

quarts producing on an average one pound of but-

ter, and the butter noted for its richness and fine

flavor. Instances are on record of Devon cows
having produced an average yield of over 200 lbs.

per cow per year, in a dairy of twenty cows.

We once were the owner of a Devon cow which
dropped her calf late in autumn; and from the

10th of December to the 10th of January, including

both days, there were made from her milk 50 lbs.

of well-worked butter— nearly equal to 2 lbs. per

day. She was fed with hay, roots, and buckwheat
bran. We also had a heifer two years old, from

whose milk, in the month of June, was made on©

pound of butter per day on grass alone, and not

very good at that.

Mr. Andrews, of Connecticut, says he made from

one of his Devon cows 9 lbs. 6 oz. of butter in

seven successive days in the month of January.

Another cow of his yielded in ten days in June, on

grass alone, 129 quarts of milk, making 13 lbs. of

butter in the hottest weather of the month. From
this circumstance he was induced to try the ten

succeeding days, which reached into July, and

found the yield to be 139i quarts to a jield of 14
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lbs. 1 oz, of butter, allowing the yield to be the

same per quart as in the hot weablier. As the

weather was much more favorable, ho was satisfied

it wmild have yielded 15 lbs.

The Devon cow "Ruby," owned by Mr. TV. S.

CowLES, of Farmington, Conn., dropped her calf

in February, and made in the month of April fol-

lowing 1 lb. 13 oz. of butter per day— equal to

nearly 12^ lbs. per week.
The late Rev, H. Colman, in his European Ag-

riculture, says: "The Devons are, as a breed, most
highly and deservedly esteemed." Of their milk-

ing qualities he says; "The North Devons have
strong advocates as a milking stock. The most
productive cow in butter which I have found, was
a North Devon, which for several weeks in- succes-

sion, without extra feed, made 21 lbs. of butter per

week. The character of the owner places it beyond
A doubt." He gives other cases corroborating the

^ove. These cases, and those before enumerated,

we think establishes the fact that the Devons, as

milk-ers, do not fall behind the " crack" breeds for

milking properties.

The illustrations at the head of this article were
taken in ambrotype, and engraved by Messrs. Los-

fttsco & Barritt. They are correct portraits of

two yearling heifers, bred by M. Vassar, at Spring-

aide, and sold to E. R. Browit, Esq., of Mount
Hope, Misa. o. n. bemknt.

Springtide, Po''ke«p»i«, JV. Y., Jan^y, 1859.

WHEAT vs. OATS FOK SEEDING IN.

Messrs. Editors :— It is the practice of many of

the farmers of this section, to seed their fields in

wheat in preference to other grain, especially oats.

They aver that oats abstract a greater amount of

fertQity from the soil than wheat, thereby leaving

it in a poorer condition for a grass crop.

The rotation of crops generally followed here is,

at the first breaking, oats ; second crop, potatoes

;

third, corn ; fourth, seeding down in wheat or oats.

The latter many object to, "for," they say, "oats
sap the ground more than wheat." Whether this

objection is well grounded, I know not, and would
like to hear from some of your correspondents on
tiiis point. My own observations aro not in accord-

ance with this opinion.

In a field, the whole of which received the same
amount of manure, and the same treatment, one
portion was seeded in wheat and tlie otiier in cats.

On the former, the crop of grass fell short the past

season, and it requires breaking again ; while the
latter yielded an average crop.

This year, a neighbor had a field which had been
»own to oata the two preceding years, without
being manured highly. He wished to plant the
field with corn; but he thought if oats "sapped"
the ground so badly, corn would yield a poor re-

turn. He therefore decided to plant another por-

tion of the field, which immediately joined it, and
which wa5 planted to pototoes last year, and very
highly manured. When plowing the field, he en-

croached a few feet on the stuhhle ground, on which
two rows of corn were planted, receiving tlio same
dressing and care aa the rest of the field. At harvest,

all the sound com taken from the field was gath-
ered from those two rows planted on the stubble.

Btt^^L, JTa, 1858, G. E. BRACKETT.

NOTES FOR THE MONTH. -BY S. W.

SoRomrM SAccnARATUM.— Sorghum failed to

ripen its seed in Western New York in 1857,

although frost kept off until the 18th of October;

hence it was the opinion of many that this cane

would not succeed well in our climate. But the

wet and umlsually cool season of 1857 is an excep-

tion to the general rule. This season, the little

that has been planted has ripened its seed well.

There can be no longer a doubt that sorghum is to

become a profitable crop for syrup or sugar in any
region where the Ohio dent corn is successfully

grown, and the stalks and very nutritious seed will

go far to pay for the cultivation.

The Importance of Shelter and Nutritious
Food for Stock.—Your Gorham correspondent, in

the Farmer for December, contributes a scientific

article on this subject, which should be studied by
every neophyte in scientific farming. It shows
how much fodder may be saved by warm, tidy

stabling. Although the cow is more filthy than

the hog, she prefers the cold air without to a stable

redolent of her own excrements. But if she is

permitted to run out on cold or wet nights, it will

take nearly half the food she eats to keep her warm
and comfortable. Hence the importance of a
cleanly-kept, well-littered and ventilated stall. If

straw is scarce, saw-dust or tan-bark is a good sub-

stitute ; and freshly-burned, sifted coal ashea, is a
good absorbent, and it puts a soft covering to a
naked floor. Although good, early-cut, well-cured

hay, is the best winter food for bovines, a little lin-

seed meal, or Indian meal, or roots, fed daily, will

more than save its cost in hay, whUe it adds to the

health and flesh of the animal; and such rations

are indispensable to keep up the milk of cows.

The best Son, improvidently tilled.—A friend

writes from Aui-ora, Cayuga county, that his neigh-

bor is overwhelmed with the idea of the manure
necessary to his now very hungry fifty acres. This

land was in the beginning the beau ideal of a soil

for both grain and grass—a clay loam, ameliorated

by lime pebbles, surface-drained by a gentle decliv-

ity to the bay, and a deep, narrow ravine, as an
u-nderdrain to boot! A Pennsylvania German, on
the opposite shore of the lake, five miles further

down, to whom I told this story, said :
" Tell him

to sow more clover seed and less timothy." This

German has 130 acres, keeps seventeen head of

bovines, three horses, fifty sheep, and hogs to pork
his family and helpers. He grows corn, wheat,
oats, and h-is own red clover seed, very little timo-

thy ; but he never fails to sow from six to twelve

bushels of clover seed every year. He says he can
not get so good or so large a crop of wheat with aa

little labor as formerly, although he feeds his soil

better. It would thus seem that a kind Providence i
favors a pioneer in a new country, in pity for hiS'

jj^j

privations, by giving him ample crops for little out-
^j

lay or labor. But when he waxes fat, and eschewai
^i^

Nature's lavish bounties, she lets him know that.
(^^

they are not indefeasible, and he soon learns thati
i,(^

if ho would escape the decree tha-t "man shall liv«i f^^

by the sweat of his face," he must expect to pay<
reej

the penalty. s. w.
\^

Waterloo, IT. 7., Dec. 6, 1859. l,

'

A box 26 inches by 15.2 inches square, and 81
Jj™

inches deep, will contain one bushel. *
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1 FBUIT GaOWEES' SOCIETY OF WESTEKlf N. Y.

The Annual Meeting was held at Rochester,

January Stli and 6th, 1859, President Norton in

tlie chair, and was more largely attended than any

previous meeting, embracing twenty-three counties

of "Western New York, or all west of and including

Oswego, Onondaga, and Cortland. This Society

has efteeted more siace its organization than any

similar one in the country.

R. R. SooTT, Chairman of the Committee on

"Causes of Leaf Blight in the Pear," reported.

" There is now very little difference of opinion as to

the proximate cause of the disease. The important

question now is the means of prevention," on which

it is hoped the Committee will make a fMl report

at the next meeting. They advise against " the

use of ferruginous matter applied to the eoE as

useless."

Pending the reports of Nominating and Business

Ooraraittees, an interesting impromptu debate oc-

jurred on "Pears suitable for Quince Stocks," and
' Ripening Winter Pears."

PKASS SUITABLE FOE QUINCE STOCKS.

Prof. CoPFOCK had found the union perfect^ in

in Urbaniste of eight inches circumference. The
Belle Lucrative made an equally complete junction,

md so did the Vicar of Winh-Jield^ while in the
Bartlett, Columbia, and others, it was very im-
perfect.

Dr. Spence, of Yat€s, advised the multiplication
)f recordB of cases, that, from the united experience
>f many members, we may arrive at perfectly cor-

ect conclusions.

RIPENING WINTEE PEAUS.

Prof. CoppooK thought that if we understood
tow to ripen "Winter Pears, we might have that
nost delicious fruit m perfection for the greater
)art of the year. For instance, the Vicar of WinJc-
ield is pronounced by many to be merely fit for

ooking, and hardly worth the raising. This va-
iety is a most uniform bearer, with constant crops
f well-matured fruit, which should remain on the
ree as late as safe from frost. Then keep them in

he ordinary manner, in cool, dry boxes, until such
ime as it is desirable to perfect them. '

' Just behind
iiy kitchen stove, where the temperature was never
auch less than ninety degrees, I put a pine box

with shelves in it, and any pears I put in this box
would ripen, in ten days, most perfectly?' Frmt
ripened in this way during December, he had soW
at six dollars per bushel, and they were retailed ai
from five to ten cents each.

Dr. Spenos had tried warmth, and all other
ways, to ripen Vicar of WijiJrfeld pears ; but being
from stxmdard trees, he had never been able to ripen
the*n well. Mr. Goppock's Vicars were d warf tre<is.

P. Bakry, of Monroe, thought there was no groat
difficulty in ripening Winter Pears. First, have
the fruit well-grown, perfect fruit, and you cati

ripen it as you do Baldwin apples. The Vicar is a
very full bearer, and the general crop will be im-
proved by going over the trees in summer, and
picking off all the imperfect fruit. Leave the good
fruit on the trees just as long as possible; thea
keep them in a cool place till into December. In
ripening "Winter Pears, they must not be exposed
to the atmosphere.

Prof. CoppocK wished to know how to ripen the
Olout Morceau, so as to get a good flavor. It is

juicy and buttery ; but, with every process he could
use, it still has a sharp, vinous flavor.

Mr. H. E. Hooker, of Monroe, says he ripens
them exactly like the Baldwin apple. Keep the
barrels out of doors until freezing weather; then
carry them into the cellar, and about the last of De-
cember the fruit will be nice. Young trees of the
Glout Morceau do not bear as good fruit as wheu
older.

P. Barry.— The tree needs age to bring out 4h«
real excellence of the fruit. The Olo^tt Morcea^i
would bear good-flfl,vored fruit by the time it was
ten years old, " in any place except Buffalo."
(Laughter.)

Prof. CoppooK.— Some of the pear trees set out
in Erie County had not been good nursery trees,

but were refuse stuff, whicli, although sold at what
was called cheap, were found to be dear, because
the things were worth nothing. The Professor
bought some of them, and was happy to say they
were almost almost aU gone. Purchasers of fair

nursery trees were successful ; and he would assert

that dwarf pear trees grew in Buffalo about as well

as any where else, after all. He knew of a great

many fine trees growing in the gardens of Erie
County.

S. H. AiNswoETH, of Ontario, has a quantity of
Vicar of Winhfields ; ripens them as late as he can
on the trees ; keeps in a cool room until he wishes
to perfect them, which he does in a warm room, in

drawers covered with eloth.

Benj. Fish, of Monroe, wrapped his Vicars in

paper, and laid them in a dark closet, in an upper
room with a cool atmosphere. Ripened in Decem-
ber, as nice as any pear.

H. E. HooKEE.— No process of ripening will

make a good pear oirt. of a poor one. Have the

fruit well matured upon a well-cultivated tree, and
it will not be difficult to ripen it nicely.

THE OUEOULIO.

Dr. Spenoe, of Yates, introduced a subject which

was quite fully debated at the meeting in Jane

last— TTie Curculio.

Prof. CoppooK had tried the sheet and shaking

process, and produced an abundance ofplums— foor

or five bushds to a single tree.
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J. J. Thomas, of Cayuga.—The jarring must be

done every day— early in the morning— and faith-

fully done.

S. n. ArN-swoRTn.— One year tried the assa-

fcotida and tanners' oil remedy, and the trees -were

loaded with fine fruit; but it killed the trees as

well as the curculio. No process is of any avail,

unless thoruughly attended to. Once killed (by the

sheet and shaking) fifteen hundred curculios from
twenty trees in one forenoon, and finally was
compelled to hire a thoughtless neighbor to cut

down trees where the pests were breeding, in order

that he (Atxswoeth) could have fruit.

Mr. Maxwell, of Ontario, reported the burning

of leather upon pans of charcoal as sometimes
effectual.

L. Baebbr, of Ontario, once had the hen fever,

and while he kept fowls had plenty of fruit. Killed

oS his Shanghais, and had no plums. Smoked
leather, tried tobacco, burnt grease, fimiigated the

rascals all he could, and still they took all the fruit.

Tried the chickens again, and at once had fine

plums.

P. Babrt.— There are many cases where pigs

and chickens cannot be kept under the plum trees,

and then we must use the sheet and shaking
remedy. Raises from fifty to sixty sorts of plums,

nectarines, &c., by thoroughly jarring the trees every
morning, and killing the curculio.

L. B. Langwortht, of Monroe.—Nothing is

very good but shaking the insects into a sheet, and
killing them afterward.

FIRST DAY—AFTERNOON SESSION.

The President deUvered his annual address (which

will be published by the Society). The following

officers were appointed for the ensuing year

:

iV<.^<f<--f2i!— BENJAMIN HODGE, of Buffalo.

Vied Presidenti— J. J. Thomas, Udiod Springs; W.
BfiowN Smith, Syracuse ; Prof. "W. R. Coppock, Buffalo.

Se<ireiaries— C. P. Bissell, Rochester ; Jno. B. Eaton,
Buffalo.

Treasurer— W. P. Towxsbkd, Loc^port.

Bxe^cutite Committee— P. Baery, Rochester; John J.

Thomas, Union Springs; C. L. Hoau, Lockport; W. B.

Smith, Syracuse; Joseph Frost, Rochester.

The Business Committee reported subjects for

discussion as follows:

1. Cultivation of Apples.— How many varieties should
be embraced in an orchard of 1,000 trees, to secure the
largest profit of orcharding in Western New York ?

2. Wiiich are the most profitable yarietiea for an orchard
of 1,000 trees?

3. Cultivation of Fears.—Which offers the surest and
greatest profit in cxteusivG orcharding, Autumn or Win-
ter Pears, or both *

4. How many and what varieties should be embraced in

an orchard of 1000 trees, to insure the greatest degree of
guccess and profit?

The following questions apply to the cultivation

of both Apples and Pears

:

5. What season, fall or spring, is most advantageous
generally for planting extensive orchards?

6. What is the most favorable condition of soil, both as
regards quality and previous cultivation?

7. Is the application of manures or compost necessary
ftt the time of planting; and if so, what kind?

8. How often, and in what quantities, should manure be
applied to orchards to secure the beat results, both as to
tree and fruit?

9. What are the advanta.c^ea or disadvantages of root-
grafting, in comparison witli seedling-stock-grafting, with
reference to growth, durability, and productiveness?

10. What process of manuring, if^ any, is best adapted
to the pear and apple, after coming to the period of pro-
ducing fruit, and at what depth should they be planted?

11. What period of time is required to perfect the frurt

bud from its first inception to its ability to produce blos-
soms?

1-2. What is the experience of this meeting as to the
present or final result in the success of dwarf pears?

13. Grapes, d-c.—Is grape-culture, for wine, profitable
north of the latitude of New York city ? If so, what vari-

eties will make the most and the best wine to the acre?
1-t. W^hich grape juice becomes good wine with least

care, attention, and expense?
15. What sorts of grapes are best to grow for other

than wine purposes nortu of the latitude of New York
city

—

i. e., best as to their productiveness, hardiness, and
time of maturity ?

CtTLTIVATIOIT OF APrLES.

Questions 1 and 2 were taken up.

L. B, Langwortht.—We are speaking of one
thousand trees, and, of course, want market fruits.

Although the Baldwin is far from being our best
apple, yet it sells well, and I would have five hun-
dred Baldwins. Of Fall Fippins we have never
enough, and I would have five hundi-ed Fall
Pippins.

Dr. Spexce.'— In Yates County the Fall Pippin
is a shy bearer, and not a first-rate keeper. The R,
I. Greening and Baldwin always bear and always
keep. The Tomp^Tcins Covnty King is good early

in the fall, and from the first of December to the
first of April, is a very faTorite apple with buyers.

It is an abundant bearer, is superior to the Bald-
win., and is a fine, large apple.

J. J. Thomas, of Cayuga, did not wish to be
confined to two or three sorts. Some sorts will

succeed in some seasons, and some in another. Of
a dozen sortSj some will be sure to succeed, and we
shall have plenty in Ctach year. The three sorts

named by Dr. Spence are best for two-thu-ds of any
one thousand apple trees.

H. E. Hooker endorsed heartily the remarks of
Messrs. Thomas and Si'enoe as to sorts. Would
add Ticenty Ounce, or Cayvga Bed StreaJ;. Any
buyer will take it first. It is very productive, ri-

pens in all November and December, and takes the
place of the Fall Pipjdn, which, though unequaled
for quality, is a poor bearer. Would also add the
Tolman Sweet. The growers in Wayne County
say they have no better sort. It ripens from the

first of December to the first of May. W^ould add
the Roxbury Russet for late keeping.

Mr. L. Barber would, for East Bloomfield, plant

five hundred Baldwins., two hundred and fifty

Roxhury Rtissets^ and two hundred and fifty R. I.

Gre-enings.

Mr. Stonb, of Oswego, would remind the mem-
bers of three kinds of cultivators— first, amateurs

;

second, family cultivators; and third, market or-

chadists— and we are only recommending such
fruits as are best for the latter. Would add Lowell
and Wagener. The latter is prolific and handsome,
and is an admirable cooking apple.

Mr. Ellwaxger, of Monroe, added Siceet Bough
and Red Astrachan.

T. G. Yeomans, of Wayne.— The requisites are,

the tree must be a good g'-ower, and a good bearer

;

fruit of good quality, and so firm as to be carried

to distant markets without bruising or damage.
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The Baldwin never fails to fruit well, wlien any
tliing else bears. Of the one thousand trees, would
have nine hundred and ninety-nine Baldwins^ and

the other one a

—

Baldwin !

Mr. Fish would have at least ten varieties.

W. B. Sahth, of Onondaga, would have all Bald-

wim, because it is the greates-t bearer, produces

most fruit in a given time, and the trees are uni-

formly healthy and vigorous.

Prof. OoppocK.— In the country, would have the

Baldwin and Greening; living near the city, he
wanted early apples— the Kesicick Codlin, Early
Htortest^ as well as the Red Astrachan.

ilr. Babey.—From Baldwins the most profit is

made, generally speaking ; but an orchard is a great

investment— an investment (if well made) for two
life times— and it is better to have trees not bear

quite as early, than to have them wear out so early.

Would have five sorts, at least.

H. IST. Langwoetht, of Monroe.— It woiUd not
appear well for this Society to recommend only

one or two sorts— the taste of purchasers would
get cloyed. "Would have ten or twelve varieties.

Quite a discussion sprung up as to the merits and

value of the Northern Spy—some not thinking

v«ry highly of it, and others remarking: "I do

say and repeat, that the Northern Spy is the finest

apple that ever was grown, to my taste. Have

seen crops sent from here to every part of the

Union, and lauded to the skies. As to its delicacy

of skin, ten barrels were carried to Milwaukee

from "Western New York last winter, and arrived

in fine condition." "If the tops of the tree are

spread by proper trimming, and the fruit is thinned

so the tree will not bear too heavily, the fruit is

of enormous size, high colored, and very fine. The

tree will bear every year."

Members balloted on questions 1 and 2 as follows

:

Two voted for all Baldwins; five voted for five hun-

dred Baldwins^ and balance made up of R. I. Gi-een-

in-gs, Roxitiry Russets, Northern Spies, Twenty

Ounce, and Tolman Sweet; while the remaining

votes were from two hundred to four hundred

Baldwins; each voter making his number up to

eight hundred or nine hundred from the above-

mentioned varieties, and filling in the balance of

the thousand with some pai'ticular favorites of the

I

voter.

EVENING SESSION.

CULTIVATION OF PEARS.

3. — After remarks by some half dozen

jr more members, it was found that no diflerence

^f opinion existed, and, at present. Autumn Pears

jvero most profitable.

Question 4 was not balloted upon, as in the

''Ppresent state of our knowledge we cannot be very

[positive. Remarks by members were very inter-

esting ; but we are compelled to pass by many of

them, for want of space.

Prof. CoppooK, nine years ago, put out several

hundred trees, part on quince, and part standards.

From them had marketed quite a quantity of pears,

and they were all from the dwarfs— not any sur-

plus from the standards. Many sorts that are finest

on quince roots— for instance, Duchesse d'Angou-
leme— are worthless as standards.

One member realized from one hundred and sixty

dwarf trees, two hundred and sixty-two dollars

cash in one year.

Statements were made of the profits in Ontario

County from standard Virgalieus, &c.— trees forty

years old— for twenty years, averaging twenty

bushels a year, which sold at an average of three

dollars per bushel.

Mr. Baebt advised, for dwarf trees, JDuehesse

d^Angouleme, Louise Bonne de Jersey, Vicar of
Whikfield, and Easter Beurre ; for standards, Bart-

lett, Sheldon, SecJcel and Lawrence. It is important
to start right, with land well prepared, and with
but few varieties, and be sure that those are of

healthy, vigorous, good-bearing trees.

CULTIVATION OF APPLES AND PEAE8.

Questi&n 5.— Fall planting was strongly advo-

cated by some, because the earth gets settled around

the roots, and the trees are ready to throw out new
roots early in the spring ; but trees can be safely

transplanted at any time, when frost will permit,

between October and May, if the soil be properly

prepared beforehand, and the trees be suitably cared

for afterward. All trees are better for banking up

around them, when set out in the fall. In spring,

there is danger from drouth. But far more depends

upon the treatment of the trees at and after the

time of planting, than upon the season when they

are set out. All trees, and, in fact, aU plants, should

be heavily pruned back when set out, so that there

shall be no disproportion between the top and the

roots.

Question 6.— The soil should be well drained

;

should be deeply and well cultivated; and then

even a stifl!' clay loam would produce good pear

trees and pears.

SECOND DAY.

CULTIVATION OF GEAPES.

The suspension of the rules was moved, in order

that the following substitute for questions 13, 14

and 15 might be introduced

:

" Grapes.—What are the best and most profitable va-

rieties, or variety, for general cultivatiou for market and
wine? best distances Tor planting? preparation of soil,

and manner of training, trimming, and cultivating ? kind
and form of trellis? curing and marketing the fruit, and
profit per acre to the successful grower for market and for

wine?

This subject covers great ground, and was quite

fully discussed. Any well-drained land that will
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grow first-rate corn, will grow good grapes.

Another member says, any soil that will bear good

winter wheat, ^\-ill produce grapes. It should be

worked twenty inches deep— the deeper the bet-

ter— and made rich with manure, swamp muck, &c.

Mr. ArNswor.Tn, who largely cultivated the Isa-

Iclla vine, gave an interesting account of his mode,

as follows

:

The ground should lie favorably, with southern

inclination, and woods to shelter from unfavorable

winds. Three hundred and twenty vines to the

acre places them twelve feet apart each way. Year-

lings, with plenty of roots, are the safest planting,

and, as the roots are more fibrous, will, by the

third year, produce abou-t ten pounds to each

vine— as much as if two years old when set out.

Out back to three buds, and plant as deep as they

stood in the nursery. Trellises should run north

and south, end posts well braced, and with five No.

8 wires, the lower one a foot from the ground, and

the top one six feet. Practices the renewal system.

One member, wlwse vines had come into full

bearing, reported his present profits as at least fif-

teen hundred dollars per acre— but this is under a

high system of cultivation. Other reports were

not quite as favorable as this, but none, even of

large vineyards, were less than five hundred dollars

per acre, net.

Judge LAWGWORxnT.— Isabella will not make
wine to make glad the heart of man— has not

enough tartaric acid— is like refined and superior

cider. If sugar enough be put in, it will make
what the French call liqueur— assort of cordial,

but not wine. Clinton grapes make a wine with

tartaric acid enough to be " wine as is wine,"

Dr. Farley used to think that good grapes could

not be grown on a clay soil, but had found that

they could. Cultivates five acres of Isabella vine-

yard. Is now beginning the Diana, which is as

hardy as the Isabella, and, to his taste, is superior

to even those celebrated sorts, the Delatiare and

Rebecca. Said he : "I had rather eat a Diana half

ripe, than the best-ripened Isabella I ever saw.

That the Diana is the most valuable grape that we
have, is perfectly clear to my mind." The Concord

grape is almost as good as the Isahella— ripens

fully two weeks earlier, and holds its fruit well

after ripening.

Dr. MufKR was full in tlie faith of the Diana be-

ing one of the best grapes, both for abundance of

bearing and for the table, Wherever the Isabella

wUl not ripen, the Concord is valuable.

Dianas are very sweet, without much pulp, and,

in the language of a member, are " perfect bags

of juice." Therefore, they promise to be a most
valuable wine grape.

PRUXIXO DWARF PEAR TREES.

On motion of Prof, Coppock, the subject of

Pruning Dwarf Pear Trees was now taken up, and

Messrs, Tkomanp, of "Wayne, and Barry, of Mon-

roe, gave very interesting practical illustrations,

with the tree before them. But as our readers can

find this, with engravings, on pages 45 and 46

of the Rural Annual for 1868, we omit the full

report.

OUI-TIVATION OF APPLES AKD PEARS,

On motion of H. N. Imnowoetity, the Society

returno<l to the regular order of suVyects, viz.:

Qaestion 7.— Mr. IIookbk would not allow ma-
nure to touch the roots of ti-ees when planting,

but ap|)lies it to the .surface of the ground, and the

rain will carry tlie soluble matter to the roots,

wliile the balance acts as a mulcli, preventing bad
eff'ects of severe tros-ts or droutlis.

Messrs. Lanqwop-thy, Smith, Boardman, Ran-
ney, Coppock, MjVTtibon, and otliers, concurred
with Mr. IIooKEE as to the injurious eftects of fresh

manure upon the roots of young trees.

E. BoAKUMAN covered a piece of la-nd with a

heavy coat of manure, which he plowed in, and
then planted trees, and three-quarters of them died.

Question 8.— Mr. Mattison, of Monroe, has al-

ways seen that when a farmer wants a fine calf, he
feeds it. Equally necessary is it to an orchard to

feed the trees and make them fat. As to how often

to apply the manure, and in what quantities, each
man must judge — only keep the land in good
heart, and cultivate it well.

Another member said no crops should be grown

on the land of the orchard ; but to sow clover, and

plow it in while green, was a capital mode of ma-

nuring.

Question 9.— There seemed to be no difference

of opinion— all grafting should he seedling stock

grafting, and the roots of old trees should never

be used. But the theory of Terra-culture Comstock

as to the collar of the plant being the seat of life

is exploded, and a seedling stock can be divided

into two or three parts, and used with success in

grafting scions. Experiments had been tried, and

no diiierence was seen as to " growth, durability,

or productiveness."

Question 10.. Apply the manure in any way su

that its soluble portions can come t-o the roota

through earth ; apply over the whole orchard, or

to a large area around each tree. Members who

had tried liquid manure quite thoroughly, were

now rather out of conceit with it.

The hour for adjournment having arrived^ Mr.

Smith, of Onondaga, moved that the next meeting

be held at Rochester. Passed, in spite of the efforts

of several Rochester gentlemen, who wished it

held at Buffalo next June. Adjourned,

Japan Apple-pxe Melon.—I have grown this

melon the past summer, from which excellent pies

are made, hardly to be distinguished from good
apple pies. It is as easily grown here in Illinois a.s

the cucumber, and produces abundantly. It is an

invaluable addition to our list of vegetables, as it

will keep all winter, if fiee from frost, and is ready

for use at any time. W. II. Gardner, Sublette,.

Lee Co.y III., Januofry, 1859..
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NOTES FROM PENNSYLVANIA.

Eds. Genesee Faemek:—As another winter has

set in, I will send you my annual report of crops

and prospects, to be placed on record.

We have had some drawbacks in the shape of

wet weather and drouth, but on the whole we have
little reason to complain. Hay was well secured

—

a fair crop ; wheat a light crop but of good quality

;

oats very light— not more than one-fourth of a
crop; corn good and well matured. The small

fruits— such as the currant, raspberry, strawberry,

and blackberry— were good, though some of them
were injured by the hot sun and did not mature
well. Apples, pears, peaches, and plums, were
ialmost a failure; there were but few specimens,
and most of those were imperfect. Of grapes, the
crop was fair— not abundant, on account of the
rot. My Black Haraburghs and White Muscat of
Alexandria have done very well, and I feel elated

with my little cold vinery. I would advise every
farmer who has a place of his own, to build one.

It may be used to start early vegetables ; and then
the luscious grapes which can be raised a-t so slight

expense, amply reward the outky. My vinerj,

which is sixteen feet long, and covered with four

hundred feet of glass, cost me only about thirty-

three dollars ; and I intend to enlarge it this win-
ifcer, if possible.

The wheat eow on the ground looks very prom-
ising, and is thus far, I believe, free from insects.

Clieiter {kt.. Pa., Dec, 185S. B. P. B.

Can not our .correspondent furnish a brief de-

scription of his vinery? It is ditficult to under-

stand how one can be built at the cost he names,

allowing nothing for his own labor. eds.

LARGE FEAR AND APPLE TREES IN ENGLAin).

A correspondent of the Gan-dener's Chronicle

gives a description of some large Pear trees near

Gloucester, an extract from wiiich may be of inter-

est to the readers of the Genesee Farmer

:

" In one orchard there are now growing 10 sound
perry Pear trees, whose average circumference three
years' ago, at between 2 and 3 feet from the ground,
and below the graft, was 9 feet 4^ inches, but
taking the three largest trees separately, above 11
feet; the circumference of the largest tree was 11
feet 3 inches, that of the smallest (of the whole
number) 7 feet 4 inches, and they are all of them
-of the very fullest height and epan, the span of the
largest being 60 feet. A few years ago the largest

branches of the largest trees, for a sadly fallacious

reason, were cut off, before which unjust treatment
they produced an averaged crop of a ton of Pears,
of the noble kind called Euffcap., the flavor of
which though rough and wild Is full of fine aroma

;

but one of them, and not the largest tree^ is known
to have yielded in one season 2 wagon loads=20
s<>«k8-=100 bushels—=2 tons=4 hogshead's of perry.
Apple trees are so much smaller than Pear trees
that it takes an Apple tree of the largest size to
produce a hogshead of cider ; but they will often
reach that size, and I was told that a farmer in the
w«Bt of England laid a wager that ho would produce

from 30 of his Apple trees as many hogshead of
*' Apple drink." A great deal may be said that b&s
not yet been said about perry Pear trees, their

enormous size and vast longevity, their freedom
from canker, and where the soil is drained, appa-
rently from all disease; the tendency of their

branches when they have reached a certain height
to split at the fork, " from the oppression of their

prodigal weight," and the chains and wooden frames
with which they are then supported, and which at

length become embedded in the living trunks that
embrace and close over them, without any fretting

or loss of health, or injury to their growth ; the
great size at which they are cut down nearly to the
ground, and the trunk being stuck around with
numerous grafts ; the vigour with which they will

grow again and form a second tree of stUl greater

dimensions, to the almost complete obliteration of

the process that they have undergone, their tenden-
cy, where the soil is wet, to run to stem and
branches, with no small twigs and a very few
leaves."

A BEAUTLb'UL OAJEE.

No country is so rich in varieties of the Oak as

America ; and yet, while all admit its great beauty,

it is rarely met with, even in our best ornamental

grounds. Its comparatively slow growth induces

ordinary planters to neglect it. Those who buUd

on a bare and treeless spot, very naturally plant

trees which will rapidly grow up and convert its

bleak, harsh aspect, into cozy mellowness and

beauty. But while this is desirable and proper,—
while it is good to plant for immediate effect,—the

future should also be borne in mind.

Two or three Oaks should have a place in every

collection of ornamental trees. They please th«»

eye with their charming variety, even when youn^,

and will be objects of great beauty when the rapid-

growing trees have passed away. Downing well

says :
" As an ornamental object, we consider the

Oak the most varied in expression, the most beau-

tiful, grand, majestic, and picturesque, of all decid-

uous trees."

The entire tree or shrub of every species of Oak

is highly orrmmental— the least so, perhaps, are

the willow-leaved Oaks, and the most so, the lobed

and deeply sinuated leaved kinds. The foliage,

even of the same species, and more especially cf

the deciduous kinds, varies exceedingly ; not only

on different individuals, but on the same individual

at different seasons of the year. In spring, the

leaves of many of the deciduous kinds are small,

delicate, and beautifully tinged with yellow and

red ; in summer, they are broad and gi-een ; aad in

autumn, coriaceous, and of a russet brown, scarlet,

or blood-red color. In form and outline, the Oak

has greatly the advantage over other trees in point

of character and variety.
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Wo annex a cut of the Upriglit-growing Stalk-

iruitod Oak, which Boso describes as the " hand-

/:/iiai£>MUJ/ti'r*i'-^>-

tJPRIGHT-GROWIKG STALK-FRUITBD OAK— QUERCUS PEDUN-
CDLATA. FASTIGIATA.

Bomest of all the Oaks for ornamental landscape,"

la general forna, it resembles somewhat the Lom-

bardy Poplar.

TREES FOR AVENUES.

It is reported t^at the Royal Commissioners for

1851 are about to plant their three great roads,

viz., Exhibition Road, Cornwall Road, and Prince

Albert's Road, with Lime trees. Notwithstanding

the beauty of this tree, we can not but hope that

the statement is erroneous, and that anopi)ortunity

will not be lost of showing wliat effect can be pro-

duced by something less hacknied. Surely it will

be highly discreditable to this, the greatest horti-

cultural country in the world, if nothing more can

be found for avenues than trees employed in the

days of the Tunona. For forty years, very large

sums have been annually spent in procuring new
liardy jilant-s from every accessible climate ; and it

will reflect little credit upon the advisers of the

Royal Commiasioners, if they should prove so poor

la resources as to have in 1858 nothing better to

recommend for avenues than might, indeed, have
been had at the Conquest.

AVhat is required for avenues near London?
Trees that are durable, have handsome foliage, that

grow fast, that will l>ear occasional winter fogs and
tiie long east winds that prevail here in the spring.

The handsomest, the fastest growing, and the latest

in leafing because tha le;i.st hkely to suffer frotu cold

Qorth-eust winds, are the best for this purpose.

Elm trees, Lime trees, and Beech trees, are most in

use, because they were tlie trees of our forefathers,

and people in counti-y places, when avenues were,

made, even if they had had other trees, would not

have thought of looking beyond what they could

find in their own neighborhood. But that Elia

trees and Lime trees have formidable rivals is suffi-

ciently proved by the glorious Uorse Chestnuts of

Bushy. Avenues of Horse Chestnuts at Kensing-

ton would indeed be far preferable to Lime tre--..

if we must trot along at the pace of pack-horsts.

But are we to disrctrard everything that moder-
experionce has shown to be suitable for avenues,

except tlie trees ju^t mentioned? Uave North
American Maples Jio merit, nor Sweet Chestnuts,

nor Oriental Planes, nor any of the Oaks, nor the

glorious Tulip trees, nor graceful Ailauths, nor the

noble Black American Walnuts? Surely, among
these something may be found more worthy tlie

Royal -Commission -roads than Elms, Beeches,

Limes, and even Horse Chestnuts. Elms indeed

are not to be tliought of; it would never do to

plant by roadsides trees so rotten in their old age

as to be dangerous to passers by. The experience

of Hyde Park is a warning. Nor would Beeches

answer, because of their invariable secretion of

TOOTH-LEAVED TURKEY OAK, OR FPLHAJC OAK — QUEECtr*

CERRI3 rCLLAUENSIS.

honey dew, which would gum London soot to their

leaves and speedily throw them out of health.

It may be asked why Spanish Cliestnuts are nofc

selected, tree-s far more beautiful than Lime trees,

both in foliage and flower, graceful in youth, maje»-
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THE TULIP TREE— LIRIODENDKON TULIPIFKRA.

tic in old age, and possessing every quality that is

required. True Sessile-fruited Oaks, among the

finest of trees, will bear London atmosphere, and
miglit be associated with Spanish Chestnuts alter-

aately. Oriental Planes, than which none are

iiardier, none more umbrageous, none better suited

to our Parks, with good management will grow;

much more than a foot a year in height, and endure
for ever. These things are well known to all men.
Among less common species, there is the Acer

sriocarpum, commonly called Sir Chas. "Wager's

Maple, one of the fastest growing of American trees,

remarkable for its airy foliage, light green in spring,

rich rose color in autumn. "With it might alternate

the Acer macrophyllum of Oregon, a specimen of

which in even unfavorable ground has made nearly

I

two feet in height annually, and has now, at the

and of about 28 years, a girth of sis feet. Nothing
oould be more striking than the massive deep green

foliage of the latter associated with the lighter shade

»f the former.

Are Turkey Oaks to be passed by ? They gi-ow

faster than the Lime, and, owing to the thinness of

their foliage, are exceedingly graceful.

Then there are Tulip trees. Let any one look at

the specimen on Ham Common, and say whether
such magnificent vegetation is to be disregarded.

A Tulip tree in land no better than that of the

Cornwall Road, grows as fast as any Lime.

Above all things, we should regret to find the

claims of Ailanthus and the American Black "Wal-

nut passed by. These trees are so much alike in

general aspect, that they may be spoken of together.

Each will^grow as fast as the fastest Horse Chest-

nut ; has noble, rich, green, pinnated leaves ; and
the first, in good seasons, is resplendent with crim-

son fruit. Surely they deserve to be thought of.

"Were each of the three aveniies now to be plant-

ed furnished with its own peculiar trees, two sorts

in each case planted alternately, an admirable effect

might be obtained by some such arrangement as

the following:— Cornwall Road, Tulip trees alter-

nating with Acer eriocarpum; Exhibition Road,

Black "Walnuts and Acer macrophyllum ; Prince's

Road, Turkey Oaks or Sessile-fruited Oaks and

Spanish Chestnuts. If it should be said that such

trees, of the requisite height, are not procurable in

England, we have two answers. 1. There are

more nurseries than the English; the Continent

and United States are within easy distance. 2. Let

the planting be deferred until trees of the requisite

height can be raised in nurseries under a contract

to supply them at a future time.

—

London Garden-

ers' Chronicle.
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CULTIVATIOII OF THE GEAPE-No. 1.

EniTORs Gkxksee Fakxter : — Grape-culture is

at tliis time attracting a large share of public at-

tention. Not only amateurs and professional fruit

{growers, but fanners, also, arc devoting much time,

labor and capital to the cultivation of grapes, not

only for table use, but also for wine. Tiie trial of

the newer varieties is prosecuted with a care and

zeal that argues well for the future of this most

luscious, certain and remunerative of all fruits.

The almost fabulous prices at which some of the

nower and better sorts are selling, as well as the

profits of the crop, as reported at the last session

of the " Fruit Growers' Society of "Western Now
York"— varying from five hundred to fifteen hun-

dred dollars per acre— are inducing many, and some
hitherto only amateurs, to plant with an eye to

profit ; a result at which I feel sure they will arrive,

if they never sell a vine or a pound of fruit.

As you desire a series of articles upon the " Cul-

ture of the Grape," I offer you the substance of an

article on that subject publishecl in your Rural An-
nual lor 1858, to which I propose adding a few
explanatory cuts ; the whole to be succeeded by a

doacriptiou of the most desirable of the newer va-

rieties of grape worthy the attention of cultivators.

In the successful cultivation of the grape, the

first points to be considered are

SOir^ SITUATION, AND EXPOSURE.

Perhaps it is needless to say that the best site

for a vineyard is the south side of a hill, where the

vines at mid-day will be fully exposed to the full

influence of the sun. Tliere the vines will get the

proper sunshine and light so necessary to the full

and healthy development of leaves and fruit. They
will there be sheltered from the chilling north-east

winds sometimes so prevalent in spring and early

eummer, and very liable to bring mildew to the

young and swelling fruit in the month of July. A
Bouth-eastern exposure is also good, because it re-

ceives the sun pretty early in the morning, and is

exposed until lato in the afternoon. A full east

exposure is not so good, because it is exposed to

eastern winds ; and the \'ines are very liable to in-

jury from late spring frosts, the sun coming upon
the vines so suddenly as not to give them time to

thaw out gradually. It is well known that tender
vegetation, slightly frozen in the spring, if thawed
out in the shade, receives litUo or no injury ; but
when exposed to the sun to thaw out suddenly, is

almost sure to be killed. A full east exposure also

loses the sun too early in tlie afternoon. A west-
ern exposure is still worse, from its receiving the
sun so very late in the afternoon, and is liable to

suflTer from chilly evening dews. It is also more
liable to suffer from west Avinds and driving storms.

Ilill-sides, or elevated ground where the soil is

naturally dry, warm and deep, is absolutely neces-
sary to the well-being of the vine. It not unfre-
quently happens that high gi'ound is very springy
and wet, but such places are usually very readily
nnderdrained.

Grape vines can not thrive long in low, wet, cold
situations—the roots are apt to canker and rot, and
the grapes are liable to bo affected with the wet-
rot, and are invariably watery, insipid, and of poor
flavor, and never make the best wine. In such

>,

places, the sun's rays hardly ever fall upon the :

vines with full force and in the proper direction, so

as to thoroughly warm the soil and ripen the wood
of the vine, and give flavor to the grape. More-
over, grape vines in such localities are far more

J^e;

liable to be heaved by severe winter freezing ; the

wood not being thoroughly ripened, is unable to

withstand the severity of the winter, and also mow
subject to mildew in summer; and, in addition,

they must necessarily be more liable to the depre-

dations of injurious animals, such as mice, musk«
rats, &c., as they are well known to frequent low,

wet places, rather than high and dry ones.

There is, however, a great difference between
the foot, the middle, and the summit of a hill. The
top of a hill is very frequently too exposed to the

cold north winds ; and moreover, is frequently too

stony and poor, all the organic matter having been
washed down on to the hill-side and into the bot-

tom. The foot of the hill, not receiving adequately
the full force of the sun's rays during the day, is

more or less subject to late spring frosts. The mid-
dle of the hill, therefore, is the best; the fruit

comes to maturity earlier, and has a longer time t<

more perfectly ripen, and is, consequently, more fit

for wine, and of better flavor for the table. The
wood of the vine, also, is more thoroughly ripened,

and is, therefore, bettor enabled to withstand the

inclemency of the winter.

The vineyard should not be located very near
low, wet woods, large ponds, swamps, lakes

marshes, «&c., as such places always generate fogu

and mists in the latter part of summer and earl)

fall, just when the dryest atmosphere is wanted fo.

ripening the grapes. There should not be largi

hills, high trees or large buildings near enough tt

cast a shade upon the vines. Nor should vineyardi
ever be made in deep gullies, valleys or ravines.

Such places always cast much shade morning and
evening, and create whirling currents of wind,
which collect much snow in winter, which is liable

to break down the vines. They also harbor all

kinds of noxious animals, such as mice, &c.

The quality of the soil, also, is of the utmost im-
portance. The grape vine will live, it is true, where
any other hardy shrub will grow ; but if planted

in cold, wet, stiff, clayey soil, it cannot thrive

many years, and the grapes, if they ripen at all,

will bo watery and insipid. The only way in which
such a soil can be made fit for the grape vine, is by
mixing with it great quantities of marl or lime

mixed with sand, or like quantities of sandy loam,

and by thorough draining. The opposite extreme,

however, of light, sandy, poor soils, unless well

mixed with clayey marl, turfy, loamy sods, lime, or

decomposed vegetable soil from the woods, is also

bad. The most suitable soil, is that deep, rich,

loamy, gravelly, porous and well-drained soil, well

mixed Avith lime and gypsum, such as we see so

much of in Western New York. In fact, any soil

that wUl grow first-rate winter wheat, will grow
grapes. The best situation, therefore, is the south
side of a gently-rising hill, well sheltered all around
on the north and north-east by some higher hill»

or distant woods.
It may so happen that a gentleman may want to

plant a vineyard who has not the desired kind of
soil. I would then say, choose the best you have,

and add the necessary constituents to moke it good.
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very man who has a rod of ground should plant

I grape vine, and plant as many as he has room
|ir, or can afford to plant. No other fruit-bearing

i.ant will so well repay any one for care or neglect.

s abundance of luscious fruit is as easily kept

esh through the winter as any other fruit, and it

.akes excellent preserves, and is easily manufac-

ired into wholesome wine.

PREPAEATION OF THE GEOHND.

There are but very few vineyards properly pre-

ired in America. Labor is so very high in this

)untry, as to make it seem almost out of the

lestion to properly prepare a vineyard. There
•e very few gentlemen in this country wishing to

ant out a vineyard, who have the courage to lay

at for labor seventy-five or one hundred dollars

er acre, for trenching and turning up 4;he soil

one- And yet it is absolutely necessary to the

irift and longevity of the vines, that the ground
e trenched and broken up three or four feet in

epth. In Europe, many of the best vineyards are

enched to the depth of three, four, and even five

et. Tlie ground is trenched the fall previous to

;anting, and not unfrequently has been prepai'ed

f seeding down with clover two or three years

receding the time of trenching, and has had one
' two good coatings of gypsum and manure.
Should the ground be at all wet or springy, it

ill be absolutely necessary to thoroughly under-

rain it before planting. This is, perhaps, best done
efore the trenching or plowing. The main drains

ould be laid thirty, forty or fifty yards apart, ac-

jrding to the sta,te of the land, whether it be very

'•et, or only a little springy. The main drains

hould be laid up and down the hill, coming out

ito an open ditch at the bottom of tlie hill. The
ross drains should run diagonally down the hill

ito the main drains, and be laid about nine yards
part, and sunk to the depth of three and a half to

)ur feet. This running down the hill gives an im-

petus to the water that will clear out any sediment
hat may collect in the pipes.

Few persons are full}^ aware of the importance
f thorough drainage as a means of meliorating

he soil, and none but those who have witnessed
ts results can fully appreciate its great benefits.

3y draining, the soil is kept froni being too wet,

md also preserved from the ill efltects of severe

routh— it is warmed by the summer showers,
ivhich, instead of running oif over the surface and
;vashing away the soil, soaks to the bottom of the

.oose earth, and the superabundant water is car-

led ofi" through the drains, leaving its rich gases,

which have been collected in falling through the

iir, in the soil for the young absorbents of the

plants. In excessive dry weather, moisture is

drawn from the depths of the soil by capillary at-

ti*action, thereby keeping it moist to the very sur-

face, and preserving the plants in health and vigor

in the most protracted drouths. "Where ground is

thoroughly drained, plants are not so likely to be
affected by winter heavmg ; the soil becomes dry
and warm much earlier in the spring, and the plants

commence a vigorous root action one or two weeks
before the buds begin to burst; they are thereby
better enabled to force and sustain a more vigorous
growth of foliage when it does start; the wood
becomes more thoroughly ripened in the fall, and
18 better fitted to stand severe winter freezing.

The ground intended for a vineyard should re-

ceive a good manuring the year previous to plant-

ing, to be turned in and thoroughly mixed with tho
soil in the trenching— either a good coating of
lime, where that kind of manure is wanting (which
will not be if there be much lime rock in the soil),

or a good application of gypsum, where it can be
had, or a good coating of barn-yard manure, de-
composed vegetable mold from the woods, turfy

sods, the cleanings-out of ditches, street scrapings
and sweepings, or a good clover sod plowed in pre-

vious to trenching.

When the ground is thus prepared, it wiU be
ready to commence the trenching. Stretch a line

across the ground, and mark out a trench four feet

wide and the whole length of the piece to be
trenched. Then dig out the soil the whole width
of the trench, and two to three or four feet deep,

according to the depth it is intended to be trenched,

and with the teams draw the soil to the opposite

side of the vineyard, where the trenching will be
completed. This soil is to fill in the last trench at

finishing, to complete the work. When the first

trench is completed, mark out a second four feet

wide, as before. Now dig the surface soil of the

second trench to the depth of one foot, or as deep
as the best steel spades can be made to dig, setting

them as nearly perpendicular as possible. Throw
tbe top soil of the second trench into the bottom
of the first ; then, with a shovel, scrape up all the

loose earth that fell from the spade in digging the

first spit of the second trench, and throw it into-

the first. This done, next dig the subsoil of the

second trench one foot deeper, and throw it into

the first trench upon the top soil that was thrown
from the second. Scrape up all the crumbs, as be-

fore, and throw them on top of the subsoil. If th©

ground is to be trenched only two spades deep,

then loosen up the bottom soil with the pick as far

as the pick can be sent in, throwing out aU the-

largo stones as you work along. If the ground is

to be trenched three or four feet deep, this last

picking will not be so necessary. If there are large

quantities of vegetable refuse at hand, such as grass,

weeds, rotten leaves, straw, clippings of hedges, or

very smaU brushwood, it may be thrown into tho

bottom of the trenches as they are proceeded with.

Let this trenching be done well, for remember that

this will be the last opportunity you will ever have

of doing it ; and I apprehend no one will deny that

it is always better to have a small vineyard don©

well, than to have a large one managed badly. It

may be objected to by some persons, that the sur-

face soil should be thrown into the bottom of the

trench, and the subsoil upon tlie top to plant the

young vines in; but when it is remembered that

the yoxmg vines will soon root down into the good

soil below, and that the surface soil will become
better every year by applications of manure or

compost and cultivation, I think those objections

will soon vanish. Let the third and fourth trenches

be done as tlie first and second, and so on through

the piece.

If the vineyard to be trenched be a very steep

hill-side, it will require terracing. This is best

done by beginning at the foot of the hill. Stretch

a line as a guide, and commence by trenching as on

level ground. The soil thrown from the first trench

will not require to be drawn away, but merely

turned over and made level, so as to form a terrace,
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or bench. The -width of these terraces will de-

pend apon the declivity of the hiU-side ; and they

will require eoine kind of -walling, or sodding, to

keep them iip, so as to prevent heavy rains from

creating currents and washing down the soil. If

the groimd be thoroughly trenched, there will be

found, in most hills, stone enough to do the walling

;

but whore there is not stone enough, the embank-
ments may be kept up by covering them with sods.

The embankments should stand out a little at the

foot, or tailing back towards the hill, so as to pre-

vent sliding down as much as possible, and the sods

cut in the form of a rhomb. They then have a

mechanical power of holding each other up, which
they lose when cut perfectly square; and the

trouble of cutting the one is the same as that of

the other. To get the sods of the desired shape,

etretch a line across the turf to be cut, and make
a cut therein with the spade or racer to the depth

of two or three inches. Then move the line, and
make another cut twelve or fifteen inches from,

and parallel with, the first, and so on until a num-
ber are cut. Then stretch the line diagonally

across these cuts, and at the same distances, and
cut as before. This gives the sod the desired shape,

and, when put up, all to fit. When laid up, they

z

Fig. 1.

will somewhat resemble fig. 1. Should there be

any danger ot the sods sliding down after this,

they can be fastened up with wooden pegs, say a

foot long and an inch in diameter, and driven

through the sod into the bank. But sods are not

as good as stones ; the grass tends to create damp
during the night, and its roots growing in the bank
absorb a great deal of moisture and nourishment

from the earth that properly belongs to the vines.

Stones do not do this, but they absorb a great deal

of warmth from the sun during the day, and give

it off slowly during the night, thereby tending to

keep the earth and atmosphere warmer through

the night. These walls, if properly laid up, wLl
last as long as the vines. And if the trenching be

thorouglily done, and the vines carefully managed,

I see no reason why they should not continue to

thrive and be remunerative for a hundred years

;

since we know there are vines still in existence up-

wards of two hundred years old, and bearing nearly

a ton of grapes to a vine every year— among
which is the large Hamhurgh vine at Hampton
Court, near London, England, which frequently

bears from two thousand five hundred to two thou-

sand six hundred bunches, weighing from one
thousand six hundred to two thousand pounds—
although it can hardly be expected such vines will

be grown in tlie open air.

There are other modes of preparing the ground
than trenching with the spade. Tlie next best is to

plow the ground with a large plow, and follow in

the open furrow with a subsoil plow, thereby break-

ing the ground to the deptli of eighteen to twenty-
four inches. Next to subsoiling, will be good, deep

plowing; and next to that, merely digging large

holes, and planting in a good compost mixed vnxh.

the soil out of the holes.

The trenching, as first recommended, in ordi-

nary soils, will cost from seventy-five to one hun-

dred dollars per acre; and trenching two spades

deep, without throwing out the loose earth, about

fifty dollars per acre. The plowing with large

plows and heavy teams, and subsoiling, will cost

about twenty-five dollars per acre; and merely
digging holes, or good plowing, will cost from ten

dollars to fifteen dollars per acre— but this wiU
depend on the character of the soil, and the num-
ber of holes to be dug.

The best time to prepare the ground is in the fall

previous to planting in the spring. This should be
done in fine, open, dry weather; for when done ia

wet weather, the ground becomes trodden into

slimy, pasty clods, which, in some soils, when they

have become dried and buried beneath the surface,

are almost impervious to air and water. And the

ground should be left in a^ rough a state as possi-

ble all winter ; for the rougher the soil, the greater

will be the surface exposed to the atmosphere to

be acted upon and pulverized by the winter's

freezing, and enriched by the rich gases and salts

which have been collected by the rains and snows,

in winter, in falling through the atmosphere.

liocheeter, JV. T., Jan'y, 1S59. JOS IAH SALTER.

fit!

THE VnTEYAEDS OF THE RHINE.

TnB Scottish Qumterly Journal of Agriculture

contains an interesting article on " Rhenish "Wine

and Rhineland," a few extracts from which wo
think wiU be acceptable to the readers of the Gene-

see Farmer.

The writer visited the most celebrated -vineyards

on the Rhine, in 1855, and again in the summer of

1857. In 1855, the crop was almost a universal

failure, owing to the late frosts in April destroying

the fruit-bearing shoots of the vine; while in 1857

the vines were loaded with an exuberance of fully

ripened fruit. In 1855, search had to be made

among the luxuriant green leaves for a bunch of

grapes, and, when found, the fruit proved diminu-

tive and unripe. In 1857, on the other hand,

bunch was suspended over and beside bunch in

such profusion that surprise was excited that so

small a plant as the pruned vine was able to bear

so large a q.uantity ot fruit as far to outweigh the

weight of the plant itself, and which it could not

have done without ample support. Everywhere

the grapo was presented to the tourist., in inviting

bunches of red and white, at the low cost of six

kreutzers (four cents) the bimch. The writer

states that he ate grapes grown in the open air on

the banks of Lofce Oomo "of much finer fragrance

than from any vinery in the United Kingdom."

" In every respect the vine is a remarkable plant.

No one could anticipate, on first seeing a vine-plant
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rithout leaves, that its dry, withered, wiry stem,

buld produce elegantly-formed expansive leaves

nd beautiful bunches of fruit of large size and
jreight, suspended as they are from the most frail-

oking tendrils ; but, notwithstanding its shrivelled

Ispect, the vine is a plant exceedingly susceptible

external influences. Color, size, form, taste,

roma, productiveness, vary in a remarkable de-

ree with a change of soil, position, and tempera-

ure. It is, therefore, no matter of surprise that

he grapes of the sunny side of Johannisberg should

')e very superior in flavor to those of the north-

iacing slopes on the opposite bank of the Rhine."

fal The practice of concealing the bunches of grapes

'rom the direct rays of the sun, behind screens

bi-med of growing leaves, and at the same time

eaving them open to light, was quite common.

The dii-ect rays of the sun foster by their heat the

icid principle of the grapes by increasing the

imount of tartaric acid ; and it does so more de-

cidedly in the red than the white grape, because

ho dark color absorbs the heat more readily;

.vhile the light of the sun, passing easily through

:he white skin, evolves the saccharine principle in

the white grape in a greater degree than in the

red, and thus brings each kind ripe nearer at the

same time— an important point in wine-making.

Protection from the direct rays of the sun also

improves the flavor of the fruit.

Fetid manures exercise a very prejudicial influ-

ence on the odor of the wine; while such as are

inodorous and decay slowly, such as wool, horn,

and bone-black, conduce very much to enhance its

fragi'ance.

" The leaves of the vine, which contain a con-
siderable quantity of alkali, constitute an excellent

manure for the plant. At the vintage, only the
fruit is removed from the vineyard ; and when the
kaves fall to the ground, their constituents neces-
sarily compose the best manure for future vine
leaves. Only in this manner can the fact be ex-

plained that the vine requires little inorganic
manure, and often contents itself with substances
which it obtains principally from the weather-
beaten rocks on whose slopes it is planted."

"We believe it is now conceded that grave vines

are not particularly benefited by the application of

inorganic manures, such as potash, soda, etc. It is

only one of many facts going to show that the

composition of any particular plant is no certain

indication of the kind of manure most needed for

its growth. Potash enters largely into the compo-
sition of the wood, leaves, and fruit of the grape

;

and therefore it has been supposed that its cultiva-

tion would soon exhaust the soil of potash. But
while it is true that nearly one half of the ash of

the entire grave vine is potash, yet the growth of

grapes does not remove from an acre of soil so

much potash as many of our farm crops. Potatoes,

turnips, etc., remove nearly double the quantity

that grapes do, and yet even these plants are not

particularly benefited by the application of potash

as a manure. Manures rich in ammonia and phos-

phoric acid appear to be best suited for the growth
of grapes.

" The full ripening of the fruit by the action of
the sun is of the greatest importance in order to
secure good wine. On this account the vines are
not allowed to grow high, but the nearer they are
kept to the ground the better, in order that the
heat of the sun may be reflected back upon them
from the ground, and the process of ripening is

then carried through the evenings and nights by
the warmth which is radiated from the earth. The
vines are not kept short to obtain a greater quan-
tity of grape-juice, for those which are allowed to
grow six feet and upward yield a larger quantity
of juice, but their wine is worse than from the
short vines in the same place."

The Ageioulttjee of the Rhineland, says the

same writer, has improved amazingly of late.

"A few years ago, the land was generally in a
very foul state with weeds ; now it is much clean-
er, and now also the manure is applied in large
quantities. The manure is all from the farm-yard,
the stock being constantly kept in the homestead.
The crops are mostly of rye and oats, the rye
afl:brding the ordinary food to the population, and
the oats to both man and beast. Wheat is now
raised in increasing quantities, and so is barley.
Red clover is cultivated with success as a forage
plant. The peculiar crops are mangel wurzel, kohl
rabi, scarlet clover, and Indian corn, all of which
grow luxuriantly. Potatoes are largely cultivated,
and ruta baga may frequently be seen. But the
most striking feature in the change of Rhineland
agriculture is the great extension of the cultivation

of fruit trees. These are not planted in masses
like our orchards, but along the highways, and at
stated distances in rows in the cultivated land.
The ordinary fruits cultivated are apples and pears,

both for eating, though the old apple trees had
been planted for the purpose of making cider.

Cherry trees are common, and so are walnut ; but
the increasing culture in fruit is in plums, and of
these the Mirabelle seems the favorite. This is a
small, somewhat oblong, yellow- colored plum,
sweet to the taste, and capable of being eaten ripe,

or preserved for comp6tes. The trees are pruned
so as to allow the plowing under the lowest
trenches. A new orchard of Miralelle plums, con-
sisting of five thousand trees, has lately been plant-

ed in the neighborhood of Kronthal ; and on sur-

veying the country from the heights, it is fast being
covered over with fruit-trees, which, in addition to

the forests which are raised for fuel, will ere long
give it a wooded aspect.

Plants breathe. The respiratory organs are in

the leaves— the upper side inhaling and the under
side exhaling. This can be seen by applying a cab-

bage leaf to a blister. Place the upper side nest tq

the blister, and it will draw ; place the under side

next to it, and no effect is produced.
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VINE ASB FSUIT GEOWINQ Df MISSOUBL

The State of Missouri, in ita Eastern and South-

ern eection, is a natural vine growing region.—

Thousands of wild vines are growing all over its

hills and valleys ; many of tlie grapes yielding a

wine that is valuable for making claret, and much
liked by the Germans in its native purity. Thous-

ands of bushels of the grapes are gathered from

these wild vines, one bushel of which it is estimated

will make about three gallons of wine, which sells

at about fifty cents a gallon from the press.

Seeing the natural adaptation of the soil and
oKmate to the growth of the Vine, Wm. Glasgow,
Jr., Esq., now President of the Wine Grower's

Association, about fourteen years since made the

first plantation of the Catamha grape vine, for the

purpose of wine making ; and it is froEa his example,

and the foundation of the Wine Grower's Associa-

tion, that attention has been so extensively given to

tha subject.

Vine-growing for Wine purposes has now become
a fixed fact here. Already it is estimated that there

are, withm sixty miles of St. Louis, nearly eight

hundred acres successfully cultivated, yielding from

two to four hundred dollars a year per acre. Add
to this, large vineyards, that are as yet only one or

two years old, and you will gather a tithe of the

reality of vine-growing in this region.

Vine-growers, and owners of lands generally, are

inquiring constantly as to the most successful

practices of culture, their costs, and the prospects

of pecuniary success. I have just been reading a

little essay on vine-growing, by Ohas. H. Haven,
Esq., of Melrose, St. Louis County, wherein the

advantages and profits of Vineyards are well and
ably considered, without, as is to often the case,

extravagant deductions.

The Catawba is about the only grape vine grown
to any extent ; and if the grower prefers selling his

grapes to making wine, he can always find a pur-

chaser in the Wine-Grower's Company, at from
seven to ten cents a pound—equal to about one
dollar a gallon for the j nice.

The best vintners here prepare their grounds in

the summer or early fall, and make their plantings

in the fall. In fact, nearly everything does better,

I am told, to be transplanted in the fall of the year.

While upon Wine, let me tell you of some
samples made from rhubarb. The first was made
by S. Francis, Esq., the able Secretary of the

Illinois State Agricultural Society, only a year (or

two perhaps) old ; and although pleasant, and
without taste of rhubarb, was not superior as a
wine. I think it only requires age to make a good
heavy wine. The second sample was m&deby Wm.
Glasgow, Jr., of St. Louis, seven years since ; and
although carelessly corked, I found it closely to

resemble a Spanish wine that I believe is called

Mansinello. I think that very little sugar should

be used in making rhubarb wine, and that it wants
age ere it is really desirable to drink. For cooking
purposes it will be policy to add more sugar, and
thus add to its spirit. If you want a receipt for

making, I can send you one.

I daily watch the fruit markets, and occasionally

visit the country a few miles out, to examine the

success of different varieties, and frequently I am
troubled to recognize even old acquaintances, so

much does soil and climate change their characters.

The past season having been quite wet. we are
favored with large fruit, most beautifully and highly
colored.

Maiden's Bliuh and old Kesidiclc Codlin are two
among the most profitable sorts grown. Yellow
Bellefivioer, Oi'tley oi' White Bellejlower, and even
Prior's Red are now retailing in market for eating.

They are of course only worm ripened ; but the
varieties are all fit for eating this month, yet tliey

will keep until January. Fall Pippin and Porter
do admirably here. So also Bamho, Smith's Cider
and Newtoum Pippin.
The old Pennock, or Big Romanite as it is here

called, are wagoned in by the load, and, like pota-
toes, rolled out, barrelled, and shipped in great

quantities. It is profitable business, the trees

being great bearers.

Good Pears are not in this market, but there are
many native Pears from old trees planted by the
early French Settlers. Occassionnally I have found
one that would pass as good, but generally they are
too austere. The Pear does finely here, both as &
standard and on Quince ; but growers, so far as I

have seen, no nothing of pruning, nor do they
mulch ; and this is the climate of all others, where
mulching will prove profitable. There are a gooti

many bearing trees of choice Pears in geutlemen'3
gardens here, which evidence the success that will

attend good culture.

You may look to Missouri as the future garden
of the West and South. elliott.

St. LouU, Mo., Dec, 1858.

HOETICULTTTRAL NOTES FOE THE MONTH.

There is not much that can be done in the gar-

den this month, save making preparations for the
coming busy month.
At this time hot-bed frames and sashes should

be brought out, washed, painted and mended, and
put in order for use the next month, A suflScient

portion of manure, fresh from the stable, should

at once be got together, and laid in some sheltered

place to ferment— either in a shed away fi'om wind
and snow, or well covered with some old boards.

In six or eight days it will require turning and
shaking, and well mixing together. This is neces-

sary, in order that it be all in an equal state of fer-

mentation. Directions for making the hot-beds

will be given next month.
About the middle of the month is a good time

to prune the hardy grape vines, gooseberries, and
currants. Gooseberry trees bear their fruit both
upon the new and old wood. All the little, twiggy
pieces of wood should be cut out of the body of

the tree to about one inch in length, forming little

fruit spurs, which will become permanent bearing

spurs. Where the trees are desired to increase in

size, the leading branches should be cut back to

five or sLx inches in length of the new wood.
Currants may be pruned as above, but they bear

mostly upon wood of two years' growth or more.

All the fruit-bearing spurs upon the main branches
must, therefore, be carefully preserved.

Rochester, February, 1859. JOSIAH 8ALTEE.
^ * ^

The quince will bear a greater amount of salt

than almost any other tree. Every fall, after the

leaves have fallen, fork in five or six shovelfuls of

fresh manure from the stable, about the roota.
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RENOVATING OLD APPTE ORCHARDS.

What can I do with my Apple trees ?" asks a

Suffolk correspondent ;
" they are old trees in an

Id orchard. At one time their fruit was good and
it for market ; but now, and for many years past,

hey are cankered and mossy, and weak, and their

ruit is for the most part unsaleable. My gardener

ays that this has been caused by neglect of pruning
eientifically. Is this so ? What is meant by prun-

ng scientifically ? I am rather afraid of so great a
.vord from the mouth of a man who, although a
ivorthy young felow, seems to me to have nothing
icientific about him. And besides I remember
jeing told when in Normandy that although the

iruit trees in that Apple country, when pruned
ipon scientific principles, were beautiful specimens
31 art, yet that they had the fault of bearing very
Tittle fruit."

"We fear that our Suflfelk friend will find little

'avor in the eyes of those gardeners who believe

-hat all manner of virtue resides in a pruning knife

md narrow saw, and whose greatest pride is to cut

Lheir trees into wonderfully regular forms. And
yet he is justified in his apprehensions ; for there

aau be no doubt that more harm is done by over-

pruning, which is too often meant by " scientific "

pruning, than can arise from leaving trees to the
undisturbed operation of natural processes. In the

latter case indeed ftuit may be small and bad ; but
in the former at is as likely to be altogether absent,

while the health of trees is irretrievably ruined.

There is no branch of gardening in which expe-
rienced or fanciful persons do more harm than in

pruning. They seem to forget that fruit trees are
grown for the sake of their fruit and not as objects

«f decoration, and that three ends, and three
only, are to be gained by the operation ; that is to

say, increase of quantity, improvement of quality,

and better ripening. Nothing but skilful pruning
will eflfect these purposes; unskilful, in which is to

be included unnecessary pruning, has a directly

opposite tendency. In short, the golden rule in

this case is not to prune at all if it can be
AVOIDED. Pruning, however, is unavoidable ; but
it should be had recourse to as little as possible.

—

As to overpruning, it is we repeat far worse than
no pruning at all. One thing is certain, that the
more Apple trees are pruned the less they bear

;

and the same may be said of pear trees.

The author of one of oar best practical works,
having described how an Apple tree should be
managed for the first three or four years, remarks,
" after this nothing more will be necessary than to
look them (the trees) over from time to time, cut-
ting out carefully any superabundant hranclies that
may appear, particularly those which have a ten-
dency to injure the proper figure of the head, or
are likely to become stronger than the rest : these
latter, if suffered to remain, will injure any descrip-

tion of tree, whether it be a standard, an espalier,

oi* whether it be trained against a wall. This is

the best advice that can be given to those who have
the management of Apple trees in an orchard. It

is like the worthy Mr. Glasse's instructions to " let

them alone." But our Suffolk correspondent's
trees are in a state of ruin. They seem to be like

the Devonshire trees, which Mr. Belfikd describes
" with heads tangled and matted together so as to

set both sun and air at defiance ; live wood strug-

gling for existence amongst the dead, and all hoary
with Moss and premature old age."

With such trees the pruning knife and saw must
be used unsparingly ; and if that.is what our Suf-
folk correspondent's gardener means by " scientifi-

cally" we agree with him. Not that there is much
science in the operation. Th.Qfirst thing to do is to
cut down to the quick every dead branch, limb or
spur ; they a&n do no good, and are mischievous on
account of the interruption they offer to sun and
air, which are as necessary to the tree as to the
gardener. Until that has been done live wood
should remain untouched. Secondly, as soon
as the dead wood is gone, and the gardener
can see distinctly what he has to work upon, he
should prune out every shoot that whips or crosses
or rubs against another, so as to leave plenty of
room between the shoots ; a foot is not too much.
In doing this the weakest shoots should be removed.
Thirdly, aU the thinning having been done, the
end of each branch should be stopped by removing:
more or less of it according to its strength. Fourth-
ly, after the stopping all loose bark and Moss should
be scraped off the branches and main stem with the
blade of an old hoe or some such blunt edge, and
the scrapings should be burnt. In this way alone
can insects with their eggs be destroyed with cer-

tainty. Such scrapings can do no harm ; and in
addition to the removal of insects it enables the
tree to breathe more freely, a very important mat-
ter, for the Uving bark is as much a portion of an
Apple tree's lungs as the leaves are. This done,
skill can go no further, and it is only necessary
afterwards to leave the tree to its vital powers

;

watching however how the new shoots grow, and
cutting out from time to time all such as in any
way whip, chafe, or cross^ each other.

In these remarks the state of the soil is not
noticed. If however there is any doubt about its

being thoroughly drained, that also must be care-

fully looked to, for no Apple trees can retain their

health in waterlogged ground. Neither can they
prosper when soil is exhausted of all its nutritive

matter. When that is the case weak manure, such
as plenty of decayed leaf-mould, burnt weeds, or
any similar material should be employed. Strong
ammoniacal manure is to be avoided.

—

Gardener''

s

Chronicle.
— ^

Eakly Ripening Geapes.— To those of our

readers who have Isabella or other grape vines

that do not ripen their fruit, we commend the ex-

periment of F. Abokn, Esq., o^Augusta, Maine, as

given in the Maine Farmer

:

" A few years since, a neighbor of mine had &
vine in his garden. The ground was kept rich and
it had the whole garden to gather nourishment from
but it would not bear, and he told me that if I

would dig it up I might have it. I did so, and
pulled it apart, and made four roots of it. I then

dug holes snug to my cellar wall just large enough
to put in an old barrel without heads, one in each

hole, into which I put some leather scraps, a few
bones, and rich earth, and then set a root into each
barrel. The grapes on these vines have got ripe,

while those having the advantage of a wide, rich

border, are like those the fox couldn't reach."
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THE PHTGEUUS CAPENSIS.

DcRiKG the past season we have had introduced

to our notice a new flowering plant, the Phygelius

capensis, which promises to take a prominent posi-

tion in our flower beds. It was grown and flow-

ered here, last summer, by Mr. Wm. Bkims, gar-

dener to Aaron Eeiokson, Esq., who considers it

an invaluable acquisition as a bedding-out plant.

The following engra-sing and description from

ffovey's Magazine will enable the reader to form a

tolerably correct idea of it

:

PHTGKUOS CAPKNSI3.

" The Phygelius capemis is quite hardy in Great
Britain, but requires the protection of a frame in

our more severe clirae. It is a native of the Cape
of Good Hope, where it was found on the Witber-
gen Mountains by M. Drkge, a German collector.

In general appearance it resembles a Pentstemon,
with a foliage like some of the Salvias. It is peren-
nial. The stem la erect, branched at the base, quad-

rangular, and grows to the height of three feet.

The leaves are oval, cordiforra, and crenulate on
the edges, nearly two inches long, and supported
by a short peduncle. The stem is terminated with
a large panicle of tubular, bell-shaped, pcarlot flow-

,

ers, which are suspended in a manner extremely
graceful. The limb of the corolla is divided into

five lobes.

The Phygelius is a very great addition to our
gardens, and is destined to become one of the most
popular and admired bedding plants, flowering as

freely as the Salvia, and possessing the advantage
over it of being nearly hardy, and withstanding
rougher treatment during winter ; while its showy
reddish-scarlet flowers, displayed in great profusion
till severe frosts injure their beauty, render it in-

valuable as a late-blooming plant. Our specimens,
the present year, were planted out in the open
border in June, where they were one mass of bloom
thi-oughout the autumn. In October they were
taken up, potted, and placed in a cool greenhouse,
and they are now, Nov. 20th, still flowering, form-
ing a pretty contrast with the Chrysanthemums,
Veronicas, and other plants, which decorate the
conservatory at this season.

The propagation and cultivation of the Phygelius
is very simple. Young plants may be raised from
cuttings in March or April, in the same manner as

the Salvia. These should be potted off", as soon as

rooted, in a good compost of loam, leaf mold, and
a sprinkling of sand, keeping the young plants in a
half-shady situation until they acquire strength.

when they may have a shift into larger pots, and
be gradually hardened off in frames. In May, o-
as soon as all danger of frost is over, they may oe

turned out into the open border, where they wiL
bloom from August until October.
Upon the approach of hard frosts, the plants

should be taken up and potted carefully, and placed

in the greenhouse or parlor, where they will con-

tinue in beauty for a long time. When their flow

ering is over, the tops may be cut down to within

a few inches of the root, and the plants removed to

within a few inches of the root, and the plants re-

moved to a cold frame, a cool cellar, or the coolest

part of the greenhouse. Here they will need but
little attention till the returning season, when they

may be again turned out in the open ground, and
the second year will form very large and superb
specimens, enlivening the border with their gay
little scarlet bells, when the early frosts have cut

off many of the more tender flowers.

As a pot plant, we doubt not it would form a

fine object for the decoration of the greenhouse,

grown with the same skill that Chrysanthemums
and similar plants are now cultivated."

Dwarf Pears.—The Country Ge)itleman says:

" We have repeatedly laid down this rule as a

guide, that no one should plant extensively of

dwarfs who was not satisfied by previous experi-

ment or by observation among his neighbors, first,

that the climate is adapted to their growth

;

secondly, that the soil is right; thirdly, that the

stocks are of the best sort ; fourthly, that the cu.-

tivation is as good as carrots and cabbages usua.ly

receive."
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fKVm' g^iartnuiit.

ORIGINAL DOMESTIC RECEIPTS.

[\Tritt«n for Uie Genesee Farmer by Tarious Correspondents.]

BoTTERXTJT Pie.—One quart of milk, two eggs,

la coffee-cupfnl of pulverized butternut meats, and

a little sugar and nutmeg.

To Remove Ink from Linex.—Dip the soiled part

in pure melted tallow. Wash out the tallow, and
the ink stain will be removed with it.

Ai.MOND Custards.—Blanch a quarter of a pound
of almonds, beat fine; add a pint of cream, two
spoonsful of rose water, and the yolks of four eggs.

Sugar to taste.

"NVioGS.—Half a pint of warm milk, three-quar-

ters of a pound of flour, three spoonsful of yeast.

Let it rise, and work into it four ounces each of

sugar and butter, and a few carraway seeds. Bake
quick.

An Excellent Common Fried Cake—One cup-

ful of sugar, one cupful of cream, three eggs, some
cinnamon or nutmeg, and a tea-spoonful of salera-

tus. Cut in jumbles or in strips, and twist and fry

m lard.

Doughnuts without Yeast.—One cupful of su-

gar, two eggs, one cupfui of fresh butter, three

cupsful of buttermilk, flour enough to form a dough
(not too stiflP), and one tea-spoonful of saleratus.

Fry in lard.

Bannock.—Two cupsful of meal, two cupsful

of flour, one tea-spoonful of salt, one tea-spoonful

of ginger, and four spoonsful of molasses. "Wet up
with buttermilk, adding a tea-spoonful of saleratus.

Bake one hour.

Milk Toast.—Boil a pint of rich milk with a

table-spoonful of butter, and one of flour. Have
ready, in a dish, eight or ten slices of bread, toasted.

Pour the milk over them hot, and cover it until it

goes to the table.

How to Render Ladies' Dresses Non-oombtjs-
tible.—Add a little powdered alum to the starch

used in preparing them. The alum will prevent
them from bursting into flame when placed in con-
tact with any burning <?ubstance.

Lowell Brown Bread (Capital).—Three tea-
cnpsful of Indian meal, two tea-cupsful of rye, one-
half a tea-cupful of molasses, one tea-spoonful of
salt, and one tea-spoonful of saleratus. Mix in one
quart of new milk. Bake two hours.

Baked Indian Pudding.—Take three pints of
new milk, and scald half of it. Stir in meal until
quite thick ; then add the remainder of the milk.
Beat four eggs, and stir into the batter. Spice and
sweeten to taste, and bake two hours.

Raised Biscuit.—To three pints of sifted flour,

add one quart of boiling milk. "When milk-warm,
stir into the batter one cupful of potato or home-
brewed yeast, and a tea-spoonful of salt. "When
light, add one tea-spoonful of soda, four spoonsful
of melted butter, two table-spoonsful of white su-
gar, with flour stiff enough to mold. Make into
small cakes. "When light, bake in a quick oven.

Cream Biscuit.—Four tea-cupsful of cream, one
tea-spoonful of saleratus, dissolved in a cupful of
milk. Both milk and cream should be sweet, or
both sour. Add one egg, if you choose. Mix soft

as you can, and not mold it much. Bake in a quick
oven.

Cookies.—One cupful of butter, two cupsful of
sugar, four eggs, two table-spoonsful of sour milk,
and one tea-spoonful of saleratus, dissolved in the
milk. Do not work them stiff, only so as to roll.

Bake in a moderate oven. "When half done, strew
them with grated loaf sugar,

Crutxers,—One cupful of sagar, one cupful of
milk, half a cupful of butter, two table-spoonsful

of cream (if not too thick and rich—if rich, one
table-spoonful is suflicient), two beaten eggs, and
one tea-spoonful of saleratus. Work well, but not
stiff—only so as to roll. Fry fast.

Rice Pudding, with or without Raisins.—One
pint of cooked rice, one pint of milk, one tea-

spoonful of salt, and the yolks of four eggs. Bake
till done ; then add the whites of the eggs, beaten
to a froth, with four table-spoonsful of sugar. Bake
again five minutes. Serve with liquid sauce.

Brown Bread withottt Yeast.—One quart of
Indian meal, one pint of white or brown flour, one
tea-spoonful of salt, one-half a cupful of molasses,

and one tea-spoonful of soda, dissolved in hot wa-
ter, stirred into one quart of sour milk, warmed.
Beat all together into a batter, and bake slowly two
hours,

Indian Meal Puffs.—Into one quart of boiling

milk stir eight table-spoonsful of meal, and four

spoonsful of sugar. Boil five minutes, stirring con-

stantly, "When cool, add six well-beaten eggs.

Bake in buttered cups half an hour. Try them
with a little butter and maple molasses, and see if

they are not good.

Ginger Nuts.—Ten cupsful of flour, three cups

ful of molasses, one cupful of melted butter or pork
gravy (it is good half and halfX one cupful of sour

cream, two table-spoonsfnl of saleratus, dissolved

in half a cupful of warm water, and one table-

spoonful of ginger. Make soft as can be rolled,

and bake quick. This keeps well.

Drop Biscuit.—One quart of sifted flour, one

tea-spoonful of salt, one beaten egg, one small tea-

spoonful of soda, dissolved in a little hot water,

one cupful of cream, two cupsful of sour milk, or

buttermilk, and a spoonful or two of white sugar.

Stir thoroughly to a thick batter. Drop with a

spoon on buttered tins. Bake in a quick oven.

Rabbits and Raccoons can be made excellent

by dressing nicely, and soaking over night in a

plenty of cold water. Then parboil in fresh wa-
ter; then boil in a second water, with some salt

and saleratus. "When tender, take out to cool;

then cut off the fat, and cut the meat into nice

slices. Then heat some butter in a frying-pan,

place in the slices, sprinkle on salt and pepper, and

fry slowly till a delicate brown. This way of pre-

paring them removes all the wild taste, making the

meat perfectly sweet, tender and nutritious. By
trying and straining the fat, you have a nice,

white oU,
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New Advertisements this Month.

Amerieou Seed Store.—J. 0. Bloas & Co., Rochester, K. Y., and

Detroit, Mich.

Spring Garden Seeds.—J. M. Thorbum <fc Co., New York.

Catalogue of Seeds.—J. M. Thorbum & Co.. New Yorlc.

Young America Com Shellor.—'Leavenwwtb& Mason, Kocheis-

ter, N. Y.

Share's Coulter Ilan-ew, or PuKerizer.—Pease & Eggleaton,

Albany, N. Y.

The Hooker Strawbern-.—H. E. Hooker & Co., Rochester, N. Y.

Grapc« by Mail.—C. P. Bisscll & Salter, Rochester, N. Y.

Apple Seedlings, and Angers Quince Stocks.—Chas. Moulson,

Eochostec, N. Y.

Cherry Trees for Sale on Time.—J. D. Conklhi, Locke, N. Y.
CUe^er Co. White Ilogs.—Thomas Wood, PenningtouTlUe. Pa.

Poultry f)r Sale.—S. Pmith, Darien Depot, Conn.

JTew York State AgricBltnral Society.—Annual Meeting.

jAnu.\Er Premicms.— Our January Premiums for the

greatest number or subscribers sent in on or before the

I5th of January, have been taken as follows :

1. G. B. Whiteside, Brockport, N. Y., |20 for 116 subs.

•i. Jonathan Miller, Benysburgh, Pa., 15 " 107 "

3. r. W. Briggs, West Macedon, N. Y., 18 " 97 "

4. W. Hibbard. Manchester Station, Ct., 17 " 88 "

6. B. W. VansLse, Waterford, Pa.,

6. R. W. Sawtell, Woodstock. C. W.,

T. G. Converse, Wilksbarre, Pa.,

8. Chas. Howard, Hamilton, C. W.,

9. Edwin MaUory, Fredericksb'g, C.W.,

10. George Pattison, Crowlaod, C. W.,

11. Thos. Magee, Johnstown, Pa.,

12. John Dorr, Scottaville, N, Y.,

1?. H. E. Smith, Waterloo, N. Y.,

14. Fisher Ames, Frontier, N. Y.,

15. U. W. Mover, Moyer's Comers, C.W., 6

li. J. J. Scroggs, West Point, Ohio,

17. Joshua A. Norrish, Eden Mills, C. W., 4

18. Jamea Wilkinson, Goderich, C. W.,

19. James B. Ross, Metuchin, X. J.,

90. R. A. West, Thornhill, C. W., 1 " 29 "

Our friends can draw on us at sight for the amount, or

we will send it by mail or in any other way they may
designate.

«•«

Ahhil Premiums.—On page 71, in this number, will be
found a liberal list of premiums for the greatest number
of subscribers sent in between the 15th of January and
the 15th of April.

There is not one of our readers that can not take one of

the largest of these premiums. The Gen^e^i Farmfr is so

cheap that few rural residents will refuse to subscribe

when perionally solicited to do so. Will not each one of

our agents continue their disinterested efforte in our bo-

half? Considering the vast amount of practical infomia-

tioD published each month in the Farmer, from experi-

enced agricultiiral and horticultural correspondents, we

16 "
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Soui-e's and Blue-Stem Wheat.—A Long Island cor-

l-espondent of the Country QenilenKin obtained some seed

vheat of the Soule's and Blue-Stem varieties from Michi-

. The former proved a failure— was late in ripening,

<i poor quality, and so much injured by the weavil

midge) that it produced not more than half a crop. On

he other hand, the Blue-Stem succeeded admirably. " It

iiot only yielded a third more than the Mediterranean, but

liner wheat never grew in this [Long Island] or any other

action." It took the first premium at the Queens County

Lgricultural Fair.
.^^ .

To OUR Exchanges.—We are under great obligations to

ur brethren of the press for their valuable aid. We
iould return them our most sincere thanks. Up to this

ime, over three hundred newspapers ia the United States

d Canada have given extendsd notices of the January

(umber— all' speaking of it in the highest terms. This

Danifestation of friendly interest in the success of the

Farmer's Own Paper" is very encouraging. We hope

merit a continuance of their good will.

The Commissioner of Patents invited a number of farm-

rs and horticulturists to meet him at Washington, and

dvise with the Agricultural Clerk in regard to the distri-

ntion of seeds, &c. They met the first week in January,

nd elected the Hon. M. P. Wilder, of Massachusetts,

'resident. The doings of this " Advisory Board of Ag-

ieulture of the Patent OiBce " appear to have been pri-

ate, as we have seen no account of them.

Genesee Valley Horticultural SociKTT.^The Annual

ifeeting Oi the Genesee Valley Horticultural Society, for

he election oi oificers, appointing committees for the

;iisuing year, and transaction of business, will be held

.t the Court House, in this city, on Monday, February 7th,

kt 10 o'clock A. M. It is desirable that there should be a

general attendance of members, citizens, and all in this

icinity interested in horticulture.

The Rural Annual and Horticultural Directort

roB 1859.—Every reader of the Genesee Farmer should

lave a copy of this excellent work. It is sent, prepaid by
nail, for twenty-five cents. In clubs of eight, the Genesee

Farmer and Rural Annual are sent to any address for fifty

»ents the two, and an extra Rural Annual to the person

jetting up the club.^ »««

An esteemed correspondent at the West writes : " I like

^e Fa)iner— I feel as if having grown wiser under its

cachings and influence— and like it better than of old.

The people like it— quote it— respect it and favor it."

The Annual Meeting of the New York State Agricul-

Airal Society will be held at the Capitol, in Albany, on

Wednesday, Feb. 9 th. See advertisement.

Inqoiries and Answers.

Cutting Roots.—I should like to know the best way,
md the best machine, for cutting roots for stock, such
as sheep and calves. 1 have some roots larger than I

,san slice in my straw cutter, which is only nine inches
mside. Hare weighed one of the English Hybrid yellow
tamips, with top, that went twenty-two pounds. For
5uch, I use the axe. I took a first premium at our County
Pair on a squash weighing one hundred and forty-eight
(iouods. I mention tais, that jou may know the readers

of the Genesee Fmrmer succeed bost.-
Indiana.

-F.R.D.,IFb{/'Zaifi,

Roots for sheep and calves are best to be cut fine. Many
farmers with large flocks, have graters, like the cylinder

of a threshing machine, that cut the roots very fine.

The implement most in vvse is termed a Root Cutter,

which is a large circular pla<e pierced with throe slots,

root cotter.

into which' aire fixed blades that slice the root as the plate

revolves. These knives have set screws, that graduate

the thickness of the slke. Transversely to these blades

are a series of small blades, placed near each other,

through which the slice is forced in its passage out, and

cut into small pieces, or chunks, answering well for feed-

ing cattle, sheep and calves, rendering it the most perfect

machine for the purpose with which we are acquainted.

Corn vs. Beans for Sheep.— (P.' N. Hall.) The fat-

tening properties of corn and beans are about equal. Beasos

contain twice as much nitrogen as corn— and, according

to the old rule of estimating the nutritious value of foods

by their nitrogenous or flesh-forming constituents, fifty

pounds of beans would be equal to one hundred pounds

of corn. But this rule does not stand the test of experi-

ments, and it is now abandoned by the best chemists, or

adopted only with many qualifications. Probably the best

practice would be to use a part of each.

There is, however, no doubt on one point— the manure

made by sheep fed on beans is much more valuable than

that from sheep fed on corn.

Corn Sheller.— (R. S.) You will find the Young

America Com Sheller, manufactured in this city by

Leavenworth & Mason, just the thing you want. It ii

an excellent machine. For further particulars, see ad^e»-

tisement in this number.

Grafting Peach on Cherrt.—(W. S. D.) The peach

will not succeed worked on the cherry, under jiay condi-

tiODS.
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Apple Stocks — Scions— Ghaftino— Budding.— (R.

McIvKR, Cornwall, C. W.) Scions for grafting may be cut

any time in November or December, before the weather

gets severe, and placed in a cellar until wanted for use.

Apple stocks intended to be grafted, are usually pulled in

tlio fall and laid away in sand, in the root-house or cellar,

until they are grafted, which may be done any time during

the winter, and the grafts afterwards packed in sand until

they are planted. The method of grafting the roots is

that known as " whip grafting."

Strong, one-year old stocks, may be planted in nursery

rows, and budded the first year.

Winter Barley.—(G. P., Crowland, C. W.) Winter

b.irley can be obtained at the seed stores in this city, and

has been worth about one dollar per bushel through the

fall. Its yield does not differ much from spring barley,

and is variable. Some very large crops have been raised,

and many farmers esteem it highly.

Book for Emigrants.—(A Subscriber, Hamilton, C. W.)

Wa know of no book that we can recommend you. There

ore many book written especially for the use of emigrants,

but none of them we have seen are of much value. There

is much need of such a work.

Seed of Red Cedar.—Can you inform me where I can

obtain the seed of the red cedar? I want to raise some
for hedging purposes.—J. W. P., Gorham, N. Y.

Thos. Meehan, of Germantown, Pa., J. M. Thorbuun

& Co., of New York, and other principal seedsmen of the

eastern cities, usually keep a supply of red cedar and

other evergreen seeds.

REVIEW OF THE MARKETS.

BOCHESTEE MASKET.—January 22.

Our market exhibits very little activity, and prices are little more

than aomlnal.

FLOUR.—Common brands, $5 a $5.50; good Genesee and

"Western, $5^0 a $6 ; Double Extra, $6:50 a $6.75. Rye Flour, $2

per hundred. Com Meal, $1.88. Buckwheat Flour, $2.

GRAIN.—Wheat^White, choice samples, 125c. a 130c. ; Medl-

ierranean, 100c. a 112c. Eye, 63c. a 65c. Corn, 65c, a 68c Oats,

44c. a 50c. Buckwheat, 44c.

BEANS.—Sales of Beans at 63c. a 75e.

rEOVISIONS.—Dressed Hogs, $T a $7.50. Hams, smoked,

9Kc. a 10c. Shoulders, 7}ic. a 8c. Beef Carcass, $5 a $6.50.

Mutton, $8 a $5. Butter, 16c. a ISc. Eggs, ICc. Lard, lie. a 13c.

Poultry—Turkeys, 9c. a 10c. ; Chickens, 7c. a 8c. Apples—Green,

75c. a 100c. ; Dried, 160c. Potatoes, 85c. a 40c.

NEW YORK MAEKET.-Jannary 20.

GRAIN.— Wheat— Southern "White, 135c. a 159c.; Amber,

13T>^c. ; Red, 1.34c. a LWc. ; Michigan White, 143c. a 145c ; West-

erc Red, 133c a 135c. ; Wieconsin Club (Spring), lOSc. a 110c.

^ye—Brisk, with speculative sales at 90c. a 95c Barley—Good

d emand, at SOc a Sic Oats—State, 56c. a 60c. ; West and Canada,

61c. a 63c. Com—Market dull ; "Western, mixed, 87c. a S9e.

;

Southern Yellow, S6c a SSc. ; Southern, new, 87c a SSc

BBANS.—Medium, 110c. a 115c ; Marrow, 13Sc a 150c ; Kid-

ney, 163c. a 175c.

FLOUR.-Superfine State, 14.85 a $5; Extra, |5.50 a $5.75;

Extra Genesee, $6 a 7.75 ; Wca'.em Superfine, $4:95 a 5.10; Extra

(low grades), $5.50 a $5.85; best Ohio Round-hoop, $6 a $7 ; 8L

Louis, $6 a $8.50 ; Canada, extra, $6 a |6.S5. Bye Floor, $3.40 a

$4.10. Com Meal, $3.40 a $4.50.

PROVISIONS.—Pork—Market improved ; New Mess, $17.75 a

$1S.0«; Qear, $20; Prime Meee, $15.60; Prune, $13.26; Hama,

8^c. a 9)^c. ; Shoulders, 6c. a 6>^c. Dressed Hogs, 17.50 a $3.

Beef in fair demand ; Country Prime, $6.50 a $7 ; Mess, $9 a $10

;

Extra Mess, $11 a $11.60 ; Extra Chicago, $13.00 ; Beef Hams,

$15.50 a $16.50. Lard, inferior, ll>^c; Prime, ll^c. a 11 J^.

Butter— Ohio, lie. a 20e. ; State, 15c. a 26c. Cheese, 7c. a 9c.

Tallow, 10;/c. a 10,'^c.

SEEDS.—Clover active, with large sales, a portion for expert,

at 10c a 103-^0., equal to $6 a $6.80 per bushel. Timothy, $2.25 a

$2.50 per bushel. Flax, rough, $1.67><f a $1.70

PHILADELPHIA MAEKET.-Jantiary 20.

FLOUR.—Supcrflne, S5 a $5.12M ; Extra, $.^.50 a $5.75 ; Extra

Family, $6 a $6.25 ; Fancy, $7.25. Eye Flour, $8.75 a $3.87X.

Corn Meal, $3.SVX.

GRAIN.—Wheat—Ordinary to Prime Red, 120c. ; Common tf

Choice White, 138c. a 145c. Rye, Pa., S8c a 85c. ; Southern and

Jersey, 7Sc. a S2c. Corn—Dry Yellow, 71c. a 73c. ; Damp, 68c.

Old Yellow, S2c. a 84c. Oata—Del., 45Xc. ; Pa., 46c a 48c. K
Y. Barley, ROc. a 85c.

PROVISIONS.-Dressed Hogs, $6.75 a $7.60. Pork—Mess

$17.75 a $18 ; Prime, $16. Beef—Mess, $15.50 a $16. Dams, lOHc

a 12c. Sides, 9Xc Shoulders, 7X- Lard, ll>^c a 12c. Butter

16c a 22c. for Pa. ; 17c a 2oc. for Ohio ; Packed, 4nc. a 12c.

BEEDS.—Clover—Prime, $5.75 a $5.87K ; Inferior, $5.62K foi

64 lbs. Timothy scarce, at $2.12>i. Flax Seed, $1.05 a $1 70.

WOOL.—Sales of 180,COO lbs., as per quality, from 32c. up t<

60c., cash.

d^LTTLE.—Beef Cattle—Common to prime brought Tc a 10c

extra quality, 10,^0. a 10%c. Sheep, $3 a $6 per head.

BUFFALO MARKET.-January 22.

GRAIN.—Wheat—Kentucky White, 1.50c. ; Michigan "White

127c; Ohio Red, 120c.; Chicago (Spring), 85c. Com—Old, 75(

a 76c.; New, 7Uc. a 72c. Oats—Canada, 50c. Barley—DuB

State, COc. a 65c. ; Canada, 70e. a 75c. Rye. 70c.

PROVISIONS.—Dressed Hogs, $6.50 a ^. Mess Pork, $16.50

Prime, $12. Mess Beef, $10 ; Prime, $T. Lard, 10,'ic a Sll.

WOOL.— Canada pulled, 85c. ; Fleece, 35c. a 45c. ; Extr

pulled, 35c. a 45c.

BEEDS.—Clover, $0 a $6.25. Timothy, $1.75 a $2.25.

CHICAGO MAEKET.—Jamoary 20.

FLOUR.—Extra (Spring), $4.50 ; Common, $4.25 ; Winter, ex

tra, $5 a $6.25.

GRAIN.—Wheat^Standard, 74c. ; No. 2, 72c a 73c. ; Inferio

60c. a 65c. ; Red Winter, 110c. Corn—Shelled, 57c. a 5Sc ; Ea

60c. a 61c. Oats—New, SSc. a 46c. ; Old, 46c. a 54c. Eye, 65c

70c, for 60 lbs. Bartey—Canada, 100c. a 120c. ; No. 1 Illinois, 66

a 70c ; No. 2, 42c. a 4oc.

BEANS.—75c a 125c

BEEDS.—Clover, $5 a $5.25. Timothy, $1.80 a $1.85.

PROVISIONS.—Dressed Hogs, $4.50 for light; 85 a $6 »

heavy and extra. Mess Pork, $14 a $16. Shoulders, 5,Vc. a 5^
Hams—City cure<J, 10c ; Green, 7c. Butter—Common, lie. a 18c

Best Dairy, 14c. a 17c. Cheese—Ohio, 7c a 9c ; Hamburgh, 10.

a 10}^c Lard, 10c. a 10?ic.

WOOL.—Full blood, 32c a 85c ; Half to three-qtiarters, 25e.

S2c. Native to one-quarter, 26c. o 28c.

CATTLE.—Good Cattle, $.3.50 a $3.75 a $4 per cwt. gross ; Cor

mon, $2.50 a $3 ; Light and inferior, $2 a $2.50. The market f<

good Cattle is quite active — the supply not equal to the demat

for shippers and city use. Cows and Calves wore sold at $15

*28 per head. Hogs—Heavy, $4.75 a $5 per cwt. ; Light and I

ferior, $4 a $4.50 per cwt Hogs are dull, except for good luea'

hogs, which can be sold readily at S4.75 a $5 per cwt. Sheop-

Bales at $5.50 a $4.50 per head for Sheep weighing 100 lbs.

TORONTO MARKET.—January 22.

FLOUR.—Market buoyant; Siiporflne, S5 ; Extra, $.5.50 a • 5.*

GRAIN.—Wheat active anil advancing; White Winter, 120c

150c. ; Spring, 110c. a 120c. Barley, SOc. a SSc Oata, SOc a 5c

Rye, 60c a 63c.

PEAS.—Peas active, at 60c a 65c

PROVISIONS.—Pork to the hog, $5.50 a $6.25.
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LONDON MAKKETS.-January 10.

During the past year the price of "Wheat in England has ruled

low, with little fluctuation—the highest being the second week in

January ($1.50 per bushel), the lowest the last week in December

($1.20 per bushel). The average price of the year was $1.33 per

bushel, or 36 cents per bushel less than the arerage price of 1857.

The Mark Lane Express says : " The acknowledged deficiency

In spring grain has been using up much of the surplus of "Wheat,

and, as spring advances, we calculate upon a moderately higher

range." The last week of tho year, the country markets generally

evinced some improvement, many to the extent of three cents per

bushel. A still ifnrther improvement may be expected, as the

present rates are less than the average of the eleven years follow-

ing the repeal of the Com Laws, in 1S46, by 48c. per bush.

Good malting Barley maintains its price, varying from 99c. for

Mmmon, to $1.23 per bush, for Chevalier. Poor descriptions of

arley are lower, foreign grinding sorts being offered for C6c. per

bash, of 50 lbs.

Ked Clover Seed was firmer, in consequence of unfavorable re-

3orl8 of the crop ; 12c. per lb. was offered, with no prospect of

ess being taken,

Indian Corn brought from STc. a 90c. per bush.

American Flour, sour, $4.56 a $4.-80 per bbl. ; sweet, $5.76 a $6.

Linseed firm at $1.62 a $1.74 per bush, for crushing, and $1.92

br sowing,

Ib the "Wool Market there was a bettor feeling, in consequence

kf the unusually favorable reports from the manufacturing districts.

SIgher prices are expected. The following are the current rates

:

Bouth-down "Wethers, 83c.
do. Ewes and "Wethers, 34c.

Liecester do. do. 32c,

BEIGHTON CATTLE MASKET. January 20,

Market Beef—Extra, $7.50 ; First quality, $7 ; Second, $6.75

;

Third, $5. Milch Cows, $30 a $40 ; Common, $19 a $20. Veal

Calves, $4 a $4.50 a $4.75. Two Years old, $20 a $24. Three

Fears old, $24 a $30. Hides, 1%c. a 8e. per lb. Calf Skins, 12c.

18o. per lb. Tallow, 7Xo. a 8c. Sheep and Lambs, $2 a $3

;

Extra, $4 a $5 a $6. Pells, $1.50 c $1.75. Swine—Pigs, 5Xc.

;

etail, 5c. a 6^c.

Eemaeks.—There is a decline on the lower qualities of Beef

Bf from 25c. to 50c. per cwt. Sheep and Lambs sell 50c. per head

lower. Swine stationary.

ADVERTISEMENTS,
To secure insertion in the Fae.meb, must be received as early

as the 10th of the previous month, and be of such a character

88 to be of interest to fanners. Terms—Two Dollars for every

hundred words, each insertion, payable m advance.

APPLE SEEDLINGS AND AiNGERS QUINCE STOCKS
for sale by CHAS. MOULSON,

Feb. 1.—It. "Union Nursery, Rochester, N. T.

"POULTRY FOR SALE.—A few ot fineen different varieties

JL of Fancy Poultry, all full blood, and bred pure. Also, one
paT of Turkeys that will wcin;h fifty pounds. 8. SMITH,
Feb. 1, 1S59.—It. Darion Depot Office, Fairfield Co., Conn.

SEEDS! SEEDS! — Our DESCPvIPTIVE PPJCED CATA-
LOGUE OP VEGETABLE AND AGRICULTURAL

SEEDS, for 1S59, is now ready for mailing to applicants enclosing

a one cent stamp. J. M. THORBUKN & CO.,
Seed "Warehouse, 15 John St., New York.

N. B.—A Catalogue of Tree and Shrub Seeds will be published
ghortly, and mailed as above, containing directions for managing
Evergreen and other Seeds. Feb. 1.—It.

r^ RAPES BY MAIL.—Diana. Rebecca, Northern Muscadine
VJT Concord, Hartford Prolific, King, Tokalon, Child's Superb,
and forty-six other sorts of hardy native grape vines for sale.

"Well-rooted plants can be prepared for planting, and sent by
mail, carefully packed in oiled silk, and postage paid, on receipt

of one dollar each. Delaware and Logan vines at three dollars
•ach. Address C. P. BISSELL & SALTER,
Feb. 1, lS59.-4t. Eochester, N. Y.

YOUNG AMERICA CORN SHELLER AGAINST THE
WORLD

!

THE SUBSCRIBEPiS have purchased the right of the Young
America Corn Sheller, which is acknowledged by all to be

the best Sheller ever invented, being simple and durable in its

COnslmcHon, not liable to get out ot repair, and requiring less

power to propel it than any other Sheller ever made; can be

operated with ease by a boy ten or twelve years old, shelling at the

rate of one bushel of ears per minute. „ „, ,r.-
Awarded Fust Pkemium at New YorkState Fair, Buffalo, I'^Si.

Also, Premium and large Silver Medal at New York State 1 air,

at Syracuse, October, 1S5S.

The Machines can be had of the undersigned.

To Dealers and Manufacturers-We have the rights of the fol-

lowing States yet for sale : Pennsylvania, Kentucky, Marjland,

Virginia, Tennessee, North and South Carolina, and Caiifornia.

Also, forty Counties in the State of New York.

All communications addressed to the undersigned, will receive

prompt attention. LEAVEN"WORTH & MASON,
Manufacturers, corner of State and Perkins Sts.,

Feb. 1, 1859.—It. Rochester, N. Y.

SHARE'S COULTER HARROW, OR PULVERIZER

IS the most superior machine for pulverizing the soil, whether

heavy old sod or stiffclay land, that has ever been introduced

among farmers. The teeth are a series of coulters i)laced in a

three-cornered frame, and cut the soil or sod, pulverizing it several

Inches deep, instead of tearing it as the common scratch or Geddes

harrows and large two-horse cultivators do. It leaves the soil in

the most perfect order, and it acc(jmplishe8 more in being drawn

on plowed land once, than can be done by cross-plowing and har-

rowing with a common harrow combined. Tho weight of the

machine is 189 pounds—its draft lighter than the common Scotch

harrow. The experience of Mr. John McHarg, one of the best

farmers of the town of Bethlehem, in this county, has convinced

him that it is the best instrument for saving labor in cultivating

land he has ever seen, and we are privileged to refer to him as to

its superiority. The crop of a quarter of an acre wiU pay for the

machine. The price is within the means of every farmer, being

'''chifPOTATO AND CORN HOEING, HILLING AND CUL-
TIVATING MACHINES are the " Ne Plus Ultra" of such im-

plements, and will save their cost in three days' work. They cost

onlv $10: and everyone who uses them says they are worth Eve

times that amount. RESPONSIBLE AGENTS WANTED.
For further particulars, and Catalogues, address _^„^^^PEASE & EGGLESTON,
Feb. 1, 1859.—It. 84 State St, Albany, N. Y.

EUSSIA OR BASS MATTS-Sclected expressly for biidding

and tyii^. GUNNY BAGS, TWINES, &c., suitable for

Nursery purposes, for sale in lots to suit, by
D. "W. MANWAEING, Importer,

August, 1858.—ly* 243 Front Street, New York.

THOMAS WOOD-Continues to ship to wder, tr. agy part v^

the Union, his celebrated UNITED STArEs PRE».1UM
CHESTER CO. "WHITE HOGS, in pairs not akin, or reasooa.

ble terms. Address, Penningtonyillb, GliTfSTEr OO-j * A.

Feb, 1, 1859.—It*
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AMERICAN SEED STOEE.
J. 0. BLOSS .^ CO., PIlOPRIETOPwS,

EOCHISTEK, N. Y., & DETEOIT, MICH.

rr\0 our pairons .and the trade we tender our most cc^niial thanks

J. lor that ample patronage which has enabled us, from a small

Vi^inning, to inorease our trade in the pa.st five years until, iu

point of cclelirity in tfie Seed bu^ineag, we stand BecoQd to no

Uouee in the United States.

Such has been the inerea.sc dnring that time, that we hare been

able to establish a large and prosperous Sued House at Detroit,

Mich., from which supplies are sent to customers west of Lake
Krie ; while from the parent house at Rochester. Seeds are nup-

plied to the trade as far east as Now York City, New Jersey, and

Pennsylvania ; also we«t to Ohio, and north to Canada.

In .\ugii*l of the pa^t year our ptore at Eoehesler wa.s burned
;

«ince which time we have purchased the ground on which it .stood,

and have now constructed an<l use a building of twice its size,

fitted up expressly for the Seed business, and which is said to bo

the best arranged store for the purpose in the United States, and

equaled by only one ia Europe, which is In France.

For this measure of prosperity, we are indcbied to the liberal

patronage and confidence of an enlightened public, and to tho->e

generous friends who have so kindly lent us their aid in times of

aee<1. and to all of whom we take this occasion to tender our

grateful acknowledgements).
For Iho year 18.VJ, we offer to the trade as large, new and fresh

a. stock of Seeds, and at as low prices, as any house in the country.

We are now receiving in store, of the best Seed,

l&O bushels Skir.-ings Bed Top, and Laing's Improved Kata

Kaga Turnip Seed.

100 busliils White and Red-top Flat, Norfolk, White Globe,

Red-top Globe. Flat Dutch, White Stone, Yellow, Scotch,

and Ked-t'ip Strap-leared Turnips.

€00 lbs. new fresh Drumhead Cabbage.
COT " " fine Flat Dutch "

400 •• " " Early York "

400 '• " " Large " "

200 •* " " Sugar-loaf "
100 " French O.v-heart "
100 " Green Globe Savoy "

Two to three tons Garden Beet Seed, ia varieties, and a similar

quantity of Field Beet Seed.
Two tons assorted Garden and Field Carrot Seed, with a full

catalogue of the tluer Secd^, in due proportion.

Two tons Cuei«nber Seed, of all the varieties.

1000 bushels Missouri Irisli and Black-ey«d Marrowfat Peas.

100 •' Ifiarly Waehingtoa
100 " Early Kents.
100 '• Blue Imperial.
Besides choice imported English Dwarf Peas.
All tho desirable kinds of Early Garden Beans ; and iaat, though

not loosi,

25 bushels White Lima Beans.
50 " London Horticultural Beana.
For more definite information, reference may be had to our

Wholesale and Retail Catalogues, forwarded to all applicants.

We are also making arrangements for receiving 1000 bushels
Hungarian Grass Seed, of which only one- fourth of a bushel is

required to fseed an acre, and which yields two and three tons of

hay per acre. Also, a large supply of Illinois and Wisconsin
Timothy Seed, as well as choice Clover Seed, to all of which we
iuvite the attention of otir former patrons, and the public generally.

J. O. BLOSS & CO.,
Rochester, N. Y., and

BLOSS &. CO.,
Feb. 1, 1859. 22 Monro<j Avenue, Detroit, Mich.

SEEDS AT WHOLESALE.

BY reason of the abundant crops cenerally this season, we are
prepared to offer unusual inducements to purchasers of

SERDS in large quantities.

Oor Annual Trade List for 1859 is just published, and will be
mailed to af>plican;s enclosing a three-cent stamp. Although
most Seeds are plentiful, we would advise our customers to send
their orders early, as no matter how abundant, the stock of some
of the rarer varieties generally becomes exhausted :u> the s<'ason
aJvances. J. M. THOUBURN A; CO.,
Jan. 1850.—2L 15 John sL, New York.

FANCY POULTEY.
VFEW choice specimens of the following varieties of FowU

may be had if applied for soon

:

Golden Spangled Uamburgs,—Price, 1 cock and two hens, |S 00
BUver " •* u u " 6 00
Golden " turtod " « « « 7 00
White Faced Black Spanish, « « "10 >

Dominique, large and flue, »« m <> ^ qq
Oolden Spangled Sebright Bantams, •> 7 UO
SilTer ,'

•' " " " 8 00
Black AfHcan, rcpse comb, •* " " 7 00
While, rose comb and smooth-lejfgcd, " " j 00

Oaijod and delivered at Express Office at Poughkeenalf , wit!»-
<mt further charge. Apply to C. N. BKMENT,

Jan. 1809.—8l Spriagsido, Po'ke?pwe, N. Y.

SPRING GARDEN SEEDS.
J. M. THORBURN & CO.,

15 JOHN STEEET, NEW YOEK,
HAVE now in store their entirely new stock of SEEDS, com

Prising VEGETABLE, FIELD, HERB, FLOWER AJH
TREE SEEDS, warranted fresh and true to name. The sup«

rior quality of the following wo particularly recommend, all o

which are required early:
en

Broad Wi>-dsor Be.^ns, per quart, 2
Extra Early and Blood Tctrntp Bket, each, per oz., 1

PntPi.E AND WirnE C.\i'B Brocoli, " " 4

Early Wisningstadt and Oxiteart Cabbagk, eacb, per oz., 2

Early and Giant WinTis Solid Celery, " ' 2

Piii/.E-MGUTKR and otubk Feamk Cucumbeks, per pkt., 2

Improved New York Pi-rple Ego Plant, per oz., i

Early Wihte Vienna Kohlrabi, ^ 2

Early Curled Silesia Lettuce, " i

Exn'.A Curled Parsley, " 1

Extra Early Daniel O'Rourke Peas, per quart, S
" " Sakqstkr's No. 1 " ''

i

" " Burlington " "
f

» " Tom Thumb " "
1

Fairbsap.d's Champion OP England" "
f

Napoleon a.id Euq enik " each, ''
i

Long Cayknnb and S<>UA8n Pepper, " per oz., 4

Early Scarlet Tursip and Fea.me Radish, each, per oz,. . . J

Round Spinach, per lb., J

Early Red, S.mootii, and Mammoth Tomato, each, per oz,,.. i

Norway Spruce asd European Silver Fie, " per lb.,. .!(

Deciduous Cypress Seed, per quart, , !

Red Cedar, " '•

Black Austrian and Pitch Pine, each, per lb 8!

Scotch Fir, " 1!

Chinese Arbor Vitj!, " 8<

Yellow and HoNKY Locust, " "
Osage Orange, per quart,

Kentucky Cofitke Thee, per quart, li

ViEQii.iA Littea (a very rare tree), per o/.., 2'

Apple Seed, per bushel, $9 : per qn.irt, 1

Pear and Quince Seed, each, per lb., 2;

Apricot Pits, per quart,

Lucerne Seed, per lb...... '.

Bi;sT White Clover, per lb., J

French Mixed Lawn Grass (e.vlra), per bushel, 6<

Perennial Rye "
,

" *
OeCHABD '• *' If

Kentucky Blue " " 1'

Early Potatoes, six varieties, from $1.50 to |2.50 per bush.l.

D106COREA Batatas, or Chinese Potatoes, fine roots, $1.25 per do

The following CATALOGUES will be sent to aU desiring thes
by enclosing for each or any one of them a one cent stamp :

Catalogue op Flower Seeds.
Catalogue of Vegetable and Agricultural Sekds.
Catalogue op Tree and Shrub Seeds.

t^^* Also, Trade Lists ol the above, for Seed Merchants,
J. M. TlIOkBURN & CO.,

Growers and Importers of Seeds,

Feb. 1, 1S59.—21. 15 John St., New York.

THE HOOKER STEAWBERRY
MAY be obtained pure, and in any <1fm->'ed qxianiity, fro

the grounds where it origiiwted. It has only to be knoT
to be appreciated. Its advantages are perfect hardinew, flowc

perfect, and great productiveness. Berry of the highest color at'

largc*t si/e, and, b««t <(f all. most kxqukitr jlavob.
Price, $2 per hundred, $15 per thousand.
Ordei for spring planting, if only a few for trini, of

II. E. HOOKER & 00.,
Feb. 1, 1SS9.—«w Commeroial Nurseries, Kocheeter, N. T.
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LIST OF PREMIUMS.
The terms of the Genesee Fakmee arc: Single Subecribers,

Fifty Centa a year, in advance ; Five Copies for Two Dollars

;

Eight Copies for Three Dollars ; and any larger number at the

same rate. All subscriptions to commence with the year.

In addition to this reduction of one-fourth, we offer the follow-

ing List of Specific Premiums as an extra inducement for our

(ttends to form Clubs. It will be seen that they are more liberal

ever before.

SFEGIFIC PKEMIXTMS.
1. To every person who sends us Eianx Subscribers, (at our

'owest ieitns of titirty-se'ven arid a half cents each,) we will

iend, postage paid, a copy of our beautiful twenty-flve cent book,

iie Rural Amvual for 1859.

3. To every person who sends us Sixteen subscribers, (at

vat lowest club terms of thirty-seven and a lialf cents eac^i,)

IK wUI send one extra copy of the Genesee Farmer and one

»py of the Rural Annual, pre-paid, by mail.

3. To every person sending us Twehty-Eoce subscribers, as

jbove, we will send two extra copies of the Farmor, or two

eoples of the Rural Aivmial and one extra copy of the Farm&r,

a any agricultural work valued at fifty cents, postage paid.

4. To any person ordering Thiett-Two copies of the Farm^,
\s above, we will send three extra copies of the Farmer, or thrco

opies of the Rural ArwiMaZ and one extra copy of the Farmei-

yc any agricultural work valued at seventy-flve cents, postage paid.

5. For Forty, four extra copies of the Farmer, or four copies

5f the Rural Awiual and one extra copy of the Farmer, ox any

Bgricultural book valued at one dollar, postage paid.

For larger numbers, books or papers will be given in the same

proportion, unless, as is most probable, they take one of our large

Cash Premiums for the greatest number of subscribers.

W To save expense to our friends, we pay the postage on

all these works, and persons who are entitled will state what

Ihoy wish sent, and make their selections when they send orders

;

or, if their list is not complete, if wished, we will delay sending

until the club is full.

APEIL CASH PSEMITTMS
For the Greatest Number of Subscribers.

As some compensation to our numerous friends for their disin-

terested efforts in increasing the circulation of the Oenesee Farm-
er, we offer the following List of Cash Premiums for the greatest

QUDbcr of subscribers sent in after theffteenth day ofJanuary

and before the fift-eeiiUi, day ofApril. Those who took the Jan-

uary Premiums will be allowed to compete for the April Premi-

ums ; but in this case, and in all others, the lists sent in previous

to the flfleenth of January will not be counted. The premiums

«rtll be awarded -to those who send in the greatest number of sub-

scribers between January 15 and April 15, The names of the suc-

eeesful competitors, together with the number of subscribers, will

be announced in the May number, and the Premiums immediate-

ty paid. .

1. TWENTY DOLLARS, in Cash, to the person who shall
send us the largest number of subscribers (at the lowest club
price of 37>2 cents each,) ibefore the 15th day of April, 1859. (The
cffder with the money must be received, not mailed, on or before
the 15th of April.

2. NINETEEN DOJXAPvS to the person who shall send us
the second highest number, as above.

8. EIGHTEEN DOLLARS to the person who shall send us
the third highest list, as above.

4. SEVENTEEN DOLLARS to the person who shall send tis

the fourth highest list, as above.

5. SIXTEEN DOLLARS to the person who shaU send ua the
fifth highest list, as above.

6. FIFTEEN DOLLARS to the person who shaU send ns the
sixth highest list, as above.

7. FOURTEEN DOLLARS to the person who shaU send v»
the seventh highest list, as above.

8. THIRTEEN DOLLARS to the i^erson who shall send us
the eighth highest list, as above.

9. TWELVE DOLLARS to the person who shaU send us the
ninth highest list, as above.

10. ELEVEN DOLLARS to the person who shall send us (he
tentli highest list, as above.

11. TEN DOLLARS to the person who shaU send u» the
eleventh highest list, as above.

12. NINE DOLLARS to the person who shall send us th«'
twelfth highest list, as above.

13. EIGHT DOLLARS to the person who shall send us the
thirteenth highest list, as above.

14. SEVEN DOLLARS to the person who shall send us the
fourteenth highest list, aa above.

15. SIX DOLLARS to the person who shall send us the
fifteenth highest list, as above.

16. FIVE DOLLARS to the person who shall send ua the
sixteenth highest list, as above.

17. FOUR DOLLARS to the person who shall send us the
seventeenth highest list, as above.

18. THREE DOLLARS to the person who shall send us the
eighteenth highest list, as above.

19. TWO DOLLARS to the person who shall send us the
nineteenth highest list, as above.

20. ONE DOLLAR to the person who shall send us the
twentieth highest list, as above.

There is not a town in the United States where any person,

by showing his neighbors a copy of the paper and asking then?

to subscribe, might not take some of the largest of the abovi.

Premiums.
Those who do not take any of the Cash Premiums, wUl be sure

of the Specific Premiums, so that we have no blanks.

Clubs are not required to be at one Post Office, or sent to one
address. We send wherever the members of the club may desire.

Names can be added to a club at any -time.

A TWENTY-FIVE CENT PKEMItTM TO
EACH SUBSGBIBEE!

Kured Annual and G-enesee Farmer in Clnbs.

As a still greater inducement to form Cluljs, we offer the

Genesee Faemer for one year and our beautiful twenty-flve

cent book, the Rceal Annual akd Hoeticultueal Dibbo-

TOEY FOE 1S?9, in clubs of eight or upwards, at Fifty Cents the

two. In other words, for Foue Dollars we will send eig?it

copies of the Farmer for one year and eight copies of the Rukax
Annual, together with a Rural Annual for the person who
gets up the Club. For Eight Dollars we wiU send sixteen

copies of the Farmer and sixteen copies of the Rural Aknttal,

and one extra copy of each for the person who gets up the club.

Any person sending us Theee Dollars for a club of eight of

the Genesee Farmer, shall receive one copy of the Kubal
Ajtntjal for his trouble.

We send the club to one address, or write the name of each

subscriber on his paper, as requested.

Postage.—The postage on the Farmer sent to any place ia

the State of New York, paid quarterly in advance, is three cents

a year ; to any other place in the United States, six cents a ye«r.

We pay the American postage on all papers sent to the Canadas»

or any of the other British Provinces. In all cases we pay the

postage on the Eueal Annual.

Our Agents, and Competitors for the above Premiums, will

remember that our terms are always IN ADVANCE. On«
Copy, Fifty Cents a Year; Five Copies for Two Dollars;

Eight Copies lor Tdree Dollars, and any greater number at

the same rate {three shiUinys per copy.)

^^W Subscription Money may be sent by mail at my risk,

and you need not ^' reffister " the letters.

Address JOSEPH HARRIS,
February, 1858. EocnBSTBE, N. Y.
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AKE AlKLEEICAN FARMERS INTELLIGENT 1

"Some editors of affrieultural papers seem to try which
if them cau hlarnc;/ the farmers the most. One editor of

lU excellent agricultural pmpejp said, some month or two
;go, that the Americsn farmers were the most iwklligent

nd odcrpridnij of any on the globe. This, I thought, was
ike a minister of the gospel preaching to please sinners,

n order to fill the pews, because I did not think he wrote
liat he biiUeved."

The above extract is from an article in the

Country Gentleman.^ written by our respected

riend and correspondent, John Johnston. From

he fact that we entertain such sentiments, and

lave used language similar to that quoted, we pre-

ume the shot is aimed at us.

TVe beg leave to assure Mr, Johnston, that

- hough we may not always write what we believe,

I ve always believe what we write. TTe expressed

1 >ur deliberate conviction, when we wrote, " The

American farmers, as a class^ are the most intelli-

l
;ent and enterprising in the world." Is there any-

hing so improbable in this that we must be ac-

;used of blarneying our readers? Certainly we
- lad no such intention. If we consulted merely

>ur own interest in what we wrote, it would not

>e good policy to extol the American farmers at

he expense of those of other nations. Many of

)ur best and most active friends and correspond-

ints are English and Scotch, while we have thou-

iands of readers who are of foreign birth. It is as

contrary to our interest as our inclination to say

)ne word calculated to give them offence. It is

;rue that, in speaking of American farmers, we de-

signed to include all who cultivate the land in the

!K
Juited States and the British American Provinces.

Taking tliem as a whole, they are eminently dis-
'" iinguislied for their intelligence and enterprize.

The best farmers in the world, at the present

"" ;ime, are undoubtedly those of England and Scot-

and. M. dk Laveegne, an eminent French writer,

: iccords them this high position, and proves, by re-

ii iable statistics, that, notwithstanding "the supe-

:;;jiior soil and climate of France," the yield of cereal

"jrains is not half as much as that of England;

while "the average return of an English sheep

farm is six times greater than of a French one."

He states, too, that "the English cows give twice-

the milk of French cows ;" while in the produc-

tion of meat, the English farmer is still further

ahead. A well-known German writer, Stook-

HARDT, in his Chemical Field Lectures, also gives-

the English the credit of being the best and most

scientific farmers. He says :
" Let us inquire only

of English agricnlturists ; * * * let us calculate

the sums which have been expended in that coun-

try, by agriculturists themselves, with the view of

extending and deriving larger returns from chemis-

try ; and we shall not only arrive at a knowledge

of the extraordinary and viighty efforts made in

England, and the extremely slight attention paid

in Germany to chemico-agricultural oljects, but

also at the conviction that there a harvest has

already been reaped, while cautious Germany is

still debating the question whether the seeds sown

by chemists possess a germinating power or not."

The italics in the above extract are Stockhabdt's.

The point we have to determine, therefore, is

whether the English or the American farmers, as a,

class, are most intelligent and enterprising. The

question is not whether the English or the Ameri-

can farmers produce the best crops, but which are

the most intelligent and enterprising. It would be

absurd to say, because a farmer residing near a

large city obtained better crops than one more re-

mote, that therefore the one was more intelligent

than the other. "We must take into consideration

the circumstances of the two farmers— or of the

farmers of different countries— before we can

arrive at a just conclusion.

"We have had considerable acquaintance with

both English and American farmers, and are quite

satisfied that, as a whole, the Americans are the

most intelligent and enterprising. There are a

greater number of thoroughly-educated gentlemen

among the English farmers—many eminently sci-

entific men who are an honor to the profession

—
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raeu -who have few coinpeers in this or any other

country. These men, by precept and example,

have given direction to British agriculture. They

have iBtroduced many scientific improvements.

The?e improvements have been extensively and

successfully adopted by men who have no scientific

attainments. So that the high state of English

agriculture does not, necessarily, indicate a high

state of mental culture among the majority of Eng-

lish farmers. The inlluence of exatnj^h and the

force of circumstances, rather than general intelli-

gence, are the main reasons fur *.he great superior-

ity of British agriculture.

English farmers, as a class, do not read as much

as American farmers. Tlie aggregate circulation

of all the English agricultural papers is not greater

than tJiat of the Genesee Farmer alone ; and in ad-

dition to the Genesee Farmer^ we have the Albany

Cultitator, the American Agriculturist, the Ohio

Cultivator, the American Farmer, the Southern

Planter, the Southern Cultivator, the Neio Eng-

land Farmer, the Valley Farmer, the Wiscondn

Farmer, tJie Farmers' Magazine, and many others,

all old, well-established, and extensively-circulated

journals, devoted exclusively to agricultural and

liorticultural subjects; to say notliing of the week-

ly agricultural papers, such as the Country Gentle-

man, the Homestead, the Boston Cultivator, the

Kew England Farmer, the Massachusetts Plough-

man, the Priral New- Yorl-er, the Maine Farmer,

the Prairie Farmer, the Ohio Farmer, the Michi-

gan Farmer, the Rxiral American, and several

others, all of which enjoy a liberal patronage. The

sale of agricultural books, too, is nmch greater here

than in England.

We are aware that America, as yet, has produced

few ngricultural books of any great value ; but this,

80 far from indicating a lack of general intelligence

among the farmers, proves rather the great demand

for agricultural information. If poor books sell so

well, good books— containing the information

which farmers need— would sell better.

That American formers are not as well educated

as is desirable, must be admitted. Still, as a class,

they will not suffer by comparison with those of

any other nation. We are not blarneying in say-

ing this. "We have a great respect fur American

farmers, as well as for those of Canada. They

have cleared the wilderness, and made the desert

blossom as a rose. They have done well, and de-

serve the credit.

Mr. JonssTOK thinks tUe Amoriran farmers are

not intelligent and enterprising, because they have

exhausted their Imd by over-cropping.

We think it is impossible for a fanner to exhaust

his soil— that is, take out of it all, or the whole of

any one, of the elements of plants which it con-

tains. If a farmer has a field which has been

heavily manured, and he sows it with grain for a

few years, he exhausts the manure, but he dues not

exhaust the soil. New land has been heavily ma-

nured by the annual fall of leaves, etc., for centu-

ries. By a scourging system of tillage, we exhatist

this coat of natural manure, but -we do not exhaust

the soil— we reduce it to a more normal condition.

Instead of censuring the farmers of a new country

for availing themselves of the elements of fertility

accumulated in the soil, vre think they acted well

and wisely in converting them into crops which

would command the ready cash. In some cases, as

Mr. Johnston says, they may have wasted the
^

money so obtained ; but as a rule it has been ex- r

pended in improving the country— in fencing the
,,

land, in building houses and barns, in digging

canals and constructing railroads Churches,;

school-houses, academies, and colleges, all repre-

sent money dug from the soil. An indolent, igno-

rant, unenterprising race of fanners would have

let this -wealth lie dormant in the soil.

We can not but think it was well to avail our-

selves of the food of plants lying dormant in the

soil. We have now advantages for cultivating the

soil which the early settlers did not enjoy. The

soil is not as rich— the natural manure has been

perhaps exhausted, and we must now add manure

to the soil if we would grow as good croi» as for-

merly. Our agriculture is in a transition state.

Farmers may not readily adapt themselves to theii

altered circumstances. Their crops may have beet

sadly deficient for a few years; but they are now

beginning to farm better— to underdrain, keej y
more and better stock, make more and better n)a

n«re,— and in a few years, if we are not mucl

mistaken, we shall witness very great and genera

improvement.

r.e

h

Lite and Dead Weight of Hogs.—E. Cokneu
of Ithaca, N. Y., furnishes the Country Gcntlcma'i

the live and dead weight of some large hogs, oblfc;

tained at a "hog killing festival" in Groton. Fou jj

hogs, weighing alive in tlie aggregate 3,100 lbs; -^j

weiglicd when dressed 2,043 lbs. In other words
jj.

100 lbs. of live weight gave a fraction over 85 lbs '

dressed. This is an unusually high proportion o .'

dressed to live weight. If the hogs had been lee

fat, the results would not liave been so high. Tli
*

general estimate of good hogs is 80 lbs. carcass t \
100 lbs. live weight, or a deduction of one-fifth- liiio

varying less or more, according to the age, bree* 1$

and degree of fatness, of the hogs.
Jliii
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MODEL AND EXPERIMENTAL FARMS.

We learn from the Southern Fanner that there

3 & "probability that the Model Farm will le

iven, «^."

This farm is located near Petersburg, Va. It

.elongs to the Union Agricultural Society of Vir-

ginia and North Carolina, It was the first farm

)f the kind established in the United States. Its

ailure, hov,^ever much to be deplored, is nothing

nore than might have been expected.

For a few years past, there has been a very gen-

ral and praiseworthy desire, on the part of our

iiost inteUigeut formers, for sclentiiic information

a regard t© the rationale of agricultural practices,

'his desire for more definite knowledge led to a

imultaneous movement in various parts of the

Inion, in favor of the establishment of " Model and

:xperirae.ntal Fm-ms." Attempts at establishing

uch institutions were made in Virginia, Pennsyl-

auia, Massacliusetts, Michigan, New York, Mary-

md, and Iowa. We hope every one of them may

acceed, but shall not be disappointed if they all

hare the fate of the one in Virginia.

Those who originated, or have control of these

istitutions, in many cases, appear to have what

,-e regard as erroneous views of the objects of an

xperimental farm. The very name "Model and

•kcperimental Farm''^ indicates a lack of definite

leas on the subject. No farm can be both a model

nd an experimental farm. You might as well ex-

ect to have a "model" and profitable orchard of

eedling apple trees, as to have a model—that is, a

rofitable— and experimental farm. Among the

eedlings you might have two or three varieties

at are better than any yet known ; but the great

lajority would be inferior to those which have

een previously tested and recommended by expe-

ienced pomologists. So on an experimental farm,

ome of the experiments might afford better results

han the ordinary practices which have been adopt-

d by experienced farmers; but the majority of

liem must, from the nature of the case, yield re-

Iults
less favorable than the best practices at pres-

ut adopted.

The worthy superintendent of the Virginia

Model and Experimental Farm," in his report for

855, wrote as follows :
'• I will only again express

) your Board my increased and confirmed convic-

on that your experimental farm will ere long le-

ime self-sustaining if not remunerative in its re-

ilts, notwithstanding the adverse and unfavorable

pinions of many."

A small portion of a farm may be devoted to

mking experiments, and the profits on the other

portion may be sufiBcient to defray the expenses of

these experiments. But in this case the profits

must be larger than they usually are, and the ex-

periments must be such as any farmer can make—
experiments involving so little care, labor, and ex-

pense, as to be of little value.

In instituting experiments, it is assumed that we

are ignorant of the lest system of tillage, ot rota-

tion, of manuring, and of general farm manage-

ment; and the object is to discover it. To obtain

this information, we must experiment—we must

try various systems, modes of tillage, manures, etc.

Some of these, as we have before said, may be

better than those now adopted—many of them

will be worse. These trials, too, must be made

with great care and accuracy ; they must be sys-

tematically carried on for several years, or we shall

draw from them hasty and erroneous conclusions.

Such experiments cause serious interruptions to

the general business of the farm, besides involving

much extra expense and labor. A good experi-

mental farm, therefore, can not be a profitable one.

It is vain to expect it. The agricultural papers o'

England and this country have commented on tiie

fact that the experimental farm near Dublin, Ire-

land, has entailed serious loss on its managers.

But such a result should excite no surprise. The

justly celebrated experiments at Rothamsted, which

have done so much to increase our knowledge of

agriculture,' have cost Mr. Lawes, for many years,

from $10,000 to $15,000 per annum. Boussijtg-

atjlt's experiments in France could only have been

carried out by a milHonaire. Even the small and

worthless experiment which Liebig made on his

ten-acre farm near Geissen, cost $3,200 ;
and we

may be allowed to say that our own experiments

on c^-rn, notwithstanding the New York State Ag-

ricviltural Society were so kind as to award us their

first premium of $Y5, entailed considerable loss;

and such was also the case with the experiments

on potatoes, Chinese sugar cane, &c. In this we

were not disappointed. We never expect to see a

self-supporting experimental farm ; and the sooner

such an idea is abandoned, the better for the cause

of scientific agriculture.

The experiments which have been made on the

Model and Experimental Farm in Virginia, were

such as we might expect from an experimentjil

farm which was designed to be " self-sustaining."

Not one of them was designed to throw light on

the principles of agriculture. They have mostly

been trials of this, that, or the other guano, or

superphosphates of different manufacturers, the

value of which a good analysis would determine as

well as the most careful experiment.
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We have said that any intelligent farmer can

make— and hundreds do make—just as good ex-

periments as the managers of any " self-sustaining"

experimental farm, lie must be a sad bungler who

makes worse -vvork than is described in the follow-

ing record from the report of the superintendent

of this model farm

:

"On the nth, two acres of pea fallow were
sown, at tlie rate of IJ bushels of early purple

straw wheat per acre; and on the 12th and 13tli,

eight acres of corn laud were sown at the same rate

per acre, and witli the sanje variety of wheat. One
hundred and seventy-live ]iounds Peruvian guano
per acre were ai)i)lied to all. On the pea fallow

the guano was well harrowed in, and on the corn

land plowed under."

Now it is very desirable to ascertain whether

wheat does best after peas or after corn ; aud it is

also very desirable to learn whether guano is best

harrowed in or plowed under. But tlie above ex-

periments wijl not satisfy us on either point. If

more wheat is obtained on the pea than on the corn

ground, we shall not know whether to attribute it

to the peas or to the guano being harrowed in in-

stead of plowed under. And if more wheat is ob-

tained from the guano plowed under than from that

harrowed in, we shall be equally at a loss whether

to ascribe it to the method of applying the guano

or to the corn being a better crop to pi-ecede wheat

than peas.

In these remarks, we do not intend to censure

the superintendent of this model farm. The posi-

tion is an onerous one ; and when several persons

have a voice in the matter— each one wishing to

carry out some pet experiment of his own— the

result would be a compromise— one experiment

counteracting the other, and the whole useless.

WitEA.T A3 Food for Cattle.— John Hudson,

Esq., of Castle Acre, England, says :
" The very

low price of wheat has induced us to feed our cattle

upon wheat on a large scale, it being cheaper than

linseed cake. I never remember so large a quanti-

ty of wheat consuHied by cattle as there has been

tliis sea.'^ou, and a great deal is being made into

malt instead of barley." Mr. II. is one of the best

fanners in England, aud he tliinks that wheat at

§1.25 per bushel is not as protitable as other crops

or as feeding cattle.

CcRE forTTarts.—My hands being literally cov-

ered with warts, I tried some do^on recommended
cures, with no good effect, until I j)rocured some
muriatic acid. A few applications, with a knitting

needle, to the top of the warts, entirely removed
the whole of them in a few days, without causing

any soreiiev's or pain.— Tnos. Wood, Pennington-
viile^ Chester Co., Pa.

OKEGON AND WASHINGTON TEaSITOETES.

Few of our readers, whose attention has not been

particularly directed to the subject, have any idea

of the growing importance of these far-off Territo-

ries, in an agricultural aud horticultural point ol

view. Peopled, as all new countries are, by an in-

dustrious, independent, thinking, aud intelligent

population, they have quickly caused the valleys

and the hill-sides to bud, blossom, and bear fruit

abundantly, richly rewarding the husbandman for

his toil and privation. It is not a light labor to fell

and remove the massive forests, construct dwell-

ings, out-houses, highways, school-houses, and

churches ; and yet the hardy pioneers of these dis-

tant regions have nobly accomplished their work.

The soil aud climate of Oregon appears to be

well adapted to fruit-growing, and much attention

has been given to that subject. Nurseries have

been planted in many places, so that a supply of

choice trees is readily obtained, and every facility

afforded for extending and developing the horticul-

tural capacities of the country. Applet, pears,

peaches, plums, and grapes, as well as the small

fruits, flourish well, often growing to a size that to

us seems nearly fabulous.

A correspondent, remitting for a club of subscri-

bers from Salem, Oregon, remarks

:

"Notwithstanding the Frazer River gold hum-
bug has passed over the land during the past sum-
mer, agricultural matters look more promising than

ever before in Oregon. Our people have been

afflicted with 'gold fever ' so often, they take it as

our friends in the Western States do the 'ague aud
fever'— shake a little aud go to work again.

"There is an average crop of grain raised this

year, price from $1.00 to $1.50 per bushel. The
apj)le crop is about the same as last year. Price

eight to fifteen cents per lb. for the grafted sort^-.

Planting more trees, chiefly late winter apples, and

sowing grass seeds, seem to be the le;)ding branches

of Oregon farming at present."

A glance at the market reports for November

shows flour dull at eight to ten dollars per barrel,

butter worth thirty-five cents per pound, and eggs

the same price per dozen. Boots, shoes, slieetinps,

drillings, etc., were reported scarce and higli.

Short supplies and high prices are incident to a

new country distant from large cities and destitute

of any considerable number of manufactories; but

we may soon expect to hear that the mountain

streams, on their way to the Pacific, have been

harnessed to thousands of water-wheels for manu-

facturing purposes, and that the valleys and hill-

sides resound with the hum of honest industry,

rendering these thriving Territories fit members of

this confederacy of States.
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TTffM-p AND ITS CITLTIVATION,

At the suggestion of a

Canadian correspondent

wlio desires information

upon hemp and hemp-

growing, with a view of

substituting that crop

for wheat, we have de-

voted some time to col-

kting and condensing

the information Avithin

our reach, not having

any practical knowledge

or suggestions applicable

to the case,

•Ilemp {Cannabis sati-

ra) is an important crop,

and has been extensively

cultivated for years in diiferent paits of Europe and

in some of the United States. Russia ranks first in

its production, as well as in th-e quality of the staple

grown. It has been successfully, though we think

aot very profitably, gi-own in some counties in

England. Judging from the climate and soil of

Ilussia, we Should think there would be little difli-

culty in growing hemp in Canada "West, or any of

the range of country in that latitude. In Russia,

tlie great bulk of the crop is growii in small patches

by the peasants— an evidence that its cultivation

3 not difiicult.

A soil that would be suitable for flax would be

proper for hemp ; and as the latter is a rank, strong-

growing plant, it will probably succ-eed well even

on soils that are not as fine and thoroughly pulver-

ized as those usually devoted to flas. Good, fair,

well-manured soils, even those somewhat clayey,

as well as old meadows, rich alluvial and even re-

claimed muck-beds, are adapted to its growth. A
:rass or clover sod, fall plowed, and then re-plowed

n the spri-ng, is best for it. It does not succeed

i,rell on new land. As it roots deep when well

L.'rc>wn, the soil should be made deep and well

iroken.

Early sowing is recommended as producing the

)est crop. After danger from severe frosts is

massed, seeding may be performed, and continued

IS late as the first of June. In this section, from

ist of May to June 10th would probably be the

lesirable time. "Where large amounts are grown,

t would be preferable to sow at different periods,

m accout of convenience in harvesting.

Much care is required in the selection of seed, as

t is liable to heat unless spread thin and well taken

ore of until wanted. The seed of the previous

year's crop is preferable. Erom a bushel to a

bushel and a half is used to the acre, according to

the soil, and many recommend two bushels, think-

ing the lint is better. While it is important that

the grouiid should be all occupied, it is injurious to

have too thick agrowth, as a part wil thus become
smothered after it has drawn much of the fertility

from the soil, to the detriment of the balance of

the crop. The seed is sown broadcast when a crop

of hemp is the object, but succeeds best in drills

when a crop of seed is desired. After sowing, the

ground is either harrowed or plowed to cover the

seed. On old ground,, plowing in the seed succeeds

best, as it is less liable to be injured by rains and

the baking of the earth. Rolling the ground after

seeding, is recommended as very useful. As the

crop covers the ground so closely as to prevent the

growth of^rass or weeds, no further attention will

be necessary until it is ready f&r hai'vesting.

The proper period, for cutting is usually from

three to three and a half montiis after sowing,

when the leaves become of a yellowish hue, if it

•stands a week or so longer, it does not rot so even-

ly, and i-equires more labor m Ix'eakmg. Some stall

practice pulling the crop, though in the United

States it is now almost universally cut, which

should be as close to the ground as possible. Cut-

ting up is done with an instniment similar to that

used in cutting corn.

Whether cut or pulled, the plants are laid on the

ground, keeping the butts even, where it lays two

or three days, in good weather, to dry. It is

thought a light rain, while laying on the ground, is

beneficial in assisting the falling of the leaves,

which should be removed before the hemp is taken

up. This is done by binding in small hand bandies,

and setting them up in shocks similar to corn.

binding the tops with a band of the same. Some

cultivators allow it to stand in the shock until the

time of rotting; others put them in convenient

stacks, where they remain a year, and sometimes

even two years, before exposing them to rotting.

By letting it i-emain so long a period, it undergoes

a sweating process, which is supposed to improve

tlie appearance and quality of the lint.

That the soil of large portions of the Northern

United States and Canada is suited to the growth of

hemp, can not be doubted ; though whether it can be

made a profitable crop, will admit of question. We
are not aware whether there is any contingency as

to the stalk coating with a good fibre, as in the case

of flax, but presume it is subject to more or less

uncertainty. Much attention has been bestowed

upon its cultivation in Kentucky and other south-
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western States, where it is a source of large profit

to the growers. The Hon. Heiojy Clay gave

much attention to its growth; and some of the

best practical hints upon growing, gathering, and

prepaiing hemp for market, are from his able pen.

There is in all parts of the country a demand for

the seed as food for hoHse birds— a demand which

requires more seed than would seem credible to one

wlio has no knowledge of the trade. This seed is

obtained mostly from Louisville or Cincinnati, and

costs there from 80 cents to $1.50 per bushel, ac-

cording to supply and demand. That enough could

bo grown in the vicinity of large towns, to supply

this want, there is no doubt; but that raising the

seed to a large extent would prove profitable, we
do not believe. Dependence would of necessity be

placed upon the sale of the fibre prepared for mar-

ket. Upon the manner of rendering hemp market-

able, some detail will not be out of place.

There are two modes of rotting hemp, though

<in]y that of dew-rotting is practiced to any consid-

erable extent in this country. This is accomplished

by spreading the hemp on the ground, as flax is

spread for the same purpose. This may be done in

autumn or in the spring. Mention is made of win-

ter-rotting hemp by spreading it in December, in

which case, with northern farmers, it would re-

main out all winter ; and some strongly recommend
this course. As it would not be gathered before

September probably, it would in moat cases be

nearly impossible to dew-rot the crop before spring.

Where winters are less severe, the rotting may be

best performed during those months. Winter-

rotted hemp has a brighter color than that rotted

in the fall. How the case would stand with spring-

rotting, we can not say. After the crop is spread,

for which grass lands are best, the length of time

necessary to complete the rotting will depend upon

the temperature and degree of moisture that pre-

vails. In a wet warm spell, five or six weeks will

bo enough time. If allowed to remain too long,

the fibres lose some of their strength ; and if taken

up too soon, they are not so easily separated from

the woody part, and the hemp will be harsh and

coarse. To determine when the hemp is ready to

take up, a handful is dried, broken, and partially

dressed out; and as soon as the woody part is

easily separated, and the fibres are soft and silky,

the whole should be taken up and placed in shocks,

or, what is better, stored in sheds until the time of

breaking. Hemp should never bo taken up when
it is wet, as the fibre will adhere more closely to

the wood and the whole is more liable to become
tangled and marred, and the hemp, when broken,

will be rougher and harsher. It is taken up with

rakes constructed for the purpose ; and to be done

to the best advantage, requires two or three hands

to work together. If it is designed to break and

dress immediately, it may be leaned against the

fence, and exposed to sun and air.

Breaking can not be done in wet or moist

weather. In the hemp districts, February and

March are the best months. The work is per-

formed out of doors, with a large fire in the vicin-

ity, which not only keeps the operator warm but

dries the stalks and facilitates the operation. The

brake in use is similar to that for breaking flax,

only somewhat longer and larger. It consists of

two jaws, with slits in each. The under one has

three slats, and is immovable. The upper one has

but two, which play down between the under ones.

The upper jaw is worked by the right hand, the

operator holding the bunch of hemp in the left,

turning and adjusting it, until the woody part has

been broken up and fallen through the brake.

With a brake of necessary size, it is no easy task to

operate. A good hand, it is said, will not average

more than 80 to 100 pounds per day, though some

more expert have made 150 to 200 pounds. It is

generally tied up in bundles at the brake, and sent

thus to market, leaving the future process of pre-

paration to the manufacturer. Sometimes it is

scutched by the grower, which is a process similar

to that known among the early settlers as the

swingling of flax^— a pi'ocess not necessary to be

described.

Hemp is used for so many purposes that there

can, we thinkj be very little diflBculty in finding a

market for all that may be produced ; and growers

will do well to remember that those bundles rotted

and prepared with the most care, will command

the best prices. The range of prices in years past

has been from three to eight dollars per hundred,

the general average being not far from five dollars,

at which price it is said to compensate well the

grower, and be as profitable as most farm crops.

The quantity produced from an acre varies from

600 to 1,000 pounds, according to fertility, good

cultivation of the soil, and the season. After

reaching six feet, each foot in height to which it

grows is claimed to add 100 pounds per acre to tlie

crop— as, eight feet high, 800 pounds; ten ieet,

1,000 pounds. It produces from 20 to 40 bushels

of seed per acre, when planted in drills and prop-

erly cultivated, and has often yielded 50 to 60 bush-

els on very fertile soil. Choice hemp seed, suitable

for sowing, is frequently worth $3 to $6 per bush.

The best quality of hemp is that known as water-

.
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rotted, Trhich is accomplislied by its immersion in

water until the woody part can be easily broken up

and removed by the breaking process. To be suc-

cessful, this should be performed in warm weather,

September being considered the best month. As

at that season much sickness prevailed at the

South and "West, which it was believed was in-

creased by exposure and the malaria arising during

tlie rotting, the practice was very generally discon-

tinued. It has, however, been done in the early

part of winter and in spring; and such hemp, at

the price paid by government for Russia, is worth

$250 to $275 per ton.

Probably some of the readers of the Genesee

Furmer have an experimental and practical knowl-

edge with wliich they can favor those who are

seeking information on this subject.

CULTIVATION OF HOPS.

The constantly increasing demand for hops, not

only for home consumption but for exportation,

renders any well-considered facts in regard to their

cultivation and subsequent preparation for market,

a subject of more than passing interest to the

American farmer.

SECTION OF A nop VIXB.

The hop {Eumulus l/upulm) is supposed to have

been a native of England, where it was found in

hedge rows and waste places. It has been much
improved by cultivation and the production of new
varieties from seed.

The land best adapted to growing hops is that

which is naturally dry, deep, and rich, and which

should be made mellow by good culture. Fields

gently sloping to the north and east are preferable,

as the hop is injuriously aflfeoted by the extremes

of temperature, and the heat of the sun at noon-

day. Rolling land is less liable to blight than flats,

hollows, and valleys.

It is the practice in Europe to trench hop grounds

two and a half to three feet deep ; but in this coun-

try the plow, and occasionally the subsoil plow

with the other, is made to perform the work of

preparation. Old meadows are good sites for hop-

yards, if favorably located. These should be fall-

plowed as deeply as possible, and re-plowed and

thoroughly worked in the spring. Lime is often

added, not only as an auxiliary to the crop, but for

the destruction of worms that sometimes remain in

the sod. Hop-grounds are in no danger of being

made too rich, and should be highly manured be-

fore planting. The hop-field should either be on

land so dry as not to heave in winter, or else well

drained.

Hop-plauts are set in rows, for convenience in

after-culture. These rows should be from seven to

eight feet apart each way, that there may be room

to cultivate the ground and allow the vines to grow

strong and bear well. Cuttings from well-estab-

lished roots are used for planting, and are generally

taken oif in the preparation of the field for spring

growth. These are sold at from 25 cents to $1 per

bushel, of which four bushels are required to plant

au acre. It is the practice to put five pieces of

root four or five inches long in each hill— one in

the middle, and the other four pieces about two

inches from it, on each side.

The hop-plant is not what is botanically termed

perfect, the staminate and pis^tillate flowers being

borne on diflTerent plants, which renders it neces-

sary to intermingle the male with the female plants,

which bear the crop, in putting out a field. They

should occur as often as every tenth hill, with the

addition of some extra hills on the side from which

blow the prevailing winds.

The first year, the soil between the rows should

be well worked, and may be planted to potatoes or

beans, or even corn ; but the latter growing taller,

shades the vines and retards their growth. The

necessary cultivation of the beans will be no more

than the hops require, and will do something to-

ward paying for the use of the land, and the ma-

nure which should be applied will be beneficial to

the hops as well as to the beans.

The vines put out the first year should be trained

to poles ; and if the plantation was of roots instead

of cuttings, they will bear some hops. After the

vines have died down in the fall, cut them ofl:' and

cover the crown of the hill with some earth and

leaves, to secure it from injury by the severe win-

ter frosts.

The second year, the soil will require digging

over as early in spring as the weather will permit,

mixing in a good top-dressing of some fertilizer.
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For tins pnrpo?e, decayed barn-yard manure, vege-

table mold, gnano, ground bones, woolen rags and

waste, are used. The hills are opened and pruned

of all runners or cuttings and old vines. The cut-

ting oil eliould be between the crown and first

joint, as from this j'oint come the most fruitful

vines. If cut off too low, the vines will be weakly

;

and if too high, they grow strong, hollow, and un-

productive. While performing this pruning is a

good time to work in a top-dressing of rotten ma-

nure, of which the growing vines will stand in need.

The hills are now ready for setting the poles.

These, where practicable, should be of cedar, or

some other light wood, not less than twelve feet

long, and as much more as convenient, up to

twenty. The most experienced hop-growers use

two and some even three poles to a hill. The poles

should be set firmly in the ground, the taller ones

on the windward side of the field, particularly those

to which the male plants are trained. After set-

ting the poles, the ground should be plowed out

both ways, and cultivated, so as to insure freedom

from grass and weeds. As the vines commence

running, two good strong ones should be trained

to a pole and the remainder cut away, so as not to

interfere with the growing crop. The field will

require hoeing two or three times during the sea-

con, and such vines as get loose or do not climb

well, should be tied fast. Often the leaves are

stripped off to the height of two feet from the

ground, the better to admit air and sunshine.

The hop has its enemies, the most troublesome

of which is the tcire-worm or grub in the root.

These are destroyed by digging into the hill and

killing them. They are trapped by burying slices

of potato or turnip near the hill, on which they

gatljer, and may be uncovered and killed. There

are several varieties of the hop-worm, also the

caterpillar, flea beetle, hop-aphis, and other insects,

that prey upon the leaves and vines. Lime and

unleached ashes are good preventives, and birds

and injects are efficient helps in their destruction,

and should rather be encouraged tlian driven aw.iy.

Careful attention and good culture will do much to

overcome all these obstacles.

Picking and curing the hops are important ope-

r-ations. When they liave a general appearance of

ripeness, indicated by a brown color, hard seed,

and becoming close and firm, they should be picked

with all possible despatch. Picking should com-

mence near the male plants, wliore the hops are

ripest. The vines are cut off at the root, the poles

taken up and laid on some frames, so as to be up

from the ground and convonieut to the picker.

While picking, several baskets or light boxes should

be at hand, and the hops assorted as they are taken

from the vines. Picking should bo done early

enough to secure the hops from fi-ost ; and tlie

sooner done after commencement, the more profit-

able. As fast as gathered, they should be removed

to the dry-house, where they are spread on a floor

prepared for the purpose, with a moderate heat

underneath, and dried, care being taken to hj»ve

them of a uniform and light color. Sulphur is

sometimes used to give a better and more uniform

color, but its use can not be reconmiended. From
the dry-house they go into sacks, into which they

should be closely packed to exclude air. Good sacks

are preferable to thin ones, and some dealers paint

them the more effectually to exclude air.

Much more might be said, and profitably said,

upon this subject; but for the present this must

sufiice. Perhaps some experienced hop-growers

can impart additional and better information to our

readers. Will they commuicate the result of their

practical experience.

EEMOVING BOOTS AND BUSHES FEOM LA2«D.
i

It often occurs, in clearing up a field, that there

are many small roots of trees or shrubs which it is

difficult to remove, and which are very much in

the way if allowed to remain. This is especially

true in clearing some of the oak openings or tim-

bered prairies at the West,, and also removing the

roots of alders and other small trees from low

grounds which it is desirable to bring into cultiva-

tion. To facilitate this labor, use is made of an

implement known as a root puller, which may be

readily understood by the accompanying engraving.

HOOT FULLER.

They are constructed of great strength, of the best

quality of iron, and perr)rated at the end so that .1

chain can be hooked in. These prongs readiiy

grapple under the roots of grubs, small trees, &c.,

and render their removal less difficult than by any

other process. They may be constructed by any

expert blacksmith, or obtained at the agricultural

warehouses.
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NOTES FOR THE MONTH. — BY S. W.

The Sorghum sAccnAKATUM.— There is no loug-

fr a doubt that the North China sugar cane is a

great contribution to the agriculture of the Indian-

corn-growing regions of our country. True, the

seeds are not to be depended on when grown north

of Kentucky ; but as it takes but a quart or two
of seed to plant an acre, it may be easily procured

of southern growth at small expense, from seed-

stores. It is a much hardier plant, though of slow-

er early growth, than the Indian corn plant ; bears

more frost ; and may be successfully transplanted

when not over thi-ee inches high. For soiling cat-

tle and horses, it is better than green corn-stalks

;

but when kept for winter fodder, it sours even in

etook in the field, where corn-stalks keep sweet.

In proof of the adaptation of the sorghum to a
northei'n climate, I have a letter from Waupacca
county, North Wisconsin, stating that much valua-

ble sweetening had been made there from the cane,

last fall— a great treat to the poor farmers in that

newly-settled region, who clubbed together and got

up a cheap wooden mill to grind the canes.

The Tmphee, contributed by Leopold Weay, from
South Africa, (Sorgho des Caffres, Fr.,) has never

come within my notice ; but the Bulletin (CAccli-

mation of Paris tells us that it is grown in the

French Antilles for its forage and very nutritious

seeds, and that it is more of a cereal grass than the

China cane, the seeds being so full of starch as to

be substituted for rice by the plantation coolies.

Rust o«r "Wheat Stalks.—E. S. Bartlett, a very
observing farmer who rejoices on a fine large farm
on the Soaeca lake shore in Romulus, avers that he
has provvd beyond controversy that the rust on
wheat is caused by honey dew ; and that, strange

as it may eeem, this dew never descends in the eve-

ning or iMring night, but only in calm, dry, hot
weather; and then at or a little after mid-day.
Several ) ears ago, when in the midst of his wheat
harvest, ^.-n a hot, dry, calm day, when he broke
off cradli ig at 12 o'clock to go to dinner, the wheat
stalks we/e very dry, as there had been no rain in

many dajs, and the sun was uncommonly powerful.

On retuniing from dinner with his men, they were
astonitihed to find the wheat stalks dripping wet
with a sweetish fluid that ran from the point of the

cradle sc/the when held up. There were several

tall ash trees in the field, whose leaves were wet,
while the wheat growing under them was dry.

Before night the wheat stalks were covered with a

dry red rust, which was precipitated into a floating

powder as the scythe struck them. This rust did

no dam&ge to the now ripened grain, as it probably
would have done had it come a fortnight earlier on
the green stalks. There can be no doubt but that

Mr. B. and his men witnessed this phenomenon.
Has anybody else ever witnessed the same ?

Corn Fodder.—Jos. "Wright has kept 50 horses
in fine order all winter on corn stalks very finely

cut by steam power. A little Indian meal is

sprinkled on the cut and moistened mass. He
thinks this feed is a saving of one-half over hay and
oats. The large stalks of the Ohio dent corn are
preferred to the smaller stalks of the flint corn, for

they retain their sugar much better, as the animals
testify in the avidity with which they devour the
fine cut mass even without the meal. But Mr. W.
says corn fodder that has ripened no cereal crop

will fatten horses without the aid of meal ; hence
it is hereafter to be one of the standard crops on
his matchlessly-improved domain.
Fattening Hogs.—Here is a farmer who has 700

bushels of corn to sell at 75 cents per bushel— the
present cash price. He boasts that his eleven large

hogs only eat the unsaleable soft corn, which would
have been a dead loss but for the hogs. "Would it

not have been better for this farmer to have planted
all his corn before the first summer month had half
run out, so as to fatten his hogs on hard, ripe corn,
boiled to make it soft, or ground and boiled w ith

small potatoes, pumpkins, carrots, etc.? Then half
the number of bushels would have fattened his hogs,

and he would have had the balance to sell at the
present high price.

Waterloo, 2^. Y., Feb., 1830.

CORN FOR EXPORT.

Eds. Genesee Farmer : — " "When an American
farmer sells corn, it must be for exportation to

England." Thus infers Dr. Lee for a writer in the
Marh Lane Express. No one but the Doctor would
"draw" such " an inference." In that respect, he
is more than a " match" for the rest of mankind,
and the " horse" beside.

The Doctor says :
" It is the business of the pur-

chaser of corn for foreign consumption, to see that

it is sufficiently dry to keep sound during a sea

voyage." This would be a diflicult matter, if corn,

when offered for sale, should contain " about twen-
ty per cent, of water." Moreover, some persons do
not fully understand the nature and property of the

article they purchase. Is it the privilege of sellers

to take advantage of the ignorance of buyers, to

gain by their loss ?

Again he says :
" It is not enough to dry corn

perfectly" " to have it keep well in a common gran-

ary at home, and much less in a hot ship's hold."

"What makes a ship's hold hot ? If corn be per-

fectly dried and put into a dry ship's hold, it may
be taken to England, and delivered in good condi-

tion ; or, if need be, I believe it may be returned

in good condition without breaking bulk. It may
be presumptions to doubt the Doctor's knowledge
on this point, but I certainly do. Not being a corn-

dealer, however, I shall not try the experiment

suggested, unless he will furnish the corn, and pro-

cure a suitable place to dry it. I would al«o ask,

Is it necessary to occupy the whole summer in

taking a ship to England ?

Suppose what is said, by Dr. Lee, in relation to

corn being "dried once, or ten times," to be rea-

sonable—which is not conceded— is it reasonable

to leave " twenty per cent, of water" in it, because,

if expelled, it would be again absorbed in an indefi-

nite time ?

The matter may be thus stated : Dr. Lee says

:

"When farmers sell corn soon after it is ripe, there

is considerable gain in not keeping it long to shrink

and dry in weight." The writer in the MarTc Lane
Express probably having seen large quantities of

that grain in an almost worthless condition, which

had been shipped from America, doubts the policy

of recommending the advantage, as a matter of

gain, of seUing it in an unsound state. Dr. Lee
writes a captious article in reply, containing little

or nothing to the point. He frivolously carps at
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an accidental solecism, when tlie sense is obvious.

The idea, involved in his remark, that "almost any

American school-boy might teach John Bull," is

tt>o stale to be witty. His gratuitous advice to

Englishmen to " visit the United States and put up

corn and meal," may pass lor what it is worth.

Rocheetery jfT. T., /Wy, 1S09. JOUN BKADFIKLD.

CTTLTIVATION OF BAHLEY.

Fob several years, since the wheat crop became

so uncert-ain, much barley has been grown, with

varied success in difterent localities and on diversi-

fied soil. Inquiry is often made for the best man-

ner of growing the crop, land best suited for it,

and many other details. TTe know of no better

way to give answers than by extracts from the let-

ters of practical farmers who have favored us with

their experience in growing the crop.

A good rich loam is best for barley. Land that

will produce twenty to thirty bushels of spring

wheat will generally produce from forty to fifty of

barley.

The best method of cultivation is to plow the

land in the fall, either sward or corn ground, and,

as soon as the land is dry enough in the spring,

cultivate it thoroughly; then sow not less than
three bushels of clean two-rowed barley per acre.

Harrow it in thoroughly, then roll it down, and
you have no more trouble with it until most of the

heads are turned, when it shoi;ld be mowed and
raked into winrows with hand-rakes, and cocked
up about the size of common hay cocks. If the
weather is good, they will cure out in five or six

<lay3, r»»ady for the mow or thi'eshing machine. If

the weather is wet, it will be necessary to open the

cocks. It must be well cured and dry when put
into the mow, otherwise it will heat and injure the

grain. Save all the straw, which, if cut in season
and well cured, is worth more per ton than poor
hay. n. e. tatloe.
Ba^ Itodinan^ Jfff. Co., K Y.

Ix respect to the selection of seed, there are two
varieties, the four-rowed and the six-rowed. The
four-rowcd is generally preferred for the reason
that it is stiffer in the straw, and hence not so apt
to lodge or fall down with rain storms. It has also

another advantage: the grain is larger, rounder,
and more plump, and, as a matter of course, weighs
more to the bushel. The six-rowed barley differs

from the four-rowed in one very essential point,

viz., it is eight or ten days earlier, and that is a
very decided advantage, inasmuch aa the saving of
a week would in some cases amount to the saving
of the crop, by enabling it to mature before the ex-
cessive heat and droutli in the last weeks of July,
which sometimes dries up the straw and prevents
the grain from tilling.

In the selection of land, it is an invariable rule
that dry, warm, gravelly or loamy land, is best;
but it is a more difficult matter to judge of what
l>articular condition or strength to Jiave the land.
If land in too high condition should be sowed to
barley, and a wet, warm summer, should happen
to follow, the result would probably be only half a

crop, because in all likolihood it would lodge and
take a second growth. Land in good medium con-
dition—say after a crop of corn or potatoes which
has been manured with unfermented manure— is

well adapted to tlie crop. Let it be merely ridged
up in fifteen feet ridges in the fall, and as soon as

the land is dry in the spring, let a double or even
a single-horse cultivator be run through it. Sow
the barley on or as near the first of iifay as the
weather will permit, and harrow the ground thor-

oughly, and in nine cases out of ten tlie crop will

be good. ANDREW WILSON.
Fre.icoit, C. W.

^ —

LETTER FROM JOHN JOHDISTON.

Eds. Genesee Faemee:— I am feeding five hun-
dred sheep this winter. They are fat now. Am
feeding largely of oil-cake meal, as usual. I also

feed eleven good cattle, with which I have been
experimenting a l-ittle, and have some facts put to-

gether, which are at your service.

Fact First.— I bought six steers, over five years
old, in fair condition, that had never been fed either

roots or meal of any kind. I pi:t thera to hay and
meal November 23d, tlieir weight then being from
1,175 to 1,370 lbs.— averaging 1,257. Weighed at

the end of thirty-five days, and found an average
increase of seventy-four poimds, but the two largest

ones ninety pounds each, and the two smallest only
gained Jjfty and flfty-Jive pounds each, though to

the eye they appeared to have made most fat. A
gain of ninety pounds in the first thirty-five days
stall-feeiling, seems incredible, but such is the fact.

I have long been aware that the largest cattle pay
best for good feed, either in summfer or winter, but
was not prepared to find such a difterence. They
were all fed alike, and in stalls, so that each got
the same quantity of meal.

Fact Second.—I put up two steers, rising of four

years old, quite fat, gi-ade Devons, Aveighing at the

time 1,150 and 1,220 lbs. Gain in thirty-five days
only twenty and thirty lbs., the smallest gaining

least. From this it would appear that it is unprof-

itable to feed cattle after they arc really fat.

Fact Third.— I put up two steers, rising of four

years old, and lean, but good common stock, weigh-
ing when put up 1,180 and 1,300 lbs. Gain in

thirty-five days, 62^ and 75 lbs., the smallest gain-

ing least. I also put up a heifer, rising three years,

weight 1,025 lbs. Gain in thirty-five days, 55 lbs.

She is of fine bone and horn, long in the body,
broad on the loins, grade Durham, lays on fat very
fast. There was no Durham or Hereford blood in

any of the others. I should be pleased to know if

any of those aristocratic breeds put on over ninety
pounds increase in the first thirty-five days of stall-

feeding.

Fact Fourth.— I have found that cattle fed on
hay and meal, and weighing from 1,230 to 1,400
pounds, if weighed at four o'clock P. M. and then
shut up from food and water until next morning at

eight o'clock, will shrink from 45 to 50 pounds.
This is much more than I cxi)ected. I find that

sheep weighing from 120 to 130 pounds, shut up
the same length of time, shrink only three pounds.
This is less than I expected. I intend to weigh
again at the end of thirty-five days, and if oficring

anything worthy of note, you sliall hear of it.

Kiar Geneva, K. T,, Jan. 7, 1S59. JOHiT JOHNSTON.
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A WORD MOEE ON BAEN-YAEDS.

Messes. Editoes:— The comments of " B." on a

skort article in the July number of last year, on

the construction of barn-yards, has once more
" stirred me up to the subject." He stated that he

would not then attempt to give a better plan.

Thinking that he might do so at some future time,

I have deferred writing, waiting to see what might

be offered; but as nothing has appeared, I have

concluded to add a few more words on the subject

myself.

The plan proposed was to make the yard in such

a manner that no water could run out of it. The
objectien was, it would not be practicable ; but if

so, would be too wet and miry. With a small yard,

and buildings without conductors at the eaves, or

if water from the surface of the ground adjacent

should run into it, the objection would be a good

one ; but these circumstances are not generally be-

yond the control of the farmer. As our ideas ex-

tend on this subject, why not extend, if necessary,

tke area of the yard? Move back the fence and
straw-covered sheds, and make sufBcient room, so

that the large basin in the center or at one end

will not incommode either man or beast. The
buildings should be spouted, and water on the out-

side prevented from running into the yard. Then
what falls directly from the clouds into it would
be absorbed by the strawy portion of the manure
or run into the hollow of the yard. The main part

of the yard should be nearly level, but with suffi-

cient inclination toward the center, so that the sur-

plus water would settle into it. If the soil is sandy

or porous, the reservoir should be bedded with

stone and clay. A yard constructed in this man-
ner would not only save tiiat rich portion of the

manure which is so frequently lost, but it would
also be far more comfortable for stock than one

where, in a rainy time, tlie water, doubting whicli

way to go, runs about, forming dirty puddles all

over the yard, but finally "clears out," taking, like

a thief, what don't belong to it.

The writer has no model yard as yet, but he in-

tends to make one before long ; and if at any time,

when crossing it, he should sink, legs, body, and
axras, up to the chin, as he gazed around upon the

hungry upland he would consider himself on the

pinnacle of hope ratlier than in the "slough of de-

spond." Such a catastrophe would give one some
idea of the amount of manure in store, and of the

value of one's individual self as an article in the

world of manures. After due reflection, and hav-
ing fully defined his position, he would halloo to

the boys to come and cai't him out; and wherever
he might roll and shake himself, there would no
doubt be luxuriant crops for many years to come.
When a yard is small, and can not be enlarged

on account of permanent sheds, a reservoir should
be made on the outside. It should be water-tight

and covered. In it should be placed absorbent
earth, which, when saturated with the liquor of

the yard, would be excellent manure. Draw out
and replenish as often as circumstances require.

Without the earth, the .contents of the pit might
be drawn out and distributed over the fields by a
watering cart. Where loam or muck could be ob-
tained, without drawing it too great a distance, I

should prefer the former course. It may be said

by some that such a practice is attended with con-

siderable labor and expense. It is true ; but I be-
lieve it would pay. In no branch of their business
do farmers practice more false economy than in the
management of their manure. All concede its

value, high praise i-s bestowed upon it, "it is the
life of the farm," "an inestimable treasure," "a
gold mine." But "what's in a name?" Manure
witliout the essence is like a man without princi-

ple— of little use for any place. If farmers in this

section would raise money on the end of wheat
straw, they must not only sow an early variety of
wheat, but they must sow it early, and also save
and apply to the land that liquid and richer portion
of manure which now so generally runs to waste.

Adams's Basin, 2\^. Y. J. A.
1^ I ti —

LARGE vs. SMALL HOGS FOR FEEDEfG.

Editoes Gbnesee Faemee:—An article in your
November number of last year requests such of

your subscribers as have tried both the large and
small breeds of hogs, to give their experience in the

premises. Having had somewhat of a costly expe-

rience, I give it for what it is worth ; and if one

farmer shall thereby be enabled to save what I

have lost, I shall be amply repaid for the trouble of

writing this article.

In the spring of 1855, I procured from Illinois

some thorough-bred Suffolk hogs of the Stickney

stock. This is the most popular breed of sra.ill

hogs in the United States, and I confidently expect-

ed a rapid improvement in ray hogs. Some of the

half-bloods made fine hogs, but the three-quarter-

bloods were beautifully less. The full-bloods raised

were pretty little hogs, but slow of growth^ and so

very delicate that I lost more than half of them
after they were weaned. Some got so badly frost-

bitten that they died, some had the quinsy, and

some died without any known cause.

In September, 1857, I had a litter of about 35

three-quarter-bloods. They were well housed,

bedded with leaves, and, with the sows, had all the

corn they would eat through the winter, and well

fed through the summer, with the run of good

clover pasture. Not wishing to be the laughing

stock of the neighbors, I was determined to make
something nice out of them. But they would

neither grow nor fatten "«i a7iy a^e." Last fall I

slaughtered them the 15th of November, and the

heaviest one would not weigh 100 lbs. nett. I am
ashamed to make such a confession, but facts are

facts. I will only add that they were better fed

and cared for than any hogs I ever raised. Their

whole history is a mystery to me. My conclusion

from my experience with them is, that, being lit-

tered in the fall, and constitutionally very delicate,

and having but little or no hair onthem, they got

so chilled "through the winter that they could not

recover. I had but thirteen out cf the thirty-five

to slaughter, as the balance died through the win-

ter and summer. My -only, regret is that they did

not all die when ^they were young. This breed

having been established in a climate of much more

uniform temperature (England), I suppose renders

them unable to withstand the vicissitudes of our

climate. Gut of some four pairs brought to this

county from different parts of the United States, I

believe my experience has been as favorable as any.

You can readily infer from the above that I wm
soon satisfied with the small breed of hogs.
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Not discouraged, however, in the fall of 1857 I

procured from Pennsylvania two pairs of Chester

County Wliites. From my trial with them, I am
more than sati.slied. To my mind, they are not

only perfect models, but they possess that rapidity

of growth and vigor of constitution so essential to

the successful hog-grower. They fatten readily

while quite young, and with me they vv'ill weigh as

much again at the same age and on the same feed

as any other breed. They will weigh, at eighteen

months, with proper care, from 500 to GOO lbs. nett.

I have before me the weight of three hogs of this

breed, slaughtered on the 25th of December, 1857,

as follows: No. 1, sixteen months and nine days

old, 696i lbs. nett; No. 2, sixteen months and
.seven days, 648 lbs. ; No. 3, seventeen months and

one day, 633 lbs. Aggregate, 1,977^ lbs.

Though this is a large breed of hogs, they are

very far from being coarse. A coarse hog is to me
like any other coarse animal, unfit to breed from.

They are comparatively a fine, short-boned hog,

very long in the body, broad on the back.^ with

very short legs, head, and neck. "With me they

have been the admiration of all who have seen

them.

"When we consider that two-thh"ds of all the meat
consumed in the United States is pork, acd that the

nicest care and judgment ara necessary to make
pork-raising a profitable business, we see the im-

portance of eecruring the best breed of hogs ; and I

believe that it is the duty of those farmers who
have ti-ied the diflferent breeds, to give their expe-

rience, unbiased by a disposition to make the most
of a bad bargain. Then the careful reader will

soon be able to select such a breed as will suit him.

This question is much easier to settle than the horse

and cattle question. In them there are so many
('qualities needed and represented, that often the

best informed are at a loss which breed to select.

Unlike them, the hog has but one purpose to fulfill,

and th*it is to make the most meat out of the least

feed. I have found the difference in feeding some
breeds of hogs as high as 800 per cent. ; and allow-

ing for the poorest hogs as much as the most invet-

erate old fogy could claim, there is yet a difference

too intolerable to be borne by any fanner— enough
to break any manufacturing company in six months.

I am fully aware that others have raised fine

Suffolks ; but T believe that if the whole truth was
known, three-fourths of them either died or turned
out worthless comparatively. All of my corres-

pondents who have tried Suffolks are dissatisfied

with them. I have never been able to devise any
course that would prevent tl>e mange on them,
while not one of my Chesters has been sick or had
a crack on them. The reason I have said so much
about the Suffolks is be<;ause they are the most
[)opular of the small breeds and are the ones I have
tried. From what I had seen, in the west, of the

large breeds, suoli as the "Woburn and Irish Grazier,

I was prejudiced against them, being coarse, long-

legged, coarse-haired, and heavy feeders; conse-

quently I tried first the small breed, and with me
they have proved sjnull Ireed indeed.

As you remark, the cheapness of good pigs, and
the ease with which they are propagated, renders
the farmer inexcusable who neglects to improve his

hogs. n. L. BROWN.
FayetU. Jlovcard Co., Mo., 1S69,

BEABING CALVES.

My method is this : Take them from the cow at

two days old, and learn them to drink new milk.

TVhen they have learned well, mix a little warmefl
skimmed milk with the new, adding more and
more until they will drink all skimmed, and that

without warming. Then I add a little sour milk,

and gradually increase the quantity until they will

ttike all sour. This they will generally do by the

time they are two or three weeks old.

I have temporary stalls in the calf-pasture, and a

separate dish for each calf; so the hoggish glutton

can not rob his more considerate and sensible

neighbor, A little trouble, with gentle treatment,

will learn each calf to know his stall as well as the
" ox." There is another advantage in tying them
up ; it makes them familiar with confinement in th9

best possible manner. I think the stalls a decided

improvement upon the long trough and club sys-

tem, to admonish tile more greedy that they have
"had their share."

Many calves are over fed for the few first weeks,
much to their detriment, in my opinion. I think

one-third or one-half of the milk of an ordinary

cow is ample feed for the first four weeks. The
quantity should then be increased, until they take

the whole of one cow's milk ; and if you add more
in the latter part of summer, all the better,

A calf fed with sour milk until fall, will show a
decided improvement over the half-fed '^runt" that

was "weaned" at six weeks or two months old

;

and with equal good keep through the winter, the

well-fed one will buy a baker's dozen of tlie lean

ones, even if you succeed in getting them through

the winter.

I consider uniformity in the quantity given, and
punctuality in the time of feeding, of great impor-

tance in the successful rearing of calves.

I have tried letting a calf "run with a cow;"
but that is poor policy, I think : for if you do not

keep up high feed through the winter, you have a

miserable-looking animal in the spring ; and if you
do, you have an overgrown beast of but little prac-

tical utility,

I have been awarded the first premium on native

heifer calves twice, by the Jotferson County Agri-

cultural Society," that were fed entirely on sour

milk ; and one year there was a very large compe-
tition. If any one can raise a better calf than I

can, with less expense, let him tell how he does it.

Limerick, Jeff. Co., IT. Y. E. MAYNAKD.

UNDERDRAINING AND MAITORING AT THE WEST.

In a conversation at Mendota, the editor of the

Genesee Farmer asks: "Don't you think it would
pay better to cultivate less land and more thorough-

ly, and even to underdrain and manure a little?"

Yes ; we think it would. Our soil needs more
thorough cultivation than it receives. Almost
nothing has been done in the way of underdraining,

which is vastly more necessary than manuring. To
the western farmer, no .subject is of more vital im-

portance than underdraining. It will aid him in

gettmg in crops early in spring, increase their quan-

tity and worth, and in many instances double the

actual tillable value of the land. Through tlie past

season, almost every wheat and corn field has ha<J

some portion of wet land— too wet for the growth
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of the crop. The labor has been bestowed—plow-

ing, planting, sowing, cultivating, and hai'vesting,

—

and the reward has been a gigantic crop of weeds
in wet places, where the largest amount of grain

should have grown. Here there is a loss of labor,

seed, and crop, for the want of underdrains. Bet-

ter or more forcible arguments in favor of draining

could hardly be offered than the repetition of such

seasons as this has been, lie who can not read in

the condition of his soil in months past the necessi-

ty of carrying off surplus water, must be beyond
teaching by examples of dire necessity.

As to manuring, land devoted to corn-growing
gets pretty thoroughly manured. The stalks are

seldom cut up; the corn is picked from the hill,

and the stalks are left to the herds of cattle to be
eaten and trampled into the earth. In this manner
the supply of vegetable mold is kept up, and rather

increases than diminishes, from year to year. But
wheat, comiug in for a liberal shai'e in the rotation

of crops, with us, removes all its product from the

soil, and thus tends to impoverish it. It pays to

manure for corn with common barn-yard manure;
but the growth of straw is ample in wheat, unaided

by any such stimulant. Having never seen any
report of a trial of lime, salt, or any of the inor-

ganic fertilizers, I am not prepared to speak in re-

gard to them. It is the common opinion here that

manure is not worth the saving, and straw is almost

universally burned.

You are doubtless correct in the inference given

in your question, that it would pay better to culti-

vate less land, and do it in a more thorough, work-
manlike manner; at least, such is the opinion of

Amboy, 111., <Pct, 1S5S. W. II. GAEDNEE.

FENCE POSTS.

Messrs. Editors :—In the January number of the

{^enesee Farmer., I see an inquiry, by E. Morton,
about fence posts, and without hesitation say that

neither top nor bottom of wooden posts should be
set in the ground. Nature never designed that

wood should be inserted in the earth. Earth should
come in contact with earthy material ; and then
there is very slow, if any, decay. I have thought
upon this subject, and have experimented, and from
the brick material I have cast and dried several

fence posts 6 ft. long and 5 by 5 and 2 by 5 in.

Owing to my not having the conveniences for burn-
ing, I have never burned any; but experienced
men say that there is not the least difficulty, if a

furuace is of sufficient height to have them stand

on end during the process of burning. If the tem-
perature is raised to the melting point of silex, the

aluminum of the clay will be fused, and the cai'bon

of the wood or coal will enter and form a substance

as hard as the hardest stone— impervious to water
and unaffected by time. Provision can be made, in

the process of manufacture, to pass bolts through,

the post, board, and cleet to be secured Avith nut
and screw. Good boards put on in this way I

think would last thirty to fifty years, and the posts

for ever. A person having a sterile clay upon his

farm, fit for no agricultural purpose, could make
them as cheap as good wooden posts could be
bought, or cheaper. If this is a new idea, I think

that sooner or later it will be valuable.

Moscow, Uv. Co., K Y. WM. LYMAN,

SHEEP HACK— RTJEAL ANNUAL FOR 1859.

Messrs. Editors:— In looking over ihQ Rural
Annual for 1850, I notice an engraving and de-
scription of a sheep rack, very good, but I believe
that there is a better. The objection to this rack
is the v^Tint of shelter for the sheep. According to
the experience of numerous writers (given in the
various volumes of the Genesee Farmer) and of my-
self, it does not pay to feed sheep in any kind of
rack out of doors. Make the racks in any conve-
nient mode, so that the hay will not get under the
feet of the sheep ; but be sure to have the racks,
sheep and all, under good sheds ; and there will be
more wool and mutton, and less hay and grain
necessary to its production.

The above is the only fault (if fault it may be
called) in the Anniml for 1859, saving and except-

ing the fault of being written on the plan of the
celebrated Sam Weller's valentine. I assure you
that I did " vish there vas more." As to the good
qualities of the Annual, I can only say that they
are "too numerous to mention;" and it it should
be read by every man, woman, and child, in the
State, it would only be doing the good which it

was intended to do. d. a, a. nichols.

Improvement of Sheep.—Your correspondent

J. 0., on the 19th page of the January number of
your excellent paper, says :

" As far as my experi-

ence goes, the most profitable sheep are of no breed.

Buy poor and inferior ewes," &c. ; and sets forth

the doctrine that in cross-bred sheep the first cross

is the best. Some years ago, I commenced the use

of Leicester bucks, obtained from the excellent

flock of J. Beoadt, with ray common ewes, with
the following results. As a rule, the best CAve

brought the best lamb ; and as I went on from year

to year, the lamb which had the most Leicester

blood was the best. Now I have them that will

compare favorably with many called thorough-bred.

According to my experience, if you wish a flock of

good mutton sheep, get the best common ewes, use

good Leicester bucks, avoid in-and-in breeding, pay
no attention to the old maxim that the first cross is

best, sheker and feed well, and proper time will

accomplish the object.— W. H. H. Ellswortu,
Woodville, Jeff. Co., K Y.

.^•# m

Salt as a Manure for Wheat.—A correspond-

ent, referring to our account, in the last volume of

the Genesee Farmer., of the experiment of John

Johnston, where a barrel of salt per acre, applied

at the time of sowing, had a very beneficial effect

on wheat— causing it to mature so early that the

midge did it little injury— asks whether it would

be likely to do as much good when applied as a

top-dressing in the spring. We thinlc not. The

action of salt, probably, is as a solvent of fertilizing

matter in the soil ; so that it would be desirable to

mix it with the soil, and apply it as early as possi-

ble. On poor land, salt would not be likely to do

much good, sown either in the fall or in the spring,

"We hope our correspondent, however, will make

the experiment.
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HORTICTTLTUBAL NOTES TOR THE MONTH.

2s o farmer who jirotends to have a garden should

be without a hot-bed. It is easily made, and neod?

on\y a little care and daily attention to manage it

successfully. It should be placed in a dry situation,

exposed to th« east and south, and protected by

buildings or fences on the north and north-east.

A hole should be dug two feet deep and a foot

larger each way than the frame. The manure

(horse-dung is best) should be placed in a loose

heap to ferment a week or so before being placed

nuder the frame. Then work it over, carefully

mixing it, and place it in the pit, beating it down

well with tho back of the fork as you proceed, but

do not tread it down, as it will heat more in one

place than another. If cojupresscd too much, so

as to exclude tlie air, it will ferment slowly, and

give out little heat. If too loose, it will ferment

rapidly, and be too warm at first, and will soon get

cold. The richer the manure

—

i. e., the richer the

food given the animals— the more readily will the

manure heat. If the manure is too dry, water it

witii tlie drainage of the stables. This, blood, or

any animal substance (except fat) will act as a fer-

ment. All nitrogenous substances in a state of

decay possess the power of inducing fermentation

in non-nitrogenous substances^— substances which

of themselves will not ferment. All animal mat-

ters, and especially tlio^o which are soluble, can be

used to gt'cat advantage in regulating the heat of

hot-beds. "Where there is plenty of horse or sheep

dung, however, there will be no need of anything

to indtioo fermentation.

Heat is favorable to fermentation, and it is well

to i)ut the frame on the bed as soon &s it is- made.

A frame nine feet long and six feet wide, with

three sashes, as shown in the annexed engraving,

is & convenient size. Shut it down close, but do

not exclude the light, and cover well at nights. In

a few days the bed will be quite hot. The gases

eliminated at first are rather injurious to plants, so

that the soil should not be put on the bed till all

rank smell has ceased.
,
Then cover the bed three

or four inches deep with lij^ht, rich, garden soil.

Under the center of each sash place about a bushel

of light, rich mold, making a heap about nine

inches deep. When this is warmed through, sow

a few seeds of cucumbers in each hill, about half

an inch deep. Thin out the plants, leaving three

of the stroneest in each hill. When tlie roots pro-

trude through the hill, cover them with light soil

previously warmed in the bed. Water, when dry,

with water the temperature of the bed. This

should be about 60° at night and from 75* to 85*

during the day, with sun. Ventilate, by letting

down the sash a few inches on all favorable occa-

sions. Fresh air and light are as important as

heat; but be careful that no cold wind blows on

the tender plants.

A few seeds of tomatoes, celery, egg-plant, &c.,

may be sown in boxes and placed in the bed, where

they will get a good start before they are in the

way of the cucumbers. They should be removed

to a cold frame and hardened ofi:'' before planting in

the open ground.

Another bed can be made and managed in the

same way, for a few early lettuce and radishes.

The sou for these should bo six inches deep. A
little mustard and peppergrass may be sown to use

before the lettuce are ready. In about a week, the

mustard will be three inches high ; wh<?n it has

two leaves, it is fit for use. For all these seeds the

soil should be very fine. Sow them on the surface,

and then sift the soil over them— eovering the

lettuce about the eighth of an inch and the radishes

a quarter of an inch deep.

If the betl is too cold, place some hot manure

round the frame, covering it with board*.

Little can be done in the open ground, this

month, except spreading manure on vacant land

ready to be sixided in as soon as the- frost is out

and the soil is sufficiently dry.

Illiubarb can bo easily forced by placing an old

barrel, with the ends out, over a plant, and then

banking it round with warm manure about two
feet thick. Forced in this way, it is doliciously

tender. The top of the barrel should be covered

at night and OQ cold days.
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PEOPAGATIXG-HOUSK OP C. P. BISSELL & SALTER, ROCHESTER, X. y.

N'ew beds of rhubarb should be made as early as

K)ssible. Plant in a single row, from three to four

eet apart, according to the variety. The soil can

lot be made too rich. The root should be set so

.lat tiie crown will be about an inch below the

nrface. We have used Peruvian guano, applied in

olution, to old rhubarb beds, with remarkable

uccess.

An asparagus bed should be five feet wide ; four

ows one foot apart and plants nine inches apart in

he rows, set two inches below the surface. The

im1 sliould be trenched, and heavily manured, three

.-et deep.

Fiiispberry beds may be made as soon as the

ground is In working condition. A light, rich,

eep, loamy soil,' suits them best. The finest rasp-

)erries we ever saw, were on a very deep, rich,

laturally moist, but thoroughly-underdrained and

leeply-trenched soil. Set four plants in a hill and

:he hills four feet apart. Cut them down to within

i foot of tlie ground, and prevent them from bear-

ng fruit the first year by pinching out every flower

:is it appears. Drive a stake in the center of each

hill, and tie the young canes loosely to the stake as

ley grow.

Let everything be done this month that will

facilitate future operations. But there is nothing

j;aiued by working the soil when it is wet, or sow-

ing seeds when the soil is too cold for them to

germinate.

In cold graperies, toward the end of this month

the vines will show signs of bursting. Retard them

as much as possible, by keeping them shaded and

tlie house ventilated on all mild occasions.

A BEAXrnFTJL PROPAGATING-HOTJSE.

Trees foe the Peaip.ies.— The Illinois Agricul-

tural Society has awarded a premium to L. H.

Thomas, of that State, for a grove of timber

trees. The seeds of the trees were planted on new

ground in 1852, '3, and '4; and many of the wal-

nuts, oaks, and maples, are now twenty-five feet

hi^h, very thrifty and growing.

One of the best and most substantial propagating-

houses we have ever seen, has recently been erected

in this city, by Messrs. C. P. Bissell & Salter, of

the East Avenue Nurseries. It is 105 feet long, 24

feet wide, and is fitted up in most superior style,

with a complete set of flues, hot-water pipes, and

propagating tanks ; the whole costing about $3,000.

It is now principally devoted to the propagation of

hardy native grape vines, embracing all the new

and most valuable varieties ; their collection num-

bering upwards of fifty sorts.

We have great pleasure in presenting our readers

with an excellent engraving of this model propaga-

ting-house. It is well worthy of a visit. Messrs,

B. & S. are experienced fruit-growers, and well

deserve the patronage they enjoy. They take great

pains to test every new variety of grape, and

recommend none that will not be found worthy of

cultivation. They are gentlemen of great skill, in-

telligence, and reliability ; and we can not but re-

joice in this new evidence of their prosperity.

Seed Potatoes from the South.— A corres-

pondent of the London Gardener''s Chronicle says

that a farmer in Cornwall, where large quantities

of early potatoes are raised for the London and

Birmingham markets, procured some seed potatoes

from Portugal, " and from them obtained potatoes

a fortnight earlier than from any other sets," Some

of our gardeners, with whom it is an object to get

early potatoes, may take advantage of this him,

and procure seed potatoes from the South,

The California Crilturist states that "the

British Queen strawberry proves thus far the very

best with us for general cultivation, though it is

far from attaining the same high rank in the At-

lantic States." The same paper speaks highly of

the jVew Rochelle or Lawton blackberry, but thinks

the Dorchester or High Bush fully equal, if not

superior.
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RESIDENCE OF JOHN" A. NICHOLS, ESQ., SPENCER, TIOGA COUXTT, X. T.

A OOUNTEY BESEDENCE.

The accompanying elevation and plans will give

the reader a very good idea of the residence of

John A. Nichols, Esq., of Spencer, N. Y., with a

view of his greenhouse contiguous thereto.

MAIN rtooa.

In the plan of the main floor, the hall is shown

at 11, the parlor at A, dining-room at D, kitcken

at K, ftimily-room at E, with bed-room (B) off

from it. P, P, represent pantries ; C, closet ; W
II, wood-house; "W R, wash-room: V, Y, V, V,

verandahs. Other parts will be readily understood

in connection.

SECOND FLOOR.

The second floor, as shown in the plan, is con-

veniently divided by tlie hall, on each side of whick

are conveniently arranged parlors, sleeping apart

ments, and closets, witli stairways to attic and ob-

servatory. Over the largo parlor (14 by 19) is

another room of same size: the wliole forming a

very neat and convenient residence.

Tlie building in which the greenhouse is situated

is thirty feet long by twenty-ono feet wide, with
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shed roof, and stands facing the south. In the

back or low part are partitioned off two rooms.

The outer one (10^ by 20) is used as a shop, and

ithe inner one (10^ by 10) as a cellar or store-room.

w«-»
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CTJITrVATION or THE GRAPE.-No. 2.

LA.riNG OUT TIIE VINEYARD.

The pruutul having been properly prepared (by

liarrotving, cultivating, or raking, as circumstances

iiiav pngger^t,) in the spring, as soon as the frost is

out", and the gi-ound in good working order, tliat it

may be made as smooth and even as possible, the

next thing to be considered will be the marking out

the proper places where the vines are to be planted.

Some dillerencc of opinion exists among planters as

to the proper distances the vines should be planted.

The prevailing opinion is that four by four feet is

the proper distance, where tied to polos. Some
plant throe by four, three and a half by four, three

by five, and four by six, and all other distances, as

fanc}' may dictate. But four feet each way is the

commonly adopted distance in this country for the

Catawpa and Isabella^ and is believed to be the

bes.t, where trained to stakes or poles. In France,

I have seen some excellent vineyards planted two
liy fo;ir, three by four, four by four, and six by
twelve; and all seemed to do remarkably well.

Those planted two by four were allowed to grow
where tliey listed; they had no stakes, and re-

ceived very little pruning, but spread all over the

ground, and completely smothered the weeds. They
bore a great crop of excellent grapes, and, after the

fruit was gathered, were pruned back to a mere
stump, and the prunings left on the land and buried

in the soil with an instrument something like a two-
pronged hoe, called a crotchet. It is a very sloven-

ly way ; and how long the vines would continue to

be fruitful, I can not say. Those planted three by
four and four by four were carefully tied to stakes

a'.iout throe feet high out of the ground, and care-

fully pruned and trained. Those planted six by
twelve, were trained to espaliers about eight feet

high, running east and west. Those grown on the

espaliers were of the Chasselas Fontainebleau vari-

ety, and produced some of as fine fruit as I have
ever seen, of the same variety, grown under glass

in this country. The Muscat ofAUxmidria ripened

exceedingly well on the south side of a house; but
ISiT was a first-rate fruit year in France. The
soil was a deep, gravelly loam, with a great deal of

lime rock, and gypsum was seen in almost every
broken stone.

Having decided on the distance the vines are to

be planted apart, the next thing is to lay the ground
out as nearly square as possilde. Then prepare a

number of little stakes, sharpened at one end ; and
if four feet apart each way be the distance, it will

take about two thousand seven hundred to the

acre. These are best jirepared by taking a straight-

grained pine board, one inch thick, and sawing it

into lengtlis of about eighteen inches, split it into

strips half an inch thick. These being white, will

be better than any others in sigliting the rows
through, and can be prepared in the winter or on
wet days. Now take a good line, long enough to

reach across the entire vineyard, and insert into it

little pieces of red tap*, at exactly four feet apart,

the whole lengtli. This is called the marking cord.

Now, the cord and the sticks being ready and the

ground squared, fasten the cord at the south-east

corner, and draw it to the south-west corner; strain

it tight and fastt\n it. Then have one or more hands
to placQ ia the sticks (oaetly at these little bits of

tape in the cord; set them uprijht, and, Avhen
placed, sight them through, to see if they are
straiglit. Now take up the cord at the south-east

corner, and carry it to the north-west corner;

strain it tight, and place in tho stakes, as before.

Then proceed from the north-west comer to the
north-east corner, and place the stakes as before

;

and thence to tho soutli-cast corner, or place of

beginning. When the outside lines of stakes are

set perfectly sti-aight, and exactly four feet apart,

and the whole piece perfectly stpiare, then take up
the cord at the south-east corner and place, it at

the second \stake from that corner, and stretcli it

across to the second stake from the south-west cor-

ner. Now place the stakes again at the pieces of

tape in the marking-cord. Now have one man at

each end of the cord, to take it up and move it to

the next stake, and place in the stakes, as before

;

and so on until all are placed. When all the .stakes

are set, sight them through, to see that they are in

straight rows every way. It is necessary that the

stakes stand in perfectly straight lines; for nothing
gives more pleasure to the nice vine-dresser than
to see the vines standing in their exact places; and
nothing looks more unsightly than to see them
planted all over the place, as though they had
grown there by accident. Fig. 2 will fully illustrate

North-west Corner.
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cely to partake more of the constitutional charac-

iter of the female parent than of the male, per-

ips the best varieties to experiment upon, to pro-

ice a black variety, would be the Isabella or the

oncord for the female parent, fertilized with the

)Ueu of tire Black Hamburgh ; and the Diana or

e Delaware^ fertilized with the Rose Chasselas,

r a red ; and the Rebecca, crossed witt Golden

haseelas, for a white. These seedlings wonld be

06t likely to partake of the hardy constitution of

le natives, and of tlie fine flavor of 'the exotics.

s tiie foreign varieties will almost invariably have
' be grown under glass, they will be most likely

come into bloom before the native varieties out
' doors ; and to ensure those to be operated upon
:panding their flowers at the same time with the

;otic8, it will be necessary to have some of the

itive varieties grown in pots, that they may be

oved into the cold grapery early in the spring, or

otected with a temporary glass structure.

As the hybridization of the grape vine is rather

nice operation, it will require some close atten-

)n and watching to catch the flower just before

expands. The corolla should then be removed,

e anthers cut away, and the stigma fertilized with

« pollen of the exotic variety. If, on cutting

i^ay the corrolla, it is seen that the anthers have
irst, the whole flower must then be cut away, as

is most likely it will have fertilized itself by its

vn pollen, and will frustrate the whole operation,

ae or two bunches on a plant, and these thinned

It one-half, will be enough to attend to at a time.

Eyes.—The native varieties are veiy readily mul-

plied by single eyes. An eye is a small portion

of the one-year-old wood, having but one

bud. In the month of February or

March, take one-year-old, Avell-ripened

wood, and cut it into as many pieces as

there are well-ripened buds. Cut the

eyes one inch above the bud, and two
incher below it, as in fig. 8. Then take

cutting-pans or boxes, four inches deep,

and of any size to suit convenience, and
put in about one inch of broken charcoal

or potsherd, or anything rough and loose,

for drainage, and over that a thin layer

of moss, or the siftings of leaf-mold, to

keep the drainage clear, and then fill to

within half an inch of the top (pressing

it pretty firm with the hands) with finely-

sifted leaf-mould from the woods, and
lake sand, if it can be had— if not, any
fine, light, rich earth, that is very porous,

ill do; about one-fourth sand will be the right

roportion. Then press the cuttings into the soil

p to the bud, in a somewhat slanting direction,

ad about one inch apart, keeping the bud upper-

lost, and just above the soil. The bud must not

buried, as it is very apt to rot. They should

jen be placed in a temperature of about 60° by
ight and 75° to 80° by day, and carefully attended

> for water. The soil should be kept just moist,

ud they will nearly all grow. "When they have
i ooted, they will have to be potted off singly, or

e planted out in the open ground if warm weather,
f the weather should prove dry at the time of
lanting out, it will be necessary to give them some

» rater; but when water is applied, give them a

borough soaking, that the water may soak to the

Fio. 8.

extremities of their roots. Merely wetting the
surface, does as much harm as good, by causing it

to bake and crack.

Cuttings.—"What is commonly called a chitting,

is a piece of the last year's wood, from one foot to

eighteen or twenty inches in length, con-
taining several buds, as seen in fig. 4.

As soon as the ground is in good work-
ing order in the spring, the cuttings

should be planted. Choose a rather
sandy piece of ground, and stretch a line

across it. Then dig a trench the depth
and width of one spade, and carry this

earth to the opposite end of the bed, to

fill in with at finishing. Now dig across

the bed again, throwing the earth up to

the line, and make it level and smooth
with the spade. Now set the spade per-

pendicular, and back up to the line and
thrust it into the ground to the depth of
two-thirds the length of the cutting, j.^^ ^
Then draw the spade toward the bed,

and from the line, bringing with it the soil, and
leaving a perpendicular bank immediately beneath
the line. Now place the cuttings in an upright
position against this bank, about six inches apart,

and about two-thirds their length in the ground,
leaving one or two buds above ground. Now place

the loose soil up to the cuttings with the spade, and
tread it up to them firmly with the foot, setting the
foot only once in a place, and right across the row.
Now dig it all level and smooth for a distance o?
fifteen or eighteen inches from the row, and move
the line and make auother. Should the ground be
rather stitf or clayey, it will be well to put into the-

trench, immediately upon the heels of the cuttings,

about two inches of light sandy soil. This will in-

duce them to root more easily. Decomposed vege-

table mould and sand is best for this purpose, if

they can be had. Should the weather prove hot

and dry before the cuttings have rooted, it may be
necessary to give them some water, or a shading

with some light, littery straw, or both, as circum-

stances may suggest.

Latkes.— Layering is the bringing down of a

branch from an established plant, and burying it in

the soil while yet connected with the mother plant.

Fig. 5 will fully illustrate this.

Fig. 6.

The best time for layering the grape vine, is in

the latter part of June or beginning of July. Take

a young branch, and bring it to the surface of the

ground. Lay it where it is wanted, and peg it

there, if need be. Then cover it with light, rich

soil, to the depth of three inches, and the whole

length of the branch, leaving the end and all the

leaves and small laterals sticking out. By fall it

will be well rooted all the way up the stem. It

may then be taken up and divided into as many
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Fio. 6.

pieces as there are buJs with roots to them, and
each will make a plant.

Grafting, I>l'ddixi>, and iNAiicniNG.—Although
the grai)e vine may he multiplied by each of these

methods, it is so much more readily propagated by
eyoe, cuttings, and layers, that the former methods
are seldom resorted to. But it may sometimes
happen that a person has an old stock of a I'oor

variety, standing in a place where he desires it to

remain, Avho wishes to cut it down and graft on it

a better kind. If the grape vine be cwt down and
.grafted early in the spring, or just before the buds
begin to start, it is liable to bleed so profusely as to

dislodge the scion. It is, therefore, better to wait
until after it has begun to grow, and made shoots

eight or ten inches long, and leaves as largo as a
silver dollar. It may then be out down to within

two inches of the ground, and the stump split with
a chisel or large kuife, and a scion of the desired

variety pared down in the form of a wedge and in-

serted into the split in the stock, so that the bark
of the scion will come in con-

tact exactly with the bark of

the stock, or a union will not
take place. It must now be
bound tightly round with waxed
cloth, so as to exclude air and
water, and then earth heaped
around nearly to the top of the

scion, leaving one or two of the

buds out. Fig. 6 will illustrate

it. If waxed cloth can not be
had, then bind the graft nicely

over with basswood bark or worsted yarn, and
cover the whole with a lump of wet clay, as large

as a duck's egg.

Inarching and Budding will seldom or never be
wanted for the propagation of the native varieties

of the vine; therefore they are hardly worth de-

scribing here.

PLANTING.

There is a difference of opinion existing among
planters as to whether cuttings, or one-year, two-
year, or three-year-old rooted plants are the best.

Those in favor of cuttings contend that they become
rooted in their permanent place, where they are to

grow; and that the mutilation of their bottom
roots, consequent on removal, is thus avoided,

wliich, if broken off, can never be supplied. The
ditiiculty of petting proper cuttings, and the uncer-

tainty of their all growing, in the Northern States,

particularly with unpracticcd hands, is almost a

fufScient veto on planting with cuttings. In the

Western and South-western States, where they
have early, mild springs, and long, warm summers,
cuttings may be more satisfactory; but in the

Northern and North-eastern States, where the

springs are late (having cold nights np to the first

of June) and the summers hot and short, cuttings

are not so sure.

A cutting, for planting at once in the vineyard,

6hould bo a portion of wood taken from the base

of a cane of the first growth of the present season.

It should be round, short-jointed, four or five buds
in length, well ripened, and cut with a small por-

tion of wood of two seasons' growth at its heel.

Such cuttings, if properly managed, will rarely fail.

But, few persons will like to cut their vines back
BO as to spoil the spurs, which should be saved for

fruiting another year, for the sake of getting a fe^

cuttings. Cuttings of the second growth, or o

pithy, nnriponed wood, are unsuitable. What i

wanted, is an early, healthj^, vigorous, and eve

growth, that the vines may become well establishe

and well ripened the first year ; and how can thi

be attained better than by one or two-year-ok
well-rooted and well-ripened, healthy plants?

If it be decided to plant with cuttings, as so*

as the ground is in good working order, early i

the spring, place the spade perpendicularly an
back up to the little marking-stick where the vin

is to stand. Then drive the spade into the groun
to its full depth, without disturbing the marking
stick, and pull it forward, bringing with it a spad(

ful of earth. This leaves a little perpendicuk
bank, the width and depth of the spade. No^
place two cuttings close up to the bank, two inclu

apart, one on each side of the marking-stick, an
deep enough to leave one bud half an inch abo\
ground. Now fill the hole with nice, fine eartl

(decomposed leaf-mold from the woods, with on<

fourth clean, sharp lake or river sand, is the bef

that can be had for the purpose of planting eitlu

the cuttings or plants in,) press it firmly up to th

cuttings, and make it smooth on top. Give or

good soaking with water, to settle the earth to 11:

cuttings. As soon as bright sunny days begin t

set in, it will be better to shade the cuttings b

sprinkling over them a few loose straAvs, short gra:

or hay, to protect them from the scorching rays c

the sun. Should there be continued hot, dr

weather, they may require a second or third wate)

ing ; but when watered, give them a good soakiuj

that will soak to their very bottoms.

Fig. 7 represents the cuttings as they appe.'

when placed up to the little bank left by the spadi

a shows an imperfect

cutting, made from pithy

and unripened wood ; h ^
is a good cutting, made v
of well-ri[)ened, solid

wood, with a piece of

two-year-old wood at its
"=

^jgj
base. There should al-

ways be two cuttingis

planted at a stake. If

both grow, one must be
cut away, or carefully

taken away without in-

jury to its roots, for the

purpose of filling up any yw. 7.

place where both may have died.

If good, healthy, one or two-year-old read}

rooted vines are used, there will be one year savet

at least, with the additional advantage of havin
them all grow alile all over the vineyard. But i

the rooted vines cost more money than the cutting:

some may object to the extra expense, and think

preferable to purchase the cuttings, and either plar

them at once in the vineyard, as advised, or in

nursery-bed, and prepare their own plants a yea

beforehand. So it would be, if the planter wei
sure that all his cuttings would grow ; but as it

very diflicultsomc seasons, for an unpracticed banc

to make cuttings grow, I do not think, taking int

consideration the vexation of losing some of th

cuttings, and the loss ot time, there would be muc
saved. If plants are chosen, there are none bette
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erhaps none so good) than one or two-year-old

ants, grown from single eyes. Their roots all

me from one base, and can be more readily spread

it and nicely planted at one depth, and in less

:ne, than those grown from layers or cuttings,

hose roots issue all the way up the stem. And
!iey would seem preferable, too, from their whole
rce and energy being concentrated in one bud
om the beginning, to those whose substance is

vided among several, as in cuttings from the

irsory-bed. But as the native varieties are more
mmonly propagated by cuttings or layers, it may
) difficnt to get them from eyes ; and in that case

e former will require a little more care in prun-

g and planting, and may ultimately be just as

od. Before planting, the vines must all be care-

Uy examined; and if there be any mutilated

ots, they must be carefully cut away with a sharp

life, and trimmed and pruned back to the lowest

od, plump, round bud above their 'W^;i|5e?' roots

;

d those from eyes, to about eight inches above
oir root^. While this is being done, care must
taken that the roots xre kept moist, by shading

th wet cloths and straw, and watering, &c ; for

allowed to dry and shrivel, they will start un-

enly, and some of them may die altogether ; but
carefully managed, there is no occasion to lose

e of them. When ready for planting, prepare,

th a spade, all the holes first— if for plants from
rera or cuttings, about a foot square and a foot

ep ; and if for those from single eyes, a foot

uare and eight inches deep. Make the holes

imre up to the stake, so that the plant may stand

;ht in front of it. Lay the soil out of the hole on
e side of it, and on the other side about two
ovelfuls of nice earth, as recommended for plant-

^ cuttings in. When all is ready for planting,

ke a few plants at a time, to be exposed to the

n and wind, and begin at one corner and plant

le whole row first, and then another, to avoid
ampling as much as possible. Put about two
ches of the compost into the bottom of the hole

;

read it level, and set in the plant ; spread its

ots out in their natural position, as near as may
» ; then fill in the rest of the compost, pressing

id shaking it beneath and between the roots as

uch as possible ; then fill the hole up level, leav-

g one bud just above the surface. When planted,

ve one good watering ; and shade as advised for

ittings, if hot, dry weather.

Fig. 8.

Fig. 8 represents a plant grown from a single

'^e, with the roots all at its base ; and fig. 9 a plant
own from a cutting or layer, with its roots all up
e stem.

The marking-stakes should be left in their places
le first year, as a guide and protection to the

young and tender vine ; for the buds are so brittle

when first starting to grow, that the least touch
may break them oS.

Fig. 9.

All that remains to be done, is to keep all kinds
of animals out of the vineyard, and to avoid tramp-
ling and walking about as much as possible. Let
the ground be stirred two or three times during the
summer with the cultivator or hoe, to keep down
all weeds, &c. The vines may be allowed to grow
at will during the first summer ; very few will ever
get broken by the wind, &c. After they have
grown a foot or so, and are lying on the ground,
they should be trimmed to one cane, and the smaU
laterals produced on the main cane should be
pinched back to one leaf.

Rochester, N. Y., FeVy, 1859. JOSIAH SALTEK.

Eaelt Vegetables.—Many persons wishing early
vegetables, sow the seed in crocks or boxes, and
start their plants quite early ; but their early growth
is nearly lost in transplanting. Let them try the
following method

:

Take a flat box, and fill in an inch or two of
earth ; then take flat or English turnips, scrape out
the inside of as many as you wish hills of tomatoes,
cucumbers, cabbage, or lettuce, place them in your
box, fill in and around with rich earth, and sow a
few seeds in each. Keep in a warm room, and
water occasionally. When you plant them, cut off

the bottom of the turnip, being cai'eful not to dis-

turb the roots, and your vegetables will be from
one to two weeks earlier than those raised in a hot-
house and transplanted in the common way. Let
three or four cucumber or lettuce plants grow in a

hill, and but one tomato or cabbage plant. After
they are set and growing well, nip off the poorest

of the tomatoes and cabbages, for by pulling them
up you disturb the roots of the one you wish to

grow.—G. Converse, Wilkesbarre^ Pa.

Black Knot—A Cueoulio Remedy.—We can-

not agree with you on the plum tree, as we can
show you trees, worked upon the proper stock,

that are thirty years old, bearing profusely every
year, and have no " black wart," We have a very
simple remedy for the ''little Turk," curculio,

which is to burn old chips of leather under the

trees when the plum is of the size of a pea, — one
application being suflUcient. Plum trees should be
worked on plum stocks,—not on peach, wild jjlum,

nor suckers from old trees, as these make a sickly

tree, good for nothing.—0. Reagles & Son, Sche-

nectady, Nov., 1858.
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New Advertisements this Month,

A Novelty—Yolnoy Leonard, Springfield, Pa.

Wholesale Catalogue for 1859—A. Frost ic Co., Eochester, N.Y.

E!>che3ter Commercial Nurseries—II. E. ITookor & Co , Eoches-

ter. N. Y.

Wilson's Albany Strawberry—John "Wilson, Albany, N. Y.

Eochester and Lake Avenue Commercial Nurseries—J. Don-
neJlan & Co., Eoclieeter, N. Y.

Eeruvian Guano—A. Longett, New York.

Superphosphate of Lime, Bone Dust—A. Longett, New York.

Agricultural Implements—A. Longett, New York.

Agricultural Implements—Pease & Eggleston, Albany, N. Y.

Old Eochester Nurseries—Samuel Moulson, Eochester, N. Y.

New Iliustr.nted Eural Manuals—Fowler and Wells, New York.

IIow to do Good and get paid for it—Fowler and Wells, N. Y.

laabolla and Catawba Grape Vines— E. T. Undcrhill, M. D.,

New York.

The Practical Horse Farrier—E. Nash, Auburn, N. T.

Flower Seeds by Mail—J. M. Thorburn & Co., New York.

Elliott's Western Fruit Book—A. 0. Moore & Co., New York.

American Weeds and Useful Plants, or Agricultural Botany

—

A. 0. Moore & Co., New York.

Landscape Gardening—A. O. Moore & Co., New York.

Field and Garden Seeds—I. W. Briggs, Macedon Center, N, Y.

Lawton Blackberry Plants—Wm. Lawton, New York.

Buffalo Nurseries—D. S. Manley, Buffalo, N. Y.
Glorious News for Farmers—Pease & Eggleston, Albany, N.Y.
Short Horn Bulls—E. Marks, Camillus, N. Y.

Valuable Fanning Lands fur Sale—Alex. Olcott, Coming, N.Y.
Grape Vines—Uoag & Craine, Lockport, N. Y.
Fruit and Ornamental Trees for Spring of 18ti9—EUwangcr &.

Barry, Eochester, N. Y.

Apple-Pie Melon Seeds—W. II. Gardner, Sublette, 111.

Baker Apple Grafts-F. A. EockwcU, Eidgefield, Conn.
Cherry Currants—Chas. F. Erhard, Eavenswood, Long Island.

Drain and Eoof Tile Machines—F. M. Mattice, Buffalo, N.Y.

Apkil Premiums.—Our friends will not forget that we
have offered over $200 in cash premiums to be awarded

for the greatest number of subscribers sent in by the 15th

of April (see February number, page 71). Very few of

Our agents are competing for these premiums. They will

undoubtedly be awarded to very small clubs. There is

yot abundance of time to get subscribers. As we stereo-

type the Farmer and Rv/ral AnrxMol, we can supply all the

back numbers. The Farmer is not a newspaper, and the

back numbers are as interesting and useful now as when
first issued. Those of our readers who have paid 50 cents

for the Farmer, can have four more copies, sent to any

address, for ^1.50, or seten copies for $2.50, together with

a Rural Annual to the person getting up the club. Addi-

tions can be made to clubs at any time, for 37i cents each.

A IIiXT TO ADVEnTiSEBS.—A correspondent writes :
" I

have a suggestion to make to those enterprising men who
advertise agricultural implements, Ac, in your paper.

Tdl vi vhat your price is. I am inclined to buy the

'Young America Corn Sheller," if I do not have to 'shell

out' too much to buy it. How much »" [We believe the

price is $10. We hope our advertisers will act on the

above suggestion.]

Advektisbmknts.—We have more advertisements in ti

Farmer this month than we desire. Still, they are all <

interest to our readers. We exclude patent medicines ar

all other deceptive advertisements. It is our design •

make ever>/ department of the paper interesting and us

ful. On this account, we must again request our adve

tiaing friends to make their advertisements as short i

possible. Our terms, perhaps, are too low; but if oi

friends will be brief we shall not increase our terms

present, though they are now the same as when we hi

but one-third our present circulation.

The Ruu.vl Annual. — Every reader of the Genee

Farmer should have the Rural Anrrnal. We will send

prepaid to any address on the receipt of 25 cents in pos

age stamps. Any of our agents who have got up a ch

of eight subscribers can have eight copies of the R'j.r

Annual for Jl.OO, sent prepaid by mail to any addres

Everyone getting up a club of eight subscribers for ti

Far-mer at our lowest club rates of 37 J cents each, is en

tied to the Rural Annual. If any have not received k, ^

will send it immediately when notified of the fact.

IS

Circulation of the Genesee Farmer. — Thanks to tl

disinterested efforts of our numerous friends who ha

acted as agents for the Genesee Farmer, our circulatii

this year far exeecds our most sanguine expectations. V

have already worked off tMrty thousand copies of t

February number, and shall have to print another cditii

in a short time. This unprecedented success will stim

late us to still greater efforts to improve the Farmer. V

shall spare no labor or expense to make it worthy of tl

most liberal patronage.

Careless Posting. — The records of the Dead Lett

Office show that there must be a great amount of ign

ranee or carelessness in regard to posting letters, and

is probable that the latter preponderates. A careful bu;

ness man pays the utmost attention to preparing lette

for the mail, and observes the rule of always looking ov

the address of each one before depositing in the post offi(

During the year which terminated on the 30th of Septei

her last, there were found 12,102 letters which contain

money, amounting in the aggregate to $61,289.

The Genesee Farmer fosters a Love for Agricultur
— A farmer observed, the other day, that his boys h:

rather disliked the business of farming ; but when he toi

a number of the Genesee Farmer home to examine, t'

boys read it with interest, and observed that they wcu
do better if he would subscribe for it. He did so ; and '.

says the boys now take more interest in farming, and a

highly delighted in reading the Fanner. I think mat
other farmers might do likewise, with the same advantag
—J. T. yERGEANT, Sand lirook, Hunterdon Co., JV. J.

Mistakes.—We are always willing to correct mistake

If any of our subscribers do not receive their papers, ^

hope they will inform us at once, when we will mc
cheerfully send them.

We have received many excellent communications whii

we are obliged to leave out this month. We trust o

friends will continue to favor us with their experience.

There were 312,000 tons of Peruvian guano importi

into Great Britain last year. This is a larger amount tbt

in any previous year.

:«
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rKiAi. OF Reapers in Belqit-m.— The Central Society

Agriculture of Belgium proposes to hold an interna-

inal trial of reaping machines at Brussels, during the

escnt year. Three thousand francs have been voted to be

3tributed in one or two prizes and to go toward the pay-

!nt of all kinds of expenses connected with the carriage

the machines.
•-•

R. W. Sawtell, Esq., of "Woodstock, C. W., writes:

Dur winter is mild but unhealthy, the extremes of cold

d heat being so sudden. On the 10th of January, the

Drmometer ranged as low as 40° below zero in some

rts, and three days after, 54° a^oris— a variation of 94°

almost enough to kill a horse."
«••»

The Genesee FARjfKR, a monthly of thirty-two pages,

blished hj Joseph Harris, at Rochester, N. Y., is the

iest, and "probably the cheapest and best, agricultural

blication in the country. It is standard authority with

iners, comes from the very garden of the Western
rid, and its columns are filled with precisely such prac-

al matters and original suggestions as every real farm-

needs to possess. It is only half a dollar a year.

ecimens sent free on application. Now is the time to

jscribe. with the new volume, which commenced this

luth. It is really more valuable as a farmer's manual
in most of the two-dollar papers in the country.

—

East-

1 Times, Bath, Me.
. . f^^

Inquiries and Answers.

Treatmbnt of Sandy Soils.—I have purchased twenty-

e acres, the soil of which, for the most part, is a sandy
m overlaying a subsoil of almost pure sand; and is val-

ble for nearly every purpose, but especially for garden-
r. A small portion; however— some two acres, — the

•mer proprietor considered nearly barren, and has laid

e for several years. I' desire to plant this piece to grape
les in the spring, thinking it adapted to that purpose

;

t before doing so, I wish to prepare it in a manner best

leulated to answer my purpose. The question is, how
all I manage? Trenching, in my opinion, is useless, as

p subsoil is too open and porous already—a leachy sand,

ould a good coating of lime—say fifty bushels—spread
the surface, be of any real benefit to the soil or vines ?

ould digging large holes, two feet deep and six or eight

it wide, and filling them with a rich compost, ensure a

d growth and bountiful yield? or what other method
)uld you recommend as a proper cultivation for grape
lies ? What compost would you recommend as the most
itable for out-door culture of vines, and the proper pro-
irtion of the different ingredients ? Your answer will

uch oblige—H. L., BrummondvUle, C. W.

It is always less trouble to ask questions than to answer

em ; but as we know our correspondent is an intelligent

quirer desirous of information, we venture a few sug-

istions.

Judging from your location and our knowledge of the

il, we should fear the two acres is somewhat springy

—

IS for the most of the year too rtnioh wet to be warm and

oductive, and possibly has large patches of quicksand.

le first step will be to provide ditches or underdrains,

ree feet or more below the surface, to carry off surplus

ater. If the sand contains too little mold or soil, meas-

es should be taken to supply the deficiency in the cheap-

,t and most efiectual manner. If the whole two acres

Iuld be top-dressed with clay soil several inches deep,

d allowed to freeze through the winter, it would become

oken up so as readily to incorporate with the sand. We
) not see why it is not practicable to ameliorate sandy

)il8 by the use of clay as are clay soils by the use of sand,

farmer friend of ours, on the shore of Lake Erie, west

r Buffalo, has changed the character of some of his stiff

aj lands by the use of beach sand, and expresses it as

his opinion that for this use a load of sand is worth as

much as a load of barn-yard manure. We would recom-

mend to our Canadian correspondent, if practicable, a re-

versal of this process. If applied at once, it would become

quite soft by spring, when we should recommend trench-

ing the whole plat at least two spades deep, leaving the

clay soil at the bottom ; or, what would be better, mixing

it through the whole.

When a sandy soil is broken up and worked as deep as

we recommend, little danger of leaching is to be appre-

hended. This is more liable to occur, if at all, in a soil

that is not often stirred, though very little danger is to be

apprehended from this source. The effect of passing

water through sandy loam or other soils, is to deprive it

of its ammonia and vegetable matter held in solution,

leaving it pure and palatable. This matter left in the soil

is ready to bo taken up by the roots of plants, as needed

;

and if good drains are laid to carry off the surplus water,

the soil is rather benefited than injured by the process of

filtration. It is not necessary to pursue this matter ia

detail at this time.

Lime is used as an ameliorator of the soil in so many
different cases, and for such a variety of purposes, that it

is not easy to give any definite rule for its application.

Applied in a caustic state, it acts on the vegetable matter

in the soil, rendering it more soluble— a preparation for

its assimilation as food of plants. Applied to a loose,

sandy soil, the rains will wash it down among the parti-

cles of sand, where, acting as a solvent of the silica, it

prepares it to enter into the structure of plants. So of

clays. They, often contain all the necessary constituents

of plants, held so firmly together by their affinities that

plants can not obtain their support. The application of

quick-lime, breaking up these alBnities, enables the soil to

yield life-giving food to. the crop. If lime were to be ap-

plied to the soil in question, it should be plowed, the lime

sown broadcast, and a hoed crop—corn or beans—planted

and often hoed, that the whole may become incorporated.

This crop should be succeeded by such treatment of the

land as will best prepare it for the use designed.

In addition to the lime, we should advise a fair dressing

of ground bones, which may be had at Buffalo, and are aa

excellent fertilizer for vines.

In the place of digging holes and filling them up with

compost, as proposed, we should trench and enrich the

whole to some extent; and after the vines had been

planted and commenced growing well, top-dress the whole

soil with compost, ground bones, or well-decayed barn-

yard manure.

We are not aware of any rule for making compost

heaps. Barn-yard manure, leaves, decaying vegetable

matter, swamp muck, gypsum—all in indefinite quantities

— mixed and commingled until it is well decomposed,

makes a good compost for such purposes.

Apple Tree Borer.— (H. H. D., Willoughby, C. W.)

The worm to which you refer is unquestionably the Ap-

ple Tree Borer. They are sometimes in trees sent out

from nurseries, end often appear in localities where it is

difficult to account for their presence.

The Borer, in its winged state, deposits its eggs npoa

the bark, near the root of the tree. Sometimes they are

deposited in the first fork. Each egg hatches a maggot,

which eats its way directly downward in the baxk. By
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scratching ofl" the outer coat, its course can be traced, and

it3 location found by a blackish spot about as large as a

wheat kernel, by cutting into which the worm will be ex-

posed to Tiew.

Alkaline washes are destructive to insects, their eggs

and larvpc, one of the most common of which is good soft

soap. Some cultivators put a handful of the soap in the

fork of the tree. Downing recommends coating the tree

with a paint made of soap, sulphur, and tobacco water.

Dr. Fitch recommends puncturing the bark at the upper

end of the burrow and pouring in hot water from a vessel

having a smajl spout, repeating the water at intervals

until it oozes out at the bottom of the hole. A heat of

180 deg. (somewhat below the boiling point) will kill the

worm if the water reaches it in any considerable quantity.

Corn vs. Rye as Foon for Hogs.— I wish to know the
comparative difference between a bushel of corn and a
bushel of rye, to be ground and fed to fattening hogs and
cattle, the rye being the cheapest in this vicinity.—3*. W.
Hall, Loraine Co., "Ohio.

We know of no experiments bearing on this point. The
composition of dry corn and rye, according to Johnston,

is as follows

:

Corn. Rye
Starch, &c., 71.6 78.0
Protein compounds, 12.8 12.5
Fatly matter, 9.0 8.5
Husk, I ] 6.9
Mineral matter,

J ( 1.2 6.0

mo iooio

The amount of protein or Jltsfi-forming compounds is

nearly identical in both corn and rye. Rye contains the

most starch, and corn the most fatty matter. Whether
oil is more fatiening than starch, is a disputed point.

Taking the starch and fatty matter together, there is very

little difference between corn and rye in the amount of

heat or fat-forming compounds. So far as these analyses

indicate, there is very little difference in the value of corn

and rye as food. Rye is said to be easier of digestion than

corn. Morton's Cyclopedia, an excellent authority, says

" rye is inferior to wheat as a bread-corn, to barley as

food for hogs, or for the use of maltsters or distillers, or

oats as food for horses."

We shall be glad to hear from those who have had ex-

perience on this subject.

The relative Value op Liquid and Solid ExcnEiiENTS.

—(J. S.) A man passes about 95 lbs..of foeces and 1,004:

lbs. of liquid in the course of a year. The former con-

tains 1.2 lbs. of nitrogen; the latter, 10.8 lbs; so that the

liquid is worth about nine times as much as the solid ex-

crements. But, from this statement, many persons ap-

pear to have got an erroneous impression. We have
heard it publicly asserted that a gixen iveigid of urine is

nine times as valuable as the dung. This is not the cose.

One hundred pounds of urine contains no more nitrogen

and other food of plants than one hundred pounds of dung.

The dry, solid matter of the urine, is exceedingly valuable

—very much more so than that of the dung; but it is

mixed with so much water as greatly to reduce its

trength. It is, ot course, of great importance to preserve

ail the liquid on a farm, inasmuch as by far the greater

proportion of valuable fertilizing matter is found in it;

but when we talk of purchasing the liquid, we must re-

member that, from the great quantity of water united with

it, a ton of urine is worth no more than a too of good dung.

¥

«t

Marsh Willows. — (J. L., Clay, N. Y.) The usua

method of subduing these willows is to burn the grass b

the marsh early in the spring, following this with a scytb

or brush-hook, cutting all the willows left, and piiin

them to be burned some future day. Sow with red toj

and mow the same season, cutting off any young twigs c

willow that have sprouted, which sheep will eat a.s well i

the hay.

When there is not grass enough to burn well and th

brush are thick, it will be best to cut them during tl

winter and spring, and burn as soon as diy enough. So

on red top, or timothy if the land is not too wet, and pa

ture the piece. If sprouts come up, run over them wil

a brush-scythe the latter part of the season. Clip the

off in this way a few times, and they generally run o«

The Red and Yellow are the woi^t.

It will assist in destroying them to make good ditch-

along the sides of the field, which not only drain the Ion

but, if made broad, serve as a fence. The muck throw

out makes good material for compost, or may be appli<

as a top-dressing after being frosted one winter.

If willows can not be subdued in this way, it will 1

profitable to set up a basket-factory, and thus turn the

to good account.

Propagating Peach Trees.—I wish to inquire if pea*

trees have ever been successfully propagated by layerin

as recommended in the Patent Office Report tor 1856, p
358 and 889. Any directions for it would be gladly r

ccived. Would not trees thus obtained probably be le

vigorous than seedlings? This is certainly the case wr
the apple and the pear, although with some other trees

apparently makes out little difference (o).

I also wish to inquire particularly if peach trees at R
Chester and Utica are ever affected with the yellows (6).

Which of the late-ripening varieties are found to be tl

most profitable? (c)

Is Hyslop's Cling cultivated with you ? If so, what i

you think of it? Elliott's Fi^uit Book recommends
highly as a substitute for Heath Cling where that do
not ripen well {d).—H., Leominster, Mass.

(a) Peach trees may undoubtedly be propagated in tt

manner mentioned above, but it would certainly be una

visable to adopt it as a practice. It may be a means <

furnishing amusement but not profit.

(h) Not to our knowledge.

(c) Crawford's Late, Red Cheeh Melocoion, and Oldmi

on Free, are among the best and most profitable lat

ripening varieties.

((/) Llyslop's Cling is not cultivated in this vicinity, ai

we are not acquainted with it.

Incrustations on Steam Boilers. — (P. R., Harper

burg, C. W.) It has always been difficult to prevent >

remove these incrustations, which always occur wh(

hard water, or wat-er containing lime, is evaporated. J

the common tea-kettle they may be partially prevent*

by keeping an oyster shell in the kettle, for which tl

precipitated lime has a greater afiinity than for the met

of the kettle. This is not practicable in boilers.

Recently, a patent has been granted in England, whi<.

is represented as being very efficient for removing tl

incrustations. The method is to put a piece of India ru

ber, about half a pound, in a boiler of 100 horsepowe

where it is allowed to remain continually, small qu&ntitit

being added occasionally, so as to keep the water a ligl

brownish color. This is said not only to prevent, b'

speedily to remove in a few hours all incrustations form*'

It is simple and easily tried.

\i
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OsAOE Orange. — Will you inform me if Osage Orange
ants, four years from seed, will live if transplanted with
re next spring? Also, if Buckthorn and English Haw-
orn will answer to plant in where the Osage Orange has
eu killed ofi', the last two years, a foot or more oelow
e cutting, and sprouted out near the top of the ground,
y hedge has been planted five years next spring, and no
Kce yet. It is quite full and wide enough at base, but I

i« not get it more than two or three feet high.—R. B.,

:. Thomai, a W.

The Osage Orange is very tenacious of life, and would

obably grow if transplanted as you propose; but unless

has been pruned so as to make it throw out branches

!ar the bottom, it would be of little use in the hedge.

Can not say how the Buckthorn or Hawthorn would

iswer to replace those killed ; but their habit of growth

s<> much slower than the Osage Orange, that they would

obubly be of little value. It is generally supposed that

e extreme heat of summer in this climate renders the

awthorn too uncertain for a hedge plant.

Summer clipping of the branches is recommended to

raedy winter-killing. Cut back early in July, after

hich a new growth will come forward and be killed off;

jt that part below the July clipping will probably ma-

.re sufficiently to stand the winter. If you have a hedge

ide enough and three feet high in five years, it ought to

; satisfactory ; and the summer growth should be suffi-

ent to turn any kind of stock.

DrsTntrcTiDN op Wike-Woums. — (L. B, Harford.)

any have been the devices and applications to rid the

iil of these pests, but with very indifiereut success.

rscnic, lime, unlcached ashes, &c., have been sown with

anporury benefit; but wo are not aware that any of these

pplications have destroyed the worms effectually. A crop

f buckwheat, which they do not relish, has been effectual

)r a time in starving them out, or, what is more probable,

iduciug them to migrate to more congenial fields. J. G.

f Amherst Island, C. W., gives the following experiment

3 checking their ravages in a field of barley, on a black

jam with a clay subsoil:

" The land had previously been meadow, followed by
alley, when I perceived the barley was being cut off in
atches, much of it turning yellow and languishing. I

owed broadcast on the land fresh lime and salt, in equal
roportions. The good effects were soon perceptible—the
ram assumed a healthy appearance, and, as far as I could
icrceive, no more was cut down, and the field yielded a
;ood crop."

Had Mr. G. stated the quantity sown per acre, his gx-

)eriment would have been more satisfactory.

Can not others add the result of their experience upon
fais subject

Feeding Clovek Hat.—(Andrew Friedle, Blairsville,

r'a.) We should think, from the description given of your
bay, it had been hurt by being put into the barn before it

was well cured. You think it is cured too dry, and neither

cattle nor horses eat it well. Our recommendation would
be to cut it short with a hay-cutter, moisten it with water
as you feed it, and sprinkle on each mess, while damp, a

small measure of Indian meal, shortg, or other ground
feed. Farmers complain that clover hay gives their

horses a cough, or the heaves. All danger of this difS-

eulty may be obviated by feeding it as here indicated.

Clover Seed out all Winter.— (M. Haskins.) Tour
oiorer seed, which you were unable to harvest, will not be
injured by the firost. It will be good, if you can gather it.

Lice on Calves.—(M.) Feed your cattle well, and keep
them clean, and they will not be troubled with lice. If

they are, there a dozen methods of destroying them. The
easiest, perhaps, is to wash them with a decoction of to-

bacco. Some fumigate with tobacco, by burning it under
the belly and covering the animal with a blanket. An-
other way is to apply oil or grease along the back, shoul-

ders, around the eyes, and other parts of the body. Mer-
curial ointment is very effectual, but requires to be used
with caution. We have known the tobacco wat«r make
the animal sick when too strong. Better apply a weak
solution two or three times, than run the risk of impairicg
the health of the animal by too strong a dose at once.

If calves are troubled with lice, give them a little sul-

phur in their milk. This will generally prove effectual.

Be sure that the pen is dry, well ventilated, but not too

light, and supplied with plenty of clean straw.

Several Inquiries.—There are many things about farm-
ing of which I am ignorant; and it is'frequoutly the case
that what one wishes to know, many others are also desi-
rous of learning.
My horse-barn has a cellar under it, where, beside keep-

ing my wagons, plows, harrows, etc., etc., I also keep my
calves and colts through the winter. Of late, I have prac-
ticed spreading my horse manure where the calves leave
their droppings, so as to have the manure well mixed.
This prevents the horse manure from burning. Can you,
or some of your readers, tell mc whether it is better to
spread the manure daily, cold, or let it ferment slightly so
as to steam a little ?

There is another thing I would like to know. I have
four horse-stalls, with troughs to convey the urine into
two large iron-bound oil-casks which stand in the cellar.

What materials shall I mix with the urine, and how can
I make the most of it ? I have practiced putting in leached
and unleached ashes, plaster, hen dung, lime, and salt;
and putting about a gill into each hill of corn, when plant-
ing, and have received great benefit from it. I have to be
careful and not drop it directly on the corn. How much
of this is wrong, and what would be better ? Will some
one tell?

One thing more. For some years I have been in the
habit of going into my corn field, before cutting up my
corn, and gathering tfie first ripe corn for seed, braiding
it up, and keeping it out in the sun on pleasant days, untU
dry enough to put away in a tight chest where mice c?.n

not get at it. This, I have discovered, makes it early, and
I have no trouble with poor seed corn ; bat the ears" grad-
ually become smaller every year. Can this be prevented ?

—A. Tiffany, Gibson, I'a.

Raising Mcles. — Considerable has been said about
Mules ««. Horses, in which we have been iuterestetl. An
impression prevails that mares will not breed colts- after
having foaled mules. It has deterred many from raising
mules who would otherwi«e have done so. Is there any
truth in the theory ? Will some one answer ?—W.

Notices of Books, Pamphlets, &c.

OoR columns are so crowded, this month, that we can

give only the titles of the now books recently received.

THE LAND AND THE BOOK; or itiblical Illustrations drawn
from the Manners and Customs, the Scenes and Scenery, of the
Holy Land. By W. M. Tiiompsok, D. D., twenty-five years a
Miwionary of the A. B. C. F. JI. in Syria and Palostine. In two
volumes, with Maps, Engravings, Ac. New York : Harphe
& Beos. 1S59. For sale'by D. M. Dewkt, of this city.

CORNELL'S GRAMMAR-SCHOOL GEOGRAPHY; forming
a Part of a Systematic Series of School Geographies. Embra-
cine an extended course, and adapted to pupils of the higher
classes in Public and Prirate Schools. By S. S. CoRKfiLL.
Now York : D. Applbtok & Co. For sale by Wm. Allisg,
of this city.

THE COMEDIES OF TERENCE. Literally Translated into
English Prose, with Notes. By IIenbt Thomas Riley, B. A.,
late Scholar of Clare Hall, Cambridge. To which is added the
Blant Verse Translation of Gkorgk Colman. New York

;

Habpbk & Bkos, 1859. For sale by D. M. Dkwkt, of this eiiy".
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UOWARD AND HIS TEACHER, THE SISTKK'S INFLU-
EN'CE, and olher Stories, liy Mrs. MAnitLiNE Leslib, author

of "(%ira ami the Doctor," "("ourlt'sii's of Wedded Life,"

'^Hiiusobold Angel," Ac, Ac. Boston: Siiepabd, Olauk, &
Brown. For sale by \Vm. Alliso, of this city.

WHAT "WILL HE DO "WITH IT? Ry rmiSTEATrs Caxtox.
A Novel. Ry Sir E. Riii.wkr Lyttok, Rart., author of " My
Novel; cT VarietioB of Kiiglish Life," "The Caxtoiis," " I'tl-

h.Hiii," '•Niglit and Morning," "The Last of the Barons," &c.
New York : IlAitiuu A Rki.>s. IsStf.

PTLVAN HOLT'S DATO TITER. By nm.MR Lt.r, author of
'• Kathie Itrande," Gilhert Massenger." '•Thoiny Hall,"' Ac. Ac.
New York : Haei-kk A Ruos. 1850. For sale by I). M.
D«WKY, of this city.

EUI~: or. LitUe by Llltle. A Tale of Roslvn School. Ry Fred-
KKicK W. Farekb, Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge. New
York: llvuu A Cahlktox. Priecll. For sale by D. M.
Bkwky, of this city.

TIIK AFTERNOON OF UNMARRIED LIFE. A companion
to " A Woman's Thousfht-s about Women." New York : Ri;i)d

& Cabi.f.tos. rrioe Jl. For sale by D. M. Dewky, of this city,

DOKA DEANE, or the East India Unde; and MAGGIE MIL-
LER, or Old Il.igar's Secret. By Mrs. Mauy J. Hoi.MBrt. author
of '• Lena Rivers," Ac New York : C. M. Baxton, ISb'J.

MOUNT VERNON : A letter to the Children of America. By
the author of '• Rural Hours," Ac. New York : 1). Appleton
& Co. 1S59. For sale by D. M. Dbwey, of this city.

OUR CHARLEY, and What to do with Him. By Mrs. H. B.
Stowe. Boston: I'lirLLii'S, Sa-mpbok, & Co. > or sale by D.
M. DawsY, of this city.

SOUTIIWOLD. A Novel. By Mrs. Lillik Deferkux Umstkd.
New York : Rldd A Cablltojj. Price $1. For sale by D. M.
Dbwey. of this city.

ILLUSTRATED ANNUAL REGISTER OP RURAL AF-
FAIRS FOR 1S59. Albany: Lutbee Tuckee & Son. 1850.

Price '15 oents.

TETINO TO BE USEFUL. By Mrs. Madhlike Lksi.ir. Boston:
SnHPARD, Clark, 4t Bbowh. 1859. For sale b> Wm. Allino,
of this city.

THE JUVENILE ALMANAC FOR 1S49. Boston : Shepakd,
C't.AUK, A Bkown. For sale by Wm. Alung, of ttiis city.

THE LADIES' ALMANAC FOR 1S59. Boston: Shktabd,
(.'r.AKK, A Bbowx. Fc>r sole by Wm. Allinc, of this city.

BUIST'S GARDEN ALMANAC AND MANUAL FOE 1859.
By E. BcisT, Philadelphi.n, Pa.

EEVIEW OF THE MARKETS.

GENESEE FARMER OFFICE, |

Roohestee, N. Y., Febeuabt 21, 1859. )'

The present aspect of the markot is one of more than nsual

interest. Previous low prices had induced a speculative feeling,

wUich was soon manifest in a rapid advance. As usual, on such

occasions, matters were run somewhat to an opposite extreme.

The advance, which was most marked in the low and high grades,

was equal to o«c dollar a barrel in three weeks; in medium
brands it was not so great. That prices h.id previously fallen too

low, docs not admit of a rca.?onable doubt ; that the re-action was

of too strong and rapid a character, is scarcely less a matter of

doubt; that the last crop, in this country, was below an average,

may bo regarded as certain ; that speculation has had much to do

tn producing the present state of the market is equally apparent.

At current prices, a foreign demand is out of the question, ns in

England and Continental Europe they are lower than here. The
home demand, therefore, is all on which to depend for support.

This may bo sufficient, gpocul.itlvo and real, to sustain existing

r»te« until the opening of spring, especially if the anxiety In Eu-

rope should not subside. If that should manifest Itself in a more

decided form, a fUriher advance may take place ; otherwise, n

decline will most likely follow the opening of navigation. The
pro«p<v;t of the future crop will then have its influence; but it is

ye< t-io soon to form an opinion on that point.

FLOUR AND GRAIN.—The market for Flour and Wheat U
very sensitive. An advance brings out increased supplies, atvl

these produce a retrograde movement In prices. If speculators

should rcalixo to any extent, a material tleclino would follow. 1

coarse grain, the market is more steady and hoalUiy, and, wit

the exception of Corn and Oats, has a slight upward tendency.

PROVISIONS.—The market generally firm and tending uj

ward. A speculative demand Is apparent in ISeef and Porl

arising, perhaps, from a supposed deficiency in the general stocl

or an apjirehension of trouble abroad. In either case doubtful.

WOOL.—The market is universally firm. Here, we think, tJ;

holder i.s safe. Speculators are anxious to make contracts for ll

next clip. Farmers, look well to your interest in this ni:\lte

The practice of tolling anything before it is remiy for market, i

to say the least, of doubtlul policy. We think the quotations ft

this article, espooijilly the high grades, are decidedly loo low.

EOCHESTEE MAEKET.- Feb'y 21.

FLOUR—To iho traile—extra and double e«lra, ^(!.'>0@,$7; e:

tra Stale, :};5..^0; superfine Sl.<ite, $4 "."^f^l^S : market firm.

GRAIN-White winter wheat, $1.6i>@.*l.T0; red do. $].35(

$1.40 ; spring. 9iiof(7,$l.lU according to (iii.nlity : market firm, wi
little doing. Rarley firm .it 75c. Corn, i5t@.SUc. Oats, .Wc(2^
by weisht. Buckwheat, 44c.

SEEDS—Qover, $5.75®>6. Timothv, $2.3.5®!?. Red to

PROVISIONS—Dressed hogs, '^^v^Sc; Beef, .\'ic@fi>i(
Mutton, 5c(!?^5,Vc to the trade. At retail-Beef, 7c®'le : Muilo
6c®Sc; Pork, 10c. Hams. no(?J12o. Shoulders, 9c@10c. La'

18c. Butter, 2(icf!l22e. Eggs, lCo(!^18c.

CATTLE—Live weight,'4Xl^^« per lb. Sheep, $3.50®$4.
per head.

NEW YOEK MAKKET.-Feb'ylS.
FLOUR—Active ; demand of a speenl.itive character. Supe

fine State, $5.&')@$5.50 ; extra <lo, $5.90®$t).10 ; Michigan, Im
ana, Ohio, and Iowa superfine, $5.40(gli5 M : eitra do. Jfi.f.'i

$7.80; Ohio round-hoop, $C.4"f^6.5fl. Southern flrin ; Bnltimoi
$.'>.90@,$8.75; Brandy wine, $6.40(a$7 25 ; Petorsbiirg city nt

Richmond city, $S.75. Gallego and Haxall Canatliaii, $('i.50i

$7.25 for extra. Rye flour qHiet at $8.7.')(??,$4.S0 for the mn;;
Com meal unchanged ; Jersey. $.'<.66®$8.7.') ; Brandywine, $4.i

GRAIN—Wheat dull; winter Weslern, $1.30; red Soulher
$1.35Qi$1.40; white Canada, $l.r)7; white Mieh. $L47@,$J.5
red liKliana. $1.40. P.ye, iXQ'<7c. Oats, 50c®j5-Ic for -icrse

Delaware, and Pennsyivania; 64c@59c for State; 61e((5i64e 1

Canadian and Western. Corn dull : Tellow Jersev anil Souther
80c<aS2c ; white do, 80c©S.Sc; Western mixed, 84c®86c.
SEEDS-Clover, llc(gin?nC. Timothy—mowed. $2.(i(;(f? $2.1

reaped, $2.2.50$2.75 jier bushel. Red top, per five-bushel ba
$8.50(3-4:^.75.

PROVISIONS—Pork .Htea.lv ; new mess, $1S: old do, $17.5

prime, $13.25@$I3.5ii. Beef—country nicps. $7..50®$9 ; count
prime. $6.')O0$7; Western re-packed, $8.75@$11; extra nw.
$11.50(3>$12; common (iiialilies dull and heavy, extra grades fin

prime mess qniet at $16(Ic$19. Beef hams, $i4((?.$17..')0. Dreswi

nogs dull at 6Ve©.9c. llam.H, ^)^c&0)^t'. Shoulders. Pj^cCTi.'i

Lard dull at 'll\'e(5\12c for City and Western. Butter— (th.

llc@I9c; State iiew, lf)e®27c; Orange Co., •i5c(2,2Sc. Cheese
fair to prime, SV^c®ll Ve.
WOOl^Saximy Heece, 53c®.Vic ; full-blood Merino, 47cfi^.'in.

>r to ?i do. 42c®46c; J^ do, 89c@40e; extra pulled, 41c(g44
superfine do. 87c@40c; No. 1 pull.d, 3nc(3.34c: Cal. fine u
washed. 22e{g,27c; do common unwashed, Vk((t1'c.
CATT'LE— Tendency upward. First quality, 1(i}(^c((f.U)i

medium, SXeQtlOc; ordinary, 7,Ve(SSVc; extra good. ]2)t(''

13^0 per lb. net weight. Sheep, ^Zfr.^'f per head'for the ranj

PHILADELPHIA MAEKET. - Feb'y 14-

Rye Flour, $4@$4.25. Co
I

FLOUR—$5.70ai;0 for extra.
Meal, $.'^.02.

GRAIN—Red Wheat. $1.37@$1.4S: White, $1.4.5(f3)$1.5.\ R
scarce at S5c. Yellow corn, 80c(3)S2c for dry lots. Oal.s, .'di®.'.

for Pennsylvania. Barlev, S.'iccgiS'c.

SEEDS—Clover. $r).7,'.®$7.25. Titiiolhy, $2.12. Fhix, $1.75.
WOOI^Stock light. 42c@C.<?c per 11).

CATI'LE—An upward tendency. $7 50®.$!! per 100 lbs. i

pood to prime ; extra quality, $12. Sheep advanced in prit
Sales at $3(5.JC per head, according to quality.

Feb'y 17. — Brcadstuflfe firmer but without activity. • Prir
Wheat scarce and wanted. Provisions quiet; Mc** Pork, $16.'

Lard lower, selling at 12Xo@13c.

BUFFALO MAJRKET.-FeVy 17.

FLOUR—Market active; superfine, $5® $.1.50; extra, $5..V'
$8.7.') the range.
GRAIN— Wheat—holders firm, above the views of btiye

Ohio rod winter, $1..S0; white Illinois, $1.50; white Kentuck
$1.80(?fc$1.70. Com firm at 81c®S.Sc for new. Oats nominal
60c. ilarloy-Western. fiiV^i;,V; .^mte. 7.'>c(ff.7fic.

SEEDS—Clover. $6.5''^$6.7,'>. Timothv. $2.2.'.(ril$2..*A

PROVISIONS—Pork— mess. $16..'.()(?M'l7..10 ; prime, $12.J0<

$1$. Jjird, llj^'c Uams—green, 8c. Shoulders, G;,-e. Smoki
hams, 0}i*.
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CHICAGO MARKET.— Feb'y 16.

"LOUR—Winter red and white, $5.T5@$5.90 ; extra spring,

>0 ; superfine do, $3.75. Eye Flour, .$5.

rR.VIN—Wtifat—receipts heavy, but market buoyant; No. 1

winter, $l.'.'5@«;1.27; No. 2 red, $1.14@|1.1.S; Spring, 8Sc@
ac-cordiug to quality. Corn—shelled, 6oc@65c per 60 11)8.

3, 6Sc. Kye, 90c. Barley, 80c®if 1, for medium to prime.

CINCINNATI MARKET. - Feb 'y 16.

LOUR—A speculative feeling manifest. Superfine, $5.50®
10; extra, *5.i6@*6.
K.MN—Wheat—white, ?1.25@*1.85 for lair to strictly prime

;

.|l.lo@.t;l.25; closing firm. Corn in fair demand, with an
•ard tendency; fair mixed, 80c; choice white, 82c@85c. Kye
at 9.Jc@!»7c." Barley dull at 76c®7Sc for prime faH.

KUVlblONS—Dull and declining. Mess Pork, $1S@*18.50.
'>n—sides, 9>sc; clear, 1 Ic. Shoulders, 7^c. Uams, llcigill^sTc

TORONTO MARKET. -Feb'y 16.

LOI'R—Stock low. Superfine, Se@ifG.25; fancy, $6.50; ex-

$6.75(^*7.
KAIN—Wheat steady ; good shipping parcel*, $1.50®$1.60;
rior and medium, $1.3.')@$1.45 ; deliveries light; spring wheat
ii@f;1.40. Barley active at S.ic@9.'5c. Kye, 70c@75c. Oats
at 60c. Peas in good demand at S5c@90c.
R0VISION3—Pork—prime hogs, *e.50. Moss Pork, $15©

Bt-ef—hind quarters. $5 per luo lbs. Butter, 20c.

\TTLE—$.^(ai$6 per 100 lbs., deducting one-third for shrink-

Sheep, $-l.bo@$5 each. Calves, $5.

LONDON MARKET. -January 24.

. consequence of increased supplies, the late advance has been
English wheat, $1.10 @. $1.45 ; American, $1.25@$1.45.

^rican flour, $4.65®$5.S5 for sour and sweet. Barley, 90c@
5. Oats, 70c®95c.
lEDS-Ked clover, 12c per lb. ; white do, 15c@18c. Linseed
at $1.95 per bush, for sowing and $1.70 for crushing.

OOL—Firm, with a prospect of higher rates. Prices range
1 30c to 45c per lb.

LIVERPOOL MARKET. -January 24.

LOUR—Western canal, $4.S0(2',$.'>.25; Philadelphia and Ohio,
'@$6 ; sour, $4.80(gi$4.80. Corn meal, $3.65®$.S.90.

KAIN—White wheat. $l.(w@,$1.90 ; red do, $1.40@$1.60 per
Yellow com, S6c®S8c; white do, $1@$1.02; mi.xed, &ic

per bush, of 60 lbs.

BEDS-Red clover, 12c@13e per lb. Linseed, $1.50@$1.70.
'OOL—Stock light and holders very firm. 86c per lb.

CHERRY CURRANTS.—The undersigned, whose genuine
Cherry Currants have lately attracted so much allenlion,

will send to all who will apply for it, a circular giving much in-

formation about the cultivation of this excellent fruit, and how to

make Currant Wine. Also, prices of plants and seed.
It CHARLES F. EKHAKU, Eavenswood, Long Island.

AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS—A large assortment, at

mamifaclurer's prices, consisting of Endless Chain Horse-
powers and Threshers, Excelsior Fan Mill. Hay and Straw Cut-
ters, Churns, Corn Shellers. Seed Sowers, Harrows, Cultivators,

Koad Scrapers, Iron and Wood Beam I'iows, &c., i;c.

Send for a catalogue. A. LONGETT,
March, 1859.—.31 S4 Cliff street. New York.

March, lSo9.—It*

10.000 SOLD—THE PRACTICAL HORSE
FAKRIKK. Price .'^O cents. Revised Edi-
tion, containing the treatment and cure of
Diseases, the vihole of KAKEY'S ART, -nith

illustrated instructions, 100 valuable receipts,

&c., &c., sent free, wllh 20 seeds of the HUB-
BARD SQUASH, on receipt of eighteen
postage stamps. E. NASIi, Publisher,

Auburn, N. Y.

WHOLESALE CATALOGUE FOR SPRING OF 1859.

A FROST & CO , Rochester, N. Y... Proprietors of ihe Genesee
• Valley Nurseries, have just published their Wholesale List

No. 4r, for the spring of 1S.".9.

The attention of Nurserymen who wish to obtain young Nursery
Stock for planting, is specially solicited. Also, of those who desire
to make extensive purchases of Trees and Plants for immediate
ornament or fruits, for orchards and gardens.
This Catalogue is sent to all applicants when a cent postage

stamp is enclosed.
For more full and complete information, the Proprietors refer to

the following additional Catalogues, which are sent, gratis, by
mail, to those who enclose a one cent postage stamp for each

:

No. 1. Descriptive Catalogue of Fruits.

No. 2. Descriptive Catalogue of Ornamental Trees, Shrubs,
Koses, &c., &c.
No. 3. Descriptive Catalogue of Dahlias, Verbenas, Oreen-

House Plants, &c. March, 1859.-It.

EGIGHTON CATTLE MARKET. -Feb'y 17.

t market, 1200 Beeves, 200 Stores, 2000 Sheep and Lambs, 120

l^c@8cperlb. Calf Skins—l.Sc®14c per lb. Tallow—7^0®
Sheep and Lambs—$1.75@$2.00 ; extra, $3.00®$6.00 Pelts

l.50@$1.75. Swine—Pigs, 6>fc; retail, 6>2C@7^'c.

FARMERS! READ! READ! READ!
Tliis Glorious Ne-ws !

ME. G. PIERPONT, of Rockford, Illinois, purchased one of

Share's Coulter Harrow Pulverizer and Grain Coverers,
with which he covered 90 acres of wheat on his farm, by merely
going over the field once after it was sown. He also covered or
harrowed in 15 acres with the common or Scotch Harrow, (and
worked over two or three times,) on the same farm, to eijnvinee

himself of the difference between the two machines. Tlie yield,

after harvesting the grain, was, on an average, three bushels more
1'.^".-,^^ -.r , . T, r T^ . »onA^*oor T^- . ,-. pcr acrc trom the land on which he used Share's Harrow than
RICES -Mark_et Beef-- Extra $8.00®$S25; First quality,

| [-fj^^ ^^ ^.j^i^^ j^^ ^.^^^^^ j^^ common Harrow, thereby saving
o; Second. $6.<5; Third, $.-..00. Mik-li C-ows—$30 @ $40; ,^ pulverizing with our Harrow instead of scratching Ihe top of
mion, $19@$20 \eal Calves-$3@$5. Yearlingts-nono.

j^^ ,^^j ^^^ packing it with the Scotch machine) sav 270 bushels
1 Years old-$20®$24. Three Years old-$24®$3l. Hides ^j. .^^j^^j^j^ .^^.^'i^^^ ^^%^ p^eg^^l p^i^p^ ^^^ 40 j,,.r bushel,) is $378,

or the cost of 25 machines. Will not this fact induce farmers to

purchase this new and improved implement, which will make
their labor e<isy and cheap f They are manufactured onlj/ by the

subscribers, to whom if orders are sent they will be promptly at-

tended to ; and the sooner the better, as the demand for them is

constantly increasing.

Address for a catalogue. The weight of the machine is 200 lbs.

Price $15 and freight. PEASE & EGGLESTON.
March, 1859.—It Albany, N. T.

ADVEETISEMENTS,
secure insertion in the Farmer, must bo received as early

.he 10th of the previous month, and be of such a character

o be of interest to farmers. Terms— Two Dollars for every

idred words, each insertion, payable w advascb.

PPLE-PIE MELONS—39 cents per dozen seeds.

March—It W. H. GARDNER, Sublette, Lee Co., HI.

AKER APPLE GRAFTS—Bv mail, post-paid, 36 cents per
dozen. Send stamps. F. A. ROCKWELL, Kidgefield, Ct. *

NOVELTY—THE MEXICAN COSHAW.—This new mam-
moth vegetable is perlectly .idapted to the Northern States.

8 unequalled for its edible qualities, and makes delicious pies.

ze oX seeds. 25 cents per package, sent to any address postpaid.

Iross VOLNET LEONARD, Springfield, Bradford Co., Pa. It*

ALUABLE-FARMING LANDS FOR SALE.-A portion

of the splendid farming lands formerly belonging to the Hop.
B. Dickinson, situated in the town of Hornby, Steuben Co., N.
comprising 2O00 acres, is now offered for sale.

arties desiring any part of this highly cultivated land, may
e it in such quantitiaa as thev mav desire, by applying to

larch.—2t AL-EXANDEK OLCOTT, C<)rning,N. Y.

|RAIN AND ROOF TILE MACHDIES.-The Subscriber
'

is Patentee and Manufacturer of the best Machines extant
making Drain and Roof Tile, Hollow and Solid Brick, &c.
5 Machine grinds the clay, moulds it into tile, brick, iScc, and
ivers them iipon the drjjng boards, at the game operation, by
se or other power. For fcrther particwlars, address,
larch, 1859.—It T. M. MATTICE, Buffalo, K. Y.

SEEDS! SEEDS!!
FIELD, GARDEN, AND FLOWER SEEDS!

WE are now fully supplied with one of the largest and most
complete stocks of Garden, Flower, and Field Seeds, ever

offered to the Wcslera public. Our stock has been made up with
much care from the best seed gardens of America and Europe. A
large share are home-grown seeds, being grown under our own
inspection, and which wo can recommend as true to name and of

the best quality.

Among our assortment of Seeds may be found over

150 VARIETIES OF FLOWER SEF.DS,
800 do GARDEN SEEDS,
HUNGARIAN GRASS SEED.

CHINESE SUGAR CANE AND IMPHEE SEED, &c., Ac.

From a long acquaintance with the trade, we feel confident no
one can offer better inducements to those desiring .seeds.

Those who design to emigrate to Kansas and Pike's Peak,

would do well to take with them a box of fresh Garden Seeds.

We also keep constantly on hand a full assortment of

Implements and Mncliincs

Suited to <he Field, (Jarden, Orch.ird. and Household.

"We arc fully- prepared to supply the trade on the most liberal

terms.
Bull Gaialognes furnished gratis on application; if by mail, in-

close a stamp. Address H. D. EMERY' & CO.,

March, 1859.—2t 204 Lake street, Chicago, IH.
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FLOWER SEEDS BY MAIL.

T"IVE>'TY-F1VE VARIETIES
or

CHOICE ANNUAL FLOWER SEEDS,
R-ITII DIRECTIONS Fon THKIK CULTUKE.

SOLD MY

JA3I£S M. TIIORBURN & CO.
No. 13 John Street, IVcw York.

PRICE $1.00.

10 varieties choice Hardy Annuals 50 cts.

50 ' " " iJitiiniak. aud I'crunnials, ^2.00

100 •*
" " " " 4.on

•20 " new and rare Annuals, 2.00

20 '* choice hardy IJieniiialfi and PorenniaU, I.HO

20 " choice Green-liuuse Seeds, 2.50

40 " " " " ... 5.0.1

20 " American Seeds for European Culture, 2.00

6 " for Kockwork, 75
1-2 ** Aquatics 6.00

12 " Ornamental Gnisses, ~b

6 " Branching Larkspur, 50

8 " Hyaolnlh " 75
12 " finest German Zinnia-s, l.iO

22 " French Tniffant Asters 5.00

Assortments of beautiful German Asters, Quilled, Perfection,

&c., from 7-'; cts., SI. 00, $1.50, to 8.00

Assortments of beautiful German Ten Week, Giant, and In-
termediate ?toeks, from 75 ots. to 3.00

Ass'^rtJTionLs containing SO varieties splendid Carnations and
Picotees, 5.00

All the above free by mail on receipt of a remittance in Bank
Bi.'ls on anv Solvent Bank in the Union.

J. M. TIIORBURN & CO.,
Mr*-ch, 1^59.-1 1. 15 John yirea, New York.

t2r" Please observe our other ad\ ertisoments in this number.

ISABELLA AND CATAWEA GRAPE VINES,
Of proper Age tor forming Viiieya»-ds,

CULTIVATED from, and containing all the good qualities
which the most improved cultivation for over eighteen years

has conferred on the Croton INiint Vineyards, are offered to the
f'alilic. Those who may purohase, will receive such instructions
f>r t'v.r years as will enable tliem to cultivate the Grape with en-
tire success, providing their l.iealily is not too far north.

All ci>inmunication3 aildressod to 11. T. UNDERHILL, M. D.,
New York, or Croton Point, Westchester county, N. Y., will re-
ceive attention.

Havinj; ripened his whole crop of Isabella and Catawba Grapes
in Isvi", the cooleet seusmi and most difficult to ripen in twenty
years, he is confirmed in the belief that a good crop of fruit can be
obtained every year by iniproced cultiraiion, pruning, Aw, in
most fif the Northern, and all of the Middle, W^estern, and South-
ern States.

N. n.—To those who take suflJoicnt to plant six acres, as he di-
rects, he will, when they commence bearing, fnnush the owner
with one of his Vine-dressers, whnni he has instructed in his mode
of cultivation, and he will do all Ihe labor of the Vineyard, and
insure the mwt perfect success. The only charge, a reasonable
compensation for the labor.

Also, AIM'LE-QiriNCE TREES, (which are soraetiraee called
the Orange Quince,) for sale as above,
AKo, lor pale, at his Wine and Grape Depot, No. 293 Broadway,

N. v., by the case, in bottles, PURE ISABELLA AND CA-
TAWBA GRAPE WINE, made by competent piTSons. under
\\M own ia.*i>ectiou nt Croton Point, from perfectly ripe Grapes,
ruitable for medicinal, Micratnental, and all other piirposee. where
a liurg Mxn* is desirable. R. T. UNDERHILL, M. I).

>Iarch, 1859.— '.'t

GRAPE VINES.
CONCORD, Diaiia, Rebecca, Northern Muscadine, Ilartford

Prolific, and fitly other varieties of native grapes, at one
doJIareach. Charges paid by mail or cxprese. Delaware, \\t-
kins, and Anna, three dollars >:i.'h. Also, a good stock of Lawton
Blackberries and Orange Raopberries. Address
_March, lS.i9.—Jt IIOAG >\:J.RAINE. Lockport, N. Y.

C HORT HORN BULLS—Of rariou* ages, whicli have taken
KJ I'nzi-s .It National, Slate, an«l County Fairs,

Marcii, lSo9.—!!
for sale by

E. MARKS, Camillas, N. Y

FRUIT AND ORNAMENTAL TREES
FOR SPRING OF 1859.

ELLWANGER & BARRY beg to inform Planters, Nursery
' men and Dealrrs in Trees, that tluy have still on hand t

otTor for Spring Planting, a large stock of llie following name-
articles of superior (jualily in all respect.s :

FRUIT DEPAR.TME\T.
STANDAiin Pem;s. on Pcnr slock, 2 and !? years from bud.

DwAi'.F AND PvBAMti) Pkails, ou Quincc,' 2 and 3 yrs from bur

DwAKF AND Pyramid Arpi/BS, ou Paradise and boucin, 1, 5

and ."? years from bud.

Staxdakd Chkkkies, on Mazzard stocks, 2 years from bud.
Dwai:f and Pyeamid Cukkiubs, ou Mahaleb stocks, 1 and 2 yi

Srom bud.
Apri.K QiiyrEs, grafted. 2 and 3 years from graft,

Enoi.isii Wju.xms, Buttkcxlts, Spamsu Cut-Stnuts, Yn
HKKTS, &C.

Hardy Ghapes, including Ls.nbell.T, Catawba, Clinton, Coneort
Diana, Rebecca, Monteith, and other new varieties.

FoERioN Gkapbh, for Vineries, all the most esteemed varietiei

well rii)?ned plants, in pots, 1, 2, and S years oM from tlie eyi

Bi.ACKTiKUKiRS—Ncw Rocliellc or Lawton, and Dorcht-sler,

6oosEBERuin.s—The American Seedling, and largo Englieh var
eties.

STBAWBERKIE8—Upward of 60 varieties, including all the bet

American and Foreign varieties.

Crt!)'.ANTS—Red Dutch, Victoria, White Grape, Black Naplei
Black English, Sac kc.

RnuBARii—Myatt's, Linnaeus, Victoria, Prince Albert, &c.
Asp.vRAQue—Strong Roots.

Stocks.

Mazzard Cherry Seedlings.
Mahaleb do. do.

ORNAMENTAL DEPARTMENT.
DF.rinrors Standard Laws TRF.ia.
Dnrinrors Wkkping " "

EvF.RGRKKN Tbep«, embracing an immense stock of Norwa ^!
Sjiruce, from 6 inches to 6 feet. Also, rare California Evci
greens, &c.

FtowEr.iNr, SnErns—All the most desirable, comprising a ver t-
large stock.

Climbcno SnRUBS of all sort.s.

RosK.s —The largest stock in the eounfry, of all the best sorts, hot
on the Mnnelti stock and on their own roots. See Calalocue.

HKunAcvois I'.EONiEs—A superb assortment of more that sevet
ty-five varieties.

Dauijas—Over one hundred of the most beautiful varieties, iw
J^

eluding tlie latest novelties.

Phloxes—An unrivalled assortment, embracing all the elnssed.

DiKLYTKA ePFCTABiLis—The most charming hardy border plaf
in cultivation—over 10.000 plants.

CnRYSANTHEMCMs, botli large and pompone varieties, the Dew«
and best.

Carnations axd PiroTF.ES—A fine collection.

Dei.piiinu'm Hkvdkbsoni, iiAGNiKKANA, and other beautift
sorts. Besides all the most desirable hardy border plants growt
See Descriptive Catalogue No. 3.

Grcen-Ho»8C and B«<Iding Plants.

All the most useful and popular plants, such as Fuchxiii'
Gt'raniianx, /ffliotrope/>, Vfn>en<nt, /'eiiiiiiax, J.aiiiaiKin, I>iy'
t<v(.«, IIiiih-nnrj,-ii!i, litinntnUax. Pluinjxignu, &c.. Ac, grown i\

tensivcly and supplifd in quantities, or by the dozen, assorted, t

Imc /•utfS. See Catalogue No. .3.

Summer mid AutRmii Blooming Bulbs.

A superb collection of Uie new Cladioli and Japan I.ll-!'.\ bi

sides Tuberosee, 7'iffric/iax, Ac.

We can say without boasting, that our present slock has nev.
been surpassed in vigor, health, and beauty of growth ; and -»

invite all parties interested to examine it and satisfy theni'tlvi

-

Packnig for di.stant parts executed in the most careful :ii

skillfbl manner, and customers treated in all respects with fairni-

and hl)erality.

'For full and detailed information respecting tlie slock, price-

terms, »S.-c., we refi-r to the following Catalogues, which will b

sent gratis, prepaid, to all who inclose one stamp for each

:

No. 1—Descriptive Catalogue of Fruits.

No. 2—Descriptive Catalogue of Ornamental Trees, Shrubs, Hosr-

ic, &c.

No. 3—Descriptive Catalogue of Dahlias, Grecn-RoBsc and Beii

ding Plants, Ac.

No. 4—Wholesale Catalogue for Nurserymen, Dealers, and other.

I

who purchase in large quantities. kjj

ELLWANGER & BARRY,
March, 1S59.— 2t Mount Uopo Nurseries, Rochester, N. Tl
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)MMERCIAL NURSERIES.
n. E. HOOKER & Co.,

IE Proprietors of these old and well-established Nurseries,

would call the attention of Amateur Planters, Nurserymen,
Dealers in Trees, to their large and well-assorted stock for

pring and autumn of 1S59.

pccial care is taken not to send out anything which will not

the test witli absolute certainty, and purchasers may rely

receiving perfect satisfaction,

nong the Items cultivated upon the Nursery Grounds, in large
itities, will be found
^PLES, ou free growing stocks, for Orchards, two to four years
eratt
'PLES, on Paradise and Doucain stocks, for Dwarfs, making
itilUl trees for the garden. *

iARS, on their own stocks, two to three years from the bud.
'JAK.S, on Quince, A No. 1 trees, two years, very thrifty. Also,
iplanteJ trees, with fruit buds.
lEKKIES, on Mazzard stocks for Standards and Mahaleb
Jwarfs. very fine.

SACIIES, one to two years flrom the bud.
jUMS. on Plum stocks.
lANGE QUINCE—a supply of very fine plants.
ECTAPvINES. APPJCOTS, &c.
RAPE VINES—Always on hand a large Block of aU the Na-
and Foreign hardy varieties.
'ilAXiJj FIUJITS, including a very extensive assortment
UEEANTS, GOOSEBERRIES, STEAWBEEEIES, EA3P-
tRIES. BLACKBEERIES, &c.
aUBAEB, ASPAEAGUS, &c.

IN THE ORNAMENTAL DEPAETMENT
intended to bo found all the DECIDUOUS ORNAMENTAL
,BS, of the most desirable kinds: EVEEGEEENS of the
varieties; HARDY ORNAMENTAL SHRUBS, EOSES,
&c. HEDGE PLANTS of all kinds, includiag

Tlie AHierican Arbor Vifie,

Bh forms, in a short time, and with very great certainty, one
e MOST BEAUTIFUL SCEEENS. A large supply of fine
ts, low.

STOCKS FOR NURSERY5EEN,
heap as elsewhere, including very fine Angers and Fontenay
ce.

a speeiaUi/, the subsciibers would call particular attention
eir stock of

The Hooker Strawberry,
ch they are anxious to disseminate and introduce wherever
trawberry is appreciated, convinced as they are of its intrin-
xcellenee.

the last Annual Meeting of the Genesee Volley Horticultural
ity, this variety received twelve votes (being the whole num-
ast) as a variety best adapted for general cultivation, while
her variety had more than seven votes ; and it has repeated-
eeived like flatterinc testimonials.
strong points- EXQUISITE FLAVOE, GEEAT BEAU-
SIZE, and PEODUGTIVENESS, combine to render it,

no other Strawberry can claim to be, one in every respect
ted tfKthe wants of all cultivators,
e fruit is of a beautiful mahogany color even to the core, the

«'. very vigorous and hardy, and the flowers perfect (a great
leralum).

•mg, healthy plants, true to name, at $2 per 100, $15 per 1000.
T Catalogues tarnished gratis,

cheater, N. T., March, 1S59. H. E. HOOKEK & CO.

O

SAMUEL MOULSON,
Of the Old Rochester Nurseries,

AT ROCHESTER, K Y.,

FFERS for sale for spring of 1S59, tbe usual assortment of
Hardy Nursery Items, well grown and healthy, comprising

APPLES, Standard and Dwarf.
PEARS, do do
CHEERIES. do do
PLUMS, PEACHES, APEIC0T3.
GRAPES, Foreign and Natiye, includiag the most desirable of

the new native sorts.

BLACKBERRIES, in three varieties. STRAWBERRIES.
GOOSEBERRIES, iucludisg a fine Mock of the native variety

Houghton's Seedling.
ClJRRANTS.
NUTS, in many varieties, including Dwarf European 'WalQUts,

Prolific Chestnuts, Filberts, &c.

STOCKS FOR NURSERYBIEIV,
Of my own growing, (except the Pear,) as uader, viz :

100,090 Quince Stocks ,-

40,000 Cherry;
150,0 Apple;
50,000 Pear.

A retail list of the prices and quantities of each item offered, as
well as a wholesale trade list, will be forwarded to any applicant
enclosing a stamp. March, 1859.—It.

ROCHESTER AND liAKE AVENUE
COMMERCIAL NURSERIES,

KOCHESTER, N. Y.

THE Proprietors of the above old establishment offer for the
Spring trade a large a.tsortmcnt of the following, at whole-

sale and retail at veky eeduckd pkices:

APPLES, Standard and Dwarf.
PEARS, do do
CHERRIES, do do
PLUMS, PEACHES, APRICOTS, NECTARINES, &e., &c.
EOSES, ORNAMENTAL TREKS, SHRUBS, and EVER-

GREENS.
HERBACEOUS PLANTS.—Among these will be found a very

choice assortment of Paonias, including twenty-five varieties of
our own seedlings, unsurpassed bv any European varieties.
GREEN-HOUSE and BEDDING-OUT PLANTS.—The hit.

ter will be found a very distinct and well-selected assortment.
DAHLIAS, &c.

ZW MVATT'S VICTORIA Rhubarb and the true GIANT
Asparagus, in largo or small quantities.

Also, TOMATO PLANTS in pots or transplanted.

Persons ordering from a distance, may rely on having what
they may order carefully jjacked.
March, 13,o9.—It J. DONNELLAN & CO.

FARMERS!
KNOWLEDGE IS POWEK. LABOE COSTS MONEY.
Save yoiir Money, mnkc MaclUaery, and do

yoiu- Work.
ONE MAN WITH MIND will do more work with H0E6E

and MACHINE, than TEN MEN by HAND LABOE,
and do it better, increasing your crops fifty per cent, and save tho
price of the machine in iioo days' icorl:
The latest labor-saving machines are

Shares' Patent Covering and Hoeing Machines, $10
do do Cultivating and Hilling Machines 10
do do Colter Harrow and Grain Covering Machines, 15

And they are second only to tie plow. Where they are used,
farmers will not be without them upon any consideration ; and
our advice to the farmers of this country is to buy these Machines
as soon as possible. Where five or more club together and order
these Machines, we will make a deduction of $1 each on the Har-
row and Grain Coverer, and 50 cents each on the other Machines.
Send for a circular to PEASE & EGGLESTON,

Only Manufacturers, Albany, N. T.
Responsible Agents wanted. March, 1S59 —It

GRAPES BYJIATL.—Diana. Rebeoca, Northern Muscadine
Concord, Hartford Prolific, King, Tokaion, Child's Superb,

and forty-six other sorts of hardy native grape vines for sale.

Well-rooted plants can be prepared for planting, and sient by
mail, carefully packed in oiled silk, and postage paid, on receipt
of one dollar each. Delaware and Lozan vines at three dollars
each. Address C. P. BISSELL & SALTER,
Feb. 1, lSo9.—4f. Rochester, N. T.

PERUVIAN GUANO.—No. l Peruvian Guano, Government
brand and weight, direct from I'eruviaa agents, in quanta

ties to suit purchasers, at the lowest market pric«.

March, 1559.—St A. LONGETT, S4 Cliff St., New York
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BUFFALO NURSERIES.
[ESTABLISHED IN 1825.]

THE firm of Manley and Mason having been dissolved, and

Uie Groonliouses and Grounds on Ferry street vacated, the

businoM of tlifso Nurseries will be continued at tlie old place on

Utica street, where our Office, Greenhouses, and other buildings,

have been erected.

Our Stock embraces nearly everything desirable, both in the

Fruit and Ornamental Departments, but we would call particular

aitenlion to the

Standard Pear trees, 3 & 4 y'rs;

D\v;trr •' " " "

Dwarf Cherry trees;

riuin trec.i (own stock)
;

Hartford Prolific Grape

;

Concord "

Rebecca "

Delaware "

All oihtr lIonsK Axn Hardy
Grapj», in usual variety

;

T-awti'n niackberry;
1 )orche9ter "
Briuckle's Orange Raspberry ; .

Col. Wilder Raspberry;
CatawiiMja "

Wilson's Albany Strawberry,

and other new varieties.

Hoses and other Ornamental
Slirubs;

Norway Spruce, 1 ft to S ft,;

Balsam Fir, "

Scotch Pine, " "

Austrian Pine

;

American Arbor Vitae

;

Hemlock for Hedges.

OfEce and Grounds on Utica street, Buffalo. N. T.

March, 1859.—2t Address D. S. M^^NLET.

American "Weeds and Useful Plants:
OR

AGRICULTURAL BOTANY,

Br "W. DAr.LlNGTON, M. D., West Chester, Pa.

With additions by GtX). TiiUKnER, New York,

A History and Description of all Plants injurious or important to

the American Farmer and Gardener ; with nearly

UlfiEE IIUNDUED ILLLSTBATIOKS.

THE WEEDS
Which now infest our farms have, with few exceptions, been in-

troduced from abrt>ad ; and being at first unnoticed, have spread

from farm to farm, until

It now Costs the Farmers or Amemca
MILLIONS OF DOLLARS

Every year for the destruction of these foreigners, or in the injury
done to their crops.

Every Farmer should guard his Grounds from iho

rinsT .ii'i'KOAcn of nis e>emies.

As a cla&?-book for Agricultur.il Schools and Colleges, and a
Hand-book for the Farmer, and for all public and private Libra-
ries, this book is the most valuable .addition yet made to our al-

ready large list of Agricultural Books.

Price $1.50.

Sect by mail, postage paid, on receipt of price.

A. O. MOORE & CO..
Agricultural Book Publishers,

March, 18.59.—2t 140 Fulton street, New York.

ELI.IOTT'S

WESTERN FRUIT BOOK.
A XEW EDITION OF THIS WORK,

THOIlOUCnLY REVLSED.

Embracing all the new and valuable Fruits, with the latest im-
p.'ovement.- in th.ir tiiltivali"n, up to .Tanu.iry, 1S59,

especially adapted to the wants of

TTESTERN FRUIT GROWERS.
FULL OF EXCELLENT ILLU8TKARION8.

BY

F. R. ELLIOTT, Pomologist,

Late of Cleveland, Ohio, now of St. Louis, Missouri.

Price $1.85.

Bent by mail, post-paid, to any part of Uie United States, on
receipt of price.

A. O. MOORE A CO.,
Agriculhir.ll Book Publishers.

March. 1859.—2t 140 Fulton ^t.. New York.

How TO DO Good and get ''Paid
FOR IT."—Take an Agency for our Publications. The terms are

such, there can be no rossinn.iTY or loss. Every Family will

be glad to obtain some of them. For particulars, addrcsa

FOWLER AND WELLS,
March, 1559.—it No. SOS Broadway, New York.

Xoio Heady.

Blt>!T POST-PAID ON RECEIPT OF TUE PUCE.

NEW ILLUSTRATED

Rural Manuals!
These volumes are devoted to a popular exposition of the mo

important branches of Rural Economy and Rural Art; thus pi

rooting public taste, enhancing domestic comfort, and diminishii

the expenses .ind increasing the profits of Rural Life and Industi *

They are adapted to all sections—Southern as well as Northern i

terests being faithfully represented therein. The series comprij

The House:
A Pocket Manual of Rur.il Architecture ; or. How to build Houa.

Barns, and other Out-Buildings, with many Original Designs.

Price, in paper covers, 30 cents ; in muslin, 50 cents.

The Gakden:
Comprises Directions for the Cultivation of Kitchen Vegetal',

Fruit.?, Flowers, and Ornamental Trees and Shrubs, and an tx;

sition of the Laws of Vegetable Life and Growth.

Price, in paper covers, 30 cents ; in muslin, 50 cents.

The Farm:
With Chapters on Agricultural Chemistry, Soils, Manures, Dra>4i:

ing. Irrigation, Fencing, Farm Implements, etc. Illu6trat«d.

Price, in paper covers, SO cents i in muslin, 60 cents.

Domestic Animals:
A Pocket Manual of Cattle, Horse, and Sheep Husbandry ; w
Directions for the Breeding and Management of Swine, Poult

Pigeons, Rabbits, Dogs, etc., the Treatment of their Diseases, a

a Chapter on Bees.

Price, In paper covers, 30 cent? ; in muslin, 50 cents.

THE HOUSE—THE GARDEN— THE FARM—ANB
DOMESTIC ANIMALS,

Bound in one large, handsome, gilt volume, may be had for |U
It forms of itself a CourLETE Libraky of Rckal Affairs, a

should have a place on the book-shelf of every resident of i

country. Sent prepaid by Fiest Mail. Address

FOWLER AND WELLS,
March, 1959.—2t No. SOS Broadway, New York.

LANDSCAPE GARDENING.
BY

A. J. DOWNING AND H. W. SARGENT.

CTIPERPHOSPHATE OF LUCE— BONE DUST— For talcO by mr3t A. LONGETl', &4 Cliff street. New York.

Tius elegant work on PRACTICAL LANT)SCAPE GA
DENING, comprises A. J. DOWNING'S great work, and

new and valuable Treatise by

HENRY WINTHROP SARGENT,

Giving the progress of Rural Art in the United States to the pn

entUme; descriptions of AMEUICAN PLACES,

PRIVATE RESIDENCES,

CENTRA!. PARK, N. Y., LLEWELLYN rAEK, N. J.,

With a full account of the newer

DECIDUOUS a:<d EVERGREEN TREES and 6HRUB&
Presenting also, in a tabular view, the experience of cullivalon

different parts of the Union, with the haidy and half-hardy Ew
greens.

The Illustrations consist of

SEVEN SUPERB STEEL PLATE ENGRAVINGS,
Besides numerous engravings, on wood and stone, of the t"

AMERICAN RESIDENCES AND PARKS,
With portraits of many new or remarkable Trees and Sbrobs.

Price $3.50.

Sent by mail, prepaid, on receipt of price.

A. O. MOORE & CO.,

Agricultural Book Publishers,

March, 1&59.—2t 1*0 Fulton street New Yo*

:..
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SPRING GAEDEN SEEDS.
J. M. THORBURN & CO.,

16 JOHN STEEET, NEW YORK,
JAVE now in store their entirely new stonk of SEKDS, com-
!_ prising VEGKTABLK, FIELD, HEKB, FLOAVER AND
iliEE SEEDS, warranted I'reah and truu to name. The supe-

l)r quality of the following we particularly recommend, all of
liich are required early

:

CT8.

i{i>Ai) WusDSOE Bkans, per quart, 20
CTiiA Eauly and Blood Tlknii- Beet, each, per oz., 10

;Ri"Lr. AND White Oapb Bp.oonLT, " " 40
lULY WiNN'INGSTADT AND OxHKAHT CABBAGE, Cnch, per OZ., 20
iRLY AND Giant Whitb Solid Celbky, " " 20
;i/.K-i-iainKR and otheh Fba.me Cucvmhers, per pkt., 25
proved New York I'uiii-lk Eug Tlant, per oz., SO
(lui.Y WiuTK Vienna Koiilrabi, ' 20
jVKLY <UKLKi) Silesia LbrrrucK, " 20
CIKA Gubled PaIUjLEY, " 10
TRA Eakly Daniel O'IIoukkb Peas, per quart, 80

" Sangster's No. 1 " ' 30
" " Burlington " " 30
" " Tom Tuumb " " 70
iiBiiSARD's Champion ofEngland" " 80
vi'OLKoN AMD Eugenie "each," 75
i:<« Cayunnk AND StjUAsn Peppbr, " peroz., 40
lki.y Soaklkt Turnip and Frame Radish, each, per ok,. . . 10
lUND Spinach, per lb., fiO

iRLY Red. Smooth, and Mammoth Tomato, each, per oz,,.. 25

•uway Spkuce AND EuitDPiSAN SiLVEP. Fir, " per lb.,.. 100
ioihiou.s Cypuesw Seed, ])er quart, 30
!i) Cedar, "

'OS

,ACK .Austrian and Pitch Pink, each, per lb 800
OTCH Fir, ' l.'iO

iiNi'.tiK Arbor ViT^, " 300
>ii,Low AND Honey Locust, " " 75
iGE Gp.ange, per quart, 75
iNTUOKY CovFEE Tree, per quart, 1-50

nijiLiA Lutea (a very rare tree), 7)er oz., 200
•pi.K SsKD, per bushel, if9 : per quart, 50
lAR AND (JuiNCE Sked, eacli, per lb., 250
KicoT Pits, per quart, 75
CKitNK Skud, per lb., 3.'5

»ST WiiiT!-; Clover, per lb., 30
'.iixcii Mixed Lawn Grass (extra), per bushel, 500
'-RENNIAL Rye " • i.

3,1()

HARD '• « ir.0

y.xTi.i KY Blue " '• 176
.liLT Potatoes, six varieties, from $1.50 to $2.5<J per bushtl.
loscoiis A Batatas, or Chinese Potatoes, fine roots, $1.25 per doz.

This followinsj CATALOGUES will be gent to all desiring them,
• encloeing for each or any one of them a one cent stamp :

Catalogue or Flower Sekds.
Catalogt;e op Vegetable and Agricultural Seeds.
Cataloouk of Trhk and Shrub Skkds.

'" Also, Trade Lists of the above, for Seed Merchants.
J. M. TII0R15UKN & CO.,

Growers and Importers of Seeds.
Feb. 1, 1S59.—2t. 15 John St.. New York.

GET THE MOST PRODUCTIVE STRAWBERRY.
nUch Is that? Why, the "AVilson's Albany."
I SINGLE plant the past season produced the enormous
X quantity of 370 berries. Will produce from l.'iO to 2ll0 bush-
s per acre. It is a splendid berry for market, very firm, and of

' bersuliful bright ruby color, pine apple flavor, and altogether
le (if the most attractive Strawberries in cultivation. Pric« $2
er 100, |;10 per 1000, or $7.50 for 500. Address

JOHN WILSON,
Maroh, 1S59.—2t Albany Nur»ery, Albany, N. Y.

"EVERY BODY SHOULD HAVE A COPY.'

FOR 1859.
npiIIS work was started in 1S5C, by the publisher of the Geme.
-*- see Fanner. Its great success affords conclusive evidence,

not only of its intrinsic merit, but of its adaptability to the wants
of the rural population. A now volume, prepared with great care

and replete with new and valuablo matter, is issued each year.

The fourth volume, for 1S50, has appeared, and is a book which
cannot be too highly reeomincnded—alike beautif\il, interesting,

and useful. The articles are all written for its pages by men ol

experience. It is illustrated with seventjWive appropriate and
beautiful engravings.

Among its contents may bo mentioned able treatises on UnJer-

drainiug Orchards and Gardens, on the Fruits of the Ohio Valley,

on Fruit Culture in the Went, on the Cultivation of Fruit Trees in

Pots under Glass, on Training Wall and Espalier Trees, on the

Cidtivation of Bulbous Plants, on the Management of Ducks,

Geese, and Swans, on British Breeds of Cattle, on the Cultivation

of Euta Bagas, &c., itc, and a List of Fruits recommended by the

American Pomological Society at its last session.

The work will be found invaluable to the Fruit Grower, and use-

ful to every one interested in Rural affairs.

It is furnished at the low price of Twenty-five Cents,—white it

contains as much matter as many dollar books. Every 07ie wlio

oans a rod of ground should have it. It is sent pre-paid by mail

to any address on the receipt ol twenty-five cents in coin or post-

age stamps. Address JOSEPH IIAREIS,

Publisher and Proprietor

0/ the Genesee Farmer and Rural Annval,
Rochester, N. Y.

The back numbers, for 1S56, 1S57, and 1858, can be furnished

at twenty-five cents each, postage paid.

THE HOOKER STRAWBERRY
MAY be obtained pure, and in any de.nred qua-nliii/, frora

the grounds where it originated. It has only to be known
to bo appreciated. Its advantages arc perfect hardiness, flowers

perfect, and great prndnctiveness. Berry of the highest color and
largest size, and, hfst of all. m(.st exquisite klavoe.

Price, $2 per hundred, $15 per thousand.

Order for spring planting, if only a tew for trial, of

H. E. HOOKER & CO..
Fob. 1, 1S59.—.St Commercial Nurseries, Rochester, N. Y.

SEEDS! SEEDS! — Our DESCRIPTIVE PRICED CATA-
LOCUE OF VEGETABLE AND AGRICULTUR.^L

SEEDS, for 1359, is now ready for mailing to applicants enclosing

a one cent stamp. J. M. THORBURN & CO.,
Seed Warehouse, 15 John St., New York.

N. B.—A Catalogue of Tree and Shrub Seeds will be published
shortly, and mailed as above, containing directions for m.Tiinging

Evergreen and other Seeds. Feb. 1.
—

"2t.

RUSSIA OR BASS MATTS—Selected expressly for budding,
and tying. GUNNY BAGS, TWINES, &c., suitable for

Nursery purposes, for sale in lots to suit, bv
D. W. MANWAR1N6, Importer,

August, 1853.—ly* 243 Front Sljreet, New Yort.
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HASTY HINTS ON SPRING WORK.

Clover Seed on Winter "Wheat may be sown

any time this month. Frost does not hurt it, un-

less it has germinated. It may be sown on the

snow. Indeed, some suppose there is an advantage

in so doing— the snow, as it melts, washing the

seed into the ground. Unless the soil and the

weather are very dry, however, there is little daa-

ger that the seed will not germinate. The wheat

plants afford sufficient shade and moisture.

Last year, the weather was remarkably warm
early in the spring, followed by protracted rain

and cold. Much of the clover seed sown early had

started, and the young plants perished. To avoid

such failure, some of our best farmers sow part of

the seed say the first week in April, and again about

the 20th. This is double labor of sowing, but it

lessens the risk of failure; and when the second

sowing is crosswise the first, it secures a more even

distribution of the seed.

It is well to sow a bushel of plaster per acre, for

the benefit of the young clover plants. Many good

farmers in Western New York think it is better to

sow the plaster on the wheat at the time of sowing

the clover, than to sow it on the clover the next

spring. Some, however, think the plaster has a

tendency to retard the ripening of the wheat ; and

if this is the case, of course the practice cf.n not be

recomniended, as the liability to injury from the

midge is largely augmented by any delay in the

ripening processes. Whether plaster really has this

effect or not, we can not tell. In Mr. Lawes' ex-

periments, alkaUne salts in connection with ammo-
nia had a tendency to increase the quantity of

straw without an increase of grain ; i. e., alkalies

and ammonia gave no more grain, "but more straw,

than the same quantity of ammonia without alka-

lies. It is not improbable that plaster might have
the same effect.

Since the advent of the midge, and the decreased

quantity of land sown to wheat, clover is sown
more extensively with spring grains. Barley is

undoubtedly the best spring crop for this purpose.

In England, nearly all the clover is sown with

barley. The laud is made as fine and mellow as

possible, and the clover seed is generally sown after

the barley has been harrowed in and the work
completed, except rolling, which is done after the

barley is up. If the land is at all cloddy, it is bet-

ter to roll before the clover is sown. There is

much moi'e clover seed lost from burying it too

deep than from not covering it at all. Several

years ago, we recollect seeing the results of some

careful experiments, made by Mr. Sterling, of

Scotland, on sowing clover seed at different depths.

More seeds germinated when covered very slightly

(if we recollect aright, the eighth of an inch,) than

at any greater depth— the decrease being in pro-

portion to the depth. Those sown on the surface

gave a less favorable result than those slightly cov-

ered, but. better than any sown at a greater depth
;

— i. e., those covered the eighth of an inch did

best; those sown on the surface, nearly as well;

those covered one-fourth of an inch, not quite so

well as those on the surface ; those covered half

an inch, still worse ; and so on, till at two inches

they did not germinate at all.

As a general rule, clover does not succeed so

well sown with oats as with barley, spring wheat,

or i"ye, though we have known several instances

where a good set of clover has been obtained when

seeded with oats. With this crop, it would un-

doubtedly be safer to sow a little more seed.

For pasture, and when it is intended to plow up

the land at the end of one or two years, we should

sow nothing but clover. From four to six quarts,

or from eight to twelve pounds, is the usual quan-

tity in such cases. For mowing, six pounds of

medium clover, and four and a half pounds of tim-

othy seed, is the usual quantity, varying less or

more according to the condition of the soil. We
are in favor of thick seeding, and would much

rather sow more than less. English farmers, as a

rule, sow half as much again clover and grass seeds
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per acre as we do, and a greater variety. They

fiud their account in so doing. We have known
experienced English farmers sow as much as 20

lbs. per acre of red clover, trefoil, and white Dutch,

in addition to rye-grass. Our land is so well

adapted to clover and grass, that such thick seed-

ing is unnecessary here ; but we are not sure if it

would not sometimes be advantageous to sow more

seed than we do.

There are few implements more needed on

American farms than a light pair of harrows for

covering small seeds. The roller answers the pur-

pose to some extent ; but if the soil is at all damp,

and dry weather ensues, a hard crust forms on the

surface, through which it is difficult for the seeds

to jienetrate. An implement which should com-

bine the operation of roller and harrow, would be

an improvement, for this purpose, upon either.

The late Mr. Smith, of Deanston, invented an im-

plement which is designed to accomplish this re-

sult. It is called the web-harrow. It consists of

an iron chain web, connected by discs or quoits of

iron which, lying obliquely upon their sides when
in operation, roll around, thus tearing and abrading

the surface of the ground,

and grinding the smaller

clods, so as to expose and

disturb the surface suffi-

ciently to cover the small

seeds strewn upon it. The
serrated form of the disc is

shown at a in the accom-

panying figure, where the

mode in which these discs

bind the whole framework

together is also exhibited

at h. It is by the rubbing

of the sides of the discs

against the land, as they revolve, that they are

especially useful, more than by the action of their

edges, though that is also efficient to some extent.

The price of this harrow in England is about $25,

covering 25 square feet of ground. The common
brush-harrow— a framework of wood interlaced

with brush— forma a good substitute for the ex-

pensive implement of Mr. Smith. It merely

scratches the surface, and so far gives the seeds a

very shallow covering; but it wants the weight
which makes the web-harrow to compress as well

as abrade the surface, both of which conduce to its

efficiency.

Bakley.— Since the uncertainty of the wheat
•rop, the cultivation of barley is attracting more
attention. Our short, dry, hot summers, are not

WEB-HARROW,

as well adapted for barley as for wheat. Our becj?-

samples of wheat are heavier, finer, drier, and

more farinaceous than the Eng-

lish ;. while our barley is decided-

ly inferior to that grown in the

cool, long summers of the British

Isles. Barley delights in a loose,

warm, quick soil. Its roots

i\\ spread but little— not half as far

or deep as the roots of wheat.

(See article on this subject in the

last volume of the Genesee Farm-
er^ page 270.) Hence the soil

should be rich, and as loose as

possible. It is probably owing to*

this fact that superphosphate of

lime (which seems to develop the

formation of roots) has a better

effect on barley than on wheat.

A clayey soil will produce good

barley, if it can be made suffi-

ciently light and porous. The

best crop of barley we ever saw,

was on a heavy

clay soil that

Fig. 1. tad been sum-

mer-fallowed for wheat, but

which could not be got ready till

too late to sow the wheat. It

was sown to barley the next

spring, and a magnificent crop

was the result. As it is found

that the wheat-midge attacks the

barley, it is important to get it

early; and the warmest land,

other things being equal, wUl give

the best result.

The common two-rowed bar-

ley (fig. 1) is one of the earliest

and best varieties for medium

soils. The Chevalier (fig. 2) is

the most popular malting barley

in Great Britain. It is heavier

and thinner skinned than the

common two-rowed barley, and,

though it succeeds best on light

soils, will do better than the

former on clayey soil. The com-

mon four or six-rowed barley

(fig. 3) is thought by some to

yield better than the tw«-rowed; Fig. 2.

and though the sample is not quite as good, buyers

make very little difference in the price. In Eng-

land, on the other hand, where, on account of the
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Fig. 8.

heavy duty, it is desirable to get the very best

samples for malting purposes, the two-rowed kinds

ore generally preferred. In Ireland, the six-rowed

is sown as a winter crop.

"We must again express the be-

lief that farmers are somewhat

disposed to be too sparing of

seed. We think two and a half

bushels of barley per acre none

too much when sown broadcast,

or from two to two and a quarter

when drilled. Of course, the

earlier barley can be sown after

the soil is in good working con-

dition, the better.

Oats.—This crop should be at-

tended to as soon as the soil is in

good working order. Good crops

of oats are frequently obtained

when sown late, but it is general-

ly better to sow early— say im-

mediately after you are through

sowing barley. Oats do much

better than barley either on heavy

clays or on low, mucky land.

From one and a half bushels on the latter to two

and a half bushels on the former soil is about the

Qsual quantity of seed sown.

Peas.— In this section, and in others where the

pea-bug prevails, this crop is not considered profit-

able. "We believe, however, that peas might be

grown with advantage on all wheat farms, for the

purpose of feeding hogs early in the fall, before the

bug does them much injury. That such a practice

•would enrich the land, there can be no doubt.

They do well on an inverted sod, and are adapted

to nearly all soils ; but a strong wheat soil, well

pulverized, suits them best. For feeding to hogs,

the earlier they can be sown, the better. Sown
late— say the 10th of June— they sometimes es-

cape the bug. Two bushels per acre are usually

sown. One or two bushels of plaster per acre will

usually prove useful on peas.

Spring Wheat.—This crop has not given much
satisfaction in this section, on dry upland that is

suited to the growth of winter wheat. On land

too low for winter wheat, and sown quite late

—

say middle of May—good crops in some instances

have been grown, the midge doing little damage.

The Fife is one of the best varieties for such land.

The Canada Club is among the best kinds on dry

upland, and should be sown early. Some farmers

think it is not well to plow land too deep for spring

wheat, and good crops have been obtained by

merely cultivating it without plowing. We think

spring wheat requires a more friable and fiuer-tiUed

soil than winter wheat. From one and a half to

two bushels is the usual quantity of seed.

Howard's prize plow.

Plowing.—A word on this important operation

is all that our space will allow.

Land should never be worked when it is wet.

Subsequent cultivation will never correct the in-

jury done land by plowing it when it is wet. We
flow too wide. Our springs are so short, that it is

desirable to plow as much land in a day as possible.

But still it is bad policy to flop over such wide fur-

rows. One of the objects of plowing is to pulver-

ize the soil. This can be better done with narrow

furrows than with wide iiat ones. The best Scotch

and English farmers consider that the depth and

width of the furrow should bear a constant propor-

tion— that the furrow should be rectilinear— and

that, when raised, the exposed surfaces should be

of equal breadth on either side of the furrow. We
annex a cut of what is undoubtedly the best, the

lightest draft, and most efficient English plow. A
furrow seven inches deep by ten inches wide, with

a lap of three inches, leaves seven inches on each

side the furrow, and forms an admirable seed-bed

when harrowed down.

How THICK SHALL WE SOW Oats ?—An experi-

ment made on the State Farm at Westborough,

Mass., to determine the best quantity of oats to

sow per acre, resulted as follows : Two bushels of

seed per acre gave 26-^ bushels; three bushels, 40

bushels per acre ; four bushels, 35^ ; and five bush-

els, 42 bushels per acre. Before the general intro-

duction of underdraining, and other improved

methods of cultivation, five bushels of oats per

acre was the usual quantity sown in England.

Now, three to four bushels are sown. In this sec-

tion, two bushels are considered sufficient ; and in

the Western States, one and a half bushels. Prob-

ably we sow too little.

Cutting Potatoes—One Ete in a Set.—A
correspondent of the Country Gentleman, records

his testimony in favor of cutting potatoes in

very small pieces, with one eye to each piece, for

planting. He has tried it on a small scale with

success. I have tried the same experiment with

a favorable result.

—

John Bkadfield, Eocheater
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CBOFS WHICH ENBICH THE SOU.

One of the great needs of American agriculture

id the introduction and extensive cultivation of

6ucli plants as enrich rather than impoverish the

soil. So far as ascertained, the leguminous plants

— such as peas, heans, and clover— belong to this

class. So also do turnips and probably other cru-

ciferous plants, -when not raised for seed. On the

other hand, the ceralia— including wheat, barley,

oats, rye, maize, sugar cane, and the grasses proper,

such as timothy, red-top, rye-grass, ect.,—impov-

erish the soil. They all have starchy seeds and

glassy stems. They take from the soil, from rains,

dews, and the atmosphere, more ammonia than

they contain when grown. On the the other hand,

the leguminous plants, turnips, etc., retain the

ammonia ; and when the plants are plowed in, or

consumed on the land by animals, they increase

the supply of ammonia in the soil.

All crops grown for feeding animals on a wheat

farm, or for plowing under as a manure, should

belong to the latter class, as much as possible.

The time is come, in this section and in the older

States, when the great aim of the farmer must be

to enrich the soil. In determining which crop to

raise for the purpose of feeding on the farm, we
must not merely ask the simple question what crop

will afford the most nutritious matter, but which

win be ultimately the most profitable, taking into

consideration its effect on the soil, the amount of

nutritious food, and the value of the manure made
by its consumption on the farm.

Where the object is to enrich the farm, it is a

great waste of vegetable force to grow barley, oats,

rye, corn, and the grasses, for the purpose of feed-

ing animals on the farm. We should rather grow
plants of a lower organization— plants which re-

quire less of that kind of food best suited to the

growth of plants used as food for man. All will

admit that to grow wheat to be fed to animals, for

tbe purpose of enriching the soil as the primary

object, would be a wasteful practice; and we be-

lieve the growth of the plants named, for this ob-

ject, is wasteful also, though perhaps in a less

degree.

If we can direct the attention of farmers to this

subject, we believe many useful plants will soon be
introduced which are now little known or culti-

vated in this country. For this purpose we have
procured engravings of some of the most useful

plants which experience indicates as belonging to

tliat class of crops which enrich the soil.

White LuprN-E.— This plant has been used in

Southern Europe for plowing in as a manure, since

TfHITE LUPINX.

the days of Columella. We have frequently

alluded to it as preeminently worthy of tjial on

the poor sandy soils

of the Atlantic slope,

especially where the

climate is mild. It

derives its name from

lupus, a wolf, in allu-

sion to its voracious

qualities. It strikes its

tap-roots deep in the

soil, and it will flour-

ish where many other

plants would starve.

It is of very rapid

growth, pi'oduces a

large amount of vege-

table matter, and draws from the subsoil a large

quantity of alkalies. It is rarely or never injured

by drouth or insects, and is admirably adapted for

enriching unfruitful sandy soils; while its strong

stems and roots open and ameliorate, as well as

enrich, heavy tenaceous clays. M. Vilmoein, of

Paris, says it is sown in that vicinity about the

middle of April, after all danger from frost is past.

He says " the green maniire yielded by this x>lant is

excellent. The seeds, soaked in water, form a good

cattle food, and the young plant is readily eaten by

sheep." Whitelupins are now quoted in the large

seedsmen's lists of England and France, and we
hope they will be introduced into this country.

SptiRET (Spergula arvensis).—No plant has been

more lauded for enriching sandy soils than spurry.

Von Vogt states that by its use the " worst shift-

ing sands may be made to yield remunerative crops

of rye— that the green manuring every other year

not only nourishes sufficiently the alternate crops

of rye, but gradually

enriches the soil

—

and that it increases

the effect of any

other manure that

may subsequently be

put on." He adds,

also, that " spurry

produces often as

much improvement

if eaten off by cattle

as if plowed in ; and

tliat, when fed upon

this i)lant, either green or in the state of hay,

cows not only give more milk, but of a richer

quality." The best seed comes from Riga. It can

be sown any time during the spring or summer.
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It is often sown after wheat or potatoes, and

plowed in the following spring. It is sown broad-

cast at the rate of 15 lbs. per acre. It grows with

great rapidity, and two or three crops may be ob-

tained in a season. Spurry and the white lupine

are both annuals.

Bied's-Foot Teefoil {Lotus corniculatus) is a

prostrate perennial, common on open grassy pas-

tures and dry places. It is a leguminous plant,

BIRD S-FOOT TREFOIL.

equally nutritious as clover, and is instantly eaten

down whenever cattle have access to it. It is ono

of the commonly-cultivated " artificial grasses" of

England, and is always recommended as worthy a

place in all mixtures for permanent pastures, and

especially for lawns, orchards, and shady places.

MEDICAGO LUPCLINA.

MEDioAao LUPTTLiNA is another leguminous plant,

B fibrous-rooted perennial, very common in dry

pastures, especially if of good loamy quality, where

It forms, with other plants, a thick sward. The

pods are short, black, twisted, and arrayed in ob-

long heads, as shown in the annexed engraving.

It is not equal in nutritious qualities, perhaps, to

red clover, but is valuable on dry, poor soUs, where,

however, it is apt to run out in a few years.

LiroERNE {Medicago sativa).— This is a well-

known plant, which has been more or less cultiva-

ted in this country for

many years. It requires

very rich land, and deep

and thorough cultivation.

It should be planted in

rows, and hand-hoed or

forked between, several

times during the first

and second years. It

does not attain its maxi-

mum productiveness till

the third year. On these

accounts, it is not likely

to be very generally in-

troduced into a country lucebnk.

where land is cheap and labor dear. In the neigh-

borhood of large cities, however, it is a useful crop,

especially for feeding to milch cows in summer.
It can be cut three times a year, yieldiog a good
crop each time, if the soil is sufiiciently rich.

Yetoh or Tare ( Vicia sativa).—In England this

is an exceedingly valuable plant, especially on
heavy soils. It can be sown in the fall or in the

spring— the latter generally yielding the heaviest

crop, though the former is the earliest. Vetches

are principally used as a green food for horses.

An *cre of good vetches, fed in the yard or stable,

will keep more horses than six acres of the best

pasturage. They succeed best in a wet season, and
on this account are not likely to do well in this

country, though we have seen them in Canada,, and
have been informed that they succeed well and are

very useful. A good "smothering" crop of vetches,

cut before they go

to seed, are nearly

as good to precede

wheat as a sum-

mer-fallow. Mor-

toil's Cyclopedia of

Agriculture says

:

" Sheep fatten fast-

er upon this (greeni

vetches) than oa

any other herb-

age, which occa~

sions its constant

use by ram-breed-
TT • VETCH.

ers. Horses im-

proTC more rapidly upon it than on clover or

grasses. Horned cattle thrive surprisingly tipoa
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this fodder. Cows yield more butter from the tare

than from any other provender; and pigs vora-

ciously consume and prosper on it without farina-

ceous food." We can endorse this opinion from

our own experience.

Mr. Lawes' experiments on vetches, extending

over many years, prove that, like peas and beans

and clover, vetches are an enriching rather than an

impoverishing crop.
^»>.^

HARROWING POTATOES.

If potatoes are harrowed just before the shoots

ai'e coming through the ground, the after labor of

hoeing is greatly reduced. The harrowing also

Dreaks the crust of the soil, and the shoot can pen-

etrate through the ground more readily. It has

also another advantage: it removes a portion of

the soil from above the plant, and thus the plant

receives, during the first stages of its growth, when

the soil is cold, the more direct influence of the sun.

We present an engraving of a harrow used in Eng-

land for this purpose. It is made in two parts,

each being convex, and about two feet wide, con-

nected by a bar across them, which admits of their

POTATO HABKOW.

separation to a greater or smaller distance, so as to

fit the width of drill ; and it is drawn by one horse,

which walks between the drills on which it operates.

WAsnixo IToRSEs'' Legs.— Sir Geoege Seephens

says: "Whenever it is necessary to wash horses'

legs, do it in the morning. To deluge the legs with

water the moment the horse enters the yard, heated

Tdth exercise, is, to my mind, as unnatural and

absurd as to jump into a shower-bath after playing

for an hour at cricket. My plan is a rubbing down
with straw and dry brush, and the next morning

wash as clean as soap and water can make them.

Pick and wash the soles as soon as the horse

eomes in,"

UNEIPE CORN FOR SEED.

In the April number of the Genesee Farmer for

last year, we alluded to the fact that the eyes from

the extremity of the potato start earlier, and are

said to produce earlier crops, than those from the

root end. At all events, potato-growers for mar-

ket, in some parts of England, have for many years

adopted a practice based on this

idea. They cut the potato into

sets as shown in the annexed en-

graving. The sets nearest the

extremity of the potato («) pro-

duce the earliest crop, and a-re

planted by themselves, in warm
places, for this purpose. The sets

at the root end {d) are planted for

a late crop, and those in the middle of the potato

(5, c,) are planted for an intermediate crop. The

root end ia usually thrown aside for the pigs.

We rather hesitatingly gave the following expla-

nation of the fact at the time :

" It has been supposed that the reason why the

eyes from the point of the potato are more easily

excited into growth, is owing to their being more
perfectly matured; but this is im-
possible, as they are the youngest
eyes. It seems to us more likely

that the cause lies in the fact that

the extremity of the potato is not so

ripe as the root end— that, in other

words, they are not so perfectly

organized^ and are consequently less

able to resist the decomposing influ-

ences of light, air, and moisture.

'That whidi thou sowest is nofc

quickened unless it die.' The or-

ganized matter of a plant must be
decomposed (or die) before it can
reproduce itself. The youngest eyes,

being less perfectly organized, would
decay soonest and grow earlier and
with greater vigor."

We recur again to the subject in

order to adduce a very important fact (if it be a

fact) confirming this view. In the Transactions of

the La Moille Farmers' Club, published in the

Prairie Farmer, President McKet said "that corn

gathered before fully ripened, and hung up to dry

in the house, germinated sooner, and was more

forward through the season, than if left to ripen in

the field."

Wheel vs. Swing Plows.—A Scottish corFes-

pondent of the London Agricultural Gazette con-

cludes, from a number of trials with the dynamom-

eter on plows with and without wheels, that the

wheel plows are of one-third lighter draught thxm

the swing plovot.
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EXPEEIMENT WITH POTATOES,

Thb New Torh Ohserver publishes the results of

some experiments on potatoes by O. S. Oumings

Esq., of Springdale Farm, near Trenton Falls, N.Y.

"With the Observer, we regret that the experiments

were on too small a scale, but the results are never-

theless interesting and worthy of record. They

agree in the main with our own experiments. (See

Genesee Farmer for April, 1858.)

Each experiment consisted of seven hills. Soil a

gravelly loam, which had received a light dressing

of rotten manure before plowing. Seed, one large

vhole potato in each hill. Planted June 5, 1858.

Tariety, Hough Purple Chili, The result was as

)llows

:

i
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THE BEST DOCTOR FOR ANIMALS.

""We have seen a great deal of doctoring for sick

animals,— some successful, and a great deal of it

nnsuccessful,— and we have long since come to the

conclusion that the most skillful physician we have
ever met with is 1 )octor Nurse. If an animal, (as

well as hunuui being,) is not carefully taken care

of,— nursed,— all the medicine in the world can

do but little good. And, on the other hand, with

good nursing, medicine is generally unnecessary.

—

Our own observations lead to the oinnion that in

at least nine cases out of ten, as commonly admin-
istered, medicine does more harm than good.

An eminent New York Physician said that

taking medicine was always a choice of evils— that

being poisons in nearly all instances, they necessa-

rily did harm to the system, and were never to be
employed unless there was a strong probability

tliat they would benefit more than injure. This is

not the rule adopted in doctoring horses, by most
horse-jockies, and others having care of these ani-

mals, if we might judge from the way in which
gunpowder, salts, red pepper, turpentine, whiskey,

corrosive sublimate, and other violent remedies, are

administered at hap-hazard, increasing in nearly

all cases the violence of the decease. It may be
laid down as a general rule, that it is much safer to

give too little than too much medicine ; and that

none should be given unless we know distinctly

how it is to operate, and what it is for.

Some years ago, a valuable horse caught cold,

and was troubled with a cough so severe that he
might be heard half a mile, and which appeared to

be rapidly reducing his flesh. "We had an abund-
ance of prescriptions from neighbors of all kinds

of frightful medicines, enough to have killed him
had he been in perfect state of health. "We con-

cluded to discard all, and to place him under the

attention of Dr. Nurse. Great care was taken

never to work him to perspiration— he was blan-

ketted whenever the weather w^as chilly— he was
fed regularly and moderately on succulent food,

all such food partaking of the character of expec-

toi-ants, and favoring a free discharge from the

lungs— and all his other wants were observed as

well as we were able to, and promply supplied. In

six weeks he was perfectly well. Had some nos-

trum been employed, it might have injured him
and prevented recovery ; or if it had not, Dr.

Nurse might not have been called in ; but if he
had, and the medicine had not greatly retarded his

recovery, and he had got well in six months, itjwould

unquestionably have been regarded as an extraor-

dinary cure. At another time, a valuable mare,

eleven years old, was badly sweenied by hard work
— the worst case of sweeney we ever met with.

It was generally regarded as a hopeless case— but

various remedies were proposed and offered, cost-

ing from §2U down to $3. "^^e concluded that our

friend Dr. Nurse should be again called to the ex-

clusion of all these fellows, and the consequence is

that with simple careful moderate treatment, the

animal is well and the sweeney filled up.

The majority of sick horses get well ; every

owner tries so.tw remedy ; and that particular

medicine that he happened to be using at the time,

gets all the credit— atthough, as a general thing, it

retarded more or lesa his recovery.

"We must make one exception in the general re-

jection of medicines— there is one, which if given
moderately, can scarcely ever injure, and may do
much good. This \» powdered charcoal— a power-
ful antiseptic, and absorbent of bad matter, while,

unlike most other medicines, it does not irritate—

-

a most important advantage. A clear illustration

of this advantage recently occurred in the case of
a fine calf five months old, which had become
bloated by eating too many apples, blown down by
a violent gale. Its sides became extended by wind
to an almost incredible size ; a solution of saleratus

was poured down its throat repeatedly, and aa

often thrown out violently on account of its irrita-

ting action on the throat of the young animal. It

continued for eighteen hours with little or no im-
provement, when a large tablespoonful of powdered
charcoal mixed with half a jiint of water was given.

The dose was swallowed without any difficulty,

and in four hours the calf appeared to be perfectly

well. Charcoal may be given in nearly all cases

of derangement of the digestion, whether with
men or beasts, with great advantage. One-half to

a teaspoonful is a full dose for a man, and as much
for an animal as his food exceeds that of a man.
We do not mean to say that there are not other

medicines that do not occasionally prove eminently
useful ; but unless they can be given understand-
ingly,— with a full comprehension of their mode
of action, and with an undoubted knowledge
of the exact nature of the disease,— and their use

sanctioned by very clear and distinct previous

success,— it would be much safer to discard them.
— Country Gentleman.

BREEDS OF CATTLE IN ENGLAND.

From statistics published in the last Journal of

the Eoyal Agricultural Society^ we learn that the
cattle exhibited at the Metropolitan Market, in

London, consisted of the following breeds

:

Shorthorns 33.00 per cent
Herefords 9.25 "

Devons 5.00 "

Longhorns 1.00 "

Crosses 16.00 "

Highlanders 2.00 "

Polled Scots 4.00 «

Ayrshire 0.25 "

Irish Crosses 8.00 "

Welsh runts 1.50 "

Irish 9.00 «

Bremen, Toning, Dutch and German 9.50 "

Spanish and Portugese 1.50 "

100.00 "

" The above table shows that the Shorthorned
breed of beasts now stands at the head of the lisfc

of stock, for what may be termed general consump-
tion. They have gone on progressing at a wonder-
derful rate since the commencement of the present

century, and they are now to be found in almost

every county in England, as well as in Ireland and
Scotland. We may further observe that half-bred

beasts, between the Scots and Short-horns, have
considerably increased within the last twenty
years. The changes in the various breeds in this

period have been remarkable. Whilst the Short-

horns and crosses have incrersed, the Herefords,

Devons, Longhorns, and polled beasts bare de-

clined considerably. The same may bo naid of

Welsh runts ; but wo find a great increase in Irish

cro.?se.s, no doubt with the short-horned breed im-

ported from this country."
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JANTJAKY NUMBER OF THE GENESEE FAEMEK.

Messrs. Editors.—I send a few ideas suggested
on reading the January number of the Genesee

Farmer. Make what disposition you please of

thera ; it will not be material with me.
Making Roads.— Where stone is not easy to be

procured, brush is excellent to put into muddy
roads. Place it thick across the road, and cover
with dirt. It forms a drain for the water, prevents

the wheels from going down any farther than the

brush, and when covered a foot with dirt will last

many years.

Keeping Turnips.—A correspondent in the

Prairie Farmer says :
" Put them into a barrel and

cover with a sod."

Raising Pumpkins.—Your correspondent must
allow me to dilfer with him on the propriety of

raising corn and pumpkins. Corn likes hot
weather, as is demonstrated by their raising larger

crops in the Middle than in the Northern States.

The pumpkin vines shade the ground, and thereby
retard the growth, as well as absorbing the nour-
ishment that the corn would otherwise get. They
are in the way in working the corn. I believe

more than the value of the pumpkins is substracted

from the value of the corn crop. In this State,

we raise them in great perfection on the prairie

sod the first season after breaking. An acre of
hand cultivated entirely in pumpkins will yield an
immense quantity ; and I think this method pre-

ferable to planting among corn.

The crop is a valuable one— have made excel-

lent beef with no other feed but pumpkins and
hay. The pumpkins should be cut up and fed in a
clean trough. Had two hogs, one of which I

intended to fatten, and the other to keep through
the winter. As soon as pumpkins were ripe enough
to gather, I shut them apart. Fed one on corn all

he could eat, with an occasional pumpkin for sauce,

slops of the house, milk, &c. The other I fed en-

tirely on pumpkins. I should have said at the com-
mencement that they were both of an age, and
size very nearly alike. In December I killed the

one fed on corn, which weighed about 300 lbs ; the
other was as heavy, but not quite so fat. I then
concluded to fat the last one, and fed him on corn
and pumpkins all he would eat. In about a month
he was very fat, and weighed nearly a hundred
more than the first. This experiment convinced
me that pumpkins were good feed for hogs, and
that corn and pumpkins fed together were much
better than corn alone.

The Best Mode of Raising Tobacco Plants.
—Let them alone. I have used the weed twenty
years with great injury to both body and mind.—
Shall use it no more, except to kill insects.

Management of Bees.— The main cause of the
loss of bees during the winter, is lack of ventilation

in the top of the hives. They will endure any
amount of cold, if kept dry.

Farm Book.—The satisfaction derived there-
from more than pays for the trouble.

Should the Suckers be Removed From
Corn?—^ Our corn does not sucker. The most
economical way to harvest corn is to husk it on
the hill. Drive the wagon astride the middle of
five rows, husk and throw into the wagon-box. It

saves all the labor of handling the stalks, and the

time during fall or winter, and they will feed the
stalks down much closer than when fed in the yard,
as is the ordinary practice.

Lima Beans.— I raise these beans with good
success without poles. Let them grow as they
will. Plant on the poorest soil we have on the
prairies, without manure. s. w. aenold.

Courtland, Da Kalb Co., Bl., Id Mo., 1859.

QUAETERLY MEMORANDA FROM "DOWN EAST."

Eds. Farmer :— To-day ushers in the month of
Mai'ch, 1859; and a beginning it is, with a ven-
geance—mercury down to zero, and the wind
blowing a " regular norther," causing the snow to
act very uncomfortable and restless. "We feel to
exclaim with the poet

:

" The stormy March has come at last,

"With winds, and clouds, and changing skies,"

etc., but then we comfort ourselves with the old
saying, that if March

" Comes in like a Lion,
'Twill go out like a Lamb."

We have experienced a cold winter, the ther-
mometer at one time marking 28 ^ below zero.

—

Sledding commenced the middle of November, and
continued almost without interruption to the
present, when we have two feet of snow.

The grass fields have had a good covering all

winter, and can not fail to produce early feed if it

continues this month—a " consummation devoutly
to be wished," as five or six months feeding stock
makes clean bays and scaffolds.

"We consumed a greater quantity of hay this

winter than in former years, owing to the increased

amount of stock kept. This State exports annually
considerable quantities of hay, but the farmers are

beginning to understand that their land, although
naturally strong, can not bear continual cropping
without an adequate return, and, as a natural con-

sequence, more attention is paid to stock-raising and
the dairy, whereby the land receives an equivalent

for the stock taken from it. Apropos of strong

land, it is told of a person who was looking over
the lands of a fjxrmer, (which land, by the way,
was rather strong,) who was praising it by allud-

ing to the cropping it would bear without manur-
ing, winding up with the exclamation, " It is strong

land— very stro7ig land." "No doubt of it, no
doubt of; it," said the examiner. "It must be
strong land to bear up such a confounded load of

rocks."

Jack Frost laid an embargo on our harbors part

of the winter. Sonle of them are free from ice at

present.

The following is the market price of some pro^

ducts here at present:— Apples, fresh, $1,00 per

bushel ; do. dry, 8 and 10 cents per pound ; Butter,

20 cents per pound; Barlej^, $1,00 per bushel;

Corn, $1,00 per bushel ; Hay, pressed, $10 and $12
per ton ; do. loose, $15 per ton ; Oats, 43 and 45
cents per bushel ; Potatoes, 42 and 50 cents ; Wheat,
none in the market. geo. e. brackett.

Belfast, Me., 3Iarch 1, 1859.

Gapes in Chickens.—Make a pill of equal parts

soap, rhubarb, and assafoetida, and give once an
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IMPKOVINQ OUK HIGHWAYS.

The article on roads in the January number I

like much. Years ago we tried small stones, put-

ting those on toj) that would break easiest to the

size and shape of a goose egg, taking special pains

where the wheels run, but it was too rough. They
would not pound as well as lime stone. We find

we can gravel eight inches deep and draw a mile

for one dollar per rod, and thus make a road A No.
1. We sometimes turnpike one year, and early

the next summer put on from five to eight inches

of gravel. We lay our roads well up, first making
them as narrow and rounding as Ave can comforta-

bly use ; and allow no water to stand at the sides.

The best road I ever saw is the one running through
Weedport to Auburn—a blue hard gravel on top

of plank. The company tried taking out plank
and putting in gravel, but thought best to let the

plank remain. Plank roads—say what you will of

them—have given the country some idea of what
a good road may do for us, and we are not con-

tented now with a poor one.

If our experiment in plank roads induce the im-
provement I hope for, it will yet be better than
money spent at the tavern—though what could
induce us to show so much folly I can not tell.

HANNIBAL.^ I ^1

CniNESE StJGAE Cane.—The Chinese or African
Sugar Cane can be raised in Canada West as easily

as Indian Corn. Notwithstanding the unfavorable
season last year, I raised a vigorous crop of the
African Variety, from nine to twelve feet high. It

was carefully housed with the intention of trying

to make at least molasses, but the diificulty of get-

ting a suitable pressing machine, unless at great

expense, prevented me from testing its saccharine
qualities. I shall raise a quantity this year with
this \new, hoping that a cheap and efl:ective

machine may be introduced by the fall, or that

others will join me in purchasing one from your
locality. As a forage plant I think it must prove
a valuable acquisition. Mine was fed to cows in

the stable, uncut, and not a particle could be found
in the manager in a short time after being fed.

Plant early. It will bear considerable frost in

the spring, but the late sown will suifer from
slighest frost in the fall ; being in full vigor. The
sudden check prevents the stalk from curing and
it mildews immediately.—R. W. S. Woodstock, C. W.

CcRE FOB Murrain in Cattle.—Having been
for many years a reader of your valuable paper,
and having derived much useful information there-

from, I wish to ask you to reprint a recipe, for the

^ benefit of your numerous readers who wore unac-
quainted with its columns in 1841. The recipe I

first fuimd in the June number in tlio year 1841;
and have since tried it and know it to be good.
Give li ounce pearlash, (s.ileratus,) dissolved in

two quarts of iron water (from blacksmith's
troughs.) If not better in five liours, give one-half
ounce more in one quart of wat«r. The water
should be warm. Give no drink but warm water
lor two days. Give warm mash to eat. To pre-
vent murrain, give a small quantity—.say a tea-

spoonful—saltpetre and sulphur occasionally.— J.

IL, Clarence, K T.

BUTTER-MAKING.

Opr January number contained a prize essay on

butter-making, and we now ofi'er our readers a

portion of one of the essays submitted, containing

some details of a practice not common among

American dairy-women, but which, to some extent,

especially during winter, will be found very ser-

viceable. It is as follows:

Strain the milk into tin vessels, and let it stand
for twety-four hours; then set it on a moderately-
heated stove until the milk heaves a little; after

which, set it away for twenty-four hours mora
Then skim otf the cream into a common cream-
crock, which makes the best kind of a churn. It

would be well to keep the cream-crock in a warm
place—say in the kitchen—not too closely covered.
When you churn, take a potato-masher, or some-
tliing similar, (which should be first dipped intX)

boiling water and then into cold, to prevent the
butter from sticking to it, also anything that is used
in working the butter,) and turn the cream around
with it until the butter comes. In warm weather,
the time taken in churning is usually from two to

five minutes; but in cold weather it takes longer,

especially if the cream gets frozen, which it should
not. In doing it thus, you not only save a deal of
hard labor, but the milk will keep more than as

long again by being scalded ; besides, the cream is

delicious on stewed fruits, pies, or as a substitute

for butter. Just try it. The cream is fit for churn-
ing as soon as it is skimmed otf, and the butter is

much sweeter if made before the cream sours.

Morgantown, Wellington Co., C, W. E. C.

This method is nearly the same as that practiced

in Devonshire, England, of which county our cor-

respondent has been a resident. With them the

milk is strained into tin or earthen pans holding

ten to twelve quarts, and allowed to stand twelve

hours. The pans are then heated untU a thick

scum rises to the surface, and until air-bubbles will

appe.ir in parting the scum. The milk is then

cooled, the cream removed, and is ready for churn-

ing, which may be done in a few moments, as

stated by our correspondent. Thus is made the

celebrated clouted cream of Devonshire, well known

all over England.

Every one knows how much cream adds to tho

good qualities of coffee, though not every house-

wife knows that when she gets a quart or two ol

milk it should be put in a tin pan and placed upon

the stove until heated as beford described. Set

this away until cool, and cream enough will be far

nishcd for a family of half a dozen persons to use

in connection with tho milk from which it was

taken, scalded and used hot.

We have no doubt that for butter-making in

winter, the method detailed by our correspondent

would answer a good purpose ; but for summer

practice in large dairies, it would be too nuich

labor for tho additional benefit.
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SPRING MANAGEMENT OF BEES.

Among the many jtrorainent instinctive laws

given to tlie bees by their Creator, we find that

their love of liberty is so great that they had rather

die of suffocation from the heat generated by
themselves, than to submit to involuntary confine-

ment. To contine them in a warm room, or in a

hive out of doors, during weather which is suitable

for them to be ont. submits them to a very severe

punishment, as the open air at such times is their

greatest delight.

I have at one time fitted up, and at considerable

expense tested thoroughly the practical working of

keeping bees in houses according to the most ap-

proved theories, and during about eight years of

continual experiments, by close observations I have
arrived at these conclusions, viz:

Where a number of swarms of bees are collected

together in a thoroughly enclosed room, made warm
and close by being thoroughly protected from the

surrounding cold, that the natural process of gene-

rating heat from the body of each bee constantly

going on, causes the temperature of the room to be
raised to the required heat for hatching, in advance
of the same corresponding change in the seasons

out of doors; and the result is, that too early in

the season the queen is induced to deposit her eggs,

Uie process of hatching thein is accomplished, and
U e whole brood so hatched immediately starves to

tteath, as the weather is not warm enough, nor the

season forward enough, so that the working bees

can get out, or if out, cannot procure the food
which nature has intended to provide at a little

latei date, for their young. As a parrallel case the
miller of the apple-tree worm lays her eggs in a

branch on a twig in the latter part of summer. By
a law of nature, they hatch out tlie following

spring, just at a time when the tender leaves are

putting out on the same limb that the worms oc-

cupy, and these leaves furnish them with their

natural food ; and nature has so ordained that these

two processes shall go on hand in hand, one de-

pendent on the other. Now, take the same limb
containing the eggs, and hang it up in a warm room
early in the season. The eggs will hatch out, but
the leaves on the limb do not put forth, but have
withered and dried up ; consequently the worms
must die, because no nourishment has been provid-
ed for them. And so it is exactly in the case of

bees confined in rooms, in most cases. Artificial

heat may hatch the eggs, but it can not at the same
time produce the necessary change in vegetation to

support them.
Look to your bees and hives immediately. See

that they are not cracked or split by dampness
collected on the inside during the past winter. If

60, mend them by screwing, (not nailing) on cletes,

&c. If any holes have been bored, to ventilate
the hive, (which, by the way, is wrong,) close them
all up, and render the hive as near air-tight as pos-
sible, by closing all openings except the usual pas-
sage-way left for the bees at the bottom of all

hives. The bees will make corresponding repairs
inside. If your liives are made of single inch
boards, I would recommend thatching them with
straw, about three inches thick, by beginning at
the bottom of the hive and bending the ends over
on the top, so that the hive will be completely en-
veloped in straw. Then, with a pair of shears,

cut away the straw, so that it will be no obstruc-
tion to the bees in going in or out of the hive. I

think no one who ounce tries thatching will omit
it in future. The hive is now prepared for hatch-
ing and raising the young brood. Bees require
about the same heat, (90 ^ , or more,) and about
the same time which is required to hatch a brood
of chickens, and the heat also requires to be a
steady heat; and the hive once warmed suflBci-

ently by the bodily warmth of the bees, the young
bees will hatch, and the straw on the outside pre-

vents their being chilled or killed by sudden
changes, or cold nights or days. This straw should
be removed from the hive when apple-trees are in

bloom.
Prepare yourselves with suitable hives for the

new swarms ; see that Ihey are made in a work-
manlike manner, and so constructed to meet the
instinctive wants of the bee, as far as possible. The
kind of hives which I have been led to consider
the best, is made of two thicknesses of boards,

with a chamber for boxes above. e. kiebt.
Mst Henrietta, N, Y., March 1st, 1S59.

Facilities foe Growing Cattle at the West.—
The facilities afi:brded for this business, by even the
settled prairie States, have to be seen to be appre-
cfAted— thoroughly examined to be known. AU
the groves and waste lands are covered with grass,

and much in extent of these will remain without
fence for the next generation ; so that the advan-
tages to he derived from pasturage are to be had
free of expense. Winter fodder costs but the
securing of it, and sheds for the protection of cattle

are made of waste wheat straw, now burned in

large quantities ; so that the obstacles in the way
of growing cattle in this vicinity are very trifling.

From my farm westward for many miles, 111. C. E.
R. and speculators' lands (which will not soon be
sold) connect, affording range for a vast herd, while
Rock Slough furnishes water. Upon these lands,

thus far, wild hay as well as pasturage is to be had
in abundance. Individuals wishing to enter the
business, can do weU with time and capital in Illi-

nois.—W. H. Gardner, near Ainboy Gity^ III.

Feeding Horses.—I believe all that has been
said in favor of cut straw and ground feed for

horses, yet there may he many people who have
more hay and roots than grain, as is the case with
myself.

I desired my horses to winter on hay and car-

rots, and, notwithstanding they were inclined to a
cough immediately after they were taken from the

pasture, I commenced wetting their hay in advance
of feeding. I would pitch down a quantity and
sprinkle on water, then shake it up well, put in a
close pile, and feed from it, and be sure that when
I fed the last that was wet, I prepared more for

future feeding. Thus far, with wet hay and carrots,

I am satisfied that horses that are not being worked
hard, may winter well, even with a cough to begin

with. I have tried both cut straw and ground
feed, and the hay and carrot feed. For freezing

weather I prefer the latter.

—

L. Beae\ Marcellus.

Corn should never follow buckwheat. Potatoes

are the best crop to precede corn, grass the next,

corn itself next, and, last of all, buckwheat. *
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THE GREAT BUSTABD.

The Bnstard is the largest land bird that is a

native of Europe. It was once much more common
than it is now, hut the increased cultivation of the

country, and the extreme delicacy of its flesh, have
greatly thinned the species, so that the time may
come when it may be doubted whether so large a

bird was ever had there. It is probable, long be-

fore this, that the Bustard would have been extir-

pated, but for its peculiar manner of feeding. It

inhabits the open and extensive plain, where its

food lies in abundance, and where every invader

may be seen at a distance.

The Bustard, according to Pi-tJTAEcn, was found

in Lib3'a, in the environs of Alexandria, in Syria,

in Greece, in Spain, in France, the plains of Poiton

and Champagne. They are now and then seen in

England, and the extensive downs of Salisbury

Plain, in the heaths of Sussex and Cambridgeshire,

the Dorsetshire uplands, and as far as East Lothian

in Scotland. In those extensive plains where there

is no woods to screen the sportsman, no hedges to

creep along, the Bustards enjoy an indolent security.

Their food is composed of the berries that grow
among the heath, and the large earth Avorms that

appear in great quantities on the downs before

sunrise, in summer. They also eat green wheat,

the tops of turnips, and other vegetables; and
have even been known to devour frogs, mice, and
young birds. It is in vain that the towler creeps

forward to approach them ; they have ahvays sen-

tinels placed at proper eminences, which are ever

on the watch, and warn the flock of the smallest

appearance of danger. All, therefore-, that is left

for the sportsman, is the comfortless view of their

distant security. IIo may wish, but they are in

safety.

It sometimes happens that these birds, though
they are seldom shot by the gun, are run down by
greyhounds. As they are voracious and greedy.

they often sacritice their safety to their appetites,

and feed tliemselves so very fat, that they are

unable to fly without preparation. AVlien the

greyhound, therefore, comes within a certain dis-

tance, the Bustard runs off, flapping its wings and
endeavoring to gather air under them to rise ; in

the meantime the enemy approaches nearer till it

Ls too late for the bird even to think of obtaining

safety by flight ; for, just at the rise, there is al-

ways tim6 lost, and of this the bird is sensible ; it,

therefore, continues on the foot until it is taken.

As there are few places where they can at once
find proper food and security, so they generally

continue near their old haunts, seldom wandering
above twenty or thirty miles from home. As their

food is replete with moistures, it enables them to

live upon those dry plains Avhere there are scarcely

any springs of water, a long time without drink-

ing. Besides this, nature has given the males an
an admirable magazine for their security against

thirst. This is a pouch, the entrance of which lies

immediately under the tongue, and capable of
holding near seven quarts of water. This is prob-
ably filled upon proper occasions, to supply the hen
when sitting, or the young before they can fly. The
Bustard makes use of its reservoir to defend it-

self against birds of prey ; which it affects by
ejecting the water with such violence as often to
arrest the progress of its enemy.
The weight of this bird varies considerably.

—

Some have been found of not more than ten pounds,
others have been found of twenty-seven, and even
thirty. The female is not more than half the size

of the males. The Bustard is distinguished from
tlie Ostrich and Cassowary by its wings, which,
although disproportioned to the size of its body, yet
serve to elevate in the air, and enable it to fly,

though with some difl3culty ; they ai-e generally

about four feet from tip to tip, one to the other.

The Bustard is not knovvn in America. Besides
the delicacy of their flesh, the quills were once
valuable, as they made excellent pens, but they are

still more valued by anglers, who use them for

floats; for as they are spotted with black, the
notion is that these black spots appear as flies to

the fish, which they rather allure than drive away
by their appearance, c. n. bement.

Springside, March, 1S59.

Ax East Wat to Cultivate Potatoes.—Pre-
pare the ground well ; and if not a strong turf the
ground may be furrowed very shallow. Drop the
potatoes any desired distance apart you jdease,

cover them with a plow, making a sharp ridge.

—

You will disturb some of the end hills by turning
around ; but with a little more seed and and a hoe
tliat evil may be remedied. Tlie potatoes will be
covered rather deep ; but some days after planting

take a common log chain, hook each end of the
ciiain around a good bunch of timber brush, and
hitch your team to a centre link of the chain, putr

ting a spreader into the chain in order to carry the
front end of tlie brush in each furrow, letting the
brushy parts lap over each other; lay a short board
across, and you may ride at ease, and see your
ground swept as clean as you could desire. After
the potatoes have begun to break ground, repeat
the same operation, and you will be pleased to see

all the small weeds brushed out of the hills. The
remainder must be done by hoe and cultivator.—L.

Beacu, Romulus, N. Y.
•^—

"Without animals to use the oxygen, and re-

turn the carbon to the atmosphere, plants could

not live. Witliout plants to use the carbon, and
return the oxygen to the atmosphere, animals

could not live.
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Siip«sriiiw
HORTICULTTJEAL NOTES FOR THE MONTH.

If the weather continues as fine as it is at present

(March 16,) nearly all the early garden crops will

have been planted before this number reaches our

readers. Early peas, onions, carrots, cabbages,

cauliflowers, lettuce, radishes, celery, &c., will

have been sown on the warmest soil in the garden.

If not, they should be sown immediately, or at

least as soon as the ground is in working condition,

but not till then. If not already done, a few early

potatoes should be planted immediately. By keep-

ing them in a warm j)lace for a few days before

plantmg, they will start earlier. Peas, if possible,

should be planted in a single row, as they then get

more light and heat, and produce earher and more

abundantly. If this cannot be done, plant in rows

four feet apart ; or five feet, with a row of earl}^

cauliflowers or cabbage between them. Some
English gardeners plant peas in hills from three to

five feet apart, according to the variety, five or six

peas to each hill. They are poled like beans. The

amount of seed necessary depends on the variety

;

the early dwarf kinds require about 80 peas t©

each lineal foot ; dwarf marrowfats, 24; tall mar-

rowfats and all of similar habit, 12. The small

sized peas should be planted 2^ inches deep ; the

large sized 3 J- inches. Do not tread them in^

especially if the soil is at all wet or heavy.

—

Early Kent, Champion of England, and Knighfs

Dwarf Marrow, sown at the same time, will ripen

in succession. The Champion of England is a de-

licious pea, and very productive.

Lima Beans.— Plant on warm, dry soil, in hills

four feet apart. The soil should be as rich as pos-

sible. Stick a pole about ten feet long in each hill,

and plant five or six beans around it. This is bet-

ter than poling when the beans are up, as the

operation is apt to disturb the plants. Three plants

in a hill are sufficient. If cold, wet weather comes,

and the plants die, plant again immediately.

Stedjg Beans are sown in drills like peas. They
should have a warm soil and a sunny situation.

One pint of beans will plant a row fifty feet long.

If more than one row is needed, make the rows

two feet deep.

Onions and Carrots should be sown in rows

one foot apart. The former delight in rather a

heavy loam ; the latter in loose, deep, rich soil. The
Early Short-horn is the best carrot for table use.

It may be eaten when quite young, and should

consequently be sown thick, and thinned out a3

wanted.

Parsneps and Beets.—Sow in rows two feet

apart, and thin out ten to twelve inches in the

rows.

Cabbage and Cauliflowers.—Sow on a warm
border or gentle hot-bed. Sow thick, so as to have

plenty for the fly and enough for yourself, and thia

out and transplant if too thick. They are always

better for transplanting before finally setting out.

The same remarks apply to celery and tomatoes.

Raspberry Canes, if they have been covered,

should be taken out and tied to stakes. The canes

should be shortened back, leaving them from two

to four feet long, according to strength.

Asparagus Beds should be slightly forked over

and manured.

The Hot-Bed will require careful attention this

month. If too cold, some fresh, warm horse-dung

should be placed round it. The cucumber vines

should be pegged down, cutting out all but the

strong and fruitful vines. These should be trained

so as to cover all the space— say from twelve to

fifteen inches apart. As soon as the fruit is set,

and begins to smell, the vines should be pinched

off two leaves above the fruit. By the time the

first cucumbers are ready to cut, the vines will

have pushed out again and formed new fruit,

which will grow rapidly as soon as the other is

removed. Unless the vine is very strong, not more

than one cucumber should be left on at a time.

The celery, tomatoes, egg-plants, &c., sown m
boxes in the hot-bed, should be removed to a cold

frame, or if the weather is very warm, to a sunny

border. In transplanting, care should be taken to

disturb the roots as little as possible. They should

have a gentle watering, if necessary, with water

of a temperature of above 60 ® . They should be

set out in rows four or five inches apart, aud re-

main here till the groimd is ready for their final

setting out.

To insure a good vegetable garden, the soil can

not be too rich. Rapid growth is desirable. It is

better to manure in the fall ; but if this has been

neglected, the ground should now be spaded and

heavUy manured with rich, weU-rotted dung, and bo

careful to thoroughly incorporate it with the soil.
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USEFUL TOOLS.

As the gardener and horticulturist must soon

begin active operations, we oifer some ilhistrations

and brief notes of tools appropriate to the season.

A HORTICDLTUBAL TOOL-CKEST

contains most of the small implements used in

pruning, grafting, budding, transplanting, etc., and

which, if kept near the workman, saves time and

ensures sBccessful operations.

A BILL-HOOK

is useful for cutting up bushes, sprouts, briars, etc.,

and lopping off branches that cau not be so well

reached by the saw, which should always be the

main implement in pruning. For trimming hedges

TRIMMING SHEARS.

and occasionally pruning thorny bushes, use is

made of a pair of stout shears with long handles;

rRf.VIXG SCISSORS.

while for dressing rose and other small bushes, es-

pecially for ladies' use, we have smaller scissors

adapted to that purpose. For cutting true and

smooth the grassy borders of lawns, walks, etc.,

use is made of a border knife, to which is affixed

a handle similar to that of a hoe. "When the

trunks of trees become rough and mossy, they may
bo rendered smooth aad ornamental by using the

TREE SCRAPER

followed by washing with strong soap suds or weak

lye, freeing them from insects, and making them

more healtliy.

TRANSACTIONS OF THE MASSACHUSETTS HOETI-
CULTURAL SOCIETY FOR 1858.

This volume, issued at the close of each year,

always contains a fund of valuable and reliable

horticultural information. The present volume,

for which we are indebted to Dr. Eben "Wight,

is especially replete with interesting matter, and

we propose to make a few extracts from it for the

benefit of our readers who have not access to it.

The Report of the Committee on Flowers, which is

unusually attractive, we shall refer to in a future

number, and for the present pass over it and briefly

notice a few points in the Report of the Committee

on Fruits

:

"Strawberries.— The first strawberries of the

season, grown in the open air, were a box of Early
Virginias^ shown on the 12th of June, the exhib-

itor stating that he picked ripe berries from his

vines on the 6tli ; and the second was a box of a
new seedling, called Pagers Seedling, exliibited oil

June 19th. Pagers Seedling is a handsome straw-
berry, of good size, conical form, and dark color.

It is good flavored, but seemed rather soft In the
flesh. As it is so early a variety, it may prove de-

sirable. * * * * Among the newer varieties

may be mentioned Leopold, a very large crimson
strawberry, of a coxcomb shape ; Marqnis La Tout
Mditln/rg, large, dark colored; Trollope''s Victoria,

also large and fine, ])ut of a color rather toe

pale; River's seedling Eliza, a large, coxcomb-
shaped, crimson berry ; BlaTce''s Incomjnirahle, s.

crimson ; and Adair, a good sized scarlet variety.

"As no opportunity was afforded tlie Committei'

to test, in a satisfactory manner, the ditTereut vari-

eties, the expression of any opinion with respect U
their flavor is purjjoscly withlii'ld, -as such, no'

carefully and deliljcratel}' forniud, iniglit give ai

erroneous impres.sion. It may not be aniis.s, liow

ever, to say, that scarcely any of the foreign varie

ties of the strawberry have continued, for any loii^

period, to give satisfactory results. Tliey seem
more tender than tlie American varieties— more
liable to be burnt by tlie sun in summer, and in-

jured by the cold in winter; besides that, tliey ara

all, or nearly all, staminate or perfect in tiieir flow-

ers; and unless more care and attention is paid

than can usually be bestowed on their cultivutioxx,
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they become unproductive. The great size of their

berries, their beauty and flavor, may render some
of the foreign varieties desirable for the garden of

the amateur; but it is believed that they will in no
case be found adapted to the purposes of those who
desire to proAase this fruit on an extended scale

;

avid while such results as are now had can be ob-

tained from the cultivation of American varieties,

it is hardly worth while to resort to foreign sources

for any additional supply.

"Of the long-established and well-known fevor-

ite sorts of this fruit, no remarks are necessary,

unless it be to say that the Jenny Lind^ having
now been subjected to the test of a somewhat ex-

tended and general cultivation, seems to justify the

encomiums that were bestowed on it at its first ap-

pearance. It was then said that it seemed to be an
improvement on the Virginia Scarlet^ to which it

bore a resemblance, and was well adapted to be a

fertilizer to some of the pistillate sorts— a belief

now confirmed by subsequent experience."

" Currants.—For a long time the Red and White
Dutch were the only currants cultivated, and seed-

lings raised from them, with a view to improve-
ment, did not seem essentially to vary in character

fi-om their progenitors.' Some years since, Maifs
Victoria was produced, and it was at that time
expected that it would prove to be a decided im-
provement. It has not, however, answered the

expectations that were formed; for, except tliat the

bunches are much longer, it does not exhibit any
superiority. Subsequently, the Red and White
Gondoin and Fertile de Paillau were originated,

and these, particularly the two first, proved to be
an improvement on the old red and white varieties.

Within the last year or two, several new varieties

of foreign origin have been introduced, that, it now
seems probable, will, from their superiority, super-

sede the old sorts. Among such are the Fertile cZ'

Angers^ La Gaucase, La Versaillaise^ Macrocarpa^
the Ghampagne^ Ilatif de Bertin, and Blanc Trans-
parente, though this last may prove to be the same
as the White Grape. Several of these varieties

have been exhibited the past year in considerable

quantities, and, by their beauty and the great size

of both bunches and berries, attracted 'much atten-

tion. Some berries of the Versalllaise were found,

on measuring them, to be two inches in circum-

ference. Several of these new currants are fully

equal in size to the Gherry, a variety too acid for

the dessert^ and at the same time are sweeter and
richer than the old kinds. Among those that may
be safely, it is believed, recommended, are the

three first named in the abote list."

" Blackberries.—The exhibition of blackberries,

the past year, has been confined to the Dorchester
and the Lmcton or N^ew Rochelle. Indeed, these

are the only ones at present known that are worthy
of cultivation. The show of this fruit the past
year was very fine. In size and beauty, the berries

of both varieties that were exhibited were probably
never surpassed. Twenty-five berries of the Law-
ton weighed six and cue-sixteenth ounces; while
twenty-five berries of the Dorchester weighed five

and eleven-sixteenths ounces. Still larger berries

of the Dorchester were, however, subsequently ex-

hibitod, though not weighed. Cultivators in this

vicinity esteem the Dorchester decidedly superior to

ihe Lawton: it is much sweetei", and therefore

more generally acceptable ; besides, that while the
Dorchester., upon being gathered, retains its deep,
lustrous black color, the Lawton soon becomes of a
deep reddish brown or bronze color, and therefore
less saleable. Notwithstanding this, the Lawton.,
when thoroughly ripe, is, though ratlier acid, a
rich, high-flavored berry, and it is thought \\m
hardly had justice done to it. It bears to the Dor-
chester a relation somewhat similar to that borne
by the fruit of the common trailing bramble to the
highbush blackberry. Both are valuable varieties,

and leave scarcely anything further to bo desired in

this species of fruit."

"Grapes.— During the last few years, no fruit,

unless it be the pear, has excited so much interest
as the grape; and confident expectation has been
indulged that from seedlings, now being extensively
raised, some new varieties would be produced, that,

free from the defects of the native grape, should be
of fine quality, hardy, and sufficiently early to at-

tain maturity under ordinary circumstances in the
open air in Massachusetts. Although this exj)ecta-

tion has not as yet been fu-lly realized, still, this is

no cause for discouragement, especially in view of
what has already been obtained in the Diana and
Delaware^ both a near approach to the requirements
of cultivators. The great desideratum seems to be
a grape of good size, suited to the dessert, that shall •

perfectly ripen its fruit during our short summer,
that which some varieties of those not yet fully

tested may prove to be. There are already good
grapes, if they could be produced perfectly ripe, as

the Isabella., Gataicla., &c. Indeed, both these
sorts, when thoroughly ripened, leave, so for as

quality is concerned, but Httle more to be desired

;

but it is to be questioned, whether even the first.

certainly not the last, ever, unless under tlie most
exceptional circumstances, thoroughly ripens its

fruit in the open air in New England. Should tliis

opinion seem rash or ill-founded, let but a comjjar-

ison be made between these varieties, when grown
at the South, or here in a grape-house, perfectly

ripe, and the ripest and best specimens that can l>c

obtained grown in the open air, and the inferiority

of the latter will be at once manifest. And this

same remark, it is believed, is also applicable to the

Goncord., a somewhat earlier variety tban the Isa-

hella., but which it is thought will prove to be bet-

ter adapted to a more southern latitude than to

this, where it originated. The Hartford Ih'olijic

has lately received warm commendations from
some sources, and seems to answer this require-

ment of earliness; ripe grapes, of this sort, grown
in Hartford, having been tested this year on the

14th September ; but its earliness is its chief recom-
mendation ; it is tolerably sweet, but is not wholly
free from the peculiar flavor, as well as the iiard

pulp of the native varieties, and therefore hardly

suited to the table. Besides that there is this ob-

jection to it : the berries, when ripe, fall from the

vine at a slight touch."

" Of all the grapes recently introduced, there is

none, that for size, beauty, and flavor, is superior

to the Union Village, if there is any that equal it,

unless one, to be presently noticed, shall hereafter

prove an exception. The only mi-sgiving that is

felt with respect to this variety, is that it may not

be sufficiently early to arrive at perfect maturity

when raised in the open air. It is, however, about
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eight days earlier than the Isabella. Thia grape

has only been fruited in this vicinity by Mr. E. A.

Ukackett, of AVinchestor, if, indeed, any one here

but Mr. Bkackett, and those who have received

vines from him, have the true variety, as vines re-

ceived from Ohio, two years srnce, with every

guarantee to their correctness that could be de-

sired, have not proved to be so."

" With the information upon this subject at pres-

ent i)Ossesscd, if called upon to recommend grapes,

that, taking all circumstances into the account, may
be considered as best adapted to out-door cultiva-

tion in Massachusetts, hut little hesitation would
be felt in naming the Diana and the Delaware.

Tlie Diana is too well known to call for any re-

marks concerning it, and with the Delaware culti-

vators are somewhat acquainted, as, although of

recent introduction here, various opportunities for

testing its qualities have been aflbrded. Tlie Dela-

icare has been received from Delaware, Ohio, but

is probably a native of one of the Middle States.

It is, although until recently but little known, not

a new grape ; for, if statements of in every way a

reliable character can be depended on, the Dela-

tcare was, more than thirty years ago, in the pos-

session of Mr. Peevost, of New Jersey. Mr.

Campbell, of Ohio, writes that he this year 'picked

ripe specimens from a fair southern exposure on
the 15th of August.'"

" It has been said above, that it was believed

that the Union Village had no superior unless with

cue exception. The exception intended is a new
seedling, raised from it by Mr. Bkackett. It

fruited this year for the first time, with berries

larger than those of the Union Village^ that were
pronounced by those who tasted them to be of

superior flavor. It is believed to be a grape of

great promise."

"Apples.— At some of the weekly exhibitions

there was a fine display of apples; among them, in

October, the following that had not been before

noticed : the Boxfard, a large yellow apple, nearly

covered with stripes and blotches of red, remarka-
bly tender and very pleasant flavor ; and the Pol-

liard, probably a local name. This last was more
beautiful than the Maiden''s Blus\ which it re-

sembled in its color, with a very white flesh of a
very agreeable subacid flavor. Both these varie-

ties made a very favorable impression,
" At the annual exhibition, the display of apples

was very fine, and there were some varieties of

recent origin or of late introduction ; as the Ohio
Nonpareil, a yellow apple, with red in the sun, of

medium size, now, it is supposed, raised for the first

time in this vicinity. This apple is held in high

estimation in Ohio, but, so far as can be judged
from a single trial, not too much so. It has been
pronounced by some, whose opinions are usually

deemed authority, to be identical with the Cogs-

viell, but it is believed that this opinion has been
expressed under some misapprehension with re-

B[)ect to the varieties, and that they are not the

same, the two varieties differing, it is said, in both
wood and leaf. The John's Sweet, a New Hamp-
shire apple of good size, mostly covered with stripes

and blotches of red, a profuse bearer; and the

Leilge, now fruited for the first time in this vicin-

ity, were also upon the tables. The Ledge, when
it was first exhibited some tea years since from

Portsmouth, attracted much observation, and was
commended \>y the then Fruit Committee as prom-
ising to be of great value as a late-keeping sweet
variety. Grafts then obtained seem to be coming
into bearing, and it is to be hoped tliat it will justify

the encomiums tliat have been bestowed on it.

—

Smithes Cider was also exhibited for the first time.

The specimens were of medium size, yellow color,

with blotches and stripes of red. Tliis is a Penn-
sylvania apple, and is extensively cultivated in the

Middle States and at the "West. It may be that it

is peculiarly valuable as a cider apple, but if, by
that affix, it is intended to designate a fruit valua-

ble to manufacturL' into cider only, it is certainly a

misnomer, for it is a fine table fruit. It is a most
abundant l)earer and of vigorous growth.

" These four last-named varieties were exhibited

by Dr. Wight, wlio lias paid great attention to the

cultivation of the ajiple, and are strongly recom-
mended by him as well worthy ttie notice of grow-
ers of this fruit. Specimens of the Washingtov,

which excited so much interest at its first exhibi-

tion three years since, were also slunvn by him, and
also by Messrs. IUbbakd, Fostep. and Ea'ers, and
the Northern S]>y and Bottle Greening from the

garden of the late Capt. Lovett."

" Peaks.—There have been some new pears and
some of recent introduction exhibited the past

year. Of such, a portion at least seem to call for

more than this passing notice. Among them tne
following may be specified

:"

''Alexandrina, a new pear, introduced by Messrs

IIovet, resembling somewhat in form and appear-

ance the Fondante de Noel, a very handsome fruit

of medium size, melting, juicy, sweet, and j)leasant,

though of not very decided flavor. Ripe in Oct.

'•^Mudtrni Eliza, though it has before fruited, was
exhibited, it is believed, this year for the first time

by Col. WiLi>ER. It is a large pear, of pyrifonn

shape, green color, melting and juicy, with S'.>me-

what of the rose flavor.

'•'Nei'f Maison, from Mr. "Walker. There has

been some confusion about this variety, it having,

so far as is known, proved heretofore, upon fruit-

ing, to be synonymous with some other. This was
a smooth, green pear, of medium size, with a large,

straight stem, and an open calyx in a shoal basin,

presumed to be correct. It was not tasted, but

Mr. W. says it is of good quality.

''Beurre Antoinette, now first exhibited, is of

medium size, with a yellowish-green skin, long

stem, flesh greenisli-white, tender, juicy, and of
very pleasant flavor. Ripe middle of October.

"Bergamotte Gandry, a very pleasant, melting,

juicy fruit, of a slight bergamotte flavor, has some
stony concretions about the seeds ; of medium size

;

color yellow, but nearly covered with stripes and
blotches of russet.

'•'Doyenne du Cornice, not new, but worthy of

notice, as it proves to be a very melting, juicy, fine

pear, that is believed to be wortliy of an extended

cultivation. It is peculiarly weU adapted to the

quince stock.

''Beurre Mauxion, of medium size, short stout

stem, of a russet color, thin skin, melting, juicy, of

a spirited pleasant flavor. Season early in October.

''Souvenir d^Bsperin is a long pear, above medi-

um size, with a thin yellow skin nearly covered
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h russet ; flesh melting, juicy, of a pleasant sub-

1 flavor, but rather lacks sweetness and richness.

• At one of the weekly exhibitions of the Society,

t of October 23, a dish of the Beurre Bachelier

? exhibited by Mr. H. Citrtis. These specimens

•e large, perfectly fair and smooth, and very

dsome, and are thought deserving of mention,

ause the fruit of this variety is generally knotted

warty, as showing what may be expected of it

en in skillful hands or a suitable situation.

• De Tongres.—As considerable interest has been

ited respecting this pear, it may not be amiss to

;e, as a matter of record, that, though not ex-

ited, it has fruited the past year and been seen

some of the Committee. The specimens seen

•e of good size, but not equal in that respect, or

beauty, to the colored representations of it;

Y were of a spirited, brisk flavor, somewhat like

t of the Beurre iVArembergy

CULTIVATION OF THE GKAPE.-No. 3.

Fig. 10.

PEEATAIENT OF THE VINES THE SECOND YEAU.

'eesuming- the young vines to have been care-

y tended during the first summer's growth, they
will at the end of

the season have
produced strong

canes three to six

feet in length, and
will present some-
what the appear-

ance of fig. 10.

The winter is the

time to prune, and
in mild seasons

the mouth of Feb-
ruary will be the

best period; but
ery severe weather, it had better be deferred

il it becomes a little milder. But when put ott'

late, the vines are apt to bleed a great deal ; and
(ough the bleeding may not be so injurious as

ly persons suppose, it can not do any good, and
I as well be avoided as much as possible. In
aing this year, the vines must
5ut down to the lowest good,
nd, plump bud, within two to

inches of the ground, as rep-

uted in fig. 11. Set the edge
;h6 knife at the back of the

, and at one inch above it,

take it off at one clean cut.

the vineyard has been planted with cuttings,

at a stake, wherever both have grown one will

e to be taken away— either cut away with a
e, or carefully dug away without injury to the

left. Always leave the best vine ; and those
ch are taken up will do to fill vacancies where
1 may have died. Many persons perform this

'ation in the month of October; but as we
fletimes have very severe winters, I think it had
'4er be deferred till spring, to avoid winter heav-
3" of the newly-planted vines. It should, how-
V, be performed as early in the spring as the
ftSand weather will admit—when the ground is

oljood working order; but not in very wet or
(?, windy or frosty weather.

Fig. 11.

As soon as the weeds begin to grow, the soil will

want stirring, either with the cultivator or hoe, so
as to kill the weeds, and stir the soil around the
plants. This operation should be repeated as soon
as the weeds begin to show themselves again.
When the weather begins to set in hot and dry, if

a little mulching of littery manure, or short grass,

leaves, or anything that will keep the ground par-
tially shaded and moist, be applied around the
young vine, it will be of great service.

The vines may be allowed to grow at will this

summer, without stakes,

and trained to one cane.

During the summer,
small lateral shoots wiU
be produced from the
axU of each large leaf on
the main cane, which
must be cut back to one
leaf when it has grown
two or three leaves in

length. The object of
this is to concentrate the

sap in the main cane, in-
^"^' ^'^'

stead of its being wasted
in the laterals, that it may be a-s strong and weU-
ripened as possible. »

Fig. 12 shows a section of a main cane, and the

the small line on the lateral where it is to be cut off.

TEEATMENT OF THE VINES THE TDIED TEAR.

In February of the third year, the vines are again

pruned down to the lowest good bud, within four

or six inches of the ground, as represented in fig.

13. If the vineyard has been planted with rooted

plants, a few grapes may be had this year, but not
more than two or three bunches to a vine ; but if

it has been made with cuttings, no
fruit may be allowed until the fourth

year.

The vines must now be supplied

with stakes, and preparations made
for whatever mode of training is to

be adopted. Some planters train

their vines to one stake, some to two, others tc

three, and others again to four. Where only one

stake is used— which, perhaps, is the best, where
vines are planted only four feet apart each way—
the stake is set immediately at the head of the vine,

and on the north side of it, as in fig. 14. Where
two stakes are used, they are set out as represented

in fig. 15. Where the ground is strong, and the

Fig. 13.

West, East.

Fio. 14 Fig. 15.

vines planted five feet apart, or four by five, the

stakes should be set one foot from the vine, east

and west. They will then cast less shade early ia
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the morning tlian wlien set north and south.

Where tlirco Ptivkcs are nscd, tliey are set as repro-

«t'nted in lig. 10 ; wlicre four are used, as in fig. 17.

West, o

North.

Vine.

O

North.

o Ea»t West
Vine.

o o East

South.

Fio. 16.

fionth.

Fio. 17.

Where one stake is used, only two canes must he

nUowed to grow this (the third) summer, which

•will, at the end of tlio season, h^ok like lig. 14; it

two stakes he adopted, like lig. 15.

The summer ]iruning will consi.st in rubhing out

ftU supertliious shoots, ])inehing in the laterals, as in

lig. 12, and keeping tlie ciiiies carefully tied to the

stakes. It is a good practice to pinch in the lead-

ing cane when it has grown four feet in length, or

when it begins to turn brown at the bottom. This

throws b.'ick the sap into the lower buds, and

*;trengthens and assists their swelling and ripening

for hearing fruit the next year. Keep the vineyard

nicely cultivated and all clear of weeds, and avoid

%ill unnecessary walking and trampling about.

TREATMENT OF THE VINES THE FOURTH YEAR.

This season the vines will be in good bearing

condition, and must Oe pruned accordingly. It is

best, however, not to train them to bows until the

tiftli year, as they would be likely to show more
fruit than the vine could sustain without exhaust-

ing it too much for the year following. In Febru-

ary of this season, cane a, in fig. 14, is cut back to

the small line drawn across it, leaving it about four

or live buds, or twelve to fifteen inches, in length.

From the buds on this s})ur, the fruit-beaj-ing

shoots will be produced. Cane h is cut down to

the lowest good bud ; the small line drawn across

it indicates the place where it is to be cut.

During the ]>resent summer, while the spur a is

bearing fruit, a spur from cane b is trained up for

fruiting in the year following— say in 1850, for

fruiting in 1860. In fig. 15, the canes c and d are

cut down to three or four buds, or eight or ten

inches, in length, that the two together may not

bear much more fruit this season than the longer

one in fig. 14.

During tiiis summer, two canes are taken up
from each spur, in fig. 15, and allowed to hear fruit.

The cane starting from the upper bud is to form

the bow for fruiting in the fifth season ; and the

other is to cut back to form a spur, from which a

cane is taken during the fifth season to form the

bow for fruiting during the sixth season. This is

called the renewal system, and is the one generally

ap])roved of. Tiie bearing cane is cut down annu-

ally after having borne fruit, and its place is annu-

ally supplied with a now cane.

In the fall of the fourth year, the vine will have

the appearance of fig. 18 ; and in the spring of the

fifth year, after being trimmed and tied to the

stakes, that of fig. 10. The two small branches, a,

a, below the spurs in fig. 18, must bo pruned back

to where the lino indicates; but a new shoot must
be carefully preserved from year to year, in case

of accident to either of the other canes. The bow

should be from five to eight buds in length, aocf

ing to the strength of the vine. Great care

nice judgment are required in bending the be

Fio. 18. Fio. 19.

They should be made in the mornings, an
cloudy, moist weather ; for when the wood is

dry it is more brittle. The bows should I

round as possible, and all sharp bends care

avoided, to prevent fracturing the canes, as, i

out this caution, much injury may be done,

object of making the bows is to equalize the

of sap in all the buds, that the lower buds
start witli ccpial vigor with the upper ones ; o

wise, if the canes were left straight, the wliole

of the sap would be driven into the upper hue

the great detriment of those upon the lower
of the cane.

Summer Treatment.—The summer treatme
the vines will consist in carefully securing the y
shoots when they arc about a foot in length,

junction of the young and old wood is so

weak just at this time, that, if not secured,

sudden storm may cause great injury, by bre;

them otf. AVherever more than one shoot i

from one bud, all sui)erfluous shoots inu;

rubbed olf, leaving but one shoot, and tha

best. When the shoots are all carefully sec

they must be i)inched back to two leaves .'

the highest bunch of grapes; and all the

laterals i)roduced upon these shoots, as well as

the future cane, for fruiting next year, nui

pinched in to one leaf; and this future fruiting

m.ay be stopped, by ])inehing out its leader,

it has grown four feet in length, or when it b

to turn brown at the bottom.

This summer pinching, if judiciously perfoi

is of great benefit to the vines. It throws ba(

sap into the young and swelling fruit and the

part of the vine, instead of its being expeii!

weak and straggling liranches. There isstii

age enough left to shade the fruit, and to elal

the sap round about the bunches, keep the v-

health, and thoroughly ripen its wood. My
tice is to leave two leaves above the bunch, ^

the leaves are large and healthy ; and three oi

where small and weak : for I have always obsi

that one good, broad, and healthy leaf, is i

more in ripening up a cluster of grapes than

a dozen small and weakly ones.

^d
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ETTiNG THE SxAKES.—The stakes should be of

e good, lasting wood, such as oak, ash, hickory,

ir, chestnut, &c. They should be about two
les tliick, and five feet six inches long, to be
en eighteen inches into the ground, which will

e four feet out. The best way of setting them,

3 punch a hole with a round, sharp-pointed

vbar, of about the thickness of the stake; set

stake in tlie hole, and drive it home with a

^et. Be careful that they are set in their exact

es, and upright, that they may come in per-

[y straight rows every way.

ver}' spring th-e stakes must be examined, to

that they are sound, and not heaved out of

e by tlie winter's freezing. If any are found to

'otten, tliey must be re[)laced by new ones, or

rsed, the sound end being put in the ground.
France, about Fontainebleau, the vines are

led in the fall, and all the stakes are pulled up
carried under cover, or piled in little stacks in

vineyard, and re-set in the spring. They stick

7f stakes in the ground, something in the form
sawbnck, and then pile a number of stakes on
le position that a stick of wood is placed to be
}d; but I forget how to describe it exactly.

1 must preserve them nmch longer than if they
3 left in the ground altogether. In France, the

g is usually done with a small white rush ; in

country, with a willow twig, which is twisted

er than tied. The small yellow willow is the

,
and it is well to have a small patch of them

nns, for the use of every vineyard. Fifty plants,

n three years old, will produce ties enough for an
©f vines. They should be planted in wet soil, 4
apart each way, and headed down every spring.

WHAT VAEIETIES OF GEAPE3 TO PLANT.

ie Catawba and Isabella are so generally well
s^D, that it is useless to make any remarks of

1. But of some of the newest kinds which
> been well tried and brought into notice
lin the last ten years, it may be well to give a
I description, for the benefit of those who are
yet familiar with these as yet scarce, but most
ce and luscious of our hardy grapes.

'ith your leave, Messrs. Editors, as my list must
5 a beginning, as weU as any other list, and as the
mare is universally conceded to be at the head
very native collection, I shaU begin with that
ety.

iie Delaware has been mostly disseminated by
Thomson, of Delaware, Ohio ; hence its name.
II give a memorandum which I made while
ig some beautiful Delaioares sent us by Mr.
MsoN, early last September. "The size is

11 to medium, one bunch shouldered. Bunch
pact, three and a half inches long, one and
e-fourths diameter; berry, one-half to five-

ths of an inch diameter ; form round
;
quality

'best^ tasting like fine flavored sugar, and dis-

ing completely in the mouth, leaving a luscious
3 on the palate ; seeds, one to two ; color, dark
ler or chocolate ; time of ripening first of Sep-
ber, have been gathered ripe as early as fifteenth

LUgust, 1858. One of the Tia/rdiest vines we have.

OGAN.—The best earliest grape, having been
:ed ripe tenth of August, 1858. Bunch, size
shape of a medium Isabella-^ color, black;

!ity very good
;
quite as hardy as the Delaware.

Diana.— Second in quality to but one, and that
the Delaware. Perfectly hardy, strong and free
grower, and one of the freest and earliest bearers
that I know of. Begins to ripen a few scattering
berries the middle of September, which are sweet
as soon as colored ; keeps improving till middle of
October, if allowed to hang so late. A fully ripe
Diana is perfectly luscious and cloying, leaving
the lips, after eating a bunch, slightly sticky, as
though we had been tasting syrup. It is destined
to be as good a wine grape for New York as the
Catatcba for Ohio. Hangs well on the vine, and
also on the bunch afte-r being gathered, and is a
good keeper ; color, when fully ripe, dark amber.
Concord— "When well grown, the largest and

finest looking, both in bunch and berry ; hardiest
black grape we have. Time of ripening, a fortnight
earlier tlian the Isabella^ and more hardy than that
variety

;
quality, sweet and very good, with a lit-

tle native aroma. Is being extensively planted,
both for fruit and wine, and is growing in favor
every year.

NoRTHEEN Muscadine.— Very hardy; moderate
grower

;
good bearer, and is principally valuable for

its early ripening quality. Time of ripening, mid-
dle of September, and has a good deal of that
peculiar native aroma, of which some people are
very fond, and others are not. Must be gathered
as soon as ripe, or the berries are liable to fall from
the bunch ; color, dark red.

To Kalon.—The To Kalon is one of the finest

grapes. "When well ripened it is perfectly sweet
and luscious, with a very agreeable aroma. Flesh
very delicate and tender, the seeds leaving it as
freely as from any foreign variety. Berries an
inch in diameter ; bunch large ; color, dark amber,
inclining to black

;
quite hardy; strong grower with

peculiarly beautiful foliage, and moderate bearer.

Union "Village.—The Union Village \s every-
where spoken of as being a splendid grape, as large

as the Black Hamburgh. The fruit 1 have not yet
seen, but the vine is a fine grower.
Rebecca.— This is a beautiful white grape.

—

Bunch very compact ; berry slightly oval, with a
delicate bloom ; flesh delicate, sweet and juicy

;

very good. The vine is a delicate grower the first

year, but afterwards moderately strong.

Golden Clinton.— This a seedling from the
common Clinton

\
perfectly hardy; fre^ grower;

and a great bearer. Ripe fifteenth of September;
skin thin ; flesh very sweet and juicy, with no
pulp. A nice white grape.

King.— Very hardy ; free grower ; an abundant
bearer ; the fruit of one vine having sold in one
year for $15, at the rate of 12^ centi? per pound.

Bunch and berry small to medium ; berry, round
;

color, black ; skin rather thick, which makes it a

good keeper. I have a bunch by me now, (16th

of March,) which was cut from the vine the 2d of

last September, and is pretty fair raisins ; flesh of

some consistence
;
good; time of ripening, last week

in August. Its best qualities are, it is extremely

early, hardy, and a great bearer.

Eooh^ster, K Y., March, 1859. JOS IAH SALTEE.

TnoTTGH rapid growth is desirable in succulent

vegetables, this is not the case with most flowering

shrubs, wlaich form bushy, and therefore hand-
somer plants, when grown slowly.
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GRAFTING THE GRAPE VIlfE.

How does Mr. Salter retard his grape scions

for sraftlng after the leaf has started, as recom-

meiided by him in the March number of the

Fanner 'i.

, , t, t
It coiUd be done in an ice-house, probably. In

fact, I do not see how else. Or does he gratt

without retarding the scions ?

Mr. Samuel Miller, of Lebanon, Pa., recom-

mends in the February number of the Cincinatus,

grafting the vine at the earliest possible period

that the ground can be worked in the spring, and

says he has been successful that way, but never in

a single instance in the other.

Mr Waeuen, a successful vine-grower and wine-

maker of York, Livingston Co., New York now

practices early grafting, as he informs me, although

he formerlv recommended late grafting and retard-

ing the scions for that purpose.
, . , ,,

Several yeai-s ago, desiring to substitute other

sorts for some large Clinton vines, I attempted to

graft them, unsuccessfully, late in the spring
;
but

want of skill and experience were sufficient causes

of failure in my case.

Many farmers have abundance of wild vines on

their premises, which, if they could be successfully

grafted with superior sorts, would greatly facilitate

the growth of scions as it would seem, and Mr.

Miller asserts that grape grafts have sometimes

grown twenty feet the first season, and are sure to

hear a crop the next. His method is to cut off the

vine some two inches below the ground, split and

graft in the usual way, one bud or two to a graft,

Mse no cement, but draw the earth around up to the

_ud of the graft ; then cover with leaves or rub-

bish to prevent the ground from freezing and

lifting it out."

Mr. Warrex's method, (kindly furnished me by

him for insertion in your paper,) is slightly differ-

ent, although he says "it is very simple, and if

done in season you will not lose one in twenty.

Yery early in the spring," he says, "as soon as the

frost is out of the ground, before the sap in the

vine begins to circulate, I dig the earth a\yay from

the body of the vine as low as the roots icill alloic,

saw off and split the stub as I would in grafting

an apple, insert the cutting like a wedge, have the

bark match the same as with any thing else. Ipare

the cavity lefore inserting the scion. You want to

make a very nice joint. For a scion I use a cut-

ting of last year's growth, with three or f®ur buds.

After the scion or scions are inserted, I bring the

earth^mZy around the graft, leaving the top bud

of the scion just at the surface, so that if this graft

does not grow the cutting will."

Mr. Miller's reputation as a horticulturist seems

to give weight to his opinion, fortified as it is by

Mr. Warren's. Having tried it again very rudely

this spring, I have endeavored to induce some of

my neighbors to to do so also ; but one or two

parties are collecting all the spare grape-cuttings

in this vincinity so closely to plant, that it is diffi-

cult to get many scions to experiment with.

In grafting old grape-vines, where the stock is

large below the surface, why would it not be pre-

ferable to graft several portions of the upper stock,

and then bury them to the proper depth, and treat

it otherwise as in root grafiiug ? It seems to me

it would, and a portion of my experiment

that form.

About the use of wax or cement, whict

Miller especially eschews, but which Mr. Si

recommends, T should be glad to glad to hea:

Warren's views through your columns, and
^

grafting the stock above ground and then buryi

Scottmille, K. Y., March 10, 1859.

Messrs. Editors:— In your March numi

notice a valuable article on the "culture o

grape" from J*Ir. Salter; and under the hef

grafting he advises the operator to make U!

" waxed cloth, basswood bark or worsted yarn

he will use copper wire, drawn tight and tv

with the pinchers, he will probably never

use of anv other course of tieing. The best

however, 'is to go to the woods and select ]

of the roots of the wild grape vine, saw th<

pieces of six or eight inches in length, and

grafting tie as above recommended, and plant

spent hot-bed, or some other good location,

number of roots will start ahove the tie, and

several feet tlie first year, when, on remova

original root may be sawed off just below the

I have seen a single graft throw out roots

nine to thirteen feet the first season. e.

Dedham, Mass., 1S59.

CnCTIMBERS, MELONS, &C.

Eds. Genesee Farmer.— My garden is arr

for the plow, cultivator, horse-hoe, &c.; everj

drilled to run north and south. My raethc

raising cucumbers, melons, squashes, &c., is i

lows : Plant the seeds in inverted sward and

close together in the hot-bed, water every ev

until the plants are four or five inches high.

I choose a rich and sunny part of the gardei

plow out furrows a foot deep, and five to eigl

apart, as the habits of vines may require,

draw in «Hfermented manure from the bare

wheeled from the horse and cow stable d

thepreceeding winter— and fill the furrows

full ; then cover with the plow and level the

with the rake, leaving the soil six inches deei

the manure. I then take the sward from th(

bed and cut into pieces, leaving three or four

;

in each piece, and place them four feet apart

the centre of each ridge, for cucumbers, lima

and bush squash ; six feet for melons, and eig

marrows and S(iuashes. Each hill is then co

with a box made of half-inch lumber for the

and a pane of glass or oiled cotton laid ov(

top. This is the safest remedy for the melon

and ensures an early and rapid growth c

plant. They require ventilation during the

and the boxes must be removed entirely whe

weather will permit. Tepid water is used free

ly for a week or two, unless there are

showers ; then the glass is removed to adm

rain when necessary. I use the one-horse

vator once or twice a week to keep down

and pulverize the soil between the ridges, an

hand hoe to loosen the soil around the plants,

the vines are vigorous I thin them frequenth

cut the tops of the fastest runners so as to eq

them, and induce early bearing. With the ;

treatment, last year, I raised cucumbers very
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lense quantities. During the drouth, persons

complaining of their vines turning yellow,

iaring no fruit, although they watered them
evening. I Tiever watered mine after the first

eeks from transplanting, and the vines never

yellow till " Jack Frost" blew his withering

over them. I had two rows, eight rods

from which I cut four bushels per week for

[ weeks, after which I gathered upwards of

lousand gherkins for pickling. The vines

[uite full when the frost came and destroyed

Nearly all writers are in favor of well-

manure for cucumbers and melons ; but I

succeeded best with unfermented manure,

i described above. e. w. s.

stock, 0, w.

BUST ON APPLES.

he last meeting of the British Pomological

?, J. Gr. Graham, Esq., read a paper giving

ult of microscopic examinations of the dis-

l spots on apples. As the disease is quite

mt in this country, the following extract

fr. G.'s paper will be read with interest,

my first examination of the Apples you sent

)nslsting of Margil, Summer Nonpareil^

f Nonpareil, Spanish Pearmain, Byson

and Golden Drop— all affected in the same

r with indented discolored spots—I was of

1 that the injury was caused by the presence

mycelium of some mildew, which was not

eveloped, and the rind of the fruit in too

and tough a state to admit the fructifying

3f the mildew to penetrate through it. In

;o ascertain this point, I adopted the same

i which I applied when I first observed To-

1 to be spotted like diseased Potatoes— viz.,

ist my finger nail through the skin, and thus

the mildew, if it were there, to come out. —
anticipated, in twenty-four hours the same
1 as that which was destroying the Potato

lis infestans,) was visible on that part of the

in full fructification.

ith regard to the Apples, the process was

; and, as they were very dry, no mildew
'ed until I put them in a damp place, soon

The first is of a gelatinous color ; the latter is at

first white then grey, and lastly dirty green. I
ought also to state that when I first received the

Apples, I carefully examined the tissue beneath
the spots, under the microscope, and found the

mycelium of the mildew traversing the cells in all

directions ; and, as is usual in all such cases, the

parts thus infested had become brown, being in

fact killed by it ; some suppose by feeding on and
exhausting their proper juices. I am also of

opinion, that the threads of these mildews are

very short-lived, and, dying amongst the cells,

communicate decay to them.
" I should also mention, that at the time I made

the incision in the spots, I also picked out small

portions of the Apples where there were no spots

;

and on these parts no mildew whatever has ap-

peared up to the present time. I can, therefore,

but draw the conclusion, that the spots are caused

by the mycelium, or spawn, of the mildew above
mentioned.

mPATTENS JERDONLffi.

The Balsams, to which the present species be-

longs, affect shady, damp localities, and the de-

cayed mould of large forests in both hemispheres

;

they are annual and perennial plants, with cylin-

drical stalks and branches, smooth, frequently

swollen at their articulations, and filled with a

very abundant watery juice ; the leaves are alter-

nate or opposite, nearly always dentated, and

unprovided with leaf scales.

_^ 1 -o X --, The common Balsam, introduced into Europe at

lo, and Aspergiiim gtaueus, both very com- 1 the beginning of the sixteenth century, has served

moulds, of which I give you figures. 1 as a type of this family.

Mycelium o

which two species sprung up— viz., Mucor I
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THB BLACK WALNUT— JUGLANS NIGEA.

Like the Tropeolte (Capucines,) which resemble

them, the Balsams present us with a remarkable

variety in the color of their flowers, and the

species under consideration exhibits this, in a high

degree, in a mixture more curious than harmonious

of creen, yellow, and red.

The Iiu]HUicns JcrdonicB is a native of the Neil-

gherry Hills ; its stalks, which are carneous, of a

deep violet brown color, and of the size of one's

little finger, and very smooth, are generally pro-

vided with joints, which render them very fragile;

the edges of its leaves, which are oval, thin, and of

a bright green luie, are furnished with teeth, ter-

minating in a sort of brown or violet colored gland

;

the flowers spring from the summit of short, ax-

illary peduncles, and are supjiorted by long, straight

pedicles, of a beautiful carmine red color, the tops

of which are lost in the bases of the calycine

leaflets. In short, the original character of the

flower of the Impatiens Jerdonia, and its ])rofuse

crop of flowers, make it desirable, and class it

in onr greenhouses with ih& Impatiens pla(yj)etali^

JJooleriatia, etc. Like the latter, and the Imj).

glandnUgera, lioyhana, fulrn^ etc., which so

greatly contrilmte to the beauty of groups jdanted

in the shade, it rcipiires the same care in cultiva-

tion.—/. Deeaisne in JRcvue Jlorticole, translated

for the Horticulturist.

m I ^

A coRP.EsroxDEXT says :—I have observed that

when I prune apple trees in the summer, suckers

seldom start from the wound ; but when in spring,

more or less suckers generally grow. The month
of July I think is the proper time to prune ; wounds
then will soon heal over.

THE BLACK WALNTIT TEEE.

There are few more beautiful ornamenta

useful trees than the Black "Walnut (Juglans r,

Well does Dr. Lindlet call it the ^^nohle

American "Walnut." It is better apprecia

Europe than in this its native country. C

banks and islands of the Ohio river, Michau
he has often seen trees three or four feet in

eter, and sixty or seventy feet in height ; an

it is not rare to find them six or seven feet in

eter. ""When it stands isolated," he adds

branches, extending themselves hnrizontally

great distance, spread into a spacious head,

gives it a very majestic appearance." Do'

well observes: "The Blaok "Walnut has i

claims upon the Landscape Gardener, as it

of the grandest and most massive trees wh
can employ." It is admirably adapted to ext

lawns, where there is no want of room fc

attainment of its full size and fair proportions

rapid growth and umbrageous foliage also r-

mend it for wide public streets and avenues.

Of the fruit of the Black "Walnut, and (

value of the wood, we need say nothing. Th

begins to bear when from eight to ten year

and age increases its fertility. In New Yor
fruit is not as large or as fine flavored as in

tucky or Ohio ; but even here it is highly este

The tree is ea.sily propagated, and shoidd be

extensively planted.
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ORIGINAL DOMESTIC RECEIPTS.

1 for the Genesee Farmer by various Correspondents.]

TBARB Tarts.— Pe»l and slice the rhubarb,

m to taste, and fix as a gooseberry tart. They

xy delicious.

TAED Pudding.—Two spoonfuls of flour,

53, one pint of cream, a little sugar, one nut-

Boil half an hour.

LED Pudding.— One quart of milk, nine

(even spoonfuls of flour, a little salt. Put in

ag and boil three-quarters of an hour.

ATO PuDDiXG.—Two pounds of potatoes,

and sifted, three-fourths of a pound of sugar,

ilf pint of cream, seven eggs and nutmegs.

Peesekve Eggs.— Set them away in a dry

I

standing on their ends, and turn the other

), once a week. They will keep a year fresh.

DEELAND PuDDiNG.— Six eggs, One pint of

,
a little salt, four table-spoons of flour, and

g. Bake one hour, and eat with sweet sauce

Keep Hams Nice for Summer Use.— Tie

securely in paper, cover closely with ashes.

keeps them sweet, and protects from all

s.

king Honey.—Take ten lbs. of sugar, dis-

L in four pounds of water, two pounds of

When cooling, stir in ten drops of pep-

nt.

Brown Coffee.— Coffee should be browned
ally, and only to a light chestnut brown, so

K^hen it is ground it will be lively and fly

.d the sides of the cup.

E Pudding.—Quarter of a pound of rice, one

of milk. Stir well while boiling. When nearly

add one-quarter pound of butter, same of sugar,

jgs, spice to taste. Bake one hour.

OK Apple Pie.— One teaspoonful of tartaric

one cup of sugar, one cup of bread crumbs,

gg, one pint water, and nutmeg or any other

to suit the taste. This will make three pies.

KED Wheat Pudding.— Beat well three

add one tea-cup of sugar, two cups of sour

1, flour to make a stiff batter, one tea-spoon

itus, a little salt. Bake in a quick oven. Eat
sugar and cream.

Inge Tart.— Squeeze two oranges and boil

ind tender, add half a tea-cup of sugar, and

uice and pulp of the fruit, an ounce of butter,

to a paste. Line a shallow dish with light

crust, and lay the paste of orange in it.

I Excellent Liniment.—Take the whites of

3ggs, beaten to a froth, a wineglass of vinegar,

neglass spirits of turpentine, and a wineglass

cohol, beating it all the time. This liniment

. be put together in the order mentioned above,

will not be thoroughly incorporated. We find

very superior in -all cases of sprains, bruises,

on man or beast.

Hair Oil.— Half a pint beef marrow, one-half

ounce bee's wax, and a few drops of Vanilla, or
other perfumery to suit.

Vinegar Pie.—Take a gill of cider or vinegar,

one quart of water, a tea-cup of molasses, or sugar

enoughtomakeit sweet, stir in half a dozen spoon-
fuls of flour, put it on the fire and let it boil. Bake
with two crusts, or put the (op crust on in strips if

it is liked better.

Indian Cakes.— Six well beaten eggs, one quart

of milk, warmed, a small lamp of butter, a tea-

spoon of salt, one of soda, two table-spoonfuls of

sugar, one pint and one-half Indian meal. Bake
in buttered tins about two inches thick. Better

than sponge cake for tea.

Connecticut Doughnuts.— One quart of milk,

one pint of melted lard, one pint of yeast, one
and three-quarters pounds of sugar, five eggs, one
nutmeg, one tea-spoonful of saleratus, one table-

spoonful of salt. When wet, knead together and
set in a warm place to rise.

Spruce Beer.— For three gallons, take one
quart of molasses, twenty drops oil of spruce, fif-

teen drops oil of sasafrass, fill the pail with hot

water, mix them well together, let it stand till

blood warm, then add a pint of yeast, let it remain

ten or twelve hours, then bottle it. In three hours

it will be fit for use.

Curds and Whey.— Infuse a piece of rennet

in a little boiling water, as for making cheese ; let

it stand an hour or two ; then put a table-spoonful

to three pints of new milk warmed. Cover with

a cloth, and leave until the curd is thick. Press

out and use the whey, or sweeten and use both

whey and curd. This makes a very nice desert for

dinner.

Lemon Pies.— Beat with the yolk of four eggs,

two table-spoonsful of melted butter, four of white

sugar, the juice and grated rind of two lemons.

Put into a rich paste and bake. Then beat the

whites to a froth, adding two table-spoonfuls of

grated sugar. Spread on the pies when done, put

them in the oven and bake again for three minutes.

The above is for two pies.

Boiled Custard.— Flavor one quart of very

rich milk, ^ifith a Vanilla bean or Lemon, and

sweeten well with sugar ; boil it in an iron kettle.

Beat well the yolks of four eggs, if the milk is

very rich ; if not, use five eggs. When the milk

boils, pour it upon the eggs, stirring them all the

time; then put it again upon the fire, until it

thickens, stir it and be very careful not to let it

boil. Turn it into a pitcher until nearly cold, then

pour into custard cups or glasses.

Parsnep Wine.—To each gallon of water add

four pounds of parneps, washed and peeled ; boil

till tender ; drain, but do not bruise them, for no

after remedy will make the wine clear ; to each

gallon of the liquor add 3 pounds of loaf sugar,

and one-half ounce crude tarter, and when it has

cooled to the temperature of 75 °
,
put in a little

new yeast ; let it stand four days in a tub, in a warm
room ; then turn it, and bung up when the fer-

mentation has ceased. March and October are

the best seasons for making it. It should remain

twelve months in casks before it is bottled.
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New Advertisements this Month.

Burrall's Cora Shellcr—Bnrrall, Snyder & Co., Geneva, N. Y.

Illinois Lands—Jolin S. Ilayward, llillsboro', 111.

Cauliflower Seed, &o.—liural Emp. Club, Macedon Centre, N.T.

Hungarian Grass Seed— " " " " " "

Virginia Farms—Corneliug Guard, Dowdalle, Ya.

Apjik'-rie Melon Seed—C. Van Kapalye, Morrisania, N. T.

Grape Vinos—C. P. BisscU & Salter, liocliesler, N. Y.

Short Horn Ilerd at auction—Samuel T. Taber, Mineola, N. Y.

To Farmers & Lumber Dealers—G. W. Fisher, Eochester, N.Y.

Brighton Nurseries-T. B. Yale & Co., Eochester, N. Y.

Vegetable Seeds—J. M. Thorburn & Co., New York.

Horse Powers, &c.—G. Westinghonse & Co., Schenectady, N.Y-

Tricks of Horse Dealers—Dinsmore & Co., New York.

Balavia Nurserj'—A. Loomis, Bataria, N. Y.

Durham Bull for sale-O. S. Cumings, Trenton Falls, N. Y.

The Sweet Potato—O. S. Murray & Son, Twenty Miles Stand, O.

Japan Pie-Melon—J. J. Wyche, Henderson, N. 0.

Local Agents Wanted—E. C. Frost, Havana, N. Y.

Hardy Native Evergreens—John W. Adams, Portland, Me.

Prince Albert Potatoes—D. Norton, Jr., Pittstown, N. Y.

Attorney and Counsellor at Law—John Dorr, Scott«ville, N. Y.

Poland Potatoes—P. Sutton, Eansom, Pa.

Hooker's Strawberry—H. E. Hooker & Co., Eochester, N. Y.

OcK April Pkemiums.—Our friends will recollect that

the time for competion for our April Premiums terminates

on the L5th of this month. Send in all the names you

possibh' can before that date. Many will take prizes who
do not expect them. The names of successful competi-

tors will be published in the May number, and the mouey
immediutel}' paid. (See February number, page 71.)

Ode M.A.ttKET Reports.—We would call particular at-

tention to our Market Reports. They are prepared with

great care expressly for the Genesee Fanner, by a gentle-

man peculiarly qualified for the task—a gentleman of great

intelligence and experience, and who, not being engaged

in any business, has no interests to subserve but those of

Truth and the Agricultural Community.
>•«

Advertiseme\ts.—Our advertising columns are again

crowded this mouth. We desire to advertise everything

of interest to farmers and horticulturists, and will admit

nothing else. Our space is so limited that we must again

request our friends to make their advertisements as brief

at posiibU.
«»«

The Rural Ax.vcal.—We have already printed two

editions of the liural Annual and ITorticulural I}irectory

for 1859. We are entirely out, and there has been a few

days delay in supplying orders, but we are working off

another edition, and all orders will now be promptly (illed.

The work is sent by mail, prepaid, to any address, on re-

ceipt of 25 cents in postage stamps.

Any of our agents who have got up a club of eight sub-

Bcribers for the Genesee Farmer, can have eight copies of

the Rural Annual for $1, sent prepaid by mail to any

address. The subscribers need not all be at one post

ofOce. We send whererer the members of the club desire.

Acknowledgements.—We are indebted to I

Underhill, of Croton Point, N. Y., for samples

Isabella and Catawba grape wine. Also to Jam

Gregory, of Marblehead, Mass., for a couple of t

celebrated Hubbard Squashes. It is undoubtedlj

variety we have. Also to Charles H. Oliphant,

Salt-Lake City, Utah Territory, for cuttings oi

currants, &c. The currants are said to be very 1

of good quality. They are grown from seed

from the wild currants growing in the canon

Rocky Mountains.

Raising Potatoes Under Straw.—G. G. Sni

Pike Co., 111., writes us that he has tried the m
raising potatoes under straw, recommended in th

Farmer, with great success. In six successive
;

least crop was 270 bushels per acre, and the gre

bushels per acre 1 He plants the potatoes in rows

apart, and one foot in the rows. Then covers th(

all over with straw six inches deep. This keeps

cool, and in a warm climate, like Southern lUinoi

beneficial.
•-••

Five Hcndred Dollars Premiu.m for the bi

IN Massachusetts.—The Massachusetts Society

moting Agriculture, offers a premium of $500 foi

conducted farm in Massachusetts, of not less

acres, taking into consideration the mode of cu

farm buildings, breeding, selection, and manage

stock. Farms devoted to market gardening are

mitted to competition. Those who compete mus
entrance fee of §10.

•A

The Farmer's best Friends.

BY A. HOLLOWAT, MT. BKTDGES, 0. W.

Destroy not the birds;
They 're the farmer's best firieaas^-

For the little they spoil,

They make ample amends.

Some fruit they will eat;

But grudge it them not:
For the good that they do
Should not be forgot.

They keep down the insects,

Whose rapid increase
Would injure our harvests

"nil harvests would cease.

With their songs they amuse
Our wearisome hours.

And iheir presence enlivens

The shadiest bowers.

Then forgive their slight faults;

They make ample amends;
And do not forget

They 'ro the farmer's best friends.

Inquiries and Answers.

Top Dressing for Grass-Land.—(S. M.) An

rotted manure or compost will be found benefici

have seen coal-ashes, applied in the fall, produce

effect—causing the grass to start earlier in the

There are some recorded experiments where ui

wood ashes have greatly increased the crop of ha}

have, however, a tendency to favor the growth

and other leguminous plants, rather than timotl

best top-dressing is undoubtedly Peruvian guano,

lbs. per acre, as early as posHUe. If sown late, d '

weather ensues, it may do little good.
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.—Please publish 4n your paper what twelve

Apples you consider the very best.—M. Hoopes,
lie, Fa.

would be very difficult to do to suit any extensive

30untry ; our own experience enables us only to

this vicinity ; and for other localities we depend

jisions of the various pomological and horticul-

ties. For t-his neighborhood, we should consider

ing twelve among the most valuable for orchards:

»•—Golden Sweet, Red Astrachan, Early Harvest.

-Fall Pippin, Jersey Sweet,Gravenstein, Duchess

lurgh. Winter—BaXAwin, Rhode Island Green-

an Sweet, Roxbury Russset, King of Tompkin's

alogue of fruits for general cultivation, adopted

lerican Pomological Society, is published in the

nual for 1859.

ohliouse, Smith's Cider, Fornwalder, or Fald-

re spoken of by good authorities in difterent

"ennsylvania, as among the most valuable sorts

tion.

)ort last year from Thomas M. Harvet, of Jen-

Chester Co., Pa., to the American Pomological

he following sorts are recommended for a col-

one hundred trees of twelve sorts :

[arvest, 2 ; Jeffries, 3 ; Rhode Island Greening,

m Stem, 10; Townsend, 4; Holland Pippin, 4;

10 ; Lady, 10 ; Summer Rose, 2 ; Smokehouse, 20
;

Golden Russet, 10 ; Golden Russet of Mass., 10.

orchard of a thousand trees for marketing, he

mokehouse, 500 ; Smith's Cider, 100; Fornwalder

alder, 100 ; Lady, 100 ; Golden Russet of Mas-

9,100; American Summer Pearmain, 25; Maiden's

; Townsend, 25 ; Early Red Streak, 25.

t "Worm.—(H. R.) The insect you describe is

dly the canker-worm. Last year it was unusually

re to apple orchards in this vicinity. It rises

2 ground in the spring soon after the frost is out.

lies have no wings, and climb slowly up the

the trees ; there they deposit their eggs in the

branches, and among the young twigs. They

I last of May, and the worms commence eating

:e. If numerous, they will destroy all the leaves

few days, leaving the orchard as though it had

•ched by fire. The common mode of protecting

es from the canker-worm is to begirt the trunks

or six inches wide of canvass thickly smeared

It should be done immediately.

s AND Clovers.—(M. P. B.) Clovers, and what
lonly called " artificial grasses," are not, strictly

, grasses, and have, in fact, no kind of resemblance

8 proper. The latter are, in all cases, plants with

iimple leaves, having a flat-blade, witii numerous
jlel veins, and a long sheath at the base, which
Is the leaf-stalk, and through which the s4,em seems

jPiants wanting these peculiarities are not grasses.

Powers.—(A. McGillithat.) The horse powers
ured by G. Westinghouse, of Schenectady, N. Y.,

e are in every way excellent. We are not pre-

say which is the best Horse-Power, Emery's or

Meliok & Co.'s. They are both good, and we
;ive very general satisfaction.

"Condition Powders."—(John G. Rain.) The best

condition powder we have ever given horses, was a com-

pound of equal weights of sulphur, antimony, salt-petre,

and powdered liquorice root. They were used by one of

the most successful veterinary surgeons in England. Give

a table-spoonful in meal or shorts every other day. Be
careful that the horses do not take coid. Wo have given

this compound to horses troubled with the heaves, with,

we thought, decided advantage.

Growing Wheat Without Manure.—(G. B. Dear-
doff.) We will endeavor to comply with your request

for information in regard to Mr. Smith's method of grow-

ing wheat at Lois Weedon, in som« future number. We
published an article on the subject in the Genesee Furmer

for 1853.

To Kill Ants.—(R. S. R.) Mix equal parts of moistened

loaf sugar and arsenic, and drop it on pieces of glass near

their runs.

Information Wanted.—I wish to make some inquiries
through your paper to be answered by 3'our readers :

Sheep.—What is the most profitable breed for wool
growers? Who ha.s them and at what price "? Who has
good Saxons, and will speak of their merits? Of Merinos,
which is the best kind? Of Spanish Merinos? At what
age .should ewes breed ; and with good care how long will

they live and breed well? How many ewes will a good,
strong, healthy buck serve, say during six weeks in the
fall, without injury to himself or his stock ? What is the
best way to manage that business and get the most use of
a buck? What is" the best average of 100 sheep, Spanish
Merinos or Saxons, to the fleece? What is a good average
for full-blood Spanish Merino or Saxon, with first-rate feed

and care ?

Cattle. — Are not short-horned Durhams as a breed
tender and liable to degenerate ? Is there not a good deal

of humbug in pampering up these sboit-horns for fairs

and exhibitions, with the pretence thut tliese animals will

breed anything like themselves? "U'ill not the same
expense, care, feed, judicious eye and selection of our
common cattle bring us much profit to the country as

what is doing in short-horns ? I have always been favor-

able to these cattle, but prefer the truth to preconceived
ideas, if those ideas be erroneous, and I still thinjk that by
the right selection, and with great care in buying, they are

a splendid breed. But as matters are going, and in the

hands of common people, are they the best breed ? What
of the Devonshires? Are they not pre-eminently hardy
and likely to come out right and sure every time ? I have
always liked this breed, and the inclination of my mind is

to like them better than ever. At what age should heifers

be allowed to breed to create a first-rate herd ? Bulls ?

For common people without much experience and
opportunity of selection, is it not the best general

rule to breed from comparatively large cows, from com-
paratively small, low, compact, hardy, active bulls, with

good keep and care for the cows? Aie Guinon's rules for

the selection of milkers valuable and easily practicable?

If so, please give the substance of them, as we can not

easily get the book here m extreme Western Iowa. When
a cow has difCculty in cleaning, what is the vcrj best thing

known to give her? Is there any particular feed or fare

which is known or thought to induce this difiiculty ? At
what length of time, after calving, do cows come in

season? If they do not go to bull, then what are the suc-

ceeding periods ? And what is the best feed for wintering

calves ?

Is there any horse in the world equal to the old blood-

horse, the best thorough-bred four mile racers of England
and America, to produce long-lived horses of active stride

andpower? At what age ought mares to breed to make
it best for them and colt, that is if you wanted to produce

the best possible horses in the long run? What is the

best feeds for colts the first winter ?

In bitter cold weather in the winter is it any advantage

to temper cold water with a little which is warm for stock,

especially young animals?
What is the most convenient arrangement for out-door

buildings, say corn-barn, grain-barn, stock-barn or sheds.
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hoff-nen well. &c., with reference to economy in time in

Sofng "h^ vvork of feeding, watering and: caring for

"""whisc is the best book on bees? What or whose is the

best bee- Live ?-J. S., Onaiva, Monona Co., Iowa.

Hog Disease in OHio.-Having been a reader of your

valuable paper for several years, I now take the liberty of

askiu- vou for a preventive and cure, if you know any or

^hc name of the disease. I had forty hogs in the fall to

keep over, and I took very good care of them, feeding

them on corn in the ear, and giving them an excellent

warm drv bed, and ther are in excellent order—any ot

them fat Imough to kill for use. About five or six weeks

since one died, and in a short time another, and so on, and

I then observed when feeding there was one that would

not eat. I turned it by itself, but it would take nothing

but stood with its mouth a little open, and its heart seemed

to beat so hard that it made it all shake even as far as he

flank It kept on as I have described, but still getting

worse, for about two days, lying all the time unless I drove

it up ; and the last time I raised it and drove it round a

HitlWit laid down and made a few struggles and in about

three minutes it was dead. I have lost thirteen with the

same disease, and tl.ey seem to be infectiug more rapidly,

^There was one died last night, and I see two more sick

to-dav. The symptoms of them are all alike. They gen-

e ally die in fortv-eight hours from the tune they reiuse

to eat I fear I shall lose all the rest, unless a remedy

L be found._A. L. Sherlock, Berlin, Holmes Co., Ohi».

Punctures on Raspberry CANES.-Noticing, last sum-

mer for the first time, on my raspberries and blackberries

what to me was new, I would ask of jou, or any of your

readers if what I describe is of common occurrence. My

attention was ti-rst drawn to my raspberries, and subse-

auentlr to my blackberries, by noticing the tops ot a

number of the canes becoming withered and diy. On

examination, I found that about four inches from the op

were two rows of punctures, about one-fourth of an inch

apart, encircling tte entire cane, the punctures so close

??gether as to entirely stop the flow of sap.
.

This con in-

^^^d for several weeks. On afterwards examining, 1 lound

Tsmall whUe mTggot in the pith of the stalk below^he

wound. 15y what is it caused, and what will be tbe effect

ifcontinuea, and what the remedy ?-0. S. Cumi>gs,

Spi-ingdale, near Trenton Falls, JS. X.

Sugar C.«.ne, &c.—Chinese Sugar Cane has been cultiva-

ted to some extent in this neighborhood the past two years

bvit is likely to be abandoned for want of a proper mode

^making molasses from it. Will some of your readers

ttTve us, through the Genesee Farmer, plain and practical

lirections how to clarif>/ the jmce and make molasses

"^1)0 you know anything of the Im^\ee or African sugar

canef Where can the seed be got. Is it better than /he

Chinese cane ? Uave any of your readers cultivated it i

Can you tell me how to save Apritots from being de-

fitroved by the Curculio ? . , i-

l/you or any of your readers will give me information

on the above subjects, through the Farmer, shall thank-

fully receive it.—Robert Irwin, Coshocton Co., Ohio.

CoTswoLD SHEEP.-My Cotswold Sheep are very Subject

to take cold, though kept in a good, dry shed—have toul

noses n^id a bad c-ough continually. Can you or any of

vour correspondents tell me whether this is not character-

Ltic of the "breed; and, if so, what is an elhc.en remedy?

i have tried pine tar pills, with an external application to

the nose, also resin and sulphur; all to noeffect.-J. J. b.,

Weeipoint, 0.

Sugar Cane MiLLS.-Any information tbroiigh your

paper about Chinese sugar cane, and mills lor crusti-

Fng it, will be thankfully read. A mill costing $2o

or *30 to be worked by one horse on a sweep, would sell

well, as almost every farmer would like one. ^heprospeci

now is that raising cane will become quite general.—i^. u.,

Fore«tvUl4, Chautauque Co., N. Y.

Oil Mill.—I would like to enquire of some of your

numerous correspondents for the best plan to build an oil

mill and tlie cheapest, to be worked with one horse power.

Also, whether it will pay to drive one with horae power.

—Amo8 a. Albuight, iiovth Coyuga, C. W.

Notices of Books, Pamphlets, &c.

We have space only to give the titles of the boc

ceived during the past mouth.

LIVES OF TnE QUEENS OF SCOTLAND AND EN(

PKINCESSES, Connected with llie Koyal Succession ol

Britain. By Acnes SxBioKLANn. author of the Uves

Q eons of England." Vol. VIL New York: Hai,

BROTi.Kits. 1859. For sale by D. M. Dewey, of this

Trice $1.

THREE VISITS TO MADAGASCAR, I^uripS '^lej"''

1S54 IfiSG. Including a Journey to the Car.ital :
With

of the Natural History of the Country and the Present (,

tion of the People. By the Key. William Ellis, 1
.
H

thor of " Polynesian Eesenrches." IMiistrated by wo.

from I'hotogfaphs, &c. New York: HABrxE & Tin

1S59. Price $:i. 00. D. M. Dewet.

THE AMERICAN HOME GARDEN: Being Prtecip

Rules for the Culture of VeKetftt)les, FruUs, IMowe

Shrubberv. To which are added BrieT Notes on Fam
with a Table of their Average Products and Chemical

uents By Ai.ksander Watson. Illustrated New
llABPEu & Brotuebs. 1859. D.M. Dewey. Priced

FE \NKWEI ; Or, Tlie San Jacinto in the Seas of India

and Japan. By William Maxwell Wood, M. D.. I

Author of " Wandering Sketches in South America, I c

etc " " A Shoulder to the Wheel of Progress," &c. Nei

HA^rEB & Bkothees. 1S59. D.M.Dewey. Price $1

BITCKLAND'S CURIOSITIES OF NATURAL HIi

Bv Fba^-cis T. Bitckland, M. A From the Fourth

Edition. New York : Rudd & Cableton. 18*9. ±

D. M. Dewey.

ONWARD; Or, The Mountain Clamberers. A Tale of I

By Jane Anne Winscom, author of "The Vineyard L:

&c., &c. New York : D. Appleton & Co. 18o9. D. M.

Price 75 cents.

TWO WAYS TO WEDLOCK. A NoveUette. (E<

from the New York Home Jojimal.) New ^ork:

Cableton. 1859. Price $1. D. M. Dewey.

LIFE OF JOHN H. W. HAWKINS. Compiled by

Rev. William Geobge Hawkins, A. M. Boston

:

Jewett & Co. 1859. Price $1.

THE FOSTER BROTHERS ; Being a History of the Sc

College Life of two Young Men. New \ork: D. Api

Co. 1859. D. M. Dewey. Price $1.

PASSAGES FROM MY AUTOBIOGRAPHY. By !

Lady Morgan. New York : D. Applkton & Co.

M. Dewey. Price $1.25.

ADAM BEDE. Bt Geoboe Eliot, Author of " Scenes

cal Life." New York: Habpee & Beothebs. 185S

Dewey. Price $1.

ETHEL'S LOVE-LIFE. A Novel. By Mabgabet J.M

New York: Rudd & Cableton. l8o9. 1 rice ?!

Dewey.

THE CULPRIT FAY. By Joseph Eodman Dbak

York.- KUDD & Cableton. 1859. Price 50 cts. D. M

injt

Ai

Any of the above works will be sent by the pu

pre-paid by mail, (for any distance in the Unite

under 3000 miles,) on receipt of the price annexe

REVIEW OF THE MARK!

GENESEE FARMER OFFICE,
Rochester, N. Y., Maech 21,

FLOUR AND GRAIN.— During the past month

beenanad>-anceof 50@T5c per bbl. in the price of

and choice brands ol Flour, and a relative advance in

of good samples of Wheat, Flour of a low grade is n

disposed of, as It is more liable to heat and sour. Th(

another cause: the quality of much of it is such as to

utterly unfit for human food. An inditferent judge of t

of Wheat, need only see it to be convinced of the Ir

above assertion, in relation to a large quantity of what c

the Western States. No process through which it ca

ducted by the most skillful Miller, having the best

machinery at his command, will so far redeem its qi

make it even tolerable. It would bo instructive, an

aomewhal amusing, to understand the rationale of Iht
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dvance. It would seem to a casual, but not altogether

ve, observer, that an adequate cause, if sought after,

i sought in vain. The demand is entirely of a local, or

vo character. The exports of Flour and Grain during

six months, have not amounted to one-eighth the average

for the corresponding period of time in the previous

trs. Almost nothing, in this line, has been done within

iree months ; and we see it stated in the ifark Lane
that two vessels have been chartered in London, for the

!oast of France, to take in French Flour for New York

Ida, there being a good margin for profit in the adven-

as the last crop, in this country, so much below an aver-

warrant the recent large advance, or to make an

at, in Flour or Wheat, at existing prices safe ? If so, is

nge that, of the many engaged in the business, none

ive been able to "discern the signs of the times," or

an estimate of the true state of the case till near the

anuary ? Capital seeking employment at a low rate of

ind the price of Flour and "Wheat unusually low, otfered

cements for speculative operations, if suflScient cause

justify such a course ; but the market remained dull

8, until some, with more temerity or less dullness than

gan to operate, others soon follow, and in a short time

is run up beyond a safe point. An investw » uow, may
Drably ; but the risk it would involve is grea>.. . "an any

erson would care to run. Much depends on w, ques-

ace or War, which now agitates the public mind.

—

ire about equally divided. The present aspect of the

rather in favor of Peace.

Glrain generally steady, with a slight improvement.

SIGNS.—Most articles in this line sell at an advance on

(uotations. In some a decline is apparent.

E, SHEEP, AND SWINE, with various fluctuations,

at as previously quoted, with a slight advance in some

luality.

ROCHESTER MARKET.— March 22.

t—Superfine, $C@$6.50 ; extra, $T@$7.50 to the trade

;

—Wheat, $1.50@$1.75 for white; $1.80@,.$1.35 for red.
Barley, 72c@75c. Eye, 75c@77c, Oats, 53c by weight.

J8IIC.

—Clover, $6. Timothy, $2.25® $2.50. Flax, $1.60.

SIGNS-Mess Pork, ,$17.00@$i8.00. Dressed hogs, $6
itton, 6c. Beef, 43ic@5%c. Hams, smoked, 9c@,10c.
,
7c®Sc. Lard, 10c@nc. Butter, 18c@20c. Cheese,

Eggs, llc@12c. Potatoes, 88c@50c.
lE—Live weight, 8Xc@5c per lb.

—$.3.50@$5.00 per head.
$7®$11 per ton.

-40c@56c per lb.

)ve quotations are to the trade.

NEW YORK MARKET. -MaEchi 19.
£—'Market firm. Superfine State, $550@$5.80; extra
1IC.75 ; Michigan, Indiana, Ohio, and Iowa superfine,
;
extra do, $6.50@$7.S0 ; Ohio round-hoop, .$6.65@6.80.

firm; extras, $6.25@$7.50. Southern less active but
Itiraore, $6.25@$7.25; Brandywine, $7; Georgetown,
75 ; Petersburg city, $7.25®$8.25 ; Richmond city, $7.40
Gallego and Ilaxall, $S.50@.$8.60. Eye flour dull;
25 for fine and superfine. Corn meal quiet; Jerser,
"="; Brandywine, |4.80@$4.40.
Wheat firm ; wliite, $1.45@$1.80 ; red Southern, $1.83

:^anada and Milwaukie club, $1.25®,$1.36 ; Illinois and
$1.4T®$1.50 ; Chicago spring, $l@r$1.10. Eye firm at
Barley steadj at 80c@85c. Oats quiet ; Southern, 50c

rsey, 58c@55c ; State, 66c@57c ; Western and Canadian
Corn-'yellow Jersey and Southern, 89c@91c ; mixed
i8c@90c ; unsound, 85c.
-Clover, 10c@llc per lb. Timothy—mowed, $2.25®
eaped, $2.50@$2.75 per bushel. Eed top, $2.75®$8.00
ashel bag.

i!
SIGNS—Pork heavy ; new mess, $18.80@$18.37>^ ; old
,»

clear, $21 ; prime, $13.12irf; sour do, $lO37J^®10.50.
femand moderate; country mess, $7.50@$9 ; country

' @$7; Western re-packed, $9.50@$11.25; extra mess,

J
i8. Hams, 8>K-c@9Xc. Shoulders, 6>^c@6%c. Lard,
!. Dressed hogs firm at 8c®8,Vc. Butter—Ohio, lOc®
, 15c®25c ; Orange Co., 26c®2Sc. Cheese, 9c@llc.

|i ;^ATTLE—First quality, llc@ll^c; medium, 9c®10c

;

3c®9c; extra, 12c@12Xc. ^ '" ' . >«*
v^v,

'' —14.50®$8.50 per head.

HOGS—GVc®6?ic per lb. live weight.
WOOL—Demand limited, stock light, and prices firm. Half to

full-blood fleeces, 4Se®6.=ic ; No. 1 city and extra country Saxony,
35c@56c; California, iSc@30c ; choice Saxony held at'7Ue@75o.
March 22.—Pork 25c lower. In other respects, no material

change.

PHIIADELPHIA MARKET. - March 19-

FLOUR—Market dull and declining; superfine, $5.50®$C.C9:

ull
'^'1^' extra, $6.75@$S. Corn meal firm at $8.75. Eye flour,

GRAIN—Wheat scarce; white, $1.75®$1.80; red $1.60@$l.e2.
Eye, 95c. Corn steady at 85c®86c. Oats, 56c in store. Barley
dull. '

PROVISIONS—Market inactive.
SEEDS—Clover, $6.25@$G.50, with very little demand.

BUFFALO MARKET. -March 22.
FLOUR—Demand moderate for the home trade; superfine

$5.50@$6; extra, fair to good, $6.2,=)@$6.75 ; double extras, $6.75
@$<.25.
GRAIN— Wheat, $1.88@,$1.50 for white; red winter, $1.20®

$1.25. Corn, 78c@80c for new ; old do, SSc@90c. Eye, S8®90c.
Barley, (0e@S5c for inferior to good.
SEEDS—Market declining. Clover, $5.62;^®$5.75. TLmotby.

$1.75@$2.87X for ordinary ?o choice.
i^oiu;,,

PEGVISIONS—Nothing doing.

CHICAGO MARKET.—March 17.

FLOUR—Market quiet but firm ; spring superfine on the track,
$5 ; extra, $5.75 delivered.

"

GEAIN—Wheat—No. 1 red, $1..30 in store; No. 2 do, $1.18 •

sprmg, 93c®$1.10 for the range. Corn, 74c®75c. Barley. 50c®
6Uc m store and on the track. Oats, 55c delivered. Eye steady •

90c@.92c at depot. '' '

SKKDS—Clover. $6. Timothy, $1.9."@,.$2.
PROVISIONS — Mess Pork, $16.75@$17.25 ; clear, $18.25.Hams 9!^c. Sugar-cured, lO^^c. Lard, 10»ic@ll,Vc. Mess

Beef, 9c@10c.

CINCINNATI MARKET. -March 19.
FLOUR—Demand fair at $5.75®$6 for superfine and eTtra.
GEAIN—Wheat aclive at lull prices. White. $1.45®$1.5(»;

mferior to good red, $1.10®$]. 83. Corn firm at 77®79c. Barley
70c, with a steady market. Rye dull at 90c. Oats 62@64c and firm.
SEEDS—Clover $6@$6.25. Timothy $2®$2.25. Flax firm at

PROVISIONS-Mess Pork firm at $18. Lard ll>/c@,ll'^c
Bacon %}ic@,Si)4c. Hams 8'ic®Si^c; sugar-cured do. ll^o.
Shoulders C'4C®7fi'c. Butter in good demand at 20c®80c for
good to choice.
CATTLE—Beef cattle in large supply and market dull. Prices

range from $3.50 to $5 per cwl. gross.
HOGS—Supply light. $5.50®$6.75 per cwt. gross.

TORONTO MARKET, -March 19.

FLOUE—Market inactive ; superfine, $G.25®$C.50 fancy and
extra. $6.75@$7.25.
GRAIN—Fall Wheat, $1..'')5®$1.68 for good ; inferior to medi

um, $1.40@$1.45; spring, $1.35®$1.40. Barley. $1 and soun-ht
after. Eye, 95c@$l. Peas 95c®,$l. . Oats 55c@58c.

°

PROVISIONS-Butter, 20c®25c. Potatoes, 65c@70c.

LONDON MARKET.— February 28.
FLOUE—^Market for flour inactive. American, sour, $4.3001

$5.50 ; sweet, —

.

> "^ ^
*6EAIN—Wheat dull; best qualitle.s only moving slowly at

fiwmer rates. American white, $1.26@$1.44; red do., $1.23®
$1.38. Indian corn, -".

SEEDS—Demand active. Eed clover, 18c@1.5o per lb. ; white
do., 16c@20c. Linseed, $1.92 per bnsh. for sowing, and $1.62®
$1.74 for crushing.
WOOL—Per lb. for the range, 25c@65c.

LIVERPOOL JiARKET.—February 25.

FLOUR—Market very inactive. Western can.al, $4.68@.$.5.16;
Baltimore and Philadelphia, $5.16®$.5.40; Ohio, $5.64®.$6.50

;

Canadian, $4.6S®$6.20; sour, $4.30@,$4.68.
GRAIN—American white wheat, $1.26®$1.56; red and mixed

do., $1@$1.38 per bush, of 60 lbs. Indian corn, white, $1@$1.04 •

yellow do., 88c®90c; mixed, 84c®S6c per bush, of 60 lbs.

SEEDS—Red clover, 12c@14c per lb. Linseed, $1.47 per bush.
WOOL—For the range, 12c@40c per lb.

BRIGHTON CATTLE MARKET. -March 17.

At market, 950 Beeves, 90 Stores, 3000 Sheep and Lambs, 1300
Swine.
PRICES— Market Beef— Extra, $8.75®.$0.00 ; First quality.

$7.75; Second, $6.50; Third. $5.00. Milch Cows—$.39 @ $40
Common, $19@$20. Veal Calves—$3@$6. Yeariings—none.
Two Years old—$26@,$81. Three Years old—$26@$8'l. Hides—7>^c®8o per lb. Calf Skins—14c@15c per lb. Tallow—7Xc®
8c. SheepandLambs—$1.75@,$2.75; extra, $3.00@,.|6.00 Pelts
—f1.50®$1.75. Swine—Pigs, 5>^c@6c: retail. 6c@7;^o.
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ADVERTISEMENTS,
To secure insertion in the Fa.mee, must be reeled as early

as the 10th of the previous month, and be of such a character

Z Lbe of interest to farmer. Tkbms-Two Dollars for every

hundred wm-ds, each insertion,
^'^^^^;^;^l^J^^^^^^^:_^^^

JAPAW PIE MELON—100 seeds for 30 cents,

atlt
•"^•"""

J J yvYCHE, Henderson, N. C

FIRST PREMIUM
Horse Powers, Threshing Maehinefii

Made by G. WESTOGHOUSE & Co.,

SCHENECTADY, -K Y.

First Premiums at the State Fai" of New Jc
*

Michigan in 1866, New York and New Jersey

1857, and New York m 1833.

Tmrw Tin-R-R, A torncy and Counsellor at Law. ScottgvUle,

J<^^n?Snfy, N. Y., will give prompt attent.on to any

business in WesternJ^ew^york^__________ ^
TT^n-R^SAXE-A small quantity of Prince Albert Potatoes.

E^^rgreens, in quantities, at his usual prices. Catalogue sent on

application^ ^
^^^^nB~p•A^?TY PAHIS CAULIFLOWER and Premium Flat

F° Dul^e^Jba^t^h! bc.t%.ies lc.u,wn^ each

^r package, address ..^^^^^^^.^^ii^^^kj^

PTTRT? TnrWGASIAN GRASS SEED—" Honey Blade" and

^i?_^eSia C^i™Sugar Cane Seed-in samples of

two ortur^o™ ei.ch, g-tuitou| Inclose stamps U. pay post-

T-»nSSTA OR, BASS MATTS—Selected expressly for budding

R and tS-GUNNY BAGS, TWINES, &c., suitable for

Kursery purposes, for sale^n l^^Mo^-t,^by^Q^
^^^^^^^_

August, 185S.-ly*
a48Fron^Street,NewYork.

Endless Climn Powers-One, T>vo and Tliie

The'^earo made to run still and easy, by having t

peculilrlv constructed; and all danger to t'-e team b

eear ng flv off, when in motion, put away by having it s

fhatt Ian not' work loose and come off when in rnol on

The Three Horse-Powers are equal to a Six-Uo

Power, for driving a Treshing Machine. Threshers .

sizes are made to go with these Powers.

Lever Iron Powers for from 4 to S horses.

From our experience in the manufacture of this elf

chines and the examination made of the various km.

use we think we are iustifled in the opm.on that y

PowM whkh is superior to most, if not all others now ,

ha7e aints gearins placed in a strong cast-iron fran

Jfece-herefore will not roU nor become weak by e.

Fie w7ather, as with wood frames, which let the mac

out of place causing it to break or wear out ^.esides n

Power run heavy. I'owers often lose 10 to 50 per ce

power by becoming strained from tbeir proper shape.

Fs connected with the Power by a 1ine shaf with urnv I

The horses have only to step over this shaft, lie mot

ve^ readUy changed from that necessary for threshing

Ic^tton Gin. The band-wheel is horizontal, which m:

venient in threshing, as the Power may be eft unm.

Ae Thrasher can bl changed to different positions >

center are used or necessary for the mam drivins w i.

$

F
LUgust, ISSS^-ir ';;:±±^

—

"

center are usea or necessarj,
'V", I'^ 'Anp^ „nri pisilv s )r

April-It TwPTihrMiles_Stan d, Warren county, Ohio.

Overshot Tlireslicrs with Vibrating Sepai
Ovcrsnoi

^^^^^jjj,^^ ^^,t^ tt Winnower.

Urt • /^ TnrAT AGF.NTS WANTED—To sell trees of the

349 kPng of Pumpkins county Apple, the

be^t'vJS knowi which originated near and was Ar^t /ntro-

duced bv us. Also, all other kinds of fruit. Apply by mfil to E-

C FK06T, Havana, N. Y., and get a plate of tlie T^^^^^^

price «ataIogiieJree^ !—

—

^PT"F«? AND PLANTS—At the Batavia Nursery, Batovia,

*S,^ countvTNyT The subscriber offers for sale a

general assortment of Fruit and Ornamental Trees Grapes Cur-

Ifn.r Gooseberries, Kasnberries, Strawberries, Shrubs, Poses,

Sias Dahhasrereenhouse and Bedding Plants &c., at very

Snable prices Descriptive Catalogues Kirnished on appbca-

tioT ap^t A TOOMIS. Batavia, Genesee county, N. 1^
i. JJtWl-n Hire ^.^llUB>•V'

, ift t''

A. LOOMIS, Batavia, Genesee county, JN. i.

G^^^^aIpT^S by mail -Bi^^Rebecca, Northern Muscadine

^Sd llanf^Prolific, King, Tokalon, Ch. d's Superb,

and fo tV-MX other sorts of hardy native grape vines for sale

We -rooted plants can be prepared for planting, and sent by

each. Ad.lress C. 1. BISbELL *
"j^^j^^f\ y.

Feb. 1, isr.9.—4t
Kocnesier, ^'i^j^^_

These Threshers have an arrangement patejited b. e_l

effectually prevents the grain and dust from flying into i^

Lce-whfch removes the principal objection to Oversho brt

ThI cylinders are made strong and heavy, have th. t

snikes securelv fastened by a screw and nut inside, ai «

?FcUy balanced before leaVing the shop by being n B

perfectly still at a high speed, on a light frame. 1

^
The Vibrating Separator merely separates the gran M,

froni the straw, but is done in a perfe^ct manner by an «i

shaker placed n the Separator. We have obtained fir

't a number of the New York State Fairs, on ourJ
Vibraling Separator, and are considered by aU whc

Ve'wtnorer\tnil%"edwiththeThresher thresh^

it^he best machine for separating the grain from tlv

here is now used. It threshes cTean, cleans the gra

when domg a fair amount of work, will not waste gi

rvinff it off with the straw. .

^We makolwo sizes of th's machine. One size for J

Fn,iIPss Chain or a Four-Horse Lever Power
;
the

?hee Ho se Endless Chain or Six to Eight Horse L

Tve also make Undershot Threshers with ^ mnower. ^i

' ''^''^LrpZ^'L^tS^tp-^iaking Pusey.

11 for Kn^iless Chain Ii:-.«
3 ^:!r?;,.'.?.iT^r/hr

n'va-RMTH.'? AND LUMBER DEALERS.—Scribner's

^Rt^tdfSPner and Log Itoikis one of the most complete

and r':habltoks f^r measu/mg all kinds of saw logs, board,

plank aivl lumh<.r of all kinds, thai can be fo"nd.Jt8 sale has

torn con«Uini1v increasing ever since its publication, until over

SSOO.UOO copies have been sold.
. .>,„nlH hp

No farmer, lumber merchant, or business man, should be

without a copy, as it contains a large number of useful tables that

we conVtantly Wanted for referencl Price only 25 centi,; five

copies sent for one dollar, pofttrtge pmd.

^^^''"^/dtt""^
"'^

-^""^l^I,"^"!ISHE?' ^
aplt

' BoolueUeraDdStolioner, Rochester, N.Y.

^Tv^Jl^eSd rb^^^c^fen^dition to the
^

effednaly regulates it* motion, and ,s a preventive a

UaWe to occur by the breaking or flying off ot belts.

Besides the above, we make machine for hnlhng o'

or wUhout a Cleaner attached ; Wood Saws, Brag ;
I

AirTBulter Worker,-, invented by George Pno

which is by l^'e Shakers'said to be an exceUent ma.
^

purpose. PRICES.

Two-Horse Power Thresher and Separator i}^'^?'^' H
T^^.Ho"e Power, Thresher and Separator (30-inch id

One-Horse Power, Thresher and Separator,

Three-Horse Power,

Two-Horse Power,

One-Horse Power



.
Power, without Sweeps, $110

Power, with Sweeps, 116

Horse Power, Thresher and Winnower, '55 feet of Belt,) 245

her and Winnower, (for Two-Horse Power.) 125

! Thresher and Winnower, with Tailing Elevator for

Three Horse Endless Chain;or Lever Power, 145

her and Separator, (26 inch Cylinder,) 45

her and Separator, (30 inch Cylinder,) 50

r Machine with Cleaner, 80

r Machine without Cleaner, 40

lar Wood Saw, (24 inch Saw, Eailway Table,; 4 J

:ar Wood Saw, (24 inch Saw, Slide Table,) 37

•Saw, for cutting logs, 32

Power, for Churning, 15

''8 Patent Governor, 8

''s Patent Governor, in connection with Power, 5

;r Butter Worker $10 and 12

Belting (Kubber,) for lever power, 16 to 20 cents per foot

the above machines we manufacture in a substantial and
nanlike manner, and warrant them to suit those purchasing

1 fair trial, and after we or our agents shall have had an op-

nity to correct anything that may cause dissatisfaction, or they

)e returned to us, and the pay given will be refunded. Fur-
Qformation will be given upon application to the subscribers,

communications will be promptly attended to, and orders
•0 immediate attention. Q. WESTINQHOUSE Si CO.
illSrjQ—It.

SEEDS! SEEDS!!
FIELD, GARDEN, AND FLOWER SEEDS!

E are now fully supplied with one of the largest and most
complete stocks of Garden, Flower, and Field Seeds, ever

d to the Western public. Our stock has been made up with
care from the best seed gardens of America and Europe. A
share are home-grown seeds, being grown under our own
jtion, and which we can recommend as true to name and of

[uality. Among our assortment of Seeds may be found over

150 VARIETIES OF FLOWER SEKDS,
300 do GARDEN SEEDS,
HUNGARIAN GRASS SEED,

lESE SUGAR CANE AND IMPHEE SEED, &c., Ac.

m a long acquaintance with the trade, we feel confident no
in offer better inducements to those desiring seeds.

)se who design to emigrate to Kansas and Pike's Peak,
1 do well to take with them a bo.x of fresh Garden Seeds.
also beep constantly on hand a full assortment of

Implements and Macliines

1 to 'he Field, Garden, Orchard, and Household.
: are fully prepared to supply the trade on the most liberal

I Catalogues furnished gratis on application ; if by mail, in-

a stamp. Address H. D. EMERY & CO.,
rch, 1859.—2t 204 Lake street, Chicago, 111.

BURRALL'S CORN SHELLER
HAS long been extensively known
and approved as the best hand
sheller in use. It rs the only one
that shells clean and sepakatks
the corn frmn the coh at the same
operntion. It is simple, strong, and
durable, being all of iron. "Price

$12. Liberal "discount to dealers.

All orders or inquiries will receive
prompt attention from

BURRALL, SNYDER, & CO.,
(successors to Thomas I). Burrall,)

Manufaeturei s of Shcllcrs, Mowers,
Reapers, Clod-Crushers, and vari-

ous other Farm Implements, Gene-
va, Ontario county, N. Y. ap2t

FRUIT AND ORNAMENTAL TREES
FOR SPBINO OF 1859.

ELLWANGER & BARRY beg to inform Planters, Nursery-

men and Dealers in Trees, tJiat they have still on hand to

offer for Spring Planting, a large stock of the following named
articles of superior quality in all respects:

FRUIT DEPARTMENT.
Stasdakd Peaks, on Pear stock, 2 and 3 years from bud.

Dwarf and Pyramid Peaks, on Quince, 2 and 3 yrs from bud.

Dwarf and Ptbasud Apples, on Paradise and Doucin, 1, 2,

and 3 years from bud.

Standard Ciierejes, on Mazzard stocks, 2 years from bud.

DwARr and Pyramid Chkrkie.s, on Mah-aleb stocks, 1 and 2 yra

from bud.
Apple Quinces, grafted, 2 and 8 years from graft.

English Walnuts, Buttebnuis, Spanish Chesthuts, Fii^
BEETS, Ac.

Hardy Gkapf.s, including Isabella, Catawba, Clinton, Concord^
Diana, Rebecca, Monteith, and other new varieties.

Foreign Grapes, for Vineries, all the most esteemed varieties,

well ripened plants, in pots, 1, 2, and 3 years old from the eye

Blackrerriks—New Rochelle or Lawton,"and Dorchester.

Gooseberries—The American Seedling, and large English vari-

eties.

Strawberries—Upward of 60 varieties, including all the best

American and Foreign varieties.

CuKRANTs—Red Dutci), Victoria, White Grape, Black Naples
Black English, &c., itc.

Rhubarb—Myatt's, Linnseus, Victoria, Prince Albert, &c.

Asparagus—Strong Roots.

Stocks.

Mazzard Cherry Seedlings.

Mahaleb do. do.

ILLINOIS LANDS FOR SALE.
B Subscriber offers for sale, at low prices and on accommoda-
t-irms, 55,000 ACRES OF CHOICE FARMING LANDS,
;ed in Cen'.ral Illinois, in the counties of Montgomery,
itian, Shelby, Macon, Moultrie, Piatt, Sangamon, Fayette,

and Clay.

d lands wore mostly selec'ed and entered at an early day,

ire very choice selections of Rolling Prairie or valuable Tim-
1 Lands. Many of said lands arc adjacent to Railroad
ms. and all situated within convenient distances of completed
oads.

d lands are offered for sale in small parcels to actual settlers,

asonable terms, or will be sold in large parcels, at wholesale
on very accommodating terms. The titles are perfect, and
>nveyances will be made by warrantee deed. Also 400

N LOTS ! very eligibly situated in the town of Pana, being
tersection of Illinois Central and Terre Haute, Alton ancl

Louis Railroads,
rsons wishing to purchase any of the above-named Lands or
will please to apply to the Subcriber, by letter or otherwise,
Usboro'., Montgomery County, Illinois.

talogues of said lands will be forwarded to persons who may
est the eame. aplt* JOHN S. HAYWARD.

ORIVAMENTALi DEPARTMENT.
Deoiduofs Standard Lawn Trees.
DEriDuous Weeping " "

Evergreen Trees, embracing an immense stock of Norway
Spruce, from 6 inches to 6 feet. Also, rare California Ever-

greens, &c.

Flowering Shrubs—^All the most desirable, comprising a very

large stock.

Cli.mbino Shrubs of all sorts.

EosES -The largest stock in the country, of all the best sorts, both

on the Manetti stock and on their own roots. See Catalogue.

Herbaceous P.eonies—A superb assortment of more that seven-

ty-five varieties.

Dahd.w—Over one hundred of the most beautiful varieties, in-

cluding the latest novelties.

Phloxes—An unrivalled a.ssortment, embracing all the classes.

Dielttra spectabilis—The most charming hardy border plant

in cultivation—over 10,i 00 plants.

CiiiiYSANTnEMU.MS, both large and pompone varieties, the newest

and best.

Carnatio:ns and Picotees—A fine collection.

Delphinium Hendersoni, magnificana, and other beautiful

sorts. Besides all the most desirable hardy border plants grown.

See Descriptive Catalogue No. 3.

Grcen-HoMse and Bcilding Plants.

All the most useful and popular plants, such as Fuchsias,

Geraniums, Heliotropes, Veiiienas, Petunias, Lanianas, Veron-

icas, Hydrangeas, Bourardias, Plumbagos, &c., &c., grown ex-

tensively and supplied in quantities, or by the dozen, assorted, at

low rates. See Catalogue No. 8.

Summer and Autumn Blooming Bulbs.

A superb collection of the new Gladioli and Japan Lilies, be-

sides Tuberoses., Tigridins, &c.

We can say without boasting, that our present stock has never

been surpassed in vigor, health, and beauty of growth ; and we
invite all parties interested to examine it and satisfy themselves.

Packing for distant parts executed in the most careful and
skillful manner, and customers treated in all respects with fairness

and liberality.

For full and detailed information respecting the stock, prices,

terms, &e., we refer to the following Catalogues, which will be

sent gratis, prepaid, to all who inclose one stamp for each :

iq-Q. 1—Descriptive Catalogue of Fruits.

No. 2—Descriptive Catalogue of Ornamental Trees, Shrubs, Roses

&c., &c.

No. 3—Descriptive Catalogue of Dahlias, Green-IIouse and Bed-

ding Plants, &c.

No. 4—Wholesale Catalogue for Nurserymen, Dealers, and others

who purchase in large quantities.

ELLWANGER & BARRY,
March, 1869.—2t Mount Hope Nurseries, P^chester, N. T.
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BUFFALO NURSERIES.
[ESTABLISHED IN 1S25.]

THE firm of Manley and Mason having been dissolved, and
the Oreenhoiisesanil Grounds on Ferry street vacated, the

business of these Nurseries will be continued at the old plaee on

Utioa street, where our Office, Greenhouses, and other buildings,

have been erected.

Our Stock embraces nearly everything desirable, both in the

Fruit and Ornamental Departments, but we would call particular

attention to the

PtJiNdard Pear trees, 8 & 4 y'rs;

Dwarf " " " "
Dwarf Cherry trees

;

Plum trees (own stock)

;

Hartford Proliflc Grape

;

C/oncord "

Rebecea "

Delaware "

All other FIoitse and Haedt
Gbapks, in usual variety;

Lawton Blackberry

;

Dorchester "

iJrinckle's Orange Raspberry

;

Col. Wilder Raspberry

;

Catawissa "

Wilson's All)any Strawberry,
and other new varieties.

Roses and other Ornamental
Shrubs

;

Norway Spruce, 1 fl. to 8 ft.;

Balsam Fir, " "

Scotch Pine, " "

Austrian Pine

;

American Arbor Vitaa;

Hemlock for Hedges.

Office and Grounds on Utiea street, Buffalo, N. T.

March, 1S59.—2t Address D. S. MANLEY.

American "Weeds and Usefal Plants:
op.

AGRICULTURAL BOTANY,

By W. DARLINGTON, M. D., West Chester, Pa.

With additions by Geo. Tiiukber, New York,

A History and Description of all Plants injurious or important to

the American Farmer and Gardener ; with nearly

THREE HUNDRED ILLUSTBATIONS.

THE WEEDS
Which now infest our farms have, with few exceptions, been in-

troduced from abroad ; and being at first unnoticed, have spread
<rom farm to farm, until

It now Costs the Farmers op America

MILLIONS OF DOLLARS
ET<!ry year for the destruction of these foreigners, or in the injury

done to their crops.

Every Farmer should guard his Grounds from the

FIRST APPROACH OF HIS ENEMIES.

As a classk-book for Agricultural Schools and Colleges, and a
Hand-book for the Farmer, and for all public and private Libra-
ries, this feook is the most valuable addition yet made to our al-

ready large list of Agricultural Books.

Piioc $1.50.

Sent by mail, postage paid, on receipt of price.

A. O. MOORE & CO.,
Agricultural Book Publishers,

March, 1S59.—2t 140 Fulton street, New York.

ELLIOTT'S

"WESTERN FRUIT BOOK.
A NEW EDITION OF THIS WORK,

TnOROUGHLY REVISED.

Embracing all the new and valuable Fruits, with the latest im-
provements in their cultivation, up to January, 1S59,

especially adapted to the wants of

WESTERN FRUIT GROWERS.
FCLL OF EXCELLENT ILLUSTKAMOHS,

BY
F. R. ELLIOTT, Pomologist,

Late of Cleveland, Ohio, now of St. Louis, Missouri.

Price $1.25.

Bent by mail, post-paid, to any part of the United States, on
receipt of price.

A. 0. MOORE k CO.,
Agricultural Book Publishers,

March, 1869.—2t 140 Fulton St, New York.

How TO DO Good and get "Paid
FOR IT."—Take an Agency for our Publications. The terms are

Bnch, there can be no possibility of loss. Eteby Family will

be glad to obtain some of them. For particulars, address

FOWLER AND WELLS,
March, 1859.—2t No. 308 Broadway, New York.

SXJPEEPH08PHATE OF LIME-BONE DUST— For sale

by BirSt A. LONGETT, 84 Uiff street, Mew York.

JVow Heady.

BENT post-paid ON RECEIPT OF THE PEICB*

NEW ILLUSTRATED

Rural Manuals!
These volumes are devoted to a popular exposition of the

important branches of Rural Economy and Rural Art ; thuf

moting public taste, enhancing domestic comfort, and dimini:

the expenses and increasing the profits of Rural Life and Ind

They are adapted to all sections—Southern as well as Northei

tercsts being faithfully represented therein. The series com]

The House:
A Pocket Manual of Rural Architecture ; or. How to build Hi

Bams, and other Out-Buildings, with many Original Design

Price, in paper covers, 80 cents ; in muslin, 50 cents.

The Garden :

Comprises Directions for the Cultivation of Kitchen Veget

Fruits, Flowers, and Ornamental Trees and Shrubs, and an

sition of the Laws of Vegetable Life and Growth.

Price, in paper covers, 80 cents ; in muslin, 50 cents.

The F a r m :

With Chapters on Agricultural Chemistry, Soils, Manures, ]

ing, Irrigation, Fencing, Farm Implements, etc. Illustrate' i

Price, in paper coTers, 30 cents i in muslin, 60 cents.

Domestic Animals:
A Pocket Manual of Cattle, Horse, and Sheep Husbandry

|

Directions for the Breeding and Management of Swine, P
Pigeons, Rabbits, Dogs, etc., the Treatment of their Disease

a Chapter on Bees.

Price, in paper covers, 80 cents ; in musUn, 50 cents.

THE HOUSE— THE GARDEN— THE FARM—

i

DOMESTIC ANIMALS,
Bound in one large, handsome, gilt volume, may be had foi

It forms of itself a Complete Library of Rural Affaif

should have a place on the book'shelf of every resident

country. Sent prepaid by First Mail. Address

FOWLER AND WELLS,
March, 1859.—2t No. 808 Broadway, New 1

LANDSCAPE GARDENING
BY

A. J. DOWNING AND H. W. SARGENT.

This elegant work on PRACTICAL LANDSCAPE |

DENING, comprises A. J. DOWNING'S great work, Id

new and valuable Treatise by

HENRY WINTHROP SARGENT,

Giving the progress of Rural Art in the United States to tl r

ent time ; descriptions of AMERICAN PLACES,

PRIVATE RESIDENCES,

CEXTEAL PARK, N. T., LLEWELLYN PARK, N. J.

With a full account of the newer

DECIDUOUS AND EVERGREEN TREES and SHE"

Presenting also, in a tabular view, the experience of cultiv;

different parts of the Union, with the hardy and half-hard;

greens.
The Illustrations consist of

SEVEN SUPERB STEEL PLATE ENGRAVING
Besides numerous engravings, on wood and stone, of t

AMERICAN RESIDENCES AND PARKS,

With portraits of many new or remarkable Trees anU Sh

Price $3.50.

Sent by mail, prepaid, on receipt of price,

A. 0. MOORE <fc CO.,

Agricultural Book Publishers,

March, 1869.—2t UO Fulton street, Now'
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LBELLA AND CATAWBA GRAPE VINES,
Of proper Age for forming Vineyards,

FLTIVATED from, and containing all the good qnalitres

which the most improved cultivation for over eighteen years
lonferred on tlie Croton Point Vineyards, are offered o the

ic. Those who may purchase, will receive surh instructions

)ur years as will enable them to cultivate the Grape with en-
uccess, providing their locality is not too far north.

I communications addressed to K. T. UNDEKHILL, M. D.,
York, or Croton Point, Westchester county, N. Y., will re-

! attention.

ving ripened his whole crop of Isabella and Catawba Grapes
i57, the coolest season and most difficult to ripen in twenty
I, he is confirmed in the belief that a good crop of fruit can be
ned every year by improved culU'vaUon, priming, dc, in

of the Northern, and all of the Middle, Western, and South-
tatcs.

B.—To those who take sufficient to plant six acres, as ho di-

he will, when they commence bearing, furnish the owner
one of his Vine-dressers, whom he has instructed in his mode
Itivalion, and he will do all the labor of the Vineyard, and
e the most perfect success. The only charge, a reasonable
lensation for the labor.

o, APPLE-QUINCE TEEES, (which are sometimes called

range Quince,) for sale as above.
o, for sale, at his Wine and Grape Depot, No. 293 Broadway,
., by the case, in bottles, PUKE ISABELLA AND CA-
'BA GEAPE WINE, made by competent persons, under
yn inspection, at Croton Point, Irom perfectly ripe Grapes,
)le for medicinal, sacramental, and all other purposes, where
re wine is desirable. E. T. UNDEEUILL, M. D.
rch, 1859.—2t

;e hooker strawberry.
THE BEST YET INTRODUCED.

E attention of amateurs and growers of fruit for market is
again called to this Strawberry. All that its friends have
[to claimed for it has been more than fulfilled, and testimoni-
ithout end could be produced to attest its superiority over
ther sort.

3 following, making a list of advantages all of which no other
berry can claim, constitute its chief points of excellence, and
srs are confidently asked to verify them :

The plant is very vigorous and 'perfectly hardy.
It is as productive as any other variety,"" Wilson's Albany"

(cepted. The fruit is borne in large clusters—more than 20
It berries being frequently gathered from a single stem.
The Howers are all perfect and uniformly productive of
consequently there are no barren plants.
. The fruit is absolutely unequalled in flavor; in color a rich
crimson or mahogany, extending into the heart of the berry,
» 18 firm and solid to the center ; of ticb largest size, yet
r and delicate.

.
It takes the first premiums wherever exhibited. See re-

of various horticultural societies.
nts in any quantity desired may be obtained pure and strong
the grounds where it originated. Packages are put up to go
to any part of the United States by mail or express,

ce, |2 per hundred, $15 per thousand,
ler for spring planting, if only a few for trial, of
, , ,„,„ „

H. E. HOOKEE & CO..
». 1, iseg,—St Ctommercial Nurseries, Rochester, N. T.

"EVERY BODY SHOULD HAVE A COPY."

FOR 1859.
'X^HIS work was started in 1856, by the pablisher of the &ene.
-•- see Farmer. Its great success affords conclusive evidence,
not only of its intrinsic merit, but of its adaptability to the wants
of the rural population. A new volume, prepared with great care
and replete with new and valuable matter, is issued each year.

The fourth volume, for 1959, has appeared, and is a book which
cannot be too highly recommended— aJike beautiful, interesting,

and useful. The articles are all written for its pages by men of
experience. It is illustrated with seventy-five appropriate and
beautiful engravings.

Among its contents may be mentioned able treatises on Urrder-

draining Orchards and Gardens, on the Fruits of the Ohio Valley,

on Fruit Culture in the We;it, on the Cultivation of Fruit Trees in

Pots under Glass, on Training Wall and Espalier Trees, on the
Cultivation of Bulbous Plants, on the Management of Dueksy
Geese, and Swans, on British Breeds of Cattle, on the Cnltivation

of Euta Bagas, &c., &c., and a List of Fndts recommended by the
American Pomological Society at its last session.

The work will be found invaluable to the Frait Grower, and use-

ful to every one interested in Enral affairs.

It is furnished at the low price of Twenty-five Cents,—while it

contains as much matter as many dollar books. Every one who
owns a rod of ground should hivvt it. It is sent pre-paid by mail
to any address on the receipt of twenty-five ceata is coim or post-

age stamps. Address JOSEPH HAEEIS,
Publisher and Proprietor

Of the Oenesee Farmer and Rural Annual,
Eochester, U. Y.

The back numbers, for 1856, 1857, and 1S58, can be fumiahea
at twenty-five cents each, postage paid.

GRAPE VINES.
C10NC0ED, Diana, Eebecea, Northern Muscadine, Hartford

J Prolific, and filly other varieties of native grapes, at one
dollar each. Charges paid by mail or express. Delaware. Per-
kins, and Anna, three dollars each. Also, a good stock of Lawton
Blackberries and Orange Easpberries. Address
March, 1S59.—2t HOAO & CEAINE, Lockport, N. Y.

T7ALUABLE FARMING LANDS FOE SALE.-A portion
V of the splendid farming lands formerly belonging to the Hon.

A. B. Dickinson, situated in the town of Hornby, Steuben Co., N.
Y., comprising 2000 acres, is now offered for Sale.

Parties desiring any part of this highly cultivated land, may
have it in such quantities as thev mav desire, by applying to
March.—2t ALEXANDEE OLCQTT, Corning, N. Y.

GET THE MOST PRODTICITVE STEAWBERRY,
IVljicli Is tJiatl AVIiy, tUe "Wilson's All>an3r.'»

A SINGLE plant the past season produced the eaormouf
quantity of 370 berries. Will produce from 150 to 200 bush-

els per acre. It is a splendid berry for markol, very firm, and of

a beautiful bright ruby color, pine apple flavor, and altogether
one of the most attractive Strawberries in cultivation. Price $3
per 100, $10 per 1000, or |7.50 for 500. Addresa

JOHN WILSON,
March, 186«.-2t Albanj Nursery, Albuny, N. T
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BE TUE LATE

"FRANK FORRESTER."
Only 10 cents. Illustrated. Sent free bv mail. Address
April—2t* DINSMORE & CO., 9 Spruce st, New York.

AGKICULTUEAL IMPLEMENTS—A large assortment, at

manufacturer's prices, consisting of Endless Chain Horse-
powers and Threshers, E.\cclsi>ir Kan Mill, Hay and Straw Cut-

ters, Churns, Cora Shcllers, Seed Sowers, Harrows, Cultivators,

load Scrapers, Iron and Wood Beam Plows, &c.. Sec
Send for a catalogue. A. LONGETT,
Marcli, 1S59.—3t 84 Cliff street. New York.

ANNA, DIANA, DELAWAEE Grape Vines;
REBECCA, LOG.VN, and GOLDEN CLINTON Vines;

CONCOP.D, KING and TO KALON Grape Vines.
Send a posuige stamp, and get the price list of our 56 sorts of

Grape Vines for sale. Vines sent by mail post paid, and larger
orders by cxprcis, free. Also, Raspberries, Blackberries, Straw-
berries, &.C., &.C. Write to C. P. BISSELL & SALTEli, East
Avenue Nurseries, Rochester, N. Y. aplt

APPLE-PIE MELON SEED-9 cU. Package. MAMMOTH
PROLIFIC LIMA BEANS, grow only 6 feet high and cov-

ered with bunches of 15 to 20 largo pods to the bunch, 9 cts. pack-
ago. Also, LARGE CHEESE SQUASH, keeps well, ami for

pies, or as a substitute for the Sweet Potato, o.nnnot be excelled

;

12 cts. package. Tue tueee fok £5 ere., mailed.
Address, C. VAN P.APELYE,
•pll* Care * Hort. WonUily," Morrisania, N. T.

LONG ORANGE CARROT SEBD.-Our stock of the abc
is sii|jerior to any ever offered. Price $1.00 per lb., or

reduced rates in quantities over 5 lbs.

ALSO,
Loxo Red Altringham Carbot, per lb., $1
WuiTK Sugar Beet, "

Long Red Mangel Wttrzkl, **

Lakge Red Onion, " 1

Large Yellow do., " 1

Fine American DuuMnKAD Cabbage, per lb., f

" " Flat Dutch do. " i

White Spined Cucu.MBER, "

Long Scarlet Short-top Radish, "
Scarlet Turnip do. "

Round Leaf Spinach, "

Early Dutch Turnip, "
White Strap Leaf do., "

Red-top Strap Leaf do., "

Improved RuTA Bag A, "

HrNCARiAN Grass, per bushel 1

Carpenter's King Philip Corn, (Ears.) per bush., '

We have also a limited quantity of the following rare 5

&eds :

AiiiES Doug LASH, per package of 10 seeds, $
Abies GRANDis, " " " "

With thousands of other seeds, for which see our Catalogue
J. M. THORBURN & CO.,

Growers and Importers of Seeds,
April 1, 1859.-It. 15 John St., New Yor-

CHORT HORN HERD AT AUCTION.—Having sold

O farm at Chestnut Ridge, Dutchess county, N. Y., I will

tiK sale at auction, my entire Herd of SHORT HORNED C
TLE, consisting ol about thirty-five head of superior anir i

Among them will be the unrivalled Bull, "Highflyer," 578; I

stock sired by him, as well as the •' Earl of Warwick," 465.

sale will take place at Dover Plains, on the New York and I

lem Railroad, on the lOth day of May next, at 12 o'clock.

Catalogues of Pedigrees may be had after the 10th da
j

March, at the offices of the American Agriculturist, New M
Country Gentleman, Albanv, Ohio Farmer, Cleveland, B(
Cultivator, and of the subscriber. SAMUEL T. TABE

|

Mineola, Queens Co., N. Y. ap 2t

P. 8. No animals will be disposed of before the sale at auc

FOR THE FAIili OF 1859.

BRIGHTON NURSERIES'
[Established 1837.]

TB. YALE & CO., Proprietors^ would respectfully solici

• attention of the public to their large stock of Fruit an
namenlal Trees, which are not excelled in point of beauty oi

orous growth. From our long experience in the business, w
assured th.at we can supply Trees, Shrubs, Roses, &c., to th<

feet satisfaction of all who mav favor us with their orders. Ad
April— It* T. B.' YALE & CO., Rochester, N.

TTie Practical and Sckntif.c Farmer^s Own Pap

THE GENESEE FARMER,
A MONTHLY JOURNAL OF

AGRICULTURE AND HORTICULTU
ILLUSTRATED WITH NUilEBOUS ENGRAVINGS OF

Farm Buildings, Animals, Implements, Fruits, tcoi

VOLUME XX, FOR 1859.

Ftfty Cents a Year, In Advance.

Five Copies for $2 ; Fight Copies for (3 ; and any larger^

Wer at the same rate.

XW All subscriptions to commence with the year, an B<

entire volume supplied to all subscribers.

F^ Post-Masters, Faemers, and all friends of ImproTt jBl

are respectfully solicited to obtain and forward subscription.'

Specimen numbers sent to aU applicants.

Subscription money, if property enclosed, may be sent fix

risk of the Publisher. Address

JOSEPH HARRIS,
Januabt 1, 1859. liochesUr, ^

Postage.—The postage on the Fabmxr, sent to any f

the State of New York, paid quarterly in advance, is thrci *'

a year; to any other place in the United Slates, six cents i su

We pay the American postage on all papers sent to the Ca 1**

or any of the other British Provinces.

btkbkottped by lensoi a wniTB, bochbstkk, h. 1
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CULTIVATION OF INDIAN COKN.

Of the importance of Indian corn to the Ameri-

an farmer, nothing need be said. It is of more

alue even, in a national point of view, than wheat,

ro cereal cultivated in temperate latitudes affords

er acre so much nutritious food for man and beast,

a •ne sense, too, it is a " fallow crop," as it affords

n opportunity of cleaning the land by the use of

he horse-hoe while growing. On the rich, new

uids of the West, we may apply to corn what has

een well said of the turnip in Great Britain— " It

) the sheet anchor of our agriculture." "We fear,

owever, that it differs from the turnip in one very

nportant respect. Its growth does i not increase

he amount of nitrogen or ammonia on the farm.

t is a crop for' rich land—land that is too rich,

oo low, and too loose for wheat. It will flourish

n the best wheat land ; but wheat will not suc-

eed well on the best corn land. To grow corn on

md that will produce good wheat, is not, as a gen-

ral rule, to be commended.

We have said that corn will succeed on land too

)w for wheat. This is true ; but corn requires a

ry soil. It is a mistake to suppose that all high

md is dry and all low land wet. Mr. Swan, near

reneva, N, Y., who has laid over fifty miles of

rain-tiles on his farm, found that the highest parts

f his farm required as much again draining as the

jwer portions. On low land, a few open ditches

re often sufficient to carry off' all the water ; but

n a springy hill-side, thorough underdraming is

ecessary.

Land for corn must be dry. We recollect walk-

]g through a magnificent field of corn on the thor-

ughly underdrained farm of our friend John
OHNSTON. One of the underdrains was choked

,p, and tJiere the crop was afailure. Corn delights

a a loose, dry, warm soil. If it is surcharged with
fater, all the sunshine of our hottest summers can
lot make it warm, and all the manure that can be
lUt on it will not make the corn yield .a maximum
rop. In passing along the various railroads, we

have often been saddened to see thousands of acres

of land planted to corn which, by a little under-

draining, would have produced magnificent crops

of this grandest of cereals, but which presented a

miserable spectacle of yeUow, sickly, stunted, half-

starved plants, struggling for very life. We have

ever been willing to apologize for the shortcomings

of American farmers. We know the diflQoulties

under which many of them labor. We do believe

them to be, as a whole, " intelligent and enterpris-

ing." But these sickly corn fields are well caleru-

lated to create a very different impression. We
have frequently to repeat the German proverb—
" To know is not to be able." These farmers know
how to raise good corn, but they are not always

able to put in practice improved methods of culti-

vation. Many, however, might do better than they

do. The country is in an embarrassed condition

Willing hands can not find labor. Good crops alone

can save us from still greater poverty and suffering.

One good harvest would set the wheels of trade

and manufacturing industry in motion, and usher

in a gladsome period of national prosperity. But

it is vain to hope for good crops without good cul-

tivation.

Farmers know how to raise good corn—know
how to plant and cultivate. We can do little ex-

cept to urge upon them, as a patriotic duty, the

necessity of putting forth their best efforts the

coming season. Our cities and villages are thronged

with idle hands ; set them to work. Do what you

can toward draining the land. Plow it well, and

prepare a good seed-bed. Mark out the land both

ways, so as to plant in straight rows, and then use

the cultivator freely. Do not suffer a weed to

grow and rob the corn of food and moisture. Con-

stant stirring of the soil decomposes its organic

matter and renders available the food of plants

lying latent in it ; it enables it to attract ammonia

and to condense moisture from the atmosphero.

while it furnishes a loose and warm bed tor the

roots to grow in.
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"We have spent considerable time and money in

experimenting with the various fertilizers for Indi-

an corn. "NVe know the importance of the subject.

But we are satisfied that, for the country at large,

(food ploioing^ jyroper preparation of the land, early

plantinff, and good and thorough after-culture, are

of far greater importance. Througliout the vast

corn-growing region of America, if we can remove

stagnant water, prepare the land properly, plant in

good season, and use the horse-hoe freely, the soil

in the majority of cases is rich enough to produce

fair and remunerative crops of corn. Still, unlike

wheat and other cereals, it is impossible to make

land too rich for corn ; and it should be borne in

mind that it costs no more to plant and cultivate a

crop of corn that will yield sixty bushels per acre,

than one that yields only thirty bushels. Of course,

the most profitable land for corn is that which is

naturally rich— too rich for wheat; but, in the

New England States, very profitable crops are

raised on poor soil by the aid of heavy manuring.

Levi Bartlett says: " Of thirty-five crops of In-

dian corn offered for premium in Massachusetts,

the average profit over all expenses exceeded $51

per acre." It is the opinion of many good farmers,

that manure is more profitably applied to corn

than to any other crop. An excellent farmer in

this neighborhood thinks the. cheapest way to raise

corn is on clover sod. He lets the clover grow as

long a.s possible in the spring, and then turns it

under just before planting the corn. The clover

furnishes manure, and he says the worms also feed

on it aud seldom uijure the corn. A handful of

plaster scattered on the hill before the first hoeing,

is generally considered profitable in this section.

CULTIVATION OF BUCKWHEAT.

Shkkp Poisoned by a Chemical Wash. —Last

year, an English farmer dipped his sheep, after

shearing, in a chemical solution, purchased of a

chemist at Berwick. The sheep were turned into

a large grass field. Heavy rains ensued, and washed

the solution from the sheep on to the grass. This

poisoned grass was eaten by the &heep, and also by

an ox and a donkey. I>oth the latter and 700 of

the former died. The farmer sued the chemist who

«old the wash. A great deal of scientific e%'idence

was adduced on both sides. The jury returned a

verdict for plaintiff— damages £1,400, or $7,200.

Potatoes AN"n Plastku.— "When seed potatoes

are cut, it is well to roll tliem in plaster. "We know

fKrmers who think this one of the best means of

preventing the rot. If smeared with tar water and

then dried with plaster— as seed corn is usually

treated— so much the better.

It has been said that buckwheat occupies th'

same position among grains as the donkey dot-

among animals— useful, hut not popular. It "^

grow on the poorest of sandy soils ; can be sow

later than any other grain ; and is one of the be;

crops for cleaning the land and for killing win

worms and other injurious grubs. It has bee

extensively used for plowing in as a manure. Bi

though it has proved beneficial for this purpose,

is not as good as many other crops that might I

used— such as white lupin, spurry, red clover, &
In clearing oif poor and hilly land, buckwheat

admirable for the first crop. We have seen exce i

lent crops on such land in New England, when

apparently no other crop would thrive. On sue

land, however, it is exceedingly grateful for mi<

nure. On the farm of Mr. Henet Sabin, of Leu

Mass., we saw a crop of buckwheat on a rougi

hill-side, where half the field had been top-dres8«

with 100 lbs. of Peruvian guano per acre; and ci

this half the crop was at least double what it w
on the other half, where no guano was used. A

experienced farmer says, "barn-yard manur

whether green or rotted, ashes, lime, and plasten

all seem to produce a wonderful effect when ai^

plied to this crop."

Buckwheat is often sown too early. "When t(

early, the hot sun is apt to blast the flowers. Tl

middle of June, in this section, is considered tU

best time to sow ; though, in New England, gooi

crops are often obtained when sown as late as tl

4th of July. In sections where there is danger <

frosty nights early in the fall, it must be sown earl

as a slight frost often destroys the crop. We mu
endeavor to steer between the two dangers—bla.s

ing of the flowers in the summer, when sown earl;

and the destruction of the crop by frost in the fa.

when sown late. It succeeds well sown on clovx

or grass sod. Formerly, it was considered best i

break up the land in the spring, and cultivate ar

harrow it a few times bcfore_ sowing; but latter!

the practice is to pasture the land, and break r

immediately before sowing. From three pecks ;

a bushel is the usual quantity of seed.

Of the uses of buckwheat, we need not speal

Everybody likes buckwheat cakes on a cold wii

ter's morning. It is good food for poultry. Ho/

thrive upon and are fond of it. When crushed,

is good feed for horses— more nutritious, it is .saii

than oats. It is good for milch cows, inoreasir

the quantity and richness of the milk. TJees w'

travel considerable distance to find a field of bud
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heat in flower, thougli it is said the honey is not

3 good as from clover, &c.

There are several varieties of buckwheat, but the

ne commonly cultivated {Polygonum fagopyrum)

( probably the best. We annex a cut of the plant

3 flower.

BUCKWHEAT.

We throw out these hasty remarks this month

in order to elicit the experience of our correspond-

ents in time for the June number. Let us hear

from you early.
— m

Sowing Oats avituout Plowing.— Mr. S. E.

McCoNSKix, of Chester county, Pa., writes us that

he has practiced sowing oats on corn ground

without plowing, and finds the practice very ad-

vantageous. The oats can be sown earlier in the

spring tlian if you have to wait till the ground

is in proper condition to plow. Last year, when

die oat crop in his section was nearly a total

.ailure, he had fifty bushels per acre from oats

sown early on unplowed land, and merely culti-

rated in and then rolled.

DOES IT FAY TO WASH SHEEP?

A WRiTEE in the list nuHiber of the Amerk^in

Stocl Journal thinks the practice of washing sheep

should be given up, for the following reasons

:

First, It is of no conceivable advantage to tho

sheep ; but, on the contrary, often proves exceed

ingly injurious. Severe colds and coughs almost

always break out in the flock immediately after

washing, and often lay the foundation of other and

more serious disorders.

Second, Kothing is saved to the manufacturer by

\he washing; for washed and unwashed wools arc

alike subjected to the same cleansing process.

Third, If sheep are washed, they must necessa-

rUy carry their fleece weU into hot weather, which

is very uncomfortable and unnatural.

Fourth, Much wool is lost by being pulled out

by bushes and briars in the pastures, and by the

slivers of the fences. There is also considerable

loss from the legs and beUies of the sucking ewes.

He thinks, "from several years' experience in

shearing sheep early in an umoashed state," that it
^

is conducive to their health. "The proper time-

for shearing," he says, " is before the sheep go to

grass in the spring. They should be weU sheltered

for some ten or fifteen days after the wool is taken

I off; after which time no storm will injure sheep

that are in good flesh. Every wool-grower should

have comfortable sheds for his sheep during the

winter ; and with them there is no danger in shear-

ing as early as the first of May in New England,

and much earlier in the South and West."

This question is worthy of consideration. That

the health of sheep often suffers from careless wash-

ing, there can be no doubt. The sheep are some-

times driven three or four miles in a hot sun, and,

while prostrated by heat, are plunged into cold

water. Such a practice must be injurioi5S. On the

other hand, sheep can be washed without mjury to

their health. They should not be washed till the

water is warm enough to bathe in comfortably.

Then, if the sheep have not been hastily driven,

they will not suffer by the process.

The principal reason for washing sheep is to re-

move impurities and reduce the wool to a more

general standard. True, it has to be washed over

a-^ain by the manufacturers; but if it was not

washed at all on the backs of the sheep, there

would be much less uniformity in regard to the

impurities than when washed. Flocks that had

been carelessly wintered would aftord dirtier wool

than those properly managed, and. the good flock-

.masters would suffer for the carelessness ot ..>--
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neighbors. The buyers wonld adopt a general

standard, and they would make the farmers suffer

for the increased risk incnrred in buying dirty

wool. Good sheep-breeders now complain, and

justly, that there is not enough difference made by

buyers in the price of fine and coarse wool ; and it

Bcems to us if sheep were not washed, the buyers

would discriminate even less in their favor. The

interests of wool-growers and wool-buyers are to

some extent identical. Both can judge pretty ac-

curately of the quality and value of a lot of wool

;

but it would be difficult to estimate the amount of

impurities in unwashed wool, and the buyer would

make the farmer pay for the increased risk. It is

precisely the same in regard to cleaning wheat.

A farmer who. sells his wheat in a foul state may,

for once, get more for the unwinnowed mass than

for the smaller quantity of good wheat it contains

;

but in the end the farmers suffer from such care-

lessness. It seems to us such would be the case

ia regard to this question of washing sheep. An
eminent woolen-manufacturer, of Lowell, Mass.,

says :
" The cheating practice of selling wool un-

washed is short-sighted, inasmuch as the 'clean

thing' brings a price proportionate. "We always fix

the price per lb. by the quantity of scoured wool

the fleeces will yield. In our purchases, tre fre-

quently make a difference of five cents per lb. in

precisely similar qualities." This advance is am-

ply sufficient to compensate for the time and labor

required to wash the sheep. We hope some of our

sheep-farmers will put the question to a test this

season.

Sheep-washing is usually done about the last

week in May, in the Northern and Western States

and 'n . Canada. The rule should be to wait till

warm weather has set in; otherwise the sheep may

suffe'-, and perhaps many perish fi-om cold and ex-

posure. The best place to wash sheep in is a run-

ning stream of pure water, with a clean bottom.

The following method is famUiar to many of our

readers. The stream may be dammed up say three

or four feet high. At the lower part of the dam
place a couple of box troughs, open at the top,

some eight or ten feet long, across tlie end of which

place a piece of board with an upriglit stick nailed

t-o \p for a handle. The board slides in a groove,

and 19 raised or lowered at pleasure, to allow tlie

water to escape through the troughi'. Boards are

laid underneath the lower ends of the troughs for

the wa.^hers to stind on. The sheep are confined

in a yard close by, made of rails or hurdles. After

the tags have been removed from the sheep with a

pair, of shears, they are handed, oue at a time, to

the washers, who hold them under the end of tlie

trough, turning them about to receive the full ben-

efit of the falling water. If the fall of water is

considerable— say from two to six feet— a couple

of turns and a good squeeze of the wool all round

will be sufficient to remove all impurities.

After washing, the sheep should be turned into

a clean pasture, and allowed to remain at least a

week before shearing, to enable the wool to acquire

enough yolk or oil to confer that softness and elas-

ticity so much prized by the manufacturers, an(*

which also adds to the weight of the fleece.

OBTJBS IN THE HEADS OF SHEEP.
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hue. The wings almost cover the body, and ai'e

prettily striped and veined.

The popular theory that the grub causes death

by boring through the walls of the brain, is absurd.

The experiments of Valisnieei go to show that the

(Estrus ovis never eats; and this is the now received

opinion.

Few sheep are exempt from the presence of these

grubs, and they may, and probably do, add to the

irritation of the animal when aifected with catarrh.

iJiit it is the fly that produces the evil ascribed to

this insect, by the annoyance it causes the sheep

while endeavoring to form a lodgement for its eggs,

in the warm weather of summer.

The best preventive of the attacks of this insect

is. to thoroughly tar the noses of the sheep in the

early part of summer, and to mix a little tar with

their salt occasionally. Tobacco smoke, when

forced into the nostrils of the sheep, will cause the

worms to drop out and thus perish. Or, take four

ounces of Scotch snuif, and pour over it a quart of

boiling water ; stir it well; and when cold, take a

syringe and inject about a tablespoonful up each

nostril. The sheep should be placed on its back,

with its head on the ground. Force the mixture

as much as possible into the cavities of the head,

keeping the point of the syringe up for this pur-

pose, or the liquid will run into the throat. It will

make the sheep very drunk, but no danger need be

apprehended.

WHEAT MILDEW OE SUST.

This disease produced even greater injury to the

wheat crop of portions of the United States and

Canada, last year, than that terrible little insect

the midge or weevil. "We have no remedy to offer

for either the midge or the mildew. One thing,

however, is certain— the drier we can make the

soil, and the earlier we can bring the crop to ma-

turity, the less danger is there of injury. Under-

draining, good summer-fallows, appropriate ma-

nuring, and sowing early varieties of wheat, will

oe found the best methods of mitigating the injuri-

ous eft'ects of the mildew as well as of the midge.

Land that abounds in organic matter, and which

produces an excess of straw, is favorable to mildew.

la the majority of seasons, it is poor policy to sow

low, rich land, to wheat. We should r,]ant such

land with corn, or lay it down in meadow, and use

I

the produce for making manure to be used on the

j

dry, upland portions of the farm. Sow wheat only

.on the best land, cultivate and manure it as well as

possible ; and it will be found that a fewer number

j
of acres, properly managed, will yield more wheat,

or at all events more profit, than the too prevalent

practice of sowing a large breadth, irrespective of

its adaptation or culture.

WHEAT MILDEW.

Wheat mildew or rust is due to the attack of a

parasitic fungus, a cut of which, greatly magnified,

we annex. There are few wheat crops, be the sea-

son what it may, in which mildew does not exist

;

but it is only when atmospheric circumstances are

favorable that its growth is so rapid as to be very

injurious. We can not control these climatic cir-

cumstances. All we can do is to avoid sowing on

low land and in situations favorable to the spread

of mildew.

The fbllowing plan is said to have been adopted

with considerable advantage

:

In the morning, while the dew is still on the

ground, two men start to the field with a piece of

stout twine or a small rope ; each takes hold of

one end, and, taking their stations in the ladjoining

furrows, they walk together across the field, draw-

ing the string over the heads of the wheat, causing

them to bend and spring up again, thus shaking off

all moisture on the stalk. It is necessary to wateii

the weather after the wheat commences to blossom,

and repeat the operation every time-danger is ap-

prehended from the appearance of a heavy dew or

shower followed by a still atmosphere and strong

sunshine, till the grain is out of the milk, when aH

danger of rust may be considered over.

Wiix Mares produce Colts after Mules?—
Several correspondents give us some facts whioii

prove that they will.
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THE INSECT WHICH DESTROYS THE WHEAT-BUDGE

There is an invaluable

little insect, called Platy-

gaster tipuke^ whose prov-

ince is to feed upon and

destroy the wheat-midge

{Cecidomyia tritici). It

is sometimes very abund-

ant in England; but, ac-

cording to Dr. FiTcn, en-

tomologist to the New York State Agricultural

Society, it is not known in this country. The

wheat-midge has been imported here, but not the

parasite designed by nature to keep it in check.

The Doctor has made efforts to import this para-

site, and we hope will be successful.

In England, this parasite frequents grasses and

wheat in June, July, and August, when the females

are seen flying about or running over the ears to

deposit a single egg in each of the midge larva?.

She is shining pitch color, with longish, ten-jointed

horns, a little clubbed and flail-shaped; head

globose ; eyes lateral ; trunk oval ; body small,

obovate, narrowed at the base, with a long curved

oviduct concealed in the belly ; four wing», trans-

parent, without nervures, superior ones very large •

legs strong, bright ochreous; thighs and shanks

clubbed ; feet long, slender, and five-jointed. Ex-

pands 1^ line. We annex a cut (1, natural size;

2, magnified.)

KEASING CALVES:

Wk have received several letters from esteemed

correspondents, on this subject, all agreeing that

early calves are the most thrifty and the best to

raise. We know a thrifty Scotch farmer, now re-

siding in Canada, who raises the biggest and fattest

calves for the butcher^ without new milk. lie gives

them well boiled oatmeal porridge, with just enough

skim milk stirred in to enable the calves to drink it.

An experienced farmer of Niagara county, N.Y.,

says: "Undoubtedly the best mode of raising calves

would be to allow them to run with the cows; but

this method is too expensive for general adoption."

He recommends new milk for the first few days,

after which they can have skim milk with a little

meal stirred into it, gradually increasing the quan-

tity of meal as the calf grows older, keeping the

calf in good pasture. The meal may be of oats and

barley or buckwheat, or all three, and should be

kept up till winter.

Another correspondent, writing from Vernon,

Iowa, recommends giving calves milk, and porridge

made of middlings, boiled, with the addition of an

egg to each mess, and plenty of good tender grasB.

Another, from Jefferson county, N. Y., recom-

mends that after two weeks old the calf sliould be

fed witli coagulated milk throe times a day throngh

the summer, and says the calves will be as large

and fat as if allowed to run with the cow.

Another, from Pennsylvania, recommends, after

three weeks old, sour milk, with bran or corn meai

mixed with it ; also keeping the calves in a dark

stable during the hot days of summer.

ABE AMERICAN FASMESS INTELLIGENT?

Eds. Genesee Farmer:—Two weeks ago, I was
on a tour through a part of Cayuga county, and
will endeavor to tell you about matters aud things

so far as I saw there.

I passed a field there last September, (a plowed
field,) on which men were spreading rotted mamire
made by cattle or sheep, or by both. I then
thought the owner was preparing for a good wheat
crop. When I passed this time, I saw he had only
manured part of the field. On the part manured
the wheat is strong, of fine color, and will un-
doubtedly make a fine crop ; while on the unma-
nured part I could see none alive from the road

;

so it is either dead or nearly so. As a good deal

of the manure wa.s on the surface, I concluded it

had been harrowed in with the seed. Now there

is neither theory, science, nor agricultural chemis-

try in this, but plain, practical common sense ; and
as farmers pass that field daily, one would suppose
men of intelligence would manure in the same man-
ner. I found the wheat in that county looking pale

and yellow, and altogether worse than it does in

this county. Whether it is owing to it being later

in that county, or lack cf manure, or owing to the

soil, I don't know ; but there is some cause for

ours looking so much better than theirs. Yet I

saw many underdrains discharging into the ditches

along the highways.

I was in a number of their cattle-yards, and in

only one of them did I see anything like intelli-

gence (enterprise is out of the question) in keepinf!

their stock, only one yard that I saw being littered.

In all the others the cattle were loaded with dung
— at least all those parts that came in contact witl

it when they were compelled to lie down ; and ir

not a single yard did I see a box or rack of anj

kind to put their fodder in. True, as the yard.'

were become so filthy, some took the fodder out

side the yards and laid it on the clean ground
which wa.s a great improvement. In one yard,

noticed horses, cattle, and a iovf loan ewes, wit}

young lambs, all eating at a half-rotted stra'w

stack ; the other part of the yard was a completi

mass of dung, and not a handful of straw on it.

saw the ewes and lambs turned to one side of th«

yard, and a few ears of corn thrown down on tht

dung heap to them, which they went at greedily

but as they shelled it off the cob, much of it fell OJ

the dung, and neither that nor the under side of tb'

ear could they eat, as sheep will die of hunge
rather than eat anything that has a bad, smell.

Now 1 have no doubt that e\*ry one of the
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farmers could make good boxes or racks to hold

the fodder for their animals, and any man conld

aail two boards together to make a sheep trough,

md there are many ways of threshing corn at little

;ost. Two men and a pair of horses will tread off

100 bushels of corn in much less than a day ; a

nan with a flail will thresh over 30 bushels in a

lay ; or two men with one of Mr. Bukeall's shell-

srs will shell over 40 bushels in less than a day.

Now, if the farmers have the intelligence and
enterprise you say they have, is it not strange to

ind such a state of things in a rich county like

Jaynga ? You ought to take a trip through that

jonnty, and induce them to do better : but don't

;ell them they are the best read and most intelli-

gent and enterprising farmers on the globe; but

;ell them their faults, and try to induce them to

mprove.
I can not keep any kind of stock profitably, un-

ess I have- racks or boxes to put their fodder in,

vith mangers or troughs for meal and grain, and
Iry and clean beds to lie on. I would rather keep
ess stock, and have litter enough for them to lie

ipon, with hay, rather than let them lie in dirt,

klany yenrs ago, I was of the opinion that a certain

amount of hay was worth five to six dollars per
on to tread into manure by either cattle or sheep,

vhere the owner has not straw enough for that

jurpose ; and I am of that opinion still.

Our wheat looks very well ; I don't know that I

:ver saw it look any better at this season of the

"ear : but I am a little afraid I shall have some loss

>y the white worm that destroyed some of the best

vheat in this neighborhood last year, about the
ast of April and early in May. I have some fear

if a part of mine, but it is too early to be sure of it.

ITear Geneva, K. Y., Mar. 28, 1S59. JOHN JOHNSTON.

Remarks.—We thank our respected friend John-

ton for his interesting letter. "We have seen many
uch farms and farmers as he describes. The pic-

ure is to the life. But it can not be that this is a

air representation of the American farmer. The
cnmense number of corn-sbellers manufactured and

old, is evidence that American farmers are not

;enerally as deficient in intelligence and enterprise

i8 the remarks of Mr. Johnston on this point would

ndicate. The same is true in regard to all labor-

aving Implements. Any improved agricultural

inplement or machine meets with ready and ex-

ensive sale.

The farmer would doubtless have found it to his

aterest to have manured the whole of his land for

ifheat ; but instead of censuring him for not doing

0, we would rather commend him for manuring as

luch of it as he could. To obtain sufiicient ma-
ure, is one of the grand difficulties American
irmers have to contend with. It does not follow

ecause they do not make as much manure as the

irmers of England, that they are not intelligent,

feat is higher ia England than here. The climate

I

(better adapted for the production of turnips and

ItUer root crops, and the winters are so mild that

they can be eaten on the land by sheep. England

scours the world for cattle-foods and manures.

Beans from the overflowing banks of the Nile, lin-

seed and cotton-seed cakes from the fertile valley

of the Mississippi, Carob beans (the " husks which
the swine did eat") from sacred Palestine, dried flesh

and bones from Buenos Ayres, nitrate of soda from

Peru, and guano from the distant ishuids of the sea,

all find their way to the quiet fields of "merrie old

England." We once heard one of .the best farmers

of England, a thoroughly scientific man, and one

whose opinion on this subject is eminently worthy

of respect, declare that it was impossible for h

farmer to make manure enough on his farm, unlestt

he imported some cattle-food or artificial manures.

If this is so in a country where half the land is

occupied with turnips and clover, grown for the

purpose of furnishing manure, how difiicnlt must it

be for the American farmer to make all the manure
he requires.

Our friend thinks " men of intelligeiece" would

see the advantage of harrowing in manure with the

wheat. We think the practice is a good one. But

the experiment alluded to by Mr. J. does not prove

that such is the case. There is nothing to show
that the manure would not have done as mucli

good if it had been plowed in. Because a farmei-

passes that field daily, and yet does not adopt the

practice, it is hardly fair to accuse him of a lack of

intelligence— especially as the practice has been

condemned (erroneously, as wq believe,) by nearlv

all scientific writers and by the majority of practi-

cal farmers.

We have no wish to tell such farmers as onr

friend describes, that "they are the best read, the

most intelligent and enterprising farmers on the

globe." We are quite willing to "tell them their

faults;" bxit we are not likely to have the opportu-

nity. Such men do not read the Genesee Farmer.

That there are many such farmers in the United

States, we have no doubt ; but this is no reason for

the unmeasured abuse of the American farmers in

which too many of our so-called scientific writer.^

have so long indulged. We are not ignorant of

their faults— of their comparative slovenliness and

love of change— of their indisposition to expend

money in underdraining and other permanent im-

provements. But these charact«ristic faults are

incident to a new country, where rich lands are

continually thrown into market, where railroads

are developing the resources of new tracts of coun-

try, and where there are such abundant opportu-

nities for speculation. We can hardly be surprised,

however much we may deplore, if even intelligent

men are generally willing to sell their farms aiid
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try their fortune in some of these new fields of en-

terprise. This ever-present thought of "selling

out" greatly retards the introduction of permanent

improvements, lint who shall say that the effect

on the whole has not been beneficial— that the

country at large is not the richer for it? The

standard of agriculture in the older- settled States

would have been far higher, had it not been for

the new, rich lands at the West. That in many

cases it would have been far better to have devel-

oped the resources of the soil at home, rather than

to seek to acquire sudden wealth in the new States,

there can be no doubt. Much personal misery and

great national loss have been the result of this reck-

less speculation. But these are merely the concom-

itant evils of that spirit of enterprise without which

the interior of this vast continent vv-ould still have

been an unbroken forest.

HOW SHALL. WE IMPEOVE OUE HIGHWAYS!

We make the following extracts from several

communications received on this important subject.

They will be read with interest.

TnE modes of expending money in repairing
roads are ditferent in different States. In Penn-
sylvania they appoint or elect a supervisor fur each
township, whose duty it is to keep the roads in

good repair, and bring in his bill for the same,
which, without regard to amount, nmst be paid.

Tliis mode is, in my opinion, objectionable, from
the fact that it is in the power of one man to ex-

pend any amount of money, without control.

—

Again, with one supervisor in each township, to

work the roads in a reasonable time, he must em-
ploy more hands than he can work to advantage.
It is a fact, I tliink, that twelve men will do more
work than forty or fifty, according to the number
employed.

In New .Jersey the roads are worked differently.

At the annual town meeting, held in April, it is

left to a vote of the voters of the township to say
how much money shall be raised by tax for roads.
There is an amount fixed upon for that purpose.
The township is laid off in small districts, and each
district has an overseer, elected by the voters of
the district. The town committee apportions the
amount of money voted for roads to the several
dbitricts, according to length, condition, &c. If, in
the judgment of the over-'^eer, tiie amount appor-
tioned to his district will not make the roads in a
lawful condition, he calls one or more of the town
committee, who order him to do the work neces-
sary to make the roads passable. At the meeting
of the committee in the fall, (in October, I think,)
the different overseers hand in their bills, and re-
ceive an order on the township collector for the
amount.

This mode I think is also objectionable. The roads
are often neglected for want of means to work them.
Some overseers, rather than call the committee, will
leave the roads unfinishe<l. Others, after the call

of the committee, will run their bills to an unrea-

sonable length, for the sake of a "job." Again, by
this arrangement, the hands employed (generally in

May) must wait until December for their wages.
Your mode of repairing roads, or rather your

mode of expending money for the repair of

roads in New York, I am unacquainted with. I

would submit it to your consideration, whether it

would not be better and more economical to adopt

a plan something like tliis: When the people meet
to transact their township business, elect their

officers, &c., let them ascertain how many miles of

road they have in the township, and then put out
the roads of the township by contract to the low-

est bidder, either by the mile or for the repairs of

all the roads in the township, the contractor giving

bonds and security for the faithful performance of

the contract, to be subject to the order and dicta-

tion of the town committee. Could we not by this

mode keep our roads in better repair, with less ex-

pense, than we do under our present arrangement

;

and the hands employed would then get their pay
as they do their work. w. h. snydee.

Rosemcmt, New Jer»ey.

TnE law places the supervision of the highwaya
in each town under one or three commissioners, aa

the towns shall elect, and who are to divide the

highways into convenient road districts, which dis-

tricts are placed under the charge of overseers,

one for each district. The commissioners levy an
annual labor tax on the taxable inhabitants of each

town, in addition to a poll tax of at least one day
on each white male citizen of 21 years of age.

This tax amounts to about half a day to one hun-
dred dollars of valuation of property, as assessed by
the town assessors. A warrant is made by the

commissioners to the overseers, directing them to

cause at least one-half of the labor assessed upon
their districts to be worked in June, and the bal-

ance when most needed by the highways, and to

make returns of what they have done in the prem-
ises, &c.
Now let us take a look at our highways, and see

how this system is carried out.

District No. 1, in a town, for instance, will turn

out, rain or shine, and expend their whole labor at

once in throwing up a narrow windrow of surface

soil to the height of three or four feet from the

original level, leaving deep ditches on each side,

while the windrow is so narrow and the sides so

steep that it is almost impossible for meeting teams
to pass each other without upsetting. Then, again,

there is no chance for making two or more wagon
tracks; but all must travel in the same track,

making, in wet weather, deep ruts in the unsuit-

able earth used for the so-called road. The excuse

for making this sort of road is, " to shed off the

water," when in fact it has exactly the contrary

effect, retaining it in the deep ruts.

The overseer of District No. 2 sees the error, 88

he calls it, makes his road wider, and, in order to

turn off the water, makes, in every few rods, a
diagonal " mound," two or three feet high, acrosg

the road, with a ditch on the upper hiU side. This

plan is very vexatious to fast young men in gloves,

moustache, and trotting buggies, as "well as to

heavily loaded teams, giving the wagon a very dis-

agreeable double twist as it passes into and out of

the ditch and over the " mound ;" but it is better,

on the whole, than the plan of No. 1.
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No. 3 concludes, on the whole, that the road in

his district will answer as it is ; and as he is in a

hurry with his own work, and does not travel the

roady much, he " lets it slide," and does nothing.

Again, in village districts, there may be assessed

two or three hundred days' work on a road say a

mile in length ; and, in many back districts, of two

or more miles in length, there will be perhaps from

ten to forty days assessed. Many districts put off

their road work until after they have got through

with their summer's farming, and then, in October

or November, they will go to work, plowing,

scraping, and "muxing up" the surface soil, making

a perfect mud-hole until Jack Frost closes it ; and

in the spring it is mud, mud, until old Sol dries it

ap. On return day, some districts make full re-

turns, others partial returns, and others no returns

at all ; and so on to the end of the chapter.

Now this is all -wrong. The law is far behind

the times. The manner of assessing the tax is

wrong ; the manner of working it out is wrong

;

and it is all wrong. I would recommend amend-
ing the highway laws so as to do away the district

system entirely, and put the supervision of the

roads under one commissioner only, who should

enter into bonds to his town for the faithful per-

formance of his duty, and who should have a com-
pensation adequate to the labor which he performs

for the public. Instead of a la^or tax, I would
have a money tax, to be paid to the commissioner,

who should expend it when and where most
needed. A money tax of twenty-five or thirty

cents on a hundred dollars valuation, properly ex-

pended, would do more good in making and repair-

ing highways, than all the labor now assessed.

The commissioner should have discretionary power
to let those who have considerable taxes to pay,

pay it in cash or do a specific job on the road at a
fair price for their labor.

It is perfect folly to undertake to make a road >.

of surface soil on clayey or mucky land. On such
land, a permanent road can be made sooner and
cheaper by carting gravel two miles, first covering
the bed of the road six inches or a foot deep with
small stones, and then covering aU with gravel or
sand.

The law requires that roads should be laid out
three rods wide. They are so laid out and re-

corded, though but a very small proportion of
them are open to that width ; in many places but
two rods; and I have seen them but one rod from
corner to corner of the crooked rail fence. Such
narrow roads are generally obstructed in the win-
ter by snow-drifts, when travelers are obliged to

take to the fields, throwing down fences, &c., to

the great vexation of farmers, who might remedy
the evil, in a great measure, by opening the road
to its proper width through their premises.

Noi-th Ahnoncl, N. Y. WM. HOWE.

There is but one true plan in making a good road
through arable land ; and that is, to ridge it well
up in the middle, and allow no water to remain on
either side. In general, this may be effected with
the plow, the harrow, and a road machine or scoop.
Some are of the opinion that after the work has
progressed so far, it should remain one winter, to
allow it to settle and become more compact. In
that case, it will most likely be barely passable in
the spring, should the frost get in very deep ; but

it will afterwards be in the right state to receive a
good coat of gravel, and that should be of pure grit,

and if rather coarse, will wear all the better. After

that operation has been properly performed, you
are then in a fair way to have a good road, and a

little attention will keep it so for a number of

years. In a hilly country, cut down the hills and
raise up the valleys, as the nearer level a road is,

so that the water will run, the better. Where ruts

are allowed to form and remain open, of coarse the

water will settle ; but where a road is well attended

to, there will be no ruts at all, or at least only tem-
porarily.

The road scraper is very serviceable, and should
be used much more frequently than ie the case ou
some of our roads. x.

"When my father moved to this place from the

east, twenty-seven years ago, this was all a howl-
ing wilderness, with here and there a log house.

The roads were all in a state of nature, and lay

through low, timbered land. The soil was clay,

sand, and black loam. There was not a worse road

in the town than ours when it was new. The first

thing we did was to chop it out four rods wide.

We then commenced at one end of the district,

and grubbed out the stumps on as long a piece m
we could finish that season, plowed it up about

two and a half reds wide, and then scraped it up
until we got the ditches about eighteen inches or

two feet deep. We then let the water all out of

the ditches, so that none would stand by the side

of the road, and levelled off the road emooth. The
next year we would take another piece, and do it

up in the same way, until we got it all finished.

We not only worked out our road tax, but we gave

a good deal beside. We then commenced back and
scraped it over again where it needed it, and drew
sand upon the clay. Finally, not knowing what
else to do, we shoveled out some of the ditches

two and a half feet deep, to drain our farms.

—

We now have the best road of any district in this

town ; andj taking everything into consideration,

I don't think it can be beaten in this State.

Bay, Jfaemib Co., Mich. 'C. INMAN.

In hot weather, all are ready to admit that

roads might be .greatly improved by being shaded.

How beautiful to travel along the highway im-

proved by a row of trees planted along each side,

thus forming a narrow lane, along which a gentk
current of air is almost constantly passing. Theii

many leaves are also in constant motion, like sc

many fans of nature, cooling the weary traveler oi.

his way.
The above facts being admitted, th« question will

naturally arise, with what kind of trees shall our

roads be planted? I would answer, with some
kind that would be both ornamental and useful.

In old-settlements, where the forests are nearly all

cut down, the ma])le, the walnut, the locust, and

many others, would be both ornamental and useful.

The locust is very useful, being easily cultivated,

of rapid growth, and more durable than any other

timber for fence posts. But in newer settlements,

where the forest is yet in its beauty, fruit trees,

planted along the road through the farm, would be

more ornamental and useful— such as the apple,

the cherry, the plum, the mulberry, and many
others. What could be more delightful than tc«
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see long lanes lined on e«ch side with beautiful

trees in bloom ? Tbe wild or crab apple also yields

a most delicious perfume, for many rods around,

when it is in bloom. And in the latter part of the

season, ho.v beautiful to see the trees bending un-

der their heavy loads of difterent hues, delicious

both to the eyes and palate. By thus improving

our highways, we might almost dispense with the

orcliai-d. wm. reno.

2few Cn-gtlCf Lawrence Co., Pa.

NOTES FOE THE MONTH.-BY S. W.

Distillert-Slop-Fattkd Beef and Mutton.—
The best meat sold here is by an English butcher.

It is fatted on good hay, a very few roots, and still-

slop, lie gets 12i cents per lb. for the best cuts

of beef, and 10 cents for mutton; while the half-

fatted beef and lean mutton he buys from farmers

he sells at two cents a pound less. Yet we are

gravely told, by a committee of the New York
Academy of Medicine, if the Journal of Commerce
reports truly, that the " beef of swill-fed cows has

its cellular tissue filled with fluid to a great extent,

instead of solid fat." And what is still more
astounding, and a poser to analytical chemistry, is,

that the milk of still-swill-fed cows is " entirely

wanting in the phosphoric ingredient that is found
in pure milk ;" which necessarily implies either that

cereal grain, so rich in phosphates, contains less

phosphate of lime than grass, or that the phos-

phoric ingredient had been taken off by distillation,

which is a physical impossibility.

In the report, last year, on the character of the

New York swill milk, it was contended that the

eows were kept in a state of semi-inebriation by
the waste alcohol that was run off with the slop

;

but now the reverse is comi)lained of by this

learned committee, to wit: that "the swill, from
the period it is drawn from the alembic, is highly

charged with acetic acid." Last year it was con-

tended that the milk of swill-fed cows would not
coagulate as soon by several boui"s as othei" milk.

Now this committee says that "it undergoes re-

markable transformations in less than four hours."

Interlarded as the report is with professional verbi-

age, assertions like these only sliow how well this

committee has been hoaxed ; for it appears that the

report is ex parte— made up on hearsay evidence,

fnrnished drawings, and bugbear reports, and with-

out any made analyses on the part of the commit-
tee, or other exact knowledge of their own in the

premises. But while a nursery story only fright-

ens children, this queerly elabor.ited indictment of

»will milk may frighten the mothers of children;

yet the excellent, savory, well-fatted meat, and
good milk and butter, that is daily made in the
country from distillery-swill-fed animals, scatters to

tiio four winds the pen-and-ink analyses and ex

parte report of this committee of the New York
Academy of Medicine.

The Value of LEAcnED Ashes.—A western ag-

ricultural paper says " thoroughly leached ashes
contain no potashy I have noticed that ashes can
not be thoroughly leached of their potash, even by
the application of hot water, as enough of alkaline

•»alt8 has remained to affect the skin of my fingers.

The presence of acids, or the action of the roots of
growing plants, caa alone extract aU the potash

from wood ashes. But as leached ashes contain,

beside potash, all the mineral elements of plants,

they can not fail to be an excellent manure for all

light and thoroughly exhausted soils. One of the

best farms I ever saw in Rhode Island was brought
up, from an exhausted barren sand that supported

no vegetation, to clover bearing, by the aid of

leached ashes alone. Milch cows and swamp muck,
afterward, with the aid of clover, induced great

fertility.

The Value of Manure from well-fed Animals,
—Ilere is a farmer who had two acres of sandy
land, near this village, so thoroughly exhausted

that it would hardly support grass. He gave our
stall-feeding butcher the use of it one season, for

the benefit of the manure he was to put on it. He
put on 40 loads of stall manure, the basis of which
was distilled grain, and got a large crop of pota-

toes, leaving the soil so full of organic matter Aat
its color was changed from drab to a chocolate

color in many places. These forty loads evidently

improved this field more than twice the quantity

of the ordinary farm-yard manure, John Johns-
ton said he would not have bought linseed meal
this winter, at the present high price, but for the

extra value it gave to his manure. He also buys
lean sheep and cattle to fat on his large crop of

hay and corn, (punting on the extra value of the

manure as no small part of the compensation. At
this time he is selling sheep at eight to ten dollars

each, that cost him but two dollars last fall. Yet,

strange as it may seem, an Ohio farmer corres-

pondent of the last Ohio Cultivator attempts Xf

show his brother farmers the profits on porl;

growing, without adding a single penny to th.

credit side of the account for the manure made
So much for the Western obliviousness of org&ni.

manures; while in Rhode Island it is said tha

every breeding sow, if supplied with common ma-
terials, wUl half pay her board in the manure she

makes,
A little Corn to Farm Stock.—A farmer who

has had much experience in wintering stock, says,

if you feed corn in the ear to cattle during the day.

they will not digest it well ; but a few nubbins fed

at night, after the animal has eaten hay and is

ready to lie down, will all be re-chewed with the

cud and thoroughly digested, adding profitably to

the keeping of the animal,

A few Words on Hat.— Here is a practical

farmer who says he wants timothy to grow until it

is so ripe that it may be cut and hauled into the

mow the same day. Per contra., here is a cow
who will not eat such hay at all, if she can get

that which was cut before the seed had flUed, and
was well cured by sweating in cock. I take it that

it is the imperfect curing of early-cut hay that

brings it into disrepute. Some farmers allow it to

burn in the sun ; and because it does not cure cjisilj

they let it lie exposed to the night dew, if not to

light showers. Such hay loses all its sweetness.

I have seen hay well cured in cock in bad weather.

When the wind blew, and the air was partially dry,

the cocks were opened ; but always closed at night,

or before a shower. There can be no donbt that

hay cut before the seed has filled is twice as nutri-

tious, if well cured, as that which needs no curiag

after the seed is ripe. b. w.

WaUrloo, N. T., March, 1869.
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SHEEP—THEIE EAULY INTRODUCTION.

Tira first sheep introduced into America, of

which we have any record, were brought from
England to Jamestown, Virginia, in 1609. In

1648, the numher increased to 3,000. In the early

part of the last century, they throve well and bore

good fleeces; but wool-raising was suffered to de-

cline, owing to the losses sustained by tearing off

the wool by bushes and briars.

Sheep were introduced into the plantations of
Massachusetts Bay prior to 1633, as mention is

made of keeping them on the islands in the harbor,

to protect them from the Indians and wolves.

They were introduced into Nantucket in 1660, at

the time of the first settlement by the proprietors.

The first sheep imported into this State, accord-

ing to Van Onderdoxck, who wrote about the

year 1650, were brought from Holland in 1625;
others were brought from Zealand and Texel to

Rensselaerwick in 1630. But little progress was
made on the Hudson for many years, in conse-

quence of the ravages committed by dogs and
wolves. In 1643, there were not over sixteen

sheep in the colony. In 1650, they were so scarce

that an animal bearing wool was worth from eight

to ten dollars.

The first Spanish sheep introduced into this

country, of which we have any account, were sent

hy M. Delessekt, a banker in Paris, and arrived at

Philadelphia, in the ship Benjamin Franklin, on the
16tli of July, 1801. Owing to a long and boister-

ous passage, out of the four bucks shipped only one
lived to reach this country.
The introduction of Merino sheep into the United

States formed an era from which we may date much
of our thrift and prosperity. Chancellor Livings-
ton, of this State, foresaw at an early period the
immense advantages that would result to our coun-
try from their introduction, and sent from Spain,
in 1802, two couples of select Spanish Merino sheep

;

and to him belongs the honor of one of the earliest

importations. Subsequently, by himself, Colonel
HuMFjiBY, Gen, Deeby, Consul Jaevis, and others,

the country was supplied with Merino sheep. It
was not, however, until some seven or eight years
after their first introduction, that their importance
began to be appreciated. A mania for sheep then
commenced, scarcely excelled by the Morus multi-
cauUs speculation at a later period. As much as

|1,000, and in some instances $1,500, was paid for
a single buck

!

In 1810 or '12, Bakewell sheep were first intro-

duced on Long Island, by Thomas Lax, an Eng-
lishman, and by the late Cheistopueh Dunn, of
Albany. In 1814, Mr, Dunn obtained a buck of
the same breed, which was captured by one of our
privateers from an English vessel on her way to
Canada. Since the war of 1812, many importa-
tions, by different individuals, have taken place in
all parts of the country.

Among the early importers of South-Down sheep
were the late John H. Powell, of Philadelphia

;

Fbancis Rotoh, Otsego county, N. Y. ; Siday
Hawes, who emigrated to this country in 1832,
and settled on "Three Hills Farm," near Albany;
Messrs. Beentnal and Wait, Orange county, N.
Y. : and more recently, L. G. Moeris, Fordham.
N. Y. ; J. C. Taylor, New Jersey; and Samuki,
Thoene, Washington HoUow, Dutchess county, N.
Y., -who, with commendable liberality, without re-

gard to expense, has imported some of the choicest

specimens of this valuable breed that could be pro-

cured in England.

The Downs imported by Mr. Hawes in 1832,
came in possession of the writer, witii the farm, in

1835, We bred from them several years, and found
them a valuable breed. Their mutton is of the

choicest kind, and always commands the highest

price, although from the properties of the sheep it

can be produced at the least cost. By their activ-

ity and vigor, both of muscle and constitution, they

are fitted to encounter any difficulty, as well as to

endure the extremes of heat and cold.

In Great Britain, the South-Downs stand at the

head of the short-wooled sheep. They were once

confined to a small district in Sussex, but for the
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last forty or fifty years have been rising in favor,

and on hilly lands of second-rate fertility have

proved themselves superior to all other breeds. In

several counties of England they have driven out

the old kinds; being hardy, quick stock, good

nnrses, fattening kindly, and, when fat, bringing

the highest price in market. They are cultivated

more particularly for their mutton, which, for

(Quality, takes precedence of all others. Their early

maturity and extreme aptitude to take on flesh,

render them peculiarly valuable for this purpose.

The ewes are prolific breeders and good nurses.

Thoy are quiet and docile in their habits, and,

though industrious feeders, exhibit little disposition

to rove.

A sheep possessing such qualities must of course

be exceedingly valuable in districts in the vicinity

<-){ markets. Accordingly, they have been intro-

duced into every part of the British dominions, and
imported into this and other countries.

SpringHdA, K. Y., April, 1859. C. N. BEMENT.

BUILDING STONE FENCES.

Mksshs. Editors:— There are several of your
prize essays in the January number which I believe

unsound in theory, and know they will not stand

the test of practice; and, with your permission,

will endeavor to point out some of the most prom-
inent errors in each, as time will permit, com-
mencing with M. T., of Washington county, on
building stone walls, who begins by saying, " To
erect a good stone fence, it is necessary, except on
ground not affected by frost, to dig a trench twelve

to eighteen inches deep, and as wide as the base

of the wall is desired to be;— for a half wall, two
feet; and for a four and a half or five foot wall,

two and a half feet wide. This trench should be
filled with small stones pounded down, and made
level with the ground."

I would ask, of what possible advantage is this

trench twelve or eighteen inches deep, filled with
.stones? It makes a good drain, and water will

most certainly find its way into the trench sooner
or later; or else ditching is of but little use. The
banking up on both sides, with nothing but the

f«tone wall above, will not prevent the water from
rreezing in the trench, or the earth in the bottom.

In the same proportion as it freezes it will heave,

and afifect the wall more or less.

Again ; where there is much descent, the water
running in the trench will soon commence washing
away the earth in the bottom, which will cause the

wall to settle ; and it is by no means certain that it

will settle level.

Stones are not slippery things, and never fall

down if laid on a foundation that never moves,
which is the all-important question in making
walls. I have made fifteen or sixteen miles of wall

DU a soil that is as subject to heave as any soil in

the State, and I have never had the first stone fall

when I made a foundation by back-furrowing a
ridge twelve inches high and five feet wide. This
'"an bo done by back-furrowing several times,

'live full opportunity to settle, before placing the
wall on it. This makes a saving of one foot, if

laid on the surface ; and two and a half, if com*
nicnced in a trench eighteen inches deep, which is

aa importiaQt saving. The wall tlien need not be

more than four feet high and twenty-two inches

wide on the bottom, and tapered equally on both
sides to ten inches on the top, when a coping
should be made on the top, by placing a stone

standing on the edge that is sufficiently long to

reach the entire width of the wall, and may be a
rough or crooked stone that would not work in the

wall. Great care should be taken to keep the wall

level, and lay all the stones crosswise that will

reach across the wall. The ridge being five feet

wide, the wall being in the center, there will be
one and a half feet on each side to bank up as steep

as possible, which will make a high, sharp bank,

which will require sufficient earth to make a deep
ditch on both sides, making large sluice-ways for

the water to run through, to prevent at all times

any water from standing in the ditch to soak under
the wall. The foundation is secured, beyond a
contingency, from water, and no soil can heave
without it. In many instances where a fence

stood, I could not make the bank for the wall to

stand on without moving, therefore made the wall

on the surface, and then made a good bank on
each side, which in all cases has not saved it from
falling, occasioned by the soakage of water under
the wall. The all-important thing is to keep the

earth dry on which the wall stands.

Hornby, K Y. A. B. DICKINSON.

Stop the Sucker.—Good cows, many times, are

in the habit of sucking themselves, and many ways
are tried in vain to prevent the mischief; and
young calves are always in the habit of sucking

each other's ears. This may be prevented by a
composition of spirits of turpentine, musk, and
asafoetida. Heat them all well together, and, when
cool, give the cow a large spoonful on the roots of

the tongue; then rub a little on the cow's bag,

about ttie roots of the teats. If the cow still con-

tinues in the habit, cut ofiT the fingers of an old

glove, slip these over the teats, and saturate them
well. They may be taken oft' when you want to

milk. Always give your patient a good taste of

the medicine before you rub it on. Calves may be
treated in the same manner. If musk is not con-

venient, the composition may be made of spirits of
turpentine and asafoetida.—A. L. Smith.

I fc

Pasturing Meadow Lands.—Many farmers are

in the habit of pasturing their meadows in the fall,

and even till early in the spring, especially in open
weather, when the ground is frozen. Any farmer
who has a correct knowledge of the main princi-

ples of agriculture, must admit that this course

should not be practiced. On ordinary farms,

meadows will not produce more " waste feed

"

than they require to protect the plants from the

frost and drouth the following winter and spring.

If the first suckers are cut oflf at the ground by
stock, vegetation will be deferred till very late in

the spring, and your crops will be diminished year
after year, till your meadows are worthless.—G. B.

Miller, Jeffersonville, Ind.

Black Leo in Cattle.—A correspondent of the

London Mark Lane Expreu^ as the result of long

experience, recommends for this disease, bleeding

to faintness, and then a drench of four ounces oi

Epsom salts.
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DESIGN' FOR A FARM-HOCSE OP THE EDBAL GOTHIC STYLE.

FAEM-HOTJSE D? THE KUKAL GOTHIC STYLE.

The accompanying drawings are a design and

plans for a farm-house of the rural gothic style,

with conveniences for an estate of considerahle size.

The designs and the following description were fur-

nished for the New England Farmer by Geo. E.

Uarney, Esq., Architect, Lynn, Mass.

"The accommodation is as follows: The first

floor contains—No. 1, a porch, open on three sides,

and communicating on the fourth with the hall,

No. 2, 8 feet wide, and extending through the

house, Avith a door at each end. This hall con-

tains stairs to the chambers, and opens into the

principal rooms of the house. No, 3, parlor 15 ft.

square; No. 4, living-room, 15 by 16; Na 5, bed-
room, 13 by 15 ; No. 6, bed-room, 10 by 15. This
room, if desired, may be used for a library. No. 7
is a back entry containing the servants' stairs to
chamber and cellar, and opening into the kitchen.

No. 8, 18 by 18. Connecting with the kitchen are
two large china-closets, Nos. 9 and 10, and a store-

room. No. 11. No. 12 is a pantry, 7 by 8, opening
upon the small veranda, No. 18. No. 14 is a dairy
or milk-room, 8 ft. square ; and No. 15 is a wash-
room or scullery of the same size.

" The second story contains seven good-si^ed
bed-rooms, with their necessary closets. Those in

the L being entirely distinct from the main body,
and reached by a different flight of stairs, may be
used for servants and hired men. The attics, if not

PLAN OF GROUND FLOOB.

needed at present, may be left unfinished, and used 1
" Conbteuctioit.— Although we greatly prefer

for drying purposes. The cellar, occupying the whole stone or brick for the construction of such build-

of the space under the house, should be divided into ings, yet as there seems to be such a prejudice in

several apartments corresponding to those on the favor of wood, (especially in New England,) we
first floor, to be used for storage, fuel, &c. |

have designed the above to be built of that material.
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For outside finish, we should prefer plank— stout

IJ-inch plank— put on in the vertical manner, and

the joints covered with 2i-inch battens. The orna-

mental portions, window-hoods, verge-boards, &c.,

should also be made from l^-inch plank.

" "\Vo have designed the windows to be filled with

lozenge or diamond panes; but these, although

morein accordance with the style of the house,

may be omitted, and rectangular squares inserted

in their place.

" Cost.—Built in the above manner, the interior

finisli of a plain, inexpensive character, this house

would cost, in the neighborhood of Boston, from

$3,800 to $4,000."

MANAGEMENT OF CALVES, &C.

The Genesee Farmer has come to hand, now as

ever a welcome visitor, containing much valuable

information, which is producing the desired effect.

The people are beginning to appreciate such publi-

cations, and when they have once taken the Gene-

esee Farmer^ do not like to be without it. In fact,

some of us need two, in order to keep peace ; for

it is no sooner in the house than the ladies want it,

and we can hardly get hold of it ; neither can we
endure waiting.

The article on the management of the manure

heap, published in the February number, is excel-

lent, as are also many others, such as "Bringing

Seed from the South," "No cattle no manure," «fec.

But if I should attempt to notice all the interesting

articles in any one number, I should only waste my
time and your space.

The letter from John Johnston, in the March

number, is very interesting. I hope he will enter-

tain us with more such experiments. But there is

an article on rearing calves, from the pen of E.

Matnard, I think little of, and am only astonished

that some of your able correspondents have not

written a reply for the April number. I shall take

up the paragraph.s as they stand, and give my opin-

ion of them, and let it go for what it is worth.

Taking calves from the cow at two days old, is

not good. They are more stupid about drinking

than when first dropped. I would sooner take

them from tlie cow as soon as they can stand, and

learn them to drink before they learn to suck, I

find this to be the easiest way, and, all things taken

into account, it is just as good if they suck the cow.

A little less milk will serve them ; but it punishes

them at weaning time, and is also harder on the

cow. But they should have new milk at least

three weeks ; and if longer, it will pay, if care be

taken of them afterwards. I consider sour milk no

feed for a young calf. It might do as a drink for

them at three or four months old. Let milk stand

twenty-four hours, and then skim it, and it is worth

something for them, and they will pay for all that

may be lost in tlie cream.

As to the information in the second paragraph,

it might do very well if people would take the

trouble.

Not so with the third. I have seen many calves

raised, but have never seen one much hurt with

over feeding the first few weeks; but if, on the

other hand, they get stunted at that age, it often

takes more to start them again than they are worth

at six months old. Mr. Maynard's cows must be
good if half their milk is suflicicnt for a calf until

four weeks old ; but any fanner's wife should know
wiien a calf's holly is full, whether suckling or feed-

ing from tlie i)ail. I knew an old woman who used

always to allow her calves so many panfuls, no
matter what ago or size ; but she never had good
ones. Care should be taken not to let them drink

too fast.

In regard to letting them suck all summer, few
people would do that, unless they intended making
something of them ; then of course they would con-

tinue to feed well. But even in that case I would
prefer feeding them by hand with new milk. They
become more docile, and are less troublesome at

weaning time. J. k.

Canada West. April, 1859.

Planting Potatoks with Corn.— Last year I

told you of iny planting potatoes among corn, and
with what success, that being the second year. I

am now to relate my third year's trial, this being
with the Mercer, Avhich have always been, with

me, more subject to the rot than any other kind I

have raised. In digging them last fall, I found
enough to prove that they were not wholly exempt
from the disease, still there Avere far less than
among those planted alone. The yield was not as

good as by themselves, while I believe the corn
was full as good, in both quantity and quality, as

if there had been no potatoes there. My method
is to fit the ground for corn, mark for rows one
way, and plant across the marks. This gives rows
both ways. I then plant a hill of potatoes in e very-

space between each two hills of corn. This leaves

the crop so as to be oultrvated only one way, which
may be repeated as may be required.—D., Gates.

Beans on a Sandy Knoi.l.— Last year a friend

of mine, who had a sand hill of half an acre on his

farm, which had never grown anything—not even

weeds, concluded to try beans. He had the land

plowed and harrowed, and about the first of June
planted his beans, ( White Dioarj\) in bunches, 3

feet by 2. After they came up they were well

cultivated, and supplied with a handful of plaster

to each hill. The crop when harvested yielded 22

bushels of as good an article as was ever raised.

—J. M., Norfolk Co., C. W.

The iMroRTAXCE of Undeedraining.—Here is a

man who drained an eight-acre lot, and got 300
bushels of barley from it the next season." The
farmer he bought the farm of had the honesty to

tell him that the field was worth nothing but for

pasture, and very little for that; and that when-
ever he broke it up and planted or sowed it with

grain, it was a dead failure. This is now the most
reliable field for a grain crop on the whole farm.

A hard clay subsoil.—S. W.
—^ ^ I ^

Early Pasttibing.— Stock are better kept in

the yard in spring, till the grass gets a good start.

Then turn them out for a few hours every day.

Continue to give them dry food every day for %

week or ten days, to prevent scouring.

A handful of dry peat in the liill is said to have

a good eiTect in preventing the potato disease.
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HOETICULTUEAL NOTES FOE THE MONTH.

The weatlier lias not proved as warm as we
were led to anticipate this time last month. Still,

on the whole, we have had an eai"ly and favorable

reason. The majority of crops in the garden will

be up by the time this number reaches our readers,

— at all events, the weeds will be up. It would

^eem hardly necessary to say that weeds and culti-

vated crops cannot both thrive on the same soil

;

5Ut many persons appear to overlook the fact. As

'ar as possible, all crops should be sown in rows

iufficiently wide apart to admit the use of the hoe,

\nd as soon as the rows can be traced the soil

should be lightly hoed. A little timely attention

;o this matter saves a great deal of after labor and

trouble. The weeds will be more effectually de-

stroyed, and the plants will be benefited by break-

ng the crust of the earth. The soil for all culinary

vegetables can rarely be made too rich, but we are

satisfied that in the majority of farmer's gardens

poor soil is not so general as poor cultivation. We
)uce visited the rich lands in the Sciota valley, in

company with a very intelligent Ohio gentleman
;

md on alluding to the astonishing luxuriance of

t'egetation, he remarked, "All we have to do here

,3 to preve7it everything else from growing except

l-he one crop desired." It is so in most gardens,

[veep down the weeds, and the grateful soil will

'hrow up the cultivated plants in rich abundance.

Hoeing the soil is to some extent equivalent to

manuring it. The primary meaning of the word
tnanure is hand labor.

What gardener has not sighed for a full supply

of water, and an easy method of distributing it to

Ins drooping plants? But how few seem aware

that on all but the sandiest soils, constant stirring

is the best means of rendering the ground moist?

We know an excellent farmer who entertains the

opinion— and acts upon it— that by the frequent

and judicious use of the horse hoe he could obtain

a good cr'ip of corn without a single shower of rain

from the time it was planted till it was harvested.

On very light, warm soils, however, mulching is

one of the best methods of keeping the soil moiel.

It checks evaporation, and smothers the weeds.

On such soils, recently transplanted trees should

always be mulched as soon as the warm weather
sets in. So of strawberries, raspberries, blackber-

ries, and gooseberries.

Some people talk of mulching with turnii)s and
other broad-leaved plants, — forgetting that all

plants in growing pump up water from the soil

and evaporate it through their leaves. Nothing
can be more absurd than to suppose that growmg
plants keep the soil moist by shading it from the

sun. Every farmer knows that a summer fallow is

damper than a field of grain or grass.

In many sections, much of the work alluded to

in the Farmer for April will have to be performed

this month. Lima and string beans can now be
planted as then recommended. Plants from the

hot-bed, such as cauliflower, celery, &c., can be
thinned out if too thick, and pricked out in a shel-

tered spot till sufficiently hardy for final trans-

planting. Tomatoes should be set out in warm soil

and a sunny situation as soon as the weather is

sufficiently settled. Transplant them carefully, so

as to disturb the roots as little as possible. Plants

which spring up from self-sown seed often produce

earlier fruit than those raised from seed sown in

the open ground in the spring.

For cucumbers, dig holes six feet apart, two fe«t

in diameter, and about a foot or fifteen inches deep.

Fill with well rotted manure thoroughly mixed

with the soil which came out of the holes. Then
place a few inches of very fine, rich, sandy loam or

leaf mould on top, and plant six or eight seeds in

the centre of the hill. A small fcame, or an old,

bottomless cheese-box, placed on the hill, will be

very useful in keeping off cold winds and checking

the ravages of the bug. If they could be covered

with glass or thin gauze, they would be still more

advantageous. In this case it will be necessary to

ventilate a little each day, soon after the sun has

begun to shine upon the glass, and shut up about

four or five o'olock in the afternoon, before the sun

leaves the glass. The glass or frame should be

lifted on the opposite side from which the wind

blows. Water when dry with lukewarm water.

When the plants have made three rough leaves,

pinch the top out of each plant to make them

branch, and leave but three plants in a hill. If

not covered, examine the plants early in the morn-

ing, or in the cool of the evening, and kill the

bugs.

For melons and squashes the hlUs may be made

in the same way as for cucumbers. They should
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be about five feet apart for the Early Christina

mnsk melon, six feet for the water melons and the

summer crook-necked squash, and eight feet for

the Boston or winter squash.

Egg plants can be sown on a warm light soil,

either where they are intended to remain or on a

warm border, transplanting them during showery

weather in June. Set the plants two feet apart.

Salsify, or the so-called vegetable oyster, re-

quires similar culture to the carrot. Sow in rows

one foot apart, and thin out to six inches in the

rows.

THE COBS OAE:.

The Cork tree (Quercits suber) bears a general

resemblance to the broad-leaved kinds of Q. iUx ;

but when full grown it forms a much handsomer

tree, though perhaps not quite so hardy. The nuts

are sweeter, and have been eaten as human food in

cases of necessity. Pigs eat them greedily, and get

rapidly fat on them, producing a firm and very

savory lard. The Spaniards eat the acorns roasted.

The outer bark, the great thickness and elasticity

of which is owing to an extraordinary development

of the cellular tissue, forms the cork ; which, after

the tree is full grown, cracks and separates from it

of its own accord. The inner bark remains at-

tached to the tree ; and when removed in its young
state, is only fit for tanning.

The cork tree is found wild in dry, hilly places,

in the south of France, in Italy, in a great part of

Spain, and in the north of Africa. Its bark forms

the cork of commerce, and appears to have been ap-

plied to useful pTirposes in the time of the Romans.

The acorns of the cork tree have been distribu-

ted throughout the United States, this spring, by
the Patent OflBce. We see no reason why the cork

tree may not succeed, especially in the more temper-

ate sections of the country. Michatjx strongl;

recommended its introduction into the Southen

States, observing that it could not fail to thrivi

wherever Q. virens exists. It is readily propags

ted from acorns. There is nothing peculiar in it

culture, except that the young trees should b«

pruned so as to have a clear stem of 10 or 12 fee

in height, on which the cork is to be afterwards

produced.
^ •^—

SPrR.EAS.

No family of ornamental plants has increased sc

rapidly in favor, in this country, for a few year,

past, or been more entitled to the attention thej

have received, than the the Spirisas. With few

exceptions, they are quite hardy, even throughoui

Canada, and adapt themselves to a great variety ol

soils and situations. The different sorts vary muct

in their foliage and flowers. Many of them are of

rare beauty and elegance, and all are highly orna

mental and worthy of much attention at the hands

of amateur planters. They are of the easiest cul

ture, and are readily propagated either by layers or

cuttings. To give even a brief description of the

many sorts that are well deserving attention, would

require more space than we have at present at

command.

Annexed we give engravings of a few of the

more prominent sorts.

BPIR^A CALLOSA.

SpiHiBA OALLOSA.—Dr. LrNDiET pronounces this

"the handsomest flowering hardy shrub of July.
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after the rose." It is a native of Japan. It derives

its name from the presence of a small red callosity

seated on the end of each of the numerous notches

that border its leaves.

SPIBiBA LANCEOLATA.

Spir^a lanceolata or Rekvesii is another beau-

tiful species, with large clusters of snowy white sin-

gle flowers, that cover the whole plant in May.

The double-flowebing plum-leaved Spie^a

(S. prunifolia fiore pleno) is also a well-known and

beautiful species, with small, double, white flowers

ia May. Its habit is slender, erect, and regular;

and when in bloom, every branch is like a wreath

of white daisies. The color of the foliage in the

autumn, too, is a great point of merit, being a

bright orange with a light tint of red.

SPISiEA ULHirOLIA.

SpiBiEA TJLMiFOLiA is a well-known and beoutiful

flhrub, with broad leaves and large trusses of white

flowers.

SPin^A GRANDIFLOKA.

SpiRiSA 6EANDIFL0EA is a newcr species, dis-

covered by Mr. Foetune in the north of China.

Its conspicuous large flowers can not fail to recom-

mend it as a very desirable ornamental shrub.

"We hope, during the coming summer, to be able

to make further illustrations and remarks in refer-

ence to this beautiful tribe of plants. Many of tho

Spiraeas are natives of the Northern United States

— some of Europe and China. A part of them are

low shrubs, from three to five feet high ; and part

are herbaceous plants, which throw up shoots each

season, some from four to six feet high, and which

die back at the end of summer.

Exotic Grapes.— Btjist, in his Garden Alma-
nac, selects the following eight as the best varieties*

of exotic grapes for general cultivation :— Black
Hamburg, Bla^cTc Frontignan, White Frontignan,

Trebiana, Blach Tripoli, WJiite Miiscat, Oolden

Chasselas, West St. Peters MitchelVs. After twelve

years practice in this country', I should select

these : — Blach ffamhurg, Black Prince, Zivfindeh

Barlarossa, Syrian, White Muscat of Alexandria.

White Hamburg, Muscat Hative, sometimes cracks.

Blach Tripoli, a large grape; it stands in the

same position among exotic grapes as the Charter

Oak grape does among the hardy varieties. Tre-

Mana— I don't know that variety; can you de-

scribe it? West St. Peters Mitchell's— I suppose

that is Quaere's West St. Peter's. Wfiite Fron-

tignac— rather ticklish. Golden Chasselas— too

small for general cultivation, as is also Black Fron-

tignan.— P. Q. R., Qwens, Queens Co., L. I.
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AUSTRIAN OR BLACK PINE— PIXUS AUSTRIACA.

THE AXrSTRIAlT OR BLACK PDTE.

This beautiful and Lardy evergreen was intro-

duced into England in 1835, and is now more ex-

tensively propagated there than any other foreign

pine. It is perfectly hardy here, and has been ex-

tensively planted. It well deserves its popularity.

No grounds are complete without it. The annexed

engraving is taken from a beautiful specimen grow-

ing in this city. The artist has hardly done it

justice. The most striking peculiarity of the tree

is that the branches are produced in regular whorls,

at first inclined upward toward the trunk, then

spreading horizontally, and finally drooping at the

extremity. In full grown trees, the top becomes

flat and spreading to a great extent. The bark of

the shoots of the current year is of a greenish yel-

low, regularly and deeply raised by the insertion

of the leaves, lurrowed, and shining.

The Austrian pine prefers a do"- <'—• oaVo-o-^'jo
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CULTIVATION OF THE GEAPE—No. 4.

The foregoing remarks are more applicable to

ae culture of the Catatcla grape in the Western

tates; but it is a very precarious grape in New
'ork State. On the other hand, the Isabella has

een found not to do so well in the Western States

\the Catawba, or when stubbed down every year

o\a mere stump, as is necessary when trained to

•ne^ stake three or four feet high ; but it is remark-

bly well adapted to the State of New York, and

>r trellis training.

I will here give one or two cuts of trellis train-

ig, well suited to the Isabella, which are remark-

ble for their simplicity. The preparation of the

round, and the treatment of the vines for

he first two years, are the same as recom-

lended above. The vines are planted ten

et apart in the rows, and the rows six feet

part, running east and west. In the spring

f the third year, the vine is cut down to

ght or ten inches in height, the posts ai*e

?t midway between the vines, and the wires

xed. During the summer, two canes are

•ained up across the wires, and let grow
) their full length, the laterals being pinched

ut during the summer, as previously re-

^mmended. At the winter pruning of the

)urth year, the canes are cut to five feet in

•ngth, and tied down horizontally to the

ottom wire, as in fig. 20. During the sum-
ler, shoots must be trained from these hor-

lontal canes, at fifteen to eighteen inches apart,

ad carried up perpendicularly and carefully secured

) the wires. These shoots will all show fruit, and
ane b may be allowed to bear. When it has grown
?veu or eight leaves in length, it must be pinched
1 to two or three leaves above the highest bunch.
'ane a must have all its fruit cut off, and be al-

)wed to grow to its full length, or one or two feet

bove the highest wire, when it may be stopped,

n the spring of the fifth year, cane b is cut out to

lie lowest good bud, and cane a is cut back to the

ighest wire. This summer, cane a is allowed to

ear fruit, as indicated, and cane b at the same time
; trained up from the spur. In the spring of the

ixth year, cane a is cut out to the line drawn
cross it, and a new cane trained up from its spur
t'hile c;i.ne b is bearing fruit. Thus, no cane is ever

of trimming the canes, and section 2 another. Sec-

tion 1 is more applicable to a higher trellis— say

six or seven feet,— while section 2 is only adapted
to about five feet, from its being more heavily

cropped. The treilis represented is only four feet

high from the ground, with bearing canes three

feet in length. These can very easily be carried

one or two feet higher.

Fig. 21 shows another mode of training, the

principle of which is the same as the preceding,

with the advantage of the vine being more slowly

and regularly increased, and without the necessity

of such a great bulk of the vine having to be cut

away every year. In the former method, all the

lUowed to bear twice ; new wood is supplied every
rear for bearing the next, which always gives the
iaest fruit. Section 1 in fig. 20 shows one mode

largest canes have to be cut away every year;

while in this we cut away only the small wood,

and the great bulk of the vine remains. This mode
of training is readily seen from the cut. In the

summer of the third year from planting, two hori-

zontal canes are trained to the bottom wire, and

one straight up the middle. In the spring of the

fourth season, the upright cane is pruned down to

two feet above the horizontal canes. When the

vines have begnn to grow, and it is sure the three

upper buds are safe and secured to the wires— two

horizontal and one upright— tlie other buds lower

down the center cane are rubbed out. The two

lower canes are pruned back to five feet in length,

the width of the trellis. During this season, while

the second tier of horizontal canes are growing, the

lower are throwing up shoots (marked a, b). These

shoots will all show fruit; and those

marked a are allowed to bear, Avhile

those marked b must have their fruit all

cut off. In the winter of the fifth sea-

son, these shoots, a, b, are pruned down
to the lowest good bud (indicated by

the line drawn across them). The two
upper horizontal canes are primed in to

five feet, or the width of the trellis, as

the lower ones were last season. This

(the fifth) season, the shoot from spur h

is allowed to bear, while that from spur

a is allowed to rest. Thus, each alter-

nate spur is made to bear and rest each

alternate year. If this vine be carried

up three tiers high, it will then be about

seven feet high from the ground to the

top, which is high enough for any man

I

to stand on the ground and work at.

I have no doubt that these modes of training may
seem a little tedious to the uninitiated ; but, when
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understood, they are as simple as any other ; and

no one who can not exercise judgment, care, and

ekill, has any business iu a vineyard. It may be an

objection that wire trellises will be too expensive

to warrant their erection. They may be more ex-

pensive, in the first instance, than staking out the

vineyard with stakes ; but in the end they will be

the cheapest. The annual attention required in re-

fastening the stakes, and taking out bad ones and
supplying their places with new ones, will soon add
up to the cost of the wire trellis ; and the trellis, if

well set, will last a great many years.

The French, near Fontainebleau, have a cheap
way of making very good and durable trellises, for

the raising of table grapes upon. They set posts

of locust, about three or four inches iu diameter,

two feet in the ground and six out, and about eight

or ten feet apart. They then tie across the posts

strips of white oak or ash, about one inch thick

and ten or twelve feet long. These strips are split

out in the same way that we split out hoops for

flour barrels. They are tied to the posts with
annealed iron wire, which is bound round and
twisted tight. josiah saltee,

Rochester, 2f. T., March, 1859.

THE WINTEE CHEKKY.

The "Winter Cherry {Physcdis viscosa) is an an-
HTial of the PhysalU* family. It is of the same
habit as the tomato in growth. It grows anywhere
in the United States, and is used in various ways

—

for pies, preserves, pickles, &c. The fruit grows in

an inflated calyx or husk, is about the size of a
Catawba grape, and of a light yellow or transparent
color. It falls to the ground when ripe, and the
fruit may easily be seen through the husk. It has
various names, such as ground cherry, cape goose-
berry, tomato gooseberry, strawberry tomato, &c.
The name winter cherry is given it from the fact

that it will keep three or four months without any
preparation, by just keeping it in the husk. We
have some of the fruit now (Feb. 7th) as fresh and
good as when it was gathered trom the plants,

although it has been frozen several times.

It should be planted early, if you want early
fruit. It can be planted in a box in the house, or
in a hot-bed, and then transplanted into the open
ground, about two and a half or three feet apart,

and then cultivated the s£.me as the tomato. Plant-
ed iu good, rich ground, and well cultivated, it will

produce from a pint to a pint and a half per plant;

and I think we have had some plants which have
yielded a quart or more. The plants do not come
np for three or four weeks after planting, and it

does not grow very fast the first three or four weeks
after it comes up ; but after it gets fairly started, it

grows very fast.

It is excellent when eaten raw, and makes a pre-
serve very much like honey. To preserve it, add a
pound of sugar to a pound of fruit, and cook to-

gether till you think it is done, and then add a few

PhyMlU is the name or the genus to which this plant belongs.

The nataral order or family i» Svlanacovt, to which belong the

e-ommon potato, tomato, red penxir, and ?gg plant ; as also tobac-

co, the petunia, bittersweet, deadly Dight*hade, and other well

known plants. bdb.

drops of the extract of lemon, or a medium-sizi
lemon, to every four pounds of the preserves. F
pickles, take the fruit when nearly ripe, put it

vinegar, with spice and sugar enough to suit tl

taste.

When once introduced into a garden, there is r

fear of losing it, as it will, like the tomato, gro

from seed left in the ground all winter. We tiiir

any person who tries it once will not be williu<^

be without it again. It takes the place of mar
of the smaller fruits for the various ways in whi(
it is used. It is easily grown, and any person wl
wants fruit can have plenty by planting the see

There are many varieties of it—some good ai

some not. It is found growing wild in many jiar

of this State, and I suppose in other States.

I advise every one to plant seed of the winti

cherry, if they can do so ; and I think they w
not regret the time and trouble expended in raisii

it, provided they get the true kind and have
cooked right. f. a. Fleming.

OurwensvUle, Clearfield Co., Pa., 1S59.

Remaeks.—We are compelled to conclude tb

our correspondent, from the high estimation 1

places on this plant, caa not have a good supply

the small fruits, such as the many good strawbt

ries that are now cultivated ; the new varieties

currants, such as Cherry., White Grape, Whi

Dutch, &c. ; of BrinchWs Orange raspberry, or t

Autumnal Bearing, Belle de Fontenay, and Me
veille de 4 Saisons ; of the iVew Rochelle and Do
cheater blackberries ; of Houghtori's Seedling goos

berry ; and many other valuable fruits that mig

be mentioned.

The Physalis viscosa we know very well, b'

could never discover anything in it which won
entitle it to cultivation while a currant bush or

wild blackberry could be made to grow in oi

garden. Its keeping qualities are certainly no be

ter than those of our native grapes ; and the san

attention paid to a grape vine as would be require

by half a dozen of these plants, would probably I

productive of ten times as much fruit.

The winter cherry, however, is not without qua

ities which recommend it to those who are not we
supplied* with other fruit; and we should inft

from the advertisements of the gardeners aboc

Chicago, that its full merits are appreciated by th

denizens of the Qneen City of the West.

Rabbits asd Teees.— A. Woolley says, in th'

Prairie Fanner, " Lay a coat of mud on the par

of the tree barked by the rabbit, extending an inc!

above and below the injured part; lay it on one o

two inches thick ; wrap the mud on with cottoi

cloth, and tie with a string. If the trees have do

become dry, it will save them, provided it is kep

on long enough."
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AMERICAN TBEES AND TEEE-PLANTEES.

There has always been a party in this country,

ith views and feelings opposed to the destruction

our native forests. At first small, and little

eeded, this party has gradually increased, until it

3W numbers its thousands. Their fitting title

ould be that of American Philarborists or Tree-

ivers. Their doctrine is that trees have economic

id aesthetic uses which entitle them to be re-

jected in the forest, and largely planted in or-

lards, avenues and parks. They claim that trees

lake generous returns for the room they occupy,

he close relation of trees to the public prosperity,

seen in the present difficulty of finding sufficient

ater for the Erie Canal. The enlargement of the

anal and its business requires more water than

irmerly, when, in fact, the supply is alarmingly

jficient. There is one reason for this deficiency

the wasteful cutting down of forests on the hill-

des, whence flow numerous small streams that

lite to till the vast aorta of our inland commerce.

The destruction of trees not only diminishes the

isolute quantity of rain, but prevents its accumu-
,tion in springs, shaded valleys, and swamps. A
ire hillside will shed water like a roof. Let the

•ees remain as nature intended, and the same soil

jcomes a sponge, absorbing the rain as it falls, and
nding it down little by little to the thirsty lowlands.

In the early stages of our country's growth, little

tention was paid to the culture of trees. The
imes of the pioneer Philarborists are few, and
leir chief encouragement seems to have come
om across the Atlantic. There is a queer old

)use still standing on the banks of the Schuylkill,

lat might be called the Cradle of American Bota-

j. It was built by John Barteam, who founded

le first Botanic Garden in this country. Bartram
as an honest Quaker, little noticed at home, but

anored abroad, as a collector of rare trees and
ants. He kept up an active correspondence with

ninent savans in England. Dr. Darlington's re-

jnt publication of these letters created a pleasant

fervescence in the literary circles of Europe and
.merica. Andre Miohatjx, and his son Francis
NDRE MiOHAus, should be remembered. They were
renchmen, and served the French government,
et most of their scientific labor was performed in

lis country. They were heartily attached to

.merican institutions. They sent home about
xty thousand trees and plants, with many baxes
F seeds, as the result of their searches in our na-

on's wilds. The younger Miohaux lived to be
ighty-five, and spent his last days in planting a

roup of American trees. His North American
ylva, recently edited by J. Jay Sinxn, of Phila-

elphia, has no equal on the subject which it treats,

[e bequeathed $22,000 to Societies in Bo;-ton and
'hiladelphia, for special purposes connected with
tie propagation of useful trees.

Among the early Pomologists, William Coxe,
f New Jersey, stands foremost. His work on the

lultivation of Fruit- trees was prepared without
luch help from previous authors, and is still ap-

ealed to as reliable authority. Mr. Coxe sent

cions of the Seclcel Pear to the London Horticul-

aral Society, of which he was soon after elected a
aember.

The name of Downing is dear to every lover of

Ural improvement. His Treatise on the Theory

and Practice of Landscape Gardening, published in

1841, gave him a solid and brilliant reputation on
either side the Atlantic. The book was thoroughly
practical, yet all alive with poetry and sparkling
sentiment. It was read like a romance, and re-

moved the scales from eyes previously blind to the
beautiful in trees and landscapes. The youngest
son of a gardener on the Hudson, Downing was so
reserved in his habits, that few suspected the rare
qualities of his mind, before his appearance as an
author. He had grown up as a neglected seedling
might have done in an out-of-the-way corner of
his father's grounds untH its rich ripe fruit caught
the gaze of passers-by, and pregnated the air with
daintiest aroma. Downing was thought, by some,
to be unsocial and haughty

;
yet there never lived

a man more intensely American. It was a favorite

idea, with him, that America was entitled to a
style of Architecture distinctly its own, and suited

to our climate, scenery and habits. The working
out of this idea is clearly seen in his Essays and
drawings. He was partial to American trees, and
often exposed the folly of preferring such exotic

impositions as the Ailanthus and the Abele, to the
Maple, the Elm, and the Liriodendron. His whole
life, genius and ambition, were devoted to the ele-

vation of his countrymen, to the improvement of
their homes, and the multiplying of their ennobling
pleasures. His premature death, in 1852, so pain-

fully remembered with the burning of the Henry
Glny^ was an irreparable loss to American litera-

ture and art.

Living Philarborists are doing much, at this time,

to promote the knowledge and culture of desirable

trees. Never was there a period when so much of

capital, enterprise and research was given to this

most important branch of national industry. The
peculiar and promising feature of the present en-

thusiasm in tree-culture, is that its friends are

forming themselves into groups, for particular

studies and experiments. In the cultivation of

Pears, Marshall P. "Wilder, of Dorchester, Mass.,

takes the lead. He has rendered his countrymen
an important service by testing, under his personal

inspection, hundreds of imported varieties, a large

proportion of which were found to be unsuitable

for this country.

Henry W. Sargent, of Fishkill, has honorably
won the position of an oracle on Evergreens. Or-
namental planters are waiting with impatience for

the promised work that shall embody the results

of his large experience with Evergreens hnported
from foreign nurseries.— Ex. from Prof. North's
Address 'before N. Y. State Ag. Society.

THE PEACH IN ILLINOIS.

North of about 36° the peach tree is always
more or less tender ; and were it not for its habit

of bearing while young, it would be folly for us

of the North to plant it ; and yet no fruit pays bet-

ter, when you get it ; and up here we most always
have fruit when there are flowers. So far the fruit

buds have winter-killed much oftener than the tree

;

though I have seen three large crops and some par-

tial ones in this vicinity, and a few" trees 12 to 15
years old, previous to 1856, when all were killed;

and for that matter there was a pretty general win-

ter-killing once before— about 1842. One good
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crop may be counted on, even here, and that will

pay for the trees and more too. Far south it is the

most prolitable fruit in general cultivation.

The peach likes a vrarm, light loam, deep and dry,

not so stiff as good pear soil, but much like it other-

wise. It will do well, however, on almost any well

elevated grounds south; while here the highest,

driest, and ' poorest" prairie knolls, or hazle and
tree-sprinkled "barrens'" should be selected, when
practicable; and soil that is "poor" in nitrogenized

matters, always; for a large growth and a late

growth of wood are to be avoided. On such soils,

the peach is perhaps better without underdrainage
than any other fruit tree. Best plant on or quite

near the surface, however, and raise the earth over

the roots to support the tree in its place. Plant
trees to make low heads, and never more than one
year old, if you can well avoid it.

The nectarine, which is but a smooth-skinned
peach, comes in here. For varieties, you can de-

pend on the books and catalogues, always remem-
bering that some good sorts for the South will not

ripen here.—J. A. Kennioott, in Prairie Farmer.
I «

EEMEDY FOR THE CUECULIO.

" To one pound of whale oil soap, add four ounces of
flour of sulphur. Mix thoroughly, and dissolve in twelve
^lons of water.

To one half peck of quicklime add four gallons of
water, and stir well together. When fully settled, pour
off the transparent lime water, and add to the soap and
sulphur mixture.
Add to the same, also, say four gallons of tolerably

strong tobacco water.

Apply this mixture, when thus incorporated, with a

garden syringe, to your plum or other fruit trees, so that

the foliage shall be well drenched. If no rains succeed
tor three weeks, one application will be sutficient. Should
fvffjuent rains occur, the mixture should be again applied
until the stone of the fruit becomes hardened, when the
scitson of the curculio's ravages is past."

TuE above, being highly recommended, is copied
from the N. Y. Ohserter. A correspondent of

that paper, having tried the preparation on part of

his trees, secured a good crop of fine fruit, while
on those to which it was not applied no fruit was
matured. "Will not fruit-growers generally give it

a faithful trial the coming season, and publish the
resnjt ? I intend to test its efficacy, and will re-

port accordingly. jonx bbadfield.

Steawberries OS THE Praihie.—This fruit will

grow on any good deep soil, if not too wet ; and
yet it seems to like permanent moisture. Perhaps
a deep, moderately rich, clayey loam, is best. Vir-

gin prairie, broken up in May or June, trench-

plowed in October or November, and set in vines

the next March or April, has given large and cheap
crops. Manure is seldom needed, and deep culture

rarely fails to pay. Necked Pine and Large Early
Scarlet are among the hardiest and easiest to culti-

yate on the prairies, but are scarcely so desirable

as many of the larger sorts, hardy enough with a
feliglit winter protection north, and mostly quite

hardy south. For a choice of sorts, consult books
and periodicals. Uovey's Seedling^ Burros New
Pine, McAvoy''s Superior, Crimson Cone, Long-
uortKs Prolific, &c., have earned a good reputation

West, and some of the newer sorts, like Wilson's

Albany, &.C., are very promising here.—J. A. Ken-
jjicoTT, in Prairie Fanner.

DOES IT PAY TO TTTTtTi; a GARDENEE!

I AM a farmer with 150 acres of cleared lane

with orchards, etc., as good as my neighbors ; bi
I was not quite satisfied with my garden. It wa;
to be sure, as good as those of my neighbors, but
wished the garden better. The soil and situatio

were good, I had worked it, yet I was not suitec

I hired a gardener in April, 1857, and in keeping
correct account of loss and gain found inyself m
nus some $17. In looking back, I thought I coul
see where I had missed it, and not to be discoui

aged at one failure, I made a second attempt i

1858. This year I find the debt and credit j)ag<

are quite different from tlie former. I now fin

myself the gainer to the amount of $23.50 in 185!

besides the constant sup])ly and use of many art

cles for the table, not taken in the estimate. The
the great enjoyment of the many delicacies in

garden yields when a friend visits me, and occi i

sionally to make a present of a dish of strawbe
ries, gooseberries, or a few melons, as circurastai .

ces seem to justify, gives such a true relish to li l

that I shall pay more attention to my garden i
|

future.

I believe my brother farmers are the losers I

neglecting the garden. I know that I have lost 1 i

such neglect, and by the well known rule, jud)
{

others by myself. The garden pays full as well
|

the field. At or near the close of 1859, you m! i

hear from me further on this subject.

A CANADIAN FARMER.

RAISING EARLY PLANTS.

Messes. Editors : — I notice in the March nur

her of the Farmer, a plan for raising early plan

in the shells of tvirnips, and no doubt they won
answer a very good purpose; but a much mo
complete way for raising early plants for trar

planting in the garden, is to make small boxes <

common siding, say seven inches wide. Plane o;

side of the board, which is to form the inside

the box, then make your boxes from six to eig

inches across the top, so as to suit the size of t

plants that you want to put in them, and about o;

inch larger across the bottom, so that the box w
slip up from the hill without any difficulty. The
boxes are to be made without any bottom, a)

should be placed upon a shingle or thin piece i

board, with one end shaved thin, so that it can

drawn out from under the box without disturbii

the dirt or the roots of the plant. I have us

this kind of boxes for the last two years, and fii

that they answer the purpose to my entire satisfs^

tion. The boxes when in use should be kept

the hot-bed or in the kitchen; and if kept in t

latter place, they should be kept as near the top

the room as possible, upon a shelf fixed for t

pur])Ose, as the heat is always greater near the t

of the room than in any other place, and also m,o

regular. xnos. o. nAOAiiAN.
Bront^ C. IK, March 24, l&'jg.

MuLcnrNG is one of the best means of preventL

mildew on the gooseberry, and it is quite probal

that sulphur scattered on the leaves will be as be

eficial as it is in checking the mildew on grap4

Uave any of our readers tried it? If so, we shoiT^

be glad to hear from them.
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facts' D^prtnuiit.

ORIGINAL DOMESTIC RECEIPTS.

Vritten for tho Genesee Farmer by various Correepondents.]

Lemon Pie.—The juice of four lemons, six soda

rackers rolled fine, four tea-cups of water, three

;a-Cups of sugar.

Healikg Salve.— Take rosin, mutton tallow,

ad linseed oil, equal quantities; mix and melt; to

e spread on linen when applied.

To TAKE OUT Ink Stains.— Soak the article in

,veet milk one day or more, then put on a little

dt and rub it if not soaked out.

Turnip Pie.—Take a turnip and pare and boil it

;

Id a tea-spoonful of tartaric acid and a oup of

igar ; season and bake as an apple pie.

A Remedy foe Ants. — Dip a sponge in water,

ueeze it dry, lay it on the shelf, sprinkle sugar on
and when the ants collect throw the sponge into

3t water.

Beer.—One gallon hot water, one quart molas-

s, stirred well; 15 drops oil sassafras, 10 drops

1 spruce, 10 drops oil wintergreen ; add one gallon

)ld water, and yeast.

To make good Black Tea.— One teaspoonful

r each person
;
pour cold water on the tea, and

t it come to the boil, then add boiling water, a

ifficient quantity for the number of persons.

Cuke fob "Warts and Corns.— The bark of a

illow tree, burnt to ashes, mixed with strong

tnegar and applied to the parts, will remove all

)rns or excrescences on any part of the body.

Buns.—Three cups milk, one cup yeast, one cup
igar, and flour to make it a sponge ; let it rise

ver night, then add another cup of sugar and one
f butter ; mould them into small biscuit.

To make Vinegar.— Take one gallon each of

lolasses and whiskey, water thirty-six gallons,

ider five gallons, brewer's yeast one half gallon,

lid expose to the temperature of about 77 degrees.

Salt Pork Cake. — One pound salt pork, chop-
ed fine, pour on a tea-cup of hot water; one
uart of floui", two cups of sugar, one cup molasses,

ne teaspoonful saleratus; spice with cloves and
innamon.

To eeesebve Eggs fresh a Year.—Mix a hand-
al of unslaked lime with the same quantity of salt,

1 three gallons of water ; first pack the eggs, with
lie small end down, with some shavings to keep
bem down, and pour the mixture over them ; be
are none of them are cracked.

Eeoeipt for Yeast.—With a quantity of good
3aven take a handful of hops, boil the same, leav-

ag two quarts of water when boiled, which is to

Q poured upon the following ingredients : — Two
ablespoonfuls of salt, half a tea-cup of sugar, a
ittle gingEr, four good sized potatoes grated raw,
wo tea-cups of flour. The whole, when light, to

>e corked and kept in a cool place.

LiSTMENT FOR BuRNS, WouNDS, OB Galls.—Take
of tanner's oil and spirits turpentine one pint each,

oil of tar and oil origannon one ounce of each

;

mix in a stone jug, then add half an ounce of oil

vitriol, a few drops at a time ; let it stand twenty-
four hours, then it is fit for use. This is excellent

for man or beast.

Cudbear.— A very quick and pretty color, for

children's every-day wear of flannels and hosiery,

can be made by using a sixpence or shilling's worth
of cudbear, in the fculowing way : Tie the cudbear
into a cloth or bag ; Hoak a few hours or over night

in brass, then heat it, and put into the dye enough
soft soap for a weak suds, and it is better to dis-

solve a little alum in it. Wash the articles in soap

suds and put them into the dye ; let it boil, stirring

and airing frequently. Wlien colored to your fan-

cy, wash in good soap suds : can be put back if

not dark enough. It dyes light colored soiled silk,

and old white ribbons, a very delicate lilac color

;

woolen, a pink or purple
;
parametta, a cinnamon

color ; all wool delaine, a sort of maroon. It does

not crock, but the color will not last good or wear
long. It must never be allowed to freeze, or dry
in the hot sun, for that fades it more.

To DTE A VERY DARK Blue.—Add to a commou
indigo dye, one tablespoonful of madder to one
ounce of indigo.

To DYE Slate Color.—Boil green chestnut bark
one hour ; take out the bark, and add four ounces
green vitriol for one pound woolen yarn or cloth

;

stu" frequently one hour; dry before washing.

To DYE Silk a rioii Brown.— Boil chipped log-

wood in pure water one hour
;
put in your silks or

ribbons, and stir them frequently for half an hour

;

dry them, wash in soap suds, and iron them quite

damp. No mordant is used.

To DYE Silk, or Wool, an Orange Color.—
Boil the skins of ripe onions half an hour; take

out the skins, and add one ounce of alum to one
quart of dye; put in the silks, stir often for half

an hour; dry, wash, and iron quite damp.

To Color with Butternut. — Soak butternut

bark in warm water some time previous to color-

ing. Wash the articles, being very careful to get

out all the grease-spots; then thorouglily rinse in

clear water, (that it may be free from soap,) and
put in wet into the dye, which should be scalding

hot, but not boiling ; air frequently, till sufficiently

dyed ; dry before washing. It dyes different shades

in different seasons of the year. After washing
the articles, press them wet, on the wrong side,

and iron tiU dry.

To Color Black. — Take one ounce of vitriol

to two ounces of extract logwood
;
put a sufficient

quantity of water in an iron kettle to dissolve the

logwood in ; dissolve the vitriol in a brass ket-

tle. Wash whatever you color in very strong soap

suds, and wet thoroughly in the vitriol water,

wring them out, and turn the logwood into the vit-

riol
;
put the articles in, let them nearly boil, stir

and air them as the color requires. When a good
black, dry and wash well in strong soap suds, and
rinse in several waters, otherwise it will crock;

press while wet. This colors well lace, silk, wor-
sted and cotton, and is not apt to fade.
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The Weatheb.—The weather must be a subject of daily

interest. So numerous and important are its relations to

the pursuits of men, that it would be more than stupidity

to be unaffected by its changes. Still, the particulars can

not be retained in our memories. We have no reliable

re.^ource but the records of meteorologists. These give

us the variations of heat, or temperature, the great moving

power ; and the fall of water, the next great element of

ihiportauce. Living in a country of such variation in the

seasons, and with the obvious adaptation of the seasons to

the welfare of man, we can not but expect great uniformity

of climate amid the great variety. Though men seem dis-

posed to consider chiefly the variations and to magnify

tlie extremes, the records of meteorology compel us to

believe in the great uniformity of action of all the agen-

cies that can affect the climate of any particular place or

section of country. With all the diversities of climate

over the earth and in the different zones, whether torrid,

temperate, or frigid, of every habitable region it has been

true, and it is true in this year, that "seed-time and har-

vest, and cold and heat, and summer and winter, and day

and night, shall not cease."

Consider some of these results :

The average heat at Rochester for 22 vears is 47.4*
" " " of the whole State is nearly 46.7°
• " " at Albany is 43.4"

The mean heat of the several months is

At lior.heiter. For thf State-. London, Eng.
•Tanuarv, 2.'3.4 24.7 36.4

February !M.5 24.1 38.3

March, 81.8 83.4 42.0

April, 44.5 45.3 49.8

^iay,. 66.9 56.2 55.2

June, 66.5 6,5.6 58.9

July 77.2 69.7 61.4

Angust, 68.6 68.6 59.1

September, 60.5 59.9 56.5

October 47.9 48.8 49.9

November 87.? 87.7 42.7

December, 27.8 27.4 39.1

Our temperature is very near that of the mean heat of

the State. The extreme annual range is near three de-

grees above or below the average, though the common vari-

ation is less than two degrees in the annual temperature.

The average beat, for the twenty-two past years, of the

Spring months, is **'^°

Summer " 70 8

Autumo " 4S.S

Winter " 26.9

The average of the months, for forty-seven years, at

London, as given in the above table, where the annual

mean is 49.9°, shows a great difference.

The average quantity of water which fell here, in rain

and melted snow, for the twenty-two past years, is S2.2

inches. The average of the State, about 34.9 inches.

The average water here, for the several months, is for

Jnn, Feb. Mar. Apr. 3fay June July Aug. Sfp. Oct Nov. Dee.

2.05 1.93 1.93 2.33 8.03 3.27 8.17 2.60 8.29 ai9 2.88 2.58

The average for the

Spring month* la 7.2.8 inches.

Summer " 9.04 "
Autumn " 9.81 "
Winter " «.5T "

The water of 1858 exceeded the mean by 8.7 inche

The average water at London, Eng., for forty years, is 2C

inches, and has varied from 12 to 24 inches.

Weather for 1859.

—

January.—January was unusual

mild, though a cold period prevailed from the 8th to tl

11th, and the thermometer went down to 12o below zer

No sleighing.

Fehrvary.— February was cooler in the first half, ai

much warmer in the last half; so that the average w
near 5° above the mean for twenty-two years. The co

was not lower than 11" above zero in the month. The

two months have been very warm and pleasant. In 18J

January was warm as last January, but February was thi

much colder. Very little sleighing this month. Quanti

of water below the average for both January and Febr

ary. Very little ice has been formed on our waters tlH

winter.

March.—March was another warm month— more tha

1''' above the average, and the lowest was 14° above zei*

Water rather above the average. Storm of rain and snc

on the 9th, which carried off the snow from the easte

part of this State and of New England, thus closing 1

sleighing which had continued for 99 days in much >

that section, and for 106 days in some parts of it ; ai

had been long at Utica and in St. Lawrence county,

Saratoga, and far north into Canada. On the 18th ai

19th was a violent storm of snow and rain and a hea-

gale, in which the barometer fell lower than for mai

years at least, here being 28.14 inches— nearly half i

inch lower than known at Rochester before. No depth i

ice in March. Robins and early birds appeared in tl

first week of the month ; blossoms of the soft maple <

the 12th, and abundant a few days later— about t»

weeks earlier than usual. First steamboat from Ne

York to Albany on the 9th.

The heat of each of the first three months of 1842 a litt

exceeded that of the past three months, and the averaf

was of course a little greater. All the indications of tl

warm season, as birds, flowers, flies, and butterfles, we:

equal to those of this year. The average heat of the fir

three mouths was
Jan^y. FtVy. March.

Inl842, 29.61° 81.08° 39.77<>

» 1859, 28.85 80.00 89.30

In no other year, for twenty-two years, does the heat c

these three months so nearly agree.

First Half of April.—The mean of this part of April i

40.93°, and the mean the same half for twenty-two yeai

is 40.94°. This is not so warm as last year for these tw

weeks, but is warmer than in 1857 and 185G. Adequal

rain has fallen in the last six weeks. Grass and whet

seem to be starting earlier than common, and the latter i

now very fine in the surrounding country. The farme

can begin his agricultural operations rather earlier iha

usual. It is yet to be seen, as we apprehend, whethe

vegetation will be more advanced at the end of this meat

than it was at the close of April last year.

The small quantity of ice formed over the country th'

past season is remarkable. Importation of ice from th

Hudson, it is said, is resolved upon for the supply of ou

citizens. Even at Marquette, on Lake Superior, lat. 4

dcg. 82 min., very little ice has been formed. No othe

proof is needed of the unusual warmth of the last winter
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Crops for Soiling in Illinois.—We are much in want

of a summer fodder for our work horses, down in this

State— some green, succulent herbage, that would be

grateful to their parched mouths, when cultivating the

corn, Ac, in June. Somehow ther do not relish green

oats. In the moist, saline atmosphere of England, the

lentil, tare, or vet«h, succeeds admri-ably. I have tried it

two seasons here, but witiiout success; the climate is too

dry for it. Hare you or any of your readers tried lucerne ?

If so, I would like to know with wliat success ; or of any
otJier forage plant that answers tJie purpose.

The past two sea.sons have not been good for farmers

hereabout, unpropitious weather bringing light and infe-

rior crops. Much sickaess, awfully bad aud almost im-

passable loads, have been the prevailing characteristics.

Good spring wheat, for seed, is worth here $1 per bushel

;

oats, do., 75 cts.
;

potatoes, do., J2. Hogs are scarce;

many have perished from want of food ancf the epidemic.

The inference we draw is, pork is likely to be dear next

fall. Vast flocks of wild fowl ore migrating over us to the

north, reminding us to get plows and implements into

order for this year's campaign. God grant it may be suc-

ceeded by more prosperous results tlian the last two.

—

Edw. BiLLiNGSLET, ZunewUle, III., March IS, 1859.

We hope some of our correspondents will give their

views on this subject. In this section, we know of

aothing better for soiling horses than red clover. Have

a few acres near the barn. Top-dress it heavily in the

fall, with well-rotted manure. It will start early in the

spring, and furnish an abundant supply of good, succu-

lent, and nutritious food. It can be cut two or three

times. But if it is only wanted early in the season, after

the first cutting it may be allowed to go to seed, when a

large crop may be expected.

We fear lucerne can not be profitably grown where land

i.i cheap and labor dear.

Apple Tree Borer.—(N. G. Harrison, LaxcrencehurgJi,

Term.) We suppose the " wood worm "to which you

refer is what is more commonly known as the Apple

Tree Borer, [saperda hivittata,) which is a common enemy

to the apple tree in all sections of the Union.

The best preventitive for these worms is to rub soft

soap on the bark about the base of the tree, and at the

junction of the lowest limbs, in the month of May, or

very early in June in high latitudes.

To rid a tree that is infested with the borer, take a sharp

knife and scrape off the rough outside bark of the tree,

which may be done without injury, and then the entrance

t^ the hole of the borer may be discovered by a small

black spot appearing under the white bark, which is the

terminus of the Channel which it has made. By cutting

downward into the tcee, from this point, for two or three

inches, the worm may be found and destroyed.

The use of soft soap, as mentioned above, will be found

very eflBcacious if attended to every year.

Rte.—(H. G.) Rye is supposed to be indigenous to the

mountains of the Crimea, where it is found wild. K.vri.

KiiCK found it on the granite round the village of Dahi-

mil, at an elevation of from 5000 to 6000 feet. The ears

were not more than 1 to 2\ inches long. Its native coun-

try explains why it is so much hardier than any variety of

wheat, the southern origin of which is now nearly certain.

"Is Corn Hard on Land?"—(Henry Moter, Chester

Co., Pa.) This is a question which involves so many con-

siderations that we can give no satisfactory answer in our

limited space this month. We should be glad to hear

from our correspondeDts on the point. What is your own

opiuion?"

Weeds in tub Manure Heap.— (J. Noekish.'; We di

not know of anything that can be added to the mannr

heap to destroy Canada thistles, red root, Ac.

English Russet Apple. — Can vou or any of your co

respondents inform me why the 'Englif^h Jivjotet is nevi-

alluded to by any Fiuit Growers' or Poraological Svici' t

in their reports, a.s a desirable apple for cultivation, as

is a very hardy tree, an enormous bearer, and will k'

the year round? I have heard from parties here, who a:

acquainted with it and the Jioxhuri/ Ru.tsd, tliat it is {

superior, in evcr)'^ respect, to tlie latter. BAitity, in 1

Fruil Garden^ speaks very highly of it ; and, as a profit

ble market apple, worthy of general cultivation: yet

never hear it alluded to, or that it is planted at all in yoi:

section. Can you tell me how it is? Is thore any rcaso

for it not being cultivated more?—A. S. D., I'elnuare,C. H

Shade or the Black Walnut. — Permit me to a-i

through your paper, if the shade of black walnut tn

will Kill fruit trees. I have planted peach and chei

,

trees several times, for the past few years, so that th

shade of the walnut would fall directly on them some pai'

of the day. and as yet have never saved a tree, while other,

adjoining have succeeded well. Will you or some of you:

correspondents answer?—Z. B. S.

Ash and Smoke-House, &c.— I wish to build an ash
house, smoke-house and diy-house to diy fruit in, all com
bined. The size will be d by 8, or 7 by 9 feet, and bull

of brick. Will some of your correspondents give me thi

best inside plan, and have it fire proof. There must be ;

chimney and place to set a stove.—P. W. Hall, Pitiffi^ld

Lorain Co., 0.

Sweet Potatoes.—Will you or some of the numerou-
readers of the Geveaee Farmer inform me which is the bed

and most economical way of keeping sweet potatoes duriuj.

the winter season, on a small scale, so as to be good foi

winter use, and also m order for sprouting in tliespring'

—J. W. B., jRossville, Iiid.

Ground Hat.—Will some of yoiir correspondents give

me their opinion in regard to ground hay as an article of

food for cattle, horses, kc. ? Also, if I can grind a ton a

day with two-horse power, if it will pav for the trouble V—
J."W. H., We^tport, Conn.

Cement kor Roofs.—Is there anj' composition for a ce-

ment for roofs of buildings that is cheap and durable t

If so, how is it made and used ?— 0. P., J orkshire, N. T.

New Advertisements this Month.

Apicnltural Implements—Wheeler, Melick & Co., Albany, N T
Prince Albert Potato Sets—J[. L. Parker, Lyadonville, N. Y.

Cladding's Hay Klevator—C. 1". Gladding, Troy, Pa.

Rochester Agricultural Works—A. Gordon, r.ochcter, N. T.

Piano Fortes—Boardman, Gray, & Co., Albany, JS. Y.

Garflen Seeds— P. Sutton, Eniisoin, Pa.

Pcabocly"s Early Prolific Dent Corn—J. 0. BIoss t Co., P.ochcs-

tcr, N. y.

Top Onions—.J. O. Bless & Co., Rochester, N. Y.

Nansemond Sweet Potato Plants—Kmory Luce, Ashtabula, O.

Nansemond Sweet Potato Plants—0. S. Murray & Son, Twenty
Miles 8i!ind, O.

Virginia Farm for Sale-G. P.. Wallace, Fredericksburg, Va.

Profitable Employment—Robert Sfnrs, New York.

Albany Tile Works—C. A; AV. McCanimon, Albany, N. Y.
Sorghum Sugar Cane—Hedges, Free, & Co., Cincinnali, O.

Hubbard Squash—James 3. H. Gregory. Marblebead, Mass.

Ketchum's Combined }Iarvester—U. L. Howard, BufTalo, N T.

Cabbage Seed—J. M. Thorbum <k Co., New York.

Prince Albert Potatoes-P. Norton, Jr., Pittslown, N. Y.

Blood Stock—William Redmond, New York.

C<iuntry Life—.John P. Jewelt & Co., Boston.

Bedding Plants, Dahlias, Ac.—C. W. Seelyc, Rochester, N
Seedling Evergreens—C. W. Seelye, Roi-licster. N. Y.
Holioirs " Six Weeks" Potatoes—Cliarlea C. Holton and \

UullocJc, Rochester, N. Y.

Langstrotta on the Boo—A. O. Moore &. Ca, New To/k.
Farm Drainage—A. 0. Moore & Co., New York.
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REVIEW OF THE MARKETS.

GBNE9EE FARMKK OFFICE, )

KociiESTER, N. Y., Apeil 22, 1859. f

FLOUR AND GRAIN. — Heaviness is the prevailing charac-

istic of the market for Flour and Grain. Flour has declined

to 75 cts. during the past month, with the exception of choice

-mily Extras, the price of which has been tolerably well sus-

ned. Wheat is not relatively as much lower as Flour. The

ideney of both, however, is still downward. Coarse Grain is

nerally lower, with a liberal supply.

rhe appearance of the growing Wheat in diCTerent parts of the

jntry is spoken of as decidedly favorable, and an incjeased

Id is regarded as certain, if no unpropitious event should oc-

r. It must, however, be borne in mind that it is too early to

idicate an opinion as to the future .crop. The accounts from

'gland and the continent of Europe are of the same general

araeter. The Wheat plant looks promising, and the weather

i been very favorable for spring seeding. The threatening

uds which hover about the political horizon constitute the only

lomy feature in the otherwise cheering prospect. This, we

ist nevertheless admit, is at present a very portentous one.

The crop of Wheat, in this country last year, has been estima-

1 at one hundred and eighty million bushels. We regard this

imate as an extravagant one, similar in character to many
tements made in relation to this matter, misnamed statistics,

le above quantity of Wheat would produce forty million barrels

Flour, allowing four and a half bushels per barrel. Suppose

J population of the country to be thirty millions— an exagger-

;d estimate— reduce that number four millions for slaves who

Dbably consume no Wheat Flour, and allow Corn Meal, Oat

3al, Eye Flour, and Buckwheat Flour, to be used, generally, to

extent which would be equivalent to six million more, and we
.ve an equivalent of twenty million using Wheat Flour exclu-

rely. These would consume twenty million barrels a year,

lowing one barrel to each man, woman, and child, which may
,' regarded as a near cstmiate. Where then is the remaining

'euty million barrels of Flour, or its equivalent ninety million

ishels of Wheat? We believe the exports of Wheat, and Flour

duced to Wheat, from New York, since the first of September,

) not exceed one million bushels. New York exports as much,
' more, than all other ports together. It may be gentrrally con-

!ded that the Wheat is not in the country? Where then is it?

he inevitable conclusion is, that no such quantity has been pro-

uced ; and although we have seen higher estimates in former

ars, we believe that one hundred and eighty million bushels of

Th'eat was nev«r yet produced in these United States in any one

Bar. The next crop has been estimated at one hundred and

riy-eight million bushels. If it should equal this estimate, we
elieve there will be a larger disposable surplus than has hereto-

iro existed in this country.

PROVISIONS.—Pork, under the influence of large arrivals,

lower and without animation. Butter is lower. In other arti-

cs not much change.

KOCHESTER MAEKET.- April 22.

FLOUR—Superfine WcBtorn. t."'(f;if.^.Si>; extra Genesee and
'anadian, $().ou@,$7.7.5 ; market less (irm.

GRAIN—Wheat—but few arrivals, and little doing; white
lanadian jind Kentucky, !f1.fi0(7?i!t;1.(i5 : red, |].2'@,!?1.:!!0. Com,
0c@7.5c. Barley, COc. Oats, 4.5i'@50c. Rye, 75c@.8ilc.

SEEDS—Clover, ^ur>@,^^. Timothy, .$2.25@$2.50. Flax, $].50

T'KOVISIONS—Messl'ork, $17.00@..1!18.00. Dressed hogs, $7
%*,! 2r>: retaiU 10c. Mutton, 7c by the carcass ; retail, 8c@J0c.
ieef—side, 6c; retail, Sc®llc. Hams, 9(@10c; retail, 12e.
'shoulders, TccaSc; retail, Vc. Lard, 10c@.12c. Butter scarce
[nd firm at li)c@2iic ; retail, 22c@,24p. Cheese, 10c@nc. Eggs,
Ic. rot.itocs, 31c®-44c; retail, 5^ic@,62c.

OATTLE—Live weight, 4>4c(a5>ic perlb.

SHEKP-»f5.0Of^$6.00 per head.

HAY—$7@,$11 per ton. Advancing:.

WOOL—40c@&5c per lb.

NEW YORK MARKET. -April 22.

FLOUR—The Market lor State and Western Flour is duB.
Superfine Slate, $4 85@$5.40 ; extra do, $5.80@$fi.26 ; Michigan.
Indiana, Ohio, and Iowa superfine, .$'@,$o.40 ; extra do, $5 fe©
$7.40 ; shipping brands of Ohio round-hoop, $G.2fi@6.40. South-
ern Flour less active: mixed to good Baltimore. i};0@f;6.5O:

Brandy wine, $fi.00@$6.65 ; Georgetown, $G.6"@$fi.75; Peters-
burg citv. $7@$S.25; Richmond citv. $7 40@$8..o0 ; Gallego and
Ilaxall, $9. Canadian Flour, $I).5U@,$7.40 for the range of extra*.

Eye flour dull ; fine and superfine, $3.60@.$4.40. Corn meal in
moderate demand; Jersey. $3.9U; Brandywine, $4.30; punclieoas
$19..T0@tl20.
GRAIN—Wheat dull and lower; white Genesee, .$].i50; white

Michigan, $1.55(^$l.65 ; white Kentucky, $1.70; red Western.
$1.42@$1.45; Mihvaukie club, $1.26@*1^0. Rye firm at 86c<a
87c. Barley dull ; State sold at 75c. Oats dull ; Virginia, 46c(75.

48c; .lersey, Delaware, and Pennsylvania, 50c@52e; State, 52c@
53c; Western and Canadian, 53c@,5Sc. Com lower; &3e@86>AC
for .lerscy and Southern yellow ; mixed Western. 83c.

SEEDS — Clover—red, 73^c@.9c per lb. Timothy— mowed,
|2.25@,|2.37X ; reaped, $2.5<J@$2.75 per bush. Red lop, $2.62X
@.$2.87)i per five-bushel bag.
PROVISIONS—Pork without animation; new mess, $17.25@

.$17.37>^; old do, $17; prime, $12.50; thin mess, $16; prime
me.ss, $15.25 ; clear do, $19..50@$20. Beef in fair demand and
steady; country mess, $7.50@$S.75 ; country prime, $ri@$7; re-
packed Western, $9.5(i@,$11.50; extra mes.s, $12.50@$i3. Low
grades of Beef dull. Beef hams, $15@$17.25. Bacon quiet at 9c.

Hams, g^ic. Shoulders, 6!^c@6>g'c. Lard, ll^^cOll^ic. But-
ter—new State, 14c@20c ; Orange Co., 22c@25c ; Ohio, 8Xc@13c.
Cheese—fair to prime, 8c@.10c.
CAITLE—First qu.-ility, 11 i<;'c@12c; medium, lO^jfc^llc; or-

dinary, 9>^c@.10c ; extra, 12^c. The general average lie.

SHEEP—Average about $(j per head. Tolerably fair sort, 6c@.
6^0 per lb. live weight
HOGS—5J.i@6Xc per lb. gross.

WOOL—Saxony fleece, 58c@,62c ; full-blood Merino, 55c@..S8c

;

}4 to % do., 48c@,.'i0c ; native and K do., 42c@.45c ; extra pulled,
48c@55c; superfine do, 43c@,45c; No. 1 do., 33c®35c.

PHILADELPHIA MARKET.- April 21.

FLOUR AND MEAL—Superfine and extra, $6@,$C.r)0; fancy,

$6.75@$7.25. Rye flour, $4.18,\(ai$4 25. Corn meal, .t3.87><^ for

Ponnsvlvania.
GRAIN—Wheat^red, Sl.SgO.-Sl-^e; white, $1.C0@.$1.65. Rye

in demand at S.5c. Corn firmer ; yellow, 87c. Oat.s, 52c(iyi58c.

PROVISIONS—Pork lower ; new mess, .$17.25 ; old mess, $17
@$17.12; prime, $12.40@.$12.60. Beef in moderate demand;
country prime, $G.50@$7 ; country mess $8@.$9; re-packed me»«
$9.2o@$11.25 ; extra do., $12.5ufev$13; prime mess iiuictive at

$17@$21. Beef hams dull at $14@,$17 per hhd. Bacon quiet at

Sc@,10>^c. Hams, 8c@.9i^c. Shoulders, Cc@G^8C. Lard qu4el
at ll,>ic@llj^c. I?utter and Cleese firm..

SEEDS—Clover, $5@,$6.50 per bushel.

BUFFALO MARKET.^ April 22.

FLOUR—In limited demand. State, $5@.$5.23 ; Indiaia, Ohio,
and Michigan extra, $5.75@,$6.25 ; favorite brands of double ex-
tra. $G@,$6.75.
GRAINi^Wheat steady with a fair demand; Chicago spring,

$1; Milwaukie club, $1.1.5(a$1.20 ; Indiana and Ohio white,
$1.4i)@.t1.45 ; Ohio red, $1..S5. Barley quiet ; 0( c@70c for the
range. Rye firm at 90c. Peas—ordinary, $1.2.'> ; Marrowfat.".

$1.37^^. Corn steady with moderate demand at 79c. Oats dull

;

Western. 49c; Canadian. 5ic®52c.
SEEDS—Clover, $4.75. Timothv, $2.25.

PROVISIONS—Steady. Mess Pork, $16@$17; prime, $1S.

Shoulders, G^aC. Hams, 9Kc; sugar-cured, 10c@ln^c. Lar*!

firmat llc@12c. _____
CHICAGO MARKET. -April 21.

FLOUR—Firm but quiet. Sales .it $4.50@f5.40 for fair to good
extra.

GRAIN—Wheat declining with limited demand; winter red.

$1.2G@$l-27; spring, 91c@94c. Corn, 70c@72c. Oats inactive;
sales at 50c.

SEEDS—Hungarian and Timothy in good request at $1.80®
$1.S5 for the latter, and $2 f.ir tlie former.

PROVISIONS — Butter—prime dairy, 18c@23c, scarce aiid

sought after; common d>dl at lSc@lfic. Cheese—supply limitefi;

Western Reserve, llc@12c; York Slate,'1.3c@14c. Eggs, He®
120. Potatoes active; choice Meshannoeks, 80c(gi&5c ; Pink-
eyes and Meshannoeks mixed, 7i'c@7ac ; Merinos, .'i0o@65c.

WOOL—Market firm. Merino and Saxony, 40c@,bQc; saper,

38c ; No. 1, 3;^c.

CmCINNATI MARKET.—April 20.

FLOUR—Market heavy and prices easier, with the exception

of the higlier grade?, which are well sustained. Superfine, $5.60

©$.5.70: extra, $580@$6.
GRAIN-Demand»tea<lvforWheat; prime white. .$1.47@l..'rO;

fair to good do, .tl.25(^$l.i3; red, $1.20@$l-25. Corn—demand
light, closing dull at 78@79c. Rye steady at 90c. Barley, 60c®
65c. Oats declining ; 5t}c@.55c.

SEEDS—Market for Clover-very dull and prices declined, eloc-

ing at $4.50. Flax, $1..50. Timothy dull at $2@$2.25.
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PEOVISIONS^Market very dull. Mess Pork $16®$17. Ba-

con 6Vc®8;4C. Lard in demand at 10Xc®llc for country and

city • kee lard, 12c. Butter—good demand for fresh at 23c®25c

;

ioierior dull at 9c@10c. Cheese—demand fair; prime new, 9c ;

and prime old, 9c®10c Potatoes firm at 65c®"15c on arrival,

and 90c@.90c from store.

TOKONTO MAEKET.- April 21.

FLOUE—Dull, with no demand for export. Superfine, $6@
Su r.(» ; fancy and extra, $G.50@|7. Oatmeal scarce ; $7.50@$8.

GRAIN—Prime Wheat, $l.57@$l.G0; inferior, $1.30®$1.40;

sprin" wheat for seed active at $1.85@$l.r)0; Scotch Fife very

scarce at $1.60@|il.7O. Barley—supply limited; 70c@S0c. Kye
scarce at 70®80c. Peas active at 80@90c. Oats firm at 57®60c.

SEEDS-Timothv, $1.75®$2.20.
PROVISIONS—Mess Pork, $17@18; prime mess, $14@?15;

prime, $12@$13. Smoked Hams, ll>^c®12>tfc; cured, 9c@10c;

sides, 8c@9c. Butter scarce; 25c@i2Sc for the best; tub No. 1,

20c ; No. 2 dull at 12yc. Cheese, 12c@.12;^c. Potatoes in better

supply ; good, 70c@i75c ; common, 60c®C5c. Eggs plentiful at 9c

®ltic'. Poultry, 40c@.50c per pair.

CATTLE MARKET—Beef Cattle, |8®$9 per 100 lbs. for the

beat beasts ; ordinarv, $7@.|7.50. Calves, $3 to $5 each. Sheep
s.'arce and dear ; $8(f?410 for the best ; ordinary, |6@.$7. Lambs
$2(a$2.50 each. Sheep skins, $1.50@$1.75 each; Beef hides,

|6.-5o@$7, firm. Calf sliins, 10c@12Xc per lb.

WOOL—22c®20c per lb.

LONDON MAEKET. -April 11.

FLOUE—Tilarket dull. American sour, $4.80@$5.50 ; sweet, —

.

GRAIN—AVhcat inactive. American white. $1.26@$1.44; red

do.. $1.28@$l.oS. Indian com, 87c@90c for both white and yel.

SEEDS—Prices remain as previously quoted, with a less active

demand.
PROVISIONS—Hams. 15c@18c. Bacon, 10c@12c. Butter,

Wc@.S0c. Cheese, 12c@ 17c. Wheaten bread, per 4 lbs. loaf, 12c

®l4c. Beef, 10c@14c. Mutton, 10c@14. Veal, Kc@13c. Pork,

lOc(SilSc per lo. All by the carcass.

WOOL—English, 29c@4Sc ; German and Saxon, 66c@$1.08 ;

Oliver foreign kinds, lCc@57c for the range.

LIVERPOOL MAEKET. -April 8.

FLOUR—Western canal, $5®$5.1 2; Baltimore, Philadelphia,
and Ohio. |5.80®$5.90 ; sour, t.4.30®|4.70.
GRAIN—American white wheat, |1.26@$1.60 ; red do., $1.14®

$1.40 per bush, of ^0 lbs. Indian com—yellow, 68c@90c; white,

$]@$1.04; mixed, 82c@S4c per bush, of '60 lbs.

SEEDS—With free supplies, prices are easier. American red
clover, llc®13c per lb.

WOOL—English, 12c@40c per lb. ; foreign, good demand for

ail useful kinds at full London rates.

BRIGHTON CATTLE MAEKET. -April 21.

At market, 800 Beeves, 150 Stores, 1200 Sheep and Lambs, 1800
8wiue.
PRICES— Market Beef— Extra. $9.75®$0.00: First quality,

$8.75; Second, $7.25; Third. $6.00. Milch Cows—$41 @ $42

;

Common, $20®$21. Veal Calves—$4@$7. Yearlings—none.
Two Years old—$22®$26. Three Years old—$26@$33. Hides
7}<rc@8>ic per lb. Calf Skins—14c®15c per lb. Tallow—7><c®
Be. Sheep and Lambs—$1.75@$2.75; extra, $4.00(?7l$7.00 Pelts
—$1.62@$2.00. Swine—Pigs, 5Xc®7c; retail, 6c@Sc.

IJeeves are sold here by the head, at prices per lb. equal to the
estimated weight of beef in the quarter, together with the fifth

quarter, or the hide and tallow, at the same price, at a shrinkage
from live weight agreed on by the parties—from 23 to 84 per cent.

ADVERTISEMENTS.
A FEW short advertisements of interest to farmers— and only

euch— will be inserted in the Geneaee Farmer for iyrcnly cents

a line, or $2 per square, each insertion, payable la advance. To
secure insertion, they should be sent in by the 15th of the previous

menth. The Farmer has large lists of subscribers in erery StaU
av'i Territory, and in all tfu> British Provincet, (It has nearly

3000 subscribers in Canada West alone.) There U no better or

cheaper medium for advertising everything of general interest to

rural residents in all parts of the United States and Canada.

1>BINCE ALBERT POTATOES FOR SALE-At $8,150 per
r barri-l aboard of cars. Warrunt-'d genuine. Address
May—It* D. NORTON, ,Je., Pitustown, Reus. Co., N. T.

CET8 OF THE PRINCE ALBERT POTATO—Sent to anyO a<ldress, by mail, on th<> receipt of four red stamps,
my U* M. L. PARKER, Lyndonvllle, Orleans Co., N. T.

SEEDLING EVEEGREENS.—For sale, 10,000 two-years-ol

Scotch Pines—fine, strong plants. Price $20 per thousand.
Address C. W. 8EELYE,

mylt Rochester Central Nurseries, Rochester, N. Y.

BLOOD STOCK FOR SALE.— One two-year-old Colt b
" Mariner," out of " Miss Mattie ;" two Aldemey Bull Calvei

one five the other six months old ; two pairs " Shanghai Sheep,
my 3t WILLIAM REDMOND, 43 Barclay St., New York.

-j f\ CTS. PER PACKAGE—postpaid—Boston Marrow Squasl
JLiu Rliode Island Premium Corn, Mountain Bush Beans, llort

cultural Beans, and White Onion Seed. P. SUTTON,
May, 1859.—It*? Ransom, Luzerne Co. Pa.

PEABODY'S EARLY PROLIFIC DENT CORN -five t

seven ears on a stalk—15 cts. per ear, or one dollar per quar
at the American Seed Store, Rochester, N. Y.
May, 1859.—11 J. O. BLOSS & CO.

TOP ONIONS! TOP ONIONS! TOP ONIONS !-100 bus!

els of Top Onions, in fine order, for sale at $2.50 per bushe
Dealers and Gardeners, send in your orders to

mylt J. O. BLOSS & CO., 76 Main St., Rochester, N. Y.

HOLTON'S "SIX WEEKS" POTATOES-Are verygre:
jielders; as early as Junes ; indisposed to rot ; and a flm

white, table potato, eleven months in the year. A few can be ha
of CHAS. C. HOLTON or E. D. HALLOCK, Rochester, N. 1
May, 1859.—It*

RUSSIA OR BASS MATTS—Selected expressly for buddin
and tying. GUNNY BAGS, TWINES, &c., suitable 6

Nursery purposes, for sale in lots to suit, by
D. W. MANWAEING, Importer,

August, 1868.-1 y* S4S Front Street, New York.

A VIRGINIA FARM FOR SALE.—I offer 1200 acres of ric

and highly improved land, with good buildings, an abun(
ance of marl and wood, on Potomac river, Stafford county, VL
ginia, for only twelve thousand dollars. Address
May—8t G. B. WALLACE, Fredericksburg. Va.

AMERICAN CABBAGE SEED—Of the PREMIUM FLA
DUTCH variety. We can supply Gardeners and the Trad

in limited quantities, with the seed of the above finest of all Fa
and Winter Cabbages. Warranted to head solid. $3 per pouni
my 2t J. M. THORBURN & CO.. 15 John St., New York.

ATANSEMOND SWEET POTATO PLANTS-for the Nort
1> —l,0u0, $2 ; 6,000, $10 ; 10,000, $15. Sent safely by Expres,'

Directions for culture furnished. Our plants have produced goo
crops at the North, even as far as 44°, during years past.

O. S. MURRAY & SON,
May—It* Twenty Miles Stand, Warren county, Ohio.

SWEET POTATO PLANTS FOR SALE. — Sweet Potat
Plants, Nanse.-nond variety, strong, well-rooted plants, foi

warded by Express to any point. Per thousand, $2.50 : 500, $1.5t

100, 37>(;' cts. Plants sent with perfect safety 1000 miles. Plan!
ready for sending out from the 15th of Mav onward. Address
May—2t EMORY LUCE, Ashtabula, Ohio.

TRICKS OF HORSK DEALERS!!
BR THE LATE

"FRANK FOERESTEE."
Only 10 cents. Illustrated. Sent free bv mail. Address
April—2t* DINSMORE &. CO., 9 Spruce St., New York.

JOHN DORR, A tomer and Counaellor at Law. ScotUrUIe,
Monroe county. N. Y., will giT« prompt atlealion to any

biaineM in Western New York. apU , ment of postage.

GRAPES BY MAIL.—Diana, Rebecca, Northern Muscadin«
Concord, Hartford Prolific, King, Tokalon, Child's Superb

and forty-six other sorts of hardy native grape vines for .sale.

Well-rooted plants can be prepared for planting, and sent b;

mail, carefully packed in oiled silk, and postage paid, on receip

of one dollar "e:ich. Delaware and Logan vines at three dollar

each. Address C. P. BISSELL & SALTER,
Feb. 1. 1S.W.—4t Rochester, N. Y.

TREES AND PLANTS—At the Baiavia Nursery, Batavia
Genesee county, N. Y. The subscriber ofl'ers for sale i

general assortment of Fruit and Ornamental Trees, Grapes, Cur
rants. Gooseberries, Raspberries, 6trawbcrrie^ Shrubs, Roses
Pseonias, D.ihlias, Greenhouse and Bedding Plants, Ac, at ver
reasonable prices. Descriptive Catalogues furnished on applies

tion. ap2t A. L00M18, Batavia, Genesee county, N. Y.

BEDDING PLANTS, DAHLUS, &C.

Rochester Central Nurseries.

THE Subscriber would call attention to his fine collection ok

Bedding Plants, offered for sale this spring, embracing i

great variety of Verbenas, Petunias, Heliotropes, Salvias, Scnrle

Geraniums, Ac. &c., of ihe best and newest sorU.

Also, a largo variety of the finest Dahlias in cultivation.

PnvoKLius CArEN.sis —A limited number of this new and beau-

tiful plant will be ready for delivery after IJie 1st of May.
Packing is done in the bejt and securest manner, >nd parties

ordering planta can rely upon receiving them in good order.

Catalogues sent to all applicants enclosing a stamp for prepay-
It 0. W. 8EELYE, Bochester, N.T.
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m PRESS. IN PRESS.

"COUNTRY LIFE."
L GREAT AGRICULTURAL WORK,

OOVEMNG TITE wnOLB GROUTO) OF

AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE,
AKD

LANDSCAPE GARDENING,

;h 225 superb illustrations, designed and engraved expressly

for the work, by eminent artists.

By R. MORHIS COPKILAND, Esq.

(JCH a work as the above has lonjj been needed, combining
in one volume a whole Library of Facts, and the experiences
he beat Agriculturists in both hemispheres, brought down to

present day, and all arranged in months, so that any cultiva-
i)f the soil, be he the proprietor of hundreds of acres or of a
;le acre, can have before him a Practical Manual, or rather an
cyclopedia, divided into months, showing him at a glance just
it he must do in every month in the year, wfi^en to plow, ichen
lant and what to plant, how to plow, and how to plant, from
smallest flower to the cereals which sustain life. Also the

it complete description of the manner of constructing and man-
ig Ifot ffmtses, containing a thorough treatise, with full illus-

ions, on Rose Culture, togeUier witli descriptions of the prin-
il Flowers, Plants, and Shrubs, which can be cultivated here,
bow to cultivate them, and the most elaborate treatise yet

lished on Landscape G-aedening, with numerous plans for

ng out gardens, or fields, or entire farms, with complete plans
descriptions for draining lands.

'r. Copeland is well known in his profession ; he has made it

enthuiiiastic study of his life ; and probably there is not a man
ig in this country who is better qualified than he for so great
mdcrtaking. And that he has acquitted himself nobly in this

It work which he now offers to the public, we have the testi-

ly of several of our most distinguished Agriculturists, who
e examined his proof sheets.

he work will be published about the 20th of May, in one
erb Bvo. vol. of 800 pages^ with 225 elegant iUustraiiom—
OE TnEEK DOLLAES.
I order, however, to place so valuable a work (which, in the
;uage of a gentleman of high culture and extensive exneri-
?, who has read all the proof sheets, ''contains more anci bet-
information than any niai books on i/iose mibject'i,") within
reach of aU, we shall issue an edition on smaller paper and
for Two Dollars, depending on large sales to compensate us
he large outlay.

^e want a few first rate Agents, and only a few. "We want
e who have had experience in selling books of this high order,
will give such a territory sufficiently large to employ them
stantly for one year.
II applications should be addressed to the Publishers.
1 ordering single copies by mail, please state which edition ia

ited. JOHN P. JE-WETT & CO.,
:ay, 1859.—2t 20 Washington St,, Boston.

LiANGSTROTH ON THE BEE.
Air INSTEUCTIVE and FASCINATING BOOK.

oqutdlcd by any other Worlt In any Language I

A NEW AND PERFECT ST8TEM OT

BEE CULTURE.
Price $1.35.

ent by mail, prepaid, on receipt of price. Address

A. 0. MOORE & CO.,

Agricultural Book Publishers,

tay, 1859.—2t 140 Fulton street, New York.

FARM DRAINAGE.
A NEW BOOK,

Bt Hon. H. F. FRENCH, of New Hampshire.

iMican Farmers are just awakening to the vital importance of
this subject

HERE IS THE BOOK TO GIVE THEM LIGHT!
Price $1.00.

BKT BT Ma:L, PP.EPAID, OK EEOKIPT OP PeIOB. AddfCSS

A. 0. MOORE & CO.,
Agricultural Book Publishers,

Cay, 1869.-2t 140 Fulton street, New York.

"EVEEY BODY SHOULD HAVE A COPY.'

FOR 1859.
'T^niS work was started in 1856, by the publisher of the Gene,
-*- *ee Fanner. Its great succes.s affords conclusive evidence,

not only of its intrinsic merit, but of its adaptability to the wants
of the niral population. A new volume, prepared with great car®

and replete with new and valuable matter, is issued each year.

The fourth volume, for 18.59, has appeared, and is a book which
cannot be too highly recommended—alike beautiful, interesting,

and useful. The articles are all written for its pages by men of

experience. It is illustrated with seventy-five appropriate and
beautiful engravings.

Among its contents may be mentioned able treatises on Under-
draining Orchards and Gardens, on the Fruits of the Ohio Valley,

on Fruit Culture in the West, on the Cultivation of Fruit Trees in

Pots under Glass, on Training Wall and Espalier Trees, on the

Cultivation of Bulbous Plants, on the Management of Ducks,

Geese, and Swans, on British Breeds of Cattle, on the Cultivation

of Euta Bagas, &c., &c., and a List of Fruits recommended by the

American Pomological Society at its last session.

The work will be found invaluable to the Fruit Grower, and use-

ful to every one interested in Eural affairs.

It is furnished at the low price of Twenty-five Cents,—while it

contains as much matter as many dollar books. Every one who
01B71S a rod of grmmxl should have it. It is sent pre-paid by mail

to any address on the receipt of twenty-five cents in coin or post-

age stamps. Address JOSEPH HARKIS,
Publisher and Proprietor

Of the Genese« Farmer and Rural Annual,
Rochester, N. Y.

The back numbers, for 1856, 1857, and 1558, can be furnished
at twenty-flve cents each, postage paid.

PKOFITABLE ElttPLOYMENT. — PLEASE TO READ
THIS I—Agents Wanted !—Extra inducements for 1859!

—

All persons IN WANT OF EMPLOYMENT will at once receive
our Catalogue of Books for the New Year, prepaid, by forwarding
us their address. Particular attention is requested to the liberal

offers we make to all persons engaging in the sale of our Large-
Type Qu.'\rto PICTORIAL FAMILY BIBLE, with about One
Thousand Engravings. On receipt of the established price. Six
Dollars, the Pictorial Family Bible, with a well-bound Subscrip-
tion Book, will be carefully boxed, and forwarded by express, a!

our risk and expense, to any central town or village in the United
States, excepting those of California, Oregon, and Texas, Our
books are sold by canvassers, and are well known to be the most
saleable. Address, postpaid, ROBERT SEARS, Publisher,
May—It No. 181 William street. New York.

TO FARMERS AND LUMBER DEALEBS.-3criI>ner-9
Ready Reckoner and Log Book is one of the most complete

and reliable books for measuring all kinds of saw logs, boards,

Elank and lumber of all kinds, that can be found. Its sale has
een constantly increasing ever since its publication, until over
300,000 copies have been sold.

No farmer, lumber merchant, or business man, should be
without a copy, as it contains a large number of useful tables that

are constantly wanted for reference. Price only 25 cents ; flv»

copies sent for one dollar, postage paid.
Agents and pedlers can make money by selling the book.

Address, GEO. W. FISHER.
ap2t Bookseller and Stationer, Rochester, N. Y.

SOBOHUM SUGAR-CANE.—Our Annual Illstrated Pamphlet,
now in press, and to issue about the 15th of April, contains a

plain and comprehensive Treatise, explaining how to make Sugar
and Syrup from the Sorghum Cane ; togolher with Reports of In-
teresting Experiments made throughout the country during the
last two seasons. It also contains a Catalogue, with cuts and de-
scriptions, of our Improved Patent Sugar-Cane Mills, Pans, Clari-

flers. Furnace Fixtures, Skimmers, Ladles, Thermometers, Pots,

Saccharrometers, Retorts, Molds, and all the appurtenances requi-

site in the Sugar-making process. On receipt of three postage
stamps, this will be mailed prepaid to anv address.

It HEDGES, FREE, & CO., No. 6 Main 6t , Cincinnati, O.

ALBANY TILE WORKS— Corner Clinton Avenitb and
Knox Strekt, Albany, N. Y.—The subscribers, being the

most extensive manufacturers of DR.MNING TILE in the United
States, have on hand, in large or small quantities, for Land Drain-
ing, ROUND, SOLE, and EtORSE-SHOE TILE, warranted supe-
rior to any made in this country, hard-burned, and over one fool

in length. Orders solicited. Price List sent on application.

May, lS69.-6t C. & W. MoCAMMON, Albany, N. Y
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KETCHUM'S COMBINED HARVESTER.
KETCIIUM'S Improved Combined Afachinc, " Iron Frame,"

will) Keel and adjustable Koller. Cut 4 feet

10 inches $180
KETCHUJirS Improved Two Horse Mower, " Iron Frame,"

Willi the adjustable Koller to Cutter Bar, $110
KETCIIUM'S Improved One Horse Mower, Iron Fnimc,.. $ 75
SANFOKD'S Portable Farm Mill for (Grinding Feed for

Stock, riatiter or Dones for Manure, $ 80
SANFOED'S Portable Plantation, or Hand Hominy Mill,. $ 20

Machines and Mills shipped wilhimt extra charge.
These Machines are simple in construction, have no equal for

durability and light draft, are entirely free from all side dralt, and
have no weight upon llie horse's neck.
This Machine, as improved for ISJJO, was awarded the first pre-

mium by .the Michigan Slate Agricultural Society, at its annual
Fair in Septemb<?r last, as a Reaper and as a Mower.
The New York State Afrricultural Society, at its l.ate Fair,

awarded it the first premium as a Combined Grain and Grass
Harvester.

Ohio, also, awarded it it-s best commendation.
Two Horse Machine warranted to cut from 10 to 15 acres of

grass or grain per day.
One Horse Jlachine warranted to cut from 5 to 6 acres of grass

per dtiy.

All orders will n»ce< >'e prompt attention.

i:. L. HOWARD,
Manufacturer and Proprietor, Buffalo, N. Y.

I have for .«.-Ue pure Hungarian Grass Seed. Price three dol-

lars per bushel.

Emery's One and Two lIor.se Railroad Powers for sale at man-
ufacturer's prices, adding transportation from Albany.
May, 185'J.—3t R. L. HOWARD.

BO.VROMAN, GR.4.Y, «& CO.'S

NEW SCALE PIANO FORTES!
Peifoet in musical f|ualities wid mechanism, and having

our New Patent Improvenienls of the

Insulated Iron Rtins, Corrugated Soiuidlng
Board, &c..

Making them the most perfect and desirable PIANOS made in

the world.
All sizes, from 6 to 73^' octaves; and all prices, from $125 to

$8v)0. according to size and finish. Will be sold at very LOW
PKICKS KOli C.\SII, and perfect satisfaction guaranteed.

Please call and examine them at our MUSIC KALL, Nos. 406
and 470 Broadway, Albany. N. T.

Illustrated Price Lists and Circulars furnished on application.

May—It BOARDMAN, QRAY^ & CO., Albany, N. Y.

The Celebrated

HUBBARB
SQ,UASH.

Seed for ?ale by the
euliecribcr. who first

intro<lUced this new
vjiriety to piiblic uo-
tioc, and gave it its

name. It is priv
notinced. by Hon.
Marshall P. Wilder
and Hon. Edward
Everett, to he the
richest squash they
have ever tasted: and
by the New F'ngland
Farmer, Boston Cul-
tivalor, the Ilorae-
Btead, and the entire
agricultural press of
the Norlh, to be the
driest, sweetest, and
riche.sl-flavored of all

squashes.
For n single pnck-

«|ye of seed, with di-

rections for cultiva-

ting. 2.*) cenl.^.

Dealers wishing to

sell on commission
promptly supplied
with package*, circu-

lars. Jtr., on applies
tion to the subscriber.

-May, 1S50.— It

-TAMES J. n. GREGORY,
Marblehead, Mas.-'achusetls.

"|>ERTrVlAN GUANO.—No. l Pemvlan Guano, Goverament
1 brand and weight, direct fmrn IVrurian agents, in quanti-
ties to suit nurchasers, at the Inwi-st market price.

Maicb. 1959.—8t A. LONGETT, 84 Cliff St, Now York.

ROCHESTER AGRICULTURAL WORKS.
HYDE & %VR1GHT'S PATENT IIORSE-HO

OR CULTIVATOR PliOW,

Designed, and better adapted than any other implement, for h<

ing Com, Broom Corn, Potatoes, Cotton, or any other crop
quiring the use of the Horse or lland-IIoe. It has proved its-

the most valuable implement yet invented for the purpose
tended. It has been in use in Western New York for the past
years. Its great utility has been demonstrated in the fact that c

day to the acre, with a man and horse, is all the expense of cu
vating and hoeing a field of corn for the .season. If used as
reeled, hand-hoeing, in nine cases out of ten, may be entirely c

pensed with. We have numerous certificates of the most satisf

tory character, which we would be happy to .show the public.
Price, $8 ; if ground and polished, $8.50. No farmer should

without one. They are having an unlimited sale. Sold at whc
sale and retail.

IMPROVED THRE.SHING MACHINES AX.
HORSE POVTERS.

The above cut is a representation of the justlr celebrated PIT'
MACHINE FOR TlIUKSllING AND CLEANING GRAl
at one operation. It is the best Machine in existence.

The following cut represents an improved, all iron, EIGHT <

TEN HORSE POWER.

:S/''*"*

As a superior and every way reliable Horse Power, tlie ah
stands unrivulleil.

We call attention to the fact that we are now manufacturing
above Machines, at Kochester, N. Y., in a more substantial i

durable manner than any hitherto built in this city, having all

latest improvenit-nt.s

We also make Pitts' celebrated DOUBLE PINION EIG
OR TEN HORSE POWERS.

ONE HORSE MOW^R.
We offer Stoddard's Mower to the Farmer as preferable to cv

other Mower. It will cut salt, tame, or prairie grass; wHl d<

work well ; does not clog ; irill cut as tiiiich pfr fiour, teitk

hornf. as any other Mower tcUh tico horsfs. Its draft in cuu
is only fron> 80 to 110 lbs. Cuta 4 ft 2 inches. Price, $100.

ROCHESTER CUTTING BOX.
All who are In want of a Feed Cutt4-r. adapteil equally wel

the culling iif all kinds of fodder, will find our Culling Box ir

respects to answer their wants. A. GOKDON.
May, 1659.—

U

68 South SU Paul street, Roehester, N.l
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AGRICTJITTTRAL mPLEMENTS.

W^HEBLER, MEIiICK, & CO.,

PR0PKIKT0E8

few York State Agricultural "Works,
lofacturera of Endless Chain Eailway Horse Powers, and
h armers' and Planters' Machinery for Horse Power use,

and Owners of the Patents on, and principal

Makers of; the following valuable Machines.

STHEELER'S PATENT DOUBLE HORSE POWEK
AND

proved Combined THreslier and "Winnower.
(Shown in iha Out.)

ur first Combined Thresher and Winnower was invented and
le in 1851. Continued experiments resulted, in 1857, in the
tent

[EELEtt'S ImPEOVED PaTENT COMBINED ThEESHEE AND
Winnower.

his Machine is a model of simplicity and compactness, and i^

Je in the most substantial manner, so that its durability equals
sfBciency and perfection of work. Its capacity, under ordinary
umstanoes, has been from 125 to 175 bushels of wheat, and
n 200 to 800 bushels of oats, per day. It works all other kinds
p-ain equally well, and also threshes and cleans rice and time-
seed. Price $245.

WHEELER'S PATENT SINGLE HORSE POWER
AND

*rshot Threslicr vi^itlx Vibrating Scporater.

Viisis a 0-n-e-fforse Machine, adapted to the wants of medium
I small grain-growers. It separates grain and chaff from the

,w, and threshes from 75 to 100 bushels of wheat, or twice as
ay oats, per day, without changing horses—by a change, near-
louble the quantity may be threshed. Price $123.

WHEELER'S PATENT DOUBLE HORSE POWER
AND

'orsiiot Tlireslicr -witli Vibrating Separator.

!Tii8 Machine is like the preceding, but larger, and for two
'ses. It does double the work of 3ie single machine, and is

Lpted to the wants of large and medium grain-growers, and
psons who make a business of threshing. Price $160.

«o, Ciroular and Cross-Citt Saicing Machines, Glover
Hullers, Feed Cutters, Mowers and Reapers, Horse

Bakes, and other Farming Machi7ies.

)ur Horse Powers are adapted in all respects to driving every
id of Agricultural and other Machines that admit of being driven
Iforse Power, and our Threshers may be driven by any of the
linary kinds of Horse Powers in use. Either is sold separately.
5^~ To persons wishing more information, and applying by
lil, we will forward a Circular containing such details as pur-
asers mostly want—and can refer to gentlemen having our Ma-
inos, in evti-y State and Territory.

>ur firm have been engaged in manufacturing this class of Ag-
ultural Machinery 24 years, and have had longer larger, and
re extended and successful experience than any other housa
Ml our Machines are warranted to give entire satisfaction, or
iyjl)e returned at the expiration of a reasonable time for trial.

Orders from any part of the United States and Territories,

Canada, acc<3mpanied with satisfactory references, will be filled

th promptness and fidelity; and Machines, securely packed,
U be forwiu-ded according to instructions, or by cheapest and
St routes. WHEELEK, MELICK, & CO.,
May, 16o9.—It Albany, N. T.

GRICfULTURAL IMPLEMENTS—A large assortment, at

. manufacturer's prices, consisting of Endless Chain Ilorse-
wers and Threshers, Excelsior Fan Mill, Hay and Straw Cut-
's, Churns, Corn Shellers, Seed Sowers, Harrows, Cultivators,
)ad Scrapers, Iron and Wood Beam Plows, &c., &c
fiend for a catalogue. A. LONGETT,
March, 1859.—3t 84 Cliff street. New York.

G-LADDING'S HAY ELEVATOR,.
Patented May 11, 1858.

THIS Horse Pitch Fork possessess many important advantagea
over all other Forks, among which are the following : The

tines being allowed to drop to discharge its load, the tilting of the

handle, as in other Forks, is avoided ; hence, hay can be unload-
ed with the utmost facility and ease into shed windows or beneath
purline beams, and other places where other Horse Forks can.

not be used. It can in all cases be managed with greater ease
than any other Horse Fork. It is equally adapted to stacking..

With this Fork, a ton of hay can be unloaded in from five to

seven minutes. Price $12, everything included.

TESTIMONIALS.
I hereby certify that I have witnessed the operation f>f C. E

Gladding's Patent Horse Pitch Fork, and am tree to say that I

esteem it a great acquisition to the agricultural department. Its

simplicity, durability, perfect operation, and comparatively trifling

expense, recommends it to the farmers of our country.

HoKNBY, N. Y., Aug. 31, 1S53. A. B. DICKINSON.
Having been acquainted with Horse Power Pitchforks for seve-

ral years, and having witnessed the operation of Mr. Cladding's
Patent Improvement of the same, I cheerfully recommend it to

the farming community as decidedly the best that I am acquaint-

ed with. A. E. KAPP.
NoETnUMBERLAND, Pa., Oct. 1, 185S.

We hereby testify that we have for some years been using the

common Horse Power Pitchfork, and have seen C. E. Gladding's
Patent Improvement, and do most cheerfully recommend it in

every respect a decided advantage. SAMUEL LEVERICH,
Febtuary 15, 1S59. B. 8. CAEPENTEE.

The above testimonials .ire selected from many others, the sign-

ers being generally known as distinguished agriculturists. All who
have seen it operate, agree in the above opinion of iU merits.

This Fork has taken the First Premium at every Fair at which
it has been exhibited, including the State Fairs of Pennsylvania
and New York for 1858.

State and County Rights for Sale.

Address [*] C. E. GLADDING, Troy, Bradford Co., Pa.

joncE.-
"I «p8t»

-Virginia Farms for sale. Apply to

CORNELIUS GUAED, DowdaUs Office, Ya.

BURRALL'S CORN SHELLER
HAS long been extensively known
and approved as the best hand
sheller in use. It is the onJy one
that shells clean and sepap.atss
the com from the cot> ai tlie same
operation. It is simple, strong, and
durable, being all of iron. Price

$12. Liberal discount to dealers.

AU orders or inquiries will receive

prompt attention from

BUEEALL, SNYDER, & CO.,
(successors to Thomas D. Burrall,)

Manufactureis of Shellers, Mowers,
Reapers, Clod-Crusht-rs. and vari-

ous other Farm Implements, Gene-
va, Ontario county, N. Y. ap2t

SHORT HORN HERD AT AUCTION.—Having sold ray

farm at Chestnut Ridge, Dutchess county, N. Y., I will offer

for sale at auction, my entire Herd of SHORT HORNED CAT-
TLE, consisting of about thirty-five head of superior animals.

Among them will be the unrivalled Bull, "Highflyer," 578 ; also,

stock sired by him, as well as the •' Earl of Warwick," 465. The
sale will take place at Dover Plains, on the New York and Har-

lem Railroad, on the 10th day of May next, at 12 o'clock.

Catalogues of Pedigree* may bo had after the 10th day of

March, at the offices of the American Agriculturist, New York,

Country Gentleman, Albany, Ohio Farmer, Cleveland, Boston

Cultivator, and of the subscriber. SAMUEL T. TABER.
Mineola, Queens Co., N. Y. ap 2t

P. S. No animals will be disposed of before the sale at auotion.

SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME— BONE DUST— For sal*

by mrSt A. LONGETT, 84 Cliff street, New York.
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"PROGRESSIVE ULTIMATES."

The editor of the WorTcing Farmer lias for some

;me been promulgating the doctrine that the crude

laments of plants are of little or no value as ma-

ure. They must first he taken up by plants, and

rganized, before they become of any manurial

alue ; and the oftener they have been taken up by

lants— the oftener they have formed parts of the

ving organism of plants or animals— the more

aluable they become. An atom of potash, fresh

•om the hands of its Creator, in the virgin soil of

Iden, was entirely useless as plant-food.

This is a most remarkable doctrine; and one, if

.'ue, of great practical importance. The evidence

n which it rests we have been unable to discover.

t is quite true that the potash in feldspar is not as

aluable for manure as the potash of wood ashes

;

ut is not this owing to the fact that plants can

ike up their food only in solution, and that the

otash in feldspar is comparatively insoluble, while

bat in wood ashes is readily soluble ? Is not an

torn of ammonia formed during a thunder storm,

om the nitrogen of the atmosphere, of just as

mch value as manure as an atom formed by the

ecay of animal matter ?

But we need not speculate. The originator of

lis hypothesis states that its truth may be estab-

shed by the following test: Tal^e the mineral

hosphate of Estramadura, and lone phosphate,

issolve portions of each in dilute muriatic acid, so

lat each portion shall be in solution. Apply them

;spectively to the soil, and it will be found that

le dissolved phosphates from bones will fertilize

lants and be readily assimilable by them, while

le dissolved mineral phosphate will inoduce no

feet at all.

Now it so happens that this very test has been

ade—and that, too, with the very "phosphate

Estramadura" alluded to. Dr. Datibent and

apt. Wellington brought over to England, from

J
stramadura in Spain, some of the very apatite or

11 ineral phosphate which, according to the Wcrlc-

ing Farmer., will "produce no effect at all" as a

manure for plants. It was sent to Mr. Lawes' ex-

perimental fixrm at Eothamsted, and there used on

turnips side by side with phosphates obtained from

bones, wirh the follo^iving results

:

1. A plot without any manure produced 2 tons 4 cwt. of turnip
bulbs per acre.

2. With 8 cwt. of ground apatite or mineral phosphate, 3 tons
1 cwt.

3. With 3 cwt. of superphosphate of lime (made from calcined
hemes) and 15 lbs. phosjiliate of ammonia, 6 tons dH cwt

4. Witli 3 cwt. of superphosphate of lime made from ground
apatite, 6 tons \iiJi cwt.

5. With 374 lbs. of superphosphate made from apatite or mineral
phosphate, 7 tons 3>^ cwt.

6. Wilh 560 lbs. of superphosphate of lime made from calcined
hones, 1 tons \i'}i cwt.

It will be seen that the superphosphate made

from the apatite or mineral phosphate, so far from

"producing no effect at all," was quite as beneficial

as that made from bones.

These experiments, which are perfectly reliable,

show the utter absurdity of tliis doctrine of " pro-

gressive ultimates." Plants feed on unorganized

matter. Substances which are only partially or-

ganized— such as urea, in fresh liquid excrements

— are injurious. Fresh blood in solution will kill

plants. But if these substances are allowed to fer-

ment and become crude inorganic matter, they are

very beneficial. That the individual atoms have

been in any way changed by being organized, we
have not a particle of evidence. Lichens and

mosses may grow on a soil which would not sup-

port a wheat plant. By their decay in the soil

they may furnish food for some plant of a higher

organization ; and these in their turn may furnish

food for clover ; and this, by being plowed in, may
furnish food for wheat : and tli\is, in the course of

years, a soil which would not produce wheat may

be rendered capable of doing so. But to account

for this, it is not necessary to assume that the ele^

ments which were first taken up by the lichens are

in any respect different from the same elements

which are taken up by the wheat. The soil did

not contain a sufficient quantity of these elements
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in an assimilable condition for the wheat plant, but

sufficient for lichens and mosses. The-se collected

the sparse elements of the soil, and left them in a

more concentrated form. And so of the other

plants which follow; the oxygen of the atmos-

phere, carbonic acid, ammonia, &c., disintegrating

and decomposing the soil, and rendering the insolu-

ble food of plants which it contains more and more

soluble, till in time there is a sufficient quantity for

the higher order of plants.

SUMMER FALLOWS FOR WHEAT.

Fallowing is one of the most ancient methods

of restoring fertility to impoverished soils. The

Hebrew law commanded that the land should rest

every seventh year; and though of a figurative

nature, it was probably connected with the practi-

cal requirement of the early system of agriculture.

Hesiod, the Greek poet-farmer who flourished in

the tenth century B. 0., and who cultivated a soil

which he describes as "bad in winter, hard in

summer, and never good," (probably a stiff clay,)

recommends fallowing, the land being plowed three

times— once in the autumn, again in the spring,

and then immediately before sowing. Among the

Romans, fallowing was a universal practice— in

most cases a crop and a year's fallow succeeding

each other. The land was first plowed after the

crop was removed, generally in August; it was

again cross-plowed in the spring, and at least a

third time before sowing, whether spring grain or

winter wheat was the crop. There was, however,

no end to the number of plowings and sarclings,

the object being, as TnEOPHRASTus observes, " to

let the earth feel the cold of winter and the sun of

summer, to invert the soil, and render it free, light,

and clear of weeds, so that it can more easily af-

ford nourishment."

The Romans introduced the system of fallowing

into England, where it has been pursued since the

invasion. It would appear, however, that the

practice did not extend to Scotland till the earlier

part of the eighteenth century. John "Walkeb,

of Beanston, East Lothian, is supposed tP have

been the first peraon who ever systematically at-

tempted to fallow laud in Scotland. He had to

endure, f<jr a time, the ridicule and contempt of his

neighbors, who jestingly concluded that he was

either insane for allowing a portion of his land to

lie wiiste for a whole year, or so poverty-stricken

as to be unable to find seed to sow it with. The

practice, however, was so successful, that twenty

years after, summer-fallowing had become neai'ly

general throughout East Lothian. " Many," says

John Haxton, of Fife, " are old enough to remem-

ber the wonderful improvement elTected in Scotland

through the introduction of the bare fallow system.

Previously, the land was cropped repeatedly with

grain, until it ceased to produce enough to pay fot

seed, labor and rent. It was then allowed to re-

main in grass until the operation of natural causes

had, in some degree, repaired the former damage

it had sustained, when it was again broken up, anc

the same scourging process renewed. Upon sucl

a system, the introduction of fallowing operated

like a charm."

In the mean time, turnip-culture was introduced

with remarkable success on the light soUs of Nor
folk ; and a controversy on the subject of substi

tuting the growing of turnips for bare faUowin;

agitated the writing and reading portion of the ag

ricultural public of Great Britain during the latte

end of the last century, and ultimately a tacij

compromise resulted, which left the turnip growei

in complete possession of the light soils, and th

summer fallow advocates in possession only of th i

heavier and undrained clays ; while the drier an
j

less stubborn clay loams formed a sort of debati

ble ground, upon which occasional pen-and-in

encounters took place between the two partie

until practical experiment proved the point in f:

vor of turnip growers.

There can be no doubt that in the moist, co

climate of the British Isles, turnip-culture is mo
profitable than bare fallows on all weU-underdraiu*

soils, except the heaviest and most tenacious claj

In this country, where the climate is not so wi

adapted to the cultivation of turnips, and whe

meat is not so high, the case may be, and Ave I

lieve is, very different.

The lamented Judge Buel, and other eminc

agricultural writers, reflected the opinions of tin

brethren across the Atlantic. They extolled ti

nip-culture, and condemned summer fallows; a

it is not ditlicult to trace the influence of tli

writings in forming the now very generally :

ceived opinion that summer fallows are, at best

necessary evil. There is some tru,th in this opinii

but we are inclined to believe that the benefits

summer-fallowing are not sufficiently undcrsto

and appreciated.

On light soils, there is little necessity for suimi

fallows. We should endeavor to keep the h
clean by the introduction of hoed crops, withi

the use of bare fallows, and try to enrich it by

growth of such jilants as enrich rather than i

poverish the soD, and then feed, them to cattle t
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leep, and endeavor to make as much rich manure

1 possible.

But on heavier soils— such as form, under gocnl

dture, our best and most permanent wheat lands—
e can not dispense with the use of summer fal-

ws. We Avill hazard an opinion, which Avill,

srhaps, astonish some of our readers, but for

hich we can offer some good reasons : that on a

ell-underdrained, properly-cultivated clayey loam,

ere is very little actual increase of fertilizing

after added to the soil by growing and plowing

any crop— even a heavy crop oi our highly-

ized clover. All the mineral matter it contains

as in the soil before, and the matter which the

op has obtained from rain and dew would have

en retained by the soil, if in proper condition,

le only increase, then, would be in the gases

aich the plants attracted from the atmosphere,

le bulk of this is carbonic acid— of which, for

'leat, most soils have an abundance. How much

ammonia is attracted from the atmosphere by

e best of renovating plants, such as clover, it is

Bcult to estimate, but from all that we know on

e subject, we think it probable that it is not more

an a well-stirred, loamy soil would attract. That

my kinds of clayey soils have the power of at-

icting ammonia from the atmosphere there can

no doubt, and that one of the advantages of

mmer fallows is attributable to this fact is equally

rtain.

Our wheat growers, on heavy soils, must pay

3re attention to summer fallows. We are aware

at fallows add nothing to the soil, except ammo-

1, from the atmosphere. They simply render

ailable the stores of plant-food locked up in the

il. But why should they not be rendered availa-

and useful? Is not this better than letting

3m lie dormant ? They are the farmer's capital,

d the more he can keep in circulation the better.

We have great hopes that some cheaper and more

ectual method will be devised of breaking up

d pulverizing clay soils, than by the common

)w, cultivator and harrow. We must make the

am enigne, that " giant with one idea," do, at a

gle operation, what we can now accomplish only

repeated plowings, harrowings, &c.

With our cold winters, and hot, dry summers,

can attain the object of summer-fallowing more

sily than in Great Britain. What will our readers

T to the following remarks from that recent and

)st excellent British authority, Morton's Cyclo-

lia of Agriculture? "At present, fuur plowings,

eluding the stubble and seed furrows, complete

3 process ; but were the true objects of a naked

fallow kept in view, the clay land farmer should

never rest satisfied that he has worked his land

properly, unless six, or at least five, plowings have

been given during the process."

The same authority says that the heavier clay

soils in Essex " frequently receive eiglit^ and never

less than six, clean plowings, with three horses

abreast each time. The land is also scarified with

four horses between the plowings."

In the Oarse of Gowrie, it is considered that a

summer fallow, to be properly worked, "should

receive six furrows, ten double tines of the har-

rows, four rollings, and two grubbings."

As we have said before, land can be cleaned of

weeds and rendered mellow here with less labor

than in England ; but we would submit the question

for consideration, whether we have not somewhat

abused these advantages? Whether we do not

content ourselves with summer fallows for wheat,

which are unworthy the name ? Of late years, the

majority of summer fallows, in this section, are

plowed but once. The sod is broken in June, and

the surface afterwards cleaned and pulverized by

the use of the cultivator and harrows. The surface

is often veiy loose and mellow, but the great mass

of the soil is not exposed to the meliorating influ-

ences of the air and sun. Would it not be better

to plow the land oftener, and leave it rougher?

The heat of the sun has great influence in bringing

about those, chemical changes in the soil which it

is one of the objects of summer fallows to induce.

The direct rays of the sun give out no heat— the

reflected rays alone give out heat. When the sun,

shines on a cloddy field, the clods reflect the heat

radiated from each other, and in this way a higli

degree of temperature is obtained. A writer in the

London Farmer''s Magazine^ for 1815, states that

a cloddy, clay soil was found to be heated to 120";

and in our hotter climate, a much higher heat might

be obtained, which would contribute materially to

the destruction of insects and their eggs, as well

as promote disintegration of the earthy and alka-

line silicates, and the decomposition of vegetable

matter.

This subject is one of vast importance to Ameri-

can wheat growers. Wo have merely thrown out

a few hints for consideration, and shall be glad

if some of our experienced correspondents will

give us their views.

Is Plaster beneficial on Wet Land.—Bous-

siNGAULT addressed this question to the farmers

of France. There were ten answers, all in the

negative.
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THE BEE MOTH.

There are two species of tliis insect

—

Gallcria

aheria, the Honey Moth, (fig. 1,) the maggots of

which feed upon the honey, and which is more

generally known in Europe tlian here, and Oalleria

ceranea. the Iloneycoinb Moth, (fig. 4,) which is

wcH known as the greatest enemy the American

bee-keeper has to contend with. In its adult state

it is a winged moth, measuring from the head to

the tip of its closed wifigs from tive-eighths to

three-fourths of an inch, and its wings expand from

oae and one-tenth to one and four-tenths inches.

The male is of a dusty gray color ; the female is

much larger, and darker colored than the male.

There are two broods in the year. Some moths

of the first brood make their appearance towards

the end of AprU, or early in May. Those of the

seooad brood are most abundant in August. By
day they remain quiet on the sides, or in the

crevices, of the bee-house ; but, if disturbed at

this time, they open their wings and fly quickly

away, so that it is difficult to seize them. In the

evening, they take wing when the bees are at rest,

and hover round the hive, till, finding the entrance,

tkey go in and lay their eggs. Those that are pre-

vented from entering the house by the bees, or any

other cause, lay their eggs on the outside, or on the

stand, and the little, worm-like caterjjillars (fig. 2)

hatched therefrom easily find their way into the hive

tlirough tlie cracks, or gnaw a passage for themselves

under the edge of it. These caterpillars, at first, are

not tliicker than a thread, and have sixteen legs

;

their bodies are soft and tender, and of a yellowish-

white color. "Weak as they are, and unprovided with

any natural means of defence, they are taught, by

instinct, how to shield themselves against the ven-

geanc« of the bees, and pa.s3 safely and unseen in

every direction through the waxen cells, which they

break down and destroy. Beeswax is their only

food, and they prefer old to new comb. As soon

m they are hatched they begin to spin, and each

one makes for itself a tough, silken tube through

the waxen cells, wherdin it can easily turn round,

and move backwards and forwards at pleasure,

During the day they remain concealed in theii

sUken tubes, but at night, when the bees can not

see them, they come partly out, and devour the

wax within tlieir reach. As they increase in size,

they lengthen and enlarge their dwellings, anc

cover them over with a coating of grains of wax
mixed with their own castings. Protected by thii

coating from the stings of the bees, tliey work theii

way through the combs, gnaw them to pieces, an(

fill the hive with their filthy webs, till at last thi

discouraged bees are compelled to abandon thei

perishing broods and wasted stores, and leave thei

desolated hive to the presence of the spoilers

These caterpillars grow to an inch or more i

length, and come to their full size in about thre

weeks. They then spin oval cocoons, (fig. 3.

cliange into pupa in them, and these are often foun

clustered together in great numbers in the top o

the hive.

Strong and healthy swarms, provided with I

constant supply .of food near the house, are le;

liable to suffer from the moth than small and wea

ones, as the bees are then better able to guard tl

entrance of the hive against the moth. There a;

several ways mentioned by writers on bees of ge

ting rid of this pest of the hive. But the mo
convenient, and least troublesome, perhaps, is

place shallow vessels containing water, mixed wi;

vinegar and sweetened with honey or molasst

near the entrance of the hive. Early in the ev

ning, as soon as the bees are gone to rest, is tl

time. A light may be placed near by, to attra

them, and, as they are fond of sweets, numbe

will be found drowned in the vessels.

AgriculT!i>.e in Ohio.—The editor of the Oht

Cultivator disproves the truth of the oft-repeatii

assertion that the "wheat crop of Ohio has faUi

off one-half." He shows from statistics that, f

the last four years, " the wheat crop has been ten^

ing upwards, and this, too, in the face of its inse

enemies, before unknown, and also in tlie face

the fact that while the early settlers occupied on

the best lands, the later fields have been made frc

the second and third-rate lands, which reduces t

average per acre, without involving the farmer

the censure of mismanagement."

The same is true of the corn crop, and of li

stock. The agriculture of the State has impro7<

ratlier than deteriorated.

CoTTOir Seed gives 33 per cent, of oil suitable i

machinery. The od-cake remaining is nearly eqi

to linseed-cake for fattening stock, or for manun
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THE TTJENIP FLY.

One of the greatest drawbacks to the cultivation

f the turnip is the flj, or, more properly, the

leetle, {Altica ncmorum,) which devours the young

saves of the plants. It is too familiarly known to

leed a minute description, but we give a cut illus-

rating its various stages of development, which

nay be of interest.

Fig. 1 is the fly greatly magnified— the cross

ines at fig. 2 indicating the natural dimensions, as

veil as fig. 3, where one is represented feeding on

he leaf. It is shiny black, minutely punctured,

vith two yellow stripes down the wing cases, the

linder legs formed for leaping. The female de-

)0sits her eggs on the under side of the rough

eaf, (fig. 4 — 5 magnified.) The laying continues

19 long as the rough leaf appears, and the eggs

latch out in a week or ten days, when the young

jrub pierces the skin under the leaf, and begins

sating the pulp, and the spot becomes visible by a

)rownish appearance, (fig. 6.) It continues moving

n a tortaous direction till it reaches the mid-rib,

fig. 7,) by which time it is full grown, (fig. 8— 9

nagnified.) It then eats through and falls to the

ground, to become a pupa, just under the surface,

g. 10— 11 magnified.)

From their migrating against the wind, it seems

bey are directed in their course by scent. It is,

herefore, not often that the turnip beetles are bred

n the fields on which they commit_their ravages

;

ind as they swarm in every meadow and fence

rom April to October, and hybernate or hide

hemselves in the winter, a piece of turnips com-

aratively free from them, may, by attracting

warms from the surrounding country, be overrun

rith them in a few hours.

It is difficult to suggest any remedy against the

ttacks of the turnip fly. The great point is to

;ive the plants a rapid growth, by having the soil

ich and very fine. Superphosphate of lime, sown

nW% the u«d ux the drills, has a magical efect on

the young turnip plants, pushing them forward so

rapidly that the fly has no time to do them much

injury. Another remedy is, to sow i)lenty of seed

— from one to three pounds per acre— and thin out

after the turnips get into the rough leaf. We have

known as much as five pounds per aero sown in

England, in order, if possible, to have enough plants

to satisfy these voracious destroyers. Another

remedy, which has been resorted to with considera-

ble success, is founded on the fact that the fly pre-

fers the leaves of radishes to those of turnips. If a

little radish seed is so^n with the turnip seed, the

fly will eat the radishes and let the turnips alone.

Dusting the plants with ashes, lime or soot, whiio

the dew is on, is sometimes useful in checking the

ravages of the fly.

«i»-*-^

PRAIKIE FAEMmG IN AMEEICA.

Sucn is the title of a new work just published in

London by James Caied, M. P.— the well-knovm

Agricultural Commissi'iner of the London Times.

Mr. 0. is a Scotch farmer, a close observer, and a

pleasing writer. He visited this country last fall,

for the purpose, principally, of examining the lands

of the Illinois Central Railroad, in which, we be- •

lieve, he is somewhat interested—and it may be

well to take his opinion of the fertility and value

of these lands with some caution. A few extfacts.

from the work will be read with interest.

At Niagara Falls he met a Scotchman who had.

been thirty years in this country. " Oh, map,"

said he, "they're meeserable farmers. It wouI4

break your heart to see how they just scart the

grun'. It's no very guid, ony way, but they dinna

gie't a chance."

He was much impressed with the growth of Chi-

cago. "Nothing," he says, "can illustrate more

forcibly the vast natural abundance and resources

of this splendid country, than the history of the

grain trade of Chicago. An Indian village in 1820,

this place has become a great city, with upwards

of 120,000 people, with wharves and granaries for

miles along the river canal which opens into Lake

Michigan,' and with streets, public buildings,

churches and private dwellings that may vie with

those of London itself. And Chicago is actually

the center of more miles of railway completed and

in operation than London, In 1837, its export

amounted to about 100 bushels of grain ; and ifl

1857, upwards of 18,000,000 bushels. Chicago

and all its wealth, are, in fact, a property created

by the profits arising in the mere transference from

hand to hand of the surplus produce of but a small

part of this <ronderfal country. This surpliis, great
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though it is, is capnble of being increased tonfoUl,

as only onc-tenih of the fertile lauds of tins State
|

are believed to be yet brought under cultivaUon.
|

Of the prairie fanns, he says: "Some corn,

[grain] fields are of uncommon magnitude. One|

vast sweep of 2,200 acres was all in new-sown

wheat, a sparkling sheet of verdure in the morning

gxin. The towns, most of which are not four years

old are growing rapidly. There is a plan of gomg

'shares,' in which a prudent farm-laborer meets

witli great success. He has a farm given to hun

to cultivate, fenced and broken up and seeded; he

performs the rest of the labor and carries on the

farm, and pays his rent by delivering at the nearest

station the half of the crop."

The pioneer of a settlement on the prairie, own-

ing 2,500 acres, after telling him his history, and

adverting to the failure of the crops in 1858 havmg

disheartened the farmers, concludes with: "But

personally he had no apprehension, as he had the

utmost confidence in the natural fertility of the

Boil, which he did not believe could be exhausted."

He called on a dairy farmer from the Eastern

States, and says: "He has a dairy stock of thirty-

eight cows, and makes his milk into cheese. He

cm sell his cheese on the spot at 42s. a cwt., [about

eight cents a pound,] which is not far short of the

average price realized by dairy farmers in Scotland,

^v-here the rent is higher than the price of land m

Illinois. He finds the natural prairie grass very

productive of milk till September. His cows yield

him two pounds of cheese each, daily, during the

period of good grass, and they can be foddered very

cheaply during the winter on prairie hay."

He says : " The same sum which would be needed

to start one son as a fanner on anotlier man's high •

rented land in England, would start three sons as

the owners of farms, fenced, stocked and under

crops, on the fine prairies of Illinois."

LUPINS FOR ENBICHING LAIID.

Cement foe Roofs, Ikco^ibustible Wash, &c.—

In answer to the inquiry of 0. P., I Avould say

:

Slack stone lime in a large tub, or barrel, witli

boiling water, covering the tub to keep m the steam.

T\-hen thus slacked, pass it through a fine sieve

Kow, to six quarts of this hme add one quart ot

rock salt, and one gallon of water ; boU the mix-

ture, and skim it clean. To every five gallons ot

this mixture, add one pound of alum, half a pound

of copperas, and, by slow degrees, three-fourths

of a pound of potash, and four quarts of fine sand.

This mixture will now admit of any coloring mat-

ter you choose, and may be apphed with a brush.

It looks better than paint, is as durable as slate,

and will stop small leaks in roofs, rendering^ them

incombustible. When laid upon brick work, it ren-

ders the brick impervious to ram or wet.—L. Davis.

In the April number of the Genesee Farmer, we

gave a out of the lupin, and recommended its trial

on the poor light soils of the Atlantic slope as a

green manure. The London Marh Lcme Bcprm,

for April 25th, contains an article on this subject,

from an "English farmer in Belgium," which fully

confirms all that we have said of the value of this

plant. We make a few extracts

:

" In Germanv, there are whole districts of the

very poorest sands. For some few years past on

these soils the agriculturists, or rather the propria

tors on these miserable lands, have been much im-

pressed with the immense advantages to be derived

from tiie ''Yellow Lupin;' as a green crop to bo

plowed in. It is so effective that, where it has

been followed up, as in Pomerania, Saxony and

Braudenbourg, those estates, which before wero

worthless, now produce splendid crops o rye and

lupins, without any manure being employed but

that which arises from these crops.

"It is not a high-growing plant, but very leafy,

and branches much ; consequently it may be dnllec

thinly at eighteen inches, and hoed or not, as yor

please. It is a sort of bean with a spotted skm

Lwn in the spring at the rate of two bushels pe,

acre, and plowed m when m full flower. Tb

ground may be then sown again with it, and tha

crop also biiried. I should say after the first frost

but in Germany they sow it after harvest and turr

it down in the spring for rye or oats, and have thui

obtained a white crop and this 'manure crop fo

three or four years together on the sanie land!

"If it would stand our winters, it is just wha

we want to occupy our stubbles from harvest t

February, and it is well worth trying. There ar.

many gentlemen in the north of Germany who gro%

as many as one hundred and twenty to two hun

dred acres of this plant annually, as the tarms ru:

larcre They grow it for corn, and also occasional],

cut^t for hay. The grain ripens in August ;
but^

is difficult to harvest, because the plant it.ell is s

succulent, and the pods do not all ripen at the sam

time It is mown in swaths, and, after laymg

few days, is set up in single sheaves, as we do som«

t mes our beans with a bean-stalk twisted roun

near the top of the sheaf, the lower par stand n

out like an umbrella. Another difficulty is, th

pods are so liable to open, and shed the grain. Bi

there are ways to meet all this. One man mat

.mall stacks of it, with alternate layers of oa

.traw: it heated a little, gave the oat-strawa ti;

vor, and dried itself without iujurmg the grain.

" It might be made into long stacks of only tv,

sheaves in width, and the height of long poles s.

in the ground on each side, at intervals of a doz

yards, fo keep them up. I ha^;e seen this done wi

the cammeline oil plant ; but I can not see why tl

French plan of round shocks of a dozen sheav

with three-hood sheaves should not answer and

let them remain out some weeks, tiU thereby dr

and then carted home in wagons, with old tilts

the bottom to catch the shed lupins

"Another man had it half thrashed m the fiel

lads going round and giving each sheaf half a doz.

,

knocks with a stick, and shocking them. Thia
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;ood plan, as the pods dry so long before the juicy

ilks.

" The feeding property of the grain is about the

lie as common beans.

'"'It likes deep cniltivation. The land is never

ck ' of it, and where grown annually as manure,
• some six or seven years, it has turned the soil

lark color, from the quantity of decayed matter

posited.

" If mown for hay, in full flower, it is considered

ite as nutritive as clover ; but I should doubt
it. It should always be mixed in the (long) stack

th layers of straw. April would be the time for

tviug it, and thicker than if intended to produce
iin. It has grown two tons of hay per acre. It

^ood for all animals, but cows must not be al-

ved too much of it, or it will give a taste to the

Ik. On soils that suit it, (and any will do except

ilk,) it will grow a yard high, deeply plowed and
^soiled.

"If sown to be folded off by sheep, tares must
mixed with it, and they will then readily eat it;

t not so well if sown alone.

"The above is sufficient to give an idea of its

[tivation and use. But I should think its great-

; value to us would be as a green crop, to be sown
er harvest 07i all soils, and plowed in as manure

;

on our poorest lands, as a means of making them
)rth cultivation, and which are now almost worth-
s. For this purpose, the first two years it should
sown twice a year ; after which, the four crops

ving been turned in the soil, we might expect it

be in a sufficiently productive state to be culti-

ted in that course the owner may think the best.

rhaps that would be to lay it down for sheep-

iding, as it is stated a small farmer in the village

Dusenan, having for some few years plowed in

5 lupins in full flower in the spring, and then
ived rye, he found the field began to be covered
th a wild white clover— it was a white sand,

d had been turned quite dark from the quantity
humus left in the soil."

NOTES FOR THE MONTH—BY S. W.

The Coming Crops and the FiTTtJRE Peosperitt
THE West.—I say West, because here in ever-

issed Western New York the crops are good,

th at least one-third more corn in little Seneca
m was ever grown here in any one season before,

1 farmers generally are easy. But there can be
doubt that the short crops of last year, through-
b the great fast West, was a dispensation neces-

y to bring back the people to those habits of

lustry and self-denial which had given way to

,t fictitious pecuniary prosperity which preceded
I revulsion of last year and the panic of the pre-

ing autumn. Yet if ever the infliction of a
irt crop could be borne philosophically, it was
haps last year, when there was no foreign de-

ad to raise prices on the poor. Had the crops
L858 been above the average, freights from Lake
Jhigan to the seaboard, instead of falling off 50
Dttore per cent., would have risen after harvest
the close of navigation at least 50 per cent., and

>:W spring— instead of falling below remuneration

a water, and at a serious loes by rail— old rates

Dleast would have been sustained. Then, in the

absence of all shipping demand for Europe, prices

in the seaports must have fallen so low as to leave

but little margin for the farmer. But now, with a
prospect of good crops at the West, such is the
competition created for western freights by the

Pennsylvania, Baltimore, and the two New York
railroads, tliat the great products of the West are

to be taken from Chicago to New York at fabu-

lously low rates, and by the Lakes and the Erie
canal, freight must fall by the aid of reduced toll,

steam, and the enlarged canal, to a rate lower than
has yet been dreamed of. Again, a war in Europe
is almost certain, which cannot fail to make a de-

mand for all our agricultural surplus, cotton almost
alone excepted. Added to this, tlie increased man-
ufactures in our own country are rapidly apprecia-

ting and extending, making a home demand for

western products, before which our exports of pro-

visions and breadstuff" now sink into insignificance.

Even this little toAvn, once a milling village on the

Seneca outlet, that sent its hundred thousand bar-

rels of choice flour to New York annually, now
buys wheat and flour from the West for its own
support. But to say nothing of other industries

here, we have a phcenix from the ashes of the Wa-
terloo flouring-mills, in the form of a woolen mill,

that at this time employs over three hundred ope-

ratives, male and female, to whom more than $5000
monthly is paid for wages. Then about $150,000
is annually paid to the farmers of this region and
farther west for fine wool. The operatives of this

mill now eat only the fiour made from the best

western white wheat, as this county, once the first

on the file for wheat, now, with here and there an

individual exception, grows only the poor Mediter-

ranean variety, and veiy little of that.-

Harrowing in Eotten Manure for the Wheat
Crop.— After that truly matchless farmer, John
Johnston, not only insists on this mode of manur-

ing as the most manure-saving and effective, and

the experimental veteran editor of the Genesee

Farmer gives a quasi approval to the theory, it is

perhaps bootless for me to say that manure is more
economically employed as a permanent amendment
when plowed in, and none of those large lumps

noticed by Mr. J. are to be seen above the surface

of the prepared fallow. Yet there is no doubt that

if manure can be well rotted without being washed
or fire-fanged of its ammonia, it is the best imme-
diate food for growing crops, and when harrowed

into the wheat fallow, it will produce a more quick-

ening effect on the incipient plants than it would if

plowed under the surface. But I would respect-

fully ask, is it as permanent an amendment to the

subsoil ?— will it not, like Peruvian guano, be ex-

hausted by the present crop, and what is hardly

less important, has the soil below the surface been

mechanically benefitted by the surface dressing?

To show how much more permanently amending

green stall manure is to a clay soil like Mr. John-

ston's, when plowed in deeply, than when applied

to its surface in a semi-rotten state, I here give the

result of my own experiment, which is none the

less significant for being on a small scale. As long

as I placed my manure on the surface and spaded

it in, I found the stiff clay below, although under-

drained, entirely unchanged mechanically; hence

to make it pulveruknt and absorbent, I began

trenching in the fall, two spades deep, filling the
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trenches one-third full of green manure in the

winter, from the stable, coal ashes, &c. The result

was, that after the tecoud year's trenching and
manuring, there was no more compact drab clay

to be found within twenty inches of the surface

:

all had changed to a friable, chocolate colored

loam ; and what is better, instead of a continual

need of top-dressing every year, it will bring as

good crops of corn, beets, etc., year after year,

without manure, as that part of the gai'deu that is

heavily surface-manured every year.

In the hot, dry summer of 1854, when every
farmers corndeaves rolled and almost burned up,

and the crop Avas short from drouth, I had a larger

growth of sweet cocn and Lima beans than ever
before. True, the corn-leaves rolled a little in tlie

daytime, but they again expanded at dewy eve,

and received the full benefit of the heavy nightly
dews, whicli was denied to the unexpanded, sun-
burned leaf. This success was alone due to fre-

quent hoeings, and the influence of long green
manure trenched in deeply the fall and winter be-

fore. It is true that top-dressing is nature's lavish

plan of manuring, and it may be often profitably

followed ; but if we only reflect how many of the
cereals and leguminosa) have been improved by
man's culture, may we not also presume to improve
on nature's economy in manuring, as well as in

culture?— the more especially as such action is

expressly in accordance with the divine decree that

man shall live by the sweat of his fjxce.

The Genesee Farmer and its Second Pkexh-
XJMS.— At Fredonia, that primitive gas-lit village

of rich, grazing Chautauque, the agent of the Farmer
takes $20, the highest premium for the largest

number of April subscribers; J. D. Palmer, of
Thurlow, Canada "West, takes $19 for the next
largest number. It may be a poser to a part of

the editorial fraternity, how Joseph Harris is en-

abled to give so good a monthly of practical and
original matter, unscissored, for the trifling sum of

37i cents per annum, and pay such cash premiums
to his local agents. But the fact is that these pre-

miums stimulate the agents to labor witli and stir

up the obtuse mind of the rural community, to

battle with their prejudices, and to conciliate tlieir

egotism, so far as to induce a single 37+ cent in-

vestment in book farming ; and when once in for

h, the paper soon becomes a household necessity,.

never thereafter to be dispensed with. Mr. Harris
has the advantage of being to the manor born, and
what is better, he is so much in love with his pro-

fession as a scientific and practical farmer, that the

soil, and its capabilities of production under proper
manuring and culture, is his constant study—
making no other use of his early scientific training

at Lawks' experimental farm at Ilothamsted, Eng-
land, tlun to adapt his experience there to the soil

and climate of our country. His very instructive

experiments on the culture of our king of cereals,

Indian corn, have been detailed in the Farmer and
in the Transactions of the A^. Y. State Agricultu-

ral Society. For his outlay and pains-taking he

was rewarded by the State premium of |i75, about

one-third the amount it cost. What a pity that a

portion of the tliousands uselessly squandered by
the patent office could not be applied to Buch prac-

tical purposes.

UTateHoo, Jfay 11, 1S5S.

TIMOTHY GRASS, AND THE BEST TIME FOR CI

TING IT.

Tins grass, {Phleum j^ratense,) so universa
known and highly valued by American agriculti

ists, was originally introduced into the country
Timothy Hanson, of Maryland, from whom it (

rives its name. It is known as catstail in Ei
land, and herdsgrass in the New England Stat

It is also a favorite grass in Sweden, wliere it is <

tensively cultivated. It is a perennial, bulbo
rooted plant ; the leaves are broader than those

most other grasses, and rough, with long sheat

In the early stages of its growth, it re,-embles

diminutive plant of Indian corn ; stalk long a

j' inted, surmounted when mature by a long, ha
spikelet containing the seed. •

The first year after sowing the seed, the yon
plants consist of single bulbs, scattered over 1

surface of the ground at considerable iutervi

and rarely blossoming. In the spring of the s

ond year the plant throws out a number of n
bulbs, in a similar manner to the potato onion,

shown in our illustration. These blossom a

ROOTS OP TIMOTHT.

A, original ieedling bulb, now dead. B, B, &c., balbs »pr
from A, and forming a stoul of plants ronnd it.

produce seed, but very unequally. Each succe

ing plant throws out others again the follow

si)ring, till after three or four years we find t

tlie original single bulb is surrounded by a In

circular stool of plants, several inches in dianie

We counted seventy-sis bulbs in one stool, i

posed to be three years from the seed. The jjI;

at this age are in their prime, and produce
heaviest crops of hay. Two years after the \i

has thrown out the new bullis and given the'

fair start, it shrinks up and dies, the bulb still

nuiiiiing in the stool, but becoming hard and ho
If', during the early stages of its growth in

spring, while the new bulbs are forming, the [

is cut, or eaten close by animals, the bulb ei

lies, or carries on a struggling existence thn
the f-unnner; the young bulbs are not proper!

veloped, and the vital powers of the whole
of ))lants becomes so exhausted that the

weather of autumn .or the liosta of wLuter
kill tliem.
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As a meadow grs,s8 to cut for hay, timothy is

unsurpassed by auy other grass now cultivated. It

possesses a large amount of nutritious matter, in

3omparison with other natural grasses. It has

been a general practice among farmers to grow
timothy along with clover; hut the clover blos-

soms two weeks earlier, and the practice is now
being discontinued, except where the large, or late

variety of clover can be obtained.

Considerable discussion has been going on of

late, among agriculturists, as to the proper time for

BCtting timothy for hay. Most farmers prefer to

cut it when it is full blown, and say that it is

sweeter and contains more nourishment at this

;ime. Others, again, believe that if the mowing is

)erformed before the seed is fully developed, the

)lant will run out, from a failure to re-seed the

around. Dr. Kirtland, of Cleveland, Ohio, states

,hat an intelligent practical farmer of his neigh-

borhood, Mr. EiCHAED MoCeaet, after many care-

"ul observations on the growth of timothy, has

irrived at the following propositions, which he il-

ustrates with specimens :
—

'' 1. Timothy grass is a perennial plant, which re-

lews itself by an annual formation of " bulbs," or,

)erhaps more correctly speaking, tubers, in which
ill the vitality of the plant is concentrated during

vinter, (fig. 1.) These form, in whatever locality

,he plant is found, without reference to dryness
)r moisture. From these, proceed the stalks

jvhich support the leaves and head, and from the
same source spread out the numerous fibres form-
ng the true roots.

2. To insure a perfect development of these
,ubers, a certain amount of nutrition must be as-

limilated in the leaves, and returned to the base
)f the plant through the stalk.

8. As soon as this process of nutrition is com-
pleted, it becomes manifest by the appearance of a
itate of desiccation, or dryness, alwaj's cpmmenc-
ng above either the first or second joint of the
item, near the crown of the tuber. From this

)oint, the desiccation gradually progresses upwards,
ind the last portion of the stalk that yields up its

xoshness is that adjoining the head. Co-incident

with the beginning of this process is the full de-
velopment of the seed, and with its progress they
mature. Its earliest appearance is evidence that
both the tubers and seeds have received the requi-
site supplies of nutrition, and that neither the
stalks nor the leaves are longer necessary to aid
them in completing their maturity.

4. If the stalk be cut from the tuber before this

evidence of maturity has appeared, the necessary
supplies of nutrition will be arrested ; their proper
growth will cease, and an effort will be made to
repair the injury, by sending out small lateral

tubers, from whicli weak and i-mhe.althy stalks wiU
proceed, at the expense of the original tubers, (fig.

2.) All will ultimately perish, either by the drouth
of autumn or the cold of winter.

5. The tubers, together with one or two of the
lower joints of the stalk, remain fresh and green
during the winter, if left to take their natural
course ; but if, by any means, this green portion
be severed at any time of the year, the result wiU
be the death of the plant, (fig. 3.)

From these five propositions, the following con-
clusions are drawn :

—
1. That timothy grass cannot, under any circum-

stances, be adapted for pasture, as the close nip-

ping of horses and sheep is tatal to the tubers,

which are also extensively destroyed by swine.

2. That the proper period for mowing timothy
is at any time after the process of desiccation has
commenced on the stalk, as noticed in proposition

3. It is not very essential whether it is performed
a week earlier or later, provided that evidence of
maturity has become manifest.

3. All attempts at close shaving the sward
should be avoided while using the scythe, and, in

gauging mowing machines, care should be taken
to set them to run so liigh that they will not cut

the timotliy below the second joint above the

tuber."

Any farmer can satisfy himself as to the correct-

ness of these representations, by a little observa-

tion in his own fields; and as the point is one of

importance, it is worthy of careful attention.

If cut just after coming into bloom, it no doubt
makes the most eatable hay for stock, but gives

less weight per acre than if cut later, besides the

risk of destroying the vitality of the plants for suc-

ceeding crops. Early cutting also renders it liable

to be killed by drouth. If cut when fully ripe, it

gives a much larger quantity of hay per acre, but
hard and wiry, containing more condensed nutri-

ment, and requiring to be cut up fine to enable

horses or other stock to eat it properly. If allowed

to ripen, its seed is a very exhausting crop to the

soil. The best time to cut timothy would proba-

bly be, as soon as the seeds are fully formed, but

before they begin to ripen. But as it is the latest

of our grasses, and comes to the proper stage for

cutting just about the commencement of the wheat
harvest, many farmers have either no patience to

wait till then, or they put off mowing their timo-

thy till the wheat is secured,—in either case greatly

to their own injury. Now that mowing machines

and horse rakes are becoming plentiful and cheap,

the work of hay-making can be expeditiously done,

without interfering with other crops. Timothy,

especially if grown by itself and cut with a ma-
chine when nearly ripe, requires but little more to
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be done to make it into hay, in thia dry climate,

than to be raked up in the evening and put into

large cocks, and carried to the barn next day, or as

800Q as convenient. If a few pounds of salt are

thrown on each load as it is spread in tlie mow,
all the acidity remaining in the hay will be cor-

rected, and fermentation prevented. If clover is

mixed with the timothy in a proportion not exceed-

ing one-half, let the former wait till the latter is

sulliciently mature ; if the clover preponderates,

the crop should be cut as soon as the clover is ready.

Timothy has the disadvantage of being but a slow
grower, after it has completed its maturity and
commenced a second growth, which consists of

leaves only ; consequently it gives but little after-

math. It is then very nutritious, and keeps its

greenness and vitality till late in the autumn, and
may at that time be pastured by stock without in-

jury to the plants.

In our dry, hot climate, farmers generally leave

their grass, after cutting, too long exposed to the

Bun, and it then becomes dried up so that its best

properties are evaporated. It is a far better plan

to cure the hay by putting it in cocks the evening

of the day it is cut,, if the weather is dry and tlie

grass is mature, and letting it remain so for a day
or two, or until it can be drawn to the barn or

stack at leisure, taking care that it is not left to be
exposed to a passing shower, should one be appre-

hended. J. M.

CULTIVATION OF TUENIPS.

Messrs. Editors:— There is no kind of fodder
of which so much can be raised on an acre of

ground as turnips, carrots, or mangel wurzels, and
none so well calculated to keep stock in a healthy,

growing condition, through our long severe winters.

The moisture of the roots seems to give them an
appetite for coarse and dry fodder, which they
would otherwise scarcely eat, and certainly not
kee[i fat on, as they do where a moderate allow-

ance of turnips is given to them daily.

In 1857, my crop of turnips, (ruta baga or pur-

ple-top Swede,) occupying an acre and tliree-quar-

ters, stood second in competing for the county
prize. Soil a sandy loam, rather gravelly. The
mode of cultivation was as follows : Millet stub-

ble plowed in the fall of I80G; plowed again May
22, 1857 ; and again June 14. Harrowed well after

the two last plowingg. On the 19th June, com-
menced making drills, with a plow, 30 inches apart

;

and continued, as the weather permitted, from day
to day ; manuring in the drills, with horse and cart,

at the rate of 40 cart loads per acre of farm-yard
manure of the previous winter. The drills were
then split in the center by the plow, throwing tlie

earth neatly over the manure, tlius bringing the

crown of the drill, on which the seed is sown, di-

rectly over the manure. The seed was sown at the

rate of one and a lialf pounds per acre, with Mur-
doch's Turnip Drill, wliich has a heavy roller be-

fore and a light one behind the coulter which
forms the furrow for the seed. About twenty drills

only were made at once, and then manured and
covered, to prevent the manure evaporating by ex-

posTire. The seed was then sown on tlie drills

while the earth was fresh and moist. The drilling,

manuring, and sowing, took six and a half days,

with a man and horse, and a boy to lead the hore©
when drawing the drill barrow. Finished by the
1st of July. Commenced hoeing and thinning tlio

plants to 12 inches apart in the rows on the 17th
of July, and continued from day to day, when the
weather interrupted the hay-making, and in thts

mornings till the dew was off the hay— altogether

about twenty days' work hoeing, and one day
afterwards with a drill cultivator, which was run
through them later in the season, when the weeds
began to come up again. The taking up and stor-

ing was equal to eighteen and a half days' work.
The yield of turnips averaged 735 bushels to the
acre, weighing G5 lbs. per bushel—equal to 21 tons.

In most seasons, the drill cultivator can be run
through the turnips before the hand-hoeing is done;
but the season of 1857 was so moist that the tur-

nips grew faster than the weeds, and the thinning

had to be commenced unusually early.

There was not a weed to be seen in the field

when the croj) was taken up, and the ground was
thus in fine order for the succeeding crop, which
was spring wheat. j. maokeloan, m. b.

Anca^er, C. W., FeVy, 1S59.

FACTS ABOUT MOWING MACHINES.

Eds. Genesee Farmer:— In the volume for

1858, on page 210, after noticing the articles of E.

A. lk"NDY and others, you say, "let us have the

facts," about the value of reaping and mowing ma-
chines. If you see fit to open tiie question for dis-

cussion in the present volume, I should like to give

a few facts which have fallen under my observa-

tion.

Mr. BuNDT seems to labor under the impressioL

that a mower or reaper will not cut, on the aver-

age, more than six acres per day ; and he thinks a

heavy bill for repairs is necessary. Being some-
what inclined to egotism, I will begin by stating

my own individual experience. My usual rate ol

mowing is one acre per hour. I can do this in hot

weather, and let my team stand still part of the

time. I usually employ one hand, and by mowing
one hour before breakfast, and two after, I have a:;

much hay down as we can get in in one day. I

get in one day what was mown the previous day.

If the weather is threatening, we go into the corn-

field, and hoe. Not having a gang of hands to

board, I am comparatively independent of the

weather; and having a machine, I can afford to

wait for good hay weather. One of my neighbors,

who cuts about 100 acres annually, says that one
hour is longer tlian is necessary to cut one acre.

Since lie bought his machine, he has cut about GOO

acres of grass, and has paid out just $1 for repairs

!

Of course he is a careful man, but this is not an
unusual case. I have used the machine three

years, and have paid out $1.50 for repairs, entirely

for breakages caused by mowing stony meadows.
There are some thirty or forty machines of the

kind I use, (I\!ETonrM's patent,) in use in this town
and the adjoining one, and the total extras sold by

the agent here, the past summer, amounted to a

little over $43,—of which full two-thirds was for

the addition of the recent improvements to old

machines. R. L. Howard, the manufacturer of

the Ketchcm machine, offered four or five premi-

ums the past season for the best mowing and reap-
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ing done by that machine, and elicited the follow-

ing facts :

—

H. Latheop cut 75 acres of grass, averaging 3

tons per acre, in 80 hours, and 60 acres of grain in

47 hours : no expense for repairs. D. Cox cut 113

acres grass in 58 hours, at a cost of $1,08 for re-

pairs. J. G. Lelani) cut 50 acres of grass in 50

hours— 80 cents for repairs, and 72 acres of grain

in 50 hours— no repairs. 0. P. Irwin cut 60

acres of grass, averaging 2^ tons per acre, in 46

hours : no repairs. Another cut 50 acres of grass,

averaging 2 tons, in 43f hours, at a cost of 10 cents

for repairs. Another cut 1 acre in 20 minutes.

These all are veriiied by affidavits of the surveyors

and others, besides the men themselves. A man
who lives just east of here, told me that he cut 3

acres of gi-ass in 70 minutes, including stoppages

to oil, &c.
I might continue, almost ad mfinitum^ but I

think I have given facts enough to satisfy Mr.
Hakkis, or even Mr. Gadgrind himself. I once
ti'ied the experiment of mowing five acres of

lodged clover by hand, and five acres with a ma-
chine, with the foUowiug result :

—
Two mea, C days each, and board, $1.25 per day, $15 00
Mowing macliine, (>^ day,) 62^ cts. per acre, 3 12^

Difference, %\\ 87>^

I had no machine at that time, and had to pay
the above rates for mowing. The next year we
had a machine of our own.

Your " iteraizer," S. W., thinks the mowing ma-
diine will not be profitable for small farmers. One
of my neighbors, who cuts about 20 acres annually,

has a machine, and does' all his haying himself, in

this way : — There are some who, like our friend

BuNDY, do not see the economy of buying a mow-
ing machine at $110, but sometimes they get

cramped, and hire a machine. Neighbor S. mows
for all such, at the rate of two acres for a day's

work, in return. He usually cuts five or six acres

in a half day, and gets 2+ or tliree days' work in

payment : thus doing without any other hired help.

I cut 36 acres of grass last summer, and 8 acres of

grain, and hired 19 days help, doing the rest with
my machLae, after the fashion of my neighbor.

We^JUM, N. Y. D. A. A. NICHOLS,

NOTES FROM MAINE.

"We of this latitude are at present deep into the
mysteries of farming—making every line draw

—

T;itterly regardless of wet or dry, old or new moons

;

for if we don't sow we can't expect to reap ; and
it behooves us of this land of fickle climate and
short seasons to be up and doing. However, we
can't grumble this season, for we have experienced
first rate weather so far, and an early spring, if tlie

expression be allowed. That venerable individual,

the oldest uihabitant, can scarcely recollect one
more favored. The first week of May was almost
equal to midsummer. All of the eai'lier trees and
shrubs were in leaf on the 10th inst.—some by the
6th. The buds of fruit trees are just bursting.

The fruit principally cultivated hereabouts is the
apple, of which fair crops are obtamed. Its great-

est enemy is the borer, which yearly commits great
havoc among the trees. The principal varieties

cultivated are the Baldwin and Eoxbury Rmsett^

winter; and Fi^e and Sops of Wine, smnmer.
The Frye is peculiar to this section, and is a very
early and desirable fruit. Of Plums, but few are

raised, the winter of 1856-57 having almost to-

tally destroyed the trees. Cherries struggle hard
against the black-knot ; but those who take proper
care of their trees, generally obtain a fair supply.

Of the small fruits we generally have a plentiful

supply in their seasons. Of gooseberries, the
Houghton is most prized, and is beginning to be
extensively grown. Some English varieties are

cultivated to a limited extent. Strawberries, rasp-

berries and blackberries are quite plentiful in their

natural state. They are picked and sold in this

city, in tlieir season, at the following prices:

—

Strawberries, from 12 to 18 cents per quart ; rasp-

berries, at 5 and 8 cents per quart, and blackber-
ries at 10 and 14 cents per quart. Blackberries are

becoming more scarce yearly, and some persons
are planting the native and the improved varieties

also. Of peaches and pears, particularly the for-

mer, the specimens are "few and far between."
Of currants, most every one has a hedge or row,
and that is about all you can say about it.

I find that the following is the way to gi'ow nice

large currants, even of our common red varieties :

Select a good, thrifty shoot, of one or at most two
years growth. If you can not obtain one with
roots, take it without ; cut the end smoothly, near

a bud if convenient ; then force the shoot into the

earth three or four inches. After it has rooted

firmly, and is growing finely, rub off all buds and
suckers except two or three at the top, which
allow to grow and form a head, thus makmg a
miniature tree. If your ground is rich, in two
years you wUl raise currants worth calling fruit.

Belfast, Mahie, May 13, 1S59. GEO. E. BEACKETT.

TO DESTKOY POISON SUMAC.

Messrs. Editors: — Poison sumac I used to

handle with impunity, but lately it sometimes pays

me pretty dear for my impudence. The best way
to destroy it, is to grub it out by the roots, as we do
our oak grubs here. Now don't be alarmed, for

this poison sumac can be tamed. Having a piece

of swamp on the back part of my farm, with much
sumac in it, which I wanted to convert into mead-
ow, I went to work determined to conquer it. In

the winter, when the ground was frozen and with-

out snow, I took a sharp axe and cut around the

root below the stool, took it out with a ball of.

muck with it, and piled them up the same as any
brush. It poisoned me some at first, but I rubbed

on some spirits of camphor and kept to Avork;

after a few days it did not afiect me at all. It does

not poison as easily in cold weather as in warm. I

have some that has been grubbed out in this way
two years, and not a sprout has started.

To prevent getting poisoned last August, having

occasion to cut some brush with sumac amongst it,

I cut off the footstalk of a leaf, chewed it, and
swallowed the juice, then cut and piled the sumac
with the rest, without getting poisoned at all. To
cure the poisonous effects of the sumac, I take

some byronia in solution, once every 15 minutes:

in two hours time I feel quite easy. Byronia is

said to be almost a specific for it.

BatOe Oreeh, Mich. J. A. KOBLNSON.
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DISEASES AMONG CATTLE.

Upon tlie practice of boring the horns, cutting

off the tails, and similar remedies for diseased ani-

mals. Dr. G. II. Dadd, veterinary surgeon, Boston,

Mass., thus writes to the Valley Farmer :
—

" I wonder that intelligent men, christians, and

men who have been, for many years, the owners

of high priced and rare specimens of wliat we are

pleased to term the inferior orders of creation,

should so far disregard the feelings and claims

which the latter have on them, as to permit the

barbarities of by-gone days to be enacted over

again, for no eartlily use than to harass and tor-

ment a sick, and perhaps dying animal. For every

intelligent man must be aware thit cattle are as

susceptible to pain as ourselves, and that the intro-

duction of a spike gimlet^ at the base of tlio horn,

loiD down, must put the animal to an immense
amount of torment; for in the region indicated,

the parts are highly organized and very sensitive.

It gives me pleasure to tind that you have a heart

to feel for these much abused specimens of creative

power, and also, that you have the manliness to

denounce the practice of cruelty to animals, al-

though it attempts to shield itself under the garb

of science, but you and your readers may rest as-

sured that all educated veterinary surgeons con-

sider the practice of boring cow's horns and cut-

ting off their tails, both cruel and unnecessary.

Some of your readers may ask, IIow are we, who
have not studied into the matter, to know that such

operations are cruel and unnecessary ? I answer,

appeal to your own intelligence; would you sutfer

an ignorant pretender or a neighbor, having no

more experience in the treatment of disease than

yourselves, to send a gimlet into the frontal sinuses

of your sick friend, wife, or child, for no otiier

reason than that the region of the same was hot

and feverish ? Where is the man wlio would stand

by and witness such an outrageous procedure?.

Some persons may contend that animals recover

after such operations have been perlormed. Grant-

ed, but that is no proof of the efficacy of the same

;

the recuperative powers of the system are often

strong enough to bear the animal safely through

the disease and the wretched treatment."

PLANS FOR BARNS, &c.

Ed9. Gexesee Farmer :—I would like to see

some more plans for barns in the Genesee Farmer
—something cheaper and suitable for a 50 acre

farm. I have tried to contrive something very

cheap and very convenient, but have not yet arriv-

ed at any satisfactory result. In providing shelter

for cattle, I would prefer a large covered shed to

stables, provided they were not too numerous to

interfere ungraciously with each other's feeding; or

if they were tied up to feed, I would loose them to

sleep. As to the construction of ashed, I suppose

nothing could be cheaper than a lean-to to a barn,

which would form one side; the opposite one 1

would leave open, closing the two ends, and pro-

viding along thera racks and mangers. Tlie ad-

vantages would be, the stock would have air

and exercise; they would deposit their manure
under cover, which, with waste straw and refuse

bedding from the horses, &c., would provide a
much warmer bed than a plank or earthern floor,

even if well littered ; the pigs would also prefer it

to a sty, and would not only add to the manure
heap, but improve it by mixing. Manure so made
woi.ld heat and ferment, and bo ready for use the
same spring, instead of being then a frozen heap
of snow, dung, and undecomposed straw; or it

might be drawn and spread upon the land, or built

into a heap in the summer fallow, ready for

use, during sleighing time. Spread upon meadows,
the melting snows would wash it into the roots of

the grass. Or if the summer fallow were distant

from the barn yard, there would be an advantage
in hauling it out on the sleigh in winter, instead

of the wagon in summer.

Some months since there were discussions in the
Farmer as to the best or any practicable method
of fixing the ammonia arising from the dung hill.

I have thought perhaps a volatile acid was the best

means of fixing a volatile alkali, and that, in this

wooded country, nothing else would be so good and
so cheap as pyroligneous acid. The crude acid,

with the emyihyreumatic flavor, might be better

than pure acid, as the smell, if sufllciently durable,

might prevent the attacks of the "Wheat midge, or
other insects, many insects being very susceptible

of annoyance to their olfactory nerves, j. g, s.

limisfil, a TF., May, 1S59.

EGAD MAKING,

Eds. Genesee Faemeu : — I read, with much
interest, several communications in your May
number, on tlie manner in which roads should be
\vofked and improved. I am of the oj)inion that

the present system which regulates our road worK
is very good, only be careful to place the direction

of each district's work in a good, thorough, faith-

ful man's hiinds. I think that the inhabitants of

each road district are more competent to judge of

where and how the road work should be perfonned

than any one single man can be, who might be ap-

pointed by the town. There are so many ditlerent

kinds of soils in this county, that it would be a

ditlicult matter for any man little acquainted with
them to judge as correctly when and how to work
either, as'those who constantly travel over them.

The imjjortance of making our roads up in a

more passable condition, is becoming day by day
more apparent. Our country is improving, and our
farmers are improving and cultivating their farms

to much better advantage, in clearing ©ut the

gullies of their logs and trash, and cleaning the

briar lots of their briars, thistles, and noxious

weeds, and with this march of improvement in

farming, spring up a pride in the breast of farmers

witli reference to the road which passes by and
through their farms, and tlioy go at them, in the

same good, Avholesome spirit, to make them good

by their own manual labor, that they Vvould any
cash-paying task on iheir farms. And let me here

add that the inhabitants of this town, the last year

performed, and returned done, more labor tian

was assessed for thera to do, thereby showing an
interest in the improvement of the roads of this

town which is certainly commendable. Labar
should invariably be performed by the 20th of

June, and as much earlier as practicable. Then thd
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work has ample time to settle and become hard,

and will not generally rut up in the Fall ; and as

to steep hills, or moderate descents, long experience

will best dictate how to manage. It is to the inter-

est of every farmer to have a good road by his

house, and in order to have one, we must put hand

to the plow with right good will, and the thing is

done. E. J. WILCOX.
AvkwrigM, ChatUauque Co., N'. Y. May, 1869.

CULTXTRE OF INDIAN CORN.

The grand points in the culture of corn, are good

ground, deeply and thoroughly plowed and well

prepared, seasonable and careful planting, early and

thorough cultivation and hoeing, and eradication

of weeds and grass until the crop is grown.

I have succeeded, some four or five times, in

raising from eighty to one hundred and two bushels

of shelled corn per acre, by measure, in a region

where thirty bushels is probably a full average crop.

My course has been to break a sward, say about

seven or eight inches deep, or to highly manure
and thorougiily plow other land

;
prepare well, and

plant in good season— that is, when I think the

weather is such as to produce quick germination.

As soon as the corn is sufficiently large to see the

rows, we commence with the cultivator and hand-

hoe, loosen the surface and clean the hills of weeds,

and carefully place a small quantity of loose mold
around the stalks; after which we endeavor to

keep the surface loose and clean during the season,

particularly keeping the hill clean, and occasionally

adding a little fresh loose mold. E. n.

Berlin, Ohio, May, 1859.

Answers to some of the Inquiries of J. S., in
THE April No.—Ewes should breed at two years
old. The ordinary breed of sheep will do very well
until six years old. A good buck will serve fifty

ewes. The best way to manage that business, is

not to let him run with the ewes, but keep him in

an adjoining field
;
put a ridgling with the ewes,

by which you can know when they are in season

;

then turn them to the buck, one at a time. In this

way, he will serve one hundred ewes. The Dur^
hams are not so tender, but any bueed of cattle

win degenerate if care is not taken in breeding;
but the Short-IIorns can be got as large at three
years old as the natives can at five. Then suppose
they do take a little more feed— there is a much
quicker return. Heifers should not breed until four
years old. It is an advantage, no doubt, to breed
from large cows, but I should not like the bulls to

be very small, as the progeny is apt to bear the
greatest resemblance to the male parent. A little

boiled flax seed given to a cow once a day for three
weeks before calving, prevents any difficulty in
cleaning. I have known cows to take the bull in
fifteen days after calving. Some go as many
months. They generally return in three weeks.—J. N. Nassagawega, C. W.

Train Horses to Walk.—The Michigan Farmer
well observes: "A plow-horse should above all

things be a good walker. The walking gait is not
cultivated enough in training horses. Only consider
what a team that could walk four miles an hour for
ten hours per day, could do towards hurrying for-

trard spring work."

ON KEEPING HENS TO PRODUCE EGGS IN WmTER.

Mr. "Wilson says that the person who expects

his hens to lay much in summer, after laying all

winter, will be disappointed. This is quite differ-

ent from my experience, as my fowls lay winter

and summer. When they shed their feathers, they

generally stop laying for two or three weeks ;
but

the rest of the time they always lay, except when
sitting or trying to sit. For winter quarters, they

have a house, filled in next the outside with buck-

wheat straw, about a foot thick, all around and
above, and free access to the barn and stables.

They always have lime in some shape, where they

can get at it. But perhaps my better success is

owing in part to the breeds of fowls that I keep.

I have the White Dorkings, and a breed of large

Asiatic fowls called the Javas. They are of a

glossy, greenish black color, and are heavier than

any other fowls I have ever met with. They ta»:0

less feed than the common fowls to make a pound
of flesh, and lay eggs which will average about six

to the pound ; and I have succeeded in getting a

higher price for them than others obtained, on ac-

count of their being so much larger. Through the

sitting season, we always can sell all we can spare

at a higher price for sitting. m. e. tanner.

Sugar Cane.—On the 6th of June last year, we
planted about three acres of Chinese Sugar Cane,

some two or three days after which a very heavy
rain fell, wliich washed out a great portion of the

seed, and so baked the ground that not more tliaa

one-tenth of it germinated. We, however, culti-

vated what stood, and manufactured it into svrup

in the fall, making about three hundred. gallons, (or

one hundred per acre,) which we retailed at six

shillings per gallon, having sold all but a lew gal-

lons, which we kept for our own use.

We crushed the cane on one of Messrs. Hedges,
Free & Co.'s (of Cincinnati,) cast iron sugar mills,

—on which, besides crushing our own, we
crushed about six thousand gallons of juice for

our neighbors—sufficient to make about one thou-

sand gallons of syrup. We boiled in common cast

iron kettles, placed on a brick furnace in such a

manner that we could remove them at pleasure.

Sometimes we used hme to neutralize the acidity

of the juice, and sometimes we used notliing. We
always filtered or strained the juice, and thorough-

ly skimmed while boiling.—E. II., Holmes Co., 0.

A Cheap Paint.—For Outside Work.— One
bushel of unslaked lime. Slake with cold water.

When slaked, add 20 pounds of Spanish whiting,

17 pounds of salt, 12 of sugar. Strain through a

wire sieve, and it is fit for use after reducing witli

cold water. It may be laid on with a Avhite-wash

brush.

For Inside Walls.—One bushel unslaked lime, 3

pounds of sugar, 5 pounds of salt, and jirepare as

above.

To color these paints straw color, use yellow

ochre, instead of whiting ; lemon color, ochre and

chrome yellow; lead and slate, lampblack ; blue

indigo
;
green, chrome green.

Cistern Cement.—Two parts ashes, three of clin,

and one of sand, mixed "with linseed oil.
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THE HOG -ITS HISTOEY, &c.

All the varieties of the hog originate in the

Wild Boar, which is considered the parent of the

domestic hog. It is found in most of the temper-

ate regions of Europe, Asia, and Africa.

In England and Scotknd, a few centuries since,

the wild boar chase was a sport in _great_ repute

with the nobles. Shakspeare describes it with

graphic accuracy. And if in those countries men
are now better employed, the sport has now be-

come obsolete. It is still practiced in India, and in

those districts of Europe in which the animal main-

tains his hold, lie is now common in the exten-

fiive forests of France, Germany, Prussia, and Hun-
gary, as well as in Spain and some other countries.

The hog docs not appear to have been indiginous

to our country, but was brought hither by the early

voyagers from the old world, each bringing them
fro'm"their own country; and in the Eastern States

especially it is said a few of the breeds still retain

traces of the old English character. From its na-

ture and habits, the hog was the most useful and

protitable of all animals bred by the early settlers.

It was their surest resource during the first years

of toil and hardship. It arrived earlier at maturi-

ty, re(iuired less care, sought out for the most part

its own food, was the least subject to accidents and

diseases in a new situation, and therefore best re-

paid any portion of attention bestowed on breeding

and rearing it.

Until within a few years, very little attention

has been paid to the breeds of our farm stock ; and

hogs, being considered an inferior species of domes-

tic animals, have been the last to engage the atten-

tion of the farmer ; and even at the present day,

in many districts of our country, the old, unprofit-

able kuids of tins animal continue to prevail. In-

deed, systematic breeding, with a view to improve

the form and value of the animal, may be said to

l»ave hardly commenced among us, the improve-

ments which are perceptible being rather the fruits

of European than American skiU.

A common error, in this country, has been to

regard more the size of the animal than its symme-
try or good ])omts— to estimate a breed according

to the great weight which it could be made to at-

tain, rather than the profit with which it would be

fitted to the hands of the butcher— the most mate-

rial point to the farmer. But experience is teach-

ing us a new lesson on this head. Butchers now
judge of an animal accorning to the good points,

or most valuable meat, which it carries. Breeders

have learned to prefer those which with a given
quantity of food will lay on the most meat. And
the consumer has learned, too, that meat that shows
the most sf>lid fat, is neither the most healthy, the
most savoiw, nor the most economical. It is the
due admixture of fat and lean, or the prevalence of
what is termed "fat lean"— such as is seen in the
Devonshire ox and the South-Down sheep— that

gives the greatest value to the butcher's meat.
"We are perfectly satisfied, from long experience,

that the best and most profitable breed of swine
for the farmer, is that breed which will nearly ma-
ture at eight to twelve months old ; and then weigh,
when well fatted and dressed, from 250 to 300 lbs.

A ])ig that has to ])e wintered and kept till sixteen

to eighteen months old before fatted, rarely pays for

itself, at tlie ordinary price of pork ; and the aver-
age weight of these, in tlie United States, even at a
year aud a half old, we do not believe exceed 300 lbs.

We never liked the long-legged, slab-sided, lop-

eared, razor-backed grnnters, except for the race-

course, for the reason that they eat too much food
to keep them in "good working order." For
porkers, give us the short-legged, small-boned,

round-bodied, compact, quiet, contented, hearty
pig, with sufticient good sense to know when he
has eaten enough, and when to go and lie down to

be rubbed or curried ; and, withal, a hog with a
remarkably good disposition;— in short, a hog

—

such an one as is figured at the head of this article— a real^ genuine Suffolk.

The Sutiblk is a hearty, quiet, and thrifty breed.

They grow rapidly, are docile, contented, and good
locking. They are white, well foi'med, compact,
short-legged, hardy animals, equal in point of value
to the best. By crossing with the coarser and slower
growing sort, tliey will much improve the latter.

In our cities and villages, an immense amount
of pork is consumed in a fresh state ; and for this

purpose, small hogs are much better adapted than
large ones. They shoi Id be small-boned, not over
fat, but meaty, plump, fine-grained pigs, weighing,
when dressed, from fifty to one hundred pounds.
It is of great consequence, also, that they should be
•varieties which give good-flavored or well-tasted

meat. There is a vast difl:erence in swine, in this

respect, though some persons will not acknowledge
it. For the above purpose, the Suffolk is imdoubt-
edly tJie hog.

In order to get pigs to weigh well, they must
come early. February, in the Southern ; March, in

the Middle; and xVpril, in the Northern States;

are the best months to drop pigs. Feed them,
from tlie start, all they will eat; and they will be
ready to kill in November and December. Thus
you will dispense with wintering any except thos»

reserved for breeding.

Tlie animal wliose portrait is figured above, was
bred by M. Vassae, Esq., Spriiigside, near Pough-
keepsie, N. Y., and sold to Hon. Enwix 11. Bkown,
Mount Ilope, Mi-ss., aud to which was awarded the

first ]irize for the best sow of any breed shown at

the State Fair of Mis.>issippi, in November last.

She was of the pure Sulfolk breed.

SpringHde, N. Y., May, 1859. C. N. BEMENT.

It may sometimes be economy to buy manure

;

but, as a general rule, only to get the land in heart
to crow manure.to grow manure
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DESIGN FOR A COUXTRT RESIDENCE.

DESIGN FOK A COTmTEY EESIDENCE.

For a situation away from tlie city, where tlie

owner is not restricted to a four-rod lot, but whose
estate is measured by the acre, we tliink the ac-

companying a very api)ropriate design. We otler

a dwelling, the leading features of which are of the

rural gothic style, characterized by the verge-

boards, pointed arches of the veranda and porch,

lattice-windows, and the general prevalence of

modified gothic features.

The following is the description of the plan :

—

JSTo. 1, veranda; No. 2, hall, containing ' stairs to

the chambers, with a private, enclosed staircase

GROUND PLAN OF THE ABOVE DESIGN.

under these, leading t ^ the cellar. Opening from
the hall, No. 3, is the parlor, 15 ft. by 16, in the

front of which is a bay-window, which may be fur-

nished with a cushioned seat. No. 4, living-room,

14 ft. by 21, containing a large closet on each side

of the chimney-breast, and communicating by
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means of the pantry, No. 9, with the kitchen, No. 6.

Tlie pantry is to be furnislied with shelves and sink,

contains a store-room, No. 10, and opens upon a

sniiill stoop, No. 11, which sliields tlie rear entrance

to the honse. Tlie kitchen is 1-4 ft. by 18. No. 7

is li one-story addition, 9 ft. by 15, containing a

wHsii-room, titted with a boiler and stationary tubs.

A door opens from this room to the yard. No. 5
mnv bo nsed either as a bed-room or a library ; it

is i:5 feet by 15.

Tlio second story contains four good-sized cliam-
bers, besides dressing-rooms, closets, a bath-room,
&o. Height of first story, 10 ft.; do. of 2d, 8^ ft.

CoNSTKUOTioN.— This is a frame house. The
outside covering to bo vertical weather-boarding,
of uniform width ; the joints to be tongued and
grooved and covered with battens. The verge-
boards, window and door trinunings, and other or-

namental details, to be sawn from 3i-inch plank.

The interior is to be plain finished in the two prin-

cipal stories, and the attic may be left unfinished,

if desired. Cost from $2800 to $8000.

Lffivn, Mast. G. E. nAENET.

"MANAGEMENT OF CALVJES, &c."

Ed3. Gknesee Farmer:— Your correspondent,
J. N., " thinks little " of my manner of feeding
calves, but goes on with a long criticism upon it.

Was the game worth the ammunition? lie

says :
" Sour milk is no feed for calves."

If he will consult the lists of premiums of the
JetTerson County Agricultural Society-, he can there
find what it has done for mo; and if he will "call
around " next September, I will show him what it

is doing tills season.

If lie had "thought" more of his subject, he
would not have committed the error of saying that
a calf was more "stupid " at t.vo days old than at

two minutes. Any "old woman" could have told
him better.

.1. N. thinks "sour milk might do for drink for a
calf at three or four months old." Would he recom-
mend a young tanner to give a calf his " belly full

"

of new milk, and then give him a pailful of sour
milk, just for "drink?"
Which would bo the most "trouble," to build

temporary stanchions to feed in, or to feed in a com-
mon trough, and stand by at every meal, with a
club, to admonish the moro greedy that he had his

"belly full?"

Your correspondent says he "would sooner take
a calf from a cow as soon as he can stand, and teacJi

him to drink, before he learns to suck?" Can he
do it? 1 will pay a small premium for that knowl-
edge, whether it comes from an " old woman," or
some "able correspondent."

"C.^re slmuld bo taken not to let them drink too
fast." Please tell us how yoji do it.

I have raised a number of fine cattle on "skimmed
milk." I sold a yoke of steers, the 12th of Decem-
ber last, that were two years old, for $80 ; and I

was otTered $30 for a lieifer, of the same age, the
same day. The.se were fed in the manner described
in the article that "astonished" your correspond-
ent so much.

If J. N. Avill give us his name and ])C9t office ad-
dress, if I ever "go that way," I should bo pleased
to take a look at his calves. e, matnaed,

Zim«riek, y. 7., April, lSa9.

UNDERDBAENING ECONOMICALLY.

Ed.s. Genesee Farmer: — The first requisite to
successfully underdrain a field or piece of ground,
is to select a- good outlet for the water, and ever
after see that ibis outlet is kei)t open and clear from
all obstructions. Then mark your ditches so as to
run along side t)f the hill as much as possible, and
not up and down the slope of the ground, giving
them simply full enougli to carry oft" tho water.
To open the ditches, I take an (dd iron plow, and
break off nil the mould-board I can without inju-

ring the share; then with one good horse, (or two,
one before the other,) I plow the ditch 2^ feet deep
and just wide enough to permit a shovel to work
well in the bottom of the ditch. This saves nearly
one-half the labor in opening the ditch. The
earth is then tlirown out with a shovel on each
side. Then draw your stone and throw them
alongside your drains, and if any are too large,

break them before you put them in the drains. I

throw them in without any regard to how they
may lie, and if they are not too large, nor thin. Hat
stones, there is no danger but that the water will

find its way tlirougli. Break them over the top,

and level them; then put some straw over them,
to keep the earth from working down among the
stones until it gets settled; tljen run your plow
along with your furrow horso in the ditch, and in

one hour you can cover a great many drains. Bo
sure tho stones are su far from the surface that your
plow will never touch them, as iu that case the soil

would wash down and close the drains. If there
is any danger of surface water running over the
top of the drains and washing oft" the soil, plow a
few furrows on it, and leave open furrows a few
feet from the drain, on each side, to carry oft" the

surface water. I have seen drains rendered useless

by having the soil washed olf the stones, when the
wash would soon close them up.

Westmoreland Co., Pa. H. S. KINDIG.

PEESERVING SWEET POTATOES.

Eds. Genesee Farmer :—Permit me to give your
inquiring friend, G. W. B., of Kossville, Ind., the
requested information concerning the most eco-

nomical method of preserving sweet potatoes for

winter use and spring sprouting. It is this: In the
full, collect from the road the dust that has been
formed of a mixture of sand and clay, and dry it

thoroughly, by either jdacing it on a platform in

the sun, or in a kiln. Now take an old barrel, put
in a thin layer of tho dust on the bottom, then a
layer of potatoes, one deep only, then another of

sand, so as to completely cover them, &c., until

your barrel is filled, if you happen to have enough
to do it. Keep the barrels, after being filled, in a
dry place until frosty weather ; then remove them
to your kitchen loft, where they can Jiave t.he bend-
fit of tho fire bolow to keep them from freezing,

and also from becoming damp, either of which causes

them to rot innnediately.

Now, if you can keip " Bridget " from digging

them all out and roasting them, you will have liiom

sound and lively the first of May. Indeed, wo have
kept them a whole year in this manner, and have
practiced it with uniform success for a number ot

years. d. p.

Mariintburg, Ohio, May, 1850.
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SITLPmrR FOR MILDEV/ ON THE GKAPE.

rnEx at Qaincy, III., last summer, we recom-

ided to a gentleman whose grape vines Avere

:h affected by mildew, the use of sulphur; and

low writes us for more definite information in

ird to its action, and the manner of application,

owdered sulphur dusted on the affected parts,

for many years, been known as a remedy for

lew on the peach. It is only since 184:6 that

grape mildew has attracted much attention

;

since then, its ravages, some years, have been

stensive in the wine districts of Europe as to

te mirch alarm, but it is now demonstrated that

judicious application of sulphur is a certain

sdy— and the only one.

be object to be aimed at in applying the sul-

r, is merely to bring it in contact with the mil-

. This can be done by simply throwing the

hur on the vines and bunches. Quite a number

nachine?, called sulphurators, have been in-

:ed in England for this purpose, resembling,

ewhat, a miniature fanning-mill— the sulphur

g scattered on the plants by the force of the

i. They are used extensively in the English

yards— sulphur being found equally effectual

remedy for the hop mildew,

ilphur volatalizes rapidly at 180°, and the fumes

roy the mildew. In greenhouses, therefore, a

1 method is to scatter sulphur on the hot water

s, or whitewash them with a mixture of four

:es of sulphur (black sulphur is considered the

) and four ounces of quick lime, dissolved in

;e gallons of water, closing the house afterwards

1 thirty minutes to an hour, according to the

lence of the disease. If sulphur is ignited, snl-

rous acid gas is formed, which destroys the leaves,

,'ell as the mildew. It will not do, therefore,

urn the sulphur.

ulphur is insoluble in water. But if one pound

owers of sulphur, and an equal measure of quick

>, aro boiled for ten minutes in a glazed earthen

with five pints of water, hyposulphite of lime

>rmed, which is very soluble. It should be con-

stantly stirred while boiling. It is then allowed to

settle, and the clear liquid is, when cool, ready for

use, after being mixed with one hundred parts of

water. The vines are syringed with this water.

This is effectual, economical, and easily applied on

a large scale.

This hyposulphite of lime may easily be obtained

by leaching the refuse lime of the gas-works. The
hyposulphite is very soluble, and the less water
used for the purpose the better, in order to avoid

dissolving other substances. It should afterwards

be largely diluted with water, and applied with the

syringe, as before recommended.

If seven pounds of sulphur and one pound of

lime are boiled in water for several hours, penta-

sulphuret of calcium is formed. This substance con-

tains about eighty per cent, of sulphur, and is quite

soluble in water. We have never seen it recom-

mended for mildew, but think it eminently worthy
of trial. It is the sulphur, and not the lime, that

is the effective agent; and the less of the latter in

proportion to the former the better. The penta-

sulphuret of calcium contains more than ten times

as much sulphur, in proportion to the lime, as the

hyposulphite of lime. It approximates closely to

a solution of sulphur.

"We hope some of our readers will experiment

with this compound, not only on the vine, but on
the gooseberry, the mildew of which is closely*

allied to that of the grape. It is not improbable,

too, that it would be useful in preventing the crack-

ing of tho pear, which is now generally conceded'

to b© caused by a fungus.

SINGING THE VINE.

In 1857, M. Bottrgeois called the attention of

the Paris Horticultural Society to his experiments

in ringing the grape vine, and stated that the pro-

cess, under proper conditions, caused the grapes to

ripen a fortnight earlier, and to produce larger

berries. A committee was appointed to visit his

grounds, near Ramboillet, and they jniblished a re-

port confirming in the main the statements of M.

BOUEGEOIS.

Since then the subject has excited considerable

interest in France and also in England. Numer-

ous experiments have been made, and the results

are on the whole very favorable. At the meeting

of the Paris Horticultural Society, last autumn, M.

Bourgeois exhibited several pieces of bearing Avood,

each with two or three shoots, some of which had

been ringed and the others left to themselves. Tho

latter liad only bunches in the common condition,

while the contiguous ringed shoot bore a superb
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!bunch with magnificent berries, each twice a« large

as the other. This was the case with every piece

of bearing wood in which one shoot had been

ringed and the other not. In the opinion of M.

Bourgeois, the following advantages belong to the

ringing system : A fortnight's earliuess, finer ber-

ries, and better quality.

The operation consists simply in removing, when

the vine is about to flower, a ring of larh some-

thing less than half an inch icidejvst helow the in-

sertion of the hunch. As the shoot is eventually

destroyed by the operation, such shoots only should

be ringed as would have to be cut out at the next

yeai-'s pruning.

At the exhibition of the K Y. State Ag. Society,

last year, by far the largest and best ripened bunch

of Isabellas was shown by a gentleman from Chau-

tauque county. They were truly magnificent.

The shoot on which they grew had been accident-

ally girdled below the bunch by the wire that fast-

ened it to the trellis.

Ringing trees to promote fruitfuluess is no new

thing. Knight directed his attention to the sub-

ject for many years, and his remarks on the cause

of the phenomenon are worth quoting

:

" The true sap of trees is wholly generated in

their leaves, from which it descends through their

bark to the extremities of their roots, depositing in

ite course the matter which is successively added
to tlie tree, whilst whatever portion of such sap is

nnl thus expended, sinks into tlie alburnnm, and

joins the ascending current, to which it communi-
cates powers not possessed by the recently absorb-

«d fluid. When the course of the descending
current is intercepted, that naturally stagnates and
accumulates above the decorticated space ; whence
it is repulsed and carried upwards, to be expended
in an increased production of blossoms and of

fruit; and, consistently with these conclusions, I

Lave found that part of the alburnum which is

situated above the decorticated space to exceed in

specific gravity very considerably that which lies

below it. The repulsion of the descending fluid,

therefore accounts, I conceive, satisfactorily for the

increased production of blossoms, and more rapid

growth of the fruit upon the decorticated branch
;

but there are causes which operate in promoting
its more early maturity. The part of the branoli

whicli is below the decorticated space is ill supplied

with nutriment, and ceases almost to grow ; it in

conse(|uence operates less actively in impelling the

ascending current of sap, which must also be
impeded in its progress through the decorticated

space. The parts which are above it must, there-

fore, be less abundantly sui)plied with moisture,

and drouth in such CiV-^es always operates very
powerfully in accelerating maturity. When the

branch is small, or the space from which the bark
has been taken off is considerable, it almost always
operates in excess ; a morbid state of early matu-
rity is induced and the fruit is worthless.

If this view of the cflecta of partial decortica-

tion, or ringing, be a just one, it follows that much

of the success of the operation must be depend
upon the selection of proper seasons, and upon tl

mode of performing it being well adapted to tl

object of the operator. If that be the products
of blossoms, or the means of making the blossor

set more freely, the ring of bark should be tak
otf early in the summer preceding the period
wliicli blossoms are required ; but if the enlarg

ment and more early maturity of the fruit be t

objects, the o[>eration should bo delayed till t

bark will readily part from tho alburnum in t

spring. The breadth of the decorticated spa

must be adapted to tho size of the branch ; but

have never witnessed any except injurious efl'ec

whenever the experiment has been made up
very small or very young branches, for such I

come debilitated and sickly, long before the fn

can acquire a proper state of maturity."

The latter part of this extract is at variance wi

the experience of M. Bourgeois ; but Mr, Knto

seems never to have experimented on the vi

On the whole, he seems to have preferred ligatu:

to ringing. He found a string drawn tightly ron

a branch to answer in a great measure all the pi

poses of ringing. M. Bourgeois, however, fix

that on the vine "ligatures do not answer near

well as rings."

We hope pur readers will try ringing the vl

this summer, and report the results.

GAS TAB FOK PEACH TEEES.
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GOOSEBEEKY SAW-FLY,

CTE gooseberry bushes are attacked by this in-

There are hundreds of caterpillars on a single

L. Some of the bushes at this time (May 20)

completely defoliated, while others adjoining

as yet, untouched.

lis same insect {Nematus trimaculatm)wQB very

:uctive to currant bushes last year, in this sec-

; and a cut which we had engraved for the

mer at that time, may not be uninteresting to

y of our new subscribers.

le flies emerge from their winter quarters about

middle of April, and the female soon after de-

ts her eggs on the under side of the leaves.

larva are hatched in about a week, and com-

ce feeding on the leaf. The broods appear in

ession from May till October, but in greatest

:bers in June. The early brood of caterpillars

end into the earth, spinning themselves a yel-

sh cocoon. Here they undergo their trans-

lations, and emerge as flies in about three weeks,

later broods descend in the same Avay, but the

I lie in the ground all winter,

acked lime, scattered over the bushes while the

is on, is said to be a good remedy. It should

one two or three times, and the earlier in the

3n the better. Syringing the bushes with wa-

leated to 140°, will kill the caterpillars, without

ing the foMage. By spreading cloths under the

les, and then jarring off the caterpillars, many
lem may be easily destroyed. A little care for

V days, in this way, and in picking them off

t)ushes, will be effectual.

LIGNITE TO DESTROY INSECTS.

The London Cottage Gardener last year gave an

account of the discovery of a black powder, which

proved very destructive to insects. It also destroyed

the mildew on grapes, when dusted on an infected

bush. It did not injure any plants to which it was

applied ; on the contrary, it proved a good fer-

tilizer.

M. MiLLOT Beule exhibited the article at a meet-

ing of the French Academy of Sciences, and stated

that it was a species of lignite— sulphur coal—
ground fine. It is found in extensive deposits in

Saxony, where, for some years past, it has been

turned to account for the preservation of timber.

The lignite is ground fine and dissolved in water,

and the timber allowed to soak in it until it has

undergone a change, which partakes of the nature

of mineralization. Mere contact with the lignite

appears to suflice; and it is said that beams which

have been used in the workings for thirty years,

are sounder and more likely to last than when first

put up. In Saxony, railroad sleepers are prepared

with this substance, and with manifest advantage.

These effects would indicate that it contains some

empyreumatic substance, (something allied to creo-

sote, perhaps,) gas tar, soot, &c., having, to some

extent, the same action as is ascribed to this lignite.

We have looked for further information in regard

to this substance and its effects, but nothing has

appeared. It is nothing more than the "Bovey

coal " of England, and undoubtedly exists in many
places in this country. It is well worthy of trial.

Sulphur and Lime foe Gooseberries.—I have
raised gooseberries successfully for six or seven

years. I prune out all the wood over four years

old, and let one or two strong shoots stand every

year ; and after the crop is off, I shorten them in

about one-third, and in spring salt well around the

bush, under the branches, with a little sulphur and
lime, worked in the soil, and mulch with coarse

manure. My gooseberries are on a clay soil, dug
deep, which I think essential. I have not had a
dozen berries mildewed, and have raised all I want
for family use. The varieties are Crown JBoi, Bi-

fieman^ Eed Warrington^ &c.—A Subscriber, Wil-

son^ Niagara Co., N. Y.

Lime on Apple Trees.—I have a fine lot of thrifty

apple trees, which are bearing well. One of my
neighbors has also a lot of trees which looked as

thrifty as mine, until within the last three years.

He applied one bushel of lime at the trunk of each

of his trees, turning it in, and now the worms have
eaten nearly all the bark off from them a few inches

below the surface of the ground, and the trees

look as if they would die. I also limed and ma-
nured my trees, but spread it all over the land, and
they now bear so much the better.—J. B. H., New-
lurgh, Cumberland Co., Fa.
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BIBDS— THEIR USEFTJLNESS.

r
»»•'•'

THR PnCEBE-BIRD.

It is a noticeable

fact that of late

years tlie insect

pests of tlie garden

and orchard are

increasing to an

alarming extent,

and the ravages

they commit upon

fruit trees and

fruit may well

nigh lead the fruit-

culturist to despair

of success. Plums, nectarines, and apricots, have

almost disappeared, owing to the ravages of the

curculio. Good cherries, even, are becoming scarce.

Apples and Pears a-re too often worm-eaten and

worthless. Grapes, though comparatively free

from insects or diseases, as yet, are to the multi-

tude as sour as they were to the fox in ^sop's

fable. The insect and vermin destroyers of our

field crops are also becoming more numerous every

year. On the other hand, insectivorous birds, de-

signed to keep them in check, are wantonly de-

stroyed by man. What if the birds do occasion-

ally pick a cherry or a strawberry ? It will be

generally found that they take only those contain-

ing the larvas of some insect. Instead of destroy-

ing the birds, would it not be better to look upon

them as the best friends of the farmer and garden-

er, and to encourage their presence among us by

leaving them to enjoy the short period of life allot-

ted to them, unharmel by tlie fowler's gun or the

nest-robbing proclivities of recreant school-boys or

lazy loafers. Well may the cultivator be content

to allow the trib-

ute of a few of

his smaller fruits

to the watchful

guardians of his

trees and crops.

We give cuts

and descriptions

of a iQ'fr of the

more important

and useful of

these birds, mam-

ly derived from

an excellent arti-

cle by 0. N. Bk-

HEJTT, in the Rural Annual for 1858.

The Barn Owl.—This queer-looking but useful

bird affords an instance of mistaken persecution.

THS BABK OWL.

Wo often see his carcass nailed to the barn-dooi

Yet he destroys and feeds upon the rats, mice, am

other vermin that infest the barn and the harves

fields. Farmers are apt to suppose that becaus

the owl resorts to the barn, he destroys the egg

and young of their pigeons and fowls; but h

merely seeks repose and concealment during th

glare of daylight.

THE BLACKBIRD.

TnE Blacebird is the avowed enemy of all gru^

and may be seen in large flocks in a recently-plow

field, industriously searching for these vermin.

Not content with a superficial search on the si

face, he pokes about with his bill to the depth

several inchep, to discover the worms.

The Phcebe 1'ikd is a sociable little fellow, a

generally builds his nest

in the porch or under

the eaves. They arrive

early in the spring, and

the first chirp sends glad-

ness through the house,

as it is a sure sign thnt

the severe frosts are end-

ed, and the gardener may

resume his labors with

confidence. They feed

on flies and various small

insects.

The Wren is another

nice, sociable little bird,

and destroys vast numbers of insects. An obse

ing lover of birds counted fifty times in one h

that one pair ot wrens went forth to bring fooc

their nestlings; and he says they never retnn

without an insect in their bills. This perpetual

ing forth and returning is repeated from morn

till night and continued till th« young birds

TOE HOrSE WREN.
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e to fly forth themselves ; and even if they once

a while nip a strawberry or a cherry, no person

1 grudge thein it as the honest due of their

vices.

THE WHEN.

'he Chick-a-dee is a great fiivorite of all—
tve, noisy, and restless. Hardy, and capable of

ring the severest cold, on still winter days he

f be seen hopping from tree to tree, examining

ry twig, branch, and crevice in the bark, for in-

:8 and their larvoe. Nothing can exceed 'his

erfulness or his industry.

THE CniCK A DEK.

'he Creeper is a frequent companion of the

ck-a-dee, but confines his search to grubs that

concealed in the wood of the tree.

THE CREEPER.

THE CEDAK OK CHERET BIRD.

had worms in them. Since then I have not allowed

them to be destroyed, and am satisfied that thej

never take the sound fruit."

THE CAT-BIRD.

The Cat-Bird.—Few people in the country re-

spect the cat-bird. He is generally an object of

dislike, from his fondness for cherries and straw-

berries. Yet he has redeeming qualities in his

fondness for insects, the music of his song, and the

playfulness of his manners.

Swallows and Martins should be encouraged

to take up their abode around our dwellings; for

Fhe Cedar or Cherry Bird is generally no

'orite with the fruit-grower, from his frequent

-acks upon the cherries. But in mitigation of

; crime of plundering the cherries, a recent

iter observes :
" "While watching the little ras-

is plundering my fruit, I noticed that they never they live upon flies, wasps, beetles, and small in-

iturbed a sound cherry, but took only those that | sects, the larTss of which are the pests of the garden.

THE PURPLE MARTIN.
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THE BAEN SWALLOW.

The Spaeuow is a most industrious insect exter-

minator. A single pair have been known to carry

five liundred insects to tlieir nest of young within

an hour. Tliey are very domestic, frequenting the

gardoii, and sometimes venturing into the house

after insects.

THE SPARROW.

The King Bird or Great Flt-Oatciier feeds on

all the larger flies, canker worms, beetles— in fact

on all the insect tribe. His love for the honey bee

is well known, but it is believed he destroys only

THE KING BIRD.

the drones. lie has a habit of attacking and

driving away hawks, crows, and other birds of

prey from the precincts of the farm-yard. "Whc

then, would grudge him the few bees he takes?

THB AMERICAX ROBIN.

TnE American Eobix.— This familiar bird,

well known for his early song and domestic habit:

makes his appearance among our earliest field bird:

His food consists of berries, worms, and caterpillar;

lie is particularly fond of the berries of the monr

tain ash and tlie fruit called poke-berries. Althoug

he may plunder a few cherries, yet he is more sei

viceable, in destroying grubs and insects, than te

times the value of the fruit he eats.

THE SPOTTED WOODPECKER.

The SroTTED "WooDrECKEB feeds on the insect

and larva3 found on trees. It appears to be ai

erroneous opinion that these birds injure trees

Their only object in pecking the wood and bark i

to get at the hidden insects that they know to bi
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uOTiawucgMf..

fHE AMKRICAX GOLDFINCH

OK YELLOW-BIED.

roncealed within. Insects seldom bore into healthy

(vood ; but a decayed stump or branch is always

full of them, and the

woodpecker sets to work

and destroys them all.

TiiK American Gold-

finch or Yellow-Bxed.

—Every one knows this

pretty little bird, and

has noticed him perched

on a thistle by the road-

side, the seeds of which

are his food. But for

him they would in a

Qeasure overrun the grounds of every farmer.

The Blue Jay.—This bird has notlnng but his

leautiful plumage to recommend him. lie is ex-

eedingly noisy and mis-

hievous ; and although he

[ves on insects, it is only

rhen berries are not to be

ad. He also helps to

rive away the more use-

i\ birds.

In addition to these,

here are other birds, too

nmerous to mention in

Ills short article ; but we
on not help putting in a

rord for the Blue-Bird

il, and the best singer of all our native birds ; and

ne, too, peculiar to our country. lie may be seen

erched on a rail, pouring out his melody, during

tie sultry hours of the day ; while morning and

ight he is unceasingly employed in picking up

tie early worm or the drowsy beetle.

THE BLUE JAT.

• the prettiest, most use-

HOKTICULTUEAL NOTES FOS THE MONTH.

Tms is a good time to sow peas for a late crop
;

ut to insure success it will be necessary that the

round be in good tilth, deep, rich and moist, to

nable tJiem to stand the hot, dry month of Au-
ust. Many persons have a notion that peas
hould be sown on poor ground, because on rich

hey make more leaves and stalks than pods. I

ave never found that the ground could be too

ich for peas, provided they have room, and good
ticks to climb upon. If time can be spared when
be peas have set their first pods, it will be found
ery beneficial to the main crop to pinch off the

ops of the stalks a few inches.

Sweet or Sugar Corn may still bo sown for a
econd crop. Sow in hills three feet apart, from
enter to center. If three seeds grow it will be
iuough. If a shovelful of good, rotten manure be
•ut under each hiU before sowing, it wiU be found
'ery beneficial.

Lima Beans.—A good way of growing Lima
)ean3 is to dig a trench one foot wide and one foot

deep ; then fill in six inches with good, rotten sta-

ble manure and decayed leaves; cover this over
with the surface soil and mix a little. Plant tho
beans on the top, cover one inch. When up, thin
out to six inches apart. Now drive stakes six feet

apart and five feet high, and tie or nail a pole on the
top of these stakes, and set thin brush along- the
row, like pea sticks, to enable the beans to reach
the pole on top of the stakes. I thutk three times
the quantity of beans on tlie same ground, and at

less expense for poles, can be grown this way than
in the ordinary way of hills and poles.

String Beans.— In some warm, deep, rich
ground, draw drills with the corner of the hoe two
feet apart and two inches deep. Sow Early Six
Weels beans, and cover over. When up six inches,

draw earth up to the stems with the hoe, and keep
clear of weeds.

Cucumbers and Musk Melons.—Dig holes two
feet square^ and one foot deep, and six feet apart;
fill them w'ith equal parts of turfy sods and rotten

manure, or mix rotten manure with the soil that

came out of the hole, and fill it in again. This
Avill raise the hill three or four inches above the
surrounding soil. Sow sj^ or eight seeds upon
each hill, and press tliem in one inch deep. When
well established, thin out to three plants in a hill.

The Early Christina Musk Melon is the best varie-

ty, all things considered.

Water Melons managed this way do remarka-
ble well ; only make the hills eight or ten feet

apart. Watch well the bugs, morning and eve-

ning. Catch and kill every one. This, and keep-
ing all clear of weeds, is more readily advised than
done. The easiest way is to walk quickly with a
piece of tliin gauze, and spread it over the plants

before the bugs have time to fly away, you may
then catch and kJH them.
Tomatoes are better when trained to espaliers,

or when branches of trees are laid beneath them
to keep them from the ground. They are not so

liable to rot, and wiU remain good later in tho
season. josiah saltee.

Rochester, 27', T., Jime, 1859.

Aloes to destroy Bugs, &o.—A correspondent

of the London Cottage Gardener recommends bitter

aloes to destroy the aphis and other insect marau-

ders. Mix half an ounce of aloes with a gallon of

warm water, and apply it to the infected plants by

means of a fine syringe or watering can, and, he says,

" before half an hour you will have clean plants."

He syringed his rose trees and cucumber plants

with it last season, and it not only cleared the plants

at the time, but there was not one on all the season

after ; and it does not harm the foliage in the least.

It is well known that a solution of aloes is fatal

to the common bed-bug ; and another intense bitter

—gentian—is fatal to the house fly. Aloes is a

cheap drug, and we would recommend a trial of it.

Mulch your Dahlias, if you want fine, rapid,

vigorous growth, and full abundant bloom. Much
the best substance for the purpose is the soft,

spongy meadow moss, but leaves and coarse mead-
ow hay will do.
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THE APPLE TREE BOREE.

A wuiTKU in the Oenesee Farmer gives an opin-

ion that the apple-tree borer '^ icill never attack a

perfectly healthy tree,''"' remarking tliat " tliero is a

rast difference between a thrifty tree and a healthy

one." A healthy tree ho regards as one that has

received nothing but vegetable manure (good soil),

whereas, a thrifty tree may have received animal

manure. He remarks that the borer would not

nutlest a tree which had been grown wholly by the

aid of vegetable manures. To illustrate his theory,

he refers to one of his orchards, which was set out

on unbroken pasture land, and received but one
jdowing and no manure. These trees were never

attacke<l by borers, while in other orcliards, which
had been repeatedly plowed and fertilized with ani-

mal manure, (that is, yard manure, or the drop-

pings of animals,) they commit their yearly depre-

dations.

The facts here stated clearly illustrate* what we
have repeatedly published; and as tlie •writer does

not attempt to explain the cause, he is evidently

laboring under a misapprehension. The facts are

fiim'ply these: Trees planted and manured with

stimulating (animal) manure, are forced into a rapid,

immature growth, leaving the stem and young
branches filled with sap. This sap is severely fro-

zen during the cold days of winter, and when it

becomes suddenly thawed, as it frequently will, on
the sunny side, in the middle of the day, the sap

becomes vitiated and diseased, producing simi'ar

results upon that side of the tree next the sun, to

those which t-ike place in a potato or other vege-

table when frozen and suddenly tliawed. Tliis dis-

eased condition is just what the borer seeks. The
trees planted in ordinary good soil make a Tnore

elow healthy, matured growth, and are not liable

to the same injury by frost, and hence not exposed
to disease, and of course, uninviting to the insect.

Newly planted trees should be ke[)t in a healthy,

growing condition ; and, by timely cultivation,

their growth may be entirely under the control of

the cultivator. The most critical period with a
young orchard of apple trees in this respect is from
three to siz years from the time of planting. As
an additional safeguard, we have fre(iuently recom-
mended training the trees witii low heads— and to

do this the work of training must begin while the

trees are young. Cut them bafk well, and force

o«t a growth of branches near the ground, let the
height be governed by the habit of growth of the
particular variety. The brandies shade the body
of the tree, and prevent tlie fatal consequences of

the sudden changes through the intluences of cold

and heat. Nor are these all the advantages result-

ing from low-trained trees. They are much less

liable to assume a leaning position tlirough the in-

fluence t)f the prevailing winds. The fruit is more
easily gatiiered and lens liable to injury in falling

from the trees. Low lieaded trees, it is true, re-

quire a little more care in cultivation to guard
against bruising thein,.but this is but a small mat-
ter when the work is done witli implements of
proper construction.— Valley Farmer,

fables' Jlrjjartnuiit.

ORIGINAL DOMESTIC RECEIPTS.

[Written for the Qcne«ee Farmer by yarious Correspondents.]

Reaumub has calculated that in five generations
one ap>ii8 may be the progenitor of 5,904,900,000
descendants; and there are ten generations in

uine mouths.

Walnut Pcffs.—Two tablospoonfuls of flour,

two ounces melted butter, two ounces sugar, tw(

ounces hickory nuts beaten fine. Bake in cups wel
buttered.

Cold Custard.—One quart of new milk, on»
half pint of cream, four ounces white sugar, (

glass of water in which an inch of washed reune'

has been soaked, and nutmeg.

Biscuit.—One quart of buttermilk, two spoon
ful of cream, two tea-spoonfuls of soda, one tea

spoonful of salt. Use flour enough to form t

stili' dough, kneading it well.

Rick Custard.—Boil three table-spoonfuls o
rice flour in a pint of milk. When colil, add thre-

eggs, two ounces of butter, and a tea-spoonfu

essence of vanilla. Sweeten to taste.

Buttermilk Pie.—Three pints of buttermili

two eggs, four table-si)oonful3 of sugar, a tea

spoonful of flour stirred into the milk, and hal

a nutmeg. Stir well together, and bake like

custard pie.

Sponge Cake.— Sift one pound of flour, on
pound of loaf sugar, beat ten eggs very light, mi:

the ingredients well, then add the juice of on
lemon. If baked in one cake, two hours is neoee

sary. No saleratus, soda, or tarter is needed.

A NioE Tea Crke.—Beat the whites of fon

eggs to a light froth, beat the yolks of the sam
with a cup and a half of sugar, one cup of sou

cream, half a cup of butter; flavor with lemor
A little soda ; flour to make a stiff batter.

Bread Pudding.—Fill a four quart pan half fu

of light bread, crumbled fine ; .add milk so as t

nearly fill the pan ; let it soak two liours ; then ad
two thirds of a cup of sugar, two eggs, two spooc

fuls ot sweet cream, a tea-spoonful of salt, half

nutmeg. Bake three-fourths of an hour.

Tomato Marmalade.—Take full grown tomatoe
while quite green, cut out the stem.s, stew themti
(piite soft, rub them through a sieve, set the pul

on the fire ; season highly with salt pepper, pound
ed cloves, and stew all together till thick. It

:

excellent for seasoning gravies, and keeps well.

To Make Red Currant Jkllt.—Put your cni

rants in ajar in the oven, and let them remain ti'

the juice is all out of them. To a pint of syru

add a pint of wliito sugar, pounded, and mad
<]uite hot. Before the sugnr is added, boil th

.xyrup very slowly for two minutes; then add th

sugar, and boil it ten minutes.

To Clean Green Currants.—An expeditiou

way of cleaning green currants from stems an:

grit, is to rub them well and hard in a handfi

or more of flour, then rub them in a sieve, was
them well in several waters, ppread on papers t

dry, stir frequently if drying in an oven ; but the

are better dried ou folded cloth in the sun.
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New Advertisements this Month.

Wood's Mower—Vfalter A. AVood, Iloosick Falls, N. T.

Teuts ami Flags—James Field, Koohester, N. Y.

The Practical Ilorae Farrier—E. Nash, Auburn, N. T.

Fish Guano—A. Longett, New York.

Share's Patent Cultivating, Hoeing, and Hilling Machines-

Pease & Eggleeton, Albany, N. Y.

Agricultural and Horticultural Books—E. Darrow & Brother,

Eoc*esler, N. Y.

Colored Pictures of Fruit, Flowers, and Shrubbery—E. Darrow

& Brother, Rochester, N. Y.

Seymour & Morgan's New York Self-Eaking Keaper and Mow-
er—Seymour, Morgan, & Allen, Brockport, N. Y.

N. Y. State Ag. Society, Premiums on Farms—B. P. Johnson,

Boc'y, Albany, N. Y.

Manny's Combined Mower and Reaper
—

"W. A. "Wood, Hoosick

FaUs, N. Y.

Plain and Pleasant Talk about Fruits, Flowers, and Farming-
Derby & Jackson, New York.

IngersoU's Improved Portable Ilay Press—Farmer's Manufac-

turing Company, Green Point, N, Y.

The Weatiieb..—April 16 to May 16, 1859.—The aver-

age heat of the last half of April was 42.13", being 5° below

the average of the same for 22 years ; and as the heat of

the first half of the month had been the average of the

tame for 22 years, the mean of April was below the gene-

ral average of the month about 3". The effect was to de-

fay vegetittion so that, when April closed, much of vegeta-

tion was not so far advanced as in April, 1858, only grass

and wheat and some trees being the exception. The

beautiful shrub Forsythia held back its fine yellow blos-

soms without leaves a week later than in April of last year.

The rain of the 22d, and the violent storm of snow and

wind, which extended over the country, gave us 1.74 in.

of water. It reminded us of the like fall of rain and snow

tevo years ago, and two days earlier, when the Suspension

Bridge below our lower falls, was crushed and lost. An

wnusual quantity of rain fell in the mouth— even 4.11

inches here. As the rain has been great over the western

country. Lake Ontario has risen, and was very high at the

•lose of April. The season has been pleasant, roads fine,

(ffid much work performed on the farm.

The month of May opened with fine weather, and warm,

and the temperature of the first half was a little higher

than before in many years. The average of the half, to

ilay 16th, was 59.71°, or nearly 7° above the mean of 22

years. In 1841, the first half was only 43.8°, or near 12''

below the mean. The consequence was very rapid pro-

gress in vegetation. Cherries were already in blossom a

week before April ended, but soon apples, and pears, and

quinces, and plums, were richly loaded with blossoms.

The trees will be broken down by the fruit, if only one

blossom in three to five shall prove to be fertile. In these

fifteen days the fields are covered with the flowers of the

season. The peach has shown but few blossoms, but

other fruits may be expected in abundance. The fields

of wheat look well, aad the prospect is good over the

eountry.

A Chance to Inteoduck the Genesee Farmer.—As
announced last month, we have concluded to take sub-

scriptions to the coming liolf-volume, commencing with

the next number. This will afford our friends an excellent

opportunity of introducing the Farmer into sections

where we have now few subscribers.

We have no paid agents. It is a labor of love with

those who form clubs for the Genesee Farmer; and we

respectfully invite all our friends who wish to extend the

usefulness and circulation of the Farmer, to show a copy

of the paper to their neighbors, and invite them to give it

a trial for the coming half-year. They cannot have a

cheaper paper. \Ye will send the coming half volume to

any address for 25 cents.

We will send Jive copies for one dollar, and present the

person gettuig iip the club a copy of our beautiful 25 cent

book, the Eural Annual and Horticultural Directory, sent

prepaid, by mail.

The club need not all be at one post-oftice. We will

send the papers to as many different post-offices as is de-

sired.

The terms for larger climbs will be found on the last

page; also a liberal list of Cash Premiums for the great-

est number of subscribers for the coming half volume.

We would urge every reader of the Genesee Farmer, who

thinks it deserves encouragement, to speak to his friends

and see what he can do to increase its circulation.

Ninety Dollars i.v C.\sh Premiums.—On the last page

will be found a list of Cash Premiums for the greatest

number of subscribers for the coming half-volume of the

Genesee Fanner, commencing with the next number. We
hope it will attract the attention of our friends. Thanks

to their voUmtary efibr's, our prospects never were so

good as at present, and we desire to repay them as far as

possible for their disinterested and successful labors in

our behalf We have never before otfered such premiums.

A little canvassing will enable any one to secure the

largest of these Cash Premiums, and the smaller ones will

undoubtedly be taken by xery small clubs.

Will not those of our friends who reside in districts

where we have few subscribers, make an effort to increase

our circulation ? Such, especially, can very easily get up

a club sufficient to secure a premium. We will cheerfully

send extra copies as specimens, showbills, <fec., to all dis-

posed to act as agents. Let us heurfrom you immediately.

•-•^

Remarkable Colt.—Mr. Z. Williams, of this city, has

a colt, now eleven mouths old, which stands 15 handsfhigh

and weighs 1,000 pounds. His symmetry and proportions

are perfect ; and for size, his equal is not to be found any-

where. He was brought from Darlington, C. W., by Mr.

Ira B. Bcrke, and comes of good stock, his sire being the

imported horse " Cumberland," and his dam by the cele-

brated " Old Clyde." He will doubtless prove a great

acquisition to the breeding stock of this country, and will

be exhibited at tlie N. Y. State Fair, and at the various

County Fairs during this season.
..» «.

A Compliment to Ocr Correspondents. — Mastox S.

Gregg, Esq., of Washington county, Arkansas, writes us :

" I believe your correspondents, with your assistance,

will make ih<i' Genesee Farmer the best jiaper in the worU
for farmers. I have compared it with papers costing double

- the price, and prefw it to any other paper I have seen."
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Inquiries and Answers.

Preservixg the Color of Fruits.— I have not long

been a subscriber for your paper, but I am highly pleased

with it. It is filled with valuable information and sug-

gestions. I am engaged in the nursery business and fruit

culture, and am in want of iufurmatioii which you or cor-

respondents possibly can give me. Is there any mode of

preserving fruits (apples, pears, peaches, cherries, i)hnns,

etc.,) sound and in their natural color and condition?

I have thought perhaps putting them in alcohol would do

;

or that if the air could be exhausted from glass jars and

the jars .sealed, they might be preserved whole for one

Beasou. I shall be much obliged for any information on

the subject.—B. F. Tuanson, Wellwood, 'Tcnn.

Alcohol dissolves the coloring matter of fruits—at least,

such is the case with strawberries. Mulder, the cele-

brated German chemist, sent apples to India in jars from

which the air had been exhausted. The apples retained

their natural color, but lost their flavor. We know of no

way of preserving pcri.^hable fruit without cooking it suffi-

ciently to coagulate the albumen. This, of course, destroys

the color. Some other method of coagulating the albumen

might be d-scovered, which would not desti-oy the color;

tnd then fruit might be preserved in exhausted vessels and

retain their color, flavor, &c. If any of our readers know

of such a method, we should be glad to hear from them.

"UOW LONG WILL THE GrAPE ViNE LIVE?"—(T. A. B.J

So long that we can not answer your question. It will

live as long as the Oak. Flint speaks of a vine which

had existed COO years. There are vineyards in Italy which

have been in a flourishing state for upwards of 300 j'cars

;

and JIiLLER states that a vineyard 100 years old is consid

ercd young. There is a vine at Hampton Court, near

London, of the Red ilavihwgh variety, supposed to b'

375 years old. It occupies about 120 square yards. On(

branch measures 114 feet in length. It has produced in a

single season, 2,200 bunches, averaging one pound each.

A vine at Northalleraton, (lately dead,) about the same age,

was even still larger. The stem near the ground, in 1785,

measured 4 feet in circumference.

CANARY GRASS.

Canart Seed.—(M. G. S.) A strong clay land is most

suitable for Canary seed. The land should be plowed in

the fall and again in the spring, and well scarified and

harrowed, to reduce it to a good tilth. Early in May,

drill in the seed to the depth of two inches. The drills

should be about ten inches apart. Two pecks is sufficient

for an acre. The after cultivation consists of keeping

down weeds by hand-hoeing.

IlAr Unloading Apparatus.—(R. M.) The best appa-

ratus for unloading hay we are acquainted with is manu-

factured by C. E. Gladding, of Troy, Bradford Co., Penn.

For price and further information, see advertisement in

the last number, or send to Mr. G. for a circular.

Peruvian Goano.—(W. A. MrssoN, Cdbourg, C. IF.)

You can get genuine peruvian guano from A. Lonoett,

84 Cliff street, N. Y. We have for several years obtained

a good article of him.

Postage on the Genesee Farmer.—(N. G. T.)—Your
postmaster is in error in charging you 13 cents a year

postage on the Genesee Faiiner. The legal rates of pos-

tage on the Farmer are three cents a year in this State,

and six cents a year in any other State, paid quarterly in

advance.

Horse-Hoe.—(John Turner.) You will find the Hyde

& Wright's Patent Horse-IIoe just the implement you

desire. We know of no better horse-hoe for cultivating

corn, potatoes, Ac. It is manufactured by A. Gordon, of

this city. For price, &c., see the advertisement of A. G.,

in this numbei%

House for Drying Fruit.—I have been a constant read-
er of the Farmer for several years, and will say that, in

my opinion, I have never invested money in any stock
half as profitable as the subscription price of the Gmesee
Farmer.

I would like to have your own of some of vonr corres-

pondents' opinions in regard to a house for drying fruit

My means being light, I would like to make every dollar

count as much as possible. I have an idea of construct-
ing a frame house so as to answer two purposes—namely,
a wash-house and a house to dry fruit in. It would be re-

quired but a small pai-t of the year for the drying of fruit.

Jly plan would be to make the house tight by boarding
the outside with matched plank, or ceiling inside ; build a
furnace inside the house to hold two or three large wash-
kettles, so arranged that the kettles may be taken out, and
the openings closed, when you wish to use the building
for drying fruit. I have thought that riddles or frames
made of wire, similar to the coarse riddle of a wheat fan,

suspended from the ceiling, one over the other, like bunks
on the decks of a Western steamboat, would answer the
purpose well ; and when you had done drying, you could
put the frames away in a very small space.

We have considerable fruit, and dry a good deal, in this

part of the State; but it is attended with considerable
trouble and unceitaintj' ; for it is mostly done on scaf-

folds in the sun, giving our better hiflves and ourselves a
great deal of trouble in rainy weather.
Now if you or some of your accommodating correspond-

ents will tell us, through the Farmer, whctiier this plan
will answer, or give us a better one, they will confer a
favor on many.

—

Geohgk W. Masset, Pike Co., Ifid.

Milk Sickness.—I would like to hear from your corres-

pondents in regard to the cause and cure of milk sick-

ness. Is the poison contained in water or vegetables, or in

the atmosphere? We have abundance of it here everr
fall, but cannot tell what it is.—G. W. R.,. Clinton Co., itL

Cramps in Yoiwg Mules.—I wish to inquire of your
numerous readers if there is any remedy for cramps in

young mules. I have now several young mules, and OM
or more is afflicted with this disease.—A Reader.

Coulters on Plows.—I wish to enquire from some of

your mathematical friends, the proper antrle that a coulter

should have with the beam of a plow.—II. R., Neicburgh,

New York.
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Grinding Bones.—Will a mill made to grind plaster do

3 grind bones ? Do bones need any preparatiou to make
hem fit to grind? and what is the best mode for using

3 manure, after being ground? What are they worth to

urchase and grind for manure? The machine for crack-

ig the plaster, before grinding, I suppose would do to

rack bones ; and that the same stones would do for both,

ut do not know. I will be glad if some of your corres-

ondents can furnish correct and practical information

ith regard to this, and of the entire method of making
one dust.—H. B. Ingham, Camp Town, Penn.

Notices of Books, Pamphlets, &c.

Dwight's Journal of Music has just commenced

Beethoven's best Choruses." Subscribers get the Music

ith the Journal every week for $2 per annum. Published

7 DiTsuRE & Co., Boston.

STATISTICAL VIEW OF AMEEICAN AGRICULTURE,
Its Home Resources and Foreign Markets, with suggestions for

the Schedule of the Federal Census in ISOO. An Address deliv-
ered before the American Geographical and Statistical Society,
on the organization of the Agri~cultural Section. By John Jay,
Esq. New Tork : D. Appleton & Co. 1S59.

IE NEW AMERICAN CYCLOPEDIA: A popular Diction-
ary of popular Knowledge. Edited by GEor.GB Ripley and
Chakles A. Dana. Vol. 5. Chartreuse—Cougar. New York:
D. Appleton & Co. 1S59. D. M. Dewey sole agent for Ro-
chester and vicinity. Price $3 per volume.

TEVALIER ON GOLD. On the probable fell in the Value of
Sold, the Commercial and Social Consequences which may en-
'ue, and the Measures which it inv'tes. By M. Chevaliep..
Translated from the French by RrenAKD Cobden, Esq. New
Tork : Appleton & Co. Price $1.

IE LIFE OP JAMES "WATT ; with selections from his Cor-
espondence. By Ja>ies Patrick Muirhead, M. A., author of
' The Origin and Progress of the Mechanical Inventions of
Watt," &c Illustrated with wood cuts. New York : D. Ap-
pleton & Co. Price $1.25.

IE LIFE OF NORTH AMERICAN INSECTS. By Prof-
B. Jacger, assisted by II. C. Preston, M. D. With numerous
Illustrations from specimens in the cabinet of the Author. New
York : Harper & Bros. Price $1.25.

OTHERS AND INFANTS. A Treatise on Nursing, Wean-
ing, and the General Treatment of Young Children. Trans-
lated from the French by Dr. A. Donne. Boston : Sampson
& Co. Price $1.

XTY YEARS' GLEANINGS FROM LIFE'S HARVEST.
A Genuine Autobiography. By JoiiN Brown, Proprietor of the
University Billiard Rooms. New York: D. Appleton & Co.
1859. Price $1.25.

OME MEMORIES ; or Echos of a Mother's Voice. By Mrs
Cary Beock, author of " Children at Home,'' " Working and
Waiting." New York : D. Appleton &. Co. Price $1.

3E LIFE OF GEN. H. HAVELOCK, K. C. B. By J. T.
Headley, author of " Napoleon and his Marshalls," &c. With
illustrations. New York : Charles Scribner. Price $1.25

3VE ME LITTLE, LOVE ME LONG. By Chas. Reade
author of "It is never too late to mend," &;c. New York
Harper & Beo's. Price 75 cents.

APOLEONIC IDEAS. By the Prince Napoleon Louis Bona-
parte. Translated by James A. Doer. New York : Apple-
ton & Co. Price 75 cents.

lAKSPEARE'S LEGAL ACQUIREMENTS. By John Lord
Campbell, L. L. D., F. R. 8. E. New York : D. Appleton &
Co. Price 75 cents.

ORE ABOUT JESUS. With Illustrations and Map By the
« Author of Peep of Day," Ac. New York : Hakpeb & Bnos
Price 50 cents.

3RDER WAR. A Tale of Disunion. By J. B. Jones, author
of " Wild ^ estern Scenes. New York : Budd & Caeleton
Price $1.25.

IE ROMANCE AND ITS HERO. A Novel. By the autho'
^f^^^Magdalen Stafford.'' New York: Haepee & BeX

i^
SJI-^ESTER^ yrX-KO. By the author of « The Heir of

Redchffe.' New York: Appleton & Co. Price 37j^ cents.

^J^^'V T^Y PK^CWCE OP WHIST. By Ccelebs.Sew York
: D. Appleton & Co. 1959, Price 75 cts.

HINTS TO HORSE KEEPERS. A Complete Manual for
Horsemen, embracing How to Breed, Buy, Break,, Use, Feed;
How to Physic a Horse, (Allopathy and Homeopathv) ; How to
Groom, Drive and Ride a Horse, and Chapters on 'Mules and
Ponies. By the late Henry William Herbert. Beautifully
Illustrated. New York : A. O. Moore & Co. Price $1.25.

All the above books are for sale by D. M. Dewet, of

this city, or they can be obtained from the respective

publishers, sent, prepaid by mail, for the price annexed.

REVIEW OF THE MARKETS.
GENESEE FARMER OFFICE, )

Rochester, N. Y., May 21, 1S59.

)

The markets have been in a very excited state during the last

two weeks. Stimulated by the warlike news from Europe, spec-

ulators have been eager purchasers. It is said by some that tho

bulk of the purchases have been made for actual consumption,

and that the stock is much reduced thereby, notwithstanding the

arrivals have been fak for the season. If the purchases have
been made for consumption, it is reasonable to suppose that the

bulk of them are still on hand, as the quantity changing hands
from day to day has been largely in excess of the immediate con-

sumptive demand, and nothing has transpired to increase the

actual consumption. The bulk of the transactions are therefore

of a speculative character.

FLOUR AND GRAIN.—In this department the activity has

been the greatest. The operations in Flour have not been
marked with discretion. A wild excitement has been manifest.

The price advancing twenty-five to fifty cents per bbl. in a day or

two, and then receding fifteen to thirty cents in a corresponding

period of time ; again advancing, and again receding ; but still

gaining so much as to make a difference of one to two dollars per

bbl., taken at the highest point, compared with last month's

report. The transactions in Wljeat have been of the same ex-

cited character, the advance daring the month being thirty to

forty-five cents per bushel. It is next to impossible to give relia-

ble quotations. Our remarks have special reference to New
York as the leading market, and to other markets as relatively

affected by that. Rye has undergone a material improvement,

and is in good demand. Corn, Oats, and Barley are higher, but

somewhat dull. The prospect of the growing crops is uniformly

spoken of as favorable.

PROVISIONS.—There has been great activity and irregularity

in the Provision Markets. The great probability of war has in-

duced an unusual demand, and a belief in higher rates for the

future; real confidence does not exist; this is evidenced by the

fluctuations from day to day. The advance on Pork and Beef

has been large—from two to four dollars per bbl.—but it is soon,

to a great extent, lost. Lard also improved with an increased

demand, but again receded, and closes about the same as last

quoted.

WOOL.—The demand is light, the stock small, and prices with-

out material change.

NEW YOKK MARKET. -May 20.

FLOUR AND MEAL—The Market for Flour is in a very un-
settled state, with a declining tendency ; a concession of 25'to 50
cents per bbl. is not sufficient to induce buyers to operate. Super-
fine State, $5 o'^@$6.50 ; fancy and extra do, $6.S0@$7.25 ; com-
mon to good Western, $5.75@$(3.60; extra do, .$6.7o@$S.30;
shipping brands of Ohio round-hoop, $7.25@7.40; extra Genei^ee
and St. Louis, $S@$9. Southern Flour dull ; Brandvwine, .*8®
$S.25; Georgetown, .$7.75(3!,|9 ; Petersburg citv, .$8..50@$9,5o

;

Richmond city, $8.25@.$9.50; Gallego and Ilaxall. $9.7.\ Cana-
dian Flour, $7.25@$S.50 for the range of extras. Rve flour dull

at $4.50@|5.50 for fine and superfine. Corn mealduU; Jersey,
$4 20@,$4..30 ; Brandywine, $4.62i^

; puncheons, $21.
GRAIN—Wheat dull and declining; Ciiicaso spring, $1.15®

$1.1S; red Western, $1.75@$1.S5 ; mixed do, $l..Vi@$1.70; Mil-
waukie club, $1.25@$1.23; white Michigan and Kentucky, $2@
$2.10. Barley heavy and demand llsht at T_'(f7^,75c for State, and
70c for California. O.its lower; 5Tc@r.Sc for State; 58c@,60c for
Canadian and Western. Rye dull at $!@$1.03. Corn dull and
lower; New Orleans mixed, 92c; Jersey and Southern yellow,

98c ; Southern white, 95 ; Western mixed, 94c.
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BKEDS—aoTer, 6c®SXc per lb. llraothy, $2.18?4'@|2.63X
pc.- hiishi'l.

i'KoVISIONS—The demand for Tork is less activeand market

lower; new n.f«, $17.7;)®$1S; prime moss, $19; prime, $15.50.

Beef in I'ood icQii »i; coiintrv prime. $r..50@$i.50 ; country mess,

fS-SO'-C.^a :>; ; re-packod mess, $11®$15; extra do, $15.'2,')@$17
;

pri:i e':ness flrni ; sales of good Oliio at $30 per tierce. Beef
t ams firm at flG. Cut meals in fair demaiul ; 8h<ml(ler8. V;ic@
7?4c; Hams, 9c@i'.^c. Lard dull at lIVc®12c. Butter in fair

demand at Se@l5c for Ohio, and 10c@20c for State. Cheese
steady at 8o@.liiXc.

HK'KI-' (WTTLE— First qii.ility, 11p@.12c; medium, 10@.10Xc;
ordinary, 9c@,lUe. Sales range iuoslly from lOc- to ll>^c. Calves

evS^"'" 'i^'*" weight.
i^l! i:Kr—$l(a$7 per head. Lambs, $3.50@$5.50 per head.

]!0(;S—Arrivals heavy for the season., bales 6}^c@G^i, ac-

cor.lint: to quality.

i'.'Ui >T.~-The demand is fair and fully equal to the supply.

Choipi- raxony, 40c@.(i0c; N .
' city and e.xtra country pulled, 82c

@5nc; forcifcii. 12c@3,Sc fo;- ihe range.

May 21 —Market for Flour more active, with an advance of

15c to 'J5o per bbl. on yesterday's rates. Wheat buoyant, and Ic

©'ic belter.

KOCKESTER MAEKET.-May 21.

FLOUR—Market uns.'tiled. with but few transaclions. Com-
mon to good brands from Western red wheat $u..'JU@. J7.5U ; extra

from while wheat, $3@|9.
GK.\.1N— Wheat scarce. Good white is worth |;1.S"@$2;

Mediterranean, $1.70; Milwaukie club. $1.50. Corn, 9i'c@9oe.

Barlev, tiU®:Oc. Oats, 50c@5-3c. Kye scarce at 85c@9iic. Beans,

SKKl).^—Clover, $4.50@,$4.75. Timothv, $2@$2.25. Flax, $1..50

PKOVISION^—.Mess I'ork. $17.H0@tiS.OJ. Lard, 12c-. Hams,
9c@I0e. t^ boulders, 7c@'?c. l'.utter, 15c@lCc. Cheese, l(^@,l'2c.

Eggs, llc@12c. Totatoes, 35e®75e. Beef at retail, Tc@12c

;

Mutton, 8c@10c; Pork, 10c per lb. ; Lamb, G2,Vc@7ic per quar.

Dressed hogs, 7,'.^c. Dressed sheep, 6c(?J,7c per lb.

BEKF 'CATTLE—Live weight, 5Xc@Gc per lb. Lambs, $2®.
$2.50 each. Calves, $3@$6 per head, according to quality.

HAY-$Sa5$14 per ton.

WOOL—4oc@55c per lb.

PHILADiXPHIA MAKKET. - May 19-

FLOUR AND MEAL—Market dull. Accurate quotations can
not be given. Sales range from $7.50 to $S.75 for comrann and
fancy brands. Rye flour dull at $5. Corn meal steady ; .$-i.r2>j

for Pennsvlvania ; Brandy wine, $4.50.

GRAIN—Wheat lower and dull; white, $1.90(7!!,$2; red, $1.85

©$1.90. Rye lower ; sales at $1. Corn dull at it3c@9Sc for yel-

low. Oats steadv at 57c®5J'C for Southern ; 5^e((j,G0c for Penn.
PROVISIONS—Mess Pork hehl at $18.50. Me.sg Beef, $15@

$15.50. Bacon-sides, 9>^e@10c. Ilams, ]0c®12c. Shoulders, 8c.

Uams in salt, 9c(gt9Xc; siiles, 9c ; shoulders, C,?4e@.7>.i^c. Lard
—stock low ; sales at 12c@13c. Butter in good supply at 13c@
15c for roll ; packed, 9Xo(^10c. Cteese, 10 Vc. E^gs. 16c.

SEEDS—Clover. $4.50(a$5.50; Timothv, $2@.$2.25; Flax, $1.65.

CATTLE .M.ARKET.—Beef Cattle—Market firm; prices range
ft-om $10(2.$l.'..'iO for common to good and extra qualilv. Cows
and Calves, $3ti@$40, according to quality. Hogs. $7..^0@$S.75
per lOa lbs. net. Sheep, 6c®6)ic for clipped, 7c@7^ic for un-
cJipped, per lb. gross.

WOOL—Market quiet Sales of full-blood at 65c; half-blood,

nt &0e, cash.

CHICAGO MARKET. -May 18.

FLOUR—Sales superfine spring at $5.S7;^ ; choice white win-
ter at $S.

GR.MN—Wheat declined about IScper bushel since yesterday.

Bales No. 1 red winter. $i.,50(!?i$l.Cu; standard spring, $I.12@
$1.14. Corn—sales at 80c in store. Barley—No. 1, 8i»c—90c; No.
8, 60c(aG7c. Rye scarce and inactive at $1®$1.12X. Oats quiet

at .^4c on track, and 57c lor No. 1 in store. Beans—common to

choice. 7.'.(@$ 1.2.5.

8KEIIS— Hungarian grass, $2.12>jC.
I'lioVlSIONS-Pork firm at $iU for mess. $13.50 for rumps.

Bntter—prime dair)-, 12c(g;lCc; common, l()c(gil2c. Potatoes

—

Meshannocks, 70e@75c ; Pink-eyes, 7iic; common, 65c®60c.

W(,)01>—.Market inactive. Merino and Saxony fleece, 40®50c;
extra, 60c ; super, 8Se ; No. 1, 83c.

CmCINNAn MAEKET.-May 19.

FLOTTR—Market dull. Superfine, $7.25; extra, $7.50; elosing
un*ettled. •

GRAIN—Wheat dull and irregular; white, $1.65®$L85; red,

$1.(»^$1.70. Corn firm at 89c(@9Ic for mixed. Rve steady at

$1.0S®|1.05. Barley dull al 66e®62c. Oats, 62e®66c; market
«JuIl.

SEEDS-Clover, $4.50(a$4.75. nnmolhT, $2^2.25. Flax, $1.30
PROVISIONS—Mess Pork $18 50. Bacon—sides, 9Xc®10c.

Bhonlders, 6.Hf(i^7c. Lard, llc'4(ai2c. Butter-market steady ;

•bolee Tellow W. R., Isic^lOc; prime Ohio, 14c@I7c.
BEEF CATTLK—Common, $4(a$4.50; prime, $4.75<a$6.T5

;

•hoice. f6.

HAT—Market firm. Prime Timothy, $10(ai$20 per ton.

WOOL—Market Irrej^ar. galea of new clip at 86o®46«.

BUFFALO MAEKET.-May 21.

FLOUR—Dull and declining. Common from Chicago sprii

wheat, $6; Milwaukie club, $C.50@$G.T3; winter red wheat,
@$7.25; choice extras, $7.50@$S.
GR.\IN—Wheat dull and lower; winter red, $150; wli

$1.80. Corn lower; 8lic olTered. Barley, Coc@TOo. Oats, 50c
57c for Western. Rve—no transactions.

SEED.S—CL.ver, $t S0®$5. Timothv, $2 37i^@$2.50.

PROVISIONS—Market quiet and but little doing. Mess Poi

$18.75 for heavy, and $17.,50®$1S for light; prime, $l2.')0(r^:f

Hams, lUc; sugar-cured, lie. Shoalders, 7;ic. Lard, 12^0.

TOEONTO MAEKET.-May 18.

FLOUR—With a light stock, transactions are limited. Snpi

fine. S7.2.">®$7.50 ; fancy, $7.62>!!®$7.75 ; extra. .tS.0i/®$8.25,

GRAIN—Supply of Wheat limited; demand good; prime $1

@$2; good, $1 Su®$1.95; inferior, $1.70@$1. SO; spring whe
$1.5U@$1.00. Barley more aclive with a limited sujiply at 70c

75c. Rye quiet at 75e®8iic. Oats firm at 5Sc@60c. Peas sea)

and inquired for; good varieties, {i5c®$l ; ordinary, 65c@90c.
PROVISIONS—Mess Pork, .$ly@20; prime mess, *14@.$'

prime, $13(??ltl4. Bacon—sido.s. Sc@S;!<^c. Hams, IOc(gyll>

Butter, 2r)C@30c for fresh ; tub No. 1 quality, 17e@20c ; No. 2

12Xc@15c per lb. Cheese— Am>-rican prime. 12c ;
good do, 1

for skim milk Cheese. Gc per lb. Eggs plentiful at 9c®10c
]

dozen. Potatoes sle.idy 66e®70c; retail, 70c®75o, per bushel

HAY—In good supp"ly at $12@$20 per ton. Straw, $S@$U
CATTLE MARKKT—Prime Cattle scirce at $8 ; medium,

inferior. $6@$G.2.") per lOo lbs. live weight, allowing one-third

shrinkage. Lheep, $4®$4.50 for clipped and $5..50@$6 for

clipped. Lambs $2 each. Calves, $4@$7.
WOOL—With signs of activity, and a large clip expected, q

tations range Irom '20c@.25c per lb.

LONDON MAEKET.-May 9.

FLOUR—American sour, $ri.76@,$7.20 ; sweet. —

.

GRAIN—American white Wheat. $1..50(a.$1.71 ; do red, $1

@$1.6S. Indian com—white, 96c®99o: yellow, 96c@$1.02,
Go lbs.

SEEDS—Red clover, llc@14c ; white do., 19c®22c. Linse
$I.G-'(S!,.$1.74 fi>r crushing, and $1.92 for sowing.
WOOL—With an increased stock prices are drooping. Si

at 2Sc@4Sc for the range.

LIVERPOOL MAEKET.-May 6.

FLOUR AND MEAL—Western canal Flour, $.^.65®
Baltimore, Philadelphia, and Ohio, $5.88@$6.75; sour, $5.1

$5.G.5. (>)rn Meal, $4@,$4 25.

GRAIN—American white wheat, $1.65®$1.92 ; red do., $1.4

$170 per bush, of 60 lbs. Indian com—vellow, $l.u2c@$l.C
white, $1.16; mixed, 9Sc@$1.02 ; per bush, of 60 lbs.

SEEDS—.\merican red clover, new, llc@13c per lb.

WtXJL—For the range of domestic quahties, 12c®40c per
No sales of foreign.

BRIGHTON CATTLE MAEKET.-May 19.

At market, 850 Beeves, 90 Stores, 1100 Sheep and Lambs, 2

Swine.
PRICES— Market Beef— Extra. $9.50® $9.75 : First qnsl

$S.50; Second, $7.00; Third. $6.00. Milch Cows—$39 ® $
Common, $19@$20. Veal Calves—$4@$7. Yearlings—nc
Two Years old—$24@,$2S. Three Years old—$80®$.38. Hi
7'4C®75ic per lb. Calf Skins—1.3c@14c per lb. Tallow—7jf
Oc. Sheep and Lambs—$1.75®$2.uO; extra, $3.00®$6.r0 P
—$1..')0@.$1.87. Swine—Stores, wholesale, 6c®6;ic; Sows,
tail, 7e@9c ; Barrows, 7c@7>ic.
Beeves are sold here by the head, at prices per lb. equal to

estimated weight of beef in the quarter, together with the 1

quarter, or the hide and tallow, at the same price, at a shrink
from live weight agreed on by the parties—from 28 to 34 per C'

ADVERTISEMENTS.
A TEW short advertisements of interest to farmers— and <

snch— will be inserted in the Gcnftea Farmer for twenty c<

a line, or $2 per square, each insertion, payable in advance,

secure insertion, they should be sent in by the 15th of the preri

month. The Farmer has large lists of subscribers in etsry S
and T»rritory, and in all thf British Provinces. (It has ne

3000 subscribers in Canada West alone.) There Is no belt*

cheaper medium for advertising everything of general intcre;

rural residents in all parts of the Unit«d States and Canada.

FISH GUANO—Tn quantities to suit purchasers, at $25 per

of 2000 lbs. Je2t A. LONGETT, 84 Cliff St., New Yor

COLORED PICTURES OF FRUIT, FLOWERS A
SHRUBBEP.Y—Drawn from nature, and colored with©

for the use of Nurserymen and Tree Aeents. Send tor a c

logue. E. DARROW <k BROTHER,
Agricultural Booksellers,

June, 1859—2t Bocheetsr, N.
*
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. S. TENT AND FLAG MANUFACTORY.
No. 1.3 Bnffalo Street, Rocliester, N. Y.

nBNTS to rentwf the following sizes, suitable for the purposes

L designated :

?r Agricultural Fairs, Conferences, Political or other large
Oaihering^,

80 ft. by 110 ft 80 ft. diameter.
60 ft. by 90 ft 70 ft.

60 ft. by SO ft 60 ft. "

15 ft. by 20 ft. fancy 50 ft. "

rr Camp Meetings, Military Encampments, Pio Nics, FisTo-

ing Excursions, lix.

24 ft. by 30 ft. I 12 ft. bv 17 ft.

16 ft. by 24 ft.
I

9 ft. by 12 ft.

Flags furnished with Tents, when required.
Parties wishing to rent, will please address the proprietor,

iting what (.he Tents are to be used for. Also the facilities for

.nsporUition. Address JAMES FIELD, Box 7(il,

June, 1859—4t* Kcchester, N. Y.

NEW YOEK STATE AGEICULTUEAL SOCIETY
Prcmtutns on Farms, 1859.

jEEMIUMS are offered for best cultivated farm, mostly de-
voted to grain grmcing; best grazing and cheese-diiiryfarm ;

il do. bviit*r-dairy farm, not less than 50 acres, exclu.sive of
lod and waste land. Premiums, $.50 each ; and for best culli-

led grain farm, not less than 50 acres, woodland included, $30
sminm.
Persons desiring to enter their farms will please give notice to

! Secretary by the 1st of July, so that the farms can be examin-
by a committee appointed by the Executive Board. Premium
$o0 for best acre of carrots raised by hoya under 18 years of
e, (not less than 600 bushels per aero ) Directions fnrnished by
jretary on application. B. P. JOHNSON, Sec'y.
Agricultural Kooms, Albany, N. Y., May 2, 1859. je2t.

A BOOK THAT EVEEY FARMEE SHOULD HAVE.

WILL BE PUBLIS-nED EARL Y IN JUNE,

lain and Pleasant Talk a.bont Fruits,
Flowers and Farming.

Bt henry ward bee CHER.
1 volume. 12mo. Price $1.25.

igents wanted, to whom a liberal discount will bo given.
Oopies sent by mail, postage paid, on receipt of the price.

Address DERBY & JACKSON,
June, 1859—2t 119 Nassau street. New York.

IGERSOLL'S EIPEOVED PORTABLE HAY PEESS.

8 the best and cheapest Press in tlie country. Farmers will do
well to examine ours before purchasing elsewhere. Prices $50
d $75, delivered in New Yorl£ free of charge, and warranted to

re satisfaction.

Also Ingersoll's Improved Horse Hay fork or Elevator. Price
2. And Ingersoll's Combined Horse Rake and Uay Spreader,
lis Machine excels in novelty and excellence.
For circulars containing full information, address

FAKMEKS' MANUFACTURING CO.
Green Point, King's Co., N. Y.

N. B. Farmers visiting New Y<irk city are invited to give us a
II, as we are but 20 minutes ride from the City Hall. je—3t*

k GEICULTUEAL AND HORTICULTURAL BOOKS—

A

V. large assortment always on hand, and made a special
anch of our trade. Send the money for any thing in the mar-
t, and we will mail it free of charge.
June, 185S—2t E. DAUltOW & BRO., Publishers.

)USSIA OR BASS MATTS—Selected expressly for budding
i and tying. GUNNY BAGS, TWINES, Aa., suitable for
arsery purpoees, for sale in lots to suit, bv

D. W. MANWARING, Importer,
August, 1853.-ly* 243 Front Street, New York.

L VIRGINIA FARM FOR SALE.—I offer 1200 acres of rich
\- and highly improved land, with good buildings, an abund-
ce of marl and wood, on Potomac river, Stafford county, Vir-
lia, for only twelvo thousand dollars. Address
May—8t G. B. WALLACE, Fredericksburg, Ta.

>ERUVIAN GUANO.—No. 1 Peruvian Guano, Goremraent
brand and weight, direct from Peruvian agents, in quanti-

« to suit purchasers, at the lowest market price.
March, 1S59.—5t A. LONGETT, 34 Cliff St., New York.

>LOOD STOCK FOR SALE.— One two-year-old Colt by
y " Mariner," out of " Miss Mattie ;" two Alderney Bull Calves,
19 Ave the other six months old ; two pairs " Shanghai Sheep."
my 8t WILLIAM SBDMOND, 48 Barclay St, New Yorl^

MANNY'S COMBINED
REAPER AND MOWER,

WITH WOOD'S IMPROVEMENT,
For th.e Harvest of 1859.

THE subscriber begs to inform tlie public that he continues
to manufacture tills popular machine, and pledges himself

to produce an implement that will fully sustain its former reputa-
tion, as the best combined machine yet introduced, and inferior

to none, either as a Ueapcr or Mower.
It h.as had a sti'ady and increasing popularity ft-om the first,

acliieving a coniplelu success in thtfiist important trial at Geneva in

1S.52. It carried off the highest honors at the groat National Field
Trial at Syracuse in IS.'m; and amidst all the competition and
trials of 1S58, came out with more and better established points
of excellence than ever brfore.

The general princi|)les peculiar to this machine, and upon
which it is constructed, have proved so successful that there has
been no altemjit to change them.
The main effort during the la.st year has been to improve its

mecliRiiiCal construrticin.' til make ii strontrt-r .vul more durabls.

and sustain its reputation as the leading and most acceptable
macliino to the largest class of farmers in the country.
Warranted capable of cutting fro c !0 to 15 acres of grass or

grain per day, in a workmanlike manner.
Price of Machine as lieretofnre, varies according to width of

cut, and its adaptation in size and strength to different sections of
the countrv, from $12.3 to $15 ', delivered here on the cars.

WALTER A. WOOD,
Manufacturer and Proprietor, Hoosick Falls, N. Y.

BENNETT GRAY, Brsckport.

Wm. HENRY HAKMoN, Scottsville.

June, 18o9—2t. Agents for Monroe Co., N. Y

SEYMOUii & MORGAN'S
NEW YORK SELF- RARING UEAPER AND MOWER.

WE now offer to the Farmers of New York our Self-Raking
Reaper and Mower Combined, constructed with reference to

its use in this State, and we can now confidently assure the publi«
that our Machine is reliable as a good Mower and Reaper, and
has advantages over other machines of raking off the gmii. bet-

ter than can be done by hand labor. This is manifestly an impor-
tant and very necessary combination, which must soon be
generally acknowledged. It is but a little time since we were
told by our most intelligent Farmers in this section, that Reaping
Maeliines might do well on the Praries of the West, but would
never be useful in this State. So objections and doubts will ever
be made and entertained iiLTegard to most improvements, which
time and a practical knowledge on the eubject can alone correct

;

and we now take this occasion to say that the self-rake will soon
be an indespensible attachment to the Reaper, notwithstanding
there are many fnterested and dislntere.?ted opinions to the con-
trary. We cannot believe it probable that in this age of improve-
ment, our intelligent Farmers will continue long to do the severe
labor of raking off the grain in an imperfect manner, when it can
be well done by the labor of their h«>rse3.

Our Machine is warranted to do the work well in every particu-

lar, and requires no more than ordinary care to keep it in order.

Full particulars can be obtained bv sendine for a circular. Ad-
dress SEYMOUR, MORGAN <k ALLEN,
June. 1859—1*. Brockport, N. Y.

June, 1S59—

n

10.000 COPIES SOLD.—THE PRACTICAL
HORSE FAKKIKK, containing the whole of
BAREY'S ART, with illustrated instructions:

an aaoovint of the various Breeds ; the Cause.
Prev«ntion, and Cure of Diseases; the larg-

est collection ot valuable Receipts ever pub-
lished. Illustrated, Ac, &c. Sent free on
the receipt of 50 cents in stamps.

E. KASH, Publisher, AubBrn, N. X.
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viT o o D ' s nvc O "W E E. -

Pntciiled February 32cl, 1839.

DURING the six years I have been enp;aged in the manufac-
ture nl' (he Manny Combined Keaper and Mower, I have

given much thouglu and attention to the construction of what I

foresaw would be a great want of the Farmers—a lighter and
cheaper machine expressly for mowing, than had yet been made.
And now, after the most thorough and repeated experiments

and tests in every variety of field, and in all kinds and every
condition of grass, I am prepared, with entire confidence, to offer

to the farni'.Ts and dealers of the Ignited States, the great de-iid-

eratum in tliis department of Agricultural labor-saving machines
—a Mowi.r, supiTior in it)i capacity for good work to any hitherto
introduced, of easy draft, light, cheap and durable.
This machine I now offer as my latest invention, to meet a

epeci.il want of farmers, and to place within the reach of all a
Mower that f )r practical working, cheapness and simplicity, will
be without a rival.

I build Two-IIorse and One-Horse Mowers. The Two-IIorse
Mower weighs 425 lbs., and cuts a swath four feet wide, (or more
if specially" ordered.) The One-IIorse Mower weighs 30 lbs.

less. (395 lbs.,) and cuts a swath three and a half feet wide.
For a more full description of the Mowers, reference is made

to my Pamphlel-s, which will be furnished on application. With
each macliino will be furnished two extra guards, two extra sec-
tions, one wrench and oil can.
Warranted capable of cutting ten acres of grass per day in a

workmanlike manner.
Price of Two-IIorse Mower, $S0

•' One-Horse Mower, 70
Delivered here on the cars.

I coniiiiue as heretofore, and with greater success than at any
previous time, the manufacture and sale of " Manny's Patent
Combined licaper and Mower with Wood's Improvement."

WALTER A. WOOD.
Manufacturer and Proprietor, Uoosick Falls, N. T.

PEASE & EGGLESFON, 84 State St., Albany, Agents for
Albanv Countv and vicinity.

i3EX.N'KTT GRAY, Brockport.
Win. IIK.NUY HAKMON, Scottsville.

June, ISd'J—2t. Agents for Monroe County. N, T.

FARMERS, SAVE TOTTR MOIVEY

I

TEY ONE OF SHARE'S PATENT CULTIVATING,
IIOKING AND HILLING MACHINKS, jirice .flo, which

will save more than twice its cost Iho first srason, and with ordi-
nory care will hist years. It is light and easily used with one
horse, and will do more cultivating in going between the rows
once, tlian an ordinary ciiltivator can do in two or even three
times, .and will hoe and hill any crop planted in hills (the crooked
form of the back i)art of the wings give the hills the desired
shape) or drills fitst as a horse can walk, and better than men can
do it with hand hoes. Price only i^lO, and warranted—weight SO
pounds. Manufactured by PEASE & KG GLESTOJ^

.V) .Stnte St., Allianv, N. T.
Dealers in all kinds of Agricultural Implements, Seeds, &c
June. 1Vii>—It.

AMERICAN CABBAGE SEED—Of the PREMIUM FLAT
Dl T( 'll varuly. ^^ e can cupiily Gardeners and the Trade

in limited quantities, with l\w see<l of the above finest of &I1 Fall
and Winter Gabbaees. AVarrantc<l to head solid. *3 per pound,
my 2t J. M. THORBUEN & CO., 15 John St., New York.

:rochester agricultural works.
HYDE & WRIGHT'S PATENT HORSE-HO

OR CULTIVATOR PLOW,

Designed, and better adapted than any other implement, for hi

ing Com, Broom Corn. Potatoes, Cotton, or any other crop
quiring the use of the Horse or Iland-IIoe. It has proved its

the most valuable implement yet invented for the i)ur7iose

tended. It has been in use in Western New York for the past
years. Its great utility has been demonstrated in the fact that t

day to the acre, with a man and horse, is all the expense of cu
vating and hoeing a field of corn for the season. If used as

reeled, hand-hoeing, in nine cases out often, may be entirely t

pensed with. We have numerous certificates of the most satisf

tory character, which we would be happy to ,«how the public.
Price, .^S; if ground and jiolished, ,^S.5(). No farmer should

without one. They are having an unlimited sale. Sold at whc
sale and retail.

IMPROVED THRESHEVG MACHTVES AN!
HORSE POAVERS.

The above cut is a representation of the iustly celebrated PIT'
MACHINE FOIi THKESHINO AND CLEANING GEA
at one operation. It is the best Machine in existence.

The following cut represents an improved, all iron, EIGHT
TEN HORSE POWER.

,^>-*"«"'

As a superior and every way reliable Horse Power, the abc
stands unrivalled.
We call attention to the fact that we are now manufacturing 1

above Machines, at Rochester, N. Y., in a more substantial a
durable manner than any hitherto built in this city, having all I

latest improvements.
We also make Pitts' celebrated DOL'BLE PINION EIGI

OR TEN HORSE POWERS^

ONE HORSE MO"VVER.
Wc offer Stoddard's Mower to the Farmer as preferable to eTf

other Mower. It will cut salt, tame, or prairie grass; will do
work well ; does not clog ; irill cut as much per hour, vAth «

horse, as any other Mower ic-itk tico horses. Its draft in cuUii

is only from 80 to 110 lbs. Cuts 4 ft. 2 inches. Price, $100.

ROCHESTER CrTTEVG BOX.
All who are In want of a Feed Cutter, adapted equally well

the cutting of all kinds of fodder, will find our Cutting Box in

respects to answer their wants. A. GORDON,
May, 1859.—«t 68 South St. Paul street, Rochester, N.TJ
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m PRESS. IN PRESS.

''COUNTRY LIFE."
&. GREAT AGRICULTURAL WORK,

COVEEUIG THE WHOLE GROTTWD OF

AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE,
AND

LANDSCAPE GARDENING,

ith 225 superb illustrations, designed and engraved expressly
lor the work, by eminent artists.

By K. MORKIS COPfiLANP, Ksq.

UCH a work as the above has long been needed, combining
in one volume a whole Library of Facts, and the experiences

the best Agriculturisfs in both hemispheres, brought down to

present day, and all arranged in months, so that any cultiva-

of the soil, be he the proprietor of hundreds of acres or of a
gle acre, can have before him a Practical Manual, or rather an
cyclopedia, divided into months, showing him at a glance just

at he must do in every month in the year, when to plow, when
)lant and what to plant, how to plow, and kcno to plant, from
sm.allest flower to the cereals which sustain life. Also the

st complete description of the manner of constructing and man-
ng Hut Houses, containing a thorough treatise, with full illus-

ions, on Rose Oidture. together with descriptions of the prin-
il Flowers, Plants, and Shrubs, which can be cultivated here,
1 how to cultivate them, and the most elaborate treatise yet
)lished on Landscape Gardening, with numerous plans for

ng out gardens, or fields, or entire iiirms, with complete plans
I descriptions (or draining lands.
[r. Copeland is well known in bis profession ; he has made it

enthusiastic study of his life ; and probably there is not a man
Qg in this country who is better qualified than he for so great
undertaking. And that he has acquitted himself nobly in this

at work which he now offers to the public, we have the testi-

ly of several of our most distinguished Agriculturists, who
e examined his proof sheets.

he work win be published about (he 20th of May, in one
erb 8(!0. vol. of 800 pages, with 225 elegant illustrations—
CE Three Dollars.
1 order, however, to place so valuable a work (which, in the
juage of a genlleman of high culture and extensive experi-
e, who has read all the proof sheets, " contains more and het-

infoi'niation than any six books an those subjects,") within
reach of all, we shall issue an edition on smaller paper and
for Two Dollars, depending on large sales to compensate us
the large outlay.

76 want a few first rate Agents, and only a few. We want
36 who have had experienae in selling books of this high order.
will give such a territory sutficiently large to employ them
stantly for one year.

Jl applications should be addressed to the Publishers.
Q ordering single copies by mail, please state which edition is

ated. JOHN P. JEWETT & CO.,
lay, 1859.—2t 20 Washington St., Boston.

LANG-STROTH ON THE BEE.
An INSTRUCTIVE and FASCINATING BOOK.

icqualled by any otlier AVorU lu any Language !

A NEW AND PERFECT SYSTEM OF

BEE CULTURE.
Price $1.«5.

ent by mail, prepaid, on receipt of price. Address

A. 0. MOORE & CO.,

Agricultural Book Publishers,

lay, 1859.—2t 140 Fulton street, New York.

FARM DRAINAGE.
A NEW BOOK,

By Hon. H. F. FRENCH, of New HAMPSHinE,

lerican Farmers are just awakening to the vital importance of
this subject.

HERE IS THE BOOK TO GIVE THEM LIGHT

!

Price $1.00.

BUT BT Mail, pbepaib, on bkokipt of Prick, Address

A. 0. MOORE & CO.,
Agrie«ltural Book Publishers,

14« Fulton sU-eet, New York.

"EVEEY BODY SHOULD HAVE A COPY."

THE

gtttal Jittnttal m\)i forlintltutal Jirttt^rg

FOR 1859.
'T^niS work was started in 1S56, by the publisher of the Gene.
-*- see Farmer. Its great success affords conclusive evidence,

not only of its intrinsic merit, but of its adaptability to the wants
of the rural population. A new volume, prepared with great caro

and replete with new and valuable matter, is issued each year.

The fourth volume, for 1S59, has Jippoarcd, and is a book which
cannot be too highly recommended—alike beautiful, interesting,

and useful. The articles are all written for its pages by men of

experience. It is illustrated with seventy-flve appropriate and
beautiful engravings.

Among its contents may be mentioned able treatises on Under-
draining Orchards and Gardens, on the Fruits of the Ohio Valley,

on Fruit Culture in the Weat, on the Cultivation of Fruit Trees in

Pots under Glass, on Tr.iining Wall and Espalier Trees, on the

Cultivation of Bulbous Plants, on tho Management of Ducks,

Geese, and Swans, on British Breeds of Cattle, on the Cultivation

of Ruta Bagas, &c., &c., and a List vi Fruits recommended by tho

American Pomological Society at its last session.

The work will be found invaluable to the Fruit Grower, and use-

ful to every one interested in Rural affairs.

It is furnished at the low price of Twenty-five Cents,—while it

contains as much matter as many dollar books. Evei>'y one who
owns a 7'od of ground should luvve it. It is sent pre-paid by mail

to any address on tho receipt of tweuty-flve cents in coin or post-

age stamps. Address JOSEPH HARRIS,
Publisher and Proprietor

Of the Oenesee Farmer and liitral Ammal,
Rochester, N. Y.

The back numbers, for 1856, 1S57, and 1858, can be furnished
at twenty-flve centa each, postage paid.

KETCHUM'S COMBINED HARVESTER.
KETCHUM'S Improved Combined Machine, " Iron Frame,"

with Reel and adjustable Roller. Cut 4 feet

10 inches .' $180
KETCHUM'S Improved Two Horse Mower, " Iron Frame,"

with the adjustable Roller to Cutter Bar, $110
KETCHUM'S Improved One Horse Mower, Iron Frame,.. $ T5
SANFURD'S Portable Farm Mill for Grinding Feed for

Stock, Plaster or Bones for Manure, $ 80
SAN FORD'S Portable Plantation, or Hand Hominy Mill,. $ 20

Machines and Mills shipped without extra charge.
These Machines are simple in construction, have no equal for

durability and light draft, are entirely free from all side drutt, and
have no weight upon the horse's neck.
This Machine, as improved for 1S59, was awarded the first pre-

mium by the Michigan State Agricultural Society, at its annual
Fair in September last, as a Reaper and as a Mower.
The New York State Agricultural Society, at its late Fair,

awarded it the (irst premium as a Combined Grain and Gra^
Harvester.

Ohio, also, awarded it its best commendation.
Two Horse Machine warranted to. cut from 10 to 15 acres of

grass or grain per day.
One Horse Machine warranted to cut from 5 to S acres of grass

per day.
All orders will receiire prompt attention.

R. L. HOWARD,
Manufacturer and Proprietor, Buffalo, N. Y

I have for sale pure Hungarian Grass Seed. Price three dol-

lars per bushel.

Emery's One and Two Horse Railroad Powers for sale at man-
ufacturer's prices, adding transportation from Albany.
May, 1859.-31 R. L. HOWARD,

ALBANY TILE "WORKS— Corner Clinton Avknub and
Knox Street, Aluany, N. Y.—The sutjscribers, being tho

most extensive manufacturers of DRAINING TILE in the United
States, have on hand, in large or small qu.Tntities, for Land Drain-
ing, ROUND, SOLE, and llORSE-SHOE TILE, warranted supe-

rior to any made in this country, hard-bunicd, and over one foot

in length. Orders solicited. Price List sent on application.

May, 1659.—6t C. & W. McCAMMON, Albany, N. Y.

lay, 1869.—2t

QWEET POTATO PLANTS FOE SALE. -Sweet Potato

lO Plants, Nansomond variety, strong, well-rooted plants, for-

warded by Express to any point Per thousand, $2.50 ; 500, ifl.50;

100, 3T>i cts. Plants sent with perfect safety lOUO miles. Plants

ready for sending out from the 15t> of May onward. Address
May—2t EMORY LUCE, Aahtsbula, Ohio.
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Premiums for the Half Volume.

TnKKE are many farmers in every town \n tlie United States

and Canada, who are not now taking any agricultural paper. In

order to reacii this large class, wc have concluded to take sub-

scriptions for the coming half volume of the Genesee Farmer,

commencing with the July and ending with the December

notnber.

Terms.—'We will send the Genesee Farmer for the coming

half year— July to December inclusive --single subscribers, 25

cents ; five copies for |1, and a copy of our beautiful 25-cent book

the Rural Annual and IforticuUural Directory, prepaid by

mail, to the person getting up the club ; eight copies for |1.50,

and a Rural Anntial, prepaid by mail, to the person getting up

the club; sixteen copies fur $8, and a Rural Annual and an

eaira copy of tiie Farmer for a year, or two for the half volume,

to the person getling up the club.

CASH PREMIUMS
FVtr the Greatest Number of Subscribers.

"We also offer the following Cash Premiums for the greatest

number of subscribers for the coming half volume, sent in by the

15th day of October

:

1. TWENTY DOLLARS, in Cash, to the person who shall

send us the largest number of subscribers, (at the lowest club

price of \>% cents each,) before the 15th day of October, 1859.

(The or ier with the money must be received, Bot mailed, oa or

before the 15th of October.)

2. FIFTEEN DOLL.\RS to the person who shall send us the

second hii;hest list, asr above.

S. TEN DOLLARS to the person who shall send us the

third highest list, as above.

4. NINI^: DOLLARS to the person who shall send us Uie

fourth highest list, as above.

5. EIGHT DOLL.-VRS to the person who shall sead us the

fifth highest list, as above.

6. SEVEN DOLL.VRS to the person who shall send us the

sixth highest list, as above.

7. SIX DOLLARS to the person who ihall send us the

seventh highest list, as above.

S. FIVE DOLL.VRS to the person who shall send us the

eighth highest list, as above.

9. FOUR DOLLARS to the person who shall send us the

ninth highest list, as above.

10. THREE DOLLARS to the person who shall send us the

tenth highe«t list, && above.

n. TWO DOLLARS to the person who shall send us the

elevenlli highest list, as above.

18. ONE DOLLAR to the person who shall send tis the

twelfth highest list, as above.

The club need not be all at one post office. "We will write the

naraes of the subscribers on every paper, and send them to as

many different post offices as Is desired.

We stereotype each number of the Farmer, and the back num-

bers of the present half volume can be supplied in the club at the

tame rates as the above (37>i' cents for the year).

Wo cordially invite Postmasters and all friends of agricnltural

Improvement to act as agents fi.r the Genesee Farmer. We will

cheerfully send them specimen copies, show-bills, <tc., if desired.

Money may be sent at our ri^k.

Addresi JOSEPH HARRIS,
PLDUenEX AXD PROPRnCTOE,

May 1, IK*. Eocubstkb, N. T.

CONTENTS OF THIS NUMBER.

Progressive Ultimates
Siiiiiiiier Fallows for Wheat
The Bee Moth. Acriculture in Ohio
The Turnip Fly. Prairie Farming in America.
Lupins for eiirichin.g Land. Cement for Roofs. . . . i

Notes for the Month—by S. W
Timothy Grass, and the best time for cutting it

Ciiliivaiion of Turnips. Facts about Mowing Machines
Notes from Maine. To destroy Poison Sumac
Diseases among Cattle. Plans for Rams, &ic. Road Making
Culture of Indian Corn. Answers to J. S. Sugar Cane
Keeping Hens to produce Eggs in "Wijiter

Train Horses to walk. Cheap Paint

Th(! Hog— Its History, &c
Design for a Country Residence
Management of Calves. Underdraining Economically
Preserving Sweet Potatoes

HORTICULTURAL DEPARTMEXT.

Sulphur for Mildew on the Grape. Ringing the Tine
G:is Tar for Peach Trees
Oiionebcrry Saw-l"ly. Lignite to destroy Insects

Sulphur and Lime for Gooseberries. Lime on Apple Trees.*
Birds—Their Usefiilnes-s

Horticultural Notes for the Month
Aloes to destroy Bugs, &c
The Apple Tree Borer

ladies' department.

Original Domestic Receipts

EDITOR S TABLE.
The Weather
Items, Notices, &c
Inquiries and Answers
Notices of Books, Pamphlets, &c

General Remarks.
Market Reports.

REVIEW OF THE MARKETS.

19c

ILLCSTEATIONS.
The Bee Moth
The Turnip FIv
Roots of Timothy 17(

Suffolk Sow
De.sign for a Conntry Residence, with Ground Plan
Gooseberry Saw-Kly
Phcebe-Bird; Barn" Owl: Blackbird; House Wren
Wren ; Chick-a-elce ; Creeper ; Cat-Bird
Cedar or Cherry Bird ; Purple Martin
Bam Swalliw;' Sparrow ; King-Bird
American Robin ; Spotted Woo'lpecker
Yellow-Bird ; Blue Ja>
Canary Grass...-

THE GENESEE FARMER,
A MONTHLY J017KNAL OF

AGRICULTURE AND HORTICULTU
B PUBLISITBD AT BOCHESTEB, K. T.,

Bv JOSEPH HARRIS.
It is the cheapest agricultural paper In the world, and has att

an unrivalled circulation.

Terms— Tnvakiiblt in advance— FrFTT Cknts a!
Five Copies for $2 : Eight Copies for $8, together with a j

Annual and IIorticnKural JJirectory to the person gctli

the club. It is not necessary that the club should be all i

office— we send wherever the members of the club desire.

tW~ All friends of riiril Itnprovement are respectfully so)

to ol)taia and forward subscriptions.

Specimen numbers sent free to all applicants.

The address of papers can be changed at any time.

Papers are sent to the British Provinces at the same rate*

the United States No extra charge for American postage.

Subscription money may be sent at the risk of the Publisl

Address JOliiKPH HAKKI.<4,
Publisher and Proprietor, Rochester, N

PopTAOE.—The postage on the Fafmeb. sent to any pi
the Slate of New York, paid quarti-rly in advance, is three

a year; to any other place in the United States, six cents s

Wp pny the American post.Tse on all papers sent to the Ca)

or any of the other British Provinces.

BTESEOTTFKD BT LBXk'OX A WmTX, XOODESTBB, X. T
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HlirrS ON HABVESTIN6.

MuoH has been written in favor of cutting wheat

while still green— say ten or twelve days before

fuUy ripe. The principal reasons adduced are—
1. The grain and straw contain stai-ch and sugar,

a portion of which, when the wheat is allowed to

get fully ripe, is converted into woody fibre or

bran; and that, conaequently, fully ripe wheat

yields more bran and less flour than that cut green.

2. The straw, when cut green, is of more value as

food for stock. 3. There is less loss by shelling.

4. It gives a longer time for harvest operations.

That there is some loss of starch by allowing

grain to get fully ripe, is quite probable ; but that

it is as much as has been frequently stated, there is

ao evidence. One thing is certain— that if wheat

is cut too green, it shrinks and yields an inferior

sample. On the other hand, when fully ripe, the

quality is somewhat deteriorated, and there is fre-

quently much loss from shelling. We know of no

better general rule, than to cut wheat as soon as

the grain becomes solid. Pres^ a grain between

the thumb and finger ; and if there is no milh in

the herry^ the xnheat is ready to cut. Then, with

our rapid-working harvesters, all the wheat can be

cut down before it has time to become fully ripe.

The same remarks will apply to barley. As
soon as the sap in the grain disappears, though the

berry is still quite soft, it will do to cut. The

general rule is to cut as soon as the reddish color

3f the ear has disappeared, "When fully ripe, the

ar bends down to the straw, and is apt to break

off in mowing and subsequent operations, causing

•nuch loss. Still, for malting purposes, barley cut

ivhen fully ripe is preferred. The same is true of

wheat when used for seed ;— it should be allowed

grow till quite ripe. It is better to run tJie risk

)f a little loss than to cut too early.

Oats are generally cut when rather green. On
;he whole, talking into consideration the increased

iralue of the straw as fodder, this is a good plan

;

though to obtain the best sample of oats, it is ad-

visable to let them get fully ripe, even tUl a few of

the lowest berries in the ear shell out.

Binding is too often done carelessly. It is hard

and impleasant work, and is performed in a hurried

manner. To bind well and rapidly, requires a
skillful hand and considerable practice. Some
binders leave more wheat on the ground than

would pay the wages of better men, and their

sheaves so often tumble to pieces as greatly to im

pede the future operations of pitching, unloadhig,

and threshing. The sheaves should not be too

large, as the straw is longer in curing. "We have

seen wheat bound too tight— so tight that the

straw under the band remained damp for several

days after loosely bound sheaves were quite fit to

stack. But it is not often that an error is commit-

ted in this direction.

Shocking should be performed with care. How
often do we see half the shocks blown down, in-

volving much unnecessary labor, and, in unsettled

weather, much loss. Such a harvest as 1855

should teach us to be more careful in this respect.

"Wheat properly shocked, with two sheaves placed

on the top, with the ears downward, as is common
in England, passed through the wet weather com-

paratively uninjured ; while other wheat, careless-

ly shocked, was one-half sprouted.

Barley is sometimes bound up like wheat ; and

many good farmers think this the best as it cer-

tainly is the neatest plan. "When mowed by hand,

it should be turned in the swaths, if necessary, and

then put up into cocks and the land raked by hand.

The same is true of oats, except that they are

more easily bound up ; and the practice is much
more general than with barley.

Pitching and Loading are among the pleasant-

est of harvest labors. "We like to see the work

performed with energy and spirit ; but in thisycase,

as in many others, the old adage, " the more haste

the less speed," is verified. The loader should be

careful to lay the sheaves so that they will ride
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safely home. It is unpleasant and unprofitable to

have a load upset ; and when a sheaf tumbles off,

and is driven over by tlie returning wagon, it

dampens somewhat our enthusiastic admiration of

*' Young America." The pitcher should always

throw the sheaves with the ears toward the load-

er ; and he, if he pitches off his own load, will soon

learn to place them in regular order, and to keep

the middle of the load well up.

Stacking should be done by an experienced

hand. To such, any hints we might give will be

unnecessary. To build a stack that will shed rain,

is quite an art. As the top is approached, the

middle of the stack should be kept full ; and in

making the roof, the outside should be gradually

lower than the center at each successive layer.

"With a little straw or loose grain to top off with,

such a stack will not be materially damaged by

ordinary showers till it can be threshed. But

most farmers in this section have sufficient barn

room to hold all their wheat; and in this case,

nothing more is required than to stow away the

sheaves as compactly as possible. There is, how-

ever, great difference in this respect. Some per-

sons will put half as much again wheat into a mow
as others.

SHEEP AITD CLOVEB ON LIGHT SOUS.

UETHOD OF HARVESTING GRAIN IN AUSTRALIA.

In the fine climate of Australia there is no neces-

sity for building barns, or stabling cattle in winter.

The harvesting, threshing, and cleaning operations

are all done at the same time. The machine cuts

off the wheat heads about six inches below the ear,

and they fall into a large canvas hammock, which,

as soon as filled, is emptied od a platform. of boards

at the end of the field. When the field is cut, a

threshing machine is set to work, and the wheat is

ready for market. The straw is allowed to stand

till near seed time, -when it is set fire to and burnt

off, leaving the land perfectly clean— every nox-

ious seed is destroyed. The land is then re-sown

with wheat and harrowed in; and this system con-

tinues year after year.

The wheat grown in Australia is plump and

thin-skinned, averaging 65 lbs. per bushel, and

gives a larger proportion of flour than American

wheat. An average crop there is 30 bushels per

acre ; but 50 to 60 bushels per acre is common on

volcanic soils.

The First Enolisii Treatise on Husbandrt

was written by Sir A. Fitzheubkut, Judge of the

Common Pleas, in 1534; and from its appearance

^ABTB dates the revival of husbandry in England.

We are acquainted with an old farmer in Canada,

one of the pioneers of the country, who for many

years, by pursuing a judicious system of cropping,

kept up the fertility of his farm, and rendered it

more and more productive and himself more

wealthy, while his neighbors, in their hurry to get

rich, were ruining their farms by successive grai«i

crops, till many of them became little better thai

blowing sand, and their owners had to sell off foi

next to nothing, and move to new locations. His

farm, at the time we saw it, in 1851, comprised

some 400 acres under cultivation, the soil a sandy

loam, with the exception of 100 acres surrounding

the farm buildings, that were of a clay loam, and

including some 30 acres of wet meadow used af

pasturage for cows and young stock. The balance

of these 100 acres of heavier soil was devotee

exclusively to raising hay, oats, corn, &c., for th<

winter keep of the animals on the farm, and tht

use of the family. The 300 acres of light soil wen
devoted exclusively to the production of wheat

and which was almost the only crop sold off th'

farm, the straw of the wheat being consumed b;

the young stock in winter, and the manure mad'

was applied to the crops on the heavier soil o;

the farm. The stock raised, however, was of

very superior description, and included some fin

Devon cattle and superior young horses, addin,

largely to the profit of the farm.

For greater convenience in working, the 300 acre

were divided into six large fields of from 25 to 7

acres each, 100 acres were always kept in fallow

100 acres in wheat, and 100 acres in clover, in reg

ular rotation, thus giving a crop of wheat ever

year from 100 out of the three hundred acres o

laud. The wheat was sown early in Septembei

and the clover seed scattered on the surface, at th

rate of 10 lbs. an acre, as soon as the wheat wa

well harrowed in ; and thus the clover had

chance to make a good growth before the winte

set in, and get an early start next season. By th

time the wheat was cut, the clover had thickl

covered the ground, and almost hid the whee

stubble. Sheep and young stock were now turne

into the stubble in moderate numbers, so as not t

eat down the young clover too much, and wer

removed early in October to let the clover get

good top as a protection from the frosts of winte:

In June of the following year, a number of shee

were turnisd on the clover to fatten, either pni

chased, to re-sell to the butcher, or allowed the ru

of the clover at so luuch per head per week ; an

as fast as they fattened, they were sold, and othei
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took their places. About 80 heavy Leicester ewes

»rere kept as breeding stock for early lambs, and

these also were put into t^e clover. Enough sheep

were kept on the clover to keep it from running to

blo69om. By October, all the fattening sheep bad

passed into the butcher'6 hands, the breeding ewes

were turned into other portions of the farm, and

the clover was now turned under with the plow,

ready for next year's summer fallowing.

The third year, the land was thoroughly fallowed,

receiving three plowings besides the one of the fall

before, and by seeding time was in as fine tilth as

a garden. Under this system, the crops of wheat

obtained were magnificent, the yield that year

(1861) averaging 45 bushels per acre.

The tillage was not deep, the plow not penetrat-

ing below six inches; but the droppings of the

Bheep, the turning under of the clover in the fall,

thus preventing the ammonia derived from them

from being washed away during winter, combined

with a thorough summer fallow to kill all weeds,

rendered the soil particularly clean and adapted for

wheat. The profits derived from the fattening of

the sheep more than paid the two years rent of the

land while in clover and fallow, thus leaving the

wheat crop to bear only its own expenses of culti-

vation, &c.

But the farmer's wife was one of those hard-

working, money-getting beings too often met witli

ftmong the old settlers. She ruled the family,

and made the boys work hard. She kept the girls

at the dairy and spinning wheel, and scouted the

idea of sending them to school as a useless waste

of time.

Last year we saw the place again, but a change

had come over the scene. The farmer had now
grown old, and for some years past had relin-

quished all the land, but a few acres round the old

homestead, to his youngest son and some of his

sons-in-law. They, thinking the system pursued

by their father too troublesome, and wanting in

that education that would have elevated their

ideas, had sold off or swapped a!l the fine stock the

old man had been at so much pains to raise, and

had let the farm in small portions on shares, and

year after year it had been cropped and re-cropped

with grain, till it was fast becoming as poor as the

surrounding farms. The old man took us round

to see the wreck of what he once took a pride in

as the finest farm in the country, the expensive

threshing macliine, grain drills, and other imple-

ments, now gone to decay and ly'ng here and there

under the fences
; the iiorses he once prided him-

Belf on, now in their old days turned loose to

wander about the roads for a living, while the sta-

bles were filled with strange horses, the yards

with strange cattle, while stranger men had erected

their shanties here and there about the farm.

HEASUKING HAT.

There appears to be great diversity of opinion in

regard to the best method of ascertaining the weight

of hay by admeasurement. One writer in this

State says :
" Multiply the length, breadth, and

height of the hay into each other, and if it is some-

what settled, ten solid yards (270 cubic feet) will

weigh a ton. Clover will take from eleven to

twelve yards to a ton." Another says : " For tim-

othy and blue grass, it will require seventeen cubic

yards (459 cubic feet) to make a ton. Clover hay

will require 512 cubic feet, or eight feet square."

Another, from Maine, says: " 600 cubic feet have

been sold here for a ton ; but in very large, deep

bays, where the pressure is immense, 500 cubic feet

would make a ton. Clover would be lighter."

-

One from Vermont says :
" From 360 to 500 cubic

feet make a ton, according to how much the hay is

settled." In a work published some years ago, the

author gives 268 cubic feet as a ton. Low, a

Scotch author, says :
" Hay in a field-rick weighs

somewhat better than 112 lbs. per cubic yard;

when it has been sometime stacked, it weighs from

140 to 180 lbs. per cubic yard; and whea old, 200

lbs. per cubic yard ; or from 270 to 482 cubic feet

will make a ton." The Kexc Jersey Farmer states

that from 700 to 800 cubic feet are required to

make a ton of 2,000 lbs. !

The rule we have used, where hay is tolerably

compact in the stack or mow, is to allow 15 cubic

yards, or 405 cubic feet, for a ton (2,000 lbs.) of

clover hay, and 14 cubic yards for timothy.

We should be glad if our correspondents who
have tested this matter by actual measurement and

weight, would give us the results.

Cultivation of Madder for Pasturage.— It

has been found, in Algeria, that a plantation of

madder may be used as pasturage for cattle for sev-

eral years, without depreciating the value of the

roots. In March, 1851, a farmer sowed a quantity

of madder in a field well prepared, of a strong ar-

gillaceous soil. It was left without care. After

the first year, cattle were allowed to run on it for

the next succeeding three years, finding abundant

pasturage during a season of great Jieat. At the

end of this time the roots were pulled up, anu

proved to be of excellent quality for dyeing pur-

poses— even rivalling the best of French raadd«r.
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THE CHINCH BUG.

Tins insect (i/ic-

roinit lencopterxLS,)

is allied to the bed-

bug, which it re-

sembles in many re-

spects, particularly

in emitting thie

same disagreeable

odor.

It is occasionally

very destructive to

the wheat, oats, and

corn, in the south-

ern and western

states ; but from its

only appearing periodically, in dry seasons, com-

paratively little is yet known of it, although Mr.

Jat described a similar insect in 1831.

Its depredations are mostly confined to particu-

lar locations, here and there extending, perhaps,

through three or four adjoining counties. In its

perfect state it is about 3-20 of an inch long, of a

coal black color, with snow white wing covers

lying very flat upon its back, and showing a black

margin and two black spots. Fig. 2, natural size

;

2a, magnified. It never appears in the form of

larvaj but lays its eggs in the ground in the autumn,

where they remain through winter until the warm

weather of the Juue following, when they hatch

in the form of a small bright red bug, without

wings, which gradually becomes transformed into

the perfect insect, which may be called a fly. The

cut gives so good an idea of the insect as to render

a full description unncessary. It commences its

ravages as soon as it leaves the egg, puncturing

the plants with its sharp, needle-like beak, and

sucking out the juices on which the insect subsists.

As it does not wound the plant by gnawing it, one

would not suppose it would occasion much injury

;

but the numbers of these insects are so great,

where they are found at all, that they bleed the

plants 80 copiously as to arrest their growth, and

cause them to wither and die. They prefer wheat

to any other herbage, and remaio upon it until

harvest, when they leave it and migrate to fields

of oats or corn, running nimbly over the ground

like a swarm of black ants. They continue to sub-

sist on the corn, appearing like a swarm of bees

settled on the cornstalks, so thickly do they cover

them, and the corn in its turn is depleted and des-

troyed. As soon as the cold weather appears

they suddwily disappear. They seem like their

congener, the bed bug, to have a particular dislike

to moisture, as they never appeal- in wet seasona,

and a sudden shower, or long continued rain, will

often be effectual in stopping their ravages for the

season. So sudden, however, is their appearance,

and so rapid the destructive progress of tlies(

insects, that no eflfectual remedy appears to hav(

been yet discovered for getting rid of them.

LINSEED-CAKE IN ENGLAND,

The last number of the Journal of the Eoya^

Agricultural Society contains an article on Linseed

Cake as Food for Cattle and Sheep, from which i

appears that the article is adulterated to a grea

extent, not only in this country, but also in England

The linseed itself, too, is largely mixed with infe

rior seeds, such as wild mustard, rye-grase, dodda

( Ouscuta epilinum), willow-weed, and millet.

The linseed-cake from the United States is sai

to be " faultless to the eye, thin, tender, flaky, an

finds a ready sale in this country [England] at tb

highest market price of the day." But it is sai

to be adulterated with Iran.

The use of linseed-cake has been steadily ii

creasing in England for the last seventeen year

In 1841, there were 2,907,688 bushels of linset

imported into England; and in 1857, 8,800,0{

bushels. The latter would make 137,500 tons (

linseed-cake, worth $50 per ton. In addition 1

this there were imported, in 1857, 100,000 tons (

cake, making the total value of linseed cake co

sumed in England in 1857, about ten milliom i

dolUrs ($10,000,000)

!

I

Tying tjp Cattle.—A friend sends us a comm

nication, strongly condemning the practice of tyii

up cattle. We agree with him in the mai

Young stock and store cattle should not be co

stantly confined. Open sheds and a yard to roa

in are better than close barns and stables. If ti'

up during the night, in cold weather, they shon

be turned into a sheltered yard during the ds

Exercise is essential to their healthy growl

With fatting animals the case may be different.

IIovEX IN Cattle.—A Vermont corresponde

says it is better to prevent hoven by being cautio

not to turn animals into rank pasturage witho

salting them, or from a dry pasture into succult

clover, especially while the dew is on. To cu

he says, fast the animal, and drench with one qui

of a decoction of thoroughwort. If attended w

fever, injections and backraking may be necessa;

Afterwards, give a few raw potatoes well salt

with good hay or cornstalks.
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SHEEP IN ATJSTKALIA.

A gentleman recently from Australia informs ns

that the number of sheep in that country in 1854

exceeded twenty millions. Nearly all of them are

of the fine-wooled breeds. Among them may be

found many flocks remarkable for the fineness of

fleece and purity of blood. The average yield of

clean washed wool is two pounds per head, but

some flocks yield more. Their numbers multiply

very rapidly, a flock of breeding ewes nearly

doubling every year; and at one time they in-

creased so that the supply exceeded the demand,

and good sheep were sold, after shearing, at 25

cents per head. Of late years, the scab has made

its appearance among them, and destroyed great

numbers. The advent of the mining population

has also largely increased the consumption of mut-

ton; so that in 1856 sheep fit for the butcher

readily brought $4 per head.

Sheep farming in Australia is quite a pastoral

occupation. Grass grows abundantly throughout

the year, and the sheep require no shelter during

the mild winter. A shepherd, accompanied by

three or four well-trained dogs, looks after every

5000 sheep, and follows them in there wanderings,

folding them at night. He generally, however,

leaves his dogs to watch the flock and keep them

together while he snores away, fast asleep, under

, the shade of some tree, the dogs taking care to

keep the sheep from wandering too far away from

him. Australia may be called the paradise of

sheep farmers.
I fc

Dkillixg Wheat.—A correspondent says that

drilling wheat renders it less liable to be winter-

killed, as the plants have a more certain foothold

in the soil, and the ridges left by the drill between

the rows of wheat will be gradually crumbled

down by the frost, and thus keep the plants from

being heaved out. He says, on rolling land the

drills should be run up and down the grades, to

carry oft" the water.

Cabbages for Miloh Cows.—We would advise

onr readers to raise more cabbages for feeding

milch cows late in the fall. We raised 700 on a

small patch adjoining the barn-yard. They were

the Flat ButcJi, planted four feet apart, in the lat-

ter end of July, and averaged 20 lbs. per head.

One of them was a good feed for a milch cow at

night, and kept up their milk wonderfully.

Plaster on Clover.—As a general rule, plaster

should not be applied to clover grown for seed. It

causes too great a growth of stems and leaves,

makes it late, and the heads do not fill well.

ADVICE TO FABMERS.

Me. Jacob Strawn, of Illinois, has earned tke

reputation of being the "giant farmer of the West."

Twenty-seven years ago he settled in Illinois, a

poor man. His operations were small at first, but

continued to increase each year, until he had re-

duced over 30,000 acres of land to a state of culti-

vation. He has one farm of 7,800 acres, and an-

other of 10,000. He has usually employed some

200 to 300 men, and a large number of horses.

Every year, until quite recently, he stalled from

5,000 to 6,000 cattle, and kept other live stock in

proportionate numbers. In this twenty-seven years

he has made a fortune of a million of dollars, arid

is still hale and hearty to enjoy it. He has one

corn field, in Morgan county, some six miles long.

Lately he has not been farming so much, having

converted some of his real estate into cash. He
writes the following items of advice to farmers, in

the Chicago Press :

" When you wake up, do not roll over, but roll

out. It will give you time to ditch all your sloughs,

break them up, harrow them, and sow them with
timothy and red clover. One bushel of clover to

ten bushels timothy is sufficient.

"Make your fence high, tight, and strong, so

that it will keep cattle and pigs out. If you have
brush, make your lots secure, and keep your hog*
from the cattle ; for if the corn is clean, they wU
eat it better than if it is not.

"Be sure to get j'our hands to bed by 7 o'clock

They will rise early by the force of circumstances.

"Pay a hand— if he is a poor hand— all yoo
promise him. If he is a good hand, pay him a
little more ; it will encourage him to do still better.

"Always feed your hands as well as you do
yourself; for the laboring men are the bone and
sinew of the world, and ought to be well treated.

" I am satisfied that getting up early, industry,

and regular habits, are the best medicines ever

prescribed for health.

" When it comes rainy, bad weather, sO' that yon
can not work out of doors, cut and split your wood.
Make your tracks when it rains hard, cleaning your

stables or fixing something which you would have

to stop the plow for and fix in good weather.

Make your tracks fixing your fence, or a gate that

is off the hinges, or weather- boarding your barn

where the wind has blown off the siding, or patch-

ing the roof of your house or barn.

"Study your interest closely, and don't spend

any time in electing Presidents, Senators, or other

small oflBcers ; or talk of hard times while spending

your time in town, whittling away on store boxes,

&c. Take your time, and make your calculations.

Don't do things in a hurry, but do them at the

right time ; and keep your mind as well as your

body employed."
^ *-m^'——

—

The editor of the iVew England Farmer sayt*

two acres of his land, which he underdrained, "Las

been affected about as much as though the seasoii

bad been lengthened, three weeks."
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SPIRIT or THE AGEICULTUEAL FBESS.

H0KA.0K Grkki.kt, who is on an overland tour

through the western portion of this country to the

Pacific, in his letters to the Tribune gives some

items of agricultural interest.

Illinois he says is growing, despite the hard times.

The farmers are heavily in debt and making a final

*tand to keep out the sheriff, by hitching every

horse or ox to the plow or harrow and putting in

seed on every available acre of land. Fresh build-

ings are being added to the cities and villages and

fresli land being constantly broken up and put

ander cultivation, not a tenth part of the soil being

yet occupied.

He found Missouri had better land, a more level

!*urface, but little timber, and less population than

he expected. The soil he says is adapted more for

stock raising than grain growing; and he thinks it

incredible that such lands in a state 40 years old

:^ould have remained unsettled till now.

Kansas he describes as an undulating prairie with

intervales of rich black mould 3 or 4 feet deep cov-

ered with rapid growing timber, principally cotton

wood, elm, hickory, and basswood.

Buckwheat and wibk-woems.—A correspondent

of the I^ew Bngland Farmer says buckwheat grown

on a soil invested with wire-worms will entirely

exterminate them. This is not new, but the fact is

worth repeating at this time.

Rats in the Cornfield. — The Pontiac (111.)

Setitinel says the corn cribs being empty, and but

little to be found about the barns, the rats have

betaken themselves to the cornfields and in some

quarters have rooted up and destroyed whole fields

«rf young corn. One gentleman got three and a

half pounds of arsenic and mixed it with some corn

which he then scattered over his cornfields, and in

a few days he carted off six wagon loads of dead

rata, and not the half of them are yet removed.

Sale of Thorough-bbed S>?ort-horn8. — Mr.

A'LCiANDKE of Lexington, Ky., one of the best

hffioders in America, held his annual sale of short-

hora stock on June 1st. Twenty bulls were sold

bringing $2,720, the highest priced bull fetching

$355. Twenty-three cows and heifers brought

$2,715, t-lie highest price for a single heifer being

$835. Tliese are low figures.

Seed Wheat from the North.—An Ohio wheat

grower recommends a change of seed wheat at

once in three y«ar^, and advises farmers to obtain

it "from regions north of their own." Corn is

earlier when obtained iffom the north, but wheat is

later. Is it not?

New Hedge Plant.—A correspondent of tb«

Am, Cotton Planter recommends the Honey Locnst

as a hedge plant, and says it forms a perfect hedg«

in half the time required by any other plant now
in use.

A Novel Suggestion in Sttbsoiling. — Th#

Farmer and Planter suggests that the application

of gun powder in small charges at regular pointa,

at some depth beneath the soil, would upheave and

disintegrate it to a greater amount and at a cheapei

rate than can be done with the subsoil plow.

The Best Breed for "Working Oxen.—The

Valley Farmer says Devons unquestionably mah*

the best working oxen from their quick elastic step,

readiness to obey, great hardiness, and docility in

breaking.

Hay Seed for Hogs.—A correspondent of tb*

Country Gentleman writes, in addition to the grain

and meal given to growing hogs in the sty, tliej

should have a daily allowance of green clover, ot

in winter, when this is not available, a liberal allow-

ance of hay seed from the barn, mixed with theii

slop, which they will eat with avidity. He knowi

of no mode by which so great an amount of growth

and weight can be induced with equal cost of food,

in the winter season, as by this haying system.

Steam Plow.— The Illinois Central Railroad

Company offer a premium of $1,500 for the best

steam engine for plowing, or other farm work; one

that can successfully compete with animal power,

as regards cost and labor saving, combined.

Tan Bark for Potatoes.—Mr. R. B. Bamford,

of Encjland, in a pamphlet, says he planted his

potatoes in the drills with manure and covered

them up with refuse tan bark instead of earth ; and

that in 1857 he raised six hundred and seventy-five

bushels per acre and not a rotton one among them,

nor has he had an unsound potato among his crop

where he employed tan bark. Rather a big story.

Ktanizing "Wood.—A correspondent of the Neie

York Observer gives a cheap, though not a new,

mode of rendering wood durable and impervious

to the action of moisture. It is simply tliis : On«
pound of blue vitrol to twenty quarts of water.

Dissolve the vitriol with a little boiling water and

then add the remainder. The end of the stick to

be inserted in the groiuid is then dropped into the

solution and left to stand four or five days. For

shingles, three days will do; and for posta, six

inches square, ten days. Care is to be taken that

the saturation takes place in a metal vessel or

keyed box, as any barrel will be shrunk so by th«

operation as to leak.
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Wall Papkb Eaten by Stock.—A correspond-

ent of the Country Gentleman tells of the loss of

two fine heifers that died from th.e effects of eating

old room paper that had been removed from the

walls and thrown carelessly in the yard.

Early Wheat.—The California Farmer gives

an account of a variety of wheat growing at San

Jose, California, that headed out on the 20th of

April last. It is a heavy, red wheat, and has never

been known to be affected by smut or rust, and is

supposed to have been originally brought from

Illinois. It is called the May "wheat, and is earlier

by some two or three weeks than Ohili wheat.

—

The flour from it is said to be of a very superior

quality.

Dogs vs. Sheep.—A correspondent of the Ohio

.Farmer asks which are to be protected, " Dogs or

Sheep?" He thinks if every dog was killed it

Avould be a good riddance of one of the worst pests

of the country. Some years since we were will-

ingly tased to pay the rewards for the destruction

of wolves, to enable us to keep sheep, but dogs

have now become a worse pest than ever the

wolves were, particularly near villages ; and were

we rid of them 50 per cent, more sheep would be

kept.

Rust on Oats.—The Southern Rural Gentleman,

(Granada, Miss,,) says the oat crop, which suffered

K> extensively last year from the rust, is again

attacked. Some farmers are turning their cattle

on the oat fields.

Pkinciples not Products Entitled to Awards.

—The American Agriculturist calls for a reform in

tlie management of agricultural societies, and says

their exhibitions should be made a means of con-

tributing to the science of the art of husbandry,

by having the reports and addresses carefully pre-

pared by eminent practical farmers ; and advocates

offering premiums in each class to those who can

combine the most science and utiUty with the

greatest economy in production.

Hog Cholera.—This disease is making sad havoc

in the western and southern states. A correspondent

of the Southern Cultivator recommends a teaepoon-

ful of arsenic to be given to each hog when attacked.

Another, in the same paper, says, ten grains of soda

ash and ten grains of barilla, finely pulverized,

should be given to each hog two or three times

daily, mixed in the food. Dr. Ross, of Kentucky,

aays one drachm of pulverized chlorate of potash,

one ounce of muriatic acid, and one ounce of water,

W9 to be put into a tight corked bottle and kept in

ft dark place. Two teaspoonfuls of this mixture

added to a pint of water, makes a chlorine mixture,

and may be administered at frequent intervals in

doses of two or three ounces at a time, to each hog

on his food. To destroy the infection in a pen, the

posts may be well washed with a strong solution

of sulphate of iron or sprinkled with chloride of

lime.

Warmth of Soil gained by Deep Cultivation.

—A correspondent of the London MarTc Lane Ex-

press says :
" We all know that heat and moisture

are the two elements of decomposition and rapid

growth, as shown in tropical countries. Deep and

loose cultivation tends to this result. Possibly the

action of light may also be iujportant. One cause

of the rapid growth of market-garden vegetation is

depth of cultivation, combined with the subter-

ranean heat of the decomposing manure; and'

wherever there is heat, moisture is attracted. The

necessity for a more perfect cultivation is obvious;

even on a fallow you may pick up small, hard

knobs or clods, which, on breaking into fragmenta,

exhibit a little treasure of unexplored and nnavaUed'-

of territory, confirming the great Jethro Tull's

principle of infinitessimability in cultivation. I

have great faith in the use of Croskill's c1o(J-

crusher in very dry weather, for the breaking, of

obstinate clods,"

T¥KNip Seed.—The London Agricultural Ga-

zette— most excellent authority— says: "After

extensive experiments, we can declare, as their re-

sult, that turnip seed of one year old wiE; only

germinate about 50 per cent, ; two years ©M, 30

per cent,; three years old, 15 percent..; four years

old, 5 per cent."

Cooking Food for Hogs.—A correspendent of

the Country Gentleman says that, after repeated

trials in fattening hogs with raw and cooked rye

meal and cooked potatoes, he has coni« to. the con-

clusion that one bushel of rye i* equal to three

bushels of potatoes to make pork, aadi that it will

not pay to cook meal for hogs.

Japan Peas.— A correspondent ef the Indiana

Farmer states that the Japan peas^ are now raised

in that section in sufficient quautSty to sell for ten

cents per quart, for cooking and imi seed. He says,

"there is not a man who is fond of a leguminous

dish that would not relish them, perhaps as well as

he would a dish of Lima beans.*'' They should be

steeped in water twenty-four hoars before cooking.

This is absolutely necessary.

Mulching.—The experienced editor of the Oovn-

Pry Gentleman recommends applying to recently

planted trees a mulch "coBsisting of at least six

compact inches of old straw, or other litter, form-

ing a (»rc]e six feet in dimeter.**
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LORD NAPIER ON AMERICAN AGRICULTURE.

.J
At the meeting of the United States Ag. Society

at Richmond, Va., the late English Ambassador

made a speech, from which we take the following

:

When I rise to address the great assembly which
has remembered my sovereign and my country, and
done mc tlie honor of recognizing my presence at

diis festival, I reflect with satisfaction that however
ignorant of the noble industry to wliich you are

devoted, and however incapable of justly appreci-

ating the etlbrts and services which you are ren-

dering in its cause, I may still rank myself, though
in a subordinate order, among the true sons and
votaries of the soil. I remember with pleasure

that my father was an unsuccessful farmer, though
•i successful writer on the art of farming. I belong
to a class whose interests and aftections are deeply
rooted in the land—a class whose active age is

much bestowed on the business of Parliament, or

negotiation, or civil government, or the profession

of arms, but whose thoughts in all the vicissitudes

of life and strife still repose upon fields and sports,

smd who ever dream of a late return to the hered-

itary home. Notwithstanding this foreign vagrancy
and diplomatic desertion, I remain a member of

the ni;^hland Society of Scotland ; and however
incredible it may appear to you, I am President of

the Pastoral Association of my native country for

the improvement of the breed of sheep. With
such instincts and associations you will believe that

1 do not feel altogether a stranger here, and that I

am deeply gratified by the hearty welcome that I

rind from the brotlierhood of agricultui-ists, in

which I claim to be an afliliated, though at present
an unfruitful member.
The husbandry of America presents in its vast

extension and rapid progress a spectacle to which
no Englishman can remain indiflt'erent. History
offers no example of this swift, resistless, unceasing
encruacliment of skilled labor over the vacant and
tertile domain of the savage and the brute. It is

the first triumph of man, equipped with all the
accumulated powers of experience and invention,

.)ver nature in her largest limits and her most gra-

dou9 and bountiful conditions. In the agriculture

<>f the United States we see with exultation a
beneficent and spontaneous profession of industry,

of which the field is the American continent, and
of which the implement is the Anglo-Saxon arm,*******

"While recognizing all the importance of the land
and the agriculture of the UHited States to the
'4ocial welfare of the British empire, I cannot deny
nayself the pleasure of expressing to you the inter-

ttjt which, as a mere virtuoso in rural matters, I

have taken in the external aspect of American
husbandry. In gome respects the prospect is otYen

'*-'lndeed tineatisfactory to the English eye. In the
new parts of the country the jirimitive graces of
the landscape are ruthlessly violated, while the
:irtificial trimness to which we are accustomed has
not liegun. We raoorn over the blackened and gir-

,,dled giant of tlte forest, each of which would be the
/ylvan honor of an English homestead—our fastidi-

*'nus taste complains that the furrcjw is not straight,

-i-lhat the wheat is not clean, that the swamp is

not drained, that tlwj bward bribtles with obnosioue
stamp*; that there is a general absence of root

or green crops, and we discover a great deficiency

of sheep. In the regions which have been longest

under the plough, the vital forces of the soil seem
to have been frequently overtaxed ; the more valu-

able cereals are abandoned, and here and there the
wilderness resumes its sway. It requires but little

reflection to show that these phenomena are tlie

natural and transitory concomitants of the first

epoch of tillage, which is hasty, pitiless and im-
poverishing. On the other hand, I remark that in

many portions of the Union there are extensive

tracts which would be considered opulent and well

ordered in any European kingdom. In the absence
of turnips, potatoes and mangel wurzel, the
English traveler is gratified by the spectacle of

Indian corn, tobacco and the vine, and further

south, by the cotton plant, the rice field and the
cane, all magnificent and lucrative productions,

unknown to British husbandry. There is also a
greater abundance of fruit trees ; the breed of

horses equals that of the mother country, except, I

think, for the purposes of heavy draft ; and the

various races of cattle replenished by importations

of the best blood of England, will be propagated
without degeneracy, and will be formidable rivals

to the parent stock.

In a country where human labor is exorbitantly

expensive, the greatest ingenuity is exerted in the

improvement of tools and the invention of mechan-
ical aids and substitutes, and in this respect the

triumphs of American contrivances are not only

profitable at home, but are recognized and adopted
by foreign nations. Much, gentlemen, has been
accomplished, and the future will furnish still

higher results. If we regard the dissemination of

intelligence, the dilFusion of tastes for rural pur-

suits, the increased application of capital, the sci-

entific inspection of soils, the discriminating use ot

manures, the developement of the home market,

and the general establishment of competitiva exhi-

bitions, we may safely affirm that American agricul-

tural has entered upon a period which will not only

be reparative where the past was exhaustive, but
which will gradually carry the land in every quar-

ter to a high pitch of productiveness and beauty.

FrsK V3. Coarse Wool Sheep.—Having been a
reader of the Farmer for the past ten years, I

have during that time noticed more or less discus-

sion with regard to the relative qualities of coarse

and fine wool sheep, some recommending one kind

and some another, as yielding the greatest profit to

the farmer. I have kept both kinds, and as far as

my experience goes am greatly in favor of the fine

wool, provided they are of the right kind. I kept

through the Avinter, one year ago, thirty-one sheep

of the French and Spanish cross; fifteen ewes,

(which reared me fourteen himbs,) thirteen lambs
and tliree bucks, which sheared me G lbs. and 11 oz.

per head, (on an average) of clean, washed wool.

That sold for 40 cts. per lb., while coarse wool sold

from 25 cts. to 30 cts. My sheep were provided

with (what I consider indispensable) good shelter,

racks under cover, and fed witli corn, oats, and
wheat bran, in equal parts, half bushel per day,

and watered regularly. Now, if any one can show
a greater profit from the same number of coarse

wool sheep, I hope they will give us their experi-

ence.—Z. B. S., Fairjicld^ Ohio.
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NOTES FOE THE MONTH.-BY S. W.

Cheap Freights feom Lake Michigan.—A let-

ter from Milwaukee says that the freight on flour

aud grain, from that port to New York, is now
lower than it was from the Seneca Lake to New
York ten years ago. The reduced tolls and en-

larged canal have only reduced freight here about
twenty-five per cent. ; while at the West the same
causes, with the present competition between the

large propellers and sail craft, and the late ruinous
competition of the Philadelphia and Baltimore
railroads for western through freight, have reduced
rates from Chicago and Milwaukee more than 50
per cent. This last competition is kept up only as

bankrupts before their explosion aiford to under-
sell regular dealers ; and the president of the New
York and Erie road now says that "no agreement
between the New York Central and the New York
and Erie roads would permit an increase of rates

while the contest is continued with the Pennsylva-
nia railroad, as this company competes with the
Northern road at Cleveland, and at every other

I)oint west and northwest of Cleveland." How
ong this high-graded Pennsylvania mountain road
•an keep itself alive under competition with the
great lake craft, the now enlarged Erie canal with
its low tolls, aud the two New York railroads,

time must soon determine. The through railroad

competition will probably prevent freights from
Lake Michigan ever attaining former rates; but
they can not long remain thus low, under the
closest management, without bankrupting the
Pennsylvania road.

June-planted Oobn.—If Indian corn and Sor-
ghum were not strong-rooted cereals, the plea for

late planting would be as reasonable as it is for the
CiicurhitacecB and other tender plants. But I

have always found that early-planted corn, even
if was two weeks coming up, or if it came up and
turned yellow, invariably takes the lead of later

planted corn, when hot weather sets in; and if

there is an early summer drouth, the young plants
sutfer, while the early ones luxuriate, as their roots
are larger and extend further. It is an old saying
that July and August make the corn crop. Very
true ; but May and June must make both root and
stalk, or the very common drouth of July and
August will prevent the cereal yield ; and the same
if there is too much cool, wet weather, in those
months. In the best seasons, corn grows slowly
after the nights have lengthened. Hence it is that
near the equator, where the nights are as long as

the days, Indian corn is a poor crop. The argu-
ment that May-planted corn rots in the ground, is

only urged by the farmer who is too lazy or too
poor to underdrain his field ; and as to corn being
cut off by late frosts, past recovery, I have never
yet witnessed it in this region. These present
mornings (5th and 6th of June) are the most frosty
we have had so late in many a year

; yet not a
corn or a potato plant has suffered, and I have
them from two to twelve inches high. Beans, if

uncovered, have been partially injured by it.

Perpetuating Red Clover in Meadows.—It is

well known that June grass {Poa) will in time run
out both timothy and clover in meadows, as it

chokes out the incipient bulbs of the timothy plant,
and the clover being cut before it has seeded, can

not be long-lived. To remedy this, I have, on a
small patch of grass, suffered the second crop of
clover to mature and scatter its seed, which ha*
the effect to renew the clover ; and when cut ia-

June, with June grass, it makes excellent cow hay.^
To get a heavy crop, the patch is top-dressed or;

treated with liquid manure, and every dock is ex-
terminated. As timothy is much later than either
clover or June grass, it should never be grown with
thera.

Cultivation of Turnips.—Your Canada "West
correspondent may well have a great yield of ruta
bagas on his gravelly sandy loam ; but to attempt
to grow them on the heavy soils of Western New
York, would be a bootless t^sk. Wurzel beets
succeed well invariably on a well-ameliorated heavy-
soil

; and every man who has a garden, and keeps
a cow, should grow thirty bushels as an econom-
ical change, which makes dry food not only better
relished but better digested by the bovine. Those
few farmers who grow beets to feed with hay and
corn fodder to their milch cows in winter and early
spring, bear a lively testimony in their favor ; but
our John Johnston, who makes a wholesale busi-
ness of stall-feeding, says it is too much trouble to
fit a heavy soil for beets, and then to grow, har-
vest, and feed them. He prefers corn and com
fodder, and to buy linseed meal to feed with his
Indian meal, hay, &c.

Waterloo, N. K, Juns 6, 1859. •
;

. I ^ •!{; liiuoi'

HOKSE-SHOE vs. SOLE TILES FOE TJNDEEDBADrtira.

Messrs. Editors :—Years ago, I laid in England
thirty miles of drains, at first with the comm»n
horse-shoe tiles, latterly with pipes. In the outset,

I cut the drains two feet deep ; then, upon better
knowledge, 3 feet, 3^ feet, and 4 feet deep, I was
so persuaded of the superiority of deep drains,
that I took up five miles of horse-shoe tile drains at
two feet and laid them deeper, but in the same
lines. Observe, these horse-shoe tiles were laid

the ends of two tiles upon small flat roofing tile or
slate, to prevent their sinking—in short, to answer
the intention of the flange afterwards adopted.
Without exception I found them more or less filled

with earth ! This was owing to the clay floor

(hard enough to appearance) becoming softened
by the running water. As a consequence, the tiles

were gradually settling in mud, and in a few years
longer would have been worthless as drains. I
need scarcely say that when I re-laid them I put
under them continuous soles or flats, and ever
afterwards used pipes.

By the way, is Soraggs' still the best pipe
machine in England, and has it been imported, or
have we an American machine as economical ? I
am afraid we shall never drain extensively out
West with two-inch pipes at $12 per 1000. I hope-

to see them furnished, by-and-by, for half the
money. Take our States through, $25 an acre for

draining is too high, and we shall go on but slowly
till we buy our pipes at $5 or $6. I suppose the
best machinery and a larger accompanying demand
will before long give us pipes at a more reasonablfe

rate. I say more reaso?iahle, because two-inch
pipes are not worth in England much, if any, more
than $5,

But to return. Is my experience at all confirmed
in American practice? In view of satisfaetioii
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upon this point, may I ask your correspondent

John Johnbton to dig down in a few places to

horse-»hoe tiles the longest laid, and ascertain and

report their condition—especially have the tiles

sunk in their clay bed little or much, or not at all ?

Ib the waterway washed away or choked up in any

degree ?

Taking into account the quantity of land to be
drained, the cost of draining, and the great advan-

tage of thorough draining as a first improvement,
the best possible sort of drain becomes (with items

of depth and interval) an object of national impor-
tance. The question is then rather worthy of

present discussion, because so little being done in

any way, so vjist a proportion remains to be well

done. The favorable estimate of the benefits

derived with even present costs, furnished by the

gentleman above mentioned, must stimulate us all

to our earliest elforts in the same direction.

Indeed, reports of select farms—in the several

matters of drainage, cropping, machinery, stock,

their original and their improved state, their pro-

gress that is, and the price thereof—are at last the
most practical instruction we can receive, and,

with the scientific lead of an intelligent editor, all

that a periodical can well set forth. Meanwhile, a
greater attention to plowing in lands narrower
than usual, and more careful water-furrowing by
the plow after seeding, and indeed after plowing,
should there be prospect of rain, may do something
to make our farms drier, till we can afford to drain
them with pipes. john badlet.
Macoupin County, llUnoU.

w •^—

SOILING HOBSES.

Mbssrb. Editors :—I have in close proximity to
my barn a patch of ground 7i rods by 16 (f of an
acre) seeded to clover, from which I kept one span
of horses in thriving condition from the first day
of June last to the last day of August, beside cut-
ting nine hundred of good hay, which I put into
the barn, and harvested of the second mowing
seed sufficient to stock an acre or two of ground.
This may, and undoubtedly will, seem to many like

& big yarn well stretched. In fact, I should doubt
the truth of such a story myself, had not my eyes
seen and my hands felt the truth of such a state-

ment. By the time I had mowed two-thirds of
this little patch, the remainder was fit to be made
into hay, which I accordingly did up after the most
approved fashion. And that part mowed first was
ufficiently large to mow again. I fed them three
times a day all they could eat. They smelt not,
touched not, tasted not one particle of grain during
the three months. Used them more or less every
day, and at the end there was a perceptible gain in
flesh. Never, since I could say my team, have I

summered a team so cheaply. The greatest cost is

cutting and putting it before the horses. I offered
them water, but they did not drink to exceed a
pailful a week.

I am of the opinion that if they had been turned
loose upon this piece of ground, ten days would
have been sufficient time to eat up and trample into
the earth everything green upon it. As five acres
of good pasture is little enough to summer a span
of horses when allowed to run, there is almost an
incalculable saving in soiling them. j. c. adams.
Seymour, Nno York.

WHY SO WE OIL OUB BOOTS, SHOES AKO HABr
NESSESI

The hides of animals, if dried without any pre-

vious preparation, soon become hard and stiff, and
of a consistence very much like glue. If used hi

this condition, they crack and break where bent,

and their use is attended by much inconvenience.

If wet, they become soft but heavy, and if not

dried, undergo a slow putrefaction. To prevent
this putrefaction, and at the same time to make
them soft and pliable, thoy are immersed in a liquid

containing tannin, or tanic acid. This compound
fills up partially the pores, rendering it less perme-
able by water, and less destructible from exposure

to the atmosphere. To make it still more soft, pli-

able, and impervious, a quantity of oil (more ©i*

less according to the use for which it is destined)

is incorporated into its body. This, with the pre-

vious removal of the hair, and other manipulation*
of the currier, complete the manufacture.

If now kept dry, it retains its suppleness for a
great length of time, but eventually the oxygen of

the atmosphere, that great destroyer of all organ-

ized matter, changes the oil to a gummy or waxy
substance, and the leather loses its flexibility and
strength. If, on the contrary, it is exposed to wet
and the alkalies contained in the water and soil,

the alkalies unite with the oil in the leather and
form soap, a substance of no use to the leather,

and soon removed therefrom by its lack of adhesion.

Understanding this, the hint is at once taken, the
necessity at once seen, of frequently supplying this

loss of oil, if we would preserve the leather. The
leather used as harness for teams and that worn
upon the feet, is also subject to the action of the
alkaline salts exuding from the skin in perspiration,

uniting again with the oil, destroying its softening

quality. Thus we see that a harness, having been
long worn, becomes stiff if put in warm soft water.

The pressure of the water determines to th« surface

a light colored saponaceous and gummy substance,

the result of the combination of the oil with th«

sweat, which it is necessary to cleanse off to make
room for, and render the leather permeable to a
new application of oil.

There has been much discussion in a neighboring
paper about the manner of oiling harness, one
party contending for^ and the other against, the

use of boiling water in cleansing. I shall not side

with either, thinking the question is better settled

by experiment than dispute. Water somewhat
heated seems to be very necessary, but I think

that somewhere between blood heat«and the boiling;

point, say 125 to 160 deg. is sufficiently hot, am!

not injurious. We have probably all learned thai

our boots and shoes are more likely to be injured

by the heat of the stove when wet, than when
dry ; but this by no means proves that immersion

in boiling water is injurious, still it offers a hint ibl

experiment. agbioola.

FoK Black Leo ob Bloody Mcbrain.— Taki
one pint of salt, one pint and a half of the best

vinegar, and drench your ox, cow or calf, but bfl

careful not to let the sick get to water for twelve
hours after you liave drenched it; and then begin

with a half gallon per hour for thirty-six hours,

then double the amount every hour till it is welL—

.

Peteb Detbick, Jr., Bell/ontaine, Ohio.
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TRAnmro of animals, on bbeakikg of
HEIFEES, ITNRULY COWS, &C,

Me. Morton wishes me to be more particular in

describing the process by which vicious cows and
liorses may be conquered. I took it for granted

that everybody would understand it from my de-

ecriptiou, if they did not know how already. I

would advise the adoption of the method given in

the November Fa/rmer of last year only in extreme
cases, where gentler means fail. But as it happens
that the farmer has to deal with a variety of dispo-

sitions among the various animals under his care,

it is well to know how to subvert even the wildest

and most untractable.

There are three ways by which animals are

taught by man to submit to the various uses by
which they are adapted to his wants. One is by
early training, before they have either strength of

will or of muscle sufficient to resist—keeping them
tame and gentle. In this way, colts, heifers, and
steers, may be trained to correct action, without
vexation or trouble.

Another manner is to begin the performance of

the various duties, whether of labor or the dairy,

at the age when their services are required. But
partial success sometimes attends this mode ; hence
the necessity occasionally occurs for using force,

which should never be resorted to until the animal

has proven vicious beyond the power of the usual

methods af subversion.

We will here give our method of breaking wild

heifers for the dairy and steers for the yoke. For
heifers, if wild, we have a well-fenced y^d, con-

taining from one to two square rods, into which
we put a heifer with its calf—if we have but one.

Here let it remain for several days, feeding it from
the hand, petting, and rubbing, as much as conve-
nient, remembering meanwhile that " Love, and
love only, is the loan for love ;" but if you have
no desire to have your animals perform duty except

through training or habit^ strive to fix correct

ones, for " Just as the twig is bent," &c. Even in

this yard, do not corner your animal, nor, if possi-

ble, require help. I have no faith ia the wildest

heifer needing cornering in such a yard. Keep at

them until you can handle and milk them in' the

middle of the yard, remembering that the first

day's success is all important. Where heifers have
learned to stand in this little yard, they will usually

be quiet anywhere ; but it is better to yard them
dose until they are well acquainted with you, and
thoroughly tamed. Of course, dairymen who
milk in stables need no such practice.

Where, after adopting the above method, one is

found so unruly and vicious as not to submit, but
is given to kicking, &c., we would use force ; and
when naught but force mdUI conquer, the victory

should be so complete that the vanquished party
will never seek another trial, or tempt to another
combat.

The method described in the November number
of the Farmer was this: Pot a chain or rope around
the animal, just back of the fore legs, put in a

lever, and twist up, tightening it until evidence
i;s given of submission. No animal has will

sufficient to endure this torture without becom-
submissive ; and yet it is more humane than the
means uiually resorted to. Its power lies in their

inability to resist or even to know from when«e
their pain arises.

We have broken the wildest old cows we ever
saw—those that would run every chance,—by
having such a yard as described for the training of
heifers. It opened from the milking yard, and after

a couple of times, the cow goes in of choice to be
milked. Here there is no escaping from you, and
ere many weeks the animal, if properly (well)

treated, will have lost all desire to escape. It is a
great and evident truth, that no animal will seek
to escape from one they know and trust. But the
habits of animals can never be improved by any
save those who have patience to teach, and, for the
sake of the result, are willing to bear and forbear,

without wreaking vengeance on their unreasoning
pupils by a discharge of abusive, intemperate lan-

guage and milking stools, at their trembling delin-

quent.

In training an animal to either labor or the dairy,

care should be taken not to prasume upon their

knowing already aught of the duties devolving
upon them, and possessed with all patience to show
yourself the greater reasoner of the two.
We will defer^the training of ste&i's to the yoTee

to another number, and only add that we fully be-

lieve that no cow has acquired so strong a habit ©f
running, but that the use of the little yard will

break her—and none so inveterate a habit of kick-

ing, but that the chain and lever will cure it—and
no heifer so wild and fearful, but by proper usage
as above she may be taught to stand still for milk-

ing, and soon court and enjoy the relief it afibrds,

rather than run and be afraid. But alas! the

greatest of all troubles is the training of man, and
the effijrt to induce him to adopt other than stere-

otyped conservative habits is too frequently attend-

ed with failure. j. sanfibld.
Amboy, lUinoia.

CQiKISJiffniOlX OF THE FEET OF HOBSES — TEB^
CAUSE Ain) BEMEDY.

The tendency of a horse's feet, in a healthy con-
dition, are to expand whenever the weight of tho
body is thrown upon them. Being a very compli-
cated piece of machanism, they are very easily dis-,

arranged, and once out of order are difficult of
repair ; hence the necessity of preserving them in

a sound condition.

Contraction is Caused—1st, By cutting away
the bars of the feet, which are tho main stays for

the support of the quarters. 2d, By (opening the

heels as the smith calls it,) cutting away a portion

of the frog, in consequence of which the moisture of
the frog becomes absorbed, losing its elasticity, and
destroying its function, thus exposing the feet to

injury by concussion. 3d, By standing upon plank,

floors. 4th, By improper shoeing.

An ordinary observer will, upon an examination

of the common shoe, notice that it inclines from
without inwards at the heels, thus forming a con-

cavity for the feet to rest in ; the consequence is a
lateral resistance to the expansion of the hoofs,

when the weight of the animal is thrown upon
them. The effects of this resistance is to force the

heels together, creating pressure upon the sensitive

parts within the horny case ; establishing fever by
which the moisture of the hoofs are rapidly ab-

sorbed, renderinjr the hoofs hard, brittle, and li^)]a.
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to crack, and not nnfrequently causing corns,

navicular joint lameness, bony deposits to be

thrown out from the lateral wings or processes of

the coffin bones, rendering the animal permanently

lame or unsound. These are but few of the bad
effects arising from contraction ; enough, however,

to serve our purpose at present.

Remedy.—Preserve a level bearing by making
the shoes perfectly fiat on the quarters, so as not

to interfere with the expansion of the feet. Should
contraction already exist to considerable extent,

bevel the shoes slightly outward at the heels, in

order to facilitate expansion. Care should be used

not to bevel too much, or bulging of the lower
part of the hoofs at tlie quarters will be the result.

The shoes should in all cases be forged and not

twisted, as is sometimes done to save trouble by
the bungling smith. Proper applications, to soften

the horny parts and promote elasticity, should also

be used. Such preparations are put up in the

form of hoof ointments. k. jenntngs, v. s.

Pr^ ^Anatomy in tA« Veterinary College of Philadelphia, Pa.

MOWING MACHINES-ONCE MOKE.

Editobs Gexeske Farmer ;—During the season
of 185S, I improved an opportunity, in reply to

Mr. Street, of Ohio, and several others in different

sections of the country, to show the impropriety
of the general introduction of Mowing Machines
in the State of New York, as the means of saving
either labor or money to the farmer.

Since that time it is hoped that all those gentle-

men,—including the Small Boy from " Old Lena-
wee," in Michigan, who undertook to do what the
men could not do,—have seen the error of their
ways in regard to the saving of labor, by an un-
warrantable expenditure of money to procure ma-
chinery for their horses to do the mowing and
reaping ; and we will presume that such is really

the case with them, since they have had time to

repent of their ambition to get along too fast, and
we have heard nothing from them to convince us
to the contrary. But not so with your correspon-
dent, Mr. D. A. A. Nichols, of Westfield, N. Y.;
for while so many others have " kind o' gin out,"
along with their $125 Mowing Machines, that
could not, as usual, find any shelter during all the
winter, he, Mr. N., it would seem, has actually
found his machine this spring,—probably by stick-

ing a Btake by the side of it in the fall, by w-hich
means some trace of it has been preserved through
the deep drifted scows of winter, the icy storms
of spring, and, we really hope, through all the
WHITE frosts of Junc, in 1859,—and now comes
out in the Farmer., greatly rejoiced, with nearly
half of the alphabet to his name. All haU to the
man of such indomitable courage and perseverance!

It -will be remembered that the case of the old
fashioned scythe and sickle was pretty well made
out, and not much damaged in the lajt year's con-
troversy ; and since we are not willing to take up
much room in the columns of the Fwrrner upon
the subject at present, we will simply off-set those
few facts and figures, set forth recently by the man
of alphabetical notoriety, and let the subject rest till

a more convenient season. Mr. Nichols tells how,
out in his country, he and his neighbors have saved
their time and sti-ength by cutting their grass and

grain by machinery; and we can easily imagine
how there, as in too many other places, the poor
laboring man went about, like men of olden time,

exclaiming " We are thus idle because no man has
hired us."

I say I have neither time nor occasion to enlarge

upon the subject now, and will close this article

by a simple reflection for the consideration of Mr.
Nichols, and all others like him, as they have
leisure to attend to it, -which is: That while he
and others were last year, and will be again this

year, doing all their haying and harvesting by
sending their money away to make richer still a
few inventors of labor saving machinery, we were
last year, and shall be again this, and the next, and
the next, sharing our daily labor, at all seasons of

the year, with our honest, hard working neighbor

;

who labors for his bread, and who depends upon
the fruit of that daily labor for his wife and help-

less little ones ; who will thus be made comforta-
ble, we hope, at a time when too many in our
country are not far removed from care and want,
and who will long remember the time when, with
the company of, and to the rich, ringing music of

the sickle and the scythe,

" Away down in the meadow
They used to make the hay."

Oxford, Chenango Co., N. T. E. A. BUIfDT.

WHICH IS THE MOST PKOFITABLE BREED OF SHEEP!

Messrs. Editors :— Your corrospondent, Mr.
Ellsworth, in tha March number of the Fanner,
page 85, takes exception to my remarks on sheep
in the January number, and also gives it as his

opinion that the first cross is unworthy of attention.

I think Mr. E. mistakes the question, and also

misunderstands me. I quite agree with him that

the best bred sheep is the best—that in breeding
up, as Mr. E. has been doing, the grades that have
the most blood will generally be the best—also that

good feed and shelter are of great importance.
The question, however, is, not what are the best,

but what are the most profit?ble sheep ? As I

understand it, what sheep will give the largest

profifc in the shortest time?
With regard to the etficacy of the first cross, I

have often put it to the proof, and am willing to do
it again. Let Mr. E. spend a certain sum in the

purcha.se of decent grade ewes ; I will buy some
poor and superior natives ; let us put them all to

full bred rams ; and if he can make so good interest

on his money in one or two years as I can, then 1

shall acknowledge that the first cross is of no \irtue.

I have frequently bred up from common ewe?,

and have found that the first cross is far better thai'

the second or third, which often disappoints b}

unexpectedly receiving tlie bad points of the infe-

rior ancestors. And 1 should never think of striv-

ing to obtain a good flock by breeding up for years

from common ewes, when it is so easy to have pun,

blood on both sides, in which case the object i<

attained at once. j. c.

Gapes in Chickens.—For this disease a corres-

pondent of the Country Gentleman says: Take
common black pepper, ground; one-half a tea-

spoonful to a grown hen, and vary the dose accord-
ing to the age of the patient.
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TO PKEYEirr EATS, MICE, AND INSECTS, WORKING
IN THE GRANERY.

These live pests are a great eyo-sore to all farm-

ers and grain dealers, and a little care and trouble

will keep them away, and at the same time the

remedy will be a benefit to most kinds of coarse

Kraiu. For the benefit of tliose who would like to

keep grain aU summer, or a year, I will, in a brief

maimer, give the course to pursue, that the loss by
these little thieves may be comparatively small.

After the grain is in the bin and made level and
smooth, put on the top about four quarts of fresh

slaked lime; let this be spread evenly over the grain,

rhis ^vill keep out rats and mice in a bin that con-

tains one hundred bushels. This lime must be
slaked so it looks like flour fresh from the miller's

bolt. If the lime is left upon the surface of the

^rain, the rats and mice will not skip and play there

i great deal before they will have to sneeze some

;

md, further than this, there is always enough
;rease or oily substance remaining upon the feet

)f rats and mice to make the lime adhere to them.
ifter they have been once into it they will not
eturn again the second time. You may likewise

,hrow this lime about their haunts with much
)enefit ; but if insects are to be kept out, you must
nix the lime with the grain as you put it in the

)in, and shovel it through and through until it is

nixed thoroughly; then place on the top four

[uarts of the slaked lime. Four quarts of un-
laked lime is suflicient for one hundred bushels of
jrain ; and it will do no hurt in many kinds of
;rain if it is never taken out, for it is an alkali

vhich is good for botts in horses. It wUl neutralize

he acid in hog swill, and prevent their vomiting

;

ind, in fact, this small quantity of lime would be a
)enefit to most kinds of stock if it should be ground
yith the grain.

If you apply the lime to wheat, buckwheat and
lorn, or the like, and do not want it in the grain,

jet out your fanning mill and run it through.

To slake lime perfectly, put it into a tight, stout

'essel and pour on boiling water, about half as

nach water as lime in bulk ; cover up the lime as

con as the water is in, and leave it until cool,

xood unslaked lime will more than double its

limensions when well slaked. a. l. smith.

STONE FENCES.

Editobs Geneske Farmer:—I notice several of
our correspondents have written on this subject,

nd with your permission I will explain the manner
5a which we construct stone fences "down east;"
lOt that ours is a new or superior method; for with
s superiority must often yield to expediency.

Many of our farms are abundantly supplied with
rough material " for wall. Indeed, I have heard

( f a man who said he had an acre on wliich were
tone enough to cover it with wall four feet high

;

nt then, you know, some men will irag. How-
jver much you may doubt tlie veracity of the above
assertion, be assured we are not obliged to use
''>oofZ to help build our stone fences. But I wander
•om the subject.

We build double, half-double, and single wall,

dthout trenching. Good double wall is made four
iet on bottom, two feet on top, and five feet high.

Some are built three feet on bottom, one and one-

half feet on top, and four feet high, depending of
course upon the taste and means of the builder.

Half-double wall is made two feet at bottom, one
foot and a half at two and a half feet from bottom,
and from thence built singly to the required

height—four, or four and a half leet.

The size of single wall depends upon the size of

stone—the largest being laid at the bottom, then
the next in size, and so on in regular gradation.

Such a wall makes as economical a fence as we can
build, particularly for pastures and land not tilled,

as it can be built cheaper, and is more easily re-

paired than double wall. For a sheep pasture, it

should be top-poled. By the way, in top-poling a
double wall for a sheep pasture, the stakes on the

pasture side of the wall should be driven into the

ground almost perpendicularly, so as to bring the

top-pole even with the inner top edge of the wall.

In double wall, all stones that are long enough
should be placed crosswise of the wall for " binders."

Double wall should be " bound " at least twice in

five feet, including the coping. Half-double should

be " bound " at two and a half feet, or where the

single commences. Round stone should not be used.

Small, roundish, field stone should never be put into

the middle of a wall; for, by means of the frost,

they act as wedges to press the wall apart. In

building double wall, some let the stones slope to-

ward the centre of the wall. They should be placed

level. Wall "faced" on one side can be built by Jet-

ting the long stones or " binders " project on the

opposite side ; but to build " double-faced " wall,

requires considerable care and use of the sledge.

A thoroughly-constructed stone wall will last

fifteen or twenty years with but few repairs.

Belfast, Me., June, 1859. G. E. BRACKETT.

ONE FARM IN WESTERN VXRGINIA.

Messrs. Editors :—For the benefit of some of

your subscribers, who have written me on the

subject, I propose giving a short but plain descrip-

tion of our country. The country is generally

mountainous, or rather hilly. A good portion,

however, is good farming land. Some farms are

situated on the streams and are very rich, and of a

sandy loam. Other farms, situated on upland, are

more of a clay soil with, now and then a gravely

ridge. The land is generally free from stone, ex-

cepting rocky bluffs or some particular spots.

—

Wheat and Indian corn are the main products of

the country. Irish potatoes grow well. Turnips

grow in abundance. Clover grows well, yet tim-

othy is the standard grass in this section of country.

Oats have been considered a very sure and boun-

tiful crop, but it failed last year owing to the rust.

There has been but very little snow this winter,

so little that plowing could be done at almost any
time. There is vei'y little time in winter but what
work can be done on the farm to good advantage,

and very comfortably, too. The summers are very

temperate.

Farm lands sell according to location, quality,

the improvement there is on them, &c. There is

now quite a stir in the land market. Farms may
be bought to suit almost any purchaser from 100

to 200, 300 or 600 acres, and ranging from $8 to

$25 per acre. It is rather a new country, and farms
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of 100 acres with from 25 to 50 acres improved and

comfortable dwellings can bo Lad for from $6 to

$10 per acre, and a little farther south land is still

cheaper. Ellenboro is our marketing place, whers
every kind of farm produce brings a good price.

The country is well timbered, white oak, hickory,

sugar maple, walnut, black cak, and beautiful pop-

lar timber in abundance, and this is considered

on© of the very healthiest countries. I have lived

in the country fifteen years, and during that time

tliere has been very little sickness; and although

this is a slave state, there are not over thirty col-

ored persons in this county. We are in what we
call Western Virginia, twenty miles from the Ohio
river, about sixty miles below Wheeling, and thirty-

six miles from Marietta. There are five excellent

flouring mills within four miles of us, and the

country is well supplied with saw mills. Two
steam mills witliiu three miles of us continually

sending otf flour to the Baltimore market. Should
persons wishing to move here wish to make any
further inquiry concerning our country, I will

cheerfully furnish them with all the information

they require either through the columns of the
Farmei\ or personally, by letter.

Ritchie Cviiti JTmise. Virginia. J. M. WOODS.

FEEDING CALVES-ONCE MOEE.

Bdito«6 Genesee Farmer :—Believing that fur-

ther controversy between Mr. Maynard and my-
self on calf feeding, will not be interesting to your
readers, I shall only trouble you with a line or two
on the subject. If Mr. M. thinks he can raise

better (or as good) calves with his methed as I

can with mine, why does he not say so? I think
I can not. I have seen calves raised with all sorts

of feeding, for twenty- five years past, in England
and Canada, and therefore ought to know sorae-
tliing about it ; and I can inform Mr. M. that I

find no dirticulty in carrying out the plan which so
much astonishes him. But Mr. M. has miscon-
strued my statements, as any candid reader may
see, in paragraphs four, five, and seven, of his last

letter ; hence the ditficulty he has in understand-
ing them.

But as Mr. M. truly thinks the game is not worth
the ammunition, I purpose to carry it no further,
but will state, for his information, that my name
and post oflice address is, Joshua Nokkish, Eden
Mills, C. W., wrehe I shall be most happy to receive
a letter from him at any time on this important
subject, and if ever he does come this way I hope
he will cjill and see the calves. j. n.

A'aMagmi:ei/a, C. H'., June Gth, 1S59.

P. S.—In a communication I sent you as answers
to some «)f tlie inquiries of J. S., and published in

the June number, page 181, the first word in the
last line should be weeks instead of months.

PouiTRT.—A correspondent says it does not pay
to ke«p poultry in large immbers on a farm, as they
require too much attending to if kept confined in a
yard ; and if not, they range over the farm, doing
a great deal of damage at seed time and harvest.
He says a small number kept close, and well sup-
plied with animal food to keep them constantly lay-
ing, wiU pay best. The rule should be to keep enough
to pick up food that would otherwise be wasted.

HOW TO RUIN AN AGBICULTUIIAL SOCEETT.

The dilapidated condition of very many of our
County Agricultural Societies may furnish profita-

ble food for reflection—both to those who have
run them down, and to those who wish to build
them up. And it may even be well for some who
do not desire to break down these institutions, to

know how the thing can he done ! Well ; here aro
some things that the writer thinks have had, or
may have, a tendency that way

:

1. Charging more for membership on the day of
the fair, than is required if paid earlier. This can
not fail to create dissatisfaction—and a dissatisfied

member, if to be retained at all, can never be an
eflicient laborer in the cause. Moreover, the rule

can not be uniformly enforced. One (who under-
stands the game) will go to a town committee man
and pay the usual fee, even on the moment of mak-
ing his entry,—whUe another, walking up to the
higher authority, has to pay double. Such trans-

actions will leak out—and, of course, must give

honest men a bad impression of the managers.
Thus, dissatisfaction will be made general.

2. Take advantage of any mistake a member may
make, such as getting his entry into the wrong
class,— entrusting his member fee to an agent who
fails to have it credited in time,—leaving his certi-

ficate of membership at home,—being unable t»

get his article or animal on the ground at th<»

moment,—or any other trifle that might shut him
out from competing for the Society's premiums.

3. Select judges who will favor the locality whe»
the fair is held.

4. Go largely into permanent fixtures ; and, it

you can not pay for them out of the funds furnished

by the state, just repudiate the premiums you ha\»»

awarded.
5. Raise aU the funds yon can by life member

ships.

6. If funds grow short, double your member-
ship fee.

7. If this don't do the thing up, conclude to sus-

pend offering premiums. And, finally, if you are

awa.-e your show is a failure,

8. Admit no soul within your grounds until you
get the dollar! Those who have been taken in

will then be ashamed to expose the sell, and your
empty tent will be thronged for this time, if not

for next! U L-S. U

Feed the Laxd and it will Feed Yof.—The
Homestead well observes, "The true economy with

land is to treat it as you would a laborer, from
whom you wanted the most work. Let it be well

fed, and there is much less danger of over feeding,

than there is in case of men or animals. No morei

should be cultivated than can be stuifed with m
full supply ot plant food. The sun and atmosphere

are all ready to give you eighty bushels of com to

the acre, and it will not cost a penny more to draw
upon them for the necessary amount of heat, light,

carbon, and mosture to make this quantity of grain,

than to make twenty bushels. Here is an inex-

haustible store house of riches, and a well fed soil

is the key to unlock its treasures. Give to the soil

generously and persistently, and it will give unto

you 'good measure, pressed down and nmniufi

over.'

"
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DESIGN FOB A. FABU HOUSl.

A FABH HOUSE.

Messrs. Editors:—The above is an elevation and
plan of a plain but roomy house, such a one as

will suit the farmer as well as the gentleman. It

is built of brick, on stone foundations ; the walls

.are one brick thick, strapped and lathed inside,

which is better and more comfortable than two
bricks thick, and plastered on the bare wall. The
rooms are all on one floor, and lofty and well ven-

tilated ; the center chimney being a double flue,

one flue for the stove pipes from the various center

rooms and hall, and the other flue having an ad-

justable ventilator opening into the middle passage.

The building seen on the right is a frame 60 by 14,

containing at one end a bed-room for laborers,

12 by 12; then a summer kitchen, 12 by 18, fitted

with a large boiler, and used in winter for cooking
food for stock ; the remaining 30 feet being used
as a wood-shed.

GROUND PLAN.

Dksoription of Plan.—1, hall, 6 by 22; 2, par-
lor, 17 by 15; 3, bed-room, 15 by 14; 4, living
room, 20 by 14; 5, 6, and 8, bed-rooms; 7, kitchen,

17 by 17; 9, pantry, 6 by 14: 10, 10, 10, closets;

U, passage, 4 feet wide, with an open arch to hall,

find separt«d from the kitchen by a glass door.
There is a cellar and milk-room under 7, 8, and 9,

stone walled, with cement floor, and entered from
the pantry by a staircase with trap door, and from
:he outside by a staircase close beside the back
jioor, built over, and with double doors. The
•ooras over the cellar could have the ceilings lower,
f desired, which would give a loft over them for

ripening fruit, and accessible by a ladder througli

trap door in the kitchen ceiling.

This design is a slight alteration in the plan of

the residence of Dr. Mackelcan, Ancaster, 0. W.,
which was erected in 1853, of the very best mate-
rials, and cost $1,800, including Venetian blinds

and verandah. d. f.

Excellent Advice to Farmers.— At a recent

term of the Circuit Court, in Chautauque county,

at which a number of young men were convicted

of crime and sentenced to the Western House ot

Refuge in this city, or to the State Prison at Au-

burn, the Hon. R. P. Marvin gave the spectators

the following excellent advice, which cannot be

too often repeated or too earnestly put in practice.

Said his Honor

:

Before sentencing these boys, I have a few words
to say to the men of Chautauque county, the agri-

culturists in particular, some of whom are here
to-day, looking on at the saddest scene it has been
my lot to see in this county ; so many boys, farm-
ers' sons, too, all of them, to be sent to the Peni-
tentiary for stealing and burglary.

Farmers of Chautauque county, when your boys
get large enough to work, find work for them at

home. On no account let them go into the village

to work ; nor let them go to teaming. I care not
if they can get $50 per month ; it will be a dead
loss. They will just as surely follow the example
of these boys now before you, as they leave the

sacred and restraining influences of home. Give

them plenty of good books and papers^ make home
pleasant^ and keep them there until they are of age

and have the wisdom to resist the tempation of high
wages on the road or in a tavern, but obtained at

the expense of good character.

It is never profitable to breed inferior animals

of any kind. If a man is not able to purchase im-
proved or blooded stock, he should not hesitate to

d''» the best he may with such as he has. Seek to

develop and combine the good qualities of all in

their breeding.
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HORTICULTURAL NOTES FOR THE MONTH

TiiiNSiXG Fruit.—Dwarf pear trees are loaded

Trith fruit, and will require much thinning. It is

a great mistake to let the trees bear all they will.

The fruit is small, and poor in quality, and the tree

so weakened that it will bear very little next year.

Many trees we have seen this summer will require

the removal of two-thirds of the fruit. Out or

pinch out the smaller and imperfect fruit first, but

do not spare even those that are large and fine

when too tliick. Let the fruit be evenly distributed

on the ti-ee and on the diSerent branches. Dwarf

pears set out last fall or this spring will frequently

set fruit, but it should not be allowed to mature,

or at least not more than two or three specimens

on a tree.

The same remarks will apply to dwarf apple

trees. All dwarfed trees have a tendency to over-

bear and exhaust themselves. But though of

greater importance, the process of thinning fruit

should not be confined to dwarf trees. It is very

beneficial in all cases where trees are heavily loaded.

The reason why apple trees so generally bear fruit

only on alternate years, is that they are allowed to

mature such a large crop one year that the trees

are exhausted and will not bear the next year.

If half tlie crop was removed, other things being

the same, they would bear every year.

SuMMKB Pruning is too much neglected. Pinch

off the ends of too vigorous and irregular shoots,

and train the tree into good shape. It promotes

fruitfulness, and saves the necessity of much winter

pruning. The shoots of grape vinee, if not already

done, should be pinched off, leaving two or three

leaves above the bunch. If attacked with mildew,

apply 8uli>hnr immediately.

Strawbehrt beds, as soon as the fruit is off,

should receive attention. Keep down the weeds
and oat off the runners, unless they are required

to form new beds. If the system of " cultnre in

alternate strips" is adopted, the runners should be

thinned out when too thick, and kept free from

weeds, and allowed to get well rooted before the

old plants are spaded under, say about the middle

of August.

Layering is one of the best methods of propagat-

ing many ornamental shrubs, roses, grape vines, &c.

Spade and prepare the ground around the plant

;

bend down some of the shoots of new wood and

fasten them in the ground with a peg. If a slit be

made half through the shoot, just below a bud, and

extending an inch or so above the bud, it will root

sooner and more freely. The top of the- layered

shoot should be put in an erect position above the

ground, so that the slit made below will be kept

open ; the sap is thus arrested at the cut part, and

goes to form roots.

Dahlias, and all taU-growing plants, should be

staked and carefully tied up, or they will break

down when their heads are heavy with bloom.

Keep the ground clean.—Weeds rob the soi]

of moisture and the food of more useful plants—

a trite truth better expressed by the great dra-

matist.
" Go root away

The noisome weeds, ihat without profit suck
The soil's fertility from wholesome flowers."

Late peas may be sown on good, deep, rich soil

Dwarf Blue Imperial and Knighfs Dwarf Mar-

row are good varieties for late crop.

Dwarf Beans and Sweet Corn may still b(

planted; and also the seeds of cucumbers foj

pickling.

Celery.—It not already done, prepare trenchei

for celery. Dig the trenches eighteen inches deep

fill in with six or eight inches of well-rotted man

ure, and cover with four or five inches of rich sur-

face soil. Set out the plants in a single row, abou"

a foot apart in the trenches. The London gard

eners sometimes make the trenches three or foui

ffeet wide, and plant three or four rows in each

trench. It involves too much trouble, however, ii

earthing up to be practical in this country, unlesi

it is impossible otherwise to obtain sufficient space

The plant grows very slowly at first, and wil

need watering if the weather is dry. Stir the soi

with the hoe, and apply the water a few inches

from the plants so as to avoid washing tlie eartl

into the hearts of the celery. In this, as in aL

other cases, give a thorough soaking, so that the

water will penetrate to the roots. Slight watering*

are generally worse than useless.

Cabbages for the main crop may now be ae'

out. Grubs are apt to be very destructive to tlien

in the early part of this month. A correspondent

says: "If the roots, at the time of transplanting,

are dipped in fish oil and then in plaster of Paria

it will not only annoy the worms and keep then
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l» i»way, but also prove beneficial as a manure. By
the middle of July grub worms will be harmless,

and this is the best time for transplanting late

cabbages."

Mustard, Cress, and Eadishes, may still be

sown, and will do well on the north side of a

board fence.

Melons should be thinned out to two or three

in each hill ; draw earth from time to time around

tJie hills and about the roots of the plants. As
soon as the plants have spread into branches, stop

them by pinching otF the top of the first runner

bud. This will strengthen the plants, and cause

them to fruit early. After which, keep the ground

clear fi-om weeds by frequent hoeing. If you wish

to save the seed, care must be taken not to plant

the different sorts near each other, or cucumbers,

squashes, and gourds. The impregnation of the

blossoms is an imperative process in melon-grow-

ing. The female flowers are known by the appear-

ance of the embryo fruit at their base. The best

situated of these should be selected, and, after

carefully divesting the male blossom of its corolla,

its t^rina sheuld be brought into contact with the

center of the female flower, during the heat of the

day, when the flowers are quite dry and the sun at

its greatest power. The operation should com-

mence when from six to ten female flowers are

found on the plant ; and when it is perceived that

four fruit is secured on each plant, which will be

known by the rapid swelling of the embryo fruit,

the whole of the blossoms, male and female, should

be cut off as they appear, that the strength of the

plant may be directed entirely to the formation of

the fruit. The production of unnecessary blossoms

weakens the plant the same as the production of

fruit. The shoots on which the fruit is set and

swelling should be pinched off three or four eyes

above the fruit. Stop all lateral shoots, from time

to time, to prevent confusion, as well as cut out

all coarse shoots which are not wanted. The
greatest care should be taken of the foliage, expos-

ing it as much as possible to the sun. Watering

is an important matter, both as regards the roots

and foliage, and should be applied very gently with

a syringe, more resembling a copious dew than a

shower from a watering pot. Where the melons

are grown on the surface of the soil, care should

be taken that a piece of tile, slate, or a shingle, be

placed under each melon as soon as it has began to

swell, to prevent its damping and rotting off; and

as the fruit increases in size, it may be elevated

above the leaves, that it may fully enjoy the light

and air. Until the full complement of fruit is

fairly set and beginning to swell, the branches may
be kept thin and the plants not excited by liquid

manure ; but after that the plants may be allowed

greater latitude, and be more excited in their

growth.

WORK m THE FLOWER GARDEN, &C., FOR JULY

GEEEN-noTJSE plants will need daily care at this

time, and may be watered every evening in dry

weather. Geraniums, that have grown large and

unwieldly, may be pruned. Garden roses, having

done flowering for the season, may now be pruned.

Out out all old and exhausted wood, and shorten

such shoots as have flov ered, to a good, fresh,

strong bud. All wood that grows after this prun-

ing will ripen perfectly, and produce large flowers

the next season. The flower garden should be

kept neat and clean, and all weeds extirpated by

pulling by hand, and tall-growing plants and run-

ners neatly tied to stakes. Watering is always

beneficial in dry weather, if done in the evening,

and the shrubs and plants thoroughly drenched

about the roots. Carnations, pinks, and such plants

as are propagated by layers, should be layered thia

month, if new plants are desired.

Many kinds of cuttings, as -geraniums, roses, and

exotic shrubs, may still be planted Tvith success.

Such bulbous roots in pots, whose foliage has

withered, may be kept dry until the period of re-

germination ; others may be taken up as soon ms

ripe, and dried for autumn planting.

Asters, balsams, &c., grown in frames, may now
be set out to fill up vacant places in the border,

where spring-flowering bulbs have gone out of

bloom.

Dahlias require to be staked up and kept pruned

of all superfluous shoots.

Hollyhocks are a beautiful ornament in a garden,

where care is taken in selecting the sorts and group-

ing them together. They are better to be kept

tied up to stout stakes and have a liberal watering,

as also should pansies.

Herbaceous Plants.— Hovet's Magazine of

Horticulture speaks a good word for the too much

neglected herbaceous plants, many of the old favor-

ites of which it says are disappearing from out"

gardens, to make room for verbenas, scarlet gera-

niums, and other showy flowers.

"Where are the stately foxgloves, with their tall

spikes of nodding bells, displaying their leopard-

like spotting, in which the bee

" makes her sweet music ?"

These are now rarely seen, though extremely

showy; with the improvement which has beeE
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made in the origination of new sorts, they are

truly elegant.

"The Columbine (Aquilcgia) too, in its variety

of colors, is becoming more rare every year; and
our beautiful native species, A. Canadensis^ whose
pendant scarlet and yellow flowers enliven many a

hill-side in June, has ever been scarce in culti-

vated grounds.
" Tlie Sweet Rocket, {Eesperu) except in its old

single state, which, though pretty, does not com-
pare with the double, is not often seen : the double
is one of the sweetest

of herbaceous plants,

and as beautiful as it is

fragrant. Canterbury
bells, ragged robin,

lychnis, monkshood,
honesty, &c., are more
of the old favorites.

'•These we name as

a few of such as were
once common, indeed
almost the only kinds

in some gardens, but
now rarelj' seen, only
as we recede from the

places where fashion

holds her sway, in

the neighborhood of
splendid villas, to the
cottage in the country,

where, tended by fair

liands, yet happily ig-

norant of the Whitla-
via, Eucharidium, and
similar hard named and
far less beautiful flow-

ers, they flourish and
dis[)lay their familiar

forms and colors.

" It is the fault that we overlook the smaller,
more delicate, and exquisitely beautiful species and
varieties in our eager desire for the large and
filiowy; some of them common, but the greater
part almost unknown in our American gardens,
and never seen only in the grounds of the true
lover of elegant flowers. These are the Hepaticas
{Anemone), Gentians, Epimediums, Violets, Fair
ifaids of France {Jianunculus), Double Primroses,
Betonicas, &c., and our own native plants, Asclep-
iaa tnberosa, Trilliums, Dodecantheons, Spigelia,

Anemone thalictroides, Cyi>ripedium8, &c. All
or any of these, added to the more popular and
familiar kinds, render the garden doubly attractive.

" Let the garden be, as it easily may, what the
poet describes it

:

" From sapling treee, with lucid foliage crowned,
Gay liKbU and shadows trembled on the ground;
Up the tall stems luxuriant creepers run,
To hang their silver blossoms in the sun;
Deep velvet verdure clad the turf beneath.
Where trodden flowers their richest odor breathes;
O'er all, the bees with murmuring music flew
From bell lo bell to sip the honeyed dew."

" We close with a few hints as to their cultiva-
tion. Herbaceous plants, in general, are of the
eimplest treatment. Most of them will grow in
any common garden soil, slightly enriched by old
manure, or, what is better, leaf mould. Every
two yearB they should be taken up, carefully di-

GOLDEN-TWIGGED UNDBN,

vided and reset; such quick-growing sorts &&

phloxes, asters, rudbeckias, veronicas, larkspurs,

(fcc, should have more room than the others, and
when coming into bloom have their stems tied up
to neat stakes. If the ground is trenched they will

grow the better, tliough this is not absolutely neces-
sary. Many of them, if headed down directly they
are done blooming, will give a succession of flowers

later in the season ; such as do not, should have
their old stems cut away. The biennials, such as

foxgloves, canterbury bells, sweet Williams, holly-

hocks, &c,, should be
raised froiii seed every
year, in June, or as late

as August, though they
will make stronger

plants if sown early.

"The more delicate

kinds require more
careful management,
and are particular nfl

to soil. The Hepaticas,

Anemonies, Dodecath-
eons, Epimediums,Tril-

liums, &c., like a peaty
earth, and a half shady
situation, where they
not only remain in

bloom a much longer

time, but are healthier

and more robust plants;

indeed, under the same
cultivation ofthe gross-

er growing kinds, they

often die out, which ac-

counts for their being
more rare. They will,

however, well repay
any care that may be
bestowed upon them,

"October is the best time to divide and reset

herbaceous plants ; they get well established in the

ground before winter."

GOLDEN-TWIGGED LINDEN OR LIME TBEK.

In the Genesee Farmer for 1857, p. 94, we gave a cut

and description of the European Linden. TTe need

add nothing to what was then said of its value and

beauty as a shade and ornamental tree. We hav«

now the pleasure of presenting our readers with a

cut of the golden-twigged European Lime tree

(Tilia aurea). It differs from the former in the

yellowness of its twigs, and in its less vigorons

growth. It is a beautiful tree anywhere, but mor»

especially on a lawn, where the color of its branches

forms a pleasing contrast. The specimen from

which our cut is taken is 10 feet high. We need

hardly say that our common basswood is a lime or

linden tree. In some parts of England it is called

" bast," because ropes are made from its bark. It

received its modera name Lime or Linden in honor

of LiNNJSUS, the celebrated Swedish botanist.

—

There are few* trees so fragrant as the European

Lime, and none more beautiful as a shade tree.
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AHERICAX LITE OAK.

AMERICAN LIVE OAX.

The Green or Live Oak {Quercus virens) is con-

fiaed to the maritime parts of the Southern States.

Its most northern boundary is Norfolk, in Virginia,

from whence it spreads along the coast for a dis-

tance of 1500 or 1800 miles, stretching beyond the

mouth of the Mississippi. The sea air seems essen-

tial to its existence, for it is rarely found in forests

oo the main land, and never, it is believed, more

than from 15 to 20 miles from the sea. Stuart,

u his Three Years in North America, thus speaks

of the Live Oak, in describing his journey form

"Washington to Charleston: "On this day's jour-

ney, I first saw, and in great numbers, the most

valuable of American trees, the Quercus virens,

the most durable of oaks. It flourishes most on

lands adjacent to salt water. It is almost as heavy

as lignum vitas {Ouaiacum officinale). Its trunk is

generally not long ; but its crooked branches fre-

quently spread over more than a quarter of an
acre of ground. The wood of this tree is almost

incorruptible. It was on account of the abundance

of tliis tree in Florida, fit for building ships of war,

that the Americans showed the great anxiety,

which was at last gratified in 1819, to add Florida

to their extensive territory, and which has led the

general government, since its acquirement, to lay

out very large sums in the preservation and estab-

lishment of live oak plantations in Florida."

According to Michaux, the live oak is much

stronger and comparatively more durable than even

the white oak, and is more esteemed for ship build-

ing than any other wood in the United States.

Catksbt, in his Natural History of Carolina,

describes it as a pyramidal tree 40 feet high, in the

salt marshes of Carolina. He adds that the acorna

are remarkably sweet, and were used by the In-

dians to thicken their venison soup, and for express-

ing an oil which was very much like the oil of

sweet almonds. The acorns are of an elongated

oval form, nearly black, contained in greyish cups.

They are very abundant, and germinate with such

ease that, if the weather is wet at the season of

maturity, many acorns are found on the trees with

the radicle unfolded.

As shown in our engraving, the live oak forms a
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LEAVES AXD FRDIT OP THE LIVE OAK.

beautiful park tree in the Southern States, growing

about 40 feet high, with a rather wide and low

head. Its thick oval leaves are evergreen, and it

is to be regretted that this valuable tree will not

stand our northern winters.

THE WILD FLOWERS OF ENGLAND.*

This is a very beautiful, very truthful, and very

useful little book, and we fully believe, as stated in

the preface to this new edition, that " many readers

perceived new beauties, and acquired new associa-

tions which made their meeting with our favorite

field flowers more interesting, and more joyous,"

since they perused its pages. That our readers

may judge for themselves, we extract the following:

THE FORGET-ME-NOT.
" That name, it speaks in accenta dear
Of love, and hope, and joy, and fear

;

It softly tells an absent friend

That links of love should never rend

;

Its whispers waft on swelling breeze,
O'er hill, and dale, by land and seas,

Forget-me-not I

" Gem of the rill ! we love to greet
Thy blossoms smiling at our feet
We fancy to thy fiow'ret given
A semblance of the azure heaven

;

And deem thine eye of gold to be
The star that gleams bo brilliantly."

—Bouquet des Sotwenirs.

" The romantic story with which the Forget-me-
not is connected has made it known to thousands
who, perhaps, would never otherwise have become
acquainted with its existence. Independent, how-
ever, of the fame thus attached to it, when once
seen and noticed, its own beauty would gain for it

a place in the memory. The bright blue of the
flowers, and their rich golden centres, render them
individually an object to be admired ; and as they
gradually unfold themselves at the curled extremity

Thb Wild Flowkbs op England, or Favorite Field Flowers
popularly described. By the Rev. K. Ttab, M. A., &c. With
twelve highly-colored groups of flowers by J. Andeews, F. H. S.
LondoD: Uouxstok &, Wxioht.

of the stem, where they are arranged in two rows,

and alternately, on foot-stalks, their appearance is

truly beautiful ; but when the plants in bloom are so

numerous as to form a sort of fringe on the margin
of a rivulet, as we have seen them, words cannot
convey an adequate idea of the eft'ect. They are,

in truth, very ornamental, and cannot fail to win
the favor of every rambler who strolls where is

seen,
' By rivulet, or spring, or wet road-side.

That blue and bright-ey'd flow-ret of the brook,
Hope's gentle gem, the sweet ' Forget-me-not,'

'

" The incident already referred to as having ren-

dered this flower so well known, and which, w©
are told, gave rise to the present name, is said to

have occurred on the banks of the Danube. Two
betrothed lovers were strolling along, on a pleasant

summer's evening in the delightful month of June,

engaged in agreeable and afl'ectionate conversation,

when they observed the pretty flower of the Water
Scorpion Grass apparently floating on the water.

The bride elect looked upon the flower with admi-
ration, and, supposing it to be detached, regarded

it as being carried to destruction ; her lover,

regretting its fate, and wishing to preserve it, was
induced to jump into the river ; but as he seized the

flower, he sunk beneath the stream ; making a final

effort, he threw the flower on the bank, repeating,

as he was sinking for the last time, the woris,
' Vergiss mich nicht.' Since this event, the Ger-
mans have called the flower Vergissmeinnicht, and
we, translating the word, Forget-me-not.

" The circumstance whence this flower derived

its name, and the name itself, have made it a favor-

ite with German poets. Gokthe, in his ' Lay of

the Imprisoned Knight,' represents it to be the

choice flower of the lady whose praises are

rehearsed. We insert Lord F. Leveson Goweb's
translation of these lines

:

' Ah ! well I know the loveliest flower,

The fairest of the fair, ,

Of all that deck my lady's bower,
Or bind her floating liair.

' Not on the mountain's shelving side,

Nor in the cultivated ground,
Nor in the garden's painted pride,

The flower 1 seek is found.

' Where time on sorrow's page of gloom
Has fixed his envious lot,

Or swept the record from the tomb,
It says. Forget-me-not.

' And this is still the loveliest flower,
The fairest of the fair,

Of all that deck my lady's bower,
Or bind her floating hair.

Lima Beans.—Our esteemed correspondent, J.

0. Adams, of Allegany Co., N. Y., writes us that

he finds it better not to pole Lima beans. He says

:

"When they have nothing to cling to or climb

upon, they bloom and set upon the main stalks,

the same as string beans. I have raised both the

Lima and Quail-head beans without poles with

marked success." Another correspondent, E. P.

B., says :
" It is a good plan to pinch off the endg

of the vines when they have reached the top of the

pole, as otherwise they continue growing until

killed by the frost, thus weakening the vines, while

the topmost portions seldom amount to much."
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A CHEAP COLD OBAPERT.

;SSRS. Editors:— In answer to your request

February number, I send you a description

y cold grapery. It is 16 ft. long, 12 ft. wide,

iiigh in front, and 8 ft. high at the back. The
s firmly fixed, and it is ventilated by shutters

mt and rear nearly one-half the length of the

ing. I had the advantage of a garden wall 4

h at one end and the rear, which saved some
i. of lumber and about a day's work in con-

ting the vinery, as the frame is the same, only

ligh. I put no labor on it myself, hence I

pay for every turn done at it, which enabled

know the exact expense of its construction.

imbers I took from the wood pile, but allowed

ich in my account as it would cost to get an
quality at the lumber yard. The border was
ut 2^ ft. deep all of the inside and 4 ft. out-

and filled up with compost, sods, rubbish, &g.

cost but little, and made a very rich border,

vines cost me $3, which I reckon in account.

e lost the account of the items for lumber,

putty, nails, &c. ; otherwise I would give

hem. The carpenter was employed 12 days,

cts. per day ; the digging and filling 6 days,

cts. per day. The whole cost, boarding and
as a few cents less than $33.

ter the grapes are set, and the weather is set-

1 generally have the shutters open, in front

)ack, day and night, for months together ; and
10 more attention to it than to keep the border

b, and once a week syringe the vines with soap

and floured sulphur, drenching them com-

hid that my vinery is exactly described in your
Rwral Annual^ except that I have the posts

ised in the sill instead of planted in the ground,
the plates mortised on the top of posts. I used
9 glass, and have five courses of glass between
rafter. (See a description in TJiornas's Fruit
urist for the roof.) I also find the true meth-
ventilating a cold grapery given in the last

il Anniuil; but instead of nailing the shutters

to keep servants from shutting or closing

too much and too long, I would advise every
to attend to his own vinery, and he will soon
a pleasure in it that he will in no wise abandon.
How another to share with hiA. b. f. b.

ightown., Pa., March, 1859.

AS Tae.— The value of gas tar judiciously ap-
l for the prevention of insect attacks on fruits

vegetables has been admitted for years. Like
y other valuable applications, many persons
. it without skill, and being of a very caustic
re, it injured their trees. Experience has
vn a safe method of applying it, which is re-

mended by many skillful cultivators who have
I it. The plan is to smear rags with the tar,

hang them in the branches of ti-ees likely to
afested with the circulio. We are assured that
has checked their depredations on the plum

t to a sensible extent this season. Gas tar is

successfully employed on other vegetables to
le off insects, as its odor is very offensive to
Q. A correspondent has kindly offered to fur-
his method of applying it to squashes, cucum-

I, &c.— Country Gentleman.

DECEPnON IN PRACTICE.

Mant men, at this present age of the world, are
studying deception continually, and a few can prac-
tice it very well. Among these practitioners may
be found the venders of fruit trees, vines, and gar-
den seeds. How long they will continue to prac-
tice this deception upon the unsuspecting farmers
and gardeners, is yet to be seen ; but enough has
been done to justify the deceived purchaser in
taking a stand in self-defence, for when old estab-
lished salesmen and firms get down in practice of
obtaining a few shillings under false pretences, like

they have the past season, it is then time the unsus-
pecting farmer is put upon his guard.

Having been deceived and provoked by these
deceivers, in times past, it is natural I should feel a
little sore over it ; and I have concluded to keep
my eyes open the next season, to see and keep an
account of these deceptions, and if I find them on
the increase I shall present a hst of the men and
their articles for publication in the next January
number of the Genesee Farmer. But I suppose
when brought before the public, individually, they
will try hard to plead justification by the way of
mistakes, &c. ; but the deceived ones will find in
seven cases out of ten the deception is in some
new, costly and scarce article. For example : you
purchase a pound of what is represented to be cow
horn turnip seed, and after great preparation of
ground, &c., they turn out to be a poor, insignifi-

cant radish. This would he an intended mistake,
without doubt ; but if you should purchase a pound
of radish or mustard seed and it should turn out
to be cow horn turnii), then it would probably be
a mistake.

But, kind reader, you will not be often deceived
in this way. Now, in the coming season, Delaware
and Rebecca grapes will be in great demand, and
how many will get deceived I know not ; but if

all would lay their case before the public by the
way of some agricultural paper, these deceivers
would be headed ott', for a paper that has a wide
circulation is a great tell tale. a. l. smitu.

m

EucROiDE Bartoijioides.—A fine addition among
yellow-flowering plants is Eucroide Bartonioides.
It can be treated as an annual, flowering the end
of summer and fall months, and may be lifted

before frost, and placed in a warm window or
green-house, and it will flower all winter. The
seed is cheap, and may be bought at the principal
seed stores. It can be grown by every cottager. *

We are not acquainted with the plant here men-

tioned, and do not think the seed is commonly

kept for sale by seedsmen in this vicinity. The
name for it by Loudon is Microsperma 'bartonioides.

On examining the seed catalogue of Hovey & Co.,

of Boston, we find this seed advertised at ten cents

per package. We thank our correspondent for

alluding to it, and should be happy to hear more
from him in reference to it.

Lady Bugs feed upon the aphis which is such a

pest in gardens and green-houses. They should,

therefore, never be destroyed.
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OSOWINa A PEACH NXTBSEBY.

Mksskb. Editors:—In selecting pits for planting

a nursery, I prefer those from healthy seedling

trees and fully ripened fruit, free from any contam-

ination. The pits should be placed in the ground

early in autumn, or even later, slightly covered

with earth, so as to let them freeze during the cold

weather of winter, in order to burst the shell con-

taining the pit, which should be taken up in April

for planting in the nursery. Such pits as are not

opened by frost should be placed under the hammer
for that purpose.

The ground being prepared the same as for corn,

furrows four feet apart are made for planting the

pits, which are dropped from seven to ten inches

apart—the distance required for trees in rows.

Much cultivation by hoeing is requij»d during

the first summer, in order to give the trees growth
anough for inoculating, which is done in August
and September. Care is required in selecting buds

tor inoculating. None should be used but from
healthy trees.

Early the following spring, as the buds begin to

put out, the tops of the inoculated trees are cut off

one inch above the bud, which grows this season,

with proper cultivation, to the height of from three

jmd a half to over six feet, ready for orchard plant-

ing the same autumn or following spring. Too
much pruning is injurious to the tree during its

growth in the nursery the second summer. More
is required at the time of transplanting into the

orchard, of which I will give further accounts in

another number. g. n. larison, m. d.

SergeamttvUU, New Jer»ey.

CHUFA OB EABTH ALMOND.

Spboifio fob Bugs on Vines.—Having seen by
your paper that many truckers in your section are
anxiooa to ascertain a simple and sure remedy to

destroy bugs on squashes, cucumbers, and the like,

I will give you one which is almost a specific, and
within the reach of every one, especially those liv-

ing on the sea-board.

Procure fresh fish—of any kind whatever, the
commonest and clieapest just as good—a sufficient

quantity according to circumstances, say one peck
to a barrel of water. Let them stand therein a day
or two, in order to commence decomposition and
emit their necessarily unpleasant odor; then re-

move the barrel to your patch, just dampening the
leaves.

In addition to driving away the bugs, your
planta will become green and healthy, and soon
ETOW beyond the reach of any future swarm of
aepredators. It may be necessary to use the water
two or three times in the course of two weeks, but
remember that every application is equivalent to a
dreasing of manure, which will amply repay for

the labor, which is very trifling. Fresh fish offal

is of equal value with the fish.— Cor. Co. Cent.

Yellow Rosm.—The Gardeners Chronicle, fro«
recant experiments, says that " roses like the Cloth

of Gold and Isabella Grey demand four things:

1, a warm rich soil; 2, a southern exposure; 3,
time ; 4, to be protected from the pruning knife ;"

and asks, " May not these be also the conditions
demanded by the famous old Double Yellow Rose
herself?"

Messrs. Editors:—The Chufa {Cypertues\

tus) is a native of the dry, sandy hills of i

and was introduced into this country abou
years ago, by the Patent-office, and distribut

it through the Middle, Western and Soi

States. It has proved itself worthy of cultiT

It grows luxuriantly, and yields abundantly,

tubers are from one-half to three-fourtlis of a
in length, of a brown color. They resemb
chestnut in taste, being sweet and oily. I

the Chufa is valuable on occount of its grea

ductiveness, and freeness from the depredatii

the numerous insects which are so injurious

vegetables of the kitchen garden. It shouL

I think will soon, have a place in the gard

every farmer who takes any interest in raisin,

things. It is a perennial plant, grows near!

feet high, and very much resembles some c

grasses which grow in our swamps. It belo

the same class of plants as the nut-grass (C^

repens), but has not the power of spreading

as that great pest has. Seventy-five or one
dred tubers will raise half a bushel or

Poultry are very fond of it, aad swine will

on it. It is planted in many places as fot

hogs, and let them gather it. f. a. flemi
Cui-wensville, Clearfield Co., Pa.

Shade Trees Injurious to Fruit Trees.

the May number of the Farmer, T. B. S. wis"

know if the shade of Black Walnut would kil

trees. I think that the shade of the Black "W

or Butternut will kill apple, peach, or pear

I have planted them in fields three several tin

rows with trees, forty feet in squares, and i

years the four apple trees in the angles nearej

other trees, died. I think the roots absor

moisture, as they are fast growing trees, and
lateral roots extend a great distance from the

The drippings from the tree have also an inji

tendency, as any person that has Black Wain
Butternut growing in their fields can see froi

effect produced on wheat, rye, corn, or grass, i

or near the trees. I think, from my exper;

that they are decidedly poisonous to fruit tri

Z. K., Pittston, Luzerne Co., Fa.

Wild Plum as a Stock. — A correspond*

yours, in a number of the Farmer, some time

wished for information on budding and gn|
on the wild plum stock. You may inform I

that they take quite readily either way. I
|

about forty growing that have been treated I

ways. Some kinds have a tendency to out!

the stock, when budded or grafted high Uj

budded a stock that was growing by itself, a

is now in bearing order, and forms quite a {

sized tree, though only two years from the biJi

also find that pears take readily on the white tl

and grow fast.

—

Wm. Rawlins, Flour Creek, i

Digging about Fruit Treks.— It is not a

plan to dig the ground over the roots of gal

shrubs and fruit trees, as it destroys every su

fibre and drives the larger roots downwar
Mulching, or cultivating with a hoe to keep i

weeds and let in air and moisture, is better,

answers the same purpose. i<
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faMfs' i^prtmtnt.

OKIGINAL DOMESTIC RECEIPTS.

for the Geneeee Farmer by various Correspondents.]

MAKE Crackers.— Take one egg, one pint

milk, one tea-cupful lard, a little salt, and
1 flour to make a stiff dough. Rub the lard

)me flour together; then add the egg and
Add flour and knead well till it is a very
ough. Then add to this one-half its size of

lough, knead them well together, and set

:;o rise. When light, roll out to one-eighth

inch thick, cut in squares, prick with a fork,

ke to a crisp.

WN Nuts.— Take one and a half tea-cupfuls

four tea-cupfuls buttermilk, two tea-spoon-

ileratus, two eggs, a little salt, and flour

1 to form a dough. Beat the eggs light and
lem with the milk, add the saleratns, turn

to the flour, then add the sugar, and knead
Roll out to one-half inch thick, cut into

•ound cakes about an inch in diameter, put
into a pan of hot lard, and take them out
a nut brown color.

TEE Biscuit.—Take two tea-cupfuls of but-

d rub it well into some dry flour ; then add
^gs well beaten, and one quart of sweet milk,

flour enough to make a very stiff dough.
I it well, and then add to it one-half its size

3t dough; knead together and let it rise,

light, roll it out and cut into round cakes,

with a fork, and bake.

iGHNUTS.—Take one quart of light dough, a
of lard the size of an egg, and one-half tea-

of sugar, knead well together, roll out thin,

ly form you wish, and drop into a pan of
y lard. Remove them when of a light yel-

Dlor.

CE.—Twenty drops wintergreen, twenty drops
!e cinnamon, twenty drops essence sassafras,

int molasses, one table-spoonful ginger, half

yeast, five quarts hot and five quarts cold

Let it ferment, and cork tightly in bottles.

PING Dishes.—^Much time is wasted by house-
rs in wiping their dishes. If properly washed
rained in a dry sink, with a cloth spread on
ottom, they look better than when wiped,
is the economy in time and labor,

NDT Pudding.—One quart milk, two table-

ifuls flour, yolks of four eggs well beaten and
i with the milk. Beat the whites separately

four teaspoonfuls sugar, drop on the top of
c dding, and put in the oven.

)NGE Biscuit.— One pint yeast, one quart
i milk, one cupful butter, half cupful lard, one
)oonful salt, a little soda. Mix. When light,

in small biscuits. Let them set fifteen min-
then bake.

OD Biscuit.—Take one quart of sour cream,
I tea-cupful of butter, tea-spoonful of soda, a
salt, knead it stiff and mold it well, roll out,
tut with a biscuit ring.

To Pekservk Hebbs.—All kinds of herbs should
be gathered on a dry day just before or whUe they
are in blossom. Tie them in bundles and suspend
them in a dry, airy place, with their blossoms
downward. When perfectly dry, wrap the me-
dicinal ones in paper and keep them from the air.

Pick off the leaves of those which are to be used
for cooking, pound or rub and sift tliem fine, and
keep the powder in bottles corked up tight.

To keep Cheese from molding.—After it is cut,

wrap it in a linen cloth and keep it in a tight tin

box. Bread will keep much longer fresh in this

way, also doughnuts and all kinds of cake.

Coffee is as much improved by washing before
roasting as potatoes before cooking, for those who
dislike to drink dirt.

"ONE DOZEN DOMESTIC KECEIPIS.'

FOR THE LADIES.

To PREVENT Holes from coming in the Hkkls
AND Toes of Stockings.—Darn them carefully as
soon as they become threadbare.

To prevent Dough from souring.—Watch it

closely, and bake it as soon as it is light enough.

What to do if it becomes sour.—Put in soda
or saleratus, and eat that which, if put moist on
the back of your hand, will make a sore in an hour.
Another way.—Throw it to the pigs, and watch
closer next time.

How TO MAKE Children mind.—First, consider
them as children and not as old folks. Second,
never command them to do anything unreasonable.
N. B.— I learned this rule from the old hen. She
follows these rules, and her chickens always mind.

What to do in a Fit of Ennui.— Go into the
attic and look over all the old rubbish. You will

be sure to find something interesting and some-
thing to do.

What to do in a Fit of the Blues.—Go and
see the poorest and sickest families within your
knowledge.

What to do in a Fit of the Sulks.— Think
over all the kindnesses you have received, and the
manner in which you have repaid them.

How TO prevent Buttons from coming off
FROM Clothes.—As soon as they become loose,

cut them off and sew them on good with a strong
double thread.

FOB THE MEN.

How TO PREVENT HeNS FROM DOING MiSOHIBF IN
YOUR OWN AND YOUR NEIGHBORS' GARDENS.—Give
them a yard with a high, tight fence, a good, warna
shelter, and plenty of food.

When to cut Pig Yokes.—When you happen to

see them. But you had better shut your pigs

where there is a good tight fence, feed them well,

and they will not need any yoking.

How TO PREVENT CaTTLB FROM BECOMING UN-
EULY.—Have good fences, and keep them up. See
that they have water and salt enough, good feed,

and never abuse them. x.

Qorham, Ontario Co., y. F., 1S69.
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New Advertiaements this Month.

Rochester Agricultural Works—A. Gordon, Rochester, N. Y.
Albany Agricultural Works—Eroery Brothers, Albany, N. Y.
lUuminatcd Catalogue—Emery Brothers, Albany, N. Y.
Turnip Seed—J. M. Thorbum & Co., New York.
Cattle and Their Diseases—John P. Jewett & Co., Boston.
Copeland'8 Country Life—John P. Jewett & Co., Boston.

Mowers, Threshers, Fanning Mills—A. Longett, New York.
Yeomans Fruit Bottle—T. G. Yeomans, Walworth, N. Y.
Farm for Sale—Thos. F. Smith, Middleport, N. Y.
Farms for Sale—John Minor, M. D., Accokeek, Va.
Cranberry, Blackberry, Raspberry, and Whortleberry Plants-

Paul Chilson, Bellingham, Mass.

Water Pipe—I. S. Hobbio & Co., Rochester, N. Y.
The Scientific American—Munn & Co., N. Y.
Colored Fruit Plates—D. M. Dewey, Rochester, N. Y.

Weather of the Last Half of Mat and the First

Half OF June.—Our last notice closed with the high tem-

perature and very rapid growth of vegetation for the first

half of May. Both were continued through the last half

of the month. Indeed, it is very rare that we see such

luxuriant and rapid progress in the vegetable world.

The mean heat of the last half was 3.5° above the aver-

age for twenty-two years. The average heat of the month
60.5°, being 5° above the mean of May for the same years.

The rain in the month was 2.71 inches, somewhat une-

qually distributed in this section, so that some parts had
been near a drouth ; still, the wheat, and grass, Ac, made
rapid progress. Indeed, the heads of wheat appeared

fully on the 27th in the fields at Wheatland, and on other

rich and warm farms. Garden strawberries began to be
mature at the close of May. Over the country was heard
the voice of congratulation at the rich promise of the

coming harvest.

The prevalence of severe thunder storms of rain and
hail and wind, or of violent tornadoes of limited extent

and duration, but destructive to property, as well as life

in several cases, was remarkable, especially in the last

half of May.

June gave us two warm days like the past, but the third

changed to cool in the afternoon, from distant and heavy

showers. The 4th was colder still, giving a mean of

only 38°, and so cold as 31° in the evening and following

night. Indeed, the rain of the 4th, in the forenoon, was
attended here by hail, at Lockport with snow; and over

a wide extent, rain, hail and snow, proved the uncommon
degree of cold for the season. On the 5th was a severe

frost over a wide range, from the Mississippi to the ocean

in the latitude of New England, by which, in many places,

corn, potatoes, beans, garden vegetables generally, and

grapes, were injured or destroyed, and some localities in

Western New York, winter barley and wheat were injured.

As the cold followed a storm which, from .the west went
eastwards, the frost waa earlier at the wtyit. Thus, in

middle Michigan, the severe frost was on Saturday morn-

ing, but here and eastwards on Sabbath morning.

The 7th and 8th were warmer ; a heavy thunder

occurred on the 8th at half-after one in the momin
followed by heat, till another shower from one to

M., changed the atmosphere to cool. On the 9t

considerable frost; on the 10th rain and hail, win

cold; on the 11th, Saturday morning, was a seven

at the west and over our State. But at Pittsfield,

the severest frost was on the 12th, in the morning,

cold also moved from west to east, the ordinary raO) g

The damage by both periods of frost was of tb|H «

kind, but very unequal in different localities. In

places the frost of the 5th was the most severe ; in i

that of the 11th.

The first impression was that great injury hat

done to the crops ; but the amount is now believed t

been exaggerated. Strawberries abundant, very lar

fine, this fortnight.

The average heat of this half June is 59.5° or 40

the mean for the same period for twenty-two

Abundance of rain has fallen. Wheat beaded fullj

first week of June, and at this time the wheat harvt

going on in southern Illinois, and new wheat flc

peared in market at St. Louis, and soon after fro

south at Cincinnati..

Cold has June been so far. Was ever the lik

1842 frost occurred on the 7th and 11th of June, ;^

mean of the first half was one degree less than no- ?

1843, the same was true, only three degrees coldei

age; snow on the 1st, frost on the 2d, and on the

very cold rain, not acceptable to vegetation. W
weather followed in both cases.

In 1816 was the cold summer over the country, i

5th of June, on a hot day, was a very severe t'

storm, by which the air was so cooled as to be fui

with snow and strong west wind, by which vego

were killed much more extensively than in the lai

night. The summer was cold; frost in every

«

crops of rye fine over New England ; but very liM

dian corn was ripened.

The Late Frosts.—There has been unusually I

frosts on the 6th and 10th of June, extending oft

greater portion of the Northern and Western State

Canada, which have caused great alarm among the fa

for the safety of their crops.

The frost of the 5th appears to have been most seu

felt in Western New York, Ohio, and Northern Pet

vania, destroying many of the garden vegetables,

vines, and field beans. Corn and potatoes also 811

to some extent; and in some localities the winter

is injured. Winter Darley, of which a considc

breadth was sown, is much injured in this section,

in many instances is entirely or partially cut ofT

frost was not nearly so destructive to the eastw.:

Syracuse and the line of the Hudson river.

From Illinois and Indiana the accounts are ver

flicting. Wheat is thought to be injured in some

ties, and early corn and potatoes vcrj* gencrallv

they are said to be coming forward again, and ]>'

fair crops. In Michigan, the frost of the 10th wu-

severe. A good deal of the Mediterranean wbo"

injured, and corn required to be replanted in m-'

stances. In Iowa, the weather haa been very dry t;
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tter part of the spring, and the frost does not seem

e been felt there to any extent. In Wisconsin, the

;ut down some of the early corn and fruit, but did

rious damage. The frost of the 10th was pretty

! in Canada, wheat in some instances being injured,

) spring crops in the back townships,

took a trip into Canada a few days after the frosts,

ound the farmers complaining very much of the

done, but we are inclined to think the amount of

re over-estimated. A great portion of the wheat had

eaded out when the frost came, and could have sus-

l little or no injury. The frost was but slight on

istern side of the peninsula lying between Lakes

.ud Ontario.

the whole, later accounts are more cheering than

given while the anxiety and excitement lasted, and

ink there are good grounds for anticipating that a

deal of unnecessary alarm has been felt, and that

ffect of the late frosts will ultimately prove less

ous than was apprehended.

! Half Volume—Now is the time to get Scbscri-

—The present number commences the half volume of

enesse Farmer. Already many of our friends have sent

small clubs of new subscribers, and we trust others

likewise. There are few of our readers who could

nduce five of their neighbors to try the Genesee

er for half a year. We will send five copies for the

nt half volume (July to December inclusive) for

, and send the person getting up the club a copy of

eautiful 25 cent book, the Rural Annual and Sorti-

ral Directory, pre-paid by mail. For $1.50 we will

8 copies of the Farmer and a Rural Annual to the

in getting up the club. For premiums for larger

; see last page of this number.

sett Dollars in Cash Prbmhims for Scbscribers

[E Half Volume.—We would again call the attention

;ents and friends to our List of Premiums for the

test number of subscribers to the half volume of the

isee Farmer, commencing with the present number.

> few persons are competing for these Premiums, and

will undoubtedly be taken by unusually small clubs.

is the time to attend to this matter, (See last page

lis number.

<ws Maggot.—John W. Proctor, of South Danvers,

s., writes us under date June 20 :
" There are many

s of onions near me already bo badly eaten by the

got that their owners are replanting them with car-

. The onion has been for many years the most valu-

: crop produced in our fields, often yielding a net

flt of $100, or more, per acre—and this with only

;e the labor required for the culture of Indian corn."

Inquiries and Answers.

HRESHiNG Machine.— (Thomas Haines.}—Of sweep-

'er Threshing Machines, the most celebrated is that

?itts. It is well known and gives very general satis-

ion. A. Gordon, of this city, manufactures these

jhines, with all the recent improvements, in a very

erior and substantial manner. You will find his ad-

tisement in another columo. ii<ii n^ii .

Grafting Apple Trees.—(Wm. Cunningham, Croydon,

C. W.) There is no perceptible difference in the value of

a tree, whether it is grafted with scions taken from young

trees or from bearing trees. By using scions from bear-

ing trees, you are able to know to a certainty what you

are propagating ; but if you have young trees, the varie-

ties of which you know, you can use the scions from them

as successfully as from bearing trees.

We know of no reason why trees grown about Roches-

ter should not thrive well in Canada, if properly trans-

planted into an appropriate soil. That many trees have

died that have been taken into Canada from this section,

there can be no denying ; but a glance at the condition

and treatment of most young orchards, not only in Canada

but throughout the United States, would suffice to satisfy

any mind of the cause or causes of nine-tenths of all the

mishaps and failures of orchard trees. Not to enter too

much into details, we will specify ouly a few of the inci-

dents which young trees are subjected to. First, there

are some persons engaged in selling trees who represent

themselves connected with some well-known nursery es-

tablishment, but who in fact make a practice of picking

up second and third rate trees at cheap rates and supply-

ing their customers with them. These trees are usually

misshapen and feeble, and sometimes even wild stocks

that have failed in the working. Many wild cherry and

peach trees are palmed off thus every season, as they are

usually fine looking and stocky. Again, trees are often

packed without the least skill or care, and are half dead

when they reach their destination. Three-fourths of those

who purchase trees, make no preparation for receiving

and planting them ; and when they come to hand they are

thrust into small holes in unsuitable or unprepared soil,

and there remorselessly left to their fate to contend with

the elements in air and earth, insects, worms, cattle, mice,

&c. But we can not pursue this further. Buy your trees

of nurserymen or their authorized agents ; see that they

are in good order when received ; have your land well-

prepared beforehand
;
plant the trees as if you intended

them to produce fruit and become a valuable source of

revenue ;
give them thorough cultivation and defend them

from attacks of insects. &c. ; and we have no doubt you

will find that, although grown in Rochester, they will

succeed in Canada.

Burning Clat Sods for Manure.—Will you please

inform me, through the columns of your paper, how clay

sods are burned lor manure, and how and at what time
the ashes are distributed when used as manure for differ-

ent crops, particularly potatoes? Are sods from other

than clay soils burned for this purpose? About what
area of good clay sod land is required to furnish say 2(h)

bushels ashes.—Wm. Brown, Brighton, C. W.

It may be done during the dry weather of summer, by

pairing off the sods with a plow, three or four inches

deep, aud in wide slices, turning the furrows almost flat

Then cut them with a sharp spade into slices as large as

can be conveniently carried and piled by one man. Make

a fire of chips, or other combustible material, and pile

the sods over it in an arched form, leaving a slight open-

ing to windward near the bottom. As the fire progresses,

more sods are piled on, till a heap is formed some three

or four feet in diameter ; the whole is then covered with

earth and allowed to smoulder away slowly, care being

taken not to allow the fire to burn through the external
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aurfac* of the heap, which may be prevented bj occasion-

alij applying a fresh coating of earth. The great art in

this operation consists in keeping up a continual smoul-

dering fire, without either smothering by applying too

much earth or letting it break out into flame.

The ashes are, when cool, usually scattered over the

ground with a shovel, and the soil plowed and prepared

for winter wheat. If it is desired to preserve the ashes

for a crop in another field, they may be carted away to

some shed where they will be sheltered from rain, then

sifted, and drilled in along with the seed. If wanted for

potatoes, it is usually kept all winter, and applied in the

drills or hills before planting, at the rate of a handful to

ouch hill.

The nearer a soil approaches to pure clay, the greater

is the benefit derived from burning it. Peat soils have

frequently been burned with advantage. The yield of

ashes depends much on the quantity of earth burned.

In England, from 25 to 40 loads of 36 bushels each is the

usual yield per acre.

We should be glad to hear from any of our readers who
have had experience in burning clay eods.

EvHRGRKEN Seed.—Owing to the scarcity of timber in
these parts, and the necessity of raising it both for fuel and
building purposes, I would like to ascertain whether there
is any pine seed sold in your region ; also, the price, the
quantity to sow per acre, the time to SOW, and the fastest

growing kinds. Any information concerning the grow-
ing of pines would be acceptable through your paper. I

would like to obtain seed enough for ten acres. I have
no idea of the cost of seed, as I have never noticed any
article on the subject. One of my neighbors informed me
that it is sown extensively in Germany, and large forests
of pine are grown from the seed.

—

Hbnrt Stcbgess,
Niobrarah, 2s\ T.

Evergreen seeds may usually oe purchased of J. M.
Thoebcrn- k Co., 15 John street. New York. The most
valuable kinds for your purpose are the White Pine {Pinw
ttrobus), the Scotch Pine (P. gi/h-estri-i), and the Norway
Spruce {Abies excelsa). The price of seed ranges from $2

to |4 per pound. Four or five pounds of seed would be

sufficient to plant the surface you mention. The seed

should be sown very early in the spring, in beds of light,

sandy loam ; and after appearing above ground, should be

shaded from the scorching rays of the sun until lato in

the season. They should stand in the ^ed-beds two

years, and then be transplanted about a foot^apart in well-

pulverized garden soil, where they can remain two years,

and then be finally transplanted into their permanent sit-

uations. The best time for transplanting is in the spring,

just as the buds begin to swell. Much care and attention

is necessary to grow evergreens from the seed, during

every stage of their growth, until they are permanently

planted; and we should advise our correspondent to pur-

chase the young plants, ready grown, from some nursery-
man who cultivates them.

SaooTs ON Applb Trbrs.—Last winter, I gave my apple
trees rather a severe pruning, and they are now full of
young shoots. What shall I do with them ?—B. F. A.

While young, they may be easily rubbed or stripped off

by hand. By this time they may be too tough for this ex-

peditious method of removing them. If so, cut them out
with a knife. If allowed to grow, they will weaken the

tre«e, and involve considerable labor to saw them out next
wiat«r. Attend to them at one*.

Osage Orange Sbbd— Pear Tebes.— (R. H. M
Palmyra. Ind.) One pound of Osage Orange seed

sufficient to plant the amount of hedge you menti-

rods.

Prepare your soil for Pear teees by deep spad

plowing and manuring well, and we have no doub

trees will thrive in your soil.

BnoKTHORN Seed.—(W. A. Forsyth, McLean, Tor,

Co., N. Y.) The following named seedsmen usuall;

Buckthorn seed for sale? J. Rapalje, Briggs k Bi

0. Bloss & Co., of Rochester, and J. M. Thorburn

15 John street. New York.

Oats for Green Food.—Will some of your corn
dents please inform me, through your valuable pap(

1st. If I can cut oats green, twice from the same
ing in one year, would it give more fodder for gener
than corn, from the same piece of ground, takini

consideration that when corn is entirely ripe, the ;

is entirely dried up, and consequently can hare but
nourishing properties, and the husk like so much ci

ter's chips, while the oat straw is green and nouri.s

2d. If two crops of ripe oats could be got froi

same ground the same year, by twice sowing, would
a more remunerative crop for feeding than one cr
corn from the same ground ?

3d. Can a greater number of bushels of common
be raised to the acre, than corn or other grain usi

feeding animals, (on the same ground) ? and is a t

of peas as good or nutritious as the same quanti
corn or other grain for animals ? and which is mo!
bausting to the land peas or grain *— Elias T. C.

Los Luceras, ^'ew Mexico.

Wheat in Hills.—Will your correspondent Ch-
Brackbtt, of Rochester, Ind., give us a full accoui
his method of growing wheat in hills ? Will it pi

plant spring or fall wheat the same as corn, and cull

It?—W., Oakville, C. W.

Kotices of Books, Pamphlets, Ac.

CHAMBERS' ENCYCLOPEDIA : A Dictionary of Uni
Knowledge for the People, on the basis of the latest eJiti

the German Conversations Lexicon. Illustrated by Woo
gravings and Haps. Part I. New York : D. Applstok.

A number will be issued on tha first of every mi

Price 15 cents each.

TRIUMPHS OF PAUL MORPHY. The Exploits and
umphs in Europe of I'atjl Morpiit, the Chess Champio
eluding an Historical Account of Clubs, Biographical ftke

of Famous Players, and various Information and Anecdol
lating to the noble Game of Chess. New York : D. Appx
•t Co. Price 75 cents.

ANCIENT MINERALOGY; or an Inquiry respecting Mil
Substances mentioned by the Ancients, with Occasional
marks on the Uses to which they wore applied. By J

Moobe, LL.D. New York : Habpeb Jc Bbo's. Price %\

COSMOS : A Sketch of a Physical Description of the Univ
By Alex. Yon Humboldt. Translated from the Germa
E. C. Ottk and W. 8. Dallas, F. L. S. Vol. 5. New Y
Harper & Bko's. Price 85 cents.

PRAIRIE FARMING IN AMERICA, with Notes by the

on Canada and the United States. By .James Caibd, BI

author of "English Agriculture," Ac. New York: D. Ap
ton &, Co. Price 25 cents.

THE NEW AND OLD, or California and India in Eoiw
Aspects. By I. W. Pai.mkr, M. D., author of " Up and E
the Irrawaddi," fcc. With Illustrations. New York : I

& Cablbton, Price tl.'25.

THE "WAR or THE ROSES; or Stories of the Slruegl

York and Lancaster. ]iy J. G. Edgab. auth<^ of " HUbir.

Boys," &e. With Illustrations. New York : Habpkb <k B
Price 62X ecnU.

UEMOIRS OF THE EMPRESS CATHERINE II. Wr
by herteK; with a preface by A. Hbbkbn. Translated fren

French. New York : D. Appleton Ji Co. Price $1.

THE ROMANCE OF A POOR YOUNG MAN. By Ooi
FBtnLLBT. Translated from the French by Hkxbt J. Maoi
AU>. New York : Sddd it CxuLiaom. Pri«« $1.
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JOT'S BOOK OF MODERN TRAVEL AND ADVEN-
,E. Br Mekideth Joiinks, author of "Children's Bible

re Book," &c. With Illustrations by Wm. Uabvkt. New
: D. Applbton & Co. Price 75 cents.

'IN TRUMPET: or Heads and Tails for the Wise and
jish. Bjr the late Paul Chatpikld, M. D. Edited by

sRsoN Sanders, Esq. New York : D. Appletoh <& Co.

HALIFAX. GENTLEMAN. By the author of "The
ies." &c. With Illustrations by Augustus Hoppiw. New
. Harper & Bro's. Price $1.

LT) FITZGERALD, "The Chevalier." By Cnxs. Letke,
.r of " Charles O'Malley," Ac. New York : Uarpeb &
. Part 1st. Price 25 cent*.

.ITTLE PIG MONTHLY : A Child's Magazine of Funny
, and Fairy Stories. New York : Dinsmoee & Co. Price

nts a number or $.S a year.

SHTS ON EDUCATIONAL TOPICS AND INSTITU-
.'S. By Gko. S. BouTWKLi- Boston: Phillips, Samp-
& Co. Price |1.

AGAROND. By Adam Badeau. A Volume of Sketches

Literature. Society, and Art. New York: Kudd &
ETON. Prioe $1.

ERTRAMS. A Novel. By Anthony Trollope, author
Jarchester Towers," &c. New York : Haepee & Bro's.

$1.00.

HELOR'S STORY. By Oltvek Buncb. New York :

> & Carleton. Price $1.

i. By Anne Wuithet. New York : D. Appleton &
Price T5 cents.

the above books are for sale by D. M. Dbwkt, of

y-

DRAINAGE. The Principles, Processes, and EfTecls of
linp Land. With more than 100 Illustrations. By Henbt
lENCH. Ne#York: A. O. Moore & Co. Price $1.

sale by E. Darrow & Bko., of this city.

DE TO THE CENIEAL PARK, N. T. With a Map
3 Proposed Improvements. By an Officer of the Park.
York : A. O. Moork & Co. Price 15 cents.

sale by E. Darrow & Bed., of this city.

TRY LIFE : A Hand-Book of Agriculture, Horticulture,

Landscape Gardening. Bv E. Morris Copbland. Bos-
John P. Jewktt & Co. Cleveland : H. P. B. Jewbtt.
Price $3.

JS. How to raise them profitably. Details of Experience
venteen Practical Onion Growers. New York : Orange

1S59. Price 21 cents.

the above books can be obtained from the respective

hers, sent, prepaid by mail, for the price annexed.

GENESEE FARMER OFFICE, )

EocHESTKE, N. Y., Junk 22, 1859. (

IK our last report, change has been the prevailing feature

Produce Market, with a general declining tendency. The
ations of operators for a rise, in view of the probability of

Europe, have not been realized. There would seem to be

;iple in human nature which prompts its possessor to follow

Utitude, or, rather, the multitude to follow the few who lead,

as been frequently exemplified in the markets during the

ur months. Large advances in price have taken place

t aay adequate cause. Operators have rushed blindly and

on, regardless of every thing but the one object to secure

hase. At length, as it were by common consent, they stop,

ink, and retreat, for no other reason than the utter absence

fflcicnt one for the advance. It is not wise to follow others

it a legitimate and well-considered motive for so doing,

in matters pertaining to business, or anything else.

"|)UR AND GRAIN.—The markets for breadstuffs are, gen-

very dull. Strenuous efforts to keep up prices avail but

horl lime. Report* of extensive damage by the late frosts

1

30 only a temporary advanM. Price* have beeu forced,

not only relatively but absolutely, higher than were current in

other important markets of the world, and nothing could, or can,

sustain them but the shadowy apprehension of a local or domes-

tic famine.

PROVISIONS.—The same dull feeling prevails in this depart-

ment The same circumstances Induced, mainly, the speculatfv*

feeling and consequent advance in the principal articles, and no

adequate reasons are apparent to justify or sustain it.

CATTLE.—Beef Cattle, Sheep, and Lambs have declined in

price, in consequence of warm weather and excessive iupply.

WOOL.—The market for wool is not active. There is no mani-

fest anxiety either to buy or sell, and the new clip is not pressed

on the market. A difference of opinion seems to exist in relatiaa

to the future. There is such a thing as a cherished theory, and

sometimes a habit of clinging somewhat tenaciously to it; never-

theless, at the risk of being wrong, we will hazard the opinion

that wool may be held at present with advantage.

ROCHESTER MARKET,—June 22.

FLOUR—Market dull and but little doing. To the extent of
transactions, prices are steady, Superfliie western, $6.25@|7;
extra do., $7.80@$8 ; Genesee and Canadian, $8.25@$8.75.
GRAIN—Wheat, $1.6t;@$1.85 for white, and f l.30@$1.70 for

red. Corn, 80c®85c. Kye, 90c@95c. Oats, 50c. Barley 60c@70«.
Beans, 65c@T6c.
SEEDS—Same as quoted last month.
PROVISIONS—Mess Pork, |17.00@$]8.0O. Lard, 12c®123^c.

Haras, llc@12c. Shoulders, 8c@9c. Butter, 13c@14c. Cheese,
10c@l]c. Eggs, 12c Potatoes, 30c@62><^c. Dressed hogs, 6c@
7c per lb.

BEEF CATTLE—Live weight, 4Jic@5Xc per lb. gross,
SHEEP—$3@.$5 per head. Lambs, $2@$2.50 each.
CALVES—$3@$6 per head.
HAY—$8@$12 per ton.

WOOL—25c®37^c per lb. for the range of qualities.

We have been credibly informed that Calves have been sold

and bought in this market, for the shambles, at fifty cents to one

dollar each, of course on account of their inferiority. Both seller

and purchaser of such animals should be prosecuted with tl>G

utmost rigor of the law.

NEW YORK MARKET, -June 10.

FLOUR AND MEAI^-Market unsettled, with limited demand.
Superfine State, |5 80@.$6.10; extra do, $6.25@|6.50; Michigan,
Indiana, Ohio, Iowa, &e„ superfine, $5.90@.$6.10 : extra do, in-

cluding shipping brands of round-hoop Ohio, $6.50((^7. Southern
dull; Brandywine, $7.50 ; Georgetown, $7.40@$8.40; Petersburg
city, $8®$9; Richmond city, $8.25@$9; Gallego and Haxall,
$9.50@$9.7.5. Eye flour dull at $4@.$5 for fine and superfine.
Jersey corn meal, $4 20; Brandywine, $4.50; puncheons, $20.50
©21.00.
GRAIN—Wheat heavy and declining. Michigan, Kentucky,

and Southern White, $1.60@$1.80 ; red do, $1.60@$1.70. Eye
dull at 95c. Barley quiet at 60o@70c. Oats dull ; Virginin, Jer-
sey, Delaware, and Pennf^ylvania, 4-3®47c; State, 47c@49c;
Western and Canadian, 50c@k'>2c. Corn in favor of the buyer

;

old Western mixed, 81c ; new do, 82o@S8c
; yellow, 84c®85c.

SEEDS—Clover, 8c@9c per lr>. 'llmothy, $2. for mowed;
$2.37'^@$2.75 for reaped, per bushel. Red top, $2.62@2,87 p«ar

five bushel bag.
PROVISIONS— Pork unsettled. Mess. .$16.50; thin mess,

$17 ; sour mess, $16
;
prime mess, $17.25@$1S.25; clear western,

$19.25@19.50 ; prime, $13.80@,$14. Beef—country mess. $8.50®
$9 25; country prime, $6.,')0@$7; w. stern re-packed, $10@$13;
extra mess, $14@$15.50. Beef baiTis, $14.50@$17.50. Cut meaU
in limited demand ; Hams, pickled, 9o@9>ic ; Shoulders, 73^o^
7Xc. Hams, dry, salted, 8c@8^c; Shoulders, 6»ic@7c. Lard,
lU%c@llMc for No. 1 western. Butter—Ohio, 16o@lSc; Slate,

18c@.20c ; Orange county, 22c®24c. Cheese, fair to prime,
5c@9>fc.
BEEF CATTLE—First quality, lO^fc^llc: medium, 9^0©

10c; ordinary, 8c@9c; exira eood, llXc®12c.
SHEEP—range from $3 to $5 per head.
HOGS—6)^@6%c, gross, for corn fed ; 6M®6%c frr distillery.

WOOL—JOc t« 60c per lb. for the range of Native, Merino, aitd

Saxony.

PHILADELPHIA MARKET, —June 20.

FLOUR AND MEAL—Market very inactive. Holders din-

posed to be fir n. Superfine, $6.75®$7 ; extra. $7®$7.50 ; inncy
lots, $7.75@$8.50 ;

premium lots, $8 50®$9. Eye flour steady at

$4.50. Corn meal, $4 for Pennsylvania ; sales limited.

GEAIN—Wheats with light receipts, is in bett; r demand.
White, $1.65@.$1.85; red, $l.70@$1.80. Rye 95c. Com, 8T«
afloat. Oats, 46c@,50c for Southern and Pennsylvania. Bq«^
wheat, for seed, $1.76 per bushel.
SEEDS—Clover in demand at $5.60@$5.75 ; Timothy songlit

after at $2®|3 for domeetic. Flax, $1.65 per bushel
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PROVISIONS—Mc88 Pork, $1S; prime, $16; stock light.—

Mess Beef, $20 for oily packed. Bacon—sides, 9Xc@10c ; Uams,
10>i'c@12c; Shoulders, 7?4C@9c. Green Hams ana Sides, 9c@
9>»c; Shoulders, 7c@TMc. Lard, 12c@1234C for tierces and
barrels; ISctgilSVc for kegs. Butter dull—roll, llc@12c; pack-
«<l,9c@llc. Chee80, 0>iC((JilO,'^c for Ohio. Eggs, 14^c@15^c.
CATTLE MARKET.—The Beef Cattle offered recenUy were

of inferior quality ; prime were in good demand, and brought
flill prices, ranging from $S to $12 per 100 lbs, the latter for extra
quality. Milch Cows, $25@$50 for common to prime. Fat Sheep,
4c@4)^c per lb., gross. Stock Sheep, $2@$2.50 each, llogs,

S>tfc@93>ic per lb., neU
IIAY—limolhy, best qualitv, 90c®95c per 100 lbs ; inferior,

75c@S0c.
WOOL—More freely offered ; demand limited. Prices range

from 35c to 65c, cash, for common to full blood.

BUFFALO MAKKET.-Juae 21.

PLOUR—Common State from spring wheat, $5.75; good do.,

$6@$6.25; extra do., $6.75; Wisconsin and Ohio extras, $7@$S

;

favorite brands, $8.25.

GRAIN—AVheat—standard spring, $1.16; winter red, $1.40®
$1.60; fair to prime white. $1.6,')@$2 for the range. Corn, 70c@
72c; heated, 6Sc. Rye, $]@$1.03. Barley quiet at 67c. Oats
dull and declining; 46c@48c.
PROVISIONS—Market dull, with a downward tendency.—

Mess Pork, $17@$l"-25 for heavy ; $lf.(3i.1;16.25 for light; prime,
$12.50®$13. Mess Beef, $9.50@$10. iJry salted shoulders, 6)^c;
smoked do., 7)(c. Plain Hams, 9^0 ; sugar-cured, lOJ^c. Dried
Beef, 10c@10Xc. Lard, li;ic®r2c. Cheese, 7c@Sc from first

hands.

CHICAGO MARKET.—June 18.

FLOUR—Market dull and heavy. Sales of mixed brands of
spring extras at $5.80.

GRAIN—Wheat—red winter No. 1, $1.35@$1.40; No. 2 do.,

$1.10; standard spring, 95c@$l in store. Corn 66c@6Sc for No.
1 in store and afloat ; No. 2, 62Xc in store. Rye dull at 90c@95«.
Barley quiet at 40c©56c. Oats quiet; No. 1 in bags, 45c. Beans
7oc@,$l for common to good.
SEEDS-Clover, $4.40@$4.50. Timothy, $1.50@$1.70. Hun-

garian grass, $2.S5®$3.
PRO VISIONS—Mess Pork, $17.50. Cut Hams, 7i^c@8c ; do.

Shoulders, 6?ic@6c. Bacon Hams, 9Jic®llc ; do. Shoulders,
7c@7X'e. Lard scarce at 11>4C@U^2C. Butter—choice tabl-,
12c@lSc. Eggs firm at 12,M'e®13c. Potatoes active at $1.05®
$1.10 for prime; common, 70c@S0c.
POLTLTRY—Live Chickens, $1.60@$1.75 per doz. Turkeys,

6c®9cperlb.
HIDES—Green city, 6.;^@6Xo; country, 6>fc@7c; do. salt,

7j^c@Sc; dry flint, 16c®17c; murrain dry, 15c@16c.
CATTLE—Market dull. Common to good fat cattle $2.50®4.75.
SHEEP—$2.20®$2.50 per head.
HOGS—$5®$.'5.50.

WOOL—Market declining; receipts limited. Fleece—com-
mon n;itive, 25c@30c; >i-,30c®32c; ^i', 32c®:34c; ?i, 35c@3Sc;
full, 3Sc®40c. Pulled -No. 1, 20c®25c. superfine, 3Uc®36c

;

extra, 35c®40c ; double extra, 40c®42c per lb.

CINCINNAn MAKZET.—June 20.

FLOUR—Market for flour very dull, with moderate local de-
mand and but little inquiry for shipment. Sales of superfine at
$6..'iO®$G.65: extra and family, $6.7ii@$7.
GRAIN—Wheat market a shade firmer, with rather more

inquiry. Sales of fair to good and prime red at $1.30®$1.40

;

do white, $1.40®$1.45; inferior, $1.27. Com firm at S0c@S5c.
Barley firm at G0c®61c. Rye active at 95c Oats steady at
&Sc@.59c.
8KKDS—Clover, $5. Timothv dull at $2. Flax quiet at $1.80.
PROVISIONS—-Mess Pork, $it>.25®*16.50. Bacon—sides, 9c

;

Shoiflders, 7c. L.ard, ll^'c- Butter—Western Reserve, 13c®I-tc
;

prime central Ohio, llc@,12c. This department generally very

POTATOES—Market firm. Meshannocks, 90c@$l ; white
mercers, $I®$1.10.
HIDES—Flint, 16c@lTc: dry salted, 15c®16c; green salted,

S}icfft,9c ; green, 8c per lb.

HA V—Timothy firm at $1*®$19 per ton.
BEEF CATTLE—In good supply and market dull at $3®$5

for common to prime.^
SHKEP—Plenty and dull at $1®$,'} each, according to qualityHOGS—Supply liberal, and market duU at $4.50®$5.50 per

cwt., gro»».
'^

WOOI^-A dull feeling prevails; 30c®45c for common to full
Dlo<j<l. on arrival.

TOKONTO MARKET. -June 20.
FLOl'K—Market depressed and exceedingly doll. There Is

not Kufflou-nt movement to establish quotatious.
GK.UN-Whenlln poor supply; choice, $1.60®$1.70; medi-nm «n.l commtm. $1.A^®$I.5(1; spring wheat in goofl demaml at

$..40®$1 .^0. BarL'y and Rye quiet at 7nc®75c. Oats in eood
demand nt Sftc^.'.-vr- Peas in good request at S5c®90c. Com
flrmlv held at 9<ir®9.V:.

PlioyiSIONS-lMcM Pork, $20®22; prime mess, $16®$17;
prime, $18. Hams,9c®10c; »inok8d, 10c®KXc Bacon—sides,

8Xc®9c. Butter, llc@12>i^c for Ji'esh ; 8Xc®10c for 1
Eggs plentiful at 8Xc@10c per dozen. Potatoes firm.
70c@S0c per bushel.
HAY—Moderate demand at $12®$17 for common

$1S@$21 for best timothy, per ton. Straw, $10®$12
scarce.

CATTLE MARKET—Beef Cattle, $7@$8 for mediur
per 100 lbs., deducting one-third for shrinkage. Sheep-
$5.50®$6 each ; shorn, $4@$5. Lambs, $2@$2.2.'j each
$3®$7 for the range. Beef hides, 6><c per lb. Sheep t

clipped. $1.50@$1.C0 each. PelU, 12>^c@2uc. Lambi
each.
WOOL—More active with increased demand at 26c®E

LIVERPOOL MARKET. -Jtine 3.

FLOUR AND MEAL—Western canal Flour, $,'5.04

Philadelphia, Baltimore, and Ohio, $5.7G®$0 4S; Canad
®$6.00; sour, $4.S0@5.28.Corn Meal, $4.32@$4.56 perl
GRAIN—American white wheat, $1.65®$1.80; red

$1.58; Canadian white, $1.50@$1.65; red, $1.40@$1.50.
corn—white, $1.20@$1.26; yeUow, 97c®$l; mixed,
All per bush, of 60 lbs.

SEEDS—American red clover, nc®12c per lb. t

linseed cake, $43.20 per ton of 2240 lbs.

WOOL—Ranges in price from 12c to 34c per lb.

LONDON MARKET. -June 6.

FLOUR—American sour, $6.24® $7.20; gweet, —

.

GRAIN—Wheat—American white, $1.8S@$1.62 ; do i

@$1.56. Indian com-white, 96c®99c; yellow, 96c®i
60 lbs.

7 -a' w . v!i»

WOOL—Market inactive. For the various qualitie
range from 26c to 44c per lb.

BRIGHTON CATTLE MARKET.—June W
At market, 900 Beeves, 200 Stores, 200O Sheep and La).

Swine.
PRICES— Market Beef— Extra. $9.50@$0.00: Firs

$9.00 ; Second, $8.00 ; Third, $5.75. Working Oxen
$180. Milch Cows— $39® $41; Common, $20 ® $2
Calves—$3.00@$6.00. Y'eariings—none. Two Years
@$27. Three Y'ears old—$30@$34. Hides—7?ic@S>
Calfskins— 12c® 13c per lb. Tallow—7® 7i<;0c. S
Lambs—$1.75@$2.00; extra, $3.00@$5.50 Pells—$1.J
Swine—Stores, wholesale, 6c@7c; retail, 6;^c@Sc. Bp
9c®9>^c; retail. 9c®10^c.
Beeves are sold here by the head, at prices per lb. eqi

estimated weight of beef in the quarter, together with
quarter, or the hide and tallow, at the same price, at a s
from live weight agreed on by the parties—from 28 to 34

ADVERTISEMENTS.
A TEW short advertisements of interest to farmers—

such— will be inserted in the Oen-esee Farmer for tw»

a line, or $2 per square, each insertion, payable in adva

secure insertion, they should be sent in by the 15th of the

month. The Farmer has large lists of subscribers in en

and Territory, and in all the British Provinces. (It hi

3000 subscribers in Canada West alone.) There is no

cheaper medium for advertising everj-thing ot general ii

roral residents in all parts of the United States and Cana

QAA VARIETIES OF COLORED FRUIT FLATI
Jvl/ ufaclured by D. M. Dewey. Horticultural B«
Rochester, N. Y'. ^^ Send for a descriptive cataloi

.Tuly, 1S^9. Address, as above, D. M. ]

PERUVIAN GUANO.—No. 1 Peruvian Guano, G«i
brand and weight, direct fl-om Peruvian agents, b

ties to suit purchasers, at the lowest market f>rice.

March, 1859.—5t A. LONGETT. 34 ClitT St.. New

BLOOD STOCK FOR SALE.— One tw(vyear-o1d
" Mariner," out of '' Miss Mattie ;" two Alderney Bnl

one five the other .six months old ; two pairs " Shanghai
my 8t WILLIAM REDMOND, 43 Barclay St, New

FARMS FOR SALE.— I offer for sale 1550 acres of
pro<luctive land, upon navigable waters In Staffijrf

Va., which would make four ^ood farms and would b«

the following prices: Farm No. 1, at $16 per acre; NaS
No. 8, at $7.50 ; No. 4, at $.'5. For information, addre*
Accokeek P. 0., Stafford Co., Va. jy3t JOHN MINOR,

FARM FOR SALE.—A farm of one hundred aci

half a mile of the vill.igc of Middleport, Niagara Ct
is offered for gale on reasonable terms. It is weu snppt
bams, sheds, orchanls, and all necessary improvemenii
well watered. About 20 acres are good wood land, the n
cultivation. Inquire ot or address TUOS. F. SMITI »,

July, 1359.—3t*
,

Middlep(»l^
f
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BUCK-EYE MOWER,
Westinghouse Thresher & Separator,

EXCELSIOR FANNING MILL.

For Sale by A. LONGETT, 34 Cliff St., New York.

July, 1S59.—3t

EMERY BROTHERS,
PBOPEEKTOES OF THE

ALBANY AGRICULTUKAL WORKS,
ALBANY, N. Y.

MAKCTA0TDBEE6 Or

ESIKRY'S PATENT KR. HORSE POWERS,
ALSO OF

The largest and bestvariety of AaRJCtrLTUiiAL Machutery in this

couulry, and adapted to the wants of all parta of the world.

ALL ARTICLES WARRANTED.

FRESH FRUITS AXLi THE YEAR.

THE YEOMANS FRUIT BOTTLE
I]^OR utility, convenience, economy, and safety, is unequalled

!* for preserving fruits in a fresh state, in any climate, an in-

definite time.

" Having used these Bottles, we find them exceedingly oo»-

renient, and just the thing wanted."—J. J. Thomas, in liegister

<^ R-M-al Affairs.

For descriptive and price circulai's, address the proprietor, at

Walworth, Wayne Co., N. Y. [jy It*] T. G. TEOMAUS.

TTTRNIP SEED! TUKNIP SEED!!
American Ruta Baga, per lb 75 cts

Impoetsd " " 50 "

Ehd-Top Strap-Leap Tuenip, per lb 75 "

Wnn-E " " " 75 "

Eaelt "Whttb Flat Dutch " " 75 "

LoNO White Feknch (extra) " 75 "

Tellow Abeedeen, " 50 "

Yellow Stone, " 75 "

And 25 other superior varieties, for which see our catalogues.

J. M. THORBUEN & CO.,
July, 1859.—2t 15 John street. New York.

ILLUMINATED CATALOGUE.
THE PEOPEIETOES OF THE

ALBANY AGRICULTURAL WORKS
HAVE just completed their new Catalogue, the most complete

and beautifully illustrated work ever published by any man-
ufacturer. As a work of art, it deserves a place in every library.

It contains nearly 80 pages new engravings.
On receipt of six cents in stamps, to prepay postage, it will be

Bent to all applicants.

Local Agencies solicited for the sale of the above machines.
July, 1859.—bit EMERY BROTHERS, Albany, N. Y.

WATER PIPE—THE BEST.

THE undersigned are manufacturing the Cheapest and Best
Pipe, for water course of every kind, that has been intro-

duced to the Ipublic. It has been thoroughly tested by compe-
tent engineers and scientific gentlemen, and the result published.
We can with confidence assert that it has no equal. It is made
of sound pine timber, of any required size, capable of bearing
any pressure less than 200 ft., and If properly laid will be more
durable than iron or lead.

The price of the size most used for farm purposes, banded and
tested, and warranted perfect, is 4 cents per foot.

Address I S. HOBBIB & CO.,
July 2t. 44 Arcade, Rochester, N. Y.

MAITUFACrDBERS, MECHANICS AND INVENTOEB.

TO BE ENLARGED!
A NEW YOLUME—NEW SERIES

TO COBOIENCE ON JUI^Y ad, 1859.

Instead «* 416 pages, the Yearly Volume, Enlarged Series,

wiU ooiUain EIGET HUNDRED AND THIRTY-
TWO PAGES of ValuaUe Readinq MaUer, use-

ful and instructive to all classes.

GENUINE CEANBERRY PLANTS—Also, Orange Black-
berry, Babpbekry, and Whortleberet Plants.

Cranberries—Boll variety, $5 per 1,000, or $20 per 5,000 plants;
Washington variety, |5 per 1,000, or $20 per 5,000; Cherry and
Berberry varieties, $.3 per 1,000, or $11 per 5,000 plants.

The subscriber offers for sale the above varieties for fall and
spring planting. He has issued a circular on Cranberry culture,
which he will send free of charge to those wishing it.

Plants, well boxed and packe'd in meadow moss, will be sent in
a Iresh state to any part of the United States.

Address PAUL CHILSON,
JTuly, 1859.—It* Bellingham, Norfolk Co., Mass.

THE SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN is PUBLISHED WEEKLY
IN QUARTO FORM, SUITABLE FOR BINDING, and

the numbers for a single year cont.iins information in regard to

NEW INVENTIONS, MACHINERY, ALL BRANCHES OF
MANUFACTURING PROCESSES, AGRICULTURAL IM-
PLEMENTS, ENGINEERING, MILLWRIGHTING, IRON
MANUFACTURE, CHEMISTRY; in fact, almost every indus-
trial pursuit receives more or less attention in its columns.
All Patent Claims officially published every week, as

reported from th-j Patent Office ; and for

INVENTORS AND PATiafTEES
It contains information not to be obtained elsewhere, and which
no mechanic, inventor or patentee can well do without.

As A Family Joitbnal it has no superior for real practical
utility, since in its columns wUl be found USEFUL PRACTI-
CAL RECIPES.

Careful attention will be given, from time to time, to reports

of the METAL, LUMBER, AND OTHER MARKETS.
Every number will contain sixteen pages and forty-eight col-

umns of matter, with several illustrations of patented machines
and other engravings, comprising in a single year about

SIX HUNDRED ORIGINAL ENGRAVINGS.
With the ENLARGED SERIES is presented an opportunity

to subscribe not likely to oc«ur again for many years. It will be
like commencing a new work—Vol. 1, No. 1, New Series.

Send in your subscriptions without delay, so as to begin the

new volume—July 2 next.

TERMS $2 a Year—One Dollar for Six Months.

Southern, Western and Canadian money or Post Office stamps
taken at par for subscriptions. Canadian subscribers will please

to remit twenty-six cents extra on each year's subscription, 'o

pre-pay postage.
A liberal discount to clubs. A prospectus ^ving full particu-

lars of the inducements for clubs, with specimen copies of the

paper, and a pamphlet of information concerning the procuring
of Patents may be had gratis, by addressing

MUNN «& CO., Publishers of the Scientific American,
July It 37 Park Row, New York.

FISH GUANO—In quantities to suit purchasers, at 987.50 per
too of 20O0 lbs. je2t A. LONGETT, 84 Ottff St, New York.

COPELAND^S COUNTRY LIFE.
This Supeeb Hand-Book of

AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE,
AND

LANDSCAPE GARDENING,

IS NOW READY. It is the most complete, elegant, and vain-

able work of its kind ever published, and indispensable to

every man who owns even a single acre of land.

In one 8vo vol. of 825 pages, with 225 illustrations.

Price two and three dollars, according to style.

JOHN P. JEWETT & CO., Publisheks,
July, 1859.—2t 20 Washington street, Boston, Mass.

GREAT WORK ON

CATTLE, and THEIR DISEASES.
By Dr. GEORGE H. DADD, V. S.

AUTHOE OF "MODEKN HOESE DOCTOE, &0., &C.

THIS valuable book is now in press, and will be published by
us about the first of July. It is without doubt the most thor-

ough work on Cattle yet offered to the American people, and the

most valuable work from the pen of its distinguished author,

whose reputation is world-wide.

It will be published in one handsome 12mo volume, with nu-

merous illustrations. Price $1.25.

JOHN P. JEWETT & CO., Publibhebs,
July, 1859.—It 20 Washington street, Boston, Maw.

A GRICULTURAL AND HORTICULTURAL BOOKS-A
J\. large assortment always on hand, and made a special

branch of our trade. Send the money for any thing in tke mar-
ket, and we will mail it free of charge.

E. DAEROW & BEO., Publishers,

June, 1868—2t Eocbester, N. T.
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"E^EHY BODY SHOULD HAVE A COPT."

Sural gnnual u^a fortitttltural gimtorg
FOR 1859.

THIS work was started in 1856, by the publisher of the Oene.

te4 Farmer. Its pront success affords conclusive evidence,

not only of its intrinsic merit, but of its adaptability to the wants

of the rural population. A new volume, prepared with great care

and replete with new and valuable matter, is issued each year.

The fourth volume, for 1S59, has appeared, and is a book which

cannot be too highly recommended—alike beautiful, interesting,

and useful. The articles are all written for its pages by men of

experience. It is illustrated with seventy-flve appropriate and

beautiful engravings.

Among its contents may b« mentioned able treatises on Under-

draining Orchards and Gardens, on the Fruits of the Ohio Valley,

•n Fruit Culture in the Went, on the Cultivation of Fruit Trees in

Pots under Glass, on Training Wall and Espalier Trees, on the

CnltiTalion of Bulbous Tlants, on the Management of Ducks,

Geese, and Swans, on British Breeds of Cattle, on the Cultivation

of Ruta Bagas, fee, <kc., and a List of Fruits recommended by the

American Pomological Society at its last session.

The work will be found invaluable to the Fruit Grower, and use-

fkil to every one interested in Rural affairs.

It is furnished at the low price of Twenty-flve Cents,—while U
oontakia as much matter as many dollar books. Every one icfio

otMi* a rod of ground should have it. It is sent pre-paid by mail

lo any address on the receipt of twenty-flve cents in coin or post-

age stamps. Address JOSEPH HARRIS,
Publisher and Proprietor

0/ the Genese« Farmer atid Rti/ral Anmial,
Rochester, N. T.

The back numbers, for 1S56, 1857, and 1858, can be (Virnisbed

at twenty-five cents each, postage paid.

A BOOK THAT ETEBT FABMEB SHOULD HAYS.

WILL BE PUBLISHED EARL Y 12^ JUNE,

Plain and Pleasant Talk about Fruits,
Flowers and Farming.

Bt henry ward beecher.
1 volume. 12mo. Price $1.15.

Ageate wanted, to whom a liberal discount will be given.
~ "

" "
id, on receipt of the price.

:RBY ifc JACKSON,
119 Nassau street, Kew York.

OM>ie* 8«nt by mail, postage paid, on receipt of the price.

DERBY ifc JACKSON,Address
Jiiae, 1859-2t

IRGXBSOLL'S IHPBOYED FOBTABLE HAY PRESS.

IS the best and cheapest Press in the country. Fanners will do
well to examine ours before purchasing elsewhere. Prices $50

mad $75, delivered in New York free of charge, and warranted to

give satisfaction.

Also IngersoU's Improved Horse Hay Fork or Elevator. Price

|12. And Ingersoirs Combined Horse Rake and Hay Spreader.

This Machine excels in novelty and excellence.

For circulars containing ftill information, address
FARMERS' MANUFACTURING CO.

Green Point, King's Co., N. Y.
N. B. Farmers visiting New York cily are invited to give us a

eall, as we are but 20 minutes ride from the City Hall. je—St*

ALBANY TILE WORKS— Coenbr Clihton Avenub and
Ksox Stbket, Albant, N. Y.—The sulwcribers, being the

»o»t «xtcnsivenianuf3eturfrsof DR.\ININO TILE in the United
State*, have on hand, in large or small quantities, for Land Drain-

ing, ROUND, SOLE, and HORSE-SHOE TILE, warranted supe-

rior to any made In this country, hard-burned, and over one foot

In length." Orders soUcitcd. Price List sent on application.

May, 1>.'59.—Ct C. & W. McCAMMON, Albany, N. Y.

RUSSIA OR BASS MATTS—Selected expressly for budding
and tying. GUNNY BAGS, TWINES, Ac, suitable for

Nwaery purjKjses, for sale in lois to suiu by
D. W. MANWARING. Importer,

Ancoal, 1S5S.—ly* 248 Front Street, New York.

AVIBGIIflA FARM FOR SALE.— I offer 1200 acres of rich

and blghly Improved Lanil, with go<^>d biiildinc*, an abund-
ance of marl aad wood, on Potomac rivi-r, Stafford county, Vir-

fiaia, for otkj I««1t« thousand dollari. Address
Ha7—8t O^ B. WALLACE, FraderieUburg, Ya.

MANNY'S COMBINED
REAPER AND MOWER

WITH WOOD'S IMPROVEMENT,
Fop the Harvest of 1859.

llH

ibo]

Ai

nil

(Mil

till

THE subscriber begs to inform the public that he conttHSfl fgti

to manufacture this popular machine, and pledges bimsel n\
to produce an implement that will fully sustain its former repaf

lion, as the best combined machine yet inlrojuced, and inferl

to none, either as a Reaper or Mower. m<m
It has had a steady and increasing popularity from the flnrt lei

achieving a complete success in the fii i?t iniportait|Irial at Genevaf^
1852. It carried off the highest honors at the great National Fiel

Trial at Syracuse in 1857 ; and amidst all the competition
trials of 1858, came out with more and better established poii

of excellence than ever before.

The general principles peculiar to this machine, and upcHf f,

which it is eonstructed, have proved ao successful that there
been no attempt to change them.
The main effort during the laet year has been to improve

mechanical construction, to make it stronger and more durab]

and sustain its reputation as the leading and moet auceptaM
machine to the largest class of farmers in the country.
Warranted callable of cutting fro'j} 10 lo 16 acres of g«"«" o

grain per day, in a workmanlike manner.
Price of Machine as heretofore, varies according to width <

cut, and its adaptiition in size and 8lrenn;th to different sections c

the countrv, from $.125 to lion, delivered here on the Z3U%.

WALTER A. WOOD,
Manufacturer and Proprietor, Hoosick Falls, N. Y.

wri

BENNETT GRAY, Brockport
Wm. HENRY HARMON, Scottsville.

June, 1859—2L Agents for Monroe Co., N. Y.

U. S. TENT AND FLAG MANUFACTORY
No. 1% Bufmlo .street, Rochester, N. Y.

TENTS to rant of the following sizes, suitable for (be purpoM E

designated

:

For Agrlcultxtral Fairs, Conferences, Political or other lar% W
Gaiherings.

80 fL by no ft son. diameter,
60 ft. by 90 fl 70 0. "
60 ft. by son 60 ft. "

15 fU by 20 ft. fancy 50 0. "

For Camp Meetings, MiliUiry Encampments, Pic 2^ics, FiM
ing Excursions, <£&

24 ft. by 30 ft. I 12 ft by 17 ft

16 ft. by 24 ft.
I

9 a. by 12 ft.

Flags furnished with Tents, when required.
Parties wishing to rent, will please address the proprieMfifhit

staling what the Tenis are to be used for. Also the facilities I
transportation. Address JAMES FIELD, Box 701^
June, 1S59—41* Rochester, N. Y.

El

NEW YORE STATE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY
Premiums on Farms, 1859.

PREMIUMS are offered for best cultivated fann, mostly dt
voted to grain, groicing; best grazing and chetse-dairyfitmt^

best do. hutlfr-dairy farm, not less than 50 acres, exclusive
wood and waste land. Premiums, 150 each ; and for best eol

vatcd grain farm, not less than 50 acres, woodland includ«i, |

premium.
Persons desiring to enter their farms will please give notio*

the Secretary by to« 1st of July, so that the farms can be examlB '.

ed by a committee appointed b'v the Executive Board. PreBiM ''

-
:!t \of $.10 for best acre of carrots raised by boy* Mnder 13 years __..

agf, (not less than U^O bushels per acre ) Directions furnished Iq /
Secralary on application. B. P. JOHNSOJf, Sac'y. *
(TicaltanU Booma, Albany, K. Y., May % 1W». Je9U
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Patented February 32d, 1859.

DURING tho six years I hare been engaged in the manufac-
ture of the Manny Combined Reaper and Mower, I have

l^iren much thought and attention to the construction of what I

foreaaw would be a great want of the Farmers—a lighter and
jheaper machine expressly lor mowing, than had yet been made.
And now, after the most thorough and repeated experiments

jnd tests in every variety of field, and in all kinds and every
!ondition of grass, I am prepared, with entire confidence, to offer

» tho farmers and dealers of the United States, the great desid-

vatnm in this department of Agricultural labor-saving machines
—a Mower, superior in its capacity for good work to any hitherto

ntroduced, of easy draft, light, cheap and durable.
This machine I now offer as my latest Invention, to meet a

ipecial want of farmers, and to place within the reach of all a
tfower that for practical working, cheapness and simplicity, will

ye without a rival.

I build Two-Horse and One-Horae Mowers. The Two-Horse
VIower weighs 425 lbs., and cuts a swath four feet wide, (or more
f specially ordered.) The One-Horse Mower weighs 30 lbs.

ess, (895 lbs.,) and cuta a swath three and a half feet wide.
For a more full description of the Mowers, reference is made

o my Pamphlets, which will be furnished on application. With
«ch machine will be furnished two extra guards, two extra sec-

Ions, one wrench and oil can.

Warranted capable of cutting ten acres of grass per day in a
•orkmanlike manner.

Price of Two-Horse Mower, $8<1

" One-Horse Mower, TO
Delivered here on the cars.

I continue as heretofore, and with greater success than at any
previous time, the manufacture and sale of " Manny's Patent
Combined Reaper and Mower with Wood's Improvement."

WALTER A. WOOD.
Manufacturer and Proprietor, Hoosick Falls, N. Y.

PEASE & EGGLESTON, 84 State St., Albany, Agents for

Albany County and vicinity.

BENNETT GRAY, BrockporU
Wm. HENRY HARMON, Scottsville.

June, 1859—2t. Agents for Monroe County. N, Y.

EOCHESTER AGRICULTURAL WORKS.

IMPROVED THRESHING MACHIJOBS AJ9D
HORSE POWERS.

The above cut is a representation of the justly celebrated PITTS
MACHINE FOR THRESHING AND CLEANING GRAIN
at one operation. It is the best Machine in existence.

The following cut represents an improved, all iron, EIGHT OR
TEN HORSE POWER.

KETCHUM'S COMBINED HARVESTER.
KETCHUM'S Improved Combined Machine, " Iron Frame,"

wiln Reel and adjustable Roller. Cut 4 feet

10 inches, $130
KETCHUM'S Improved Two Horse Mower, " Iron Frame,"

witti the adjustable Roller to Cutter Bar, $110
KETCHUM'S Improved One Horse Mower, Iron Frame,.. $ T5
SANFORD'S Portable Farm Mill for Grinding Feed for

Stock, Plaster or Bones for Manure, $ 30
SANFORD'S Portable Plantation, or Hand Hominy MUI,. $ 20

Machines and Mills shipped without extra charge.
These Machines are simple in construction, have no equal for

durability and light draft, are entirely free from all side draft, and
have no weight npon the horse's neck.
This Machine, as improved for 1859, was awarded the first pre-

mium by the Michigan State Agricultural Society, at its annual
111 Fair in September last, as a Reaper and as a Mower.

The New York State Agricultural Society, at its late Fair,
nwarded it the first premium as a Combined Grain and Grass

I Harvester.
Oliio, also, awarded it its best commendation.
Two Horse Machine warranted to cut from 10 to 15 acres of

p&ss or grain per day.
One Horse Machine warranted to cut from .1 to 8 acres of grass

per day.
All orders will receWe prompt attention.

R. L. HOWARD,
Manufacturer and Proprietor, Buffalo, N. T.

I have for sale pure Hungari.in Grass Seed. Price three dol-

rfirs per bushel.
Htnerjr's One and Tw^o Horse Kailroad Powers for sale at inan-

ntvHurer's prices, adding transportation from Albany.
M.-.Y, 165d-3t B, L. HOWARD.

^Sa/*-**"

As a superior and every way reliable Horse Power, the abov*
stands unrivalled.

This last cut represents Pitts' ce^brated DOUBLE PINION
EIGHT OR TEN H0R3E POWER.
We call attention to the fact that we are now manufacturing the

above Machines, at Rochester, N. Y., of an enlarged capacity,

and in a more substantial and finished manner than ever before

We have this season made several important improvements in

the Separator, which will commend themselves to every intelli-

gent thresher as of great value. It is now a perfect machine in
all its parti.
The all iron Pmcer we hare sold in large numbers ; and it is a

remarkable fact that it has not failed in any of its parts in a
single instance. It is everywhere regarded the most reliable

Power in use.

Tho Pitts Power combines wood and iron in Its construction

;

and of all Horse Powers composed of wood and iron, it is univer-

sally admitted to stand at the head.

ONE HORSE 9IOAVER.
We offer Stoddard's Mower to the Farmer as preferable to every

other Mower. It will cut salt, tame, or prairie grass ; will do its

work well ; does not clog ; will cvt as much per ho^r, 'with ant

horse, as any other Mower xvith tioo horses. lis draft in cuUipg
is only from 80 to 110 lbs. CuU 4 ft. 2 inches. Price, $100.

We also make the ROCHESTER CUTTING BOX. aBd Hyde
and Wright's Patent HORSE-HOE OR CULTIVATOR PLOW,

A. GORDON, 68 South St. Paul street,

July, 1859.—It Rochester, N. Y.

riOLORED PICTUBES OF FRinT, FLOWEES AJTD
\_;SHRUBBERY—Drawn from nature, and colored with care,

for the use of Nurserymen and Tree Aeents. Send for a cata-

logue. E. DAREOW & BROTHER,
Agricaltural Booksellers.

June, 1869—at Rochester, N. Y.
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GENESEE FARMER
FOTl 1850.

Premiums for the Half Voltmie.

TnERB are many farmers .in every town in the United States

%nd Canada, who are not now taking any agricultural paper. In

order to reach this large class, we have concluded to take sub-

scriptions for the present half volume of the Genesee Farmer,

commencing with the July and ending with the December

number.

Tern»8.—We will send the Genesee Farmer for the present

half year— July to December inclusive— single subscribers, 25

cents ; Ave copies for |1, and a copy of our beautiful 25-cent book

the Rural Annual and HortlcuUural Directory, prepaid by

mail, to the person getting up the club; eight copies for $1.50,

and a liwal Annual, prepaid by mail, to the person getting up

the club; sixteen copies for $3, and a Rural Anmial and an

tvtra oopy of the Farmer for a year, or two for the half volume,

to the person getting up the club.

CASH PRKMIVMS
For the Greatest Nninber of Subscribers.

We also offer the following Cash Premiums for the greatest

umber of subscribers for the present half volume, sent in by the

15th day of October:

1. TWENTY DOLLARS, in Cash, to the person who shall

send us the largest number of subscribers, (at the lowest club

price of lS?i cents each,) before the 15th day of October, 1859.

(The order with the money must be received, not mailed, on or

before the 15th of October.)

2. FIFTEEN DOLLARS to the person who shall send us the

second highest list, as above.

3. TEN DOLLARS to the person who shall send us the

third highest list, as above.

4. NINE DOLLARS to the person who shall send us the

fourth highest list, as above.

5. EIGHT DOLLARS to the person who shall send us the

flftb highest list, as above. 1^

6. SEVEN DOLLARS to the person who shall send us the

nxth highest list, as abov«.

7. SIX DOLLARS to the person who shall send us the

seventh highest list, as above.

8. FIVE DOLLARS to the person who shall send us the

eighth highest list, as above.

9. FOUR DOLLARS to the person who shall send us the

ninth highest list, as above.

10. THREE DOLLARS to the person who shall send us the

onth highest list, as above.

11. TWO DOLLARS to the person who shall send us the

eleventh highest list, as above.

12. ONE DOLLAR to the person who shall send us the

twelfth highest list, as above.

The club need not be all at one post office. We will write the

•ames of the subscribers on every paper, and send them to as

many different post ofllces as is desired.

We stereotype each number of the farmer, and the back num-

bers of the previous half volume can b« supplied in the club at the

same rates as the above (37^ cents for the year).

Wo cordially invite Postmasters and all friends of agricultural

Improvement to act as agents for the 0«netee Farmer. We will

tlit-erfully send them specimen cnplc* skow-bills, &c., if desired.

Money may be sent at our risk.

Address JOSEPH HARHIS,
Pn« (BiUB AM* PaorniKTO*,

jyy 1, 186f. Xm;uwtkb, K. T.
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ON SOME POINTS IN AGSICULTURAL SCIENCE."

crcii is the unpretending heading of an able and

terestiug article in the last number of Sillimaii's

ournal, from the pen of Prof. S. "W. Johnson, of

ale College, It will be recollected that we have

squently alluded to the experiments of Wat and

:<i0MPS0N " On the Power of Soils to absorb Ma-

ire." That the soil has the power of absorbing

ors, has long been known. Hence we bury gar-

3nts upon which the fetor of the skunk has

len ; and it is said that the Indians sweeten the

rcass of the skunk, and render it fit for eating,

th© same simple process. Dogs and foxes bury

nes and meat in the ground, and afterwards ex-

.me them in a state of comparative freedom from

ensive odors. But by what means these effects

re produced, we had, previous to Way's inves-

ations, only very vague conceptions. The ab-

bent power of the soil, like that of charcoal,

IS referred " to the surface attraction of porous

dies." Wat discovered that it was due to the

sence in the soil of double silicates. He found

it ordinary soils possess the power of separating

im solution in water the different earthy and

aline substances presented to them in manure.

us, when solutions of salts of ammonia, of pot-

magnesia, &c., were made to filter slowly

ough a bed of dry soil, five or six inches deep,

aiiged in a flower-pot, or other suitable vessel,

was observed that the liquid which ran through

longer contained any of the ammonia or other

t employed. The soil had, in some form or

ler, retained the alkaline substance, while the

ter in which it was previously dissolved passed

ough.

[t was also found that the combination between

soil and the alkaline substance was rapid, if

instantaneous, partaking therefore of the nature

the ordinary union between an acid and an alkali.

[a the course of his experiments, several differ-

; soils were operated upon, and it was found that

all soils capable of profitable cultivation possessed

the property in question in a greater or less degree.

These double silicates were found to have a

strong attraction for ammonia— lime, soda, or

potash silicate being decomposed when ammonia

in solution is filtered through the soil—the ammo-

nia being retained. But it would appear that the

lime silicate alone has the power of attracting am-

monia from the air; and hence, perhaps, one of

the advantages of liming land.

These important experiments not only opened

up a new field for investigation, but materially

affected our views in regard to the action of ma-

nures. Thus Wat found that the ammonia-sili-

cate was much more soluble in water to which a

little common salt had been added than in pure

water ; and he suggested that the eifect of salt on

some soils might be ascribed not to its furnish-

ing chlorine and sodium to plants, but in increas-

ing the solubility of ammonia in the soil. In the

experiments on wheat, at Eothamstead, Mr. Lawes

found that though the increase of the crop was,

other things being the same, always in proportion

to the quantity of ammonia supplied in manure

;

yet the quantity of nitrogen (ammonia) in the in-

crease of wheat and straw was far less than the

quantity of ammonia supplied in the manure; and

therefore concluded that ammonia or its elements

was evaporated from the wheat plants during their

growth. When Wat made his important discov

ery of the formation of ammonia-silicates, he sug-

gested that the large quantity of silica found in the

straw of wheat and other cereals, was taken up as

an ammonia-silicate— the silica being deposited on

the straw and the ammonia evaporated into the

atmos],>here. Hence the loss of ammonia in grow-

ing wheat.

If the fact of the loss of ammonia in growing

wheat was admitted, the celebrated " mineral ma-

nure theory" of Liebig fell to the ground; and

accordingly, in " Liebig's Reply to Lawea," he

pronounced the experiments of Wat, and the
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opinions he based upon them, '^ all self-deception;

not reality^ but theatre decoration.''''

Prof. Joiixsox, who translated Liebig's attack

on Lawes, Irom which the above is an extract,

and who is therefore familiar with the views of

LvEBio on this important subject, now bears testi-

mony to the general truth of Wat's results. He
says: "The recent experiments of EicnnoRN have

cleared up the discrepancies of "Way's investigation,

(which is itself one of remarkable interest,) and

have confirmed and exj)lained his facts." And
again: "Tliese observations of Wat and EicnnoRjr

promise to yield the most fruitful results, not only

to the theory of chemical geology, as elucidating

the formation and alteration of minerals, but also

to the science of agriculture. The explanation of

the retentive power of soils which Wat first pro-

posed, thus acquires an incalculable significance.

It is plainly a true explanation, as now relieved

from the constraint of a fixed order of affinities or

replacements; though not the only or a complete

explanation."

The fact is now clearly established of the esist-

t>rice of double silicates in the soil, and also that it

is to these that the soil owes its power to retain

ammonia and other soluble elements of plants. We
umst no longer regard the soil as a mere receptacle

for holding the food of plants, but rather as a

stomach which digests, so to speak, this food and

prepares it for assimilation.

Prof. JoriNsoN concludes his article as follows

:

" Wliile the researches of EicnnoRX are of the
utmost value in aid of the theory of the absorption
uf fertilizing matters by the noil, they do not sufiice

ui give a full exi)lanati()n of this process. Doubt-
less all the reactions that occur between hydrous
silicates, sesquioxyds. and saline solutions, may take
place in the soil; but in addition to these, a num-
ber of other clianges umst go on there, as the soil

is so complex and variable a mixture. The organic
matters (the bodies of the humic acid group), which
are often though not always present in no incon-
siderable quantity in the water extract of fertile

soils, can hardly fail to exert an influence to modify
the action of tlie silicates. I have found that a
peat (swamp-muck) from the neighl)()rhood of New
Haven, (containing when fully dry G8 per cent, of
organic matter.) which is higlily ])rized as a means
of irapnjviiig the jionuis hungry soils in this vicinity,

and which when drained g uws excellent crops, is

capable of absorbing 1.3 per cent, of ammonia, while
ordinary soil atisorl)s but 5 to 1 i)er cent.

"Tlie great bcMeficont law regulating these ab-
^-orptions api)ear* to admit of tlie following ex|)res-

sion : those bodies which are most rare and precious
to the grouing plant are htj the soil converted into,

and retained in. a condition notf of absolute., but of
relative insohihi'ify, and are lept available to the
plant by the continual circulation in the soil of the
•nore abundant saline matter*.

"The soil (speaking in the widest sense) is then
not only the ultimate exhaustless source of mineral

(fixed) food to vegetation, but it is the storehouse

and conservatory of this food, protecting its own
resources from waste and from too raj)id use, and
converting the highly soluble matters of animal
exuvia) as well as of artificial refuse (manures) into

permanent supplies."

CULTIVATION OF WHEAT.

In writing on the cultiviitiun of wheat, we are

oppressed with the conviction of the utter impos-

sibility of giving specific directions adapted to the

various soils and circumstances of our numerous

readers. We can discuss only general principles,

leaving their application to the common sense and

experience of intelligent farmers.

It is, too, impossible to disconnect the cultivation

of wheat from the cultivation of other crops.

Wheat can be grown on some soils year after year,

without any intervening crop. But while we must

abandon the old idea of the absolute necessity of ro-

tation of crops, there is abundant evidence of its

importance in increasing the productiveness of tlit

soil;— in fact, in the present state of agricultural

science, much of our success depends on judiciou^

rotation. We are too apt to forget tlie infinenc<

of any particular crop on the soil and its ell'ect op

such crops as are to follow. For instance, a crop

of timothy hay may yield considerable immediat*

profit, while a crop of clover, depastured by sheep,

may yield very little if any direct return
;

yet

taking into consideration the effect on the follow-

ing crops, the clover may be the most profitable ir

the end.

Wheat on many farms is the main crop— tb<

cream— the flower — the ultimate aim of the farm-

er. All his operations bear on this one object

We can not isolate wheat culture, and give a gooc

article on the subject, without taking into consid

eration other farming operations. In a new coun

try, where the soil abounds in the food of wheat

wo may turn up the rich earth and scatter thi

seed, anticipating a good return of the ".staff" oil.

life;" but as agriculture advances, its opei'ationi

become more and more complex, and he who wouh

become a successful wheat grower must enrich th«

soil— must grow crops which impoverish the soi

but little, and which, when fed to animals, produo

rich manure.

The direct application of manure to wheat is not

generally advisable in this country; it is apt ti -j

produce too much straw. It is better to manaP is

preceding cr<4)s, or at least apply the manure

that it will be thoroughly decomposed and incor
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irated with the soil. Or perhaps we shall better

nvey our meaning by saying that it should be so

plied that the soil will have time to digest it, to

nder it part and parcel of the soil itself. It may

us not only furnish proper food for the plants,

it also aid in developing the elements lying latent

the soil. Summer-fallows and lime have proba-

Y this effect to a considerable extent.

In this section, since the advent of the midge,

e principal aim of the wheat grower is to get an

rly crop. It is now generally admitted that if

3 could get our wheat from five to ten days ear-

r, we should pretty much escape the injurious

acks of the midge and mildew. To do this, we

ist make the soil rich in appropriate food, sow

•iy and of early varieties, and avoid all low, late

d, and such as is not naturally or artificially

lerdrained. Sow a less breadth of land, and

)end more care and labor in its preparation.

3 midge has compelled the farmers of "Western

w York to the adoption of this course of late

,rs, and the result is manifest in the improved

p the present harvest. "We fear that the success

those who have grown wheat on good land will

in induce farmers to sow more extensively this

and without adequate preparation. "We have

along strenuously contended that there is no

essity of abandoning wheat culture in "Western

w York— that if we would farm better, good

enesee wheat" could still be raised. The

ger was, three or four years ago, that farmers

lid despair of again raising wheat and give up

attempts to resist the ravages of the midge.

iV that those who have raised wheat on their

i land, cultivated in an improved manner, have

year met with much encouragement, the

ger is that farmers will again sow too much
1 to wheat, and be less careful in regard to its

ivation.

a England, wheat is generally sown on clover

plowed up just previous to sowing. Here the

itice does not answer. "Wheat is sown much
ier here than in England, and pasture land

led up and sown immediately is generally so

that the seed fails to germinate. It is found,

that in this way the wheat is smothered with

iS and weeds the next summer. "We must pre-

) a good seed-bed, or what old Jethro Tull

ntly termed a good pasture for the plants to

in. The soil must be made mellow and moist

the free use of the plow or cultivator. On
Tj soils, there is no better preparation for wheat

I a good summer-fallow. (See an article on this

ect in the June number.)

"Wheat likes a firm, compact soil; and if left

somewhat rough and cloddy, it is none the worse.

It is easy to make the surface too fine and smooth

for wheat. The best English wheat growers sel-

dom plow deep for wheat. This may arise from

the fact that they usually manure their wheat, or

else feed off the previous crop of clover with fat-

tening sheep, which not unfrequently have a pound

of oil-cake per head each day. It is not considered

desirable to bury this manure too deep. "We have

seen a crop of wheat that would average forty-five

bushels per acre obtained from a clover sod so

treated that was not plowed more than three

inches deep. The method adopted is to plow deep,

in the autumn, for turnips, once in four years; but

not to plow deep either for wheat or barley. There

may be exceptions to this, but such is the rule.

"We can not too frequently repeat the incontro-

vertible fact that freedom from stagnant water is

an indispensable condition of a good wheat soil.

If the land is wet, cold, and sour, a good crop of

wheat, however well it may have been put in, need

not be expected. If you must sow such land, plow

it into high narrow ridges— say twelve feet wide

— with a gentle slope from the crown to the dead

furrow on each side, so that the surface water can

readily pass off. Harrow lengthwise, and form

open drains through the lowest parts, to carry off

the water. On more porous or gravelly soils, the

ridges may be wider and flatter; but it is always

advisable to clean out the furrows with a plow

after sowing, so that the water can pass off more

readily. How seldom do we see a wheat field on

which the water does not lie on some portions,

presenting a sheet of ice during the winter and

early spring, and bare spots or light and late crops

in summer, but which might easily be removed by

a few surface drains. If you can not afford to

underdrain, do not neglect at least surface drainage.

True, it is very inadequate ; but it is better tlian

nothing.

In regard to the time of sowing, there is much

difference of opinion. If we sow too early, there

is increased danger from the attacks of the Hessian

fly, which deposits its eggs on the young plants in

the fall ; and if we sow late, the probability is that

the midge (which deposits its eggs in the grain

when in flower) will destroy it. Five years ago,

in this section, many farmers sowed their wheat

the last week in August, and it was much injured

by the Hessian fly. From the 1st to the 10th of

September is now considered the safest time. As

we go south, the wheat is sown later. A recent

writer in the Valley Farmer recommends sowing
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a strip of one or two acres of wheat about the

middle of August, so as to be well advanced when

the bulk of the crop is to be sown, and then turn-

ing this strip under with the plow after the rest is

sown, and re-sowing it immediately.

AVe have always been in favor of rather thick

seeding. A few years since, Hewitt Davis and

other English writers contended that by dibbling

in the seed a foot apart, one peck to the acre was

amply sufficient. That good crops were obtained

ill this way, there can be no doubt ; but still it was

found that those who practiced such thin seeding

frequently had several acres where the crop was

destroyed or much injured. The loss on these por-

tions more than counter-balanced the gain from the

saving of seed on the whole breadth of land sown.

Thin seeding was a new thing, and the successes

were paraded in the public papers, while little was

said of the failures. Haedt, of Exeter, and ^Meciu,

of Tiptree, still advocate thin seeding; but the

majority of English farmers jjrefer to sow i)lenty

of seed, in order to guard against the numerous

casualties to which wheat is liable.

We do not need to sow as thickly in this country

as in England, owing perhaps to the fact that we
sow 80 much earlier; but still the same remarks

!)old good here. "We must sow more than would

lie absolutely necessary provided everything was

favorable, in order to insure plants enough under

tU circumstances, whether favorable or otherwise.

Is it not true, too, that wheat thin on the ground

is apt to be late ? In this section we should not

~o\v less than two bushels per acre broadcast, or

><ne and three-fourths bushels with the drill.

In regard to drilling, we do not think tlie ad-

vantages are so decided or so numerous as is gen-

erally claimed. A standard English author, and a

practical farmer of great experience, asserts that

unless wheat is hoed there is little if any advantage

in sowing it in drills. This may be so in England

;

but in this country, where we have not unfrequent-

ly very dry weather about the time wheat is sown,

there is one advantage in drilling which should not

be overlooked— it deposits the seed evenly and

below the dry surface soil, and thus insures imme-
diate and more regular germination. There are no

better wheat growers in the United States than

Joim Johnston and Robeet J. Swan, of Seneca

county, N. Y. Their farms adjoin ; are both

Uioroughly underdrained ; both summer-fallowed

in the best manner. In 185G, a drouth set in at

the time of wheat sowing, in September. Mr.

Swan sowed his wheat witli a drill ; Mr. Jounston

jroadcast. Mr. Swan's drilled wheat camo up

thickly and grew luxuriantly, while Mr. Johns-

ton's was thin, and he found that "none of th(

seed vegetated except that deepest in the ground ;'

and he is of opinion tha-t had he sown with th(

drill, he would have gained, "in all probability

500 or 000 bushels of v.-heat." (See Gene.tee Farm
er for November, 1857, page 338.) This, fronr

such a man, is strong testimony in favor of drilling

— when the soil is dry at the time of sowing.

We have written so much in regard to manure

for wheat, that nothing Inrther need be said at tlii

time. Of all artificial manures, we know ofnon..

that can be profitably used on wheat, except Peru

man gnano; and it is very doubtful if this pay

when wheat sells for less than $1.50 })er bushel

If our readers wish to test the matter for them

selves, sow from 200 to 300 lbs. of guano broad

cast before or at the time of seeding. Do not k
it come in direct contact with the seed. Be care

fill to get Peruvian guano, and do not be persuade

into buying any of the numerous phosphatic guanc

now in market. In most cases, for wheat, they ar

not worth the freight charges.

John Johnston finds that a barrel of salt pe^

acre has a decidedly good effect on wheat on hi

soil— increasing the growth and the early maturit

of the crop. The good elTect' of the salt is probt

bly owing to its increasing the solubility ot th

double silicate of alumina and ammonia in the f^oil

and of course the salt would have little eft'ect o

such poor soils as do not contain tliis or simila

substances. It does not follow, therefore, tliat sa!

will in all cases be beneficial on wheat. But it ca

do no harm, and every farmer might readily ta

the matter for himself. Mr. J. sowed the salt l

the time of seeding, but agrees with us in thiukia

that if sown earlier it would be better.

h

Hat fok Sheep and Fatting Stock in Summb

—Hay might be profitably givcH to stock tliat arJ

being fatted on grass. It is a well-known fact tl|

an exclusive diet of green food will not fatten 80

mals as well as a variety of different materi.'ds

Australia, animals always attain their be^-^t coni

tion in the partly burned np gniss of mid-sumiiH

It is an old saying, "Sheep do better on roast ni(

than on boiled."

ExTiHPATiNO Thistles fkom Grass Land.—V(

said that the use of the roller is a most effeclJ

method of getting rid of thistles as well as mnlleil

and other large weeds. No doubt the scytl

makes a " clean sweep ;" so does the snrgeon, whi

he cuts off a leg; but let a crushed limb remi

attached to the body, and the end will be mo!

cation and death.
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EARLY VARIETIES OF WHEAT.

The earlier varieties of wheat this year suffered

most from the great June frosts—many crops of

Mediterranean and other early kinds being materi-

ally injured. But this is an unusual occurence;

and it must still be regarded as one of the main

objects of the wheat grower to get early varieties.

It is the only means known at present of escaping

the attacks of the midge or weevil.

Wheat at the south ripens earlier than with us

;

and when brought north, it still retains a tendency

to ripen earlier than the same variety grown here.

The reverse is true of corn, because corn ripens

earlier at the nortli than at the south, but the prin-

ciple is the same in both cases. English gardeners

get the seed for their earliest peas from France. It

is also well known that barley grown on sandy soil

in the warmest parts of England will ripen earlier

on the cold hills of Scotland than the same variety

grown from seed which has passed through several

successive generations in the colder climate.

—

Knight states that the crops of wheat on some

very cold and high ground, which

he cultivated, ripened much ear-

lier when he obtained his seed

wheat from a very warm district

and gravelly soil wliich lies a few

miles distant, than when he em-

ployed the seed of his vicinity.

Several formers in this vicinity

obtained wheat from the south

last year, and so far as we have

seen and heard, the result has

been satisfactory— the wheat is

certainly much earlier.

BouGHTON Wheat.—This is a

very early wheat, raised in Vir-

ginia, where it is highly spoken

of on account of its early matu-

rity and hardiness. Mr. Charles
Wkay, of Gates, in this county,

obtained a bushel of seed of this

variety from Baltimore last year,

and the crop was harvested on

the 6th of July. The ears are

not large, but were well filled

with good, plump, thin-skinned

berries. It is a white bald wheat,

heavy but not large ; straw stiff

and of medium height, "We an-

nex a cut (lig. 1) of an averajje-
FlO. 1. . rr.

sized ear. The crop was not

affected by the midge, while some wheat of a later

Bciod grown in the same field was much injured.

Dayton Wheat,—This is another early variety,

introduced into this section from Ohio. Elisha

Harmon, of Wheatland, N. Y., has 70 acres, which

ripened sufiiciently early to escape the midge, and

it is thought will average over 30 bushels per acre.

It is a bald white wheat with red chaff and short

stiff straw. The seed was obtained from Ohio,

and it is undoubtedly better to get wheat grown in

Ohio, or further south, than to sow that raised here.

Fig. 2.

Golden Drop.—This variety has been raised in

this vicinity for two or three years, and is highly

prized. An unknown friend sent us some good-

sized well-filled and perfectly ripened ears on the

11th of July. We annex a cut ffig. 2) of one of

tliem.

Mat "Wheat.—H. L. Brown, of Boonville, Mis-
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sonri, last year sent John Johnston, of Geneva,

N. Y., some of this wheat, Mr. J. states, in the

Country Gentleman, that it came into ear a week

earlier than the Mediterranean, but ripened about

the same time. He had 32 acres of Mediterranean

cut on the 12th of July. He has seldom known

wheat to rii)en so slowly as this year—more like it

does in Great Britain. "When it came into ear he

expected harvest ten days earlier.

The attention of farmers is now fully aroused to

tlic importance of getting early varieties of wheat,

and many will undoubtedly send soutli for seed.

It is important that they should get the best and

earliest kinds grown in the south. Feank G. Euf-

FiN, Esq., of Richmond, Va., has kindly undertaken

to send us a description of some of the best varie-

ties grown in tliat section, but we fear it will be

too late for insertion in this number. We hope to

give the article, with engravings of the varieties,

next month.

PASTURING HOESES.

SMUT-PICKLING SEED WHEAT.

Smut in wheat is caused by a parasitic fungus,

which breaks out on the ear and decomposes the

starch and gluten of the grain, and fills it with

a fa'tid black powder. Smut is usually caused by

sowing seed to which, though invisible, the spores

of the fungus are attached, and the remedy for the

evil consists in destroying these spores before sow-

ing the seed wheat. Moistening the grain with cham-

ber lye and then drying it with quick lime, is per-

haps the oldest and !;iost popular English remedy.

Salt and water instead of lye is also used, drying

the wheat with lime as in the former case. But

the best remedy yet discovered is to wash the seed

wheat with a solution of blue vitriol {suljihate of

copper). For each bushel of seed, dissolve about

three ounces of blue vitriol in one quart of hot

water. Let it cool before using. Spread tlie wheat

out on a floor, about six inches thick, and sprinkle

the solution equally over it, and then mix thor-

oughly with shovels until the wheat has acquired a

uniform degree of dampness. It will be ready for

sowing in two or three honrs, but it is better to

perform the operation a day or two before sowing.

When treated in this way, lime should not be use'l,

as it decomposes the vitriol and dues harm rather

than good.

AuTUTiiN-PLANTBD Onions. — Ouions for seed

should be planted in October; and, like their more
brilliant, but lo^S3 perfumed, friends of the tulip and
hyacinth connections, tliey will thoroughly root

themselves during the autumn and mild winter

weatlier, and be ready for early work tlie moment
the frost rises from the ground.—Zf. W. Beecher.

Few of the writers who have discoursed upon

the management of horses, have said anything

about the summer grazing of these animals. Nor,

in fact, is it a subject upon which much of import-

ance can be said. Yet there are some points

connected with it, well worthy of consjideration,

YoTJATT says :
" The spring grass is the best physic

that can be given to a horse. To a degree which

no artificial aperient or diuretic can reach, it carries

off every humor that may be lurking about the

animal. It fines down the roundness of the legs,

and, except there is some bony enlargement, re-

stores them to their original form and strength.

There is nothing so refreshing to their feet as the

damp coolness of the grass into which they arc

turned, and nothing is so calculated to remove

every enlargement or sprain, as the gentle exercise

which the animal voluntarily takes while his legs

are exposed to the cooling process of evaporation

that is taking place from the herbage on which he

treads. The experience of ages has shown that it

is superior to all the embrocations and bandages

of the most skilful veterinarians. It is the reno-

vating process of nature where the art of man

tails."

From this, it will be seen that the benefits to be

derived from pasturing horses are considerable.

A recent writer in the ''Marh Lane Exjjress''''

says: "The condition in which working horses arc

usually kept the latter part of wmter, is perhaps

no bad preparation for summer grazing. It is,

however, desirable that the little remaining flesh-

these animals carry should be still further reduced,

so that the change of flesh they obtain may be, a*;

far as possible, a renewal, and with it a renovation,

of the vital power or constitution of the horse."

It is a matter of some importance what kind of

grass horses are graze,d upon. Many graziers think

it undesirable to turn horses into clover when it is

rank, and near or in blossom, believing it renders

them liable to lay on flesh too fast, and become " pot-

bellied," as it is called ; and that if they are driven

or ridden during the day, it makes thera perspire

heavily, and more apt to become broken winded,

or roarers. White clover, particularly, is not good

for grazing horses upon. It has a tendency to

cause the excessive salivation commonly known as

"slobbering," which weakens the animal, and

brings him down in condition, even though he

should be unemployed. This is most particularly

the case in the latter part of the summer and au-

tumn, when the white clover is putting out ita

second blossoms
;
young red clover is also liable t«
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le same objection at this time. The best pastur-

^e for horses is generally considered to be timothy,

id-top, blue-grass, or any of che finer meadow

•asses. Timothy, however, is injured by the close

ite of horses, if they are turned into it during tJie

irly part of the season ; but after it has blossomed,

r been cut, the tender leaves that then spring up

•e just the thing for horses. If horses are to be

irncd into clover, it is best to be done after cattle

ive eaten it down, as horses prefer a short sweet

erbage. Horses that are to be kept steadily at

ork through the summer, are better to be fed on

ry food and grain, with an occasional feed of cut

'ass; but if it were possible, every horse should

ave a month's run at grass during the summer

sason, and he will come out ahnost a new animal.

When young colts are kept at grass, they should

3 placed in a pasture among either cattle or sheep,

at not older horses, as they love to graze those

recise spots not well relished by other stock, and

cm tlieir playfulness they are apt to get kicked

' bitten.

It is a good plan to have the shoes taken off sr ch

orses as are intended to remain for some time at

austure; it prevents contracticn of tlie hoofs, and

snders them less liable to injure one another while

ipering about tlie fields.

Mares witb foals by their sides are always better

) be kept in pasture, even if they are worked

ocasionally ; and it is desirable, where they are to

e worked, that they should be accustomed to

lave their foals in the pasture while at work,

llowing the foal to get to them only at noon, and

fter working hours. It is well to give the mare a

:ed f)f oats daily for a short time previous to wean-

ig the foal. Let it be given to her in such a man-

er that the foal can be induced to partake of it,

pat the feed may be continued to him when weane'i,

i it is then essential to compensate him for the

ss of tlie milk of his dam. Tf the colt is ex-

cted to turn out a superior animal, and the mare

not wanted to work, it will be conducive to that

id tliat he should be allowed to run with the dam
II he is a year old, before weaning, and then have

drink of new milk, fresh from a cow, given to

im daily during the ensuing season. Yearling

[(Its should always be well taken care of during

le first winter—well housed and well fed—to keep

lem growing. It is poor policy to turn to grass a

sarling colt in poor condition, thus rendering him
MJuliarly susceptible to contract catarrhs, swelled

ands, bronchitis, pneumonia, roaring, &c., and

ible to scouring, colic, inflammation of the bow-

i, &c., resulting in permanent bodily weakness, or

even death, unless subjected to the most careful

treatment. Two-year-olds are by no means to be

so much cared for. Give them good pasture, plenty

of room and water, and they are sure, if healthy,

to grow and become fat. If intended for sale at

the end of the season, they may be pushed forward

still more by a feed of oats given daily.

Soft water is always to be preferred to hard

spring water for horses ; and the water of a pool,

or brook, to that of a well. In warm summer

weather, it is better not to give the animal cold

water, fresh from a well, but to have it turned into

a trougli and allowed to stand some time before he

drinks it.

Horses that are worked should never be allowed

to remain in a pasture at night when the weather

becomes chilly or wet, especially in autumn.

SPIKIT OF THE AGRICULTURAL PRESS.

"Why Sows destroy their Young.—A writer in

the HomeHtead argues that costiveness, and its ac-

companying evils, are the cause of sows destroying

their young, and says that green food, such aa

clover or roots, given duily for three weeks before

littering, is the best preventive of the evil. If no

green food is to be had, then a table-spoonful of

sulphur, given two or three times a week to a sow,

is beneficial, as also is charcoal. Corn, corn meal,

or any kind of heating food, is injurious at this

time. Sows should be kept separate from other

pigs for at least a month before littering.

How TO PREVENT HoESES BITING TUEIR CrIBS,

A correspondent of the New England Farmer

says that he has known the most obstinate crib-

biters effectually cured by turning them out into

the yard for an hour each day. He says, allowing

a horse to roll every day, will prevent his getting

into the habit of gnawing at everything within,

his reach.

Heating new Milk.—The Dairytnari's Record^.

an unpretending but useful little sheet, published at

Little Falls, N. Y., has lately published several val-

uable articles on dairy management. It gives the-

opinion that the heating of new milk to near the

boiling point, just after it is drawn from the cow, is

preferable to allowing it to stand for a time before

heating, and thinks both butter and cheese are im-

proved in flavor by so doing, " because the animal

odors which are objectionable would be expelled
;"'

and goes on to say that " tasteless and leathery"'

cheese is caused by manufacturing under too high a

temperature rather than from high heating lefore

manufacturing.
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UoG CnoLERA.—A correspondent of the Ameri

am AgricuUurht says tliat this disease should be

caJled "stoppage of tlie issues." There is on the

mside of the fore leg of every liog, opposite the

knee joint, three small ducts or pipes, which con-

nect directly with the lungs of the animal. In

every healthy hog there is a continual discharge,

from these issues of a tliick offensive matter, caus-

ing the hair to look greasy around them. If these

issues get stopped, as they often do, the hog will

die in a short time, unless they are opened, Avhich

is done by inserting a wire the size of a knitting

needle into the issues from ten to twelve inches,

taking care not to punch tlirough the membranous

lining near the lungs. After the openmg process

is done, anoint the inside of the leg with salt

grease, and rub with a corn-cob until the skin looks

very red, and in nine cases out of ten, if done in

season, the cure is eifected. Hogs that are con-

fined in small pens, or together in large numbers,

are most hable to this disease, and they have never

been known to be affected by it where they have

plenty of room and free access to a brook or rivu-

let, of clear running water. Is this so ?

Millet fok Food.— A correspondent of the

Southern Homestead says that in Germany millet

is extensively used as food for man. It is first

hulled by a small machine with two iron rollers,

one of which 'is turned by a crank, and the seed

falls into a box like a chess box in a fanning mill.

After the seed is cracked, and the hull and chaff
,

separated from it, tbe grain is boiled in milk like

rice for puddings, &c. It requires but a small

quantity to be used at a time, as it swells or thick-

ens up exceedingly. It may be seasoned with

Matter, sugar, &c., the same as for rice.

"Weeds—Their impoutaxce.—The Valley Farm-

er says weeds are a blessing, and cause materially

ibe fruitfulness of the land, and that, were it not

for them, the land would not be half cultivated,

nor the surface of the ground be broken during the

growing period of gai'den vegetables, and farm

crops.

UxDEnDRAiNiNG "Water Meadows.— It is said

that at the home farm of the Dnke of Newcastle,

thirty acres of water meadow have been broken

np within a few years, and after being thoroughly

drained, were again laid down to grass on the most

approved principles. Those meadows now produce

fonr crops of green fodder annually, where but a

.short time ago there was nothing to be seen but

coarse sedge grasses and rushes. The progress of

improvement has been so marked that forty acres

more are now being pat into the eame condition.

Farming in England and France,— Sanforo

Howard, of the Boston Cultivator, is now visiting

Europe, and mjikes the following comparisons be-

tween these two countries. In England the fields

are mostly square, divided by green hedges, and

each is devoted to a particular crop. In France,

the land is cultivated in narrow strips, without

fences, except by the roads. It is not uncommon

to see strips of wheat, oats, lucerne, clover, and the

different kinds of vegetables, each of a rod in

width, along-side each other, and all belonging to

the same person. In England, the numerous flocks

and herds add beauty to the landscape. In France,

you may travel for miles without seeing a sheep or

cow. England strives to produce all the meat she

can, and by so doing increases the fertility of her

soil. France keeps the smallest number of domes-

tic animals she can get along with, and consequently

decreases her productive powers. England raises

turnips and other root crops largely. France raises

hemp, tobacco, and the cereal grains. The crops

of the two countries show the immense superiority

of the English system. The very grass of England

is more luxuriant.

A "Weed Laav.—The Ohio Farmer calls for the

passing of a stringent law to compel the destruc-

tion of noxious weeds by every person on the land

he owns, before the seeds are ripened, the penalty

of non-performance to be a fine to go to the school

fund. The same paper says that traveling thresh-

ing machines are "evil monsters"—they distribute

vile seeds everywhere ; and that the farmer who

employs them regularly, will soon find that by

their free carrier system he will get weeds aruong

his grain.

A CriiE FOR SuEEP-KLLLiNG DoGS.—The Wiscon-

sin Farmer says it intends to persist in asking for

an anti-dog law ; and, till it is passed, recommends

farmers who are troubled by dogs killing their

sheep, to get a dime's worth of strychnine and pnt

it into a gash cut in a mouthful of fi'esh meat, ta

be left where the dog is likely to get it. He is not

likely to be troublesome again. We knew a gen-

tleman who tried sprinkling some strychnine Oil

the skinned body of a sheep left in the field, andi

the next morning there were thirteen dogs lyiflfi

dead around it.

Hungarian Grass.— Hon. A. B. Dickinbo]

writes to the Country Oentleman that the " H
garian grass of last year, and the honey blade

of this yewr, is nothing more than what was knowfei

as millet, forty years ago—what was cultivated

barn yard or summer grass seventy-five years siaoi^

and 'the meanest grass of all that grow.'"
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Changing Seed.—A writer in the ITew England

Farmer says his potato crop has increased from

fifty to one hundred per cent., by procuring seed

potatoes which grew on an entirely different soil,

fifteen or twenty miles apart from his. This plan

of changing seed every year is a good one, either

for potatoes or any other seed, such as grain and

garden seeds ; and even if the change is made only

between cultivators in the same vicinity, it is stUl

beneficial.

Floweeixg of Potatoes.—Mr. Makbt, of Eng-

land, in his prize essay on the cultivation of early

potatoes, says that a flower to an early potato is

considered as a sign of deterioration—the first

symptoms of growing out—it being considered that

the plant should be thrown into perfecting the

tuber and not the seed. He would therefore erad-

icate the flowers as soon as they appear, and save

tubers for seed from such plants as have shown no

indication of flowering. Experiments prove that

potato plants showing a tendency to flower, perfect

their tubers less early than those which do not

show that tendency.

High Prizes for Stock and Grain.—In the

Valley Farmer is a list of the prizes to be given

at the Fair to be lield at St. Louis, Mo., from Sep-

tember 26th to October 1st, Among the prizes

are: $1,000 for the best thorough-bred bull of any

kind; $1,000 for the best roadster stallion in har-

ness; $1,000 for the best thorough-bred stallion;

$300 for the best steam plow; and four prizes of

$125 each, and two of $100 each, for the largest

and best crop of Wheat of named varieties.

Dog Trats.—The Southern Planter says: "Make
a pen of fence rails round a sheep that has been

killed by dogs, beginning with four, so as to have it

squai'e, and as you build it, draw in each rail as

you would the sticks of a partridge trap, until your

pen is of sufiicient height—say five feet. In this

way a pen may be constructed that will permit a

dog to enter at the top, but out of which he will

find it difficult to escape, should he have the agility

of an antelope. Leave the dead sheep, or a por-

tion of it, in the trap, removing all others from the

field, and you will be pretty sure to catch the ma-

rauder the next night or the night after."

"Wheat Gambling.— The MilwauJcee Sentinel

says that some idea may be formed of the extent

to which gambling in wheat is carried on, when it

is known that for some weeks past the reported

sales of wheat have ranged from 40,000 to 80,000

buehels per day, while the actual receipts seldom

exceed 15,000 busliels. Some ef the largest opera-

tors never in reality own a bushel of wheat.

Bees in Oalifoenia.—The California Farmer

says there is something peculiarly strange in the

habits of the honey bee in California. After a

hive has sent out one, two, or three swarms, the

bees of the first swarm send out other swarms

again ; thus giving, in a single season, grand-

swarms. One party who commenced the present

year (1859) with seventeen swarms, has now sev-

enty-eight. Another, who commenced with twen-

ty-one, now has one hundred and seventeen.

—

These facts are worthy of note by naturalists.

Japan Wheat.—The Rural Fegister^ a new and

valuable agricultural journal, recently started at

Baltimore, gives an account of this wheat. The

seed was obtained from the Patent OflBce, and sown

in Baltimore county, Md., on the 16th of Septem-

ber last. Many of the roots had fifty heads spring-

ing from them, each containing about sixty grains.

It headed out on the 30th of April, and was cut

on the 21st of June, though it was fit to cut a

week earlier. Some of it was sown on the 21,«t

of March, in order to attest its adaptation for

spring sowing, and was in bloom on the 27th of

June.

Hill Wheat.—In the Germantown Telegraph is

an account of a seed wheat recently raised in Hun-

termaa-k. Pa., called hill wheat. It was grown and

cultivated in hills like corn, and required only 3

to 5 lbs. of seed to plant an acre. It is not yet

ripe, so the yield per acre is not given. It is

claimed for it, that by this system of culture^

wheat will come to be accounted as a cleaning

crop. This wheat is said not to be liable to injury

from rust, smut, worms, or lodging after heavy

rains ; the heads are large, and the grain more per-

fect, than in any other kind.

Guano Islands.—The Pacific Commercial Ad-

vertiser (Honolulu) of May 12, 1859, which has

just come to hand, remarks on an article that ap-

peared in the N'ew York Tribune last March, on

the subject of the Guano Islands in the Pacific:

" Arthur's, Favorite, and Farmers' islands do not

exist. Walker's, Sarah Ann, Samarang, and Da-

vid's islands are of doubtful existence, although

laid down upon the charts. Flint's, Olai'ence,

Duke of York, Rierson's, and Humphrey's islands,

are all inhabited, and possession of them can not

very well be taken by foreigners. Sydney island is

covered with trees. Christmas and Caroline islands

are partly covered with cocoa nuts, and are known

not to possess guano. There may be guano on

many of the other islands claimed, but the best

deposits will probably be found to exist on small

rocky islands, as yet perhaps undiscovered."
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Afbioan Oats.—The Neic Jersey Farmer gives

an account of a new kind of oats recently grown

in Lawrence township, New Jersey, sown on the

28th of March, which was fully in seed and was

expected to be harvested on the 20th of June.

The seed came originally from Cape Town, South

Africa. It matures in eleven weeks, and will ad-

mit of two crops being grown in one year on the

same ground. The yield is bountiful, and the seed

took the first prize at the New Jersey State Fair

last year.

Lambert and Orlkaji "Wheat.—In the Ohio

Farmer of July 16th is an account of two new

varieties of wheat grown within the last three

years in Muskingum county, Ohio. One, called

Lamlert wheat, is said to be " weevil proof," and

yields well. The other is known as Orlean wheat,

and ripens so early that it has never been injured

by rust or weevil. This kind is said to equal the

Blue-stem in produativeness, and has been a good

deal disseminated last year in Ohio, Virginia, Penn-

sylvania, and Maryland.

The Rocky Mountain's.—Horace Greely says

:

"The glorious Rocky Mountains are themselves

worth a visit. They are not a range merely, but a

chaos of mountains three hundred miles broad,

with their forks, their snowy peaks, their grassy

bill sides, their ravines, and their glorious forests.

Such clean sweet miles on miles of fragrant soft-

whispering pines you never imagined. The air is

gloriously pure, the hill sides dotted with springs,

the ravines musical with running streams that

never dry up."

Australian Items.—We have received copies

of tlie Sydneij Alorninr; Herald to April 13th,

1859. An expedition has j ust returned from ex-

ploring the country to the W. N. W. of Lake Tor-

rens, and report the discovery of extensive tracts

of couotry in the interior, wel' adapted to pastoral

and grazing purposes. Several individuals are

about proceeding thither with large (locks of sheep

and cattle, to form the neucleus of a settlement.

Capt. Cadeli, has just succeeded in navigating a

small steamer up the river Darling, a distance of

600 miles from its moutli, at the time of low water,

thus proving the possibility of opening up a means

of transporting the staj)les of tlie country—wool

and tallow—from the far interior to the seaboard

Tia. the Darling, Murrumbidgee, and Murray rivers,

at a tithe of the present expense.

The spirited introduction of the Alpaca into Aus-

tralia by Mr. Ledger, after five years hard battling

•with the prejudices of the Peruvian government,

is but little appreciated by the colonists, no one

having been found willing to purchase or take tb«

responsibility of breeding and raising them.

The following are the latest quotations given of

the wholesale prices at Sydney: Wool, best grades,

42 to 50 cts. per lb. ; tallow, $225 to $250 per

ton ; Irish butter, 80 cts. per lb. ; cheese, 25 to 30

cts. per lb.; American lumber, $5 per 100 feet;

cocoa nut oil, $155 per ton; cured hides, $4 each;

wheat, $1.85 per bu.; Colonial flour, $95 per ton;

American flour, $10.50 per bbl. ; maize 95 eta.

per bu.

DUCKS-THEER MANAGEMENT, &c.

Every farmer should keep a few of these beauti-

ful and useful birds. Those who wish to rid their

gardens and orchards of many of the numerous

pests that infest them, in the shape of snails, slugs,

beetles, grubs, and caterpillars, have only to keep

a few ducks, and allow them free access to the

plants and beds. So long as an insect is to be

found, they wiU not touch the fruit or young

plants.

The domestic duck is acknowledged to havo

originated from the common wild duck or Mallard

(Anas Boschus) of Europe. The wild and tame

ducks to this day will freely intermix and breed

with each other ; and by thus crossing the domes-

ticated bird with varieties of its wild cogener, have

originated the many different varieties we now see.

Occasionally, we have known all the ducks in a

neighborhood to resume their independence, and,

by some unknown concert among each other, sev-

eral flocks will rise on their wings at the migrating

season in autumn, and, under the leadership of

some old drake who has been to the w.irs, they

will all unite together and wing their way to the

southward, to spend the winter in a more genial

clime, amoug the swamps of Louisiana or Carolina.

Such was the case with ours in the fall of 1851,

when several hundreds joined together and made

tracks to the south, "nary one" of which has ye*

returned to give an account of his travels, probably

thinking that liberty in obscurity is better than

fame acquired at the sacrificial altar. Ducks never

feel themselves at home about the farm or garden,

unless they have free success to water in some way

or other; and that is the most certain way of pro-

viding against their sudden departure to parts urw-

kuown.

There are many varieties now domesticated, and

we give cuts and descriptions of the most promi-

nent among them.

The Mallard or common wild duck, is very

widely disseminated, both in Europe and Amnricft,
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THE MALLARD DUCK.

and may be found in abundance on all our rivers,

ponds, and lakes, from Hudson's Bay to the swamps

of Nicaragua. It is a large, handsome bird, and is

readily tamed and kept with the domestic bird.

THE WOOD DTJCK.

TiTE "Wood Duck is another variety highly es-

teemed for the beauty of its plumage and the ex-

quisite flavor of its flesh. It is a native of America

only, and is a very solitary bird, being generally

seen in pairs in the deep shady recesses abounding

on our smaller streams and ponds, or among the

tall reeds of Long Point Bay on Lake Erie. It is

easily domesticated, and then forms a great orna-

ment to the ponds of our pleasure grounds.

THE MANDARIN DUCK.

The Mandarin Duck resembles in many respects

our Wood duck, but is still more beautiful and

gorgeous in the ever-vai'ying tints of its plumage.

It came originally from China, and is only seen

here in a domesticated state, and specimens of it

are still very scarce, and only to be met with

among poultry fanciers or at shows.

The Musk Duck, erroneously called the Muscovy

duck, is a native of South Ametica, where it prin-

cipally inhabits Brazil. It is distinguished for a

peculiar caruncled membrane of a red color cov-

ering the cheeks, and a white top-knot or crest.

THE MUSK DUCK.

It is thought to bo a different species from the

common duck, as a cross from the two is usually

sterile. They are larger than the common duck,

especially the drake. They do not lay as many

eggs as the common duck. They are great foragers

and consume a great deal of vegetable food. Their

flesh is said to be excellent when young.

THE ROUEN DUCK.

The Rouen Duck.— This bird is derived from

France, and is esteemed as the best of domesticated

ducks, both for its flesh and its large size, a pair of

young drakes often weighing 20 lbs. By epicures

its flesh is esteemed the finest flavored of any. It

has an ungainly, awkward appearance ; eyes sunk

into the head, and an unpretending plumage. It

diminishes in size very much when crossed with

other varieties. It lays very large eggs, and re-

quires less food in proportion to its size than any

other duck.

THE AYLESBURY DUCK.

The Atlesbuet Duck.—This is a beautiful bird,

of a clear, unspotted, creamy-white color ; a hand-
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pome carriage ; and is not troubled with a constant

quacking, like other ducks. It originated in Eng-

land, where it is highly esteemed as a prolific layer

and for the whiteness of its flesh, on w hich account

it always commands the highest price in the mar-

kets. It is very fond of wandering away from

home and taking a peep at outside shows. On the

whole, it is deservedly a favorite.

THEIR MANAGEMENT.

Ducks are less troublesome to take care of than

any other poultry. During the summer they may

be left pretty much to take their own way, and

should have a pond or trough of water to wash

themselves in. They are very careless about their

eggs, and during the laying season re(iuire to be

shut up at night, in some outhouse or shed, where

they can have free access to nest boxes, open in

front, and not be let out in the morning till they

have dropped their eggs. A good layer will drop

100 eggs in the season, if not allowed to take

to sitting too early. "When they have nearly

completed laying their complement of eggs, they

will go off into the fields or woods, and form nests

f(>r themselves, in which they will lay from ten to

fifteen eggs, cover them assiduously, and not make

tlieir appearance again till the young ducks are

hatched. A duck will take care of a great many

more ducklings than she can hatch ; therefore it is

well to h:\ve some of the eggs put under hens, and,

when hatched, an old duck, or even a drake, will

readily take charge of the young birds along with

their own brood. They should be shut up in a

coop or small yard for a week or two after hatch-

ing their young, as it is decidedly injurious to

allow the young ducklings to get to water for

some time after they are hatched. They should

have no more water at first than is necessary to

quench their thirst. They should never have raw

food when very young. Oatmeal poiTidge, or

boiled potatoes mixed with boiled hominy or corn

meal, are excellent. If livers or lights can be pro-

cured, boiled and chopped fine, they are the best

food for ducklings.

Their greatest enemies, when young, are cats,

rats, skunks, and crows; and if they escape all

these, there is no fear but they will thrive. After

they are two weeks old they may be allowed to

run to water; and by the time they are four

months old, and have had tlie gleanings of the hay

and harvest fields, to get plenty of grasshoppers

and grubs, they will be fit for the table of an epi-

cure ; and longer than that there is no necessity to

keep them, unless for breeding, nor is the flesh of

a full grown duck so fine flavored and juicy as that

of a young bird.

In keeping them over winter, they should not

be allowed to get their feet frozen by remaining

out in the snow all night, nor be kept with other

poultry, but rather have a place of their own, well

supplied with straw and water, or be allowed to

run under the barn, care being taken to keep out

old red bushy tail, alias Reynard, and his confreres

Mister Weasel and Master Skunk, the latter two

of whom, however, would probably have a tough

fight for it, should they attack the older birds.

NOTES FOa THE MONTH-BY S. W.

The Pennsylvania Central Railroad.—In my
last notes, adverting to the sharp competition of

this through railroad for the Cliicago and other

western freight, I said that such a ruinous contest

by tliat mountain road could not last long without
baukru])ting the road itself. One short month has
hardly transpired, when the managers of this Penn-
sylvania Central road announce iheir inability to

))ay tlie July interest on the bonds of the Fort
V/ayne and Chicago railroad, a part of its now con-

solidated line from Philadelphia to Chicago; but,

with true railroad logic, the managers propose to

overcome tliis difliculty by issuing more bonds!

The repudiation of this road, Avhicli has been sup-

posed to be in a sounder condition than the other

lines, clearly proves that no road can withdraw the

tide of freight from the great national highway to

and from the great west, the lakes and the New
York canal in summer, and by the Canadian and
New York railroads in winter.

Waterloo Horse Fair and Trotti>:g.—Perhaps
the greatest exposition of fine Jiorses, with prize

trotting, lias lately come off at Wright's unique

fair grounds, Waterloo, tliat has ever yet been wit-

nessed at a fair in a Western New York village.

Breeding mares and colts, two and tln-ee year old

colts, single horses and mares, stallions, draft teams
and matched horses, of the best pedigree and train-

ing, were here exhibited, doing great credit for

equine excellence, not only to our Seneca county

farmers, but to the farmers, horse breeders, and horse

fanciers of the neigliboring counties. Very liberal

premiums were promptly i)aid on award for the

best animals j^resented at the Mncours, according

to their extra-merits in appearance, training and
service. Jos. Wright took the higliest premium,

$20, for the best stallion, and also tlie higliest for

mares with colts; N. Kklsky, of Auburn, took the

first premium for single horses; II. Kii'P, of Fay-
ette, the first i)rize for single mares; N. Chenev,
of Canandaigua, the first prize for matched liorsea;

and a great many smaller premiums were declared

for fine animals, both matched and single, very

much to the encouragement t)f farmers generaily

to pay more and more attention to tlie improve-

ment of their equine stock.

But the great exciting interest of the fair that

brought so many thousands together, jjarticularly

on Saturday, the last day, was the trotting. The
first heat of the course was for $35, in two purses,

$25 and $10, open to 4 year old colts, in harness,

best three in live, mile heats. The first heat was

I

won by "Grey Eagle," owned by D. Cuttekbaok,
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of Seneca Falls, in 2.52 ; the next three straight

heats were won by "Cliauipion," owned by Wm.
n. Ross, of Victor, in 2.48^, 2.49 and 2.57, but as

"Champion" was 5 years old, young "Grey Eagle"
was awarded the secovd prize. The next trot was
for a prize of $100, in two purses, $75 and $25.

There were three entries for this purse, viz: "Jake
Oakly," by Wm. II. Saitndkrs, of Syracuse; "Ni-
agarii," of Auburn, and "Lady llanford," by T. J.

Scott, of Rocliester ; the distance, two mile heats

in harne.ss, with wagon and driver to weigh not

over 300 lbs., the best two in three. The first heat

w;is closely won by L. E. Oaepenter's horse "Ni-
agara," iirst mile in 2.42; second heat by "Jake
Oukly" in 5.89^, the first mile in 2.43^.

On the third day, Saturday in the afternoon,

came oti' the struggle for the $200, which was also

in two purses, .$150 and $50. At an early hour of

the day the fair grounds were covered with a living

multitude, and the now extended and covered ter-

raced seats or aTuphitheatre contained its thousands,

and the whole inside rail of the course was studded
with farmers' carriages filled witli their wives and
laughters, the little ones chinked in ; and as the

trains of cars came in from the east and west, they
aeld up at the crossing near the grounds to land their

oassengers. A Syracuse paper sets dowji the prob-
xble number present on the last djiy at 25,000—

a

Siigh estimate. An equine walking match, two
jiped foot races, scrub-racing, and tlie sale of horses

occupied tlie forenoon, when one fine horse was
?o!d for $G00 by Cobb, of Geneva, to Mills, of
Buffalo. Early after dinner, by way of interlude,

hat stalwart negro, Pompey Smash, drove Jos.

WiiiGnx's kicking nmle around the course before a
!iuge pair of wheels thirteen feet high ; as he drove
ip in front of the amphitheatre, he addressed the
adies in his best Nigger English ; this brought
iown the house. At 2 P. M. there was a green
Tot, best $15, second $5; time, inside of three
r.inutes. Tiien a double team trot, two entries

;

irst heat made in 3.3 ; second 2.57. Now came
ihe trot for the main prize, mile heats, best tliree

in five. "Jake Oakly," "Niagara," "Lady Han-
:brd," and Jos. Wkight's breeding mare, "lola,"
were the four contestants. They were required to

rot in 2.40 to win. The first prize was won by
'Jake Oakly," the Syracuse horse, in 2.32^. The
second prize was awarded to Mr. Weight's mare
lola'." It is said she luight have won the first,

prize but for one baulk. This mare was only two
lays from grass, hence her present performance
hows what stie may be fitted to perform. It is

aid the "Jake Oakly" has now beat both Oourt-
and and Seneca.

The June Feosts in CnAuxAUQUE County.—In
I letter from a Chautauque county farmer, who,
miarting under the elFects of the late frosts, de-
nurs to my assertion tliat Indian corn will not do
IS well near the equator as 40 degrees north of it.

vVhen a boy I heard the captain of a Rhode Island
ilaver say that the Guinea corn was a small flinty

ifi-'air, and Virginia corn (gourd seed) degenerated
here because the nights were not sliort and hot
inough. In the biglit of Benin a cold white fog
severs the land and marshes about the mouths of
he rivers and along the coast, which is present
leath to every white man that is exposed to it;

:be miasma, it is ti-ue, favors vegetation, but corn

loves long hot days and short, warm dewy nights.

This same writer says there is very little corn in

the higher Chautauque, but plenty of scare-crows
in the fields, and he saw eight men in one field

phinting corn on the 20th June ; one farmer near
Chautauque lake, Avith thirty acres, had plowed
ten acres on which to sow corn for fodder to com-
pensate for his frozen grass crop ; locust and but-

ternut trees denuded by frost ; fruit damaged ; the
mercury fell to 22 deg. one morning at his house. He
says one thousand cows in tliat region must be dis-

posed of before winter, or there will be great bovine
suftering. But heretofore the Chautauque farmen
have made money fast, and they can well afford
one adverse season. Some farmers even now make
their sixty or seventy pound cheese daily, and the
New Yorkers contract for all their butter by the
season at 21 cts. a pound ; while here in our less

elevated warm dry region, no cheese is made, and
our farmers have to sell their butter (j'cleped grease
in New York) at 14 cts. a pound. Well may
Chautauque rejoice in her grass growing climate,

in spite of now and then a Siberian summer.

PLOWING V3. SPADING.

Baron von Liebig, in liis recent Letters on
Modern Agriculture^ says, "If the food of plants

in the soil can not move towards the roots, it is

evident that the roots must spi*ead about to look
for food."

" A piece of bone weighing about 30,000 milli-

grammes, (one ounce) in a cubic foot of earth, pro-

duces no marked effect on its fertility. But if these

30,000 milligrammes of phosphate of lime be uni-

formly distributed throughout the earth, it wil'

suffice for the nourishment of 120 Wlieat plants.

Ten thousand milligrammes of food, having a surfaee

extent of 100 square mi'limetres, are within the same
given time not more effective than ten milligrammes
having the same surface extent. Of two fields

with the same amount of food, one may be very
fertile, and the other equally unfruitful, if the food

is more uniformly distributed throughout the for-

mer than the latter.

" The common plow hreahs and turns up the soil

without mixing it; it only displaces, to a certain

extent, the spots on which plants are already

grown. But the spade breaks, turns, and mixes it

thoroughly^
" As the smallest portions of food can not of

themselves leave the spot in which they are held

firmly fixed by the so'l, we can understand what
immense influence must be exerted on its fertility

by its careful mechanical division and thorough
intermixture. This is the greatest of all the ditii-

culties which the agriculturist has to overcome.

"If a field is to produce a crop, corresponding

to the full amount of food present in it, the first

and most important condition for its accomplish-

ment is, that its physical state be such as to permit

even the finest rootlets to reach the spots where
the food is to be found. The extension of the roots

in every direction must not be obstructed by the co-

hesion of the soil. Plants with thin delicate roots

can not grow on a tenacious heavy soil, even with

abundance of mineral food. These facts explain in

a very simple manner one of the many favorable

effects of green manures on such soils, and enable
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as to understaml the reasons of the preference

given in many cases, by agriciilturists, to fresh, over

rotten, farm-yard manure. The moclianical condi-

tion of the ground is, in fact, remarkably altered

by the plowing in of jjlants and their remains. A
tenacious soil loses thereby its cohesion ; it becomes

brittle, and more i-eadily i)ulverized than by the

most careful plowing; ami, in a sandy soil, a cer-

tain coherence is introduced among its shifting par-

ticles. Each stem of the green manure plants

plowed in, opens up by its decay a road by which

the delicate rootlets of Wheat plant ramity in all

directions to seek their food. With the excejjtiou

ef their combustible elements, the ground receives

from tlie green manure plants nothing which it did

not previously contain ; and these of themselves

would have no et^'ect on the increase of the crop,

without the presence in the soil of the necessary

mineral food."

DKAINING WET LANDS.

Before many years there will be thousands of

acres pierced with drains. Hut the inducements to

it which make it wise in England and New Eng-
land do not yet, generally, exist in the West. The
expense of draining one acre would buy two.

Many farmers have already more arable land than

they can till to advantage. Land redeemed from
slough would not pay for itself in many years.

But although a general introduction of draining

would not be wise, there are many cases in which,

to a limited extent, it should be practiced. Lands
lying near to cities are sutiiciently valuable, and
the market for farming products sure enough, to

justify the reclaiming of wet ])ieces of land. On
small farms of forty and eighty acres, surrounded

by liigh-priced lands, not easily procured for enlarg-

ing his farm if the owner should wish it, draining

might be employed wnth advantage. A man with a

small form can affurd expenses for high cultivation

which would break a large farmer.

Some times a large meadow or arable field is

marred by a wet slash through the middle of it; a

farmer would not begrudge the labor of draining

for the sake of having his favorite field without a

Idemish. Some times forms are intersected by wet
lands, wliich make the passage from one part of the

farm to another ditticult at ail times, and almost

im|>assable at some seasons of the year. Draining
might be resorted to in such a case, not so much
tor the sake of the land reclaimed, as for the con-

venience of the whole form.

We know pieces of wet, peaty meadow land

lying close by the farm-house, the only drawback
to the beauty of the place. A good farmer woidd
wish to recover such a spot for the same reason

that \w would prefer a handsome house to a homely
one—a tine horse over a coarse looking animal—

a

sightly fence, rather than a clumsy one. There is

much strong land—but high, flat, and cold—wliich

is wet through all the spring, resisting seed till

long after other portions of the farm are at work,

and winch would, but for this backwardness, be

regarded as the l^est land. If without great ex-

pense, such Inn.l could be cured, few formers would
mind the trouble or lal>or.

There are tiiree kinds of draining which may be
employed according to circumstances— subsoil-

plowing, furrow-draining and ditch-draining.

—

When a soil is underbound by a compact, imper-
vious suisoil, all the rain or melting snow is

retained in the soil until it can exhale and evapo-

rate. For the subsoil acts like a water-tiglit floor,

or the bottom of a tub. Subsoil-plowing, by
thoroughly working through this under crust, gives

a downward passage to the moisture ; water sinks

as it does in sandy loams. Nor will such treatment
be less useful to prevent the injury of summer
drought; for the depth of soil atfoi'ds a harbor for

roots from whence they can draw moisture when
the top-soil is dry as ashes.

But there is a limit put to this treatment by the

amount of clay contained in the subsoil. It has

been experimentally ascertained in England, that

when the soil contains as high as forty-three per
cent, of alumina (clay) subsoil-plowing is useless,

because the clay soon coalesces and is as impervious

as ever. In such cases, if the land has a slight

inclination in any direction, furrow-draining may,
in some measure, relieve it. The ground is marked
out in lands as for sowing grain and plowed with

back-furrows, throwing the earth toward the cen-

tre. The rain and snow will run to either side,

and flow otf by the channels left between each

strip. This treatment does not relieve the land, to

any great extent, of water contained in it, but acts

as a preventive, by carrying olf tlie rain and snow
before they are absorbed.

—

E. W. Beecher, in Plain
and Pleasant Talk about Fruits, Flowers, and
Farming.

MAKE FARM LABOR FASHIONABLE.

At the base of the prosperity of aay people lies

this great principle

—

make farm labor fashionable

at home. Educate, instruct, encourage; and ofter

all the incentives you can offer, to give interest and

dignity to labor at home. Enlist the heart and the

intellect of the family in the support of a domes-

tic system that will make labor attractive at the

homestead. By means of the powerful influences

of early home education, endeavor to invest jn-ac-

tical labor with an interest that will cheer tlie heart

of each member of the family, and thereby you
will give to your household the grace, peace, refine-

ment and attraction which God designed a home
should possess.

The truth is, we must talk more, think more,

icork more, and act more, in reference to questions

relating to home.

The training and improvement of the physical,

intellectual, social and moral powers and sentiments

of the youth of our country, require something

more than the school-house, academy, college and

university. The young mind should receive judi-

cious training in the field, in the garden, in the

barn, in the workshop, in the parlor, in the kitchen

— in a word, around the hearthstone at home.

Whatever intellectual attainments your son may
have acquired, he is unfit to go forth into society

if he has not had thrown around him the genial

and purifying influences of parents, sisters, brothers,

and the man-saving influence of the family govern-

ment. The nation must look for virtue, wisdoin,

and strength, to the education that controls and

shapes the home policy of the family circle. There

} can be no love of country where there is no 1ot«
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of home. Patriotism, true and genuine, the only

kind worthy of the name, derives its mighty

strength from fountains that gusli out around the

hearthstone ; and those who forget to cherish the

household interests, will soon learn to look with

indifference upon the interests of their common
country.

We must cultivate the roots—not the tops. We
must make the family government^ the school, the

farm, the church, the shop, the agricultural fairs,

the laboratories of our future greatness. We must
educate our sons to be farmers, artizans, architects,

engineers, geologists, botanists, chemists— in a

word, practical men. Their eyes must be turned

from Washington to their States, counties, town-
ships, disti-icts, homes. This is true patriotism

;

and the only patriotism that will perpetually pre-

serve the nation.

—

Gov. Wright.

NOTES FEOM DOWN EAST.

Road Making.—I am not prepared to say which
is the hest system of regulating road making, but
I wUl tell you how it has operated with us. For
the last ten yeai's preceding 1859, our roads in this

place have been built on the " contract system

"

for a teiTxi of five years each. Proposals were re-

ceived, the lowest bidder obtaining it, thus placing

the superintendence entirely in one man's hands.
The contractor took it to make money, and, as a

natural consequence, the roads were neglected

—

just enough being done on them to "clear the law"
and at the end ot two terms or ten years the roads
were almost impassable. Last spring the people
rose almost en tnasse in favor of the "old surveyor
system," and opposed to the "contract system."
The city was divided into districts, with a surveyor
chosen lor each district, and the people empowered
to "work out their road tax" at so much per hour.

Each person being interested in making their own
road, they are alread}' fifty per cent, better, and
no doubt but by autuum they will regain the old

standard.

Breeding.—In the June number of the Farmer
a correspondent says that "heifers should not breed
antil four years old." This is a new doctrine to us

of this section. We generally allow them to breed

t two years, or three at the longest. It " would'nt

)ay"" for us to keep them till four years of age
sefore breeding, and I presume the 2^ay is the high-

est consideration with most others. But perhaps
iie had reference to breeding for excellency of stock

without regard to cost.

Management of Calves.—Your correspondents,

N. &i\Ci E. Matnakd, can not seem to agree on
this subject. We genei'al'.y take the calf from the

BOW as soon as it has sucked and thoroughly cleaned

the udder; first learning them to drink new milk,

then new and skimmed together, and lastly all

jkimmed, warmed, and a very little corn meal, un-

ooked, stirred in the milk ; but a small quantity

i)f meal at first, gradually increasing as they grow
jlder. If too much is given at once, or if it is fed

rregularly, it will scour them.

May-planted Corn.—The remarks of S. W., in

the last (July) Farmer^ in regard to early planted

lOrn, perfectly coincides with my opinion.

"India Wheat*"—Can you or your correspond-

ents give particulars in regard to raising, etc.?

We have sown some this season but are unac-
quainted with it.

Hungarian Grass.—Is this nothing but a vari-

ety of millet, or is it a "humbug?" g. e. b.

Belfaat, Me., July 9tk, 1S69.

DEOPSICAL LAND.

The advocates of drainage expect farmers to be
possessed of common sense enough to discriminate
between land that will pay for draining and that

which will not. If there are those that can not
so discriminate, the draining of a few acres will

show plainly whether it will or not, so that even
if one has very little judgment in the case he need
not essentially err. Every man may have observed
that one part of a field will, in general, produce
fine bright straw, (it may be wheat or other grain)

with plump heavy ears, giving a satisfactory return

for seed and labor expended, while immediately
adjoining such part of tlie field another portion

produces dark colored straw, (if not rusted,) and,

lean ears with light unremunerating grain. Now
did it ever occur to the farmer to ask himself the

reason why one part of the field brought good
grain and the other bad ? For surely he must see

there was a local cause. I will tell you how it is

:

the part giving good grain is sound, healthy land
;

the part giving bad grain is dropsical and diseased.

Whatever manure may have been applied to it, did

little or no good, and whatever vegetation it pro-

duced was unhealthy like itself. To prove what I

say, let a ditch be dug in the sound land, and there

will be no run of water, even in a wet time, unless

there is a snow-bank melting near by, which runs
into the ditch from the surface. Then let another
ditch be dug through the disemcd land, two and a

half feet deep, and in ninety-nine cases out of a

hundred there will be a free run of water, and that

coming at or near the bottom of the ditch. And
if the dropsical portion is thoroughly tapped, it

will bring for a number of years much better crops

than the land that was healthy from the beginning.

In many cases such land will pay the cost of di-ain-

ing by the excess of the first crop, where it can be
drained for $15 to $22 per acre.

—

Johi Johnston,

in Boston Cultivator.

SCAEIFYING PEA OR BARLEY STUBBLE FOR
WHEAT.

Editors Genesee Farmer :—In this country,

wheat is frequently sown on land from which a

crop of peas or barley has been taken. But where
a crop of wheat is grown in this way, we find that

the land, after the wheat is sown, becomes very

foul. The plan I have adopted is this : As soon as

the crop of barley or peas is removed, which is

usually some three or four weeks before the time

for putting in the wheat, I set a three-horse scari-

fier to work to tear up the soil, and bury all the

seeds both of the weeds and seed grain as may
have been left on the surface. These germinate

and come up in a week or two, and are then turned

under and destroyed, when I plow the land and
get it ready for the wheat. In this way my crops

of wheat are as clean, or nearly so, as those where
the land has been summer-fallowed g. l. m.
AncasUr, C. W.
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MULES vs. HORSES FOR STEADY LABOR.

The prominent reasons for using mules in team-

iiu; and farm labor in preference to horses are briefly

exhibited in tiie following views : They live to a

much greater age; a mule has scarcely attained his

matured strength at twelve years old, an age in

which horses have commenced a rapid deterioration

in value and usefulness; the average life of the

mule is about thirty years, but often at forty they
are known to perform efficiently the most laborious

services. A team of mules will accomplish almost
the labor of horses with a consumption of about
one-third less provender. ^Vithin the last few
years mules have been extensively introduced into

the teaming operations of the manufacturing dis-

trict in which I reside, and are universally consid-

ered there more elHcient and economical for that

use than horses. !Mules are subject to but few of the

diseases which prevail, and are so destructive,

among horses. Their hard skin and short hair

render them less liable to be galled by the harness
or atiected by cutaneous diseases. They are said

never to be infested by vermin. The hoof of the
mule is essentially a horny substance, and of slow
growth, and hence his shoes are seldom cast or
displaced in the i)Osition, but remain until worn
out, firmly on the feet. The vision of the mule is

much more quick and distinct than that of the
horse, and therefore they are less liable to shy or

become frightened. They are sure-footed to a
proverb. The mule excels the horse and emulates
the ox in his steady and uniform efforts in labor.

It is objected to mules that besides their disagreea-

ble braying, they are obstinate and slow, but these

defects I believe may be overcome by gentleness

and practice.

If these various traits of usefulness are possessed

by the mule, the conclusion seems to be irresistible

that his general introduction to the labor of the

farm would be an important and most desirable

improvement. The breeding of these animals is a

pubject worthy the serious and considerate retlec-

tion of the farmer. It is evident to my mind that

mules may be bred with less care and expense than
horses, and that they will command a price nearly

equal to that of an ordinary horse, while the de-

mand for them is prompt and continually increas-

ing.— W. C. Watson.

TmcK OR Tniy Sowixo.—I am about to "flag"
great part of a field of Wheat drilled with i^
pecks of seed per acre. It is too thick. Had 1

Sown 2 bushels it would h.ive gone down in the

Gra«s. The field was Wheat in 1857 and Beans in

1858. So much for deep cultivation, drainage, and
cleanliness. A thick crop is not always the result

of a thick sowing. Much money is lost by sowing
large quantities on highly farmed lands. If I were
to catechise a farmer I sh Mild say : How many
bushels of crop do you get for one bushel of seed ?

A Russian nobleman told me to-day he got 2 to

2i for one. I replied that tny crops which he was
looking at would most probably yield 40 for one.

In Oats and Wheat we need not be alarmed at

linssian productiuns just yet. His land was sandy

^ iiiil bogL'v, in the same province as St. Petersburgh.
Hoeing and weeding is not a Russian jiractice, con-
qi:ently they are sure at any rate of a good crop
of weeds.—J. J. Mkcui, Tijjtree, Bng., June^ 1859.

SOWING WHEAT.

Editors Gexesee Farmer :—There is no ques-
tion, in my mind, that drilling in seed wheat is on
aU soils better than broadcast sowing. So much
greater a proportion of the seed is likely to germi-
nate, that a much less quantity of grain is required
to sow an acre. The use of a drill also saves all

the labor of harrowing where the soil is well pre-

pared before-hand. In fact, it is better not to har-

row the land after drilling in the wheat, as the
slight ridges left by the drill are gradually crumbled
down by the rain and frost, and form a protective

covering to the young and tender plants in autumn
and winter.

But every farmer can not afford to buy so expensive
an article as a drill-machine, and some soils are too
stony and cloddy to allow of its use. Others again are
of a light sandy description. On such soils, broad-
cast sowing answers very well, if followed by the
roller to crush the clods or render a light soil more
compact and prevent its washing by heavy rains.

But on all well prepared loams, it is of no advantage
to use the roller, the frosts of winter performing the
operation more gradually and beneficially ; and on
such soils the roller is of most benefit when used
in the spring ; it then compresses the roots of the
plant into the soil, after the disintegrating effects

of the frosts are over. Wheat grown on a loamy
soil, the surface of which is left very smooth and
compact in the fall, is liable to be winter-killed by
being heaved out in the winter and early spring by
the frost, which on a more ridgy and uneven sur-

face breaks down and crumbles the projecting soil.

But on sandy soils, however compact they may be,

who ever heard of wheat being winter-killed?

The surface moisture that falls on such soils is too

quickly absorbed for the frost to have time to pro-

duce any evil effect. a. b.

Charlottecill e, C. IP.

QUARTERLY MEMORANDA FROM "DOWN EAST.'*

Messrs. Editors:—The weather during the month
of June was not so good as we had reason to ex-

pect, according to the preceding month. Low
temperature, frequent and heavy rains, and frosts,

were comftnon. The latest frost was on the eve of

the 12th ult.—slight; one on the Cth ult. did con-

siderable damage to corn, sijuashes, beans, etc.

Heavy rain storm on the 18th ult., quite destructive

to roads, bridges, and crops.

This month so far has been good "growing
weather." The growing crops ai'e generally look-

ing well. Corn fair. Potatoes look well; early

varieties in blossom. Oat-s. particularly greensward
sown, are good. Grass is pretty good ; we have
just fairly commenced haying.

Apj)le trees were in full blossom on the 2d of

'

June. According to present indications the apple,

crop will be small, if not a complete failure. Lilaol

in full blossom on the 4th ult. Pceonies by the

middle of the month. Roses are just in blossont

Strawberries were ripe by the 22d ult., nearly •
fortnight earlier than usual ; selling now at 10 ct*.

per quart. They have been quite plenty, but have
now most all ripened.

The warmest day yet this year was on the 29ti

ult., when the mercury indicated 90 deg. July 8th

the mercury indicated 83 deg. Fah.

Bel/asi, Jle,, July 9th. 1969. G. E. BEACKETT.
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"WINTER, SPRING, S'JMMEIl. OF 1859-SFFECTS OF
THE WEATHER ON FKUIT TEEES, &C.

Our readers in tlie vicinity of Western New York

need not be reminded tliat the seasons of the pres-

ent year have been peculiar, when compared with

those of previous years, and the effect of the

weatlier on fruit and fruit trees has been marked

and decisive. Tlie winter was warm and mild

without parallel—very little snow, and the weather

at no time very severe, except on the 9th, 10th,

and 11th of January. On the 9th, at sundown,

the mercury stood with us at 3 deg. above zero; at

9 o'clock in the morning on the 10th, at 3 deg. be-

low; and at sundown, at 5 deg. Ijelow ; but it was

rei>orted tliat at noon it stood at 10 deg. below.

About 10 o'clock P. M. of the lOth a great change

was perceptible, and at 9 A. ZC of the 11th the

thermometer indicated 18 deg. above, and the next

day it stood over 32 deg. above.

The etTect on the peach buds, of this sudden fall

and rise in the temperature, was immediately per-

ceptible—tiie minute black spot in the centre of

each bud told the certain loss of the coveted crop

of fruit. Just before this time the weather had

been (piite warm, and the buds were much swollen

and extremely sensitive. In the winter of '56-7

the thermometer indicated a lower temperature

even than this, and yet the peach crop in this sec-

tion was a good one. From ibis we perceive that

we have more to fear from mild weather in winter

than from cold.

As we have before remarked, the peach crop here

may be called a total failure;- yet we have seen

many trees, both of peaches and apricots, in differ-

ent parts of this city, where they are protected by

buildings on the north and west, which have on

them tolerable crops of fruit.

It has occurred to us that some system of pro-

teujtlng peach trees may be adopted which will at

tlje same time lessen the effect of the sun's rays in

the winter season and also 2:)rotect from extreme

cold winds. The peach tree is different in its form

from all other fruit trees. Instead of having a

straight trunk, from which at regular intervals

branches start out on every side, like the cherry or

pear, or even many sorts of apple trees, it usually,

at the distance of three to five feet from the ground,

makes three or four strong branches, which spread

out from each other, leaving the centre of the tree

open; and it is on the extremities of these branches,

on the small shoots of the previous year's growth,

that the fruit is borne. Thus the amount of wood

that needs protection on the peach tree is small,

compared with the bearing surface of most other

fruit trees. Cherry, pear, and apple trees, for in-

stance, bear their fruit on spurs, which are pro-

duced all over the tree, and especially on the older

parts. To protect these trees, therefore, it would

be necessary to cover the whole top of the tree;

but the peach tree needs to have only the ends of

the branches bearing the young wood to be cov-

ered. The small shoots and limbs of tlie peach

areas limber as willows, and may be bent and com-

pressed without injury; and it would not be im-

possible to wind about the extremeties of each

branch a straw band that would afford ample pro-

tection to the buds—three or four bands, or as

many as there are main branches, would be suffi-

cient for a tree. The bands could be put on any

time in the month of December, as we seldom have

very severe weather before January, and removed

about the first of March. The exi)ense of this op-

eration would not be great, as it would be done at

a season of the year when the orchardist or farmer

has usually plenty of time. The bands could be

made at the barn or stack, before commencing to

put them on, and then provided with a good self-

supporting step-ladder a handy man would easily

wind twenty or twenty-five trees in a day. A
strong objection against this practice is that a heavy

fall of snow, accompanied witJi wind, would be

apt to break and split the trees. The whole top

of the tree might, however, be encircled with a

band of straw, or some other material which would

hold it firm.

"We have no doubt these remarks are premature

and perhaps impracticable, but they may serve to

direct public attention to this matter, and result

in the discovery of some cheap and effi(;ient pro-

tection to the peach tree.

Contrary to the expectations of all the weather-

wise, whose faces were only longer and more

clouded by being shone upon by a winter's sun, the

spring was unusually early and warm. Vegetation

advanced with great rapidity, and during the blos-

soming of the fruit trees we were quite exempt

from those severe east winds which frequently prove

so injurious to the fruit while in this nascent state.
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Tlie frost on the 4tli of June and again on the

10th of the same month, will long be remembered.

Instances of its terrible ravages are related to us

from evcrv quarter. The most protected situations

eutiered mo-^t, while open, exposed bill-tops, where

the wind had free scojie, escaped with little or no

effects from it. Succulent jilants, and those in the

rapidly growing state and filled with sap, were cut

to the ground, while those naturall}^ more tender,

but in a dormant state, were not touched. The

extreme western counties of this State and of Penn-

sylvania, and the eastern counties of Ohio, proba-

bly suli'ered as severely as any other section. Ap-

ples, pears, cheri'ies, &c., were frozen stiti on the

trees, and totally destro3-ed. The grain and grass

crops were in some places cut to the ground. The

foliage of grai)e vines, in many places, was cut off,

but the young wood survived ; and although such

vines are barren the present season, they are mak-

ing a good stock of wood for next year.

Raspberries were greatly injured by the severe

weather of the winter at the same time the peach

buds were killed. In this vicinity a large propor-

tion of the canes were destroyed, and the crop

consequently is a light one. We learn from this

the value of bending down the canes in the

fall, and protecting slightly with leaves or straw,

or even throwing a spadeful of earth on the end

of tine canes when bent to the ground, which, with-

out anything farther, seems to answer every pur-

pose. The Latcton blackberry thus managed last

winter is now bearing an abundant crop— the

bushes are weighed down with the immense num-

ber of berries.

Strawberries have been a successful and profita-

ble crop, although the June frost destroyed many

of the late blossoms.

Newly transplanted trees broke very strong soon

after setting, but a deficiency of I'ain during the

spring and the severe dry weather during the first

half of July have caused quite a failure among them.

We heai* reports of this character, especially from

young ])lantations of peach trees. Too much care

can not be taken in planting young trees to puddle

the roots well in the hole while setting, and to

mulch well after.

"We tibserve trees on nnderdrained land to do

much better this season than those not so situated.

A block of i)ear trees, in a nursery, that daily comes

under our notice. f)n uiidrained land, turned yellow

by the middle of June wiihout having made more

than three or four inches of growth, while a short

distance from them, on precisely similar soil, but

well underdrained, the trees in another block have

made a growth of three or four feet, and are yet

growing rapidly. Cherry trees have uniformly

borne a large and fine crop of fruit. Apple and

pear trees, generally, are carrying good loads, and

promise a plentiful harvest; and, notwithstanding

the vicissitudes of the past eight months, the fruit

crop, on the whole, about Rochester, is such as to

amply satisfy the desires of horticulturists.

FRUIT GEOWERS' SOCIETY OF WESTERN N. Y.

The June meeting of the Fruit Growers' Society

of Western New York was held at tlie Supreme

Court room in this city, upon the 23d ultimo. The

exhibition of fruit was, in spite of the severe frost

of the 4th of June, very fine, and, combined with

the fruits and flowers of the Genesee Valley Hor-

ticultural Society, made up a spectacle rarely en-

joyed in June in any city.

After the usual formalities of organization, sub-

ject No. 1 was read by the secretary :
" Are there

any benefits to ie derivedfrom the practice of ring-

ing^ ligatures^ girdling^ tfic, 'of the grape vine;

and^ if so, what are they ?

Increase in size was spoken of first as a lenefit,

and some very fine large bunches were mentioned

which were shown at last September's session.

Cases were mentioned by Messrs. Townsend and

HoAG, of Niagara county, Aixsworth, of Ontario

county, and Smith, of Onondaga county, where

vines, or branches of vines, had been accidentally

girdled or ligatured, and where in every case the

size was very much increased, sometimes doubled :

while generally the flavor was improved and the

maturity hastened.

Judge Laxgworthy, of Monroe county, re-

marked that ligating branches of api)les, ])each

trees, &(!., accelerated the period of ripening mate-

rially, and, reasoning from anak)gy, it ought to do
the same witli gra[)es.

Mr. S. II. AiNSWORTn, of Ontario county, stated

that he knew from experience that bunches above

the girdled parts of the vine ripened fully two
weeks earlier than any others on the vines. Judge
Laxowortuy's inferences were thus shown to be
correct.

The proper time to ring or girdle was thought to

be soon after the fruit had set, and that only a

narrow ring of bark needed to be removed. The

object was more to obstruct tlian to prevent tlio

return flow of the sap. One way, is to tightly

twist a small annealed wire around the branch, and'

after a few weeks remove it; much of the eftect

will thus be produced, while but little injury can

ensue to the plant.

P. Barry stated that this practice was by no
means a new one ; that we read of it among Ro-
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man gardeners ; that English writers have long

spoken of it in terms of at least partial commenda-
tion ; that the French have long experimented up-

on it, and that it seems to be proved that it does

add materially to the size, and does hasten the

iiiitturity of the fruit. Mr. Barry thought that, as

;i whole, it did not improve the quality of the

iir.ipe, while the obstruction of the return of the

s:;;) from the leaves to the roots, was an injury to

ilic roots. The grape vine will bear this girdling

with mure impunity than any other plant, because

it makes n-^vv roots so easily. The whole of this is

a very interesting matter, and well worthy of the

attention and the experiments of members.

Mr. TowNSEND again spoke, hoping that mem-
bers would experiment and give us their results at

tlie September meeting. Could not quite agree

with Mr, Barry as to injury to the roots. Let us

take the case of an Isabella vine, trained and
pruned according to the renewal system, and there

are in fact two vines taking sap from the root and
giving it an outlet through the leaves: The only loss

to the root is from the obstruction (not stojjpage)

of the flow of part of the sap of one of these vines,

and the consequent extra developement of the fruit.

As to the branches, wlien vines are pruned accord-
ing to the renewal system, the part ligated is only

that which will l)e removed next year any way,
while the vine that is to bear fruit next year is nut
interfered with at all. Upon this system the results

Ciin nt)t be otherwise than very nice.

Judge Langworthy here put in this proviso

:

that if the ligature or girdling be applied to the

main stem of the vine, Mr. Barry's idea of injury

to the root is undoubtedly correct; but if to new
growth or only a part of the vine, as spoken of by
Mr. TowNSEND, no bad ettect would probably ensue
to the root. He also said the hastening of the ma-
turity of the fruit would show most conspicuously
upon the Catawba grape, and if by girdling we can
gain a fortnight in time, do let us try it. Few of
us ever saw a ripe Catatcba grape in Monroe county,
and if the way is now opened for us to have ripe

Catawba grapes, do let us try it.

Question No. 2 was: " The late frost: what has

ieen its effects upon the grape, both with reference

to the present and the next seasoa''s cropV

Wherever the growing wood was much aifected,

the results upon the next season's crop are of course

disastrous ; because the new wood which the vines

are compelled to make will hardly have time to

ripen up sufficiently to withstand the severity of

the winter, and to be nice bearing wood for the

next season's crop.

As to the relative hardiness of the different va-

rieties of vines under this freeze, Mr. C. P. Bisseix

had found his Isabellas were hurt worse than any

others. Mr. S. H. Ainsworth and his neighbors

in Bloomfield had noticed that their Rebecca vines

were "all uninjured," while other sorts aroimd and

among the Rebeccas were more or less injured.

Mr. O. 0. Ross, of Penfield, said that among some
half-dozen varieties the Rebecca was the only one

not injured. Other gentlemen had noticed tho

perfect hardiness of the Rebecca, and endeavored

to account for it by its ripening up its wood as fast

as it grows, and not leaving long succulent shouts

to be chilled by every depres.sion of the atmosphere,

or destroyed the first time the mercury sinks below

32 deg.

Question 3 : '•'•Which are the best varieties of

Strawbei'ries for general jjroftable cultivation, ac-

cording to 2>i'csent erperience ; and whirh the most

l^rnfitalile and at the same time ino^t economical

mode of cultivation .?"

Mr. H. N. Langwortiiy, of Ruchester, spoke of
the qualities which were needed to constitute the
best varieties. In this climate we want hardy
plants, to bear our winters without injni-y, and no
sort not perfectly hardy can be one of the best.

We want berries which are of good size and of fine

flavor; and if fur market, of an attractive color,

with the flesh of the berry hard and so firm as to

bear transportation to the mai'ket withoutbrnising.

We certainly want strong-growing plants, with a
stout stem and strong loot-»talks to keep up the

berries from the dirt.

Several gentlemen spoke of the valuable qualities

possessed by this or that favorite variety, which

had succeeded admirably under their cultivation,

but all were united a9 to the value of the Large

Early Scarlet and Wilson''s Albany; while the

Hool'er and Triomphe de Gand were scarcely be-

hind them in estimation—the Hoolier adding to its

other good qualities that of being especially valua-

ble for preserving purposes.

The various modes of garden and field-culture

were stated and commented upon, and the follow-

ing mode of mulching recommended : Spread clean

black muck over the whole surface of the bed, to

the depth of half an inch, in the fall. The altern-

ate freezing and thawing during the winter will dis-

integrate it as fine as white sand ; and being spread

over the whole surface, it serves as a mulch, pro-

tecting tlie bed from the cold. During the grow-

ing season it is an excellent fertilizer for tho plants.

There being no seeds in the muck to germinate, it

assists in keeping the bed clean from weeds; and

it is so pure, that if the ripe berries do touch it

they are not soiled as they are by contact with the

garden mold.

During the discussion of question 3, Dr. Spence,

of Yates county, exhibited some stumps of stand-

ard pear trees which had been killed by what was

to hiin quite a mysterious disease, and asked the

opinion of members upon the subject.

They were standard pear trees, five years old.

In the fall of 185S tlie leaves connnenced to assume
a red hue very prematurely. During the summer
of 1858, they had made a good strong growth—

•
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(and here lie showed some very long hranches of

la-*t year's ijrowtli.) Tliis spring, 1859, the bnds

had swelled lis usual and seemed ready to develop.

The fruit buds evon began to unfold, and then all

stojpctl. The bark remains green all down the

body of the tree until near to the ground, and root,

and it then is all dea'l and has the appearance of

having be-.-n dead for a year. The point where the

bark diaiu'es from green and bright to brown, is

somerimc's above and sometimes below the point

ofjiineiion between the jiear stock and the graft.

The wood is dead beneatli the bark and the baik

is dead. Had examined thoroughly, with a micro-

scope, and couhl ti:i<l no insect there and no mark
of any insect having been there. Had brought to

the Society some of the stumps of the trees, and
wished the gentlemen to look at tliem. The Doc-
tor verified all his statements as he jiroceeded by
cutting the bark, and showing it green above and
dead at tlie roots. In answer to (inestions—the

roots were alw.iys mostly dead. His loss had been

witliin the last four or five years fully 250 out

of 1.2H0 trees.

T. C. M.vxwEi.L thought it was the fire blight.

Had found in his ex{)erience that the blight uses

all bark just in this same way. The diseiu<e seems
to commence in the .roots; the roots all seem to die.

The furtlier supply and circulation of fresh sap is

of course stopi)ed. There remains enough of sap

iu the bark ami body of the tree to make the fruit

buds and leaf buds commence to swell and to keep
the bark green.

ALV.\n Covey had lost cherry trees in the same
way. Two X<tpoleo}i Bigarreau trees died last

year, and upt)n digging them u]) found that the

roots were dead, with the same appearance as

those now before the meeting. Disease is not con-

lined to standard pear trees, by any means.
T. G. Ykomaxs, of Walworth, had planted two

hundred stjuidard jiear trees, and they were all

gone now; knew that in his case it had been
caused by an excess (tf water. Having the excess

of water once in a while is what does it.

S. II. Ai.NswoRrji—Looking at these stumps of

Dr. Si'E.scE would call attention to the roots. They
6e*m all to be lateral roots, to lun near the surface

of the ground—trees seem not to have had any tap

roots. Thinks there mu.<t have been wet subsoil

or .>i()ine water whicii, flowing to the trees, pre-

vented the growth of the ta|i roots. Much depends
upon r!ie condition of the eartii in the spring; altern-

ate ireezing and thawing is almost sure death to

the tree.s. Hud lo.st a great numy trees in his day,

but never had any die where the subsoil was dry.

Re^UIning question Xo. 3, a ballot was Uiken as

to the best six varieties of strawberries for market

purposes, u|)on which Early Scarht and Wihoii's

AUiany were upon every ballot, and Bonier, Tri-

omphc de OanJ, Hont/s Seedling, and Burr's jNtmc

Bine received a plurality of the votes. Also, as to

which were the best six varieties for amateur culti-

vation. And here the members hardly varied a

vote from Early Scarlet, Hooler, Burr's Xew Bine,

limey's Seedling, WiUon's Alhauy, and Triomphe

de Hand.

Several geotlemea were at this time questioned

upon points where the members knew them to have

enjoyed facilities for experience t.pon particular

points in cultivation, but the facts elicited were

only confirmatory of what are at present under-

stood to be the best methods of culture—in hills

for the garden, and in rows or beds for the field.

P. Barry, recalled with pleasure the remarks
made by U. N. Lakgworthy when this subject

was first introduced. Let us be sure that we
know what we want; what qualities we desire

in the plants, and what in the berries; then let n»
cultivate our vine>- in the proper manner—let every-

thing be done according to some system, and we
shall have results which will astonish those who
just go along hap-hazard, anyhow, and who are con-

sequently always having bad luck with their berries.

The Society adjourned to meet in Rochester at

the call of the Council—])robably in Se[>tember.

Messrs. E. W. Herexdekx, of Macedon, "Wayne

county; T. C. Maxwell, of Geneva, Ontario coun-

ty; and C. L. Hoag, of Lockport, Niagara county;

have been appointed a committee to select subjects

for discussion at the September meeting. This

selection will be made some weeks beforehand and

full notice of the choice will be given to members

by the secretary.

Garden Trash.—A nurseryman of this city tells

us the following good story, and guarantees its

truth. He had an agent selling trees in Tennessee.

The farmers are wealthy, but not remarkable either

for their intelligence or horticultural taste. The

agent had a book of colored engravings of fruits,

flowers, «Ssc. He was trying to sell trees to a

farmer, and exhibited these engravings. On turn-

ing to a fine plate of strawberries, the farmer ex-

claimed, "These look nice; I will have some of

these. "What kind of a tree do they grow or. V
The agent explained tliat they did not grow on

tree?—they were raised on small plats in the gar-

den. "Oh, then," said Tennessee, " I wont have

them; I want none of your garden trash.''''

Permanent Labei.s.- Take of verdigris and sal

ammoniac each two draclims ; lampblack one
drachm ; water four ounces. Mix well in a mort^ir,

adding the water gradually. Keep in a glass vi;d

securely stopped. Write with the ink in a quill

pen, upon clean, brigiit zinc plates of any desired

form. When dry, it m.iy be exjiosed to the

weather, or buried in the ground for years, with-

out obliterating the writing. Shake the ink weU
before using.

—

Cor. Co. (ie)d.

A VAKiKTY OF Cypress.—The Retue Horticnle

gives an account of a variety of cypre.«s grown in

France, the peculiarity of which consists of there

being no branches the leaves growing on twigs

that ppring directly from the stem. The height

reaches 40 feet, while its widest diameter, compris-

ing stem and branches, is only 2 feet.
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EtJEOPEAN FLOWBRING ASH,

THE EUKOPEAN FLOWERING ASH.

In the Genesee Farmer for 1852, we called the

tention of our readers to this beautiful tree,

nee then it has been considerably diffused

ronghout the country; but it is still too little

lown. There are some fine specimens growing

sar this city, and we have now the pleasure of

esenting an excellent engraving of the tree and

)wer. It resembles the common ash in its gen-

al features. The flowers appear about the first

June, in clusters at the ends of the branches,

aese clusters are shorter than the leaves which

rround them ; and when the tree is in full bloom,

looks as though a bouquet of white, delicate

3wers, tastefully encircled by foliage, was placed

1 the end of every branch.

This tree {Ornus Europcea) is a native of South-

n Europe. In Calabria and Sicily the sap, which

:udes from it in considerable abundance, is col-

cted, and when concrete is mild and mucilaginous,

ad forms an article of commerce under the name
manna. In favorable situations the manna runs

»ontaneously, but only during the greatest heats of

immer. It begins to ooze out about mid-day, in

le form of a clear liquid, which soon thickens, and

continues to appear till the oool of the evening

when it begins to thicken into granules, which are

scraped off the following morning. When the

night has been damp or rainy, the manna does not

harden, but runs to the ground and is lost. The

manna obtained spontaneously is as pure and white

as the finest sugar. About the end of July, when

the liquid ceases to flow of itself, incisions are

made through the bark and soft wood, and into

these incisions slender pieces of straw or twigs are

inserted, on which the manna runs, and, coating

them over, hardens on them. This is the common
manna of the drug stores. It ])as a peculiar odor

and a sweetish taste, accompanied with a slight

degree of bitterness. It is considered aperient,

and was formerly much used in medicine, but is

now chiefly used to disguise other drugs in admin-

istering them to children. This manna must not

be confounded with the manna of scripture, which

is obtained from the Alhagi maurorum^ and is

now known in the east as the Persian or Syrian

manna ; or with the Arabian manna, which is ob-

tained from the tamarisk. A similar substance is

also obtained in the south of France from the larch.

The rhododendron, the walnut, and the beech, also
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yield an analogous substance, as probably do vari-

ous other trees.

There is an American flowering asli of a more

rapid and robust growth than the European varie-

ty, but they are believed to be of the same species.

A USEFUL INSECT ON PLUM AND APPLE TREE

JO.-

liglii

ipon.

lis

fki

kti

LEAVES AND FLOWERS OF THE EUROPEAK FLOWERING ASH,

The flowering ash is propagated by budding or

graftitig (tlic lattor is preferable) on the common

ash (Fraxinus excelsior) ; and as tlie stock in this

case is a much more vigorous-growing plant than

the scion, wlien the graft has been made a foot or

more above the ground the stock enlai'ges on every

side so much more tliari tlie scion as to produce the

appearance of the base of a column.

Ltme in tkansplanting Trees.— An English

publication says that a large plantation of trees has

been formed in that country, within a few years

past, without the loss of a single tree, by putting a

small quiuitity uf lime in the hole when planting

the tree. Four bushels of lime are said to be suf-

ficient for an acre. Tlio lime is thoroughly mixed

•with the soil, in order that it may be reached by

the roots, with equal facility in every direction, as

its principal ellect is to push forward the tree

during the first precarious stages of its growth.

The best stock a man can invest in, is the stock

of a farm; the best shares are jdow-sliares; and

the best banks are tlie fertile banks of tiie rural

stream: the more these arc hri)keu the better divi-

dends they pay.

—

R. W. Bcecher.

Mk. Corneli,, of Ithaca, N. Y., discovered sonw

insect eggs on his plum trees this spring, and sen

them to B. P. Johnson, Secretary of tlie New Yorl

State Agricultural Society. In the last nun>i

ber of the Journal^ he says:

""We sent these eggs to Dr. Fitch, and the;

were hatched in about six weeks—giving ou

the Prickly Tree-bug (Sinen multiKpinosa oi

De G-EETi.^DiaJema of FABincirs, = i^c^jplM"

toriu of Say). Mr. Stevens, of this city, lef

at the Rooms, eggs of this same insect, whicl

he iound on the apple tree, a year ago. Dt
Fitch then ascertained that these insects dit

not seek vegetable juices, as they all die< p

though supplied therewith. The query arises

what insect common to the apple and j)1iie

ti'ees, comes out early enough in tlie spriu;

for these bugs to feed upon it. The caterpil

lar, which makes its nest in the forks of th tem

limbs, Dr. F. surmised must be the food oi

•which they live. Some young caterpillar

were put into a bottle with them, and the;

immediately pierced them witli their bills-

doing this so adroitly, and not at all daunted

or disconcerted by the writhiiigs of thi

worms, that it was manifest they understooi

that kind of work jierfectly, although jus

out of their shells—continuing to suck then

several hours, till only their shrivelled skin,

remained. The Dr. turned them out on hi

apple trees to forage for themselves. Mr
Stevens and Mr. Cornell, and all our renders

will see the importance of welcoming thea

bugs as their very best friends, wlio will aii

them in ridding their trees of the caierjiillars, b**

destructive to the ajiple and i)liim trees."

HOW TO PREVENT FRUIT STEALING.

The Am. igriculturist says a friend found h»

grapes disappearing from the vines as fast as tliej

ripened. Suspecting that the servants stole them

he went through the kitchen bitterly complaining o:

the thieves. The cook said she had seen the hirJi

picking the grapes. "Very well," said he, •'I'll

fix them, or whoever else takes the fruit. I liav«

some bitartrate of antimony (tartar emetic) in tl*

liouse, and if I sprinkle a little of that on some of

the fruit, it '11 be the last that any one will steal.

Get me some flour to mix it with." He took tho ;t

flour into the room for a few minutes, as if for pre-

paring it, and then scattered some of the simple
\

flour on sundry places in the vines, and on some ;

other fruits in the garden. There was but little .

further disappearance of fruit tliat summer. ",i

Another correspondent of the same pajicr is v» i';

sponsible for the following: "A tall, green-looking

Yankee accosted me at a County Fair, having a

finedooking apple in his hand, and begged me t«

toll its name if I could. I tasted it—but, shade of

liin
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'omona! of all the soar apples I ever ate, this

apped the climax. It was worse than verjuice, or

our plnms, or unripe persimmons. After I had

egained my composure, I ventured to ask what

aight be Tiis name for this invaluable fruit. Where-

pon, with a sort of satirical smile stealing over

is otherwise sober features, he replied: 'Wal

00w, stranger, that's the most useful apple on my
ull farm. I call it the Yankee apple, 'cause it

•on't be beat : it looks so good, and yet is so 'tarnal

our, that I use it only to graff on all the lower

mbs of my apple trees standing near the road,

'he upper limbs I put to Greenings, Swaars, and

ch like good apples. Neow, the boys seein sich

ood lookin apples handy, jump the fence, seize

le fust fair one they can reach, take a bite,— but,

swow, after one bite, they never wait to take

lother, but run right off as fast as legs can carry

lem to Deacon Simmons' orchai'd, to get one of

9 good Baldwins to take the sour out of their

ouths. My orchard sartainly has an orful repu-

tion with the risin generation, and so I save my
uit. Neow, if this ere is not a very useful apple,

d like to know what is ?' " It would not perhaps

', a bad idea to have the Yankee apple placed on

te next fruit list of the Pomological Society as

worthy of general cultivation."

PLANTING AND CULTIVATION .OF APPLES.

TiTE distance at which the trees should be planted

1 an orchard, depends upon the mode in which
ley are to be treated. When it is desired finally

) cover and devote the whole ground to the trees,

lirty feet apart is the proper interval, but where
le farmer wishes to keep the land between the

ees in grain and grass, flfty feet is not too great a

stance in strong soils. Forty feet apart, however,
the usual distance at which the trees are planted

. orchards.

Before transplanting, the ground should be well

repared for the trees, and vigorous healthy young
ees should be selected from the nurseries. As
lere is a gi-eat diiference in the natural growth,
lape, and size of the various sorts of apple trees,

lose of the same kinds should be planted in the

)ws together, or near each other; this will not
ily facilitate culture and gathering the fruit, but
ill add to the neatness and orderly appearance
the orchard.

It is an indispensable requisite^ in all young
•cliards, to keep the ground melloio and loose by
dtivation; at least for the first few years, until

ie irees are well established. Indeed, of two
^joining orchards, one planted and kept in grass,

ad the other plowed for the first five years, there

iill be an incredible difl'erence in favor of the
:tter. Not only will tliese trees show rich dark
ixuriant foliage, and clean smooth stems, while
lose neglected will have a starved and sickly look,

at the size of the trees in the cultivated orchard
ill be treble that of the others at the end of this

time, and a tree in one will be ready to bear an
abundant crop, before the other has commenced
yielding a [)eck of good fruit. Fallow crops are

the best for orchards—potatoes, beets, carrots, bush
beans, and the like ; but whatever crops may be
grown it should constantly be borne in mind that

the roots of the tree require the sole occupancy of

the ground so tar as they extend, and therefore

that an area of more than the diameter of the

head of tlie tree should be kept clean of crops,

weeds, and grass.

GAxnEEixo AND KEEPING THE FETJiT.—In Order

to secure soundness and preservation, it is indispen-

sably necessary that tlie fruit should be gathered

by hand. For winter fruit the gathering is delayed

as long as possible, avoiding severe frosts, and the

most successful practice with our extensive orcbard-

ists is to place the good fruit directly, in a careful

manner, in new, tight flour barrels as soon as gath-

ered from the tree. These barrels should be gently

shaken while filling, and the head closely pressed in
;

they are then placed in a cool sliady exposure under

a shed open to the air, or on the north side of a

building, protected by covering of boards over the

top, where they remain for a fortnight, or until the

cold becomes too severe, wlien they are carefully

transferred to a cool, dry cellar, in which air can

be admitted occasionally in brisk weather.

A cellar, for this purpose, should be dug in dry,

gravelly, or sandy soil, with, if possible, a slope to

the north ; or, at any rate, with openings on the

north side for the admission of air very rarely in

weather not excessively cold. Here the barrels

should be placed on tiers on their sides^ and the

cellar should be kept as dark as possible. In such

a cellar, one of the largest apple growers in Dutchess

county is able to keep the Greening apple, which,

in the fruit room, usually decays in January, until

the 1st of April, in the freshest and finest condi-

tion. Some persons ])lace a layer of clean rye

straw between every layer of apples, when packing

them in bai'rels.

—

Downing^s Fruits of America.

PEARS.

The best soil for this fruit tree, is a strong loam
of moderate depth, on a dry subsoil. The pear

will, indeed, adapt itself to as great a variety of

soils as any fruit tree, but, in unfavorable soils, it

is more liable to suifer from disease than any other.

Soils that are damp during any considerable por-

tion of the year, are entirely unfit for the pear

tree; and soils that are over-rich and deep, like

some of the western all u vials, force the tree into

such over luxuriant growth, that its wood does not

ripen well, and is liable to be killed by winter

blight. The remedy, in this case, consists in jjlant-

ing the trees on slightly raised hillocks—say eight

inches above the level of the surface, and usinsj

lime as a manure. Soils that are too light, on the

other hand, may be improved by trenching, if the

subsoil is heavier, or by top dressing with heavy
muck and river mud, if it is not.

In a climate rather cold for the pear, or on a

cold soil, it is advantageous to plant on a southern

slope, but in the middle States, in warm soils, we
do not consider a decidedly southern exposure so

good as other rather cooler ones.
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The pear succeeds so well as an open standard,

and reipiires so little care for pruning—less, indeed,

in the latter respect, than any other fruit tree, that

training is seldom thought of, except iu the gardens

of the curious or skilfuL

In orchard culture, tiie pear is usually planted

about thirty feet distant each way ; in fruit gar-

dens, where the heads are somewhat kept in by
pruning, twenty feet is considered sufficient by
ruaiiy.

Peai> trees, in a bearing state, where the growth
is no longer luxuriant, should have, every autumn,
a moderate top dressing of manure, to keep them
in good condition. This, as it promotes steady and
regular growth, is far preferable to occasional
heavy manuring, which has a tendency to pro-
duce the worst form of blight to which this tree is

suhject.

The pear not being very abundantly supplied
wit!i fibrous roots, should never be transplanted,

of large size, from the nursery. Small, thrifty

plants, live or six feet high, are much to be pre-

ferred.

GATUElilXO AND KEEPING THE FRUIT.—The pCUr
is a peculiar fruit in one respect, which should
always be kept in mind; viz. that most varieties

are murh finer in fiaeor if picked from the tree,

and ripfned in the house, than if allowed to be-

come ftdly matured on the tree. There are a few
exceptit)ns to this rule, but they are very few.

And, on the other hand, we know a great many
varieties which are only second or third rate, when
ripened on the tree, l)ut possess the highest and
rioliest liavor if gathered at the proper time, and
allowed to mature in tiie house. This proper sea-

son is easily known, first, by the rij)enjng of a few
full grown, but worm-eaten specimens, which fall

soonest from the tree; and, secondly, by the change
of color, and the readiness of the stalk to part from
its branch, on gently raising the fruit. The fruit

should then be gathered—or so much of the crop
as ai)pear« sufficiently matured—and spread out on
shelves in the fruit room or upon the floor of the
garret. Here it will gradually assume its full color,

and become deliciously melting and luscious. Many
sorts which, ripened in the sun and open air, are
rather dry, when ripened within doors are most
abundantly melting and juicy. They will also

last for a considerably longer j^eriod, if ripened iu

this way—nnituring gradually as wanted for use—
and being tlius beyond tlie ii.sk of loss or injury by
violent storms or high winds.

Winter dessert pears should be allowed to hang
on tlie tree a.s long as possible, until the nights be-
con\e frosty. They should then be wrapped separ-
ately in paper, packed in kegs, barrels, or small
boxes, and placed in a cool, dry room, free from
frost. Some varieties, as the D'Aremberg, will

ripen finely wit.li no other care than placing them
iti barrels in the cellar, like apples. But most
kinds of tiie finer winter dessert pears, should be
brought into a warm apartment for a couple of
weeks before tiieir usual season of maturity. They
should be kept covered to prevent shriveling.
Many sorts that are comparatively tough if ripened
in a cold apartment, become very melting, buttery,
and juicy, when albwed to mature in a room kept
at the temperature of GO or 70 degrees.

—

A. J.

Dowuing^a Fruits of America.

PRUNING CONIFERS.

MoIntosii, in his Bot^Jc of the Ga<rden, says:
" As regards the season of pruning coniferous and
ornamental hardy trees, be they evergreen or de-
ciduous, winter has in general been the time
chosen. This is, however, a mistake— the latter

end of spring and tiiroughout the whole summer
l)eing the most proper time, because at that sea.soQ

the wounds made speedily heal up, on account of
the trees being in the full vigor of growth.
"As the great object is altitude in the i)ine tribe,

the removal of the lower tiers of branches has a
positive tendency to etlV'ct thi.s, although it would
be hazardous to amputate branches of a large size.

Coniferous pruning should be jierforined ordy

during summer ; and when the trees assume fiat

spreading heads (we do not mean those whose
natural habit is to be so. but such as tlie larch,

silver fir, &c.), the extreme points of two or ihree

tiers of branches, even above that which is to be

removed, m.ay with great advantage be foreshort-

ened. This should, however, be done so as not to

disfigure the tree, or show the points of tlie am-
putated shoots. That most elegant and likely to

be most valuable of all our recently introduced

conifers, the Deo<lar cedar (Cednis JJeodurtt), i.s a

case in point. It naturally, while young, sends

out branches in a horizontal and afterwards a

drooping manner, and these extend themselves to

a great distance, often reclining on the gi'onn<l by
reason of their own weight. This disjiosition is

the cause why the leading shoot of this tree seems
so weak, and so seldom takes a perpeiidicultir di-

rection. Prune the lower branches as stated above,

and this apparent debility in the leader will d'sap-

pear, and' it will a.ssume its proper habit, and shoot

witJi great vigor in a per|)endicular direction. All

the yomig plants of tliis species, while yet in the

nursery, -sjiould have their lower branches taken

off, and those above, to the extent of two tiers,

foreshortened also. Tiie Canadian ])ine {Ahies

Canadensis) and Cedar of Lebanon (Cedrvs Lih<ini)

are familial* instances of sad mismanagement in

this respect. The former is oftener found assuming

the character of a flat or bushy shrub than that of

a tall tree ; and the latter very often a scrubby,

meagredooking tree, branching out within a feV

feet of the ground, and ramifying into innumera-

ble brandies, either vertical or horizontal. Now,
we consider (apart from the erroneous practice of

keeping such plants in i)ots till tlrey are fin;d]y

planted out) that want of judicious early ])runiiig

is the cause why the tormer seldom attaiiis tlie

character of a tree, and tlie latter becomes a cari-

cature of its natural habit. No doubt, in tlie cas«

of both there are seminal varieties occasionally

occurring, which nniy in some ^qw instances a©-

count for such forms; but, in general, it is a thor-

ough neglect of pruning iu youth which is the

principal cause.

"Coniferous plants will bear pruning with as

much impunity, and with as great advantage, 88

other trees or jjlants, if the operation is performed

at the proper season and at a proper age. None,

however, sutler more from an opposite course."

SriNAGB seed siiould l)e got ready to be sown in

September, if you wish a good supply of thi»

choicest of all spring greens.
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PRESEEVmG FRUITS WITHOUT SUGAE.

Ena. Farmer:—The present mode of preserving

fruit with very little or no sugar, has become so

prevalent as to be no longer new to your numerous
readers ; but for the benefit of young house-keepers

who wish to know precisely how it is done, I will

give you my meth.od of putting up peaches, in

! which I have been p.^rticularly successful.

I use Sprall's self-sealing glass cans. I put sev-

eral of them at a time in pans of cold water, and
place them on the stove to heat gradually. Then
hll the preserving kettle about one-third full of

water, and perhaps a half a pound of sugar. Then
pare and stone the peaches, and put them—a few
at a time—into the syrup ; and when they are up
to the boiling point, put tliem into the cans with a

spoon, as rapidly as possible. When full, apply the

cover—the wax having been softened by the heat

of the peaches—the air will be completely excluded.

Then remove from the water to a table as soon as

each one is filled, and put a weight as heavy as a

flat-iron on each cover, until the wax becomes cold.

If many are to be put up, it should employ the

hands of two or three persons, that the peaches

may not lose their flavor or color by standing.

They should be fully ripe. The yellow peaches are

decidedly the best.

This is a much more expeditious way than cook-

ing in tlie bottles or cans, and the air is just as

effectually excluded. The peaches can be put up
whole, if desired, in the same way. This preserves

the flavor of the pit, and inalies them particularly

good for pies.

When putting up cherries or other small fruits,

the bottles are filled with the fruit ; then placed in

a large flat- bottomed kettle or boiler. Fill the ket-

tle with cold water as high as the necks of the

bottles, and let the water boil twenty minutes.

Put in the corks before they are removed from the

kettle, and seal immediately. When fruit is to be
used for puddings or pies, put it up without sugar

;

but when designed for eating upon the table, the

easiest way is to cook them in a preserving kettle,

with a small quantity of sugar, which seems ta
preserve the flavor of the fruit.

This mode of preserving fruit is not only one of

fee luxuries of the age, but is a great saving of

labor and perplexity, Avhen compared with the old

Bxethod of preserving. an old nousEKKEPER.

[We can bear testimony to the excellence of

peaches preserved in this way.]

—

Eds.

Fried Potatoes.—How few cooks know how to

fry potatoes. There is nothing so easy to get and
yet so palatable for breakfast, with a thick, tender
beef-steak, or a mutton chop fizzing from the grid-

iron. To fry raw potatoes properly, they should
be pared, cut lengthwise into slices an eighth

of an inch in thickness, dropped into a pan over
the fire, containing hot beef drippings, turned fre-

quently, nicely browned all over but never burned.
The addition of a little salt and pepper, while in

the pan, and a little flour dredged over them, is an
improyement.

ORIGINAL DOMESTIC RECEIPTS.

[Written for Uie Genesee Farmer by various Corn^epondcnts.]

Lejion Pie.—Mix flour and mo'.asso? so tliat it

will just run freely. For each pie, add one drop
lemon oil, and you have an excellent pie. Be sure
and use the oil. Cinnamon is also good.

Scarlet on Woolen.—For two pounds of goods,
take two ounces muriate of tin, two ounces cochi-
neal, two ounces cream of tartar. Boil the dye
fifteen minutes; then dip in the goods, and air

until the color suits. Color in brass or copper.

For ten pounds Black—AYool or Cotton.—
Prepare with one and a half ounces bic!)roniate

potash, one ounce cream tartar. Boil two hours.
Drain the goods. Boil two and a half p(tunds log-

wood chips one hour; ])Ut in the goods; boil one
hour; rinse and dry. Will not smut or ftide.

To DRY Corn for Sttcootash.— Select sweet corn
when in its best state for eating green. Scald suf-

ficiently to "set the milk." If a small quantity
at a time is put in boiling water, it should not re-

main over five minutes. Cut from tr.e cob ; spread
on cloths, or a frame covered with net, and exp.ose

to the sun. When well cured, put in bags and
hang in a dry place.

Elderberry Pie.—Put the under crust on the
platter, and pour on elderbeiTies till half an inch
deep; then sjjrinklc two tablespoonfuls of flour and
two of sugar over them, and pour on them a tea-
cupful of sour cream. Put on the upper crust,

and bake
'
thoroughly. Dried elderberries will

make as good pies as though fresh, if they are
soaked a few minutes in hot water before using.

Madder Red on Woolen.—For three pounds of
goods, take one and one-fourth jjounds of madder,
three ounces of muriate of tin, (known to some as

tin liquor). Heat moderately, till the madder has
color^ the water pretty thoroughly. Saturate
the goods in warm water, and put them in the dye.
Then is the time to be active, to prevent sj ots.

With a clean stick or stafl", stir continually for half

an hour; take out the goods, and rinse in luke-

warm water. Color in brass or copper.

Pickling Walnuts.—A lady of great experience

in such matters, gives the following receipt for

piclling walnuts: "Gather them dry, prick them
through with a large pin two or three times, put
them into salt and water, shift them every three

days for a fortnight, put them into a sieve, and let

them stand a day in the air, and then put them into

an earthen jar. Boil as much vinegar as wiU
cover them well, pour it boiling hot over them, let

them stand three days, then put them into a sieve,

and let them stand in the air another day ; then
take to every quart of fresh vinegar that may be
wanted, half an ounce of black mustard seed, half

an oimce of horseradish cut into slices, a quarter of

an ounce of long pepper, three cloves of garlic, a
dozen cloves, four or five pieces of raw ginger, and
a few eschalots ; boil these ten minutes, and pour it

boiling hot over your walnuts; let it stand a fort-

night, tlien put them into bottles corked close, and
cover the corks with resin. They wiU keep for

years."
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New Advertisements this Month.

Drawling and tSiibsoil Plow—Aldcn & Co., Auburn, N. Y.

Trait's raU'iU r^elf-Venlilating Covered Milk-Pans—Arthur,

Burnliam, *.. rrilroy. Pliiladflpliia, I'a.

MhIoiIc ns—Mason & Ilaiiilin, Koston, Mass.

A Prictioal Gardener wants a Situation—A. B., Rochester, N.T.

Lawton HIaekberry Plants—Win, Lawton, New Eochelle N. Y.

Pure Chester County Pigs—D. Cutts Nye, Lexington, Mass.

PmiirhUeopsie Small Fruit Nursery—Kdwin Marshall, Pough-

keepsie, N. Y.

A f^afe and Profitable Business—E. O. Storke, Auburn, N. Y.

South Downs— J. C. Taylor, Uolmdel, N. J.

Excelsior Churn—Alden .t Co., Auburn. N. Y.

Fancy Flour Sacks, &c.—M. Vanderhoof, N. Y.

To Uairymeu—A. W. Eaton, Little Falls, N. Y.

Notes on thr Weather from June 15th to Jult 16Tn.

—Tlie lust half of June, as well as the first, had an average

heat about three degrees below the mean for the last

twenty-two years. The progress of vegetation was re-

tarded, or less rapid. The quantity of rain was less than

usual also. On the 21st was a heavy storm of lightning,

rain, hail and wind in the vicinity of Albany, and on the

d»y before in Kansas. Many such occurred over the

country. The atmosphere was kept cool. Great fall of

temperature followed the thunder storms. At the begin-

ning of this half month were two cold days; and the last

of the month was cold, following the thunder storms of

the hot weather on the '27th to the 29th. The morning of

the 80th was 52*, while the heat of the 29th at 12 was 92°.

July began cold, as a consequence, and we had frost on

July 1st; a hot day on the 2d with a terrible gale from

the west, with rain more or less, so that frost occurred

again on the ith and 5th. In many places oats were

injured, and grapes destroyed; in some, wheat was killed,

as well as corn, beans, &c., as well as cultivated raspber-

ries. The injury, though great, was far less than had

been feared. The frost operated with great inequality.

The heat of the first half of July has been close to the

average. But the rain was very little till the 15th, when

the drouth of much severity ceased by the earth receiving

rain to the depth of 1.46 inches.

To the end of June, the flowers, wild and cultivated,

were splendid, and the fruits and vegetables of the season,

abundant and early. Strawberries in the greatest profu-

sion, and cherries, both early and long.

Barley harvest began in this county on June 27th, while

wheat harvest in Southern Illinois and Ohio was far ad-

vanced. July 6th wheat harvest began in this vicinitj,

and new flour was in market on the 12th.

On July 2d was the great gale of wind, in which the

balloonists, leaving St. Louis at 6.40 P. M. of the 1st, and

landing in Henderson, Jefierson county, N. Y., at 2.20 P. M.

of the 2d, making the passage of 800 miles in less than

twenty hours, or near 40 miles an hour on an average,

and more for a part of it; so that they must have been in

tugh wind alt the tim*, and in tb« heavier part of it as

they descended near the earth east of Rochester. The

gale of the 2d was a tornado at Mt. Morris at 2 P. M., at

10 in the evening at Albany, and down the Hudson and at

New York; at 11 P. M. in PittsGeld, Mass., with great

rain. Strawberries finished by this gale.

Mowing has been going on for a fortnight or more, in

the crop of timothy, and the mowing of clover began

still earlier.

From over the country comes the glad promise of a

bounteous harvest. Let us rejoice and be thankful.

»•»

The Crops.—It is difficult as yet to arrive at any deft-

nite and satisfactory opinion in regard to the yield of the

present harvest. The press of the country generally

gives glowing accounts, but we fear there is a disposition

to exaggerate. In this section, comparatively little wheat

has been raised for a few years past. Last year a greater

breadth of land was sown to wheat than for two or three

years previous, though still not a fifth of the quantity

usual before the advent of the midge. The crop of wheat

on the land sown is a good average one where it was not

injured by the frost. The midge has done little injury,

especially to the Mediterranean and other early varieties.

Barley is rather a light crop. Oats late, and considerably

injured by the drouth. Corn and potatoes look well. Hay
very light, and in some sections grasshoppers are very

numerous and destructive. On old meadows the grase

seems to have been winter-killed, and the crop in some

instances is hardly worth cutting. Cherries never were

finer or more abundant. Apples and pears generally

good. Grapes very promising. Currants in this imme-

diate vicinity were nearly destroyed by the saw-fly.—

Raspberries suffered much from the drouth. Blackber-

ries, where properly cultivated, give promise of an enor-

mous yield. Peaches are a failure. We shall have a few

plums in spite of the curculio.

Of the crops in other sections, our correspondents gen-

erally speak favorably ; and as they are practical farmers

themselves, their accounts may be relied upon. We make
a few extracts from letters recently received

:

W. H. McK., Warren county, Ohio, July 6th, says

:

" The wheat harvest is about over, and in Warren
county we have been very successful with our wheat.
Corn was a good deal cut down by the frost, but is recov-
ing. All other crops look well, except fruit, which will

be scarce. We had a severe thunder storm a few days
ago, which demolished timber and standing grain consid-
erably."

J. L. K., Jefferson county, Ky., July 11th, says

:

" Wheat is a large crop, bright and pretty. Barley and
rye full crops generally. Oats better than last year, but
still very light. Meadows quite light. I'otatocs and corn
are very short, and suffering seriously for the want of
rain. Pastures pretty well burnt up."

J. A. C, McHenry county, HI., July 9th, says:

"Some of our farmers who imported their seed spring
wheat this season from Canada, will have a noble crops
while the rest will be short and very thin. Winter wheat
was an entire failure; the farmers "plowed up the greater
part of it, and sowed spring wheat. Oats nuike but a
poor show. Corn is thrifty, but the frost set it back so
that there is danger of its yielding to that Old iJun Tuck-
erish failing of being 'too iate for supper.' Grass will be
an average yield. Fruit is plentiful m some |. laces, but
in low damp situations the frost made a pretty clean

sweep of the trees. Wool growing here pays better thaa
anything else."
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P. B., Chester county, Pa., July 19th, says

:

"Grass is generally light. Wheat is all harvested, and
ill turn out better than it has done for several years,

ats are very short, but will be well filled. Corn growing
nely, but is backward for the season ; but if no untore-

eu early frost should come, we anticipate a good crop."

M. T., Des Moines county, Ind., July 17th, writes

:

" Corn looks very well, and Oats too. Wheat is a toler-

bly good crop."

J. b., Amher.stburg, C. W., July 13th, writes

:

" A good deal of wheat was sown here last fall. The
fedi'erranea/i is now being harvested, and is very good,

nd free from midge. Other varieties promise even better,

(though somewhat hurt by the midge. Crops of every
jrt give abundant promise, although corn is rather back-

ard, and some anticipate the midge will take his toll out
f the spring wheat."

R. W. S., Woodstock, C. W., July ISth, says:

" The unusual frosts on the evenings of the 4th and
0th of June caused a panic; but after seeing the results,

'e are the best judges as to the extent of injury. All

dmit that the fruit was destroyed except in a fevv favored
jcahties. Corn and early potatoes were either entirely

estroyed or so injured that we cannot expect a good crop
rom what is lef^. Tender vegetables, grape vines, &c.,

.'ere cut down and rendered useless for this year. Winter
t'heat sufl"ered to a great extent on new land, being so

rozeu that it died to the ground, from which it has since
prung up, and is now coming out in he-ad ; so that, if the
ceather be favorable, it may be an average crop yet. The
Wediterra/iean and some other early varieties were in head
t the time, and of course suffered considerably; and in

dmost every field of winter wheat some few spots may
itiU be seen, by passing through it, where the frost left

t»s mark. The greatest evil now existing, in regard to the
*'heat, is the midge. The fly made its appearance about
he 'j'id ult. in immense numbers, and worked with great
jnergy for four evenings ; tiien for about ten days a con-
stant breeze prevented tiiem from depositing their eggs;
so that the damage by that pest will not be as great as

would have been had the evenings been calm. Around
the outsides of the fields they are very bad ; and in some
townships in this county it is said that scarcely one head
can be found that does not contain one hundred of the

maggots and some upwards of two hundred. In this part
of tlie county it is generally thought that after all we
shall have an average crop, if it escapes the rust. The hay
crop never was worse—scarcely worth cutting in many
places. Spring crops, generally, look well, especially

peas. Another mouth will end our suspense. This has
been an extraordiuarv season throughout. Such sudden
extremes of heat and cold—heavy thunder showers, sum-
mer frosts and violent winds—have seldom or never been
witnessed before. On the morning of the "glorious
fourth " it froze hard enough to damage melons, &c., and
before the day was out, the mercury reached as high as

So*^. To-day the mercury stands at 94" under the thick

foliage of a clump of trees, and 110*^' in the sun. Perhaps
by to-morrow night it may be down to 60" or below.
This, I believe, is not peculiar to Canada, but to the extra-

ordinary season."

Sow ToRKiPS.—It is not too late to sow turnips. Plow

up a wheat or barley stubble, harrow fine, and sow a

pound of seed per acre. It will cost but little ; and if the

weather is favorable, yon may secure a fair crop. If too

thick, thin out with the hoe, and destroy the weeds. E.

S. Hayward, of this county, informs us that he always

sows a few acres of his stubbles with turnips, and usually

with good success. He has raised 3,000 bushels in a sea-

son in this way. Fodder will be scarce next winter, and

a few turnips will be very acceptable. A bushel on two

of plaster per acre at the time of sowing, or after the

plants are up, would probably be beneficial.
•-•«

Large Ecvas.

—

Edson Haemon, of Clarendon, N. Y.,

sends us six hen's eggs, which weighed 18J ounces, or

ofor 8 ounces each. The hen is a cross b«tween the

linking and Brahma.

Subscriptions to the Half Volume or the Genesek

Farmer.—We have received already upwards of two thou-

sand new subscribers to the present half volume of the

Genesee Farmer. Every mail brings letters from friends

who enclose a dollar and the names of five of their neigh-

bors whom they have persuaded to try the Farmer fbr

half a year. We would return them our sincere thanks.

In all these cases we have mailed the Rural Annual for

1859 to the person sending the club. If any have failed

to receive it, we hope they will notify us and it shall be

re-sent immediately.

Are there not many others who could induce five of their

neighbors to try the Farmer for half a year? Will not

you, kind reader, speak to a few of your friends immedi-

ately? Now is the time. We will send five copies of the

Genesee Farmer for six months (July to December inclu-

sive) for $1 ; eight copies for $1.50; and in either case

send you the Rural Anmial for 1S59, (or any previous

year,) pre-paid by mail. The subscribers need not all be

at one post office. We will send the papers wherever you

may desire.

Our Cash Premiums seem to attract little attention.

Our friends who get subscribers to the Genesee Farmer

evidently do it for the good of the cause, and not with

any desire to secure the premiums. Still we have offered

a liberal List of Cash Premiums, amounting to nearly one

hundred dollars, and they will be paid to those forwarding

the largest clubs, whether they intend to compete or not.

There are many young men among our readers who might

secure one of the largest of these premiums. We shall

be happy to forward to all such, showbills, specimen

copies, &c. For terms, premiums, &o., see last page of

this number.

Inquiiies and Answers.

What is the difference between a Cultivator and

HoESE-HOE?—(S. M.) In this country, the terms cultiva-

tor and horse-hoe are used indiscriminately. For instance,

the New York State Agricultural Society awarded a pre-

mium to an implement, in 1854, as the best "cultivator,"

and again to the same implement, in 1856, as the best

" horse-hoe." In England, the term cultivator is applied

only to implements used for cultivating the soil previous

to sowing the seed, and never, as in this country, to such

implements as are used for cultivating between the rows

of growing plants. The latter are called horse-hoes, or, in

some sections, " scuffles." It would save some confusion

if the same rule was observed here by our manufacturers

and writers.

Plaster on Corn and Potatoes.—Will you or some of
j'our correspondents be so kind as to inform me, as early

as possible, if it is profitable to plaster corn and potatoes
once or twice, and draw the plaster twenty miles, at $5.53

per ton, besides incurring expenses every trip to the
amount of $1.13, which is toll on road, &c. ? I shall be
much obliged for any information on the subject.-—W. H.
Parkes, Farmington, Oakland Co., Mich.

In our experiments on corn (see Genesee Farmer for

1858, page 139), 100 lbs. of plaster gave an increase of ten

bushels of ears of corn per acre. On potatoes, in the

same field, 100 lbs. of plaster gave an increase of six

bushels per acre. (See Ge7iesee Farmer for 1858, page 105.)

If any of onr readers havo made accurate exporimonta on

these points, we hope they will give us the results.
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Stoke Coal Ashes as a Fertilizer.—I wish to make
some inquiries as to the value of stone coal ashes as a

manure. We burn anthracite coal exclusively here, and

everv farmer has a large heap at his back door. Would
it prove valuable if thrown on the manure heap? I have

tried it spread on the land and plowed in for corn and

puuipkius with success, and on potatoes and turnips with

equally good results. Buckwheat grown the year after

corn, was nearly doubled in the yield of the crop. On
cabbages it was" a failure. I would like to know the ex-

perience of those who may have tried it on other crops.

—

Z. K.NAPP, Luzerne Co., Pa.

Cin.scH Bug in Indiana.— I have been visited with that

alarming pest, the chinch bug. They have destroyed sev-

eral acres of promising spring wheat, and have now at-

tacked about twenty acres of beautiful corn. Have none

of your numerous readers discovered a method of destroy-

ing' these invaders? I tried to burn the wheat and them
wilb it; then plowed up several yards between the wheat
and corn, made several deep trenches, and kept a boy and

horse drawing a log of wood up and down them ; but all in

vain ; they soon passed the trenches, and beseiged the corn

in such immense numbers I am afraid the whole will soon

be destroyed.

—

Thomas Garnall, Oxford, Benton Co., Ind.

Crops for Swamp Land.—I have a swamp covered with

wild grass. Would timothy seed grow on it so as to kill

the grass? Would it pay to make it into potato beds?
Would turnips or carrots grow on it with profit? Or
would it pay to put a few inches of clay on it? It was
drained last fall. The muck is from four to twenty feet

dee|). It is quite solid till you break the sod, but then a

horse will " mire."—A. K., South Dumfries, G. W., July
loth, 1859.

Lime as Manure.—My land is worn out, and I am told

to burn lime and apply it. I have plenty of good stone

for lime, ami can make it at a small cost. I have the sed-

iment in au old saw-mill dam, and some leaves and straw

;

but still I must use lime, and I should be glad of infor-

mation on the subject.—W. G. Thompson, Centre Co., Pa.

Southern Wheat.—I want to sow a field of wheat this

fall with some southern variety. What will be the best

kind ? We have but two principal kinds here, the Medlt-

en-ani'an. and Kentucky—the former doing by far the best.

—W. Bkown, Clark Co., Ohio.

We hope some of our correspondents will answer the

above.

Whkat LOnaiN'G.— Our greatest trouble here in raising

wheat, is that it lodges. If we put on enough farm-yard

manure to raise thirty bushels per acre, it all goes down
before it is out in head, and we get but half a crop.

What is our remedy?—L. U. McConville, Eockville, Pa.

Frosted Wiie.vt Straw.—The winter grain in this sec-

tion was all killed by the June frost. Will it hurt cattle

to eat the straw, if it is well cured? Some say it will kill

them—N. H. C, Holland, Pa.

We can not see how it would hurt them.

Fish Pond.—Is there any way to keep a fish pond clean

from a green substance, called here frog-spittle? There
are no frogs in my pond, but plenty of this green stuff. If

there is a remedy, 1 should be glad to know it.—N. H. C,
Venango Co., Pa.

E.-<oi.isu Walnuts.—Will you or some of your corres-

pondents let me know what will make an English walnut
tree hold its fruit? I have a tree that is healthy, and blos-

soms well, but the fruit falls off soon after setting.—M.

W. T., CerUrcville, Md.

Barken Heifers. — Will some of the readers of the

Ge>t*Jiee Farmer inform me, through its pages, how to

overcome barrenness in a two year old heifer.—I)., Oat«i.

Ice House.—Could some of your readers give, through
tbe Farmer, a good and cheap plan for an ice house t—
W. Cherkt, J/u/hland Co., Ohio.

Plaster foe White Clovbr.—Does plaster do as much
good on white aa op red cloTsr?—0., Vtnango Oe., /b.

Cutting Cows Horns.—Is there any means of changing
the course of a cow's horn when it grows into her Uce^

or is there any danger in cutting it?—J. D.

Notices of Books, Pamphlets, &c.

THE NEW AMERICAN CYCLOPEniA: A popular Diction-

ary of popular Knowledge. Edited by Geokgk Kn-LEV and
Charles A. Dana. "Vol.6 Cough— Kducalion. NewYoiki
D. Appleton & Co. 1S59. D. M. Dewey sole agent for Ro-
chester and yicinity. Price $3 per volume.

PERSONAL RECOLLECTIONS OF THE AMERICAN REV-
OLUTION. A Private Journal. Prepared from autlienti*

Domestic Records. Together with Reminiscences of WasH'
JNGTON and Lafayette Edited by Sidney Babclay. New
York: Rudd & Carleton. Price $L

CHAMBERS' ENCYCLOPEDIA : A Dictionar)- of ITniversaJ.

Knowledge for the People, on the basis of the latest edition of'

the German Conversations Lexicon. Illustrated by Wood Kn«
gravings and Maps. Part S. New York : D. Appleton & Co.

Price 15 cents per number.

01

NAPOLEON III—THE MAN OF PROPHECY; or the E^vi.
val of the French E i.perorship anticipated from the neeessitj)

of Prophecy. By G. S. Fabeb, B. D. New York : D. Applw
TON & Co. Price 87^ cents.

By E. About. Translated from*

New York : D. Appleton & Ca
THE ROMAN QUESTION,

the French by 11. C. Coape.
Price 62X cents.

All the above books are for sale by D. M. Dewey, of''

this city, or they can be obtained from the respective pub

lishers, sent, prepaid by mail, for the price annexed.

REVIEW OF THE MARKETS.

GENESEE FARMER OFFICE, )

Rocuester, N. Y., July 22, 1859.
(
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Pboduce Markets generally have been dull, and declining*

There is no speculative disposition manifesi, and no confldencw

in present prices. The general opinion seems to be that then

harvest which is now being gathered, will prove an abundank

one. There are, however, complaints from some sections of thw

country, of damage resulting from the frosts in the early part of"

June. The crop is never quite safe until it is secured, and ill

may yet sustain serious damage in some localities, in conse^

quence of heavy rains, succeeded by a closft atmosphere. Never-

theless, with such large estimates of tlio product of wheat as hav»

been recently published, it is safe to say that, if half the quanlstj

predicted be ultimately realized, there need be no apprehension

of famine for the next year at least, and certainly no cause will

exist tor famine prices. In Europe, generally, the weather bu
been very favorul>le. A want of rain has been felt in some parti,

and a diminished yield is apprehendi.'d ; but, on the wliole, the

])rospect of an abundant harvest was good at the date of our laatl

advices.

FLOUR AND GRAIN.—In these articles there is no activity

apparent in any of the markets of the country, A liberal supply

for the season exists, and a probability of lower prices restrictt

purchases. A large proportion of the stock of Flour on hand !•

of poor quality, and liable soon to become sour ; much of it is

unsound, and quite unfit for bread, or for human food in any

shape. The stock of wheat 's, perhaps, not large ; but in the en-

tire absenceof any loreign demand, the market is without anima-

tion. Coarse grain, for the most part, in good supply, and dnJl

of gale.

PROVISIONS.—In Pork, a moderate business has been done,

and, with gome speculative inquiry, more confidence is apparent

There is, however, a want of activity in the market, and price*

are irregular. In other articles there is not much variation, and

the demand is quite moderate.

CATTLE.—With very warm weather, and an increased stock,

prices have declined. Purchases have been limited to wants for

immediate consumption. Speculators for an advance have beoa

diaoppointcd in their expectation*.
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WOOL.—This article has been freely offered, aud, with an

equal disposition to purchase, the nuirkct lias been quite active.

There has been but a sliglil variation in the price in some mar-

kets, while in others a larpe advance has been obtained.

E0CHE3TEE MASKET.-July 22.

FLOUR—Market very dull, aud a duwuwar<l tendency is man-

ifest. Western, $5@,0.5ll; Genesee au<l Canadian, $l"..5i@,T.5l).

GII.VIN—Wheat is constantly ilecJining. Perhaps good rod

may sell at $1, aud while at $l.-io@$l.yO. New in small lots may

br.ng a higher price, but it is q.iite unec-rtain. Corn, tSc. Bar-

ley. 60e@.70c. K''e, Stic(<Vi'.loc. Oats. 4bc.

SEF.liS—Clover, .t4.5u®4.T,i. Timoihy, $'3@2 2.5. Flax, $1 ."jO.

PKOVISION^—Mess I'ork, |17.l)0@i>i8.0u. Lard, r2c@,i:ic.

Hams, lle@12o. Shoulders, Sc@'.ic. liiUter, UciaiSc. Cheese,

8 @ye. Et'gs, 14c@.16c. Totaloes, 50c@,«(Jc. Dressed hogs, $T

©if;. 30.
KKKF CATTLE—Live weight, $.S.3' @4!.x

CALVEri—$3.5 @$7 per head; Oc per lb. dressed. Including

the sk in.

SIIKEI'—ifi.'iricn'.iiaso i)er head. Lambs, .$1.5i;®)^2.50 each.

HAY—$12@,$l6'per ton.

WOOL—3oc(5.i45c per lb.

FEW YORK MAHKET.-July 21.

FLOCR A,NM) MEAL—Market didl and lieavv, with limited

demand. Superfine Stale. $4.5 @,$4.!)0 ; extra do, if.\rO@,^;V4()

;

"Western su[(ertiue. $4. 11(544.90 ; extra do. !f.\Oi (Sj^C .50; Ohio
round-hoop, ,$.\0n@,|.")2.i tor old, .'iir..3.=.f?T4''J..")iJ for fresh grouml
Southern Klour dull ; Bramlywine, •fo .'0(31 .!..4n ; Georgetown. $6

.$7 5:); I'etersliurii city and Uiehrnond cily. ^il T5@:i<3. live Hour

quiet at $4@,$4.7.5. Corn meMi—leracy, .*3.76@$4; Brandy wine,
$4.'?5f((),$4.3''; puncheons. $20.

GKAlM— Wlieat hetivy and lower; Southern new white, $1.S5

©*1.4.t: red do $1.2r>@,)fl 3^ ; Chicago spring. SOc liye quiet

at SSe(gi/.10c. Barlev iliilJ al.i5c(g),(i^c. 0;ils dull ; State, 41@,44c ;

Jersev, Del.-iware. and I'enn.-jlvania. y8e@.41(! ; Soiulieni. 3'e@,

40e: Canadian, 4iic((7ll4e. Corn dull at sS.-cpo.lOc for Western

mxd ; SoMthern, '.»2e''r7),i(4r ; round yellow, P0@'.'2c ; nusouiid. Soc.

SKEl)S—< 'lover. Se(a9>.f per it.. iimotiiv. ?2 for mowed;
$>.37.hi(a*2.75 for reaped, .per bushel, lied loji, $-LC,i}i@,2.>,l}i

per ft\ e bushel liag.

PKOVISIONS — Market dull. Me- Pork .tl5 75: priuu-,

fll.T.j; ]jrime mess. $U'..2.5(gi.Bii>.75: clear, .$1^..^!. r.eef dull at

$331,* for country me.-'.s $'@.^'1.7"i for eoiini.'-y prime; ^Li.oiiig.

$13 for re-packed w stern ;
$13.oi 0>$1.^..'>1) for extra e.-* Beef

ha • H, $15((Vt!?l''. Bacon cpiiet H.-jns. piekled. s^^efSiDJie; <lry.

8c@.SU'e. Shoulders. 7>4'e©7,'-^e for pickled ; ().i4c@ti>^c fonlry.

Lar.l, lii>^c@.ll3ae. Uiilter— ^tate, l(ie@19c; Or-.nge county,

<H.)c-(a)::'>r. Chee.S", TeP^Dc.

BMOF CATTLE— I'lrst quality, 9j^e@.10c; medium, 8c®9c

;

ordinarv. i;c@,7>^e ; eXiM "oo , l",yc@.li)>se.

(.:A(,VES— 'ic per ill. live weight for ehoiei?.

SlIEKP .\N1) LAMBS—range from ^2.50 to $5 per h»nd, ac-

corii'.ug to qualitv.

ilOdS— ;,',„rn fed. C'i^ii'sC; .still fed, fiJaCfSi-fiJ^c per lb. cross.

WOOL—Saxonv fleece. »r.c@(iOc ; Merino full blof il, ,53c(5i.''Kc ;

X to 'X do., 46c(ai49e; M do aud Native, 4ac@44c ; pulled, 30c@,

5Uc, according to (piality.

PHILADELPHIA MAEKET. -July 19.

FLOUU .\Ni) .VI E.\L—Market un.'^ettled .and demand small*

Old superfine. *5..'">0 ; new do., .'^6.26; tan-y brands of new, $7.

Eye Hour. $4ig>.'i;t.2.'i. Corn nie.al, $:i.T5.

611 \ IN —Wheat—prime new red Southern, $1.40; white do.,

$1.4@-f;150. OldUveSic. Southern yellow Corn, SGc. OaU,40c.
SEE I >S—Clover, $5 50@4!>.75 per bushel.

PKOVISfONS—Market firm.

GATTLE M.VKKET.-Beef Cattle dull and lowl^r with large
receipts ;

prices range from iffi.iO to .?10 50 per 100 lbs., mostly at

SaO-i;!". Sheep, 4e@t>jc per lb., sros.s. Prime Milch Cows,
|40@.{.'i0 each; .seecmd quality, $-'5@$35; Dry Cows, .$15@|20.
Hoiis. f7.ij "©^'."S [ler loo lbs. net.

7I.\Y—-^upidy limited, i ituothy, best quality, $1.15@,|1.20 per
100 lbs; new hay, 95e@t-L
STIt.WV—Demand gaod ot 70c@."5c per 100 lbs., according to

quality
Wi MIL— Sales of common fleece at 87c@40c ; fine quality, 50c

@55c per lb.

BUFFALO MARKET. -July 21.

FLOUR—Market quiet ; demand chiefly for the better grades
of fresh ground, wbieh are held with iniire tinuness. Inferior

branda dull and declining. State from spring wheat, $3.50@.t4 ;

Western extras, $4.50@.$5.50 ; double extras and favorite brands,

GliAlN—Wheat dull and heavy with but litHe doing ; Western
new white, $!..Se@$1.40; red winter do., ,$1.20; spring, 62e@"0c.
Corn sieadv with limited demand; sales ..t T5c. Oats, 41c®4;3c.
Barlev, tr-e^.^oc, Kve, SOe.

PKOVISIONS—Mess Vork, $16.50@,$16.T5 for heavy; $15.'.0((7l

$15.75 for light. Hams, lOVcf^lO^s'c for sugar-cured; 9e@9j^'c
Jnr plain. Shoulders, 7>^c@Sc. Lard, llc^il^sc. Butter, 16c
©ISc. Hamburgh Cheese, 7c@8c.

CHICAGO MARKET. -July 20.

FLOUR-White winter wheat Hour, $1 ; siipertine, .%5.

GRAIN—Wheat dull; new white, $1.15; red do., $1.10; old

winter No. 1, 95c'; spring No. 1, 7.5c; st:ind.ird do, 5t3e(^..5Sc —
Corn—No. 1. 6sc ; No. 2, G4c. Pvve, 72c@75c. Barley, 4>)C®5(JC.

Oats, .30c@.-!6c. Beans, 5'ic@90c.

PROVISIONS—Mess Pork, $16. Hams, <)c0}AOc. fhnulders,

7c@7=^c. Lard, lie® 11 }ic. Butter-prime qualities, llc®12c;

common dull at 9e@,10c. Elgsis dull at 9c@.10e. Potatoes, $1@
$1.12 for new; 05c@75c for old.

POULTRY—Spring Chickens, $1.75@«2 per doz. Live Tur-

kevs. ee(g>7c per lb.

HIDES—Market firm. Green city, fi.!;i@fiXc; do. country. 4c

@7^V:; salt, 3>sc@9;^c; dry flint, itc^lSu: fresh pelLs, $1.5!©
$l.7-\

CATTLE—Beef Cattle in good demand at $3..^>0@ $3.75 for

prime: $2@,$3 for common to medium.
SHEEP—*2..')0(ai,$3.2.'i i)er cwt.

HOGS—Firm at $.<.25(n';$.5.5o lor fat, and $4.7."®$5 for stores.

WOnL—Fleeee—common n.-itive, 2.Sc©3itie; X to full blood

Merino and Saxony, 8 c@.4t;e per lb.

CmCINNATI MARKET. -Ja'.y 20

FLOUR—The .Market is depre.s.^ed and demand ohiefly local.

Superfine, $1 75@$-t.90 ; extra, $5@,$.5.2.").

for future delivery at $4.50.

GRAIN— Prime new red Wheat. $1.05;

Corn—See for white ; 80c@^3c for mixed,

lev quiet al 55c. Oals, 44c.

"SEICDS—Clover. $5.2.5. Timothy. $1.90@42. Flax —

.

PROVlSIOISiS—Mess Pork, $1.5.50®$15 75. Bacon firm at 0]4c

for siiles, and 7c for shoulders. Bulk meats linn at .Sc@.S,'^c for

siiles, and 6(@,()>^c for s .oulders. Lard, lie. Butter—Choice

Western Reserve, 13c@.14c; prime Ohio, llc@12c. Cheese, 7c

for prime Western Reserve.

HIDES—The market is firm. Dry salted, 15c@.16c; green

salted. S>;c®9c ;
green, 8e ; flint, 16c@17c per lb.

H.\Y— Prime old, $1S pei ton.

BEEF CATTLE—In good supplv and dull. Sales at $2.25@

The demand is good

<lo white. $1.12@,*l.lo.

Rve dull al 65c. Bar-

$4 per cwt. gross.,

SHEEP—^1.25@$5..50 each.

HOGS-$5@,$J.75 per ewt. grns-<.

TORONTO MARKET. -July 20.

FLOUR—Dull and declining. Superfine, $5.50; fancy, $6
extra. .1: « 25.

GU.MX—Winter Wheal, $1.20@.tl. 4'; spring wheat, $1.20@

$1 25. Market bare of Barlev .inrl Rve. Oats, 56c.

PROVISIONS—Me.« Pork, $1-'; prime, $16. Bacon— 9c for

green. Lard, l:ic©13;4e. Butter active at 13c@,15c for fresh.

Efftrs, l.5e.

'POULTRY -Fowls plentiful at 40c@5(\- per pair. Ducks held

at 38>f(i!.5iie ])er pair.

(^VTlLE MAKKKT—Reef Cattle abundant, with li-i ited solos

on account of the warm weather; prime, $ (5 $6 ; inferior, $4@
.$5 per lot) lbs on foot. Lheep in goo.l supply at $8(<V *4 each.

Calves, .$:!©$4.5o each. Lambs, $i.7.5(g>$2 each. Beof hides,

0>'c per lb.

WiiOL- Bui little ofTering. 27<p@,28e per lb.

HAY—New. $15(2,$2il per ton. STRAW—$9@,$10 p«r toe.

LIVERPOOL MARKET.— June 24.

FLOUR AND MEAL—We^iern can.'d Flour. $.5.04(a $5.53

;

Philadelphia, Baltimore, and Ohio, .*.5.:'.2(a:-.t6 24 : Canadian, $.i.76

©$6.24: sour, $4.8i;@..5.28. Com Meal. $4,32@$4 56 per blil

GRAIN—American white whe.at, |l.R':(TJ.$1.7a; red do, $1.57®
$1.44; Canadian white, :ri.4i@$l.fS ; do, red. $1.3' @.$1.87. In-

dian corn—white, $l.!6®$l.-.6 ;
yellow, ylr@,94c; mixed, 90c@

91c. All per bush, of 6o lbs.

WOOL—Ranges in price from 12c lo S4c per lb.

LONDON MARKET. -June 27,

FLOUR— American .sour, *::>.7r(ri- .?(',. i'4 ; sweet.—.

GR.AIN—Wheat—American white. $!.,S2(rri$1..56; do red. $1.82

©$1.50, Indian corn—white, 96c©.y9c: yellow, 96c@$1.02, per

60 lbs.

WOOL—Demaiid steady at full prices with a slight advance.

2=icfg),4.5c per lb. for the range of domestic. For.'ign—the Mneit

qualities of German, Saxon, ami Prus.'^ian, b0c@$1.08 per lb.

BRIGHTON CATTLE MARKET.— July 21.

At market, 1260 Beeves, 20u Stores, 2700 Sheep and Lambs, 560

Swine. ^
PRICES — Market Beef— Extra. $S.75©,$0.00 : First quality,

$8 50; Second. $7.00; Third. $5.75. Workiiisr Oxen—$!»o@
$120. Milch Cows— $41 (3-1 $4 1; lommon. $2.) @. $21. Veal

Calves—$3.00®$5.00. Yearlinirs—none. Two Yeais old—$22

(?7\$27. Three Years old—$v:7(a$34. Hides-7Xc(^8c per lb.—

Calf Skins— l-3c(mi4c per lb. T.allow- 7 @7)^oc. Sheep and

j^ambs— $1.50((?>$1.75; extra, $2.75(?!>,.$3.50 Pelts—$0 62®$1.25.

gwine—Fat Hogs, 6%c. Pigs, 5>4C@.5?ic; retail. b}i@6)ic.

Beeves are sold here by the head, at prices per lb. equal to the

estimated weight of beef in the quarter, together with the fifth

quarter, or the hide and tallow, at the same price, at a shrinkage

I

from lire weight agreed on by the partiea—from 28 lo 84 per cent.
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ADVERTISEMENTS.

PURE CHESTER COUNTY PIGS—From choice stock of

'lliiK. W.",.l,r>t' l'eniiiii:;t'>nvillc. C'hcslor Co.. I'n. for sale by
Aii'nisl. lv>9.—2i* U. CUTTri NYE, Lexington, Mass.

OOUTH DOWNS.—T. C. T.iyIor"s Ninth Annufil Sale of South
1^ Down I.ambs will be hel-l on the Oirm of J. G. Smoolc. near
Holnuiol. N. J., on Thursday, Sept.. 8lh. Sire<l l>y "World's
Prize" ttho .$'20!H) ram;. For j)Hrtioulars, send to nic for circulars,

at Holmilel. N. J. ault* J. C. TAYLOR.

IpARMS FOR SALE- — I olTcr for sale ir>50 acres of rich and
' jirodiRtive land, uivn navi<:al)le waters, in SlafTord county,

Va., which would iiuil;e foiir cood farnis, and would be sold .^t

tiie followina prices: Farm No. \. at J16 per acre; No. 2, at .$12;

No. 3. at |;r..')0 ; No. 4, at f.^. For information, address me at

Accokeek T 0., Stafford Ca, Va. jySt JOHN MINOU, M. D.

La-wton Blackberry Plants.

Address WILLIAM LAWTON, New Rochelle, N. Y.

Circulars Promptly For^varded.
au3t

FARM FOR SALE.— A farm of one hundred acres, withii.

halt a mile of llie village of Middlcport, Niagara Co., N. Y.,

is offered for sale on reasoiiaMe terms. It is well supplied with

barns, sheds, orchards, and all necessary improvements, and is

well watered. About 20 acres arn good wood land, the rest under
cultivation. Inquire of, or address TIIOS. F. SMITH,

July, 1S59.—3t* Middleport. N. Y.

FANCY FLOUR SACKS—beautifully printed, .$50 per 1,0C0.

Paper Bags, various sizes. $1.20 to $2.50 per 1.000.

Gunny Bags, extra size, $13 per 100.

Grain Bags of every kind.

Manilla Kope, 9 cts. per lb. Jute, 7M' cts.

Bed Cords—.$1 2.5. $1 .50. $l.".i per dozen.
M. V.VNDEKIIOOF, 171 AVest street. New York.

MELODEONS— TIIK '-TREBLE FORTE" STOP.— .\ new
and a'!miroble improi-enient has iust been effected in lln-

Melodeons of M.\SON & HAMLIN. It consists in the "treble
fi:)rte" slop, or a st^p by means of which the treble part of the in-

•trument may be increased in power, while the bass remaiiis

subdued. Tlie a<ivantage of this stop is found in the perform-
ance of solo passages where it is desirable that prominence should

be given to the treble notes. The house of MASON & HAM-
LIN has received, since lS.5i), for bkrt Melodeons and irarmoiii-

urns, no less than Twenty Gold and Silver Medals and Diplomas
from various State Fairs and Societies throughout the country.

Melodeons, from $00 to $200
Harmoniums, from $2ti0 to $i00

Descriptive Catalogues sent on application
MASON & HAMLIN, Boston, M.ass., or

StuSt CIIICKERING & SONS, 694 Broadway, New York.

A SAFE AND PR^FTABLE BUSINESS.

THE ArBI'RN PrBLISHTNG CO. have just ajlded to their

list FOUR NEW AGENTS' BOOKS, which are sold only

to Subscribers, and for which they wish to employ canvassing
Agents in every county in the U. S. and Cana<la. That business,

tcitA ttiHr hookx. is very profitable, paying from §1000 to $r^.500

per year, and of which their circulars furnish the most conclusive

evidence. To Teachers, Mechanics,. Clerks, Farmers, &c., it

pays more than triple their usual compensation. The "crisis" is

past, the crops are good, and the times arc now very favorable,

rendering the profits unusually large anil certain. Those, there-

fore, who now engage will find the business certaiidy i>rofitable.

They will send their new circulars, containing full parriculars of

Uie business, and " Practical Instructions" how to eon. hut it, free

to all who will .ipply to E. G. STORKE.
August, ls"'9.— It Publishing Agent, Auburn, N. Y.

POUGHKEEPSIE SMALL FRUIT NURSERY.

STRAWBERRY PLANTS.
AT'''ILSON-S ALB.VNY, HOOKER. PEABODY, Mr.WOY'S
>V SL'PEUInU, and all the leading choice varieties, at 50

cts. per dozen ; $1 t*\ \<i-t hundred ; $10 per thousand.

IIOVEY, and all the old favorite varieties, at $1 per hundred;
ts iK-r thousand.
TRIOMI'IIE DE OAND, TROLLOP'S VICTORI.A, TI-

COMPTE IIENRK'ART DK TIIfRY, O.MER P.\CIIA, SIR
n.\l RY, SWAINSTONE SEEDLING, &.c.. the choicest for-

eign varieties, .it 75 els. per dozen ; $2..50 per hundred.
The imdersigned devoting his personal attention to the cultiva-

tion of the above, purchasers may rely on plants being Tigoroos

and truf to name.
Plants packed with great care for any distance.

Sen.! f..r a catalogue. EDWIN M.VRSHALL.
au2t Pouglikeepslc, N. Y.

Also a fine etock of LINNAEUS RHUBARU for sale.

I> H A. T T ' S
Vatcnt

SELF-VENTILATING
Covered Milk-Pan.

This is an enclosed milk-pan, so ar-

ranged as to secure the supply and
circulation of air requircil for the sep-

aration and rising of the cream. By reference to the eiii:r:iving,

it will be seen that the pan has a cover; arountl the lower rim
of this cover are several minute perforations for Ihe air to enter,

and at the top of the chimney, (as it may be called.) which rises

from the center of the cover, is another series of perforations for

the air to escape. When new milk is placed in this pan, tha

colder external air presses in through the lower range of per-

forations in the civer, and forces the warm air out tlirnugh Ihe

perforations above, thus producing the required circulation.

This circulation of air will diminish', as the cooling pmcess goes

on, but not cease ; for, gases being evolved m the jiroduction of

cream, their lightness will sliU cause the air to draw in through
the lower parforalions, and so continue the process of venlilaiii.n.

The value of this new milv-pan will be at once apparent.
Dairymen often have great difliculty in protecting their open
pans from gnats, flies, rats, mice, snails, lizzanls. A-c, &c.; and
they can not cover them, because, if the air is shutout, the cream
will not separate from the milk.
But not alone to dairymen is the invention of value. In every

family milk is used; aiid with one or more of these self-ventila-

ting pans, the best condition for raising cream is secured. Cov-
ered, and set upon a shelf, or the cellar floor Ihe pan is entirely

free from molestation. During the time that the patent was
pending, in 1S."S, this Milk-pan was exhibited at the U. S. Asri-

cultnral Fair, held at Richmond, Va.; at the Pennsylvania Srate

Fair, held at Pittsburgh ; and at tlie New Hampshire Stale Fair,

held at Dover. In each case a DIPLOM.i was awarded.

ARTHUR, BURNHAM, AND GILROY,
Sole MAXUF.icruRKi'.s,

Ur and 119 South Tenth St., PlUladelphia, Pa.

Also, Manufacturers, under the Patent, of " The Oi.n Dominion"
Coffee Pot, and Artuck's Self-Sealing FRriT-CANsand Jaes.

August, 1^59.—2t

TO DAIRYMEN.
NO p'-riodical devoted to the interests and improvement of

Dairy Farming in this country, had been published until

the undersigned issued the

DAIRYMAIV'S RECORD,
at Little Falls, N. Y.. in February last. It contains the views and
experience of intelligent and practical farmers of IK-rkimer

county—a countv standing <»< the head of the Dairy Interest in

the United State's, for both the quantity and quality of its pro-

ducts of Cheese.
The '• Dairyman's Record " has already attained a w .de circi>-

lalion among all classes of Agrieu'lurists, and it is the purpose of

the Publisher to enlarge and improve it without increase ol cost

to its i)atr(ms.

Published semi-monthlvf at 50 cents per year to single sub-

scribers, or 40 cents to clubs of five or more. Specimen copies

sent gratis, by mail, to any person requesiiuL' 'he sam.-.

A. W. EATON. Publisher,

August, 18,59.-It* Liille Falls, N. Y.

EXCELSIOR CHURN.—This Chum is the result of years of
I experience and experimenting by a practical fanner, to

produce a Churn that has all the advantages of the old dash

(.'burn, and be n Idhor-soving macJiine. We claim for this

Churn, and are prepared to prove by actual demonstration, that

it will produce MOKE BUTTER, A BETTER QUALITY,
WITH LESS TIME AND LESS L.\B()R. than any other

Churn in the market. It is perfectly nimpU in its cotLttrvrfion,

not lialile to git out of order, and a child <'an operaie it. It has
been thoroughly tested by several hundred different farmers in

Seneca and "adjoining counties, and its merits fully established

wherever in.roduced. All that is asked for this Churn is to let it

rest on its own merits. Price from $4 to $7, according to size.

Sent to anv address on receipt of price.

Rights for sale. Send for a circular.

August—It ALDEN & CO., Auburn, N. Y.

A PRACTICAL GARDENER AND NURSERYMAN
waul.s a siln.iiinn as Eoriniau cr Pariner in a Nurv' ry busi-

ness. He uniler«tands the raising and manacenietit of I'ruii and
Ornamenial Trees the culture of all sorts of Greenhouse Plants,

al.«o the culture of Ihe Grape Vine under glass and in llie open
air, the laying out of (iardens and Landscape Gardening ia

modem style, the raising <'| Klow.-rs. VceeJabies. .tc. A-c.

Having served in Hie largest istablishniinls in Germanjr,

France, and the United Siat.-s. he is abU- to gire thi- lest refer-

ences, and will answer to all reasonable pxp'Ctati.>n in his line.

Address A. B., care "OBWiarE Kakmkk,"

August, 1859.—«i Bochester, W. T.
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Cost of cutting Drains reduced more than One-half.

DRAINING AND SUBSOIL PLOW.
THIS Plow, which we were the first to manufacture and intro-

(luco iti Cayuga county, has been thoroughly testeil for two
years, and has proved, and is pronounced by all who have given
it a fair trial, to be the most valuable Invention ol the age eon-
neeled with draining. It has been proved to possess the follow-

ing advantages:
1. It saves more than one-half oi the expense of ditching, on

all leuaeious soils.

2. U is danihle. It h;is been put to the neveresi teni, and not
one U:i> been known to break to our knowledge.

8. It is simple in its construction and oi)eralion ; any person
of ordlriiiry skill can manage it.

4. It is "an excellent sunson> plow; it answers equally well
fur eitlier purpose.

5. It is cheap ; price 07il>/ .$7 ;
placing it within the reach of

any farmer.
6. It is not patented; therefore there, can be no monopoly

with it.

Mr. Thomas, editor of the Country Gentleman has snh] a large

number of these Plows for .$!() each, ami we were denied the
privilege of advertising in that i);iper by Mr. Tucker, because it

interfered with Mr. T.'s interest

To manufa(Uurers, a set of p.-itterns and plow complete, with a
iCUt, for $15. A liberal discount lo 'lealcrs.

S(!nt to »ny address, by railroa<l, on rrc'ipt of price.

Circulars Sfiit on application. ALDKN & CO.,
Ju ly, iSrit).— It Auburn, N. Y.

U. S. TENT AND FLAG MANUFACTORY.
No- 13 Buffalo Street, RocUester, N. Y.

TENTS to rent of the following sizes, suitable for the purposes
designated :

For Agricultural Faim, Conferences^ Pvlitical or other large
Gutherings.

8ip ft. by 110 ft S' ft. diameter.
6 1 ft. hy '.(Oft TO ft.

50 ft. by SO ft l!0 ft. "

15 ft. by 20 ft. fancy 5;
i It. "

For Camp Meetingn, Military Eiicdnipinents^ Pic Kics, FinJt'

ing KvourmoH^, cto.

24 ft. bv 3'
I ft.

I

12 ft. bv IT ft.

10 ft. by 24 ft.
I

9 ft. b\ 12 ft.

Flags fiirni.<lied with Tents, when required.
Parties wishing to rent, will please address the proprietor,

stating what the Tenig are to be used for. .Mso the facilities for

trau.sportalion. Address JAMKS FIKLI), Box T' 1,
.liwic, 1S.V.)-4I.* l^'chesl.T, ^.Y._

ENGEHSOLL'S IMPROVED PORTABLE HAY PRESS.

I^i
t!ie best and cheapest Press in the country. Farmers will rio

well to examine ours before purchasing elsewhere. Prices $.">(•

and .^7.% delivered in New York free of charge, and warranted to

gi.c satisfaction.

Also Ingersoll's Improved Horse Hay hork or Elevator. Price

$12. And Ingersoll's Combined Horse Rake and Hay Spreader.
This Machine excels in novelty and excellence.
For circulars containing full information, address

rAEXlFUS'~MAXUFACTUi:i NG CO.
Green Point, King's to., N. Y.

N. B. Farmers visiting New York eily are invited to give us a

call, as we are but 20 minutes ride from the Oily Hall. je—3t*

WATER PIPE-THE BEST.

THE undersigned are manufacturing the Cheapest .-md BiKnt

Pipe, for water course of every kind, that has been intro-

dnced to the public. It has been thoroughly tested by compe-
tent engineers ami scientific gentlemen, and the result published.
We can with confidence assert that it has no equal. It is made
of sound pine timber, of any required size, cap.ible of bearing
any pressure less than 200 ft., and if properly laid will be more
durable than iron or lead.

The price of the size mnst used for farm purposes, banded and
tested, and warrante<l perlect, is 4 cents per foot.

Address I S. 11()P>1UK A CO.,

July 2t. 44 Arcade. Kocbester, N, T.
'

BUCK-EYE MOWER,
Westinghouse Thresher & Separator,

EXCELSIOR FANNING MILL..
For Sale by A. L.ONGKTT, 34 Cliff St., New York.
Jul y, 1859.—3t _^_^________^^
ALBANY TILE WORKS— Cornkr Clinton Avknue and

Kj<ox Strbrt, Albany, N. Y.—The sul)s<'ribi'r.s, beinz the
most extensive manufiicturers of DRAINING TILE in the United
States, have on hand, in large or small quantities, for Land Drain-
ing. ROUND, SOLE, ami HOKSE-SHoK TILli, warranted supe-
rior to any made in this country, hard-burned, and over one foot
in length.' Orders solicited. Price Li»t sent on application.
May, ls59.—6t C. & W. MeCAMMON, Albany, N. T.

EVERY BODY SHOULD HAVE A COPY."

gttral §niuta,l n\ Jorticitlturiil Jirettors

FOR 1859.

THIS work was started in 1S5G, by the publisher of the Gene.

see Farmer. Its great success affonls conclusive evidence,

not only of its intrinsic merit, but of its adaptability to the w.inEs

of the rural population. A new volume, pri'pared with great care

and replete wUh new and valuable matter, is issued each year.

The fourth volume, for 18.59, nas appeared, and is a book which

cannot be too highly recommended— alike lieautifiil, interesting,

and useful. The articles are all written for its pages l.)y men ol

experience. It is illustrated wit?i si'Venty-live appropriate and
beaulilul enirravintrs.

Among its contents may be mentioned atile Ireati.ses on Under-

draining On-liurds and ttardeus, on the Fruits of the Ohio Valley,

on Fruit Culture in the We;it, on the Coltiva iin of Fruit Trees in

Pots under lilass, on Training Wall and Espaiitr Trees, on the

Cultivation of Bulbous Plants, on the .Management of Uucks,

Geese, and Swans, on Brilis'i r>reeds of Cattle, on the Cultivation

of l!nta Bagas, &c., .tc, and a List of Knots reconnnended by tne

American Pomologieal Society at its last session.

The work will be found invaluable to the Fmit Grower, and use-

ful to every one interested in Rural afTairs.

It is furnished at the low i>riee of Twenty-ftve Cents,—while it

contains as much matter as many <loHar book.s. Kreri/ one who

oiens a rod tf ground shoidd hdve. it. It is sent pre-paui by mail

to any address on the receipt of twenty-five cents in coin cr rost-

agestamps. Address JOSEPH HARRIS,
Publisher and Pro(>rietor

Of the Genesee Fa)">ner and Pii,/-<il Annual,

Rochc-sler. N. Y.

The back numbers, for 1S56, 1.S5T. and 1858, can be furnished

at twenty-five cents each, postage paid.

COPELAND^S COUNTRY LIFE.

This Superb Hand-Book of

ACRICULTUSIK, HORTICULTURE,
AND

LANDSCAPE GARDENING,

IS NOW READY. It is the most complete, elegant, and valu-

aiile work of its kind ever published, and indispensable to

every man who owns even a single acre of land.

In one Svo vol. of 8'-5 pages, with 22.') illuslratims.

Price two and three dollars, accordint: to stvle.

JOHN P. JliWKTT k CO.,' Publisiikrs.

July, I'-SS.—21 20 Washington street, Boston, Mass.

A BOOK THAT EVERY FARMER SHOULD HAVE.

WJLL BK PVBUSHEI.) EARLY IX JUNE,

Plain and Pleasant Talk about Fruits,
Flowers and Farming.

By henry ward BEECHER.
1 volume. 12mo. Price $1 25.

Agents wanted, to whom a liberal discount will be given.

Copies sent bv mail, postage paid, on receipt of the prie

Address DERBY & JaCKSON,
June, 1S59—2t 119 Na.-sau street, New York.

TURNIP SEED! TURNIP SEED!!
American Ruta Bag a, per lb 75 cts.

Imi'/KTKd " " 5J "

Kkd Top Strap-Leaf Turnip, per lb 75 "

White " " '' 75 "

Eai;ly White Flat Dutch" '' 75 "

Long W Jill E French (extra) " 75
'

Yellow A nKBDEKN, " 50 "

Ykllow Sto.ne, " 75 "

And 25 other superior varieties, for which see our catalogues.

J. M. THORBURN & CO.,

July, 1S59.— 2t 15 John street, N^w York^

RUSSIA OR BASS MATTS—Selected expressly for budding
and tying. GUNNY BAGS, TWINES, Ac, suitable fljl

Nursery purposes, for sale in lots to suit, by
D. W. MANWARING. Importer,

Angiist, 1S63.—ly* 243 Front Street, New York.
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GENESEE FARMEU
ir o:r 1859,

Premiums for the Half Volume.

TnssE are many farmers in every town in tlie United States

and Canada, who are not now taking any agricultural paper. In

order to reacti this large class, we have concluded to take 6ub-

ecriptions for the present half volume of the Genesee Farmer,

commencing with the July and ending willi the December

number.

Terms.—We will send the Genesee Farmer for the present

half year— July to December inclusive— single subscribers, 25

cents ; five copies for $1, and a copy of our beautiful 25-eent book

the Eural Annual and IlorUcxtUural Directory, prepaid by

mail, to the person getting up the club ; eight copies for $1.50,

and a Rural Annval, prepaid by mail, to the person getting up

the club; sixteen copies for $8, and a Rural Annual and an

extra copy of Vie Farmer for a year, or two for the half volume,

to the person getting up Ike club.

CASH PKEailUMS
For the Greatest Number of Subscribers.

We also offer the following Cash Premiums for the greatest

number of subscribers for the present half volume, sent in by the

15th day of October

:

1. TWENTY DOLLARS, in Cash, to the person who shall

send us the largest number of subscribers, (at the lowest club

price of 1S% cents each,) before the 15th day of October, li^lO.

(The order with the money must be received, not mailed, on or

before the 15th of October.)

2. FIFTEEN DOLLAKS to the person who shall send us the

second highest list, as above.

8. TEN DOLL.VES to the person who shall send us the

third highest list, as above.

4. NINE DOLLAKS to tho person who shall send us tlie

fcurth highest list, as above.

5. EIGHT DOLLAKS to the person who shall send us the

fifth highest list, as above.

6. SEVEN DOLLAKS to the person who shall send us the

sixth highest list, as above.

7. SIX DOLLAKS to the person who shall send us the

seventh highest list, as above.

8. FIVE DOLLARS to the person who shall send us the

eighth highest hst, as above.

9. FOUR DOLLARS to the person who shall send ns the

ninth highest list, as above.

10. THREE DOLLARS to the person who shall send us the

«nth highest list, as above.

11. TWO DOLLARS to the person who shall send us the

eleventh highest list, as above.

12. ONE DOLLAR to tho person who shall send us the

twelfth highest list, as above.

The club need not be all at one post offlcc. We will write the

Damee of tlie subscribers on every paper, and send them to as

many differeiii pcist olBcos as is deeired.

We stereotype each number of the Farmer, and the back num-

bers of the previous half volume can be supplied in tho club at the

iflme rales as the above (87x cents for the year).

We cordially invite ?ostmas:ers and all friends of agricultural

Improvement to act as agents for the Genesee Farmer. We will

cheerfully send them specimen copies, show-bills, &c., If desired.

Money may be scot at our risk.

Address JOSKPH HARRIS,
PCBUBIUCB^ AKD rKOPElBTOE,

July 1, 1959. * Eocasaraa, N. T.

CONTENTS OF THIS NUMBER.
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THE GENESEE FAKMER,
A MONTnLY JOURNAL OF

AGRICULTURE AND HORTICULTURE,
IS PUBLISIIKD AT ROCnESTER, N. T.,

Bv JOSKPH HARRIS.
It is the cheapest agricultural paper in the world, and has attained

an unrivalled circulation.

Terms— Invariably in advance— Fifty Chntr aTkar;
Five Copies for $2: Eiirhl Copies for tS. together with a Rural
Annual and Horticultural l>irectory to the person pelting up
the club. It is not necessary that the club should be all at one
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FALL PLOWING.

'What is your opinion in resard to fall plow-

g?" asks an esteemed correspondent. "I have a

ild I intend planting to corn. Would it be better

plow it this fall, and then cultivate it before

mting, or to let it lie as it is all winter and break

up in the spring ?"

If an old sod, on rather heavy soil, we should

rtainly prefer to plow it in the fall, unless it is

sv and wet. If a young, healthy clover sod, on

ht soil, it might be better to let it lie as it is all

nter, and not plow it till just before planting,

le clover would be several inches high, and when
rned under in the spring would help to enrich

e land ; and it is said that the grubs will feast on

e clover and leave the corn plants unmolested.

The great error in fall plowing is in not plowing

rly enough. It should be done immediately after

e wheat sowing is finished. The teams can be

ared then as well as later. Plowing late in the

1, when the ground is cold and sodden, is of

lestionable benefit. An experienced farmer in

igland once pointed out to us a portion of a field

turnips that looked much superior to the turnips

joining. On inquiring the reason for this difFer-

ce, he said that both portions had been treated

ike, except that the part which looked the best

id not been "pin-fallowed"— fall-plowed. The

ct turned out to be that the land was not plowed

1 December, when it was too wet; and the next

ring it was raw and lumpy; whereas the other

)rtion turned up fresh and mellow. The fact is

)t one which militates against the practice of fall-

owing, but against plowing land when it is too wet.

We recollect of seeing a piece of low wet ground,

iar this city, plowed late in the fall. It was a

ugh eod, and was turned over in wide, flat fur-

'Ws. During the winter it presented an almost

ibroken sheet of ice, and in the spring was so

et and raw that it was with difficulty got ready

r planting. Such fall plowing is not to be com-

ended. Had it been plowed early, and in narrow

and high ridges, and the dead-furrows cleaned out,

and a few surface ditches cut, so that the water

could have passed off, the result would have been

far different.

Some good farmers in this vicinity plow their

corn land in the fall, and then sow it to barley in

the spring without plowing again. One of the ad-

vantages of this plan is that the barley can be sown

earlier, and a portion of the work which otherwise

would have to be done during the busy season in

spring, is done in the comparatively leisure season

in the fall.

F. Holbrook:, Esq., of Brattleboro', Vt., makes

the following judicious remarks on this subject, in

the New England Farmer for 1853, which are

worthy of reproduction at this time. He says

:

"From the last of October to the middle or later

of November is a good time for plowing land pre-

paratory to sowing or planting it the following

spring. The autumnal weather is cool and bracing,

and tlie oxen and horses are strong and hearty for

the work; while the temperature of the spring

season is more relaxing, and the animals of draught
are then apt to become laggard and faint,—partic-

ularly at the business of overturning green-sward.

To be seasonable, spring work must at best be des-

patched in a great hurry, and it is a relief and ad-

vantage to have the plowing done in the fall. If

land in corn-stubble is first well harrowed, so as to

pull open, and level down tlie hills and scatter the

stubbs about, then plowed in the fall, the stubble,

lying beneath the furrows through the winter, will

not be apt to come to the surface by harrowing in

the spring; the grain and grass seeds can be com-
mitted to the already prepai-ed ground, at the ear-

liest suitable day in tlie spring, the surface of the

newly-stocked land will be smooth, the seeds equally

distributed in harrowing, the crop of grain will be

early and thereby luxuriant, and the young grass,

having the benefit of the early rains, will get good

root, be more likely to sui v>e the heat and drouglit

of summer, yielding a full bite of aftermath in the

fall, and good succeeding crops of hay. Sod-land

plowed in November, will be free from growing

grass in the spring, the roots of the late overturned

sward being too far deadened by the immediately

succeeding winter to spring very readily to the

surface. The plowed land, after being sulijected to

the frost of winter, will readUy disintegrate and
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crumble down in fine particles when harrowed in

the sprinp,—yielding a mellow seed-bed and facili-

tating the business of planting and tlie first hoeing,

and the manure applied can be readily and nicely

mingled witli the kindly soil. Corn jjlanted on sod

furrows turned the fall previous, will not be so

liable to injury from tlie copperheads or cut-worms
wiiich eat otf the young stalk at the surface of the

ground, as though tiie land had been jdowed in

spring. So great heretofore have been the depre-

dations of tliese worms on my young corn, when
planted on the sandy intervales which were broken

Vj) from grass in the spring, that now the meadow
land wliicli is to be made ready for a corn crop, is

invariably plowed late in the fall. By means of

this precaution the ravages of tiie worms liave been
pretty much prevented, but few hills of corn being
entirely destroyed,— indeed, in passing through
seven acres of corn to day, vacant hills were not
discovered, though looked for, and I think there

can not be enough loss of crop from this cause to

be of much account."
.——.——-—-^^« fc

HniTS ON HAKVESTING CORN.

Owing to the deficiency of meadows or artificial

grasses, it has long been the practice in the South-

ern States to strip off the green leaves of Indian

corn and cure thera for fodder. The leaves below

the ear are first removed, and immediately after-

ward the stalks above the ears are cut, and, together

with the lower leaves, are cured and stacked.

This time-honored practice is now condemned by

the ablest writers in the South. Numerous exper-

iments have been made, and show a loss of grain

from the operation. Dr. Thomas Maesie, of Nel-

son, Va., found that 8 rows ot corn, extending

through a field, left without removing the fodder,

produced I7i barrels of measured ears; while

alongside of this strip, 8 rows (4 on each side,)

stripped and topped as usual, gave only 16 barrels

—a difference of nearly 12 per cent. ^Y. S. Fon-

taine, of Virginia, found that the practice entailed

a loss of 6 bushels per acre. Edmund Ruffin, of

Virginia, one of the earliest and ablest of Ameri-

can agricultural writers, strongly condemns the

practice. In an able essay on the subject he well

says:

"So long as the leaves of corn are green and
succulent, and have not begun to fade, and whether
below or above the ears, tliey still continue to fur-

nish nourishment to the grain, and are necessary
to its perfect filling. ******
"A^ the ordinary mode of taking off all tlie

leaves kills the corn plant immediately, of course
the stalk might be cut off at the same time, with
no more injury to the filling of the grain. iJut
both processes would be injurious. Tlierefore, the
cutting down should be delayed until the leaves
generally have cea-sed, or are about ceasing, to sup-
ply nourishment to the plani. This safe time may
be known by the first appearing of either of two
indications. One is, when all, or nearly all, of the

leaves below the ear have lost, or are fast losir

their green color, and are mostly yellow, or dr
Or even if the lower leaves remain mostly green,'
is safe to cut down the stalks, if the shuck whic
encloses the ear is beginning to turn yellowis
which is a safe indication of ripeness."

Stripping off the lower leaves is not practiced

the North, but the allied practice of topping h

still a few advocates. The arguments against t!

one hold good against the other. H. Stratto

of Winfield, Mass., says :
" In this town both wa

have been thoroughly tested, and the prevaili

opinion now is that cut up corn is not only t

safest^ but that the yield is from five to ten busb

per acre more than when topped." A Vermc
farmer gives it as his opinion, that in topping

heavy crop of corn there is a loss, in the exi

labor, and in the loss of fodder and grain, amoui

ing to from five to ten dollars per acre.

tjai

Albert Todd, of Rhode Island, says: "It I

been ray practice, for several years past, to cut

and stock my corn in the field as soon as it bccon
thoroughly glazed. The first year that I co

menced cutting up my corn, I only cut up part

my field ; the remainder, 1 topped the stalks al

the old-fashioned way. I tried this new metl
merely for an experiment, as I had very little fa

in it; and on harvesting, I found that the corn
up at the roots was not only fit for harvest

earlier, but the corn was equally as sound, and
smaller ears were sounder. I did not find near

much "hog corn." Tiiis is generally the case

cutting up corn at the roots*; small ears but jus'

milk will mature better than those left stand

after the top stalks are cut. If stalks are t£

i
from the ears before the corn is tolerably glaj

sound corn need not be expected; whereas c

cut up at the bottom, in the same condition, •

generally become hard."
*

In this section corn is rarely topped. It is

up close to the ground, and either tied up in bun*

or placed loosely in largo shocks. In the fon

case, two rows are taken, and about six hills pla .,

,

together on the ground to be tied up by the bin
j

following. From five to eight of these bundles!
|

'

placed in a stock, and bound round with on}

two bands at the top. If properly stocked,

corn can be left in this way for weeks, or (

months ; but it is better to commence Luskiii

soon as the corn is dry.

Stocking without binding into bundles is,

think, a more expeditions method. A good '

is to take seven rows, cut up three on each si

and form the stock on every third or fourth hil!

the centre row. This gives from twenty-one

twenty-eight hills in a stock. The hill arc

which the stock is formed is left standing f<|4ti

support, and is easily cut at the time of husk

The top of the com is grasped with the left h

''"?(

I
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d cat off at a blow with the right; and unless

ry large, by commencing on the outside row,

3 three hills can be cut up and carried to the

lok at once—the whole being done in far less

ae than it takes us to describe it. The stook is

d, bound at the top with suckers, or rye straw,

—

if you are a poor cultivator, with Aveeds,

Cutting up corn in this way, though heavy work,

to us, with a good hook and spirited associates,

i of the pleasantest of harvesting operations.

soon as the ears are well dried, the corn may

husked, and the stalks tied up in bundles and set

again in large stocks, where they can remain

sufficiently dry to stack.

t is well to draw in a few stooks and stand them

on the barn floor, where they can be husked on

ly days.

;!orn stalks are quite valuable as fodder, if well

ed, and the corn was cut before it was injured

frost. They are, however, often mildewed and

dered comparatively valuless by being stored

ly in a large bay when not sufficiently dry. An
asional layer of dry straw would do much to

vent this ; and if a large sack was filled with

ff or cut straw, and the bundles placed round

1 the middle of the bay or stack, pulling up the

k as you ascend, it would leave a kind of chim-

through which the moisture would ascend and

s off. This is a common practice in stacking

lip hay in England, and is found very efficacious.

PLANT LICE- APHIDES.

^HESE are among the most extraordinary insects

,h which the farmer or gardener is familiar.

jy are found upon almost every plant, and upon

parts of the plant. They are exceedingly pro-

5, and the succulent leaves and extremities of

nts will often become coated with a living mass

these insects in a very short time. These are

lally wingless, consisting of the young and fe-

les only; the winged individuals or males, ap-

.ring only at particular seasons, and iifter pairing

.h the females soon perish. They are small,

d, and soft, and of a gieenisli tint, covered with

white down-like spots. They remain fixed, as it

were, to the plants by means of their tubular

beaks, through which they suck out the sap, and

when surcharged with juice they get rid of it by

discluxrging it through two little tubes at the ex-

tremity of their bodies. This juice has been given

the name of honey dew, and is greedily devoured

by the ants, which may be observed in great num-

bers on plants where the aphides abound. The ants

are said to suck the tubes of these insects, from

which circumstance they are in some localities

known as the ant's milch cows. Our engravings

represent the species found

on the leaves of the cab-

bage. Aphis irassica. Fig.

^ ^^^^ ^1 *''^® i^ale, greatly magni-

3 .^ff" ^1^^^ &ed\ fig. 2, natural size;

fig. 3, female, natural size;

fig. 4, magnified. They are

largely preyed upon by va-

rious other insets, among

the principal of wliich are

the lady birds and the Aphis

lions. They may be destroyed by washing the

plants with soap suds or a weak solution of potash.

"We give a cut and short description of the AjjMs

lion^ (fig. 5,) an insect belonging to the order Neu-

Fig. 5.— APHIS LION—EGGS, LARVA, AND PERFECT INSECT.

roptera. The larva makes its appearance in May,

and may be observed walking about on the leaves

of the plants, resembling more a mass of cottony-

hke matter than an insect. This covering is com-

posed of the fragments of the skins of aphides it

has destroyed, which it tlirows ui)on its back after

sucking out the vitals. It changes into a pupa at

the latter end of summer and remains in that state

through the winter, and the fly emerges in the

spring and lays its eggs upon the leaves of plants,

attaching them at the end of a long silken thread

hanging from the leaf, giving them the appearance

of numerous fungi.
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SPIRIT OF THE AGRICULTUHAL PRESS.

CnEAi' Salt fok Manuuk.— Mr. V. W. Smith,

Superintendent of the Onondaga Salt "Works, Syr-

acuse, N. Y., announces, for tlie benefit of those

farmers that are disposed to make use of salt as a

fertiliaer, that it can be had in any quantity at

Syracuse for seventy-five cents per barrel; or at a

price not exceeding eleven cents per bushel, shipped

loose on the canal boats at that place. Mr. Smith

says it will afl:brd him great pleasure to attend to

any orders for the salt, gratuitously, so far as his

personal services are concerned. Those who wish

to sow salt on their wheat this fall, can now obtain

it at a very cheap rate. A barrel per acre, sown

broadcast, is the usual quantity.

Coal Ashes as a Fertilizer.— An exchange

gives the following experiment by an English farm-

er: He marked off three patches in a clover field,

each containing one rod of ground, Tlie first had

no manure, and produced 38 lbs. of clover, cut in

full bloom. To the second w^as applied four quarts

of sifted coal ashes that had not been exposed to

the weather; this produced 50 lbs. of clover. On
tJie third patch one quart of plaster was sown, and

the crop from it weighed 54 lbs. In other words,

the land without anything gave 5780 lbs. ©f green

clover per acre; with coal ashes, 8000 lbs.; and with

plaster, 8640 lbs. These experiments were on too

small a plat of ground to be reliable.

Cm.TiTATiNG Corn too much.—A correspondent

of the Michigan Farmer thinks that corn can be, and

often is, cultivated too mnch. He says his neigh-

bor tended his corn seven times, and it is now only

shoulder high, while his own that was only plowed

tlirice is three feet higher. He thinks corn gains

nothing by being cultivated after harvest time, and

says it should be planted early and well nursed

while it is young, and that when it gets strong it is

best to be left alone. He recommends going care-

fully over the field at the time the corn is bginning

to ripen, and selecting the ripest, firmest and tough-

est eftrs, .and luisk and preserve them on the cob in

a dry place, for seed.

Milking in silbnok.—At a meeting of the Farm-
ers' Club at "West Cornwall, Conn., one of the mem-
bers observed that no talking should be tolerated

in the yard or among the cows, while milking was
going on. Another said he had discharged a man
because he would talk and interrupt the milking

in hi.s dairy, and tliat in three days afterward the

increase in the yield of milk wa« equal in value to

the amount he would Lave had to pay thft man in

wages.

Hoeing Potatoes when wet.- A correspondenl

of the Prairie Farmer states that having noticec

how potatoes were interrupted in their growth, am

invariably pined away and died, if disturbed an(

bruised when wet with dew or rain, tried the fol

lowing experiment: He selected a patch in hi

potato field, had it plowed only once, and thei

loosened the soil with the hoe when the vines wer

above ground, and in the heat of the day whe

they were perfectly dry. He never tonehed ther

afterward till they were dug in October. The?

vines kept green, and the yield of potatoes wj

very large. The other portion of the patch wj

worked three times, and when the vines were w«

with dew. These blighted early, did not prodm

half a crop, and that of a very inferior qualit;

The ground, seed, and time of planting, in hot

patches were the same.

Usefulness of Birds. — The Homestead sa;

until a few years ago the park at Brussels wi

shaded by trees of luxuriant foliage, the branchi

of which bent over the alleys and scieened tl

promenaders from the sun. These trees were fill

with birds, whose droppings occasionally annoy

the promenaders. For this reason the birds we

banished. In a few weeks the leaves of the tre

were in holes and dying, and now the branches a

nearly stripped of their verdure and loaded wi

caterpillars, and the walks infested with niotl

Such is the effect of interfering with nature, a

destroying the equipoise she has placed against t

undue increase of any one of her creatures.

How TO make a balkt Horse pvll,—A corn

pondent of the Cotton Planter gives a method 1

making an obstinate horse or mule pull up a h

or any where else, when his muscles are equal

the work. "Take a small rope, double it, maki

loop at the double end, and draw it smigly arom

the under jaw of the animal, just below his frf

teeth, with the loop underneath. Throw the lo«

end over your shoulder and 'walk in the way

should go,' holding fast and pulling steadily i

firmly. Don't be troubled about him, for he w

follow without fail after he has discovered how j

have 'got him.' This method will also compel

animal to stand still and allow a bridle or collar

be put on him."

Grasshopper feed.—The California Cultiva

says at Los Angelos, California, they cultivate a

foster the growth of weeds for the purpose of fe"

ing the grasshoppers, which, finding plenty

green, succulent vegetable food, spare the grain a

ripe vegetable-s, trees, vines, &c., which they wo»

i otherwis* entirely destroj.
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An Insect that destroys Geasshoppers.—The

Cdbourg (0. W.) Star says considerable attention

has been devoted lately, in that neighborhood at

least, to the observation of a parasitical insect

which is proving a most efficient and vrelcome des-

troyer of the grasshopper. Our attention was first

drawn to it by iVsa A. Burnham, Esq., who shewed

us two or three specimens on the bodies of defunct

grasshoppers. We have since examined two under

a 300 power microscope, but find it rather difficult

to describe a creature so utterly destitute of limbs.

It is of a bright vermilion color, and possesses a

sort of sucker by which it fastens on to the body

of its victim with a bull-dog tenacity. It appears

to eat away the body of the unfortunate grass-

hopper, sometimes tearing out comparatively large

pieces. We noticed a sort of horn in the neighbor-

hood of the sucker, but no other definite limbs of

any kind. It appears simply a fleshy mollusc some-

what longer than broad. The bright crimson was

relieved, in the specimens we saw under the micro-

scrope, by a foreign silvery substance which covered

the surface of the body in different places like

gauze of exceedingly fine frost-work. Its favorite

locality is just under the wings. We heartily wish

it a keen appetite and a good digestion

!

How TO prevent Sore Shoulders in working

Horses.— The Boston Journal says, the plan we

have tried and never found to fail, is to get a piece

of leather and have it cut into such a shape as to

lie, snugly, between the shoulders of the horse and

the collar. This fends off all the friction, as the

collar slips and moves on the leather and not on

the shoulders of the horse. Chafing is caused by

friction; hence this remedy is quite a plausible one,

and is much better than tying slips of leather or

pads of sheepskin under the collar.

Carrots foe feeding Poultry.—Some one in

the Southern Homestead strongly recommends the

use of carrots, chopped fine in a sausage cutter,

for poultry.
m ^

Weather, Crops, &c., in Maine.—The month
of July, 1859, was one of the dryest recorded;
there was no rain storm for the month, nor has
there been any up to this time. We have had oc-

casional showers, but the crops are suffering for

moisture, particularly corn. We have experienced
one of the best seasons for securing the grass crop
it has been our lot to receive for years. It was got

in in good order and time, and is of superior value

for feeding. The crop has been equal to former
years. Potatoes are as yet free from rot. Grain
looks fair. Fruit, poor. The monthly mean of
heat for July at this place was 72 deg. ; hottest

day, 12th, 82 deg.; coolest, 4th, 61 deg. Hottest

day yet of August, 5th, 81 deg. ; noon to-day ther-

mometer indicated 82 deg.—G. E. B., Bdfcuty Me.

GBOW GOOD GBASS AND KEEP GOOD STOCK.

We make the following extract from an article in

the Southern Field and Fireside^ a new and spirited

journal recently started in Augusta, Ga., the agri-

cultural department of which is edited by our old

friend Dr. Daniel Lee :

"At no t'me within the memory of man have
wool-growing, and the rearing of horses, mules, and
neat cattle been so remunerative in tliis coun-
try as they now are ; nor is the supply likely to

equal the demand for generations to come. All

our national habits and customs operate against the

systematic improvement of land. Tljis will render
the profits of such as act wisely in the matter of

stock husbandry, both large and certain. No one
should wait till his fields cease to produce good
crops of cotton, corn, and wheat before he seeds

them down to tlie best European grasses; for if he
does, it may be too late to realize any profit. No
one can stop too soon the bad practice of wearing
out the land he cultivates. By keeping breeding
mares and raising fine colts, or by keeping sheep, a
farmer may easily improve a farm without plowing
a tenth part of it. After the soil is nearly exhausted,

the faiDily must still get their bread from it, and as

at the North, live stock will be driven off the prem-
ises. When one raises no more corn than the

children need, it is easy to see that but few hoga
will be fatted on this grain. Something like this

state of things reduced the number of swine nearly

two million head from 1840 to 1850, where there

ought to have been an increase of a like number.
Similar causes reduced nearly twelve million head
of sheep to a fraction over five million.

"It is choice cows, sheep, horses, and mules, that

yield the greatest returns to skilful husbandmen.
The production of scrubs, or mean stock of any
kind, is rather a mean business in a pecuniary point

of view. Raise superior animals on rich peren-

nial grasses, if you seek a good income from your
farm in stock husbandry. Such animals may ob-

tain a part of their living from unimproved old

fields, particularly sheep; but they want good
clover and pea hay in the winter, or hay made
from the English grasses. The most prominent
error in stock growing is the attempt to rear fine

hogs, cattle, and sheep, on scanty and defective

food. Some want a good deal of meat, milk, or

wool, from little or nothing. They ask nature to-

make them rich, while they lie in the shade in sum-
mer, and set by the fire in winter, and leave their

poor animals to nearly or quite perish from neglect.

Give stock the same diligence and care bestowed'

on a crop of cotton, and the profit will be far

greater, because the one branch of business is novv:

pushed rather too far, while the other is sadly neg-

lected. Hence, there is more money in growing
horses, mules, and wool than in growing our great

commercial staple. Let us diversify our agricul-

ture, and learn to make a little labor go a great

way by pursuing a system of wise husbandry."
^ 1 11 •

Heating New Milk.—I have practiced heating

new milk in cold wea»her for ten years. It makes
the cream rise better and churn with less trouble,

and greatly improves the butter.—N. W., Eor-
nelliville^ If. Y.
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GBAZmG SHEEP.

SuKKP, in order to tlirive ou grass, require a

short, sweet, and nutritions herbage; and to this

end clover is especially adapted for them. Less

attention is paid to the special wants of each kind

of stock, as regards the preparation of pasture lands

for them, here than in England. Our grasses are

coarser, and grow more rapidly than there; and

every farmer here keeps a variety of stock, and

herds them together too much. Sheep do well in

a pasture after other stock have eaten away the

first coarse growth, provided the after-growth has

well started, and no greater number are kept on

the pasture than is consistent with keeping the

grass up to a certain point—say so high as to hide

the feet of the sheep from view when standing in

the field. Breeding ewes with lambs at their sides

require such pasture as will enable them to give a

steady and uninterrupted flow of milk, up to the

time of weaning. Lambs are usually weaned during

the month of August, and at this time the ewes

may be turned into a bi^re pasture or stubble for

a few weeks, till their milk dries up; after which,

they should be brought into good condition again

before the time of putting the rams with them.

Lambs, when separated from the ewes at weaning

time, are usually placed in a field of young clover

by themselves, where the grass is rich and succu-

lent. In England they are allowed a small portion

of oil-cake, daily, in addition to the pasture. Rams
require to be separated from the ewes before wean-

i0g time, and should be got into as high condition

as possible, without making them too fat and indo-

lent, by the time they are to be again placed in

their company. Great attention is necessary in

seledxiig good-sized, well-shaped, thrifty animals to

breed from; and on no account should a badly-

shaped or unthrifty animal be retained, merely be-

cause it possesses good blood or came from a good

stock. Like breeds like, and defects are much
easier to propagate and inherit than excellencies.

Every exceptionable animal should be condemned

to the knife of tlie butcher without mercy.

On the subject of the grazing of fatting sheep,

we think we can not do better than give the views

of a writer in the London Mark Lane Express of

June 27th, 1859:

"It is now becoming the almf)3t universal custom
to accomplish the fatting and prt'f)ariiti()n for mar-
ket of all the sheep stock not required for breeding
purposes, at an early age. Fattened sheep now sel-

dom exceed twenty-one months, and are only shorn
once. There are various modes of fatting sheep
stock, according to the precise character of the
pastures upon which they are grazed. The best

mode OQ the common grass fattening pastures is

this: Let the pasture be laid in for the most part
during the winter, or certainly not later than the
Lst of February. It will then have time for the
soil to lighten, the roots to expand, and tlie blades

of grass to put forth. When it is well greened
over, i. <3., the grass itself is fairly seen, it is ready
for a partial stocking, and a few of the best slicep

may be drafted into it, so that they may be getting

forward, ready to be sent to market as the pasture

requires easing in the summer. As thepixsture im-
proves, more may be added, according to the re-

quirements of the pasture: for it must he borne in

mind that these fatting pastures must be kept in a

true fatting state, or the sheep will not thrive fast

enough. They must be kept short, thick, and of a
uniform growth of from 1^ to 2 inches in length.

No tufts or hassocks must on any account be per-

mitted to accumulate or stand. For this purpose a

horse or two in a field, or a few young cattle^ as

"Je/i<er«," are desirable adjuncts to good sheep
grasing; and, if my readers won't smile, I wonld
say a small flock of geese would be an additional

help to the well-doing of the sheep. They crop
the long coarse blades of grass, the buttercups, the

sorrel, many weeds, and other not very desirable

herbage.
" Our best sheep-grazing lands will thug admira-

bly fatten the stock put upon them; but should the

land and herbage not be of this tirst class order,

then resort must be had to corn or cake to bring
them equally forward. It is exceedingly good
practice, too, on almost any land, as it not only

helps the best lands to fatten them faster, but it

enables all lands to carry more stock, and adds
greatly to their grazing powers. Grass lands arc

amazingly improved by this mode of grazing. The
writer has about seventy acres of grass land upon
which this course has been practiced with great,

success; and if the prices of wool and mutton
retain their present rates, he will adopt it up m tlie

grass of his whole occupation. Inferior grass lands

have thus been converted into very useful fatting

pastures, carrying a large amount of heavy sheep.

The number of sheep fatted per acre upon these

and similar lands would average about seven light-

woolled, and six to seven heavy-wooled .sheep

;

and what is remarkable this year is, that the light

wool is not worth so much per lb. as the heavy
wool. We are speaking of fatting pastures, not of

the general pastures devoted to grazing the breed-

ing flock and store flock; these may be depasture^]

in greater numbers. It is superfluous to remark
that these grazing lands must be kept clear of

weeds, i. e., thistles, nettles, ragwort, and every

other pest."

Roup ix CnicKKNs.—The Cottage Oardener says:
" Wash the head once or twice daily with tepid

water, and give one grain of sulphate of copper
daily, mixed in oatmeal mashed with ale. Separate
the infected fowl from the others; give it only soft

food, but an unlimited supply of grass, lettuce, and
other greens. If not better in a week, kill it."

^ — —
The reason that the Cockle-bur, that great pesl

on farms, can not bo destroyed by being cut off

once a year, is that nature has provided for its prop-

agation by bestowing on it seed vessels which ripen

at two different times of the year.— Western Farmer
and Gardener,
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FAT PEIZE CATTLE-JUDGES SHOULD BE FIRM.

The following extract from the speech of Captain

Tannek Davy, one of the judges on Devons at the

recent Exhibition of the Cornwall (Eng.) Agricul-

t4iral Society, is not wholly inapplicable on this

side of the Atlantic

:

" In behalf of the judges of Devon cattle, I beg

to thank you for the honor you have done us. I

hope our decisions have given you satisfaction;

tliey have satisfied us, and I hope they have satis-

iied you. • I don't much care whether they have

satisfied you or not. You put the matter into our

hands to decide. I knew uo person in the county

;

I knew no person's stock. We decided according

to the best of our ability. No doubt there must

be dissatisfaction, because every exhibitor going

into a show-yard is prepared to look with a very

powerful magnifying glass at the good qualities of

his animal, and he does not see any defect. "We

(the Judges) must apply powerful glasses to see the

defects, and must award the prizes to those animals

that possess the greatest number of good points

—

the greatest quantity of beef on the most valuable

parts. As soon as my decisions were over, I took

off my badge and walked about the yard to hear

the reiuarks. One hot-headed old gentleman said

we ought to be put in the train and sent off to

Devonshire. I asked him to be kind enough to tell

rae what it was all about; he pointed to a second-

rarte bull in the old class, and said it was better

than the first-prize bull. I said, ' Why it is a year

and four months older, and yet it girths only one
inch more; and that is very little for an animal

to grow in a year and four mouths.' That he ad-

mitted; 'but,' he said, "tis a better bull altogether.'

[ told him the first-prize bull was of a very much
better quality, from head to tail. He said he had
nothing to say to that, but the other was a better

bull. On that I said ' I have nothing more to say

to you,' and we parted company. Some of our
friends have remarked that Cornishmen have been
found fault with, for not knowing how to farm.

But they know how to make young bulls very fat

at a very early age. There's no doubt of tliat. My
friends and I have often before been called on for

this sort of work; and therefore Cornish fat could

not entice us from certain animals which had ten-

dency to fatten. I contend it was our duty as

Judges, not to be led away by fat animals, but to

see if there were not other animals, in fair condi-

tion, with a tendency to fatten, and of mnch more
even shape. I would draw attention to the first-

prize bull and tlie third-prize bull in the second
class. They would be called by some persons two
small, poor little things. But why? Only because
so many cwt. of oil-cake had not passed through
them. Put as much oil-cake or other nutritive

matter into them, and put them side by side with
others, and then see how they would look. But,
you know, fat will not often cover deficiencies.

These little animals that we have awarded the prizes

to were not fat, but they have a tendency to fatten,

and it would require more powerful eyes than I

possess to point out any deficiencies in their pres-

ent state. I should not be afraid to meet any gen-
tleman dissatisfied with our awards, and if he
would walk about the yard with me, I would fight

him, from head to tail, as to any animal that has

won a prize. There was among the cows an ani-

mal that you may wonder did not get a prize. W»
did not notice her at all. One gentleman informed

me that we did not know anything about it. I

replied, 'Very likely not,' but I said, 'The prize is

offered for Devon Cows, as milking cows. This

cow is owned by a gentleman I have known many
years. She is a very beautiful animal—of beautiful

quality, and the best shaped cow in the class, in my
opinion. But she gave milk only at one teat; and
I did not consider that a cow so injured was a fit

animal to receive a prize as a milking cow. In

agriculture, milk is a rather important element of

produce, and butter sells at a good price. We
know that it is an all-prevailing law in the animal

kingdom, that like produces like; and I believe

that the offspring of that cow would be diseased

—

not to the same extent, but in the same way that

she herself is. For that reason we did not award
her a prize. I have mentioned these reasons to

you, and let all who are dissatisfied go home and

ruminate upon them. I would appeal to any prac-

tical man of unbiassed mind, whether they are not

reasons that ought to weigh with those who have

the duties of judges in a show-yard."

At the same meeting, Mr. Pdillips, of Totnes,

one of the judges on Short-horns, spoke for the

Short-horns much after the same fashion as Capt.

Davy did for the Devons:

"I am now going," he said, "to advert to a

subject which has already been introduced. It is a

growing evil, and one that ought to be put a stop

to, the exhibiting on these occasions stock that

have been artificially brought to an unnatural size,

only for the purpose of getting prizes. It is an
injury both to the public and the breeder; because

such animals seldom breed; and if they do, they

rarely produce good stock. I believe the remedy
is in the hands of the committees who appoint the

judges. You know full well that on many occa-

sions there is placed in the hands of judges a rule

that they should not award prizes to stock in an

unfit state for breeding. The question is, do they

adhere to that ? I say not. Invariably this ques-

tion is entirely overlooked, because they who have

the management of these societies consider that if

they were to carry out this rule they would injure

the show, as such and such fat stock from certain

breeders would not be exhibited. But I contend

it would not be so. Carry out that rule, and you
would find that these societies would have much
more beneficial effect than they have now. You
would find those gentlemen who declined to exhibit

would soon return, and would exhibit their cattle

in a natural state. Further than that, there are

many who now refuse to exhibit very good stock,

because they know that on these occasions the prizes

are awarded, not to the most skilful breeders, but,

very often, to the most extravagant feeders."

The MarTc Lane Express^ alluding to these re-

marks, well observes: "Our readers know how
long this has been our own argument, and how
thoroughly it is justified. It is this over-feeding

that brings prize stock into such disrepute—that

lands them in America and the colonies dear bar-

gains and barren butcher's beasts. It is this thai

tends to all the humbug and seorets m the rnaur
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agement of a herd, where one set of animals are

kept for use, and anotlier for sliow. It is this that

deters so many good men from ever exhibiting at

all. Tlie remedy, however, rests clearly with the

judges. No matter liow ready the Stewards or

the Council may be to pass over the abuse, let them
only act up to, and speak out, like Captain Davy
and Mr. Phillips, and they may soon do a deal of

good. Never miiul what interested peoi)le may
say who have dairy cows too fat to give milk, or

bulls too pampered to get stock. If they are tit to

be judges at all, they can estimate fairly-fed ani-

mals quite as correctly as they can the over-fed.

And a man who prizes a beast at a breeding show
chiefly because it is made up for a Christmas one,

i» simply sanctioning an absurdity, a contradiction,

and a delusion—if not a dishonesty."

JONAS WEBB'S SOUTH DOWNS.

The MarJo Lane Express of June 27th contains an

account of a visit to Babraham, the residence of

the world-renowned breeder of South-downs, Mr.

Jonas Webb. After a lengthy account of Mr.

"Webb's herd of 142 Lead of Short-horns, the

writer says:

" Before we sallied forth again to the two outly-

ing farms, we turned for a slight interlude from
beef to mutton. Even in our Short-horn researches

in the Home farm, the embodiment of the latter

was always in view, in the shape of "Derby" re-

duced two-thirds, and doing duty as weathercock,

on the top of the old barn. The leg of mutton
point on which he was so great, has certainly been

made the most of by the modeller; but it comes
out in all its strength in many of his descendants

among the July yearlings. The old long-horned

Norfolk rams, whose narrow backs and sharp spines

proved such a very uncomfortable seat for Mr.

"Webb, when he used to ride them in his boyhood
at West Wickham, and set him a-thinking in his

maturer years, live only in story at Babraham now;
and not one even is kept as a relic of the dark ages.

The South-down flock at present consists of about

1,400, and about 1,000 lambs as well. Originally

there were three tribes, but a fourth and fifth have
been added; and Mr. Webb never hires rams, as he

can now always keep the blood sufliciently distinct

without it. In number tlie tribes are nearly equal,

and they have all produced prize sheep; and at

present there are from 120 to 140 rams, for letting

next month. The selection is made within fifteen

days from lambing, and upwards of 200 ram lambs
are retained each year. Besides the elaborate ear

marks, and divers others on the shoulder and hip,

they have cabalistic crosses of green above yellow,

blue above rod, and so on, on their sides, which tell

their descent at a glance to their owner's eye; and
furnish an unfailing clue, when they rise to ram
hogget fcstat*, and are ripe for entry in the Flock

£ov)k. All the fleeces are weighed, and if they do

not come up to 7 lbs. the ewe hoggets are sold to

go abroad. The Old Babraliam shearlings nearly

all averaged 8 lbs., and although the late mild winter

and spring was not favorable to the growth of wool,

the majority of the fleeces this year have touched
it. The nature of the soil is, moreover, not pecu-

liarly favorable to wool, as it is gravelly, and almost

fine enough for an hour-glass; and the sand rather

prevents the grease from getting through the fleeces.

Mr. Webb never sells ewes in England: he has a
few from twelve to thirteen years old, and he has
bred from them at fourteen, but the rams are sel-

dom let beyond their seventh season ; and the heav-
iest of them have killed at 50 lbs. a quarter. The
losses among the breeding ewes are calculated at

about one m twenty; and as the difficulty of breed-

ing is much enhanced by the want of grass, Mr.
Webb has had anything but a May-game of it, in

bringing his flock to their present position. Two
lots of yearling rams, making some forty in all,

were in training for the final Warwick Koyal Selec-

tion, on some seeds behind the house. They were
principally by the prize old sheep and the first and
second prize yearlings at Salisbury ; and we found
on inquiry, that the second prize old sheep has
gone to America. Plenipo, who was a yearling in

1834, when his great chestnut namesake and neigh-

bor was in his zenith, swelled the t de of South-
down success for Mr. AVebb ; and The Gentleman,
Clamber, Liverpool, Shrewsbury, Derby, Young
Elegance, Gloucester, The Captain, and Old Uncer-
tain, &c., have never sutfered it to ebb. There was
Fancy Boy also, who was never let, and hung him-
self in early life in a fence; Perfection, the sire of
The Captain, for whom Mr. Lugak's oflTer of 150
guineas as a yearling was refused; Dictator, Avho
elicited a like answer; and Windsor Castle, the

conqueror of his half-brother at Windsor, who re-

ceived the name of the Queen's Own, from her
Majesty's expression of dissatisfaction at the ver-

dict, though the royal prerogative was not potent

to reverse it. Fifty yearlings for letting were busy
on the yellow globe mangel in another paddock

;

and two renowned heroes, to-wit, Old Duke and
Young Plenipo, were railed ofl^ in state at one end.

The latter has the Babraham flock blood in him for

ten generations on the dam's side ; and Mr. Webb
valued him so highly, that, in spite of a 200 guinea

ofter, he kept him for two seasons, and let him last

year for the first time. Old Duke is five years old,

and has achieved 410 guineas at three lettings. In
one of them Mr. IIexky Overman bid 169 guineas;

and the Duke of Richmond made it even money,
and got him. The jiasture behind the fold yard

was full of Old Duke's descendants; and Yoimg
Captain, the flock patriarch of the Emperor of the

French, who hired three last year, could also claim

a hand in some of the ninety couples of glorious legs

of mutton, which scampered off at our approach.

"It would have been strange indeed if we had
not "drooped and turned aside" once more from
the short-horns, to visit a flock of 300 ewes and
lambs, before we proceeded on to the North farm.

The dam of Young Norwich and Young Plenipo

needed no pointing out, as the veriest tyro ought to

have challenged her as "a mother of the Gracchi;"

and there was also the dam of the 197 guinea rain

l)y Young Elegance, with a ram lamb by a son of

Young Plenipo at her side, which bids fair to bo as

good a South-down King in its turn."

It is a shiftless trick to let cattle fodder them-
selves at the stack; they pull out and trample more
than they eat. They cat till the edge of appetite

is gone, and then daintily pick the choice parts;

the residue, being coarse and refuse, they will not

afterward touch.
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A WHEAT FAEM BECOMING A FARM OF ALL WORK.

When it became a confirmed fact that the wheat
farms in Western New York could no longer be

depended upon for that especial crop, many land

owners stood appalled, and the first impression at

once gained ground that lands must very nmch
dejireciate in value. Now, it is as hard for a man
to admit that he is growing poor, with the old

number of acres on his liands, as it is for a woman
to own that she is growing old.

The effect of this invasion of insect vandals

among us was two fold : while it seemed to dis-

hearten and even completely discourage some, pride

stepped in to the rescue of others, making better

farmers of them, and thus leading them not only

to retain but to enhance the value of their forms by
making them more prf)fitable, and at the same time
improving their condition by a salutary rotation

of crops. I claim to belong to the latter class, and
although my land, in the main, is pre-eminently

adapted to wheat, I have entirely changed my plan,

coming down from an annual seeding of 50 or (30

acres to from 12 to 20 acres of wheat. The basis

of my present system is to let no land run to waste,

but put something tliat will grow and yield a cer-

tain, though sometimes a moderate profit, upon
every arable acre. I pretend to no extraordinary

cultivation, and it is but to show the success of

this variety in produce that I record the last year's

result.

My farm includes about 270 acres, 240 of which
are improved, with no extraordinary improvements
in buildings, &a At the full value put upon my
land when wheat was in its glory, the capital in-

vested in f;arm, stock and utensils, is $25,000. I

proceed to sum up the wliole amount received on
the investment, and will tiien charge the farm with
seed, labor, and other outlays, pertaining to pro-

duction. Let me premise that I raise my own
team,—re-place with young animals the number
sold annually as beef, pork, mutton, or cows. I

feed all my corn and hay at home, and make my
woodland pay its interest. My present purpose
does not require me to give a detail of the crops

per acre, or the quantity in the aggregate, but in

round numbers the cash value of products.

Commencing the year with July, the following

is the result:

Wheat, $430 00
Eye, 185 00
Barley, 825 00
Oats 450 00
Early rolatoes, 120 00
Late do., 225 00
Pork-, 3T0 00
Beans, 75 CO
Clover Seed 55 00
Buckwlieat, 20 00
Beef, 135 GO
2 young Cows, 80 CO
Wool, 253 00
Lambs, 195 00
Dairy, ISO 00
Wood and Heading, 50 00
Apples, no crop,

)

Indian Corn, 5u0 bushels, Vnone sold.

Hay, 65 tons,
)

$3,153 00

It is proper to remark that I had about average
luck in hitting the market at the right time for a
jA-ice. I have kept my accounts with sufficient ac-

curacy to know that $1,100 will cover all expense,
including tax, repairing tools, threshing, and labor

of all kinds pertaining to production. The balance
will stand

:

Amount of income, $3,15'? 00
Expense of producing, 1,100 00

$2,053 00

I am aware that the above variety of crops must
be modified by circumstances, such as access to

market, assortment of soil upon the same farm, &c.,

so that my statement only forms a general indica-

tion of what may be done upon a wheat farm.

To those who may be incited by what I call an
accidental escape of the wheat crop this year, to

throw in, hap-hazard, upon poorly prepared stub-

ble or late plowed fallows, I would suggest that the

certainty of fair profit, with a judicious variety, is

preferable to poor wheat farming, or perhaps a tan-

talising growth of straw and no wheat for the

granary. j. b. smith, m. d.

Ogden, Monroe county, N. Y., August 5, 1S59.

STORING AND FEEDING TTTKNIPS.

Editors Genesee Farmer :—There is no small

amount of difficulty in storing turnips safely. A
little too much heat and they are lost. Four years

ago I had 130 bushels in a long pit, sunk 18 inches

deep ; the man who covered them was told to put

on 10 inches thick of earth, instead of which he
put on 18 inches; a ventilating hole was left at the

top ; the snow fell deep, and added to the warmth,
and the whole decayed.

My root house is built in a side hill. It is

walled up with pine logs; poles are laid across from
plate to plate, and it is filled in tightly with straw

between them and the boarded roof. The earth is

banked up the roof about two feet above the eaves.

The front, Avhere the entrance is, is of course out

of the ground, and is double; that is, there is a

space of five feet between the wall, and a tight

board partition within.

This root house was filled to the roof, and it held

800 bushels. Fearing they would heat, the inner

door was left open, when a sudden and unexpected

fall of the temperature took place on the 25th of

November, going as low as 4 deg. below zero.

The turnips at the exposed end of the building

froze partially, but were quite good for use ; the

main bulk kept well and were sweet and fresh in

the spring, and some lasted till June. Tlie root

house is so constructed that at the end, level with

the top of the bank, there is a trap door, into

which the turnips are thrown from a tilt cart, so

that there is no handling in the unloading.

The turnips should be trimmed of roots, as well

as the tops, as they are more liable to heat if stored

with the roots on, on account of the earth which

then adheres to them. I lost some bushels, and, had

I not discovered the mischief in time, should have

lost more one season from this cause.

My root house was constructed in haste, of ma-
terials which were on the spot, otherwise I should

prefer one of stone, with a roof of stout poles and

earth well turfed.

Feeding.—On this head I might content myself

with saying that all the animals I have live in part

upon them, but it may perhaps be useful to go-

more into detail.

1st. My horses for three winters past have had'

very little grain until toward spring. Each has-
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two large tarnipf>,whole, but dean, niglit and morn-

ing, unless doing heavy work, wlien they have a

feed of oats in tlie morning instead of the turnips.

They are very fat and full of life.

2d. My calves and lambs got turnips sliced with

a machine twice a day, about half a gallon to each,

and some hay. My sheep get them in the same
way (once a day this winter,) with pea or oat straw

only, until March, when I begin to give thein hay.

3d. The young stock, one and two-year olds, get

turnips once a day, sliced as above, and straw until

near spring, when they get hay ; and they are in

good growing condition—many farmers would say

fat—all through the season.

I have raised mangel wurzel for my milch cows,

.•is the turnips give tlie butter a strong flavor, espe-

cially during the first half of the winter, after

which I have found them less objectionable on this

account. A bushel a day between three cows has

been my allowance. If you want good beef, shut

up a lean ox, give him three bushels a day of tur-

nips and a little hay or cut oat sti-aw for ten weeks,

and then, for the last fortni/^ht of his life, a gallon

of barley or corn meal a day, sprinkled over his

turnips, and if there is any disposition about him
to fatten you will get as tender and juicy meat as

any one can desire. joun mackeloan, m. d.

AwMSUr, C. IK, 1859.

CUTTING GRASS BY MACHINERY.

Editors Genesee Faumek:—In the July number
of the Farmer we find a second article from the

pen of Mr. Bundt, which rather culls for a reply.

In the January number of the Farmer for 1858,
may be found an article on tlie " Advantages < f

Cutting Grass and Grain by Machinery," written

by us, and to which the gentleman made such an
absurd reply that we thought it unworthy of an
answer; and especially after John JonxsTox gave
him such a "dab." But as he thinks he has either

convinced us of our error or frigliteneil us away,
we will write again upon the subject, that our
belief is more firmly established than ever of the
utility of machinery in the harvest field.

Mr. BuNDY commences his last article thus:
"During the season of 1858, I improved an oppor-
tunity, in reply to Mr. Street, of Ohio, and several

others in dilierent sections of the country, to show
the impropriety of the general introduction of
mowing machines in the State of New York, as

the means of saving either labor or money to the
farmer." Now we would inform the gentleman
that he is entirely off the question. We know but
little about the *' State of New JorA-," but wrote
of the advantages of harvesting iy viachincry, and
we challenge the gentleman to prove that this mod-
ern method has not great advantages over the
scythe, cradle, and hand-rake. We thought upon
reading his article in the April number of 1858,
that he was entirely ignorant upon the subject, and
knew nothing about the mower and horse-rake;
and are yet of that opinion, or ho could not advo-
cate the old system so strongly.

Last season we cut a piece of very heavy clover
and timothy—at least two tons per acre—at the
rate of an acre per hour, and it was no harder for

the team than plowing stubble.

We have just had nine aores cut by a machine

of the same pattern, (the Buckeye Mower) in nine
hours, and cut as well as a man with a scythe could

have done it. The first piece we cut with our own
team; the last was done by an itinerant mower,
who makes it a business to cut grass for others at

G2^ cents per acre. The same machines have a

reaper attachment, and yesterday two of our neigh-

bors cut ten acres of wheat with one of them,

better than the best of cradles could have done it.

The same farmers have about an hundred acres

of meadow to mow, and keep six or eight horses

on their farms; and any one acquainted with the

operations of harvest machinery must see at once

that to such farmers it is of the greatest advantage.

Mr. BuNDY says that in his locality "three aver-

age hands will in one day cut down with their

scythes, make, get up, and put into the barn, three

acres of good grass with much ease." "And in-

stances are common where extra driving hands do
about double that amount in a single day." Now,
if this is true, the grass he calls "good," we would
call in Ohio, good for nothing. It must stand so

thinly on the ground as not to be worth cutting,

and nmst be so dead ripe as to be no better than

stici-s for stock, or else he expects it all to spoil in

the barn. In a field of what we call "good grass,"

we will let ofi:' the best Chenango county mower if

he will cut with a scythe from an acre to an acre

and a half per day. We cut our clover when
about half tlie heads are ripe, and our timothy

when the blossom is ready to fall ; and if the

weather is good it will do to haul in on the follow-

ing day. Some of it may do before that time, but

we can find better employment for our hands in

raking and "cocking up," and never object to one
night's exposure in this form.

If farmer Bitndy was my neighbor, we would
ai'gue the subject with much greater freedom ; for

he makes such (to me) extravagant assertions that

we must conclude we know nothing about Che-

nango county meadows. He attempts to ridicule

Mr. Nichols, the Michigan " boy," and ourself.

This we consider too little to deserve our notice.

Let him come out in manly argument, or we shall

not answer him, as we are not willing to be sar-

castic and impolite to a stranger, or any one else,

when we can avoid it; but certainly this cowardly
barking is used only because he can say nothing

else, and we would, if possible, convince him that

reiiKon only, and 7wt blind assertions nor ungentle-

manly ridicule, will decide the matter truthfully.

Wo do not presume to say that every farmer can

make a mower pay, but we do claim for it many
advantages. W^here clover is very heavy and
lodged, it will cut it better than it is possible for a

scythe to do it; and every farmer who has ten

acres of heavy clover to cut annually, should have

one, if he can spare the eapitnl, and can not get it

cut by an itinerant mower, llands with a scythe

charge seventy cents per acre for mowing— we
have to board them : it takes one ten times as long

to do it; the hay has to bespread and perhaps

turned, for a mower does it better than a pitchfork.

There is another important consideration to us;

perhaps not to Mr. Buxdy. We consider eight or

ten harvest hands, week after week, a great impo-

sition on the female part of the household, if by a

slight expense it can be avoided. Sometimes it fcema

necessary, and then they will do it cheerfully; but
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the welfare of a wife, who is cared for as carefully

as she should be, is far more than money to every

true man.
Bat let me not forget to add that a foor mower

is a great humbug. We had a neighbor who had

one he never used but one season, and then it

nearly killed his horses. We have seen several of

the Buckeye Mowers performing, which worked

admirably, both as a mower and reaper. Nineteen

hundred of them have been manufactured and sold

at Salem and Canton during the present season,

which shows that all formers are not like Mr.

BUNDY. DAVID STREET.

SaZem, ColumMana Co., Ohio.

MOWma MACHINES-ONCIE MORE.

Editors Genesee Farmer:—I would like to fur-

nish about a "stickful!" of matter for your col-

umns, in answer to the borabaslio article in the

July number, written by Mr. E. A. Bundt. As
Mr. B. has not touched upon the question at issue,

viz: "the economy of using mowing machines", I

will give him a few more facts.

1st. It is not usual for good farmers to winter

their machines in the fields

—

only such as can not

see the economy of using mowing machines do this.

2d. We do not pay $125 for our machines.

Kktchum's mowers cost $110, and being all iron

would not rot; even if Mr. B.'s plan, of sticking a

stake by the side of it in order to find it in tlie

spring, were followed. Good machines, of all kinds,

ctin be got at prices ranging from $75 to $130.

3d. It is almost impossible here to get men enough
to get in the hay, alter it is cut. Wages are high,

and help is scarce. As to helping poor men by
furnishing them work, it is well enough ; but if

Mr. B. himself would not get his hay in the hest

and cheapest manner, then he is a singular specimen
of humanity.

I now give him the rest of that "alphabet"

!

Wes'feld, N. Y., July AtJi, 1859. De AZEO A. NICHOLS.

Weeds in the Garden.—On page 240 of the

last Genesee Farmer, in speaking of weeds, I think

their benefit is not all told. I think from experi-

ence that if they are all carried out of a garden,

and none left to be worked into the ground, that

the garden will cease to bear weeds or anything
else to any benefit, notwithstanding it should be
manured every year. I believe my father ruined
one so when I was a boy, and worked for him.
We both practiced carrying all weeds out, and
manuring every year, and I can not give any other
reason for the failure. I now love to have weeds
grow in my garden, but I love as well to pull, or

hoe them up, before they overrun what I want to

raise.—W., Hornelhville, N. Y.

PLASTER FOR GENERAL CROPS.

Editors Genesee Farmer :—la reply to the in-

quiry of W. H. Parker, of Farraington, Oakland

county, Michigan, I will give my experience for

several years i)ast in relation to plaster or gypsum.

I have found it to have a good etiect on almost all

kinds of vegetables, except beans, peas, and onions,

as it makes them grow too much stalk or tops.

For wheat, clover, buckwheat, corn, and potatoes,

if put on as soon as the tops can be seen, plaster

has increased the crop one-tenth, as it promotes

the growth of the roots and of course brings for-

ward the tops. I have never found much benefit

from putting it on when corn begins to tassel, or

potatoes begin to blossom. I put it on wheat when
sown, or early in spring. Clover the same. Buck-

wheat when sown. I have put it on in one field,

the one half when the buckwheat was sown and

the other half of the field when it began to blos-

som, and the result was nearly double the number
of bushels from the early plastering. The same

result on potatoes last year, and this year the effect

was greater on my eai'ly June potatoes.

Our plaster costs here $6.50 per ton ; and it is

generally considered by the farmers that it pays

well, as clover does not do well without being

sown with it. The farmers in the valley of Wy-
oming have generally sold off all their straw, hay,

and corn stalks, and the consequence is that for

some years the crops have been poor. But there

is now a great improvement in our crops. Some
of the farmers begin to keep more stock, and i-«e

plaster and lime. z. knapp.

Liczerne coimty, Pa., August 7th, 1859.

The following method to destroy weeds is pur-
sued at the mint in Paris, with good effect: 10
gallons water, 20 lbs. quicklime, and 2 lbs. flowers
of sulphur, are to be boiled in an iron vessel; after

settling, the clear part is thrown off and used whefi
needed. Care must be taken; for if it will destroy
weeds, it will just as certainly destroy edgings and
border flowers, if sprinkled on them. Weeds thus
treated will disappear for several years.

RYE FOR AUTUMN FEED.

Editors Genesee Farmer :—Rye is not so gen-

erally valued by our farmers as it ought to be.

Were the stubble fields plowed after harvest, and

sown with a bushel or two of rye per acre, the

stock on the farm would have an abundant supply

of sweet, succulent pasturage in autumn. It grows

rapidly and tillers out, and becomes thicker as it is

eaten down. It is said, however, to give a rank

flavor to the butter made from the milk of cows

fed on it, but this is believed to the case only

when they are allowed to surfeit themselves on

it. Some farmers would object: that the rye

would take possession of the land, and grow up tho

next season. But that is easily remedied by plow-

ing it under, either late in the fall or in the spring,

and the land will then be cleaner, and in better

condition, than if it had been allowed to run to

weeds.—F. W., Charlotteville, C. W.

Remarks.— It was formerly a very common

practice in England to sow rye, in the way recom-

mended by our correspondent, for the use of ewes

and lambs in the spring. A considerable quantity

of succulent food was thus obtained early in the

spring, to the manifest advantage of the ewes and

lambs. But though the rye was eaten on the land

by the sheep, and the droppings turned under, and

the land afterward sown to barley, it was found

that the rye impoverished tho soil, and the practice

has on this account been abandoned by many good

.
farmers. kds.
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THE INCHEASING NECESSITY FOR MAKING FARM-
ING A SCIENCE.

No intelligent anrl ol)serving farmer, as he sees

each year hriiiging with it some new and deadly

enemy to liis crops, can avoid asking, " What shall

the end of these things be?" Every spring he

plows his ground in hope, scatters in the seed with

a liberal hand, watciies and tills with care, and is

doomed at last to disappointment by seeing the

devouring insects or other foes sweep over the fair

gi-ain, rendering it a chaffy waste. Forty years

ago, our ancestors had no trouble in raising an
abundant crop of wheat, aside from properly pre-

paring the soil, sowing, harrowing, reaping, gar-

nering, (fcc. Tiiey got in the seed in due time; and
after that tlieir thoughts were troubled by no fears

of frost, rust, or weevil; while we often sow in

fear, and reap emptiness.

Tiie population of the world is increasing steadily

with the years; while if the capability of produc-

tion does not increase in the same ratio, we shall

evidently come to want. It is said that our vast

country, it skillfully tilled, is capable of supporting

500,000,000 of human beings; but it is plain that

it could not be done by the present system of till-

age. And yet, we may confidently believe that

this immense number will one day inhabit our

land; and if so, what shall they eat? In Belgium,
the most densely peopled country on the globe,

588 nersons occupy, and are fed from, one square

mi'- ; and yet it is well known that the soil of that

c .ntry is by no means the most fertile in Europe,
our country is naturally far richer. Still, even at

this eai'ly date, we see immense tracts in Virginia

deserted entirely, -nnd thrown open as commons,
on the plea that they are so poor that a "living

can not be made on them," though without doubt
they were once fertile and remunerative. Out on
such farming! Unhappily, this method of cultiva-

tion and its inevitable results are too common in

this " fast" age and country. Most of the European
States, so far behind us in other respects, and which
we so haughtily and often unjustly taunt, are vastly

our superiors in this particular.

Again; the ever-increasing variety and number
of insect enemies which annually infest and destroy

the crops, imperatively demand new preventives

—

new means of defense and preservation against

them. As the country is cleared up, and civiliza-

tion advances, the various grains and vegetables,

like the liuman bod}', are wasted by new and
fiercer enemies. Wheat, our great staple product
and one of the constituents of human existence,

lives a precarious life, and withers before the at-

tacks of puny, contemptible bugs. Corn, the
pioneer cereal of America, is cut down in the green
and vigorous youth of its short life by the unsight-

ly worm, and poor man is left with little hope and
less bread. What shull be done? Shall we still

continue to plow and sow and not reap, as did our
fathers? Plaiidy, we can not.

Tiien the only thing to be done after there re-

mains no more land to be settled, (which must,
most assuredly, be the state of affairs at some
future day,) and the population is still increasing,

is to fiirm better. Land speculation mu.-t be abol-

ished, and men must be content to own no more
land than they can thor'uighly and profitably till.

And not only that, the principles of good farming

must be more studied. In fact, farmers must no
longer work with the hands only, but with the
liead also. It must' no longer be spoken of con-
temptibly as "Farming," but as 'Geoponics."

—

Agricultural Colleges must be founded and sup-

ported, in which farmeis' sons can be taught the

science of their art as thoroughly as lawyers are in

theirs. Europe supports 400 of these schools; the

United States but two. The effects are readily

seen in their respective systems of agriculture, and
the extent of their population. Much must be
allowed for the youth of our country; still, much
is needed. s. powers.

Water/brd, Ohio, July, 1S59.
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OUR CREED.

"We believe in small farms and thorough culti-

vation.

We believe that soil loves to eat, as well as its

owner, and ought, therefore, to be manured.
We believe in large crops which leave the land

better than they found it—making both the farmer
and the farm rich at once.

We believe in going to the bottom of things, and,

therefore, in deep plowing, and enough of it. All

the better if with a subsoil plow.

We believe that every farm should own a good
farmer.

We believe that the best fertilizer of any soil, is

a spirit of industry, enterprise, and intelligence

—

without this, lime ane gypsum, bones and green
manure, marl and guano will be of little use.

We believe in good fences, good barns, good
farm-houses, good stock, good orchards, and child-

ren enough to gather the fruit.

We believe in a clean kitchen, a neat wife in it, a
spinning-piano, a clean cupboard, a clean dairy,

and a clean conscience.

We firmly disbelieve in farmers that will not im-
prove; in farms that grow poorer every year; in

starveling cattle ; in farmers' boys turning into

clerks and merchants; in farmers' daughters un-
willing to work, and in all farmers ashamed of their

vocation, or who drink whip;ky till honest people
are ashamed of them.

—

H. W. Beecher.

A Popular Luxury in OniNA.—Two things

struck me in China: the universal smell of musk
in the kingdom of flowers, and enormous consump-
tion of melon-pips, which are what nuts and or-

anges are to you English, and what olives and
prunes are to us Gauls. The scarlet and yellow
melons are in some places only grown for the seed,

and are piled up by the side of the road for the use

of any traveler who will scoop out the seed for the

proprietor. On the rivers I have seen, and
so 1 dare say has Mr. Hue, wliole junks laden with
these seeds. In the loneliest j)lace you can procure
them, when all other food is scarce. The three

hundred milliuns of Chinese all eat them. When
friends meet to drink tea or rice wine, there is

always an accompaniment of melon seeds. They
are piled up on every dinner table. They are eaten

while traveling in tlie palanquin : they are picked
at while discussing bargains. Jf a workman has a
few sapecks, he does just what his child would do
—buys melon seeds. They are an amusement and
a food, as the cigarette is to the Spaniard, and the

betcl-uut to the Hindoo.— '^ Kingdom of Flowers.^''
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SCIENTIFIC AND PEACnCAL AGKICULTUaE.

Many worthy cultivators of the field are disposed

look with comparative inditference upon the

leaching of science in relation to their vocation,

^n expression, to which the press gave publicity

lot long since— "Away with your scientific fami-

ng, and give us experiments and facts"— is doubt-

ess the sentiment of many unread agriculturists.

It may be that scientif/^ farming has sometimes

)een brought into disparagement by the failure of

nen of science in their attempts to practice the art

|)f agriculture. It is true that such failures may
requently be observed; and it is equally true that

he most successful farmers of this, or any other

:ountry, are both scientific and practical agricul-

turists. In those cases where scientific men fail of

success, I think the cause may generally be found

m a lack of practical training. It is not the

science but the art that is at fault. However sound

and correct the theory and principles of the scien-

tific farmer may be, the mere scientific man fails

for want of the practical art. Liebig would have
made a poor plowman

; yet the world have listened

to his instructions with attention and profit. It is

the business of the man of science to investigate,

analyze, scrutinize, and instruct. The practical

man should avail himself of the advantages of these

scientific and analytical investigations and instruc-

tions. The chemist informs the tanner what sub-

stances contain the most tannin, and explains the
detail of the principles and process of changing
green hides into pliant leather. Yet this same
chemist, who imparts the requisite and proper in-

struction on this subject, if transferred from the

laboratory into the tan-yard, to perform the duties

of the tanner and currier, might possibly produce a
very unsaleable specimen of leather. A musician,

who has acquired a wide-spread fame as an in-

Btructor, performer, composer, and publisher, said,

in our hearing once, while instructing a class in

thorough-bass, that one of the most successful and
eflicient teachers within the circle of his acquaint-

ance could not play a tune himself, on the piano or
organ; he had never acquired the art, though a
successful teacher of the science of music. Indeed,
all who have the most cursory knowledge of music
as a science and an art, know that they are separate
and very ditierent acquirements. The science of
music might be studied for a life time, and instruc-

tions given correctly— the whole theory acquired
as a science— without any ability practically to

perform.

In all the various arts of civilization, this division

of labor is generally recognized and adopted. If in

agricultural pursuits less than in other callings, it

is because these pursuits are less favorable to spec-
olative states of mind than the vocation of some
others. The manufacturer has pressed the science
of chemistry into his service, with notable advan-
tage and positive success; while the cultivator of
the ground, who may derive much more advantage
from the science of chemistry, too often co-^tents
himself in pursuing his own haphazard labors, un-
directed by the light of science; or perchance,
while following in the wake of others who are di-

rected by the light of science, are occasionally
heard making light of look farming.

For some of the greatest advantatres of this won-
darfol age, we are indebted to scientific discovery

;

and for more and greater discovery, we simply

want more cultivated brains. The stores and re-

sources of nature are boundless as infinity. When
the principles of agricultural science become more
generally developed, why may we not obtain twenty
fold greater productions from the billions of atoms
that float in the air or lie deposited in the earth,

impregnated with farina and gluten— med'cated
for the stomach, flavored for the taste, and beauti-

fied for the eye ?

To imagine that there is no better mode of pro-

cedure than to follow in the footsteps of our great

grandfathers, would be as if the son of Erin who
started from the Atlantic slope for California, on
foot and alone, with all his goods, and the requisite

implements for gold-digging, trundling along on his

wheel-barrow, should say there were no better

mode of traveling than his, while the earth-vibra-

ting locomotive at his heels shakes the uutrnthful

assertion from his lips.

It is only about forty years since a rude sort of

steam engine was constructed, to run on wooden
rail-, at Wylam, England; but it was voted a
"perfect plague." About ten years afterward,

(Sept. 15, 1830.) Geokge Stephenson started

''Puffing Billy,"' at the rate of thirty miles per

hour, on the railroad between Liverpool and Man-
chester, which he had to have surveyed and laid

out in the night, to avoid the ridicule of the people.

The lightnings, which once flashed only to terrify,

by scientific discovery are now made to execute

beautiful embellishments in the shop of the ai'tizan

;

or, tamed and housed up, are employed to carry

our news across the continent.

Such men as Feanklin, Watt, Fui,ton, or

MoESE, with great thoughts glowing up like sun-

ri e in the soul, have accomplished more for the

benefit of the race than if they had labored with

their hands for a thousand or even a million of

years. And yet it is true, while some men labor

with their head, others must labor with their

hands. Science and art must go hand in hand,

in agricultural pursuits as well as in other voca-

tions. Let each department be properly under-

stood, and there may be an end to sneers at hook

farming, and the proverbial tardiness of practical

agriculturists in availing themselves of the advan-

tages of chemical discoveries and scientific farming

generally, as brought before them in such scientific

journals as the Genaee Farmer. One useful dis-

covery therein revealed might easily be worth the

subscription price of such a journal for a life time;

and how much more profitable to spend iheir long

winter evenings pondering its pages, than to be

assembled with the company in the village post-

office or bar-room, laying pipe for the election of

constables or presidents. j. a.

CcTTiNG Geass foe Hay.—The time of cutting

grass for hay is still a mooted question. If tliose

that consnme it have any power to judge, tiiat

which is early cut is the best. I think we are apt

to cure our hay too much ; that is, dry it in the

sun. The best manner in which hay can be cured

is, after it has wilted, to "make" it "under cover."

But as such a method is not practicable only in

very small quantities, probably the better way is

to cure it in the cock by sweating and opening for

it to receive the air but not the sun.— G. E. B.

Belfast, Me.
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DESIGN FOR A SUBURBAN COTTAGE.

DESIGN FOR A STTBTJEBAN COTTAGE.

We present the readers of the Genesee Farmer

witli another of the chaste, simple, and yet very

beautiful designs by Mr. G. E. Harxet, of Lynn,

OBOUND PLAK.

Mass. Those already given have been favorably

received, and we are confident that this one will

afford valuable suggestions that will be made prac-

tical by many individuals.

The sketches which we now
offer comprise a design and plan

for a cottage suitable for a sul)-

nrban or village lot. Though
the exterior is somewhat orna-

7nental in its character, there is

notliing about it costly or diffi-

cult of execution— no detail

which cannot easily be wrought
by any ordinary house carpen-
ter. It is designed to be of
wood, and covered in the usual

vertical and battened manner.
The roof projects two feet and
a half, and is supported on
brackets. The house should

rest on a foundation projecting at least three

feet above the level of the ground. The first

story is 10 ft. high in the clear, and the second

6 ft. at tlie eaves and 10 ft. high at the ceiling.

The plan comprises— No. 1, gallery, 5 ft.

wide; No. 2, hall, 7^ ft. wide and 20 ft. long,

containing stairs to chamber and cellar. From
the hall we enter No, 8, the parlor, 16 ft. square,

in the front of which, and forming its jirinciijal

feature, is a bay window overlooking the front

yard. No. 4 i.^ 15 ft. sijuare, and may be u»«ed

either as a bed-room or living-room. No. 5,

the kitchen, is 15 ft. by 16; it contains a large

closet, and connects with a pantry, No. 6, which
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pens upoQ a gallery, No. 7, leading to the yard,

fnder this gallery is the outside entrance to the

iOi^ement.

The second floor contains four chambers, each

arnished with a large clothe.s-press. Two of these

hanihers are lighted by dormer windows.
Cost— about $1,600 near Boston.

THE AMEEICAN FAEMER

Not all men who cultivate the earth are farmers

;

lot all farmers are American farmers. The Amer-
can farmer brings to that avocation the highest

idvantages of science and skill, of virtue and in-

lustry, owning the soil which he cultivates, and
lonoring his labors by the spirit of an American
litizen. There is a tendency to undervalue this

iphere of life. The pride which professional and
jommercial prosperity generates, hesitates to ac-

knowledge the farmer as a social equal; and even
armers' sons have caught the infection, and joined

n the clamor of depreciation. Men are ready
inough to be lawyers or physicians,— these are

lonorable professions;— ready enough to sell tape

jy the yard, or pins by the dozen,— even this is

ijonorable. But to breathe the air of newly-turned
sarth, to feel its touch, to hear the rustling of

growing crops, to drive loaded wains to market, to

exchange heavy golden grains for grains of heavy
gold, to live amid scenes of natural beauty, amid
conditions of physical health, God's truest^ noblest

freemen,— this is dishonor. Let us see.

Of lawyers, few rise to eminence, or even liberal

success. Physicians succeed a little better ; while
mercantile pursuits are well nigh a lottery. The
best symbol of successful merchants is found in the

adage of angels' visits. How different from the

precarious prospects of these are the prospects of

an intelligent, skillful, industrious, and virtuous

American farmer. Such a man, cultivating his

own soil, and engaging in no outside speculation,

never fails. He never fears that poverty will come
upon him so long as God fructifies the earth with
the dew, the rain, and the sunshine. To him, suc-

cess is as universal and as certain as the fultilment

of the divine promise which assures the seed time
and the harvest. The pursuits of such a man lie in

eonscious proximity to Providence; and he stands,

because he leans directly upon God. Compare,
then, his free and healthful life with the constrained

and unnatural conaitions under which professional

men and merchants live. These you find, it may
be, shut up by day in great piles of 'brick, or thread-

ing their way through narrow streets, where the
sun pours down his rays unmitigated by a single

retVeshing breeze ; and by night shut up again in

similar walls, changing the place but keeping the
pain, waked in tlie morning to the eternal discord

of rumbling carts, of milkmen's bells, of crios of

chimney sweeps, and barking of uncounted dogs.

Is this Ufel Do men live amid such scenes, or do
they only abide, constrained by some necessity of
fate, or punished for their sins? Even the birds

shun the city as they w^ould a prison. All the
powers of man are enervated and hurried to decay.
Witli such a scene, contrast the quiet of woodlands,
pastures, and meadows, delighting the eye with
their beauty,— the balmy airs which send vigor
through every fibre of man's structure, and make

him strong to serve God and his fellow men.
With toils and anxieties forgotten, with windows
broad open, making his chamber as wide as the

universe, the farmer sleeps soundly and sweetly as

an infant, waking in the morning to the music of f
birds, and bounding to his task with a physical re-

generation. Tlds is life! How true it is that

"God made the country, man made the town."
Such comparisons might be indefinitely pursued,

and with similar results. It is enough to say that

no man's condition is more favorable to culture

than the farmer's, and that his opportunities of

social influence are sufficient to satisfy a true am-
bition. Science brings its aid to his labors, and so

perpetually beckons him to inquiries in her depart-

ments. To him every evening is free, and during
the winter he may devote himself almost exclusive-

ly to intellectual pursuits. Men of genius have
often found their inspiration in cultivated fields.

The scenes which surround him are the very homes
of studies in botany and geology. Nor are these

scenes less favorable to aesthetic culture.

The charms of country life are of almost infinite

variety. Fruits more delicious than ever grew in

the garden of Pomona ; flowers that would grace a

Paradise ; herds of cattle such as Jupiter never saw
in a hecatomb ; horses as noble as ever contested in

the Olympic hippodromes;— all these and n-.uch

more strengthen and develop the best qualities of
his mind and heart. To stimulate the agricultural

zeal of his neighbors by illustrations of his own ; to

promote intelligence by the liberal support of

schools ; to contribute by his example and influence

to the improvement of roads, bridges, and ]>ubiic

building's ; to nourish and sustain the institutions

of religion; to aid the progress of public morals;

to instruct and elevate his dependents; to add in

this way to the qualities of a good farmer the high-

er and more comprehensive qualities of a christian

man;— this constitutes a life which has in it far

more of the elements of a true nobility than are

often found amid the emblazonry of rank and the

splendid ceremonies of courts. Such is the true

life of the American farmer. If there be demanded
an example which will forever command the vene-

ration of the world, we turn to one who formed
amid the peaceful scenes of husbandry the great

character which drew to him a nation's confidence,

which made him the repository of a nation's desti-

ny, and who, when he had fulfilled that mission,

returned to those scenes again, uncorrupted by am-
bition, and desirous only to renew the cares and
duties of a farmer, in the seclusion and happiness

of his own Mount Vernon, A. b. eathbun.

Oakfi^ld, Genesee Cownty, JV". T.

TnEEB are many who suppose it necessary to

leave the second growth of grass undisturbed, to

rot on the ground, in order to preserve the fertility

of old meadows in grass where top-dressing with

manure is not resorted to. But such management

is oftentimes extremely hurtful, and the injury is

proportioned to the amount left untrodden and un-

fed. If the amount left standing, or laying loose

upon the surface, be considerable, it makes a har-

bor for mice, which will, under cover of the old

grass, intersect the surface of the land with paths

innumerable, from which they cut all the grass that

comes in their way.

—

E. W. BeecJier.
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SUMMER PEAES.

Near the large cities and villages, nothing that

can be marketed at this season of the year will

prove more remunerative to the fruit culturist than

a crop of summer pears. The perfect adaptability

of this fruit to the climate and soil of this country,

has been thoroughly decided in the mind of every

man who has taken the flri^ step in the investiga-

tion of the subject. That there have been many
failures in growing pears, there is not the least

doubt ; but we would ask with what fruits have

there not been failures ? And we might even ask

the question, with what staple farm crops have

there not been partial and total failures, which at

tlie time seemed to forebode their utter extinction ?

Could we collect together the facts in relation to

the millions of apple trees that are planted in this

country every year, they would tell a tale which

would astonish all fruit growers. Many intelligent

and observing men, whose opinions we have ob-

tained, and who are in situations enabling them

to judge with much accuracy in this matter, do

not hesitate to say that one-half of all the apple

trees that are planted in the country are dead at

the end af the second year after planting, and a

large proportion of the remainder fail after this

time. And yet no one doubts that the apple tree

is suited to our country. These failures have oc-

curred so often that it is taken as a matter of course.

When the orchard is once planted, it is expected

til at a new stock of trees is to be purchased every

year to fill in where the dead ones are removed,

until the whole number is complete, which is often

several years. The cause or causes of these fail-

ures, in the majority of cases, the planter does not

fail to attribute, at least mentally, to his own igno-

rance or carelessness, however much he may try to

throw it back upon other parties, in order to excuse

himself; but to say that the climate or soil is at

fault, is seldom attempted, as perhaps the very next

farm may liave upon it a flourisliing orchard.

The pear tree being more difficult to propagate,

has never been disseminated by nurserymen to the

idnil
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extent that the apple has been—the well know:

law of demand being proportionate to supply, hold-

ing true in this case as in others. Of course thi9^

state of things has reacted again upon nurserymen^.,

and the result has been a limited supply and a lim*

ited demand. The above named cause, with the

other obvious one that the pear is more especially

a dessert fruit than the apple, and can not in cook-

ing be used in so many various ways, is sufficient

to account for the comparatively small proportion

of pear trees growing in the country, without in-

venting so unfounded a theory as unsuitable soil or

climate.

It is not intended to be understood that either

the soil or the climate of this country, or any part

of it, is faultless, or that much may not be done

to ameliorate them ; but that in themselves they

are not sufficient cause why more attention is not

paid to the cultivation of the pear. The facts are,

now more attention is being directed to the culti-

vation of this fruit, that the trees are found to do

well wherever the apple succeeds ; and, as a gen-

eral rule, they come into bearing from two to five

years sooner than the apple. "We refer, of course,

to trees worked on the pear stock ; on the quince fig

stock, it is now well understood that they com-

mence to fruit the second or third year from plant-

ing. If the often quoted words, "he that plants

pears, plants for liis heirs," were even true, when

applied to the fruit growers in any of the European

countries, they should be used where they properly

apply, and not here, where the pear proves to be

one of the earliest bearing fruit trees.

But we are digressing from our design, which,

first, was to introduce to the notice of our readers

a few of the best summer pears, which, another

season, have proved to be most worthy of culti-

vation.

The Madeleine was the first ripe pear we saw

this summer, being in eating on and alter the 25th

of July. It is of medium size, obscure pyriform

;

color, light green, sometimes with a faint cheek in

the sun, and patches of russet about the base of the

stem. Stem from one and one-half to two inches

in length, slender, and inserted on the side of the

projecting summit, or, in some specimens, in a

slight cavity. Basin shallow and ribbed. Calyx

open or spreading. TJie flesh is melting and very

juicy, with a slight acid, making it cooling and

constituting it one of the most desirable sorts at

this hot season.

Doyenne cfEte ripens about the same time as

Madeleine. Medium size, obovate, slightly pyri-

form; bright straw color, with a rich dark crimson

III
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jieek, interspersed with small yellow dots. Stem

inch and a quarter in length, rather stout and

shy at the base. Basin shallow, and slightly

bbed. Calyx small. This is a most beautiful

.tie fruit; flesh melting, juicy, sweet, not quite so

gh flavored as the Madeleine. Tree bears quite

)ung. The beauty of this variety, with its other

duable qualities, will render it a general favorite

)th with orchardists and amateur cultivators.

Beurre Giffard ripens a few days after the pre-

ding. Size medium. Skin greenish, with a slight

ush. Flesh tender, melting, juicy, with a very

reeable excellent flavor. The tree is rather a

)W and straggling grower. A very valuable early

ar.

Osband''8 Summer—Small; oval or obovate; clear

ight yellow ; well colored in the sun. Stem one

h long. Calyx large and open. Basin quite

allow and smooth, or very slightly plaited. Flesh

jlting, juicy, sugary, with a mild but agreeable

vor. Eipened this season from the fifth to the

teenth of August.

Blooagood—Size medium
;
yellow, blotched and

otted with russet. Stalks an inch and a half

ng. Basin very shallow. Flesh yellowish—white,

elting, with a rich aromatic flavor.

In addition to the above, we would mention as

duable summer sorts, but which have not yet

3ened, the Bartlett, of world-wide reputation;

e Brandywine and Tyson, both natives of Penn-

Ivania ; the Rostiezer, Summer Francreal., Dear-

ni's Seedling, a native of Eoxbury, Massachu-

tts, and the Ott. In this list of varieties, the

Uowing do well on the pear or as dwarfs on the

lince stocks: Madeleine, Doyenne d''Ete, Osband''s

•immer, Bloodgood, Brandyioine, Tyson, Eostiezer,

iimmer Francreal. Bartlett, Beurre Giffard, and

tt, should always be worked on the pear stock,

double-worked, if on the quince. The Bartlett

ipecially has the fault of forming so imperfect a

lion with the quince stock as to render it liable

being blown oflf after it has become a good sized

ee, and is heavily laden with fruit.

Deainage for Oechards.— D. A. Lillier, of

eneva, Illinois, makes the following statement to

le Prairie Farmer: "I am acquainted with an
.•cliard of grafted fruit, fifteen or twenty years

id, situated upon a dry, rolling prairie, with a clay

ibsoil, that a railroad passes through making a
at ten or fifteen feet deep. Now, mark the sig-

ificant fact. The trees upon each side of the road,

ithin ten or twelve feet of the bank, bore fully

ist season, while the rest of the orchard had only
ow and then an apple. The rows of ditterent

inds cross the railroad instead of running parallel

dth it, so several kinds bore."

GIVE AWAY YOUE FRUIT.

The editor of the Homestead thus discourses, in

a genial way, on the advantages of giving away

fine fruit, than which few things one can do give

more exquisite pleasure both to giver and receiver:

" One of the best uses you can put a fine dish of

fruit to, is to give it away to some friend who will

appreciate it, and your skill in growing it. It is-

due to the art of horticulture, as well as to your-

self, to make these offerings. In no way can the

taste for fine fruits, and the desire to cultivate

them, be so rapidly disseminated. The rich old

hunker over the way, who has all his life-time beea

too intent upon dollars to think of a fruit yard, or

a vinery, will perhaps fall into a fit of self-reproach,

at the sight of a four pound bunch of Black Ham-
burgs, presented to his wife. She of course praises

the grapes, admires the half-transparent skin reveal-

ing the rich juices beneath, but does not venture

to make any suggestions, though her looks insinu-

ate volumes. The daughter Julia is in raptures

with them, as girlhood is wont to be with every-

thing beautiful. She wonders that papa does not

build a glass house to grow grapes in, and can not

keep the wonder to herself. The daughter is the

old gentleman's special weakness, as the mother
well knows, and she can safely be left to do the

talking. He never said no to her, and doubts his

ability to, when her heart is I'eally set upon an

object. What is five hundred or a thousand dollars

to a man of fortune, where the reasonable gratifi-

cation of his family is concerned? The architect

will be called in, and the glass house will be built,

in due time. We trust our good friends with the

large vineries will comprehend at a glance this

philosophy, and fulfill their mission."

^^ Strawberries on Gravel Beds.—A corre«pond-

ent of the New England Farmer says he was in-

duced to try the growing of strawberries on coavss

gravel and stones, from the productiveness of some

which had accidentally thrown runners on a gravel

walk. He says: " I am satisfied that if any gard-

ener has such an amount of pebble stones that he

hardly knows how to dispose of them, he may, by

a moderate intermixture of rich earth, form them

into productive strawberry beds." The plants will

propagate by runners, whose roots will get into the

earth among obstacles that impede the growth of

grass and weeds, and the berries will ripen a week

earlier than usual.

Strawberries in Hawaiian Islands.—The Pa-

cific Commercial Advertiser, of May 12th, says:

"During the past week this delicious fruit has been

quite plenty about town, though mostly secured in

advance by private families. Mr. Holestein, of

the Agricultural Society's Garden, has about an

acre of plants in full bearing. The fruit is large

and well flavored, and brings readily seventy-tivQ

cents per auart."
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HONET LOCUST—GLEDITSCHIA HOREIDA NANA.

THE HONEY LOCUST.

A TRIBE of trees, so named from the sweetness

of their sap, some of the species of wliich are

found in the United States growing wild on the

fertile aUuvial bottoms bordering the rivers at the

west and south-west. This tribe of trees are of

little value except for ornament, and making hedges,

for which tlieir rapid growth and prickly limbs

eminently adapt them. In some of the southern

and western states the honey locust is being tried

as a hedge plant. The negroes of the south also

make beer from the leaves and green pods.

The tree represented in our cut is a variety in-

troduced into Europe from China, and known as

the Gleditschia Jiorrida nana. It a rather small

and shrubby, but very handsome tree, growing
about 15 feet high, with a spreading habit, and larger

and more elegant foliage than the common honey
locust, and is armed with very long sharp spires,

mostly on the trunk and larger branches. It has

been found to stand the cold well, and promises to

be an acquisition to our shrubberies. The Oledit-

$chia^ according to Downing, stands far above the

locust for the purpose of embellishing scenery.

There is a peculiar elegance about its light green

foliage, which sways gracefully in the summer
breeze, and folds up on the approach of the slight-

est shower. The branches spread out and fonn j

fine broad head, and there are no dead, unsightlj

limbs to be seen, as is commonly the case on thi

locust. It can be made to assume a variety of pic

turesque shapes in growing up, and does not pro

duce suckers ; and when a limited extent is devotet

to a lawn or shrubbery, it is one of the first decid

uous trees that shoi Id obtain a place, and producei

a charming etfect when combined with other tree«

of a heavier and darker foliage. It may be readil}

propagated by grafting on the honey locust, or bj

seed.

DESIGN FOK A FLOWER GARDEN IN TH]
FORMAL STYLE.

TriE Gardener'^8 Chronicle gives the accompany

ing plan (see next page) for a flower garden now ii

course of formation at the Nurseries of Messrs

Roi.ussoN, of Lower Tooting, England. It is thi

best thing of the kind we have ever seen. A con

servatory of large dimensions, about 130 feet ii

length by 28 feet in width, for the exhibition o

specimen plants, has recently been erected, and i

was desired to arrange the piece of ground in fron,

so as to set this off to advantage, and at the sam

time to afford an opportunity for thcdisp'ay of an;

new or remarkable plants. The Coniferous am

other trees would be placed in the border on th<



REFER ENCES.
PeJestal for Sun-dial.
Specimen Irish Yews.

8. do. Dwarf Golden Hollies.

4, do. Andromeda floribunda.

6. do. Yucca gloriosa.

6. do. Berberis Japonica.
]T. do. Pornettya mucronata.

J8.
Beds of Berberis Darwini.

Id. do. Rhododendron hirsutum.
do. do. ferrugineum album,
do. Mixed Heaths.

Beds for Geraniums, Yerbenas, &c., one color to each bed.

13. Beds of Hybrid Rhododendrons.
14. Beds for choice Herbaceous and other plants.

15. Specimen Hybrid Rhododendrons.
16. do. Half-standard Roses.
17. Standard Wistaria Sinensis.

18. Deodar Cedars.
19. Masses of Rhododendrons. Kalmias, and other American

plants.

20. Conservatory.
j

21. Border for Cli i bine Plants, wilh a Box edging. '

22. Terrace, bank of Grass, one foot in width, and six inches
below the gravel walk in front of Conservatory.
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left hand side of the principal walk from the en-

trance gate (A), the Rhododendrons and other

American plants in the beds (Nos, 13 and 19), while

the Herbaceous, Bedding, and other similar plants,

will be arranged in the flower beds at Nos. 12 and

14. The wall of the conservatory being about three

feet in height, a border (No. 21) 18 inches wide is

to be made at the foot of this, in which climbing

plants are to be placed. As there was a slight fall

from the conservatory to the ground in front of it,

a small terrace bank (No. 22) is formed, which has

the effect of raising the walk six inches above the

flower garden. It should be observed that there is

a fountain in the line of the entrance gate, which

forms an appropriate termination to the principal

walk. (There was not room to show this in the

plan.) The branches of the two Wistaria Sinensis

(No. 17) will eventually form a kind of arch over

this walk, near the gateway.

GAS-TAK FOE TRELLISES, &c.

A gardener having occasion to newly paint the
wood work in the interior of his green-house, de-
termined to make a trial of the theory of the ab-
sorption of heat by black color, with the view of
promoting the maturity of his plants and shrubs by
means of a greater quantity of caloric. In the
preparation of the black paint lie used coal tar, that
is to say, tar produced by the distillation of coal in

the manufacture of gas. This coal tar, beside the
advantage of its color, offers considerable economy
in painting, being about one-eighth of the price of
the material generally used in mixing black paint.
The painting here in question was executed before the
setting in of winter. On the return of spring tlie

gardener observed with no less surprise than satis-

faction that the spiders and other insects which had
infested his green-house had totally disappeared.
He, moreover, remarked that a vine, trained on an
espalier whicli, for the space of two years, had
been sensibly decaying, and which he had purposed
to uproot for the purpo.se of planting another in its

place, had acquired such renewed liealth and vigor
as to be capable of producing excellent table grapes.
Having applied his new paint to the i)rops, trellises,

and espaliers of all his sickly trees and shrubs, as
well as those which, though in full bloom, were
being devoured by insects, success again crowned
his experiment. Caterpillars and snails disappeared
as rapidly as the insects had vani.-hed from the
green-house. The fruits produced by tlie trees thus
treated have elicited the J^pruval and eulogy of
purchasers. Similar exj)eriiiients tried on the vine-
yards of the Gironde liave, it is said, l)een attended
by the same excellent results.

—

The Bulletin.

German Stocks.—The Illustrirte Garten Zei-
tung says that tlie Gt-rman seedsmen produce tlie

fine double varieties i^o well known, by growing
the phmtjj in the ricbest soil, watching ilieiii, even
from infancy, to see tliat tiiey receive no check to
tlieir luxuriance, either through want of water or
from auy other cause, until the seed is fully matured.

LETTER FEOM MASSACHUSETTS—FRUIT CULTURE.

Editors Genesee Farmer:—Massachusett'^ has a

reputation in this department of "man's progress,"

of which she may be allowed the weakness to show,

a little pride. Nevertheless, from what I leara:

from the Genesee Farmer, Western New York ig,

becoming the paradise of fruit culture. Perhaps
there is nothing more worthy of her enterprise;

and it is to be hoped that her population will en-

courage all efforts to make her domains more beau-

tiful, and her people more prosperous and happy.

Her horticulturists and farmers can have no supe-

riors in the country—whose faces, fields, and gar- i

dens, I much desire and hope soon to see.

My letter being predestinated to gossip, I will

observe that the severity, or the peculiarity, of the "

past winter has been fatal to some fruits in Massa-

chusetts, and perhaps throughout New England,

A very great quantity of peach trees have been

killed outright, and I have failed to discover a sin-

gle peach blossom the past season. About once i;

four years we have a heavy crop of this fruit, an

I suppose we shall continue to. A very large pro-

portion of old and young Isabella grape vines have

been destroyed, but with no great los.s, as in ordi-

nary situations they rarely ripened their fruit per-

fectly, and there is now little or no demand for

them. At present, the call is for the Diana, the

Rebecca, the Union Village, and the Delaicare.

Apples set well, but most of them fell. Of pear?

there will be a good supply. The New York api^les,

the Tompl-ins County King, and the Melon, are

being much disseminated. The only two foreign

varieties extensively cultivated here, are the Grav-

enstein and the Red Astraclian. The latter is a

most beautiful early apple, large, and ripe in the

middle of August; a very luxuriant grower and

heavy bearer; tender, juicy, rather acid—but with

this objection, they will not keep long. On the

whole, it is the most desirable apple known. Two
large dishes of this fruit were on the tables of the

Massachusetts Horticultural Society, on the 13th

of August, being the size of well-grown Greenings^

of beautiful vermilion, and a blue bloom, lilce a

red bloom.

I would like to inquire of some of the corres-

pondents of the Genesee Farmer, whether the Fa-

mense apple does well in Westei'n New York. 1

have heard that it would not llourish south of the

lakes, though it has been well disseminated in Mas-
sachusetts. Only in one instance have T seen any

fair ones raised in this region, and these were exhi-

bited before they had attained their growth oi

color. I was happily disappointed, however, last

winter, to hear Mr. Wilder recommend it. Verj
fine ones come from Canada, occasionally, and last

December a fruit dealer in Boston was selling thera

at 50 cents per dozen

!

The Lawton blackberry does not have much rep-

utation here—the Dorchester being preferred both

for size and flavor. Several b<'xes of tlie latter

have just been exhibited at the Massachusetts Hor-

ticultural Society one inch and a (juarter, and snuu

over, in length I The Uigh Bush, or Dorchester, lioj

disa|i|)()iiited many from the fact that its fruit \\as

not been of good size, and hence they have hceo

torn u|) as wortliless. But it requires several years

to get well established, beside good culture.
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derdraining for the Pear.—A neighbor of

had an acre or more of low, cold land, near

)use, which he thouglit he would put to pears

e quince root. lie therefore uiiderdrained it

tile, in good shape. He has over a thousand

on it, and they grow linely, and all escaped

hy frost the past winter. Some standards,

1 had been planted several years, started with

vigor. His soil is now spongy, and elastic to

iread—though I question whether it will ripen

i
of the later varieties.

e pear on tlie quince is very fickle, especially

. young. For my own satisfaction, I worked
a lot of scions on the Angers quince, but

y all of them perished by spring blight. I

,
however, that a i^w., interspersed with stand-

are economical of the soil, and very desira-

for they can, with a proper knowledge, of

, be made to do finely.

uim.—They are nowhere! I owe them a spite,

wil! make an extravagant remark. If some
list would be kind enough to declare that the

»f the plum tree had far more manurial value

the best Peruvian guano, the trees would
their just demerits, and many a garden would
place to something more profitable.

t Med/ord, Mass., Aug. 15, 1859. D. W. LOTHKOP.

PEAR BLIGHT.

3WNING says what is popularly called the pear

it, is, in fact, two distinct diseases. One of

e is caused by an insect, and the other by sud-

freezing and thawing of the sap in unfavorable

irnns. The symptoms of the insect Might are

oUows: In the month of June or July, when
tree is in full luxuriance of growth, shoots at

extremities of the branches, and often extend-

down two seasons' growth, are observed sud-

y to turn brown. In two or three days the

es become quite black and dry, and the wood
hrivelled and hard as to be cut with difliculty

h a knife. If the branch is allowed to remain,

disease sometimes extends a short distance fur-

r down the stem, but, usually, not much further

n the point where the insect bad made bis

gnient.

.Tie remedy for the insect blight is very distinct.

ionsists, at the very first indications of the emst-

e of the enemy, in cutting oft' and burning the

eased branch, a foot below the lowest mark of

coloration.

The symptoms of the frozen-sap Might are the

lowing: First, The appearance, at the season of

nter or spring pruning, of a thick, clammy sap,

a sticky nature, which exudes from the wounds
ide by the knife; the ordinary cut showing a

an and smooth surface. Second, The appear-

ce, in the spring, on the bark of the trunk or

inches, often a considerable distance from the

tremities, of black, shrivelled, dead, patches of

rk. Third, In early summer months, the disease

ly manifests itself by the extremities shrivelling,

rning black, and decaying, as if suddenly killed,

these diseased parts are cut off, the inner bark
d heart-wood will be found dark and discolored

me distance below where it is fresh and green
tside.

The most snccessful remedies for this disastrous

ight are chiefly preventive ones. The first point

should be to secure a rich but dry, well-drained soil.

The second is to reject, in blighted districts, such
varieties as have the habit of making wood late,

and choosing ratlier those of early habit, which
ripen the wood fully before autumn. Severe sum-
mer pruning, should it be followed by an early

winter, is likely to induce blight, and should there-

fore be avoided. As a remedy for blight actually

existing in a tree, we know of no other but that of

fi-eely cutting out the diseased branches, at the ear-

liest moment after it appears.

DESTRUCTION OF APPLE TREES.

Editors Genesee Faumek:—I have observed for

several seasons past that in Ohio and Indiana,

wherever I have traveled, orchards are on the de-

cline. Many trees were already dead, and the

greater number in a diseased state; indeed, I saw but
fevv healthy trees wherever I went. I well know
that bad culture, or no culture rather, has much to

do with such cases. But still this may not be the

sole cause. I have observed, and heard many
others remark, that the tom-tit or sap-sucker pecks
the tree, which seems the first symptom of decline

or decay, and attribute the injury to this mische-

vious bird. This I think is not the fact. It would
seem that the tree becomes diseased from some
cause, which imparts to the sap a taste relished by
the bird, and induces it to seek it as food. One
feature is evident, that the attack is always made
on the southwest side of the tree ; li,ence some have
thought that the hot rays of the sun causes the

disease. But be the cause what it may, it is cer-

tainly discouraging. I trust others will speak on
this subject, and that science may discover the cause

and point out a remedy. Abraham baer, jr.

Pipestown, Berrien cauntj/, Mich.

Sulphur for Mildew.—At the last meeting of

the Royal Agricultural Society, a letter was read

from Mr. Bullock, dated from Athens, in

which he states he has been devoting attention to

the Vine disease, and that the application of sul-

phur hii3 proved most successful in Greece, and
that the same etfect has been produced on blighted

green crops. He can speak with confidence as to

Potatoes, Beans, Peas, fruit trees, Roses, trees, &c.,

and that he has no doubt of its efficacy as regards

both Turnips and Hops. He also states that the

sulphur ought to be applied in a very fine powder
in the early stage of the growth of the plant, as

soon as any blight shows itself; it is applied either

by means of a large tin pepper-box or small bellows.

A woman can dress an acre of Vines per day.

Scarcely any change will be observable in the crop

for tiie first ten days; after that it becomes healthy.

Should rain fall within five days after the applica-

tion of the sulphur the operation has to be repeated.

J, Ripening Seeds.—Cobbett and other writers on
'horticulture have ridiculed the practice of garden-

ers carrying seeds (melon, for instance,) in their

pockets for a considerable time to improve them.

There may. however, be some truth in this notion;

for it has been suggested by an eminent botanist,

that the seeds thus carried probably become more
fruitful after having been kept some time, for the

same reason that plants are more likely to come to

full flower after a lengthened season of rest.
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faMcs' |lrprimciit.

OKIGINAL DOMESTIC EECEIPTS.

[Written for the Genesee Farmer by various Correspond enU.]

Boiled Fiuht Pudding.—Take enough flour for

a crust ; tuld dry to the tiour a little salt and sulera-

tus made fine; wet with sour cream; roll the

crusi, and line the inside of a buttered bowl; put

in a layer of any kind of fruit or preserves, (I pre-

fer preserved currants;) then crust and fruit alter-

nately, until the bowl is full; cover the top with a

crust, press tight'y the edge, tie it in a ck)th, then

plunge in boiHng water and boil two hours. If

more water is needed, replenish with boiling water,

as it should be kept covered with it and constantly

boiling, if a light, dry crust is desired. It should

be frequently turned to prevent its sticking to the

ketile. Wlien done, run a knife around the sides

of the bowl, that it may turn out whole. Serve

hot with sweet cream.

Canadian "Whasp.—One quart of warm water

(not scalding), the size of a pea of salt; mix with

flour to a thick batter in a three quart kettle ; set

in a pot of warm water six or seven hours, and if

the flour is good it will be as light as a sponge

;

when light, take one cup of sweet milk, grate half

an nutmeg into it, one cut of fine mashed potatoes

;

mix them gently in the batter, and let it stand and

rise again. Bake on a gridle. They are delicious

for tea; eat with sugar and butter.

Indian Queen Cake.—One cup fat, one cup sour

milk, one cup corn meal, one cup shorts, one cup

potatoes (mashed through a fine wire seive), one

cup white flour, one cup maple sugar, one egg, tea-

epoonful soda, teaspoonful salt, half an nutmeg,

half of one lemon peel (grated fine). Pour in a

buttered tin ; baste with tlie white of an egg over

the top ; bake half an hour in a hot oven ; cover

with crushed sugar. Eat hot, for tea.

For making Citron-melon Preserves. — Cut
the melon in what form you please; place in a

kettle with water enough to cover, and boil until

soft, previously adding a piece of alum ; when done

put to drain, and then place in a jar with sugar,

an alternate layer of each : a pound of sugar to a

pound of melon. When the sugar is dissolved,

boil, adding lemon and ginger root to suit the taste.

GiPSET Queen Cake.—One cup fat of fowls, two
cups white flour, one cup shorts, one cup sour milk,

one egg, one cup brown sugar, one cup mashed po-

tatoes, half an ounce ground grape seed, six drops

cinnamon, teaspoonful soda, teaspoonful salt. W\x
well ; bake in buttered tins in hot oven, half an

hour; baste the top with the yolk of an egg, laid

•with white sugar.

Corn Cookies.—One cup of sour cream, half cup
of butter, one cup of sugar, one cup of flour, two
cups of corn meal, one teaspoonful of soda (rub in

the flour dry), lialf-teaspoonful of salt, one egg,

half of one nutmeg. Put all in together, mix with

a spoon until it becomes a light foara ; bake in a

hot oven 25 minutes. Eat with tart preserves for

tea. They are delicious.

|p,(i*i

1)0*11

IJlU

iTort.

II Tie

tew

HoNET Dew Biscuit.—One onp fresh butter'

cup loaf sugar, one ounce honey (melted with

comb), six drops oil cinnamon, one cup sour cr*

two cups flour, one teaspoonful soda (rubbed ^

the flour), half-teaspoonful salt in the creami

egg. Mix thoroughly; bake in a hot oven 25

utes. Eat with cold fruit and cream.

Tea Flips.—^Two cups of corn meal, one chh

flour, one egg, one cup of the fat of fowls,
J

cups of sour milk, one teaspoonful of soda, I
spoonful of salt, half-spoonful ground cake f
(pine apide or lemon is very nice.) Mix to aj

foam; bake on a gridle; eat hot, with honf
maple molasses.

Tomato Pickles.—Chop green tomatoes finej

one gallon of tomato add one tea-cup of salta

it stand twenty-four hours and draw off the liqi

put in a few onions (chopped fine), two tr

spoontuls of cloves, of mustard seed, of pej

of allspice, each, and pour on boiling vinegar.

Rice Pudding.— The yolks of four eggs;i

tea-cup of boiled rice; one pint of milk and a]

salt. Take the whites of the four eggs andf
pound of white sugar, a few drops of lemon jt

make a frosting, and just as the pudding is i

spread it on, and set it in the oven to harden.

Tomato Catsup.—Scald and peel the tomatj

then place them in a dish to boil a few mintl'

when cool, rub through a seive, adding pe|

salt and cloves, to the taste ; after which boil

;

and add one tab'espoonful of brandy to one
of the catsup. Cork and seal while hot.

Labor Saving Soap.—Take four pounds of b
soap; put in water enough to dissolve it. Th
after dissolving an ounce of borax, stir in, and

)

in a pan to cool. Then cut in pieces convenv

for use, and rub on stains and dirt before boili

Wine Panada.—Put two table-spoonfuls of gt

port wine into a bowl and pour on it a pint of bi

ing water ; sweeten to the taste. Eat warm, w
crackers broken in it. In case of fevers, it can
prepared cold.

Corn Beef.—Fresh beef, boiled in very b

water, is nicer, sweeter, and tenderer, than tJ

which has been pickled before cooking—and a

family that can get fresh beef, may corn it as tb

want it.

Red for ten pounds.—Seven pounds redwoo
three-fourths of a pound of fustic; boil two hon

Take out the dye stufl'; add two pounds of alu

Put in the goods and let them remain till mornii

For carpet rags, good and cheap.

Blue for ten pounds.—Prepare with one oun

bichromate potash, one ounce alum ; boil two hou
Then boil one pound logwood one hour; put in t

goods, and boil half an hour.

To MAKE Honey.—One pound strained hone;

eight pounds brown sugar; eight drops essen

peppermint. Steep together a short time.

Puff Pudding.—Stir nine eggs and twelve tab'

spoonfuls of flour together; one quart of milk a>

a little salt. Bake fifteen minutes.

Fob making Soap.—Five quarts of water ; Oi

quart of soft soap; one pound of sal soda.
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I7ew Advertisements this Month.

t and Ornamental Trees—Ellwanger & Barry, Kochester.

Hardy Grapes— do d« do

•ign Grapes for Vineries— do do do

Kochester Nurseries—S. Moulson, Rochester, N. Y.

Dsee Valley Nurseries—A. Frost & Co., Eocliester, N. T".

orted and Pure Bred Stock—F. W. Stone, Guelph, C. W.
tt's Sorgho and Imphee—A. O. Moore & Co., New Yorlc.

id Jardin Nurseries, Angers, France—Paul Bossange, agent

^ork.

u Trees—C. Eeagles & Son, Schenectady, N. Y
brero Guano—Wood & Grant, New York.

;inia Farm Lands—L. H. Eeynolds, Maple VaUcy, Va.

Hill Nurseries—Godfrey Zimmerman, Buffalo, N. Y.

hester Central Nurseries—C. W. Seelye, Eocbester, N. Y.

Ilry for Sale—S. Smith, Darien Depot, Conn,

ks for Fruit Trees—H. E. Hooker & Co., Rochester, N. Y.

New Grapes

—

do do do.

. Finger Nails for Husking Corn—J. H. Gould & Co., Alli-

Ohio.

FES ON THE "Weather from July ISrn to August

1859.—The temperature of the first half of July was

to the average for twenty years. Scarcely any rain

Fallen till the 15th, which put an end to the drouth

h had become oppressive.

e average heat of the last half of July was CO.S",

5 3° below the mean for twenty-two years. Indeed,

;veather was cool for the last fortnight, but as the

1 was already much heated when the rain of the loth

16th fell in abundance, the progress of vegetation

me very rapid, especially did Indian corn advance so

) give some good promise of a tolerable crop. Cer-

y the new and sweet corn appeared in market as early

sual, and indeed earlier, as that grown for the table

advanced too far to be affected by the frosts, and the

were abundant. There fell in the last half 3.73

es of water, and in the month 4.16 inches,

le greatest heat at 2 P. M. was 96° on the 8th, and

followed by the thunder storms, which had cooled the

>n the 2l8t to 03°, and made some fire quite a conve-

ice. At Cincinnati this was the hot day, 100° in the

le. The last two days of the month were hot, but the

lest was only 90° on the 31st. On the 17th was a

re tornado and thunder storm near Memphis, Tenn.

the 24th a terrible tornado at Decatur, Tenn. Wheat

ly harvested. The fruits and vegetables of the season

e been abundant. The average heat of the month 69.9°,

ttle below the mean for twenty-two years.

ugust made a very favorable impression, certainly to

16th, whatever may follow. Though the mean heat

72.3°, or near 2° above average for twenty-two years,

weather was very fine—the heat at 2 P. M. not above

; evenings very fine and clear, while the full moon was

the 15th ; mornings, for twelve of the fifteen, clear and

:n dewy, so that the dew fell from the leaves of trees

1 run from tin or zinc roo&. All nature smiled ; naj,

ghed outright.

At the beginning of August, whortleberries succeeded

the red and black raspberries, and those the blackberries

have begun to displace ; while pears, apples and plums

are sold on every side, and at moderate rates. Only pota-

toes, quite abundant, cry out for money with succesa.

The Indian corn is looking finely.

"Wheat declined from $1.30 a bushel to less than $1 in

July, and has not been able to lift up her voice for mor«

silver so as to be heard. The poor have rejoiced ; some

of the rich have been glad. T)-uli/ the lines have fallen to

ns in pleasant -places, and we have a goodly heritage.

•»
The Crops.

—"We have letters from correspondents in

all sections of the country, giving on the whole very

favorable accounts of the crops, with the exception per-

haps of corn, extracts from some of which we give below

:

J. 0. Danvers, Bradford county, Pa., writes :
" Our hay

crop is not quite an average one, but of good quality.

Oats are above the average—enough to compensate for

any deficiency in the hay. Wheat, especially spring

wheat, is more than the average, and a considerable

breadth has been grown this year. Corn is behind time

and will probably be a small crop. Potatoes and buck-

wheat promise well. Fruit is scarce."

G. B. Miller, Clark county, Ind., says :
" Wheat

through this section was unusually good. Oats very in-

diflerent. Hay good. Potatoes look fine. Corn, a fair

prospect, but the plants are yet small. Fruit, half a crop."

J. H., Clinton county, Ohio : "We have been suflering

from drought for some weeks past. Wheat about half a

crop, but a fine berry. Corn will be light. Some fruit-

enough for home consumption."

J. H. Stout, Greene county. 111. :
" Wheat, a pretty fair

crop. Oats light. Hay tolerably good. Corn generally

late, but a fine color, and if we escape the September

frosts we shall have plenty of it."

S. L. BouGDTON, Wood county, Ohio, writes :
" Wheat

in some sections was injured by the June frosts, but oh

the Maumee river is a fine crop. Oats very good. Grass

rather light. Corn looks promising, and bids fair to be

the largest crop ever harvested. We have apples, but

little other fruit."

Barton Works, Rockford, 111., under date August 18th,

writes : " It rains to-day, and I am feeling quite grateful.

This is the first good rain since the last week of May.

Corn is pretty much check-mated, and potatoes almost a

failure. Nothing has flourished during the last six months

but chinch bugs, and they have burnt up quite too large a

portion of the corn ; but this rain, if it only continues,

will set them back considerably. Corn can not be more

thau half a crop in this section of the state. I need not

tell you that wheat, oats, barley, and rye, are pretty fair

in this part of the west."

Within the last three weeks, although latterly the nights

have been cold, Indian corn in this vicinity has advanced

with astonishing rapidity. The prospect now is that wc

shall have nearly if not quite an average crop.

Notwithstanding the high price of seed, a considerable

breadth of land was sown with buckwheat, and it is com-

ing forward rapidly, and unless we have early frosts, there

will be a good yield.

Where properly thinned out and hoed, turnips are doing

finely. We ought not to expect a good crop unless they

I
are hoed.
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Not too Late to get Subscribebs.—We would again

return our sincere thanks to onr numerous friends who

hare consented to act as agents for the Genesee Fanner.

Several thousand new sub-cribers to the current half-

volume have been already received, and we have still the

pleasure of adding forty or fifty new names to our list

each day. Our clerks complain that the books are not

large enough to hold the names ; but no one need hesitate

to send us new subscribers on this account. We will

mak' room for them.

The hurry of farm work is now over, and farmers will

have more time to read. If xhere are any in your neigh-

borhood who are not provided with an agricultural paper,

will not each friend of the Genetee Farmer see if he can

not induce them to give it a trial for the current half-

volume. We send the half-volume to any address for 25

cents in postage stamps; five copies for one dollar; eight

copies for $1.50; and, in each case, send a Bural Annual

to the person getting up the club.

It should not be forgotten that we offer twelve Cash

Premiums, amounting to nearly one hundred dollars, for

he largest number of subscribers to the half volume, sent

in previous to Xhn Jifteenth day of October. Any of our

readers can easily take one of these premiums. The nu-

merous Town and County Agricultural Fairs soon to be

held will afford a good opportunity to get subscribers.

We shall be happy to send any of our friends a few copies

of the Farmer, and hand-bills, for gratuitous distribution

on these occasions.
.--.

Sale of Imported aa'd Pure bred Stock.—The Third

Annual Sale of Mf. Fred. Wm. Stone's imported and

thorough bred stock takes place at Geulph, C. W., on the

7th of September. For particulars, see advertisement in

'.his number. We need hardly say that Mr. Sto.ve is one of

the largest importers and most successful breeders of thor-

ough-bred stock on the continent. Those of our friends who

have recently asked where Cotswold sheep could be ob-

tained, should attend this sale. Mr. Stoxe's Cotswolds are

decidedly the best we have seen in this country or in Canada.

Mr. Sto.ve writes, August 2d, " Yesterday I forwarded

by Great Western cars, ten Cotswold rams, five South-

Down rams and one improved Leicester ram, with six

Cotswold ewes and three South-Down ewes, selected and

purchased by a gentleman from New York for Albert

Dibble, Esq., of San Francisco, California." We believe

this is the second lot of sheep which Mr. S. has sold to go

to California this year.
• -•

Sporting on the Prairies. — The Hon. Grantlt F.

Berkeley writes us that he intends visiting the United

States for the purpose of shaking hands with American

sportsmen, and visiting the prairies. He will bring with

him some of his hounds and dogs. He expects to arrive

in New York about the 3d of September. Mr. B. is a well

known confributer to the London Field, and will write an

account of his travels for that paper.
••-

New Rochelle Blackberrt. — We are indebted to

Messrs. C. P. Bissell <k Salter, of this city, for a fine

dish of Atic HcichelU or Lawton blackberries. This fruit,

the present season, has more than sustained its reputa-

tion. Where properly cultivated, the crop was immense,

and the berries of great size, and whenyulli/ ripe, quite

sweet and of good flavor.

M"
ExTEAORDL-fART TiBLD OF Wheat.—The Grand

Sachein says, Mr. Mahtindale, of Oneida townsliif

W., left at that office sixty-five stalks of fail wlna

grown from one grain. He got a teacupfull of the se

prize wheat at the Provincial fair last year, and planti

in his garden in rows seven inches apart, each kei

being three inches a',>art in the drills; and from this s;

patch he has threshed seven quarts of good seed whaii

beside the stalks he sent to that paper.

Inquiries and Answers.

FoRCK PcMP.—(W. C. H.) J. M. Ednet, 14/ Chamb^Bi
street. New York, manufactures a pump which will pn?*f'''"

ably accomplish your object. Those who have u>'

speak of it in the highest terms. The New York Aa
pendent says "a woman or boy can work it with ru

raise water CO feet, and a man can raise it 100 feet all da

* * One of these pumps has recently been put in at

house in Greenwich, Ct., built by G. D. Hawks, no

owned by Robert M. Bruce, of this city, by which a mi

is able to force a supply of water up a hill, a distance (

.540 feet, and a perpendicular bight of 97 feet." Sti.d

Mr. Ednet for a circular, giving price, Ac.

Heaves in Horses. — Will some of your manv a>

writers inform me through the Farmer, what a\ : l:

the heaves, as I hare a fine brood mare that has i. ;,.i

dling bad.—Jonathan Wynn.

We believe it can not be permanently cured ; but alio* -

ing the animal to run at grass in summer, cutting up ii

hay or straw in winter and giving it mixed with wat<

and crushed grain, care in allowing it no dry food, espi

cially oats, at any time; nor letting it drink more than

pailful of water at any one time; driving the animal st' adil

and slowly, will ameliorate this disease, and enable th

animal to show but little of it.

Tents fob Agriccltcral Fairs.—(H. C. Williams, ('

W.) Mr. James Field, of this city, has tents of all size

suitablefor Agricultural Fairs, which he rents at reason abl

rates for the occasion. His tents give general sati.«r.ic:ior

He will send a competent man to erect the tents and tak

charge of them. See his advertisement in this number.

Pine Seed.—CN. V., Argo, Lucas county, Iowa.) Th*

seed of the Austrian or Black pine may be procured fron

J. M. TnoKiJcnN <t Co., 15 John street, New York, wh
keep on hand an assortment of the seeds of most ever

green trees.
,

Floir Sacks.—(G. R.) You can procure these of al

kinds from M. Vanderhoof, 171 West street, New YoA
Sec his advertisement in the last number.

To Prevent Hens from Sitting.—How can hens b«

prevented from sitting without cutting iheir heads tM\
Sline will sit on their nests without eggs till they die, aari

I have tried mav preventives without success.—C. C. P.

Gould, Fon du Lac, Wi*.

Ducking them in cold water and then shutting them up

in a dark box or barrel, might be tried.

Hernia in Colts,—Hard Milkers.—Will any readei

of the Farmer please inform me of the most proper method
to treat cases of exomphalos, or umbilical hcmio, in thi

colt? Has any cut' Yankee practiced, with enccn'-.iifing

success, the operation of dilating with a bougie tli'' fpen-

ins: orifice in the cow's teat?

—

John M. Clark, dirt/tujft,

Indiana.
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PATixG Cows.—Will some of your correspondents in-

n me whether sparing cows is a good practice, and
o at what age it should be performed '? How soon

r she has had a calf"? Will she hold out to as great

a.s if she has a calf once a year, or nearly so? What
. be the quantity of milk she will give, compared to

. we should reasonably expect, were she not spayed?
• not they more subject to diseases than though the

r^e of nature was not changed? Will they keep as

ijv with the same chance?—W., HorndUtille, JH. T.

orx-Sheller,— Which is the best com-sheller for a
_-.•:• person to work with, and which does not cost more

• - ^'^ or ?7? I can get a Yankee Corn-Sheller for $6,

c thought perhaps there might be some better one for

e person to operate.

—

Scbscbibee, Elliot, Me.

3boom Corn-. — I would like to see an article in your
U-fiiled and interesting pages, on the manufacture of

Mms, and also on raising the crop. Most of the west-

brooms get loose on the handle.—S. B., Tippecanoe^

n, Ind.

(CBoyzsE Sugar Caxe.— Will some of your many sub-
Tibcrs give me information, through your valuable pa-

r, regarding the manufacture ot sugar and molasses
)in the Chinese sugar cane ?—D. M., C'fuzriion, Iowa.

PLOwnfG Laxd whtle Wet.—Will plowing land while
;t injure it otherwise than that the trampling of the
irses may render it so hard that i: might be difficult to

ilverizef—W. I., Hartwood, Va.

Ice House.—Would an ice house answer if placed at the
id of a vault wholly under ground ; or on what princi-

e is an ice house constructed?—Wu. Black, Fulton
''ouie. Fa.

H.\ED ifiLKEES.—Can anything be done to make a cow
iilk more easily, that is now hard to milk ?—W.

Notices of Books, Pamphlets, &c.

•HEIS'aAX STEWAEDSniP.
Chester.

By Eev. .J. Ashwoeth, of Eo-

Agricoltural Kxhibitions Car 1859.

The following list of Agricultural Fxhibitions to be held

in the United States this year, has been prepared with

much care. There may be some omissions and errors,

but we have been at considerable pains to make it as com-

plete and reliable as possible. It was our wish to give a

list of the County Fairs in Canada, but we have been un-

able to get the necessary information.

NATIONAL.
Kame, Where held. Date.

United States Chicago, 111 September 12—17.
Horse Exhibition.... Kalamazoo, Mich October 11—14.

' STATE.

American Instittite. . .New Tork September 21—33.

Alabama Montgomery November I.t—1 8.

California. Sacramento. September 27—Oct 6,

Canada West Kingston " 27—.3'J.

Connecticut. New Haven Octriber 11—14.

Illinois Vreeport September .5— 9.

Indiana New Albany
Iowa Oskaloosa
Kentucky Lexington
Kentucky Central Danville
Kentucky South Glasgfiw

KentuctV S'thwesfn.L>uiEville
Kentucky North MaysviUe
Maine Augusta
Mar land Frederick City

Michigan Detroit

Missouri SL Loni«
Missouri, N. W. Dist.Sl. .Joseph.

Judge McLeax, of the United States Supreme Cotrrt, by

rbom this work was selected from a number of competing

rolume3 for a prize of |300, says :
" It has high ir.erit,

Uid can not fail to do much good." The Steuben Fanrun-'s

Adtocat-e says, " It is adjudged by the most competent to

be the best work ever written upon this subject." Sent

by mail free on the receipt of fifty cents, the retail price,

by W. J. Moses, publisher, at Auburn, N. T.

E. Daeeow k Bao., of this city, have imported a large

number of the Collins Glascow Bibles, with their own im-

print. There are fifteen different styles of binding, vary-

ing in price from Zli cents to $2.50.

LIVES OF THE QUEENS OF SCOTLAND, and English
Princeasea connected wiih the Kegal Succession ofGreat Britain.
Bv Agnes SxEicKiAXD. VoL 8. New Tork: Haefee &
Beo"5. Price $1.

POPULAR TALES FROM THE N0E5E. By Geoege Weebe
Dc'ENT. D. C. L. Wiih an Intrr>duct/.rv Essav on the Origin
and 1 iSTusion of Popular Tales. New York : D. Appletok t
Co. Price |1.

THE FEENCH EEVOLUTION OF 17S9, a« riewed in the
light of Eepablican Inslilntioni, By .Jon;( S. C. Abbott. With
100 engravings. New York : Haepee & Beo's. Price $2.5i'.

GEEALD FITZGEEALD. "The Chevalier." Br Chab. Letee,
•albor of •' Charles O'-Mafley," Ac. New York : Habpee k
Beos. Part 2d. Price 25 cent*.

ELEMTNTABY GEAifMAE. By Wk. C. Fowiee. Designed
f»r general use in Conamon Schoola. New York: Haepik k.
Beo"8. Price 50 cents.

All the above books are for sale by D. M. Dewet, of

this city, or they can be obtained from the respective pnb-

Uehers, sent, prepaid by mail, for the price annexed.

26—.30.
« 27—.30.
" 13—17.
« 6—9.
" 27—30.
" 20—24.
" 1-3—17.
« 20—23.

.October 25—23.
« 4—7.

.September 26—Oct. 1.
" IS—22.

Missouri Central Boonville October 3— 8.

Nebraska. Nebraska City September 21—23.

New Hampshire Dover ". October 5— 7.

New .Jersey Elizabeth September 13—16.

New York Albany October 4— 7.

Ohio Zanesville September 20—2.3.

Pennsylvania Philadelphia " 27—80.
St. Louis Ag. and
Mechanical Asso-
ciation SLLoniSjMo " 26—Oct. 1.

Sealxtard Ag. Society
of Virginia and N.
Carolina Norfolk, Va November 8—^11.

Sooth Carolina. Colombia. November 8—11.

Sr.uthem Central Atlanta, Georgia October 24—28.

Tennessee Nashville " 5— 7.

Tennessee, Middle
Division Shelbyrille September 26—Oct 1.

Tennessee, Western
Division Jackson October IS—22.

Vermont Burlin^on September 1.3—16.

Virginia C-entral Kichmond October 24—27.

Virginia Western Wheeling Island September 1.3—16.

Wisconsin Milwaukee " 26—30.

COUNTY.
?rrw toek.

Cayuga. Anbum September 14—16.

Cailaragus Little Valley " 27—29.

Chautaiique .Jamestown " 13—15.

Chenango Norwich " 21—23.

Delaware BI(X>mvi)le " 14—15.

Erie Buffalo " 27—29.
Essex Elizabetbtown " 22—2-3

Greene Cairo "
i'-i
—'-'9.

Genes«'e Bata\ ia
" 14— 1.5.

.JefferVfU Watert^iwn " 21—22.

Livingston Geneseo " 20—22.

Lewis Lowville " 21—22.
Monroe Kochester « 2%—30.

Oneida E^<me " 27—29.
Ontario Canandaigua " 25—-30.

Onondaga Syracuse " 20—22.

Orange Goehen " 21—22.

Orleans Albion " 20—22.
Oswego Mexico " 13—15.

Ois^go Cooperstown. " 2*—29.

Putnam Carinel " 27—29.
Queens Hempstead " 15.

E-n4se!aer I>an$ingburg. " 13—16.

St. Lawrence Canton " 2S—.30.

=cliuTler Watkin«. " 14—16.
Saratoga " 6—3.
Seneca Waterloo October 12—14.
Steuben Bath September 23—3<'.

Tf.rapkins Ithaca " 21—23.
Wasbinglon Fort .4nn " 7— 3.

We*U;heeter North Salem " 20-22.
Wvoming Warsaw " 27—28.
Yates October 12—18.
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MAINB.

Androscoggin Lewiston Octol)er 4— 6.

Franklin Farmington " )(— '^^

Franklin North Strong Septemb-r 28—29.

Kennebec Keadfleld October 11—13.

Lincoln Union " 18—20.

Penobscot Lincoln " 6—6.

KEW IIAMFBBIBB.

Oonn. River Valley.. Cliarlestown September 20—22.

Souhegan W ilton Center " 22.

MASSACHUSETTS.

Taunton September 14—15.
Barnstable October 5— 6.

Piltstield " 5—7.
Danvers September 28-29.
Greenfield " 27—28.
Springfield " 21—22.
Amherst October 13—14.
Palmer " 4— 5.

Great Barrington September 28—29.

Bristol

Barnstable
Berkshire
Essex
Franklin
Hampden
Hampshire
Hamden East
Housalonic
Hampshire, Franklin,
&c

Middlesex
Middlesex South
Middlesex North
Martha's Viny'd west.
Nantucket
Norfolk
Plymouth
Worcester
Worcester South
Worcester Nortii

Worcester West

Northampton " 2S—29.

Concord " 28.

Frainlingham " atl—21.
Lowell " 21.

Tisbury October 11—12.
Nantucket October 13—13.
Dedham September 27—28.
Bridgewater October 6— 6.

Worcester September 28—29.

Stnrbridgo " 28.

Fitchburg " 29—80,
Barre " 27.

CO'NBCTICUT.

Fairfleld Norwalk September 27—-SO.

Hartford Hartford " 27—30.
Middlesex Middletown October 5— 7.

Wmdham Brooklyn September 21—22.

VBW JBR8BT.

Cumberland Bridgeton September 28.

Franklin Somerset October 4— 6.

Warren Belvidere " 11—14.

PBNN6YLVANIA.

Bucks Newtown September
Berks Read ing "
Chester West Chester "
Conneaugh Valley.. .IJlairavillo October
Crawford". Conneantville "
Cattaragus Little Valley September
Erie Erie "
Mercer Mercer "
Monongahela Monongahela City . . . October
Union Lewisburgh "

21—23.
21—2;i

23—24.
4— C.

5— 7.

27—29.
21—22.
14-1.5.
5- 7.

6— 8.

onio.

Adams West Union Septemoer 27—30.

Ashland Ashland October 12— 14.

Ashtabula JelTerson September 13—15.

Brown Georgetown.
Brown (Independent)Kipley
Belmont St. Clairsville.

Butler Hamilton
Carroll Carrollton ....

Crawford Bucyrus
Clark Springfield . .

.

Cuyahoga Cleveland.

October

6— 9.

20—2;j.

27—29.
4— 7.

12—u!
4— G.

4— ti.

Cohimbiana New Lisbon September 28—30.

Clermont Olive Branch " 27—30.
Champaign Urh.ina " 27—3o.

Clinton Wilmington « 1.^—17.

Clermont Bantam " 7— 9.

Defiance Defiance " 28—30.
Darke .Greenville October 4— 6.

Delaware Delaware " 11—13.

Erie Huron September 14— hi.

Fay«tt<? Washington " 7—8.
Falraeld . . .Lancaster October l.S—15.

Franklin Columbus September 18—16.

FulU>n Ottakee '• 28—80.
Geauga Burton " 18—15.

Geauga (Free) Claridon " 28—30.
Guernsey Cambridge " 15— Ifi.

Gallia Gallipolis " 15—16.
Grtene Xenia « 27—29.
Hamilton Carthage " 18—I'l.

Highland Hillsb .ro " 27—29.
Hancgck Kindlay October 3— 5.

Harrison Cadiz " 5— 7.

Hnrrlin Kenton " 12—14.
JofTerson 8lcut)cnville September 14—16.
Knox Mt. Vernon " 28—30.
Loraine Elyria « 27—29.
Lucas Toledo « 2T—».

.October 8Logan Bellefontaine .

Licking Newark "

Lake Paim-sville "
Morgan McConnellsville "
Montgomery Dayton "
Monroe Woodsfield "
Morrow Mt. Gilead "
Muskingum Zanesville *<

Mahoning Canfleld "
Medina Medina September
Madison London "
Marion Marion "
Noble Sarahsvillo October
Ottawa Port Clinton September
Portage Kavenna "
Preblo Eaton "
Pickaway Cirdeville "
Putnam Ottawa "
Itoss Chillicothe October
Summit Akron "
Stark Canton .' «
Sandusky Fremont "
Seneca Tiffin September
Tuscarawas Canal Dover "

Trumbull Warren October
Union Marysville September
Warren Lebanon "
Wood Bowling Green October
Wyandot Upper Sandusky ... . "
Wayne Wooster "

-«
5—6
5-7
12—14
5— 8
5—7

5- 7
4—5
27—29
14—16
14—16
5— 6
28—31
19—21
22-28
26-30
29—30
4— 6
12—14
5— 7
5- 7

23—30
28—30
12—14
28—30
14—16
5— «

5— 7

5- 7

.September 28—29
» 29—80
" 27—2S)
" 29—0.
" 26—2S

28—29
12— li

jslo

«1

. October

MICHIGAN.
Alleghan AUeghan
Barry Hastings
Berrien Niles
Calhoun Marshall
Eaton Charlotte
Genesee Flint

Hillsdale Hillsdale
Ionia Ionia September 29—80
Ingham Mason October 6— 7

Jackson Jackson September 28—3C
Kent Grand Eapids " 28—3C
Lapeer Lapeer October IS—2C
Lenawee Adrian " 5

—

(.

Lenawee Northern . .Tecumseh September 21—22
Macomb Utica October 10—12
Oakland Pontiac " 12—13
Sanilac Lexington September 27—2^
Shiawasse Corunna " 29—30
St. Joseph Centerviile ...' " 28-30
Van Buren Paw Paw " 29—Oi
Washtenaw & Wayne
Union Tpsilanti September 28—80

Washtenaw Ann Arbor October 11—18

INDIANA.
Boone Lebanon October 18—^IS

C;iay . Centre Point September 28—30
Clarke Charlestown '• 21—23
Cong. Dist. Union. . . . Kendall ville October 5— 7
Decatur Greensburgh September 18—1

6

De Kalb Auburn October 17—19
Dearborn September 20—28
Fayette Connersville " 6— 9
Fulton Uochester October 14—15
H.incock Greenfield September 21—23
Henry Newcastle " 14—16
Hendricks Danville " 18—16
Johnson ...Franklin " 21—24
Lawrence Bedford " 5—

8

Laporte Laporte October 4— 9
Marion Indianapolis September 19—24
Marshall Plymouth October 12—14
Miami Peru " 6—

7

Owen : Spencer September 14—16
Piiinam, Parke, and
Montgomery Kusselville August 30—Sept.

Parke & Vermillion.. Montezuma September i;5—16
Putnam Greencastle " 5— 9

Pulaski Winimac October 25—26
Posey New Harmony " 25—27
liush, Henry, and
Hancock Knightstown September 6— 9

Rush Paishville " 1.3—16
Shelby Shelbyville " 7—10
Spencer Eockport " 20—22
Sullivan Carlisle « 14—16
Washington Salem " 18—16
Warren Williamsport " 28—80
AVnbash Wabash October S— 7.

Warrick Booneville " 4— 8.

Whitley Columbia Citv " 14—1.').

Wells Blutrton ". " 4—6.

MISSISSIPPI.

De Soto Hernando Septorober 27—29.
Marshall Holly Springs. October 25—20.
Monioe Aberdeen " 18—ao.r
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ILLIKOtS.

.Quincy October 12—14.

.Princeton " ^i~J/

.Mt. Sterling 1? ao
Mt. Carroll September 21—23.

Vir<'inia Au2:ust 30—Sept. 1.

'Urbnna October 4—7.
Charleston September 14—17.

y----- •M«"'*
:: IMI:

28—so.
14—16.
4— 6.

5— 7.

4— 7.

10—15.
4—7.
4—7.

Pontiac.
'.'.".".'

....... .September 27—28.

1

Daign.

,gk" ...Carthage
"

I
Cambrid e;e October

ton McLeanshoro

ikee'.'.'.". Soldier Creek Grove.
^^

j^'. «
Dixon

^j

Aniboy

jston. 27—28.
21)—23.
20—23.
21—S.'i.

28—80.
4— 6.

Libertyville.

1
Decatur

"'

on EdwardsvlUe
Jm Union Fair. .Mattoon '

an Bloomington
7 October

Island Kock 'island September 21—23.

lir....; Belleville " 14-16.

mon Springfield October 4— 7.

Winchester " ^— 7.

ler . . .Rushville September 28—80.; Toulon " 29-Oct.l;
Shelby ville October 11—14.

'ell ' Fremont. September 28—29.

$ureA Paw Paw " 29-30.

illion Catlinr.. ^
20-23.

;n Monmouth " So oa
sside .Morrison " 28—30.

WIBCONSIK.

jbia Portage City September 20

Madison
.Juneau
Lancaster ..

Monroe
" Dodgeville ,

son Lake Mills.

sha ^ .

towoc Manitowoc October

-21.

20—32.
14—16.
13-15.
22—24.
6— 7.

21—22.
23—24.
8— 4.

.Prescott September 14-15

and Eichland Center
..Janesvilla "

lygan Sheboygan Falls "

foix Hudson "

kesha Waukesha
,hara Wautoma October

28—29.
20—22.
14—15.
20—21.
14—16.
12—13.

haca Waupaca Seplember 20-21.
' • Elkhorn " 21—28.

22—23.
vorlh

lebago . .

.

.Oshkosh ...

IOWA.

nose Centerville October "—J-
B . . . . Boonesboro September 24—2o.

r Clarksville " 28-29.

feer' Waverlv " 28-29-

3 Gordo Mason Citv Octobor 10—11 •

ir
'. M. T. Butlers ....... " 6—7.

ware.". Delhi " 4-5.

,] St. Charles City " 5—6.

Jin
" "

... -Fldora September 21—22.

liltoA Webster City October 19-

I iboldt Dakola .

I
Marengo

; IS.. Chariton,

laska.

hall.,

gan ..

20.

• 5.

6— 7.

12—13.

Boone
MISSOURI.

Columbia September 27—80.

^„_ Pleasant Hill " 2<i—23.

Ctiarilon Keyteville October 3— 6.

Cen A g. Fair Booncville " 3— 8.

Clinton Plattsburg September 13—16.

Dade Greenfield " SS—30.
Green Springfield October 11—14.

Gasconade llermann September 21—22.

Howard ...Fayette

Jackson
Lewis Newark
Lawrence Mt. Yerncm. .

.

Moniteau Tipton
N. W. District St. Josephs September 18—22.

Polk October 4— 6.

Pike Bowling Green September 20—23.

Randolph lluntsvUlc August 31—Sept. S.

Saline Miami September 20—23.

. October

13—16.
27.

13—17.
4— 6.

10—18.

T»--NNE6SSE.

27-20.
26—29.
18—23.
4— 8.

Carroll Huntingdon October

Dyer Dyeri<burg "

Division Jackson "
Payette Somerville "
Gibson, Trenton September 27—30.

Henry Paris October 12—14.

Hickman Centerville " t~ l'
Lincoln Fayetteville " .,°—„°-

Macon Lafayette " 18—21.

Maury Columbia September 19—24,

Marshall Lewisbnrg
Middle Division Shelbyville. .".

Putnam Cookeville

Obion Troy
Shelby Memphis.

13—17.
» 26—Oct 1.

..October 11—15.
" 11—14.

^._._ « 11-15.

Sumner ..........
'.

'. iOallalin September 26—Oct. 1.

Smith Pvome " ?^~„r ^'

Warren McMinnville October 19—21.

Weakly Dresden " ^7-29.

Williamson Franklin 4—7.
Wilson Lebanon

io oo
Wayne Waynesboro ib—^i.

TOWN.
NEW TOKK.

. . .September 27,

. . . " 22,

...October 6,

...September 2=*,

. . . " 27.

Brookfield, at Clarksville, Madison Co—
Bvron and Bergen, at Byron, Genesee Co
Camden, at Camden, Oneida Co
Canaseraga, at Dansville, Livingston Co..

Coventry, at Coventry, Chenango Co
Dryden, at Dryden, Tompkins Co '

Galen, at Clyde, Wayne Co
Harpersville, at Harpersville, Broome Co
Hartland, at Hartland Corners, Niagara Co. . .

.

Lebanon, at Smith's Valley, Chenango Co
^^

Lodi, at Lodi, iSeneca Co
Nunda Union, at Nunda, Livingston Co

^^

Oxford, at Oxford. Chenango Co
Palmyra, at Palmvra. Wayne Co October

Sandy Creek, at Washingtonville, Oswego Co. .September 8,

Skaneateles, at Skaneateles, Onondaga Co ' ^<-

Smithville, at Smithville, Chenango Co
Smyrna, at Snivrna, Chenango Co
Susquehanna Yalley, at UnadiUa. Otsego Co..

Jonawanda Valle). at Attica, Wyoming Co. ..

Union, at Adams, Jefferson Co
Union, at Medina, Orleans Co
Union, at Trumansburgh, Tompkins Co

Yates, Yates Center, Orleans Co

Oskaloosa September 14—16.

Albion October C— 7.

Jacksonville September 20-23.

Des Moines " •'^~"'?'

reshkk Montezuma " 22—23.

Ibv .... Shelbyville October 27—28.

la.
'.'.'. Toledo September 21—22.

bsteV FortDodge " 14-15.

Indianola October 6— 7.

KENTUCKY.
irbon Paris September 6— 9.

tral Danville " 6—10.

rke
" Winchester August 80—Sept. 2.

Owensboro October 11—14.

[iderson and Hop-
-,o m

ins Henderson « 18—21.

rrison Cynthiana Seplember 20—23.
nton Independence " 27—Oct..

ran Kussel ville October 11-14.

son and Bracken. . Germantown September 27—30.

rcer PaWisa " 27—80.

Ison Bardstown " 12—16.

lion! Eminence " 20-23.

firren Bowling Green " 4—7.

28.

28.

7.

29.

28.

29-

21.

24.

17.

-17.

9.

30.

-13.

9.

15,

14,

30.

28.

15,

16.

80.

REVIEW OF THE MAEKETS.

GENESEE FAEMEE OFFICE, )

EociiESTEB, N. Y,, Auo. 22, 1859.
j

Most of the Grain Markets in this country are still in a very

unsettled state. In some— New York especially— Flour and

Wheat had declined recently to a low figure. The downward

tendency has been again arrested by one of those fitful changes

which have so frequently occurred during the present year, and a

rapid advance of 25c to 50c per bbl. on Flour, and a correspond-

ing rise in the price of Wheat, have taken place within a few

days. That this advance will be long sustained, is scarcely prob-

able.' A reaction may be expected at an early period. The

Wheat crop in America has been secured in good condition, the

quality is reported good, and the yield abundant. It would seem,

therefore, that moderately low prices must rule for the next year,

unless an active export demand should arise, or the quantity pro-

duced should fall much below the estimated amount. In Eng-
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land, the Wheat has sustained considerable damage from heavy

storms of rain ntui liail. The nilense beat of the weather also has

ha<l a liail effect in ripening the grain prematurely. The same

remarks will apply to France and some other parts of Continental

Eumpe. Much grain of inferior quality will result from the large

quantity beat down by the Blorms. Potatoes are badly diseased

in many places, and the evil is extending itself. Nevertheless,

Willi a liirgf stock of old grain still on hand, and a fair prospect

of an average crop, in regard to both quantity and quality, in

some CO ntries, ami lui abundance in others, i>riees had a down-

ward tendency, rather than otherwise, at the latest dates. There

is therefore scarcely a probability of a foreign demand, except at

a low price. Farmers may feel reluctant to sell now, but a more

favorable lime may not soon occur. Coarse grain is much lower.

Corn and Oats in fair request. Barley and Kye dull.

In the Provision Markets, Pork is much depressed. With a

large slock on hand, holders are anxious to sell. The demand is

quite moderate ; and as the season is advanced, prices still tend

downward. Beef is declining, irregular in price, and slow of

sale. Other articles in this department are in fair request, at

steady prices, with a moderate supply.

The supply of Beef Cattle is equal to the demand, but the qual-

ity is inferior. Prime grades are in request at full prices. Sheep

and Lambs are in good supply at steady prices. Swine plenty

and lower.

The demand for "Wool is not active, but, as holders are firm,

prices are well sustained. At the late fair in Cleveland, good

samples met with a ready sale at high rates in comparison with

those paid in m.'ny markets during the early part of the season.

ROCHESTER MARKET. -Aug. 22.

Transactions in produce are so limited that it is not easy to give
ex.iet qu'pi.'itions. Flour and Grain have declined materially since

our last report. Potjitoes are lower and supply good. In ol .er

matters, there is not much chanse.
FLOnt—Market inactive hut steady. Superfine from red

wheat. .$t.5ll((?$'> ; extra do.. $.5.5" ; white wheat extra. $fi(??ifi5!i.

Gli.^IN—While wheat, tl.li'@$l.'2.5 ; red do., 90c®tlTlO.—
Corn, fi'ic. Oals. 35c. Barley, ^6cM.mc. Kye, 60c.

PKOVIS ION-—.Mess I'ork. $lS.iiO@*19.00. Hams, lOcfailc.
Shoulders, 7e@M'. Lard, 12c. Butter, l.'ic. Cheese, 9 @I0c.

each.
"WOOL—None offer: ng. It is worth 35c@50c per lb.

NE"W YORK MARKET. -Aug. 22.

FLOUR AND MF.AL—Moderate demand for Flour. Super-
fine Slate, :(4 2 @$4.50; extra do, $+.5o@.$4.7.t; "Western super-
fine. $4.-J ((i.$4 5j; extra do, 4..o.")@|6.10; Ohio round-hoop. $4 9i/

(g^f5 lU for inferior, and S'15@$5.3 l for lair lo good shipping
brands. Southern I'lour steady ; Baltimore superfine. $4.7o@^5;
extra do...t.V.50@*.'i.87)i: Brumlywine. 4;5.2.5@5.75 ; Georgetown,
$5.15@.$i>25; Petersburg city. $) .^Ogv^? ; Richmond city. $''@$7:
Galego. *S T3 Canadian, 4.5ii®$.'i.7ii for the range. R.ve Hour
ktcady at $:l..V(3tt4.2.T for fine aM<l superfine. Com meal firm

;

Jersey, .S.9II: liraiidywine, $t.l' @$4.16; pimcheons. $l9@iy.f.O.
Gli.\IN— Wlieat in fair demand with limited supply; new

while, ^!|. 2 @.$l.45. aec'irding to quality; Southern reil."$l.l5@

$1.26; Wesi-rn red. |l@$l V; Chicaso spring. 70c@75c. Rye
firm at 7&e@,Sric. l'..'irle.T quiet at 5Ne@t>.8c. Corn scarcj ; West-
ern old mixed. 78c@-Oc ; new do., 82c; Southern round yellow,

8Sc in store. Oals more active; Jersey, Delaware, and Pennsyl-
vania. ^^f@Z'c ; Sinte. Western, and Canadian, 3Se@43c.
PKEDS—Clover. Se(^9if- r"'"" '•' limothv, |2 for mowed:

$2.8l;^(<t.$9.75 fur reaped, per bushel. Red top, iiM^&'l.bl^
per fiv.- binhel h>,z-

PI'.OVHIONS— Pork quiet; ma-f, $13..nO(3i|14.00; thin do..

|12.".'>; clear Weslcrti, lfi((^$17; prime, $9 7r>(ai^V>. Beef dull
;

country iiie-<'s. $7(7;^S; ciuniry prime $.').5(l(ai$t; ; w. stern le-

paf'ked, |>(a$11: extra cm, «il2(a*13. Beef ha r,a, tl.^rS'll^
for (*Uile un.l Western. Bacon quiet. Hums, pickled, 8Xc@9.^ic;
dry »altcd, 8.(J^S!<c; pickled shoulders. 6}4c(^6'4c; dry ealteil.

«c@6'ic. Lard, 1 iJ^eOllc. Butter—Ohio. Vi(^llc; Slate, 18c
®Mc: Ormee ri«iiniv. •J2c(^-2.V. Cheese, 8)^o(^9Xc-
C.VTTI.E .MAKKKT— Beef Cattle—low grades plenty and ex-

tremely ilull; gO'>d and fair qualities sell at fair rates; first quali-
ty. 93i''(^l''c : medium. Si-®9e; ordinary, 5c@7c ; eTtra gu<"l,

10>ic. Veal Calves, 6!^c p^r lb. live weight. Sheep and Lambs—extra quality arr wrili 10c per lU. net ; inferior, $1..'>0@$3 each.
Hoi" ilull at .'" ©'''ic per II). live weight.
wool.— \mrrica« n.tiTo to full-blood, 40ea55c: choice i«-

lecled lots, iic^tU

PHILADELPHIA MARKET. -Auf. 20-

FLOTTR AND MKAI.— Mnrkel dull. Old superflne, $.5j |

ground do from iii-w wheiil, $'.5(1; extra <lo.. !it5.7.'>(??($6.25,

mori- sellers than buyers at these rates. P.ye Flour dull at I

per bbl. Corn Meal'ia.B.'^^ for Pennsylvania.
OR MN—Wheat in moderate demand at $1.3 (3>.it].32 fori

and $1.2 @,$l.22 (or red Rye. 7'^e far old I'eiinsWviinia. an(

for new Delaware. Corn. 75e(at7Sc fnr Delawiire and IVnns
nia yell"W. Oats, 37e(§),:^8c for old Penn.«ylvania; 82e@.34
new Southern.
SKKIiS—Clover, $5 5()@$.>.75 ; Flax seed, $1.66; Tm

$2.5i)fr/^f -'.".") j)'T bushel.

I'ltoVISlONS—Citv Mess Beef. $16.50(91,17.50. Bacon—.<

9>ic@.9?ic;Should.-rs. 7K'^7»ic: Hams, lle@,l3e. plain .-md I

Lard dull at lO.^ie^llKe f.ir tierces and barrels; 12^4^® 2.J^

kegs. Butter I le@12i; lor prime lots. Cleese, yc@9^ic.. i

nc@12c per dozen.
CATTLK M.MtKET-The price of Reef Cattle tends d

ward ; sales at TXc®!"" per lb. for ordinary to good. Sheep
Lambs active at 7><^e@S><;^c per lb. net. Cows, $2 @$4ii, ao
in.il to quality.

WOOL—Common to half-blood and fine fleece, prices r

from Sic to 45c@5.5c per lb.

BUFFALO MARKET. -Aug. 22.

FLOUR—Market firm, with f:iir demand. Sales of supr
Stale at $3.'.'5«i.$:!.75 ; extra do.. $4..50; fuperflne Western, |
extra do.. $1 T5(a:i$5 : double extras, ,$5@$.').37,V.
GRAIN—Wheat firm, with a moderate demand. Old stan

spring. 6'ie : unsound winter. 75e ; No. 1 new .«pring. 83c;
Ohio, $l.e5rgi$l.(l6; good to choice white Ohio an(l Kenti
$I.1."'@$1.H5. Corn steaily with a fair demand at 67(5>65C.

lev, 50e lor new. Rve. 65c. O.its quiet at 31c@..S2e.
PKOVISIONS—Mess Pork, $14@$15 fnr lisrht and h.

Shoulders. 8e. Hams, 9i<fe@l(lc for plain, and ler^io^
sugar-ctired. Lard, llKc®ll>sc. Butter, 16c@18c. Ch
6}4c®l)4c.

CHICAGO MARKET. -Aug. 19.

FLOUR—With large receipts, holders are disposed to t'

some concession. Sal"S at $3.S0@.4.'.i5 Pirgood brands of sp
and $5.'-'5@$5.5i) for winter, in small lots to the trade.

GRAIN— Wheat—new winter not active: No. 1 white,
$1.05 : No. 2 do., SOc in store; No. 1 red, S5. ©^Sc ; No. [

7nc'(^7<*c: rejectod winter tiCio: No. i ne^v spring. 73(@7Hc;
2 do., 65e@6-<c ; re.jected do.. 52c@53c ; dull. Corn. 6:e@6i
No. l.and oSc for No. 2 in store. Oats in good supply ami 1'

sales at 25e in store and 27c on lio.ird. Barlev unseiiled ; >

40c. Rye steady ; No. 1. 56c ; No. 2, 5'"'e. Beans dull at 40(.

SKKl')-^—Timothy in good demand at $1.75(31.1.^0 for new .

PROVISIONS—Mess Pork. $15 75(§>$Ifi. Bacon firm : H
9)^e(§Hi'3^c: Shoulders, 7e@7)^c. Lard, 10>^c(f5 lie. Bull
good request at 13e(fl},14c for choice; common dull at 9c(§

Cheese quiet at 7c(^Sc for Ohio; 8e(g),10c for Hamburgh,
plcntv and verv dull at 7c. Potatoes firm at 5"c@,f>Vc.

POULTRY—Spring Chickens, $1.75(g$2 per doz. Live
kevs. 7e(^Sc per lb.

HIDE--Green city, 6><;'@7c; do. country, 7Xc; salt, 8.J<rci

flint. 15e((J17c.

CATTLE MARKET- Beef Cattle—Extra qu.ility. $2.7"®:
common lo medium. $1.7.5(ai2 .50. Sheep—first quality, $.3.

$3.7.5. Fat Hogs dull at $5 25 cross.

WOOL—Market firm at 35c(ai45c for common to full blood.

CINCINNATI MARKET. -Aug. 20.

FLOUR—Market firm at $4.60 for superfine, and $5 for e>
closing wiihoul activity.

GR.MN— Prime white wheat, $'(f^$in5; choice white, for

$1.1 8(a$1.10((j! $1.12; prime red, 97c; common do.. 85c.
firm af f5iic for mixed ; S2c(S85c fur prime white. Rye steac

72e((?!73e. Barley, 58c@G0c. Oats dull at 40c(ai2c.
SKEl)8—An active speculative demand. Clover. $5.60.

olliv. $2.«6(^$2.50. Flax. $1.10.

PROVbsio.NS—Mess Pork, $14 2''(5?t$14..'50. Bacon—sides.

9Hc; shoulders. 6c@7c ; hams, 9J^c@10;^c for common. IIV
12c for sugar-eureil. Lard, lO^ctail^i^c Butter—Choice V
ern Reserve, 1t)e@17c; prime Ohio, ]4e(^!6c. Cheese, 8@
for Western Reserve, and 10c for English dairv.

HIDES-Green, 7c; green salted, 7>ic(§»Sc;"dry salted, 1

I6c; flint. 16e((?ll7e per lb.

HAY—Timoihv. $l"((f,$17 per ton for prime.
CATTLE MA RKt-T--Beef Cattle, $2.2.5®$3.75 percwt. gi

supply equal to the demand. Sheep, tl.5 @$.3.5ii each ; sen
Hogs. $'i(3>$5.50 per cwu gross for good to prime fat ; stock se
$4(a$l2.V
"WOOL—Prices range from SOc to 50c, according \o qaality.

TORONTO MARKET. -Aug. 22.

FLOUR—Market somewhat better. Sales No. 1 iuperfim
$4..5o; fancy. $4.7.=>; extra. $5.

GRAIN—Wheat in active demand at 1(7A$1.13 for the ra

of quuliiieo. fJarley. 60c@62c Peas, 60c(aS7c. Outs, 40c
heavv new. Rve. fiOc.

PROVISION*— Bacon. 9c0i9}^c. Hams, smoked, ^l'cC%)

not 8moke<l, SetftSXc. Buttrr— fresh not plentiful ; it is worth
—90e ; So. 1 tub, 13c ; Ma 3 do., lOc^llo p«r lb. Cb«es<
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ooJ supply at 8>i'c@10Jic per lb. Potatoes abundant a»d good

; 4(ic per l>u8hul. Dressed hogs, 6c@tJXo per lb.

CAT LE MAKKE I'—Market well 8upi)lied with beef; first

ass, $4.:)U; second do., $:j..5iJ@ii4, Calves, $3@$*. Sheep

leiitiful at $.'@$:J each. Lambs, $ 1.25@$1.75 each. JJecf hides

>ic per lb. l,;ull skins, 10c per lb.

WuOI.—Steady at 27e@2'5C per lb.

HA Y—Scarce. $ 2@,.t-.iii per ton.

STltAW—.Scarce at $12 per ton.

LIVERPOOL MARKET. -Aug. 6.

FLOUR AND M KAL—Western cantil Flour, $.5.04® $5.52

;

•liiladelphia, B'llliniore, and Ohio, $.5..'J2@,$6 24; Canadian, $5.70

jj$0 24; sour $4.8ii@.o.28. Corn Meal. $4.3-J@$4 .0« per bbl.

(ilCAlN—Anienran white wheat, $1.44@$1,53; red do, $1.26®
1 ;i8; Ciinadian white, l.;38@$1.4t; do. red, .1;1.22@$1.3U. In-

ian corn—white, $1.0^®.$!. 14; yellow, 66c@90c; mixed, 80c(^

3C. All per bush, of Gu lbs.

WOOL—Eanges in price from 12c to 40c per lb.

LONDON MARKET. -Aug. 8.

FLOUR—American sour, $.5,2s@$6.no ; sweet, —

.

CiK \IN—Wheat—American while, $1.26@$1.44; do red, $1.20

^|1..38. Indian com—white, 93c@96c; yellow, 96c@,99c, per
U ll)S.

WOOL—Market active and firm. Domestic ranges from 2Sc

48c per lb.

BRIGHTON CATTLE MARKET. -Aug. 18.

At market, 1600 Beeves, 400 Stores, 6000 Sheep and Lambs, 1000

iwine.
riilCKS — Market Beef- Extra. $8.00(^$0.00 : First quality,

S7.7.5; Second $6.75; Third. $.i.00. Wcirking Oxen—JlDUfT^

fi:)0. Milch Ci>ws—$'i9 @ $40; Common, $i9 @ $20. YenI
lalves—$:<.00@$6.00. Vearling.s—$9@12. Two Yeais old—$17
a$2l. Three Vears old—$.i8@.$!?2. Hides—7;ifc@7%c per lb.

Jail Skins— 12c @ 13c per lb. Tallow— 7 @7Xc. Sheep and
Lambs- $1.00@$l..')(i; exlra, $2.0U@$3.00 Pells—$0.56@$0.62.
iwine— Wholesale, 6Xe. PiRS, 6X- detail. 6c@Sc. Fal Hogs, 6X
Khmai'.ks.—'I'he market to-day is overstoi ked, and poor qual-

ities sre lower; exlra beef remains about the same as last week.
Sheep and Lambs are poor, and sell at a low price. Swine dull.

Beeves are sold here by the head, at prices per lb. equal to the

estimated weight of beef in the quarter, together with the fiflli

qusirter, or the hi<le and lallow, at the same price, at a shrinkage
from live weight agreed on by the parties—from 28 to 34 per cent.

ADVERTISEMENTS.
A FEW short advertisements of interest to farmers— and only

such — will be inserted in the Genesee J^Virwier for twenty cents

a line, or $2 per square, each insertion, payable in advance. To
secure insertion, they should be sent in by the l.^th of the prcviouo

month. The Farmer has large lists of subscribers in every State

and Territory, and in all the JiritUh Provinces. (It has nearly

8000 subscribers in Canada West alone.) There is no better or

cheaper medium for advertising everything of general interest to

rural residents in all parts of the United States and Canada.

THE NE"W GRAPES.
HAVING fine facilities for propagating, we are prepared to

furnish UNUSUALLY TIIP.IFTY AND VIGOUOUS
PLAN IS of all the new hardy Grapes, consisting in part of
Delaware, $3 each. Concord, $1 each.
Logan, 3 " Hartford Prolific,.. . 1 "
Diana,... 5C cts. to 1 " To Kalon 1 «
Eebecca 1 " Union Village 1 "
Garrigues 1 "

For a more extended list, see Catalogue. Th<?8e will be seeure-
ly packed and delivered at the Express GflBce in Eochester, at

the above prices.

STRAWBERRY PLANTS
Can now be furnished, securely packed, for fall planting. A large
anil cfininlete assortment.

HOOKER—The best for famiJy use. Pries $2 per hundred;
$15 |)er thousand.
WILSON'S ALBANY—$1.50 per 100; $10 per 1000; besides

more than 2."> other kinds.

tW" OUI{ GltOUNDS COMPP.ISE NEAP.LT TWO HUN-
DKED A(;itE.S. We have constantly on hand, and are able to
supply, every variety of Nursery productions, of the most thrifly

growth. Send for a Descriptive Catalogue.
H. E. HOOKEPw & CO.,

Sept.-2t Commercial Nurseries, Rochester, N. T.

ROCHESTER CENTRAL NURSERIES.

THE subscriber takes pleasure in offering to the public, for th©

coming fall trade, an unusually fine slock of Nursery Trees,

Plants, Vines, &^., consisting in part of

APPLES, PEARS, PEACHES, CHERRIES. PLUMS,
BLACKBEKHIE.S, RASl'BEKl'J KS, STRA WBKRRIE3,

CURRANT.S. GOOSKI5I' RKIES,
ORNAMENTAL TliElOS, SHRUBS, ROSES,

CLIMBING VINES,
APPLE and CHERRY STOCKS,

and a great variety of other stuff.

DWARE PEAR TREES.— Our stocic of Dwarf Pears com-
prises all the most popular varieties, and the specimens are of re-

markably fine growth.
PFAc'lI Tl'.EI'.s.—A large assortment—healthy and vigorous.

APPLE STOCKS.— 100,000, two years old. Strong.

GRAPE VINES.—Strong two years old plants of Isabella,

Catawba, and Clinton; fine one year old plants of the most valua-
ble new hardy native sorts, such as Concord, l)iuna, belavntre,
litbecca, Northern Muscd/i'ine, Union VUlitrje, To Kihlon,

Ilnrtford Prolific, Itaabe, Emily, Clara, Loyan, Garrigues,
King, &c., Ac.
REBECCA GRAPE VINE.S,—We can furnish a limited num-

ber of extra strong one year old vines of this sort, at %l each.
Very fine vines, not so strong as the preceding, but larger than
they have usually been sent out, at $1 each. Delaware and Logaa
vines, $3 each. All othi-rs mentioned above, $1 each.

FOREIGN VINES.—Strong plants of tlie most reliable sorts

for the cold vinery, at .V) cents each, or $5 per dozen.
Orders or correspondence should be addressed to the subscriber.

Catalogues sent to all applicants remitting a stamp lor prepay-
ment of postage. [It] C. W. SEELYE, Rochester, N. Y.

EU8SIA OR BASS MATS — Selected expressly for budding
an'l tyimr. GUNNY BAGS, TWINES, II AY ROPE, Ac.,

suitable for Nurserymen and Farmers, for sale in lots to suit, by
D. \r. MANWARING. Importer,

BepU, 1869.—ly« S4S Front Street, New York.

FOREIGN GRAPES for VINERIES
EliLWANGER Si BARRY

HAVE now ready for semling out, a One stock of Grapes for

Vineries—strong, heallhy vines, in pots—raised from eyes.

They mainly consist of the leading kinds, but include a moderate
supply of the most celebrated new varieties, such as

MuRCAT IIamhup.o,
Stookwooi) Golden Hambubo,
Lady Downs,
Canadian Ciiif.f,

Muscat St. Laurent,
MUHOAT OtTONEL, &.C., &C.

Plants carefully packed and forwarded at any moment.
For full and detailed information respecting the slock, prices,

terms, &c., wo refer tithe following catal'igues, which will be sent
gratis, prepaid, to all who inclose one stamp for each :

No. 1— f)eseri]>live (Catalogue of Fruit".

No. 2—Descrijilive Catalogue of Ornamental Trees, Shrubs, Roses
&.C., SiC.

No. 8—Descriptive Catalogue of Dahlias, Greenhouse and iJed-
ding Plants, itc.

No. 4—Wholesale Catalogue for Nurserymen, Dealers, and others
who purchase large quantities.

KLLWANGER & BARRY,
Sept., 1859.—It. Mount Hope Nurseries, Rochester, N. Y.

Iron Finger Nails for Husking Com.
/^(OULD'S CELEBRATED HUSKING THIMBLE is ac-

\J^ knowledged the. best invention of the ago for protecting the

fingers and facilitating the operation ot Husking Corn.

The following letters are samples of thousands now in our pos-

session. ReaJ them.

THE HUSKING THIMBLES CAN'T BE BEAT.
Tiro, Crawford Co.. Ohio, Nov. 8th, 18.58.

Merbp.s. Goui.d & Co. : Inclosed I send yoii $1 for six pairs of

your husking thimbles. I bought a nair of yon last fall, and have
used them for husking ever since. They outwear anything of the

kind I have ever scon, and for husking they ca?i'.' he heat.

Re.spectfully yours, Wu Morrow.

THEY ARE BETTEIt THAN ANY MACHINE.
HiLLBBOKO, Mimtgomery Co , 111., Nov. 27. 18.'58.

J. H. Gould & Co., Alliance, Ohio

—

Sirs: Inclosed I send yon
one dollar for six sets of your Husking Thimbles, of the sizes rei>-

resented by the measures inclose.d. I used a pair of ihem last

year. I prefer them to all the great, small, or little giant Corn-

IlMlcers. Yours truly, A. H. Bell.

We send by mail, post-paid, six s^ts of those Thimbles for $1, to

any pf>st office address in the United Slates ; by Exjiredj. rifly seta

for $•'). Circulars for one ttamp. Agents wanted. Address

Sept.—It J. H. GOULD A CO., Alliance, Ohio.

17OR SALE.-Wild Turkeys domesticated. Also, Urge breed
^ of common Turkeys. Also, a large variety of Fancy Poul-

try, all full-blooded. S. SMITH, Darien Depot, Conn.
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FRUIT AND ORNAMENTAL TREES
FOR THE AUTUMN OF 1859.

ELLW.VNGER & BARRY have the pleasure of announcinpj,

as usual, an immenso stock of Fruit and Ornamental Trees,

fthrubs, and Plants, for the cnsuinp; Fall trade, and solicit early

orders. In every department the stock is of the finest description,

viyiorous, healthy, and beaiiliful. The utmost pains have been
taken by the proprietors personally, and their assistants, to insure
acour.Hcy ; and t«) this point, and the general excellence of the

Block, E. & B. solicit especial attention. Prices moderate and
terms liberal, as will be seen by r, ferenee to the Priced Cata-
logues named below. Parlies interested are invited to examine
the slock in the grounds, and ci nsult the Priced Catalogues, be-

fore purchasing elsewhere. The

FRUIT DEPARTMENT
Embraces STANDARD FRUIT TREES for Orchards, embra-
cing all the most esteemed and valuable sorts for diflferent parts

of the country.
DWARF TREES, for Gardens—All the best varieties adapted

to garden culture in this form.
GRAPES—Hardy varieties, including all the new ones worthy

of cultivation. (Sec Special Advertisement.)
GRAPES—Foreign, for vineries, including the Muscat, Ham-

bro', Stockwood Golden Hamburg, Lady Downs, and other new
celebrated sorts.

STRAWBERRIES—All the American and Foreign varieties

of proved excellence in this country.
BLACKBERRIES—Dorchester and New Eochelle or Lawton

;

©f the latter, a great stock of strong plants.

GOOSFBERRIES—The best English sorts, and a great stock
of the American Seedling, that bears wonderful crops a;:d is ex-
empt from mildew.
CURKANTS—White Grape, (the largest and beat white Cur-

rant,) Cherrv, Victoria, <ftc., &c.
ENGLISH FILBERTS and SPANISH CHESTNUTS.
FIGS—Several finest sorts.

RHUBARB—Linnasus, Giant Victoria, and several new and
fine Jinglish sorts.

Fruit Trees for Orcliard Houses.
DWARF MAIDEN TREES, of Apple, Pear, Plum, Cherry,

Apricot, &(;., of the newest sorts for pot culture or orchard houses.
Suitable selections made by E. & B., if desired.

ORNAMENTAL DEPARTMENT.
The stock in this department is the largest and best we have

evrr l>efore offered, aud embraces everything desirable, new and
old, among
DKCIDUOUS ORN.VMENTAL TREES, Wkeping Trees,

Evk!;gukkx Treks, Flowering Shrubs, Climbino Shrubs,
RiisKs. P.EONNiRS, Daiilias, Puloxes, and all the most Orna-
ineiitnl Border Plants.
BUr,BOU.S ROOTS—Including Hyacinths, Tulips, Narcissus,

Crocus, Lilies, Gladiolus, &c., &e.

Stocks for Nurserymen.
PEAR SKEDLINGS, our own growth, 1 and 2 years.
MAZZARU CHERRV, 1 year.
M.AHALEB do. 1 and 2 yeare.
QUINCE STOCKS, 1 year from cuttings.

For full and detailed information respecting the stock, prices,
tenns, <5:c., we refer to the following Catalogues, which will be
gent grati.s, prepaid, to all who inclose one stamp for each:
No. 1—Descriptive Catalogue of Fruits.
No. 2—Descriptive Catalogue of Ornamental Trees, Shrubs, Roses

&c., &c
No. 3—Descriptive Catalogue of Dahlias, Green-House and Bed-

ding Plant.', &c.
No. 4—Wholesale Catalogue lor Nurserymen, Dealers, and others

who purchase in lar^e quantitips.

i':LLWANGER & BARRY,
Sept, 1859.—It Mount Hope Nurseries, Rochester, N. Y.

SUGAR, AND MOLASSES
From the Sorgho and Imphee.

THE best directions to sugar makers, and all who grow or use
these new Sugar Canes, may be found in

OLCOTT'S SORGHO AND IMPHEE,
A new edition of which is just published, with a supplement, giv-
ing new and valuable statistics and experiments by J. S. Loveb-
«o In 186:1.

Price $1.00.
Sent by mail, prepaid, on receipt of price,

t^* A Catalogue of one hundred Agricultural Books sent free
to any address. A. 0. MOOUE &, C').,

Agricultural Book Publishers,
September, 1S59—It 140 Fidton street, New York.

(COMBRERO GXTANO.-SO per cent. Bone Phosplialo ofO Iry Hvi- l)ag.s this fall on an acre of your poorest la

.fLime.
. - , land, or

W mt.-r W heat. .>^eiid or wrile f.,r a circular an<l cerlilicute from
those who have used it Sold at fit) per ton 20ii0 lbs,— 14 bags to

WOUD A (iUANT. New Yorkton.

S«pt—21* WM. A. MARTIN it CO., New York.

S. ISs/E O XJ Ij S O IT
OFFKRS, AT THE

OLD ROCHESTER NURSERIES,
AT ROCHESTER, N. Y.,

AN extensive and healthy stock of Fruit and Ornamental Tree*
and Shrubbery, comprising

APl'LKS, standard and dwarf;
PEAKS do. do. indading some extra fine and

larire, suitable for immediate fVuiting:

PEACHES;
PLUMS

;

CHKRRIES, dwarf and standards;
QUINCES;
l^UTS, including Walnuts in two varieties, Chestnuts and Fil-

berts in several varieties

;

GRAPES—Foreign varieties for glass structures, and hardy va-
rieties for out-door culture, including the especially new and
hardy varieties Delaware and Rebecca ;

BLACKBEKUIKS and RASPBERRIES;
GOOSEBERRIES, in many varieties, inclusive of the American

varieties, which never mildew, and are particularly productive:
CURRANTS, in many varieties, including Attractor, a fine

while, and La Versailles and Cherry, large reds;
RHUBARB—Giant, Victoria, and Linna;us.

The Ornamental Department contains, among
DECIDUOUS TREES, a fine collection of Elms, Maples, Mag-

nolias, Thorns, Mountain Ash, Ac, &.c. ; and among
EVERGKEh:N TREES, a large stock of Spruces, Cedars, Firs,

Pines, Arbor Vila?as, &c.
The DECIDUOUS SHRUBBERY h.-is among it every desira-

ble hardy item, inclusive of Weigelas, Spiraas, l5eutzia, &c., alsc

ROSES.
Among BULBOUS and TUBEROUS ROOTS, are the Japan

Lilies in four varieties, Dahlias, Tulips, Hyacinths, Crocuses. &c
An Inventory Catalogue of all the stock (except items of sucl

ages as are usually purchased by nurserymen only) sent gratis t<,

ail applicants forwarding a stamp for prepayment. Sept.—It

GENESEE VALLEY NURSERIES,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

WE solicit the attention of those who are about to plant, to om
extensive stock oi Stdiulard and />!/>(/ // Apples, Pears,

Cherries, and Plums; of Stiimlard Peaches, Nectarines. Grapes,
Currants, Gooseberries, Raspberries, Strawberries, Blackberries,
Miscellaneous Fruits, Esculent Roots, Fruit Tree Stocks, Ac, Ac.
In the Ornamental Department, to our Roses of different cla.''se3.

Deciduous and Evergreen Trees and Shrubs, Climbing Plants!
Pmonins, Phloxes and other Herbaceous Plants, Bulbous Flower
Roots, Plants for Hedges and Screens, Greenhouse and Hothouse
Plants, Bedding Plants, as Dahlias, Verbenas, Fuchsias, Gerani-
ums, &c., Ac.

All persons who may think fit to give us an order, can depend
upon being honoral)ly dealt wiih, and that no pains will be spared
to give entire .safiK/,utio» to the purchaser.
We would here ni( nlion that our Nurseries contain at the pres-

ent time TUREK HUNDRED ACRES, which will enable us to

furnish the entire orders of our customers.
No. 1—Descriptive Catalogue of Fruits.

No. 2—Descriptive Catalogue of Ornamental Trees, Shrubs,
Roses, Ac.
No. 3—Descriptive Catalogue of Bahlias, Verbenas, Green-

house Plants, Ac.
No. 4—Wholesale Catalogue or Trade List
No. 5—Descriptive Catakigue of Flowering Bulbs.
All communications promptly attanded to.

Address A. FROST & CO..
September, 1S59.—It Rochester, N. Y.

TO NURSERYMEN AND FLORISTS.

LOUIS LEROY,
OF THE

GRAND JARDIN NURSERIES
At Anger*, France,

r>E6S to announce that he is prepared to fill orders for Fruit,

> Forest, and Ornamental Trees and Shrubs, Ac. Catalogues
of the prices current, embracing shipping charges and all other
needful information, mav be had on upplica ion to

PAUL BOSSANGE, 59 Liberty street, New York.

OAA AAA PLUM TREES.—Messrs. C. REAGLES A SON
»>UU»v/v'U solicit the allenlion of Nurserymen, Pljintf.rs. and
Dealers in Trees, to their immense st'U'k of Plum Trees, by far

the largest ever offered in the United Slates.

One vear. 8 to 5 feit $2.') per luO
; |?25 per 1000.

Two'vears, 4 to 6 feet 80 " SJW "
Three to four years. 6 to S f(„. 45 " 400 "

N. B.—These trees are budded on plum stocks. Sflnd for a De-
sciiplive ' atologue. C. REAGLES A SO.N.

Sept., 1869.—8t Union Nurseries, SctaenecUdy, N. Y.
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:£> JR A. rn rc ' s
Patent

SELF-VENTILATING
Covered Milk-Pan.

This is an enclosed milk-pan, so ar-

ranged as to secure the supply and
circulation of air required for the sep-

iration and rising of the cream. By reference to the engraving,

t will be seen ;hat the pan has a cover; around the lower rim
)f this cover are several minute perforations for the air to enter,

ind at the top of the chimney, (as it may be called,) which rises

rom the center of the cover, is another series of perforations for

he air to escape. When new milk is placed in this pan, the

•older external air presses in through the lower range of per-

forations in the over, and forces the warm air out through the

>erforations above, thus producing the required circulation.

This circulation of air will diminish, as the cooling process goes
>n, but not cease; for, gases being evolved in the production of

jjaream, their lightness will still cause the air to draw in through
the lower perforations, and so continue the process of ventilation.

The value of this new milK-pan will be at once apparent.
Dairymen often have great difficulty in protecting their open
pans from gnats, flies, rats, mice, snails, lizzards, Ac, &c.; and
they can not cover them, because, if the air is shut out, the cream
will not separate from the milk.
But not alone to dairymen is the invention of value. In every

family milk is used ; and with one or more of these self-ventila-

ting paus, the best condition for raising cream is secured. Cov-
ered, and set upon a shelf, or the cellar floor the pan is entirely

free from molestation. During the time that the patent was
pending, in 1S58, this Milk-pan was exhibited at the U. 8. Agri-
cultural Fair, held at Richmond, Va.; at the Pennsylvania State

Fair, held at Pittsburgh ; and at the New Hampshire State Fair,

beld at Dover. In each case a DIPLOMA, was awarded.

AETHUE, BITRNHAM, AND GILROY,
Sole Manufactueers,

U7 and 119 Soutti Tentli St., PlUladelplUa, Pa.

Also, Manufacturers, under the Patent, of " The Old Dominiok"
OoFFEE Pot, and Akthuk'8 Self-Sealing Fkuit-Cans and Jabs.
August, ]S53.—2t

POUGHKEEPSIE SMALL FRUIT NURSERY.

STRAWBERRY PLANTS.
WILSON'S ALBANY, HOOKEK, PEABODY, McAVOY'S

SUPERIOR, and all the leading choice varieties, at 50
ets. per dozen ; $1.50 per hundred ; .$10 per thousand.
HO V'EY, and all the old favorite varieties, at $1 per hundred

;

$.^ per thousand.
TRIOMPHE DE GAND, TROLLOP'S VICTORIA, VI-

COMPTE HENRICART DE THDRY, OMER PACHA, SIR
HAURY, SWAINSTONE SEEDLING, &c., the choicest for-
eign varieties, at 75 cts. per dozen ; .$2.50 per hundred.
The undersigned devoting his personal attention to the cultiva-

tion of the above, purchasers may rely on plants being vigorous
and true io name.

Plants packed with great care for any distance.

Send for a catalogue. EDWIN MARSHALL,
au2t Rough keepsie, N. Y.

Also a fine stock of LTNN^.US RHUBARB for sale.

MELODEONS—THE "TREBLE FORTE" STOP.—A new
and admirable improi'ement has just been cfl'ecte<l in the

Melodeons of MASON & HAMLIN. It consists in the "treble
forte" stop, or a stop by means of which the treble part of the in-
strument may be increased in power, while the bass remains
subdued. The advantage of this stop is f.iund in the perform-
ance of solo passages where it is desirable that prominence should
be civen to the treble notes. The house of MASON &, HAM-
LIN has received, since 185fi, for best Melodeons and Ilarnioni-
unis, no less than Twenty Gold and Silver Medals and Diplomas
from viirious State Fairs and Societies throughout the country.

Melodeons, from $60 to $200
Harmoniums, from $200 to $500

Descriptive Calaln,<jue.« sent on application
MASON & HAMLIN, Boston, Mass., or

Bu3t OHICKERING & SONS, 694 Broadway, New York.

Lawton Blackberry Plants.

Address WILLLAM LAWTON, New EocheUe, N. Y.

CirciUar.s Promptly Forwarded.

FARMS FOR SALE.— I offer for sale 1550 acres of rich and
productive land, upon navigable waters, in Stafford county

Va., which would make 'our good farms, and would be sold at
the following prices : Farm No. 1, at $16 per acre ; No. 2, at $12-
No. 3, at $7..5n ; No. 4, at $5. For information, address me at
Acookeek P. 0., SUfiford Co., Va. jy8t JOHN MINOR, M. D.

"EVERY BODY SHOULD HAVE A COPY."

THE

Sural ^mml m)i '§axtMkxu\ iimtog
FOR 1859.

'T^niS work was started in 1856, by the publisher of the Gene.
-*- se-e Farmer. Its great success affords conclusive evidence,

not only of its intrinsic merit, but of its adaptability to the wants

of the rural population. A new volume, prepared with great care

and replete with new and vahiabte matter, is issued each year.

The fourth volume, for 18.59, has appeared, and is a book which
cannot be too highly recommended—alike beautiful, interesting,

and usefid. The articles are all written for its pages by men of

experience. It is illustrated with seventy-five appropriate and
beautiful engravings..

Among its contents may be mentioned able treatises on Under-
draining Orchards and Gardens, on the Fruits of the Ohio Valley,

on Fruit Culture in the We.it, on the Cultivation of Fruit Trees in

Pots under Gl.iss, on Training Wall and Espalier Trees, on the

Cultivation of Bulbous Plants, on the Management of Ducks,

Geese, and Swans, on British Breeds of Cattle, on the Cultivation

of Ruta Bagas, &c., &c., and a List of Froits recommended by the

American Pomological Society at its last session.

The work will be found invaluable to the Fruit Grower, and use-

ful to every one interested in Rural affairs.

It is furnished at the low price of Twenty-five Cents,—while it

contains as much matter as many dollar books. Every one who
oam a rod of grownd should have it. It is sent pre-paid by mail

to any address on the receipt of twenty-five cents in coin or post-

age stamps. Address JOSEPH HARRIS,
Publisher and Proprietor

Of the Genesee Farmer and Rural Annual,
• Rochester, N. Y.

The back numbers, for 1856, 1857, and 1858, can be furnished
at twenty-five cents each, postage paid.

U. S. TENT AND FLAG MANUFACTORY.
No. la Buffalo Street, Rochester, N. Y.

TENTS to rent of the following sizes, suitable for the purposes
designated

:

For Agricultural Fairs, Conferences, Political or other large
Gatlierings.

80 a by 110 ft 80 ft. diameter.
60 ft. by 90 ft 70 ft. "
50 ft by soft 60 ft. «
15 ft. by 20 ft. fancy 50 ft. "

For Camp Meetings, Miliiary Encampments, Pic Nics, Fish-
ing/ Exourmons, <&c.

24 a by 80 ft. I 12 a by 17 ft.

16 a by 24 ft.
I

9 a by 12 a
Flags furnished with Tents, when required.
Parlies wishing to rent, will please address the proprietor,

stating what the Tents are to be used for. Also the facilities for

transportation. Address JAMES FIELD, Box 7ol,

June, 1859—4t* Rochester, N. T.

BUCK-EYE MOWER,
Westinghouse Thresher & Separator,

EXCELSIOR FANNING MILL.
For Sale by A. LONGETT, 34 Cliff St., Bfcw York.

July, 1859.—3t '

ALBANY TILE WORKS— Corner Cltnton Avenue and
Knox Street, Aluany, N. Y.—The subscribers, being the

most extensive raanufiicturers of DRAINING TILE in the United
States, have on hand, in large or small quantities, for Land Drain-
ing, ROUND, SOLE, and HORSE-SHOE TILE, warranted supe-
rior to any made in this country, hard-burned, and over one foot

in length. Orders solicited. Price List sent on ajVplicalion.

May, 1859.—at C. & W. McCAMMON, Albany, N. Y.

FARM FOR SALE.—A farm of one hundred acreis within
halt a mile of ihe village of Middleport, Niagara Co., N. Y.,

is offered for sale on reasonable terms. It is well supplied with
barns, sheds, orchards, and all necessary improvements, and is

well watered. About 20 acres are good wood land, the rest under
cultivation. Inquire of, or address THOS. F. SMITH,

July, 1859.—3t* Middleport, N. T.

PURE CHESTER COUNTY PIGS—From choice stock "of
Tbos. Wood.of Penningtonv-ilJe. Chester Co.. Pa. for sale by

August, 1869.—21* D. CUl*TS NYE, Lexington, Mas*.
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NEW HARDY GRAPES.
IN addilion to n very larae stock of the olii popular varieties,

s\icli as Isaliella. Catawba, Clinlon, &.C., we hare a moderate

supply ofthc fiillowinst. The planU* are all strong and well rooted.

Prices will be furnished on application.

Concord, To Kalon, Massachusetts "White,

Diana, OarriRue.", Perkins,

Delaware, Manhattan, Winslow,

Kehccea, Franklin, Canliy's August (sup-

Hartford Prolific, KIsinburg, posed same as York
Norihem Muscadine, N^irlli America, itadeiraand Hyde's

Montcith, Cassidy, Eliza),

Anna, Lincoln, Venango (or Miner's

Clara, "Wright's Isabella, Seedling),

Emilv, Union Village, Black German, or Ma-
Paabe. Mammoth Catawba, rion Port of Ohio.

Brinckle, Ilensel's Early,

Many of these we have not yet fruited, and therefore can say

nolhini of ttieir quality.

For full anil detailed information respecting the stock, prices,

terms. &c,, we reler to the following catalogues, which will be sent

gratis, pre-paid, to all who inclose one stamp for each :

No. 1— Descriptive Catalogue of Fruits.

No. 2—Descriptive Catalogue of Ornamental Trees, Shrubs, Eoses

Ac, &c.
No. 8—Descriptive Catalogue of Dahlias, Green-House and Bed-

ding Plants, &c.

No. 4—"Wholesale Catalogue for Nurserymen, Dealers, and others

who purchase in large quantities.

ELLWANGF.R & BARRY.
Sept., 1S59.—It, Mount Hope Nurseries, Rochester, N. T.

IMPORTED AND PURE BRED STOCK.

Moreton Lodge Farm, 6uelph, Canada West,

MR. FEED. "WM. STONE has xri^anged fok his THIRD
ANNUAL AUCTION SALE OF IMPORTED

AND PURE BRED
SHORT-HORIV CATTLE,

COTS"WOLD AND SOUTH-DO"WN RAMS, &c.,

Berkshire and Small AVliite Breed of Ptgs.

To be held on "Wednesday, the 7th day of September, 1859.

THE Prnprietor has imported from the best Herds and Flocks
in England, animals of the best Blood and Form, regarilless

of expense, anil hopes to be favored by a numerous company.
Business to begin a one o'clock. Catalogues will be ready by llie

24lh of August, and to be had on application.

TERMS—Under $20. cash
;

$2i) to -SSO, three months ; over $:=.0,

six monttis credit, with interest, on approved endorsed notes, if

required, or a discount of 10 per cent, for cash over $20.

Guelph is on the Grand Trunk Railway. The Guelph and Gait
Railwav connects with the Main Line of the Great Western at

Uarrisburg. [seplt] "W. 8. G. KN0WLE9, Auctioneer.

PINE HILL NURSERY,
Near BUFFALO, N. W

THE Proprietor of this establi-shment offers for sale a large

amount of well-grown Fruit Trees, consisting of Apples,
Pears, Cherrie.s, Plums, Peaches, Grapes (native and foreign),

Gaostflerrics, Raspberries, Currants, &c.
01 .\pples, Dwarf Pears, and Cherries, dealers can be supplied

in large quantities at low price's. Also a large number o( the

same kinds of extra size for immediate bearing.

Angers Quince Stocks at $12 per thousand.
Price Catalogues sent on applii^ation.

Address GODFREY ZIMMERMAN,
September, 1S59.—2t Buffalo, N. Y.

STOCKS FOR FRUIT TREES.

THE Subscribers desire to call the attention of the trade to

their large assortment of STOCKS for next spring's plant-

ing, which are this vear remarkablv fine and healthy.

QL'INCE STOCKS— Angors and Fontenav—̂ r«< choict.
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ITSANSACTIONS OF THE N. Y. STATE AG. SOCIETY.

We are indebted to the Secretary, B. P. Johnson,

'Esq., for the eighteenth volume (1858) of the Trans-

actions of the New TorTc State Agricultural Society.

We regai-d it as one of the most interesting and

useful volumes yet published by the Society. We
make a few extracts.

TnOROUGH-BRED StOOK BECOMING MORE GENERAL.

-In alluding to the Fair held at Syracuse, the

Secretary well observes

—

" The State of New York had full reward for its

liberal policy toward agriculture, in the collection

to be found at Syracuse, on that day. In the ear-

lier years of the Society, the Fair was indebted to

a few men—men of real enterprise—men who knew
in advance the directions which the good judgment
of the farmers in our State would take ; it was the

debtor of these gentlemen for the fine varieties of

the very best breeds of stock ; there were fine herds

and few owners. But in this Fair of 1868, a nobler

result was seen. There were the same superb cat-

tle, the same choice varieties ; hut there icere many
owners. It was the proof of the gratifying fact,

that the farmers of the State had learned the value

of the lesty

Grade Stock.—" Another feature most gratify-

ing was the perfection of the grade cattle on exhi-

bition. Of these, many of them might challenge

competition in all the points constituting a good
animal, and these of various crosses from the Short
Horns, Devons, and Herefords. When it is known
that the stock represented about one-half of the
fanning counties in our State, it will be seen that

the distribution of improved stock is widely ex-

tended ; and the increase of wealth to the farmers,

by this stock alone, amounts to an immense sum."
Fat Cattle.— " The fat cattle were of extraor-

dinary excellence, showing that we have arrived at

great perlection in this direction. Small bone, apt-

ness to fatten, meat of the best quality, and laid on
in the right place, so that the excellent judges in

this class declared they had never seen the cattle

excelled, and never had found such difticulty in

deciding the prize animals."

Improved Breeds of Cattle do not deterio-

rate IN THIS Country.— In proof of this, the fol-

lowing fact is mentioned:

" Upon the ground were several imported ani-

mals, of very great merit and renown; and yet we

heard from judges well prepared to give an opinion,

that no finer animals could be found than among
those bred on our own soil and by our own breed-
ers, fuUy sustaining the character of the choice
animals from which they were descended."

The Annual Fairs op the Society especially

•eneficial to the Localities in which they akk

HELD.— In moving a vote of thanks to the Hon.

Joseph E. Williams, for his interesting address at

Syracuse, George Geddes said

:

"I rise to move a vote of thanks to the speaker;

but before you put the question, allow me, as one
of the farmers of this county of Onondaga, in be-

half of my brethren, to return our thanks to your
Society for this your third exhibition among us.

We thank you for giving us the lessons that must
be drawn from placing side by side, for comparison,
tlie finest specimens of all the varieties of domestic
animals and of the products of the garden and field,

as well as for this magnificent display of farm im-
plements which we see before us. This is a State

Society, and I know is the instructor of the whole
State; but particularly is it the instructor of the

localities that are so fortunate as to again and again
witness the great annual shows. Allow me to add
that your lessons, in Onondaga, have not been en-

tirely lost; the improvement here is manifest in

every branch of farming since you held your Fair
among us. I can assure the orator, to whom we
are about to return our thanks, that the standard
he has just held up before us, as showing what a

farmer's life should be, if not entirely arrived at

here, has nevertheless been approximated. If he
will do me the pleasure of riding in my company
over these majestic hills and beautiful valleys, I will

show him many specimens of high and judicious

cultivation, and many a pleasant homestead sur-

rounded with fruits and flowers. And within these

houses, on the center tables he shall find elegant

and useful books, with the newspapers of the day,

and on the shelves many of the standard authors,

and in not a few instances some of the ancient

classics ; and, sir, he will find that the women that

he will meet there, will acquit themselves with
credit, either in the parlor or the dairy,"

Agricultural Discussions.—Meetings were held

in the evenings, during tlie Fair at Syracuse, for the

discussion of practical subjects. We have before

alluded to them, but a few extracts from the full

report in the Transactions will be inteiesting. Many
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of tho most experienced farmers in the State are

present at these annual gatherings, and we trust

such meetings for discussions will always be held in

future,— and we are glad to know that such is the

intention of the Society.

Orow more Root Crops.— "The Hon. A. B.

CoNOEB, President of the Society, made an earnest

address to the farmers present to abandon the ex-

haustive process and adopt the root cultivation.

He believed in the English dogma, that without
roots for food, there must be few cattle ; that with

few cattle there must be little manure; and that

with little manure there must be light crops.

Solon Robixson^ observed, in regard to feeding

root crops, that tho bad taste imparted to the butter

by feeding turnips, could be removed by patting a

piece of charcoal into the milk before churning,

which would disinfect it thoroughly."

Hushing Corn.— "Solon Robinson observed

that -he most economical process of husking corn
is practiced at the south, where the corn is simi)ly

plucked and piled in covered stacks, leaving the

husking for the less hurried portion of the year,

the fall and winter months."

Cultivation of Barley.— T. C. Petees, of Gen-

esee county, inquired whether barley was deterio-

rating and likely to run out, as wheat had done in

Bome portions of the State.

" Mr. Geo. Clarke, of Otsego county, said that

barley is an exhausting crop ; the first and second
years are generally good, but after that it fails.

"Mr. Danfoeth, of Cayuga, said he had raised

sixty bushels to the acre, but last year his crop was
^ot over ten bushels. The crop in his town was
an entire failure.

" The Hon. Geo. Gkddes, of Fairmount, said he
had had considerable experience inraising barley.

It \3 a sensitive crop. It wants heavy soil, with a

cold spring. This year has been the most success-

ful for the farmers of this county he had ever
known. The crops are all good. Barley is a very
uncertain crop. He did not know that barley was
an exhausting crop; had not experimented on the

matter.

"r>r. Wells, of Seneca county, said that large

crops had been raised in his county this year. The
northern part of the county is heavy clay soil.

"Judge Enos, of Madisoh county, said that the

barley crop in that county had been very poor for

the last two or three years. He had raised fifty-six

bushels of Hess barley to the acre, but now he got

not over ten to fifteen bushels. It seems to have
run out—does not even grow where the soil is good.
Corn is a good crop to precede barley.

" Mr. Hess, after whom the Hess barley is named,
said his crop was poor this year, and he should give

up raising it.

"Mr. Brown, of Wayne, thought that barley
should not succeed barley. His soil is gravelly loam.

"Squire M. Brown, of Elbridge, said he had
good succees in raising barley until within the last

two years. The last year his crop was poor. He
always sowed barley after corn. This year his

barley wei<rhs forty-six ; it has weighed fifty-three.

He sows piaster and salt on hia corn, and cuta his

barley rather green. Sal; \-i good to use in manure.
There was no weevil in his barley.

" W. A. Mills, of Livingston county, said that

barley had always been a crop with him. Three
years ago he raised sixty bushels to the acre. Last
year his crop was a failure—he only had eighteen

bushels to the acre. The summer was, he thought,

too hot for barley. He sows two bushels to the
acre. His barley was raised on bottom land.

"Mr. C. WiNEGAE, of Cayuga, sowed twenty
acres last year, and got only fifteen bushels per
acre. With him, in ordinary seasons, the crop
never fails a good yield if the ground is in good
order. His soil is loam. Prefers the four-rowed
sort. Has raised good crops on corn ground. Seeds
wheat land to a small sort of clover, and mows
clover two years, then corn, wheat, and barley.

"Hon. Geokge Geddes— Our common rotation

is two years grass and two years grain.

"Mr. Dunning, of Cayuga, prefers two-rowed
barley. It yields ten bushels more per acre than
four-rowed. Our rotation is to manure sod and
turn it under, and plant corn, which averages fifty

bushels per acre of the eight to twelve-rowed va-

riety. We depend much on the barley crop. It

failed last year, on account of the wet season. In
former years the crop averaged forty bushels; the

last crop only twenty bushels, and we found mag-
gots in the straw, and therefore do not use it for

feed. We sow the spring variety of barley.
" George Clarke, of Otsego, has always found

barley straw good feed.

"Mr. Danforth, of Cayuga— We can't grow
good barley upon clay soil.

"Hon. Geo. Geddes, of Onondaga—Yet with us
we use light soil for oats, and the most clayey land

for barley.

"Mr. Bailey, Kent county, Michigan— I grow
barley on new land, and my crops have been eight,

fifteen, and thirty bushels per acre. The two-
rowed is best, and best soil good corn land.

"Lewis Marshall, of Orleans county— I have
sown winter barley in the spring, with good re-

sults. I sowed in March, upon land prepared in

the fall, and got over fifty bushels per acre.

" ilr. IsT. GowDT, of Lewis county—Barley does

well with us if Ave turn a sod and sow peas and
oats, and, after that, barley. It don't do well on
sod. We sow in May, or first of June.

" Dr. Van Sltok, of Wayne coimty, said : Our
barley crops were good until last year, w'hich was
very wet. I think barley more exhausting than
wheat to the soil. Barley requires a strong soil, in

as good order as for corn. He used to turn a
clover sod, and plant corn, and follow with wheat
and barley. Now we prefer to let the field lay in

clover, and plow that under in the fall, then light-

ly spring plow, and sow barley, and get twenty or

thirty bushels per acre. Turn under barley stubble

and sow wheat, and get twenty bushels average per

acre. Barley has fewer enemies than wheat. Seed
clover with the wlieat. If we sow barley aft-er

corn, we seed clover with it. Winter barley is the

most popular, and yields thirty to fifty bushels per

acre, and brings 12 cents a bushel more than s])riiig

barley. Clay soil is best with us for barley, and

very good wheat land is good for barley. It should

be sown Sept. 1, in drills.

"Mr. DowNi:<G—We sow wheat after barley and
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seed with clover, and let that lay two years, and
then turn under."

Distance for pl-anting Com.—J. J. Thomas, of

jCayugii, stated that the usual distance of planting

corn was three and a half feet apart each way. A
piece planted three feet by twenty inches yielded

one-third more than that planted the usual distance.

Hon. George Geddes said: "Of course, corn will

produce more, if planted thick."

In this section, we have seen corn injured by

planting as thick as recommended by Mr. Thomas.

It did not ripen well.

Corn for Fodder.—The Hon, T, C. Phtees, of

Genesee county, said:

" I sowed a plot of ground in drills with Ohio
corn, for fodder, and obtained at the rate of nine

poinds of green fodder per square foot of ground

;

and as there is over 43,000 feet in an acre, we
should have about 400,000 lbs. on an acre. In
drying, stalks shrink two-thirds."

This is over sixty-five tons of dry fodder per

acre ; but friend Peteks should know that such a

method of estimating a crop is erroneous.

Floioing Land in the Fall, for Corn.— "S. M.
Brown, of Onondaga— I grow corn cheaper than

I did fifteen years ago. I plow in the fall eight to

ten inches deep, in gravelly loam. I mellow it in

the spring with a cultivator, and do most of the

cultivation with the same implement. I grew near
100 bushels per acre this year, and it wont cost me
over ten and a half cents per bushel. I think
farmers would do well to depend more upon corn.

I maimre by top-dressing with compost, using salt,

plaster, and unleached ashes, with barn-yard ma-
nure. Muck is good, but I have none. I plant

corn on green sward not over four years old. I

consider the fodder equal to two and a half tons of
hay per acre."

Hen Manure for Corn.—0. "W. Blair, of Oneida

county, put six bushels of hen manure on two acres

of corn—a tablespoonful in each hill. The manure

was covered about an inch deep, and the corn

planted directly over the manure. The crop was

eighty bushels of shelled corn per acre. He says

:

" I think the hen manure made some twenty-five

or thirty bushels of corn on the two acres."

Leicester Pigs.—Mr. Blaib gives the weight of

three Leicester pigs, butchered on the 27th of De-

cember, when eight months and twenty-two days

old. They weighed respectively, 298 lbs., 320 lbs.,

and 340^ lbs. They had the milk of three cows,

well skimmed, and about two quarts of corn meal

\>ev day till September ; after that, corn in the ear

about six weeks; then corn meal, all they would
eat, till they were butcliered.

Fish Ponds.—If N. II. 0. will keep frogs in his

p<.)rKl, they will keep it clear of the so-called frog-

spittle.—W.

EAKLY VARrETIES OF WHEAT.

As before stated, in the August number of the

Genesee Farmer, we expected samples of some of

the earliest varieties of wheat raised in Viijginia.

Frank G. Ruffin, of Richmond, who kindly con-

sented to aid us in this matter, informs us that he

has written to many friends and acquaintances, but

has only heard from one of them. This is John F.

Wiley, U. S. Marshall, Eastern District, Va. The

variety of wheat raised by Mr. W. is the Early

Connor. We annex a cut of it (fig. 1), together with

some extracts from Mr.Wiley's letter to Mr. Ruffin :

"I commenced my harvest on the 2d of June,
which is some eight or ten days earlier than I

recollect ever to have commenced harvest before.

The grain, as you will perceive, is small, but of

good quality, and very heavy. The lands in ray

immediate neighborhood are

not regarded as favorable to the
growth of wheat. I have not
yet cleaned my wheat, but ray

neighbor, Mr. Wm. M. Miller,
who cultivates the same varie-

ty, makes, the present year, ten

bushels from one seeded, on
thin land, without guano or any
other fertilizer, which I regard

as a very good yield. I regard
it as a hardy, good-branching
wheat, the only objection to it

being its liability to injury from
spring frosts, on account of its

forwardness. You ask if it is

not the same as the old Red
May Avheat. I am decidedly

of opinion it is not. It has a
stronger straw, branches more,

grows taller, and ripens earlier,

than the May. Notwithstand-
ing its liability to injury from
spring frosts, I think this ob-

jection more than counterbal-

anced by its exemption from the

ravages of joint-worm, chinch-

bug, «&c., the injury resulting

from these causes to this variety

in my neighborhood being
scarcely perceptible, while all

other vai-ieties have been much
injured, and in some mstances
almost entirely destroyed. A
striking instance of its exemp-
tion from injury from these

pests is atforded in the crop of

my friend and neighbor Mr.
Tnos. P. Carter. He obtained

of me, last fall, some eigliteen

or twenty bushels of wheat of

this variety, which he »owed
on a tobacco lot; and iran;edi-

ately adjoining it, on a part of

the same lor, and at the eame
time, he sowed the Woodfn or

Polish wheat. The Connor was entirely exempt
from the ravages of the joint-worm, while th«

V

%^

^
^

Fig. 1.
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Woodfin was almost entirely destroyed, not yield-

ing, he thinks, one peck to the bushel seeded.

I have cultivated both the White

and Red May, and I think the

Connor preferable, being more
productive than either,"

We are indebted to Levi Bakt-

LETT, of Warner, N. H., for sam-

ples of three varieties of early

wheat, together with descriptions

of them, which will be read with

interest. We deem this subject

of such importance that we have

procured engravings of the ears

so obligingly sent us by Mr. B.

"The Early Japan (fig. 2).—

Brought from Japan by the late

Commodore Perry. It seems to

prove a very hardy and early va-

riety, coming into blossom about

ten days earlier than any other

variety I have
experimented
with. It is a red

wheat, and prob-

ably wiU not

yield the whitest

grade of flour

;

but its earliness

and hardiness

will offset for

this defect. The
four years I have

been experi-
menting with it,

it has not been

injured by the

midge, rust, or

smut. The heads are short, yet I

have shelled from 55 to 60 grains

from a single head.

"The Early Noh (fig. 3).—

Obtained from France a few years

since, by the Patent Oflace. Yuu
will see that it is an open-headed,

tliiok-chaffed variety, the head

differing much from most other

varieties. It has the thickest,

hardest, and heaviest straw of

any wheat that I have ever ex-

amined. From this I infer it will

boar high manuring without lia-

bility to lodge.

" Tuscan Wheat (fig. 4).—Re-
ceived at and distributed by the

Patent Office. With the seed

o&mo a certificate signed by a

number of Michigan farmers, cer-

tifying that this variety had been

oultivated there nineteen years,

without ever being injured by
r»»L"

Mr. Bartlett adds

:

"There never haa been, within ray recollection,

tof winter wheat grown here till seven years ago.

Fio. 2.

Since then it has been considerably

grown by many of our farmers

;

and when properly cultivated, it

has generally done well. I have
grown it for the five or six years

past, and successfully too. Some
four weeks ago, I took a short

excursion about the town, and
saw from seventeen to twenty
fields of winter wheat. Most of

them were extremely good.

"You write that you are

'deeply interested in this subject.'

So am I. I have no hesitation in

saying that, with the same popu-

lation, in this and other of our

towns, there is more wheaten

bread eaten in one month than

there was in the whole twelve

forty or fifty years ago ; and most
of the flour from which this bread

is made, is brought from the

South and West. To pay for this

heavy im2)ort of flour, causes an
immense draft upon the purses of

our people; while, with a little

more skill, energy, and knowledge
in wheat-culture, by our farmers,

this evil might be greatly abated.

"Judging from my knowledge
of the wheat-midge, which ex-

tends back some thirty years,

your farmers who tliink the midge
has passed over will yet find them-

selves sadly disappointed. If five

years' experience gives me any
right to speak in this matter, I

will Just say, with good culture,

suitable soil, early sowing, (that

is, in this section, from the 20th no. 4.

of August to the 10th of Septem-
ber,) farmers may pretty safely calculate npon fair

crops of wheat— even crops of your best white

wheats."
I

BEFUSE OF TANNERIES.

w

Fio. 3.

#

?

At a late meeting of the Farmers' Club of Little

Falls, New York, the subject of using tlie refuse

of tanneries (hair, fleshings, lime, &c. ) for agricul-

tural purposes, was discussed, and one member
stated that he had used hair on grain and grass

with the most perfect eifect. He had spread it

thinly and harrowed it in with the spring wheat,

and produced tlie best crop he had ever raised or

seen in the neighborliood. Upon grass its efiect has

been very distinct and lasting. Applied upon the top

of an unproductive dry piece of land, it had produced

a very luxui-iant gru\vth, and without any other ap-

plication, the dark green complexion of the sward

jiad scarcely abated in ten years.

—

Scientific Amer.

We have repeatedly called attention to the great

fertilizing value of the refuse hair, scraps of hide,

&c., from the tanneries. Wlien free from impuri-

ties, hair and dry skin contain as much nitrogen as

the best Peruvian guano. They are not so readily

decomposed, and do not act so rapidly, but they

are more lasting.
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CIDER AKB CIDERrMASmG.

TnE apple crop in this section, the present sea-

son, is more abundant than it has been for several

years. In other sections, however, the crop was

destroyed by the great June frost, and good apples

command good prices, not only for home consump-

tion, but for shipping to the Atlantic cities and to

the Western States and Canada. It is, of course,

'far more profitable to sell cooking and eating apples

than to convert tliem into cider. But notwith-

standing the general introduction of good varieties

of the apple, there are still thousands of orchards

the fruit (jf which is too sour to be advantageously

fed to hogs or cattle, and too poor to eat or cook,

jiut which makes good cider, and is profitably used

for that purpose. Indeed, it is thought that this

natural fruit makes better cider than ordinary

gi'afted varieties.

The usual process of making cider in this vicinity

is, briefly as follows : The apples are allowed to

get as ripe as possible; they are then picked up

and taken to the cider-mill, where they are allowed

to lie in a heap for a few days, to "sweat." This

accelerates the ripening processes. They are then

rasped or gi ound into pulp. The pulp is often im-

mediately pressed ; but if the weather is cool, and

the apples not quite ripe, it is better to let the pulp

remain in the vessel for a few days. This gives the

cider a higher color, and is believed also to change

some of the stiirchy or woody matter of the fruit

into sugar.

The next operation is to press out the juice.

This is a simple process, but requires some skill.

Four boards, about six inches wide, are nailed to-

gether in a square, the size it is desired to make

the " cheese." This is placed on the bottom of the

press, and a little straw is put inside, with the ends

extending about a foot all around. The pulp is

then scooped upon the press, inside this rim, form-

ing a layer about six inches thick. The straw is

then turned over it, and a little pulp put on it to

keep it down. The rim is then lifted, and four

sticks are placed on the layer of pulp, for the rim

to rest on. Some more straw is then placed all

around, and another layer of pulp added as before.

This process is repeated till the "cheese" is as large

as desired— say 75 bushels of apples. Sufficient

straw must be used to prevent the pulp from being

pressed out at the sides ; but with good straw (rye

straw is best) and proper care, a small quantity

only is needed. Sometimes the straw is wet with

water ; but this weakens the cider.

A considerable quantity of cider will flow from

ike " cheese" before it is pressed at all. After it is

settled somewhat, a very slight pressure is applied,

which is gradually increased. If pressed too much

at first, there is danger of the pulp bursting out at

the sides. After pressing it as nmch as possible,

and the cider has ceased to flow, the pressure is

taken ofl^, and the corners of the "cheese" are cut

oflT with a hay-knife and the pomace laid on the

top of the "cheese," when the pressure is again

applied, and the cider will again flow freely. As

soon as it ceases, remove tlie i)ressure and cut off

four or five inches of ])omace from the sides of the

" cheese," place it on top, and apply the pressure

again until the "cheese" is quite dry. Some, instead

of cutting off the corners first, cut all round at once.

The cider is usually put in barrels at once, and

sold while sweet. Eight to ten bushels of apples will

generally make a barrel of cider. The price paid

for the use of the mill aud press is 12^ cents per

barrel, when the farmer finds his own team and

hands ; or 25 cents when the mill-owner does the

grinding and pressing himself.

This is the old-fashioned method of cider-makiag.

We have now portable mills, which can be worked

by hand, with a pressing apparatus attached. We
annex a cut of one manufactured by W. 0. Hickok,

of Harrisburgh, Pa. It can be worked by hand or

horse-power, and is capable of making from six to

twelve barrels of cider a day. It costs but little.

and every farmer can have one of his own, and can

make the cider, little or much, when convenient,

and not have to draw the apples some distance to

mill, and then "take his turn," and finally do up

the work in a hurry.

Some writers recommend filtering the cider

through sand and charcoal, to remove impurities

;

but if care has been taken to exclude all rottea

i fruit, it is, in our opinion, unnecessary.
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Tliere are a variety of methods resorted to for

the purpose of arresting fermentation and keeping

the cider sweet, such as putting a handful of well-

powdered clay into each barrel ; or two or three

pounds of newly-burned charcoal, reduced to a

powder, are added to each barrel of cider as it

conies fi-om the press. This makes it as black as

ink at first, but it finally becomes remarkably clear.

Others add a little mustard seed. Another method

is to place a few gallons of cider in the barrel, and

then a rag dipped in brimstone is attached to a long

tapering bung; this is ignited, and the bung loosely

inserted. After the brimstone is consumed, the

barrel is rolled till the cider has absorbed the sul-

phurous acid gas. The barrel is then filled up with

cider. The sulphurous acid gas, acting on the

Hlhmninous matter in the cider, arrests fermenta-

tion. The only objection to this method is that if

too much gas is absorbed, it may prove injurious.

A much better method, and one which obviates

This difficulty, is to have the sulphurous acid gas

absorbed by lime. In otlier words, to put a little

sulphit-e of lime (not sulphate of lime, or gypsum,)

into the barrel with the cider. When the cider

begins to ferment, the acetic acid formed unites

with the lime and liberates sulphurous acid gas,

:ind this immediately checks fermentation. The

sulphite is nearly insoluble in water, and lies inert

;md harmless at the bottom of the barrel till it is

needed. This is a very simple and effectual method

of arresting fermentation at any stage desired. Of

i;ourse, in all cases the cider should be kept as cool

.•ts possible, without allowing it to freeze ; and the

Toore effectually the air can be excluded, the better.

CULTIVATION OF WHEAT.

Editors (Genesee Fakmer:— If I am correct in

presuming that your journal discusses, as well as

advances, opinions in regard to agriculture, perhaps
you would allow me to make a remark or two on
jin article in your August number, entitled " Culti-

vation of Wlieat."
You say :

^' Wheat likes a firm, compact soil ; and
if left somewhat rough and cloddy, it is none the
worse (a) : and you advise shallow plowing (b).

Now, the deeper you i)low, (I am speaking, of
course, of a good depth o^soil,) and the higlier the
<tate of ])ulverizatinii you arrive at, the greater will

be the yield of grain. Yon seem to set a high value
on English farming; and I give this as an opinion
formed after liaving seen and traveled for years
over the best farming lands, and been among the
best fjirmers in that country. But, instead of har-

rowing in the wheat, as you advise, they plow it

ju (<•). I am certain tliat deep plowing and, as

much as possible, pulverizing the {.oil, will bring
the greatest croi)s. If the season be dry, the roots,

owing to the looseness of the soil, shoot beyond,
and are not dependent upon, tlie hot dust covering

the moist and rich soil which, under this system,

supplies the plant with nutriment. Again ; if the

season be wet and cold, there is not so much danger

of the plant suffering by the water standing around

the roots. In fact, the loose soil is one large drain.

Whereas, by shallow plowing, in a dry season, the

wheat is burnt up, because the sub-soil is too hard

for it to root deeper and obtain moisture; in a wet

season it suffers from the cold and water penetra-

ting and standing by every fibre. Why should not

the soil be cultivated as deep as the roots will

strike? I have detected fibres extending from the

root to a distance of twelve inches from the sur-

face of the soil, and some of my friends have found

them at fifteen and eighteen inches distance. We
can't always plow this depth, but we should do the

most we can.

Now to the looseness of the soil. Lime is mostly

used on heavy wheat lands in England. Is it as a

manure? No. It is as a rectijier. It loosens the

soil, pulverizes the clods, and enables the roots to

expand themselves, and obtain what nutriment the

soU naturally contains, which nutriment would not

be available but by this pulverizing process {d).

In the article, "Plowing vs. Spading"' in the

August number of the Oenesee Farmer., Baron von
LiEBiG says: "If the food of plants in the soil can

not move toward the roots, it is evident that the

roots must spread about and look for food." He
advocates the spade. And why ? It " breaks,

turns, and mixes it thoroughly."

In wet, cold, and sour lands, you advise to plow
into high ridges, and make deep, well-cleaned fur-

rows. I agree with you on this pointy except that

I would advise it on all lands.

West Jersey, lU., Aug., 1859. JOHN C. COPESTAKE.

Remarks.—(a) Is not that true ? Is it not, as we

said, " easy to make the surface too fine and smooth

for wheat"?

{h) We did not ''advise shallow plowing." We
merely stated that "the best English wheat-growers

seldom plow deep for wheat.'''' Is not this a fact ?

It is hardly necessary, we hope, for us to say we

are earnest advocates of deep plowing and thorough

pulverization of the soil.

(c) We have seen seed wheat plowed in m Eng-

land ; but it is not at all the general practice. It is

the exception and not the rule.

(d) If we are to understand from this that the

value of lime is owing merely to its mechanical

action, in rendering the soil loose, we must differ

from our correspondent.
II u

Is IT WELL TO CnANGE TUE PASTURE OF CoWS?
We had supposed that it was; but in the Report

of the Committee appointed by the New York

State Agricultural Society to visit dairy farms, it

is stated that Edwin Pitcher, of Martinsburg, wlio

hfis a dairy of eighty cows, " has but one pasture

in summer for liis cows (except about twenty acres

for night pasture), which he deems preferable, as

the cows are more contented, and do better through

tlie season than when changed in their pasture."

What say our correspondents?
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SPIRIT OF THE AGRICtJLTUEAL PRESS.

SoRGno INJURIOUS AS FoDDER. — The Marquis de

Vibrave states, in the French Journal of Practical

Agriculture^ that although sorgho is not poisonous

to cattle, yet he has observed, since he commenced

feeding it to his cattle, that it reduces the quantity

of milk given by the cows, one-half; and that it

also has the effect of inducing sterility, when cows

are fed regularly upon it.

Burning the Prairies.—A correspondent of the

Indi^jna Farmer says that in very dry seasons the

wet mucky spots on the prairies have in many in-

stances been burned out to the depth of two feet

;

and that, instead of the result being a crop, next

season, of waving pasture grasses, these spots have

become overgrown with swamp willows, from three

to tea feet high; and he strongly condemns the

practice of burning such land, as mistaken economy.

Kidney-Worms in Swine.— The Gennantown

Telegraph says this disease may generally be known

by the animal appearing weak across the loins, and

sometimes by a weakness in one or both hind legs.

As soon as these symptoms appear, give the animal

corn that is soaked in lye of wood ashes or strong

soap-suds, and at the same time rub the loins with

turpentine. An Ohio farmer cures this disease by

giving one ounce of copperas daily, for six or eight

• days, dissolved in warm water, and mixed with two

quarts of corn meal and dish-water.

Alpacas in Australia.— By the Sydney Morn-

ing Herald, of June 13, 1859, we learn that the

alpacas imported into Sydney, at so much expense,

by Mr. Ledger, have finally been purchased by the

New South Wales government for $75,000, and the

sum of $5,000 per annum allowed for the expense

of keeping them at the public domain till it is de-

cided that they can be successfully acclimated and

disseminated among the flock masters of that coun-

try with profitable returns. "We believe there were

280 in the flock, and it is said Mr. Ledger has lost

$35,000 by the operation.

Keeping Milk Sweet.—A correspondent of the

Homestead found that, in sending milk to market,

though it left the dairy perfectly sweet, it was often

curdled on delivery to customers. To remedy this,

the cans were covered with cotton cloth soaked in

salt water. By this method the curdling of the

itdlk was entirely prevented.

Old Radish Seed.—A correspondent of the

Prairie Farmer says that radish seed that has been

kept six years or more, will produce radishes of a

belter quality than new seed.

Management of Milk.—The Homestead says:

The milk-room and dairy management have some-

thing to do with the production of butter, and

thinks an improved style of milk-room would be

quite as likely to increase the yield of butter as an

improved breed of cows. There is much truth in

this; thougli there is no reason why we should not

have improved breeds of cattle as well as improved

dairy-houses and more skillful mai.ageraent. In

fact, they often go together.

Hogs fed on Acokns.—A correspondent of the

Country Gentleman asks why hogs fed on acorns

for weeks will not gain anything for the same

length of time if afterwards fed on com. Is such

the case? lie has killed hogs from the woods, and

found that their insides were completely black.

He attributes this to the astringency of the acorns.

English Beans.—Col. B. P. Johnson mentions,

in the Journal of the New York State Agricultural

Society, that Mr. Wainwrigiit, of Dutchess county,

has been raising English beans for feeding stock.

His crop last year succeeded well, and thiis year it

promises an abundant yield.

Brine poisonous to Animals.—The KentueJiy

Turf Register says a gentleman at Lawrenceport,

Indiana, recently emptied brine from a pork barrel

into the yard. A number of hogs, and also one

horse, partook of it. The result was that the horse

and seven hogs died in less than six hours after the

barrel was emptied.

Charcoal for Fatting Animals.— The Valley

Farmer advocates the use of finely powdered char-

coal mixed with the food of fatting animals,

especially hogs, once or twice a week. It says that

it serves as a medicine, and is also extremely fatten-

ing, either in itself or by rendering the food more

available by strengthening and stimulating the di-

gestive powers. We can not believe that it is, in

itself, nutritious.

Linseed Cake for Heifers before Calting.—
C. S. Flint, in his new and valuable work, Milch

Cows and Dairy Farming, says that heifers fed

with a little linseed cake, in addition to their other

fodder, for three months before calving, acquire a

larger developmfeiit of the milk vessels, and yield

more milk afterward, than others fed as usual. He

thinks cotton-seed cake would answer equally well.

Heaves in Horses.— It is said, in a recent num-

ber of an agricultural paper, that a quart of a de-

coction of smart-weed, given every day to a heavy

horse, will cure the heaves. W© doubt it; but

there is no harm in trying.
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DAIR7 MANAGEMENT IN SCOTLAND.

Sir John Sikclaiu lias stated that "it is sup-

posed that tlie same (juantity of herbage that would

add 224 lbs. to the weight of an ox would produce

900 English gallons of milk." Now, if we reckon

6 oz. of butter to bo the average weight obtained

from a gallon of milk, we will get 337 lbs. of butter

from the same quantity of herbage as was supposed

to produce 224 lbs. of beef. If the hypothesis of

Sir J. Sinclair be correct, there can be no doubt

that it is the interest of tlie farmer to adopt the

dairy system in preference to the feeding of cattle.

But even granting that the difterence between the

production of beef and butter is not so great as

stated by him, yet it is generally admitted that

there is a considerable margin in favor of butter,

particularly when we take into account the relative

price of the two at the present time.

The importance of the subject being admitted,

we may inquire shortly as to what kind of feeding

is best adapted for producing the largest yield of

butter. AiTON, in his Agriculture of Ayrshire,

published about the beginning of this century, tells

as that the winter food of the dairy stock at that

lime was the straw of oats, or, toward the muirish

parts of the country, the hay of bog meadows, fre-

•:juently but ill preserved. " For a few weeks after

they calved, they were allowed some weak corn

and chatf, boiled, with infusions of hay; and by
way of luxury, a morsel of rye-grass or lea-hay

once every day ; and of late years, by some farmers,

a small quantity of turnips in the early part of the

winter, and a few potatoes in the spring, have been
added." The effect of such feeding on the animals

is apparent when they are turned out on the grass

in summer ;
" many of them are so dried up and

emaciated that they appear like the ghosts of cows,

their milk vessels are dried up, and it is not till

chey have been several weeks on the grass that

they give either nmch milk or that of a rich qual-

ity." The summer feeding was generally pasture

;

and though a much better system of feeding has

been i)racticed throughout the country since the

introduction of turnip husbandry, yet an approxi-

uiation to that described by Mr. Aiton will be
round in some of the upland districts.

Farmers have now, however, a great variety of

food from which they can make a selection ; and
the problem to be solved now is not how a suffi-

ciency of one particular kind of food is to be gath-

ered together to keep the cows in life tor a consid-

erable period of the year, but rather what variety

of food, or, better, what mixture of varieties, how
much, and in what .state (raw or cooked), will

prove most profitable for the production of butter.

The mainstay of the dairy farmer now as formerly

in summer is grass; in winter, however, there has
been a great improvement in tlie feeding of the

cows, from the use of turnips and other roots, as

well us many other substances, such as beans, draff

or distillers' and brewers' grains, linseed and rape

'•ake, &c. Even now in sunmier, in some districts,

ii is found advisable an«l profitable, where butter is

wanted more th.m milk, to give the cows some
nourishing food, in addition to the i)asture, at the
very licight of the season. Draff and bean meal
are the two substances more generally used in such
lircumstances.

If the productioo of batter is to bo the main ob-

ject of keeping a dairy, there are two things to

which the farmer should pay particular attention :

the kind of cows he keeps, and the feeding. When
we speak of the feeding, we mean not merely the

quality of food the farmer purchases, but of what
is grown on his farm. It is well known that the

gi-ass and turnips on some farms will produce far

more butter from the same quantity of milk than

those grown on others. We have known cattle fed

on turnips alone from particular fiirms made fat in

the same time as similar animals fed on turnips

with the addition of two or three pounds of linseed

cake each per day, the treatment and housing of

the animals being alike in both cases. Certain

fields will give a larger proportion of butter to the

milk than others on the same farm. A farmer,

therefore, should be guided, not only by the local-

ity, but by the farm, in determining what depart-

ment of the dairy he should turn his attention to.

Without referring at all, at present, to the kind

of cow most profitable for a butt«r dairy, we pass

on to a consideration of the kinds of food that may
be used most profitably for the production of butter.

The great authority on this subject is Mr. IIors-

FALL, who has laid the public under great obliga-

tions to himself for the publication of his experi-

ments and views on this interesting question. His

method of feeding is the following

:

In May, his cows are turned out on rich pasture

near the homestead. Toward evening they are

housed for the night, when they are supplied with

a mess of a steamed mixture, to be afterward de-

scribed, and a little hay each morning and evening.

During June, mown grass is given to them instead

of hay, and they are also allowed two feeds of

steamed mixture. This treatment is continued till

October, when they are again wholly housed. After

this they receive steamed food ad libitum three

times per day. After each meal, cabbages are

given, from October till December; kohl-rabi till

February ; and mangels till grass-time—the supply

of each of these varieties of green food being limited

to 30 or 35 lbs. per day for each cow. Four lbs.

of meadow hay are also allowed after each meal,

or 12 lbs. per day for each cow, and water is placed

before them twice a day, of which they partake as

much as they feel inclined for. The steamed food

spoken of above consists of "5 lbs. of rape-cake, 2

lbs. of bran, for each cow, mixed with a sufficient

quantity of bean-straw, oat-straw, and shells of

oats, in equal ]iroportions, to supply thcra three

times a day with as much as they will eat. The
whole of the materials are moistened and blended

together, and, after being well steamed, are given

to the animals in a warm state. The attendant is

allowed 1 lb. to H lbs. of bean-meal per cow, ac-

cording to circumstances, which he is charged to

give to each cow in proportion to the yield of milk,

those in full milk getting 2 lbs. each per day, others

but little ; it is dry, and mixed with the steamed

food on its being dealt out sei)arately," This is

certainly high feeding, but it is amply repaid by the

results ;' for, while cows fed in the ordinary way
seldom jiroduce milk which yields more than 1 oz.

of butter to every quart, Mr. Horsfaix's milk gives

upward of li oz. for every quart. It is also an im-

portant part of his system never to allow his cows

to fall otf in condition. He considers the mainten-

ance of the condition essential to a large yield of
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milk There can be no doubt of the soundness of

thi? 'i/inion. A cow low in condition can not give

th' ame quantity of milk, as much of the nourish-

IV :nt of the food is drawn off to make up the con-

dition of the animal. And when a very lean cow
is put on rich food, it is some weeks before the full

benefit of the food can be obtained in milk, for the

reason stated above. Another useful deduction

made by Mr. Horsfall from his experiments is,

tliat albuminous matter is the most essential ele-

ment in the food of the milk cow, and that any de-

ficiency in the supply of this will be attended with

loss of condition, and a consequent diminution in

the quality of the milk.

In Scotland, bran is not very often used as an in-

gredient in any mixture of food for milk cows ; but

it will be seen from the foregoing that it forms an
important part of Mr. Horsfall's mixture. Some
time ago we came upon the following extract, we
believe from the Irish Farmers' Gazette^ which
gives some valuable hints as to the use of different

substances in the feeding of milk cows

:

" In reading over the experiments on feeding in

Stephens, a difference of opinion exists as to the

comparative fattening qualities of linseed-cake, bean
and other meal ; and in the Report of the Lame
National AgriciiUural School for 1853, 1 lb. of

beans is said to be equal in fattening qualities to 80
lbs. of turnips, and nearly 3 lbs. of oat-meal. I tried

the bean-meal one season, at the rate of 3 lbs. a
day, boiled, for each milk cow, with mangel, tur-

nip, and hay. By February one of them was fat,

but I may say dry ; and the others with about half

the quantity of milk they had when commencing.
I tried oatmeal for two winters, the same quantity
in the same way, and each cow gave three times
the quantity of milk and butter, and turned out full

better the following summer. I tried the same
quantity of yellow Indian meal last winter, and I

tliink it good for both milk and butter. I tried

bran for three winters, at the rate of 4 lbs. every
night for each cow. It was equal to the oat-meal,

while using, and my cows turned out better the
following summer than on any other feeding. The
bran not only keeps them healthy, and gives them
a greater relish for their food, but there is some
combination of qualities in it beyond what any
writer I have seen attributes to it."

The state in which the food is given has also a
great effect in the production of both milk and but-

ter. We have observed more than once that the
yield of butter and milk is never so great when we
give cows boiled turnips, with beans boiled quite

soft among them, as when they get the boiled tur-

nips and the same weight of beans made into meal
and mixed raw with them. Again, there is more
milk, and no taste of the turnip in it, when the
turnips are pulped and mixed with cut straw or
chaff and fermented, than if the same weight of
turnips are given whole and raw. In the Journal
cfAgrictilture Pratique we read a short notice on
this subject, by M. Lejeunb, a director of the Ag-
ricultural School at Thourout, in Belgium. The
facts he reports are not to be regarded as experi-
ments instituted to test any theory, but are merely
extracted from his accounts, and show the impor-
tance of attending to the mode in which food is

given to milk cows. In February, 1855, the milk
of eight cows was selected for experiment. The

cows were fed in the following manner : Each cow
got per day 4.4 lbs. of meadow hay, 13.2 lbs. straw.

4.8 lbs. linseed-meal, 11.5 lbs. of beet-root, and a

cooked mash consisting of 5.5 lbs. of turnips, 2.T

lbs. of beet-root, 1.2 lbs. linseed-meal, 3.2 lbs. of

rape-cake, 1.1 lb. of grain dust, 1.1 lb. of mixed
meal, about 1^ oz. of salt, and 6 gallons of water.

From this very watery diet a large quantity of milk

was obtained, 16 quarts of which gave 1 lb. of

butter. In the month of February, 1856, the cal-

culation was made from the milk of ten cows, eight

of which were those with which the observations

were made in the previous year. The nutritive

value of the food detailed above was calculated to

be equivalent to upward of 30 lbs. of good meadow
hay per head. The food given in 1856 consisted

of oat-straw, beet-root, the meal of rye, oats, and
buckwheat, linseed-cake, rape-cake, and the dust

of wheat or bran, given in such proportions as to

make the equivalent value of the day''s feed equal

to a little more than 31 lbs. per head of hay. None
of it was cooked, and the beet-root was reduced to

small pieces and sprinkled over the meal. There
was not the same quantity of milk, but the propor-

tion of butter was much larger, being 2 lbs. of but-

ter for every 20 quarts of milk. The cows, with
the exception of the food, were managed in the

same way in both years, and there were more
newly-calved cows in 1855 than in 1856.— The
Farmers'' Note-Booh in the Jownal of Agriculture.

JOHN JOHNSTON'S WHEAT CKOP.

The following extract from a private letter from

John Johnston, of Geneva, N. Y., will be read

with interest, and we hope Mr. J, will excuse u.s

for publishing it:

"My crop of SouWs yielded over forty-one bush-

els per acre. It is all weighed, except the rakings,

which got wet and sprouted, and are kept separate

from the other. The field was summer-fallowed
for wheat, and very highly manured, the fall pre-

vious, with rotted cattle and sheep manure. My
red wheat—say twenty acres of it—I expect will

go nearly as much, if the threshers are correct.

This shows what dung does, as I have twelve acres^

of red at the extreme east of my farm that has not

been manured in twenty-four years that only gave

a little over thirty-one bushels per acre. Dung is-

the staff of life and that's the fact. The red wheat
that is so good was on that twenty acre field that

grew the large corn you saw. I always thought it

the wosrt field I had for wheat; in fact, it never

had a good crop of wheat until I drained it in

1843 and '44. The SouWs was on the twenty-ei^ht

acre field, the second field east of my house,, where
you a few years ago saw large clover, very highly

manured the fall of 1857, intended for corn, but

summer-faUowed last year and sown with wheat,

commencing the 18th September last. I have
always the best SouWs wheat, when sown about

that time."

For Spavin.—Bin-iodide of mercury, five grains-;

lard, one ounce. Mix well. Rub the size of a

white bean into the spavin once a day, until it pro-

duces a discharge from the skin. This, application

will reduce almost any hard swelling,, evea when. it

ia of a bony nature.
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FALL PLOWING.

Editoes Genesee Farmer:—In the northern sec-

tions of our country, in consequence of the short

apring time, for preparing the land for our grain

crops, corn, potatoes, &c., it is a matter of much
consequence tliat everytliing sliould be done in the

fell that can serve to lessen spring work, such as

plowing green-sward, corn, and other stubble-

grounds, intended to be sown with grain and grass

seeds the succeeding spring. These matters are all

ably treated upon in your quotation from the Neic

England Farnur^ written by Mr. F. IIolbrook

some yeai's since. lie says: "From the last of Oc-

tober to the middle or later of November is a good

time for plowing land, preparatory to sowing or

planting iu the following spring." Upon some

accounts this late plowing may possess some advan-

tages over that of August or September plowing;

the weather is cooler, and usually the farmer is less

hurried with other labors of the farm. But it is

the opinion of some of our best farmers, that invert-

ed sod-land, turned over early in September, will

produce better crops of corn, oats, &c., than the

same land would if plowed late as the middle of

November. Direct experiments have proven the

correctness of the opinion in favor of early plow-

ing. The reasons for this seem quite obvious.

The vegetable matters of the green-sward, turned

over in the warmer weather of August and Sep-

tember, will soon after begin to heat and decom-

pose; gases of various kinds will be evolved anil

absorbed by the soil, if of a loamy or dayey nature,

and they will mostly be retained for the use of the

succeeding spring crops. Portions of the potash,

lime, and other mineral ingredients of the soil will

be liberated by the action of the carbonic acid,

ammonia, &c., formed during the decomposition of

the vegetable matters plowed in; but no such fer-

mentation will be likely to occur in the soil of the

November plowed land, and the rains and snows

of winter will so compress the inverted soil that

the decomposition of buried vegetable matters will

be much less perfect the following season. Your
remarks, that "the great error in fall plowing is in

not plowing early enough," in my view, is to the

point, and correct. Heat, air, and moisture, are all

requisite for the decomposition of vegetable and

animal matters. The early plowed lands have all

these requisites, while the late plowed are mostly

deprived of these necessary conditions.

However, all farmers can not do as they would
like in these matters. Some most necessarily delay

plowing till late; others may have doubts in refer-

ence to the correctness of our views. To such, we
would simply suggest an experiment in early and
late plowing of a field of green-sward. Farmers
diifer widely in their views in regard to plowing,

beside those of early and late plowing, viz: as to

the proper depth to wliich the plow should be
ganged, as also in the width of the furrow-slice,

and whether it should be completely inverted or

left at an angle of 45"—that is, lap-furrowed. All

these matters, in a measure, depend upon certain

contingencies, and admit of considerable variation;

therefore, farmers should experiment^ and investi-

gate for themselves, and not trust too mach upon
what this or that man may say or write.

Some of the farmers, whose farms border the

Merrimack river, in this State, I think, practice a

very judicious course of cultivating their alluvial

and other deep loamy soils. I do not see how they
can well improve upon their system of culture.

The system pursued by the farmers referred to, is,

with a strong team, to plow their sod-land in the

fall, (some of them early in September,) to the

depth of ten or twelve inches, some making use

of the double or Michigan plow ; for reasons, others

prefer the common plow. The land remams as left

by the plow till spring; then a wide harrow is run
over the field, after which the manure is carted on,

spread and plowed in to the depth of four or fivei

inches, and again harrowed. This preparation

makes the after culture, &c., very easy ; the resuH
is, a crop of sound corn, ranging for sixty to eighty

busliels per acre.

The plowing of corn and grain stubble in autumn,
for a succeeding crop of oats or other grain thd

following spring, has been recently practiced here
to some extent. It saves time in the hurry of
spring work, as the ground is readily prepared by
the cultivator and harrow for the reception of the

seed. The crops are thought to be equally good,

if not better, than if the ground had been spring-

plowed, and generally the seed can be sown earlier.

For oats and barley, early sowing generally proves
the most profitable. lkvi bartlett.

Warner, iV. IT., September 14<A, 1S59.

FEEDING BEES.

Those who keep an apiary should be particular

in examining their hives sometime in the month
of October, to ascertain if there is a suflicient stock

of honey to carry the bees through till the May
following. No hive of bees can be successfully

wintered over on less than from 15 to 20 lbs. of

honey ; and strong, large families, will require more.
The bee-keeper should be able from experience, to

know, on examination, whether his hives contain a

sufliciency of honey or not. Hives that have been
occupied several years, contain a large amount of

old comb and bee-bread, and will weigh as heavy,
without honey, as those that have been used one
season will with honey in them; therefore, in such

cases, an allowance must be made for this extra

weight. Where a deficiency is found to exist in

the stock of honey, it becomes necessary to supply

it by artificial feeding; which is usually done dur-

ing the latter part of autumn, or the beginning of

winter. Sometimes, however, it is found necessary

to carry on the feeding process through the entire

winter. This feeding of bees is generally looker'

upon as one of the greatest difficulties attendinj}

their management, and rather than put themselvei

to so much trouble, many apiarians suflTer theii

bees to perish, although the cost of such feedinf*

does not amount to one-tenth of the value of thti

bees. It is seldom that more than one or two fain

ilies out of ten or twelve in an apiar}- require feed'

ing; but still, it may happen that the entire apiarji

need it. For this purpose, small feeding-troughi

of tin may be placed at the rear of the hives oppo'

site to the ordinary entrance, the side of the trough

resting against the hive; the trough to be abput

the length of the hive, four to six inches wide, and
two in depth, or of just such a size as will bo suffi-

cient to contain a day's supply of food for tlie

hive; the trough to be nearly tilled with eyrop,
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made by dissolving sugar in water till it is of the

thickness of honey, and heating it to boiling, and

then carefully skimming off all impurities. The
synip of the Chinese sugar cane, when it can be

got, is admirably adapted for feeding bees. When
tile syrup is placed in the trough, a thin perforated

lioat of maple, or some hard wood, that will just

till the tin and settle down with the food as it is

consumed, is to be placed on the top of the syrup,

for the bees to alight on, and feed themselves

through the interstices, without danger of getting

stuck on the syrup. A few small holes are now to

be made througli the hive, just above the edge of

the trough, to enable the bees to get to their food,

aud as a means of attracting them to it a little

syrup may be sprinkled on the inside of the hive,

close to these holes, and also on the top of the float.

The trough is to be covered over with a coarse

wire gauze, that will prevent all access to the

trough except through the hive, and through which
the trough can be replenished from day to day,

without removing the trough, or disturbing the

bees that may be feeding. Over the whole is to be
placed a small box, to keep the light out, and pre-

vent rain, cold, &c., from penetrating. Some peo-

ple think it too much trouble to heat the syrup,

and are contented to give the bees only sugar and
water ; but this is done under a mistaken idea, and
proves the ruin of bees so fed. The water evapo-

rates in a few days, and the sugar becomes crystal-

ized in the cells, so that it is of no more use to the

bees than so much stone, thus destroying every
cell it hardens in for any further use. j. m.

GLEANINGS BY A YOUNG FAKMER.

Sucking Cows.— Several years ago, I had a
young cow which persevered in sucking herself in

spite of all the rigging I could contrive to prevent
her, and the only way I succeeded in stopping her
was to tie her up in a stall so narrow that the sides

of it would touch her sides, and feeding her plenty

of corn meal until she was fat enough to butcher,

and then butchering her. Last spring, I had another
likely three-year-old heifer, that had just come in

for the first time, commence the same vicious habit.

Remembering my former ill success in preventing
mechanically, I determined to appeal to her taite,

which I did by smearing the teats night and morn-
ing with soft grease, and then dusting them thor-

oughly with pulverized cayenne pepper. After
continuing the applications about a week, they
were discontinued. The cure was perfect, she
never having repeated the offence, up to the pres-

ent time.

Kicking Cows.—I have no difiiculty in breaking
the most viciovs McJcer, by Rareyizing them, i. e.,

tying up one fore leg. They will not attempt to

kick but once, for in so doing they will throw
themselves.

The Apple-tekh Borer.—This pest of the or-

chard is becoming more and more destructive every
year. Young orchards, especially upon gravelly
ground, left to themselves are almost sure to be
ruined in from one to three years. I have been
experimenting to prevent them for the last six years,

some of the time killing more tree3 than grubs. I

have at least ascertained, to my entire satisfaction,

that there are several articles not good for trees, be

they ever so good to kill the grubs. Experience is

a dear school, but it is called a good one. Spirit*

of turpentine, when applied to apple and peach
trees, I Icnow will kill them; also, unleached ashes,

when placed in contact with the bark of the apple

by being piled around them. The peach appears?

to stand the latter. I had observed that trees upon
a clay soil were much less infested than when upon
a gravelly one. I thought by drawing the earth

away from the roots of my trees, which are upon
a very loose gravelly soil, and piling around them a

small mound of clay worked up into a soft mortar,

to place them in as favorable a condition as though
they stood upon a clay soil. The result proved me
to be mistaken. Instead of being an advantage, I

found my trees never contained as many grubs
before, many of them having a dozen each. This

was caused by the shrinking and cracking of the

clay as it dried, forming a small space between it

and the bark, into which the insect could crawl and
deposit its eggs. The bark, by being kept moist,

was very soft aud in excellent condition for them
to flourish. I have settled down upon the follow-

ing plan, which I am confident will prove success-

ful: In the spring, I draw all the earth away from
tlie body of the tree quite down to the roots, and
dig out with a pen-knife all the grubs I can find,

and then apply tlie following mixture with a paint

brush, for a foot or eighteen inches above the

ground: Plug tobacco, one pound; aloes, four

ounces; water, two gallons; steep down to one
gallon, and add one gallon of soft soap, and stir

well. This should be applied in the spring, again

the last of June and first of September, each time

looking closely for grubs, which should always be
removed with the knife, as this will not, nor will

any other wash, eradicate them after they are once

hatched. It should be used to prevent the insect

from depositing their eggs upon the bark,, and to

destroy them when they are deposited, before they

are hatched.

The Bark-louse.—I have succeeded in freeing, a

number of young trees that were wonderfully in-

fested with the bark-louse, by washing with strong,

soap-suds and tobacco-water, applied as warm as

the hand could bear, using a woolen rag and rub-

bing each branch separately. The warm water
softens up the woody scales so that with a little

rubbing the bark will be perfectly clear of them.

I have often tried weak lye, but found they would
stand any number of applications. The rubbing
with hot suds is slow but perfectly effectual.

Cameron MiUa, Steuben Co., JV. Y., Sept. 2, 1859. S. M.

We shall be happy to receive some more of such

"gleanings" from our correspondent. eds^

Heaves in Horses.—A correspondent asks for a

cure for heaves in horses. I will send you one

that a friend of mine gave me some time ago,

which he says he has tried to his satisfaction and

thinks it a certain cure, and I believe him to be a

man of veracity. If you think best, you can pub-

lish in the Farmer. One pound of antimony, half

a pound of sulphur, half a pound nitre, one-fourth

pound rosin; powder fine and mix together. Give

a horse half a tablespoonful twice a week, mixed
with his food. I can not vouch for the above, not

having tried it.

—

Ueney Cox, Wlieatland, IL T.
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COAKSE T& FIKE-WOOLED SHEEP.

Editors Genkske Farmer:— Tn your July num-
ber, page 208, Z. B. S., of Fairfield, Oliio, (wliat

objection can gentlemen have to using their names?)
in writing under the head of "Fine vs. Coarse-

Wooled Sheep," says: "I have kept both kinds,

and, as far as my experience goes, am greatly in

favor of the fine-wooled, provided they are of the

right kind. I kept througli the winter, one year

ago, thirty-one sheep of the French and Spanish
cross," * * * "which sheared me 6 lbs. 11 oz.

per head (on an average) of clean washed wool,

that sold for 40 cts. per lb., while coarse wool sold

for from 25 to 30 cts. My sheep were provided
with (what I consider indispensable) good shelter,

racks under cover, and fed with corn, oats, and
wheat bran, in equal parts, half a bushel per day,

and watered regularly. Now, if any one can show
a greater profit from the same number of coarse-

wooled sheep, I hope they will give us their expe-

rience."

I do not know if the Cotswold would come under
the class of coarse- wooled, for theirs is the wool
rauslin-de-lain is made of; but I am familiar with
the other breeds, (tine and others,) from breeding

and otherwise, and am a breeder of Cotswold sheep,

and import always the winners of the high prizes

of the Royal Agricultural Society of England, to

insure having the best. I will not draw a com-
parison between the pure-bred Cotswold and his

tine-wool, (though Z. B. S. instances his pure-bred,)

because pure-bred Cotswolds are too scarce and
costly for slaughter— and the only fair way to cal-

culate the profit for farming purposes, is for mutton
and wool,— but will give the advantage to the fine

by only calculating the part-bred Cotswold. I have
never sold the Cotswold wool under 30 or over 40
cts. per lb., and that is fially as high as any fine

wool will sell here. I consider the wool pays for

the keep. I credit it with no more ; and the Cots-

wold wool will, on the same keep, give at least as

much money to the fleece as the fine wool. Z. B. S.

claims 6 lbs. 11 oz. Allow 7 lbs., which, at 40 cts.,

gives $2.80. Now, if I could make no more than
$2.80 per head for the whole year's keep, and feed-

ing half a bushel per day, in the winter, of corn,

oats, and bran mixed, to thirty-one sheep, besides

hay, I certainly would not raise them for profit.

I always have some part-bred ewes to raise mot-
tons from, and sell the lambs from such, the fall of

the year they are one year old, not one for less

than $10 each to the butcher, and have sometimes
sold them for $25 to $35 each. I have been offered

$50 each for the two-year-olds, and have been
offered $100 each to keep a lot to three years old,

and feed them. A gentleman bought of me three
wether lambs (two of them twins) to raise and feed

for a Philadelphia butcher, who gave him $250 for

the three. One of them weighed 234 lbs., and the
other two 204 and 192 lbs. net;* and the butcher

• This Is nearly 40 cts. per lb. for the mutton. Butchers will

K'lnetinies pay exorbitant prices for prize cattle and sheep, to

exhibit to their customers. But in instituting a comparison be-

tween the relative advantages of keeping different breeds of

sheep, it is hardly allowable to take such unusual prices aa the

bails of calculation, or even to allude to them as an argument in

favor of a particular breed. Our correspondent, too, leaves out

of the qneslion the fact that such largo sheep as the Cotswolds
«iU counme uore food than smaller breeds. u>8.

was so pleased with their turn out, that he pre-
sented the gentleman with a silver pitcher addi-
tional, worth $25. The thorough-bred in England
have been brought to 430 lbs. gross, 320 lbs. net.

Gentlemen in my county who have only the part-
breds, never sell their muttons under $8 each
(except a few for $0) the summer and fall they are
one year old from grass, never having fed grain at

all at any time ; and this is of every year's occur-
rence. Butchers come here from Wa.shington City,

Baltimore, Philadelphia, and New York— from 100
to 800 miles. The farmer never drives them one
mile ; and rarely, if ever, is there one mutton i0

this county as old as two years. This is one of tht

profitable advantages of this breed of sheep. The}
sell higher— much higher— at one year old than
other breeds at four; and a man need never b(i

overstocked— the butcher is always ready for any
surplrs. They are almost always muttons, it being
their peculiar trait to take on fat.

Now let Z. B. S. make his own calculation as to
the profits of the breeds forfarming purposes, i. e.,

for mutton and wool, not for breeding purposes,
and see the difference. He made his thirty-one

sheep at $2.80 each— $86.80. Mine would have
brought in lambs alone, independent of the wool,

$310, (ray wool brought at least as much money to

the fleece as his,) allowing my ewes brought only
one lamb each, as did his ; but it has been proved
in a court of record, that " twenty Cotswold ewes
brought and raised, in one season, sixty Iambs ;

"

and an agricultural society has had it proved, to its

satisfaction, that " eleven Cotswold ewes brought
twenty-eight living lambs. Five of the eleven

brought sixteen lambs— one of the five brought
four, and the other four brought three lambs each."
Both so unusual as to be remarkable.

My sheep have a common straw shelter, that

they may go in and out at pleasure. If snow is on
the ground, I have a rack under the shelter, for

hay. Occasionally, while snow is on the ground,

I give them a little offal and salt. Water is in the

field. I rarely give them offal or grain of any kind.

What would they not be, if I were to give them,
as Z. B. S. does his, " corn, oats, and wheat bran,

in equal parts, half a bushel per day" ?

In the experiments of Z. B. S. with long-wools,

could he have had "the right kind" of long-wools,

pr long-wools of pure blood, or long-wools at all ?

JOSIAH WM. WAKE.
Berryvtile, Clarke Co., Ya.., Jtihy, 1S59.

To CURE Scab among Sheep.—Take four pound'

tobacco—best natural leaf ; extract the juice. On»

pound corrosive sublimate, half-pound sal ammo
niac, one pound sulphate zinc, half-pound arsenir

one pound red precipitate, three quarts spirits tur

pentine. Dissolve the precipitate, arsenic, and coi

rosive sublimate in the turpentine ; the balance di.'.

solve in soft water. Procure five barrels of sol'

water. First add the solution in water; stir am
mix well ; then add the solution of turpentine, add

ing the amben The whole should be about 90"^'

Fahrenheit. Dip the sheep in the liquid; wash
and rub well until thoroughly saturated to the skin.

Keep the sheep under shelter, if done in cold, damp
weather. This will effect a permanent cure in a

short time.

—

Edward Kiuley, Salem, Iowa.
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DO SHEEP DETERIORATE IN THE QUALITY OF
THEIR WOOL m WARM CLIMATES?

Editors Genesee Faemer :—President Fanxing,

of Franklia College, Tean., remarks, in the South-

ern Homesf^ad :

" The effect of a warm climate is to thin out and
shorten the fibre, lighten the fleece, and take the

wool from the limbs and under portions of the

body, and substitute rough, hairy locks, particu-

larly about the hips, neck, &c. In higher latitudes,

slieep are more compact and uniform in the fleece

over the whole body, and the yield is perhaps

double that of southern flocks."

Now is all this true? Hardly, I think, to the

extent the Professor would lead us to believe.

"Where do the finest and best wools come from ?

Is it not the hot and dry climate of Australia, of

Cape Colony, and of the plains of Estramadura and
and Saxony ? Is it not generally the case that the

fine-wooled sheep, if removed to a colder and
damper climate, such as Great Britain or the north-

ern States of America, are apt to have their wool
deteriorate and become coarser, from the united

effects of external moisture, the want of green and
succulent food, and the confinement during our

long and severe winters? Would not the same
amount of care and attention expended on a fine-

wooled sheep in the ever green pastures of Austra-
lia result in the production of a larger and finer

fleece than is obtained from the same animal in

Vermont ? What would be the quality and quan-
tity of wool obtained from a sheep in Vermont, if

it were to have to shift for itself all the year round,

exposed to the wet and cold, and subsisting on the

driest of hay or a cold bite of frozen grass ? Do
the fine-wooled sheep in Australia, Spain, or Sax-
ony, yield a less average weight of fleece than those

of Vermont or Ohio, of an equality of fineness?

Is there not a great difference in the profit of keep-

ing 1000 sheep in the former at the same expense
as 100 in the latter ? Is not the want of green food

in winter, such as turnips, one of the causes why
sheep, when removed to our cold northern climate,

have a tendency to yield wool of a coarser fibre

and longer staple ?

Will some of your correspondents give us their

views on this subject? m.

The Insect on Mulleins not the Wheat-midge.
—I have to-day been examining, with a microscope,

the small yellow worm which infests the mulleins,

and which has been supposed to be the larva of the

wlieat-midge. But I think that it is not this larva,

though at first sight it closely resembles it. Its

color and size are exactly the same, but it moves
about much more actively, and the microscope
reveals that this larva has several long legs, which
the larva of the wheat-midge has not, and a sharp
pointed tail, and two horns or antennte from a very
projecting head, which it moves from one side to

the other. Now the larva of the wheat midge has
scarcely any perceptible motion at any stage of its

existence, (and it has long ago passed into the pupa
state,) nor are there any marked distinction between
its two ends; both are similarly rounded off, and
there are no antennas.—E. M., Ancaster, C. IT.,

September 8, 1859.

WEATHER, CROPS. &c., IN MAINE.

Editors Genesee Farmer :—No rain fell in the

month of Augu.st up to the 25th, when we received

a refreshing fall of eighteen hours continuance.

The number of days drouth Avas fifty-two, or from
July 8d till August 25th. The montlily mean of

heat for August at this place, lafe. 44 deg. 23 rain.

N., long. 69 deg. 6 min. W., was 70^. This was
obtained from observations made by myself at the

hours of 7 A. M., Noon, and 6 P. M. The warmest
day was the 5th—mean 81°; the coldest, 80tli

—

mean 59°, The weather for September, up to this

date (Sept. 7th), has been cool. Vegetation suffered

severely in consequence of the drouth, l)ut partially

revived under the influence of the moisture. Grain

has been harvested in good order; the crop is remu-
nerative; principally oats and barley. Wheat rye,

and buckwheat, are grown to a limited extent.

Potatoes have as yet escaped the rot and rust.

Many fields are to be seen perfectly green and
growing, exhibiting a striking contrast with former

years, when the tops were black—dead with rust

—

long before this time of the year. The absence of

rust can only be attributed to the lack of moisture

—foggy weather—of which we have been most
entirely free the past season. Throughout the

whole State, fruit is entirely wanting. Corn has

revived, and will be quite a crop. The grasshop-

pers in some sections are very destructive, sweep-
ing whole fields of potatoes, turnips, carrots, etc.

Belfmt. Me., Sept. 7, 1859. G. E. BRACKETT.

MANAGEMENT OF HOGS.

Editors Genesee Farmer:—A very good way
of keeping stock hogs through the winter, is to have
a sufficient quantity of sheaf rye stacked at some
distance from the barn and away from other ani-

mals, as hogs do best where they are not annoyed.

The rye can be fed in the sheaf. One sheaf per

day for each pig that is nine months old is suffi-

cient. It is better for them thus than in any other

way, as they masticate it better, and it is easily

digested. They should have a field to run in, with

a good supply of fresh water. A small quantity of

salt may be laid by the water, where the pigs can

have ready access to it. Last season, I wintered

my swine on sheaf rye, and I never had any look

better.

In wintering hogs, people err in keeping them in

stys for weeks, and even months, without changing
their bed. Mine lie scattered through the straw,

and look clean and healthy. They work the straw

over, and have it in good condition for plowing
under in early spring. If young pigs are kept at

home in winter, it is best to put the mother in the

sty, and give them a fresh bed of straw every week,
and let them also have air and exercise on warm
days. Wean them at the end of seven weeks, and
then feed them with scalded Indian meal for the

first six weeks after. john ewing.
Benton, HoVmes County, Ohio, 1S59.

There are truths which some men despise, be-

cause they have not examined them ; and which
they will not examine, because they despise them.

To PREVENT Hens eating thier eggs—Give them
a piece of raw meat, about once a week, to peck at.
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NOTES FOR THE MONTH-BY S. W.

The Soil and Climate of Minnesota.—The ed-

itor of the Lalce City Tribune^ a practical farmer

and a gifted western editor, says that corn in his

garden, planted on the 24th of May, and only one

foot high on the fourth of July, was seven feet high

on the 2-ith of July. When I first landed, in 1814,

at Duulap's, north of Sheldrake Point, Cayuga Lake,

N. Y., I was astounded at the growth of Indian

corn growing there. The soil was so well divided

by vegetable matter, that I could pull out the large

corn roots, a foot or more in length. I did not

again visit those fields until twenty years afterward.

Tlien the soil was so worn down by cereal crop-

ping, that it had changed from a corn to a wheat
soil ; and it was solely indebted for its present

vegetable matter to recent crops of clover plowed

into the calcareous loam. At that early day, such

beech, maple, and basswood land brought great

corn and great wheat straw ; but while the cereal

yield of corn was perfect, the wheat was shrunken.

I'hen the oak lands, common to both sides of the

lake, except this particular locality, brought the

finest of white, thin-skinned wheat, with the least

possible tillage. The oaks were girdled, the brush

burned, and the wheat harrowed in ; and kind na-

ture gave the increase, as God in love and mercy
ever favors the poor who help themselves.

But methinks Minnesota is not altogether indebt-

ed, for her corn-oTovving success, to the vegetable

matter in her soil ; her climate must be much less

capricious than ours, as no twenty consecutive days

in July in this region ever gave six feet altitude to

Indian corn, no matter how well suited the soil

might be to the growth of the corn plant. I had

Bweet corn fit to boil on the 8th of August, planted

on the 4th of May. It grew more than four inches

some days; but then a few cool days, or a cold

northeast rain storm, would keep it a week in

abeyance'. Yet we had some hot, corn-growing

days in May, when corn grew fast in proportion to

its then slender roots; and at that time the region

about Lake City was chilled below corn-growing by

the ice in Lake Pei)in. I hope the editor of the

Tribune will consent to keep a diary of the weather

there, for the benefit of his outside readers, and

publish it, as he does much other valuable informa-

tion.

Sii-iOATK OF LiMK.—The best farming and general

amendment of the soil, at the smallest outlay for

manures, is undoubtedly in Eastern Pennsylvania.

Red clover is there the principal meadow crop, and

lime and clover their principal manure, always in-

cluding that of the stalls. Many farmers there

have lime-kilns on their farms, and every farmer

vises lime without stint on his clover lays and fol-

lows, where organic matter is not exhausted. As
lime is not needed in any quantity as an ingredient

of the plant, it has been supposed that the office of

lime, thus liberally applied to the Soil, is to dissolve

the woody fibre, and other matters in the soil, into

available plant-food. lint the lite discoveries of

Prof. Wat, corroborated by still later experiments

of Eicnnons', give another and not less important

value to lime in the soil, to wit, that the silicate of

lime alone has the power of attracting ammonia
from the air. (Vide leader in the August Farmer.)

At the well-wooded North Manitou Island, last

summer, I was astonished, in common with every

other farmer passenger, to see such millet, potatoes,

and corn, growing, almost without manure, in a
very loose, coarse, and nearly white sand. The
proprietor attributed the fertility of the soil solely

to the lime it contained. The beach was covered
with boulders and jtebbles of nearly white magne-
sian limestone, including those of quartz, feldspar,

&c., but no stratified limestone was in sitii. May
it not be inferred that the fertility of this soil uf

drifting sand and boulders is due to the presence of

the silicate of lime in the soil, and to the affinity of

lime-silicates for atmospheric ammonia? In no
other region that ever came under my notice did

such tall, large beeches and maples grow on a soil

so poor in the aluminous principle and vegetable

matter. The extreme transparency of Lake Michi-

gan in this region proclaims the aluminous poverty

of the soil.

The BEST Food and Treatment for Hens.—

A

late agricultural paper recommends azote as a very

necessary ingredient in the food of laying hens.

Azote is the French for nitrogen; and as a laying

ben is constantly contributing nitrogenous food for

man, in her eggs, it is indispensable that she should

be well fed with both vegetable and animal food.

Linseed meal, being the richest of all vegetable food

in azote or nitrogen, I have found to be a great

promoter of egg-laying. It should be mixed with

scalded meal or shorts, or with sour milk. In this

way it is a good substitute for animal food, or the

insectiv'ora that hens are deprived of wlien confined

to narrow quarters. I have found that there is no
food hens like so well as Indian corn, and it is also

the cheapest grain for their food. A pint of corn

will go as far in feeding hens, besides being better

relished, as four times its bulk in made dishes.

I have found, on trial, that a small yard is a worse
prison for hens than a larger stable with a base-

ment, where the floor is dry earth. The continued

moisture from rain in an open yard soon makes the

whole surface redolent of excrements, whereas a

barn floor may be sanded and kept sweet and dry.

With sand to roll in, hens may be confined under

cover the whole season. Half an hour before sun-

set they should be let out to range over tJie yard

and garden. They will then be too busy picking

gi'uss, gravel, &c., to scratch and do mischief, being

always in a hurry to return to roost before even

twilight begins. Hens thus kept will more than

twice i^ay for their keeping, if not too old to lay

well. Two or three days' imprisonment in a coop

will break up Black Spanish hens from sitting, and

they soon commence laying again, if well fed. It

is only profitable for a villager to raise a few early

chickens to renew his laying stock, as chickens are

great and increasing feeders, eating, when half

grown, twice as much as an old fat hen. Among
the grasshcrjjpers of the farm chickens are more
profitaldv grown.

mUerlao, JT. J'., August 11, 1359.

For Cakkb Bag or Garget.— Strong tincture

of iodine, half a drachm ; lard, one ounce. Mix
well. Rub the hardened or inflamed parts of the

udder well twice a day. If there is much heat and

redness, it is better to paint the part twice a day

with strong tincture of iodine (two scrujdes to an

ounce of alcohol), and bathe with whiskey two or

three times a day ; and when the heat is reduced,

nse the ointment.
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THE DESTEUCnON OF OUR FOREST TREES.

Eds. Genesee Farmer :— I have often thought

of the reckless destruction of our forests, and our

otter carelessness about cultivating timber. True,

some look into the future, and leave a part of their

forests for future use; but the majority go with

headlong haste to destroy their timber, as if in a

hundred years none would be needed. But few
reflect that posterity may need timber for building,

fencing, fuel, &c. ; and not a small number think

there is a sufficiency for their time, and that their

posterity may look out for themselves. This is

truly ungrateful to the Creator. God made the

earth, with its fulness, for all his children; and
those who fail to make provision for the coming
generations, or who destroy that already made for

the accommodation of all, through all time, do not

fulfill their duty.

Even in the States of Ohio, Kentucky, and Indi-

ana, which once abounded in timber, there are

many places where timber is already scarce ; and
yet to endeavor to impress the propriety and neces-

sity of cultivating timber, would be thought ridicu-

lous. One man, to whom I made the necessity of

timber-culture quite apparent, replied, or rather

defended himself against my arguments, by saying,
" My neighbors would laugh at me !

"

It must be apparent to any reflecting mind, that,

should the present rate of consuming timber be
continued, and no efl:orts be made for its re-produc-

tion, many districts will, at no distant day, be sadly

in Avant of the article. The vast consumption by
steam alone, should rouse us to a different course.

I am pleased with friend Bemext's thoughts on
the Oaks of New York, in last year's volume of the

Farmer, and hope that he, and others of similar

views on so important a subject, will speak more
on the culture of timber, in the Genesee Farraer and
other public journals.

For the encouragement of those who think of

the subject, and to whom the practicability of rais-

ing timber may be a prol)lem, let me say that in

my boyhood I roamed over districts in Stark Co.,

Ohio, where I could see from oue to fifteen miles

over plains (so-called) without any timber but
scions of a year's growth, and on many spots not a

sign of anything but grass, and on the hills (Stark

is hilly in some parts) in-any acres quite bare of

timber. But now, not over forty years later, there

are dense, beautiful—delightfully beautiful—groves
of timber from fifteen to forty feet high. Could
those who think the culture of timber a chimera
have seen these jjlaius and bare hills, and now be-

hold the enchanting groves of oaks, liickories, &c.,

they would be astonished, and be induced to plant
acorns and nuts, or at least not laugh at those who
would engage in timber- culture.

In the same county (Stark), I saw sprouts on
chestnfit stumps, not over fifteen years old, that
afl:brded eight good rails to the lower cut. The
scions or sprouts of chestnut grow, the first few
years, faster than those from the seed; but it is a
luxuriant-growing tree, and should be planted
wherever the soil is congenial. Not only its useful
timber, but its excellent nut, should give two-fold
inducement. The black or native locust should be
extensively grown, its timber is so durable and
therefore valuable. It is of rapid growth, and the

sprouts are easily transplanted. The whit^i pine

and red cedar should command our attention, not
only for their valuable timber, but for beauty and
shelter. At Forlorn Hope, Stark county, Ohio,

are white pines, transplanted about twenty-five

years since, fifty feet high, and twenty inches in

diameter at two feet above the ground. Also,

spruce, red cedar, and tamarack, from twelve to

fifteen inches in diameter. a. bake, jb.

Fipestoum-, Berrien Co., Mich,, 1859.

HUNGARIAN GRASS.

Editors Genesee Farmer:—In the August num-
ber of your paper I find an inquiry from G. E. B.,

of Belfast, Me., asking if Hungarian grass is a species

of millet, or a "humbug." One portion of this

query I can answer. Most assuredly it is not a
" humbug.'''' In the month of June I sowed fifteen

acres of Hungarian grass, in no less than seven dif-

ferent portions of our farm, and of course on differ-

ent varieties of soil, &c. "We have Hungarian grass,

sown on the l7th day of June, that now stands
over four feet high and just as thick as it can pos-

sibly stand ; and I have no doubt that from three

of our parcels we shall get at least four tons per
acre of dry fodder. Certainly, in the present
scarcity of hay, it will prove a most profitable crop

;

and I have not a particle of doubt that if sown in

this latitude as late as the 20th day of July, it

would mature suflaciently to make most excellent

fodder, as that sown by us on the 20th of June is

now heading out, and would yield, if cut now,
much more hay than the best meadow I have seen
this summer. So much for the "humbug" part of
G. E. B.'s question.

Now as to it being millet, we have A. B. Dick-
inson's ipse dixit for that ; but I beg leave to say
that Hungarian grass and millet are two very dis-

tinct varieties of the same great family of forage
plants.* I have growing, at this present time, by
the side of one of our parcels of Hungarian grass,

three acres of millet ; and a blind man could dis-

tinguish the great difference which exists in the
two. First, we get but one stem and one head
from each millet seed, while from the seed of Hun-
garian grass we get from one to ten. The leaf of
the millet has a rough edge and surface, while that
of the grass is quite smooth. The millet grows
ranch stronger and shorter between the joints than
the Hungarian grass. The heads do not resemble
each other any more than the heads of oats rasera

ble wheat—the millet having a long, flat, branching
head ; while the Hungarian grass has a short, com-
pact, round head. Again, there is great difference in

the color of the two plants while growing; and the
only point of resemblance that I can see, is in the
shape of the seed. I think that Mr. Dickinson was
entirely ignorant of the subject on which he wrote,
when he pronounced Hungarian grass the millet
and barn-yard grass of forty and seventy-five years
ago. Millet itsehf bears but little resemblance to
barn-yard grass, and Hungarian grass much less.

Detroit, Mich., Aug., 1S59. C. WOOD DAVIS.

* G. E. B. asks if Hungarian grass is a variety of millet. Onr
correspondent admits that it is. We understand A. B. Dickis-

goN to claim nothing more than this— that Hungarian grass is a
variety of millet. um.
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DESIGN FOB A COUNTEY HO0SK.

6S0CMD PLAX.

DESIGN FOS A COUITTBT EOITSE.

Mb. Habxet's designs for houses, three of which

have already appeared in the Genesee Farmer, have,

w« believe, given very general satisfaction. The

houses are well arranged, and there is a home-like

look about them which commend them to the at-

tention of all about to build. If there is any fault,

it i3 that they are too expensive for the majority of
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armers. We should be glad if some of our readers

vould furnish us a few designs for cheaper houses.

This month we present a design, by Mr. Harnky,

or a bracketed country house of two and a half

tories. It consists of a main body and an L. The

nain house is square in plan, and measures 36 ft.

•u each side ; the L, containing the kitchen and its

iffices, is 18 ft. by 26, and one story and a half in

leight. The disposition of the several apartments

)f the house is as follows

:

The front entrance porch, ITo. 1, opens into a

'estibule, No. 2, 5 ft. by 9. From this vestibule we
inter the parlor, No. 3, which is 18 ft. square, and

!ontains a good-sized closet. At the further end

if the vestibule, a door, the upper panels of which

nay be glazed, opens into the staircase hall, No. 4.

This hall contains stairs to the chambers above,

mder which is a flight leading to the cellar, and

jpens into the following rooms

:

No. 5, office or library for the master of the

louse, so situated as to be convenient to the door

opening upon the recessed veranda. No. 6 ; No. 7,

dtchen, 16 ft. square; No. 8, store-room, 7ft. 6 in.

)y 8 ft. ; No. 9, pantry, 8 ft. square, containing

aump and sink, and leading into the private yard,

^0. 10 ; this yard is to be enclosed by a lattice

fence 7 ft, high.

No. 11, living-room, 15 ft. by 16, containing a

large closet, and communicating, by means of a

passage way, No. 14, with the family bed-room, No.

12. No. 13 is a privy opening into the enclosed

yard.

The second story contains three large chambers

and a child's bed-room, besides the hall and several

closets in the main body ; and a servants' bed-i-oom,

a large clothes-press, and a bathing-room in the L.

The third story, or attic, furnishes room for three

large bed-rooms and numerous closets.

Construction.—This house is to be constructed

in the same manner as those we have before offered,

namely, vertical boarding and battens for the out-

side covering, and plain finish, with walls prepared

for papering, for the interior. All the lower win-

dows of the main part are to be shielded by hoods*

12 inches wide. The roof projects three feet all

around, and is supported on plain 3^-inch brackets.

Height of first story, 10 feet; height of second

story, 9 feet.

The cost of the above house would be from

$3,300 to $3,500.

* In Mr. Harney's de8ign there are two skylights, for partially

Dghling the attics. These, and the " hoods" over the lower win-

dows, mentioned above, do not appear in the yiew, baring been
omitt«d by the engraver.

OENAMENTAL BEE-HOUSE.

Springside is a fancy place, and all the buildings

are of a fanciful order. The lodge is a gem in its

way. The family cottage, the gardener's cottage,

the conservatory and grape-house, the carriage-

house and stables, the dairy, ice-house, and poultry-

houses, are all models of beauty. A bee-house

seemed to be wanting to complete the arrange-

ments.
There are various modes of housing the hives.

Some are very ornamental, and may be scattered

over pleasure-grounds and gardens, in the form of

grottos, temples, etc., and thus unite ornament and
use. Phklps, in his Bee-Keeper'8 Chart, says:

"Much more depends upon the location of the

apiary than most bee-keepers appear to imagine;

and even among those who have the preference,

there are different opinions on the subject."

"If we keep bees for ornament," says Quinbt,
" it would be well to build a bee-house, paint the
hives, etc.; but as I expect the majority of readers

will be interested in the profit of the thing, I will

say that the bees will not pay a cent toward extra

expenses; they will not do a whit more labor in a

painted house than if it was thatched with straw."

Notwithstanding this high authority, we were de-

termined to erect one to correspond with the other

buildings on the premises. It was the wish of the

proprietor to have something fanciful. Architec-

tural, agricultural, and various works on bee-

culture, were consulted, without finding anything
to suit our purpose. After sketching various forms
and plans, the one figured at the head of this article

was finally adopted. It is something of the Gothic
style of architecture, and is considered a beautiful

specimen of an ornamental bee-house.

The style and external form is pretty well delin-

eated in the foregoing sketch. Each wing is 10 ft.

long and the front posts 9 ft. high, the rear ones 8 ft.

The tower is 6 ft. square— the same width as the

two wing rooms, which extend into the tower,
making the length of each room 16 ft. Inside,

against the front wall, are two shelves, one above
the other, extending the whole length, sufficient to

accommodate twenty of Phelps' patent hives.

—

Shelves are also placed in the upper part of the

tower, suitable for six more hives. The sides are

of inch-and-a-quarter plank, tongued and grooved,

and battened. The floor is of hemlock boards, and
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the roof of shingles. There are two glazed win-

dows— one facing the west, the other facing the

north. These windows, when opened, and the

holes under the roof, give a complete circulation of

air, so necessary for tlie comfort of the bees in the

heat of summer. The hives arc placed against the

eide, with a tube three inches wide and half an inch

<leep projecting through, for the egress and ingress

of the bees. By tliis arrangement, the bee-keeper

can examine the hives without molestation from

tlie bees.

As this building is situated, one wing faces the

east, the other the south. This gives the bees the

influence of the sun in the morning, or fore part of

tlie day, when it is beneficial to them; and during

the middle of the day it will not be so oppressive as

when the hives are unprotected by the front wall.

This is the second season since this building has

been occupied by bees, and so far has met our most
sanguine expectations. Our stock of bees has more
than doubled, and we have had a good supply of

honey.
Many suppose a miserable box, placed on an old

board, and stuck in some dark, out-of-the-way

corner, is all sufficient; and even when so placed,

they are discovered to be very profitable tenants.

But these industrious little insects are worthy of a

better situation ; and we think it will be found that

the profit arising from them will increase in propor-

tion to the care and attention bestowed.
Springtide: K. F., Au^., 1659. C. N. BEMENT.

PADttING HOUSES.

TnE Rural Register^ a new and valuable agricul-

tural paper lately started at Baltimore, says

:

" "Wherever a white house is set conspicuously,

either on a hill or in a valley, it is a blotch upon
the landscape, because it never harmonizes with
the scenery around it. A white house with green
Dlinds offends the very first principles of good taste."

This is too much the case ; and it is much to be

wished that our rural friends would show a better

appreciation of the effects of color, by subduing the

too glaring white of their houses, which is easily

done by mixing a few pounds of some color with

the white, when painting or whitewashing the out-

sides of their residences, that will render it of a

more neutral tint, such as stone gray, salmon color,

or light brown. Uvedai.k Price, a good authority

on this subject, is Ihus quoted by Downing :

" "Wlien the sun breaks out in gleams, there is

something that delights and surprises, in seeing an
object, before only visible, lighted up in splendor,

and then gradually sinking into shade. But a
whitened object is already brightened up; it re-

mains so when everything else has returned into

obscurity; it still forces itself into notice

—

still

impudently stares you in the face. An object of a
sober tint, unexpectedly gilded by the sun, is like a
serious countenance suddenly lighted up by a smile;

a whitened object, like the eternal grin of a fool."

There are some cases where this sweeping con-

demnation is not so applicable, such as where a house

^ is so embowered in fohage that bnt little of it is seen.

SHOULD YOUKG DUCES BE ALLOWED TO
GO TO WATER'.

Editors Genesee Farmer :—Did you ever know
an animal to be misled by its instincts? If not,

how happens it that the mother duck takes her
young (and, to her, precious) charge direct from
the nest to the nearest pond ? If it is " decidedlj
injurious" to allow a young duckling to get into the

water for a week or two after it is hatched, I think
the expectant mother would have selected some
spot remote from the water to have deposited her
eggs and spent her anxious weeks of incubation.

Limerick, K. Y., Aug., 1S59. E. MAYNARD.

Remarks,— Our correspondent is evidently in-

clined to be facetious. "We merely stated a fact

which we had learned from experience. "We find,

however, that we are not alone in advocating that

young ducks should be kept from the water for

some time after hatching. C. N. Bemknt says:

"Ducks, when first hatched, are always inclined to

fever, from their pinion wings coming out so soon.

This acts upon them as teething does on children.

They should therefore be kept from everything

that has a tendency to give them a sudden chill.

To prevent this, we always give our young ducks

as little water as possible. In fact, they should

only have enough to allay their thirst, and should

on no account be permitted to play in the water.**

Browne says: "The ducklings are no sooner

hatched than the mother takea them to the water,

where they dabble and eat at the very first, and

many of them perish.'''' This author strongly

recommends that ducks' eggs should be placed

under hens, as he says the young ducks have then

a chance to get hardy on dry land, before they take

to the water. Loudon, than whom there is no

better authority, recommends confining them in a

coop for a week or two before they are allowed to

go to the pond.

Instinct no doubt leads the old duck to the water,

as being most congenial to herself; but it does not

give her the power of reasoning from cause to effect;

and where animals are brought under man's con-

trol, for his benefit, their instincts must submit to

be controlled by his superior reason. bds.

Saving Oi-over Seed.— Many farmers are de-

terred from saving clover seed for their own use,

from the great trouble and expense of hulling and
cleaning it. But in this section it is a common
practice to sow the seed and chaff together, which
is done by making a large, deep box of boards, on
the top of an ordinary wagon box. The chaff i»

then shovelled in and hauled out to the field, and
scattered over the surface from the waggon, as

evenly as possible, with a straw or dung fork, just

thick enough to give the ground a dark appearance.

It is then harrowed in with a light harrow.—J. M.,

Woodhoute, C. W.
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T. G. YEOMANS' PEAR ORCHAED.

On the first of September, in company with

lessrs. Hooker, Littles and Seelte, of this city,

e had tlie pleasure of visiting the farm of the

[on. T. G, Yeomans, of Walworth, N. Y.

Mr. Yeomans is well known as an enthusiastic

ultivator of fruit, especially of the dwarf pear,

he village of Walworth evidently owes mnch to

is arboricultural taste. Shade trees abound. The

treets are lined with them—Maple, Elm, Horse-

hestimt and Lindens, with here and there, in the

ardens and grounds, a line Norway Spruce, Hem-
jck, or other evergreen. What a beautiful country

his would be in ten years, if we had ojie such man
n every town

!

Mr. Yeomans' farm consists of one hundred and

ighty acres. Of this he has one hundred and

wenty-five acres in orchard. He has 3000 Bald-

oin apple trees in rows 20 feet apart, planted 40

't-et apart in rows, in quincunx, with peach trees

lanted between the apjjles.

The peach trees will afford several crops of fruit

jefore the apples come into bearing, and, being com-

jaratively short-lived, they may be cut down wath-

)ut loss, when the apples trees are large enough to

jccupy the whole ground. Mr. Yeomans, too, finds

them beneficial in breaking the force of the wind.

The apple and i)ear trees are trained with long

stems, (apples 5 to 6 feet, peaches 4 to 5 feet high,)

80 as to admit the free use of the plow and culti-

vator. Mr. Y. is decidedly opposed to the system

of low training. The land under his apple and peach

trees is as clear and mellow as a summer-fallow.

But it is of his Pear orchard we designed partic-

olarly to speak. Eight years ago he set out 3000

Virgalieu pear trees, 120 Duchesse dC Angouleme^

find one to three trees of about thirty other varie-

ties. They were all dwarf trees, that is, they were

all worked on the quince stock. They were planted

10 feet apart each way.

The Duchesse d' Angoulemet have succeeded ad-

mirably. They occupy a little less than one-third

of an acre. In 1857 they produced about eighteen

barrels of fine fruit, which were sold at $14 per

barrel >= $252, or $756 per acre. In 1858 (a poor

pear season) they ripened seven barrels ; one barrel

of which was sold for $25, and the rest in New
York, at $17 per barrel = $127, or $381 per acre.

The crop on these trees this year is very fine, and,

at a low estimate, will be from 15 to 20 barrels.

These trees have been pruned thoroughly, but

otherwise have received no extra care or cultiva-

tion. They are not trained as low as is usually

recommended for dwarf pears, and the cultivation

is performed almost entirely by the horse-hoe or

cultivator. The trees have not been manured, and

last year the land was planted with beans, which

produced twenty-eight bushels per acre. This year

no crop is grown between the trees, and the land

is kept free from weeds and in admirable condition

by the use of the cultivator. Trees which annu-

ally produce from $381 to $756 per acre may surely

be allowed to occupy the whole land.

The 3000 White Doyenne or Virgalieu trees,

planted at the same time and in the same field as

the above, grew well, but the fruit was attacked

with the disease known as "cracking of the pear."

This disease (undoubtedly caused by a fungus) has

attacked this variety for many years in different

sections of the country ; but except in a few cases,

and in particular sections, little damage has been

done by it in Western New York. In this neigh-

borhood, the present season, the Virgalieu is very

fine. But with Mr. Yeomans it "cracks" badly,

both on the dwarf and standard trees. He con-

cluded, therefore, to bud over all his Virgalieu

trees principally with Duchesse cV Angouleme, and

a few Bartlett''s and Flemish Beauties. This he

did in 1855. They have done well, and the trees

now look vigorous and healthy, and this year are

bearing some fruit, affording good specimens. Of

the thirty varieties, one or two of which were

planted the first season, none have done so well as

the Duchesse d' Angouleme, the Louise Bonne de

Jersey being perhaps the next best.

The whole land occupied with this pear orchard

is eight acres. The soil is a ratker heavy sandy

loam. The land is high and apparently dry, but,

to the surprise of many, who think all high land

must be dry, Mr. Y. has thoi'oughly underd rained

it. Such an orchard of dwarf pear trees we have

never before seen. But for the cracking of the

Virgalieu^ it would by this time have been a great

success. We trust this beautiful orchard will escape

all further mishap, and that the whole eight acres

will be as productive and profitable as the one-

third acre of Duchesse d^Angouleme is now and has

been for the past two years. We see no reason t

doubt it.
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FRUIT GEOWEBS' SOCIETY OF WESTERN N. Y.

The September meeting of the Fruit Growers'

Society of Western New York was held at tlie

Court House, in this city, September 22(1. The

exhibition of fruit was quite fine, especially of

grapes. Delaware grapes were shown from the

original vine in Ohio, by Messrs. Bissell &c Salter;

from Newburgh, N. Y., by Cuas. Downing; from

Onondaga county, by Jno. Lowe, ripened early in

September; and in this county, by several gentle-

men. Hartford Prolific^ Concord^ Clinton^ and

Diana., were also shown fully ripe. Isabelht and

Catawba were also exhibited which had begun to

color. Messrs. Bissell & Salter phowed some

hot-house grapes; a Black Ilamburgh hunch, weigh-

ing more than a pound and a half, and finely col-

ored. A seedling from the Clinton was also shown

by Wm. King, of a beautiful golden color, delicious

flavor, and fully ripe. There was a fair display of

apples and pears, with some melons and other fruit.

SUMMER PRUNING OF THE GRAPE.

After the usual formalities of organization, sub-

ject No. 1 was read by the secretary: '''Does

summer pruning of the grape hasten the maturity

and improne the quality of the fruit, and does it

increase the size of the fruit .?"

A very full expression was made by the mem-

bert*, some being in favor of quite close pruning,

and others preferring to allow quite free growth

to the vine.

H. E. Hooker thought that very much depended
upon the i«ode of training and richness of ground,

whether free summer pruning was beneficial. If

trained u[)on trellises, it gives improved size and
quality to prune. They must not be allowed to

become a mere swamp of vines. Grapes which
are starved are not hastened in maturity, or in-

creased in size.

Mr. TowNSEND, of Niagara county, said that

summer pruning must not be carried to such excess

as to force the fruit buds of next year into prema-
ture development.

Mr. Smith, of Onondaga county—Some say, let

nature take her course. This is well, if we com-
mence that way. If we commence differently, Ave

must continue so. In the natural soil, without any
pruning, the vine gives a pretty good crop, but

I)erliaps not quite as large fruit; but when we com-
mence with highly manured soil and high culture,

we must confine the vine to trellises, and it is

necessary to summer prune ; and the only question

is to what extent.

P. P. Bkistoi., of Livingston county—To let the

grape vine grow entirely its own way, will give us

the poorest specimens of grapes. The habit of the

vine seems to correspond to all other plants, when
wild, i. e., to set more fruit than it is capable of

naturing well. Dr. Underhill cuts back half the

inches and thins out half of the bunches of fruit.

^r. Heebndeen, of Wayne county— The sap

goes first to the leaves, and on its return &ovm^
reaches the fruit. We must not summer prune s(

severely as to injure the health of the vine.

Mr. Moody, of Lockport—With proper summe
l)runing, the buds may be develojjed so as to beai

surely every year.

Mr. RiNGUEBERG, of Niagara county, said hi:

vines averaged sixteen pounds of fruit to the vine

I)lanted in rows four fect^ajtart, and eight feet apar
in the row. After fruit has set, take oft' the end;

of the bearing wood, leaving four leaves from th<

fruit.

Mr. AiNSwoRTH, of Ontario county, had beer

led, by repeated experiments, to think summei
pruning beneficial. His neighbor Wilcox tlierebj

iiad large crops ten dnys before vines by their sides

which were not pruned, and of quality decidedlj

belter. Wood is greatly improved by summei
pruning, and much better prepared to stand tbt

winter.

Mr. Bronson had experimented upon an Isahellc

vine in a favorable location. The unpruned vim
kept growing till frost came, but did not have i

single ripe grape; while the vines all around whicl
were summer pruned, ripened their fruit Avell.

Mr. HoAG, of Niagara county, thought there was
not much difierence in the time of ripening ; bui

judicious summer pruning produced a much largei

crop,

GRAPES FOR GENERAL CULTIVATION.

Question No. 2.—" Can any other varieties of

grapes ieside Isabella be recommended for generat

cultivation?^''

Mr. HoAG, of Lockport, thought highly of the

Hartford Prolific, which ripened four weeks earli^;i

than the Isabella ; and when not grown in the

shade, does not drop very badly from the bunch.
The Delaware ripened with him lOtli September,
and was a better grape than any other. The Con-
cord is a very fine grape ; ripens after the Hartford
Prolific, but is ten days or two M'eeks before the
Isabella. The Diana ripens a few days after the
Concord ; a few berries on each bunch ripen very
early, but they hang on finely, and all are sweet
and fine flavored. He mentioned also the Perhim
and Rebecca, and wished to hear other members as

to the Diana and Delaware.

Mr. Barry wished to have the varieties tested

thoroughly, and tried in vineyard culture, too, and
to see if they prove in all locations hardy, produc-
tive, and to ripen early. The Diana possesses all

the qualities tliat are required for a general, profit-

able, and popular grape. When ripe, it is of most
delicious quality, and we can not be wrong in rec-

ommending it. No one can be sorry for having
recommended the Diana. The Delaxcare is a most
important acquisition. The Concord, he thought,

is going to be a valuable grape, although nothing
like so fine in quality. The Hartford Prolific is

the earliest grape wo have in our nnrsery, but it

drops badly from the bunch. The N^orthem Mus-
cadine is a little earlier, but drops worse. As yet

would recommend only one variety, and that one
is the Diana.

H. E. Hooker felt we must be guided by expe-

rience. The Delaware we shall find, no doubt, a
desirable grape. It is so hardy and so productive.

On my own premises it is now fully ripe. On the

I
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)en trellis where the Isabella is unripe and

eat, the Delaware is good. Certainly I

5ay it is a fortnight or three weeks earlier

Isabella. Hartford Prolific is the earliest

!iat I have ripened. For my own use, it is

;ood grape. Concord follows shortly after

d Prolific ; and though I can not praise it

;hly, still it ripens a fortnight or so earlier

e Isabella. Rebecca I have no confidence

eaves burn so much in the sun. The Diana
pe which I esteem very highly; a good deal

very year I know it. The fruit is very rich

:cious, and the vine is a great bearer.

loAG, of Niagara county— The Delaware
,vith us about the 10 th of September, and
am it superior to the Diana in every respect

the size of its berries. One of our two-

l vines produced this year one hundred
of grapes.

ifooDT—The Delaware is very valuable for

purposes ; but no farmer ought to set out an

it. The Diana is a strong grower, equally

y and a greater bearer than the Isabella

;

jointed vine; more buds, and ripens earlier,

I hang on the vines to the end of the very
season, without dropping.

ODGE, of Erie county—This is an important

. With me, three-quarters of the seasons

bella does not ripen. It is poor, insipid, and
?ss. There is now a sort of grape mania for

)etter grape. Hundreds and hundreds of

gs will be brought forward, and the public

5 sensitive to know if we have any good
s equal to the Isabella., and that ripen earlier.

an get such, they will be valuable. People

i Isabella ripe as soon as they become a little

ish ; but the Isabella., when tully ripe, is a

lack—as black as any Concord I ever saw.

Barky would mention that old favorite the

small, but never drops, ripens early, and
till New Year's day. Is most easily propa-

ill run and bear everywhere, whether
1 or not. If we ever turn our attention to

naking, the Clinton will be the grape.

Covey had kept the Clinton until the last

jruary ; and the longer they were kept, the

r they were.

HoAG here remarked that the Diana was an
ent keeper.

Miner, of Monroe county, had raised the

I for five years—five,hundred and more vines,

tne condition, upon same trellis, had found
produce as mu'ch weight as Isabella., but far

in quality and earlier in ripening. Never
ipe Isabella in same locations were the Diana
d every year, and quality was far superior,

aised Clinton longer than Diana, but consid-

it worthless as a table grape, by the side of

Society then, by a unanimous vote, recom-

ed the Diana for general cultivation in West-

few York.

AFTERNOON sfesSION.

PEAKS FOE GENERAL CULTIVATION.

estion No. 3.—"TF7iai varieties of pears haxie

d productive, and of good qtcality, in all parts

Western Nevo YorTcV

B. HoDGB, of Erie county, spoke of the Bartlett

in the highest terms. The Flemish Beauty is a

most excellent pear. When picked early and ripen-

ed in the house, it is very delicious. In Buffalo,

the Steven's Genesee has proved a very fine pear,

and the Seclcel is universally admired.

Mr. TowNSEND, of Niagara county—The Louise

Bonne de Jersey, as a dwarf^ exceeds any variety in

productiveness that I have ever cultivated. The
DucTiesse d'' Angouleme also, as a dwarf, is fine.

The only fault I have to find with the Vicar of
WinTcfield, is its abundant bearing—bears so much
that the fruit must be thinned. Among the new
pears, I think the Howell promises to be one of our

most valuable fruits. It is of large size, bright

color, fine appearance, and of first rate excellence.

The Tyson, where known, is a universal favorite,

and an abundant bearer, either as a standard or a

dwarf. As to the Brandywine, I don't know but

that if I were compelled to select one variety, I

should select the Brandywine. Belle Lucrative—
any one who has ever eaten them, need not have a

word said about them. Osbandh Summer—every

body that knows it will have it. Bears fine crops.

I have only mentioned such sorts as I have tested

from six to ten years, and have invariably found

them to be of the very finest quality.

Mr. AiNswoRTH, of Ontario county—The Tyson

is a very fine pear; bears a full crop, and is a

hardy tree. The Bartlett is very fine, and the tree

bears young. The Flemish Beauty has one fault,

and that is, that it sometimes rots at the core.

Belle Lucrative is very fine and sweet. The Secl-el

has succeeded in our section well. Mr, Dixon had

the first tree near us, and it has always borne each

year. Don't think there is any tree will excel

them as to quantity (unless perhaps Bartlett), and

its fruit sells for $16 per barrel. The Virgalieu, at

Canandaigua, and in the Wyoming valley, does not

crack ; fruit very fine, and sells at $22 per barrel.

Trees bear very full. Louise Bonne de Jersey has

done Avell with me. I have a tree now twelve

years old with a barrel of pears on it. The fruit

is one-third larger on dwarf than on standard trees.

Mr. Barry thought this question was a very

difficult one to decide. We need trees that are

hardy, productive, and free from blight; and my
opinion is in favor of the Duchesse d'' Angouleme,

Louise Bonne de Jersey, and Bartlett. The Virga-

lieu in one place in our grounds all cracked one

year, and next year they did not one. Notwith-

standing all the failures, I still regard it as one of

the best we have. It will sell at an enormous

price—twice that of any other. I would not leave

it out. Beurre 6iffard—&ne, if gathered early.

Doyenne d' Etc. Eostiezer does well everywhere,

and does not crack. Tyson is a superb tree, and is

worth growing for its beauty, while its fruit is one

of first quality. Flemish Beauty is another of the

No. 1 varieties. Howell, Belle Lucrative. Beurre

d''Angon'keej)s a month longer than the Virgalieu.

The Sheldon is one of the finest of all pears, and a

native of Western New York, beside ; fruit _mpst

dehcious. Although it wont grow on quince, it is a

superb grower on pear. For winterpears, I would

recommend two

—

Lawrence and Winter N'elis.

H. E. Hooker— The list of pears is so good—
unexceptionable, in fact— that I can not add to it.

(7b ie continued.)
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PLANTING TEEES, &c.
|

Many of our readers are no donbt expecting this

fall to plant fruit trees, ornamental trees, shrubs,

&c., «&c. ; and a few words at this time, which we
shall say to you, may be of assistance to some who

have not had much expreience in dealing with trees.

Taking it for gi-anted that those who have ordered

trees of traveling agents have satisfied themselves

tliat they are, through them, dealing with honora-

ble and responsible nursery firms, and not with

those who merely make it their business to buy

trees and vend them again, and who seldom visit

the same neighborhood twice, and are utterly irre-

sponsible; in the first place, when the trees are

delivered to you, examine them for yourselves, and

see if they are healthy and sound. This you will

have no trouble in determining. Any one can sat-

isfy hmiself of the condition a tree is in, if he will

attend to it. Is the bark sound and green ?— the

roots, when they are cut, are they of a clean lively

white ? If 60, your trees are alive ; and if other-

wise agreeing with the terms of your contract,

give the nurseryman you deal with the credit of

performing bis part, even should you afterward

lose them. At the time of delivery, the responsi-

bility of the nurseryman to you, in reference to

your purchase, ceases ; and failures after this time

you must attribute to yourself, your soil, climate,

or some other causes, and not blame the man that

has raised the trees.

"We allude to this point now, because, nursery-

men are often reproached, and suflfer unjustly.

If you reside in a very severe northern climate,

it may happen that before your trees reach you

they may have been exposed to frost. If so, let

them remain packed, and put them in a cellar where

they will gradually thaw out, and afterward plant or

heel them in. If by some delay on the route they

are somewhat dry, you need have no fears of losing

them ; they may be even so dry that their skin is

much shrivelled, and by burying tbem up com-

pletely, three or four inches uuder ground, in the

course of a week or ten days they will become as

fresh as if just dug. If you receive your trees ia

time, and have prepared land for them, plant as

soon as received ; but if the land is not in a suita-

ble condition, set them in the ground temporarily,

or " heel them in," as it is technically called, until

you have had time to thoroughly prepare your land

in the spring.

Of the preparation of the soil for trees, wo do

not propose to speak, assuming that every one who
planta a tree, with the expectation of its living and
thriving, will see that his land is both rich and dry,

either natoraliy or artifioially, and well worked up.

One remark is applicable to all our frui

deciduous ornamental trees, when about '

planted. If you desire them to make a healtl)

vigorous growth, cut back all the limbs sct

Often you may even take off every limb and

to advantage, especially with apple, peach, and

trees. Cherry and pear trees, cut ofl:' every

within six or eight inches of the body. The b

of form of ornamental trees and shrubs ii

greatly promoted by this close pruning at the

If this operation is neglected, expect only the

results. The young tree, excited by the wj

of the spring-time sun, expands every bud

unfolds so large an extent of leaf-surface that

drop of sap is exhausted before the ground is

ciently warm to quicken the roots into acti

supply the waste which is going on. After

inches of wood has been made, growth en

ceases for the season ; and if left to itself this

of things often continues to exist a number of

;

We have watched trees—and have no doub

can call up similar instances—that actually app

to grow smaller, and, relatively to vigorously
{

ing trees, this was true of them. The evi

have here spoken of is a great impediment to i

culture, and is the cause of a large proportii

•the failures of trees. Having properly prune

top of the tree, now examine the roots, and

wUl always find, to a greater or less extent, br

and bruised roots. Out off these injured

clean and smooth, and your tree is then in fit

dition to plant.

In holes dug large enough to afford the

ample room, and to permit the tree to stau

deep or a trifle deeper than originally, placj

tree and fill in a few inches of fine soil, and

pour in a half pailful or so of water, and wori

roots about in the mud until it has settled i

about every part, when the remainder of the

may be filled in to the level of the ground. Ii

tree is left now, although what you have dont

been well done, many accidents may yet befi

The winds of fall, winter, and early spring,

usually fierce and destructive; before spring i

will have shaken it a thousand times to the exti

ity of every root, and perhaps caused it to n

itself loose in the ground, with a hole all an

the trunk, so that the roots have been part

frozen in this way. Every tree, therefore, as i

as planted, should be staked, so that there wil

no possibility of its being swayed by the wind

a mound of earth, one and a half or two feet,

be raised about the tree, which will answer

same purpose as the stake, and also prevent
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m being thrown out of the ground by the

i I and thawing in early spring, which fre-

proves very destructive before the mis-

discovered.

a trees are staked and not banked up, they

be examined frequently in early spring; and

•cots are found exposed by the action of the

bey must be immediately covered.

s planted in the fall, in the more northern

Iand
Canadas, however hardy they may be

3d to be, should be slightly protected by

ir coarse litter thrown loosely over or bound

;hem.

planting of strawberry plants seldom is suc-

and should you have ordered some choice

}s to come with your trees, plant them nicely

ox of sandy earth, and place them in your

in the light of a window. Sprinkle lightly

3W days, until they have accustomed them-

to their situation, and then withhold water

y during winter, unless you should find the

tting very dry, when it may be given suffi-

to keep the soil slightly most. In this way
ay preserve the plants until you can put

nto the ground in the spring.

y of the new hardy grape vines are grown
nurserymen in pots, and sent out with the

f earth attached. When planting such vines,

out all the dirt, and spread out the roots in

)Ie.

se general directions may be of benefit, if fol-

and may also suggest to some many other

ions which can be profitably bestowed on

trees.

>wiNG Old Oechards.— Hovr many old or-

8 there are that have been seeded down and

md sufiered to lie in grass till the trees pro-

cracked, gnarled, and worthless fruit— and

of that. Such orchards should be plowed

—

s deep as may be, without disturbing too many
e roots. The present month is a good time to

rm this labor. The earlier, the better. Fall

ing and summer-fallows are as good for fruit

as for any farm crop. Do not neglect this.

11 pay—pay double, and treble.

KSEEviNG Dahlia Roots.—Take up the roots

dry day, after the tops have been killed by

, Let them remain exposed to the sun and

ill quite dry. All the soil should be shaken

hem. When quite dry, put them on a shelf in

jellar, or in a box or barrel of dry sand. The
a of the variety should be written on a wooden

, and attached to the root with wire.

Peat, Swamp Muck, «&o.— These substances

—

containing, as they do, in the dry state, some 70

per cent, of organic matter— are of great value to

the horticulturist. They are most beneficial on dry

sandy soils, which are often deficient in organic

matter. It is well known that these substances not

only supply plants with food, but also render the

soil more retenti ve of moisture. Nearly all garden

vegetables require more carbonaceous matter in the

soil than wheat and other cereals. The same is

probably true of fruit trees, and especially of many
kinds of evergreens.

The best way to prepare swamp muck, peat, &c.,

is to throw it up to dry, and then compost it with

horse-manure, and with rich, animal substances,

that ferment rapidly. The ammonia developed by

the fermentation of these substances neutralizes th«

acid of the muck, and a valuable manure is the

result. When it is not convenient to do this, a

little lime or ashes may be mixed with the muck, in

order to neutralize the acid and induce fermentation.

Dwarf Pears.—We understand that Mr. Pinney,

of Clarkson, N. Y., has Louise Bonne de Jersey

pear trees, on the quince, seven years from plant-

ing, some of which produce this season three bar-

rels each. He estimates his crop of Louise Bonne

at three hundred bushels. He asks $6 a barrel for

them. Mr. P. has embarked extensively in the

culture of dwarf pears; and we are glad to hear

that he is so well satisfied with the results, on the

whole, that he is about to set out more trees. He
thinks the Louise Bonne de Jersey one of the most

profitable varieties.
^»..^

Barrels foe Feuit,—Everything in contact with

fruit should be clean and sweet, and the vessel in

which it is placed should be dry and tight. Old

flour barrels should not be used, unless well washed

and dried, as the particles of flour left in the barrel

will mould and impart to the fruit an unpleasant

odor and flavor. Old lime barrels, it is said, are

excellent for this purpose—the lime absorbing the

vapor and gases. If this is so, a little fresh slaked

lime scattered on the bottom, sides, and top of the

barrel, would be beneficial.
M I .

Apple Trees on High Land,—L. S. Standeixo,

of Denmark, Lewis Co., N. Y., states that they

can not raise fruit in that locality, excepting red

plums, gooseberries, raspberries, &c. He has re-

peatedly tried to raise apple trees but has uniformly

failed. But on the uplands, two miles west, where

they get snow one to two weeks earlier in the fall,

and later in the spring, they succeed tolerably in

raising fruit.
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faMts' Jlt|arimnit.

OBIOmAL DOMESTIC RECEIPTS.

[Written fbr the Oeneeee Farmer by various Correspondents.]

Baked Quince.—Bake until perfectly tender.

Pare, core, butter, and sugar while hot, thorouglily

mix. Excellent. With care in picking and storing,

quinces may be saved for baking until mid-winter.

Sweet Potato Pie.—Boil the potatoes very soft,

then peel and mash them. To every quarter of a

pound, put one quart of milk, three table-spoonfuls

of butter, four beaten eggs, together with sugar

and nutmeg to the taste. It is improved by a glass

of wine.

Muffins.—Mix a quart of wheat flour smoothly
with a pint and a half of lukewarm milk, half a

tea-cup of yeast (family), a couple of beaten eggs,

a heaping tea-spoonful of salt, and two table-spoon-

fuls of lukewarm melted butter. Set the batter in

a warm place to rise. When light, butter your
muflin cups, turn in the mixture, and bake the

muflins light brown.

Shrewsbury Cake.—Stir together three-quarters

of a pound of sugar, and half a pound of butter.

When white, add five beaten eggs, a tea-spoonful

of rose-water, and a pound of flour. Drop it with
a large spoon upon flat tins that have been buttered.

Sift sugar over them.

TuNBRiDGE Cake.—Six ounces of butter, six of

sugar, three-quarters of a pound of flour, two eggs»

and a tea-spoonful of rose-water. Stir to a cream
the butter and sugar, then add the eggs, flour, and
spice. Roll it out thin, and cut it into small cakes.

Measure Cake.—Stir to a cream a tea-cup of

butter, two of sugar, then stir in four eggs beaten
to a froth, a grated nutmeg, and a pint of flour.

Stir it until just before it is baked. It is good
baked either in cups of pans.

Muffins.—One quart of milk, three eggs, one
cup of melted butter, five table-spoons of yeast,

one tea-spoon saleratus, stir in flour until it is a
thick batter. To be baked on a gridle.

Essence of Celery.—Steep an ounce of celery

seed in half a pint of brandy or vinegar. A few
drops of this will give a fine flavor to soups and
sauce for fowls.

Fkuit Cake.—One pound and a half of flour,

one pound of sugar, one-fourth of a pound of but-

ter, one pint of sweet milk, six eggs, Iruit and spice

as much as you please.

Jelly Cakb.—One pound of butter, one of sugar,

one of flour, twelve of eggs, nutmeg and rose water.
Batter a dinner plate and bake thin ; trim the edges
with a pen-knife.

French Loaf.—One pound of flour, one of but-

ter, one of sugar, gill of milk, gill of brandy, gill

of wine, seven eggs, as much fruit as you please.

Cookies.—Five cups flour, two of sugar, one of
butter, one tea-spoon saleratus, three eggs, and
caraway. Baked thin.

A rich Corn Bread.— Take two quarts
meal, one quart wheat flour, a little salt, anj

eggs; add sour buttermilk enough to form j

batter; mix well; then add two tea-spponfi

soda dissolved in a little warm water. Stir r

and pour it iuto greased pans, so that it w
about two inches thick when baked. Bak«
hot oven till done—say about half an hour.

To make Good Bread.—First, get good
Second, take one quart of flour, scald it by
ing over it some boiling water. Then f(jr eaci

of bread you want to make, add one i)iut ol

water; stir in flour till it is as thick as can c

niently be stirred. Then put in one lialf pi

good hop-yeast for every four loaves. Set ir • »

over night. In the morning make up by
flour till it is stiff dough. Knead well, nuiu

loaves, and, when light, bake it well, and yo
have good bread.

Mince Pie, salt beef.—Boil the beef till

tender, take from the bone, and chop fine;

to every pound of meat, add one pound and t

of apples, pared and cored. Chop both tog

until the apples are fine, then to every five pi

of the mixture, add two tea-spoonfuls of

pepper, two table-spoonfuls of alkpice, half a
j

of raisins, one cup of vinegar, one of mol
one of dried blackberries, stewed, and one ]»

sweet cream.

Pumpkin Pie.—Halve the pumpkin, take or
I

seeds, wash it clean, and cut it into smsjll p |

These are to be stewed, gently until soft,

drained, and strained through a seive. T(

!

quart of the pulp, add three pints cream or i

six beaten egss, together with sugar, mace, nni i

and ginger, to the taste. When the ingredien
,

well mixed, pour them upon pie-plates, hav
bottom crust, and bake forty minutes in a hot >

Baked Beans.—To have a nice dish of I

beans, parboU half an hour, adding a little soda;

pour off the water and rinse them. Add
pork already notched, cover them with water

let them boil an hour, adding a tea-spoonf

sugar to every quart of beans. Then put th(

a baking dish, and let them brown nicely.

Indian Toast.—Place two quarts of milk

the fire. When it boils, add a spoonful of floi

thicken, a tea-spoonful of salt, a small lum

butter, two table-spoonfuls of sugar. Have rea

a deep dish six or eight slices of light Indian I

toasted. Pour the mixture over them. Serve

To make a boiled Indian meal Pudding.—
one quart of buttermilk, two eggs, one tea-spd

of soda, add meal enough to make a thick bf

tie it tightly in a bag, drop it in a kettle of bo

water, and let it boil one hour. Eat it with {

to suit the taste.

For a baked Pudding.—Set to boiling one i

of sweet milk, then add two eggs well beaten,

three table-spoonfuls of Indian meal and oD'

flour. Bake it three-quarters of an hour. S

with cream and sugar.

Common Cake.—One cup of sugar, two of cr

one tea-spoon of saleratus, three eggs, and floi

make it stiff.
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New Advertisements this Month,

ral Apency—William Lyon Maclcenzie, Toronto, C. "W.

entry made Easy—Jas. Challen & Son, Philadelphia, Pa.

e Leroy'8 Nurseries, Angers, France—F. A. Bruguicro,

New York.

11 Nursery—Charles Moulson, Rochester, N. T.

pard's General Forwarding and Commission, Horticultural,

y, and Seed Agency—Wm. P. Sheppard, New York.
•1 Mercantile College—G. W. Eastman, Rochester, N. T.

ester and Lake Avenue Nurseries—J. Donnellan & Co.,

•ter, N. Y.
lO a Year—J. W. Bradley, Philadelphia, Pa.

ES ON THE WkATHER AND SeaSON FROM AuGUST 15Tn

PTEMBER ICth, 1859.—The last half of August gave
• delightful weather. The showers were adequate,

ngs were dewy, many of the days full of sunshine,

t star-light nights, and the heat below the average,

rer}' little hot weather. The mean temperature was

jeing 2.5" below the average; the average of the

1 68.0°, or 2" below the mean for twenty-two years.

assachusetts on the 17th was a white frost in towns

Boston, but none about us to do the least injury.

s have occurred in New England and all the North-

tates in each of the summer months.

e first half of September has been cooler still, the

ge being 57", or 7.3° below the mean for twenty-two

The rain has been but little. Heavy frost occurred

ichigan on the 7th, and in this vicinity on the 14th

15th mornings. At Marquette, on Lake Superior, on

st and 2d, were rain and snow and frost; some snow

fell in the northern part of this State in the first week

sptember. Indeed, this has been the coldest first

of September here in the last twenty-six years. The

colder was in 183G, when the average was near 59°,

it two degrees warmer than the present. This low

lerature is the more striking as we know that the

n has been above 70° in some years. Weather very

I'ular. On the 11th, at sea in a storm, the Persia had

as well as rain, and tempest of west wind. There is

3oubt that the cold has been uncommon for this part

he year over a great extent of our country.

he progress of vegetation has been retarded, and

ian corn, so much put back by the frosts of June, has

bred nomewhat, in many places, by thi) frosts of the

k half of this month. In Michigan, b( th Indian corn

buckwheat sulfered considerably by the frost of the

and the same result took place in some localities in

vicinity, in the cold of the 15th, so that Indian corn

eing cut vp bt/ the roots and stacked in sm<ill tna^sses, as

ught to be, to ripen the better. Where the corn has not

n touched by frost, it may be matured by the expected

•mth cf the last half of the month. Admitting all the

whacks, the amount of corn to be harvested will be

at, and the supply adequate for man and beast.

'he aurora borcaiis was magnificent on the evening of

August 28th, and at one to three o'clock on the morning

of the 29th. The same was repeated on September Ist,

in the evening, and continued on the morning of the 2d.

On this day it re-appeared in the ei^ening, and was splen-

did next morning, the 3d, and renewed again in the even-

ing, when it was magnificent in its various colors of green,

white, red and crimson, in its cloud and pillars, and its

corona a little south and east of the zenith, and in the

wide and rapid corruscations of light upward toward the

corona. The whole southern horizon was overspread with

it. It extended from regions north of Quebec to the

Gulf of Mexico, and the Islands of Bermuda and Cuba,

and from the Atlantic to west of the Mississippi. The

aurora of August 28th and 29tli appeared in England, and

was said to have been unsurpassed in beauty and splendor

for many years, if ever; the language also of American

observers.
«•«

The Fruit Trade—Prospects.—A considerable quantity

of apples and plums have been sent from this city to Can-

ada, during the past few weeks. Bartlett pears have also

been sent there—dealers paying $10 a barrel for them.

In this section, the plums are more abundant than they

have been for many years. They sell for 75 cents to $2.25

per bushel.

The peach crop this year is a failure in Western New
York. The trees are now very thrifty, and look as though

we might expect a large crop next year.

Large Timothy.—A correspondent in Lewis County,

N. Y., writes that he found a head of timothy in his

meadow, this season, which measured eleven inches in

length ; others measured eight and eight and a half inches.

He asks : " Have any of your con-espondents found any

better?" «
The Rural Annual and Horticultural Dirbctort

FOR 18G0 is now nearly ready. We think it will be found

the best volume yet issued. We have room for a few

appropriate advertisements. They should be sent in

immediately.

How TO Remit.—Money for the Genesee Farmer may be

sent by mail at our risk. You need not "register" your

letter. All current bills taken at par. Small sums may

be sent in three cent postage stamps.

Errata.—In my last communication, page 284, Sep-

tember number, I think I wrote of the Astrachan apple,

" the best early apple." Also, in regard to the Dorcluilm'

blackberry, ^'fii-st fruit being small," &c. d. w. l.

It is thought that the wheat crop in Onondaga county,

N. y., will average twenty bushels per acre—the largest

ever grown in the county. Mostly Mediterranean, but

of excellent quality.

A gentleman in Erie county informs us that, owing to

the drouth and scarcity of grass, cows have been sold in

his neighborhood for ?10 each.

The wool clip in, Michigan this year is estimated at

three and a half million pounds ; that of Wisconsin at

one million pounds. -•
The cultivation of tobacco is rapidly extending in this

section. The crop this season ia rerj large.
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The Genesee Farmer foe I860.—On the last page of*

this number will be found a, List of Cash Premiums for

the greatest number of subscribers for the Genesee Farmer

for 18»50, seut in by the l;'th of January.

In order to induce those of our friends residing at post

offices where we have now few subscribers, to compete for

these premiums, we have determined to send the Genesee

Fixrmtr for the two remaining numbers of this year (No-

vember and December) and the entire volume of 1860, to

all who subscribe before the first of December, at the

usual rates for the year, (50 cents), or to those who form

clubs of eight or more, at fcn-ty cents each

!

Will not all our agents and friends take hold of this

matter at once ? All such subscribers will be counted in

determining the award of Premiums. Now is the time to

commence getting names, before other agents commence

canvassing. Judging from the past, we are sure the

agents and friends of the Genesee Farmer will not be be-

hind hand. Recollect, the volume for 1860, and the two

remaining numbers of this year for 40 cents each!

" OxLT FiPTT Gents a Yeah.—Let every one who knows
the fkct, tell his neighbor that he can now get, in your
agricultural paper, for fifty cents, what at the lowest cal-

culation is worth twenty dollars a year were we deprived
of the paper. iSound it abroad/ Only fifty cents a
year!"

So wrote a correspondent of the Genesee Farmer in 1845.

The advice was good then. It is good now. "Sound it

abroad ! Only fifty cents a year !" Let every one "tell

his neighbor."

The Genesee Farmer was then so cheap as to excite sur-

prise. How much more so now ! It then contained only

16 pages; now it contains 32 pages—and more than as

much again matter. "Sound it abroad/ Only fifty

CE.XTS A year !" Let every man " tell his neighbor"—that

by subscribing now he can get the two remaining numbers

of this year and the volume for 1860,/or onlyfifty cents.

Peemidms for the Half Volume. — Our friends will

bear in mind that the time for competing for the Premi-

ums for the greatest number of subscribers for the current

half volume of the Genesee Fanner, closes on the fifteenth

ot this month. Send us all the names you can, so as to

reach us on or before that day. The names of the suc-

cessful competitors will be announced in the November

number, and the money immediately paid. Our friends

have done nobly. They have sent in nearly six thousand

new subscribers for the half volume ! We return them

our sincere thanks. Words can not express our gratitude.

We will endeavor to manifest it by renewed eflbrts to

make the Farmer worthy of the support of such true and

disinterested friends of the cause of agricultural and hor-

ticultural improvement.

Fourteen Months in toe Year.—To new subscribers

who send us fifty cents before the 1st of December, we
will send the two remaining numbers of this year (No-

vember and December) and the entire volume of the

Getutee Farmer for 1860! Will all our friends—will ycv,

kind reader—in form your neighbors of this liberal oiler?

See the last page for a still more liberal offer to those

who form clubs, and also for a Li«t of Cash Premiums to

be awarded to those who send in the greatest number
of subscribers.

Bead what is said of the Genesee Fanner.

In this community, the Genesee Farm-er stands
need of praise, for it has a great popularity.

—

Adv\
Fredonia, N. Y.

This valuable monthly should be in the hands of
farmer. It will pay its cost many times over.—

i

Springville, N. T.

We call attention to one of the oldest and most sn
tial agricultural papers in the United States. Mr. E
gets up one of the best monthlies that comes to our—Daily Democrat, Chicago, III.

The Genesee Farmer is a name as familiar to thoi
as it is to us. The Farmer is a tiptop monthly, pub
by Joseph Harris, at the low price of fifty cents a— Weekly Advertiser, Polo, III.

The Genesee Farmer is undoubtedly the cheapest
cultural journal in the world, and we think bettor
lated to promote the interest of farmers than any
work of the kind within our knowledge.—Pfo/^^e'a
Bluffton, Ind.

This old and valuable farmers' paper is one of tht

best agricultural journals published. There is scar
subject that would interest the farmer but what is t;

of in its columns. Every farmer should have this

odical.

—

Jacksonian, Pontiac, Mich.

The frequent and copious extracts, which we mee
in our reading, from the Genesee Farmer, show the g<

appreciation with which this journal is regarded,
recommend this as one of the oldest, most reliable

practical journals of its class. — Enterprise, Ell
Mills, Maryland.

This old and popular favorite is promptly on our
and filled with matter interesting and instructive 1

agriculturist. It is one of the oldest publications <

kind in the Union, and ranks second to none. Th i

price at which it is published—only fifty cents a y i

places it within the reach of every one.

—

Zfvingsio i

publican, Geneseo, N. Y.

We desire to call the special attention of our ft
i

friends to that old and well known agricultural joi

the Genesee Farmer. It is a paper that can not 1

highly commended—eminently practical and sciei

aud abounding with matter interesting and useful to i

farmer and fruit grower. It has been published in Eo
ter for twenty-eight years.

—

Dispatch, Pittsburg, Pa.

The Genesee Farmer is a handsome and tastily gi

monthly of thirty-two pages, making, at the close o

year, a volume of three hundred and eighty-four pag
excellent form for binding. We commend this pap
our readers. It has a larger circulation than any i

similar journal in the world, which is an evidence (

worth. It is the oldest, the cheapest, and the bt

Tribune, Hornellsville, xV. Y.

The Genesee Fanner has for twenty years occupi
high rank, if not the foremost, in the list of Ame:
agricultural journals, and we would desire to bring
the notice of the farmers of Canada as one worth
their patronage. The receipts in the Ladies' Departl
are alone worth the cost of the paper. The moi
review of the principal markets in the United St
Canada, and England, is a valuable feature.

—

Daily 1
Kingston, G. W.

The Genesee Farmer is the oldest and probably
cheapest and best agricultural publication in the com
It is standard authority with farmers ; comes from
very garden of the Western World : and its columni
filled with precisely such practical matters and ori(

suggestions as every real farmer needs to be in posse:

of It costs only fifty cents a year, and is really i

valuable as a farmers' manual than most of the two d
papers in the country.

—

Advertiser, Xorway, Maine.

We remember to have had the reading— twenty
years ago or more—of what was then nearly tlie'

agricultural paper in the United States, the old " Gt
larmer." Well, here are before us two numbers of
self-same publication, and brimfull of good things foi

farmer, the gardner, and the fruit-grovrer. Suc-eas
we, to the Genesee Fatftier—the pioneer farmer's put
tion in the country. Long may it continue to she
benefits over the \%adi,—£tpri»eni<Uiv«, Ilarniiion, Hi.
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Inquiries and Answers.

"'!'%>z Vines— Undbrdraining— Training.— The in-

inlerest manifested in the raising of grapes and
tivatioii of the vine in this country, I hope will be
a sutficient excuse for my asking the editor, or

t if the numerous correspondents of the Genesee
two or three simple questions upon the subject

culture, treatment, &c. And though at first it

seem to be asking too much, simply for the gratifi-

or instruction of one subscriber, j^et the under-
is inclined to think that the information is just

lany other readers of the Farmer would be glad to

as nearly every individual at this day, who has a
"arm, or ])atch of ground, though only large enough
;irden, either has his vines, or contemplates their

tiou at no very distant day.
11 the essays and instructions, coming under the

of the undersigned, on the preparation of the soil

grape, nmch stress seems to belaid upon the neces-

draining, as if no soil was suitable for the cultiva-

the vine unless thoroughly drained. Now if the

8 wet, or the soil naturally heavy, no one would
but what draining would be indispensible. But
e I have a farm, or a garden, for instance, with a
ravelly loam soil resting upon a bed, at the depth
and a half or three feet, of what is usually termed
an, with a mixture of stone and gravel, and on the

3 of which water never stands except for a few mo-
after hard and heavy rains. In such case, would
ge be necessary? Then suppose I have a border
! edge of my garden, with such a soil as described
where I wisu to set a fiiw vines of some of the

st varieties, at the distance of eighteen feet apart,

I prepare the soil artificially before setting, and
set under these circumstances, how should tney be
d, and how trained ?

ive an leabella growing, that, at the age of four or
ears, after being well rooted, was laid down in a

1 extending each way from the parent root, and cov-

*o as to leave the tips out, forming canes at the dis-

of twelve or fourteen inches from each other. Now
h to know how these should be trimmed and how
d, with a view to the health of the vine and the real-

1 of its fruits ?

se interrogatories have been suggested, Messrs.
rs, from the fact that it has seemed to the under-
d, though perhaps erroneously, that nearly all those
have recently written on the subject, start upon the
asition that your land is cold and wet, and that you
ultivating for a vinejai'd. Hence I have no doubt
lilt the information sought, would be interesting to a
.share of your subscribers, who unfortunately are

elled to take rank among those who have been denom-
i

" greasy mechanics and small fisted farmers."

—

Pbrrt, Collins Ceiiire, N. Y., Sept. 12th, 1859.

B, correspondent's inquiries are pertinent, and such

iterest a large class of the community, as grape-

ing is becoming an extensive and valuable branch

e horticultural interest of the country, and too much

ition can not be paid to the various operations which

equisite to the production of this fine fruit.

le soil, mentioned above, is the best which can be

;ted for growing the grape, and without underdrain-

such soils, if otherwise well dressed and cultivated,

yield generous crops of grapes; and we should not

tate to plant large vineyards on such soil, and expect

itable returns; but, there are few soils, that are so

irally dry and warm as to render underdraining unnec-

ry. Land well underdrained is much earlier in the

ng, which is a quality that can not be too highly prized

ur northern climate, whore the summers are never too

; for the perfect maturation of the grape. The quality

he fruit and the wine is also greatly superior when
iuced on warm dry soils. This difiFerenoe is so greet,

;, in France, experienced vintners can decide, from
flavor of the wines, at what altitudes ihe grapes from
oh tiiey have been made were grown.

The mode of training grape vines, which those who
have had most experience coincide in adopting and rec-

ommending in this climate, is that now well known as the

renewal system, and which we have illustrated in the early

numbers of the Farmer this year, and in the Rural
Annual of 1858.

Osage Okangb Hedge—Irish Potatoes.—(Mrs. Emilt

J. Grover, Richmond.) The plan of growing Osage

Orange hedges is briefly this :—Assuming that the soil

where the hedge is to stand has been previously well

manured and deeply pulverized, the plants, having been

shortened at both ends, so that the roots are not more
than five or six inches in length, and the tops about an

inch, should be planted with a dibble or spade, from four

to six inches apart along a straight line. The first and

second summers the only attention necessary will be to

hoe frequently and keep entirely free from weeds. In the

spring of the third year, or the second spring after plant-

ing, cut down every plant even with the surface of the

ground, which will cause a number of shoots to start out

directly from the root of the plants. About the latter

part of June of this season, the hedge should be cut the

second time, from four to six inches above the surface of

the ground; and in the following spring cut it from one

and a half to two feet high, varying somewhat with its

thickness. In June of this year, clip it into its final form,

which should be pyramidal, or with a wide base tapering

gradually to the top. Should it be desirable to increase

the height or width after this, it can readily be done at the

season of clipping.

We can recommend, as an excellent and productive

potato, the English Fluke. We are not acquainted with

the White Foxite.

Propagation op Flowering Shrubs.—(Lucy A. Man-

ning, Danby, Vt.) The double-flowering Almond is usu-

ally budded on the stalk of the common Almond or Peach.

Poeonies are readily grown from seed, but it will be found

difficult to produce such as are of any value in this way.

Honeysuckles may be grown by laj-ers or cuttings. Run-

ing Roses you may be able to root from cuttings, in the

summer, after the wood is partially hardened, by placing

them under bell-glasses; but they will require much care,

and you will probably make many failues before you suc-

ceed. The cuttings should be made from four to six inches

in length, being cut to a bud at their base, and with the

leaves attached at the upper ends. Plant them in pots or

boxes, or even in the ground, where the convenience of

shade may be had, and cover with a bell-glass. Sprinkle

or syringe them every evening, and do not admit the sun

to shine upon them until they are rooted, when they may
be gradually exposed.

We have sent you a catalogue of one of our leading

nurseries, in which you will find such other information

as you ask for.

Catawba Grape in Iowa.—(M. Thomas, Kossuth, Iowa.)

The Catawba grape can be grown and ripened in your

locality, though it will seldom be in such perfection as it

attains in a more southern climate. It will be well to

give it a trial. The Isabella will ripen more perfectly with

you ; and|we would also recommend Concord, Diana, Del'

aware, Bebecca, and Ilartford Prolific.

Ik there any cure for ring-bone on horse's feet J—L. P.,

Delaware Go^ Jud.
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Potato Sbbd.—Will you-'or some of your correspodents

be 90 kind as to inforip oie the best mode of preserving

the seed of potatoes, "flic proper time of gathering the

balls, Ac. ? Our potato tops hang quite full of balls. For
any information 1 will be much obliged.—C. R. S., Pinck-

nty, i\'. Y.

The largest and ripest balls may be gathered in Sep-

tember, or as soon as they turn yellowish, the seeds taken

out, washed from the pulp, and dried, and kept till the

following spring, when they may be sown in drills in a

warm situation and rich soil, in May. When the young

plants are two or three inches high, thin out to five or six

inches apart in the drills. A very few small potatoes will

be produced the first year. These, if planted the next

spring, will produce tubers of a suflicieut size to deter-

mine their properties. Sometimes a third year's growth

is necessary to decide their fruit satisfactorily.

What is the best method of storing carrots and mangel
wurzel, through the winter?—0. P. St. Johx, St. Cath-

arines, 0. TF,

Cax any of your correspondents give me a cure for poll

evil ?—C. G. >'., Faleitine, la.

No^oes of Books, Pamphlets, &c.

TENT AND HAREM. Notes of an Oriental Trip. By Cabo-
LixH Painb. New York: D. Appleton & Co. Price $1.

WALTEPw TORNLEY; or, A Peep at the Past. By the author
of " Allen Prescott," Ac. New York : Harper & Bp.o's. |1.

AMERICAN WIT AND HUMOR. Illustrated by J. McLenan.
New York : Hakpbs & Bro's. Price 50 cents.

THE LIFE OF JABEZ BUNTING. D. D., ynW\ Notices of
Contemporary Persons and Events. By his son, Thomas Per-
civAL BcNTLSG. Yol. 1. New York : Haeper & Bro's. $1

LIBERTY AND LIFE IN AMERICA ; or Sketches of a Tour
in the United States and Canada in lS57-'58. By Charles
Mackay, LL. D., F. S. A. With ten Illustrations. New York :

Harper it Bro's. Price $1.

LOVE fL'Amour). From the French of M. J. Michelet. Trans-
lated from the fourth Paris edition, by J. W. Palmer, M. D.,
auilior of "The New and the Old," &,c. New York: Rudd
& Carleton. Prii;e $1.

BREAKFAST. DINNER, AND TEA, viewed Classically. Poet-
ically, and Practically. Containing numerous curious Dishes
and Feasts, of all Times .nnd all Countries, besides 800 Modern
Receipts. New York: D. Appleton «& Co. Price $1.50.

CHAMBERS' ENCYCLOPJilDIA : A Dictionary of Universal
Knowledge for the People, on the basis of the latest edition of
the Gorman Conversations Lexicon. Illustrated by Wood En-
pravinps and Maps. Part 5. New York : D. Appleton &, Co.
Price 16 cents per number.

All the above books are for sale by D. M. Dewet, of

this city.

AQUECHEEK. Sketches of Foreifm Travel. Boston: Shep-
PAKB, Clark, A Bp.own. Price $1.

For sale by E. Darrow & Bro., of this city.

THE LIFE OF GENERAL GARIBALDL Written by him-
self, with Sketches of his companions in arms. Translated by
his friend an<l admirer, Theopork Dwight, author of "A Tour
In Italy In IS21," itc. i;mbelllshed with a Portrait on Steel.
New York : A. S. Barnes & Blke. Price $1.

For sale by E. Daruow A Bro., of this city.

A NATURAL PHILOSOPHY. Embracinp the most recent
Discoveries in the various Branches of Physios, and cxhibitinp;
the Application ofScientific Principlos in Evcry-Day Life. By
G. P. Qkackenbos, A. M., author of " Illuatra'ted Schor,! Ilis-

U>ry of the Inited States," &.c. New York: D. Appleton Js
(.:>. 1359. Price %\.

For sale by Adams A Dabnkt, of this city.

ESSAYS AND DISCUSSIONS ON AGRICULTURE, before
Uie K»rraer«' Club of Little Falls. Edited by the Secretary of
Ihe Club. LitUe Falli, N. Y. : D. Ateb,

All the above booki can be obtained from the respective

publiahert, sent, prepaid by mail, far the price annexed.

REVIEW OF THE MARKE
GENESEE FARMER OFFICE,

RooiiESTEB, N. Y., Sept. 'i'2, 1

Tub advance in BreadstufTs, noticed in our last issue

short duration. It continued, however, for a few days, ar

considerably higher than those quoted in our reports i

taincd. A more liberal movement of Flour and Oral

West soon induced buyers to act with more caution, am'

ceipLs exceeding the demand, the market became loss fl

prices gave way. A decline, equal in rapidity and extc

previous advance, then followed. This, too, was of a te

eharacted. A firmer feeling soon became manifest, an.

again advanced, in a short time, to the point from wli

had receded. The upward tendency has again been ;

and a downward movement has about run its course, whi

and probably will, be followed by one in the opposite din

The above is an outline of the fluctuations in iho price o

stufb in New York since our last report. Other niurkc

been more or less affected in a similar manner. Will

tendency to change, which seems to be peculiar to A
markets, it is not easy to form an opinion as to what tlx

matters may be at any given time in the future. It is

diflBcult, also, to conceive any adequate cause, or reason,

:

ever-recurring variations.

The quality and condition of Western Wheat is better 1

than usual ; it is n.ore mellow, and works easier and betti

hands of the miller. The Flour made from Spring Wh(

superior to that produced from this grade for some tii

This is gratifying to all parties. There is moro satisfa.

having to do with a good article than with a poor on< I

grade of Flour will be more acceptable for general const i

and will take the place, to a certain extent, of those brand I

have heretofore commanded a higher price. There is, h i

still an important defect in the quality of Western Spring

arising from the quantity of Oats mixed with it. Will n(

ern farmers make a determined and effective effort to ke

Wheat and Oata apart, and sell both intermixed no more;

The Wheat crop in England has been generally sec

good condition; that part which was soonest taken up is
;

an exception, as the weather was then less favorable. Tl

ity of the new Wheat in the south of England and in F
inferior to that of last year. In northern Europe and Ru;

quality is reported to be good. It is yet too early to mak

able estimate of the general yield. It will not probably,

whole, fall much below an average. The large quantit;

Wheat still held by farmers will make up the deficiency

accounts represent the trade as dull, with little prospect of

prices for some time to come.

The market for Corn is very firm, and quotations are

Barley, Oats, and Rye, steady, with but little change.

Pork is hieher and steady. Beef lower, but firiji at the i

Bacon is higher and steady. Butter a little lower. Other

in the provision line, without change to notice.

The supply of good Beef Cattle is limited ; that of medh

ordinary is large. The former command full rates. Th

are lower, and the trade is dull.

The demand for medium and low gradss of "Wool has im|

The market is firm, and sales are made at full rales.

KOCHESTEB MABKET.— Sept 22.

FLOUR—Suporflne from red wheat, $4.50(2;$5 ; extr

white wheat. $.'>.,'>r(rc$6.

GlIAIN—While wheat. $1.10®$1.25; red do., 90c(??i<il.

72c(a7'>c. Rye, f>2,','o. Barley, (,i}ic. OnU. .S2o<a*5c
Beans—none offered—would probably bring 7ilc((^7.'5c.

PROVISION?'—Mess Pork. $lS.n6fatl9.00. Hams, 1(

for smoked. Shoulders, 7e@S<-. I.ard, 12e. Butter, 16

Cheese. ^c((iiV\-. Eggs, 12c®15c. l*olatoe», 25c(a8Sc. I

hogs, 7o por lb.

CATTLE MARKET—Beef Cattle, lire weight. $4.00@l
Calves >:>(^)5 per head. Sheep, $SOIi P«t b*<^d. Lamb
<^%i each.
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HIDES—Beef hides, 6c per lb. Calf skins, 10c per lb. Pelts,

i8c@75c each.
HAT—$18@$17 per ton.

"WOOL-35c®50c per lb.

NEW YORK MASKET.-Sept 22.

FLOUR AND MEAI.—Market for Slate and Western Flour
!rm, with a moderate local demand and some 'nquiry for export.

Superfine State, $4.00@.$4.25 ; extra do, $4.40@|;4.55; Western
uperflne, $4.00©$4.50 ; extra do, $4.75®J5.75 ; shipping brands
Dhio round-hoop, $4.S5®$5.20. Canadian extras, $5.0U@$5.75.
Southern Flour—Ballimore superfine, $4.90@'$5.10 ; extra do.,

^.25@..').75 ; Brandy wine, ?5.50 ; Georgetown, $5.25@$G ; Peters-

burg city, $o.5n@$7.00 ; Kichmond citv, $G@$7.25; Galego and
tiaxall, f8.50. Kye flour dull at $3.50®$4.40 for fine and super-
ine. Corn meal — Jersey, $3.85; Brandywine, $4.10@$4.15;
puncheons, $19.

Grv.\IN—Wheat firm. Kentucky white, $1..30®$1.40 ; West-
ern white, $1.20@$1.85; State red, $1.10; Southern red, $1.10®
"1.22; Milwaukee and Canadian club, 85c@$1.05 ; Illinois and
Ohio red winter, $1.06®$1.12; Chicag() spring, $75c®$l. Corn

Western mixed, 90c ; Southern white, 92c ; yellow, 93c.

—

ive firm at SOc@Slc. Barley. 60c. Oats—.Jersey, Delaware, and
Pennsylvania, 33c@37c ; ("Id State, .38c@40c; new do, 41c@43c;
Western, 37c@39c; Canadian, 38c@40c. White Beans. 80c@S5c.
SEEDS—Clover. 8?ic®9^c per ui. 'Hmothy, $2.00@$2.25 for

mowed ; $2.87X@$2.75 for reaped, per bushel. Ked top, $2.62j^

@2.87X per five bushel bag.
PROVISIONS—Pork steady at $15.62 for mess ; $14.25 for thin

do.; $17@$17.50 for clear; $lo.50 for prime. Beef firm-country
mesa, $G@$6.87; prime $5@.$5.50 ; re-packed mess, $7.50©9.50;
extra, $I0.25@$11.50. Bacon, 9?ic®10c. Hams, 8Kc@9c.—
Shoulders, 7>io®7».ic. Lard, 10Xc@llc. Butter—Ohio, 12c@
16c ; State, 17c@'20o; Orange county, 22c@25c. Cheese, 9c@9>^.

CATTLE MARKET—First class Beef Cattle scarce, and sell

at full rates; ordinary in large supply and lower; first qualilyi

9c@10c ; medium, 8@S^c ; ordinary, 6c@7c ; extra good, lO^^c.

Veal Calves, 6><c@.7c per lb. live weight. Sheep and Lambs sell

at ;f l.n0@$4 per head, according to quaUty. Hogs, $5.75@$C.25
per 100 lbs. gross.

WOOL—I)emand moderately active. State and Western fleece

37>^@62Xc for common to choice; Canada mixed, 82c®.34c

;

Canada sorted, S7c@3Sc.

5

Jo

I

PHTLADZLPHIA MARKET. -^ept 20.

FLOUR AND MEAL—The market is quite dull, with small
Bales for local purposes. Old and new superfine, $4.50®$5 ; ex-
tra and fancy, $5@,$6.50 for the range. Rye Flour firm at $4.

Corn Meal more active at $3.50 for Pennsylvania.
GRAIN—Wheat dull ; prime red, $1.18 ; common do., $1.08@

$1.10; white, $1.25@$1.30. Rye, 75c@30c for Pennsylvania;
new Southern, 71c@72c. Corn in demand at 78c for white, and
80c for yellow. Oats steady at 36c for new Southern ; 37c lor

Pennsylvania. Barley malt, 70c@90c.
SEEDS—Clover, $5.25@$5.62X ; Timothy, $2.37®$2.75. Flax

seed, $1.60@$1.63 per bushel.
PROVISIONS—Market more active. Mess Pork, $15..50@$16.

Mess Beef, $16 for city packed. Bacon—Hams, 10)4c@.V2}^c

;

sides, 10c@10}ic; Shoulders, 8c@83i'c. Lard firm at ll>;c for

barrels and tierces; 12}i®12>i'c for kegs. Butter 10e@12c for

packed ; 13c@14c for roll. Cheese, 9;^c@10c.. Eggs, 14c.

CATTLE MARKET—The receipts of Beef Cattle were large,

and the market dull. Good Cattle brought a fair price, but com-
mon were offered low. $7@$9.50 per 100 lbs was about the
range. Cows, $20@$40, according to quality. Sheep, 7c@8c per
lb. Hog9, 7c@S '4c per lb.

WOOL—Market firm at 38c@40c for tub; 45c@55c@62>i'c for

quarter to full blood and fine fieece.

BUITALO MARKET.— Sept. 22.

FLOUR—Market firm, with fair demand. State ft-om Spring
wheat, $4.25; extra Canadian, Ohio, Michigan, and Indiana,
$4.75@$5; double extra do., $5.25@$5.50; extra Illinois and
Iowa. $4.25@$4.50.
GRAIN—Wheat in fair demand, and better; Chicago spring

Ko. 1, 87c®83c ; No. 2 do., 84c®S5c ; red Ohio, $1 ; White Cana-
dian and Indiana, $1.10@$1.14. Corn firm at SOc. Oats firm at
32c®33c. Barley stsady at 65c. Rye firm at 70c. Canadian
Peas, 60c.

SEEDS—Clover, <$5. Timothy, $2.06@$2.12.
PROVISIONS—Mess Pork, $15.50 for heavy

; $14.50 for light

;

nothing doing in prime. Hams—plain smoked, 9i^c ; canvassed,
10c; sugar-cured, lOXc Shoulders—smoked, 8c. Lard dull at

l\;^&n}4c. Butter steady at 16®20c. Hamburgh Cheese, 7@8c.

CHICAGO MARKET.— Sept. 20.

FLOUR—Winter white extra, $4.50@$5.25; red do. ; $4.12>f(^
$4.50 ; Springsuperfine, $2.80@$3.50 ; extra do. ; $8.75@$4.25.
GRAIN—Winter wheat dull; spring active and firm; No. 1

white winter. $1 ; No. 2 do., 86c@S8c : No. 1 red do., 8Sc®90c

;

No. 2 do., 74c@75c ; No. 1 spring, 78c®75c ; No. 2 do., 72c@7Sc

;

rejected, 65c ; all in store. Corn, 68c®71c in store and f. o. b.

—

Eye—No. 1, 58e®60c. Barley, 62c®54c on track and in store.

Oat«, 36c(^27Xc in store and afloat Beau doll &t iO&lOc.

SEEDS—Clover, no sales. Timothy, $2.05®$2.08.
PROVISIONS—Moss Pork, $15®$15.25. Bacon firm ; Hams,

10Xc@llXc : Shoulders, Sc@S>;c. Lard, lie. Butter, llc(f?il.'5c

for fresh ; firkin, 12c@14c. Cheese, 7c@Sc for W. E. : 8c®10c
for Hamburgh. Eggs dull at 8c@SXc. Potatoes, 40c®50c.
POULTRY-Spring Chickens, $1.60®$1.75 per dozen. Live

Turkevs. 7c®Sc per lb.

CATTLE MAKKET--EeefCattle—Extra quality, $2.75@$3.00
ordinary, $1.50®$2.50 per cwt. Sheep, $3 per c fft. Hogs, $5.C0
per cwt.
HIDES—Market firm. Green city, 6; do. country, 6c®7c;

green salted, 8c®SXc; dry do., 13c@14c; <:ry flint, 15X@16>^c;
pelLs, 15c@30c.
WOOL—No transactions to report.

CINCINNATI MARKET. -Sept. 21,

FLOUR—Market inactive. Superfine, $4.50 ; extra, $4.75@$5.
GRAIN—Wheat firm, with a steady do nand. Pri iiO white,

$1.10; good do., $1.05@$1.08; fair do.. $1@$1.03; good to prime
red, 95c®$l. Corn firm at 75c. Rye firm at 75c, with an upward
tendency. Barley active at 76c for winter, and 70c for spring.

Oats, firm at 37c.

SEEDS—Clover steady at $5.60®$5.75. Timothv dull at $2.20
@$2.25. Flax firm at $1.10.

PROVISIONS—Meiw Pork, $14®$14.2.5, closing firm. Bacon
in demand ; sides, 9,Vc@,9,=aC ; shoulders, l)ic. Lard, lie for

barrel; llj^cforkeg. Butter—Cb.nce Western Reserve, 15@1 6c;

good to prime fresh Ohio, 12c@l4c; common and fair, llc®r2c.
Cheese active and firm at S^c lor prime Western Reserve; S'/^c

@9c for extra large do ; 10^c®llc for English dairy; 16.Jic for

Norton's pine apple. Potatoes—Northern, 35c®45o; prime Ohio
Neshannocks, .50c@60c.
CATTLE MAKKKT—Beef Cattle in good supply and dull,

closing at $2®$3..50 per cwt. gross. Sheep firm at $1.50@.t.S.25
each. Hogs, $4.76@$5.50 per cwt. gross.

HIDES—Market firm. Flint, 16c®17c ; dry salted, 15c@16c;
green salted, 7>^c®8c ; green, 7c.

HAY—$16 per ton, with a moderate demand.

TORONTO MARKET. -Sept. 21.

FLOUE—Market firm; superfine, $4.35®$4.40 ; fancy, $4.60®
$4.70 ; extra, $4.S0®$5.
GRAIN—Wheat dull; ordinary to fair, 9Gc®9.^c; extra, $1®

$1.03; spring, 86c@S7c. Barley active al 6,V®6Sc. Kye steady
at CCc. Oats, 2Sc®30c. Peas scarce at .'55e®58c.

PROVISIONS-Fresh Butter dull at 16c®18c; firkin. 12@14c.
Eggs, 12c®r2>ic. Potatoes, 2S@.34c for ordinary to good qualitv.

Dres,sed hogs, $i;@$C..,'50 per 100 lbs.

POULTRY—Supply good at 30c®35c for chickens, and 37^0
@iOc for ducks, per i»air.

FRUIT—Apples $1.75®$2.25, Pears $4@$.5, per barrel.

CAT! LE MARKET—Beef Cattle in good supply at $3.75@$5
for ordinary to good. Calves. $5®$7 each. Sheep, $3.50®$-I.OO
each. L.imbs, $1.75@$2 each.
HIDES—Beef hide.s, fie per lb. Sheep skins, SOc from butch-

ers, 40c@15e from pedlars, each.
WOOL—27c@2Sc per lb.

IIAY—Market steady. Timothy, $22®$25 for best quality;
medium, $17@$20 per ton. STRAW—$9®$11 per ton.

LIVERPOOL MARKET.— Sept. 2.

FLOUR AND MEAL—Western canal Flour, $4.80® $5..')2

;

Philadelphia, Baltimore, and Ohio, $.5.28@$6.24 : Canadian, $5.76

@$6.24; extra qu.ilities, $6.24®$6.72 ; sour, $4.32@5.28. Indian
Corn Meal, $4.32@$4.56 per bbl.

GRAIN—American white wheat, $1.36®$1.50; red do, $1.22®
$1.32; Canadian white, $1.28@$1.44; do. red, $1.20@$1.28. I«-

dian corn—white, $1.0S®$1.15; yellow, 84c@89c; mixed, ^3c®
S5c. All per bush, of 6u lbs.

WOOL—Market wituout change. 12c to 40c per lb.

LONDON MARKET. -Sept. 5.

FLOUE—American sour, $5.2S@$6.00 ; sweet, —

.

GRAIN—Wheat—American white, $1.26®$1.44; do red, $1.26
®$1.38. Indian corn—white, 90c@93c; yellow, 87c@93c, per
60 lbs.

WOOL—Market less active. 2Sc®48c per lb.

BRIGHTON CATTLE MARKET. -Sept 22.

At market, 1700 Beeves, 1100 Stores, 5000 Sheep and Lambs, 500
Swine.
PRICES— Market Beef— Extra. $7.76@$0.00: First qualitv,

$7..50; Second, $6.50; Third. $5.00. Working Oxen—$]0(i®
$130. Milch Cows- $41 ® $44; Common, $18 ® $19. Veal
Calves—$3.00®$6.00. Yearlings—$9®! 2. Two Years old—$16
®$20. Three Years old—$22@$25. Hides—7Xc®So per lb.—
Calf Skins— 12c@ 13c per lb. Tallow— 7 ®7Xc. Sheep and
Lambs— $1.00®$1..50; extra, $2.00®$2.75 Pelt.?-$0.62@$0.75.
Swine—Spring Pigs, 6c; retail. 6c®T>i;c. Fat Hogs—none.

Beeves are sold here by the head, at prices per ib. equal to the
estimated weight of beef in the quarter, together with the fifth

quarter, or the hide and tallow, at the same price, at a .shrinkage

from live weight tg;reed •»n by the partie»—from 24 to 34 per cent
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ADVERTISEMENTS.
A FKW short advertisements of interest to farmers— and on)y

ench— will be inserted in the Genesee /'drjn^r for twenty cents

a line, or |2 per square, each insertion, payable in advanee. To

secure insertion, they should be sent in by the 15th of the previous

month. The Farmer has large lists of subscribers in every State

and Territory^ and in all tltt' BritUh Provinces. (It has nearly

8000 subscribers in Canada West alone.) There is no belter or

cheaper medium for advertising everything ot general interest to

rural residents in all parts of tho United States and Canada.

EVERY FAKMER SHOULD POSSESS "CARPENTRY
MADK EA^V."— It teaches a new system of Framing tor

Buildings, Farm Houses, Uarus, Bridges, A;c., so that every farmer

can be his own carpenter. Trice #3 sample copy; |2 by mail,

postpaid. JAMES CIIALLEN & SON,
October—

U

Philadelphia, Pa.

SOMBRERO GUANO.—SO per cent. Bone Phosphate of Lime.
Try five bags this fall on an acre of your poorest land, or

Winter Wheat. Send or write for a circular and certificate from

Jbose wlio have used iU Sold at $80 per ton 2000 lbs.—14 bags to

ton. WOOD & GRANT, New York.

SepL—2t« W^M. A. MARTIN & CO., New York.

andr:^ leroy's nurseries,
AT FRANCE.ANGERS,

THE Proprietor of these Nurseries, the most extensive in the

world, has the honor to inform his numerous friends and the

public, that his CATALOGUE of FKUIT and ORNAMENTAL
TREKS, SHRUBS, ROSES, SEEDLINGS, FRUIT STOCKS,
ifcc, for the present season, is now ready, and at their disposal.

Applv, as heretofore, to ,

F. A. BRUGUIERE,
October—3t 51 Cedar Street, New York.

UNION NURSERY,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

THE Proprietor of this Nursery offers for sale, this autumn, a
large stock of Fruit and Ornamental Trees, consisting in

part of the following, to which the attention of purchasers is re-

Bpectfully invited

:

6'i,( 00 Staud.ard Apple Trees, 4 to 6 years old.

2.000 Dwarf do. on Paradise, 3 to 4 years old.

S.iiOO Standard Pears, 2 to 4 years old.

12,0 Dwarf do. 2 to 6 years old.

6.000 Standard Cherries, 2 to 3 years old.

2.0110 Dwarf do. on Mahaleb, 2 to 3 years old.

2.0110 Peaches.
2.000 Orange Quinces.
8,000 Queen of Prairie Roses—strong plants, for sale low by the

hundred or thou.sand.

2.000 Ilvbrid Perj'etual and other Koses.
2,000 Gi.int Rhubarb.

Also, 50,000 .\i)ple Trees, two years old.

Kocheeter, October, 1059—It CHAS. MOULSON.

SHEPPARD'S
General For-ward lug and ComiulssiOH,

Horticultural, Nursery, and Seed

AGENCY,
as FULTON STREET, KSW YORK.

Apple Peed, Pe.ir Seed, Strawberry Seed,
Poach Pits, Plum Pits, Cherry PiLs
Mulialeb Pita, Canary Seed, Hemp Seed,
Sage Seed, a limited supidy "for early ordors,Rape Seed,
Gunny Clotii, Russia Mats, Sewing Twine,
Gunny Bags, Archangel Mats, Packing Twine,
Flow<-r I'ots, Drain Pipe, I'runing Shears,
Pruning Knives, Budding Knives, and a general assortment
of Horllcullural Cutlery.

Copper, and other Wires, for Labels.
Peed Bags, of evcrv' variety, size, and style.

Envelops of every description, plain, or stamped to order.

Colored Plat»:g of Fruits, Flowers, &c.
French and German Glass for Greenhouses, Graperies, Ac

DUTCH BUiaiS.
SO casoa to arrive early In th<« season.

Hyacimli Glasses in variety.

Cr<>ons Poll, Hospenslon Flower Baskeln, Ac, *c.
Anything and everything rrquirerl'by Seedsmen, Nurserymen,

FlonitA, &c., In the prosecution of thojr busineM, at the loweet

market ratea. Bead iot k circular. Address
oaob«r—et ym. p. sukpfasd, box 8«7t p. a

G . W . EASTMAN'S
MODEL MERCANTILE COLLEGE,

wamblet'b maf.ble block,

71 Main Street, Ro<Jicster, N. Y.

THIS Institution was established in 1842. The new ity^tem (\t

Mercantile Instniction, combining Theory and Practice, Wiu
introduced in September last, and its praciicahility is now thor-

oughly demonstrated. To appreciate fully this novel, original,

and pre-eminent mode of Mercantile Kducalion, the ojieralious of

pupils during business hours must be witnessed.
The success it has already attained, warrants the belii'f that a

visit to our rooms will be sufficient to satisfy any one of the >u|k>

riority of this system over all others ever devised or inlriuiuced.

It places the pupil at once in actual hu.nneu, and makes him
practicall)/ acquainted with every variety of accounts, and the

whole routine of Commercial transactions, from the simple detailt

of a country store to the more complicated operations of the high-
est Banking Institution.

Citizens and strangers are invited to call, at their convenience.
Pupils received at any time. No vacation during the summer.
For particulars, send for Circulars,

Notlee.—I wish it disfinetl!/ understood, that I have no inifr-

est in a Commercial College at Oswego, N. Y., or at SL Louis, Mo.;
nor have I any connection whaterer with aiiy other College, all

representations to the contrary notwithstanding. I devete my at-

tention exclusively to the interests of this College—the 07ily one in

the world where theory and practice are combined, i he rio>U
of this system, as Author and Discoverer, ia secured to me bylaw,
and can not be subsidized bv others.

G. W. EAST.MAN, President
Author of ' Fulton & Eastman's Penmanship and Book-Keeping.'

Rochester, N. Y., October, 1859.

Rochester & Lake Avenue Nurseries,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

THE Proprietors of this old Establishment offer for sale a larger

stock than usual of

FRUIT AND ORNAMENTAL TREES, Ac.
Whicli will be found of the best quality, and sold at low pricey
icholesale or retail, comprising the following:

Apples, Standard and Dwarf.
Pears, do. do.

Cherries. do. do.

Peaches, Plums, Nectarines, and Quinces. Grapes, including
the most of the new varieties. Currants, Gooseberries, Raspber-
ries, and Strawberries. Lawton Blackberries. Victoria Rhubarb
and the true Giant Asparagus. Ornamental Trees, Shrubs, and
Evergreens.
BO.'^ES—We invite attention to our very large stock, not sur-

pa.<;sed anvwhere in quality and variety.

HERBACEOUS PLANTS-Among' which we call particular
attention to our splendid collection of New Seedling Paionies,

equal to any produced in Europe.
Persons wi:-hiDg to buy largely, will find it to their advantage

to see our prices. All communications addressed to

October—It J. DONNELLAN & CO., Rochester, N. Y.

$1,000 A YEAR!
Agents are now making this amount in selling our Publications.

Our list includes the most popular and saleable Books published.

Of our edition of

"DR. LIVINGSTONE'S TRAVELS IN AFRICA,"

OVER 50,000 COPIES
Have been sold ! We have Just published several New Works,

which are having a very large sale. Agents wishing to canvass,

will find it to their advantage to send for our Catalogue and

terms. Catalogues sent free. Address

J. W. BRADLEY, Publishbr,

43 North Fonrth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

N. B. — Single copies of Dr. Livingstonr's Tbavkls is

Afeica, sent by mail, post-paid, on receipt of the price, fl.So.

GENERAL AGENCY, TORONTO, C. W. - WILLIAM
VT LYON MACKENZli:, Editor "Weekly Message," having
resigned his seat in the Canada Ix'gislalure, is prepared to act »*

on Agent in such business matters aa can be conveniently tran»-

acted by him for persons in the United States and Canada. Ad-
dress "Message Offloe, Toronto, Canada."

[From 1/U Nenc York Dailv Tribune cf July 12W.]

" Whoever wiahos hit bOBlncsa to bo attended to with eompr,
Indoirtry, and fidelity, can Intrust it to iSr. Maakansia." It*
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THE NEW GRAPES.
HAVING fine facilities for propagating, we are prepared to

flirnish UNUSUALLY THRIFTY AND VIGOROUS
PLANTS of all the new hardy Grapes, consisting in part of

Concord, $1 each.
Hartford Prolific,... 1 "
ToKalon, 1 "
Union Village, 1 "

Delaware, $3 each
Logan, 3 "

Diana, ... 50 cts. to 1 "
Rebecca, 1 "

Garrigues 1 "

For a more extended list, see Catalogue. These will be secure-

Yf packed and delivered at the Express Office in Rochester, at

the above prices.

STRAAVBERRY PLANTS
Can now be furnished, securely packed, for fall planting. A large

and complete ossortraent.

HOOKER—The best for family use. Price $2 per hundred?
$15 per iliousand.

WILSON'S ALBANY—$1.50 per 100; $10 per 1000; besides

more than 25 other kinds.

iSg" OUR. GROUNDS COMPRISE NEARLY TWO HUN-
DRED ACRJES. We have constantly on hand, and are able to

supply, every variety of Nursery productions, of the most thrifty

Igrowth. Send for a Descriptive Catalogue.
H. E. HOOKER & CO.,

Sept.—2t Commercial Nurseries, Rochester, N. Y.

MELODEONS—THE "TREBLE FORTE" STOP.—A new
and admirable improvement has just been effected in the

Meiodeons of MASON & HAMLIN. It consists in the "treble
forte" stop, or a stop by means of which the treble part of the in-

strument may be increased in power, while the bass remains
Bubdued. The advantage of this stop is found In the perform-
ance of solo passages where it is desiratjle that prominence should
be given to the treble notes. The house of MASON & JtAM-
LIN has received, since 1856, for best Melodeons and Harmoni-
ums, no less than Twextt Gold and Silver Medals and Diplomas
from various State Fairs and Societies throughout the country.

Melodeons, from $60 to $200
Harmoniums, from $200 to $500

Descriptive Catalogues sent on application
MASON & HAMLIN, Boston, Mass., or

anSt CmCKERING & SONS, 694 Broadway, New York.

STOCKS FOR FRUIT TREES.

THE Subscribers desire to call the attention of the trade to

their large assortment of STOCKS for next spring's plant-
tug, which are this year remarkably Jii}e and healthy.

QtriNCE STOCKS—Angers and Fontenay—;?/•«< choiM.
MAZZARD CHKRRY SKEVLIJ^GS—extra fine.

APPLE SEEDLINGS—One and two years old.

The above can be furnished in large or small quantities.

Sept.—2t
H. E. HOOKER & CO.,

Commercial Nurseries, Rochester, N. Y.

OAA AAA PLUM TREES.—Messrs. C. EEAGLES & SON
OvU»UUU solicit the attention of Nurserymen, Planters, and
Dealers in Trees, to their immense stock of Plum Trees, by far

the largest ever offered in the United States.

One year, 3 to 5 feet, $25 per 100 ; $226 per 1000.
Two years, 4 to 6 feet, 30 " 250 "
Three to four years, 6 to 8 ft.,. 45 " 400 "

N B.—These trees are budded on plum stocks. Send for a De-
BCtiplive Catalogue. C. REAGLES & SON,

Sept., IS59.—2t Union Nurseries, Schenectady, N. Y.

Lawton Blackberry Plants.

Address WILIIAM LAWTON, New EocheUe, N. Y.

Circulars Promptly ForTvarded.
anSt

ALBANY TILE WORKS— OoRffER Cliktok Avkntjb and
Knox Street, Albant, N. Y.—The subscribers, being the

most extensive manufacturers otDRAINING TILE in the United
States, have on hand, ip large or small quantities, for Land Drain-
ing, ROUND, SOLE, and liORSE-SHOE TILE, warranted supe-
rior to any made in this country, hard-burned, and over one foot

in length. Orders solicited. Price List sent on application.

May, 1559.—6t C. & W. McCAMMON, Albany, N. Y.

EUSSIA OR BASS MATS — Selected expressly for budding
and tying. GUNNY BAGS, TWINES, HAY ROPE, &c.,

Buitable for Nurserymen and Farmers, for sale in lots to suit, by
D. W. MANWARING, Importer,

Sept., 1S59.—ly* »48 Front Street, New York.

TTIRQINIA FARM LANDS.—There are desirable FARMS
\ for sale at $10 to $20 per acre, within a few hours' ride from
Washington City. For any desired information, address

L. 11. EEYNOLDS, Maple Valley,
Sept—8t Prince William Co., Va,
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THE WHEAT PLANT.

John H. Klippaet, Secretary of the Ohio State

Board of Agriculture, has prepared a book, of some

sevea hundred pages, on the "Wheat Plant; its

origin, culture, growth, development, composition,

varieties, diseases, &c., &c."

A work on such a subject was much needed.

The author, in his preface, says :
" To me it has

been a matter of surprise that no American has

produced a treatise on the wheat plant ; and more

than all, that even professional agricultural writers

have been content to leave the 'scattered fragments

of thought' on so important a topic as the pliysiol-

ogy, culture, varieties, diseases, &c., of the wheat

plant, dispersed through a multitude of journals or

serial publications."

This is true ; we had previously no work on the

cultivation of wheat; and yet information on the

subject is greatly desired. "That portion of the

present volume," says the author, "published in

the Ohio Agricultural Report for 1857, caused the

entire edition of 20,000 copies to be absorbed in

less than sixty days from the date of publication."

From this we should be led to infer, not only

that such a work was needed, but also that it was

one of real value. We have accordingly given it a

careful perusal, and propose to give our readers

some idea of its contents.

From the preface, we were led to expect a work

of some originality and great research. The author

there says: "The study of the wheat plant is the

study of a lifetime. * * * So far as the growth,

the physiology of the plant is concerned, I have

been careful either to verify every statement which

is contained in this book, or else obtain it frqm

such authority as to render verification unneces-

sary, * * * On all doubtful points, I have con-

sulted the best authorities to which, I could obtain

access, and have availed mysglf of the advantages

offered by a constant and close attention to the best

American, English, German, and French agricultu-

ral periodicals."

Now, with such anticipations as these remarks

are calculated to excite, let us turn to the book

itself.

The first chapter is headed a " General View of

the Organic World," and has little connection with

the wheat plant.

The second chapter is on " Cereals and Grasses."

Several pages are taken from Schouw's account of

the geographical distribution of grasses, but where

the quotation ends we have no means of determin-

ing. The author says cereals "contain the ele-

ments to form bone,, muscle, and fat." Do not

other plants contain the same elements? This

chapter concludes witli a " brief sketch of the most

important cereals other than wheat." This is very

well, but somewhat out of place in a treatise on

wheat. We are also treated to a " short, brief de-

scription of the culture of rice."

In the next chapter we have the "History of tlie

Wheat Plant,"— including the author's reasons lor

believing that wheat will not turn into chess.

The fourth chapter treats of the " Origin of the

Wheat Plant." It contains fourteen pages devoted

to a botanical descri[)tion of JSgjlops, and an

account of the experiments of M. Fabre, wliich

resulted in his. obtaining wheat from them.

The next chapter is on the "Structure and Com-

position.of the Wheat Grain," taken principally from

the Natural History of Ncic York.

The next chapter is on the " Germination of the

Wheat Plant," and is quite interesting. We make

a few extracts; The vitality of a grain of wheat,

it is stated, is not destroyed by cold short of bS°

below zero. " Wheat will not mature at a lower

temperature than 45*^. Potatoes require 52°, bar-

ley SQ''." "If a grain of wheat be steeped, during

fifteen minutes only, in water having a temperature

of 122° Fah.—a temperature but little above blood^

heat—the germinating principle will be totally de-

stroyed." "A German writer states that wheat

sowed from one to four inches germinated the

deeper the better ; but from four to seven inched,
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the cle<^)er the less successful was germination ; at

eight inches, the seed did not germinate at all."

The blue rays of light are said to greatly accelerate

germination, while red rays retard it, and the yel-

low check it entirely.

The next chapter is on the " Origin and Constitu-

ents of Soils." There is little in this either new or

valuoble.

The eighth chapter is on the " Nutrition of the

Wheat Plant." Here we should look for valuable

information, but we look in vain. Several pages

are occupied in proving that tlie wheat plant can

not grow without inorganic food, which is undoubt-

edly true. The author, too, seems to think that

the chief value of ammonia is in supplying hydro-

gen,—which is, to say the least, very doubtful ; for

other substances which contain hydrogen, but no

nitrogen, have little or no eftect on wheat.

The next chapter contains the results of some

"Experiments of tlie Duke of Salm Horstmarr on

the Growth of Plants in Inorganic Artificial Soils."

We confess our inability to perceive the jiractical

value of these experiments ; or to understand such

expressions as "magnesia can not neutralize lime."

These nine chapters occupy over two hundred

pages of the work. We have waded through them

with small profit. They are singularly destitute

of practical suggestions or of correct scientific

deductions.

The heading of the next chapter promises some-

thing better. It is "Experiments of Gilbert and

Lawea." These gentlemen have been experiment-

ing on the growth of wheat for the last twenty

years, and, as our readers know, have obtained

some valnable practical results. But our author

say» not a word of these experiments / He copies

the results of some experiments on the composition

of wheat grain, and introduces them with remarks

which would lead his readers to suppose that these

are the experiments which are often cited as prov-

ing the falsity of Likbiq's "mineral manure theory."

They have nothing whatever to do with the con-

troversy to which he alludes!

The next chapter is on the "Growth of the

Wheat Plant," and contains some interesting in-

fonnation in regard to germination, the formation

of roots, (fee, illustrated with wood-cuts, some of

wiiifth we observe are also given in previous pages

of tJio same work, and some of them also in the

following chapter, which gives a "botanical de-

scription of the wheat plant."

Tha ttiirteenth chapter ia on the " Wheat Regions

of tJio World." It ia shown that intensely cold

wkitora do uot preveat the eucoeseful cnltivation

of wheat. "In central and western Europe, wheat

is cultivated chiefly in the zone between latitude

36" and 50°; further north, rye is generally pre-

ferred." There is in this chapter some interesting

information in regard to the wheat crop of Europe,

taken from the Encyelopmdia Brittanica, as quoted

by the Cyclopedia of Commerce, published by Hak-

PER & Bko's, New York. The table showing the

quantity of wheat raised in the different States of

the Union, is also taken f?bm the latter work— at

least it will be found in it. We are told, in this

chai)ter, that " portions of New York that formerly

produced thirty bushels per acre, now seldom aver-

age over eight." This is a stale error, as confident-

ly put forth as though it had never been refuted.

The statement rests on no satisfactory evidence.

Our author offers no proof. But what he lacks in

this respect, he makes up in assertion. All through

the book the statement is iterated and reiterated in

ever-varying forms and figures. Speaking of the

wheat of Ohio, he says :
" In less than fifty years,

the average product was reduced from thirty to less

than fifteen bushels per acre, while the yield in Great

Britain has increased from sixteen to thirty-six bush-

els per acre during the same period." Now if there is

the first particle of proof that the average product

of wheat in Ohio was ever thirty bushels per acre,

we have yet to see it. The statement in regard to

the yield in Great Britain is equally unfounded. In

the last edition (1853) of the Uncyclopwdia Brit-

tanica, Vol. 2, page 310, it is said that, "from in-

formation carefully gathered, Mr. Cairo gives it as

his opinion that the average produce of wheat \)QV

acre, in twenty-six of the thirty-two counties of

England, visited by him, is 2G| bushels, or 14 per

cent, higher than it was estimated at, in the same

counties, by Arthur Young, eighty years before."

In 1857, the estimated yield of wheat in Ireland was

235^ bushels, and in Scotland 27^ bushels per acre.

The author attributes the diminution of the wheat

crop to the removal of potash from the soil, Tliis

idea is destitute of all foundation in fact. The ma-

nures which have been most beneficial in increasing

the yield of wheat, are those which contain little

or no potash, .such, for instance, as Peruvian guano;;;

while the direct application of potash is rarely

beneficial.

In his preface, the author says: "I have beea i

careful to verify every statement which is contained

in this book." He seems to have thought that hie<

statements would need such a guarantee. Ono

of this class is the following: "One acre plowed

twelve inches deep will produce mora wheat thaa

four acres plowed six inches deep," In other worda,
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land plowed six inches deep produces twenty-

re bushels per acre, when plowed twelve inches

sep it will produce one hundred bushels per acre

!

Here is another statement, on the next page to

e above, which will surprise our readers in Upper

anada, than whom there are no better farmers or

ore successful wheat-growers on the continent:

That portion of Canada, which is included in the

heat region, is no longer profitably cultivated with

heat, and has fallen off in wheat production from

!,981,244 bushels to 942,835 bushels in a year.

ids has curtailed the product of the crop in the

heat-growing region immensely, and. Canada may

left out 0f the wheat-region.''''

Prof. Jous Wilson, in a lecture, last year, deliv-

ed before tlie Society of Arts, tells a very differ-

it story. He says :
" In 1851 the gross amount

wheat grown [in Canada] was 16,202,272 bushels,

owing an increase offour hundred per cent, dur-

g the ten previous years." " These," he continues,

\vere the statistics of 1851 ; since then the country

IS been advancing at even a more rapid rate. In

i56 the gross wheat produce amounted to 26,555,-

;4 bushels, showing an increase of over ten million

ishels, which is equal to 64 per cent, in the five

sars."

This chapter is rich in such statements as the

)Ove; but we can not hnger. It closes with two

iges of statistics taken from the Cyclopedia of

ommerce—or at least they are given there ; for we

i,n not say but it, too, may have copied them with-

it credit.

The next chapter is headed the "Culture of

heat.' It might have been more appropriately

;aded, "Nothing in Particular— from various

ithors." There is not a word said about the

ilture of wheat in the whole chapter.

The next chapter is on the "Exhaustion of Soils,"

Icen entire from Liebig's Letters on Modern Agri-

ilture. Then follows an account of the Rev. J.

aiTn's method of cultivating wheat, taken, with-

it credit, from Morton's Cyclopedia of Agricul-

ire, (vol. 2, page 1147).

The next chapter is on the "Management of

dUs." It is made up of extracts from Tull, Salis-

JEY, Mapes, Stephexs, and Madden. It also

)ntains a cut and short description of Orosskill's

lod-Orumber, taken from the Ohio Cultivator.

his is one of the most useful things in the book,

here is also an elaborate puff and flaming illustra-

on of the " Columbus Double Plow, Gill's Patent,

855."

Tlie heading of the next chapter is the "Improve-

lent of Soils"; but this gives a very faint idea of

le misceUaneoas nature of the chapter.

The next two chapters are on the varieties of wheat,

followed by a chapter on the diseases and enemies of

wheat. They are classed as follows: "Terrestrial,

Atmospheric, Agricultural, and Constitutional."

The next chapter is on "Animal Parasites affect-

ing the Wheat." Of the wheat midge it is said:

"Omitting the culture of wheat throughout an

infected district for one or two years, and cultivat-

ing instead some other crops, is a safe and certain

remedy." We believe the experience of farmers in

New England does not sustain this assertion.

We are not given to verbal criticism, or we should

question the correctness of the term "animal para-

sites," as applied to insects affecting plants.

The book closes with a chapter on the "History,

Culture and Varieties of Indian Corn." A portion

of this is taken from the Genesee Farmer, without

credit, though other portions of the same article

are credited. Thus ends this voluminous treatise

on the "Wheat Plant." The importance of the

subject, and not the merits of the book, have in-

duced us to endeavor to give our readers some idea

of the character of the work.

Thick vs. Thin Seeding of Oats.—In 1850, Mr.

GuLLAND, of Fifeshire, Scotland, offered a sweep-

stakes, that four bushels of oats, sown per Scotch

acre, in poor land, would yield a better produce

than eight bushels sown under similar conditions.

The late Mr. Hill, maintaining the contrary, ac-

cepted the sweepstakes, and a number of others

took up the same. Experiments were made by

Mr. Dingwall, of Ramornie, and Mr. BmsT, ©f

Hattonhill. In Mr. Buist's experiments

—

4 bushels' sown, yielded 28 bushels per acre, weighing S4 lbs,

per bushel.

8 bushels sown, yielded 36 bushels per acre, weighing 34^ Its.

per bushel.

In Mr. Dingwall's experiments

—

4 bushels sown, yielded 45 bushels per acre, weighing 38^ lbs.

per bushel.

8 bushels sown, yielded 49 bushels per acre, weighing 89 lbs.

per bushel.

Hard Milkers.— In answer to the inquiry of
" W.," in the September Genesee Farmer, allow me
to state my method. I use a lance or bougie of

steel, with a blade one and a half or two inches

long, one-fourth of an inch wide, and sharp on both
edges. The teat is held firmly by the hand, the

milk pressed into it, and tlie instrument inserted

in the orifice and puslied up to its shoulder, taking

care to have the blade follow the milk channel.

The regular and constant milking of the cow will

keep the channel open after it is thus widened ; bat

if it should show symptoms of closing up, it will

be necessary to recur to the operation again, per-

haps three or four times, always inserting the blade

so as to cut nothing but the old channel each time.
—Wm. Stoveb, Watei'loo, iV. Y.
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BOYS, STUDY AGRICULTUEAL CHEMISTRY.

It is a grent mistake to suppose tliat boys can

not learn and understand the principles of agricul-

tural chemistry. And it is a still greater mistake

in fathers not to provide their sons with some sim-

ple treatise on scientific agriculture. We recollect,

when quite a boy, of devouring every book, treat-

ise, pamphlet, or lecture, on this subject, which

could be borrowed or purchased. We believe most

farmers' boys have a taste for agricultural chem-

istry. Fathers should encourage this taste. Agri-

cultural chemistry has been brought into disrepute

by the extravagant pretensions of enthusiastic but

mistaken writers. A brighter day is dawning.

Much of the chaff has been blown away, and the

golden grain begins to appear. Chemistry can and

will render vast aid to agriculture. Let every

farmer, and especially every farmer's son, rest

assured of the fact. We hope to see the time when
agricultural chemistry will be taught in every coun-

try school house. The difficulty in the way is not

in the boys—not in their inability to master the

subject—but in the inability of their teachers to

impart the desired knowledge.

The lamented Prof. ISTorton, in one of his " Let-

ters " from Europe, alludes as follows to an exami-

nation of twenty-five boys, in agricultural chemis-

try, selected from the parish schools in different

parts of Scotland. These boys had attended to

agricultural chemistry for half an hour or an hour

once a week, this being the time recoirimended by

the Educational Committee of the Agricultural

Chemical Association. Prof. Norto:x says: •

" As a preliminary step they were examined by
Mr. Davidson, Rector of the Normal Bchool, Edin-
burgh, on the usual branches of education in tlie

parish schools, to show that these had not been
neglected. In conclusion, Mr. IJavidsox dcvcJared

that in these branches they seemed eciual tc. the
children of other schools. Prof. Johnstox then
commenced the jjart allotted to him, and i)urp()sely

striking away from tlie beaten track of the Cate-
chism, made his questions unlike in form to any
they had before heard. The readiness and the
thorough acquaintance with first priijciples which
they showed, astonished every one present. Some
prizes had been offered by the Agricultural Com-
mittee to the boys who acquitted themselves best,

and the eagerness whicb they all manifested, was
most amusing. The different ma.-^tors also became
highly excited each for his own boys, and I felt

myself, when the competition waxed keen, 'becom-
ing almost as much interested as if I were one of
the parties concerned. Some eight or ten of the
boys were so equally matched th;it it was almost
impossible to decide which was best, nnd premiums
Wijre accordingly given to each of them. I never
saw anything more entirely and triumphantly satis-

factory than this examination. No person present

could have remained unconvinced that young boys
could not only remember, but understand^ the prin-

ciples of scientific agriculture, as laid down iu

Prof. Johnston's Catechism. One of the boys who
took a premium was a little fellow of eleven years,

and the pertinency of his answers frequently elicited

bursts of applanse. Eight schools were representeij

at this time; but this instruction has as yet been
introduced into but a small portion of the j)arisli

schools of Scotland. What has been done there

and in Ireland is most encouraging, it shows that

the movement is on safe ground.
"I trust that in America, by the universality and

completeness of our instruction, we shall be able to

show the old country an example in this respect."

This was written fourteen years ago. Had Prof.

NoKTON lived he would have done much toward

the general introduction of the study of agricultu-

ral chemistry in this country. But he was cut

down in the flower of his usefuhiess.

" Oh ! what a noble heart was here undone,
When Scienoo self deslroy'd her favfirrte son."

But "he, being dead, yet speaketh." His "-Elementt

of Scientific Agriculture'''' is the best book of the

kind extant, and one which we desire to see m the

hands of every young farmer in America. Boys,

study Agricultural Chemistry! Study '•' Nortoii's

Elements.''''
m m

DISCUSSIONS AT AGRICULTURAL FAIRS.

The evenings of the days on which the New
York State Agricultural Fair was held at Albany,

were devoted to the discussion of agricultural ques-

tions, by the prominent farmers brought together

by that occasion. One evening, the subject of

manuring Avas discussed. The general cpoiion of

those who spoke, was that it was preferable to

compost manure, and spread it on the surface of

the land, rather than plow it in. Mr. Marks, of

Onondaga, said :
" I never want to plow in any

more manure, whether I intend the ground for

grass or cultivated crops," Geo. Geddes, of Syra-

cuse, said :
" The best plan is to manure gmss till

you get a good sod, and that itself, when turned

under, is a good coat of manure. I liave lost more

corn by manuring, on account of the grubs, than 1

have gained by the manure. I prefer to make tlif

grass Jand rich enough for a corn croj)." ^Ir.

Goldsmith said Orange cotmty farmers generiillj

prefer surface manuring, which keeps the grass in

good condition many years without plowing. ^Ir.

KiERSTKD, T. 0. Peteb5}, Mr. Collins, L. F. Allkn.

and several others, agreed tliat harrowint, in nianm t

was better than ])lowing it in. Mr. Mosei.p:y s.i',<;

he spread all his manure on the snow. Oth

again, among them W. Plfm.mer, Hon. Z. Pratt

Mr. Lyon, Mr. Sylvkstee, «fcc., preferred plowing

the manure undejr.
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One evening, the Hon. Josiah Quinot gave an

able address on soiling cattle, in the course of

which he said :
" Fifty years ago, my farm cut 20

tons of hay ; it now cuts 300. This is due to the

soiling system. The manure of a cow is of equal

Tftlue to her milk. One cow will produce, in a year,

!>-^ cords of solid, and the same of liquid, manure.

I'liis, composted with twice its amount of muck,

wiiuld increase the amount to 21 cords— equal in

vahie to the same amount of barn-yard manure.

Mr. J. S. Gould, of Columbia Co., gave an ad-

dress, cme evening, on the subject of the cultivation

of grasses ; in which he said :
" In seeding down

meadows, the rule should be to sow a variety of

seeds, and such as come into flower nearly at the

same time. Harrowing in grass seed is destructive

to the orop. If possible, grass seed should be

sown before rain, and leave that to make the neces-

sary covering. Lime, as an application to land,

would be improved by slaking it in water consid-

yrably salt." Mr. McCoun^ of Long Island, said

:

" We sow eight quarts of timothy seed to the acre

ou wheat, and leave the land in grass for several

years, top-dressing it with 150 pounds to the acre

of Peruvian guano."

T. C. Petees alluded to the meadows of Mr.

Thorne, of Dutchess Co., which, he said, owed

their productiveness to their not being fed off in

autumn.

The farmers of Illinois also held discussions

during the tune of the State Fair at Freeport, and

afterwards at the United States Fair, at Chicago.

Plowing and drainage were the subjects on the

first two evenings. The general opinion was that

the prairie lands were not plowed deep enough, and

that the use of mole ditchers was of most benefit

Ki teoacious soils, and that it would pay to drain

with the mole plow until tiles became cheaper.

At Chicago, the discussion turned on the subject

of fruit culture. M. L. Dunlap advised planting

orchards in Northern Illinois on a northern or

eastern slope. He preferred the limestone shales,

and would not plant on the dark prairie mould,

lie considered it necessary to shelter the fruit trees

by a belt of timber on the north, south and west.

For this purpose deciduous trees are best. Mr.

RosENSTiEL said a tree wanted nursing from its

infancy, as much as a child, and needs educating

(training) too. Mr. Mills had no faith in protect-

ing trees ; thought those protected had suffered

from the hard winters quite as much as those left

exposed. Mr. W. "W. Beebk thought that tlie trees

wexe not planted deep enough. He subsoiled his

ground before planting. He said: Do not plant

more trees than can he well taken care of. Dr.

Warder believed in protection. The best orchard?

are on elevated and well-drained soils. Sandstone

soils are best for the peach. Cultivate the orchard

well, but do not plow it after the 1st of June.

Lime, manure and good cultivation, he considered

the best preventive of the bitter rot.

CUTTING HAY FOR STOCK

Some years ago, a correspondent of the Masm-
chu^eits Ploughman, Tnos. W. Ward, made some

experiments in regard to the economy of cuttisig

hay and corn fodder for horses and cattle. Tb«

result was in every way satisfactory. One effect

of cutting fodder, brought t© light by these experi-

ments, we have never seen alluded to before. The

solid excrements of the animals, in proportion to

the food eaten, were much heavier from the cot

than from the uncut fodder. In other words, they

absorbed more liquid. This is an important fact.

The great loss in keeping manure in the barn-yara

is from drainage; and it is quite reasonable that

cut fodder would absorb more liquid than uncut.

In England it has been recommended, and is to

some extent the practice, to cut all the litter as

well as the fodder. The manure is shorter, and is

sooner ready for the land, and can be spread and

plowed under more easily; and undoubtedly ab

sorbs more liquid.

Mr. W. says his experiments "show a saving of

about eighteen per cent, in favor of cut hay, and

also an increase in weight of excrement of fifteen

per cent." "Thus," says Mr. W., "we spend less

hay and make more manure, which is the farmer's

capital." He says, in conclusion, he will " not at-

tempt to solve the mystery in regard to least hay

making most manure." There is no "mystery"

about it. It is due, undoubtedly, to the increased

capacity of the cut straw to absorb liquid rapidly.

Another advantage in cutting fodder for stock h
that coarser and more unpalatable food can be used.

A horse that would eat straw only when compelled

by keen hunger, will eat it readily if cut up and

mixed with a little corn meal; and the mixture

will be quite as nutritious as hay, and less expen-

sive. In some sections, one of the cheapest meth-

ods of wintering horses is to cut up oats in the

straw, and mix them with a liitle bran ; or, if the

horses are at hard work, with a little corn meal.

The hay crop is so short this year, in many see-

tions, that it behooves our farmers to use the most

economical methods of feeding their stock; and

cutting up the straw, corn stalks, and hay, will be

more than usually advantageons.
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GEESE AND THEIR MANAGEMENT.

The common domestic goose is one of the most

profitable of our poultry, where the facilities exist

for breeding them largely. Water is more neces-

sary to geese than ducks, and it is generally useless

to attemi)t to raise them successfully unles^ they

can have access to a pond or stream of water. A
good pasture, or common, for them to graze upon,

is another re(iuisite. They bite so close that a very

bare pasturage will support them. They ought not,

however, tb be allowed to graze on pasturage occu-

pied by farm stock, as they spoil tlie grass by leav-

ing their droppings scattered on tli^ field, and no

DOMESTIC GOOSE.

animal will eat those spots afterwards. They are

very destructive to all farm and garden crops, and

require to be carefully excluded from them, wliich

is generally done by putting a yoke, or light piece

of board, across their breast, to prevent them from

getting through the fences.

They are best for breeding after they have at-

tained their third year, and will live to a great age.

Tliey are better to be kept separate from other

poultry, as they are apt to become quarrelsome, and

injure the fowls that they are kept with. For a

goose-house, a dry situation is required. Low sheds,

with nests partitioned off, and well supplied with

dean, dry straw, so arranged that the eggs can not

roll out wliile the female is sitting on them, are the

most convenient. A goose will begin to lay in

February, and the eggs should be removed before

they liave a chance to freeze, and carefully kept in

a dry, and not too warm, place, till they are to be

«et. Wo usually keep them in bran, A large goose

will ccver seventeen eggs. The eggs are very irreg-

ular in hatcliing, and the goslings first hatched

reijuire to be removed from under the goose, and

kept in a warm basket in the house, till the whole

brood it! hatched, otherwise the old bird is apt to

desert her nest too soon. The goslings may bo let

out as soon as they are hatched, and, unlike young

ducks, they are not liable to injury if allowed to

go to Avater, unless, as is very often the case, some

amphibious monster, or greedy pike, should take a

fixncy to make a meal of them. The goslings re-

quire feeding for a time, on meal and bread crumbs

soaked in milk, with perhaps a few lettuce leaves

chopped fine and mixed in.

CANADA WILD GOOSK.

The Canada Wild Goose.—This is more prop-

erly a species, being considered by many naturalists

as belonging to the swan tribe. It will mate with

the domestic goose, but the progeny of the cross

are sterile; that is, their eggs will not hatch. In

its wild state it is very abundant throughout the

northern portions of America, principally in Can-

ada and the Hudson's Bay Territories. It has been

domesticateii, and forms a very beautiful addition

to our ornamental ponds and lakes. The wings

require to be clipped in the spring and autumn,

otherwise it is apt to fly away and return no more.

BREMEN GOOSE.

The Bkemex Goose.—This variety was brought

to this country from Germany in 1821, and now
obtains the preeminence over all others, in the esti-

mation of most breeders. Its color is pure white,

and its flesh more tender and juicy tlian tliat of

the common goose. Some epicures declare its flesh

to be equal in flavor to that of the Canvass-back

Duck, From its quiet domestic character, it pos-

sesses a great aptitude to fatten, and it is very pro-

lific, two broods being frequently raised in a season.
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CHINESE GOOSE.

The Chinese Goose.—Of this there are two vari-

eties, the brown and the white. It has been so long

known that its origin is involved in obscurity, and

it is called by a great variety of names. It is a

handsome bird. The male is disproportionately

larger than the female. It is the most noisy and

quarrelsome of all the goose tribe; and more than

one gander can not exist on the same premises.

At the same time it is so vigilant that no fowl-

stealer can set foot on the premises where they are

kept, witliout raising a din sufficient to wake the

seven sleepers. This must have been the bird that

once saved Rome. It is smaller than the common
goose, but is very prolific, sometimes laying in No-

vember. The white variety is, on the water, the

most graceful and active of the goose tribe, and is

higldy esteemed as an ornament to an artificial

pond.

TOULOUSE GOOSE.

The Toulouse Goose.—This, at best, is an ugly

bird, with a short neck, and a heavy low-set breast,

almost touching the ground. It is generally of a

dark grey color, mixed with brown. It attains to

an enormous weight; and even when fed to the

greatest weight, does not get so fat as the common
goose. Few, if any, birds of this variety have yet

been imported into this country.

The Hong-Kong Goose— more peopeely the

Swan Goose.—This variety is said to be derived

from China, but this is doubtful. It is the largest

of the goose tribe, of a dark brown color, with

fawn-colored breast, and closely resembles the swan;

walking with a stately affectation, and appearing

graceful and dignified on the water. It attains the

weight of 25 lbs. or more.

HONG-KONG GOOSE.

The Bkeniole Goose.—This is the smallest of

geese, and is mostly found in a wild state on the

shores of Scotland, Ireland, and Northern Europe.

It is about the size of a Musk Duck, aud of a pied

appearance, with black legs and bill. It has been

domesticated, and is very gentle, b\it shy, in its dis-

position; and is accounted the prettiest of orna-

mental water-fowl.

IF

BERNICLE GOOSE.

The feathers of geese are usually considered quite

an item in the economy of a good housewife ; and

for the purpose of obtaining them, the geese are

usually plucked twice or thrice during the summer.

Young, or "green" geese, are considered a luxury

for the table in autumn or winter, and are readily

fattened when shut up in a dark place. Their diet,

for the first two weeks, is usually oats and water

mixed in a trough; after this, the food is gradualij

changed to barley meal mixed with water. Steamed

'

potatoes, mashed up with four quarts of ground'

buckwheat, or oats, to the bushel, and given warm,,

will fatten a goose in three weeks.
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SPIRIT OF THE AGRICULTURAL PRESS.

Keeping Fakm Accounts.—A correspondent of

the Farmer and Gardener^ a new and valuable ag-

ricultural journal recently started at riiiladelpliia,

thinks tliat if every fanner kept a systematic ac-

count of everything seen and done on the farm, the

agricultural papers would become two-fold more

valuable than they now are, as the notes of such

observations as might be made could be more I'ead-

ily relied upon and communicated, than if made

from memory ; and farmers who now never think

of writing for the papers, would take a pleasure in

80 doing.

Coal Ashes.—The editor of the Boston Commer-

cial Bulletin gives the results of several experi-

ments he made with coal ashes. Applied to an old

sward, it gave two fine crops of grass where

aotbing but white-weed, &c., grew before. Applied

to potatoes, it produced a large crop, of fine quality,

and perfectly free from disease. Applied to sweet

aorn, and many other vegetables in the garden, it

gave them a fine growth and clear green color.

Hqw to destroy the "VVheat-Midge.— In the

AmeTvsan Farmer is a long and interesting article,

written by a Canadian wheat grower, which main-

tains, as tlie result of careful experiments, that the

larva of the wheat-midge may be readily and efi'ect-

ually destroyed by sowing quicklime on the stub-

bles immediately ^fter harvest.

Composting Swawp Muck.— F. Hoi.beook, in

the New England Farmer, recommends mixing

Bwamp muck with barn-yard manure, in order to

absorb and retain the volatile portions of the latter.

He says it is important that muck should be dug

from the swamp and piled for a few months, or

even a year or two, before using it as .compost.

Tall Timothy.—The Shasta (Cal.) Herald gives

an account of some timothy, grown in that neigh-

borhood, the spears of which measured eight feet

in length, and quite large enough to form woiiving-

iticks for San Francisco snobs.

Wheat in California.—A California corres-

jpond^t of the Weitern Farmers' Magazine, a new
}paper recently started at Chicago, 111., says that

:dli)ng the valleys and river bottoms there they only

gixfi one plowing for two or three crops. Tlie first

or&5> generally yields 50 to 60 bushels per acre.

Tlie .second, known as tlie volunteer crop, is also

large, and of better quality, and less liable to smut.

The wheat that took the first premium at the State

Fair in 1854, yielded, per acre, 82^ bushels of 60

Ibe. to the bushel

'

Applying Manuke to Grass Lands.—A corres-

pondent ot the New England Farmer says he has

learned, by experience, that the best time to apply

manure as a top-dressing is late in autumn or win-

ter— so late that the manure, after being spread

upon the surface, will remain in a congealed stats

till it is drenched away by the thaws and rains.

Snow covering the manure will prevent its fertil-

izing qualities from being evaporated, and when the

snow melts they will be carried down into the soil.

Broom Corn in Illinois.—An Illinois paper tellf

of a field of broom corn, near Rockford, containin;

nearly 800 acres. The corn was planted by ma
chinery, in rows two feet nine inches apart. Th

crop has been sold for $85 per ton, and will yiek

$20,000.

Chinese Sheep.—The New York Obserger, in ar.

account of a visit to the farm of R. L. Pell, Esq.,

says these sheep are a curiosity, and the only one*

of the kind in this country. They are prolific be-

yond all other kinds— often producing three, four,

or five lambs at a time, and breeding twice a year.

The mutton is said to be of a very high character,

and wholly devoid of that offensive flavor peculiar

to mutton at times.

Fowl Breeding.—The Rural Register says there

is just as much necessity for breeding good laying

fowls from good layers, as there is of selecting milk

cows from the progeny of good milkers; and that

no sort of grain, if at all damaged, is fit for feedinj;

to poultry. Better give it to the hogs.

Seeding Timothy.— Mr. W. D. Kelly, in th«

Prairie Farmer, gives his mode of seeding thi*

grass, which is to sow on clean, well-prepared land,

about the first of September; and if any part fails,

he sows again in March
;
giving the seed a light

harrowing, or brushing in. No other crop i»

allowed to occupy the ground.

Horn Shavings as Manure.—Horn is exceed-

ingly rich in nitrogen—equal in this respect to th«

best Peruvian guano. It is, therefore, a most val-

uable fertilizer. Some years ago, Mr. Humphrey,

of Albany, N. Y., planted three acres of corn on

the poor sandy soil near that city. As an experi-

ment, he dropped in each hill on two acres, a

small quantity of horn shavings. The other acr«

received nothing. This produced only 15 bushels,

wliile the former produced CO bushels of shelled

corn per acre.

If milk you'd have both clean and sweet,

Kneh night before you rest your feel,

Muke for your cows a Btraw-bed neat.

—Dolly Edmttjnm.
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AGKICULTTJEAL FAIRS,

UNITED STATES AGRICULTURAL FAIR.

The Fair of the United States Agricultural Soci-

«ty was held at Cliicago, Illinois, September 12—17.

The weatlier was unexce[)tionabIe, and the many
railroads centering in Chicago were tasked to their

utmost capacity to carry to and fro the immense
concourse of visitors that kept pouring in day and

night from all the surrounding region. The receipts

amounted to over $33,000. The fair was inaug-

rated by a speech from President Tighlman, fol-

lowed by speeches from Senators Ckittenden and
Douglas. After the speeches, a grand procession

around the ring, of the horses and cattle, enabled

every one to see at a glance all the animals in those

classes on exhibition.

The entries of articles numbered 2,552, viz

:

horses, 234; cattle, 210; sheep, 171; swine, 44;
poultry, 57; farm and garden products, 229; horti-

cultural and household, 311; mechanical and agri-

cultural implements, 1,015; scientific, 209; miscel-

laneous, 72. Tlie crowd through the grounds was
so great, and all the halls so denstly packed with
people, that it was next to impossible to see any-

iliing to advantage.

Horses were a prominent feature. A race, or,

in agricultural phraseology, a "trial of speed," for

$1,000, between the celebrated trotting nags Flora

Temple and Princess, being one of the attractions.

Several of tlie most noted horses from Vermont and
Kentucky were exhibited.

Cattle.—Among these the Devons predominated,

iMid made a good display, both as to numbers and
quality. In Short-horns, some splendid herds were

ihown, among which those of F. W. Stone, of

Guelph, 0. W., and J. N. Bijown, of Sangamon,
county, 111., attracted special attention; the latter

being awarded the first premium as the best herd
on the ground. In Devons and Jerseys, J. H. Mo-
IIenet, of Maryland, took the first premium. In

Herefords, John Mebkyman, of Mai'yland, carried

©ff several of the prizes.

Sheep.—The show in this department was re-

markably good, mostly fine-wools, in which class

the Messrs. MoConnells, of Sangamon county, 111.,

and Geegort, of Vermont, exhibited some very
e-lioice French and Spanish Merinoes. In Oots-

wolds, the flock of F. W. Stone, of C. "W,, attracted

special attention. There were also some fine sheep
in this class shown by Buodie and Converse, of

Jefferson county, N. Y. Of Leicesters, the finest

were shown by Messrs. McGlashen and Miller,
of 0. W. In South-downs, the flocks of Messrs.

Toms, of Ohio, and Carpentek and Gaqk, of 111.,

were among the best.

SwiNE.—The show of these was not large, but
there were some fine Suffolks, Essexs, and Berk-
ihires shown.

Fowls.—There was less variety than might have
been expected, and this department showed evidence
feliat the "hen fever" had subsided.

Agricultural Implements and Machinery.—
The show in this department was very large. There
was a mole ditcher shown by Jas. Nevison, of Ohio,

bhe price of which is only $12. Also, a fanning
mill from Utica, N". Y., having a peculiar arrange-
ment for cleaning foul seed, and grading the grain

as it passes through.

Farm and Dairy Produce.—There were some
fine samples of wlieat shown. A sample of White
Australian winter wheat, grown at Berrien, Mich.,

and weighing 64 lbs. per bushel, attracted much
attention. Only two samples of barley were shown,
and not much of oats. In corn, the samples were
numerous and good. Of butter and cheese, there

was quite a large quantity, and some good samples

on exhibition, mostly from the prairie lands of

Illinois.

Horticultural.—The exhibition here was not

as large or as full as it might have been, though
much of the fruit was excellent. Ellwanger &
Barry, of this city, showed a collection of peara

numbering 145 varieties, as also 107 varieties of

apples. Grapes appeared in strong force, and of

fine quality. Vegetables generally made quite a

respectable appearance. A cabbage was shown
weighing 40 lbs.

Everything passed off well.

NEW YORK STATE FAIR.

The Fair of the New York Agricultural Society-

was held at Albany, October 4—7, and was one of

the most splendid and successfu' exhibitions ever

held in this country. The weather was as fine as

could be desired. The entries exceeded those of

any former exhibition, numbering 3,551, viz: horses,

507; cattle, 362; sheep, swine, and poultry, 604;
implements and machinery, 496; farm and garden

products, 360; domestic manufactures, 364; horti-

cultural, 244 ; miscellaneous, 604; special, 10. Th©
receipts footed up $18,133, an increase over those

of last year of some $3,000; and higher than at

any previous Fair of tie Society.

Horses.—This class was numerous, but perhaps

of less merit than might have been expected. No
trials of speed were allowed.

Cattle.—These were not so numerous as usual,

but the chief breeds were represented by very

choice animals. In Short-horns, A. B. Conger,
Samuel Tiiorne, Hon. Wm. Kelly, J. R. Page,

Simeon Leland, L. G. Morris, Wm. Slingerland,

J. Becar, and several others, exhibited splendid

animals. J. R. Page, of Sennett, took the first

premium for aged home-bred bulls, with "Hiawa-
tha." Samuel Thoene took the first for imported

stock, with "Grand Turk" and his cow "Lalla

Rookh." He also took the first for home-bred

cows, with "Miss Gwynne." E. G. Faile, C. S.

Wainwright, G. Vail, and others, showed some
fine herds of Devons. F. Feeymeyer, of Fulton,

took the first premium for aged bulls; C. S. Wain-
weight, of Rhinebeck, for the best imported bull.

C. S, Wainweight and E. G. Faile took the best

premiums for cows and heifers in this class. Of
Herefords, E. Coening, jr., A. Bowen, and M. C.

Remington, exhibited largely. E. P. Gardner,
of Schoharie, took the first premium for aged bulls

;

and A. Bowen, of Medina, and E. Coening, jr., of

Albany, took the best prizes for cows and heifers.

In Ayrshires, S. D. Hungerford, E. P. Prentice,
^

Brodie & Converse, and several others, showed
^^

some fine animals. E. P. Prentice's bull "Dundee
7th " took the first premium. Brodie & Con^'ersk,

and S. D. Hungerford taking the first prizes for

cows and heifers. In Alderneys and Grades, sev-

eral very fine animals were shown ; also working

oxen and fat cattle. In Foreign Cattle, J. Snell,
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)f 0. W., took tlie first premiums for the best bull

md cow—botli Durhams.
Sheep.—A vi^vy large number were on exhibition,

[n Long-woolfi, some animals of remarkable merit

ivere shown. South-downs were not numerous,

jut very fine. Tlie Merino class was very full.

Saxons and- Silcsians made a good display, and some
3hropslnre-Downs were shown by J. Lokii.laud,

)f New York, and 0. Parsons, of Riga. J. Bett-

BiDOE, of Riga, and G. H. & A. D. Gazley, of

Pleasant Plains, took the best prizes for Long-

jTOols; Samuel Tiiorne, the' best in South-downs.

Banford Howard, who has just returned from
Europe, says that the South-downs bred by Mr.

UnoRNE were equal to any of the same breed he
)aw in their native country. In Merinos, the i)rizes

ivere pretty well divided. W. Chamberlain, of Red
Hook, took most of the prizes for Silesians; and

D. W. Hull, of New Lebanon, in Saxons.

Swine.—Not very numerous, but good, princi-

pally Es:^exs and Sutiblks, with some Berkshires

md Yorkshires.

Poultry.—A very large and excellent display

—

jqual to the shows during the "hen fever;" but
:he rage for the larpie Asiatic breeds is much abated,

jame, Dorkings, Spanish, Hamburgh, and all the

3est kinds, were well represented. John R. Paoe
ihowed some fine Cayuga Black Ducks, some of

[vhich at six mouths old weighed 9 lbs. each.

Farm and Dairy Produce was well represented,

ind the show of vegetables was very large. A
uammoth squash, weighing 133^ lbs., exhibited by
[). W. 0. Deforest, attracted some attention;

mother attraction was a miniature seed store, fitted

jp by W. TiioRBURN, of Albany.
Horticulture.— A better show of fruit was

aever exhibited; and the number of exhibitors was
?ery large, but we have not space to particularize.

Implements and Machinery.—There was a mag-
lificent exhibition in this department— probably
;he largest and best ever made by the Society. It

B gratifying to mark the progress annually made
in this direction. The farmer may well congratu-

late himself that he has now within his reach im-
plements and macliines which enable him to accom-
plish his labors with ease, cheapness and dispatch.

THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE.

This Association held its Annual Fair in the agri-

jultural department, at New York, Sept. 21—23.

[t was not, however, a successful exhibition, mainly
on account of the prevalence of tlie ecpunoctiai.

There was a very meagre attendance of visitors,

from the same cause. The quality of the stock
shown, as might be expected, was remarkably good.

Cf Horses, jiarticularly carriage horses, the
show was such as cau only be got uj) in a wealthy
city like New York. The ^Messrs. Bathoate, of

Morrisania, took the first premium for breeding
stock in tliis class.

Of Cattle, there were some excellent stock on
the ground. Simeon Leland, of New Rochelle,
took the highest premium in Short-horns; E. G.
Faile, of West Farms, in Devons; G. Hartshornk,
of Railway, N. J., in lierefords; and Willam
Watson, of Westcliester, in Ayrsliires.

The IIorticultui'.al Department was remark-
ably good. Among the exiiibitors in this class,

Messrs. Ellwangeb <fc Bakky, and H. E. Uookkb

& Co., of this city, had a very large display of
fruit, and took the first premium in almost eveiy
class in which they competed. There were some
fine specimens of tomatoes and squashes, raised

from seed recently imported from tlie Sandwich
and Fejee Islands. A monster pumpkin was exhib-

ited, weighing 175 lbs,

PENNSYLVANIA STATE FAIR.

The seventh exhibition of the Pennsylvania State

Ag. Society took place at Philadelphia, Sept. 27—30,

and proved entirely successful. The weather was
fair and the attendance numerous— over $28,000
having been received for admission fees.

An exciting attraction to this Fair was a trial of

fire engines, both steam and hand-worked engines

competing, 16 fire engines being on the ground.

Horses.—Many of the animals were first class, and
among them were some fine imported animals, as

well as a good display of Mogans and Black Hawks.
Cattle.—In Short-horns, Jas. Gowen, of Mt.

Airy, exhibited a splendid herd. D. Kelly took
the first premium in this class for his bull " Lord
Barrington." Of Devons, the show was good, J.

H. Strandberg, of Maryland, taking ofi:' the pre-

mium with his celebrated herd, Alderueys were
also well represented, Dr. Twaddell taking several

premiums.
Sheep.—But few premiums were offered in this

class, and there was not anything remarkable about
those on the ground.

Swine.—The display in this class was one of the

finest on the ground, principally of the Suffolk,

Berkshire and Chester county breeds. The small

breeds are evidently gaining favor.

The show in the HoRircuLTURAL Department
was such as can only be met with in Philadelphia.

The display of grapes was very fine. Here, again,

Messrs. Ellwanger & Barry, of this city, came in

with a fine collection of fruits.

Implements, Machinery, &c., were, as usual,

plentiful; but we notice no novelties in this

department.

FAIR OF THE ST. LOUIS AG. AND MECH. ASSOCIATION.

The Fair Grounds of this Association are proba-
bly tlie handsomest and best fitted up of any in

the Union. Near the centre stands an immense
ampitheatre, capal)le of seating 20,000 spectators.

In the centre of this is erected a beautiful pagoda,
from which a band of music enlivens the scene

with its stirring strains. Around the pagoda is the

ring for the display of the stock, all the animals in

a class being led round the ring together, and the

judges examine them and make their awards. The
prize animals are then decorated with ribbons, and
are led round the ring alone, a herald proclaiming

in a loud voice the names of tlie owners.

The Fair was held Sept. 26—Oct. 1. The Pre-

mium List was larger than that of any other

association in the Union, and brought exhibitors

from a great distance. Last year, we visited tliis

Fair, and were much disappointed in the character

of the exhibition. This year, the sliow appears to

have been vastly superior—one more commensurate
with the great liberality of the Premium List.

The exhibition of horses was very large. All

the notabilities of the turf were there, as well as

the most celebrated roadsters and draft horses.
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The premium of $1,000 for roadster stallion went

to " Stockbridge Chief," owned by Messrs. Cooper

& Ckeen, of Jefferson Co., Ky. The $1,000 pre-

mium for thorough-bred stallions was carried off

by " Revenue," owned by A. Bdford, of Woodford

Co., Ky., against 31 competitors, among which

were "Lexington" and "Uubloon.' The sweep-

stakes of $30b for the best stallion on the ground,

went to "Dubloon," owned by H. E. Moore, of

Cooper Co., Mo. ; and that of $200 for the best

mare, went to " Belle Sheridan," owned by R. S.

Morrison, of Lexington, Ky.
In the -cattle department, the show was remark-

ably good, J. N. Brown, and J. D. Smith, of 111.,

and R. A. Alexander, of Ky., being the principal

exhibitors. The $1,000 premium for the best aged

bull, was awarded to " Second Duke of Airdire,"

owned by R. A. Alexander, of Ky. The sweep-

stakes of $300 for the best bull of any kind or age

on the ground, went to " King Alfred," owned by

J. N". Brown, of 111. ; the $200 sweepstakes for

the best cow, to "Tulip," owned by the same
breeder.

In every other department, the show was very

superior.

The attendance was very large, considering that

the weather was rather wet and stormy during the

first ^veek, which necessitated a continuance of the

Fair into the second week, and it closed on Oct. 4,

with the usual lady equestrianship.

THE PEOVmCIAL (C. W.) A6EICULTURAL FAIR.

This Fair was held at Kingston, C. W,, Sept. 26—
30. The weather, with the exception of a few
showers on the opening day, was fine and dry

throughout. Old Kingston, one of the most beau-

tifully located cities in Canada West, excelled her-

self in the preparations made for this Fair, a hand-

some crystal palace having been erected on the

grounds, for the exhibition of the articles in the

Manufecturing, Horticultural, and Fine Arts De-
partments ; and all the arrangements made were on

a scale worthy of the occasion. The entries were
numerous, footing up to some 4,500.

Horses.—Canada has always been famous for

her heavy, active, draft horses, and the show in

tliis department was very fine.

Cattle.—Durhams.—In this class the exhibitors

were numerous, and the animals of the highest

character, F. W. Stone, of Guelph, Wheeler, of

Scarboro, and several others, having fine herds on

the ground. A. Hogge, of Guelph, took the first

prize for the best aged bull in this class.

Devons.—A numerous class, of superior quality,

tlie herds of IST. Choate, of Hope, and W. H. Lock,

of Yarmouth, attracting much attention, and taking

tJie best prizes.

Herefords.—A small class, all the prizes being

taken by one exhibitor, Chas. Skene, of Amherst
Isliuul.

Ayrshires.—This excellent milking breed was
well represented, and the prizes divided among a

great many exhibitors.
' Oalloiuays.—This breed came out in greater force

than ever before, and appears to have attracted

much attention, from their hardiness, syumietry,

and beauty. In this class the prizes were a good
deal divided, J. Fleming, of Vaughn, taking the

prize for the best aged bull. The herds of Wm.

Roddick, of Hamilton township, and J. Jabdine,

of Saltfleet, took a leading rank in this class.

Sheep.—In this class, as usual, the long-wools

predominated. George Miller, of Markham, and

J. Snell, of Chinguacousy, taking most of the

prizes on Leicesters. In Cotswolds, J. Snell, of

Chinguacousy, took the prize for the best aged

ram, the other prizes in this class being divided be-

tween this exhibitor and F. AV. Stone, of Guelph.

W. Roddick, of Hamilton township, showed quite

a flock of Cheviots, and took every prize. South-

downs were not so numerous as usual, perhaps, but

some splendid animals were shown, J. Spencer, of

Whitby, and Geo. Miller, of Grantham, carrying

off the first prizes. Merinos and Saxons were ex-

hibited in small numbers, but they were of good

quality. Fine-wool sheep receive little attention

in Canada. J. Rtmal, of Barton, and Geo. Miller,

had an the prizes in this class divided between them.

Swine.—Numerous and good, the small breeds

seemingly having the preference.

Farm Products.—The show of wheat and other

grains was very fine. The Canada Company's prize

of $100 for the best 25 bushels of fall wheat was

taken by Tnos. Vickers, of Clarke; the prize for

the best two bushels of fall wheat went to D. Camp-

bell, of Glengarry. Both samples were excellent,

but we did not ascertain their weight.

Horticultural.—Considering the deficiency of

fruit in Canada, this year, the show in this depart-

ment was very good. We see, by the prize list, that

the old Niagara District, once so famous for_ its

peaches, has won many laurels on this occasion,

Judge Campbell, of Niagara, having no less than

twenty-three prizes for fruit attached to his name.

Machinery and Implements.—The show in this

department was both large and good ; and we no-

tice one good feature, namely, that the threshing

machines and other implements were subjected to

the test of a trial before deciding upon their merits:

In all other departments, the articles on exhibi-

tion were of a superior quality, but the list is too

numerous for us to particularize.

On the whole, this Fair was one that the Cana-

dians may well be proud of, though a much smaller

number of people attended than at Toronto last year.

ILLINOIS STATE FAIR.

This Fair, held at Freeport, 111., September 5—9,
appears to have been very successful. The grounds

were finely located, the arrangements very good,

and the weather throughout proved propitious.

The fact of the United States National Fair being

held so shortly afterward at Chicago, prevented

many of the best breeders of stock in that State

from sending their choicest animals to the State

Fair. This was most particularly the case with

horses, the animals in this class not coming up in

numbers or quality to some former years.

The show of cattle was very fair, but not up to

that of last year. Among the Short-horns were

the fine herds of J. N. Brown, of Sangamon county,

and N. M. Chamberlin, of Ohio, tlie latter of

whom carried oft' the premium for the best bull in

this class, and tlie former tlie first premium for

the best herd on the ground. The Devons were

well represented : the herds of Jonathan Perrin,

of Hope county, and C. D. Bent, of Iowa, ranking

first in this class. Herefords and Alderneys were
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not numerous, but the herds of Tnos. Aston, of

Ohio, and a few choice animals from Maryland,

were of a quality hard to beat.

Of sheep, the show was first rate; some very

uuperior Long-wools appearing among tliem from

the flock of J. McGlasiikn, of Pelham, 0. W., who
took several prizes. Of iSoiith-downs, the flock of

Samuet, Toms, of Ohio, containing many choice

imported animals, carried ott" the ribbons. Fine-

wools appeared in large numbers, and of fair quality.

0. RosESSTEiL, of Freeport, E. F. McConnel, of

Chatliam, and -Hammond & Barnes, of Wheaton,
mking the first ])remiums in this class.

SwiME.—In this class the Essexs and Suflx)lks

were well i-epresented. The Hon. JoirN Went-
woRTit, of Cliieago, and S. K. Ruble, of Wisconsin,

aad W. Peveril, of Rockford, taking the best

prizes.

Farm Products, and Fruits, &o.—In this depart-

ment the show was better than in any former year.

The samjjles of grain shown were first rate, and
the fruit, of which many of the best specimens
were from "Egypt," were such as only the rich

warm soil of Southern Illinois can produce.
Of Implements generally, the number on exhibi-

tion Avas very large, among which Oorn-shellers

and Sugar Cane-mills showed the most novelties.

The great attraction of the Fair was Fawkes's
Jiteam Plow, and to it the State Society, owe much
**f the success of the exhibition this year, in a pecu-
niary point of view. A trial was had of this plow,
which performed all that was anticipated from it,

and it was awarded the premium of $3,000, and
oovered with garlands and ribbons by the ladies,

and its merits duly set forth by the speech-makers
wf the occasion.

OHIO STATE FAIE

Was held at Zanesville, Sept. 20—23. Great
preparations were made for this Fair, and the
material for a good show in several of the depart-
ments came to the ground, the entries numbering
up to 2,506. But the weather proved inausjiicious,

juid considerably lessened the attendance of visitors

and live stock. The receipts only reached $9,500.

Horses.—There were fewer than usual, but
ttjnong those present were some very fine imported
aui nulls from the stables of Messrs. Alexander
and Woodroffe, of Kentucky.

Cattle.—The show of these was small, and
many of the old familiar faces were absent. The
prize herd of Short Horns was that belonging to

the estate of the late ^Ir, Lang, of Highland Co.
Of Herefords, Devons, and Ayrshires, the Ohio
Cultivator says :

" There were jnst enough to
swear by," Tnos. Aston and G. W. Penny showing
Home good animals.

Sheep came out in respectable numbers, and of
good quality, as did also swine.

Machinery and Implements.—This department
was the best of the show. Among the machinery
were some portable steam engines for farm pur-
poses; sugar evaporators; and a new monster
fraction engine, propelled by horse-power, to which
a mole plow was attached, that opens the channel,
and cements it as it travels. Of implements, the
plows were the great feature. There were also
some specimena of drain-tile, from the Woodstock
works.

MICHIGAN STATE FAIR.

This fair was held at Detroit, October 4—7. The
weather proved fair, and there was a good attend-

ance of visitors. The entries numbered 2,314.

Horses.—The show of these was large and good.
Among them were some from Vermont and Canada.
M. E. Crofoot, of Pontiac, showed a fine team of

matched horses (greys), which took the first pre-

mium.
Cattle.—Short-horns mustered strong; the first

premium for aged bulls going to S. W. i3exter, of

Dexter, Mich. A. & J. Barber, of Avon, N. Y.,

showed a fine herd in this class, and took several

prizes. A good many Devons were shown, som<^

of which ranked high in quality. 0. Rion, of

Lapeer, took the first premium for aged bulls, and
Ballard & Sons, of Niles, and J. Allen & Sons,

of Coldwater, took several prizes for their stock in

this class. Herefords and Ayrshires did not show
largely, but those on the ground were good.

Sheep.—A good show, principally fine-woole.

H. Hitchcock, of Lyons, and B. Pecham, of Albion,

showed some fine Spanish Merinos, and took th«

first premium in this class. N. S. Schuyler and
J. L. Thompson, of Coldwater, took the first pre-

mium in French Merinos. Saxons and Silesians

also mustered up pretty strong. In South-downs,
S. Toms, of Ohio, proved invincible, carrying off tl>«

first premiums. Of Leicesters and Ootswolds, sev-

eral fine animals were shown, mostly from Canada.
Swine.—Not very numerous; nearly all the prizes

went to the Suffolk and Essex breeds.

The other departments were all well represented.

NEW JERSEY STATE FAIK.

This Fair, held at Elizabeth, Septenber 13—17,
was the most successful ever held in the State.

The entries numbered 1,059, and the receipts at

at the gate amounted to $7,000. The show of

horses was very numerous and superior, and em-
braced some of the champions of the Americaa
turf.

Cattle.—In Durhams, G. Hartshorne, of Rath-
way, and B. & C. S. Haines, of Elizabeth, took
most of the premiums. In the other classes, Devons
and Ayrshires were most numerous, and many fiji©

animals were shown.
Sheep.—In this class the entries were all of long

and middle-wools, no fine-wools being shown. Th«
premium for the best ram went to B. & C. S.

Haines, for their imported Hampshire Down bucks
—a variety of South Downs meriting more atten

tion than they have yet received in this country.

All the other classes were well filled. One
novelty was a goose 85 years old.

The weather was fine, and all the arrangemente
gave perfect satisfaction.

VERMONT STATE FAIR.

This Fair, held at Burlington Sept. 13—16, was
very successful. Horses were the predominant
feature. There were 544 entries of horses, besides

mares with foals! "Young Columbus" took the

first prize on the course. The Morgan stock was
most numerous, though " Ethan Allen" and " Black
Hawk" had some worthy representatives. A four-

year-old colt, owned by Mr. Baldwin, of Ticon-

deroga, N. Y., is said to have exhibited a promise

i of being a worthy successor of " Black Hawk."
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NOTES FOR THE MONTH-BY S. W.

Ontario County Fair at Oanandaigua.—Here
is one of the best fair grounds in the Empire State,

if we tiike into account the grand circular show
building over two hundred feet in diameter. It is

built around an open gravelled centre, in the mid-

dle of which is the judges' stand, around which the

equines and bovine^ must perambulate when they

receive their awards. Seven thousand spectators

well seated, may then look on from the circumam-
bient open terraced seats of the structure. The
outside part of the building, above and below, has

shelves around the whole GOO feet circle, to contain

the articles en exposition. These are so conve-

niently placed as to give ample room for perambu-
lation and inspection. Eight thousand dollars was
expended in completing this large, durable, and
convenient structure, but not one cent for orna-

ment or paint, as the enterprising projectors had
the good taste not to mar the show of nature's fair

productions, and man and woman's choicest handi
craft, by ornate appliances to a show room of tine

things, lest it should detract from them, like putting

Jack on the Gentleman. The display at this fair

was in every department creditable to the great

rural and extra fertile county of Ontario ; and the

rare fruits and vegetables, hot-house and cold

grapery productions, contributed by the magnates
of this modern Elysian Atlantis, Oanandaigua, gave

an earnest that even the wealthy ones here well

know how to overcome beaiitifully that tedium
vitm that wealth so often brings with it.

Here was a fine show of fat bovines, working
oxen, and milch c(.)ws, of every grade; fat Leices-

ter and South-Downs for mutton, and iine-wooled

Spanish and Merinos, but no Saxons; a tine show
of tat porcines and spring pigs, and splended equines

of either sex. But as no trial of speed or trotting

was allowed, a tigbt-rope performance and a balloon

ascension came off as the equivalent, and there is

no doubt but tliat this brought a larger house than

any equine feats would have done. The receipts

were about $2,000, and $1,100 was paid in premi-
nms at the close of the fair.

Tlie show of farm implements, household prod-

ucts, mechanical fabrics, paintings, photographs,

&c., &c., was extensive, and very creditable to the

fair. Some tine specimens of buggies and pleasure

carriages made at East Bloomfield, must be hard
to beat.

On the second day, during the balloon ascen-

sion, it was computed that the number of men,
women, and children present amounted to twenty
thousand; every vacant lot and the road sides for a

long distance were full of liorses and carriages, while
every stable in the viltage was crowded with
liorses. During the rope- walking over the enclosed

circle, the terrace was crowded with a sitting mul-

titude, while the area centre was densely filled with
men and women standing, many of them with
children, as well as infants in their arms. But it

was purely a Yankee gathering—no German, and
very little of the Celtic brogue was heard there;

yet unlike Yankee pageants generally, much jew-
elry and lace was left at home ; here was no attempt
at showing off poor humanity, but all was in keep-

ing with that quiet good order and good taste which
should always grace an agricultural fair. True,

there was some grumbling, aa is usual among the

pren)iumless, when the awards were announced;
i)ut good sense, good nature, and, above all, good
breeding, pix'doniinated, and the judges, poor fel-

lows, were forgiven.

The first evening of the fair, after the only wet
day, an address was delivered at a hall in the village

by Mr. Ogden, of Penn Yan, to a thin but respect-

able house. The address was a forcible, wall-

written appeal to farmers to pay more attention to

the education of the schools, and to scieiititic cul-

ture generally, as the true and only means by whieh
they can ever expect to attain that political position

in society to which their high calling entitles them;

and until farmers' sons are thus well educated, they

must not, as they now do, complain that they ara

ruled and governed by lawyers and professional

men in the councils of the nation.

CnADTADQDB OouNTY.—This Very fertile and very

superior grazing county has probably sufiered more
from frosts and grasshoppers this season, than any

other county of the same cultivated area in the

Empire State. But from the following diary kept

by a brother there, it will be seen that in spite of

the Siberian season, the pasturage on the high landi

and valleys of Chautauque has at least doubled that

of hke extent in many of the fair counties in th»

calcarious regions of Western New York, where
the temperature has been so mild tliat meadows,

orchards, and cornfields have given full increase:

"At sunrising on the 4th June, the mercury in

the town of Gerry stood at 22 deg. above zero, and.

as may be supposed, all vegetation, and even the

ground, was frozen—not an apple escaped destruc-

tion, and the grass of every meadow was killed to

the ground. Yet so favorable is this soil and cli-

mate to grass -growing, that every meadow that

was cut the week after the frost, yielded a large

second crop in August; while that which was left

uncut, amounted to nothing. In many instances

there was not half a ton of hay cut from the acre,

and that was only a soft leaf, without stalk or seed.

Millet and corn sown for fodder after the frost, also

attained a large growth, and if the grasshoppers

were not, we should yet "exult in the prospect of

winter fodder.

"July 5th.—On the road to Jamestown, many
farmers still continue to cut their frozen meadows
to get a second growth. I saw thirteen mowing
machines at work, including eight different patterns.

The rains are frequent, and pasture never was
better. My neighbor now makes 200 lbs. of cheese

daily, and sometimes 240 lbs. ; and the quantity of

premium butter made here this summer would

astonish the grain-growers.

"A letter from Kansas says, the mercury aver-

aged 97 deg. at 2 P. M., from the 26th June to July

20th. They make corn there, but no premium
butter, and the coarse grass wears out upper leather.

"July 31st.—Mercury at Gerry 60 to 88 dog.

averaging 15 deg. higher than for the last eight

days, and, for the first time here, dry and dusty,

with corn leaves rolling at noon. Think of that,

Seneca Farmers, who with so many unfrosted bless-

ings complain of drouth, unless it is during haying

and harvest.
" August 1st.- One inch of rain, and vegetation

rampant. Some King Philip corn silked in grati-

tude for the few past days of dry hot weather.

"August 3d.—More rain, with a high growing

temperature.
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''August 4th.— Eleven-sixteenths more niin;

mercury 70 deg. at sunrise; a liot night for this

region. Cutting ripe oats; grasshoppers destroyed

©ne-fburth.

"August 5th.—Mercury 45 to 75 deg. Great

grass weatlier, though not the host for butter.

One cow gives 240 quarts of milk weekly. We
heat the milk in pans over boiling water. Young
locusts and butternuts still denuded, without signs

of life since the June frosts.

"August 10th.—Corn leaves rolling. Mercury
90 deg. at 2 P. M. An inch of rain next day to

feed the grass.

" August 12th.—Two inches of rain, a subaqueous

point in our Siberian summer, as rain has now fallen

IVi lbs. to the square yard in eighteen hours.

Grasshoppers doing their perfect work ; every pea
leaf in the field is devoured; outside rows of corn

ditto; twenty on one cabbage in the garden; tur-

nips denuded.

"August 13th.— Mercury at GO deg.; cloudy,

damp; tirst rate premium butter weather. Another
cow gives 200 quarts of milk a week.

"August 15th.—Mercury 56 to 90 deg. No mus-
quitoes this summer. First cucumbers; potatoes

egg size; beets and squashes large; garden sweet
corn all gone to the hoppers, who kill the ear by
eating the silk.

" August 16th.—Mercury CO to 90 deg. One and
one-eighth inches rain fell. Picked first King
Philip corn to boil, planted 20th June—fifty-eight

days from the seed. Seneca can't beat this. Millet

and corn fodder, planted after the frost, rampant.
From the 8th of June to the 16th of August we
have had 407 lbs. of rain to the square yard, with
a few very hot days. Four rods of turnips next
the cow-yard, that have escaped the hoppers, yield

very large—fifty bushels at least. Farmers who
are short of winter fodder have begun butchering,

and good pieces of beef may now be had at four

cents a pound ; shanks four cents each.

"August 19th.—Mercury 58 to 67 deg. An inch

of rain fell last night. When the mercury falls

below 60, grasshoppers hybernate, and the dairy

maid rejoices in the quality and quantity of her

butter; but corn is now in abeyance. A half a
mile of black-birds to-day devoured myriads of

hoppers, apparently without lessening their num-
bers; even our porcines have acquired the art of

catching grasshoppers.

" August 20th.—Mercury 40 to 74 deg.—too cool

nights for corn ; hoppers paralized; large ones dis-

appeared, and clouds of black-birds from the swamps
exterminate the small ones. Grass seems to have
grown half the last few days, as the ground has
been sufiicieutly moistened. Potatoes good.

"August 21st.—Mercury 44 to 74 deg. First

succulent feast to-day, as beans now shell. To-
matoes egg size. I find that there has been frost

two mornings this month, both in this county and
Cattaraugus, probably wlien the mercury was 40
here at sunrise. Thus we have had frost every
month this year.

"August 24th.—Rain nine-sixteenths of an inch

;

mercury 57 to 73 deg. Twenty-five years ago I

sometimes got a peck of potatoes from one liill,

now I rarely get a gallon, from the best of soil,

sometimes not half that. There is less vegetable

mould in the soil now; but that does not account
for all the discrepance.

"August 26th.—Mercury 57 to 74 deg. A ped-
dler with beef steak at five cents every other day.
Rain one-sixteenth of an inch—very light for this

region; but long hot drying days are not.

"August 27tli.—Mercury 50 to 66 deg. Rain
last night five-eighths of an inch.

"August 28th.—Mercury 44 to 6-3 deg. On tlic/

3d of June the mercury here did not rise above 34
all day; at dark it was 30; next morning, 22.

"August 29th.—Mercury 36 to 62 deg. It was
two degrees colder at sunrise than at day-break,

and a sliirt was frozen on the grass.

•'August Slst.—Mercury 47 to 70 deg. Five-

sixteenths of an inch rain. Grasshoppers decreas-

ing fast.

"September 1st.—Mercury 55 deg. Spring cnr-

riages in procession, bound to a pic-nic. Forty
years ago there were no spring carriages here ; so

much for premium butter. I forgot to say that the

frost froze and destroyed our garden peas in the

incipient pod.
" September 2d.—Mercury 47 to 69 deg. Aurora

as bricht as a full moon at its zenith at 3 A. M.

;

east cloudy ; west generally clear. Three-sixteenths

of an inch rain last evening; a cold northern v/ind

at 6 A. M.
"September 3d.—Mercury 47 to tO deg. The

great aurora of the 2Sth ult. was scarcely less re-

markable than that of yesterday morning. I could

read by either.

"September 4th.—Mercury 47 to 60 deg. Rain
last evening seven-sixteenths of an inch.

"September 6th.—Mercury 38 to 60 deg. A
dense fog kept off frost. No corn glazed yet.

" September 7th.—Mercury 40 to 60 deg.—warm-
est at sunset in sixteen days.

" September 8tb.—Mercury 37 to 69 deg.

"September 9th.—Mercury 40 to 75 deg. Corn
glazes fast. A week dusty roads.

"September 10th.—Mercury GO to 70 deg. Some
corn will now do for seed. We may have fifteen

bushels for Johnycake meal, and for fatting our

pork.

"September 11th.—Mercury 65 to 69 deg. Rain
yesterday nine-sixteenths, and five-eighths of an
inch to-day.

"September 12th.—Merpury 45 to 70 deg.

"Septenrber 13th.—Mercury 58 to 68 deg.

"September 14th.—Mercury 47 deg. all day.
" September 15th.—Mercury 34 to 57 deg. Vines

a little cut by frost last night."

It may be proper here to say that the frost of

the 15th September, so light in high Chautauque,

was as severe in this region of Seneca county as

the June frosts, and much corn fodder was injured

by it. Corn ripe generally.

Methinks the above diary goes far to show why
they make so much good hard butter in Ciiau-

tau(}ue. Every farmer there this season sells his

butter at 22c at home on contract for the New
York market; while here, on the line of the Cen-
tral railroad, butter has sold througli the season at

from 14 to 16c. The New Yt)rk dealers will not

coiitract for it, and only buy it when sent there at

about grease jjrices. Truly, Chautauiiuo can afford

to be denuded by frost once in a life-time.

WuUrloo, J^. r., October ~ith, 1859.
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NOTES ON THE SEPTEMBER NUMBER OF THE
GENESEE FARMER.

Haryestisg Corn.—A great difference in opin-

ion, in regard to the best method of harvesting

corn, exists among farmers. It would seem that a

few carefully conducted experiments might settle

the question, in all its bearings. But when such

experiments are made, the results are so contradic-

tory that we still remain about as much in the

dark as though the experiments had neither been
made or reported. Some years ago, Col. Clarke,
of Massachusetts, tried the experiment of cutting

tlie stalks at the usual time of topping the corn, on
a certain number of rows, and left an equal num-
ber to ripen with the stalks uncut. The result was,

lie came to tlie conclusion that there would be a

loss of ten or more bushels of corn per acre, where
the yield would be sixty bushels per acre, by
cutting the stalks. Judge Buel, in some of his

writings, said there would be a similar gain by
cutting up and stooking the whole crop as soon as

the corn had become glazed. Solon Carter, of

Worcester county, Mass., in 1856, made an experi-

ment to test the merits of the ditferent methods of

harvesting corn. Lot number one, cut at the ground
and stooked September 24th. Lot two, had the

top stalks cut in the usual way at the same date.

Number three, left standing whole until October
29th, when each of the lots were harvested, husked,

&c. To make a short story of it, the lot cut up
and stooked, when husked, dried, and shelled, was
much the poorest; that having the stalks cut, every

way the best ; and the lot left with its stalks uncut,

was much better than the stooked lot, but not quite

equal to the lot having the stalks cut. Who can
reconcile these discrepancies? A large majority

of farmers in this section of the country prefer

cutting the stalks when the grains have mostly be-

come glazed. They then cut up the corn near the

ground wlien ripe, cart to the barn, and husk it

—

believing this the better way. Some others cut

and stook; but very few leave the corn untopped
to ripen in the field. This 14th of September, a

large portion of our corn is not yet glazed, but un-

touched by frost; weather cold for the season.

The safest way, under present circumstances, is to

cut and shook, whether we, as a general rule, like

the method or not.

"Grow Good Grass and keep Good Stock."—
Good advice, and a good article, and needs no
special comment.
Heating New Milk, in cold weather, soon as

strained, has been practiced hereabouts with good
success.

Fat Prize Cattle.—A very seasonable article,

the numerous agricultural exhibitions, soon coming
off, will give judges a good opportunity to exhibit

their stamina and independence in awarding the

prizes. Captain Tanner and Mr. Phillips have
done themselves honor in awarding according to

merit. May their example be extensively followed
ui this country.

A Wheat Farm becoming a Farm of All-Work.
—Dr. J. B. Smith's letter is full of practical instruc-

tion to wheat growers, in those sections of the coun-
try infested by the midge. But his letter requires

a more extended notice tlian I can now give it.

Storing and feeding Turnips.—Fanners in this

region have not much trouble in storing their tur-

nips. The growing of the Swedish and other tur-

nips does not take among our farmers. Insects,

drouth, and fingers and toes, are serious drawbacks
upon their culture here. There can be no doubt,

however, but a good supply of succulent food for

our farm stock, in connection with their dry forage,

would conduce much to the health, thrift, and well-

being of the animals, and the pecuniary interest of

their owners.
Cutting Grass by Machinery.— I have con-

cluded to let Bundy & Co. have all the talk about
mowing machines. I have already business enough
upon my hands without rushing into their con-

troversy.

Weeds in the Garden.—I have seen a great

many more gardens ruined by excess of weeds, than

I ever did by deficiency of these pests. To keep
up the fertility of a -soil under continued cropping,

requires a rotation of manures, as well as of crops.

Plaster of Paris for General Crops.—There
has been a vast deal of ink wasted by writers in

their attempts to unravel the mysteries attending

the action of an application of plaster to different

soils and crops. Nothing definite is yet known.
Carefully conducted experiments are the safest tests

for each individual farmer.

The two articles on scientific and practical farm-

ing, and farming as a science, will bear even more
than a third reading, and so will H. W. Beecher's
agricultural creed. But as they all write better

than I can, I will skip over to the paragraph on
Cutting Grass for Hay, and will just observe,

that your Belfast correspondent has so exactly ex-

pressed my views upon the subject, that I have not

an additional word to say.

The American Farmer, by A. B. RATHBtTN.—

A

truthful and well written article ; but I have not

time to review his article. Trust he will follow

his hand. 'Tis such men as Mr. R. that are doing,

and successfully too, so much toward elevating the

standard of the working farmers— I don't meam
Prof. Mapes' Working Farmer, but the real tillers

of the soil.

At page 285, A. Baer, Jr., tells of the diseased

apple trees in Ohio and Indiana. The same unfor-

tunate state of things exists over large districts in

the Northern and Eastern States. Insects, cold

winters, over manuring, lack of manuring, and

proper culture, and various other ills that apple

trees are subject to in various ways, seem conspir-

ing to exterminate a large portion of our apple

trees. But we are hoping for a change of times in

this matter. levi bartlett.
Wm-ner, N. IT., September l-ith, 1859.

We trust Mr. Baktlett will oblige us by such

notes each month. We know of no one, from a

wide range of practical and scientific information,

and from a long acquaintance with the agricultural

and horticultural literature of the day, so well

qualified for the task. eds.

Hogs should be kept dry and comfortably warm,
while being fattened. They should be fed in clean

troughs, and their appetite so closely watched that

no food is given them to be left from one meal to

another. Nothing should be omitted which will

promote their quietude, for on this greatly depends

the accumulation of fat.
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EMPROVINQ THE BREED OF COWS.

The Encyclopedia Brittanica says:

"The loss from breeding inferior cattle is far

greater tlian those concerned seem to be aware of.

It is impossible to estimate this loss accurately, but
from careful observation and inqiiiry, we feel con-

fident that- it amounts to not less than $12 a head
on one half of the fat cattle annually slaughtered
in (ireat Britain. If this be s\ it follows that

witiiout sjiending a farthing more than is done at

present on food, housing, and attendance, the prolit

which would accrue from using only the best class

bulls would be equivalent to an advance of three
cents a pound on the price of beef, as regards half

of tlie fat bullocks brought to market. This profit

could be secured by a very mc>derate outlay, for

if properly gone about, the best class of bulls might
be employed without adding more than a dollar a
head to the price of each calf reared. We may
surely antici])ate that such a palpable source of

profit will not continue to be neglected by breeders
of cattle."

If these remarks are applicable to the farmers

of Great Britain they are even more worthy of the

attention of farmers of this country, where the

proportion of inferior cattle is far greater than in

England. The introduction of improved breeds

of cattle has already added millions of dollars to

the wealth of this country; but though much has

been done in this direction, there is still abundant

room for further improvement. The great majority

of cattle sent to market are of a very inferior order.

The following remarks, by the same writer, are

particularly applicable to our native cattle. When
crossed with a Short-horn, Devon, or Hereford

bull, the result is highly encouraging, so far at least

as beef producing qualities are concerned :

" It is doubtless important to have both parents
good; but in the case of ruminants, the predomi-
nating influence of the male, in determining the
qualities of the progeny, is so well ascertained that
tJie selection of the bull is a matter of prime im-
portance. We are able to state from ample per-
sonal experience, that by using a bull that is at

once good himself, and of good descent, a level and
valuable lot of calves can be obtained from very
inditierent cows. In Berwicksliire it is the practice
to employ chietiy married laborers who reside on
the farm, and one i)art of whose wages is the keep
of a cow. These laborers usually give the prefer-
ence to small cows and—so that they are healtliy

and yield milk plentifully—care little about their
breed or other qualities. A good judge of grazing
cattle could not easily imagine a more unpromising
breeding stock than is turnished by these cottagers'
cows; and yet when they are coupled with a really
good Short-horn bull, it is truly surprising to see
what admirable cattle are produced from them."

Broadcast vs. Dimllikq Wheat.—"In Scotland,
at least." says the Encyclopadia Brittanica, "often-
rupeated trials have shown that larger crops of wheat
are obtained by broadcasting than by drilling."

MOWING MACHINES -FINALE.

Editors Genesee Fakmer:— It is now nearly
two years since I undertook to show the impro[)ri-

ety, or rather that there was no necessity tor the
introduction of any kind of patent right maciiinery

into the State of Now York, or elsewhere, for the

l)urpose of saving the time or money of the farmer.

Since my first article on the sulject, in answer to

Mr. Stueet, of Oiiio, I have been induced to re[)ly

to several others in difierent parts of the country,

until I begin to feel, in common with niany of the

readers of tiie Fanner, that at)ont enough has been
said upon the occasion, at least for the present,

especially as Messrs. Street and Nichols liiive

become a little ])ersonal in their remarks. It is

true that I had hoped to have been the means of

doing a little more good toward all the gentlemen
on the wrong side of the question, but it li;is turned
out otherwise. In fact, I am afriad, like Epiiraim,

they are "joined to their idols"

—

iron mowing
machines, costing about $100 each — and we will

have to let them go. The "good seed" sown by
the w.'iy side in "days of old" was speedily de-

voured, and let us cast no more in any of the Streets

of benighted Ohio. Mr. Nichols has now favored

us with another instalment of his name—not a very

pretty one, and too Frenchified, or something worse,

for an old fashioned Yankee farmer to have much
hopes of, and we can alFord to let him go. So with

all the rest, excepting, perhaps, the "Small Boy"'

in Michigan, whom we will keep in hand a whild

longer, hoping to make something out of him on»

of tliese days. But if we should fail with young
hopeful also, to be candid, I think " the country

will still be safe," and that the farmers of New-
York and Ohio will always have a way to cut their

grass and grain at the proper time, and continue as

ever to contribute their large share toward the

prosperity and happiness of our common country.

Long life and prosperity to all my adversaries in

the protracted discussion 7iow brought to a close.

Or/ord, Chenango cou/nty, N. Y. E. B. BUNDT.

Save yofk Hat-Seed.— Many farmers never

think of saving the otFal from the cattle or horse

manger, but throw it away, or into the manure

heap. In either case the seed is lost, and in the

last it becomes a great nuisance, if the manure be

applied to hoed crops. An old writer says he

"saved sufficient hay chaff one winter from feeding

twenty-three head of animals, to stock down ten

acres of meadow." Would it not be better, how-

ever, to cut the grass earlier and thus lessen tlift

quantity of seed which shells out in feeding?

Cattle yards should be well littered with refuse

straw. It absorbs the liquid, and prevents much

of this valuable part of the manure from running

to waste. It augments the quantity of the manure,

and adds largely to the comfort of the stock. A
dry, sheltered, well-littered barn-yard, is a pleasant

place in winter—you will be inclined' to spend

considerable time there—and we all know that

cattle and sheep thrive much better for being

looked at

!
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FALL WORK IN THE GARDEN.

At this season, so much is to be done that a word

in reference to some points of garden-culture may

not be unprofitable.

Blaokbekries and Raspberries should have all

tfaeir old canes cut away, close to the ground, and

tlie young suckers removed, leaving only four or

five of the stronger in each hill. All the superflu-

ous plants may be made into a new plantation, if

desired. A good top-dressing of manure applied

now, to be finally spaded in, in the spring, will

repay the labor with a generous increase of fruit,

lu the moi*e Nortliern States and the Canadas, it is

higlily beneficial, if not necessary, to bend the canes

down, so that the tops may lie on the ground, and

1*6 covered with a little earth.

Currant Bushes may be pruned of all old or

diseased wood, and the new shoots partially cut

back, which will ensure a more vigorous growth

tiie ensuing season. Black Currants should be

pruned, with the purpose of obtaining a supply of

new wood from the bottom every year, as it is from

such wood only that fruit is obtained.

A layer of coarse manure placed upon the Straw-

berry beds will serve the double purpose of enrich-

ijig the soil and preventing the plants from being

thrown out of the ground by frost. If the plants

stand too thick for fruitmg well, they should now
be thinned out.

Dwarf Pear and Dwarf Apple Trees may have

their young wood cut back one-half or two-thirds,

attention being paid to the symmetry and the pecu-

liar habits of each tree. Unless dwarf trees are

tiioroughly pruned, annually, thus promoting the

growth of strong wood, their tendency to overbear

will soon exhaust them of their vitality, and pro-

mote their early decay.

During the latter part of this month, and through

December, Grape vines may be pruned and securely

fastened to their .trellises, or, if tender, laid down
and covered with straw or litter.

Roses, Spireas, Dkutzias, Althkas, and all

other shrubs that produce their flowers on the new
wood, should be well shortened in.

It is not too late, any time this month, to plant

spring-flowering bulbs, such as Crocuses, Hyacinths,

Tulips, &c. Where these are planted, let the soil

be enriched with well-rotted manure, and spaded

deep, and of fine tilth. Crocuses and the smaller

bulbs should be covered about two inches deep,

and Hyacinths and Tulips about four inches.

Lilies, which deserve a place in every garden,

may now be planted ; and on no account should it

be deferred until spring, which would prevent them

from blooming. Lilium Japonicum and L. longi-

florum are exceptions to this remark, and should

be treated quite difi'erently. They should be taken

up in the fall, before they have been injured by

frost, and preserved in dry sand during the winter,

and planted in the spring, as early as the ground

can be worked.

Peonias do much better when transplanted at

this season, than in spring.

Let all the rubbish be cleared away. Sticks that

have been used in tying up tall-growing plants,

should be gathered together and packed away for

future use.

Gravel walks may be rolled hard, and grass edg-

ings trimmed, and every thing made to assume as

neat an appearance as possible, for the winter

season.

Many other things will be found to be done,

which we can not here mention. A well-kept

garden and lawn are sources of gratification during

even the most inclement parts of the year.

Catawba Grapes.—We have not seen a perfectly

ripe bunch of Catawba grapes grown in this vicin-

ity the present season. Indeed, the Catawba sel-

dom or never ripens perfectly here in the open air

on the trellis. W^e have seen some this season grow-

ing against the wall of a house that were nearly

ripe, especially those bunches which grew near the

end of the vines, some thirty feet from the ground.

The bunches and berries were very large, but not

ripe. The President of our Horticultural Society

informs us that he tasted some Catawba grapes

grown this season at Niagara Falls on the trellis,

that were perfectly ripe, and much larger than the

Catawbas received here from Cincinnati. The cli-

mate along the Niagara river is undoubtedly influ-

enced materially by the immense body of water

passing over the Falls, and by Lakes Erie and On-

tario. The finest grapes we have ever seen in this

State were grown in Chautauque county, on a Jiigli

ridge of sandy land. Whether this is to be attril>-

uted to soil and culture, or to the climate, we can

not say—probably to all three.
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BUTTERNUT TREE—JUGLANS CINEREA.

THE BTJTTEENUT TEEE.

Above we present a beautiful cut of the Grey-

barked Walnut or Butternut tree (Juglans cinerea).

LotJDOx, notwithstanding the great difference in

the fruits, considers the Butternut only a variety

of the Black Walnut {Juglans nigra). Michaux

observes that the two species, when young, resem-

ble each other in their foliage, and in the rapidity

of tlieir growth ; but that they are distinguisliable

at first siglit when arrived at maturity. The trunk

rumifies at a iess height tliaii the Black Walnut

;

the branches extend more horizontally and spread

•widely, prt)ducing a large and flat tufted head.

The Butternut is a native of North America. It

is found in Upper and I^ower Canada, and in the

temperate regions of the Union; but not in the

lower parts of the Carolinas, Georgia, and East

Florida. Micoacx says he found no trees else-

where so large as in New Jersey, and on the banks

of the IJudson. On cold, unproductive soils, inter-

spersed with large rocks, he has found them 50 ft.

high, with trunks measuring 10 ft. to 12 ft. in cir-

cumference at five feet from the ground; the roots

extending horizontally, close under the surface,

and with little variation in point of thickness, to

the distance of forty feet from the tree. The tree,

he says, "produces fruit in such abundance, that in

some seasons a person may gatlier several bushels

of nuts in a day."

From the bark of the Butternut, an extract ia

made, which, sweetened with honey, is sometimes

employed as a sure and mild purgative. Bancroft

says t])at tlie Imsks of the shells may be employed

in dyeing a fawn color, even without mordants.

The Shakers at Lebanon dye a rich purple with the

bark or nutshells. The bark of the trunk gives a

black ; that of the root a fawn color, but less pow-

erfully. The wood of the Butternut is as tough, but

not so hard, as Black Walnut. It makes beautiful

fronts of drawers; and light, tough, and durable

wooden bowls and shovels. It will long resist tlie

effects of heat and moisture, and is not attacked by

worms. It is valued for posts and rails, and for

watering and feeding troughs. An inferior kind of

sugar has been made from the sap. Miouaux does

not think it suflSciently valuable, either in the arts

or for fuel, to warrant its introduction into Europei,

but recommends it only for ornamental purposes.
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AMERICAN ELM— CLMUS AMERICANA.

THE AMEEICAN ELM.

"Wk have the pleasure of presenting our readers,

this month, a beautiful engraving of a fine specimen

of the American Elm, growing on the grounds of

W. F. CoGGS-wELL, Esq., of this city. It is one of

the few trees of the original forest which escaped

the axe of the pioneer settler, and is a standing

monument of the folly of that indiscriminate

slaughter which, though hardly to he wondered at,

is much to be regretted.

A full grown American Elm is, to us, one of the

handsomest of deciduous trees. Its pendulous,

graceful branches, surmounting a tall and massive

txunk, present a combination of strength and beauty

to be found in no other tree. Every tree has its

OisvD peculiar attractions. An old English Oak,

"Whose bonehs are mossed with age,

And high top bald with dry antiquity,"

is an object of veneration. In many quiet English

villages, there are magnificent specimens of the Oak,

" Jove's own tree,

That holds the woods in awful sovereignty,"

which challenge the admiration of all beholders.

"Thy a:uardian Oaks,

My country, .nre thy boast— a giant race,

And undegenerate still."

But nevertheless, taking it all in all, a good speci-

men of the American Elm is our favorite tree.

The Elm has a wide range of habitat. Hooker

found it from Saskatchawan to York Factory, on

Hudson's Bay. The younger Michatjx traced it

from Nova Scotia to Georgia. It grows on almost

any soil, but succeeds best on rich moist land.
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The finest specimens we have ever seen are in

Berkshire county, Mass* The old Elm in PittsfieUl

is J-3 ft in circumference four feet from the ground,

and towers up 114 ft., without a hraneh till near

the top. The great Elm on Boston Common, when

last measured, was 20 ft, in circumference at three

feet fix)m the ground. Wm. Bacon gives an ac-

count of a.beautiful Ehn at Natick. "Its pendent

branches are spread e<iually in all directions, to the

distance of 50 ft. from the trunk, thus giving a

diameter to its shade of abotit one hundred feet."

.-^M^^"^
^^'-^-"V^

EED CEDAE.

TnK Red Cedar (Juniperua Virginiana) is too

well known to need a minute description. It is

indigenous to this country. According to the elder

Mu'iiAiix. CediU- Island, in Lake CHiamplain, nearly

opposite Burlington, Vermont, is the northern

boundary of the Red Cedar. Eastward, it is found

in Maine, at the mouth of the Kennebeek; whence

it spreads, without interruption, to Cape Florida,

and thence round t!ie Culf of Mexico, to beyond

St. Bernard's Bay, a distance of more than 3,000

miles. As it retires from the shores, it becomes

less common and less vigorous. In Virginia and

the more Southern States, it is raie at the point

where the tide ceases to How in the rivers; further

inland, it is seen only in the form of a shrub, in

open, dry, sandy places. In the Western States,

it is mostly confined to spots where the lime-

stone rock shows itself naked, or is so thinly

covered with earth as to forbid the growth of

Other trees.

The name is derived from the fact that the heart-

wood is of a beautiful red color. The sap-wood is

perfectly white. The wood is exceedingly strong

and durable, and is most admirably adapted for

subterranean water-pipe, when it can be obtained

of sufficient size. That of the Southern States is

the best; and, in connection with the Live Oak, is

used in the upper frames of vessels. It makes the

most durable of posts. It is also used for the man-

ufacture of lead pencils, though the Bernmda Juni-

per is deemed preferable.

The Red Codar was introduced into England in

1604, and has been very extensively planted. Lotj-

DON says: "As an ornamental tree, or large shrnb,

it is highly valued, either for planting singly on

lawns, or iu groups along with other treesj and

shrubs. It is more especially adapted fur grouping

with other Cupressina;, the pine and fir tribe, and

the yew." One of the largest specimens is in Suf-

folk, 70 years planted, which is 60 feet high, and a

trunk 2 feet in diameter. The usual growth iN.

from 10 to 12 feet iu ten years.

THE DOUGLAS SPRUCE.

We present above an excellent engraving of th«

Douglas Spruce {Ahies Douglassii). It is named

after the celebrated traveler Douglas, who intro-

duced it from California in 1820. Tho.se who desire

a variety of Coniferous trees, can not omit this one.

It is one of the handsomest of the species. W«

have as yet few large, or even good-sized specimene

in this country. Douglas describes them aS from

2 to 10 feet in diameter in their native forests, and

from 100 to 180 feet in height.
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FIT GROWERS' SOCIETY OF WESTERN N. Y.

Continued from the October number, page 817.]

MANURES FOE FRUIT TREKS.

;stion No. 4 was—" What are the best man-

''or the apple^ pear^ and other fruits; and

are the best means of renovating old apple

Is?

TowNSEND remembered, when a boy, his

set him to scraping the moss, &c., otf the

trees. Got heartily sick of it, and told father
' he'd let me take the team and draw what
e I wanted to, I'd scrape the trees another

,nd more effectually. Drew half a load man-
each tree. Next year the bark began to peel,

J bring along with it both the moss and

sed vigor to the trees ; turned the hogs into

chard, and they managed to root it all over,

to tops of the trees the bark has started,

the bodies have the vigorous look of young
The fruit used to be half to three-quarters

y, but now it is lair and free from worms.

s course, I managed both to invigorate the

md to destroy the insects that destroyed my
Think common barn-yard manure best for

Apply in the fall, and then you get the ben-

the next year's crop. Twenty-tive loads to

re every year in the fall. Best for pear

ilso.

Langworthy had found muck useful on clay

3 lighten it up.

CULTURE OF PEAB SEEDLINGS.

istion No. 5.—" What are the best means to

z success in the culture of the pear seedling .?"

this is not a subject of very general interest,

ve in very brief the results of the full discus-

Use virgin soil, and let it be first crop on the

1. Heavy clay soil is best. Be very sure of

3eed—must be full, plump, well-ripened seeds

ow. Plant very thin ; cultivate well ; never

e weeds get the start of the seedling. If pos-

select a piece of ground protected from the

3 by a grove. By manuring highly the pros-

of success are increased.

EVENING SESSION.

of the attention of all fruit growers. I plant in

rows eight feet apart, and three feet apart in th«

rows. First year cultivate with horse-cultivator.

The canes of the second year will grow quite high,

and ought to be headed off six teet higli. We
make a wire trellis, four feet high, about two feet

at the north side of the rows. The canes are tlien

pruned so as to be bent from the hill over to the

wire, and tied; and this arch will be a complete

show—a curved mass of blossoms. These ])lant8

differ from other raspberries, and from the black-

berry, in that they make no runners whatever,

Mr. Fish had not found that his plants needed

trellis; they were strong canes; and if well cut

back in the spring, will bear the fruit without

support.

Mr. HoDGE is satisfied, this is one of the best of

small fruits. The trellis' is the best plan for culti-

vating them. The Chicago market has long been

supplied from Cincinnati and Kentucky. It is

brought to Bnffjilo from Cincinnati, and sells at $4
per bushel. It bears transportation well.

Col. E. C. Frost has cultivated the Yellow-cap

for the last ten years, and finds that it grows

stronger and more rank, and is more productive

than the Black-cap, and the fruit is better flavored.

NEW EOOHELLE BLACKBERRY.

Question No. 7.
— " The New Rochclle Blaclcberry

— What is its value^ and what the method of prun-

ing .?"

P. Barry—The New Rochelle is a strong-grow-

ing, rami)ant plant, and it wants a good s;jil. Th«
richer the better. It is very productive, and is a

profitable fruit for market. Its flavor is not set

good as the Dorchester^ but in productiveness it

far excels.

currants and THEIR CULTIVATION.

Question No. 8.
—" Currants— What are the best

varieties, and the best mode of cultivation .?"

P. Barry—In cultivation, the great points are

judicious pruning, and a good supply of manure

each fall. Keep the head thin, and cut back the

shoots which are made each year to one-third.

Plants should be in rows six feet apart, and four

feet apart in the row. The White Grape yields

the largest amount of fruit, and is the finest of all

currants; in quality, mild, and in flavor superior to

the White Dutch. In growth, these two are very

distinct. The White Dutch is an erect growing

plant, with light green foliage. The White Grape

is a spreading plant, with foliage like the Victoria.

Mr. Hooker—The Cherry currant is so large, its

size and beauty always reconnnend it in market,

but its flavor is not equal to White Grape.

Mr. AiNSwoRTH—The Cherry currant brings high

price in the city of New York. Is a good bearer,

and hangs longer on the bush than any other kind.

White Grape is the best currant that I know of.

Mr. Fish— Considers Victoria very valuable;

hangs late on bushes.

MUCK A8 A MANURE,

Question 9.

—

Mtcch and its value as a manure.

B. Hodge, of Erie county.—The article is very

generally diffused throughout the country; and if it

is, or can be made to be, of value as a manure, the
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mode of best using it is of great interest to the
fanninjT and fruit-growing coniinnnity. Thinks it

bettor tor tlie thoroiigli action of tlio frost tlirough

it. Tlirow it up in lieaps, in tlie fall, to be frozen,

and use it next spring and sunnner. In many parts

of the country, where other uiauures are becoming
scarce and highly valuable, we can not get along
Avithout this muck. "Where manure is plenty, it is

greatly improved by mixing oue part muck with
tAvo parts manure, and turning over two or three
times, at intervals, until the compost is thoroughly
mixed. This compost is capital applied as a mulch-
ing to fruit trees. It is also a most excellent prep-
aratit>u for strawberry plants. It should be plowed
in thoroughly into the soil before the plants are set

out. "Where the land has thus been prepared with
muck, the plants set out liave made twice as many
runners and the fruit is twice as good as where no
manure is used. There is no doubt but that lime
in connection with the muck, or mingled in the
compost will be of great value.

Benv. Fish, of Monroe, had a knoll from whicli
all the surface soil had been scraped olf, and the
using of the subsoil as farming land seemed almost
hopeless; but by the application of a muck com-
post the corn produced upon that otherwise barren
subsoil was the best on the farm.

ifr. Penfield ai)plied at the rate of 120 loads to
the acre, and plowed it under. On light soils had
found it particularly good. Highly approved the
composting with other enriching agents.

Mr. Bristol— "When live years ago we com-
menced to manage a vineyard, we visited Dr. Un-
DEiaiiLL's celebrated vineyard at Croton Point, near
New York, and h-e attributed his success in grape-
culture to the use of nmck in liberal quantities.
One-half of the forty acres .we were about planting
with vines, was a very .stiff clay soil. To this soil

we applied about one hundred cords of muck,
which in piles had been submitted to the action of
the elements during one summer and winter. "We
ai)i)lied it in the spring, and I never saw any thing
equal this muck as a fertilizer.

B. Hodge had been in the habit for ten or fifteen
years, of applying large quantities of muck to his
land. Drew it out in the winter, and placed in
piles not very deep, and after mixing it with a pro-
portion of manure, added some lime and aslies, and
submitted it to the action of the elements for the
ensuing summer and winter, applying it to the land
the sjjring after. During the summer it was thus
exposed, it was turned over three or four times,
until thoroughly pulverized and the compost com-
pletely mixed. Had great success m planting or-
chards where this compost was put under and
around the trees. It seems to sui)])ly invigorating
elements without the stimulating effects of manure.
Had rather have this compost tiian any equal quan-
tity of barn-yard manure. Peat beds must not t)e

confounded with muck. Peat is of a yellowish
color and is valuless as a manure, while muck is

black. We nmst carefully discriminate between
the two.

P. Barry—Xearly all the muck we have in tins
country is the residuum of a kind of marsh i>lant,
and of its value there is no more doubt than as to
that of stable manure. As a fertilizing agent,
however, this nmck must be managed properly.
It should be mixed with other fertilizers in the

compost heap; freely exposed to the ek
turned over and over and over again. Th
post is valuable for any trees— valuable
kind of crops— at any rate, I've never seei

^[r. Kelly, of Cincinnati, remarked u;

value in Southern Ohio, and the great u:

being made of it there. Thinks it is the p
of oxide of iron which gives peat its blacl

In order to develop its greatest enriching
]

it requires exiK)sure to the air, as the gei.

have stated. A little lime mixed with the c

seems to awaken energies otherwise latoi

makes it much more active as a fertilizer.

The interesting discussions, of which w
given the above brief abstract, were prolon

late in the evening. The Society adjour

hold the annual meeting in Eochester in J;

at the call of the Council.

THE MIGNONETTE.

The Mignonette {Reseda odorata), the I
\

man's little darling, was not introduced int
\

land until the middle of the 17th century .

Mignonette, or Sweet Reseda, was once su i

capable of assauging pain, and of ridding n
many of the ills that flesh is heir to. It v
plied with an incantation. This flower has f

place in the armorial bearings of an illustriot

ily of Saxony. I must tell the story:—The
of "Walsthim loved the fair and sprightly Am
Nordbourg. She was a spoiled child and a coi

She had an humble companion whose ch
name was Charlotte. One evening at a pai

the ladies were called upon to choose a flo\vei

and the gentlemen were to make verses c

selections. Amelia fixed upon the flaunting

Charlotte the modest Mignonette. In the
of the evening, Amelia cocjuetted so despe
with a dashing Colonel that the Count cou
suppress his vexation. On this he wrote a

for the Rose

:

Ello ne vit qu'un jour, et ne plait qu'iin moment.
(She lives bul for a day, and pleases but for a momen

He then presented the following line o:

Mignonette to the gentle Charlotte

:

" Ses qualities surpassent ses charmes."

The Count transferred his affections to Chai
and when he married her, added a branch c

Sweet Reseda to the ancient arms of his ft

with the motto of

Your qualities surpass your charms.

—RicliardsotCs Flowers and Floicer Gardens.

Whex pears are just arriving at perfection,

may be greatly improved in flavor by being p
in a warm room for a few days before the,

eaten. The increased temperature promotes
rapidly and perfectly the transposition of the

,

into the sacharine state.

The man who plants a row of beautiful tre

his dwelling, raises monuments to his taste,

will endure fresh and green, yielding shade
shelter when the most costly mansion he can
shall have crumbled to dust and been forgotte;
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NOTES FKOM PARIS.

it IE hot weather which has lasted so long this

has been very injurious to the newly-formed
ens, and in particular the large trees that

i planted on the Boulevards in the winter. It

pi been necessary to place screens or blinds of

t bunting on the south side of all the large

iferjB in the Champs Elysees, and keep them
syringed and watered night and morning.
though they have been treated with the greatest

it is probable that some of them will have to

amoved.

le greater number of the large trees have been
:ed somewhat ditlerently, owing, of course, to

their great size. Their trunks
have been thickly covered
with moss up to their lower
branches; the moss is envel-

oped with strong bunting tied

all round and surmounted
with a sort of funnel in zinc,

so as to lead tlie rain down
into the moss, and preserve

as much humidity as possible

to the trunks when there is

DO rain. The branches are

freely watered in the morning
by means of a hose attached
to the nearest water-pipe

;

and in Paris there are water-
pipes in almost every street

at convenient distances.

—

These pipes are opened every
morning, and fresh water
contiues to run in the gutters

0^ for two or three hours, carry-

ing off all nauseous matter
to the main sewers.

Fig. 1 is a sketch showing
-,^ the trunk of a large tree

Fio. 1. enveloped in moss and bunt-
ing, and a funnel at the top.

oral of the large Chestnuts planted round the
irse in the spring of last year have suffered
jrely

;
and though every care has been taken to

p them well watered, it seems scarcely possible
some of them to recover.

FiQ. 2.

When I was in the country some short time ago
loticed a very simple form of garden-seat, of
lich the enclosed sketch will give a better idea
m the longest description (fig. 2). It is made of

common deal [pine], and may be put together with
great facility and but little expense.

All who have lived here only for a few days
will admit, I think, that the Parisians show a good
deal of taste in setting oft'

or arranging their goods
in the most attractive

manner. It is common to

have large plants at each
side of the shop-door, and
numerous flowers in the

window. Even the meat
in the butcher's shop may
frequently be seen studded
with flowers, and the

intervening spaces filled

with tall Rose trees. Hol-
lyhocks, Fuchsias, and
other sorts.

The very firewood in

the wood-yards is gener-

ally piled up so that the

fagade may represent a

number of ornamental fig-

ures; and I have often

seen Melons and Vines,

covered with fruit, grow-
ing along the sides. The
poorest vendors in the

street have usually some
notions of ornament; if it

is only a few Cherries that

are sold for a sou they
are always disjdayed in

the form of a small bo(piet,

worked up with the leaves

of the Lily of the Valley,

one cr two Pansies being

stuck in at the top. Two or three leaves are left

open at the summit, but all the others down the

sides have their points tied in. I enclose you a
drawing of this Cherry boquet, should yon think

it worth engraving on a smaller scale.—London
Cottage Gardener.

THE HOME OF THE GEKANIUM.

,
From this point (Silvermansdrop, South Africa,)

we proceeded on horseback, treading our way
through thickets of Mimosa, or among fragments
of rock, by the margin of a stream which flowed
along the bottom of a deep-wooded valley. This
stream we frequently crossed—^at times passing

for a considerablfe distance along its course—the

water, in some places, scarcely covering the horses'

fetlocks, in others reaching to the girtlis. Here I

found a new kind of vegetation. The Speckboom
or Elephant's Food, Poi'tulacaria Afra, was abund-
ant; but I was most gratified on meeting, as with
old friends, with several sorts of Geraniums gjjow-

ing in their native state. The Horseshoe and plain-

leaved Scarlet were quite large shrubs, sometimes
six or seven feet high. The dark Oak-leaved, kind
grew vigorously. The Ivy-leaved variety spread

its creeping branches over the adjacent trees and
opened its pink blossoms in great abundance. In
other places I noticed several of the finer-leaved

Pelargoniums, with small and delicately pencilled

flowers.

—

Ellis's Madagascar.

/
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fairies' Jlfprtmciit.

MUSIC AND CHEAP PIANOS.

"O music! thy oelesiial strain

la slill resistless, slill the same;
And l'aitl\fiil as ilic miahly sea

To the piile star thai n'er iis realm presides.

The spell-haiinil tides

Of human passinn rise and fall for thee!"

As a poople, we do no: have ainnsenients enongli.

Music, us a .«ouree of atiuiseiiient, i.s allowed l)y all

to be the most refining and elevating; its influence

i« felt in every heart. Its study and i)romnlgati(>t.

should be encouraged by all who have tiie good of

aociety. and the advancement of sound morality

and refinement, at heart. In the study

of music tlie piano-forte has become the

indispensable instrument, and an article

necessary in every family ; and its diffu-

sion and genei-al use is the key to ad-

vancement in all those social qualities

that adorn the heart and mind, and ren-

der our home-circles the gardens and
nurseries of those bright and lasting buds
and blossoms of refinement and morality

tiiat shed its pure niys always about,

ever fnigrant and refreshing. But pianos

heretofoie have been an article beyond
tlte reach of the middling and poorer
classes of society, and thousands uf those

whose t;»ste and feeling longed for the

privileges of music and the piano, were
deprived of the enjoyment on account
of the higli cost of the latter. We are

]iai)py to find that Messrs. Boardman,
GuAY, &. Co., of Albany, N. Y., are now
making excellent pianos for the unprece-

dented low price of $125 to $150. This

18 a step in the right direction, and we hope our
farmers will encourage the movement. Messrs.

Boardman, Gray, & Co. will undoubtedly furnisii

full particulars to all who wish it. Godey^i La(ly\
Bool\ speaking of these pianos, says:

" In our May number we mentioned that Messrs.

Boakdman, Gray, & Co., of Albany, New York,
were about making a piano at a low price, especi-

ally adajjted to the wants of schools, etc. Now it

gives us nmch pleasure to announce that they have
tlie article fully perfected, and it proves .«ill they
promised as a musical instrument, and at the price

also, "at less than iialf the amount usually paid."

"The piano is of six octaves, being the upper six

octaves of an A scale seven octave, and therefore

ANY Musio OAN BE I'EKFORMEo ON' IT that can be ou
a seven octave, except tlie lower base notes, which
are not strictly essential. Combining tlieir improved
new scales, they obtain all the musical ca])acity

uecessary and great power in a small space, tlie

l^iano being only five and a half feet long and two
and a half fcot wide. The cases are finished with
all large round corners, back and front the same;
have their new and latest great improvement, the

insulated iron rim and frame, cast in one piece,

forming the u[)per part of the case, making them
very durable, as well as ornamental; and they will

remain in tune and order for a great length of time,

fully equal to their large and elegant instruments,

which are renowned fur this important principle,

thuscomlMiiing all the improvements in pianos

and simplifying them. They are enabled to c

these instrununts, finished in handsome cases

school piu'poscs, securely boxed for transportat

at ONE HUNDRED AND TWENTY-FIVE DOLLARS. T
make the same musical instrument, finished in r

wood cases, highly i)olished, suitable for the colt

small parlor, or sitting-room, forming tin elej.

piece of fiiridture at one iidndred and fiety i

i.ARS. These pitinos are all the makers repre;

them, and are fully warranted so to prove am
give satisfiicti(ni; and their names as makers
stiflicient tiiat they will fulfil all promises. T
will furni>h circulars giving full descriptions

particulars of these as well as their large pia.

on application.

BOARDMAN, GHAT, <t CO. S COTTAGE PIANO.

"Messrs. Boardman, Gray, & Co. have thus i

one of the greatest wants of the age, and sho
have the especial thanks, countenance and supf
of all who love music, and believe in its influe

and refining power, especially with the young,

furnishing seminaries, schools, etc., with pianos t

are really good and durable, at less than half

usual price paid, it gives them the powei" to exti

the study of music to a larger number and at \

rates; and then more of our children can afford

study music, when they can obtain good and <

gant pianos at comparatively so small an outl

In our cities there are hundreds of families v

want a piano thtit will take but little room, and
have the musical requisites, for tlie sitting-roora

nursery, for their children to practice on, insti

of their being confined to the piano in the par
etc.; and then, again, there are tens of thonsai

of families throughout our country, in moder
circumstances, who do not feel able to make
outlay of $;jUO or $4-00, that can now, for $1

have all tlie advantages of a superior piano-fortt

enliven tlieir homes, and elevate and refine

character and minds of their children. Such
the enterpri.se of these eminent piano-forte in

ufacturers, always looking to the wants of

:ieoi)le, and always furnishing an article fully

be depended on; so we advise all who want g(

piano-fortes to send on their orders to them
Albany, New York."
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New Advertisements this Month.

ebster's Dictionary—G. & C. Merriam, Springfield, Mass.

ribner'8 Eeady Reckoner—G. W. Fisher, Rochester, N. Y.

le Farmer and Gardener—A. M. Spangler, Pliiladelphia, Pa.

m-Ainalgam Bells—Hedges, Free, & Co., Cincinnati, O.

.rm for Sale—Wm. Semans. Cameron, N. Y.

!ep your Cider sweet— II. M. Ely, Syracuse, N. Y.

le New York Observer—Sidney E. Morse & Co., New York,

irm for Sale—Thomas F. Smith, Middleport, N. Y.

ichester Premium Cutting-Box—A. Gordon, Rochester, N. Y.

ofitable Employment—Robert Sears, New York.
') per Month—8. F. French & Co., New York,

rricultural Publishing House—C. M. Saxton, Barker, & Co.,

York.

0TB3 ON THE WeATHEB AND SEASON, PROM SePT. 15 TO

16, 1839.—It should be recollected that the first half

September was uncommonly cool, the average heat

ig more than 7" below the general average, which was

he la-st half of September was above the average (.56.7°)

, and more than the average of the first half by 2".

3 fact has not occurred since 1836, when the last half

warmer than the first half, in this section,

he rain in September was 2.86 inches, and the heat of

month 2.5" below the average—60.6^.

hough the frost in the middle of the month did some

iry, vegetation has rapidly, matured the fall harvest.

; fineness and size of apples, pears, potatoes, Ac, and

ir quantity, in this county, have rarely been equalled.

!'he autumnal equinox was September 23d, at 3 P. M.

t a north-east storm occurred here on the 20tb, begin-

g early before sunrise, much wind and a good rain all

and night to noon 22d, not passing to New England,

he equinoctial storm from the north-east began along

coast on the 23d—early in the morning in Virginia,

ore noon in New York, and was great in P. M. ; and on

24th was high wind and ruin, from northeast, in Vir-

ia, and a gale there from 8 to 10 A. M., prostrating

n and many trees; was heavy in New York on the

ne day, and a gale with rain from .3 to 5 P. M. ; and

1 later at Koston, and less severe. But this storm did

, extend west of the Allegany range, as the wind was

re westerly and strong here, on the 25th and 26th. On
1 28th, the equinoctial reached this section, with high

ud and much rain from the northeast.

The first half of October has given us the mean heat for

it period in 22 years—57.1''. With the rapid and sudden

anges, people have called the weather rather unpleas-

t; still, it is the average heat, and the maturing of the

oductions of the season has been fine, and their abund-

ce and quality great and excellent. Frost occurred on

e 6th and 7th; and 9th, 10th, and 12th, hard.

With all the injury from the frosts of June, and of Sep-

mber 13 and 14, in various parts of the country, it is

)w generally conceded, on all sides, that the productions

the early and later harvest are most abundant. The

immediate demand is for greater facilities of transportation.

In looking back at the number of mornings of dew, w«

find several in which tlie dew ran from metallic eaves, and

dropped from the leaves of trees, in September and this

half of October.

The season, for the summer, of 1816, was much like th«

past, even to the middle of October, giving us frost in

erery month from May into October, as in 1859. Then

the cultivated plants were greatly injured (even more

than this year) wide over the country. When the frost

cut off the corn in September of that year, much of it was

made to ripen by being cut up by the roots and set up on

the ground in small stacks; the same method pursued

this year by our farmers.

»«-•

Weather in Illinois.—Mr. E. Babcock, of Marengo,

111., kindly furnishes us the following extracts from his

meteorological observations. He says

:

" I will give July and August, because of the extreme

drouth and heat of the season.

"Mean temperature of July,72.61'>, being 0.31° lower

than the average for the last six years; greatest heat, the

17th, at 97° in the shade; warmest A&y, 17th, being 87*.

Observations taken in the ahade, at 7 A. M., and 2 and 9

P. M. The lowest was the ei'cniug of the 8d— 48°, with

slight frost on the morning of the 4th ; no damage. Rain

during the mouth, 1.14 in. Turnips sowed this month
did not vegetate, and corn almost ceased to grow. Beets,

cucumbers, and most of garden ve";etables, dried and be-

came useless. The last week of July was harvest; but

the weather had cooled from 78.92° of the week before to

63.66*, making fine harvest weather.
" Mean temperature of August, 09.18° (first half, 75.30°),

beijigjust the mean of the month for the last six years;

greatest heat, 14th, 94° in the shade ; lowest, 29th. 46° at

7 A. M.; some frost; no damage. Rain during the month

1.52 inches. Tame grass plistnies dried up entirely

Clover and wild grasses continued to grow, and a large

amount of hay has been put up in excellent condition.

"September has been more cool, the first half being

59. 80*^. Rain during the same time, 0.21 inches. An
early frost, Sept. 2d, very much injured corn, buckwheat,

and vines generally.

"The rains of the season give, for May, 3.39 inches;

June, 2.30 inches ; July, 1.14 inches ; August, 1..52 inches;

first half September, 0.21 ; which is only 8.56 inches for

the four and a half months of the growing season. Rain

same time last year, (which is our periodical wet season

once in seven years,) 31.45 inches. The mean of the last

four years equals 20.11 inches during the same time of

each vear.

"The results of the late and early frosts, together with

the severe drouth, has very much reduced the annual pro-

duct, and a much less quantity than usual can be spared

for market."

FuuiT FROM Indiana.—We are indebted to Mr. Mosnf!

Fowler, of Lafayette, Ind., for some noble specimens (4

apples, grown in that vicinity. Among them we may

mention the Mwtown Pippin, of good size and quality,

and much finer than any specimens of this variety grown

here, where it does not succeed well. We should judge,

from this specimen, that this excellent variety succeeds as

well in Indiana as in the eastern counties of this State.

The Fall Pippin, Ortley Pippin, Westfield Seek-no-Furthet
,

Pennock, Spitzenburgh, Swaar, Yellow Belle/lower, Prior'a

Red, and Hawle's Janet, are all fine specimens. Mr. Fow-

ler also sent us a Buchesse d'Angouleme pear, which

measured 13 inches round, and weighed 19 ounces. It

was also of excellent quality.

Tub fruit crop in Califbrnia, this year, is valued at be-

tween six and seven millions of dollars.
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Premiums for Short Eseays.

We offer a prize of a dollar book for the best essay on

each of the following subjects. The essays must not

occupy more than a page of the Farmer each (say six

pages of foolscap). They must be sent in by the 25th of

December. The essays will be submitted to competent

judges, and those deemed the best will be published in

the February number.

Will not our readers write out their views freely on

these subjects ? Our jjrevrous offers of prizes for essays

on given subjects, have elicited much valuable informa-

tion. The prize is small ; but our friends do not write for

pay, but in hopes of imparting useful information. The

subjects have been suggested by various correspondents,

and we are sure the essays will be read with much inter-

est. We do not expect an elaboiate and finished style of

composition—we want facts, practical ideas, and the sug-

gestions of observing, thinking men. We have thousands

of readers who can furnish these. Let us hear from them.

Let no one think he can not write for the public—write as

though you were writing a letter to a friend who had

asked for information on one of these subjects, and you

will write well.

The following are the subjects sent in

:

Agricultural, &c.—How can we best increase the early

flowering and ripening of winter wheat ? Should the seed

be obtained from a more southern or a more northern

latitude?

How to farm profitably on .50 acres of land—sho-wing

the proper rotation of crops, manures, implements, build-

ings, and stock, confined principally to common crops

—

not gardening nor fruit raising?

On raising and marketing the basket willow, stating the

best kinds for general cultivation, the soil most suitable,

and the profits one may expect to realize.

What particular breed of cattle have generally proved

most reliable and ])rofitable fur dairy purposes? Or are

grades or natives best adapted for this purpose?

Is it best to sow timothy, or herds-grass, by itself, or

with other crops ? And what is the best method of cul-

tivation ?

On the best method of cultivating and feeding out

vetches or tares, and can they be profitably grown in this

climate ?

On the habits and locale of the chinch-bug. and the best

means of destroying it, or preventing its ravages.

Would not a wagon with a tire four or five inches wide,

be better for farm purposes than the one now in use?

How much timber land should be reserved on a 50, 75,

or 100 acre farm for farm use?

On the necessity of a regular and abundant supply of

water for stock at all seasons.

What are the best substitutes for hay, in feeding horses,

cattle, and sheep, in winter?

Would it be more profitable for farmers to raise rye,

instead of oats, for feeding?

Would it be profitable to raise sweet apples for feeding

to cattle or swine?

On the recreations and amusements for farmers and
tbeir families.

What is the cause of, and best remedy for, white specks
in butter?

Is it best to hill corn, or not?

.""'

The best method of hunting wild bees, with the

used, &c.

Best mode of raising onions, and the best kinds

market.

Can the keeping of bees on a large scale be made
]

itable?

Is it better to feed cattle two or three times

winter?

Best mode of raising carrots, and their value for 81 B

On the best breed or breeds of hogs for general purp(

What is the cause of, and best remedy for, hog chol

On the value of marsh hay—Will it pay to secure it,

Large or small farms—Which are the most j)rofita

Can sheep be profit.ably fattened in winter, and ho\>

On the best method of raising and fattening hugs.

On buildings suitable to a large and small farm.

Is it best to tie up cattle when fattening ?

How deep should we plow ?

IIouTiciLTURAL. — What are the best six varietie:

pears most valuable for the market, or general cultivat

also six varieties of apples for like purpose; naming

varieties of pear and apple in the order in which •

should stand for their respective merit ; and which Vi

ties of the pear enumerated are best adapted for the p

and which for the :quince root ?

If apple trees are set aroimd a farm, instead of

compact body, would they not be more productive

account of air, light, heat, &c. ? Would the plan of set'

around the farm, everything being equal, be advisable

What exposure is best for the pear; also for the ap]

Best time for setting trees—fall or spring ? What wc

the cost be for setting each tree ?

On the best treatment of dwarf pear trees, which v

set out a few years ago, and have been neglected.

On the best trees for vc country cemetery— planti

management, <fec.

What is the cause of, and best remedy for, the p
blight?

On the best method of renovating old apple orchai

Trenching—its advantages, depth, best method, oost,

On the cultivation of i)eaches.

PiiKMiuMS FOR THE Half Volume.—In another colu

will be found the names of the successful competitors

the largest clubs for the half volume. They are lar

than we expected, but, nevertheless, we think many
our friends will find themselves entitled to a preini

who had no idea of obtaining one. The fact is, our friei

are so disinterested in their efforts to increase the cir

hition of the farmer that it is diflficnlt to get them

compete for a premium. On the other hand, we d'csirc

compensate them as far as possible for their labors on (

Itehalf, and shall continue to offer and pai/ premiums

long as we have friends who are willing to act as age:

in getting subscribers.

OiTR Premiums for Next Year.—On the last page

this number will be found a List of Cash Premiums i

the greatest number of subscribers sent in by the fifteei

of January. There are twenty-one premiums, amounti

to $235. Read our offer on the last page, and then i

what you can do for us. Now is the time to get new si

scribers for next year. So few compete for these premijjii

that any one can take the highest prize bj a little effort.
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Year Premiums.—Our half-year premiums for

itest Bumber of subscribers sent in on or before

enth day of October, have been taken as follows

:

es Hicks, Mead Corners, Pa., $20 for 118 subs,

hepard, Kirk's X Roads, Ind.,

IS Barnes, New Bufl'alo, Mich.,

'urvin, Carbondale, Pa.,

'. Seelye, Hudson, Mich.,

lill, Prairie Depot, Ohio,

. Hamilton, South Butler, N. Y., 14

. Irvine, Greenville, S. C,

i. Gregory, Altay, N. Y.,

*. Owens, Beaver Dam, Ohio,

ackclcan, Jr., Ancastei", C. W.,

3. Humphreville, Mt. Pleasant, 0., 9

. Livingston, Davidsville, Pa.,-

lakeslie, Galieu, Mich.,

. Transon, Welhvood, Tenn.,

lavermale. Canton, HI.,

artwright, Johnstown, Pa.,

M. S. Beatty, Aurora, N. Y.,

)iiks, Hurfifville, N. J.

. Hill, Berlin Heights, Ohio,

lends can draw on us at sight for the amounts, or

send by mail, or in any other way they may

19 "
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Notices of Books, Pamphlets, &c.

CHAMBERS' KXCYCLOPJiDIA: A Dictionary of Universal
Knowlf.ljje for llif I'edple, on ihe basis of the latest eilitiori of
the Gernian Conversations Lexicon. Illustrated l)y Wood Kn-

fravings and Maps. Part 6. Mew York: D. Apfleton & Co.
rice 1-j cents iier number.

For sale by Adams & Dabnky, of this city.

TlIK WIIKAT PLANT: Rs Origin, Cnltiiro, Growth, Develop-
ment, ite., itc. Tojiethcr with a few remarks on Indian Corn ;

iu culture, itc. By Joun 1L Klmtaut. One hundred illustra-

tions. Cincinnati : Mooke A; Co. Price $1.50.

For sale by E. Daurow & Bko., of this city.

THK SCIENCE OF EDI-CATION, AND ART OF TEACH-
ING. In two parts. By John Oodkn, A. M. Cincinnati:
MooKE, WiLSTACii, KEYS.'it Co. Price $'.2!>.

For sale by E. Darkow & Uro., of this city.

REVIEW OF THE MARKETS.

GENESEE FARMEE OFFICE, )

Rochester, N. Y., Oct. 21, 18S9. f

Thk fluctuations in Flour and Wheat, which still continue at

intervals, do not embrace go wide a range as they did during the

iTiv/nth previous to our last report. Subsequent to, and within a

fow days of, that date a large advance took place, since which the

changes though frequent have been limited in extent. The re-

ceipts are liberal and the demand fair, with tolerably firm markets.

The highest grade of extra flour is in good request and the price

i* well sustained. The consumption ol the lower grades manu-

tdcturcd from spring wheat has increased of late, on account of

the goodness of the quality. There is a good demand for the

British Provinces, but prices are too high to encourage a trade for

export to Europe. The movement of breadstuffs at the "West is

free ; but scarcely equal to what might have been expected from

the estimated yield of the growth of the current year.

There is little doubt that the yield of wheat in Great Britain,

the present year, is an average one as to quantity ; but somewhat

iofcrior in quality to the production of last year. Although the

supplies of foreign growth, in store, are not large, the quantity

of old wheat in stack, at the close of August, was estimated at

twenty-four million bushels. There is, therefore, no immediate

prospect of an advance in the English markets, sufHciently large

to encourage shipments from this country, unl'iss prices should

recede here. The yield of wheat in France is estimated at a

much lower figure for the present, than for the p-ist year. In

Russia and Germany the crops are good, and turning out well.

In Spain, Portugal, Turkey, and the Italian States, the yield is

not equal to previous expectations; an impres-sion exists, how-

*vur, that the supply will be equal to the demand. The crops of

sjtring corn throughout Europe are generally go(.)d, and the yield

{w the most part is favorably spoken of.

The quantity of wheat, and flour reduced to wheat, sent from

>Vance to Great Britain during the first eight months of the cur-

rent year, was upwards of fourteen million bu.-hels; while that

received from the United States for the same perioil of lime,

se.ircely amounteil to one hundred and twenty thousand bushels.

The aggregate amount of foreign wheat, and flour reduced to

wheat, received during the eight months mentioned, at the differ-

«it ports •! Uie United Kingdom from other countries in Europe,

including about three million busheU from Egypt, was little less

ttian thirty million bushels.

From the above it is evident, that while England is a large Iml

p<irter ^f breadstuir9,8he Is not dependent on any particular coim-

try for her supply ; and that It is not probable that her markets

will advance beyond the general average of prices, more than

wiffleient to cover transportation charges, and other inci<lental

expenses, including a small margin for profit. If this bo con-

Oi-ded, it follows, Uiat if In any country prices are above a general

averatre, a dcclioe must take place before an export demand
Ufa exist.

With regard to the future coarse of prices, the expression of

individual opinion would be almost folly. The whole ma
involved in uncertainly. Opinions and interests are varioc

conflictin?; and influences of an equivocal character are

brought into action, producing results which no prudeijc

foresee.

There is a moderately free movement of summer crops

West with an advance in prices and a firm market.

Provisions are generally higher with a fair demand ; the

ness of the market, however, restricts transactions to some e

Good Beef Cattle are still very scarce ; a largo proporti

those offered being of inferior quality. In New York prices

slightly advanced, in consequence of a diminished stock;

in some markets quotations are lower. First class cattl

readily at full rates.

There is not much activity in the Wool market ; the qu

ofl'ered is not large, and holders are very firm.

ROCHESTER MARKET. -Oct 20.

FLOUR—Superfine from red wheat, $4.5(((!i,.|.!i ; extra
white wheat, )f').5i'(gv.$5.75.

GRAIN—White wheat, ^1.1501.20; red do.,!)0c(a$1.05.
S0c@S5e. Eye, 72c. Barley, 6.')c@.70c. Oats. 87c@38c. )

W' eat, 40c. White Beans, "I'lOJiV.
SEEDS—Re.l Clover, $5.00®$.i.5O. Timothy, $2.50@t2

Flax, *l.:%{?7-$1.40.

PROVISluNr--Mess Pork. .$lT.fiO(??ii|18.fln. Hams, He
for smoked. Shoulders. 8c(?;'9e. Lard, ]2e(<M3c. Butter-

20e; firkin, 16c. Cheese, 8 @,liV. Ecgs, 15c. Chickens. Sc

Tnrkevs, He. Potatoes, »:e(?h40c. Apples, 25c@37>:c.
$4.5ti(?fl*.5. Dressed hogs, .$7 per 100 ll.s.

CATTLE MARKET—The market is lower. Beef Cntlle

weight, $3@f4. Sheep, $2((r!f4 per head. Lambs, $1.25@
each. Calves, 43<sc@,5c per lb. dres'sed.

HIDES—Slaughter, Cc per lb. Calfskins, 10c per lb.

7.')((rt.$l each.
HAY—1;14@^20 per ton.

WOOL—40e@50c per lb.

NEW YORK MARKET. -Oct 20.

FLOT'R AND MEAL—The market for Flour is less ai

Superfine State. .H7rf?(- $4.7,") : extra do. .l!4.'-.">fr/ *4.^" ; We
superfine. ?4.7r>(f^ .'f4>o ; extra do. iVM'(d: *5.2,''. ; Ohio rourid-

^r>AO<li'-fr>th,: exira Ohio, p>.MMd P<.'t:> : enmmoii lo exln
Louis, $5 50(g $7.50 ; extra GenesCe, If5..'5i:f5' .^7.25; comme
extra Canadian, $."i.5 @,^(j.2.'). Southern Flour is firm, wiih 1

ed transactions, at prices ransing from $5.50 to $7.50 for aupe
and extra. Rye flour, $'5.5ii^ft.|;4.40 Corn meal—.Tersey. $4.

^4.1(1 ; Brandvwliie, ^4.35® $4.40. Buckwheat Flour, 'j;l.S7

per 100 lbs.

GRAIN.—There is a fair demand for Wheat with a mod(
fiipply ; white .$1.3.''i(?|.|l;45; Milwaukee and Canada clul) $].

^1.08; Southern red $I.1G; Chicago spring i^l. 05. Corn firm

a fair demanil ; Western mixed $1.0;i: round vellow .fl : So

em !t;l(f/..i;'..f5. Ryo 88s@9"''- Barley 7se(r(>:ie. Oats—

S

and Western 42r(r( 44c ; Southern 3(ic((>,40o : .lersey and Pent
vania 3^c(!J^40c Canada Peas 7ic((j58uc. White Beans sOrfl

SEEDS—Demand for Clover limited at Se for old iiiid 9.

new. 'limothy. fi2.00(ri,$2.25 for mowed: $2.ni(r/. .*.'.(;.".<;

reaped, per bushel. Red top, $2.5i'(?5'2.75 per five bushel hag.

PROVISIONS—Pork firm at $1.\2.">(?7.$1.\40 for nie-v ; |1

for clear AVesterri: ^lo.80((7!^10.S7'.; for prime. Beef qui

c/iuntry mess. $.')(rA.$5.75 countrv ^irime $4(«i$4..'>0 ; Western
[Mcked $0(7(S.'-,n; new do . *9f(i fll ; extra me.ss, .|;1 1(r;,$r.'. E
hams, l(;ll!W:}ilG..^O. Cut meals are firm: Hiinis. !i,>,cf^.9

Shoulders, 8e.. Lard, 11c(r/ill>;e. BuHer—Or:inge eouiil' "'

2Sc; suite, 18c(rn22c; Ohio, 12. ^'U^''. Che.'.^e lirm at ->

for eonnnon to extra quaity: (^oslu ii. 1 1 f/ 11 j,.c. I'-

Mercers and Peachblows, |i.ti2;^(V;.*1.75 ; JSuekeves, ^l.ji;

.fL.'iO; .Tunes, $1 li'vif/.^l 2."> per bl>l.

CATTLE MARKET—The stock of Beef Cattle is not so la

and the market is a little firmer; first quality, '.»,Vc$i 10c : n" !

Se((?'!)c ; ordinary, 6>!iC<J>.7c : extra goo<l, which are vcr\

lOXc Veal Calves of good (|U»lily sell lor 7c per lb. liv.

Sheep and Lambs :f3(7ij:^3.50 i>er head. Hogs—corn fed, . .^

fii.i'e: distillery. 5!<;rf??ific. per lb., gross.

WOOL—.Market firm with a moderate demand. Sales of Si

and Western fleece at 4(>c(gi02>iC for common lo full bleo.l '.

rino and S.nxony.

PHILADELPHIA MARKET. -Oct 19-

FLOUR AND MKAI.—Demand for Flour confined to

wants of the tr.ide. Huf.erflne. Sf^VO^^^'i'i : extra, $.'i.37,V(r>..5 6l

extra family brands, $.5.7;'>@fG 75. Rye Flour scarce at $l.2i

C'orn Meal scarce at |8 T."!, with light demand.
GRAIN—Wheat dull; .prime Sonlhern red, $1.24fr/;|l

white, $1.33(75$l.r).''>. Rye steady at 88e for Delaware, and HOC

Pennsylvania. Corn flull at 9]e(ai93c in .store and afloat. Bai

boc. Oats, 44e for Delaware : sal s of Pentisylvimia on p. I.

SKKD8—Clover in fair demand at lji,'p 5 @ $5.70. Flax. $1

CATTLE MARKET—Beef Cattle, j|3@$l for inferiw, and
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(<l>i;!).50 for fair to prime quality per 100 lbs. Cows and Calves,

J-AJO.fi-JS, •.iccon.iin^ to condition. Sheep, 7c@8>^c per lb. net.

Hogs, $7(g>$S.2o per IMU lbs.

BUPFALO MAKKET.-Oct. 20.

FLOUK—Market steady, folate su|>frfiiic, $4.40@,$4..')0 ; Illi-

nois and Wisconsin extra, $+.7.5@$4.yo afloat; Mictiigan, Indi-

ana, and Ohio extra, $4.6o@,$5; double extras, $5.10@$r>.50

;

Oaiui.lian extra, $5®i5.10.
Glt.V IN—Wheat rinn ; Michij^an white, $1.17; Canada and

Milwau!;ee club, y2c@93c ; Chicago spring No. 2, 9oc@!.92c. Corn
tirui with a fair deniainl at .Si)c@.90c. Kye quiet at t8c. Barley
ill ijDod demand at 6Sc@7uc for Canadian. Oats—no sales. Cana-
lUan I'eas. 6;>rc.

rtKrODS—Timothy steady at $2.25@,$2.50.
ri;OVIyK)N^—Mess Pork, $10: prime dull. Hams, 10>,'c for

su(^ar-euo(l; plain do., lOe. .Shoulders, 7>»C. Lard steady at

1J>bC. Hanituiri;h Cheese, 8c@.ye.

CHICAGO MARKET. -Oct. 18.

FLOUR—Market steady and tolerably active. Superfine, $3.25
(^So.iiO; extra, $-l.l5@$4.25 tor cwramon to choice.

GKAlN—Wheat Hrni. with an advancing tendency; No. 1

white, $1,06@$1.08: No.T red winter, 98c; No. 2 do., 85c; No.
1 red sprin;;, .ilc; No. 2 do., 79@8iic; rejected, 75e. Corn steady
at SOc for old ; new, shelled, 45c@48c ; do. in the ear, 3i3c@,85c.

Kye. (!.')c@66c in store and on the track. Barley—No. 1, 57c;
No. 2, 50c in store. Oats—No. 1, 30c@:32c in store and afloat.

—

Beans— inferior, 40@,50c ; common to good, 60c@.75c ;
prime

nav. 7-iorrfi$l.

SKKliS—Titnothy-prime, $2.10(rt>$2.15; dirty, $1.85.

r!;oV 16 k)N.S—Mess Pork. $15@,.tl5.25. Bacon Hams, lO^c
@llji^c. Lard, llc@12>jc, Butler—demand good for the best

quality at lo;^c@15c; inferior, ltp@12c and dull. Cheese firm

at 9e@.9Jt'c for W. K. ; 9;,'4eCHlc for Hamburgh. Eggs in good
demand at ilc@.12c. Potatoes—-extra to choice, 3.5c(gj.40c ; sweet
—exira to choice Illinois, $l(g>$1.25; do. Southern, $1.25@$1.<30
per bushel.

POULTRY—Chickens, $1.50@$1.75 per doz. Prairie Chick-
ens, $1.3i@.$1.50 per doz.
CATTLK MAKKET- -Beef Cattle, $2@,$2.37;^ per cwt. Hogs

$4.51) |iiT cwt Tallow—country, 10c; city, lO^c.
HIDE-;— Flint. 14(7;ilf)(;; dry salted, 12c@,14c; green do., 7@8c.

Pelts-^e])!., olic(«j.7.i; Oct., 7.5c((J!.S7i^c.

ll.VV—New prairie. $3.50(7/-
!i;4

lor foose; old pressed do., $5.50

@,fH; pressed timothy. $'.l.5li'7'.$10; loose do., $fi.,50(g>$7 per ton.

WOOL— Native, 3Jc(r/;3.''c : half to full-blood Saxony, 35c@4.5c.

CINCINNATI MARKET. -Oct. 19.

FLOUE—Market firm. Superfine, $4.65(ra$4.75 ; extra, (a;$4.85

(??.$5 30.

liRA IN—Wheat firm, with a good deiiand; white, $l.]fi(5i,

$1 l-i; red,$I.0(;@,$l.08. Corn—new dull at 43c@,4.ic ; old scarce
ai 80c. Rye firm wilh a good demand at S0c(glS2c. Barley dull

at (;5e@,68c for prime, and 55c@.60c U-' ordinary. Oats in good
request at 45c(?A4Go.

SKKliS—.\Lirket dull for Clover at .$5. rnnothy in moderate
demand a( $J.2.5r(i'..t2.50. Flax steadv at $1.10.

PROVISIONS-Mess Pork freely offered at $14.25@$14.50.—
Bacon- sides, Kijirf; shoulders. S,Vc; bulk sides, 9,Ve ; shoulders,
7'«e. Lard freely offered at 10,?^c. Butter firm at iy(«M6c.
Cheese in good demand ; "Western Reserve. 8>sc@.10>^c ; Goshen
farm, lie; Durham farm, 12c ; pineapple, 17c@.19e. Potatoes

—

demand moderate at 40c@.(50e per biwhei, according to quality,

and $1.25(Si41.75 per bbl.

OATTLh; MARKKT—Beef Cattle in active demand at $2.25@
$^..50 per IdOlbs. gross for inferior to prime. Sheep, .tl.5li@,$S

each. Lambs, $1.75@,$i..50 each. Hogs in good supply and fair

demand at .$4.25@,.$4.75 per 100 lbs. gross. Tallow, 10c@10;^o
per lb.

HIDES—M.arket dull. Flint. 14c@15c ; dry salted, 13»@l4c;
green salleil. ti)^c(?/).7c ;

green, 6c.

II.VY—Market firm at $lfi(5)$17 per ton for prime timothy

LIVERPOOL MARKET. -Sept 30.

FLOUR AND MEAL—Western cnnal Flour. $4.80® $5.52 ;

Philadelphia, Baltimore, an<l Ohio, .$5. J -fT-.'}0.24; Canadian, $5.76-

@,$6.24; extra qualities, $6v24/(/ $i> ri ; s..iir $4.sii@$6.4*. accord-
ing to quality. ln<lian Corn Mi-;il, $4,oJ(.7 |4 ^•<\ ]>i-r bbl.

"(JKAIN—American white wli.-al. $l.:;f.(r':.-i;l 5 >; red do, $1.22®
$1.33; Canadian white, tl.3()f,-.*l. l-t : <lo. re<l. *t.lUrr/\|l.3'J. In-

dian corn—white, $1.0'-#$l.l.'; yellow, 84e(g,8ye; mixed, S8c®
85c. All per hush, of Gu lbs.

WOOL—Market very firm at previous quotations.

BRIGHTON CATTLE MARKET. -Oct. 20.

At market, 190U Beeves, 1100 Stores, 7000 Sheep and Lambs, 1100

Swine.
PRICES— Market Beef— Extra. $8.0n@$0.00: First quality.

$7.75; Second, $G.50; Third. $4.7.5@$.5. Working Oxen—$bH'@.
j'60. Milch Cows— $44 (g, $41) : ( ommon, $19 @ .$20. Veal
CVlvea—$3.00@$.5.00. Yearling.--$9(S;.ll. Tw« Yeais old—$16-
@$20. Three Years old—$-.::l^/i.$24. Hides—6c@,CiiC per lb.—
Calf Skins — 12c ((VI (lOc per lb. Tallow— 7 @.7;<;c. Sheep and
Lambs— $l.itii(r(.ij;l..Vi; extra, $2.Oi@$.S.00 Pelts—$0.'K®$1.00.
Swine—Spring Pigs, 5>ijc; retail. (>c®7c. Fat Hogs, (i'i.

Beeves are sold here by the head, at prices per lb. eqtial to the

estimated weight of beef in the quarter, together with the fifth,

quarter, or the hide an<l tallow, at the same price, at a shrinkage

from live weight agreed on by the parties—from 28 to 34 per cent,

Kkmarks—Owing to the large number of Beef Cattle at market
prices have declined 25c per cwt Sheep and Lambs sell 25c per
head lower than last week. Swine are unchanged.

ADVERTISEMENTS.
A FEW short advertisements of interest to farmers— and only

such — will be inserted in the Gene-we Fanner for twenty cents

a line, or $2 per square, each insertion, payable in advance. To

secure insertion, they should be sent in by the 15th of the previous

month. The Farmer has large lists of subscribers in evert/ State

and Territory, and in all the Briti>)h Provinoes. (It has nearly

SOOO subscribers in Canada West alone.) There is no better or

cheaper medium for advertising everything of general interest to

rural residents in all parts of the United States and Canada.

KEEP YOUR CIDER SWEET.—An original invention and
a new article of merchimdlse. Patented Sept. 27, 1859. Will

preserve and keep sweet. Cider, Wine, Sjrups, and all kinds of

malt liquors on draught. Beeipe $1. H. M. ELY, Syracuse, N.Y,

TORONTO MARKET. -Oct 19.

FLOUR—Market dull; superfine, $4..3,5 ; fancy, $4.60; extra,
$4,>5l'(ai^'5; double extra, $.=..10frA$.i.2.5.

GR.MN—Wheat firm with fair receipts; extra prime, $1.16®
$1.20; g<..od. $l.li'®$M6; inferior to common, $1((5),$1.10 ; spring
whfiit. 90c@.98c. Barley in fair demand with a limited supply .-it

<>i'>(.-®70e. Kye steady at 6 'c. Oats in limited supply and firm at

%-i':(fi:o'^c. Peas in good request at 5iV(ri).57c.

POTATOKS-Sm ply good at 2'=c(r/),25c per bushel.
APPLES-Supply large at $1..50®$2 per barrel.

CUTl'lCR-Fresh is freely offend at ISc@20c ; tub butter of
Mse bc5f (inalily wanted at 14c.

I'OULTRV—Supply gocxl. Chickens, 25c per pair. Ducks.
*)o(7ri35 per )i!iir. Turkies, 5Cc®.55c.
HAY—$14(?;,$23 per .on.

LONDON MARKET. -Oct. 3.

FLOTiR— Americjin sour. $5 3^@.$R,24: sweet, —

,

OR > IN—Wheat—American while, *1.26®$1.44; do red, $1.25
®$1.88. IiidiaQ corn—white, 90c®93c; yellow, 87c@93o, per
W lh.s.

WOOL—Market Arm, but prices remain unchanged.

ANDRE LEROY'S NURSERIES
AT ANGERS, FRANCE.

THE Proprietor of these Nurseries, the most extensive in 11m

worM, has the honor to inform his numerous friends and tli«

public, that his CATALOGUE of FRUIT and OKNAMENTAl
TREES. SHRUBS. ROSES, SEEDLINGS. FRUIT STOCKS
&c., for the present season, is now ready, and at their disposal.

Applv, as heretofore, to ,

F. A. BRU6UIERE,
Oetober—3t i>l Cedar Street, New York.

T>ROFITABLE EMPLOYMENT. - PLEASE TO EEAB
X this:—Agents Wanted:— Kxtra inducements for ISIJO!

—

All persons IN WANT OF EMPLOYMENT will at ouoe

receive our Cataloguo of Books, prepaid, by forwarding (U

their address. Particular attention is requested to the liberal

offers we make to all persons engaging in the sale of onr Largjj>-

Type Quarto PICTORIAL EAMlLY BIBLE, with about Oiw
Thou^nd Engravings. On receipt of Uie estKblished j-rice. Six

Dollars, the Pictorial" Fai,n:ly Bible, with a vjellrliawid Subscrip-

tion Book, will be carefully 'boxed, and for\va^•ded by express, »«t

our risk and expense, to any central town or village in the United

States, excepting those of California, Oregon, and Texas, Our
books are sold by eanvas<e,rs, and are well known to be Ihe inoyt

saleable. Address, postpaid, ROBERT SEARS, Publisher,

jjov.—

U

No. isl Willimn street. New York.

"Iron-amalgam bells,

WE are offering a superior class of cheap P.ell.s, which while

pos.sessed of the excellence of tone and sonorous qiKdilics i,f

brass ones, are yet made of an an algani (ctiiefly imii) wUicli 6<

afforded at about «ne-fourtJi the price of oniinary btll-metal.

50 lb. bell, with yoke and standard, price $5
75-' " " '• " S

1<0" " " " ' 1'^

150" " " " "18
Tlie latter is especially adapted to Academya and small Churches,

and may be distinctly heard three miles.

On receipt of price, we will deliver free on board cars, steam

boats, or to Express Co., marked to any address.

It HEDGES, FEEE, ii CO., No. 6 Main St , Cincinnati, O.
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PREMIUM CUTTING-BOX,

WE take pleasure in calling the attRtition of dealers, and all

who sell or use Oiitting-iiitxfs, to our improved Kochester
Fkkd-Cutter, a machine combining: Sirenglk, Simjjlicity, and
Vtility, in so great a degree that it must commend itself to every
man at first sight. It does its work with the (ireutest ease, and
rapiditi/, cutting corn-stdU-s. either wet or dry, with equal ease
as kay or sti\nc. There is no chance for clogging ; it is self-feed-

ing, culling from five-eighths to one inch in length.

An extensive dealer in .Agricultural Iniplenjents says of our
Feed-Cutter: '• We consider it the most perfect cutUr made, and
oflTer them to our friends with the fullest conjiderice."

Our ''uttinglJdx is all that is claimed for it—has always taken
the first jirernlKin at State and County Fairs—and deservedly
stands at the head of all FeedCuiters.

It.s simplicity, durability, capacity for cutting any kind of fodder
equally well, its one knife, ail confirm it as tlie most reliable Cut-
ting-]5ox in use. As such we offer them to our customers, con-
vinced that they will jirove the leading Feed-Cutter.

Ko. 1 Improved, Single Knife, 7-inch Throat,. .. . $12"2 " " " 9 " " 15
" 3 " " " 11 " « 25

No. 3 to be driven by hand or horse power.

We are the patentees and exclusive owners of the right of this

Cutiins-Box for the United States.

Or.lers respectfully solicited. A. GORDON,
Nov., It59.—It 6S South St. Paul Street, Eochester, N, T.

SHEPPARD'S
Oejicral For-\vardlKg and Commission,

Horticultural, Nurser>'', and Seed

AGENCY,
23 FUZTOy STREET, NEW TOIiK

Win remove, about l«i yoremher, to 17S>^ Water Street, near
Burling Slip.

Apple Seed, Pear Seed, Strawberry Seed,
Peach Pit-s Plum Pits, Cherry Pits,

Mahaleb Pits, C;mary Seed, Hemp Seed,
Sage Seed, a limited supply for early order8,Kape Seed,
Gunny Cloth, Russia Mats, Sewing Twine,
Gunny Bags, Archangel Mata, Packing Twine,
Flower Pots, Drain Pipe, Pruning Shears,
Pmning Knives, Budding Knives, and a general assortment
of Ilorticullural Cutlerv.

Copper, and other Wires, for Labels.
Seed Bags, of every variety, size, and style.

Envelops of every description, plain, or stamped to order.
Otiorcd Plates of Fruits, Flowers, &c.
Jrench and German Glass for Greenhouses, Graperies, &c.

DUTCH BUIiBS.
00 cases to arrive early in the season.

Hyacinth Glasses in variety.

Croms Pot.s, SuspeHslon Flower Baskets, <kc., Ac.
Anything and everything required by Seedsmen, Nurserymen,

Florists, &c., in the prosecution of their business, at the lowest
market rates. Send for a circular. Address
Orluber—2t WM. P. SHEPPAED, box 2972 P. 0.

I^ARM FOR SALE.—A farm of lOn acres, within half a mile
? of the village of Middleport, Niagara Co.. N. Y., is offered for

Bale on reasonable terms. It is wall supplied with bams, sheds,
•rctuirds, and all necessary improvements, and is well watered.
About iO acres are good wood land, the rest under cidtivatioH.
Inquire of, or address TUGS. F. SMITH,
JioTtmber, IstS.—8*» Middleport, M T.

'^GttJHM^srr

'
'\^ ,JiU-^

\

Gf-BT THE BESO?.
WEBSTER:S unabridged DICTI0MR1&.

Ne-w Pictoriiil ICdition.

1500 PICTORIAL ILLUSTRATIONS.
9,000 to 10,000 NEW "W^ORDS in the Vocabulary.
Table of SYKOIVYMS, by Prof. Goo<lrlch.

Table giving Pronunciation of Names of 8,000 Dis-
tinguished Persons of Modern Times.

Peculiar Use of Words and Terms In tl»c Bible.
With other new features, together with sU the mat'er of pre-
vious editions.

IN ONE VOLUME OF 17.50 PAGES.

PRICE $6.50 SOLD BY ALL BOOKSELLERS.

"GET THE BEST." GET VVESSTER.

G. «& C. MERRIAM, Springfield, Mass.

:agricultural publishing house.
HAVING purchaseil the entire stock and business of A. O.

Moore & Co., Agricultural Publishers and Bookscllersi,

(formerly C. M. Saxton & Co.,) and united the same to our busi-
ness as herctolore conducted, we now offer to the public the most
extensive assortment of works on Aoricultuiie, IIoiiTicuLTrRB,
Rural Art, and Domestic Economy, that can be found m tbe
world.

It will be our purpose to keep constantly on hand a full supply
of everything in our line, and all orders and inquiries addressed
to us will receive prompt attention.

Complete Catalogues of our publications, which embrace the
Biographical SKRiKsand Misckllanf.ous Works, formerly pub-
lished by Miller, Ortcm. <£ Cc, will be furw.*r(!e(l to any address
upon application. CM SA XTON, BARKER, & CO.,

Agricultural Publishers and Booksellers, and
Publishers of "The Horticulturist," 25 Park Row, New York.

Having disposed of my interest in the Agricultural Book busi-

ness to Messrs. C. M. Saxton, Barker, & Co.. (my friend, Mr. C. M.
Saxton, having been formerly my partner,)"I can cordially eom-
men<l u y successors to the Agricultural. public, with the assurance
that the cause for which Mr. Saxton and myself have for years
conjointly and separately labored, will not suffer bv this Iransttnr.

New York, Oct. 20, lS.o9.--nov It A. O. MOOKE.

A New Agricultural and Horticultural Monthly.

THE FIRST NU.MBER OF TIIK

"FARMER AND GARDENER"
"rVTAS issued September 1st. One of the largest and neatestW periodicals yet published. Sixteen royal octavo pages,
profusely illustrated, with reliable correspondents on all Agricul-
tural and Horticultural subjects, Fruit Culture e.-peeially.

Bend for a specimen copy, grati.s, wiili correct address.

ONE DOLLAR A YEAR, IN ADVANCE.
$700 in Premiums for Kssays on Farming, Garrlening, <Sjc.,

and for Subscriptious. Address
A. M. S"ANGLKR, Editor,

Nov.—It 68^ Market Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

FOR SALE—A Farm of 14S!^ acres, well improved, prepared
for machinery, three good barns, n large house, plenty of

fniit, and well wat'-red. Three mile.* Inmi Kailroad. hall a mite
from Church and School. A long crrclii i:iven on a portion of tli«

purchase money. • W.M. SKM.VXS, Cameron. Steuben Co., N.T.

(JbOA PER MONTH.—Wanted, the .nddrea- of good Book
fjp*)' ' Agents who will travel for tliirti/ ihiUum ptr month, aifl

expenses paid. 8. F. FRKNi H * CO..

Kov., Ib69,—St 121 Nassau street, New Yoric
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THE NEW YORK OBSERVER,
The Largest Newspaper in the "World.

NATIONAL, CONSERVATIVE, RELIGIOUS,

Belonging to no Party In Politics and to no Sect
in Religion.

EDITED by a Corps of Clergymen and Laymen of large expe-
rience, having the most Eminent Writers of the day among

Its regular contributors, and a Foreign Correspondence uniivalled.

It is the most complete

FAMILY NEWSPAPER
that can he made ;

published weekly on a large double sheet, bo

(bat it may be separated, making

TW^O DISTINCT PAPERS,
each perfect in itself. No other newspaper is made upon this plan.

The Secular sheet contains a full report of all the News of the

Day; a vast amount of miscellaneous reading; poetry and prose;

an Agkicultukal page, conducted by a practical and educated
agriculturist; a. Commekcial page, edited by a gentleman distin-

guished- for bis acquaintance with the financial world—giving the

latest reports of the Monky, Produce, and Cattle Maukf.ts,
Bank Stocks, Ac; a Miscellaneous department, embracing
scientific, literary, and artistic matter, with tales, anecdotes, biog-

rophy, travels, questions and answers, for the instruction and
amusement of the family and social circle.

The Religious paper is filled with the choicest original and
selected matter in every department of Christian Literature

;

making a delightful Sabbath companion, and furnishing a vol-

ume of interesting and instructive reading every week. The best

and most accomplished Clergymen, Presidents and Professors in

our Colleges and Seminaries, constantly contribute to its pages.
One of its chief features of attraction is a summary of intelligence

from
ALL RELIGIOUS DENOMINATIONS;

a feature peculiar to the Observer, and highly valued by Chris-
tians who wish to know what is doing in other communions than
their own.
The grand object of the New York Observer is to promote

"peace on earth and good-will among men." For this end it

seeks to advance all those principles which make the. Union of
THE Staths more firm and permanent; it cultivates harmony and
good feeling among all denominations of Christians; and is a
fearless defender of the rights of all men, under the Constitution
of the United States and the Word of God.

In its Editorial discussion, its foreign and domestic correspond-
ence, the vigor and beauty of its original contributions, and the
attractions of its several departments in science, literature, art,

agriculture and commerce, the Nr.w York Observer is deter-

mined not to be surpassed by any newspaper in any country.
Resisting radicalism in Church and Slate, promoting revivals

ofpure religion and every wholesome moral refoim, on Scriptural
and rational principles, discarding and opposing all schisms,
humbugs, fanaticism, and every scheme of infidelity, socialism,

and vice, the New York Observer designs to be a safeguard of

f irtue. law, and order, a champion of truth and righteousness in

the earth.

It is the CHEArEST newspaper of its class that is published.
Both the secular and religious papers are sent for t/ivo dollars and
Ji/ty centi, in advance. Two families uniting in taking it, as
many do, will each get a complete newspaper for $1.26! !!

PROPOSALS FOR SOLICITING SUBSCRIBERS.

To any one who will obtain new subscribers for us. we will pay
the following liberal commissions: — For five new subscrihers
paying in advance, fifty cents each ; for more than five and less

than ten, seventy-five cents each ; for ten or more, one dollar each.
We will send a copy of our Bible Atlas, with colored maps, on
paper of large size and best quality, to each new subscriber, on
the receipt of his name and payment for one year.

If you can not give personal attention to this work, will you
show this advertisement to some clergyman or layman who will

take an interest in it, to whom we will give the commissions men-
tioned above.
We will send specimen numbers without charge.
Your early attention is soli, ited to this sulyect, and we shall be

)iappy to hear from you, immediately, as we desire to offer the
paper al onee to every family in the United States.

SIDNEY E. MORSE &, CO., Editors and Proprietors,
November, 1S.=>9.— It. 3T Park Row, New York.

EUSSIA OR BASS MATS — Selected expressly for budding
and tying. GUNNY BAGS, TWINES, HAY ROPE, &c.,

suitable for Nurserymen and Farmers, for sale in lots to suit, by
D. W. MANWARING, Importer,

Sept, 1859.—1y* 248 Front Street, New York.

VIRGINIA FARM LANDS.—There are desirable FARM.S
for sale at $10 to $20 \K»r acre, within a fcw hours' ride from

Washington City. For anv desired information, address
L. H. REYNOLDS, Maple Valley,

Sept.—at Priuoe William Co., Va.
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T7ARMERS AND LUMBER DEALERS-Don't fail to in-

X^ vest 25 cents for one of Scrihner's Ready Reckoner and Log
Book. It is the most complete and reliable book for measnring
all descriptions of saw logs, boards, plank, and lumber of h11 kinds,

that has ever been published. Over !JOO,000 copii s have been
sold. No farmer, lumber merchant, or business man, should be
without a copy, as it contains a large number of tables constantly

wanted for reference. Agents and pedlers can make niohey by
selling the book. One ^opy sent by mail, postagn ]>ind, for 25 cts.

Address, GEO. W. FISIIKR,
November, 1859.—It Rochester, N. Y.

THE GENESEE FARMER,
A MONTHLY JOURNAL OF

AGRICULTURE AND HORTICULTURE,
IS PUBLISHED AT ROOHESTKE, N. T.,

Bv JOSKPH HAKRIS.
It is the cheapest agricultural paper in the world, and has attained

an unrivalled circulation.

Terms— Invariably in advance— Firn' Cents a Year;
Five Copies for .t2: Eight Copies for .$3, together with a liural
Annual and HortiauUund JDirectnry to the person getting up
the club. It is not necessary that the club should be all at one
office— we send wherever the members of the club desire.

^^~ All friends of rural improvement are respectl\illy soli»ited

to obtain and forward subscriptions.

Specimen numbers sent free to all applicants,

"The address of papers can be changed at any time.

Papers are sent to the British Provinces at the same rates as in

the United States No extra charge fir American posiage.

Subscription money may be sent at the risk of the Publisher.

Address .IOf«>KI'H HAKlJJrt,
Publisher and Proprietor, Eoohestw, N. Tr
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Below will be found our Prt-iTiium List for 1S60. Our Specific

Premiums arc tlie same as last year, except that we do not offer

gpeeitlc premiums fur larjjor lists than twenty-four, for the reason

that any larcer list than this will probably take a Cash Premium.

The January Cash Premiums are larger and more numerous

than over before. Few persons compete for them, and very

MTiall lists will .secure them. A few hours spent in canvassing is

all that is necessary.

If (here is no agent for the Farmer in your town, will not ymc,

tiiid reader, act as ageHt for us in your neighborhood 7 The

Oonenee Farmer is si cheap that everyone interested in the cul-

tiralion of the soil will subscritie. if asked ; and few do so unless

lliey (ire asked. Show them a copy f>f the paper, and tell them

ita price, and they can not fiefp but take it. Now is the time to

sttend to this matter. To all who subscribe previous to the first

«H" IX'cember, we wiH send the Farmer for the remaining two

DUinlhs of this year (November and December) and the entire

volume for 1S60 for flfly cents; and to all who intend forming a

dub tor next year, M-e will send the fourteen months, as above,

for forty cents each. These subscribers will be counted in the

ciub in competition for the Premiums. This is an excellent

opportunity to induce those who do not take the Farmer this

year to subscribe. Will not all our friends — will not you, sir,—

•

uake an effort to increase our list of subscriber* for ISCO ? We will

0adly send you show-bills, specimens, ifec, if you will act as agent.

LIST OP PREMIUMS
Thb terms of the Gkneseb Farmer are: Single Subscribers,

Fifty Cents a year, in advance; Five Copies for Two Dollars;

Eight Copies for Three Dollars : and any larger number at the

vxme rate. All subscriptions to commence with the year.

In addition to this reduction of one-fourth, we offer the follow-

ing List of Specific Premiums as an extra inducement for our

friends to form Clubs.

SPECIFIC PREMITTMS.
1. To every person who sends us Eight Subscribers, (at our

hncext tflnnK of t/iirti/sevett and a half cents each.) we will

send, postage paid, a copy of our beautiful twtjnty-flve cent book,
the jfiural Jnniial for lS(5(t.

2. To every person who sends us Sixteen subscribers, (at

oar lowest club terms o( t/urt!/-i(H'e7i and a half cents each,)
we will send one extra copy of the Oeiwsee F'armer and one
copy of the Jiural Annual, pre-paid, by mail.

8. To every person sending us TwnNTY-ForR subscribers, as
above, W9 will send two extra copies of the Farmer, or two
copies of the liural Annual and one extra copy of the Fanner.

JANITAEY CASH PREMIUMS
For the Greatest Number of Subscribers.

Thousands of our readers delay sending In their subscripliong

ttll sevi-ral of the numbers of the new volume are out. In ordsr

lo correct this practice a* miich as possible, wo offer a liberal and
very numerous list of Cash Premiums for the greatest number of

subscribers sent in by Ihe ^^/t^'enth day ofJanuary. The names
of the «ucoe<i8ful competitors, together with the number of subscri-

bers, will be announced in the l^ebruary number, and tho iTemi-

mnu imme<liately paid.

1. TWENTY-KIVE DOLLABS, in Cash, to the person who
tihall send us the largest number of subscribers (at the lowest club
jtrlce of 87,'i cents each,) before the 15th day of January, 1830.
(The ordi-r with the money must be received, not mailed, on or
before the l.'Uh of January.)

2. TWENTY DOLLARS to the person who shall send a»
(ho second highest number, as above.

8. NINETEEN DOLLARS to the person who shall send us
Jie third highest number, as above,

4. EIGHTEEN DOLLARS to the person who shaU send us
tut fourth highest list, as above.

6. SEVENTEEN DOLLARS to the person who shall send n»
the fifth highest list, as above.

6. SIXTEEN DOLLARS to the person who shall send us lh»
sixth highest list, as above.

7. FIFTEEN DOLLARS to the person who shall send us tbt
seventh highest list, as al>ovc.

8. FOURTEEN DOLLARS to the person who shall send us
the eiglith highest list, as above.

9. THIRTEEN DOLLARS to th« person who shall send ns
the ninth highest list, as above.

10. TWELVE DOLLARS to the person who shall send us lh«
tenth highest list, as above.

11. ELEVEN DOLLARS to the person who shall send us the
eleventh highest list, as above.

12. TEN DOLLARS to the person who shall send us tiMt

twelfth highest list, as above.

1.3. NINE DOLLARS to the person who shall send us lb#
thirteenth highest list, as above.

14. EIGHT DOLLARS to the person who shall send us tb«
fourteenth highest list, as above.

15. SEVEN DOLLARS to the person who shaU send us th»
fifteenth highest list, as above.

16. SIX DOLLARS to the person who shall send us to*
sixteenth highest list, as above.

17. FIVE DOLL.\.RS to the person who shall send us th«
seventeenth highest list, as above.

18. FOUR DOLLARS to the person who shaU send us th«
eighteenth highest list, as above.

19. THREE DOLLARS to the person who shall send us the
ninteenth highest list, as above.

20. TWO DOLLARS to the person who shall send us th«
twentieth highest list, as above.

21. ONE DOLLAR to the person who shall send us lh«
twenty-first highest list, as above.

There is not a town in the United States where any person,

by showing tiis neighbors a copy of the paper and asking them
tf) subscribe, might not take some of the largest of the abov«

Premiums.

Those who do not take any of the Cash Premiums, will be snw
of the Specific Premiums, so that we have no blanks.

Ci.uBs are not required to be at one Post.Oflice, or sent to one

address. We send wherever the members of the club may desire.

Names can be added to a club at anv time.

A TWENTY-FIVE CENT PREMIUM TO
EACH SUBSCRIBER!

Rural Annual and Genesee. Farmer in Olnbs.

As a still greater inducement to I'orm Clubs, we offer the

Gknesek Farmer for one year and our beautiful twenty-five

cent book, the RuRAI, ANNirAL AXD HoitTICKI.TURAI. Dieb<i-

TORY Kor. 1860, in clubs of eight or upwards, at Fitly Cents U>e

two. In other words, for Four Dollars we will .send eigfii

copies of the Farmkr for one year and eight copies of the Rural
Annual, together with a Rtral Annl'al for the person who
gets up the Club. For Eicht Dollars we will send niirteeti

copies of the Farmer and itirteen copies of the Rural Annuai..

and ons extra copy of each for the jierson who gets up the club.

Any person sending us TiiREE Dollars for a club of eight of

llie Gkxekf.k Farmf.r, shall receive one copy of the Kikal
A.NNUAL for his trouble.

We sinil the club to one address, or write the name of each

3ubscribi,-r on his paper, as requested.

Po.«TAGE.—^The postage on the Fakmfr sent to any place in

tho State of New York, paid <iuartor]y in advance, is three cent*

a year; to any other j>lace in the United Sljiles, six cents a year.

We ])ay the Amcricjm post.ige on all pajiers sent lo the Canadag,

or any of the other British Provinces. In all ciwes we pay Hi«

postage on the Rural Annual.

Our Agents, and Competitors for the above Premiums, wUI

n'inember that our terms arc always IN ADVAN(;E.

f}®^ Subscription Monay may be sent by mail at my rUk,
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FEEDING FASM STOCK.

All know, in cleaning land, what a small amount

of ash is left as the residuum of the mighty forest.

Carbon, or charcoal, exists in the vegetable king-

dom in much larger proportion than any other

element. Nitrogen is found only in very small

f|uantity, yet its presence is absolutely necessary.

No vitality or organization is found without it.

There are many substances in vegetables that do

not contain nitrogen, but they are not integral

portions of the plant. They are merely vegetable

deposits, corresponding with the deposits of fat in

the animal organization. These deposits, such as

starch, sugar, gum, etc., are destitute of nitrogen,

and are composed of carbon and the elements of

water. They are therefore called carbonaceous

compounds. Those substances which contain nitro-

gen—and every vital part of a plant and animal

does contain it—are called nitrogenous substances.

They are composed of all the four organic elements

—oxygen, hydrogen, nitrogen, and carbon—united

in definite proportions in all plants and animals.

If we take a piece of carbon, or charcoal, and

burn it in a stove, it gives out an amount of heat

proi)ortionate to the amount burned. The carbon

of food, when taken into the animal system, is

burnt in precisely the same way as that in the stove,

and gives out exactly the same amount of heat. It

is well known, tliat when any heated body is sur-

rounded with colder substances, the heat will fly

off from the heated body, till all become of an

equal temperature. And it also well known, that

more fuel would be needed to keep a stove at a

given heat, when exposed to a cold temperature,

than when in a warm one. An animal is affected

in this respect in precisely the same manner as a

stove. The temperature of the animal body is the

same at the North pole as at the Equator, when at

a blood heat temperature, as Avhen in an atmos-

phere 40* below zero. It must be, therefore, that

this body is heated from within; and that the

colder the air, the more heat must there be pro-

duced, and consequently the more carbon must

there be burned in the lungs to generate it. Hence

it is that in cold weather we eat much more food,

and that of a more carbonaceous character, than in

hot weather. Warmth, to a certain point, is equiv-

alent to an increase of carbon in the food.

The nitrogenous substances of vegetables are

precisely the same in composition as the muscles

or flesh of animals; and it is supposed that the

nitrogenous substances of vegetables are converted

into flesh without decomposition. Hence the asser-

tion by many able chemists, that the nutritive

quality of a food is in direct proportion to the

amount of these nitrogenous or flesh-forming sub-

stances. BoussiNGAULT, the most reliable agricul-

tural chemist in the world, has given tables of

equivalents, founded on this principle. According

to them, peas contain three times as much nitrogea

as maize, and is consequently three times as nutri-

tious. Bran, too, is much more nutritious than

the finest wheat flour; while an immature corn

stalk would be more nutritious than one perfectly

elaborated. The experiments of Lawes and Gil-

bert throw much doubt on the correctness of this

theory. One thing at least is demonstrated—that

the amount of nitrogen a food contains in no way

regulates the amount consumed by the animal.

Thus, a hog will eat as much peas as com; while

in the one case he will eat three times as much

nitrogen as in the other.

We arrive at the conclusion, that the amount of

food an animal will consume, other things being

equal depends upon the amount of mailalle car-

honaceous substances it contains, irrespective of

the nitrogenous. This was invariably found to be

the case throughout a very extensive series of

experiments. To give more for 100 lbs. of bran

than for 100 lbs. of flour, because it contains more

pitrogen, would not be wise. Neither would it_^be

economical to give three times as much for a

bushel of peas as for a bushel of corn, because it

contains three times as much nitrogen ; for though
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the animal will increase somewhat more when fed

on peas than on com, yet he will eat till he has

obtained the necessary amount of carbonaceous

matter, and of wliich corn contains much more

than peas. The foct is, that nitrogenous substances

are in excess of the availaile carbonaceous. Other-

wise, why is it that we strip the nitrogenous bran

from the stiirch of wheat? Why is it that we
churn so much milk for its carbonaceous compound

—butter; while its nitrogenous matter, casein or

curd, is given to the hogs in the buttermilk ? Why
is it that we eat so much fat meat and pork?

How is it that sugar has become a necessary to

nine-tenths of tlie world ; and that rice and tapioca

are found in every household? All these sub-

stances contain a large amount of available carbon,

and little or no nitrogen. For feeding purposes, a

food is valuable in pro])ortion to the amount of

available carbon it contains
;
yet the more nitrogen

it has united with this carbon, the greater will be

its fattening quality.

A natural conclusion, from these facts, would be

to grow those plants, as food for animals, which

contain the most available carbon; or, in other

words, the most starch, sugar, oU, etc.

But agriculture is a complex art. We must be

careful how we jump at conclusions. In Mr.

Laweib' wlieat experiments, systematically con-

tinued on the same soil for fifteen successive years,

the most important fact demonstrated is this : The

wheat plant^ during its growth, destroys ammonia.

That is to say, that much more ammonia is required

to produce a crop of wheat than the entire crop of

grain and straw contains when fully matured. It

was found, in several hundred experiments, that an

application of ammonia increased the crop up to a

certain point, dependent on climatic influences, in

proportion to the amount supplied ; but that about

five times as much ammonia is required to produce

a given increase of wheat than it contains when

grown.

Mr. Lawes' experiments on turnips, peas, beans,

clover, etc., show that these crops do not destroy

ammonia during their growth; and that if suffi-

cient available inorganic matter be present, they

can ottain sufficient ainmonia for an average crop,

from the atmospliere. Whether corn, oats, barley,

timothy, and other cereals, destroy ammonia, is

not yet proved, but it is highly probable. Let us

admit that those cereals, like wheat, destroy

ammonia during their grow th, and that peas, beans,

clover, lentils, etc., do not, and see how it affects

the subject of rotation.

On a farm, then, where wheat, maize, barley,

and oats, are grown, as well as timothy and other

grasses, for feeding purposes, it must be evident

that there is an immense destruction of ammonia

;

and that if we are to obtain largo croj)s, large

quantities of ammonia must in one way or other be

placed in the soil. The cheapest way, under most

circumstances, of increasing the ammonia on a farm

is, by growing those crops which do not destroy

it during tlieir growth, but, on the other hand,

retain that which is brought to them in rain from

the atmosphere.

At least one half the dry food given to an

animal is consumed in the production of animal

heat, and escapes as carbonic acid and water in

breath and perspiration. The nitrogen of the food,

however, is not given off in a gaseous state, bat,

except a small portion, retained in the increase of

animal, is all thrown out of the system in liquid

and solid excrements, the former containing often

six times as much as the latter.

A crop of clover, in root and branch, often con-

tains 80 lbs. of nitrogen, the greatest part of which

is probably derived from the atmosphere ; and this

clover, plowed ia or eaten on the farm by animals,

would furnish 80 lbs. of ammonia for a wheat, corn,

or timothy crop, which would be increased accord-

ingly. This 80 lbs. of ammonia can not be pur-

chased in an artificial form for less than $12. A
good average crop of peas contains about as much

nitrogen as the clover, and, like it, obtains most of

it from the atmosphere. The same can be said of

turnips, mangels, beets, carrots, beans, tares, etc. m
It win be seen, then, that while maize in one

sense is much more nutritious than peas—contain-

ing more available carbon,— yet this nutritious

quality is produced at such an expense of the

ammonia of the soil, that it can not be grown for

feeding purposes, unless a high price is obtained

for the meat. Peas, though in one sense less

nutritious, have been produced at so little expense

to the soil, as compared with corn, and besides

contain so large a quantity of nitrogen, that tlioir

growth and consumption on the fiirm can not fail

to be comparatively profitable. The comparison

between timothy grass and clover is equally, and

for the same reasons, unfavorable to the growth of

timothy for the purpose of feeding to animals on

the farm. Not only does it contain less nitrogeu,

but it has consumed much ammonia during its

growth. If this is correct in theory, it can not be

far wrong to say that the average yield of wheat,

maize, barley, oats, and timothy, on any farm, will

be in direct proportion to the quantity of clover,

peas, tnmips, etc., raised and consumed on the farm.
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WILL PLOWING IN CLOVER EXHAUST THE SOU 1

In answer to this question, we have space this

month to mention only one important fact, brought

to light by the experiments of Lawes and Gilbert :

It was found, that to grow a crop of turnips,

clover, etc., more available inorganic matter is

needed in the soil than is required for a crop of

wheat. Thus, on the same kind of soil on which

a crop of wheat of fifteen bushels per acre was

annually obtained for ten successive years, without

any manure, turnips, the second and third years,

did not grow larger than radishes; yet, supplied

with superphosphate of lime, this soil annually

produced good crops of turnips. We have, then,

the remarkable fact that, while the ash of wheat

contains five times as much phosphoric acid as the

ash of turnips, the turnip requires for its growth

the presence in the soil of more available phos-

phoric acid than is required by the wheat plant.

From this it follows that a soil wiU be sooner

leficient of inorganic matter for a crop of turnips,

clover, or peas, than it will for wheat; and that

these crops contain more inorganic matter than is

required by the increase of wheat produced by

their ammonia. It follows that so long as we can

grow clover and peas, we need not fear any

deficiency of the ash constituents of wheat.

FATTENING STOCK ON POTATOES.

It has been found, by experiment, that potatoes
will fatten hogs, or other stock, much faster, and
with less waste, if they are deprived of the non-
nitrogenous elements contained in them. Liebig
says :

" German agriculture has been led by expe-
rience to a very simple method of converting pota-
toes into a fattening fodder, similar to grain in its

composition. This method is the foundation stone

of the profitable agriculture of Germany ; and it

consists in removing, entirely or to a great extent,

and by a purely chemical process, the non-nitro-
genous part of the potatoes, and using the residue,

which contains all these plastic constituents, to feed

stock. The potatoes are reduced to a thin paste,

and placed in contact with malt, by the action of
which the starch is converted into sugar. The
mash, as it is called, is now mixed with beer yeast,

wliich causes it to ferment, and the whole of the
sugar is thus destroyed. By distilling the fer-

mented mash, the starch of the potatoes is ob-
tained in the form of spirits, and the residue or
dregs forms the most valuable food for fattening

stuck." f MAO.

Remakes.—"We think our correspondent fails to

get the true idea of the quotation from Leibig. It

is absurd to suppose that potatoes are more fatten-

ing when deprived of their starch. The refuse of

potato distilleries may be more nutritious, weight

I for weight, than the potatoes th«m6elves. But of

this we have some doubt. Certain it is, that if we
take a bushel of potatoes and submit them to a

process whereby all the starch is removed, the

remaining nitrogenous matter will not afford as

much nourishment as the original bushel of pota-

toes would have done. A given weight of the

refuse may be as nutritions as potatoes, but to sup-

pose that the starch which has been removed is

not nutritious also, is ridiculous. eds.

COTSWOLD SHEEP.

Eds. Genesee Farmer:— On my return from
Chicago, I see, in your October number, page 308,

your note seems to misunderstand my position.

If you wUl have the goodness to look over my
communication, you will find I did not take any
but usual sale prices for my calculation. I put the

31 at $10 each against "Z. B. S.'s 31 at $2.80=
$86.80"—his own claim. This was the rate of my
sales each year— only yearlings, and all I had.

Was not that fair ? I did not calculate my higher
sales at all, only my lowest, and that only part-
bred.

I did leave out of the question " the fact that

such large sheep as the Cotswolds will consume
more food than the smaller breeds," because my
experience is just the reverse. I do not think it at

all possible to judge of the comparative amount of

grass necessary for the consumption of each breed

;

that must necessarily be theory ; but I have fully

tested the comparative quantity of grain necessary

to fatten them, and find the Cotswold sheep, even
yearlings, will consume much less, and fatten much
faster. They do not travel oflf their food like others,

but fill themselves, and lay down and ruminate, like

cattle. Their propensity to lay on fat is notorious,

BerryvUle, Virginia, J. W. WARE.

Remarks.—We have not space, this month, to

discuss this subject with our experienced corres-

pondent, but must content ourselves with saying

that the most reliable experiments which have ever

been made, in regard to the comparative value of

the different breeds of mutton sheep, fully prove

that sheep consume food in proportion to their live

weight—and that a Cotswold weighing 200 lbs.

will eat as much again food as a South Down
weighing 100 lbs. The same experiments prove,

however, that the Cotswolds will produce more

mutton for the food consumed than any other

breed. bds.

Temperature of the Earth.—A paper read be-

fore the British Scientific Association states that,

with a thermometer sunk to the depth of three

feet in the earth, the greatest cold was experienced

in February ; at six feet deep, the lowest tempera-

ture was in March ; at twenty feet deep, in April

;

and at the depth of twenty-four feet, it was cold*

est in July.
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ADVANTAGES OF PULVERIZING THE SOIL.

The effects of ptilverization or stirring the soil

are numerous:

1. It gives free scope to the roots of vegetables
;

and they become more fibrous in a loose than in a

hard soil, by which the mouths or pores become

more numerous, and such food as is in the soil has

a better chance of being sought after and taken up

by them.

2. It admits the atmospheric air to the spongi-

oles of the roots— without which no plant can

make a healthy growth.

3. It increases the capillary attraction or sponge-

like property of soils, by which their humidity is

rendered more uniform; and ia a hot season it

increases the deposit of dew, and admits it to the

roots.

4. It increases the temperature of the soil in the

spring, by admitting the warm air and tepid rain.

5. It increases the supply of organic food. The

atmosphere contains carbonic acid, ammonia, and

nitric acid, — all most powerful fertilizers and

solvents. A loose soU attracts and condenses them.

Raia and dew, also, contaia them. And when

these fertilizing gases are carried into the soil by

rain water, they are absorbed and retained by the

soil, for the use of plants. On the other hand, if

the soil is hard, the water runs off the surface, and

instead of leaving these gases in the soil, carries

off some of the best portions of the soil with it.

Thus, what might be a benefit becomes an injury.

6. By means of pulverization, a portion of the

atmospheric air is buried in the soil, and it is sup-

posed that ammonia and nitric acid are formed by

the mutual decomposition of this air and the

moisture of the soil— heat also being evolved by the

changes.

7. Pulverization of the surface of soils serves to

retain the moisture in the subsoil, and to prevent

it from being penetrated by heat from a warmer,

as well as from radiating its heat to a colder, atmos-

phere than itself. These effects are producwl by

the porosity of the pulverized stratum, which acts

as a mulch, especially on heavy soils.

8. Pulverization, also, as the combined effect of

several of the preceding causes, accelerates the

dect)mpo8ition of the organic matter in the soil,

mnd the disintegration of the mineral matter ; and

thus prepares the inert matter of the soil for

a«similation by the plants.

KERRY CATTLE.

Sanford Howard, in his letters to the Boston

Cultivator^ speaking of his visit to Ireland, says

:

"I found these cattle even smaller than I had
supposed them to be, but evidently very useful in

that locality—living wliere no otlier cattle that I

have ever seen could live. In several instances I

met with them at elevations of fifteen hundred to

two thousand feet above the sen, sharing with the

goat, the wild herbage of the mountain's side. The
color varies from black to black and white, brindled,

and red; but clear black is preferred as indicating

the nearest affinity with the original type. I hardly

know how to estimate the weight of these cattle,

as they are so different from any others I liave been

acquainted with. The two-year-old heifers which
I bought for Mr. Austin—rather larger of their

age than the average of their breed—girthed from

four feet five inches to four feet six inches. They
are large-bodied in proportion to their height, their

legs being short and the shank btmes very small.

Their heads are generally handsome, and tlie coun-

tenance lively, but with a mild expression. Tlie

best of them are decidedly pretty. When taken to

the low country and supplied with plenty of nutri-

tious food, they become more bulky, but I had no
opportunity to see what would be the effect of

breeding them for several generations in a milder

climate and on better soil. As illustrating their

hardiness, I will mention an incident: A man led

me up a mountain glen to see a lot of three-year-old

heifers he had grazing there. It appeared a mys-
tery to me how the cattle could get around and
over tlie rough rocks and obtain a subsistence even

in summer. Having noticed that the man had sev-

eral stacks of hay down in the valley, where was
the rude habitation which he called his home, I

asked him if he was going to take Kerry cattle

there for the winter, lie replied
—"No, the hay is

for the low -land cattle and ponies; the Kerries will

winter Avhere :hey are." I asked him if deep snows
did not fall in the mountains. He said they did,

sometimes; "but the snow generally softened after

a day or two ajid the cattle could icorl. through it.''''

"I could not generally obl.iiu any definite state-

ments in regard to the yield of milk or butter of

these cows, but a reliable man who kept several

of this breed, near Killarney, told me he had often

liad them give ten imperial quarts of milk [ler day,

each, and then had a four-year-old cow, which I

saw, that had afforded six pounds of butter iu a

week.
"I may hero mention, that the butter I have

eaten in this part of Ireland, both this season and

the last, is actually the best I ever tasted. I know
not whether the sujjerior quality is attributable to

the cows, the lierbage, or the mode of manufacture,

or all combined. The butter has a wide reputation,

and commands in London an extra price."

SoMB seeds of the cork tree were sent by the

Patent Oftice to California, which were planted,

and about 75 per cent, have germinated and prom-
ise to become naturalized in that country.

Flint well says: *' Keep your coics in good e&ti-

ditioti, should be tlie motto of every farmer, posted

up over the barn door, and over the stalls, and

over the milk-room, and relocated to the boys

whenever there is any danger of forgetting it.

It is the great secret of success in dairying, and

the difference between success and failure turns

upon it."
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SPIRIT OF THE AGSICIJLTirRAL PEESS.

To Destroy the Pea-Beetle oe Bug.—A cor-

respondent of the Country Gentleman says that

putting the peas in a tight vessel, and mixing two

ounces of pulverized camphor, or a table-spoonful

of sulphuric ether, to each bushel of peas, will effec-

tually kill all the bugs in them in a few days. This

is a remedy often published before, but worth re-

peating, if true.

Open vs. Covered Drains.— Mr. Meohi thus

explains the 'cause why covered drains are more

effectual than open ones: "A deep, open ditch

wiU not drain the adjoining soil; because, when

the sides are dry, the water rises to the surface

by capilary attraction, and thus heads back the

water behind it. Lay pipes at the bottom of this

ditch, and fill it up, and it will then effectually

drain the* adjoining soil."

Tying up Cattle.—"Tamworth," in the StocTc

Journal.^ condemns the practice of tying up cat-

tle, and says animals that are much confined, be-

sides tlieir poor health for want of exercise, have

loose, porous, coarse flesh, with comparatively re-

laxed, and therefore light-weighing, muscular fibre

;

and much of the space which should be filled with

muscle, or lean meat, is supplied with loose, light-

weighing fat. Size in excess is not a sure index of

proportionate extra weight; for many middle-sized

animals of compact form and hardy constitution

are really much heavier, bulk for bulk, than larger

animals.

Soiling Cows.—Hon. Josiah Quincy says, one

of the advantages gained by soiling is the saving of

land. One acre will support three cows during the

soiling season. The cows are turned out but two

hours, morning and evening, and the balance of the

time they are kept in the stables. They keep

healthy, and yield more milk annually, than cows

usually do. One man will take care of, feed, water,

clean, and milk twenty cows. They are fed four

or five times a day.

How to get up a Farmers' Club.—The N. E.

Journal of Agriculture says:—Get up a meeting

among those interested in the improvement of their

minds, and make it as sociable as possible. Adopt

no rules at first. Decide upon a subject for dis-

cussion at the next meeting ; invite others in ; and

let it be the especial aim to keep everything cosy

and familiar. Keep the text steadily in view, of

improving ourselves and each other. "Well con-

ducted farmers' clubs have increased the average

yield of crops in some townships, 25 per cent.

How to know a Horse's Age.—The Wool-

Grower says, after the horse is nine years of age,

a wrinkle comes on the eyelids, at the upper cor-

ner of the lower lid ; and every year thereafter he

has one defined wrinkle for each year over nine.

Add the number of wrinkles to nine, and you will

then know the age of the animal. Will some one

ascertain the truth of this statement ?

Black Tongue.—A correspondent of the South-

ern Cultivator gives the following as a remedy for

this disease : Have a swab of soft cloth made and

attached to a handle two feet long; dip this in

spirits of turpentine, and wipe out themouth of the

animal affected, two or three times a day, if neces-

sary, and it will get over it in a few days.

Founder.—A writer in the Cotton Planter says

:

Clean out the frog of the foot ; let all the dirt be

well scraped off. Raise the foot so as to be level

;

pour spirits of turpentine on the sole, just enough

to fill the hoof without running over; then set

the turpentine on fire, and let it be entirely

consumed.

Shoeing Hens.—A writer in the New England

Farmer recommends the encasing of the feet of

fowls in woollen bags or socks, for the purpose of

preventing them from scratching in the garden.

Would it not be well to do the same thing in win-

ter to keep their feet warm? It is well known

how frequently they get their feet badly frozen.

Spare the Birds.—H. W. Beecher says : The

man that would shoot a robin, except in the fall,

and then really and conscientiously for food, has in

him the blood of a cannibal, and would, if born ib

Otaheite, have eaten ministers and digested there

too. '

Horn Ail, or Hollow Horn.—The New Eng-

land Farmer says there is no such thing; it is

merely an incorrect name for some ailment which

has nothing to do with the horns. Standard writers

on veterinary practice also hold the same opinion.

Dadd ascribes the symptoms which attend horn

ail, to a general derangement of the health of the

animal, and recommends the use of purgatives, and

to stimulate the digestive organs and the circula-

tion by aperients and stimulating liniments.

Italian Bees.—The Ohio Cultivator gives an

account of some bees recently imported from

Europe by Mr. Colvin, of Ohio. They are said

to be superior, in many respects, to the common

bee. They are more industrious and lay lap a

larger store of honey. The queen is more prolific

;

consequently, more swaxms are raised each year.
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NOTES ON THE OCTOBER AND NOVEMBER NUM-
BERS OF THE GENESEE FARMER.

^'Refuse of Tanneries.'''' — Large quantities of

valuable iiiatcnals fur manurial i)urposes are annu-

ally wasted at many of our large tanneries. If

fanners in the vicinity of such lanyards were fully

aware of the wortii of these waste matters, we
think tliey would ofteiicr secure tliera for enrich-

ing their lands. There is the lime, which, after

having been used fen- starting the hair on hides and
skins, is wortli more, bushel for bushel, for com-
posting with muck or loam, than fresh lime; for

there is usually nnich hair and other animal mat-
ter nii.xed with it; and during the process of com-
posting, if contiimed for a few months, much nitrate

of lime will be formed, a substance very analogous

to nitrate of potash (salt petre), which is a quick

and active nuiuiire for grain and grasses ; besides

which, the acidity of the muck would become
neutralized, rendering the whole mass a valuable

manure.
ilorn piths are a lasting and valuable manure

—

worth more, pound for pound, than the hard and
more solid bones. This ditference is caused by the

more open and porous structure of the piths, which
renders their manurial qualities,— nit«)gen and
phosphates,—more readily available to the action

of the roots of {)lants than are those of the more
solid and harder bones. Within a few years, I

have used many cart-loads of horn piths upon my
farm, purchasing them at a tannery about one mile

from my place, paying about $1.50 per cart-load
;

portions of which I have sawn, or broken Avith

heavy liammers, and then plowed them in— in

some instances applying at the rate of 150 bushels

per acre. A few cart-loads I use whole for manur-
ing potatoes in the hill ; a pith in a hill will double

tne crops over those hills receiving no manure.
The same pith will serve for manuring in the hill

for ten or more years. The longer they are used,

the more elfective they are, because every year

they become more soluble.

. Then there is the fleshings, that are separated

from the hides while being worked over the beam,
both before and after being limed. Sometimes
these lieshings can be procured at the tanyards in

large quantities, and at reasonable i)rice^. They
can be plowed in, or perhaps, what would be bet-

ter, composted with swamp muck, or a clayey
liiam, for a few montiis previous to being used.

The muscle of animals is extremely rich in all the

ingredient-^ necessary for our cereals and other

crops. Hair from South American iiides is usually

too short for mixing with lime mortar, but it makes
a. durable and vahiable manure, being as rich in

nitrogen as the best Peruvian guano.
Spent tan mixed witii lime, ashes, or green ma-

nure, will, in course of a year, so far decompo>e and
part with its acidity that it may be safely and profit-

ftdly .Mp])lied to naturally dry soils, in large (|uanlities.

I here suggest to farmers, living in the vicinity

of tanneries, to secure as much of these waste mat-
ters as they can, if obtainable at a reasonable price.

"Outlier up tlie fragments, that nothing bo lost,"

ia an injimction as ohligatory upon us as it was
il{)on thor^e who lived eighteen centuries ago.

" The Bark Louge''' is a real pest to many of the
apple trees ; but they can be mostly removed by
oarefally washing the trees with strong soap-suds

and tobacco-water, applied as warm as the handa
can bear, using a wollen rag, and rubbing each
branch separately, as stated by S. M. J3ut it

makes a material dilTerence at what season of the
year the operation is performed. Sometime in

June, the eggs beneath the muscle-shaped scales

hatch out, and the young insects escape, and fasten

themselves upon tlie smooth bark of the bodies,

branches, and smaller limbs of the tree, where, by
careful inspection, they may be seen in great num-
bers, appearing as very small white specks ujion

the bark. While in their infant state, is the most
eligible time to use the wash. It does not require

much rubbing with the woolen cloth to eradicate

them ; but if left to ft)rm and liardeu their shells,

it is a much more diflicult matter to remove them.
Those having apple trees infested with bark-lice,

please recollect what I have written. Examine
your trees next June, and ascertain whether I am
not correct. A small microscope will aid one much
in examining these minute white specks.

" The Insects on Mulleins,''^ and in clover heads,

have been supposed by some persons to be identi-

cal with the wheat midge ; but a micrftscopical

examination shows them to be verj- different insects.

'^ Notes for the Monthly S. TT."—Ilis remarks
on " the best food and treatment for hens," con-
tain much good common sense and valuable prac-

tical information. Those wishing to have theii*

hens lay well, had better re-peruse the article ; and
if they get it "by heart," it may be all the better

for them.
A. Baer, Jr., has a good article on the " Des-

truction of our Forest Treesy Railroads in this

section of the country have played the very deuce
with our wood and timber lots. This " devil take
the hindmost" policy, that is sweeping our wood
and timber lands, will yet bear liard upon posterity

in this cold section of the country. However,
some cold, phlegmatic characters, console them-
selves with the plea, that as posterity have done
nothing for them, they have nothing to do for it.

" Hungarian Grass,'''' has been a fruitful subject

of discussion. There are several varieties of millet

or Hungarian grass, and probably this has led to

mistakes on the part of ditt'erent writers. I have
grown the yellow-seeded, years ago, then known as

common millet. Have also grown the purple-

seeded and purple headed, which I think has gen-

erally been considered the true Hungarian grass.

At least, this is the kind sent out from the Patent
Oltice, lalelled Hungarian grass. I have another

Variety called II ungu-ian grass. The heads of these

two varieties as .^tated by C. W. Davis, (Oct. No.
G. F., page 311.) " do not resemble each other any
more than the heads of oats resemble wheat." (I

will forward with tiiis a sample of each). It looks

ti> mo as though Mr. Dickinson and Mr. Davis are

l)Otii laboring under serious mistakes. I think Mr.
Davis never saw the variety sent out from the

Patent Office as Hungarian grass; for this same
thing by many is called German millet. While
growing, and up to the time of putting ont its

spike or head, it can hardly be told from what is

usually termed here, barn grass, pigeon grass, &c. ;

but after heading, the head also very closely re-

sembles the panicle or head of the barn-grass

—

excepting in color. The head of this Hungarian
grass, or millet, is of a purple color, while that of

i
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barn-grass is of a yellowish-green color. The vari-

ety Mr. Davis describes as " having a long, tiat,

branching head," I suspect Major Dickinson had
never seen, when he "pronounced Hungarian grass

the millet and barn-yard grass of forty and seventy-

five years ago." This open-panicled variety much
resembles tlie head of broom corn. Up to the time

of its heading out, it so closely resembles tickle-

top, grass, that they can scarcely be discriminated.

Eitlier variety, under favorable conditions, will

yield large crops of forage. Ot their quality, as

cattle fodder, I have not yet had experience suffi-

cient to justify me in expressing an opinion. Mr.
Davis says: " We get but one stem and one head
from each millet seed ; while from the Hungarian
grass we get from one to ten." I have just

counted the heads produced from a single seed

of the purple-topped Hungarian grass, and find

there are sixteen heads. The open-topped also

branches, and produces a large number of heads

from a single seed. Whether the yellow millet

produces more than one head to each seed, I am
unable to say ; for it is some ten years since I

raised it. C. L. Flint, in his valuable work on
Grasses, gives a i^late, drawn from the purple-

topped variety, as the Hungarian grass. So also

does Mr. Klippakt, in his Report of Ag. Ohio,

1857. Will Mr. Davis tell us if the open-panicled

variety is what he considers the true Hungarian
grass ?

" Painting Houses.''''—Rural Register^ Baltimore,

says :
" A white house with green blinds offends

the very first principles of good taste." li so, the

people in tliis region have a very vitiated taste in

these matters. But has one man a better right to

say what is in good taste, than another in this

matter of the color of a house ?

Tlie first article in the November number on the
*' Wlieat Plant,'''' followed by a review of Mr.
Klippaet's, book on the Wheat Plant. As I have
not yet seen the work, it becomes me not to ex-

press any opinion upon its merits, pro or con.
" Boys, Study Ag. Chemistry.''''—Yes, boys, be

sure to study that branch of the science, if by so

doing you have to neglect some other of the usual

branches of instruction.

" Cutting Ray for StocTc.''''—Farmers difter wide-
ly in their views and practices in this matter.

Much can be said upon both sides of the question

;

but havn't room here to discuss the matter.

The Editorial on geese and their management, in

connection with the life-like engravings of the sev-

eral varieties, is a valuable paper for those who
wish to breed the difterent kinds of water-fowls.

" Molding Machi7ies.''^—It seems Mr. Bundy re-

tires from the discussion on "Patent Right Ma-
chinery." He has been engaged in this "pen and
ink" discussion about two years. But I am quite

unable to decide who comes off second best in the

controversy. Presume Mr. B. will occasionally

favor the readers of the Genesee Farmer with his

views upon other subjects connected with the great
interests of agriculture.

" BucMhorn Hedge.''''—^' Enquirer" should sort

his pknt'j, set the largest in the poorest portion of
the soil. After they are set out. cut them within
four or six inches of the ground. Cut back again
once or twice a year, so as to get a thick bottom to

Start with. Save some of the sets in a nursery, to

fill up vacancies, if any should occur—though if

they are carefully transplanted, there will scarcely

one in a hundred fail. I once set out a liedge of

buckthorn, two-year-old plants, of over thirty rod?

in length, and did not lose a single plant. The
ground on each side the hedge shoidd be kept free

of weeds, grass, &c. This can be dune by cultiva-

tion, or by mulching with straw, refuse hay, or

similar materials. But mind, don't be in too great

a hurry to get a high fence ; if you are, it will be

too open at the bottom. The form of the hedge

should be like the roof of a house. The buck thorn,

when properly cultivated and trimmed, makes a

close, beautiful hedge, and is not subject to any

disease, nor the depredations of insects, nor liable to

winter kill. i- b.

Warner, N. ZT., November, 1859.

WHEEL vs. SWING-PLOWS.

The writer of the article "Agriculture," in the

last edition of the Encyclopedia Brittannica, consid-

ers wheel-plows much superior to swing-plows.

He says

:

"Ever since the introduction of Small's im-

proved swing-plow, the universal belief in Scotland,

and to a considerable extent in England, has been,

that this is the best form of the imiilement. Wheel-

plows have accordingly been spoken of by Scottish

agriculturists in the most depreciatory terms, and

yet it turns out that this has been nothing better

than an unfounded prejudice. For when subjected

to careful comparative trial, as has been frequently

done of late, the balance of excellence is undoubt-

edly in favor of the ])low Avith wheels. Its advan-

tages are, that it is easier of draught—that the quality

of its work is better and greatly more uniform than

can be produced by a swing-plow—that in land

rendered hard by drought, or other causes, it will

enter and turn over even furrows when its rival

either can not work at all, or at best with great

irregularity and severe exertion to the plowman.
This last quality has indeed been urged as an objec-

tion to wheel-plows, as their tendency is to produce

a class of inferior workmen. Those who know the

difiiculty of getting a field plowed uniformly, and

especially of getting the depth of furrow specified

by the master adhered to over a field, and by all

the plowmen, can best appreciate the value of an

implement, that when once properly adjusted, will

cut every farrow of an equal width and breadth,

and lay them all over at exactly the same angle.

In every other art the effects of improved machin-

ery is to supersede manual dexterity; and it does

seem absurd to count that an objection in agricul-

ture which is an advantage in everything else.

There is more force in the objection that wheel-

plows are inferior to swing ones in plowing cloddy

ground, or in crossing steep ridges. This objection

vanishes when it is known that in the most im-

proved wheel-plows, the wheels can be laid aside

at pleasure, and that they can then be used in all

respects as swing-plows."

Lime as Manuee.—A correspondent at Pughtown,

Chester Co., Pa., writes that be finds lime the cheap

est manure he can purchase. He pays ten cents a

bushel for it, and draws it thirteen miles.
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NOTES FOS THE MONTH-BY S. W.

Trfe Criticism.—I have often heard the farmer
readers of the Genesee Farmer give to its veteran
editor the praise of being one of the most watchful
sentinels of the agricultural press, hoth in saving

the ftinner from imiiosition and frauds in special or

spurious manures ; and also from false doctrine and
em))iricism in the form of printed publications,

ostensibly sold for the benefit of fanners, but
reall}' to get tlieir money. But on reading his

sksliing criticism, in tiie last Farmer^ on Secretary
Klippart's book, I could but feel that the strictures

on that perhaps pretentious issue, would liave con:ie

more legitimately from those of whom the antlior

has so Hberally borrowed, so awkwardly under-
stood, and so sadly misrepresented. What must
those indefatigable experimenters in the science of
vegetable growth and nutrition, J. B. Lawes and
Dr. Gilbert, tliink, wlien from the published
retjults of their costly, consecutive experiments in

growing wheat for tlie last eigliteen years, the
American author, instead of giving the practical

result^s of their labors, copies only the analysis of

some of their experiments on the composition of
the wheat grain, and erroneously gives this to his

readers as the gist of their disagreement with
Llebig in his " mineral theory." Verily, if the
old adage is true, those gentlemen should exclaim,
" Save us from our friends." But methinks Secre-
tary Klippart is fortunate in having such an
analytical reviewer as the editor of the Genesee
Farmer^ for ho may be so far benefitted by his

strictures as to be enabled to give us a corrected
and improved second edition of Ms book IIow
much better for an author to be even a little

scathed by true criticism, than to be cursed by that
stereotyped praise, now so universally bestowed on
every book as it falls from the press, on to the
editor's table. The day was when a book was
always read, if its contents were not always men-
tally analyzed, before it was praised ; but in this

fast age, such a consummation must often be
dispensed with, as the number of books now pre-
sented for editorial puffing, not criticism, is legion.

Ifc is said of the wife of one of our Presidents, that
on a busy day of her soir6e, she was seen reading
a new book. To excuse herself for being tlius

employed, she told her friends that the author had
sent the book to her that morning; and as he
wonld be at the soir(5e, sur le soir, she wanted to

be able if possible to speak to him favorably of
his book. lIow many autliors, when they ask for
an approval of their bantling, become impatient of
that true criticism, without which they can not
hope to grow in the graces of book-making.
The Address of llox. Jonx A. Dix, at the

New York State Fair.—This nddrass, at our
great agricultural festival, wa.s truly a broad and
statesmanlike production, applied to the rural
interests, not only of this State, but of the whole
Union. IIow mucli better to show the farmers
the importance of the foreign demand for their
products, and its progressive increase, than to
stimulate their prejudices against our great com-
mercial interests, by an overweening wail, in favor
of prohibitory laws in the shape of tariffs for

^
iancreased protection to our manufacturing industry,
just as though our manufactures were not now
thriving and increasing by the aid of fixed and

daily improved machinery, to an extent tlie old
world never so quickly attained ; and what to the
protectionist must be the greatest puzzle of all, is,

that those trades and manufacturing mills and
workshops have succeeded best tliat have been a
tariff' to themselves, in their superior industry and
economy, and without any legislative bounty in

the shape of an emasculating taritf for protection.

Again, Mr. Dix does the State rural some ser-

vice, in the practical manner in which he ex{)iode8

the long stereotyped slanders of the soil of the
great unclaimed area of Long Island. After
spending more than twenty summers on this

matchless island, and well noticing the late very

productive farms made on those long yclejjed

barrens, he says: "The delusion was natural

enough with those who only knew central Long
Island by description; for one of her grave histo-

rians pronounces this region to be 'a vast barren
plain, with a soil so thin and gravelly that it can
not be cultivated by any known process,' And
yet," says Mr. Dix, " from personal survey, the
soil of this whole region, with some inconsiderable

exceptions, consists of a rich loam, from twenty to

thirty inches in depth. Some of the best farms of

the island, or in this part of tl)e State, have during
the past five years been made in this condemned
region. In a few places, the gravel with which
the surface soil is underlaid crops out, but these

localities are believed not to exceed two per cent,

of the whole island'" " Of all the districts of this

State," .says Mr. Dix, " this has the finest summer
climate, and the winters are mitigated and made
temperate by the surrounding waters. Closer ob-

servation and sitccessful experiment have dissipated

misapprehension in regard to its fertility ; they

have shown that its soil is warm, genial and pro-

ductive ; and there is no hazard in predicting that

it will at no distant time become the garden of tlie

city of New York."
It is refreshing to learn that the State Commis-

sioners for equalizing the taxes of the different

connties of this State, have made a stir among the

dry bones on Long Island, by marking up tlie tax-

able lands in Queens and Sutiblk counties about two
and a quarter millions of dollars.

Good Stock the Most Profitable.— In my
father's yard during the winter are several head of

cattle, young and old. Some are natives, but the

greater portion are grades with from one-half to

seven-eights Short-horn blood in them. All the

stock are treated alike, and receive the same food,

and the same care and attention. The cows are

warmly stabled, and the young stock have good
warm sheds, and jdenty of straw. The native

cows eat their meals quickly, and then grab all they

can from thtir neighbors. The native stock in the

yaiil do tlio same. The grades eat quietly and con-

tentedly, and submit to being jdundered of their

last morsels by the others. Yet the grades come
out in tlie spring increased in size, in good condi-

tion, and witli sleek coats, while tbe natives seem
to atop growing and get so poor it requires a sum-
mer pa-sturage to got up their condition and start

their growth agaiji.—W, S.

^ I m

Thk number of sheep killed by dogs, in Ohio, in

1658. was 60,536; and the number injured, 36,441.
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MR. RAIIEY AT THE ALHAMBRA.
" Quot homines, tot sententia?."

What ! never seen Rarey ?

So one Saturday, like tlie dandy who went down
in the coal-pit, not that he cared much about it,

but merely to say he had been there, we and a
great many more found ourselves, about a quarter

past twelve, seated in the Alhambra.
The jialaee, with the clean straw nicely arranged

in the circus, a capital light, a very good audience,

not in mourning, as in the evening, but in morning
costume, of all colors of the rainbow, with a fair

sprinkling of crinoline, and the circus free from all

unpleasant odors—which most theatres are not, in

the day time, especially where equestrian perform-
ances take place— was quite an agreeable surprise.

Mr. Rarey entered the arena, bowed, and said,

he wished to make a few observations, relative to

a report of one of his pupils. Cruiser, having wor-
ried a man. The fact was, the groom was exer-

cising Cruiser ; and some horses he was going to

practice ou in an adjoining stable ''' excitecV the
horse, and Cruiser certainly did give the groom a
severe bite in the arm ; horses generally bite pretty

hard. They must recollect this was the first acci-

dent he had had, and he had now been nearly two
years among them ; and that Cruiser was allowed
to be one of the most vicious horses ever known.
He must say that he thought the press had been
rather hard on him in making so much of the acci-

dent, considering four or live patients were lying at

the same hospital, sutFering from injuries received
from vicious horses ; and yet some of the press

stated tliat vicious horses were so scarce in this

country that he could not get any to perform on.

He did not pretend that he could teach every one
his system, for it required nerve, and, like every-
thing else, practice ; and even with all the practice

in the world, some would never succeed, &c., &c.
Cruiser was then introduced, looking "blooming."
Mr. Rakey informed the company he had only

two interviews with Cruiser, since the accident.

He then put the horse through the same process

—

but with nuich more ease and confidence—-as the

groom was wont to do every evening at the Al-
hambra for some months ago—lying down, follow-

ing, standing still, and advancing when told, &c.
While Cruiser was down, and Mr. Rarey was rap-

ping tlie horse's hind heels together, there was a

look al)out the eye of Cruiser—such a look!—with
a handful of straw between his nippers, clenched as

if in a vice, that put us in mind of Van Amburgh
and tlie tiger—so tame.

Then came a half-bred mare, that did not show
anything like vice, went through the business of
going down, heels rapped, drum, &c. ; Mr. Rarey
repeating parts from his book.
The next subject was a black Galloway, a "model

undertaker"—such a mane and tail, with his head
reined up so tight that he had as much liberty with
it as one of his master's men would with the addi-

tion of an all-rounder to his white choker. We
imdert-tood Mr. Rarey to say he had never seen
the gentleman in black before ; that the horse was
quite master pig at home, and had never been rid-

den. We noticed Mr. Rarey did not appeal to our
sable friend's frontispiece, like he did in the half-

bred mare, and as you are instructed in the book,
but touched him in a playful manner in the flank,

when the brute squeaked, but did not offer to kick,

bite, or fight with his fore legs. After several
squeaks, Mr. Rarey produced the- straps, and a
regular set-to commenced, which lasted with the
second round (for the plucky undertaker got up
again, after being fairly thrown,) quite half an hour.
Mr. Rarey, during a cessation of hostilities, in-

formed the audience he had three hours witk
Cruiser the first time he got him down, which
seemed to alarm a few ladies and gentlemen in our
quarter. The undertaker eventually cried peccavi,
in a perfect lather, and both man and horse blow-
ing as if they had had a four-miler, Mr. Rarey
feeling, we should say, pretty much like Napoleon
after defeating the Austrian?, as if he did n't care
about such another job, at least for the day. When
rapping this horse's heels together, he lashed oat
viciously three or four times; but vvitli all his vice,

some son of Vulcan had managed to nail on a pretty

good pair of hind shoes. The liorse appeared after-

ward to walk very stiff, and trembling with the
near fore leg; there was a curious action abont the
knee and fetlock. We fancied Cruiser's knee was
slightly enlarged. The performance lasted about
an hour and three-quarters.

Mr. Rarey is decidedly a very clever cool hand
with horses, and for once is worth seeing. As to
his system, we don't believe in it. We all know
what a mess the gentleman who was cured of stam-
mering made of " Tha-a-a-at's the ch-a a-ap tha-a-

a-at c-u-u-u-red me,' when he got '^ excited''^ on
hearing some one mention the doctor's name jn the
next box. We all know how a great many ticket-

of-leave-men, when they get out of the Reforma-
tory, and have half a chance, get '•e.rciteZ," and
are up to their old tricks again. We all know that
dogs, confirmed sheep-worriei-s, directly they are
out of sight, get ''excited'''' and are after the mutton
as usual.

It's the same with Mr. Rarey''9 system, and we
seriously advise " all friends and the public in gen-
eral"—as the advertisers say when thanking im-
aginary customers—if they should have anything
to do with these said-to-be-tiuned animals, to keep
their eyes on the main chance; always be on their

guard. By such means only will they be likely to
prevent horses like Cruiser and tlie Cretingham
Hero from adding more to their list of killed and
wounded.
The only diflerence we saw between Mr. Rarky's

and Mr. Cooke's system was, that Mr. Rarey brings
the strap of the off fore leg under the horse tlirough

the roller by the girth place, and pulls upward on
the near side. Mr. Cooke brings the strap of the
off fore leg through the roller over the back, and
pulls downward on the near side.

—

London Farm-
er's Magazine.

Cornstalks for Miloh Cows.—It is undesirable

that milch cows should be allowed to feed on dried

cornstalks. They are apt to cause them to fall

back in their milk ; and although the quality of
the milk may be improved thereby, yet it will not
be in a corresponding ratio to the loss in quan-
tity. The same may be said of the frozen grass

remaining on the fields. Keep your cows well

housed, and give them good hay and roots, or
bran mashea, if you wish to have them yield milk
in winter.
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ANSWERS TO SEVERAL INQTJIRIES.

Editors Genesee Fakmeh:—I seek information

from your pages, and am willing to give you my
views.

Your correspondent J. S., of Onawa, Monona
county, Iowa, asks in your April number, " What
is tlio most profitable breed for wool growers?"

Why confine liimsolf to the fine wool sheep ? Why
not take the sheep of the most profit, and not rely

on wool alone for profit ? The Cotswold sheep will

give more money per fleece, and I never sell my
muttons under $10 each, and that the fall of the

year they are one year old. I have sold them much
higlier. I refer him to my piece in your February
number, page 47. •

Again, he asks, "Is there any horse in the world
equal to the blood liorse, the best thorough bred

four mile racers of England and America, to pro-

duce long lived horses of active stride and power?"
I think there is not. Action, strengtli, and endur-

ing qualities (bottom), are desirable in all breeds

oT horses, for all purposes, and in no breed of horses

can they be looked for with so reasonable a pros-

pect of success, as from tlie old four mile race horse;

for he can not be a race horse without all ot these

qualities. But the breeder must be particular about

the right kind of blood, for there are some fine race

horses who do not transmit their qualities, because

chance racers themselves.

"At what age ought mares to breed to make it

best l\)r them and colt, that is, if you want
to produce tlie best possible horses in the

long run?" The most solid horses are from
parents past ten years old at the time of

copulation. The old NapoVon of the turf.

Col. Wm. R. Johnson, of Virginia, said, if

he was raising a mure for breeding purposes

only, if well grown, he would commence
breeding from her at two years old, not for

the value of her first colt, but for the exten-

sion of her breeding properties aud euhirg-

iug lier nursing capacities.

"What is the best feeds for colts the first

winter?" A liltle oats scalded, with offal or

meal, and good hay, oceasiunall}' a bucket
of water with a haiidfid of salt stirred in it.

Answer to J. J. S., W^est Point, Ohio, on
Cotswold sheep, also in your April number:
I have kept Cotswold sheep for a number
of years. I always import the winners of
the high prizes of the Royal Agiicultural

Society of England. I do not confine mine
at all, I have a common straw shed sliaped like

a roof, on account of its width, in the sunmier open
all around, in winter oj)en only to the south; they
go in and out at pleasure. I liave occasionally
had some running at the nose like other sheep, not
more so, if as much. I never do anything for it;

it is only a cold in the head, which soon passes off,

doing n<} harm. I have not found it characteristic

of the breed. Probably J. J. S. has not the pure
breed, or procured them from breeders who have
raised them with too much tenderness.

BerryvilU, Clark Co., Va. J. W. WAKE.

DESIGN FOR A SMALL HOUSE.

In response to an invitation in the October
number of the Farmer., to furnish its readers with
designs of clieap country houses, I send you the
accompanying ground plan. It was suggested by,

and is in many respects nearly the same as, the

design furnished by Mr. IIakney in the October
number. I have reduced the size of the rooms to

the moderate necessities of an ordinary small farm-

er's family. The parlor is made to communicate
directly with the dining-room, and the door
between the parlor and the bed-room is left out.

Those who prefer it there can have it, of course.

In other respects, the plan needs little explanation.

The apartments are the same as in Mr. Hakney's
design, and the remarks given in connection with
that will apply to this. The house may be built

in the same style as his, either two stories, or, if

economy in money is an object, of a story and a
half. The style is, in fact, better suited to a low
house than to a high one, and it has an essentially

cottage-like expression. Built one story aud a half

high, with the porch, the verandah, the dormer
windows, the brackets and the ornamental chimney
tops, it would have a very cheerful efi'ect, and
could be built thoroughly for about $2,000; and
under favorable circumstances, where the builder

could deliver his own materials, and perform with
his ordinary laborers some of the coarser work,
the cost might be reduced to $1,500.

Leaves make excellent bedding and excellent
manure, more easily spread and mixed with the
soil than when long straw is used.

PLAN FOB A SMALL HOnSE.

Description of Plan.—A, parlor; B, bedroom,
with a large closet, c; C, office or library; D,
dining or living room; E, kitchen; F, covered
wood-yard ; G, store-room ; II, pantry ; I, hall ; J,

porch ; L, staircase hall ; V, veranda.
Uart/ord, Ct., Oct. 20. GEORGE D. RAIfD.

Cure fob Poll-evil.—Let C. G. N. peel the in-

side f>f black ash b.ark and burn it to ashes, free of
all other ashes, and mix it with soft soap. Apply
it as a poultice once or twice wiien ho first notices

a swelling. Should the swelling re-appear, treat it

as before. My father cured a mare fifteen years

ago last spring, and it never has returned since.

The mare is 26 years old, and her head is as limber
as ever.—D. S. C, Fairfield, Ind.
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wimiirmMm'if^
SCREENS AND ORNAMENTAL HEDGES.

In this country, at the present time, the subject-

of hedges is one that attracts the attention of every

cultivator, whether of broad acres or of a village

lot ; and although as a body our farmers and horti-

culturists have made no great advancement practi-

cally, in the way of growing hedges, yet the

questions how and when and what to plant, are

continually being a-.ked.

For defensive hedges, several plants have been

'Toved to combine sufficient qualifications to entitle

.em to be employed for this purpose. If those

ivho constantly parade their failures to make

hedges with various valuable plants, had as much

skill or perseverance to grow hedges as the plants

they use have the capacity of being grown into

good hedges, our ears and our eyes, also, would be

better pleased. "Whether, however, the Osage

Orange, the Buckthorn, the Hawthorn, or what

not, be the most valuable for barriers, we do not

propose now to discuss.

Stralling cattle and swine, and thievish bipeds,

are not the only intruders, against which it is

necessary for the cultivator to provide for defense.

The severe winds, in the spring months, are pro-

ductive of much harm, to most crops that are

exposed to them. Orchards, whose high tops

receive the full force of the blasts, and the kitchen

and flower gardens, whose tender products can ill

afford untimely checks, particularly deserve the

protection that can be given by well grown screens.

In situations, as on prairies at the west, where

the wind passes unchecked over a great range of

country, and where timber is valuable, the planting

of belts of woods of different varieties of native

trees can not be too highly recommended ; but

where a single line, only, is wanted, no deciduous

tree is desirable, although at first thought, many
rapid-growing sorts, such as Poplars, "Willows, etc.,

may suggest themselves; these are destitute of

foliage at the very season of the year when their

protection is most needed.

Almost any of the evergreens which flourish in

this climate may successfQlly be employed for

screens. Those which we have seen most used for

this purpose, are the American Arbor Vita), Norway

Spruce, and Scotch Pine. Planted from eight to

twelve feet apart, in a few years they form a close,

unbroken line.

Besides the situations we have alluded to, where

these screens are desirable, we may also mention

that they are not least beneficial on the north

and west sides of dwellings, barns, stables, and

cattle-sheds. In a g^arden of about two acres, in

the suburbs of this city, that has been under our

observation for several years, which is well pro-

tected by high fences and trees on the north and

west sides, we have noticed a very perceptible

difference in the warmth of the atmosphere from

that outside. Strawberries are usually ripe in this

garden, although it has a northern exposure, a

week or ten days before they appear in the market.

For inside division lines, there is quite a variety

of plants that are well adapted. It is desirable

that these hedges should be kept low—say from

three to five feet, so as not to obstruct the view of

surrounding scenery. For the purpose of dividing

off a portion of ground about the house from the

rest of the farm, for separating the lawn from the

kitchen garden or orchard, and for inside bounda-

ries of village lots, and for screens to hide unsightly

objects and similar purposes, good taste will always

prefer a well-grown, tidy hedge to the most expen-

sive kind of paling.

Among deciduous plants for this use, the one

most commonly employed is the

Privet {Ligustrum vulgare), and it well deserves

to be the first in the rank ; its tenacity of life,

rapid growth, numerous branches, and thick, small,

shining, dark green, half-persistent foliage, all re-

commend it to the favor of the planter.

The common Berberry (Berieris vulgaris), is a

plant finely adapted for screens, bearing the shears

well. The yellow blossoms which it produces in

June, followed by bright scarlet berries, make it

quite ornamental.

The Althea {Hibiscus Syriacus), now becoming

well known, we have seen used for screens with a

beautiful effect. There are a variety of sorts of

this plant, bearing various colored flowers, both

single and double. This hedge, in the fall of the

year, covered with its hollyhock-like flowers, is a

very handsome sight.

The Japan Quince (Pyrus or Cydonia Japonica),

a comparatively new plant, has many points to

recommend it for low hedges. Its leaves are sma 1

and thick, dark shining green, and very lasting.

Its strong thorns render it impenetrable by small
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animals, and its beautiful crimson blossoms in the

early spring make it appear very gay.

The Hawthorn {Cratmgus oxycantJia\ the popu-

lar English hedge plant, has been used with various

success in this country; and, when well grown,

forms a most valuable and oi'namental hedge.

Among evergreens, the American Arbor VitiB is

probably the best plant that can be used foj low

screens. It is so compact in its habit, and bears

clipping so readily, that it may always be kept in

perfect trim ; and for general purposes we would

recommend it rn preference to all others. We
annex an engraving of a beautiful American Arbor

Vitffi hedge, growing in the grounds Of Messrs. H.

E. ilooKEu (ic Co., near this city.

A beauteous, Btrong, impenetrable fence.
The linnet, goldfinch, nightingale, and thrush,
Ilere, by security invited, build
Their little nests, and all thy labors cheer
With melody ; the hand of lovely May
Here strews her sweetest blossoms; and if mixed
With stocks of knotted crabs, ingrafted fruits.

When autumn crowns the year, shall smile around.'

AMBRICAS ARBOR VIT.E HEDQE,

The Hemlock forms a far more graceful hedge

than the Arbor Vitas, but requires more persever-

ance in pruning to form it. If may be used with

the best effect on highly finished grounds.

The Xorway Spruce, on account of its rapid

growth, is one of the most valuable trees for

forming high screens. If not planted too close,

the trees will develoft themselves well at the bot-

tom, and afford a valuable shelter from winds.

Much has been written respecting the details of

forming hedges, and is probably familiar to most
of our readers. The general rules are simple:

First, the variety of plant best adapted to the

purpose required. Second, young and thrifty

plants. Third, ground well prepared, and, after

planting, well cultivated. Fourth, pruning so tliat

a thick bottom is formed.

The pyramidal form is probably the best for the

health and effectiveness of all hedges.

"Thu*. If from weeds, that rob them of their food,
Or choke, by covering from the vital air,
The hoe's neat culture keep the thickening Bhoots,
Boon ihalt th«y rise, and to iby fleld afl'urd

GKAPES IN EKEE CO., PENN.

The Erie (Pa.) Olserver alludes to our statement

in the November number of the Genesee Farmer^

that the Catawla grape seldom or never ripens

perfectly in this vicinity; and says that if we
would visit thart county we should there " see a

section of country where the Catawba ripens ec«ry

time on the trellis ; where there is ' more land to

the acre,' and better than in any other east of the

prairies." "We observe, in the same
paper, a statement in regard to two
vineyards at North East, Erie Co.,

Penn. In one, that of "William

Gelffith, there is one and a half

acres under cultivation ; number

of vines in bearing, 1,800 : weight

of fruit, 7,000 lbs., which will pro-

duce 400 gallons of wine; or worth

in market, at 20 cents per lb.,

$1,400. In the other, that of S.

Hammond, there are two acres

under cultivation ; number of vines,

2,500—2,000 being in bearing; pro

duce this season, 4,500 lbs ; value

of fruit in market, $900.

Of Mr. Griffith's vineyard, the

Observer says: "No wine was made the present

year, the fruit selling for 20 cents per pound, in

Boston, Providence, and other Eastern cities, which

is more profitable than wine-making. This vine-

yard was much injured last season, by plowing

between the rows, which should never be done

—

after the second year. Soil, a loose, dry gravel

;

dressing, well-rotted sawdust, or chip manure."

The variety of grape is not stated.

THE ELIZABETH GRAPK

At the present time, when the attention of th«

public is called to so many varieties of grapes, of

which the large proportion are worthless, it is with

great delicacy we venture to present the claims of

another aspirant for honors.

The Elizabeth grape originated on the farm of

Mr. James Hart, near this city, about fifteen years

ago. About that time Mr. Haet planted some

raisin seed in a flower pot in the house; this plant

sprung up, was grown in the house three or four

years, as it was found that it might not be auffici*
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Jy hardy for the climate. At that age, however,

ivas pLouted out, and grew rapidly, and is now a

ge vine, measui-ing two and th-ree inches in diam-

r through the lower part of its stem. It has

t'ays been perfectly healthy and hardy.

For three or four years after planting, no atten-

n was paid to the vine, and it grew a mass of

)Ots from the ground. The first season it was

med, it commenced fruiting, which was about

en years ago, and has borne large crops, regu-

ly, ever since. The engraving here given is from

either Isabella or Catawia, sufficiently acid to ren-

der it well adapted for this purpose. The vine is a

prolific bearer, and is much esteemed in its neigh-

borhood, where the Isabella anti Catawba are cul-

tivated. It has been somewhat disseminated among

the friends of the originator, anfl Is rast coming into

repute.

The history of the origin of this vine, as we have

related it, is substantially as we heard it from Mrs.

Haet, and the truth of which we have every rea-

son to believe ; but the appearance of the foliage,

and the flavor of the grape, to one of deli-

cate taste, give almost unmistakable token

of its native origin. Be this, however, as it

may, the vine is entirelj^ free from disease,

is quite hardy, and a good bearer.

The name attached to it, was given by

Mrs. H., in honor of her mother.

ELIZABETH GRAPE.

bunch of medium size, the largest clusters having

en gathered before this drawing was made,

inches large, compact, sometimes shouldered;

rries large, oval ; skin, thin ; color, greenish

hite, with a purple tinge in the sun ; very little

;lp, juicy, a pleasant brisk acid.

We think this grape will prove valuabre for wine,

it will yield a much larger quantity ofjuice than

THE DELAWAHE GRAPE FOE GENEEAL
CULTIVATION.

Eds. Gen. Farmek : — I notice, on page
817 of your valuable monthly, that in the

report of the meeting of the Fruit Growers'
Society of "Western New York, Mr. Moody,
of Lockport, was made to say, " The Dela-

ware is very valuable for garden purposes,

but no farmer ought to set out an acre of it."

"What he did say, was to ask whether "a
farmer ought to set out an acre of it." It

could not be that so experienced a fruit-

grower as Mr. Moody could have said that

the Delaware is unproductive as a vineyard
grape, or was unfit for a vineyard ; because

the contrary is its universal reputation.

Mr. J. C, LiEUTWiELEB was to-day in our
ofiice, and while we were showing liim (or

another gentleman) the various sorts of

grapes which we have on exhibition, and he
was tasting the various varieties, he began
telling me of his visit to the grounds of J.

B. Garbee, of Pennsylvania; "and," said

he, " I saw more Delaicares lying on the

ground than would cover this whole table.

I never saw vines in my life that bore such

crops. Gaeber picked them and gave us

bunches as freely as if they were the com-
monest Isabella^ and the vines were abso-

lutely loaded with them. I never saw a

vine bear Such crops as the Delaware.''''

The Delaware, like the Diana, comes very

early into bearing ; and consequently the

crops for the first year or two, from young

vines, and newly set out, can not be like those from

old established and larger vines. But as soon as it

becomes established, the Delaware bears the heaviest

crops of any known grape. To this fact every one

who has seen them in Ohio, or at Mr. Ohas. Down-
ing's, or (as above stated) at J. B. Gaeber's, bears

the fullest testimony. And here, on the premises

of H. E. Hooker, Esq., Aaron Eeickson, Esq.,

&c., where the Delaware has fruited, the vines

have borne more in proportion to their age and
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size than almost any other variety I know of, and
at least as much as any other. There can be no
question as to its liardiness, or productiveness, or

profitableness, both for garden and for field-culture.

The only question is, when sliall we be able to pro-

cure it cheap enoujjh for field-culture? For gar-

den-culture, I am fully persuaded, even now, at

two or three dollars a vine, the Delaicare is cheaper
and will give greater satisfaction, than an Isabella

or a Gatuicba at two or three cents ; because we
shall keep the Isabella or Cataicba
or Clinton for five or six years,

and be dissatisfied from beginning
to end, beside loss of time ; while
with the Bt'laican\ I am fully per-

suaded that its first crop of fruit

will amply repay our time and
patience ; and, if need be, will re-

fund its cost in dollars and cents.

0. 1'. BISSELL.

Jiocheater, ^^. Y., Ocioher 14, 1859.

It will be seen, from the follow-

ing letter from Mr. Moody, that

his remarks were misunderstood.

It gives us much pleasure to make

the correction, as we feared, from

bis remarks in regard to this de-

licious grape, iL^t Mr. Moody,

while admitting its value for the

amateur, had reason to doubt its

adaptability to general cultivation.

Eds. Genesee Fakmek :—I see that in your jour-
nal for October, 1859, I am made to have sa'id at
the Septenil)er meeting of the Western New York
Fruit Growers' Society, that "the Delaware is

very valuable for garden purposes, but no farmer
ought to set out an acre of it." Now, Messrs. Edi-
tors, I didn't say any such thing. I did say that
it was very valuable for garden purposes; for that
fact I know ; but I said I did not know enough
about it to recommend it for vineyard purposes,
and I asked whether any of the members with
more experience would say whethier a former ought
or ought not to set out an acre of it. Every indi-
cation is that it is a most enormous bearer, and
every body knows that it is the most delicious of
fl'U't. E. MOODY.

Lock-port, N. r., Oct. 16, 1S59.

THE EOSE^CACIA.

The Rose Acacia {Robinia hispida) belongs

the same family as the common locust tree of tt

country ( Robinia pseud-acacia). Like this wel

known tree, it is a native of this country, b

is principally confined to the Southern Statt

while the locust is found from Canada to Carolin

All the varieties of the species are shrubs or lo

Propagating Turn: Tuees.—The Chinese have
a singular melliod of propagating fruit trees. They
strip a ring of bark, about an inch in width, from a
bearing branch, in the s[)ring of the year. The
yjlace is then surrounded witii a ball of rich earth
ur loani, bou!id to the limb with apiece of matting.
Over this is suspended a tmall vessel containing
water, and having a hole in the bottom, just large
enough to let the water drop slowly through on the
bi.ll of earth, in order to keep it constantly moist.
Roots spring out from the branch, just above the
ring, and enter tlie ball of earth, where they grow
and spread out. In the autumn, the limb is cut off
just below this ball, and then planted out at the
time of the fall of the leaf. The following year,
this small tree produces fruit.

ROSE ACAOIA— ROBINIA HISPIDA.

trees, with tortuous and very brittle branches, wi<

leaves and flowers nearly twice the size of tl

common locust. They were introduced into En|

land in 1758. Although there are some very fix

specimens in different parts of England, they ai

not much prized as standard trees, on account (

their liability to injury by the weather, except i

sheltered situations. Loudon says "they fon

singularly ornamental shrubs for the garden." B

recommends training them against an espalier rail

and says, " whenever a magnificent display of fir

flowers is an object, it better deserves a wall tha

many other species ; and it is worthy of being ass(

ciated there with Piptantheiis N'eptaJensis, Wisti

via Sinensis, and other splendid Leguminaces

When grafted standard high, and trained to a wir

parasol-like frame, supported on a rod or post si

or eight feet high, few plants are equal to it i

point of brilliant display." The Rose Acacia i

quite hardy here, and should be more cxtensivel,

diffused.

To INSERT Cuttings.—Cuttings, if inserted in

;

mere mass of earth, will hardly tlirow out rootJ

while, if inserted at the sides of the pot, so as t

touch the pot in their whole length, they seldom fai

to become rooted plants. The art is to place then

to touch the bottom of the pot; they are then to b

plunged in a bark or hot-bed, and kept moist.-J. L.I
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New Advertisements this Month.

Jodey's Lady's Book—L. A. Godey, Philadelphia, Pa.

ahirday Evening Post—Deacon & Peterson, Philadelphia, Pa.

few York Evangelist—Field & Craighead, New York.

Ife Illustrated—Fowler and Wells, New York,

emperance Literature—B. H. Mills, Upper Alton, TO.

tome Insurance Company—J. Dorr, Scottsville, N. Y.

inegar from Cider, Wine, &c.—H. W. Ely, Syracuse, N. T.

lustrated Annual Eegister of Eural Affairs—Luther Tucker &
, Albany, N. Y.

ianos for $150—Boardman, Gray, & Co., Albany, N. T.
gents Wanted—E. G. Storke, Auburn, N. Y.

ook-Binding—F. H. Marshall, Rochester, N. Y.

ear Seed—J. M. Thorburn & Co., New York,

reserve your Cider and Wine—H. W. Ely, Syracuse, N. Y.

jalding's Prepared Glue—Henry C. Spalding & Co., New New.
ural Annual and Horticultural Directory—Joseph Harris,

heater, N. Y.

The Genesee Fanner for 1860.

soil. We publish the cheapest agricultural and horticul-

tural paper in the world — are engaged in no other

business, and have no interests to serve but those of our

readers. We have, therefore, no hesitation in soliciting a

continuance of their countenance and support.

r is not a pleasant thought that the present number of

I

Genesee Farmer closes our engagement with our sub-

libera. We can not throw aside our mail books for

1 9, containing the names of 25,000 readers, whom we

e come to regard somewhat in the light of personal

nds, without a feeling of sadness. We can not wish

m " farewell." We do not like the thought of parting.

hope for a speedy renewal of their acquaintance. Our

V books for 1860 are all ready to receive their names,

I we trust not one will be found missing. We hope to

e the pleasure of wishing each and all a " Happy New
ar' iu the January number.

Encouraged by the liberal patronage received the past

ir, it is our design and our expectation to make the

ume for 18C0 the best of the series.

)ur success in the past is mainly due to those true

snds of rural improvement who have acted as agents

procuring and forwarding the names of subscribers.

; should be glad to take each one by the hand, and

nk them for their disinterested efforts on our behalf,

is is not our privilege, and we must be satisfied in

ng all that a distant friend can do to express our grat-

de. We shall endeavor to compensate them as far as

5sible ; but we are sure that theirs is a labor of love,

i that, like virtue, is its own reward,

it many postofSces we have but one or two subscribers,

such have been pleased with the Fanner during the

jsent year, will they not manifest their approbation by

ming a club for the coming volume ; or, if they can

; do this themselves, by inducing some one in the

ghborhood to act as agent for the paper. We will

lerfuUy send specimen copies, showbills, etc., to all

o are willing to aid in this matter.

We have endeavored to conduct the Genesee Farmer in

lordance with its time-honored motto, " The Practical

i Scientific Farmer's Own Paper." We have aimed to

ke it useful to all interested in the cultivation of the

The Rural Annual and Hokticdltural Directort

FOR I860.—The fifth volume of the Bural Annual is just

out. We think it will be found the handsomest work of

the kind ever published in this country. Among its con-

tents may be mentioned, treatises on the Planting and

Management of Fruit Trees; on Insects Injurious and

Beneficial to Farmers and Fruit-Growers ; on Dwarf Trees

—including Apples, Pears, Plums, and Cherries; on the

American Black Raspberry ; on the Management and Va-

rieties of Pigeons; on Planting Evergreens; on the Dis-

eases of Horses, Cattle, Sheep, and Swine—Remedies, &c.

;

on Ornamental Deciduous Trees, &c., &c.

It contains One Eundi-cd and Seven Illustrations. All

but half a dozen or so of these have been engraved ex-

pressly for its pages. The drawings of the dwarf pear,

dwarf apple, dwarf cherry, and dwarf plum trees, and

of the evergreen, shade, and ornamental deciduous trees,

were taken from actual specimens growing in this vicinity.

Those best capable of judging, pronounce them superior

to the best European engravings. The portraits of the

different varieties of pigeons were also drawn expressly

for the Eural Anmial. They are spirited and life-like,

and can not fail to please the most critical eye.

It is replete with useful and interesting information, not

only for immediate perusal, but for future reference ; and

is so admirably illustrated as to make it an ornament to

every farmer's library or parlor table. In short, it is such

a book that no. farmer or gardener—no rural resident—no

one interested in the culture of the soil or in the improve-

ment of the country—should be without.

To those unacquainted with the previous numbers of

the Rural Annual, we may say that it is a handsome book

of 120 pages, published each year, and sold at a price

which brings it within the reach of all. It is not, as has

been supposed, a rehash of the Genesee Farmer. The

articles are all prepared expressly for its pages. Every

reader of the Farmer should have a copy.

Terms, 25 cents each ; sent pre-paid to any address on

the receipt of the price in three cent postage stamps.

Address Joseph Harris, Rochester, N. Y.

p. S.—The bound volumes for 1856, 1857, 1858, and 1859,

can be furnished at 25 cents each, sent pre-paid by mail

to any address.

Showbills.—The Genesee Farmer showbill for 1860 is

now ready, and will be sent, pre-paid by mail, to all who

wish to extend the circulation of the Farmer. It has

already been sent to a few of our principal agents. It

has been got up at considerable expense, and we can not

afford to send it promiscuously to all. We have sent it to

those whom we know to be interested in increasing the

circulation of the Farmer. There are doubtless many

others well disposed to aid us in this matter, and to all

such we shall most cheerfully forward one of these show-

bills, if they wili notify us of their willingness to act as

agents for the Farmer. Those who have received them

will oblige us by posting them up in some conspicuous

place.
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Notes os ihk Weather, feom Oct. 15 to Nov. 16.

—

The month of October gave us but little rain, only 1.21

inches, most of which fell after the 15th. As the rain ill

September was below the average, October was almost a

drouth in some parts of the country.

The heat of the last half was 38.7«, or 6° below the

average ; and of the month was »" less than the mean for

22 years, or 44.8".

Clonds prevailed for the last ten days, indeed only the

21st was a clear day, and part of the 20th and 23d, the

rest being cloudy, often windy, and dust flying; for the

last ten days westerly winds were constant, some snow

fell, some ice formed ; rain on the 17th and 18th, and rain

and hail on the I'Jth, and some snow on the 20th, hard

frost on the :ilst, and cold continued for two days more.

This was a cold period over the country. This was a cold

week in England. A letter to the editor states, that on

the 21st was a " snow-storm and severe frost." Very

uncommon weather for England at this season. On the

2Gth was that sevci^e storm along the English coast, in

which as many as fifty vessels were lost, and the Royal

Charter was lost with oOO passengers.

For several days at and before the 28th, the weather

was very boisterous on Lake Ontario. On the 22d was a

white frost, and some ice formed at Augusta, Ga. This

cold period began along upper Mississippi on the 17th,

and at Marquette was a violent snow storm on the ISth,

and the cold mored regularly eastward and southward

over our own country east of that river to the Atlantic,

from Xova Hcotia to Florida.

This has been rather unpleasant weather.

November began with a cold windy day, S. and S. S. W.
wind blew, but the clouds were from the N. of west, as

often occurs. After frost on the 2d and snow squalls in

P. il., the weather become settled, and on the 3d Indian

summer began, smoky, become warm, and lasted a week,

very fine. On the 10th, the clouds settled down upon us

as a fog, and with the smoke made a dark and gloomy

time. Lights were necessary at mid-day ; wind N. E., and

drizzling rain. The peculiar yellowish, or yellow-green-

ish, color of the canopy was striking, fearful, and all

were awed by the sombre gloom. Only the red, yellow,

and green rays could penetrate the fog and smoke, and

these mingled made the peculiar gloomy hue. Many

thought of the earthquake atmosphere. As the rain

increased, the smoke came with it, and the wind, changed

to west toward midnight and strong, bad swept all the

smoke and gloom away before next sunrise.

The greater rain of the 12th and forenoon of the 13th

put on a new face to things. The drought, begun, had

vanished ; the cisterns were filled ; the breathing was

easy, and " the faces were lightened." Little snow has

fallen in this State. At Montreal the sleighing began on

the 12th. The lith was fine, and indicated more Indian

summer, which all wait for. Temperature of the canal 41".

The heat of the first half of November was 42.4^, or

about a degree below the mean for 22 years.

The export of apples and potatoes has become less as

the season advanced ; but the quantity of the former,

especially, being exported has been immense.

Wheat has risen a little in price in the thirty past days,

without any reason that is tangible, except the influence

of the flouring interest. The harvest has been generally

good in England and France, and breadstuff's rather dull.

Weather in Illinois.—(Absence of two weeks hs
caused me to neglect to send you a brief of my record
Up to this date we have no rains, but pleasant, warn
smoky weather.
From Sept. \bth to Nov. \st.—The last half of Septen

ber was 61.86° ; the mean of the month was 60.88'', bein
1.54° warmer than the mean of the last four years. N
frost in the last half of the month. The leaves hat
fallen from the a.sh, Cottonwood, and maplo. Rains in tl

last half 1.73 inches, and during the month l.i)4 inches.

The first half of October was 53.16'''. Hard frost tl

6tli; thermometer at sunrise 22'^. Frost again the 15tl

Rain the first half 0.10 ; too dry to plow on most c

farms.
Last half of October, 39.57°. Mean of the month, 46.36

being 1.78" below the mean of four years. Rain durin
the month, 1.04 inches. Mean of rain for five years, 2.;

inches. Highest range of thermometer, October 3d, at

P. M., 83" ; lowest, 31st, at 7 A. M., 15°, with a few flakt

of snow. During the month there were 9 smoky day
11 clear days with no clouds, and the 7th and 80th, no su: i

Prevailmg wind N. W.
Nearly all the small streams have dried, und a majorii i

of wells are being sunk, or need sinking, lower, in ordm
to furnish a supply of water.

P. S. Thermometer at 2 P. M. to-day, 64o.—E. Babcoc-
Marengo, III, Nov. 7, 1859.

Weather in Maine.—We have just experienced tl

coldest October it has been the lot of the oldest inhak
tant to remember. The thermometer was below 2(

several times. Snow fell at five dilferent times. Fir
snow on the 8th. Ground froze first time on the 9th.-

Geo. E. Bbackett, Belfast, Me.

To OUK Canadian Friends.—We have already upwaj

of three thousand subscribers in Canada West ; but the'

is no reason why we should not have twenty thousan

The Farmer is as well adapted to Canada as to the State

The climate and soil of Upper Canada are very similar

those of Western New York, and the farmers and frui

growers of both section can not but. be benefitted by £

exchange of opinions on agricultural and borticultur

subjects.

In order that our Canadian friends may obtain tl

paper at the same price as those in the States, we pre-pc

the American postage. This reduces the profits on a

papers sent to Canada more than one-half, and we mentic

the fact that all those in favor of disseminating agricu

tural information in the Province may be stimulated 1

renewed efforts in increasing our circulation. Let us s«

what our Canadian friends can do for us ? Shall we m
have twenty thousand subscribers in Canada next year ?

A Canadian Plowing Match.—Mr. S. King, of Rycl

man's Corners, C. W., sends us an account of the "Sou(

Wentworth Pioneer Plowing Match," which took plac

Nov. 2d ; and appears to have been a very spirited aflar

There were 52 entries, 16 of whom were boys. We notic

among the prizes a set of harness valued at ?70, and a

iron plow valued at $40; and a wooden plow valued i

|18; besides liberal cash prizes. The Canadians ar

excellent plowmen, and our correspondent asks, '" Ca

not our Canadian and American boys have a plowio

match, next fall, somewhere near Niagara Falls*" W
see no reason why they should not. Such a match woul<

be interesting and useful.
•-•••

Cheap Reading.—One volume of Ihe Genesee Farmt

contains 884 pages, and the Rural Annval 120 pages. I

clubs of eight, we furnish the ttco for half a dollar. /*«

hundred and four pages for fifty cents! What farme

need be without good reading for himself or bis children
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To Correspondents.—At the close of the year, we
esire to express our thanks for the many favors received

rom our correspoudents. We regard these communica-

ions from practical and experienced farmers and fruit-

rowers as the very best portion of rural literature. We
lave on hand over a hundred articles from correspondents,

nany of which contain valuable information, and which

ve have laid aside for future use. We hope our friends

;vill still continue to communicate their experience

lirough the pages of the Genesee larvner.

How Largb a Club will Take a Premiom?"—We
am not answer this question. We can only judge from

he past. Our January premiums in 1858 were taken as

follows : A club of 29 took a premium of |5; 31, $6;

»I is, $7; 34, §8; 86, $9 ; 38, $10; 40, $11 ; 43, §12; 56, $13;

58, $14; 91, $15; 107, $20.

The January premiums for 1859 were taken by clubs of

29, 30, 81, 82, 88, 34, 86, 87, 38, 39, 40, 49, 55, 60, 70,

H, 83, 97, 107, 116.

A club of 28 took one of the April premiums of this year.

"Who Can Compete for Premiums ?"—Every one can

compete. We have no restrictions. One of our friends

asks, "if old subscribers will be counted in?" Certainly.

The premiums are not offered for the greatest number of

new subscribers ; but for any subscribers, whether old or

new, without any restrictions whatever. The subscribers,

too, need not all be at one postoffice. We send the

papers wherever the members of the club desire.

TnERB ARE JIany Young Men who could not do better

than to act as agents for the Genese-e FarTtier. A few

days spent in soliciting subscriptions among the neigh-

bors would secure one of our largest Cash Premiums.

All that is required is to show them a copy of the paper,

and tell them its marvellously low price.

There is not a town in the United States or Canada

where a good list of subscribers could not be obtained

for the Genesee Farmer. All that is necessary is for some

friend to exhibit a copy of the paper. It is so cheap that

every farmer can aflord to take it, even though they

subscribe to several other papers.

«•«

Correction.—In alluding to Mr. Pinnet's Dwarf Pear

oi'chard, in the October number, the printer made us say

that Louise Bonne de Jersey trees, seven years from plant-

ing produced this season three barrels each ; and that

they were held at $6 per barrel. It should be bushels, in

both cases.

OcR January Premiums.—We offer $235 in 21 cash

premiums for the twenty-one largest clubs sent us, by the

15th of January. A very small club will secure one. If

not, you are svre of a specific premium. Send on the

names as fast as you get them.

A Large Potatob.—Emory J. Wood, of West Bloom-

field, N. Y., raised from one potatoe a bushel of good

large potatoes, one of which weighed three pounds and a

half. It is of the Jenny Lind variety.

Missing Numbers.—If any of our subscribers have

failed to receive, or have lost any numbers of the Farmer

for this year, we will laost cheerfully forward them, gratis.

Bead what is said of the Genesee Farmer.

It is filled with deeply interesting, wsefiil, and instruc-
tive vaaXi^T.—JRepositary, JVew London, Co'in.n.

It is a capital paper for farmers. We don't see how they
can do without it.— Watchma^y MordicelU, Ky.

The Genesee Farmer is one of the best agricultural peri-
odicals we receive.

—

Mining Journal, De Quoin, III.

We think the Genesee Farmw the best and cheapest ag-
ricultural paper published.— Tribune, ll&rne.lhville, JV. T.

The Genesee Fanner is one of the oldest and best agri-
cultural periodicals in the covsiitry.— Times, Mootnin^ton,
Illinois.

It is well filled with interesting and nseful reading mat-
ter for the farmer and lover of agriculture.

—

Daily Atriot,
Madison, III.

Farmers who want a reliable and instructive paper, cam
not do better than to subscribe for the Genesee Farmer.—
Fducational Herald, New York.

The Genesee Farmer is filled with valBable information.
It contains the best agricultural articles, and is about the
best agricultural monthly published.— iS^'^, Columbia, Fa.

The Genesee Farmer for August is a capital and season-
able number of this old fijvorite. The articles are full of
the very marrow of agricultural wisdom and experience.

—

Eepublican, Faribault, Minn.

The Genesee Farmer is always welcomed to our desk
with a sincere good will. We have been familiar with it

for many years, and rejoice at its widely spread popular-
ity and its usefulness.

—

Gazette, Frostbury, Maryland.

The Genesee Farmer looks as plump as a newly cut sheaf
of wheat we saw the other day. It is edited with much
ability and practical knowledge, thus producing a publi-
cation of intrinsic Y&\\xe.—Star of the JSorth, £loomsburg,
I\innsylvania.

The Genesee Fanner is published at the very low price
of fifty cents a year. It is well known to nearly all of our
agriculturists, and we can safely recommend it to those
who are not acquainted with its merits.

—

Feoples Advo-
cate, Yo-rh, Pa.

The Genesee Fanner contains nearly everything which
the farmer needs to know, being made up of the experi-
ence of a large number of the most experienced farmers
and fruit-growers in the covinirj.—Narragansett Weekhi,
Westerly, B. L

*^

The Genesee Farmer for this month has been passed in
review. It proves a very excellent number of a very ex-
cellent journal. We heartily recommend the Farmer as
the cheapest and best agricultural paper published.

—

Oiinlian, Independence, Iowa.

The Genesee Farmer is worth many times its cost, to
every farmer's family in the land. It"is emphatically the
•'paper for the times," in its information and price. We
advise all not acquainted with the Gejiesee Farmer to send
for a copy.

—

Courier, Alt&n, III.

Our agricultural column this week is exclusively made
up from the Genesee Farmer. Any one that owns "a farm,
or others that desire useful information, would make a
good investment by taking the Farmer. We write from
an acquaintance with it of over twenty years standing,— Conner, Netcburgh, N. Y.

The ancient visage of this time-honored laborer in the
harvest field of agriculture, that for the last thirty years
has been peering into the sanctum of every new recruit,
smiled complacently in upon us a few days ago. It was
with no ordinary degree of pleasure we grasped the hand,
and made our bow to age and worth. In the early days
of our boyhood, we hearJl the first note of his bugle" blast,

and caught the first clash of his steel, as the sturdv blows
of his " red right arm " fell upon the shield and the breast-
plate of ignorance and error. And even now, although
having nearly fulfilled the space of time allotted to mor-
tals, and having discharged the great ends of his being,
his step betrays no terror, his heart no faintness, and his
head no folly. May he live long to extend to his co-labor-
ers a helping hand in their efibrts to advance the cause of
good husbandry. The numbers are replete with orig^inal

articles of great interest and value.

—

Farm, Journal, Rich-
mond, Va.
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Inqoiries and Answers,

Cutting Box.—(J. B. F.) We have used the " Roch-

ester Premium Cutting Box," manufactured by A. Gor-

don, of this city, and can confidently recommend it to you,

and all others, as the best machine with which we are

acquainted. See advertisement in another column.

Gravel Houses.—I wish to inquire, through your excel-

lent paper, concerning gravel houses, and the construction

of them. First, are they considered, when well put up,

to be a good durable house '? Second, what proportion
of lime to gravel is used generally ? Third, do they
require strapping andJathing on the inside of the outside

walls, before plastering, or will they be sufllcieutly dry
without? My gravel will come from the lake shore.

—

An
Old Subsckiber, OakviUe, C. W.

Plaster for Timotht.—Will some of your correspond-
ents give me their experience in regard to the effect of
gypsum on timothy grass land? How much should I sow
to the acre; best time and manner of application; &c.
My land is high and dry.—T. S. Shaw.

Norman Horse.—Will some reader of your interesting

Journal please inform me whether the Norman horse was
introduced into the United States earlier than 1839, and
by whom ?—E. C. Romine, Hunterdon Co., N. J.

Wheat-midge.—Does the wheat-midge remain in the
ground in the larva state through the winter? If so, what
degree of cold can it bear without being deprived of
life?-J. M.

Chixese Hogs.—Will you or some of your correspond-
ents let me know where I can procure some pure bred
pigs of the breed known as the Chinese?—J. S., Eochcs-
ter, N. Y. ____
Draining Quicksands.—Will some of your correspond-

ents tell me what is the best method of draining lands
with a quicksand subsoil ?

—

Canada Subscriber.

Notices of Books, Pamphlets, &c.

THE RIGHT WORD IN THE EIGHT PLACE; A New
Pockel Dictionary and Keference Book ; Embracing extensive
collections of Synonyms, Teclinical Terms, Abbreviations, and
Foreign Phrases; Cliapters on Writing for the Press, Punctua-
tion, and Proof-Reading; and other interesting and valuable
information. By Ihe author of " How to 'Write," &c. New
York : Fowleb & Wells. Price 50 cents.

GRASSES AND FORAGE PLANTS. A Practical Treatise,
comprising their Natural Hislrary ; comparative Nutritive Value,
etc., etc. By Cuap.les L. Flint, Sc^cretary of the Massachu-
getls State Board of Agriculture. With one hundred illustra-

tions. Boston: Puillii'S, Sampson «& Co.

CHAMBER.?' ENCYCLOPEDIA: A Dictionary of Universal
Knowleilge for the People, on the basis of the latest e<lition of
the Gcrtnan Conversations Lexicon. Illustrated by Wood En-

f
ravings and Maps. Parti. New York: D. Appleton is Co.
'rice 16 cents per number.

For sale by Adams & Dabnet, of this city.

FORTY YEARS IN THE WILDERNESS OF PILLS AND
POWDER.-^: or The Cogitations and Confessions of an aged
Physician. Boston: J. P. Jewett & Co. New York: C. M.
Baxton & Co. Price *1.

For sale by E. Darrow k Brc, of this city.

The following books are for sale by Steele, Avert, k
Co., of this city.

A HISTOUY OK THE FOUR GEORGE?—Kings of England.
Containing Personal Incidents of Iheir Lives, Public Events
of Ihe Reign, ami Biographical Notices of their Chief Ministers,
Courtler.-i, and Favorites. By Samuel M. Smuckeb, LL. D.,
author of " Court and Reign ol Catherine 2d," etc., etc. New
York : D. Appleton & Co. Price $1.25.

THE PRAIRIE TRATELER. A Hand Book for Overland
Expeditions, with Maps, Illustrations and Intineraries of the
Principal Routes between the Mississippi and the Pacific. By
l'.AM>oLpn B. Marcy, Captain U. S. Army. New York:—
Hap.peb a Bbo. Price $1.

FISHER'S RIVER, NORTH CAROLINA. Scenes and Charac-
ters. By " Skitt," '• who was raised ibar." Illustrated by
John McLellan. New York : Uaspks &, Beo. Price %\.

A GOOD FIGHT, AND OTHER TALES. By Charles Reai .

author of '' Love me Little Love me Long," " Peg WoflBngtoi 0-
"C -ristie Johnstone," etc., etc. With illustrations. Now Yori
Harper & Bko. Price 75 cents.

THE VIRGINIANS. A Tale of the Last Century. By W. ]

Thackeray, author of " The Newcombs," etc. With illustr

lions by the author. New York : •Uakper & Br.o. Price $

WOMEN ARTISTS IN ALL AGES AND COUNTRIES. I
|

Mrs. Ellbt, author of " The Women of the American Revol
tion," etc. Now York : Haeper & Beo. Price $1.

,«,!•

REVIEW OF THE MARKETS.

GENESEE FARMER OFFICE, )

RocuESTER, N. Y., Nov. 18, 1850.
J

The demand for Flour has been rather active than otherwis

during the last four weeks. The arrivals at the sea-board bav

been on a liberal scale, yet there is little accumulation of stock i

first hands. The purchases, beyond those necessary to supply th

wants of the local trade, are chiefly of a speculative charaetci 1;

There is comparatively little doing for export, and the Eastcn

and Provincial demand is less active than it was earlier in th'

season. Were prices to relax sulHcient to encourage it, ther

would doubtless be considerable inquiry for English account, bn

there is a feverish sensitiveness manifest in the movements oi

operators which is calculated to prevent such a state of things a

present. A slight advance abroad is immediately followed by ai

equal, or perhaps larger, advance in this country; thus keeping

prices relatively higher here than they are in Europe.
1

Wheat is held with some firmness and is in some markets pro-

portionably higher than Flour. When such is the case, millers

too frequently draw encouragement for present action from theii

hope for the future; especially if the market be in a tolerably

firm, or slightly advancing state. A feeling of confidence in an

upward movement, at a period not far remote, is apparent, which

the course of events may, er may not, justify. We notice a recent

falling off in the receipts of Wheat and Flour at the principal

markets in the Western States, which, if continued, would bring

an advance on present quotations within the range of probability.

The quantity of new Corn offering at the West is very large thus

early in the season. The demand for it is good, but prices are

declining. For other kinds of coarse grain the demand is good

at fair rates.

The demand for Provisions is, in general, good ; and, with a

moderate stock, the market is tolerably firm.

There are few good Cattle offered ; the supply consisting chiefly

of medium and common grades, and some of such a wretched

character, and in such poor condition, as to be utterly unfit for the

shambles, and scarcely fit for the stock-yard of the farmer. Beeves

of good quality command a fair price.

The Wool market is without activity. The demand continues

limited on account of the high prices asked, and holders are not

disposed to press sales.

EOCHESTER MARKET.— Nov. 17.

FLOUR—Market firm but not active. Superfine $4.50@$5.50;
white wheat, extra, $6@$G.25.
GRAIN—Wheat is firmly held and millers are not anxious to

purchase at extreme rates. White J1..9O01..Sr) ; red $l.05@$1.15.
Corn—old, S6c@8Sc; new, in the ear, 81c. Barley, fi.5c. Rye, 70c.

Oats. S.VCgiSBc, by weight. P.uekw oat, .'jOc. White Beans ar«
relatively higher in New York th.in they arc here; those who
have any quantity will secure an advantage by consigning them
to that market. We quote Ihe price for this market at V.5c@7(lc.

SEEDS—Clover, |5.no. Timothv, $'2,50. Flax, $l.o5

PROVISIUNS-Mess Pork, $17.00. Hams. lie. Shoulders, Sc.

Lard, \&c. Butter—fresh, ISc; firkin, 16c. Cheese, 9.@i10c.—
Eggs, 16c. Chickens. 8c Turkeys, li'c per lb. Ducks, 44c per
pair. Potatoes. 8lc@40c. Apples. 81c@.Wc per bnsh. Beef.

4p@,6c by the quarter. Mutton, 8c(3i4c by the carenss. Dressed
hojrs have declined materially to-day; we quote $5.50@$6.00 per
100 lbs.

CATTLE MARKET—Beef Cattle. $2..')0®»4.00 live weight.

Calves, |3@|5 each. Sheep, |2.50®$3.50 each. Lambs, $1.25

@,%1.1^ each.
HIDES-Slaughter, 5Xc®6c. Calf skins, 10c per lb. Sheep

Pelt'. .')c^.$1.2o each.

HAY—$16@$22 per ton-
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NEW YORK MAKKET.-Nov. 17.

LOUR AND MEAI^Market (lull; demand chiefly from the

il trade with little export. inquirj'. State superfine, $4.90@.

!5; extra do, $5@.$5.15; Western superfine, $4.95@,$5.05

;

ra do, $5.15@,$5.8ii; Ohio rouiid-hoop. $.i.30@^5.5(>. Cana-
n, $.">.2 @,^G.'M for the range of extras. Southern Flour steady,

tiinore superfine, $5.50@i^o.G5 ; extra do, $5.75@,$6.25 ; Bran-
vine. $.\?0(ff $ii ; Georgetown, So. 70@$6.50; Petersburg City.

i5@,^7; Itrohmond City, $6.50@$7.25; Galego and Haxall,

>o. iJufkwheat Flour firm at $-.'@$2.25 per 100 lbs. live

ur steadv at |8.7n(Ji,$4.45 per bbl., for superfine and extra,

u meal active—lersey. .$'l.lii ; Brandywine, $4.50@$46U—the
er an extreme price. Puncheons, .?20.50.

fllAlN.—Wheat dull and in favor of the buyer. Kentucky
te, $1..50; Michigan do, ii;1.40: Canada, Cliicago and Ohio do,

!.!.@,$1.4::;; Southern do, §1 35®.$1.50; Southern red $1.2.5®,

ti); Milwaukee cUib, $1.15@$l.]S; Chicago spring, $1.10®
15. Corn in fair demand—Southern and .lersey old, $1@,$1.' 2

;

do, SSe@90c. Eye firm at 86c. Barley steady at 7Sc for

lada, and b3c for State. Oals firm and in good demand —
y. Delaware, and Penn.sylvania, 3Sc@,42c; Virginia, 3Sc®40;

te." Western, and Canada, 44c@,46c Canada Peas 76c®S5c.
te Ijeans in demand at $1@,$1.25 per bush.

KEDS—Clover, SKc@S>^c per lb. liraothy, .$2.00@,$2.25 for

wed, $'2.30@$2.45 for reaped, per bushel. Flax, $1..50 for

gh American, lied top, $2.5ii@2.75 per five bushel bag.
ROVISIONS—PorU firm. Mer.-, $15®$15. 12>^

;
prime, $10.50

11.50; prime mess. 3^ !'.50®$; 6.50 ; .clear, $17; dressed hogs,

c per lb Beef steady—nld country mess, $5 new do, $5.25;

country prime $4; new do. $4.25; Chicago old re-packed,
2},$S.50; new do, $P@$10; extra raes-s, $I0.50®$11

;
prime

ss and India beef, $lb®,$24 per tierce. Beef hams dull at

@$!4.50 for Western, and $12 for Stnte. Bacon, 8?io@9c.
ms, drv salted, 9>!fc ; Shoulders, do, 7c ; Hams, green, S.!^ c@
c; Shoulders, do, 63«^c@,6%c. Lard, l(!,'^c®llc. Bulter—
io, 12c@,18c; State, I4c@2lc; Orange county,' 22c@2.5c.

—

?ese, Sc@,lle. Potatoes are dull —Mercers and Carters, $1.75;

les. $1 2.!i@.$1.37>f ; Peachblows, $1.12>^@$2 ; Western Reds,
3i$1.12i<r per bbl.

;.\TTLE MARKET—Beef Cattle of first quality, 9c®9Kc :

dium, 7c@8c ; ordinary. 5c@6c ; some extra good, 10c. Veal
ves, 7c per lb. live weight, lor such as are good. Sheep and
iiibs, t2@$6.50 per head, as to quality. Hogs—corn fed, 5;<jC

jc ; distillery, .5>^c®5>^c, per lb., gross.

rVOOL—Demand limited. State and Western fleece, 40c@60e
common to full blood Saxony ; 62>j'c@65c for sorts.

PHELABELPHIA MARKET. -Nov. 14.

LOUR AND MEAL—Superfine flour, $.5.25; extra do, $5.50

; fancv do, $fi.2o@$6.75. Rve flour scarce at $4.25. Corn
al, $3 87^ per bbl.

iR.\lN—Wheat firm with a good demand. Pennsylvania and
ulhern red, $1.27@,$1.2S; white. $1.3S®$1.40. Rye ste.idy at

for Delaware, and 90c for Pennsylvania. Corn steady atSSe
90e for old, and 70e®7.5c for new. Oats dull—Delaware, 40c@
J ; Pennsylvania, 43e@44c.
JEEDS—Clover in fair demand at $5 ® $5.25 for fair to prime
ality, and $4..^0®$4.75 for interior. Timothy. $2.37i^@$2.50,

Ih but li'tle on the market. American Flax Seed, $1.60 per bush.
PROVISIONS — Mess Pork, .$lr).50@$16. Bacon steady.—
ims, plain cured, lie; fan'^y do, 13c; Sides, lO^^c; Shoulders,

c; dry salted Sides, 9c; Shoulders, l)ic. Lard, 10>'4c@llc
barrels and tierces, and 12c for kegs on time. Butter, solid

eked in barrels and kegs, lie® 8c ; roll do, 16e@/20c. Cheese,
c@113^c. Eggs, lSc®20c per doz. Green Apples, $2.5n®$4.
anberries scarce at $15@$17 per bbl. Dried Apples, 6>^c@6c

;

aches, 7c@l.^c per lb, for unpared and pared.
CATTLE MARKET—Beef Cattle verv dull. First quality,

..75®$9; prime. $8.25@$S.5o; fair, $7.25® $7.75; ordinarv,

50®.t7; common, .$4.5' i@.t6; inferior, $3@$4, per 100 lbs.

)ws, $25@$50 per head. Sheep dull at 6c@8c per lb. net.

ogs. $t!@$7.50 per 100 lbs. net.

WOOL— Stork light. Tub, 44c; full blood, 47c®50c ; extra
le, 68e@G5c per lb.

BTJITALO MARKET. -Nov. 17.

FLOUR—Firm with a fair demand. St.ite extra from Chicago
iring Wheat $4.75; extra Wisconsin. $5: extra Ohio and Indi-
a, $.5.2 @.$5.,^^i); double extras, $.i.75@$6 ; extra State from
ilwaiikee club Wheat, $4.90; Canadian extra, $5.40.

GRAIN—Wheat flrm with a fiir demand. Canadian white,

25; Kentucky do, $1.40; Milwaukee club, $1.03®$1.05; Illi-

3i.s red winter No. 2, $105; Chicago spring No. 2, $1. Corn
eady at 60c®65e for new. Oats, Ulc. Barley, 6Sc@70c for

tate and Canada. Kye. 7.5c. Canadian Peas, 62^0.
SEEDS—Clover $5; Timothy. $2.25@$2.50.
PROVISIONS—Mess Pork, $16@$15.50. Bacon—Shoulders,
^c; Hams, lOe for plain, an.i I0>^c for gugar-ciued. Lard dull
lie. Hambv.rgh Cheese, 8c@9c.

do, 82c. Corn—Old No. 1, 67c ; No. 2 do, 60c ; new, shelled, 44c
@50 ; Hydraulic dried, 67c; rejected, 3oo@34o; in the ear, 40o®
44c. Eye ranges from fiOc®6Sc for No. 1 and No. 2. Parley

—

No. 1, 58e ; No. 2, 50c. Oats—29e in store ; 81c f. o. b., and 3o>^c
afloat. Beans—inferior, 40®50c; e<}mmon to good, 60c@75c;
prime nav, 75c®$l.
SEEDS—Clover, $4.50; Timothy, $2.10; Hungarian, 72;<^c@

75c per bush.
PROVISIONS—Mess Pork, $14®$1.5. Bacon Hams, 10c@l le.

Lard, llc@12c. Butter active at li'.;^c®ll l<^c for conimrin ; 12<'

®12><jc for good; He® Ii^c for extra; l'6c@16c for choice,—
Cheese, at 9c®10c for W. R.; \0)4c@.nc for Hamburgh. Eggs,
15c@16c. Potatoes, 38e@40c; sweet do, 5.c@7(ic per bush.
Apples, $2.37i^@$2.5(l for good winter, and $-.i.l2X@$2.25 for

inferior per bbl. Dried Apples, Gi<e@7c. Dried Peaches, 9c®
10c for unpared, and 15c for pared, per lb. Chickens, $1.'J&@
$1.37 per doz.
CATTLE MARKET- -Beef Cattle, $2@.|3.25 per cwt. accord-

ing to quality. Hogs, $4.2.''@$4,50 per cwt. Tallow—City ren-
dered, 9j.^c@10c; country, 10c@l(i>jC.
HIDES—Green, .5>re®0c; green salted, 6 Vc@7c; dry salted,

10c@r2c; flint, 13@14c.
HaY—Prairie, new loose, $5.,5M@$G; old pressed do, $9; loose

timothy, $9@$10 ; pressed do, $13 per ton.

WOOL—Fleece, common to full-blood, S0c@48c
;

pulled, 20o
@42c per lb.

CINCINNATI MARKET. -Nov 16.

FLOI'''R—Market firm with a rrioderate demand. Superflne,

$4.70®$4.65; extra, ®$4.90®$5.25. Buckwheat flour, $2.50®
t2.fii) per ewt.

GRAIN—Wheat flrm with liberal receipts. White, $1.15©
$11S; red, $1.0.5®$!. 10. Corn in active demand at 44c®45c,
with large receipts. Rye steady at .5c. Oals, 44c with a fair

supply and demand. Beans, $1@,$1.2.5.

SF^EDS—Clover in moderate demand at $4 50 for old, and
$4.75 for new. Timothy nominal at $-'.25@$2..50. Flax, $1.10.

PROVISIONS—Mess Pork, $l:!..W®$i3.75. Bacon -Sides,
9>«;'c; Shoulders, 7>^c. Green Shoulders, 45ic; Sides, 6;4;c;

Hams, 7?4. Lard, lOc. Butter—Roll, 15e®17c ; W. R., lSc®2<!c

;

summer packed do, 14c@l(3c; common, 10c@12c. Cheese flrm
at 9c®9i^c for shipping lots; lie for English dairy, and 12o for

Durham larm. Eggs, 14c per doz. Potatoes dull at 35e for com-
mon, and 40e®4,5c for good and prime Neshannoclis. Green
Apples dull at $1.25@$2:25 per blil. ; dried do, $1.25®$1.40 per
bush. Craiiberrief'.in good demand at $13@$14 per bbl.

CATTLE M.MIKET—Beef Cattle in good supply and prices
steady at J1.5(i@'j3 per 100 lbs. gross tor common to prime.—
Sheep, $1.50®$3 each. Lambs, $1.50@$2 each. Hogs dull at

.$5.75 per cwt.

HIDES—Dull. Flint, llc@15c; dry salted, 12c@14c
;
green

salted. 6Xc®7c; green, 6c. Tallow, liic@10iic.

HAY-Steady with a fair supply at $l(i@$16.50 per ton.

CHICAGO MARKET. -Nov, 16.

FLOUR—Spring extra, $4.50@.$4.80. Buckwheat flour, $3.25
«r 100 lbs. Piatt's patent do, an extra article. $5 per 100 lbs.

GKAIN—Winter Wheat No. 1, red, $1.05@$l.i!8 ; No. 2, do,

Sc ; Spring Wheat No. 1, 90c@91c ; No. 2 do, 8Sc®89c ; rejected

TORONTO MARKET. -Kov. 17.

FLOUR—Market firm with a limited supply. Superflne, $4.55
@$4.(>5; fancy, $.5®$5.10: extra. $5.25®$\50; double extra-

$D.75@$6 ; fir established brands higher prices are asked.
GRAIN—Fall Wheat, inferior to common, $1.15®$].22; prime,

$1.2S@$1.28; spring wheat, 90c®.$1.03. Barley, 60c®G5e. Rye,
6'ic®6.5c. Oats. 3Sc@40c. Peas, 5.'ic®6(:c.

PROVISIONS—Butter—supply of tresh good at 17c®22c ; No.
1 tub, 17c@18c; No. 2 do. 13c®1.5c per lb. Eggs scarce at 15c
per doz. Cheese, 9e@llo per lb. Apples, $2@2.50 per bbl.

Pot.itncs. .37c®45c per bush. Salt, $1.1.3@,$1.16 per bbl.

C.ATTLF'—IJeeves in full supply and moderate demand. First

cla.ss, $4@$4.5ll ; second do. $3®$S .5<> per Ujn lbs. Calves. $5®
$6 each. Sheep in good supply a I $3@$4 each. Lambs, $1.75®.
$2.25 each. Dressed hogs, $-')®$5.5'i per li lbs.

POULTRY— Turkies. 4tic@70c®$l each. Geeso. .3('c®40c

each. Ducks. 40o@.50 per pair. Chickens. 30c®40c per pair.

HIDF:S—Slaughter. 5c®6c per lb. Sheep skins. 7i'e@,$l each
for fresh, and Gl'(.@70c each from fiirmers. Tallow, Sc per lb.

HAY—Supply limited ; $20®.$30 per .on. Straw—very scarce

at $11®S14 j.'er ton.

LIVERPOOL MARKET. -Nov 4.

FLOUR AND MEAL—Western canal Flour. $5.04®, $.".53

;

Philadelphia. B.iltimore, and Ohio. $5..52@$G24: Can.idian, $i.76

®$6.24: extn qualities, $6.4J®$6.72 ; sour. $4.Sr@$5.28. Corn
Meal. $4.32@.$4 56.

GRAIN—American white wheat. $1.44®$1.5S; red do. $1.,3'"@

$1,40; Canadian white. *1.37®$1.51 ; do. red. $1.26@$1.37. In-

dian corn-^white. $1.0«®$l.il; yellow, 87c@90c; mixed, 89c®
90c. All per bush, of 6u lbs.

^VOOI^-Market quiet but firm. Domestic fl, ece, 12>^c®40c;
Colonial, 16c@72c ; Saxony, 4! c®$l.iiS per lb.

LONDON MARKET. -Nov 4.

FLOUR—American sour, $5 2--®$6 24: sweet. —

.

OR » IN—Wheat—American whT(». $1.26® $1.44; do red, $1.26

®$1.38. Indian com—white, 90c®98c; yellow, 87c®93c, per
60 lbs.

WOOL—Domestic fleece, 82c@89c ; Borta, 30c®48c per lb.
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BRIGHTON CATTLE MARKET. -Nov. 17.

At market, Ib'JJ Bocvcs, 900 Stores, 7000 Sheep and Lambs, 860

PlilCKS — Market Itcef— Extra. $7.T.5®$0.00: First quality,

$7.00; Secniid. $6.50; Third. $4.75@$5. VVurkiiig Oxen—$9n@
$ia'>. Milcli CiiWB— $:.i9 ® flO; roiiimon, $18 @ $19. Veal
Oalve*^$S.OO@$fi.OO. Vt-Hrlinirs—^9@11. Two Vcaia old—$1G
@$2I. Three Veiir» old—$i;2@.'f2.^ Hides-Gc®7o per lb.—
Calfskins— 10e@l-ic per lb. Tiillow- 7 @7Xc. fbeep and
Lambs— $1.0ii@,$i.2.'>; extra, $2.oi.(Si$ 2.7.5 IV-lts—$0.87@.$1.00.
Swine—Fat ll'>s», none. Pigs, Oc; retail. Co(r!>7c.

1{km AtiKs. —Prices of IJeef remain ahoiit the same as last week

;

» few Very extra sold as hlsrh as $!i per owL Sheep and Lambs
»cll 25e per head lowtr. Swiiie sell the same.

ADVERTISEMENTS.
A FKvr short advertisements of interest to farmers— and only

guch — will be inserted in the Gennxee Fanner for twenty cents

a line, or $2 per Bquare, oaeli insertion, payable in advance. To
secure insertion, they should be sent in by the 15tb of the previous

month. The Farmer has large lists of subscribers in evet-y St-ats

and Ten-itory, and in all thfi Bn'tixh Provinces. (It has nearly

3000 SHbseribers in Canada West alone.) There is no better or

cheaper medium for advertising everything of general interest to

rural ruadents in all parts of the United States and Canada,

AND
HORTICULTURAL DIRECTORY,

FG'R I860.
qi^HE FIFTH VOLUME of Thr Rural Anntal and Horti-
JL ci'LTL-KAi. Dii:i;cT0RY js now published. It contains Oiie
Hnridred and. Sevr^. lUuidrdiloiis. It is unqiiestion.Hbly the
handsonu'St work of the kind yet luibli.shed in this cimntr). It
contains 0.\E HtrNPRr.i) and Twenty Packs, abounding in useful
and interesting inrormatiun.

NO FARMER OR FRUIT GROWER SHOULD BE
WITHOUT A COPY.

Among the Contents will be found Articles

0\ PLANTING AND MANAGEMENT OF FRUIT TREES.
ON ISSKCTS IX.TluaoU'^ ANr> RENEFiriAL TO THE

FAl;>JER AND FRiriT G\!iO\\]iK— 1t) lOmtiatiom.

ON DWAKF PEAKS, APPLES, PLUMS, AND CHERRIES—.sVa" JUustrat^m^.

ON THE f^^r.TIVATION OF THE AMERICAN BLACK
R A S PH VMViY— One JUu.itrcttion.

ON THE MANAGEMENT AND VARIETIES OF PIGEONS—Fimrtefn lUu-itnitions

ON PLANTING EVERGREENS—Two Jllustrations.

ON ORNAMENTA DECIDUOUS TREES-^^iw /2tesi!ra«o?M.

ON THE DISEASES OF ANIMALS—REMEDIES, ETC.

The Illustrations hare been obtained at great expense, and are
superior to anything of the kind yet published in this country.

Let every one i^terei'ted in the Culture of the Soil, or in the
improvemeul of Rural Tacte, send for a copy.

ONLY TWENFY-FIVE CENTS

!

Pent pre-paid, by mail, to any address, on the receipt of the
money in three cent postage stamps

Address JOSEPH HARRIS,
ROCUKSTKR, N. T.

Pablishcr of the Genasee Farmer.

tW The bound volumes for IS.^6, 1857, 185S, and 1S59, can be
had at 25 cents each, postage paid.

F. H. MARSHALL,
Plain and Ornamental Book Binder,

AND

BLANK BOOK MANUFACTURER,
Barnes Block, Corner Buffalo and State Street*,

ROCHESTER. N. Y.

i:^~Packnee« from abroad, with directions for binding, will be
promptly attended to. Dec, 1859.—It

PREMIUM CUTTING-BOS

I>RE8ERVE YOUR CIDER AND WINE— Sparkling or
Still- ndeflnitely lODjf. Recipe, tl.

Dec., 1S09.— ll« 11. W. ELY, Syracuse, N. Y.

TTTE take pleasure in calling the attention of dealers, and s

VV who sell or use Ctdtin(j-B(W<'>t, to our improved Rooiikstf

Feed-Cuttek, a machine combining SlrenytA, Shnjilicity, an
UiiUi;/, in bo great a degree that it must commend itself to evei

man at first sight. It does its work with Ihc grentrst eajic an
rapidittj, cutting corn-stixlks, either wet or dry, with eqiial ea.

|

as hity or xtrair. There is no chance for clogeing ; it is self-fee<

ing, cutting from flve-eighths to one ineh in length.

An extensile dealer in Agricultural Implements, says of on
Feed-Cutter : " We consider it the most po-feci cntter made, an i

offer them to our friends with the fulleifi cojifide^ice."

Our Cutting-Box is all that is claimed for it—has always take

the first premium at State and County Fairs—and deserved
stands at the head of all Feed-Cutters.

Its simplicity, durability, capacity for cutting any kind of fodd(

equally well, its one knife, all confirm it as the most reliable Cu
ting-Box in use. As such we offer them to our customers, coi

vinced that they will prove the leading Feed-Cutter.

No. 1 Improved, Single Knife, 7-inch Thro? t $12
"2 " " " 9 " " 18
"3 « " " 11 " « 25

No. S to be driven by hand or horse power.

We are the patentees and exclusive owners of the right of thi

Cutting-Box for tlie United Slates.

Order-s rcBpectfuIly solicited. A. GORDON,
Dec, 1859.—It 68 South St. Paul Street, Rochester, N. Y.

Pear Seed! Pear Seed!
FRESH and of superior quality.

—

American grown 8bei> A'

$y.50perll). Lvpor.TKD Sked AT $2 perlb. And at reduce*

rates to Nurserymen and others ordering large quantities.

Also,

FEEsn Apple Seed 40 eta. per qL ; $7 per bush.

Black Mazzakd Cubrrt Puts, 50 cts. per qt. ; $10 per bush.
Apricot Pits 75 cts. per qL
Strawbeup-y Seed (12 varieties), $2 per oz.

Quince Sked $.3 per lb.

Weymouth Pine Seed, $•'} per lb.

HosKY LncrsT do,, 75 cts. per lb.

Yellow do. do., 75 cts. per lb.

Balsam Fir do., $8 per lb.

Together with the choicest and most extensive collection ol

Gaedun, Fielii, Flowke. Tree, and Siieub Seeds in the Union

pgy~ Our New Catalooite of Vegetable and Agricfltchai
Sef.iis will be ready by the Isl of January. We will aljo publisi

a preliminary Tree aud SnniB Skbd Catalogub on or about thi

loth of December.
Wo are i)repared to supply the trade Trith Seeds of the flnei

stocks, in large quantities, at very low rates.

J. M. THORBI'rW & CO,,
Growers and Importers of Seeds,

15 John Street, New York.

N. B.—fJuBt harvested, a limited supply of Genuine Broab
Leaf Cokncticut Tobacco Skkp, at 25 cts. per oz.; |8.50 per lb

Dec, 1859.—It

IT IS SO—WRITE AND SEE!
$1000 to $1500 per Year.

IF you want a FINELY PAYING WINTER BUSINESS
worth triple the ordinary pay of Mechanics, Clerks. Teacher*

ite., one too thnl any one can do in his own vicinity, and that li

cjitirelv free from risk, then send for a Clrcnlor of tub AU
burn' PUBL'.SHING CO.. and learn the very liberal termi

Ihev offer to oanvassebs everv where for their NEW AGENTS
BOOKS, and address

'

E. G. 6T0RKE.
Dec, 1S59.—It Agent, Auburn, N. Y.
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Vow Kkadt—Single Copies sent by mail, post-paid, for Twenty-
five c<?nt8—Onb Dozen Copies, post-paid, for Two Dollars.

Agents Wanted.

THE ILLUSTRATED
ANNUAL BE6ISTER OF BUBAL AFFAIBS,

For 18G0.

THK STXTH NUMBER of this work is now ready, and pre-

sents features of no less attractiveness and value than its

predecessors. The following abstract of its contents, together
with the fiict that they are "Illustratkd by no less than Onb
Hundred and Sevknty-eigut Engeavings, will afford better

evidence of this than anyth'ng the rubllshers can say.

L ORNAMENTAL PLANTING—TinRTT-Six Engravings.

IL COUNTRY DWELLINGS—TwENTT-FiVE ENeBAvrNGS—
KiGiiT OpaoiNAL Designs, etc.

*^* This is a Chapter which will prove serviceable especially to

those who wish suggestions as to neat and inexpensive structures

for practical purposes, which with some taste and considerable
extent of accommodations, combine great convenience of interior

arrangement.

III. HEDGE?

—

Thirtben Engeavings.
IV. FENCES AND FENCE MAKING—Fifteem Engravings.

V. FARM GATES—Fifteen Engravings.
VI. BARNS AND STABLES—Twenty-Five Engravings.

VII. IMPLEMENTS OF TILLAGE-Twknty--One Engravings.

VIII. OTHER NEW IMPLEMENTS—Six Engravings.

IX. FRUITS AND FRUIT CULTURE—Seven Engravings.

X. SUPPLEMENTARY LIST OP NURSERIES.
XI. RURAL MISCELLANY—Twelve Engravings.

This, preceded by the usual Calendar pages and Astronomical
Calculations, forms a book which is certainly cheap at its retail

price, while the Publishers, in order to promote its extensive cir-

culation, are prepared to olfer the most liberal Terras for its intro-
ducii'in in quantities, either to Agents, Agricultural Societies,

Kurserymen, Dealers in Implements and Seeds, or any others
who take an interest in the dissemination of useful reading, and
in the promotion of Rural Improvement.
Address all orders or inquiries to

LUTHER TUCKER & SON,
Albany, N. Y.

WHO ALSO PUBLISH

THE COUNTRY GENTLEMAN—A Weekly Journal for the
Farm, the Garden, and Fireside—Two Dollars a year ; and

THE CULTIVATOR—Monthly—Fifty Cents a year.

*^* Samples of these journals sent free to all applicants.

THIRTY YEARS OLD!

THE NEW YORK EYANGELIST,
A EELIGIOUS AND FAMILY NEWSPAPEB

OF TUE LAr.GEST CLASS.

PROSPECTUS FOR 1860.

THIS old established Newspaper, which for so many years has
been a welcome visitor in thousands of Christian families,

has recently been greatly enlarged and improved. Its size has

been nearly doubled, and it has added to its list of Regular Con-
tributors some of the best writers in the country.

A special feature of The Evangelist has always been its full

reports of
BEVIVALS OF EELIGION.

It came !nto existence along with the Revivals of thirty years ago.

And as these wonderful scenes are now reappearing and spread-

ing over our country, and also

IN IRELAND, ENGLAND, SCOTLAND,
and on

THE CONTINENT OF EUROPE,
Its weekly reports will bo looked for with universal interest

The Evangelist also conta'as a weekly summary of intelli-

gence from
ALL EELIGIOUS DENOMINATIONS

;

A record of the operations ot

ALL BENEVOLENT SOCIETIES;

A LARGE Home and Foreign Correspondence;

FULL NOTICES OF NEW BOOKS

;

A Monet Article and Review of the Markets ; and a Chil-
dkbn's and Farmers' Department,

Richly supplied with original and selected articles. These
features render it

A COMPLETE FAMILY MEWSPAPER.
5^° TERMS—Two Dollars, in advance.

FIELD Si CRAIGHEAD,
Editors and Publishers,

Dec, 1859.—It 27b. 5 Beekman Street, A'twi York.

PIANOS FOR ^150,
WABEANTED GOOD IN EVERY RESPECT,

MADE BY

BOARDMAN, GRAY, & CO.,
ALBANY, N. Y.

THE subscribers having been induced after repeated applica-
tions, to make a Piano at a low price, to meet the wants of

many now deprived of the luxury, have perfected such an instru-

ment, suitable for SMALL PARL-ORS, SITTING ROOMS, i&c,

FINISHED IN ROSBWOOD—A BEAUTIFUL INSTRUMENT AT

ONE HUNDRED AND FIFTY DOLLARS !

^r° These Pianos are FULLY WARRANTED, and hare all

our LATE IMPROVEMENTS.
Circulars /arninhed on application, giving fuU particulars.

They also furnish A HANDSOMELY FINISHED PIANO,
ADAPTED FOR SCHOOL PRACTICE AND PURPOSES, AT

ONE HUNDRED AND TWENTY-FIVE DOLLARS!
(SKND FOR CIRCULARS.)

Our Regular Styles of LARGE PIANO FORTES, &%, T, and
7% Octavee, we continue to make with all the Late Improvements,
at from .$?iOO to $.50'i, according to Size and Finish. Largo Dis-
counts made to Cash Buyers.

Illustrated Price Lists and Circularsfidrnished on application.

All our Piano Fortes have our Great Improvment,

THE INSULATED IRON RIM,

Making it the Best and Most Durable in the World.
SEND FOR CIRCULARS.

^^~ Perfect satisfaction guaranteed, or money refunded.

BOARDMAN, GRAY, & CO.,
Pee., 1859.—It Albany, N. Y.

JTew Volume—HTew Story.

Life Illustrated is an Elegaistt
quarto of eight beautiful pages—a trifle larger than the Illustrated

London, News—a perfect model of excellence in size, shape, and
sentiment, and is, altogether, one of the most sound and sensible

of live papers. Men like it, women like it, boys like it, girls like

it, the old folks like it, young folks like it, the children like it, and
the rest of the folks can't ketp house 'without LIFE ILLUS-
TRATED.
The new volume of Life Illustrated, commencing October

29, will contain a story from the pen of one of the best American
writers, entitled

THE SCHOOLMASTER'S WOOING
A Tale or New England,

which we have no hesitation in promising our readers will be •ne

of the best stories ever written for newspaper columns: and
entertaining as has been the widely-read and far-famed History

of the Minister''s Wooing, that of the Schoolma-ster will be not

less worthy of public attention.

Dec, 1859.—2t FOWLER AND WELLS, New York.

Temperance Literature.

THE GOOD TEMPLAR (Monthly).—Single Copy, $1. Clubs

of Ten, Fifty Cents each.

THE TEMPERANCE MANUAL (12 mo.).—Containing his-

tory of Good Templars. By D. W. Bristol, P. E. W. C. T. Fu-
neral Ceremonies of the Order; form of Dedication of HalU;
history of Sons of T., Temple of Honor, and twenty choice songs.

Price, by mail, 60 cents; extra gilt, S5 cents.

THE GOOD TEMPLARS GLEE BOOK—Music for all Odeo

d^OA PER MONTH.—Wanted, the address of good Book
(ipOU Agents who will travel for thirty dollars per month, and
erpenses paid. 8. F. FRENCH & CO.,
Nov., 1869.-St 121 Nassau street, New York.

of the Order. 25 cents.

Dec, 1859.—It
!.25 per dozen. Address

B. H. MILLS, Upper Alton, 111.

HOME INSURANCE COMPANY.—Agency at Scottsville.

Capital, $1,000,000; Bur|ilus, $4n0,000. The subscriber, hav-

ing been appointed agent for the above reliable Insurance Com-
pany, will receive applications and issue policies on favorable

terms. Farm buildings and dwellings insured at better rates than

in Mutual Companies, without liability to assessment

BcottsviUe, October 28, 1859. (dec2t») J. DOER.

T7INEGAR FROM CIDER, WINE, ETC., IN TWO DAYS.
V Cost, three cents a gallon. Requires but little attention.

Can be made by any person. P'amily Recipe, $1. FoU instruc-

tions and drawings lor manufacturing, $20.

Dec, 1869,—It* H.^. ELY, Syracuse, N. Y.
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''It is not a Luxury, but a Necessity."

FUJI TIIIKTY YEARS THE STANDARD.
:i.860.

T!te unnnimoufi voice of the Ladies of America and the mibUc
presfi throughout the United States have pronounced

GODEY'S LADY'S BOOK
" not a ltt<tury, lut a necesftit)/,''' in every icell-reQulated

house/wld.

Sixtieth and Sixty-first Volumes.
And the Thirtieth Year of its Publication l>y the same Publisher.

The Oldest, the Best, and the Cheapest Magazine.

USEFUL, ORNAMENTAL, AND INSTKUCTIVE.

The Only Lady's Book in America.

THE LITERATURE.
IN the Lad) '3 Book is by the first writers in the country, and

the stories are always

MORAL AND INSTRUCTIVE.
The following is a list of some of the articles in the Book:
A SPLENDID STEEL ENGRA VINO.
A SPLENDID COLORED FASHION-PLATE, containing

at least four figures.

Drfss—How to Adorn the Person.
Blunders in Behavior Corrected.
A 'A hisper to a Newly Married Pair. From a Widowed Wife.
The Crochet Flower Book.
The .\rt of Knitting Imitations of Natural Flowers.
The Art of Knitting Imitations of Natural Berries and Fruit.
Gardening for Ladies.
A Musical Department—two pages of new music each month.
A Health Department, conducted by Dr. Wilson, of Columbus,

Georgia.
ArucJes that can be made for Presents or Fancy Fairs.

NOVELTIES.
The Art of Ornamental Hair-Work.
We have also articles upon "The Kitchen," "The Laundry,"

"ConffClionery," "The Nursery," etc., etc.

Drawing in all its Variety.
Model Cottages.
Dress Patterns—Infants' and children's dresses, with descrip-

tions how to make them.

Godey's Invaluable Receipts
UPON EVERT SUBJECT.

Indispensable to every family, worth more than the whole cost
of the 15ook, and a great saving of expense to all those who take
the Book.

In the various numbers of 1S60 will be found the newest
designs for

—

Windo^o Curtains. Broderie Anglaiae. Slippers. Bonnet.i, Caps,
ClouAs, Evejiin^-Dresses, Fancy Articles, Head-dresser. Hair-
DreitiAng. Rohos de Chambre. Carriage-DreJiSes, Bride.'!'
Dre^sex, Wreaths, Mantillas, Walking-Dresses, Riding Habits,
Mm-uing-Dresses, Chemisettes, Collars, Undersleeves. Embroi-
dery, Patterns, PatcAtoork, and Crotchet and Netting Work.

Terms, Cash in Advance.
One copy one year, $.3. Two copies one year, $5. Three copies

one year, |0. Five copies one year, and an extra copy to the
person sen<ling the club, making six copies, $10. Eight copies
one year, and an extra copy to the person sending the club, mak-
ing nine c<)i)ics, |lo. Kleven copies one year, and an extra copy
to Uie p'Tsoii sending the club, making twelve copies, 1(20.
And tlie ov/y magazine that can be introduced into any of the

above cluhs is Arthur's Home Magazine. One or more of that
work ran be included in a club in the place of the Lady's Book,
if pnlerred.

BPF.OIAL CLUBBING WITH OTmtR UAGAZIKE3.

Godey'g Lady'n Book and Arthur's Home .Magazine both one
year f^r ^H.W. (Jodry'.t Lady's Boot and Harper's Magazine
both one y.iir for $4 f. \ Godey's Lady's Book, Harper's Maga-
zine, and Arttiur'n Homo Magazine one year, $6.00.
Noies of all solvent banks taken at par.

t^V~ A Specimen will be sent direct to any person making
the request.

Bul)8cribers in the British Provinces, who send for clubs, must
remit 36 cents extra on every subscriber, to pay the American
postage tfi ihe lines.

B« careful and pay the postage on your letter.

Addrew L. A. GODEY,
Dec, 13o9.—

H

823 Ohutnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

THE SATURDAY EVENING POST

A CHANCE TO OBTAIN TWO HANDSO^tE STEEL
ENORA VINGS

Hamilton's Views of Niagara Falls!
A BEAUTIFUL ENGRAVING ALSO AS A PEEMIDM TO

EVERY SUBSCRIBER!

THE Proprietors of the Satup-dat Evening Post—"the oldest
and best of the Weeklies"—have the pleasure to announce to

the reading public, that they hace made an exclusive engagement
with an Author whose powerful t^tories have of late attracted
great attention; and that they will open the year 1S6U with a
novelet, loi'itten expressly for The Post, called

THE EARL'S DAUGHTERS;
By the Author of "THE RED COURT FARM," "THE ROCK,"
"ASHLEY," the "HESTER HALLIWELL" St6ries, "THE
SIX GRAY POWDERS," " DIAMOND BRACELET," &e.

In this story, written expressly for The Post, this powerful
writer's genius has had full scope afforded it; an<i we are able to

state—having read it in manuscript, for it is already in hand—
that it will make a sensation, unless we are greatly mistaken, as

one of the most powerful and interesting stories ever published.
To enable those unacquainted with The Post to judge of the

richness and variety of its general contents, we may state, that

during the past year we have published novelets, stories and other
articles from the pens of the following gifted writers

:

AUTHOR of "The Red Coubt
Fakm."

AUTHOR of " Faem of Focb
Acres."

MISS PARDOE.
FLORENCE PERCY.
AMELIA B. EDWARDS.
EMMA ALICE BROWNE.
AUiHOR of "The Ebony
Caskkt."

MRS. MARY A. DENISON.
FANNY M RAYMOND.
NORA PERRY.
ISA CRAIG.
HARRIET MAETINEAU.

G, P. R. JAMES.
CHARLES DICKENS.
ALFRED TENNYSON.
CHAltLES REaDE.
HENRY W. LONGFELLOW.
CHARLES MACKAY.
WILKIE COLLINS.
DR. O. W. HOLMES.
T. S. ARTHUR.
AUTHOR or " The Scout," &c.
ALEXANDER DUMAS.
JOHN G. WHITTIEB.
OWEN MEREDITH.
P. J. BAILEY, author of Festiis.

MARY IIOWITT.
GRACE GREENWOOD.
TiiR Post does not confine itself, however, to works of the irj-

agination, as so many Weeklies now do. It generally devotes a
fair portion of its ample space to the News of the Wkek, For-
eign and Do.mestic, to an Agricultural Department, to Bank
Note Lists, and to a Weekly and Accurate Pkicb Current
of the PoRDucK Markets, &c., &c.

Terms--Engravings~A Premium Engraving also.

HAMILTON'S TWO VIEWS OF NIAGARA FALLS—

a

couple of handsome and large-sized Steel Engravings—the retail

price of which is FIVE DOLLAR —we are enabled to Club with
THE I'OSr on the following remarkaMy liberal terms.
We also Club with those well-known Monthly Magazines,

Arlinir','> Home Magazine, and Godey's Lady's Book. Read the
following, and take your choice of

One Copy of Tiik Post, $2.00 a year. One Copy of Tue Post
and niiTii Engravings of Niagara Falls, $S. One Copy of Tiik
Post and one of .\rthur'» Home Magazine, pi. One Coi)y of The
Post and one of Godey's Lady's Book, $3.50.

CLXJBS-
2 Copies of Thk Post. $-S.()0 a year. 4 Copies of Thh Post (ami

one of the Engravings to getter up of Club.) $."). 8 Copies of Thk
Post (htkI one co[)y extra, or both Engravings, to getter up of
Club,) $10. 1.3 Copies of Thk Post fand one copy extra, or both
Engravings, to getter up of Club,) $15. 20 Copies of The Post
(and one copy extra, or both Engravings, to getter up of Club,)
$20. -SO Copies of TiiR Post (ami one copy extra, and botli En-
gravings, to getliT up of Club,) $30.

P. S.—The Pof !age will be pre-paid on nil the Engravings.

A BEAUTIFUL PHEMIUM.
A larse and l>e:unifnl Vnsrrnvine on Rl<'el, 17 bv 23 inches,

called "THK Sl'KAKlNG LIKENESS," will be sent to erory
subscriber to ••'11 IE I't ST" lor l?(iO, who shall send, in mMilion
to his subscript iin. Him sum of Iw nl' -five cenUs, to pay the expen.ie
of postage, mailing, Ac, Ac. The retail price of this Engraving
is I\>iR DoLLAnal Ii is a Gem:
Address DEACO.V & PKTKRSOW,

No. 132 SotUh Third Streei, Philadelphia.

^^Samplb Conns of "TUK POST" »knt gratis vhbh
E»<jCESTEB. Dec, 1859.—It
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CPALDING'S PREPARED GLUE!
SPALDING'S I'REPAltED GLUE I

SPALOING'S PREPARED GLUE I

SAVE THE PIECES I

ECONOMY

:

DISPATCH !

g:W" " A Stitcu nf Time saves Ninb."„^^

As accidents will happen, even in well-regulated families, it

U Tery desirable to have some cheap and convenient way for

repairing Furniture, Toys, Crockery, &c.

SPALDING'S PREPARED GLUE
meets all such emergencies, and no household can afford to be

without it. It is always ready and up to the sticking point. There

is no longer any necessity for limping chah-s, splintered veneers,

headless dolls, and broken cradles. It is just the article for cone,

shell, and other ornamental work, so popular with ladies of refine-

ment and taste.

This a«imirable preparation is used cold, being chemically held

in solution, and possessing all the valuable qualities of the best

cabinet-makers' Glue. It may be used in the place of ordinary

mucilage, being vastly more adhesive.

" USEFUL IN EVERY EOUSE."
N. B.—A Brush accompanies each bottle. Price, 25 cents.

Wholesale Depot, No. 30 Piatt Sneet, New York.

Address HENRY C. SPALDING & CO.,

Box No. 3,600 New York.

Put up for Dealers in Cases containing four, eight, and twelve

dozen—a beautiful Lithograph Show-Card accompanying each

package.

E^"A single bottle of SPALDING'S PREPARED GLUE
will save ten times its cost annually to every household. „^,^^
Sold by all prominent Stationers, Druggists, Hardware and

Furniture Dealers, Grocers, and Fancy Stores.

Country Merchants should make a n<4o of SPALDING'S PRE-
PARED GLUE, when making up their list It will stand any

elimate.

SPALDING'S PREPARED GLUE

!

USEFUL IN EVERY HOUSE.

SPALDING'S PREPARED GLUE,
SOLD BY STATIONERS.

SPALDING'S PREi'ARED GLUE,
SOLD BY DRUGGISTS,

SPALDING'S PREPARED GLUE,
SOLD BY HARDWARE DEALERS.

SPALDING'S PREPARED GLUE,
BOLD BY HOUSE-FURNISHING STORES.

SPALDING'S PREPARED GLUE,
SOLD BY FURNITURE DEALERS.

SPALDING'S PREPARED GLUE,
SOLD BY FANCY-GOODS DEALEPA

SPALDING'S PREPARED GLUE,
SOLD BY GROCERS.

SPALDING'S PREPARED GLUE,
SOLD BY COUNTRY MERCHANTS GENERALLY.

Manufactured by
HENEY C. SPALDING & CO.,

30 Piatt Street, New York.

Addren Post-Oflaoe, Box No. 8,600. Dec, 1859.—ly

ANDRE LEROY'S NURSERIES,
AT ANGERS, FRANCE.

THE Proprietor of these Nurseries, the most exten^sive in the

world, has the honor to inform his numerous friends and the
pulilic, that liis CVTALOGUE oI FRUIT and OUNAME.NTAL
TREES, SHRUBS, ROSES, SEEDLINGS, FRUIT STOCKS^
itc, for the jtresent season, is now ready, and at their disposal.

Applv, as heretofore, to ,

F. A. BRUGUIERE,
October—.3t 51 Cedar Street, New York.

FAKM FOR SALE.—A farm of 100 acres, within half a mile
of the village of Middleport, Niagara Co., N. Y.. is offered for

sale on reasonable terms. It is well supplied with barns, sheds,

orchards, and all necessary innirovemeiits, and is well watered.
About 20 acres are good wood land, the rest under cultivation.

Inquire of, or address TIIOS. F. SMITH,
November, 1S59.—31* Middleport, N.^._

RUSSIA. ,0E BASS MATS — Selected expressly f.ir budding
and t}ing. GUNN V B.\GS, TWINES, HAY BOI'E, &c.,

suitable for Nurserymen and Farmers, tor sale in lots to suit, by
D. W. MANWARING. Importer,

Sept, 1S59.—ly* 248 Front Street, New York.
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THE GEIVESEE FARMER,
A MONTULT JOURNAL OF

AGRICULTURE AND HORTICULTURE,
IS PUBI.ISHKD AT KOCnK.STEIi, N. Y.,

Bv JOSEPH HAKKIS.
It is the cheapest agricultural paper in the world, and h.ts attained

an unrivalle^^l circulation.

Terms— Invariably in advance— Fifty CrNxs a "^ eak ;

Five Copies for $2: Eight Copies for *.3, togelher with a h'vi-al

Annual and llorticuliural Directory to the person g<-tling up
the club. It is not necessary that the club shouM be all at one

office— we send wherever the members of the club desire.

^^ All friends of rural improvement are respectfully solicited

to obtain and forward subscriptions.

Specimen numbers s.enl free to all applicants.

The address of papers can be changed at any time.

Papers are sent to the British Provinces at the same rafrs as in

the United States No extra charge for American postage.

Subscription money may be sent at the risk of the Publisher.

Address JO^KPH HAUKIW,
Publisher and Proprietor, Rochester, N. T.
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GENESEE FARMER
FOR I860.

Below -will bo found our Premium List for 1860. Our Specific

Premiums are the same aa last year, except that we do not offer

epeciflc prcmiuma for larger lists ihaa twenty-four, for the reason

that any larger list than this will probably take a Cash Premium.

The January Cash Premiuras are larger and more numerous

than ever before. Few persons compete for tliem, and very

small lists will secure them. A few hours spent in canvassing is

all that is necessary.

If there is no agent for the Farmer in your town, will not you,

kind reader, act as agent for us in your neighborhood? The

Geneeee Farm-er is sa cheap that everyone interested in the cul-

tivation of the soil will subscribe, if asked ; and few do so unless

they are asked. Show them a copy of the paper, and tell them

its price, and they can not 7t-elp hut take it. Will not all our

friends— will not i/ou, sir,—make an effort to increase our list of

subscribers for 1860? We will gladly send you show-bills, speci-

men copies, <fcc, if you will act as agent.

LIST OF PREMIUMS.
Thb terms of the Gbnesek Farmer are: Single Subscribers,

Fifty Cents a year, in advance; Five Copies for Two Dollars;

Eight Copies for Three Dollars ; and any larger number at the

same rate. All sutjscriptions to commence with the year.

In addition to this reduction of one-fourth, we offer the follow-

ing List of Specific Premiums as an extra inducement for our

friends to form Clubs.

SPECIFIC PREMIUMS.
1. To every person who sends us Eight Subscribers, (at our

Uncest t^rms of tldrty-seven and a half cents each,) we wiU

eond, postage paid, a copy of our beautiful twenty-five cent book,

the Rural Annual for 1860.

2. To every person who sends us Sixteen subscribers, (at

our lowest club terms of tlurty-seven and a half cents each,)

we will send one extra copy of the Geneeee Farmer and one

copy of the Rural Annual, pre-paid, by mail.

8. To every person sending us Twentt-Foue subscribers, as

above, we will send two extra copies of the Farmer, or two

copi< 8 of the Rural Annual and one extra copy of the Fanner.

JANUAEY CASH PBEMIUMS
For the Greatest Nnmber of Subscribers.

Thoi sands of our readers delay sending in their subscriptions

till several of the numbers of the new volume are out. In order

to correct this practice as much as possible, we offer a liberal and

very numerous list of Cash Premiums for the greatest number of

subscribers sent in by the fifteenth day ofJanuary. The names

of the successful competitors, together with the number of subscri-

bers, will be announced in the February number, and the Premi-

ums immediately paid.

1. TWENTY-FIVE DOLLARS, in Cash, to the person who
shall send us the largest number of subscribers (at the lowest club

price of 37Vi cents each,) before the l.'ith day of January, 1S60.

(The order with the money must be received, not mailed, on or

before the 15th of January.)

2. TWF.NTY DOLLARS to the person who shall send na
the second highest number, as above.

8. NINETEEM DOLLARS to the person who shall send na
' the third highest number, as above.

4. EICIITREN DOLLARS to the person who shall send na
the fourth highest list, as above.

6. SEVENTEEN DOLLARS to the person who shall send na
the fiflh highest list, as above.

6. SIXTEEN DOLLARS to the person wbo BtukQ send tu tlie

sixth highest list, r.t shove.

7. FIFTEEN DOLLARS to the person who shall send us the
seventh highest list, as above.

S. F«H:UTICEN dollars to the person who shall send u*

the eighlli highest list, us aL)ovc.

9. THIRTEEN DOLLARS to the person who shaU send us
the ninth highest list, as above.

10. TWELVE DOLLARS to the person who shall send us the
tenth highest list, as above.

11. ELEVEN DOLLARS to the person who shall send us the
eleventh highest list, as above.

12. TEN DOLLARS to the person who shall send us the
twelfth highest list, as above.

13. NlNPj DOLLARS to the person who shall send us the

thirteeutli highest list, as above.

14. EIGHT DOLLARS to the person who shall send us the
^urteenth highest list, as above.

15. SEVEN DOLLARS to the person who shall send us the

fifteenth highest list, as above.

16. SIX DOLLARS to the person who shall send us the

sixteenth highest list, as above.

17. FIVE DOLLARS to the person who shall send ua the

seventeenth highest list, as above.

18. FOUR DOLLARS to the person who shall send us tlie

eighteenth highest list, as above.

19. THREE DOLLARS to the person who shall send us the

ninteenth highest list, as above.

20. TWO DOLLARS to the person who shall sen4 us the

twentieth highest list, as above.

21. ONE DOLLAR to the person who shall send us the
twenty-first highest list, as above.

There is not a town in the United States where any person,

by showing his neighbors a copy of the paper and asking them

to subscribe, might not take some of the largest of the above

Premiums.

Those who do not take any of the Cash Premiums, will be sure

of the Specific Premiums, so that we have no blanks.

Clubs are not required to be at one Post Office, or sent to one

address. We send wherever the members of the club may deaire.

Names can be added to a club at any time.

A TWENTY-FIVE CENT PREMIUM TO
EACH S UBSC RISER!

Rural Annual and Genesee Farmer in Clubg.

AS A STILL GREATER INDUCEMENT
TO FORM CliUBS,

We offer the Genesee Faemkr for one year, and our beautifti)

twenty-five cent book, the Rural Am::<ual and IIoRTicri-TURAL

Directory for 1860, in clubs of eight or upwards, at Fifty Cent*

the two. In other words, for Four Dollars we will send eight

copies of the Farmer for one year and eight copies of the Rural
Annual, together with a Rural Annual for the person who
gets up the Club. For Eight Dollars we will send sixteen

copies of the Farmer and sixteen copies of the Rural Annual,

and one extra copy of each for the person who gets up the club.

Any person sending us Three Dollars for a club of eight of

the Genkskk Farmer, shall receive one copy of the Rural
Annual for his trouble.

We send the club to one address, or write the name of each

subscriber on his paper, as requested.

Postage.—The postage on the Farmter sent to any place in

the State of New York, paid quarterly in advance, is three cents

a year ; to any other place in the United Stales, six cents a year.

We pay the American postage on all papers sent to the Canadaa,

or any of the other British Provinces. In all cases we pay the

postage on the Rural Annual.

Our Agents, and Competitors for the above Premiums, wlH

remember that our terms arc always IN ADVANCE.

t®~ Subscription Money may bo sent by mail at my rUJt,

and you ne*d not " regiMer " tha Mtera.

Addrcas JOSEPH HARRIS,
PuSLISnKE AMD PeOPRIBTOR,

,
I ROCUISTER, N. Y,

BTZSBOTIFXD BT JAMSB LSNHOZ, KOCHESTilB, H. T.
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